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(Bodo XI.]

Ek tmwlfth letter of the alphabet; called

* ,. It is one of the letters termed L., [or
non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,
without the voice]; and of the letters termed

1l0, as also .o and j, because proceeding from
the tip of the tongue: its place of utterance is
between that of . and that of j: and As says
thatit is never conjoined with either of these two
letters in any Arbic word: (TA :) it is a sibilant
letter; and is distinguished from u. by the
raising of the tongue to the palate [in the utter-
ance of the latter], and from j by the suppreesion
of the voice fin the utterance of the former].
(g iii art. . ) It is one of the letters of aug-
mentation [occurring in the form jn'nai and its
derivatives]. (? and L in art. (. ) [See also

. in art. X*'. It is sometimes substituted for

j; a in., foril·: and for ,, as in ,

for 5: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec.

ed., ii. 290-23: and iii. 530-5~:)] and AZ
ays that some of the Arab ubstitute for it ;,

(f and L and V' in art. ~,) as in the saying
(1 and L in art. G ) of 'Alyi Ibn-Arlpm,
(L ib.,)

.

u, -- C-r- x 

. --- g . . a ,.
;a1 r 1 1 

0

,0, may God ro far f~om good, or from
pro~perit, the wn of the Si',A, 'Amr Ibn-
Yarbooa, tAe worst of mankind: they are not
edte, nor Aarp in intelect]: he means b,.Il

and ,.:t4 (g and L ib.:) and in like manner

one says tL for W.k. (TA in art. ~s )_
u. in the ]ur [commencing ch. xxxvi.] is like
.,I and ,~ at the commencement of chapters of
the same; and is said by 'Ikrimeh to mean
'; 1; i [O mnan]; because it is followed by the

words e r t h A1 : ( and L in art.; :)

or it means either thus, or y [O man of

dignity]. (K in art. ~.) m ,. is a particle
peculiarly prefixed to the aor., rendering it clearly
denotative of the future, (Mughnee, and S and
L in art. ~,) as in -;.. [He il do such a
thing], (S and L ib.,) and considered as forming
a part thereof, for which reason it does not ex-
ercise any government upon it: it is not con-
traeted from .J, contrary to what the Koofees

Bk. I.

hold: nor is the extent of the' future with it
shorter than it is with j4,, contrary to what the
Baqrees hold: the analytical grammarians term
it , J, by which is meant a particle of
ampliflcation; because it changes the aor. from
the strait time, which is the present, to the ample
time, which is the future: but plainer than their
expression is the saying of Z and others, [that it
is] a particle denoting the' future. (Mughnee.)
Kh aserts that it corresponds [as an affirmative]
to [the negative] CO. (1 and L in art. *.)
Some assert that it sometimes denotes continuance,
not futurity: this is mentioned in relation to the
saying in the lur [iv. 98], .,1 l~: [as
though meaning Ye con~tn d oth];
and they adduce as an evidence thereof the raying
in the ame [ii. 169], i L,I O iJI J ,
*e@; (as tF meaning m h lig tedof
t eope ---- ay say, What hat/ t d
them away, or hatk,from thir Ahibe ?]; affirming
that this was revealed after their saying.. ,:
but this the grammarian know not; and that
this verse was revealed after their saying &y L*
is not a fact agreed upon: moreover, if it be con-
ceded, still continuance is inferred from the aor.;
like as when you say, 4M J) v and

do - ~you mean that it is his custom to
do thus. (Mughnee.) Z asserts that when it is
prefixed to a verb signifying what is liked or
disliked, it denotes that the event will inevitably
happen: i.e., when it is prefixed to a verb sig-
nifying a promise or a threat, it corroborates and
confirms its meaning. (Mughnee.) m [As a nu-
meral, , denote Sity.]

X.

l i. q. J., q. v.

1. el,, (9, M, K,) aor. -, (M, P,) inf. n.

, (8, M,) He throttld him, syn. 'A; (S,
M, IAth, 1g;) i.e., squzedhis throat: (IAth:)
or, o that he died, (,) or so tlat le hiled Aim.

(M , 1) And otL HIe widaed it; namely, a
A., [or skin for water or milk]. (9, g.) -

I5; ,lt . 't, (M, g,) aor. and inf. n. as
above; (M;) and , (M, (M ,) aor. ', (g,)
inf.. n. ; (M;) He momatisieod with dinsk-
*W of wine or beerae.. (M, g.)

;L and tV A [ a asu ter,
(8, M, ,)for ine: (M:) or sucA aM is 2g:
(M,.:) or a j of ay kind: (M:) or a r~p
tal of in, or batler, ins hi the b u pwt:
(M, :) the fobrmer also occurs in a verse in
which it is read without , for the sae of the
rhyme: (M:) and its pL is s,j,: (9, M, :)
and (so in the f, but in the V "or,") the latter
(.,t) sgnifie a k for h my; ($, ;) and
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, (f, Mi, K,) cited

voce Ui., (Q, M,) it is writtmn mA, (M , ][,)
without .: (, M :) and it sgnifie also a f inw

i chared btter is pt. (g and L voee

s~iw, in the folloring aying, (IJ, M,) j
,. *;jp, meaning Vriy Ae is oae Ao pao
thr, or teds, the cattb, ad taM care of thrm,
and man tam, d (U, (IJ , M ,*) i, f om
t; signifying " a ," beane the j is mad

only for the preservation of its contents. (IJ, M.)

.,t.: ee .to., - Alo, (],) applied to a
man, (TA), Wlo d ir mac water. (g.)

L .. : ee 1 in art. s.

4. j.L signifies The Aasning, or being quic,
in jour~ ; (9, ;) and is mostly used in
relation to journeying by night: (9:) or the
journeying ai the night; (M;) or thejournaying
in the night without alighting to ~re; (Mbr, P,

;) and U signifies the "journeying in the
day without alighting to rest:" (Mbr, 9:) or the
jour,neyy of camels night and day (AA, M, f,
10)together. (M,] .) And tl ocursa an
inf. n. in the sense of ZLtl]; but [ISd says] I
know not any verb [properly] belonging to it.

(M.)_ You say also, ,Jt )1 He prosecuted
the journey mith energy, (M,) or stently, or
continually. (MA.) [See an ex. in a verse of
Aboo-DuwAd cited voce i...]

;It [an inf. n. of which the verb is not men-
tioned,] The act of alkiing, or going any pace on
foot. (M.)

)1C,: see 4, above,

$;. Som~shat remaining of youtAhfdn~ (9,
) and str~ () in a woman. (9, ]5- [8ee

also a;2])
162
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A skin for clarMfled butter, (6, , [see

j, ,]) orfor oncy; as also ..., without.; the
former of the measure JaL, and the latter of the
measure Ji: or a [shin of the kind caled] J,
smnaller than the e. [which is similarly de-
scriled as a skin, or small skin, of the kind called
jj]: (El-Ah.mar, L :) but Sh says, what we have

heard is [.. , meaning a large [skin of the kind
called] $. (L.)

; see: art. v,.

~j (O, ], TA) and 51_ (TA) arabicized

from [the Pers.] >l_': (0, g: [in some copies of
the I 6; :]) this is the only explanation in some
of the copies of the ]: (TA:) Plain; i. e. with-
out variegation, decoration, embellishment, or
enrr,aved or scuptured worh: (O, TA:) or with-
out any hair UpOn it: or of one unmized colour:
this last is [said to be] the correct meaning [in
muny instances]; but the sheykh Welee-ed-Deen
El-'Ir6.ee says, in the Expos. of the "Sunan"
of Aboo-Dawood, respecting a pair of boots of the

Prophet, described as - .;. ;i or

Ol4L7,, that this phrase seems to mean A pair
of black boots of one unmixnied colour; the last
word being used in this sense in the common
conventional language; though he had not found
it with this meaning in the lexicons, nor in the
books of authors on the strange words occurring
in traditions. (TA.)- Also Freefrom self-con-
straint: and one wiw knows not badness, wvicked-
suiw, deceit, or guile; in whon is no latent rancour,
malevolence, malice, or spite, nor cunning: (0 :)
orfrw in intellect; and easty [or simple or artle]
in nature or disposition. (TA in art. -tw.) -

1_.3., i-, also written a , is used by
authlors on the scholastic theology of the Muslims
as meaning An argument, a plea, an allegation,
an ecvidence, or a testimony, that is undecisive:
and sometimes the same epithet is used [in like
manner] in other cases. (L.) 1 In some copies
of the ]1, it is said to be [the name of] Certain
roots and shoots, that grow in wvaters, usful for
nch and such things; arabicized from .tL [or
#L;]: (TA:) or certain keave and shoots, (0,
CIS,) used as a medicine, having a flonwer; one

sort thereof called 5.; and another, q ;

[the latter name, i.e. k s. L, as well as c.L

alone, applied in the present day to malabathrum,
or Indian mnard;] growiing in waters that
collet and stagnate in black muddy lands, (0,)
standing up on t sace of the ,,a° owater, (0,
CId,) like the plant called .lI ,, (0,) with-
out attachment to a root; (0, CId;) beneficial
for sAellings of the eye. (Ca.)

iL
1. ;tL: see 4, in two places. _ jL, aor.:,

(Mbl, 1g,) inf. n. ;., (Meb,) It remained; be-
,ame left, as a residue. (M#b, g.)

4. Xl JIe f a remainduer, or omewhat 
maining; (IAgr, M, I ;) as also V ,L, (IA.r, ]p,)

or 1;_ ;t, (A,) inf. n. fJL: (T/:) or he bft
somewhat of the bevrage in the bottoi of the vessl
from which he had arunk; (9, TA;) as also
I,tji 'Ul I4 jL,l: (A:) the doing of which is
prescribed in a trad. (TA.) You say also JLI

lie ftit rmaining. (Msb.) And ; ;LI and
j, He left a remainder, or residue. (T, TA.)

And 'iZI ; l Hfe left somewhat of it remain-

ing. (M.) And .1JI 1 Jt ej;Lo; and

,1, * ?t4l,; The camels left somn water re-
maining in the trough, or tank. (A.) Also jt.

j.. .alt 'I ie le ft k somhat remaining of
thefood. (A) And t: ., ._ l ,I e. left
somc7vhat of his calcation un;eckoned. (M,*
TA.)

6. jLJ (so in the Tekmileh and M and CId,
and in a MS. copy of the 1~; but in some copies
of the ., and in a copy of the A, 1 j;; L;) He
drank the remains: (A:) or tlh remainder of

the .JJ; (K ;) or so d. il jLJ. (Lh, M.)

6: see what next precedes.

·;a A remainder, or raidue; (T, M, Msb, s;)
of a thing, (M,) or of anything; (TA;) as also

V [: (T :) or a remainder of beverage in the
bottom of a veWl after one has drunk; (S,* A;)
such as is left by a rat or mouse 'c. after drink-
ing: (S:) properly applied to a rmnainder of
water left by the drinker in a vessel or vatering-
trough: and tropically to t a remainder of
food, .5e.: (Mgh:) and t ,; signifies likewise
! a remainder of food: (A:) pl. of the former
L,i, (S, M, Mgh, M9b,) and, by transposition,

;L.l, like ;~I and ;1j, plh. of l and. . (M.)

[See also C, below.] -,ju t means
I I/'tat remains of the portion of thie fei of the
gaine that is given to the hawk whichl has captured
it. (A.) - A/ ;.nd also signifies A re-
mainder of youtrilid vigour in a man, (M, ]g,)
or in a woman who has passed the prime of
youth, (Lth,) or in a woman who has passed the
period of youth but not been rendered decrepit by
old age. (A.) [See also Qj3..] - And t Vhat
is good, or ellent, of property, or of camels or
the like: pl. ,. (L.) [App. because such is
left when one has parted with the bad.] _,_ t '
CIJI '> i [means A chapter of tie ,Kur-din ;]
so called because it is a portion, (A,) or a re-
mainder: (TA:) or it may be from the significa-
tion immediately preceding: (L:) or it is a dial.

var. of ;: ( :) pl. ;;, (A, TA.)- - X i
¢ ;. means Such a one is twry cvil or mis-

chievous. (A.)

ij;;: see the next preceding paragraph, in
five places.

jL. One who leaves a remainder, or rasidue,
(s, M, ,) of berage in the bottom of the vesd
from wlich he has drunk: (9, M:) [and Iof
food in a dish; 4c.:] deviating from rule, (S,

M,) like J. from .j.: ([ :) [seem .1J, which
is said to be the only other instance of the kind:]
by rule it should be Vt; ; (g,';) which is

[Boo~ I.

[said to be] also allowable: ( :) but MF denies

this; (TA;) or it may be [regular~ from L or

[irregular] from ti;. (T,TA.)

The The rst, or remainder, (T, and M in art.
e-, and Msb and ],) of a thing, (Z, M, Mgb,)

whether little or much; (T, Mb ;) and of men,
or people: (.Sgh, Msb :) not the whole, or all, as
many imagine it to mean, (ggh, Msb, IC,) though
people use it in this latter sense, (IAth,) which
9gh asserts to be a vulgar error: (Msb :) it occurs
repeatedly in trads., and always in the former
sense: (IAth:) or it is sometimes used [in chaste
Arabic] in the latter sense: (I :) and is correctly
so used accord. to AAF and J and IJ and El-
Jawalecee and IB, the last of whom confirms
this signification by many examples and evident
proofs: but whether, in this sense, it is derived

from jcJI, as AAF and J and others hold, or

from j, the "wall which surrounds a town or
city," as others hold, is disputed: (TA:) and

slo 1 is a dial. var. of ;C. (; in art.,...)
- An Arab of the desert became the guest of a
party, and they ordered the female slave to per-
fume him; whereupon he said, L5) Cij

LS , LSj;Lj [Iy belly perf'me tlou, and the
rest of e lkeare thou]: (g:) but in other lexi-

cons than the K, we find S.il. (TA in art.
,jd.) This saying is a well-known prov. (TA.)
[In the TA it is added that 3£1. here signifies
thle whole of me, or all of me: but this is an evi-
dent mistake.] You say this to a man who gives
you what you do not want, and refuses you what
you want. (ggh, TA in art., 1m.) _ It is related,
also, that a hostile attack was made upon a people,
and they cried out for aid to the sons of their
uncle; but these held back from them until they
had been made captives and taken away; then
they came inquiring respecting them; and the

person asked replied, ',;1 J6lj j .j'J ;I
[lTltat, all tlw day, vlten the noon has lassed?]
(1J :) i.e., Dost thou covet what is remote, ( 1~,
(S, l], TA, in a copy of the ~ and in one of the
]. and in the C] a,L L,) when [reason for]
despair hath become manifest to thee: for when
one wants the whole day, and the noon has passed,
he must despair like as lie despairs of accomplish-
ing his want at sunset. (9 in art. ,-', and 15.)
This saying is a prov.; (S, A;) and is used with
reference to a lhing which one hopes to attain
when its time has passed. (A.)

[,..i, expl. by Golius as a pl. meaning " Partes
reliqua" is an evident mistake, app. caused by a
misunderstanding of the latter prov. mentioned
above.]

#V.

,L a dial. var. of. without .; A certain
tre; [aecord. to some,] i. q. Li..e. (TA.) [See
art. sr.]

1. IL M (9, M, M ) with I1 . following it, and
Ci S w iL and I1, (g,* ],) aor. 34i, (M,)
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in£ n. 313. and A.Lt, (, M, ,) which latter is

also pronounoed i._L, without the hemzeh, (TA,)

and J'Lj and it, (M, V,) and aI3l or AIL,
(accord. to different copies of the 1], the former
of these two accord. to the TA, [and it appears
from a statement that will be found below, voce

31., that one of these is correct, but in an excel-
lent copy of the M, in the place thereof, I find,

and ? V;'_, as a verb, doubly trans., first thus by

itself, and secondly by means of &', as shown by

an ex. in a verse cited below, (see 3,) and this

also is correct,]) all [sometimes] signify the same,
(6,* 1,) i. e. lie asewd him such a thing; or

asked him, interrooated him, questioned him, or

inquired of him, rpecting such a thing: but

IJb Xo is more common than 1Xj: when jt.,

means the asking, or demanding, of property, it

is trans. [only] by itself or by means of i.> [so

that you say IJ, Ji and li 'iS jLt mean-

ing he asked, or demanded, of hin sach a thing]:

(Er-Righib, TA:) and one says also JL, aor.

34, (Akh,S , M,Mgb, K,) like J., aor. o .;
(Myb, 1 ;) which is of the dial. of Hudheyl; the
medial letter of this being originally.j, as is shown

by the phlrase, mentioned by AZ, 'jL. 1k:

(TA .) [respecting this dial. var., see what fol-

lows:] the imperative ($,Myb,]1, TA) of Jl.

(~, Mb,TA) is jt.l; (?,M, Msb, , TA;) and

(s ., , &.) that of j(l, (M, Msb, TA,) ,, (S,

M.b, 1, TA,) dual. tj, and pl. NIL, [these two
being] irregular; (Msb ;) and AAF mentions that

Aboo-'Othmin heard one say j)_, [a form

omitted in some copies of the ]I, but mentioned

in the C/C,] meaning j,.1, suppressing the ., and

transferriig its vowel to the preceding letter, like

as some of the Arabs said jJ forj, m.l [as

many do in the present day]: (M :) accord. to
ISd, (TA,) the Arabs universally suppress the .
in the imperative except when they prefix to it

J or ; (M, TA;) saying j15 and JLdlj:
(TA:) or when; [or J] is prefixed, it is allow-
able to pmnonnce the . and also to suppress it, as

in saying I13,C1 and 1.;;: (Msb:) and for the

pass. , one may say jt', and J, in this

instance making the kesreh to partake of the

sound of dlammeh, and j,; and also j, in

which the middle letter is pronounced with a

sound between that of . and that of S, or re
sembling that of . (IJ, TA.) As Er-R6ghil

says, jl3, signifies The asking, or demandiag

knowledge, or information, or ahat leads timWeto
and the asking, or demanding, property, or ?wha

leads thereto. (TA.) &. JI ;C s L means j

asked of him information rspecting the thing,

(IB, TA: [and the like is said in the Mbh:]i

and ;;Jl1 t [is sometimes used in the sam.
sense, as has been shown above, but generally'

means Iasked him to give mr tlu t/hing: (IB

TA :) you say, 'jli Ls He asked, demanded, o
begged, of kim property, and in like manner

a j ad 4l jl Lfollowed byf ]: (A.:

and MHM l JT tw, in£. n. J1. and ijt; j

beggd, or sought, of God health, or jedon

from dis'ase, &e. (Myb.) The saying in the C

..ur nl,. 1]i, h,;. Iitl. jtL means 50 £1

¥1$~ [i.e. aer aed ar]-cti a fa-ing

punih t]: (8:) [for] one ays, s Jt -.s
Ci; X I and C [meaning ,e n;ent forth ,

i eng respcting auh a one]: (AMh, :) or the a

phrase in the ]ur means a caller called [for a
failing punishmcnt]: (TA:) and some read y

%r j L ., jL-, (Bd, TA,) [likewise] from
Jl;J1: (Bd:) or this means el..1A J iail J.[

[i. e. a vallmeyJlo~ed with a falling punishment]; a

(Bd, TA;) so some say; (TA;) from iJ*l. J

(Bd1.) Thesaying, in a trad., JI.J1 ;' .u (]

[Hle (Mohammad) forbade ;much questioning or m

inquiring] is said to relate to subtile questions or o

inquiries, that are needless; like another trad., I'

mentioned below, voce, aJt.: or to the begging, 1

of men, their property needlessly. (TA.) t

3. 2;L, (M, TA,) inf. n. ,;(.: (TA :) see 1, t

first sentence. Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

* ,J5W so1 l:JI; · *,o5 ,, . ,

[Didst thou ash the remains oj the dwelling, or
didt thou not ask, ~pecting the inhabitants, I

or re~ing their kowldge of the former oc-

cupants?]. (M, TA.) - In the saying of Bilal
Ibn-Jereer,

* : · i~ · j *'1 ·, e; · I

[Whbt thou becomet their guest, or aœhest of 

them, thou findest ith them a ready euse],

I ,1 is a combination of two dlal. vars.; the ·

being in the original phrase !,j S;'.., and the 

. being a substitute in the phrase -. J 1.;

the measure of.XL being'AQ : (M, > :')
so said Ahmad Ibn-Yahy., [i. e. Th,] who had

at first ignored the expression: (M:) and it is an
instance of which we know not a parallel in the
language. (M, .') - [Accord. to analogy,

: S.E also signifies He atked him, &c., being

asked by him, &c. - And Freytag states that

Reiske has explained j.;' as meaning He always
demanded tAhat anotlher should express wih for

his lwalth: but I know not any instanco of its
being used in this sense.]

4. t* "J 2,, (L,) or t d., (S,) and t VJl-%
($, &,) AlHe accomplished Jbr him his want.

[5. JW, in the modern language, signifies

He bfeg, or asked alms; as also J', : both

t probably post-classical.]
I 6. lj l7ey asked, or eed, one another.

: (S, Myb, ]5.) You say, C,f'U t;, (M,) and

) also : (M, M,b, g,) and ili.

e (TA.) In the ]ur [iv. 1], some read 0 1,19

;. i.3 .l; and others, & $j,i1.3: in each

case, originally c,S;U. : the meaning is, [And
fear ye God,] by Whtom ye demand [one of

anothfer] yowr rights, or dues: (M:) or by Whom
ye ask, or demand,one of another; (Bd,Jel;)

I saying, I ak thee, or beg thee, by God; and I

n beech thee, or adjure thee, by God. (JeL) -

1283'

'ne says also ,Oil IjJ,.L, meaning Gey [-to

ether] asked, or b~ed, te peop. (Mgh in

rt. wiz;.)

J,, (s, x, ];) also pronounced SJg, without
(, ],) [A petition; or a re ; meaning].
thing that pepb ask or bej; ( ;) or a thin

iat onu has asked or b d; (M,1;) as also

£,U, (IJ, M, ]g,) which is likewise pronounced

, without.; (];) and ?J3_; (o] arp.422 ;

or this is app. pl. of 3.U, like as J4is of t,

nd V of of*, &c.;]) [and tJL., or aj, as
ill be shown by what follows;] and t' ,;

Msb;) [and *t l. :] see 4: the first of these
aid by Z to be of the measure #;a in the sense

f the measure 3 ; likeJ, and;;. (TA.)

Thus in the lur [xx. 36], 43 t tj J4. l ;3

hou hast been granted thy petition, or the thing

hAat tlou hast asked, O Mos. (, M, TA.) In

he saying tvW li~L ;1a,J1Ji [O God, grant

!'ou u our etitio], mentioned by Aboo-
Alee on the authority of AZ, the inf. n. is used

as a subst., properly so termed, and is therefore
luralised. (M.)

it or aii.; p. ;pl. : se the nest preceding
paragraph, in two places.

3.0i: see 4: and see also j.
a3.,, (, I,) also pronounced ai-, (TA,) A

man () who asks, or be, much; (Q, I ;) as also

f JL., and t jgj;: (TA:) such is improperly

termed a*G. (Durrat el-Ghowwaq, in De

Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 47 of the Ar.

text.)

jlt an inf. n. of 1. (M, M, &, c.) - [It is
often used as a subst. properly so called; liko

iJI.; meaning A question; an interroation;

correlative of ¥1Aq: and a demand, or petition:

and as such has a pl., c;.l1i; perhaps post-
classical.]

j: see l

~j..: see jj, [of which it is app. pl.].

hJL.: see a4.

,;ji [i. e. Asking; meaning interrogating,

quesionig, or inquirin; and demanding, or

beg ;] has for its pl. a;L and JI,. (TA.)

See _p._-It also means [A beggar; i.e.] a
poor man asking, or b~gi, a tling. (Er-

Rbghib, TA.) 80 it has been expl. as used in

the lur [xciii. 10], where it is said, jSLt:i L1

'3 91 [And as for th beggar, thou shalt not
cAide him, or addr~e him wnith rough peech]:
or, accord. .to El-Ian, it here means the seeker

of knobdge. (TA.)

alJ.., an inf. n. of 1, is tropically used in the

sense of a pas. part. n. [with the noun qualified
by it understood; meaning I A thing asked; i. e.

a qu~eion,; a prob, or prpoitio; a matter,
or an affair, posd for deciion or dt na-
tion]: (TA:) and the pl. is '1.. (Myb, TA.)

So in the saying, IAj. '-X : [I barned a
102*



1M4

q , or Jpbm, &c.]. (TA.) The aying,
in a trad., I;j IJ1 ;? me t [He
(Mobamad) di~id and diomm~ sbti

quo~ , M au are ~ (TA.)_ See
also JP.: -and see 4.

Jj.; [pa. part. n. of 1: and used u a
subet.]: me J.

1 . , (, M, M,b, g,) and l.,, (M,

Mqb, Vj aor. ', (8, MNb, V) in£ n ;; 8
M,]1) nd..; (V) and L,L (8, M) and.,t
sad 1l, (8, Mb, ,) He tu~d away with
digt f it; u avre frm it; w dis-
~us at it or with it; oathed, or naeatd, it;
(f, M, Mb, ;) namely, a thing; (, M, P ;)
syn. J, (8, M, M9b, ]:,) and ;o.i: (Mqb:)

w exceeds J . (amun pp. 775"6.) It is
said in the yur [xli. 49], > 
,Jrl (Man ma ll not turn away ih t
from, or wll not be wary of, prayingfor good,
or wth, or pr~ety]. (M 9b.) And in a
tmd., IiZ>'iu L 1 y;iL Verily God wi
ot tm amay t d t ye turn away

with ~t; like 1 j J kI , and thus the
trad. is commonly related. (TA.) And it is
related in a trad. of'Alsheh that she used to say
to the Jews,n;aII; L-*AI ;Disgut,
or loathing, and contmpt, and cring, rest po
yo3]: thus related with., meaning ye shall turn

awaty with disgust from your religion: but com-
monly related without o [and with a different
inmeaning], u will be stated hereafter [in art.

*~ ]. (lAth, TA in this art. and in art. .)
4. ,!Lt He, or it, made hin to tur away

with disgut, to be avere, to be di~ d, to
loathe, or to naueate. (M, :.)

.:31 an [intenive] epithet fiom 1 [meaning
Wont, or mtAck di~ed, to tum away ith
~t, to be avers, to be di~uted, to loathe,
or to nausate]: (, M, :). or mucAh affectod
with4 veation, or dit; having itUtle patinc.
(nm p 5.2)

it.'
1 t., (~, M, 5:,) like L;, [or rather like 

eta,] incorrectly [and differently] written in
copies of the 1[, (TA,) i. q. #,', (f, M, ]g, TA,)
formed from the latter by transposition; (?, M;)
mentioned by Sb: you say, a1L, like 

[The affair d ead, ~grid, or d, h m]: 
(M :) and 2Stj, meaning J [I ds ,
geved, or vered, him]. (, TA.)-And 
..,, (]~, TA,) inf a. n., (TA,) He ceated, 

or ea~td, dide, or discord, bete tahem, or 
among thm; made, or did, mischief be~t
them, or amog them: (I, TA:) mentioned by t
A s: app. a dial. var. of OZ.' (TA.) 1

4. s.1 , f; I made a , [ q. v.] to tite s
bow. (, TA.) E

,g, } see what pext follows.
;~:] m,'.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JL -__ :,

L. of bow, and ti., (Ibn-MSlik, Az, ISd,
1], TA,) and t At, (Ibn-MAUlik, [, TA,) [in the
C]~ erroneously written x;o, and it is there im-
plied that the other var. are '4 and i;,]
dial. van. of ', (, &c.,) i. e. The curved
emwity thereof. (TA.) [See also art. s..]

Lik, lke alt , is a dial. var. of [;t,, [or]
formed from the latter by transpolsition; and has

for its pl. ,l_: whence the saying, "t1 .;~q
[I dislike, or Aate, thy vice, faults, or ac of
dob~ ce]: (TA:) Sb mentions this saying;
(M, TA;) and says, htl is pluralized, and then
the pl. is transformed, so that it is as though it
were pl. of L;., like iL.;. (M.)

1 §. % a1.
1. ',, (., M, ].,) [aor. ,] inf.. n..,, (M,)

He ct khm, or it. (., M, g.) . And i q. ;pA
[i.e. He wo~ndd him; or Aocked, ou,ghed, or
Aamrung, hi; &c.]. (?,* ].) - And, (?,
M, ]g,) aor. as above, (., TA,) and so the inf. n.,
(M, TA,), :He pierced him in the a, i.e. the
.*,!. (g,M, 5, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse
cited in the first paragraph of art. j..] _. Also

,, (f8, M, A, M,b, ]g,) aor. as above, (., M,)
in£ n. a, (, M, Meb, ]) and u,, (],)
[but the latter, accord. to analogy, has an intensive
signification,] He rvd im, viifie him, -
braided h, r,ro~ hed Aim, defamed Aim, or
gave a bad name to kin; (~, M, A, MA, ]g, Bd
iD vi. 108, &c. ;) from the same verb in the first
of the enses expl. in this art.; (M;) as also
t ~; (( ;) or the latter signifies he rd m,

lpdhiss, &, Much; yn. , 1.t; (M;)or
ismoret tha . (, ,. ':0). (TA.)

2: mee what next precedes. ~np _& ,
(MA,) in. . . , (KL, PQ,) te ade, or
a~poited, or prepared, a mmean, or caue, (MA,
KL, P?,) of attaining, or accomp~hing, thA
thing, or affair. (MA.) [And ., alone, t He,

or it, camsed or, occasioned.] You say, bf 
- : t [May God make, or appoint, or

~repare,for tAee a means of attaiu~ good, or
prospernty]. (A, TA.) And ,lL 4.

t He made, or prepared, a cAanndfor te water.
(A, TA.)

3. (, in£ . ( , M, A, M,b, V.) and
CC, (M, MMb, KL, TA,) He reviled hin,
ilfied Mm, upbraid~d Aim, reproaMhed him, de.

famed him, or gave a bad name to him, (M, A, 
KL, TA,) re~iled, &., by him. (M, A, TA.) 

You say, 1 Betwen thm two us 
utual r~ing, Lw (A.) And .1 ;4~ ]

~ 1 [Jeting the mw' l~ reviling, &C., Of
hoe that arefoolish, orWtupid]. (A, TA.) And
t is said in a trad., $; .. 1J1 ¥.t: (TA) The 

,mutual r ing of the Musi iJ a depar~re
rom obedience to God. (El-Munhwee in his t

Expos. of the Jini' es-.agheer of E-Suyootee.) (

5. 4.3 [as quasi-paes. of 2, + It was, or be- (
arme, made, or appointed, or prepared, as a v

[Boot, I.

m,ean, or caus, of att g, or accomphing

a thing, or an afflair; followed byj,.. And It
wm, or became, caud, or occasion. You say,
?*MI JL 4 J3 t [The pr t of the spoil, or
acqusion, or tribute, termed .# ma caued, or
occasioned, to accrue]: for that whereby the pro.
perty is caused, or occasioned, [to be obtained, as
the abandonment of their abodes by unbelievers,
or their making peace with Muslim invaders on
the condition of paying a poll-tax or the like,] is
made a means, or cause, of the accruing of the
property to those to whom it is due of the reci-

pients of the ,.; (Az, TA.) [See ao 10.]_
:_ j 'y . t He made us of it as a
mean, or caue, of attaining, or ac ;mphing,

a thin. (M.) And ,[,I j _ t[I
make ue of such a one as a meau of acce to
thee]. (TA in art. ,j).) - [Hence, in the pre.
sent day, is used as meaning t He traf-
fihed; because traffi&cking. i a using mean to
procure subdistence.]

6. QIJ, (,) [or 1LJ,] in D. .P3, ,

17my two cut eaeh other, (,* ,) [or tAe (i.e.
more than two persons) cut o a~ r.]_
[Hence, (see 1, lst eDtence,)] ISLJ, (Q, M, A,
MA,1,) inf.n. as above; ($;) and t1,.,t;
(A, MA;) They rer3 i, ,upbraided, ,.
proachd, defamed, or gav bad name to, oe

another. (, M, A, MA.) And 1- 

%,.9 g j (g, M, A, TA) Betwee th a
thing [meaning reviDg or W~i e ] with

they r , or vi5f, &., oM anhr.
(M, TA.)

8: ee the next preceding pargraph.

10. d,. [He i, or attr~cte,
reing, or vi~i, to his to pare ]. (A.)
It is said in a trad. of Aboo-Hureyreh, 
-- &,…Rja -- *
'sjJd4 .. 6S3 yjJ 45 ,'S; gt.;1I
3 ;J~., i.e. [By no m alk ,tou r
thy father, or sit don bef kin, nor cal m
by his name,] nor ~ im to reiln, or attract
revln to him, by reviling another's father, for
in that case he may revile thy father in requital

to thee. (TA.) -,.J d° ° 1 :(A, TA)
[The thing, or affair, or e t, bcame caued, or
prepared, for him: thus expl. by IbrD: see
also ].

R. Q. 1. tHe evred his tie, or tie, of
Wiationship, by ndo behaviour to Ais kinred.
(AA.).~Hew,ta~gt~epace. (AA. [Freytag,
on the authority of" Hamak. Waked.," asigns
this meaning to H- ..])- e.~emlt a foul

mell. (AA.) ~He discAared his urine. (M,
.) e made water toow. (I' )
R. Q. 2. _ 3 It (water) ran, or,~ d
.) )_See also R. Q. 1.

,_W one rwho revicl, ;lJis, upbrai, re-
proaches, or defame, much, being revild, &c.;

A'Obeyd, S, M, Meb,* ] ;) also _.
M, ) And [simply] One's m~ul re~ir or

i,~f;, &c.; (A'Obeyd,$, M,V;) V U also v' .
I

ivraucu uvui me iavier Dy uiLnsposition ; and bu

for 

its pl. .1L*': whence the saying, Aor their making pcaoe with Muslim invaders on

1the 

condition of paying a poll-tax or the like,] it

[1 

dislike, or hate, thy vion, faults, or acts Of made a means, or cause, of the accruing of the

dbobo~]: 

(TA:) Sb mentions this saying;

property 

to those to whom it is due of the red-

(M, 

TA;) and says, U" is plumlized, and then to of the .A (Az, TA.) [See aloo 10.]

the 

pl. in tmnsformed, so that it in u thongh it

wen 

pl. of L;, like 3L�. (M.) :�_0 %;�.3 t He made mm of it as a

mmu, 

or caum, of attaining, or awmp&hing,

-

'. 

p a 0, -01

a 

~. (M.) And &Loil j�� %."it t [1

make 

um of such a one a# a mmu of access to

1. 

4WP (?, M, V.,) [aor. 1 j inf. n. (M,) tAm]. (TA in art. ,,.) - [Hence, in the pre..;

He 

cW kim, or it. (?, M, ]g.) - And i. q. " ' ' sent day, is used u meaning t H# trc!f-.

oik
[i.e. 

He wo~ him; or Awked, houghed, or fwked; because trafficking. in a using means to

Aamarung, 

kin; &c.]. (?,']�.)-And, (?, procure subdatence.]

M, 

]g,) aor. as above, (?, TAP) and so the inf n.' a ', A ..

.1. 

6. 4Li, (V4 [or IiXi,3 int a. ",0 L3, M)

% 

TAP), 1 Be ~ kin in the a", i. e. the 77my two cut MCA ~ 9 (�,o ]g,) [or tAdy 0. e.

(9, 

M, 19, TA.) [Sw an ex. in a verse more than two persons) cW ou a~ .] -..

cited 

in the first paragraph of art. jw.] -Also [Hence, (aft 1, lut untence,)] I;LJ, (Q, M, At

M, 

A, Mqb, ]g,) aor. u above, ffi, My) MA,Jgj inf n. u above; ($;) and tlj;Zwt;

inf 

D. %r~ (?,M,Mqb,.y) and P (]g,) (A, MA;) Thq r~ vilim upkwukd,

proa~ 

defamed, or pave bad namm to, OM

[but 

the latter, aowrd. to analogy, hu an intensive *. A

significationj 

He r~ kin, caM him, sp. anothff. M, A, MA.) And

braided 

Aim, r~ hed Aim, defasud A~', or tW C*OL.;� (g, M, Ay. TA) Betiveen. ~ it a

gam 

a bad namo to him; (�, M, A, MA, ]g, BO thing [mmning r#viUng or oi~ ~ ] wim

id' 

vi. 108, &,% ;) fiom the same verb in the fint or "%P &c., OM an~ .

of 

the oe~ expl. in this art. ; (M0 u abO (M TA.)

(V;) 

or the latter signifies As r~ Mm

am 

the next preceding Paragraph.

twyw,4im, 

ko-, Muck; syn. %,m 1; (M;) or

.RA. 

10.

Ar- 

AC- 1). (TA.) [He ~ or au~

ia 

more than nmiUng, or v~ to his Ow pamb]. (A.)

9: 

am what next precedes. It is said in a trad. of Aboo-Hureymb, em-�Li v

(MAP) 

inf n. & (KL, PQ,) t He ~ , or

*Ji 

--- ' &&A �h 1

appointed, 

or prepared, a mwm, or ca

um, 

(MA,

KL, 

P?,) of attaining, or a~m~ iv, th i. c. [By no wmm mdk tho� b~

thing, 

or affair. (MA.) [And .;., alone, t He, thyfadwr, wm fit down &fore Aim, nor eM Aiin

or 

it, camed or, occasioned.] You say, 21* by hi# name,] nor m~ Aim to rmiUng, or at~

0. 

1 .. ' . reviling to Aim, by reviling another's father, for

p& 

~ &U t [May God make, or appoint, or in that cue he may revile thy father in requital

~re,for 

thm a mmns of atta~ good, or

to 

thee. (TA.) ~A $ d'J' 1 (A, TA)

'ty]. 

(A, TA.) And X� [Th thing, or affairP or ~W, bwanu caumd, or

projpn

t 

He 

made, or ~ red, a cAanndfor th water. prepared, for kim, : thus expl. by IbrD : we

�IA, 

TA.) abo b].

3. 

Ztw, in£ n. ($10 M, A, Mqb, V*) and

R. 

Q. 1. S.~ f He ortred his tie, or ties, of

CC, 

(M, Mqb, Ki, TA,) He r~ hinat relationship, by u~ behaviour to Ah kin~

9'1'M 

Mm, 10~ 'd#d Aim, r~ CAM Aim, ds. (AA.)~HemMa~ pace. (AA. [Preytag,

fanwd 

him, orqam a bad name to him, (M, A, on the authority of " Hibmah Waked.," amigns

KL, 

TA,) M'V ~ , &c., byhim. (M, A, TA.) tWO meaning to p ' , & ises H#.~ a f

^ 

1 qww 1 owl

V'ou 

say, * " Bdmm L4M 6W small. (AA.)~Re diwAarpd his urine. (M,

nutual 

mWing, &r- (A.) And

1 

&A -A-1 ]g.) He made water togow. (1�.)

~1 

ljmt'ng 's the-masua reviling, &c" of R. Q. 2. It (water) ran, or.~

hothatarefoo&h,orWupid]. 

(A,TA.) And

t 

is said in a trad., j;j 1:�JI (TA) Th (V.) - See also R. Q. 1.

a
,tutual 

rmiUV of the k" J a departure . One who revilm, eaffies, upbraidi, re-

�om 

ob&N~ to God. (El-Muniwee in his proacipi, or defamn, much, being re~ &c.

?,xpos. 

of the Jimi' eq-�agheer of Es-S~ .) (A'Obeyd, 8, M, Meb,* V,;) all abo

5. 

sm�J [u quui-paw. of 2, + It was, or be- (M94 And [simply] One's M~ ;r

am#. 

made. or anwinted. or m~rad- ai a nilifier &C.. (A'Obeyd. 8. M. K A U abo

9
LL, 

of a how, and -V iP, (Ibn-MAM4 Az, I8d, mmu, or caun, of an~ , or g�Tomp&~

19, 

�A',) and V td, (Ibn-MAU, V, TA,) [in the a thing, or an alwr; foUowed by j**).. And It

Cl� 

wimmudy written and it is there im- mu, or became, caund, or occasionsh, You say.

Plied 

that the othe� Yam are Rew and S';_3 t [Tio P" of the #Poi or

dial. 

Yarn. of .301 j 4

4.d, 

QV, &c.,), i. e. The curved acqubuio% or tribute, termed U& mm caumd, or

m*w*it 

for that Whemby the p

.v 

thereof (TA.) [See also art. occasioned, to am~ ro.

&L". 

like zt��_ ig & d;&1_ volp_ rbf perty is caused, or occasioned, rto be obtained. an

i

t
mmng, 

or caun, Of att~, or a�cmpming

a 

thing, or an afiWr; foUowed by And It

mu, 

or bwame, caund, or occasionsh, You say.

# 

' 

'C

:-3 

t [The P" of th q'0i4 or

acpbkion, 

or tribute, termed #U& mm caumd, or

occasioned, 

to am~]: for that whereby the pro.

perty 

is caused, or occuioned, [to be obtained, an

the 

abandonment of their abodu by unbelievers,

or 

their making pcaoe with Muslim invaders on

the 

condition of paying a poll-tax or the like,] it

made 

a means, or cause, of the accruing of the

property 

to those to whom it is due of the red-

�igto 

of the .�A' (Az, TA.) [See abo 10.]

:�_0 

ji ty %,,.j t He made mm of it as a

mmu, 

or caum, of attainiy, or awmp&hing,

-

'. 

' & # 0, -01

a 

~. (M.) And dt.0ii j�� S.Mjt t [1

make 

um of such a one a# a mmu of 4~ to

thm]. 

(TA in art. tjl.) - [Hence, in the pre-

sent 

day, %r�.J is used u meaning t Re trqf-.

fwked; 

becauee trafficking- in a using meam to

procure 

subdatence.]

6. 

Qcj, (V4 [or 13XJA int D. -rPL3, M)

77my 

two cut eath ~1 M0 VJ [or tkq (i. e.

more 

than two persons) cw ou ~tAff.] .

[Hence, 

(see 1, lut wntence,)] I;LJ, (Q, M, Ap

MA,1K,) 

inf n. m above; ($;) and th;Zwt;

(A, 

MA;) Thq ~ rOM upkwidg ~

proa~ 

defamed, or #am bad namm to, ou

anothff. 

M, A, MA.) And

(g, 

M, A," TA) Do~ w a

rmhng 

or W~ ~1 MU

rmk, 

or MWP &% OM an~.

(M, 

TA.)

8: 

m the next Preccaing pamgraph.

10. 

1 [He 6~ or ahY~

rmiUng, 

or v~ to his tm parmb]. (A.)

15;4 

�

It 

is mid in a tmd. of Aboo-Rmnyreb,

.

1&,:R ja --- 1.

P 

i. c. [By no wwm malk befom

th.vfaikr, 

wm fit dom kjbm kin, mr CM Mm

by 

hi# 

name,] nor m~ him to rmiUmy, or attrad

m� 

to Aim, by reviling another's father, for

in 

that 

cue he may revile thy father in requital

j. 

' ""

to 

thee. 

(TA.) ~,,-jl dJ 1 : (A, TA)

[Th 

thing, or affairey or ~, bwanu caumd, or

wepared, 

for kim, thus expl. by IbrD : we

Lbo 

a].

R. 

Q. 1. He ~wed his tie, or tin, of

Wationship, 

by w~ behaviour to Ah kb~

IAA.)~Hemma~~. 

(AA. [Preytag,

)n 

the authority of 11 Ha-ah Waked.," amigns

,his 

meaning to Ir Re.~ a foul

m& 

(AA.) ~ He discAarged his urine. (M,

He 

made water togow. (IP)

R. 

Q. 2. it (water) ran, or

V.) 

- See also R. Q. 1.

a
br-W 

One who revilm, tlaim, upbraidi, re-

Iroacies, 

or defamn, much, being r~ &c.;

A'Obeyd,Sp 

M, Meb,* ]P;) all abo

MP 

And [simply] One's M~ r~ or

ilifier 

&c.; (A'Obeyd, �, M, V;) U abo V .'



Boos I.!

(M, V.) A poet, (f,) namely, 'Abd-Er-Ralibmn
Ibn-khm/n, satirizing Miskeen Ed-D6rimee,
(TA,) say.,
0 ~ . . IAl 0 

0 a - -d - a 5
MA,04Avl ea ol

[Taou sl byno mean r me; ffor th art
not my mtual r~ier: merily e, of me, who is
my mutudal revir the ger~o]. ($, TA.)

:See aJo ,w-, : and .,,: .]-A veil, or the
0*~~~~~~~oliAe; sn (M.) A woman's mujler, or

Ad- m [ sot ,gn. 1 L.i.. (9, M, Mqb, g.)_
A turban. (, M, Mgh, M,b, ](.) EI-Mukhabbal
E-a~dee says, (?, M, Mgh,) using it in this

me, (M, Mgh,)

I O- e. * - * - 5

, . I . *

[And I witnes many personm of 'Owf, alighting
during thleir journeys, go~ g repeatedly to and
fro to see Ez--Zibrihdn's turban dyed with
affron]: (8, M, Mgh:) for it was a custom of

the chiefs of the Arabs to dye their turbans with
saffron: or, as some say, the meaning is his

..!1; [but this is correctly, or more commonly,
termed 4 ;] and ]tr auerts that he was sus
pected: (M:) he says that Ez-Zibriltin used to
tinge his ,:_~1 yellow; but this is a strange saying.

(TA in art. djJ.) _Also, and t 4..i, An oblong
piece (, M, O) of eloth, (M,) or of thin clotAh,
(g,) or of thin linen cloth, (.,) or of white cloth:
(M:) or a thin garmnt: (Aboo-'Omar, TA:)
or so the latter word: (M:) or this signifies, a
linm ttff that is brought from the region of the
Nile, of a hind commonly known among the
merchants by [the name of] tj,, ~me of which

are made in Ii;r, and their length is eight by
sn [cubits: cubits being meant because the ns.
of number here are fem., and e5 is fem.]: (Sh,
TA:) or this same word signifies an oblong piece~
of cloth of any hind, or, as some say, of lien:
(TA:) the pl. of the former is , ,.; (8, ],
TA.;) and of tho latter, M.,S: (., M, , TA:)
in a verse of 'Al]1ameh Ibn-'Abadeh, the phrase

is used for et 01,4. (M.)

See also 4, first signification.

v4 i. q. .. t! [The pod , or the anus]:

M, A, :) because it is discommended. (A.)

or long space, of time passd; (, M,A;) [thus
termed] because time is always complainedof;
(A;) and so 4, in which the O, is [said to be]
a substitute for the [former] . of , in like

manner as it is substituted in the case of e;a
S -0~~~~~~~~~~~~41

and becas; beaue [it is asserted, though this
is contradicted, that] there is no word of which
the radical letters are m _. (M.) And ' 

, . t I have not m hinmfor, or during, a
spac, or long ~pace, of time; ({, ;*) like as

you say ;. ,# . (..) And i 1 tL and
t We lived in it a spac or n spac, of
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ti. (Ks, TA.) And j_JI C aw ULol., and 'above. (M.) One says, J i C 
Jl, and ..11 (J,6 'TA,) and 1D, (TA,) k.I:.. h O'j, i. e. [Imomde such a one] a

:A pei of ,ome days' eontinuace [of heat, meau of ac~ [to such a one in the cae of m,y
and of eold and of s~ren weather, and of gentle want]. (TA.) Hence, (M,) "t,!J .,., t T/h
wind, betided us]. (J, TA.) [The pl. is ,.] Ipaes of ascent of the heare, or sy: (M, I=)
One says, ..,A. Tme c.~.t , of vewst or the traet, or region , threof: (,:) or te

. . . ~~~~~gates thereof. (Ibn-Es-eed,~. [Sce an ex. intades; one turn is thus, and one is thus. (ISh, ate t f (In- , . [e n ex. i
TA.) a verse cited voce ' hi.]) And the saying,

TA~~~~~~~~~~~~.)
.4 .am; a t1ig that; oia; meaning tie Ie elld [or

'~. A disffraee; a rhamro; a thing tAat ooea- -¢' O
om one'sa beng red. (S, M, A, ]t.) One says, attained to excdlence] in religion. (M.) - t A

s.. oesbing reild 7/is thM A, came aO d road, or way. (A. [There mentioned among
src t hm,) oca.a1 o Thi thing be/amed a9 d proper, not tropical, significations.]) So in the
grace to him^, oecaion in Au reviL (f.) .pro per

An o,3-i -..., ·. [oura tsaying, in the lur xviii. 88 and 91, t_ 1.,i
~And dke a Z ; .1 [ou art a db~'acet t [The Ae folowed a road, or way]. (Bd.)

]thy e. (A.) [And Z.., in like manner, ai J tth peopl.. [And] so in the sayng,
(a. word of the elan of 0 and ~~[n]onhs3ig~,~dl 1Ja[The'w(a word of the class of and L , being is not for me any road, or way, to him, or it].
originally L=*,) signifies A caue of rei/ng, (A.) So too ti 4.: pl. ,. (I.am p. 347.)
or of being rviled; as is shown by the saying of A a, 
Tufeyl E-Ghanawee,cited in the TA in - [tA m n, or meane, used in order to any

Tufeyl E-Glnawee, eitend: a mnean by which a thing is brought about:

'* ae-g ; AtS ._ i, * a caume; but more properly only a second cawue:
: an occasion, or accidental cau.e: and a reaon,

And the ~ peopl did not f ind us a cau*s of or motiv.] One says, 1, 1 t [Thie ;
reviling, or of being reviled: pI. ¥.,..] One the caus, or occasion, of this]. (Meb.) And

sa ys --' 'JI .s - -says, v C_i ', l and St ! [Beware thou 1J,. 0 "s -. t [Because of Aim, or it, it wa
of, or. avoid thou, th eatause of re~ or of thus, or Juch a thing was]. (Myb in art Jq..)
bing reid, and thte cause thereof]. (A.)_ AndA A Jli t A [May God appoint,
Also One whom peopl revil (S, K) mucA. ( .) .

e also . or ~re , for tAhe a meanr, or eaus, of ood,
See ~also ~ae. or properity]. (A.)_t_A ommn o, or tie,

a:sce a..Ji. (, A, (, TA,) of rdat//p (S, ], TA) by
*@~~ -- ~~~~~marruiage; distinguished from w-, which is by

A rope, or cord; (S, M, A, Mb, ;) as birth: from the same word as gnifying "a rope

also t ; (S, M, K ;) the latter of the dial. of by means of which one reaches, or gains acces
Hudheyl (S,) and occurring in this sense in a to, water." (TA.) One says, 44. JI .·il!
verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited voce i' ; (S, M ;) i. e. $ The ce , or tie, [of aoinity betwen
accord. to some, as there meaning a wo~oden p, a ver,] and t cono, or
I [a meaning assigned to it in the K,] but the . , 
former is the correct meaning: (M:) the pl. of ties. (A) A,...1 t ;s;3 [in the X(ur ii.
both words is ' ,(M, TA,) [and] the pl. of 161] means, accord. to I 'Ab, t And their ties

and affections [shall be dismundeed]: or, accord.the latter word is ~ (, TA) also: (TA:) or to AZ, t and their placs of abode [soall be
. signifies any rope let down, or made to -- , ....

decend,o~ above: (AO, TA:) or a strong and dvid~ a~dr]. (TA.) [But] "..J1 s 4i a1
lon rop, but no rope is so called except one by means t [God cut short, or may God cut ot,]
mean of which one ascends and descend: (KhUlid his 1lJc. (M, ].).-Also, [from the same word as
Ibn-Jembeh, TA:) or this appellation is only signifying the "cord, or rope, of a ~-.," properly
given to a rop of which one end is attached to meaning "tent," and tropically "verse,"] t A
a roof or ceiling or tie like: (TA:) or one by portion, or dvion, of a foot of a vers, eon-
means of wmhich one ascends pabn-trees: (Er- sisting of a movent letter and a quiet letter;
Righib, TA:) [and] a rope by means of which one and also one con~ of two mnov~t lettrws: pl.
reaches, or gains ace~s to, water. (TA.) A. (M, ]~. [In some of the copies of the ]K,

g .3 ;l_Jt 1 i. , in the I~ur [xxii. 15], the latter kind is not mentioned.]) ,
means Let him stretch a rope to the roof, or t [A light cord] means a mo~nt letter follo l
ce/ilng, of his dwelling; th en lethim die stranged: baquecent tter; as j and '*: and 
i.e. let him die of rage: (M,TA:)or,as some J tt[A Ieayj cord], two moet Iltters; gs
say, let him stretch a rope to the lowest heave; U and iJ. (KT.) Ot;A e l t [Tio eo:.
then let him tra wer the intervening space until
he reach the highest part thereof. (BO.) The joined cords] means two portionu in which are
saying three SUcCSe short efoowed by a qiest

. ,*. ,,, *. lettr~ ; U in .4amIL, nd a in, , :

* , - W . ;and C.iJa tA1; t [;tlo dibjoined corI, tro
has been expl. in art. : in this instance, a portiom of which each Consists of a morent lef,.
rpe or cord, may be meant; or a string, or and a qu~icent tter, and mAieh isfollowed by a
thread. (M, TA.) - Hence, (Myb,) t A thing mo~ent etr; as in ., and 
(, M, Msb, O) of any kind ($, Mob, O) by in .`i,. (M, TA.)
mean of w0hi one attais, reacha, or gain (
accm toanother thing: (Q, M,M 9 b, g:) pl.as U 1 One who e s pop; (9,K;) a also
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* 3:*. (..) O ne say, vi 4- ; %b s
[Be not tho a reier~ of other, nor one hom
othen rel~]. (A.)

['w Camality.]

: see , second sentence. Also The
,air of the forelock, (AO, ~, M, A, l,) and of
the tail, (9, M, A, ]J,) the latter meaning [only]
asigned to it by Er-Riykshee, (TA,) and oftle
mane,(Q, M, .,) of a horse: (M, A, V:) pl.
-. eJ and 44.. (A,TA.) And t A lock

(I,,) of hair; as also t ·.': (M,:) pl.
3,..: which is also expl. asU yn. with 4Ij

[app. as meaning pend~ t loch, or pdent
plait, of hair]: (TA:) thus in the phrse5 ;I

t;(t11i.t X A woman havingthe t ,lu 1 long.
(A, TA.)

' see _:-and _a and .

dJ~~~~~Jo___ means X Upm him are, or
wer, ,tra=Ja of blood: (A, TA:) the sing. of
%44.' in this sense is 1~. (Iam p. 347.)
Ablso [Tes of the kind cal ed] .L, abonding
in a place. (M, .)

[Tat cuts much, or harply]. ,.
s,J!WI mesau The soord: (1, TA :) or is an
epithet applied to the sword: (A:) because it
cuts the 1, [or hook-tendons]: (TA:) [but
Z holds it to be tropieal, from the signification
following; for] it is added in the A, as though it
were hostile to the 1.t, and reviled them.
(TA.) [One who revil much or freqe~ ;
or a great revier: a meaning indicated in the
Mgb, and of frequent oocurrence.]

44;1, an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. is predominant, (M,) ! [The inder, or fore
figer~;] the f that is next to the thumb ($,
M, A,* M 1b, ]g, TA) and middbe-fin~er; (M,
TA;) betwee these two; (TA;) as also V ,1l:
(1 :) so called because one [often] points with it
in reviling: (Mtb:) called by persons praying

° 1I and ;L 1 [because it is raised in as-
serting the unity of God]. (TA in the present
art. and in art. .)

~, A desrt; or a dmrt in which is no
oater, or in which i neither water nor herbage;

syn. A. ($,1) and i': (TA:) or a tract of
land level and far-~tending: (M,] :) or a
[de~ert uch as is termed] j that is far-e~
tnding, whether l l or not e4 ru~ ed or not
rugged, without water and withot any one to
cher by hisA pr~ence: (ISh, TA:) or a land
aftected with droughAt, barrennem, or dearth:
(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and ,,- signifies the
same: (TA:) pl. 1..: (M,TA:) A'Obeyd

explains and ,B as yn. with ;,[pl.

of ;i]. (TA.) One says also 4. 4, (~,
(K,) [using the latter word as an epithet ;] and
4.L.' O4, (L4 $, M, ],) thus using the pl. as

though he termed every part of the .n a ;
(.i,, M ;) or the pL is added to give intensiveness

to the meaning: (lAth, TA vooe , q. v.:)

but some say Vt 4. , with amm; and this is
more common, becaunse it is a sing. epithet.
(M F, TA.) - Also i. q. ,Lt. [or '- (q. v.
in art. )~.-*), if not a mistranMcription for this
last], i. e. A kind of tree,from which arrowa, or,
as in the book of AIIn, camel' add (J.j),
are made: Ru-beh says, [accord. to o4e reading,
another being given in art. .,,, q. v.,]

* t i 1 1; C

[&ie mwt, and he ent, like the rod of tAhe b,
meaning, the arrow]; in which the last word is a

dial. var. of .Z , or the I is inserted by poetic

license. (TA.).._[Hence, perhaps,] ,,,T.J,
(M,V,) or ;;1I Y,, (?,TA,) A certain
festival of the Chr ; (?,*TA;) iq. A*1l,

X 't~I, (Abu-l-'AIl, M,1,) or C,;Ji t ~ J

[Pablm-Sunday; now commonly called 

XtLlor owitJI w ith .]. (TA.)

': } seethe next preceding paragraph.

AO.1 [like ;..&, contr. of am..j ,,,] A thing
[meaning r pD ech] wth hich e
revile one another: (M,TA:) pl.l, t. (A,
TA.) Using it in this sense, (M, TA,) one says,
- a 1 -.- e. ,ae 0·--.
y WLA I~,,.. ^4 IDeCe he is reviig
eeh;] (, M, A, ) ith wh they , one

another.. (M, TA.)

tl pl. of _ and also of ; j.-1._

J.t S. l Th beauti of th face. (TA in
art-...)

s: ee , first signification.
,t '~ - *,' 0--.I
a-: see ., in two places: - and W.

041 - i - C

[Mwh revied: see its verb].--4
as an epithet applied to camels, (S, ], TA,) or to
horses, (A,) and to wild asses, (TA,) means
s Goody, or cel~nt: (, A,- , TA:) because
(?, TA) they are such that one says of them, (S,
A, TA,) when admiring them, (S, TA,) or when
deeming them goodly, or excellent, (A,) May
God curse them, (Xi ILU, S, A, TA,) and
abase them: (W11J1: A, TA:) how goodly, or
excellent, are they! (TA.) - [Also Made,
appointed, or prepared, aJ a means, or caua, of
attain or accomplhment, . for a thing,
or an affair. And Caued, or occaoned: and
a thing caued or occasioned; an effect.] One

says, L" ; _ 1 [This is caued, or
occasioned, by that: this is an effect of, or aring
fom, that]. (Msb.)

_4. [Reviling much: see its verb. And
Maing, appointing, or preparing, a means, or
cause: and causing, or occaioning: and a cauer].

^.., '.. [The Appointr, or Preparer, of
9meas or cauwes; or the Cauwser of causes;] is an
epithet applied to God. (S.)

[act. and pass. part. n. of 8]. It is said

in a trad., X jW Z ejt lJ (A, TA) The twore

[Boox L

m~uti ri are two d~ . (EI-Mulwee
in his Expos. of the Jni' q.e~agheer of E.
Suyootee.)

1. _1 1t, (8, M, L,) aor. :, (M, V,) inf. n.
4 ( .8, M, 10 and 1.,, (M, ]g, TA,) like

4,LiS, (TA, in the C] 4.,) [but see .4; be.

low,] and .. ; (8, ;) and t WL..t; (8,, V;)
HAe bought ine, syn. 1&, (M, 1,) which
mostly means "he sold it," (TA,) or ,:
(S, O,) which is well known as meaning "he
bought it," wherefore it is hero used in the g and
O, (TA,) in ordr that he might drink it: (,
0:) accord. to Ks, (TA,) when you buy wine to
carry it to a place, you say, .;JI _ , without
.; (S, TA;) and so say tho [other] celebrated
lexicologists, except Fei, accord. to whom you

say in this case [as in others], tle; and it is
itself called 4;.': (TA:) the verbs are only
used, in the sense of buying, in relation to wine.
(S, Mb, TA.) [See also art. ,.]_ And
4,1;i1 t; He coUleted the wine in vesels:
occurring in this sense in a trad. (Aboo-Moos&,

TA.)-.- , (M,) or 4jl ;., (,) said
of fire, (M, 1,) and of whips, (M,) It, or thy,
burned, or hurt, (M, ]l,) or, as some say, (M,
but in the g "and,") altered, (M, ,) /him,
(M,) or the'kin: (] :) and in like manner one
says of the sun, and of fever, and of journeying.

(M.)...And i," 4.'Iburned him with fire:

(AZ,S:) or ;L 4., inf. n. ,:, He b
his k din; or, as some say, strIped it off: (M:)

or ,.41I he burned the in: and 4, signifies
also he tripped off [skin], or he ined. (]..)

_And jCjI CA, (inf.n. . , TA,) I
logged the man. (S, ~c)~n : Uha 4.

~.l, (S, M,) aor. , in. n. L.~, (M,) He
paaed over a fale oath [that he had sworn], nt
caringfor it: (): orAhe rore afa oath: and
some say, t 4.., aor. and in. n. as
above, meaning he paed oer an oath [that he

had sworn], 1ying. (M.)_mt; is also syn. with

AL* [He took by the hand: &c.]: (O,::)
deemed by MF a strange meaning. (TA.)

4. ":. He (a man) mas, or became, Went.
$m .5 0

(Sh, TA in art. .w.) __ 1 j *1 . He,
(M, ],) or his heart, (L,) wa, o r b ecame, ub-
minssive to the decre of God. (M, L, g.) -
And ; 1 .is WLI His hart became in a bad

state, or havy, (4, [so in the M and in a copy
of the ], in the C]~ and TA , and thu in
my MS. copy of the , but there altered from
.t, app. on the authority of the TA, and I
think it a mistranscription, although expl. in the
TA as meaning ,*.1, which is a signification

of 1, the explanation of Ll in the next pre-
ceding sentence,]) at the t,ing. (M, V.)

7. .jl It (the akin) was, or became, stripp~

1
1
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off. (Q, M.) And It (a person's skin) peeld
off, or becam abradd. (TA.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

1.: see .-.,. ; atj tIIj3U, and L5U 1

1;., (M, ,) and with I a in the place of ljA3,
(T, TA,) They became scattered, or di~perd,
(8, TA,) and they went awray in a state of dis-
persion, in tAe ways of S&ba, (T, TA,) a people
of El-Yemen, who were dispersed in consequence
of the inundation of their lands by the bursting
of their [famous] 'dam, (TA,) and who became

proverbial on that account: (M, ], TA:) Q. is

here made indecl., (M, ], TA, [;j in the CV

being a mistranscription for ,;, wherefore Lob

bm has been there interpolated, immediately
before &,]) with the last letter quiescent, and
forms, with the preceding word, a compound like

,; ---0. [which implies that we should read

.- Lsp and L, i.,, but I have never found
it thus written]: (TA:) it is not formed from

t;. by suppresion of the ,, but is a substitute for
that word, (M, :, TA,) on account of the fre-
quent use of this phrse. (M, TA.) [See also

} A hl, or far, journey, (IAp, T, M, ]g,)
that alters one: (IAr, M,TA:) so termed be-
cause the sun alters him who makes a long

journey. (T, TA. [See 1.]) You say, ,j? .ll

I V Yriey thou deirest a long journey, (IAr,
M, ,*) that will alter thee. (IApr, M.), In the
case of a short journey, you say, as, .,g .

(T, TA.)

°:41, (8, and so in a copy of the 1a,) or

* 31;;1; (so in another copy of the 4 and

accord. to the CV ;) MF says that the former is
the correct term, but both are correct; (TA;)
Cerain of the 2'M, (?, Ig, TA,) i. e. extravagant
zealots of tle class of innovators; a party of the

3j. of the a 5i [q. v.]; who are divided into

eightee ects: (TA:) they are so called in rela-
tion to Seba (.w) the father of 'AMbd-Allah, (V,)
or in relation to 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Seba. (g.)

[The purcha~ of wine;] a subst. from

;;i1t 1, (v;) 0or an inf. n. (M, , TA.)
See also %~*, in two places.

I" The dskin, or ~s h, of a serpent; (K;)

as also ; for it is with, and without, ..

(TA.)

(V,M, mp) and ?; (M, V) and, accord.

toKs, ;;, but the form commonly known is
t Li., with kesr to the ., and with medd, (IAmb,

TA,j Wine, (?,M,I,) in an abote sense;
(TA;) or, [as is perhaps meant in the $,] ne
that uis bomght to be drunk, not for ~rchandi~
(gar p. 400, in explanation of the first word.)
[See an ex. of the second in a verse of Lebeed

cited in art. Cb>: and see also ?, in art. o .]

st e me 4JlI, above.
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l A vi~ner, or eler of wimne. (, M, M .)-
[It is said in a marginal note in my MS. copy of
the V that it signifies also A sellr of grave-
clothe: but this is evidently a mistake, app.

occasioned by a mistranscription, for ., with 5.]

S A A ,a (o a g) ina mountain (~.)

L , (.8, M, ,Mb,) aor.- (S, Mqb) only, (S,)
or :, (so written in a copy of the M,) [both of
which are said by MF to be indicated, or implied,
in the ]V, but this is not clearly the case,] inf n.

A4, (M, ,* TA,) He resated: (., M, Mqb, ]:*)
and cased, or abstaied, from worhs: (TA:)
and was, or became, quiet, still, or motionls:
(M, TA:) and? .~ signifies [the same, or] he
mu, or became, motionle: (, TA:) Az says

that ~ in the first of these senses is not known
in the language of the Arabs: (TA:) [but J says

that] the primary signification of .1; is "rest :"
and hence theformer of these verbs signifies he ept.

(.8.) - And ;;i! -. *, (,* A, ],) aor.

(S, ]) and ', (],) inf. n. A, (~, ]9,) Th Jes
kept, or performed, th ordinanc of their '
[or sabbath]: (, 1[ :") or t/ , aor. (M,
M 9b) and J, (M,) in£ n. ,--; (Mqb;) and
V lq,l; (S, M, Mb ;) thy entered upon the

. [or sabbath]: (S, M :) or thy (the Jews)
ceasd frm seeking the mA of subsitence, and
the labouring to acquire gain. (Msb.) It is said

in the wr [vii. 163], X` ; J ~ And on th
day wlwn they were sot keepi~ the ordinancs

of their ~ : (.8 :) where some read . ,
from ;-l; and some, t ;' '), in the pass.
form, meaning when they werem not tnade to entr

upon [the obervance of] tha 4.. (Bd.) -
;,j- aor. ;, in£ n. c^-., She (a camel) went

the pace termed c meaning as expl. below.

(M.)_-And 4 signifies also The outs~

in running. (M.) . And as inf. n. of msaid

of a man, (Tn,) ' also signifies The being
confounded, or perplexd, unable to see on,' right
cours, (Q, TA,) and being [therefore] silent, or
lowering th eyes, loolking towards the ground.

(TA.) -; .JI ~, (M,TA,) inf. n. 4.",
(M, A, Mgh, I},) i. q. .J*I [meaning He cut the
thting; or cut it off; ewered it; and intercepted,
or intm~ptd, it; lmt a stop, or an end, to it;
or made it to ce~ ; relating to ideal as well as
real objects; for instance, to work, or action, as
is shown in the TA]; (M, A, Mgh, I, TA;) as

also t 4.': expl. by L4 as relating particularly

to necks. (M, TA.) [Hence,] Zjit : ,(?,M,)
inf. n. ,.C (- , ],) He smote his neck [so as to

decapitate him]: (, M, l,:) and Zj ,
His head was cut off. (A. [This is there said to
be tropical; but why, I do not see.])_And

!J .' I ,I n- and - i q. '"U [i. e.

lTh morsl, or gobbet, obstrced, or sp my
fauces]: but the verb without teshdeed is the

.2- - -

more usual. (M,TA.)_And .L A-, (M,A,
Mgh, Mb,) aor. , (M, Msb, TA,) inf. :n.,
(., M, A, Mqb, F,) He haad his head: (8, M,

A, Mgh, M9b, K:) and in like manner,

;Y, he aved off his hair; (TA;) as also

tp, andt °.,. (AA, TA in art. ~..)_And

"- also signifies The letting domn the hair, or

lett it faU or hang down, after (lit.from, ,)

[the twisting, or plaiting, tned] m. (§, Ic.)
-- He (a man) was, or bcame, affected

with [the kid, or d~re, or semblance, of sp
term ;J [q. v.]: (IAr, M, TA:) and (TA)

he m~ d: (Myb, TA:) and Ae became pro-
strated lite him who is sp~ng, generally closing
his eye; said of a sick man: (TA:) and also he
died. (M.b, TA.)

8: see 4: _and see also 1, latter half, in thrce
places.

4: see 1, former half, in four places.-
a.JI, inf. n. ! Te serpent as, or bcame,
silnt; or bent domia it head, or low~d it eya,
looking towards thw ground. (TA.)m [,qi It
(a drug) p ced the hind, or dewree, or ~mblanc,

of sleep trmed 41: and hence, it torpfied, or
benumbed: often used in thi sone in medical

works: and t . is also used in thtis sense in
the present day.] See also 1, near the end of
the paragraph.

7. z~..1 [It became d off, interrupted, put
a top to, or pt an end to, or it ceased: meanings
indicated in this art. in the M and TA. _] It
becam extended: (]:) or long and ex~t d,
togetAer with softn. (TA.) It is aid in a
description of the countenance of the Prophet,
(TA,) ; s1 e j ;6 s4 Thmere wa, in his

face, lAth; and extunsion. 0(1,* TA.)- It (a
hide) became soft by the proce of tanning.

(1Av, TA.) - _le gJI The date became
who/y per~de by rpen~ : (M,TA:) and bo-

came soft. (TA.) And ,b l! l . The date
became all rilpe, or ripc throughout. (M, TA.)

C.~ Rest: ($,V:) and quiet, dtillne, or
f~don from motion. (TA.) [See 1, of which

it is an inf. n.] See also .t( ._J1, (M, I,)
or .,1. ! ., (f, Mqb,) [Te sabbath, or Satur-

day;] one of the days of the week; (M,.V;) the
sewcnth of thow days: (M:) so called because
the creation commenced on &he first day of the
week and continued to [the end of] Friday, and
on the z, there was no creation, the work
having ceased thdreon: or, as some say, because
the Jews ceased thereon from work, and the
management of afflirs: (M, TA:) or because the
days [of the week] end thereon: (, TA:) As
says that he errs who asserts it to have been so
called because God commanded the Children of
Israel to rest thereon, and that God created the
heavens and the earth in six days, whereof the
last was Friday, then rested, and the work ceased,
and therefore He named the seventh day ~

l.,Jl: this, he says, is an error, becaue [he

affirms that] u as meaning "he rested" is not
known in the language of the Arabs, but signifiea
.4 ; and rest cannot be attributed to God,

because e knows not fatigue, and rest is only
after fatigue and work: .TA:) the pl. [of paue.]

is ~1 and [of mult.] 3: (S, M, M9 b, :)
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it hu no dim. (8b, 8 in art. l.l.) _ als
mm=nA wek; from the _ to the [i. e

from the sabbath to the sabbatA]- o in the say
ing, in atrad.,Z ;, . I tL .IJ [And we san
not the am fir a mwk]: as when one sayi
"twenty. autumns" meaning "twenty years " oi
it mem in this instanoe a pace of time, whetia
short or log. (TA.)- -I.q. ij [i.e.A space.
or riod or a loag pace or priod,] (M, 1, TA:

.A!I O>. [of tim]: (TA:) so in the saying.

1:. q J [I remained, aaid, d~t, or abode, a
spae, or a long apace, of time]; as also V `
andt ; tandV t.;L. (M, I.) ... And i. q. ji
[meaning l7me; or a long time; or -a space, or
p~riod, of time, Jether long or short; &c.]; as
also ' ;A.. ($, M, ].) And [hence] V ;,t; L1
mein n 7e nMigt and the day: (, M, M :) Ibn
Abmar says,

* WJh4is~~ 1~ ;1 @bj 0w

[And we wMe, ith them, lb th night and the
day that parted auder ali, then becamnu one
ypoivg towards Njd and one goiy toward
7¥meA]: (e, :) such, they may, is the mean-
ing: ( :) or, au lB says, on the authority of
Aboo-Ja9 far Mohammad Ibn-lIabeeb, :.A t41
were two men, one of whom saw the other in a
dream, and then one of them awoke in Nejd, and
the other in Tih6meh: or they were two brothers,
one of whom went to the east to see where the
sun rose, and the other to the west to see where
it set. (L, TA.) Also A certahin pace (f, M,
1.) of camb: (9, g:) or a quck pace: (TA:)
or iq. q [q.v.]: (AA, :) or a pama ewding
that termed J. (M.) A ft, or an an.
e~e, horse; (0, TA;) that runa much. (TA.)

- A boy, or young man, of bad dipo~ion, or
i//atured, and bold, or daring. (V[) -A man
cunng, i. e. poeg inte~ice, or agac~y,
or integ~ mc ixed i~h craf and forecast;
and eaee~l in judgm t; or very cming &c.;
(K, TA;) Mt, or lowering hisA eye, ooki
toward the grnd; (TA;) and t t;l signifie
the same. (7, TA.). A man mwho ~ mwch;
(K;) i.e. .,d..?Jim. (TA.) See also J
- See also what next follows.

A certain plant, re~mbling the 

[or mars-malo]; (Kr, M, g ;) as also t,
(Q [there expresly zaid to be with fet-b],) or
t -- : (M [so written in a copy ofthat work]:)
said to be a certain plant usd for tanning.
(MF.) See the next paragraph.

The Ahida, or skin, of o,e; (M, j;)
hther. taned or not tand: so some say:

(M:) or (so aeoord. to the M, in the ] and TA
"and," but the A is omitted in the CV,) any
tannd Aide; (A, AA, M, ];) said to be so
called [because the tanning removes the hair,]
from 4JI, "the act of shaving:" (AA, TA:)
or acA. as is ta~d itA ji [q. v.]: (M, :)

or only ox-hide tanned: so says Agn on the
a authority of Aq and AZ: (TA:) or oxhida

, tanned with h0, (,.Mgh,) whereof are made
[the sandal calld] t i. Jal;: ($) these are

shence thus called: (Mgh:) ihey are sndal
* having no hair othem: (M, Mqb:) or sandab
r tad with Z: (AA, TA:) aecord, to As, they

are thus called because their hair has been shaven
off ( , i. e. a nd removed by a well-
known procems in tanning, (Mgh, TA,) so that
they are soft; and they are of the sandals ol
people that lead a life of ease and softnes:
(Mgh:) IAr says that they are thus alled
beause of their having become soft by the
tanning: acord, to this, they should be called
?4 ; and so accord. to a saying of Ed-
D&woodee, that they are called in relation to

; z.1.Jt 3. ["'the Market of the Sabbath"]:
it is also aid that they are called in relation to
the V , with lamm, which is a plant used for
tanning therewith; so that they should be called
,' t , unless the appellation be an instance of a
rel. n. deviating from its source of derivation [or
unless this plant be also termed u, as it is
accord. to a copy of the M]: (TA:) see 
It is related of the Prophet, that he saw a man

r walking among the graves wearing his sandals,
and said, -1 [mean-

o~

ing t0 w earr of the pair of sandals of 4
pul off thy pair of sandal of 4.]: ( TA:)
and acoord. to the A, they are thus termed
tropically: it is like the saying "Such a one
wer wool, and cotton, and silk;" meaning
"garments made thereof;" as is aid in the
Nh: but, au some relate it, what he said was,
t > ,JI w 1 ld, the last of these words
being a rel. n.; and thus it is found in the hand-
writing of Az, in his book. (TA.)

A ACr,p (M, L, j,) like P, (TA,) [in a copy
of the M erroneously written 4',] A Ccrtain
plant; [anethum graveoen, or dil, of the com
mon gardenc ;] an arabicized word, from
[the Pers. [or p.~]: (Aln, M, L:) or

i.4 q ; both words a,rabicized from h. [or
v:] ( ) asserted by some to be the ame as

y~~~~~~~~~~~~

.; . [q.v.J] (M, L:) Az sa,ys that c' , the
name of a welknown herb, or lgmbnosuilant,
is an rabicized word; that he had heard the

!~~~~~~~~~

people of El-B1areyn call it ;, with the
unpointed p,, and with :#; that ii is originally,
in Pers., ^; and that it has another dial. var.,
namely, 14_-- e. L (El-Jaw6lee§ee, TA.)

£ : see m c~, in the middle of the paragraph.
_ Also Goats, collectively. (i.)

Z.. A [drt such as is termed] :
(AZ,I: ) or i A; u is like tr : or a land
in which are no tre: (M:) and i. q. VIS
(i. e. a bare land; as though shorn of its herb-
age]: (TA:) pl. ,;. (M.)..Also [in like

e manner] a fem. epithet, aving spreading, or
cprdd, ears, mr long or ort. ()

c . One who fasts alone on tAe t' [i. e.
sabbath, or Saturday]: thus in the saying men-
tioned by Th, on the authority of la, I i j
t. [Be not thou one wio fast &c.]. (M.)

X,. J;, and *.a, and ;;; and the dual.

of ... , applied to a pair of andals: mee,
in four places.

X;,ff, with kesr, FoolisA, s d, or of 
sse; (g,TA;) confounded, or prplzd, and
unable to e his riAt coue; mithout nd
standing. (TA.)

,tf. primarily signifies Rest [like ]:
(i, M9b ) and hence, sbep: (?, ]:) or abvy
slep: (Mob:) or sep that is Ardly perptib
(U", M, K, [in some copies of the I, a men.
tioned by Freytag, a, i.e. lit,]), ik a
swoon: (M:) or the commencement of slep in
tih Acad [and its continuan] until it reac
tAh Aeart: (Th, M, f(:) or the slp of ona ho
is sick; i. ce. light sdeep (TA:) and tg sig-
nifies the same as c.,. (T, TA.) Henoe, in
the gur [lxxviii. 9, and in like manner the word
is used in xxv. 49], U .l . j; (6 ;) i. e,
jI; as though a man, when he slept, were eut

off from [the rest of] mankind: (IA#r,TA:) or
;4. is when one is cut off, or ceases, from
motion, while the soul still remains in the body;
i.e., the text means, And me ha made your

p 'to be rest unto you: (Zj, TA:) or m have
made your sbep to be a cutting of fro snsation
and motion,, for to the ail fr , md
for ca their ear~in to ease: or, to be
death: (Bd :) or, to be rt~ unto your bodis by
the inter tion of labour, or work. (Jel.)_-
See also 4 ., latter half, in three places.

.~j, A she-camel that goes the pace termed
-.. : or convatly going the pace termed
;;. (M.)

o,v, (1, M, ],) as also S. (-,) B~d,
or daring; (f, M, ];) as an epithet applied to.
anything [i. e. man or brute]: the U is added to
render it quasi-coordinate to the clan of quin-
queliteral-radical words, not to denote the femn
gender, for it receives i as a termination [to
denote the fem.], becoming ; ( ;) and has
tenween. (TA.) A poet applies the femrn. epithet
to a she-camel. (.).-Also The bqpard; (,
M, K;) so too with S; (AHeyth, L in art. ;)
and so kSJ": probably thus called because of
his boldness, or daringness: (6:) or, as some
ay, the lion: femrn. with ;: or the fem, signifies a

bold, or daring, ion : or a -camel of bo.
or daring, breast; but this last is not of valid
authority: (M:) and a beat of pry [absolutely]:
(L in art. ,:) pl.. t ,; (, TA;) and som

of the Arabe make .~ [or rather ?.t] to be
its pl. (TA.)_.The fem. also, applied to a
woman, signifie sharp in tonu; or cbamor,ur
or clamorous and fS ted; or /ong-~
,and whemently clam~rou. (TA.)5
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'..: } see -, in the middle of the para- !Jor leg are tretched forth mel [lie a are
.|graph. - the armu of a man in swimming]. (L, r,* TA.)

-And t The beinj quick, or s/ft. (MF.) _
',_. Motioness; not m,ovng. (S, J.) _ And t The bein, or becoming, remote. (MF.)_

And, accord. to the L aiad C, Entering upon the And t The trauelling far. (s.) You say, ~
day caled -,Jj [i. e. the sabbath]: but cor- tH w ent, or tra ld, far, in, or
rectly, entring upon the ob~ranc of th into, thet land, or country: (O, TA:) and :
(or sabbath]. (TA.) both thus expl. by Abu-l-Jahm El-Jaafaree.

;.,$ .Affcted with [tAhe kind, or degree, or (TA.) - And t The journeyingfor the purpose
wmblaneo, of seep termed] o; [q. v.]: (IAgF, of tra.ffic (S43 [q. v.]); and [a people's] be-
M :) or affeed with a moon: and, applied to a coming scattered, or ditpersed, in the land, or
sick man, prostrated liAe him who is ~pi, earth. (g.) And t The bujing onesef in going
generally closing his eyes: (S :) or confounded, to and fro, or een~ gain, (IAr, TA,) and oc-
or rlewed, and unabl to see hit right corse: cupyi one~f accordin to his own judgment or
(MNb:) and V signifies the sameasm j; discretion, in tha disposal or manamnt~ of
as in the saying, cited by A, affairs, in rpect of the mean of ten.

"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' '"* " ' " . (5,,,T(IAr,) Yo say, , You j 1 OU
- r. -- ~,..a.II ~U . I e.L~ 1 [Such a one busies him-

[ole is in the morning affected with th remain seWf in going. to and fro, or occupia hinmlf
ofintoaication, and he is in the evening affeted according to hit own judment or discretion, in
with sleep, or htay sleep, &c.]. (T, TA.) - Ablso seking the meam of mbi~ce]. (A, TA.) And

so. ,*, e-
Dead. ( S)~ j,... J;) (ffiffiffA head cut off] 9 19 ~ ut = t H e occupied himself accord-
(A.)...J3,Z : see. ing to hiA own jum~ent or diretion in th

atestha have bece al . accomplishment of hi meedful affairs. (Mqb.)
~~ Datnd tlt ae b oe aUr c. -. As used in the ]ur [Ixxiii. 7], where itis

or rethroughout. And am -i sad #.L £;t or r'1 t/rougAout (~,].) Asd ~ "* a aaid, ~' " j1 t i 51, it is variously
[A date that is ripe throughout: and also] a eplaine:

)explained: (, TA:) accord. to ]at&deh (f) and~soft ~datc. (TA.~) EI-Murrij, ($,TA,) the meaning is, t.Verily
thou Aast in the daytime] long freedom from
occupation; (], ],' TA;) and in this sense, also,

1. , aor. -, inf£ n. .~ (Msb, 1]) and its verb is , aor.:: (JM:) [thus it has two
ae.l,.,, ( ,*1,) or the latter is a simple subst., contr. significations :] or, accord. to Lth, t leiture* ."I for dleep: (TA:) accord. to AO, the meaning
(Msb,) HIe swoam, syn..1 (,°,.l 8rand is, t long~oninued ope, or room, for fre

[in the river], (g,) or rather ;t.it (MF, TA) syn. : and acord. to El-... ~~~~~~~~~actin; ,yn. 41, t,M~: and acworl. to El-
or ;~!I ) (Msb) [i. e. in the water], for it is like- Muarrij, it means also t coming and going: (,
wise in the sea, and in a pool, and also in any TA:) accord. to Fr, the meaning is, t tAou haut
expanse: (MF, TA:) [or he wam upon the tur- in the day-time the accomplishment of thy needful
face, wihout immersing himsuelf; for,] accord. to affair: (TA:) or the meaning is, t ong] ocu-
Z, there is a difference between" & and 34'; pation of thyself in thy affairs of business; not
the former signifying the "coursing along in being free from occupation therein for the reciting
water with immersion of oneself;" and the latter, of the ]ur-an. (Jel.) Some read ;, which
the coursing along upon water without im eso -- ( JT .the o~rsif abng upon ratr ' ,tl immr lhas nearly the samune meaning as (Zj, TA.)
of onesdf. (MF, TA.)- [Hence,] ..- aJ3."jl - Asin£n. of , (T,) it signifies also t The

J I ) (A, TA) 7The stars [swim, or /glde stateofl~ig. (1].) And as such also, (T],)
along, or] pas along, in the firmament, ~ a t The being ti, quiet, or motions. (g1.)_
spreadingforth. (TA.) It is said in the ]ur [Also t The glistning of the mirage.] You say,
xxi. 34 and xxxvi. 40, with reference to the sun and 1 - - [.','!~ . or J.J1 meaning '" [i.e Te+
the moon, (Bd and Jel in xxi. 34,) with which . . or .mai 

. ~~~~m'arae gl//amed]. (o.) -And t' The di~fing~,the stars are meant to be included, (Jel ibid.,) mrage gl . (.) And t The diging,.* - . or burroing, in the earth, or ground. (V,* TA.)
J ,W 1 JlS, i.e. t1Al (glide or] travd You say of the jerboa, wi;l t He dug,

along swiftly, [in a firmament,] like the snwmmer 
(Bd and Jel ibid.) wpon the mrrface of the water, or burrowed, in the earth, or gro (0, TA.)
(BO ibid.,) or in ther ater; (Jel ibid.;) where- - And t The being profse in speech. (I.)
fore the form of the verb used is that which is You say, .,l t. He w profiue in
appropriate to rational beings, (Bd and Jel ibid.,) ~peech. (O0, TA.) - Sie also the next paragraph.
swimming being the act of such beings. 5Bd in two places.
ibid.) -- And [henoe] one says, > -- i~bid.)_~ And [hence] one s?ays, 1 - . 5 signifies The delaring [God] to be

.iJI; J1 ' t ['(Thyyfame hau traved far removed, or free, from every imperfection or
asfar as the un and the moon; lit., wum imurt~j, or from eerything deroatory from

the tras along wohich sm the su and t [is] gory; syn. ;i., (P, 0, Mb, TA,) and
oon]. (A, TA.) - [Hence, likewise, as in£ n. , : (Msb:) the magnfying, crating,

of a,.o, ror. as above,] alsosignifies 3:he lud, o~ praisin, and g/orjfying, God; and
rw ng of a hore (a, L,', TA) n which the delarin Iim to be far rmo~ d or free,from
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eyth evil. (TA.) You say, X ", (T,

A, Mgh, M,b, TA,) and b C;., (lur lvii. 1 &c.,
and A,) in which the J is redundant, (Jel in
lvii. 1 &c.,) in£ n. , and ,la; i a subt.
that [sometimes] stands in the place of the inf. n.,
(T, TA,) or it is an in£ n. of which the verb is
c~, (6, TA,) He dlared God to be far re-
moved, or free, from eery imperftio~ or i-
purity &c., (A, Mgh, TA,) orfrom what tAey
say [of Him] wvho disackn~ e [his attributes];
(Myb;) [i.e. Ae declared, or cedbrated, or e,-
tod the perfection or purity, or ab~ te gbo,
of God;] and he magtja/M, cdebr lauded, or
praised, God, by th m~o of his nams, sayag

TI;s _ and tAe ike: (Mqb:) and .. (alone],

(Mgh, g,) in£ n. A, ( s,) h aid d; 81:;,
(Mgh, V;) as alo* , in£ n. ~:,; (V,
TA;) the latter, which is like Z, in£ . *~; ,
a dial. var. mentioned by ISd; and no regard
should be paid to the saying of Ibn-Ya'eesh and
others, that 4Oa... is an in£ n. of which the verb
is obsolete: aceord to El-Mufasal, I1; is the
in£ n. of t signifying h raisd his vice
vith supplicaton, or prayer, ad magn/lcatio

or c~bration or praitse [of God, as ,~ one
saysp 41 or the le]; and he cites as
an ex.,

* *;X~~* *.A ,,w ,*ea-*
* b;1 'im; jq*.j dJ-e 0

[May God remo farfrom good, or perity,
or succes, th pero (;. here meaning ,is)
of the tribe of Tehib, nv tr the pilg~
raise their wices mrth supplication, &c., and say

f; L jacuating £L]. (MF, TA.) ;_;;
j4 . _°.', in the Yur ii. 28, is a phrase
denotative of state, (Ksh, B4, Jel,) meaning
W/ti we declare thy remote from ev i [of
evry kind], (Ksh, Bd,) or wAile smy s ;ay
1, (Jel,) praising The, (Ksh,) [or wvith the

pra,i'g of Thee, i. e.] making thbe praising of
~ee to be an accompaniment, or adjunct, to our

doing that: (Ksh, B, Jel:) so that we are the
more worthy to be appointed thy vicegen~t.

~ . A...
(Ksh,' Bd, Jel.) .! ~J1 .ipt 1 :j, in the
]ur lvi. 73 and 'last verse, mes'an Th'Arefore
decare tou th remotens fr what is un-
suitable to his mjesty by mentioning the name of
thy Lord, or by mentioning the Lord, for the
pronouncing of the name of a thing is the men-
tioning of it, [i. e., of the thing itself,] the great
name, or the great Lord: (Bd:) or it means
thmerfore pray thou commencing wt, or uttering,
the name of thy Lord [the grat name or Lord]:
(Kull p. 211:) [for] - _ also signfies The
act of praying. (I:, Myb.) You way, 5 mean-
ing He prayed. (A, Mgh.) And [particularly]
He perormed the [supererogatory] prayer of

- A
[the period termd] uJI. (TA.) And ,j
V 5'~ , i. e. * £a~ I; 1 , , meaning Such a

one perfor prayer to God, either obligatory or
superrogatory: [but generally the latter: (see
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1; m .:)] and i_l; j -

rgatory prayer [po 'his camd that h is
rding]. (Myb.) It is maid in the Vur [iii. 36],

'1Si5 ;E-/1, y i.e. And pray thou [in the
evn, or the afteoon, and the early morng].

(TA.) And itis related of 'Omar, i." , aL
. -. 1- , meaning [7hat h flogged~ two

men] who prayed [afer the pr~ed time of the

a/f,ernoo-prayer]. (9, TA.) You say alo, A

1~ y,..j Imm..3 [i.e. In his hand is a string of

beadu by th h/u of which he r at th prasm

of God: eeo , below]. (A, Mb.)--Also
The making an ewe~ by saying i01i 5 ,

[If God mwi]: because, byso saying, one mag-
nifies God, and acknowledges that one should
not will unle God will: and thus is expl. the

aying in the ]ur [lxviii. 28], ) ;.i JJ,Jl
4 J [Did I not say to you, Wherefore vill

ye not make an em~pio? addressed to the
owners of a garden, who " swore that they would

certainly cut its fruit when they should be enter-
ing upon the time of morning, they not making
an exception "]. (TA.)

8. ,.$u, [inf. n. ,L t,] i. q. #_t;, (T and
V in srt. ju,) i.e. He ama with him. (TIP in

that art.) [And app. alo Re vid, or con~ded,

with him in sming.]

4. ~-v, H-e made kim to wim (V, TA) u

;.II [in the mater] or 11 j3 [upon the water].

(TA.)

3.4, Garmnt of hi: :) or, acord. to
Sh, w, which is the pl., signifies hirts of

al~,for boys: AO corrupted the word, relating

it as written , with , and with namm

to the , ; whereas this signifies "a black [gar-
ment of the kind alled] I.b:" and a verse

cited by him as presenting an ex. of its pl., in its
last word, is from a poem of which each verse has
for its fundamental rhyme-letter the unpointed C:

I8d, in art. , mentions L as signifying

"garments of skin," and having ~ for its
sing.; but says that the word with the unpointed

is of higher authority; though he also states

it, in the same art, to have been corrupted by

AO. (TA.) -[A meaning belonging to abe
(q. v.) is assigned in some copies of the V to

i " .] _ ;J1, (i:,) or ;, *om as

an epithet applied to a horse, or mare, (IAth,
TA,) is a proper name of A ore, or mare,
beon to the Pro~het: (IAth, , TA:) and
of another bonging to Jaqfar the wo of Aboo-

Tdlb; ( ;) or this wasa mare named :
(0 :) and of an~otr be~n to anoher. (])

" Beads (i, Mqb, ], TA) atrng (Msb,
TA) a s~ or thread, (TA,) [ni~etni
in mmber, and haing a mark ar eac~ th
thr,] ith wc (by co~ them, J) one

peform th act termed al [meaning the

retetitio of the praim of God, generally con-
sisting in repeating the words ,ii Ol~ thirty-

three times, Dl :h J thirty-three times, and

;B'% 3i thirty-three times, which is done by
many persons after the ordinary prayers, as a
supererogatory act]: (9, A, Mqb, :) its appella-
tion implies that it is an Arabic word; but As

says that it is pot-claical: its pl. is 5 (Myb)

and '.~ also. (gar p. 133.) See X, last
sentence but one. -Also Invocation of God;
or suplicaton: (:) and prayer, (A, Mb,)
w/hethr obligatory or supererogatory: (Msb:)

tooatory praise; (;) and superwgatory

prayer; ($, A, Mgh,V(;) because of the

therein. (Mgh.) You say, i- j I } O .i,
expl. above; see 8, in the latter part of the para-

graph. (Msb.) And ;:, L He pod~
or fi ed, h prayer: (A:) or 
means I performd, or finished, my eroga

tory raie and uch praycr. (.) And
._ 1' He, performed the upererogatory prayer:

(A:) and o.JI 1 [the s prrot ory
prayer of the period termed .JI]. (Msb.)
_-di ;, (IAth,, TA,) with d,mm, (TA,
[but in my MS. copy of the ] written _,
and so in the Cd,]) means tThe greatnem, or
maje, of God: (lAth,, TA:) or [the pl.]

;.d~JI, oocurring in a trad., means tthe
greatn, or maje~ty, and the ight [or p~ndour],
of God: (Mob:) or by the saying 'q., "..p.

19, with ~am to the ,, and ,,, is meant t the
greatness, or majesty, of the face of our Lord:
( :) or !% ., ...; means t th lights [or
pdo~ ], (,) or, accord. to ISh, the ight [or

splndour], (TA,) of the face of God: (ISh,]V,

TA:) some say that .! .j 4 means tth

beauties of the face; because, when you see a

person of beautiful face, you say, Xi i 1 [to
expres your admiration]: and some, that [when
it relates to God] it denotes a declaradtion of his
being far removed from every imperfection;

meaning 4*; ' ,. (TA. [See 01A5.])
One says, [addressing God,] 11,;.3 i<
.jl, with two .dammehs, meaning [I as
iTee] by the evidec of thy greatne, or majesty,
[or of the greatrnm, or majsyj, of thy gloriou
fac,] by the ackwld~ eme herof thy prai
is celebrated. (A.)- -1-Jl also gnifies
tThe places of prostration [probably meaning
in the reciting o the .r-n]. (.)-Also,
iL e. [the sing.,] ., A pece of cotton. (TA.)

is the inf n. of as syn. with
[q. v.]; (], TA;) and is a subst. that [some-
times] stands in the place of the inf. n. of the

latter of these verbs, i e. in the sense of ;.

(T, TA.)-- -t .. is a proper name in the

sense of , and [for this reason, and also

because it ends with I and 0j,] it is imperfectly
decl., and is. also invariable; being put in the
acus. case in the manner of an inf. n. (Mgh.)

You say dli 01, meaning I declare [or
cedebrate or tol] the remotenen, or freedom, of

God [from every im~petion or impurity, or
f~ ytAing derogatory from hi glory,
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i. e.] from the imputation of thawere beg any
equl to Him, or any companion, or ay
h/ unto Him, or anything contrary to Him;
or from cvryhig that fhould not be imputed to
Him: (L:) [I declare, or clebrate, or a,to4 hi
about perfectio or gbry or purity: or a-
toled be Aiu absolute perfection kc. :] or I declare

the motne of God, or hi freedom (;W),
from evil, (Zj,* , , TA,) or from e~ery evil;
(TA ;) and [especially] from the imputation of
his having a femabe companion, and off~prg:
( :) or I declare God's being ry far reaoed

from all the foul imputationr of thoa who assrt
a phralihy of odr: (MF:) [it sometimes im-
plies wonder, and may well be rendered how far
is God from omry imprfc~tioa l &c.:] in this
csue, m..,_ is a determinate noun; ( ;) i. e,

a generic proper name, for 1, like as ui is

forjl. (MF :) Zj eays, (TA,) it is put in the

accu. case in the manner of an inf. n.; (8,1;)
i. e., as the absolute complement of a verb
understood; the phrase with the verb supplied

being L; i ,t; (MF;) meaning &J

~;; ~.JI e. .l; (9,S,MF;) ;o ., thus
supplying the place of the verb: accord. to Ibn-
El-.HAjib and others, when it is prefixed to another
noun or pronoun, governing it in the gemn. se,
it is a quasi-inf. n.; and when not so prefixed, it
is a proper name, imperfectly decl.: but to this it
is objected that a proper name may be thus
prefixed for the purpose of distinction, as in the

instances of .l. A and I,jl11 ~: some

say that it is an inf n. of an ob;olete verb; but
this asertion is not to be regarded; for, s an

inf. n., its verb is ', like A of which the

in£ n. is 1lj': others say that it may be an

in£. n. of ~., though far from being agreeable

with analogy: and some derive it from .J1 as

signifying " the act of swimming," or "t lFe being

quick, or swift," or "the being, or becoming,
remote," &c.: (MF:) [hence F adds,] or the
phrase above-mentioned denotes quicknere in
betaking oneself to God, and agility in serving,
or obeying, Him; [and therefore may be renderd
I betake myslf quickly to the sric of God,
and am prompt in obe~jying Himn;] ;) so
accord. to ISh, to whom a man presented him-
self in a dream, and indicated this explanation of

the phrase, deriving it from s. . . ["the

horse ran stretching forth his fore legs, as one
does with his arms in swimming "'. (L.)

,'y.j.,' : S S e dil , [in
which Xl1eiis used in the lace of the inf. n. of
;, and ' is understood before it,] in the

.lur [xxx. 16], means Tl2refr perform ye

prayer to God [or declar ye the remoten~ of
Godfrom eryimperfection &c. h ye ter
upon the tiw of enig and wAen ye eter
upon the time of daybreak. (Fr, TA.) And

D, ,lo O4 e-, m in the lur xxiii. 93,

means Far [or ho far] is God from that by
which they describe Him! (Jel.) One says also,

JI c I , meaning c i- A by.
' t a SI [i.e. I glory Teea by



far removed, or f,r, Jrm e~ytig eil, (Zj,
Mgh, Mqb, TA,) and fomn eery impestiO
[and te like]. (Mob. [See X, and see also

oti X .. J]) It is said (Q, Myb) by Th (f) that
there is no word like the two epithets above, of
the measure JM with damm as well as with
fet-4 to the first letter, except C: ($, Mlb:)

but the following similar instances have been
pointed out: j4 among epithets, and - and

4rt and taa and ;A. and =1 among
subst. (TA.) Sb says, ,J~ 1 t! .

;,1. C[expl. voce ej]: (:) [or] accord. to
AIIei, Sb said that there is no epithet of the
measure except r~: and ,$ : LI

mentions hp. also, as an epithet applied to a

j· .I.t -* , w- J ·

, as Uell Js . (TA.).

i.t.JI: see )1J' .- I, in two places.

and tV l (Meb,1) and V5 ()

are part. ns., or epithets, from ~ in the first of
the senses assigned to it above: (Mqb, :) [the
first signifies Swimming, or a snimmer:] the
second has an intensive signification [i. e. one
vho manm much, or a great wimmer; as also
the third]: (Mb :) the pl. of the first, accord. to
IA4r, not of the first and last as it appears to be
accord. to the ], is tJ: (MF:) thatof the

second is X.,t4: (j:) and that of the third is
C or &., the former reg., and the latter

irreg. (MF.) t, (.JI , &c.,) in the ]ur
[lxxix. 3], accord. to Az, (TA,) means T7
sips: ( t :)to r u of the boeiee~ ( ,tji

eam JI [for which Golius seems to have found
in a copy of the 1 , jl e11, for he gives

as an explanation pie et J~i uorae,]) (,
TA) which go forth with eae: or tthe angels
that swim, or glidb, (/ ,) from (0>4 [app. a

mistranscription for ;e betw ]) the heaae
and the earth: (TA:) or t the darn, (,) which

im, or glide along, ( ,) in th firmament,
libe the tC in water. (TA.) [The meanings

famin jr~antes and veoces eQUi and planete,
assigned to this word by Golius as on the authority
of the KL, are in that work assigned to ; t;
the first of them as the meaning of this word in
the ,ur Ixvi. 5.] And you say Ci" .;

t[Sars gliding along in the firmament: . l.
being a pl. of e. applied to an irrational ing,
and of 1 L]. (A.)_... L is also applied as
an epithet to a horse, (Q, iAth, A, L,) meaning
t That retch frt his fr legs wel in rnming
[le as one do the arms in swimming]; (,
IAth, L;) and in like manner t ., [but in an
intensive sense]: (A, L:) the pl. [of the former]
is C'l and ~. (A.) And Ct~ also sig-
nifles t Hors; (, TA;) as an epithet in which
the quality of a subst. is predominant; (TA;)
becaume they thus stretch forth their fore legs in
running. ( *TA.) Hence, (TA,) ? ..J is

enumerating al thy be, and by th piring
qf I I gi . (Mhfy . . [See also the

prep. .])_- L O, (L,b,] ,) or

,iU . X (4 n , .im,) and f
(A,) are t phrases expressive of wonder (, A,
Mob, ]) at a thing (?, MYb, 1) and a person;
(A;) originating from God's being. glorified

(Xi C p) at the sight of what is wonderful
of his works, and afterwards, by reason of its
being frequently mid, employed in relation to
anything at which one wonders; (Er-Radee,
TA;) meaning t [I wondr greatly (lit., with
mondering) at sch a thing and such a .perwn;
as is shown by what follows :'or] Aw extraor-
dinary, or strange, is such a.ihin !' land such a
per !]. (Meb.) El-Asha says,

(8, Mb') t [I saying, when his boasting erched
mne, I wronder greatly at 'AL4amd, the boasting];
i. e. . 1 , (~,) or [rather] Z :t. [for

dJS _g;.a], lit. I mnder nth wondering at
Aim; (Msb ;) [or ho exraordinary a peron is
'Al.ameh the boa~ !:] jla., being without
tenween because it is regarded by them as a
determinate noun, and having a resemblance to a
fem. noun: (v:) [though in what quality it
resembles a fem. noun, except in its being of one
of the measures of broken pib., I do not know:]
or it is imperfectly decl. because it is a determi-
nate noun, being a proper name for ;;j1n (IJ,
IB) and '31I, (IJ,) and because of the addition
of the I and 'o: (IJ, IB:) this is the true reason:
but some hold that it is rendered determinate by
its being prefixed to a noun understood, governing
it in the gen. case; the complete phrase being
i;z; >. si~T * (MF.)_ - LZ, thus
with tenween, as an indeterminate noun, occurs
in the phrase .i 3 . , in a poem of
Umeiyeh. (IB.)---O ;., is also used in the
sense of L., in the saying ,it4. l - 0
iU1._ [Thou art poed of more, or mos,
kn;oledge of that whichA is in thine own mind]. (.)

: sce , in three places.

L.;w an inf. n., (],) or a simple subst.,
(Meb,) from -; (Myb, ;) Natation; or the

act [or art] o snwimming: (8, A, Mqb,' ]:) or
the coursing aong upon rvater nithout inmer~ n
of onedf. (MF, TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

se: se ,, in two places.

, also pronounced C-, (T, ?, Mb, y,
&c.,) the latter the more agreeable with analogy,
but the former the more common, (Th, T, $,
Mqb,*) one of the epithets applied to God, (T,
?,A,Mb,*]~,) because He is an object of

5e,, (v,) and [often] immediately followed by

b,i$.1, (A, Msb, ],) which is likewise also pro-

nounced p**j, though the former pronunciation
is the more common: (Th, T, Q, Mqb :) it signi-
fies [A-perfect, all-ure, or al-gorio ; i.e.]

the name of A Aors of Iab~ea Ib-Ju a
(], TA.) And in like manner, t C5J is the
name of A celbrated corsr: (TA:) and of A
certain came. (], TA.)

;, 9land pi . of A i sgb

act ofr.j: see ]. (A.)

r plac of oimming, Lc: pl. 5l;.]
_--ee an ex. of the pL in the first paagraph of
this art.

C.~, acord to AA and the V, applied as an
epiiet to a [garment of the kind alled] iLb,

means Stroy: and accord. to the former, ,
so applied, means "made wide." (TA.)

e..t[act. part. n. of 3]. C .. J4b At; All

f_I, , in the lur [xxxvii. 143], means And
had he ot bee of th pforms of prayer,
(A,* Mgh, Meb, ],0) as some may. (Mgh.)

1,"!i I (A, Myb, TA) and Vt L.I. (A, TA)
S[T7e indaex, or foresfiger;] theinger that is
~t the t~ b: (Msb,TA:) so called becauso
it is like the glorifier when one makes a sign
with it [by raising it] when declaring [the unity
of] the divine essence. (M?b, TAI) One says,

;;JI, ;l and t Y 1I It[e pointed
towards him, or it, wi thjbEfo~gr ]. (A, TA.)

·1. ;1 &o,- (JK, A, Mqb,) aor. -, inf. n.
; ; (MNb;J and t,.. ; (JK; A,M,b, I;)
The land, or earth, edd water and produced
salt: (JK, ] :) or asu, or became, salt; lad in
it salt. (A, Meb.) And '1) , in£ n. as

above, Th place prodd t, and m as ch
that thfeet sank in it. (TA.) 8See also 32.

, an inf n. of which the verb is tg, aor. ',
(T],) means also t The being in a state of leep:
(AA,$:) and t :. t Th pg dly:
($:) or both have this meaning: (I:) or the
former signifies t the being in a state of rest, and
easing the body by seep:. (IAr, L :) and t the
latter, t the sleeping ey hour: (TA:) and the
former signifies also t the being unoccpd, at
bisre, or fre from work or buoi; (AA, $,
];) and so 'the latter. (1V.) In the aur
lxxiii. 7, some read 1ti [instead of l ;., q. v.];
(, ]g;) meaning trst, and easi of the body
by deep; (IAvr, L;) and said by Fr to be from
t:3j, in the first of the ses expL in the next
paragraph: (L:) or tfdmf~ occuptio or

,wor or busine ($.) Accord to Zj, ,JI and
TJ are8 nearly the -m in meaning. (TA.)

You sayalso., d , and _ and [app.

meaning tA ceang from ~ and- from
aing or jouney and hea]. (JK.)..
And,1 i , inf. n. r' t [I dspt long;

or] I engtn d doping. (JK.)_ And &:

]'1 2j t1 went, or traClld, far, in, or into,
168'
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the land, or country; (JK, K,TA;) like
. (TA.)

. tJ [inf. n. of ] The eparating, or
Pluchn asnder, and oening, of cotton, and
maksing it [or spreading it out] wide. (Fr, L.)_
And The mwding of cotton and the like, (1,
TA,) such aS wool, and soft hair (j) aJfter the
eparating and looening,for a woman to n it;
(TA;) [as also 5., inf. n. of w.; see -

- [Hence,] I The act of lightening, or alva-
ting. (9, A, 1..) It is related in a trad. that the
Prophet said to 'A,bbeh, when she had cursed a
thief, (9, A, TA,) who had stolen something from
her, (?, TA,) ; ,t; , , (9, A,'
TA,) meaning X Do not thou aleviate (, A, TA)
the meried punishment of hi. crime by thy
cursing im. (?,* TA.) And a poet says,

* ·

* --6 v- *' * 1.5.

[Te alleviate thoue he disqutude of thy mind;
and kowm that, hen the Compa~somate decreeth
a thig, it halpene~t]. (?.) One says also, 

J:.Is i biT May God alleviate thy~feer.
· 5 I ,1. ... , "& 

() And ',)9 1 ' .. 0 God, rem
from us, or aleviate to us, that whzich harms, or
Aurts. (TA.) - And t The act of stiing, quiet-
ing, renring motionde, appeadng, tranquil.
lizing, caling,j, allayi~, a~uaging, or queling.
(15.) Also t The becoming [alleviated, or
liYAtened,] till, quiet, motionless, apeased, tran-
quil, cabnlm, allayed, aMuaged, or quele. (],
TA.) One says of heat, (9, ],) and of anger,
(TA,) , (, ,) inf. n. as above; and V . .;
(g ;) tIt beame abated, or alayed, (9, 9,-TA,)
and alleriate. (l.) Also t The ceasing of
veins fiwom the throbbing occasioned by pain
therein. (IAr, L, 1.*).-See also 1, in three
places.

[3. et_ expl. by Freytag as meaning He
contetJdl with another in swimming is a mistake
for C,-]

4. ,1 Hie reached salt earths in digging
(9, ) a well. (TA.) - See also 1, first sentence.

5: see , near the end of the paragraph.

[5. is expl. by Freytag as applied in the
Deewln of Jereer to A dems cloud that is een
susp~ended apart from other clods.]

and its fern., with; : see L", in three
places.

a": see the next paragraph, in three places.

L-. -and t t. [A piece, or tract, ofJ land
that euds rwater and producesa salt: (15:) pl.
(of the former, 9, or of the latter, Msb) ?L.:
(6, A, M 9b, 1V:) w e.Il [also] signifies as

above; (JK;) or land conta'ining b, (8, A,)

i. e. [places that eaude wvater and produce salt,
or simply] salt; (A;) or salt land or earth, as
also Ai~ .jI, in which the latter word is a

contraction of a~, and *t1 ,l also: (Myb:)
and signifies a place producing salt, (M,b,*
TA,) and in which the fect sink: (TA:) the p1.
of?li. is .tL. (Mob.) The Prophet said
to Anas on his mentioning El-BaJrah, 4r .

1*;ly S1e 1^ d l., meaning [If thou pass
by it and enter it, then beware thou of] its tracts
of land overpread with saltne, that ~dom, or
neer, gioe growth to anything but some trees, or
shrubs. (L.) Also, (g,) or the latter, i. e.
t 1L;., (JK,) A thing that overspread water
(JK,,,TA) in conequnce of its having been
lng ft, (TA,) resembling [the green substance
caAlled] "., (JK, 1,) or such as L and
the like. (TA.)

Cotton, and wool, and soft hair (;),
separated, or pluched asunder, and loosened; as

also .:.: (TA:) [and t , in which the
; is added to convert the epithet into a subst.,
signifies a pmtion, i. e. a loos flock, thireof; and
its pl. is ". -, whence] one says, z"j

',?W,! [ he loos fiochs of the cotton fIre about].
(A.)_ [Hence,] : Feathers (b.A) that fall of
(S, A, 1) and become scattered: Q(:) as also
!t .~.: (TA:) the pl. of the former (1, TA)
[used as a subst.], in this and in the following
senses, (TA,) [or rather of i~ as a n. un.
thus used,] is . (1,TA.) One says, s ;a s

and >, i. e. 1 [Icame

to water around rhich were] the feathers that
had fallen off [and become scattered] of bird.
(A.) Also Cotton made wvide for a medica-
ment to be put upon it (g, TA) and for it to be
applied upon a ivound: (TA:) and V 'i
signifies a portion of cotton thus prepared for
this purpoms. (JK, .) - And Cotton, (8, .C,)
and wool, and soft hair (.), (S,) wound, after
the separating and looseni~y, (K, 1, in the former

enS1·~ t ; ii.e. j to be s-un (S, V.

by a nnman: (S:) and i4., signifies a tIr-
tion thereof. (S.)

',,:; and its pl., i' : see the next pre-
ceding paragraph, in five places.

'.: see , in two places.

1: see what next follows.

2. ;. '., (AA, TA,) inf. n. j, (. , TA,)
Hie shaved off hi hair; (AA, K,TA;) as also
t e;·, (AA, 1,) inf. n ..; (1, TA ;) and
t 1l, (AA, TA,) inf. n. ;i: (I,TA:) or
all signify he shaved off his hair and [so] re-
moved it utterly: and ja: and .- and
a.~1 also have the former signification accord. to
AA: (TA:) [and] , t1 ,~J signifies the re-
moving utterly the hair of the head [by shaving]:
( :) or . signifies he shaved off his hair
and then left it until it had grown a little:
(A'Obeyd, L:) or As remod utterly his hair,

mahin it to be [haven] cloe to the shi;
(A'Obeyd, M, L;) as also ... (A'Obeyd, L.)
- And HIe t the hole of hA. hair go ampl

and long: thus it has two contr. signification.
(M.) -And ,je signifies also The cmbig,
or combing down, or lekttingU do~ and osing, and
then moireng, and leaving, the hair of the head.
(Suleyman Ibn-EI-Mugheyreh, L, ].')_ And
The rendering [one's hair] matted, or compacted,
and duty. (M, L.) - And [hence, app., the
objective complement being meant to be under-
stood,] The learing off, or nelcting, the anoint-
ing of oneselCf [or of on's hAair], (A'Obeyd, ;, 1:,
TA,) and mashing: and some say . J, which
signifies the same. (A'Obeyd, TA.)- ,~ is
also used [intransitively,] us signifying The ap.
pearing of the hair of the head: (1:) or the
growig after some days: (M:) or 2 a:Jl .. g
means The/ hair grew so that its blacknr ap-
peared after the shaving. (S, M.) - And The
coming forth of the down [of a youmg bird]:
(M:) or the ap,earing of tefeathers of a young
bird. (1.) You say, ..AIl . Th2 youn bird
began to show it fenters, or to beco~ e Jled.
(S.) - And The groing of fresh shoots utlon,
or among, the old portions of the [plant called]
,.o3; as also t ,: (g :) you say [of that
plant], and ad: (TA:) or ; .,.1 .
7T plant had heads coming forrth, bfore the

spreading thereof. (M.)
4: see 2, in three places; first and last sen-

tences.

i. q. 'e1 t. [as meaning Cunning, or wv

cunning: and perhaps also as meaning a cala-

mity: pl. .It.]. (M, M, 1g.) You say, .
-.51> I He is cunning, or very cunning, (I;, S, M,

or ,,t;, 1g,) in the.ft, or rber~y. (S, M, g.) _
And [hence, perhlaps, or the reverse may be the
case,] A nwylf: (1 :) it occurs, in the accus. case,
in a verse, in this sense, (TA,) or in the former
sense; (S ;) or, as some relate it, the word in this
instance is L1. [which has the latter meaning].
(S, TA.)

,. :Iair [of goats]; syn. 'a:; (As, S, M ;

as also t : (M:) or a all quantity therof:
(] :) or fur [of came&]; syn. J.t. (M.) One
says, .i J Zo - C (A,, ,M, ,) He ha
neither goats' hair nor rool: (Ag,.S,OM:) or
neither camels' fur nor wool: or neither camels
fur nor goats' hair: meaning :e has neithr
goats nor dep: or : neither camde nor ~eep:
or J neither camel nor goats: (M :) or 1 ne/ithr
little nor much; (As, S, , TA;) i.e. / has not
anything. (TA.) [See also Wi.] Hence is
an appellation for t Cattle (J.). (TA.) Hence
also the saying of 'Atikeh Bint-Zeyd,

* .~..~,, ., ,tas.j....

[i.e. t God let him not walk with goats, &c.];
meaning t God reduced him to poverty, so that
He left not [to him] anything. (yam p. 495.)
-Also sing. of 11I (TA) which signifies Black
garments or cloth. [app. of goats' Aair or of1
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cels'fisr] . (, TA .).; ;, (, TA,) as pl.
of ,~, (TA,) sgnifies also The heads of the
[plant called] S when they first come forth:
(], TA:) or, as pl. of ,, the headi of plants
coming fort, before ading. (M.)_-And,

likewise u pi. of ~, Re~main of plants or
erbage in a land. (TA.) [See alho .]

*, also signifies Unckinss, iV, luck, or evil
fortune: (M :) or. so t: (] ,TA:) so says
Lth, on the authority of ADt. (TA.)

A re nt of rba ~ or pasturage. .)
[See also ,~, last sentence but one.]

A c rtain bird, (9, M, g,) having pl
mage so oft, or smooth, that when two drops of
water drop upon it, (, M,* ,) 0pon itu back,
(9, M,) they run of fom it; (9,* M, K, TA;)
or such that when a drop of water drops upon its
back, it runs [of: (M:) the Arabs liken to it a
horse when he sweats: (8:) or a certain bird
like the eagle: (TA:) or the male eagle: (M,
TA:) orthe wmalow of the desert (Q .J1,.):

(A/, TA:) or a bird le the .JU.; when water
fas upn it, it ru ofrfrom it quicly: so
ays Aboo-Nayr; and so Skr in his Expos. of the

potry of Hudheyl, on the authority of A4:
(TA:) said by A, to be a certain black bird:
(so in a marg. note in one of my copies of the

:) pl. o . (, M.) _ Ab A piece of
cloth with which the wateri~ trough (Q, TA)
such a is terme vL>d [q. v.] (TA) is ren

loe, or firm, [in it bottom and side,] ( ,
[in the L :, but I know not any apposite
meaning of this verb,]) in order that the water
may not become turbid: (:) it is spread ther
in; aamid the camel are made to drink [the

water] above it. (L.)_ See also ;. And
ee m , last sentence.

4, , (M, L,) or t ., (,) or both, (TA,)
The pu. (M, L, K.)

w: see ;,, first sentence.

4-Mq- Tall, or long; (I;) in the dial. of
Hudheyl: (TA:) and also bold, or daring; (9,
M, ;) applied to anything [i.e. to any crea-
ture]; (., ;) of the dial. of Hudheyl: (M:) as
also 1.: (9, TA:) or, so applied, bold, or
daring, to undertake anytlhing: and the fem.
[t.%,-- like ,] is said to signify a bold
liones: and a bokdbrs~d smscaml: and in
like manner [the masc. signifies] a bod-brst~
As-camd: (M,L:) and, (9, M,L,K,) us also

.~.S (M, L,) the lopard; ( M, L, M, ;)
and so oI;', (Ay, ., L,) or ;F~f, which is also
applied to a beast of prey [absolutely]: (A Heyth:)
or the lion: (M, L:) pl. JJ; and ,; : or the
meaning of this, or these, [. e. of the latter pl. or
of both, for the pronoun (&s) may relate to the
latter or to both,] is idl, and 'portld, and ain,
or frivolous, pernm; (1K, TA;) like ;..
(TA.)

J,, like .:A , (TA,) or V i , (aecord.
to a copy of the M,) as meaning t Conmummate,
(M,* TA,) is applied as an epithet to a calamity,

41;, (M, TA,) which a poet terms, for the sake

of the measure, ,Rl ., because it is termed A,

,ljPi, and .o is applied to a young one of a
bitch, and of a she-wolf, and of a she-cat, and

of the [species of h called] ~f, and of the
jerboa. (M.)

~. [act. part. n. of 8]. It is said of Ibn-'Ab-

b6s, A.lj . 1L ' e,'3, meaning 'He came to
Med~ ha/vng his head unanointed and us-
wased. (A'Obeyd, 9.) See also the next
preceding paragraph.

1t. , (8,. M, A, L,,,) aor. (. , M,
Myb) and;, (M, TA,) in£f n. , ; (9, M, Mpb,
g;) and tjul; (1;) ,e prob~d the mound;
masured its depth with the jt;, i.e., with an
iron or other instrument; (A, Mgh;) tried, (K,)
or d ,) r endeavoured to learn,
(Myb,) its dpt; (9 , Myb, V;) examined its
extnt. (M.) - e ts He determined, or com-
pted by cojsectwre or by the eye, its measure,
quant, e, or bulk. (M, V, TA.) _ tile
trd, proved, or tested, it; proved it by eperi-
ment or exprien; (9, M,TA;) namely, any-
thing; as also *t ,j*1. (g.)--tHe elid its
trwe, or rea, condition. (TA.)-It is related
in the trad. of the cave, that Aboo-Bekr said to
Mo4.ammad, AI 6&* && s t Do
not thou mtr it ta I explore it before thee,
and if there be in it any one, or anythin g that

may hurt. (TA.) __' t1 . A desrt of
which the e~tont cannot be kno (A.).
6U ,am S [I sanrched into ch a one]. (A.)

- 'j e 5 ' I [In him is much good,
the exte of which cannot be known]. (A.)_
}_ ') Al&s VFI 1 [A great afair, of which the

uttermost cannot be known]. (A.)__ 
t Learn thou for me what he haa [in his

mind, or in his poseion]. (M.) _ jEJt ;
aor. and ,, inf. n. ,,, t I obered the pople
attentively, with invtigation, one after another,
that I might know their number. (Myb.)

8: see 1, in two places.

, ": see ,. - Also The lon. (El-Mu-
arrij, ])

(9, M,) and Vt," (M, ,) The ource,
or orign, [of a thing,] syn. Jtl: (M, V:) pl.
of both . (M.) - Form, or appearance;
figure, feature, or lineame; external dtate or
condion; state with wgard to appardel and the
lie; (9,M,K;) or oodly jbform or appearance
&c.; (V;) atpect; garb, or habit; (TA;)
colour, or comp~ o; (M,:;) beauty; (V;)
brigh~ts of countance: (M:) pl. of both as
above. (M.)_. IAr says, I heard Aboo-Ziyd
El-KilAbee say, I returned from Marw to the
desert, and one of its people said to me, tl

?S 1
3JI Le l eJI MAs to garb

and appea~ance, [thou art like] an inhabitant of
a town; but as to tongue, an inhabitant of the

deasrt. (S, TA.)_ You say, ;..sJ e ?J
ijt : Such a one is beautifil and of gdly

appearance. (g.) [See abo ..-. ] - A woman

of the desert said, 'W I. . 5 I :The good
condition, and flrihing state of bod, of ch

a one plsed me: anrd ;;.Jt j gtI #aw
him to have an altered and ill apparance of
body: thus she assigned to,. two significations.

(TA.) -One says lso, JI j 'J : Vr.iy
s i goodly in compon and appearance.

(TA.) -), also signifies IA charactstic by
Which one kno the genrouses or ugseros
nm of a bast. (AZ, M.)..-And t One'o knor
ldge of the frui or unfruitf~ [or 
good or bad coditio] of a beast. (AZ, TA.) -

Also tLieeamm; syn. d.. (] ,TA. [In some

copies of the ], i w, which is an evident mis-
take.]) 8o in the phrase, occurring in a trad.,

' _I_ 4 'tT liken ess (.·S) of
Aboo-lle r predominated in th. (IAr, TA.)
One say also,J g.l ,i tHe kw him hby

th appearance and likess of his father. (TA.)
_ Also the former (,), Enmity, (1,) accord.
to El-Muarrij; but As says that this is strange.
(TA.)

ij A cold wmoning, between daybreak and
sunrie: (9, M, A, Mgh, ]:) or fom te time a
littl bfore~ daybreak to daybreak: or from
daybreak to ummi: (M:) or a cold morning
during the period n~t after unri: (Mb:)
pl. ;1 .. : (9, M, Mgh, Myb, ]:) which latter
is also expL as signifying the intsmnes of tle
cold of inter, and of th year. (TA.)

;:J~ and ; and ; and : &c.:
see art. Zj.

';., Poor; (;, TA;) poss~ing no property:
like ' "', in this sense, and in that following.
(TA.)_t Land in which is no i erbae. (nC,
TA.)

;. and t;Q: A probe; an irnunt with
which a wound s probed; (,M,;) also

A.e: (uam p. 818:) a twist ke a wck, (T,
M9b,) or a smilar thing, (M#b,) which is Int
into a wound (T, Mb) to ascertain its depth;
(Mqb;) an iron or other instrument with which
the depth of a ound is masured: (A, Mgh:)
pl. of the first, ; and of V the econd,,;.

(Mpb.) It is said in aprov., Jp i 1- ; i

J A1i bJ [Were it not for the prbe, tAe
dpth of the wound would not be known]. (A.)
And 't~ J^ is applied as an epithet to a
woman's vulva [or vagina, in an obvious sense,,]
by Ibn-],abeeb: and aocord. to the ]j, to a
woman [in allusion to her vagina]. (TA in art.

an irreg. pL of : see the latter in
art. "j.

.ot.L A coat of rmail made of snder rings,
and ~trgly: (i:) so called in relation to the
king 8Sboor. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,) or from

1
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S8boor, a province of Peria, (Mgh, Mqb,) A
thi, or dlicate, hind of garment or cloth, (IDrd,
Q, M, Mgh, Mb, j,) of ~eedb qwlity: ( :)
and ayti thin, or dlicate. (M.) Whence

the prov., Lqs) , (1, M,° ) A sight
e=ahbion: (M :) [see variations of this phrase in

art. w,jP, under "; I :,.] said to him to
whom a thing is shown in a slight manner: (fS:)
because the garment or cloth cafled j, 1 t,, (g,

:,) being of the best of qualities, (?,) is desired
when exhibited in the slightest manner. (, ].
(See the first paragraph in art. wbP; and ee

also ie r , in the first paragraph of
art. . d cert~ain ort of dats, (f, Meb,
5:,) of good quality. (Myb, 1.) It is said that

the best of the dates in El-Koofeh are the X) , .3
and the Cgq.i.. () b.I pan
tree of swhich t ui dates are y and
somewhat log. (A.t, Myb.)

-g t [The internal state or cadition of a
man]. You say, e'ge :_ and ~ t [I
praisd i internal sate or codition]: (;:) and
* 4AS also signifies t The inrnal atate or
codiion; an l,or intrinc, q ; or
the inhtrinic, or real, as oposd to th apparent,
stat, or aspect. (TA.)

s: ee .

~,, The t poit of a wound. (M.)-
8ee also -.

;: eee seal , in four plac. - It may also
be applied to tA mm wAO probes a wound.
(yam p. 88.)

;. (Joodr "in fom or appeararnce; in
igre, fature, or liament; in ~ tate
or condition; in date of apparel or the like.
(5:, TA.)

Q. 1. e He begged; and became lorly,
Aumbl, or ~rii~ ; or ffected to be like

the ,tb [or dsti~, or nedy, &ec.]; syn.

CS; (]g,TA; [omitted in the C!g, and in my

MS. copy of the 5] erroneously written ;3 ;])
and *',iL. (TA.)

;hr: e tham.

;.41,: see the next paragraph, in two places.

; A desrt, syn.; , (S, 5,) or a plain,
syn.· ,(M,) ainw ich i no hrbA e: (M,e :)
or eak land: (TA:) and ?jZ' u.!l and

* , 1 a (Ay, Lb, M) and *t ., (M) Land in

whicA is no hrbage; (M;) or lad in rwhich is

nothing: (AV, Lb, M:) pl. and jt;t, the
latter anomalous, mentioned by Ll: (M:)
accord. to A'Obeyd, the pl. i- signifies

dserts, or waterless ddesrts, (;I, in which is
nothing: and accord. to Ay, land [or lands] in
,rl,ich nothiny grows: (TA:) and one says also

t d ,.d,), (M, 5:,) a phrase of the same class

as W.I .0, (5,) as though the sing. ;L

or were applied to every portion thereo£
(M.) i Henoe, (TA,) applied to a man, (AZ,
g, TA,) Needy, in want, indigent, (AZ, A, .,
M, 5:, TA,) poor, (AZ, AV, 5:, TA,) posing
litt, (M, TA,) or, as some say, posseing
nothing; (g,* M, TA;) and V signifies

the same, (AZ, , M, ,) as also i' ,Z, and

t _p: (M, 5:) also bankrupt, or inolvent;
syn. : (TA in explanation of the first [but
equally applying to all]:) the epithet applied to a
woman is -J. and t ar .,; (AZ, g;) the
latter of which is applied to a man [app. in
intensive sense, agreeably with analogy,] as well

as to a woman: (M:) and the pl. is ;SY,
applied to men and to women. (AZ, ._
[Hence, also,] applied to a youth, or young man,
Beardles; or Aaring no Aair upon th sid of
his face. (M, ]5, TA. [In the 5:, this significa-
tion is immediately followed by the mention of

the pis. "4 ;t and t;;.]) -And Litt, or

saU,in quany or nu e; (8, M, V-;) paltry,
or inondemble: (1V:) applied to a thing, (9,
V,) and (8) to property, or cattle. (,.M.) -
Also 7WU, or long. (M, TA.) - And A skil4fl,
or an e~pert, gd~, ell acquai with the
lasdL (TA.) It is mentioned by Sb, who says
that it is of the mesure J, , like J;$ and
'j.m; and most hold him to bo right: but some

of the authors on inflection assert that it is of the
measure ! , from ;'JI ~ meaning "I
tried, proved, or tested, the thing, or proved it by
experiment or experience;" and that the Z. is
added to give intensiveness to the signification;

which aeveral deny: (MF, TA :) , however,
is mentioned in the ]J, in art. ., as meaning
"poor,"' and land "in which is no herbage."
(TA.)

and m: see the next preceding
paragraph, in three places.

4 -Z Aman (TA) of eil dispositio or
nature. (]:, TA: but omitted in the C0.)

;_ DBald, or bare of hair. (5, TA: but
omitted in the C5.)

L ;, aor. -; (Sb, $, M, Mb, ;) an0 d a ,
aor. ; (M, Mqb, ;) inf n. n.L~, of the former
verb, (~, MYb,) or J4, (so in the 5J, as is re-

marked in the TA,) and & . (M, Myb, [,)
which is of the latter verb, (M, M9b,) and il.l
and ,Z,, (M, ],) which are also of the latter
verb; (M ;) It (hair, ?, Myb) as, or became,
lanh, not crisp: (g, M,* Myb, ]5 :*) or the former
verb is used in this ens, said of hair; and the
latter is said of a man, signifying he vas, or
became, lank, not crip, in his hair. (TA.)_

aJ4, ,relating to a man, also signifies The being
tall: (M:) or the being ong ins the [bones ca/led]

C1 [pl. of ] a even therein. (TA.)_

Also li, inf. n. M1 .G; (M, TA;) and e,,
in.£ n. e;;; (M;) H He (a man) was, or becae,

eay, orfacile, , in beneficence. (M, TA.)

[BooK ].

And is likewise expL us sinfying :The
ing liberal, boutJW , or m,o~,.t (M, TA.)
- And a;,t, relating to rain, t The being ~

dant and m~ e. (Sh, 1, TA.) [- See abo
thep at. n. L,s.] i.-L-I o:i U . : He gae to
him succei and large gi,pJ. (?gh, TA.) 4
He wasaffpectedwit/fever. (6gh, .) tSee Mg;.]

2. j.;, (M, ~, &-,) inf. D. , (,,)
She (a camel, AZ, AV, M, ]5, and a ewe, ]) cat
her young one, or fetuw, in an incompete tate:
(M, ]:) or bfore it form ma apparent; (AZ,

li;) like -; and ~ .: (AZ:) or whn it
fur Jw.d n, bore competion; as also :
(An TA:) or Ct . de (a camel) cast her
young one owhen its hair had gra: and t

she (a eve) cat her youg one, or ,mt, abor-
tiely. (S.) The epithet applied to her in this
ase is tV [without ;]. (M, 1.)

4. 4J, He (a man, $, M) e~ d hime,f,
or became ~tnded or stretched, (Q, M, ], TA,)
upon the ground, ($, TA), in conwsque of being
beatn, (M, V, TA,) &E.: (TA:) he ftl (M, 5,
TA) upon the ground, (TA,) and ma u~abl to
mow, (M, :, TA,) by re~ of mweaus, (M,
TA,) or fron drin medicSe, or ome other
cauM; on the authority of AZ: (M:) he fed
upon the ground, and became etended or
sc in coseuence of being beate, or frm
disas, and in like manner fros dr~ g mdi

.5
cine. (TA.) And b,b§ k.wl Hle clae to the
gr d (Ibn-Jebeleh, M, ].)-He H a lent,
by rea of far, or fi/t: (M, L,5:) he m
sil~t and si; or he lomered hi ey, lookiwj
toward th ground, and uas stl. (0.) - l,.!
dA9 UP He sAt, or d/o u, his eyes, or eyeds,

in hi siep. (.gh, V.)-j.._.I ,; &,, He,
~feigned f n ligt of the taing or affair,

inattentive to it, or heAs of it. (~gh, .)

i ;: see J e,1 throughout.

.4A grandchild; (f, Myb,19;) a n's child,
and a daughter's chitd: (M, TA:) pl. t~1; e(,
Mqb, TA;) which is commonly used by the vulgar
as signifying daughter chidrm; disting~uished by

them from ,UI. [which they apply to son's chil-
dren, pl. of b ]; but the leading lexicologists
expressly declare that it includes sons' children
and daughters' children, as it is said to do by I8d:
IA*r explained J and ~ . and it as
signifying the particularly distinuished, and
choicest, of childrenm. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

(TA,) d, JV,- ; j # aJI, JI :,-.aean,
and El-.foee;p are the two grandso of the
Aposte of God. (M, TA.*).-A tribe of the

Jew: pl. .4:~: (M, Mgb, ]5 :) (M) and

.4A ($, Myb) in relation to the Jews, (M, Mqb,)
or [rather] the Children of Israel, ($,) being like

- (M) and W. ($, Msb) in relation to the
Arabs: ($, M, Mgb :) and the former are thus
called to distinguish them from the children of
Ishmael. (M,TA.) Inthephrase, = l* i:Li

& s * (And re divided them into twe
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divions, tribe], (9S, M, P,) in the gur [vii. 160],
(9, M,) UL.l is a substitute (9, M, 1) for -.iI
%~a±, (9, M,) not a specificative, ($, M, 1,) be-
cause the specificative may only be a sing.; (S,
M ;) the meaning being ;ij ;. o:! .la;;
f, t1, (Akh, Zj, S,) and therefore the numeral is
fem.; (Akh, ;) or this is a mistake ; for it should
be St, j;oJl .I; and therefore the numeral is
fern. (Abu-l-'Abbds, TA.) Acoord. to ]tr, you
say, 14 ILU and L;. ., and 1: ; using

u as a pl., meaning J. (TA.) The saying

is [amerted to be] a mistake, inasmuch u its
author imagined that 1 meant a man: (M:)
IDrdacribes it to EI-'VAjjj or Ru-beh: it occurs
in an ;jij 1 by the latter. (Sgh, TA.) [But it is
applied to a single man: for] it is said in a trd.,

(TA,) e41 . I __, i.e. loyn ist [as

though he were] a naton of the noations (; et

.1 :) in goodns; so expl. by Aboo-Bekr:
(TA:) or one of the father. of trib; because of
the multitude of his descendants: or oe of the
ons ofdaughters. (So in a marginal note in a copy

of tha "Jimi' e-^aheer" of E.Suyoote~e) -
Also A gation() that coma after a~otr.
(Zj, TA.)_n And % a1 L, (TA in the present

art. and in art. (Js,) or Z t L;,(so accord.
to a copy of thelM, in the present art.,) pan
tree of ,Ahich the fruit ripen. in th end of the
mmer, or hot-eason. (M, TA.)

i;;: ee the next paragraph, first sentence._
Also Such as ifresh of th (plant cal ;d]. ;
one of fie paonts of the sands; (M ;) [i. e.] the
[plant ca/ed] J W, hib frs k; (A'Obeyd, ,
0, ;) when it has dried up, called ; ;
(A'Obeyd, $, 0 ;) a plant lie the J [q. v.],
a~cepe that it becom~ tall; groning in the and:
(Lth, TA:) n. un. with l: (Lth, 6 :) it is one of
thoe that, rwan they dry up, become rwhite, [as is
aid of the ,] re hoaries, lie the
1 [or panic gram] : (Aln, 0o: in the rA, the

., :) it is asseurted that the Arabe say, "The
oL* is the bread of the camels, and the 14 is
thei;r ° :" (Aljn, 0 :) its manner of growth
i like [tlaat of] p [q. v.]; and it u agood

pasture: (i :) Aln says, a desert-Arab, of
'Anazeh, told me that its manner of growvth is
like that of large >v, faUiing short of [so I
render 0j, but this also signifies zceading,] ;.
[q. v.], and it has grain lie tlue grain terme 
[q. v.], which mill not come fo.th fromn its enve-
lope. but byj bruising, or pounding, and men
extract it and eat it, made into bread, and cooked:

(M, 0 :) the n. un. is with 5: and the pl. is £,Z.
(M.) Also The tree that hUas many branclus and
one ) l [meaning stem]: (]:) so says Az.;

adding that hence is derived UG [pl. of 1.];
as though the father represented the tree and the
children represented the branches: (TA: [but
this is questionable:]) acord. to Abo-Ziyid, a

certain tree, (AHn, M, 0,) growing in the sands,
(An, 0O,) tall, having slender branche, eaten by
the camels and the ~hep or goats, (AI[n, M, 0,)
and coected by men, rwho se it upon the roads

(jso l;), (AkIn, 0,) or with the tamarikh

('U,;fm '); (so in the TA;) without blosom
and ~ithout thorn, having thin leav of the ize

of [those of] the . [or eh] (Agn, M, O)
hen t it first comes fort. (AIn, O.) -See

also the last sentence of the next preceding para-
graph.

_ and V ia; and t J.;, (the first and third
of these in one copy of the 9, and the second
alone in another copy of the S, and all in the M
and Myb and ],) the first of the dial. of El-
gIijhz, (TA,) from L;, and the second from
L;,, the last being an inf. n. used a an epithet,
(MCb,) Lank, not crisp; (,, M,' Mb, ;*) ap-
plied to hair: (Q, Msb:) pl. 1.,, which is said
by Sb to be of the measure most common for a
pl. of an epithetofthemeasure Ji3, (M,) or r.
(TA.).-.. L-J , ( ,M,) and t ; , (M,)
A man having lank hair: (S,M:) and in like
manner /.', alone, applied to a number of per
sons (TA.)j ' L is also metonymically applied
to: Aj brsgn~, like a [itsb contr.]. is to an
Arab. (TA.) _,;, also signifies Tall; (M, ;)

applied to aman: (M:) or, u also *t =;, (TA,)
or..ql J, s(M,) so applied, long in the [bones

caled) : 1 [pL of &], (M, TA,] and em
therein: (TA:) or, or 4.. or *L., (accord.
to different copies of the 1t,) or both, (9, TA,)
good in taur, or pro, or prportio (1, ],)
and evennes. (.) Also Having ed limb,
and p.et in mak. (TA) And -. _ l£..*,
and t IL A, A man [long and eas, or] extnded,
and mthot protuberance., in the bone. of the fre
arms and the siha . (TA.) And ;QIl Le and'
?C44, tLog in thsigers. (TA.) Anad L
j.Jl A m lan k a in make: (Lin art. j:) and

;jUl m;,;, and t V a woman lank,or sot,
or tender, in make. (M,Z, TA.) And L.
Ci L.i A man soft, or laccid, or uncompact, in
tle shanks. (]am p. 238.)_ 1 tv,

(M, ], TA,) and , (TA, and so in the Cj,)

apd CJll ';, (TA,) $ A man who is liberal,
bount^il, or unificent. (M,, TA.) And

i t A man easy,or facie, in beneficence.
(M, TA.)_ ; ;L., (Sh,TA,) and t' 4,

(Sh, ,) X Rain pouring abundantly and exten-
sively, (Sh, ],) and conecutivdy. (.h, TA.)

befores 'j; (i;) the month that its bdw the
winter and tou sprin; (M;) [the fiftJ month
of the Syrian year, corsponding ith February
0. S.;] it is in thie inttra rtern, and in it is
the completion of tihe day whereof the fractionm
circulate in thi years: when the said day is com-
plete in that month, the people of Syria call that
year .,bjl ,t; and when a child is born, or a
person arrives from a country, in that year, they
consider it fortunate. (Az, TA.) [See .. ]

GM Sweis~ , syn. LjS_, (;, M, Mgh,
Msb, i,) which are thrown every day in the
courts of houses. (g.) - Also A place i which
sraep (Mgh, TA) and dirt (TA) are thrown:
occuring in a trad., (Mgh, TA,) and so expl. by
El-Khatabee: (Mgh:) but some assign to it there
the former meaning. (TA.) [It should be ob-
served that LA-. also is said to have both these
meanings.] -_ Also VWhat falUt from, or of, Aair
when itit combed. (M, TA.) m A raae oQf a
pamtree, ih it fui-stas ( !; ) and its
fresh ripe datea: of the dial. of Egypt. (TA.)

A roof (9, M, Mgh, M#b, 1) betwen
two als, (?,) or betn two hous, (M, Vj,)
having beeth it a road, or way, or passae,
(9, Mgh, Mob, ,) wAhich is a thoro~Afare:
(Mgh:) pl. Le,.. (9, Mvb, O) and ;.L ,.

(~,-.ij . Where do Ie the hang
ing down thy head like one in gief, or aniey, lax
in body?, (.) And .i I ft Ahim
(meaning a sick,person) not moving nor speakin.

(TA.) - aJ(M, and so in somecopies
of the ?,) or v 19 , (thus in other copies of the
8, and in the 0,) Land abounding with 4 [q. v.].

(9, M,* O.)
: see what next precedes.

*. -: see .

Q. 4. f1 He stretced himself: (M:) Ah
lay upon Ais ride, and stretched himelf. (,, 1.)
--He (a slaughtered besst) retched himselto

die. (TA.) -_,- - 5 ;tI' T 42h camel
Aastened, (M, ],. TA,) and retclhed themselves,
in their march, or course. (TA.)..J ; ,!
, j$ Th7 province became rightly disposed to
him. (Fr, .)

, ;L A lion sretcAing himelyf when about to
.ri.ng or leap. (9, .)-- A quick camel: pl.

a [ ~.Aa;L: it has no broken pl. (Sb, M.) - Also,
W see -ithe p:. above mentioned, Camels long, upon the

surface of the ground [or horizontally]. (S, .)
1b Fever: (M, O, ] :) so called because the The , [says J] is not the denotative of the fem.

man attacked by it extends himself, and becomes gender: (S:) it is like that in (1' j (, 1)
relaxed: (Skr, 0:) orfever attended rvithi diver- and u;, as masc. pls.: (9:) but iB says,
ing, or trembling. (O.) the ;' in this word is the denotative of the fem.

L'. (AA , ,M, ) and l;, being perfectly gender; for it is an epithet applied to J 1t,
and imperfectly decl., (AA, K,) and also written which is fem. as a [broken] pl.; as is shown by

with 6, (TA, and 1 e in art. 4,) T/7 name of the saying tt jltl, and k , &ec.: and he
a month in Greek; (i;) a certain month, [next] adds, J's saying that it is like t.~t-.j and ~.t~.
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ii

ii

ii

ii
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3

3

3

3

3

3
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3
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is a mistake, inasmuch as he confounds ;.),,)
with ,pto; for Jq. is a fem. pl., as is shown

b one's saying .jn jl41, and tvCe; but
,;L.. is masce., and should not regularly have a
pl. with I and %:;, but, as 8b says, it has this pl.
form, like some other masc. words, in lieu of a
broken pl., and would not have it if it had a
broken pl. (TA.) _ Also the sing., Penetrating;

ffective; (Lth,M,15;) [as though stretching
far;] sharp in inteect; cbver; acute: (V,: [in
the CId, .4,.JI ut,lW is put by mistake for
,#=1 4.1j:]) or sharp in intellect, and oery
bold or daring or courageous. (TA.). Lank
hair. (M.) -A man (Sh) lank and tall. (Sh,

-.) And with 5, A corpul nt woman. (M.)

LSj4 A proud and af-coned gait, ith
an affected inclinin of the body from side to
side. (M,1.)

t;b: see what next follows.

,;f g"and t;4 Tall, or long. (M,.)_
Also the former, A certain bird having a wry
long neck, ( w,hi,) which one ee aboaya in

Uhallow water; surnamed jl.al l. (S.) [Frey-
tag says, on the authority of Dmr, that it is also
called X o.JI JJl,. See art. UsL.]

1..~.,, aor. M (1, Mqb, V) and : (Yoo,
MNb, 10) and a, (Yoo, MNb,) inf. n. &, (Mqb,)
lie wa, or bocame, the seventh of them: (,
Mtb, V:) or he made thmn, with himdf, on:
(8 in art. tJ3:) or it signifies, ($, and so in
some copies of the 15,) or signifies also, (Myb,
and so in some copies of the ],) h took the
·senth part of thir prpty, or posssions.
($, Mlb, 1l.) And He made them, they being
sixty-nine, to be seventy with imself. (A'Obeyd,

in art. AJ.) And 5 also signifies He made
sixteen to be evn,teen. (T in art. I.)_
..lj91 ;, aor. , in . as above, I com-

plted to Aim the days by making tihm soe n:
and signifies the same in an emphatic
manner. (Myb.) [8See also 2.]-- Jl [,

(1g,) aor. r, inf. . as above, (TA,) He made
the rope, or cord, of sn strands. (1g, TA.) 
)jPl Ij The nfant had it head havn, and
an animal [generally a goat] sacriced by way
of expiation for it, on the are~nth day [after its
birth, (commonly called 'l_1 AI,) agreeably
with an ordinance of Mo]?ammad; the sacrifice
being for the expiation of original sin]. (IDrd.)

m-, M.s He (a wolf) eied the heep, or
goats, and broe their ~ , or ed thm, or
made tAm his pr, ( , TA,) and at them
(TA.) _4 T fma wild anial
had hr young, or youy one, eaten by the 

[or bet, or bird, of prey]. (TA.).-' He
tole it; [u though, like a , he made it his
prey;] s also t *;, 4 1. (AA,].) He shot
him [with an arrow or the like], or hurled at him
and truck him [with a lance, or a misile of any

kind]; namely, a wolf: or he fightened him;
namely, a wolf; (1 ;) and also, a man. (TA.)
_t He rerled, vifd, or vituperated, him;
charged him with a vice or fault or the like; (g,
,, TA;) assailed him with foul language, such

as displeated him: (TA:) or he bit him (]5,
TA) with his teeth, like at doe the 5. (TA.)

S. e, in£f n. H, e made it seven; or

caled it men; ( u,];)asalsoV ~.t. (TA.)
See also 1.. -.. He made it to have seen angle,
or cornertn; to be heptagonaL (SC.) - He (God)
gave him his reward, or recompense, ven timet,
or seven fold. (.) An Arab of the desert said
to a man who had done a good act to him, (TA,)

41 &P r May God give thee thy rveward, or
recompense, seven times, or sven fold. (15, TA.)

The Anbs also said, ,t1o J l C, May
God multip~ to thee thie reard, or r,ompene,
for it; meaninF, for this good act: (Aboo.
SaWeed:) [for] C4J is used by them to signify
the act of mu/lt'lying, though it be more han

seven fold. (TA.) And )Ui t M is used as
meaning May God make a thing to be followed
by another thing to such a one; in relation to
good and to evil; as also l 3. (TA.) And

JU &I M meaning May God bl thee ith
ven childem. (TA.) -- ie ashed it (namely,

a vemsel,) even time. (V.) Hence the saying
of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

* ·

[Like her who ha ar~ to wash ou sven
time her remainu of be~age in the bottom of a
e~el, lf by a dr~ ; that drinker, as is said

in a marginal note in my copy of the TA, being
her dog]: or, accord. to Es-Sukkaree, the mean-
ing is, togive au alms her [remain of
beerage in th bottom of a vessel after one had

, or remains of food !c.,], theby seeking
to have her mard, or recompense, multpied;
lI4 being used by the poet for 4 . (TA.)

__ ,,*sl & [app. followed by i or f4;] He
apponted Ahim th rdng, or recitation, of the
.Kur.dn [in portions so that he shouldd com-
pJete the whole] in evy een nights. (0, L, ;.)

_. ~j..~ , (~, TA,) or 1;^ and l,J ' ~;~,
(TA,) He re,nained with his wife sev n nights.
(1I, TA.) In like manner one says i; and
thus of every number from one to ten; in relation
to any saying or action. (TA.)-. _w She
(a woman) brought forth at seen months. (TA.)
_...i. & H#e made. his dirhes to be ey

com~plete; but this is postclassical; ( ;) and in
like manner, . t X :A ,~ meaning the same,
and also post-classical, and not allowable; the
proper phrase to express the meaning " I made it
to be seventy" being ; ' ; . (TA.)-

11 Th 2w people, or company of men,
omm~ted the number of ven hundred me:

(V, TA:) occurring in a trsd, (TA.)

3. C, (,) inf. n. of &_, (TI,) Theper-
forming of th act of coitu~, (IAr, Th, 1,) with
a woman. (TI.) _ The ving with another in

th endeavour to surpas him in obcene, or lewd,
language, and in frequency of cois, and in
peaking plainly of sucA subjects as should only

be alluded to, in relation to women: (IA4r, r :*)
such seems to be its meaning in a trad. in which
the doing this is forbidden. (IA9r.)_t Mutal
reviling, vilifying, or vituperating; (1, TA;)
when each of two men assail the other with foul
language, such as displets~ him: (TA:) this is
said.by some to be its meaning in the trad. in
which it is forbidden. (TA.)

4. CI, said of a party of men, It becanme
even: (S, 1] :) also, it became seventy. (M and
L in art. SL.) .. Said of a man, it signifies He
mas, or became, one whoe camit came to the
water on the seventh day [cot~ the day of the
next prec~ding watring a the Jfirst]. ( )_
ei, y .~1: see 2. _- m. - Se broght forth

her venth offpritn~ . (TA in art. . )
~1t: see 2, first signification. ~It (a road)
abounded wnith tt [or animals of prey]. (TA.)

_ ;s< M.iI The pastors had their beas

falln upon by the [or animal of prey].

(Yasoob, S, ].) ~ ~ . , i q. &Ji ',
[which may be rendered He gave him at food
the animal of prey, or he gave him as food to the
animal of rey; but it seems from what here
follows that the former is meant]: (S, ] :) in the
" Mufradat," [he gave Aim as food] the lh of
the . (TA.)mHe gave him, or delivered
him, (namely, his son,) to th ;l [which
means both nurs and nures]. (S, ].) -_ He
left him to himseladf; or le him without work, or
occupation; namely, his slave; syn. l. (S,
g.) [See '.]

8: see 1.
- *, * ,

Q. Q. 1; X a: see . last sentence but one.

t. fem. of aa, q. v. ~ See also M in two

places. Ji The phace to which manind
shall be cogreated (V, TA) on the day of
rmsurrection. (TA.) Hence the trad., (C, TA,)
which relates that while a pastor was among his
sheep, or goats, the wolf rushed upon him, and
took from them a sheep, or goat, and the pastor
pursued him until he rescued it from him; where-
upon the wolf looked aside towards him, and
said to him, (TA,) EJI ./ V Cj, meaning
Who woill befor it [namely, the sheep, or goat, as
aider, or defender,] on the day of rmurrection?
(15, TA:) thus expl. by IApr, and mentioned by
$gh and the author ofthe L: (TA:) but to this
is contradictory, or repugnant, (A, [in the Cl
erroneously written J,]) the saying of the
wolf, (1, TA,) afiter the words mentioned above,
(TA,) "the day when It shall have no pastor but
me;" for the wolf will not be a pastor on the day
of resurrection: or the meaning is, mho sal be
for it on the occasion of triab, mren it dshall be
eft to itslf, waithout ptor, a spoil to the
animals of prey: the animal of prey being thus
made to be a pastor to it: (1[, TA:) this is in the
way of a trope: and accord. to this explanation,
it may be [te l Ji] with dammto theo. :

l

5
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BOOK I.]

(TA:) or J was afestial of thews in the

lime of I norane, on which they were diverted
from eert by their port: (AO, B, TA:)
and accord. to one relation [of the trad.] it is
with damm to the -. (L, g.)

.a (S, Myb, ]) and t , (Mgh, Mob,)
of which the former is a contraction, (Msb,) A
seventh part; OM of men parts;'(S, Mgh, Mb,

;)as also Ve"; (,,Mqb,];) the last not
heard by Sh on any authority beside that of AZ:
(TA:) pl. of the first (Myb) and second (Mgh,

M 9b) p' ;. (Mgh, Msb, TA.) Hence, i4y.

JIr ecThe seven sctions, or volumes, of the

Keur-an,] in which one reads: said to be post-

classical. (Mgh.)~ See also .j?.l, in three

places.

A ertain :. of the .I1 of came;
(T, , S. ;) i. e. their coming to the water on the
evnth day [co~wting the day of the net pre-
cedig matering as thefirt]; (V ;) or [in other
words, which have virtually the same meaning,]
their remaining in tlheir places of paturin five
conplete days, and coming to the water on the
sirth day, not reckoning the day of the [ne~t

preceding] return from the water. (Az, TA.)

You say, J ;if Hi cam came to
the water &c. (S, 1.) - Also The enth young
one, or offspring. (A in art. ,J.)

.,: see what next follows.

. (S, 9gh, Mgb, 1) and a., (Sgh, Msb,

a,) dial. var., (;gh, Mb,) and the form in
common use with the vulgar, (Msb,) adopted
also by several readers of the lBur in v. 4, (Mgb,
TA,) and oRfen occurring in the poems of the

Arabs, (TA,) and t , (Sgh, ],) a form

adopted by two readers of the lBur in the place
above mentioned, and perhaps a dial. var., (ggh,

TA,) The animalof prey; the rapacious animal;
(Is;) [wnsether beast or bird; being sometimes
applied to the latter, as, for instance, in the ],

voce - .. ; but generally to tho former:] or

whatsoerer has a fang, or canine tooth, witA
rrhich it makes iostile attacks, and seizes its
prey; (Myb;) suchl as the lion, [to which it is
particularly applied by most of the Arabs in the
present day,] and alo (TA) such as the molf and
the lynx anu the leopard, (Msb,TA,) and the
like of these, that has a fang, and attacks men
and beasts and makes them its prey: (TA:) the
fox, however, is not thus called, though having
a fang, (Mob, TA,) because he does not attack
with it nor take prey, (Msb,) or because he does
not attack small beasts, nor seize with his fang
any animal; (TA;) and in like manner the hyena
(Myb, TA) is not reckoned among the hostile
animals thus called, wherefore the Sunneh allows
that its flesh may be eaten, and requires that a
compensation be made for it [by the sacrifice of a
ram] if it be smitten [and killed] in the sacred

territory or by a person in the state of il~in: but
as to the jackhal, it is a nozious &., and its flesh

is unlawful, because it is of the same kind as
wolves, except that it is smaller in size and
weaker In body: thus says A : but some others

Bk. I.

say that the ~ is any hostile beast having a

S,I"r, [or tearing claw]: and it is said in the

Mufrad&t to be thus called because of the perfect-

ness of its strength; for ..J [sevenl is one ofthe

perfect numbers: (TA:) the pl. is tL., (Sb, S,

M9b,B,) i.e., of ~, which has no other pl.;

(sb, Mqb;) .1 is also a pl., (Sgh, Msb,l,)

but this is p.of pauc. of t, (Sgh, Msb,)

which, not being a contraction [of , but a

dial. var. thereof], has also for its [s. [of mult.]

. and -,, like j. and ;ojM , pie. of

.; (TA.) See also : [and see .]

You say of him who is very injurious, or mis-

chievous, tlpJI CC s 1 ia [ He is none

other than one of the animals ofprejy]. (TA.) -

'aJ1 is also the name of tThe constellation

[Lupus] behind [i. e. on the east of] Centaurw,

containing nineteen stars in the jure. (Kzw.)

~: see .

i·, (91g,) sometimes pronounced t·~,
but some disallow this latter, and say that it is

pl. of tw, (]K,) [Seven;] a e-Anown number;

and calld one of the pect numbers: (TA:)

fern . (,. S.) You say, J i4j [Seven

men]: and t, [ seven wome,n]. (9,:.)-

. 1J .hI: see L. _ a. j means

Oftheh iht of csven Jet~: (S, g:) one says,

;', *c,J .L. .G a5. :.s., meaning [I
took, or rec~ived, fr hm a hundred dirhems]
every ten whereof were of the oeight of sev

mith41s. (TA.) [Butsee..? .] - -

[lit. One of seven;] means t a grat,

momentous, or d~idt, thing, or affair: (Sh,

1:*) an affair difiult to decide: perhaps as
being likened to one of the seven nights in which

God sent the punishment upon [the tribe of]

'Ad: or, as some say, the seven years [of famine

in the days] of Joseph. (Sh, TA.) - 1

;jlr'\lI7a F6tiiah; [or first chapter of th

K.ur-4n;] because it consists of seven verses: or

the long chapters from * l to jZI [a mis-

take for JIdl]; as in the Mufradit: or, as in

the L, to a Il, reckoning %J! and OJWlt as

one chapter, for which reason they are not

separated by the al . (TA.) [See also.]
_El-Farezda1 says,

* ,,wU AMj3 ,.t %.R&J j3 '

meaning [And how dsould I fear men when God

is comprehending mankind and] th seen heavens

and seren earths [in the palm of the hand?].

(.) - See also 1s; last sentence. _[

is also used in' a vague manner, as meaning

Seen or more; or seeral; or many; as Bd says,

in ix. 81, and as is indicated, though not plainly

declared, in the TA. See 2: and see also i ..

- Reipectinga peculiar pronunciation ofthe people

of El-J.ijiz, and a case in which IL: is imper-
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feetly decl., see S,ii. See also L..] -" i .

,c [indecl. in every case, meaning Seenteen,]

is pronounced by some of the Arabsje i.:

and [the fern.] 3.s , thus in the dial. of El-

Iijz. [and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced

;> t in the dial. of Nejd. (§ in art. &.)

_ See also a, in two places.

LiZ and t i., the latter a contraction of the

former, The lioes. (ISk, S, Mgb, 1].) Hence

the saying, VL a,~ Jl .1 , (ISk, Q, ,) or

.Jlt, (Msb,) XHe seied him with the seizng of

a lione, (ISk, 8, ],) or of the lion, (Mob,)

which is more impetuous (piil) than the lion,
(I8k, .,) or more bold than the lion: (Mb :) or

the saying is, a i n 1 os (,l) he eized

him with the izing ofS b'a, who was a certain

strong man, (Ibn-EI-Kelbee, ,) or a certain

insolent and audacious rebel, (Ibn-EI-Kelbee,
Lth, K,) of the Arabs, (TA,) whom one of the

kings of El-Yemen seized, and, after having cut

off his hands and feet, or arms and legs, crucified;

[so that the meaning is, he punid~ him mih

the ni~ met of ,eb'ah;] and henoe it was

said, i4 4 [I wig asrely p h

the ith th punishment of Sb'ah]; (EI-Kelbee,

Lth, :;.) and I,~ J. X 0- I wi
asOedly do with thee as wa done mith Sb'ah:
(0:) or the man's name was ., and it was

contracted, and made fernm. by way of contempt:
or the meaning of the first saying is, he eized
him with the zin of Sve men: (1].) and in
like manner the last saying is expl. by some [who

say L instead of : ]. (TA.) The dim. is

? 4. (Msb.) [See also

[td*' Of, or rdelating to, an animal of prey.]

,., [sv;ty,] a nell-Anown nu~mber,; (g;)

the round number that is betMen O. and

i l. (TA.) - The Arabs also use it as mean-
ing [Sventy or more; or] many. (TA.) Thus
it is used in the ]ur [ix. 81], where it is said,
. X t Se ;. r a --- 8- n.

ing If thou begforgiveneu for them many times,
een then God wil not forgiv thm; not that God

would forgive them if forgivtene were begged

more than seventy times: (B, TA:) and

and l.".' and the like are used ip the same
manner. (B.)... [Also Seventieth.]

[. as meaning Seven and ~, or an and
n together," or ven at a time and sem at a

time, seems not to have been used; for] A'Obeyd

says that more than im. and ,;' and ,it and

bhas not been beard,excepting ji. (TA in
art.jL&.)

, [app, Wont tofrigAten]: (TA: [in which

the meaning here given seems to be indicated.])

P.w.~ see ,, in four places.
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this is the primary signification: (Skr:) or vhoes
mother die, and who is therefore suckled by
another; (J; in which the next following signi-
fication may be regarded as implied, TA;) eft
to himself; or left without work, or occupation;
appliedtoaslave; syn.J ,.: (Skr,S:) orJ_,
(Sgh, .,) [which has the same and other signi-
fications; or] which is [here] nearly the same as
j;;., for he who is J;. is usually J;.: (TA:)
or one who is left to himself with the L;.a [or
animals of prey] so that he becomes lik one of
them in mischiusness, or noxiousness, or evil
ness: (AO, K :) or who is left to hime/f and not
restrainedfrom his daringness, so that he remains
daring: and a slave et to himsef, and daring;
eft until he has become like the- : (TA :) or
one Aose origin is u~spcd; (V;) whosefather
is not known: (Er-Raghib, .gh:) or a bastard:
(s :) or one ,who lineag is of slaa, (], TA,)
or ignoble, (TA,) up to een male ancestors, (,
TA,) or, to ~vn fmale ancestors; (TA;) or, to
four male anc~sors; (En-Na.dr, ;) or rhse
lineage is traced up tofourfemale ancesto all
of them slaes: (TA:) or bornat san onths;
(I., TA;) not matured by the omb, his months
not being complete (Az, IF, TA.)

-_ - One vhose camels come to the vater on
the seventh day [counting the day of the next
preding watering as the jirst]. (TA.) A
slave fndi~ g a 5 [or rapaciou animal] among
his sheep, or goats. (Aboo-Sa'eed E d-l?areer, S.)

a.-; 4,jAI, (.;, [Mgh, Mb, ]g,) with fet-' (S,
Myb) to the first and third letters, (Mvb,) like
I A.,, (1],) and wlJ, with an inseparable ;,
(8b,) A land containing, (S,) or abounding oith,
(Mgh, Msb,g,) . [or anial ofprey]. ({,
Mgh, Mb, ,.)

I -A verse consiting of sen fet. (TA.)
- A camel having, in the middle part of his
back, between the withers and the rump, seen
vertebra redundant [app. meaning in size].

(TA.)- [See also *.]

' A rope coniting of en trand. (M,

voce t;.) .. With ;, A cow, ({, TA,) [app.
meaning a wild cow,] or [other] female wild
animal, (TA,) whose offpring ha been eaten b
the 5 [or beat, or bird, of prey]. (8, TA.)

~j The place of a t. [or beast, or bird, of
prey]. (TA.)

1. t, (Myb,, , c,) aor. ' (MA, M:b)
and ', (MA,) inf. n. t", (Mpb, ], &c.,) It (a
garment [&c.]) was.compets, f, ample, or
without defcicy: (MA, Mb:) it (a thing,
Lth, Myb, of any kind, JK, Myb, such as a gar-
ment, TA, a coat of mail, JK, Mpb, TA, and the
like, TA, and hair, JK, TA) was long, (JK,
Myb, ]g,) from abote to bdow, (Mpb,) or reach-
ingto,or towards, thegroun (Lth, ].) [Hence,]

J [Th ample, or long, &c,] was the name

ar. dim. of I-', q. v.

tL; i A garment, or piece of cloth, sren
cubit, or sevn spans, in hlegt. (TA.) - A
great and taU camel; (En-Nadr, 1 ;) [as though
seven cubit, in height:] fem. with ;. (9.)- And

s.,JtI s& , (, 16,) applied to a man, has the
like meaning; (It;) complete, or fuUll-rown, in
body; (;,TA;) [or sevwn spans in height; for]
when a bo has attained seven spans, he is a man.

(, voce tl;, q. v.)
_ [ac part. r n. of 1: generally meaning

ntA]: pi. c. () You say,, 

[I was the seventh of tlwrm]. ($, g.) And I."
Ij ', meaning ,l; [This is the seventh
of this: not the seventh part; though the former
has also this latter meaning]. (TA.) And g
I. L .t, [He is the rventh of sen]. (TA.)

And Z. cL~ [He is making six to become
seven]. (TA.)- 11 [Pl. of iL] Camels
coming to the water on the seventh day [counting
the.day of the nt preced~ig roatering a the

jirt]. (TA.) [See ~..] - [' , L and
;. i4.e, the former masc. and the latter fem.,

meaning ~Seenteenth, are subject to the same
rules as 'a liJ and its fem., expl. in art.
,4, q. v.]

E.,l A certain number of days; (?,'* Mb,
];') i.e. seen days; a rwk; (Mqb;) also
termed t, (Lth, Mb, ,,by some of the
Arabs; (Ltth,M,b;) [and t :,as shown by
what follows:] pl. of the first .l . (Mqb, TA.)

One says, s ays .. Vl [in the sense of

'po,Il, which is more common,] i. e. I re-
mained at his abode two weeks. (TA.) Also
The seventh day; and so p.; as inatrad.,
where it is said, , "J ;-tg 1 1, meaning
When hi wenth day after the celbration of his

ma~rriae is come. (TA.) [Iv, ., is used
in this sense in the present day: and also as
meaning ~eventh day after childbir~ ; in
which sense it is generally to he understood when
used unrestrictedly; as this day is celebrated with
more rejoicing than the former: also as meaning
the senth day after the rcrnfrom pilg e. ] -
And Seen rcuwiting [round the House of God,
meaning the Kaybeh]: (Lth, M.h, Mqb:) pl.

., ({;, Mgh, Myb) and ;,l.i. (Lth, Mgh,
Msb.) You say, j,1,; ,.*, I. JCU, ({, Mgh,'
]1,) and ' 1 -, (Lth, IDrd, 1],) but Aboo Sa'eed
says, I know not any one who has said this
except IDrd, and the former is the word com-
monly known, (TA,) and ' t , (1s,) and ' tz,
(TA,) Ie circuited round the Ho~ue [of God]
sem times, (S, TA,) or even circuitings; (Mgh;)

and ; iL3jj [thrice svn times, or thrice
seve circuiti]. (.)

OGiven, or delivered, to the Ij w [which
means both mw and nurs]: (8kr, 8, TA:)

of a coat of mailbelongingto the Prophet. (TA.)
- [hence also] ) us LEv ~#- TAe m ijz

[app. here meaning the rib next the fank] of tee
hos~ was of full kog (TA.)_-And &
,J.sl SThe rain approd th earth, and 
tended. (TA.) - And ! -1 , ({, Mb, ]g,)
inf. n. as above, ({, Myb,) t h benefit, or boon,

au, or became, ampl. ({, Meb, ], TA.) One
says, 4a41 J U 6 . JI Praiu be to

G od for ,th ampeness of the benft, or boon.
(TA.)_Ande l tHe tended towards,
and reached, his town, or country; (AA,' ];)
inf. n. as above. (TA.)

S. ';- , inf. n. &1w3, She (a camel, Ap, JK,
, or a pregnant female, ) caCt Amer yo~ one,

or f~w, (Ay, JK, , V,) in an ~ ~incomp tate,
(TA,) or whn it hair bad (A, 1, ],) or
mlwn itsJ fur had grown; (JK;) acoortd. to the
T, (TA,) i. q. .. : (JK, TA:) or, accord.
to AA, C lb> jq 5.l4.. the camel cast their
young abortiveDiy; and, in like manner, acord. to
Lth, one says of all pregnant females: (TA:)

.2.
[see aho J :] the epithet applied to her is5.', without ,. (A., ], TA.)

4. ~.1 He made it complete, f l, ample, or
without de Jy; (Myb;) he made it wide;
namely, his garment [&c.]: and he made it lo;
namely, [his garment, and the like, and] his hair,

--- .6-- 1
(TA.) - [Hence,) aZai sAs at &I (@, Myb,
t') : God made the beefit, or boon, com~,plet
fll, or ampl, to hiin. (g,* Myb,* IS,* TA.) And

] 1 U &,4 tlt exledm' uponhim what

was comp~etey ,u,cint for Ais wants; betd
upon him amply. (TA.)- And rll 6 *

(s,) inf. n. -. (s,) tHe prformed con-
plet~ly te [ablution .term , ({, ]:, TA,)
mahking it to reach to tle pro~r plac therof,
and ~ivig flUy to every member its due. (g, TA.)
_ And ~ Hes put on a wide, or an amlpe, [or
a long,] coat of mail. (KL.)

... 0 ..

tI. Plentful.ass, and pleasantness or easi-
nes, and sof~ or delicacy, of life. (Q, TA.)

One says, ,4-t ,d 4 ~ 1 Verily they
are in a state ofp,entfles, &c., of lif. (TA.)

t[,, applied to a thing (JK, O) of any kind,
(JK,) Compte, full, amle, or without defi-
c.ny: (S, TA:) [and] long. (JK.) You say,

; A coat of mail that is ,vide, or ample,
(S;, 1,TA,) and long: (g, TA:) or such that
one drags it on the ground, or [that fall]
against ones ankes, by reaon of gth and
amplene: pl. ~j. (TA.) And ~ ,¢ j A
complete, a full, or an ample, tail. (S.) And
h.L a I A I ny, [or Icathern bucket]. (TA.)

And HJI aA$.- aIU shecamelful, or with-
out lack or dect, in the uder: (Lth, and so

in the ]~ accord. to the TA:)or , '1
rithout lach or defet, and/ong in era (So
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in copies of the ]g.) And ,1 ; ',. and 1Jal
i1i (Myb,] ) signify in like manner, (]i,) [or]
Jlm.A /brn o o . (Mb, TA.*) And jo Jj

?e.n )l tA man large in the buttock. (TA.)
And .t. J t A stallion ong in th veretrum:
(f, ~, TA:) the contr. thereof is termed : .

(8,TA.) And '1 12 A ould, or an ugly,
gum (Lth, ],TA:) - And itL 3u A co-

piou rain. (V[, TA.)--And 'iwl_ a t A com-
pkte, afil, oran amplc,benefit, or boon. (!,* TA.)
- Seo also U.

&I More [and most] complete, fid!, ample,
orfiw fr'om defciency [in breadth and in lengt]:
occurring in this sense in a trad., relating to. a
coat of mail. (TA.)

j: asee what next follows.

i;.j (JK, ,1) and i;-.j and $ S and

3, (JK, ],) the first of which is the most
chaste, (TA,) I. q. i [q. v.]: (JK:) or a
portion of the mail of tle coat of mail, that is
con.joined to the hlmet, and protects the neck:
(JK, ;, 1(:) for the helmet becomes lengthened
(&.) thereby; and but for it, there would be
between it and the opening at the neck of the
coat of mail an intervening space: (?:) or the
mail eomposing the J;; of tLhe nlmet, at tle
bottom thereof, witr wlichl the man protects his neck,
and nhich is alo called the AL: or, accord. to
" the Book of the Coat of Mail and the Helmet,"
by AO, the Jj3j of the helmet is other than its
3AM; for he says that, of helmets, there is that
which has a Jj, [consisting of] rings [or mail]
encompassing the bottom thereof, so as to sur-
round the back and other parts of the neck, and
the two cheeks, and to rcach to the Olp"
[q. v.] of thie two eyes; and he afterwards says,
but when it [the helmet] is not of plate, or ex-
panded metal, but is [a head-corering] of mnail, it
is called ,h and ;A and '. : (TA:) [the

pl. is &tC :] and the helmet [that has a "-
attached to it, accord. to those who mean by this
term the mail attached to the bottom thereof,] is
called V L?,: (JK:) or, accord. to AV, one says

or TA: in the

C] [erroneously] J.)

(?, A, L, TA,) in the O and . t,

like w, which seems to be a mistranscription,
copied by the author of the V, accord. to his
usual practice, from the O, (TA,) A man havng
wpon him a coat of mail msAch as is trm~d ait.

(9, A, O, L, :.)

tis expl. by Kr as meaning The young
tha is ucat by its mother after the soul has been
blown into it. (TA. [But see its verb, 2,])

.d ,,

_: see 2.

it;. A she-camel that tuually cats her young
abortiv,y: but a term not well known, (IDrd,
TA.)

1. 0, ($, O, Msb, ], d&c.,) aor.; (0, Msb,
1) and ', (0, ,) but the former is of higher
authority, or more usual, (0, TA,) inf. n. ~,
(S Msb,) He preceded him; he was, or became,
got, went, or came, before him, or ahead of him;
he outwent, or outstripped, him; he had, got, or
took, precedence of him; syn. .; (~, TA ;)
in running, and in everything. (TA.) Some
read, in the ~ur [xxi. 27], %jJI . %, thus,
with damm, meaning They say not [anything]
without his having taught them: (O,TA:) or
they say not anything until le has said it:
originally, d,ij.Jj ~ ') [their saying does
not precede his saying]: this reading is from the
phrsse L"T 'i ,, [expl. below,] aor. of the
latter A. . (B.d.) See 3. ) -. f1 --

aijl The horse outxripped, or came in ffrst,
anorng those started together for a wager, or in
the race-ground. (0, ]I.) Hence the trad. of

t [The Apostle of God canw in first in the race,
and Aboo-iekr came in next, and 'Omar came
in third]. (0, TA.) [And v used in like
manner with the objective complement under-
stood means le preceded, &c., as above; and
hence, he ,as, or became, first, foremost, or
beforehand; he had, or got, tlw priority, or pre-
cedence. And He ta, or became, one of the
first orforemost: see * .. 8ee also A; ---

in art. .t·.]m _--tl ~~ l [He pre-
ceded the other peope; was, or became, before
threnm; or had, got, or took, precedence of them;
in betaling, or applying, hIimself to the atiir].
(9, I.) And in like manner one says, ) W 
j.*')l 1M To him belongs priority, or precedence,
tn this affair; like aAl; syn. ,4&. (A,TA.)

_-[Hence,] d L1 * J '[ e

pr neeived a thing, and therefore made a mis-
take, or erred, re~pecting it]. (Msb, in explana-
tion of JI J&..) [And .. i ji,:s :

means in like manner tHe preconeived the
thing: or his mind adverted ~atily, before re-
jiection, or wvitlhot premeditation, to the thing;
from what next follows.] _ *.J He went,
or passed, hast;i,, or quikly, t; them. (TA.)_
[And hence,] Jt S W t T A jayingpro-
ceeded hastily, before rcfeition, or vithot pre-
meditation, to him from me; syn. iJ: (g in
art. bj:) and" W . t peecAhproceeded

hastily, &c., from him; syn. £,: (Msb in that
art. :) [but this phrase also means, more agreeably
with the primary signification of the verb, t speech
proceeded previously from him; (see the Vur
x. 20, &c.;) and in like manner the former phrase.]
See also 8. And M,0bI , (9, M Vb, , all in

art. tjl,) i.e. h il ! 0) '.. [meaning

t Te vomit cameforth, to his mouth before he
was aware]. (TA in that art.) [AndiJl
tThe pen snticigpated, skipp over something,
in transcribing.] - One says also, c 4;,4

meaning : I oerame him. (TA.) And ,
4,jJ oh t He overcame his peopl in genroity.
(TA.) And,lei tH. He ecaded~ imn in
generosy. (TA.)

2. 1 , (inf. n. :, Mgh,) He took, or re-
ceived, the J~ [i. e. stake, or wager, laid at a
race or a shooting-match, to be taken by the m-
cessJld competitor]: (IAyr,O, ]:) or ; I
took, or reved, the ,, from him. (As, Mgh,
Myb.) - And He gave the j: (IAr, O, ] :)

or Igave him the . (Az, Mgh, Msb.)
Thns it has two contr. significations. (IA4r, Az,
Mgh, O, Myb, ].) Hence, in the trad. of Ru-
kinch the wrestler, t.. ' t3 , i. e. What wilt
tou give me [if I overcome]? and he said, The
third of my sheep, or goats. (Mgh.) And 

--3'.0' --0-
*a.",l em is a4 t IIe made the [umm of my
termed] i)B to be a c [ie. stake, or wager,]
among the poets, to be taken by him who should
overcome. (Z, TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

.4-, meaning [He ordered the making of the
Iwrses to run, and] gave them as a [three
racenes of dates firn thre palm-trew]: or it
may mean, he took, or recevd, as their J~:
or it [i. e. tyl,e] may be without teshdeed, [as a
subst. with its affixed pronoun,] meaning the
property assigned [as their j-]. (L, TA.) -
One says also, J 'Jl ~ . [app. meaning
I gave a j. among the hor]: (0 :) or
0eiJI, and t, $ l.N, meaning I sent orth
the horses with their ride upon them, to ee
which of them would ot~ip. (TA.) -And

AIWI .A-,:, inf. n. as above, The ee, or h~oat,
cast her young one, or fetus, in an incomplete
state: (Ibn-'Abbad, O, ](:) but /, with ,

is better known. (Ibn-'AbbAd, 0.) -

jl I 1 I put the e 4je4s [or pair of jea] upon
thei legs of the bird; and [so] shackled it. (TA.)

3. '-, inC n. ajG nd v , [Istrove, or
contended, ith him to p~cd him; to be, or
become, get, 9go, or come, bfore. him, or ahead of
him; to outgo, or outstrip, him; to ham, get, or
tahe, precedence of him; in running (i.e. I
raced, or ran a race, wvith him); and in every-
thing.] (Msb, TA.) You say, ? ;= * "X [I
strore, or coend~ with him to pr him,
&c., and I supa~ed him, or overcame him, in
doing so]: (9 :) the aor. of the latter verb in this

ase is ::I, (Bd in xxi. 27,) and the inf.n. is
(S) See also 6 .. - And see .

4. .. ') 1 . Jl j..,l [perhaps a mistran-
scription for -'i] he peple, or party,
.haeed to the thing, or affair; or employed the
fIunes of their power, or force, to has to it;

'.,

syn. 1"Q. (TA.)

6. tiLJ and t U~.-$ signify the same: (0,
TA:) thus the saying [in the ~ur xii. 25]
.,t1, tf : means ~I1 4U, i.e. And they
stroM, or contended, each with tahe other, to pre
cede, or get before, to the door. (TA.) [And

164 '
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both are trans. by means of j1:] you say,
lii j1 I3- and 1 tV l [T7ey stroe,
or conded, t r, to prec~de, or be.first, in
attaining to sch a thing: and so VlAi : see
the ]ur lvii. 21, 'heret *. tSj I. L' is expl.

by .B as meaning )U ',AA' l ZL; ,-
jt~ll i. e. Strive ye, one with another, in
hastening, with the striving of thoes that contend
to outstrip in the hippodrome, to obtain fortgi
nea]. (M9b.) And you say, ,lul t ?;,
meaning LJ'ij [i. e. We srove, or contndeid,
one with another, toprecede, get before or ahead,
or outstrip, in runnin.: and in like manner each
of thcse verbs is used in relation to any object of
contention for precedence]. (9.) - And Il.t J
'and V ;9.,l i They competed, or contended, to-
gether in sdooting. (TA.) V* .' :,, in the
lJur [xii. 17], means t We oent to compete, or
contend, together in ooting: (9, Bd:) or in
running. (Bd.) _ And * the latter ofthese verbs,
as well as the former, signifies also They laid beta,
nwaers, or stakes, one with another. (TA.)

8. [-:.lI and dsI , i. q. XI 'j . Thus]

;A/n.JI I. ;, in the (ur [ii. 143 and v. 53],
means Thlrefore hasten ye to good acts, &c.;
or empdoy the fuaeb of your power, orfore, in
hastening tle,~to; syn. WI!i tlj\. (O.) See also

4.-- You say also, , )l !j.l, (] in art.
.,) or , (M in that art.,) The thing, or

event, came to him, or happened to him, hatily,
quickly, or peedily; and beforehand [or before
he xpected it]; syn. aj.4, and dl j.#4. (M and

] in that art.) l -. p l Itj~ , in the ]ur

xxxvi. 00, in which blJpJl is in the accs.ea cse
because of Il suppresed before it, or by making

to imply the meaning of l4'l, (Bd,)
means And tly mould hasten, make ha~te, or
strire to get first or beforehand, to the road that
they were wont to travel: (Bl, Jel :) or they
would go along the road and lbave it behind
them, (B!, O, ]', TA,) so that they wouId
wander from tha right way. (O, :, TA.)_
See abo 6, throughout.

A A competitor of another in t'riving to
precee, to be before or ahead, to otgo or out-

trip, or to have precedence: [pl. Ji; and the
sing. is also used as a pl.:] you ay, a ,g

and UP1 .l: (L:) and tIwo ; They are to
that compete &c. (El-Mobeet, O, O.)

1·-
X A stahe, or mager, that is laid bet,wen the

person coceed i a race, (T, ., O, Mgh,'
Mhb, K,) and in a shooting-match; in the
former case ta/en by [the o er of] the one that
outtrips; (T, TA ;) andt aih dsignifies the same:

(s:) pl. of the former 3i. (O, ].) It is said
in a trad., ds, j ls j; 3· . ,
meaning There shl be no atate, or wager, eacpt
in the cae of the racing of camels, or of horsn
or ma/s or anm, or in the case of [the arrow-
head or lanc-head, i. e.] shooting or casting [the
lance]: for all these ~iir are preparations for

engaging in fight with
and ases are included
baggage of the army.
.lson of a boy, that is
school; also called;Gt.A

the enemy; and mules
because they carry the
(O, TA.) - Also t The
learned each day in the
(TA in art..*l.)

li& : ee the next preceding paragraph.

jS an inf. n. of S [q. v.]. (Msb, TA.)_
[As a simple subst., A race, or contest in run-
ning. - And The preceding part of a discourse
&c. You say ;I.ej ., 3.; The precediy
and folloing part of the disourse; the context,
before and a ftr.] - .QeI j ! The 4 1" [or
pair of hac~e, i.e. je,] of the hawk or
faon, of leathern thong. or straps, or of other
material ( O, .)

Z4a j4j ; t He is one who [ofltcn] obtains
the mminag canes (,J a;j [see art. .a]).
(O, ], TA.)

.LL [act. part. n. of 1, Prceding, &e.: and
sometimes it means one of the first or foremot:
as is shown by what here follows]: sometimes
what is thus termed has one coming up with it;
as [sometimes happens] in the case of the j,Lt of
horses and sometimes it is like him who obtains

the winning-cane (,;t :l [see art. ,]);
for he outstrips to it and has none to share with
him in it, there being none coming up with him.
(Myb.) It is applied to a horae That o ~;
as also ? j,: (T, Mgb,TA:') and the pl.
[masc., i. e. pl. of the former,] applied to horses
is and [fem., i. e. pl. of ;4L,] JL : (TA:)

[or] ,pJ. may be pl. of bLw regarded as a

subst. like J3ai and It of which the plse. are

~j.4 and $g. (,am p. 4G.)_ By the

;,1. mentioned in the pur lxxix. 4 are meant
The angels that prece the deas ith the reve
lation [that they confcy] to the prophets: (TA:)
or the angels that pr~cede the jinn, or genii, in
listening to the reClation: (T, :, TA:) or the
angels that precede with the souls of the bdiev
to Paradise (Bl, Jel) and with the ouls of the
unbedievert to Hell: (Bd:) or the horses [that
precede in battle]: (Zj, TA:) or the oul of the
bdievers, that go forth with ease: or the stars
[that preced other stars]. (TA. [See more in
the Expositions of Bd and others.])_ [The pl.]

o, applied to palm-trees, means t That prodce
theirfruit edrly. (TA.)

iit4 [fem. of WL;, q. v.: and also a subet.
formed from the latter by the affix , si ifyijng
Prority, or precednce]. One says, t_ i;l. sJ

,rYI IJ J'[To him beon~ priority, or prece-
denc, in this affair,] .when he has preceded the
[other] people [in betaking, or applying, himself]
to theaffair: (, I, TA :) like as you say, AZ
[mentionedabove: see 1]. (TA.) -[Also, as
used by physicians, A predisposition to disea.]

(e [The state, or coditi of preceding].
(De Sacy's AnthoL Gramm. Ar. p. 902.)

~., [More, and most, prcedin or e
venint; more, and modt outgo~ g or outa~ g;

&c.]- .Ji-. X J andjl 0. are prove.
[meaning More prvien/t than the period of
death and than the thught]. (Meyd.)

,-. 'A horse much, or often, outdripd~
(Mob.)

M _* [The state, or conditon, of being
preceded]. (De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar.
p. 30.)P w

1. JXC, (S, Mgh, Myb, K,) aor. , ( a, , ) eo
says El-F/ribee, and so in the Jm, and in the
handwriting of Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee, (TA,)
or &, (Mb,) thus in the handwriting of Az,
(TA,) in£ n. ZL., (9, Mgh, Meb,) He mt~,
(9, Mgh, Mob, 1C, TA,) and clkared of its dros,
(Mgh,) and poured forth (1, TA) into a mol,
(TA,) gold, (Mgh, M,b, TA,) or silver, (S,
Mgh, TA,) c.; (9, TA;) and t 4. signifies
the ame, (g,) inf. n. 'J ; (TA;) this inf. n.
and A both signifying the eting of gold and
silver, and pouring it forth into a :_. [or
mould] of iron, like the half of a can divide
lethwie. (Lth, TA.) - Hence, 14 is met-
phorically used in the sense of J. (ar pp.

140 and 211.) One Hays, 1 ' 4.. !iS
t [Such a one, tryings tried, or have tried, him].
(TA.) And l, ,, -C j; S is another.
tropical phrase [app. meaning t Speech of lan-
gage, that does not stand good, or i not d,~
or valid, when tried, or te ; that wi not stand
tring, or t~]. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

7. o.l1 said ofkX [i.e. native, or unwrought,
gold or silver or the like], It ~ted. (TA.)

J,', applied to3 [i. e. native, or unwrought
gold or silver or the like, Md and cleared of
its dros, and poured forth into a mould], i. q.
, j,.J (TA.)

4?.: [a subst. formed from the epithet 1..
by the affix ;, An ingot, i. e.] a piece (Lth, Mgh,
Msb, O) of gold, (Lth, Mgh, Myb, TA,) or of
silver, (Lth, S, Mgh, TA,) &c., (Mgh,) [i. e.,]
sometimes, of any metal, (Msb,) of an oblo~
form, (Mgh, Msb,) that ha ben m~lted, (Lth,
$,Mgh, Mg b, 1, TA,) and clared of. it dro,
(Mgh,) and pouredforth (], TA) into a moud,
(TA,) [i. e.,] into a 4.. of iron li the half
of a cane divided lae : (Lth,TA:) pl.
,Si-. (Lth, $, Msb.) An Arab of the desert
likened to it a difficult mountain that he desired
to ascend, because of its smoothnes; saying,

.4ac, *S [What an isot uthiJ 11. (A,
Ti.)°... The pl. is also applied to j3Wj [i. e.
t Thin, flat, bread]; this being so called becmuse
it is made of choice, or pure, flour; and is as
though it were prepared therefrom by being

melted and poured into a mould (.. A,. Q ),
and cleared from the bran. (TA.)
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[.; A met~er and purlfr and cader, or

on wAo make Jd1,, of gold, or ilver, or the

lile. - Hene,]l 0j. ; a tropical phrase
[app. meaning : He is a trier, or tester, or a
pfrifer, of ~peech, or language: see 1]. (TA.)

J;: see art. J.

;.:* A mould of iron Me the half of a cane
diided egthi, into which molten gold and
iler (Lth, TA) and the like (TA) are poured:

(Lth, TA :) pl. i4 _. (TA.)

Q. i ! i. q.,X;pI in its several significa-
tions: (lB:) i. e. (TA) - He stretched himlf:
(TA:) he lay upon Ahs side, and stretched him-
self: (AA, S, TA:) [&c.] - He (a youth, or
young man,) became tal: (Lb:) and o.r..,
She (a girl) became of erect and jutlypropor'
tioned stature. (S, P].) An ex. occurs in a verse
of Imra-el-l5eys, cited voce j'~p. (s.) _It
(a plant) became tall andfuUalg : (TA:) and
i (anything) became etended, and omg, or tall.
(Lb.). He went at random, or heed~sly;
itho conideration, or certain aim. (Lb.) -

It (a river) ~ (TA.)-. . ;.t. . His
eye shed tears. (Lb.) But ISd says that this is
not known in classical Arabic. (TA.)

,jC [act. part. n. of the verb above]. - A
youth, or young man, of just preportion, and
fuU gro (Aboo-Ziyhd El-Kilabee, S, 1.) -
]£air that hangs down; la nk; not crip: '(?, ]:)
or of just e~th: or fill-grown, and standing
out. (TA.) - And Anything ewtended, and
ong, or tall. (Lb.)

9. d4.e, inf n. *JJ, means .rnj*:; 
[He asDned it, or the profit, or revenue, or
umfr~t, thereowf, to be em~oyed in the way,
meaning caue, of God, or of reigio; or in the
doing of anythig, or aU, that God hau com
manded, or of the work whereby one purs
the way that lad. to advancem~nt in the favo
of God; he dedicated it to pou, or charitable,
ms or pmupo~]; (., TA;) as though [mean-
ing] he made it a troddm may [mAhereby to
advance] to [the favor of] God. (TA.) You
say, :,, ., using the verb in this sense
[i. e. He a~ ed the profit, or e , or u, -
f~ct, of his e~tate to be employed in the caumeof
God, or of g ]; (C;) to be gieA to the
maofarer, and the poor, and the warmor againt
unbivem, and others. (TA voce Js;.) And
iSt 3;. He and the profit to be emoyed
in the way of good works (Mgh, M:b) and the

oariou k~ of pio~U deed: (M9b:) or h made
thed profit to be allowable, or free, to those for
whoe benefit th erty itf at made uI.
alie/ab, in perpt. (TA. [See an ex. inthe
first paragraph of art. ~, relating to some
nah-trees which 'Omar desired to give in 

charity.]) J;, [either j.. or, ' b'oth app.
allowable, (see the part. ns., below,)] He (a
man) as, or became, long in the &i [q. v.];
as thogh he had a blong ;4' given to himn.
(TA.)_ See also 4.

4. JI hJ ; Th road had many pa-
wger fo~i, or sueeding, one another, or

going repeatedly to and fro, pon it. (M, V.) _
;Jj M, (0 , (M, ,) inf. n. J4l, (TA,) He
let oo, let down, or loered, hi waist-~raper;

(M, M, (;) and so ;Jl the eil, or curtain,
(Mqb,) or h let down, t fall, or made to hang
domwn, the il, or curtain: (Mgh:) the former
act is forbidden in a trad. (TA.) And c;,lt
tElj [She made her sirt to hang down; or.to
hang down low, so that he dragged it on the
grond]; said of a woman. (M.) And ~4 J 0,il
He dragged his garme~t [on the groundO; (0 ;)
and V 4. signifies the same, (0, TA,) inf. n.
Je;. (TA.) And J .) 1 i u He made his tail
to ang down; he hung down hir tail; said of a
horse. (M.) _ [Hence,] ;Wit j,.. t He (a
man) poured forth the water. (Msb.) And
d,j) j l (M, ], TA) He shed, or letfaU, hi.
team (K, TA.) ~ The verb is also similarly
used intransitively. (TA.) You say, of a part of
the beard, 1Jl is bJ,e [It feU, or hung
down, upon th brea]. (Az, O, TA.) - And
&Ljt J..l The rain let fall a shower, and

became deme; as though it let down a curtain:
(A, TA: [but accord. to this explanation, the
verb is app. trans.; and the phrase, elliptical :])
or the rain fell continuously, or in consecutive
showr, and in large drops: and in like manner,

'"., the tears. (t,r,)__ And ,.l ,L,I
(AZ, , M, ) tTAhe sy let fa its rain isuuing
from the cloud and not as yet having reached
the earth: (AZ, g, TA:) or [simply] the rky
rained (K.) And il 3l JJ - I The sides
of the eye shed tea;. (O, ],0 TA, all in art.

.- And a J4.l J He pouredforth his
speech against hin abmdantly, [or in torrents,]
(A, ,,* TA,) ie as rain pours. (A. TA.) _
sel J.. The .e e -prod u.pt forh its 
[or ears]; (?;) and o t J .; (ff, Mgh, Mqb;)
or put forth its J-, (MOb in explanation of the
former,) which is syn. with ,j;, (f, M, M4b,
],) or it aI.: (. in explanation of the former:)
[Mtr says,] t j;'- I have not found. (Mgh.)

Q. Q. 1. J;-: ee 4, last sentence: m and
art. ,4;.

Q. 9. j;: see 4, last sentence.

; thing that one ha let ooe, let domn,
let fall, or made to hang down, and to drag [on
the ground]; like as ; ignifies " a hi that
one has spread" &w.: whence the trYad,, .

mho drags what Ae ha made to Aang dom of his
garment from pride, or df-w~it, God will not
look toward Aim on the day of rourrection]:
(O :) or 3.; means garments made to hang

domn [so as to da~g]; and is pl. of V ;;;; [or

10ao1

rather a colL gen. n. of which ;i;; is the n. un.;]
whence du- o., (TA,) which means [He
dragged hi gar~mnt; though aid to mean,] Ais
garments. (, TA.)-Also :Rai: (8, M, g :)
or rain iuingfom te cloud and not as yet
haing reached the arth: (AZ, S, TA:) orlo.
ing rain: and likewise fori~ blood. (ylam
p. 36O.)_[Hence, app., as indicating swiftnes,]

, is the name of t 4 crtain mare, (S, 14,)
an ex~lnt mare, said by As to hare bee the
mother pf Cl, and to hamo bbd to [th
tribe of] GAanee. (., TA.) -And 3J [or
t as a fem. proper name] is a name for tA

eme, or -goat: and such is called to be milked
by sayinyJ,. J,.i. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.)iAlso
i. q. t J,, (8 , M, b, ],) which signifies The
ear of corn: (MA:. [and in like manner both
are. expl. in the KL, but as singular, app.
because sed as gen. ns. :]) n. un. of the former
with t ;, and so. of V the latter: and the pi. of
I ,J, which is of the measure J,. is ,. 1 :
(MNb:) or this i pl. of "&., (a,) a lsbo
it'I': (]ur xii. 43 and 46:) or0 [in the
C]~ (erroneously) '.] signifies an ear of corn
[so I render "aa (in the Cl ZAj)] that is
bending, or inclining, as also t IaI [mentioned
in one of my two copies of the 8 as syn. with
ii, but not in the other copy] and ' Iii (M,
1) and t V; ( ;) or, acord. to Lth, t iJ.,
signifies an ear ('4z) of millet (i;), and of
rice, and the like, wh bending, or inclining:
(O, TA:) and some say that J; signifies ~prad-
ing, or apaing, awn of tbe J [or ears of
corn]; (M, TA;) or the extremitie thereof;
(TA;) and the pl. is j.; (M;) or J, is

v ith O , in the dial. of 's@ , [?].

(TA.) t=Ai,JI is also the name of A c artain sin
of thb Zodiac [i.e. Viryo]: (? in the present
art., and in art. J,.i:) [or Spioa Viniais;]
a tar in iro; thm call by arologer; also
called izw1. ~I. (lr. [See art. ...])
JI t 1J; is 1 wlm-kow plant, [Pi ard,
which i called in the present day s,j,l JlI,]
brouwghtro India. (. [See also t. J.])
-Also ing. of j3;1, which signifies t$The
upprmno part of a bcket, (O,) or the l
thereof: (8:) or ; is the sing. of Jlin
thee enses; and signifies the ad of a vemel
[like as it signifies the "ear," which is the
"head," of a culm of whet &c]. (TA.) You
ay, tJL,.l. tji %a S e fillbd it (i. e. the rine-

cup, hi M, TA, or the bucket, iJl, O) to
its edgs, (M, , TA,) and to its ip. (Q.)
And a poet says, (;,) namely Ba'ith Ibn-
8urym El-Yeshkuree, (TA,)

* H Ja;; :..--, -:

[When they me drawing with thir bucket,
and I filled them it bood to teir brims]: he
says, they sent me seeking to execute their
blood-revenges, and I slew many: ,Wjl meaning
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"blood." (., TA. [See also .Ham p. 268, where
some different readings are mentioned; and it is
maid that the J.I may mean the knots that are
coweted with the cro~pe of wood of the
bucket.])-.And tA number of pears, few or
many. (]. [Perhaps because their heads are
likened to the heads of corn.]) Also The nose:
(;:) pl. jw: so in the Mobeel. (TA.) One

"ays,e 11;; 2 I [May God make his noeto
cbame to the earth, or d&ut: or t abase, or humble,
Aim]. (TA.) And Garn~Js made of the
hard, or hurds, of Jlaz of the coarsest of
quatw : and so V 4 [if one of these words be
not a miosacription for the other]. (TA.) -
And A ~certain dieam in the eye, [thus C
y;;1 is expl. in the M,] r~mbling a film, as
tAo~gh it re the web of a ipid~r, with red

e: (. :) or a fjilm of the mee,fro, the swlling,
or ilation, of it external vin upon the surface
of the i , (i,) which is one of the layers of
the eye, (TA,) [namely, the htnica albuin~ea, or
mAite of the eye, so called in the present day,]
and the appearance of a web, or thing mwe,
bet the two, [i.e. betwen thoe ven and the
white tunic,] /e moke: ( :) or a film coering
the eye; as though from JL~ meaning the
"letting down" of a veil, or curtain. (Mgh.)
- Ablo A revriling, or vilifying. (i.) One
says, 3et i } letnen wme and him is a
reving, or vifyi~ g: so in the Moheel. (TA.)

Ja [is app. a possessive epithet, meaning
Having ~ t andJ acddity]. 11. . means
[A scrot] that is long (M, ];, TA) and ~acd.
(TA.)

*i. tA rain of wide exten. (IAr, O, .)

J; : see ,;, in five places. _ Also t The
,,*lI [or mustache]: ( : or the ;1j [or small

pro eram termd ,., q. v.,] in the middle
of the pur lip: or the hair that is upon [app.
meaning of] the oi; (M, ];) whence the

saying, t;' 6;.' - u [thy hair of the mu-
tace ha become long, therefore dip it]; and it is
tropical: (TA:) or the extremity of that hair:
(M, g:) or the two mustache toyntier: (M,
V:*) or what is upon the chin, to the extremity
of the boeard: or the fore part of the beard: (M,
1] :) or what hang* domn, of, or from, the fore
part of the beard: (Zj, in his "Khall 5 el-Insin:")
or, accord. to Az, it signifies, with the Arabs, the
fore part of the beard, and what hangs donn
thereof, or therm, upon the breast: or, accord.
to IDrd, some of them apply it to the extremity
of the beard; and some, to the hair of the mus-
tache that hdngs down on tht beard: in a trad.,
in which it is said that he [Mobammad] was full
in the Xi;;, Az says that it means the hairs
benmeath the lower jam: accord. to AZ, it is what
appears, of the fore part of the beard, afte.r [or
&exl"ie of] the hair of the ide of each cheec
and the O. [here app. meaning the portion of
the beard next the front of the throat], and what
is conceald [thereof]: (TA:) or, accord. to Th,
the beard altoether: (M:) the pi. is jt:., (S,

J,) [to which ; is sometimes added, agreeably
with a common license,.as appears from an ex. in
what follows,] and .,j, occurring in the say-
ing, ;.,. .JJ Ii, mentioned by LI, in which
the term 4~ is made to apply to every separate
portion [so that the meaning is, Verily he ha a

.L~]. (M.) One says, of enemies, %,-
JL;JI t [Thiy are red, or reddish, in respect of
the nmustachet, &c.: see art. ~.a]. (TA.) And
of a man who has come threatening, one says,
at;~ ji 0j ;i 4. t[Such a one came
having tpead out his mustache, &e.]. (M,# TA.)
And in a trad. respecting Dhu-th-Thudeiyeh, [see

-- , . d&~ ~ o /d ·J I - .. , )-art. $gj,] it is said, aJi. aJfl a L -v
[app. meaning t Having o;n him smnall hirs
like the whiskers of the cat]. TA.)__ .;-!
means t The part of the camel, in wehich he is
stabbed, or stwuck, in the uppermost part of the
breat; (T,M;) calledalso the L.j: (T:)orthe
fur that flonw down upon that part of the cameL
(M, 1. [In the.,.C], os 'I is erroneously put

for o.A .]) You say ill 4 , mean-
ing't lie stabbed, or stuck, thel du-camel in the
part above mentioned: (M in art. ;J: [in the
]C, in the present art., 4; is erroncously put, in
this phrase, in the place of , :]) Az heard an
Arab of the desert say j,a a; ) .;, [which
means the same as J,] and he supposes the
aL to be hairs in the part abovw mentioned.
(TA.) You say also, iat I yt, meaning
t [A camel ~oodly in re,spect of] the thismm of
hi shin (#.4): so in the O and K: but accord.
to the T, of iw cheek (e ,); and this is probably
the right explanation. (TA.)

s',: see J .

j. A way, road, or path; (S, M, Mb, V;)
and ;chat is open, or contpicuou, thereof; (M,
].;) and Er-R6ghib adds, whorein is eane~:
(TA:) and t '1..' signifies the same: (Ibn-
'AbbGd, 1K:) the former is nasc. and femrn.; (.,
M, Mgh, M.h, C;) like jUj; (Msb;) made
fernm. by the people of El-HijAz, and masc. by
Temeem; (Akh, 8 voce J;j ;) but mostly fern.;
(IAth, TA;) in the gur it is made mas. in
vii. 143, and fernm. in xii. 108: (S, M, TA:) pl.
,h., (M, K,) or, accord. to ISk, it has this pl.

when masc., and ., like ~. whlen fem.,
(Msb, [but this distinction and the latter pl. are
both strange,]) and it has also as a pl. lof paue.]
a.il. (TA.) In the saying, Jk:.1l .: 11 dll i
[And upon God it rests to hsow the right way
(see art. j-3;)], (M, I,) in the ]ur [xvi. 9],
(M,) it is used as a gen. n., because it is. added,

X 1j. (M, J* means tl' e
son of the road; (M, ',) he whom the road hAs
brought, or [as it were] broughtforth; (IB ;) the
ovayfarer, or trareler: (Mgh, M.b:) or he rwho
travels much or often: (TA:) or the tra~ er
who is far from hiu place of abode: (Er-Righib :)
as used in the verse of the 1 ur, (M, Mgh, M 9b,)
ix. 60, (M,) it means the person to whom the way

[Boor L
become cut short o at he nab to con-

tinue hu journ7y]; (M, p;) to which has been
added, who deires to return to his country, or
town, andfinds not what wil nmffc him: (TA:)
or the traveller ho is cut off om hi propert
(Mgh, Mqb:) or the person who desires to go to
a country, or town, other than hs oam, for a
necessary affair: or, accord. to Ibn-'rafeh, the
guest who auu become disabled from procesdig in
his journey, his means having faiid im : to such
should be given as much as will surfloe him to
his hoine. (TA.) J..Jl J, in the lur
[xxix. 28], means t [And ye cut off] the may of
.lJpring [by your unnatural practices]: or and

ye oappose yourseles to men in the roads [or road]
for the pUrpose of that whuic is awe_ivl, or
enormously, foul or abomina. (TA.)__[.;
dii means t The way, or cate, of G or of
r~ligion; or the way whereby one seks approach
to God, or advancement i"sfaor otr.] It is mid
in the ]sur [ii. 191], i 1 c. It10';, meaning
t And expend ye in rwa g againdt wubelieer
and the like, and in every good work commanded
by God; (M, J];) suacl being of the ways [that
lead] to God: (M:) mostly used in relation
to warring against unbelievers and the like.
(M, p.) And in the same, iii. 163, Itu ;t,o'i '

l1 0; J S, meaning [WVAo havw beeIa sla/in
the caus of Gfod, or of his rl on, i. e.,] for the
sake of the religion of God. (Jel.) And you say,
41 J3 L r Jaq. t [He made hi estate
to hae i4 profit, or revenue, or fruct, em-
ployed in the caue of God, or of religion]. (.)
--,Jew also signifies t A moans of acas; a
connexion, or a tie: so in the sayin , in the
iur [xxv. 29], - J - j, a. - ,

t [O would that I ha obtained, rwitA the Apote,
a means of access to Paradise]: (Q, Mgb, TA:)
thus it has been explained: (TA:) or the meaning
is, [O mould that I ad takes, ithA e A~tle,]
a way to safety: or one way, the way of truth.
(Bd.)_ [Also, in the present day, applied to A
public drinking-fountain.]

iJ and X": see J, in three place.
41. · 0

lLe : see J, first sentence.

jG Traclin upon a road: pl. Jol and
[coil. gen. n.] V Ai.C: (TA:) this last'signifies
traicellrs, ($, M,'5 or a company of people,
(Mgh, .K,) folloming, or succeeding, one another,
or going rcpeatedly to and fro, (S, M, Mgh, .K,)
upon the roadj, (S, Mgh,) or upon the road,
(M, K,) for the accomnplistment of teir rants:
it is made fem. as denoting a atc.. (Mgh.) -
Also, lt41, (TA in art. i:,) or iit .j;,
(M, 8, T¥A,) A trall~ d road; (M,1, TA;)
a beaten road. (TA in art. jUi.),-tJLG -
t Rain falling continuously, or in ucc~sire
showers, and in large drops, and copiou. (TA.)

«l:: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two plaoes.

'J. and iLt : see j;, in five plaoes: and
see also art. .

I
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J4 the naeC ssas fos in.in
Prd~: determit; [without tenween ;]. but
.oeeurring at the end of a verse of the ~ur
.(tIxxvi. 18], (Akh I, ] ,) and being with fet-4,
(Akh, Q,) 1 is added to it, (Akh, C, ,) for the
sa of onformity (with the endingp of other
Verses and aer it]. (0.) See also art.
d,1..

j; It A man lon n th A4--- [q. v., here
.said in the TA to mean the board, but this is

~qustionable], uabo a s j4. and J, and

,,~ -d t n --4-. C(,1 TA.)_

'ad the fm, i,;, t A woman having hair i
tb pla of th mwtackhe. (TA.) - And t An
ye e Aavgw 1~,. (M, )

- the next preceding paragraph.

.J,. A man his garment, and
Ma it to hang don to th g~ (IA,
TA.) [And in like manner,] applied to a woman,
[though without a,] WAo A ma er shirt to
A"g do [app. to t g ]. (.) - See
aso J l.-. And °A ! signif!es T.e pens:
(M, !, TA:) becaume of its pendulousnes (TA.)
._ And t The [sard ca~ . (.)_ -And
tbeA of the am~rrow ed in the gae caed
j?.l: (M, ]:) or th s of tho m a"r ,

(4, M, ; M, ) abo called '.ml, ( w,) in wich
ae six notches, and to which are assigned six
shares [of the slaughtered camel] if it win, and
six fines if it do not win: (M:) pl. J 1L.il.
(TA.) - And J is one of the names of Dh-
t- Hr"Uk; (M, ;*) of the time of 'Ad. (M.)

X : ee 1. .- Also An ugly old man:
(W:) app. because of the length of his beard. (TA.)

3,_.: see J 1 ..t

1..;.~, M, (~ , M, M,.,) e3, (M,) aor.
, (M,b, TA,) inf. n. u- (Q, M, M9 b, l)
and *, (~, M, ],) or t the latter is a simple
subat., as also? v or J., (Mqb,) He made
captive, captived, or took prioner, [tAe enemy,
and othr than an ene~my;] (~, :;) u also

, ;tl. (~, M9b, .)_ [Hence,] ' `J `
JI t ['he captivates the heart of the man], said

of a woman. (?.)-_ And 4Je Z and? ,t 

t I captivated his heart. (M.) And v U . l

;l, said of a girl, or young woman, i. q. -'.
(e. t She captivated the heart of the youth, or
yon m"an.] (TA.)_-One says also, j;JI .b!

;;i1 ,.t ,%,L and ,l ,., %, the lattr. on the
authority of L4, who says that it means a prayer,
(M, TA,) for which reason the verb [in the
former instance] is in the mejzoom form, (TA,) i.e.
[r'r th night is long, and] may I not be made
as thb captie [to it].. (M, TA.)--'r ! ' ,
(M,M, ,) aor. as above, (M,) inf. n. and
l;, (T, M, ]5,) though J says only the latter,
(L,) He cone,med winn from one ton, or country,

I0o
to a~ ; (ot , ;) or Ad brought si /fro o, e
land to a~ot ; as also t tll : (M :) [and]

so lZU, with hemz: (Mqb:) or t;, with hemz,
means "I bought",(, M) wine, to drink it. (~.
[See art. u.])_ l , (ISk, S, M, :,) aor.
as above, (?,) inf n. ,, (, M,) God eraned
him; (ISk, ,M,];) rmoe him far away;
(?,];) and c~ him: (M:) or it is like the
saying ail "a": (?:) [or may God ~ge
Aim; & c.:] one says, AI ;I;, L 4 [W~a ail
Aim? May God estrange him; w.]. (TA.)
:WI .e", (M, V,) aor. as above, (M,) inf n.
L, (TA,) He dug until he reache the water.
(M, 1)

5. Z J t Hie ma/ested, or sd, ,oe,
or affection, to him; and became in~ed to im
(TA.).

6. tW They made on another captive.
(Az, :.)

8: see 1, in four places.

U i. q. u. [i. e. Made captive].; (,;)

or .Jl signifies t. c[i. e. what is made
captie; but I rather think that the right expla-
nation is . i.e the person who is mnade

captim; agreeably with what follows]: pl. .":
(ML, V:) one says ; [a company, or party,
of mm made captie]; the latter word in this
case being an inL n. used as an epithet; [there-
fore, as such, it is applicable to a single person,
male or female, a well as to a pl. number ;] and
accord. to A,, one says not otherwise than thus
in speaking of a company, or party, of men:

(Myb, TA:) [but] ? is [also] applied to a
single person, to the male and the female, (M, 1,)
i. e. to the latter, as to the former, without ;, (M;)

A .
as meaning made captive: (]:) or ~ is ap-
plied to a boy, or young man, or male slave, as

also t; and to a girl, or young woman,
or female slave, as also V a..; (Msb;) or to a
woman, in this sense: (S :) and the pl. of t 
(M, I,) or of at.,, (Msb,) is I;., (M, Mqb, ],)
applied to women. (M.) - Also Women, (IAy,
M,].,) universally; (IAar, M;) because they
captivate the hearts; or because they are made
captive, and possessed as property. (M, ].)

t;: see ~.r~ Also A tribe of E-Ymen; re-

garded as a .M., perfectly decl.; and regarded as a
aL,, [and therefore a fem. proper name,] imper-
fectly decl. [and written te.]: (M, TA:) or, as is
saidin the Msb, it is the name of a town, or province,
in El-Yemen; masc., and therefore perfectly decl.;
and fem., and therefore imperfectly decL; called
by the name of its builder: (TA:) [hence,] one
says, ' k, . and Lqe .q5l, [making the
last word to be without tenween either as a fem.
proper name or because of pausing after it,] i.e.
Thejy vent away scattered, or displrsed: (?, M,
I :) J says, (TA,) they are two nouns made one,
like . t.q.., perfectly decl. because not oc-
curring otherwise than as a denotative of state,
[and therefore indeterminate,] whether you make

!the former to be a prbed noun goverming the
latter in the gen. ce, or do not o. (, TA.
[See also art. t.j]) In a e '.Allmeh~
Ibn-'Abadeh, the phrase lo i usedi for

o l&l1_t., (M in art. : ee-:.)- CC . '.

tY or as: s 1, first eInthoe.

: e t enten.

*,.w: see 1, first sentence.

U,: see U,c in two plaes. Also, (,) or
;ff ;a, (M,) A branch, or pi of tick or

wo brougt by a to~r from oM tract, or
region, to another, (M, V,) or from a ditant
plce; (M.;) and V i;; and a I; signif i the

me. (.)_.a 1 or* ~ logl of the -r

pent; (M,';) also 1;;. (o in art. Ii.
[Accord. to different copies of the in the pimnt
art., '.;; or o r -, all of which ae

wrong.]),_ [or ap 9] A perl, or lare
pearl, brought out by th diver (, TA,) f~ the
ma. (TA.) - Alo, [or A., °,ji] Winebrght
fr one town, or cou ,to another: (Q, MI, :)
if bought to be drunk, it is termed >, with .:
(M,M:) or, perbaps, the former maybe an in-
tane of the alleviation of .. (M. [S also

in a t. ]

A... The 4e.t [or mebra.e me the
ftusin the womb], which comes forth with th
youn: (?,]:) or a thin pe over the ne
of the~f , which dies if it be not remoed~ 
it at the birth: (l~:) or the water that comes

forth n the head of the f .~,, (T, M,) [i. e.]

at the birth: (T:) pl. &4l [or ;.,]. (?.)
-Hence, as being likened thereto, because of
its fineness, (M,) t The dust of the burrows, or
hols, of the jerboa; (V;) or fine dut wAicA tAe
jerboa ettracts from its burrow, or Aoe: said by
Abu-l-'Abb6s to be [or.] of the barrows, or
holw, of the jerboa; but this saying of his has
been rebutted. (M.) - Hence also, (M,) I.-
creas or offtpring [of came or the lithe]; (,
M, ], TA;) called by the name of that from
which they come: (M, TA:) or (so accord. to
the M, but accord. to the 1] " and") came for
breeding: and numerous cattle: (M, ] :) or also
shep, or goats, having numerou~ ofpri.g: (T,
~, ]:) and it is also applied to denote a large
number [app. of animals &c.]. (TA.) One says,
.~ L v9 jJJ , meaning [ [To Cw a one bdong]
nurmeou cattle. (TA.)

5;a, A streak of blood; (AO, ,M, ], ;) as

albot .: (M,TA:) pl. g (AO, M,
l].)-And An etened thread or otr f
[goat'] hair. (TA.).-And [the pl.] -L..I
signifies The conLpicuous tracks of a road. (TA.)

A~.l: see the next preceding paragraph.

; and its fern., with;i: eee m three
places.
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[Boox i.

&L .. , [aor. L, accord to rule, and inf. n. app.
%., q. v.,] He attributed or imputed to him, or
carged him. wit, or accused him of, a faudt, or

defct, or the like; also ; syn. ;. (TA.
[The sense in which ite is there used is indicated
by the context.])

10 . ~.
'* a dial. var. of'~ _1: see the latter word in

art. d:, in two places,
1-

;. Foul, or evil, peech or languae. (IAgr,
.) And also, [like ,,] A fault, or dfect, or

th like; syn. ,-,. (s.)
a R 0
~: see a;, of which it is the fern....

said to a woman means, (]g, TA,) accord. to the
explanation of IAmb, (TA,) J1 Z. Q [0
thou who occupiest the six places in rlation to
,:e; or, who art above me, below me, before me,
behAind me, on my right, and on my left]: (V,
TA:) as though alluding to her holding the
speaker in her posecsion: (TA:) or it is an in-
correct expresion; (]i ;) or it is vulgar, and
held in low estimation; (IAr, TA;) and is cor-
rectly J~ [my lady, or my mi~t]: (] :)
it may be regarded as a contraction of ,
accord. to Esh-Shihab El-]asimee: (TA:) and
Fseyyid 'Eesd E4fawee says that it should
not be restricted to the class of expressions used
u vocatives. (MF, TA.)

-L (Lth, T, $, M) and V ~, (Lth, T, $, M,
],) the former masc. and the latter fem., ($,)
[signifying Six,] are originally 'L..d (Lth, T,
M) and _. ; (Lth, T, S, M, 1M ;) the latter w
is changed into t, and the s is incorporated into
it; (Lth,T,$,M,] ;) for the dim. of a -' is.

L4j. [and that of c.. is · j], and the pl. is

11,Z¶. (Lth, T, Q.) You say, LJq. L ,t

g..j [I have with me, or at my abode, si men
and women], i. e., three men and th eewomen:
and you may say, i Jp. L X 5cB mean-
ing, s/x men, and also women~: and in like
manner you do in the case of any number that
can be divided so as to apply to two plurals, as
six and seven and the higher numbers: but in the
case of a number that cannot be divided so as to
apply to two plurals, as five and four and three,
you put the latter noun in the nom. case only,
saying, for ex., , JI., jZ,. L4. (ISk,
$.) [Respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the
people of El-Uijha, and a case in which L is

imperfectly decl., see · 5J and .] .--.. d L.

(indeel. in every case, meaning Si"n,] is pro-
nounced by some of the Arabs ai; is: and [the
fem.] i,A.. C.~, thus in the dial. of El-I.Ijdz

[and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced ~,
3,>, in the diaL of Nejd. ($ in art. .e.)"

~5t. [meaning Six tu~dred] should be written
thius, without separating the two words; because

_.. is originally o, and the union of the two
words is to compen,s· for the incorporation of

'I

the j into the #. (El-~reeree, in De Sacy's
AnthoL Graman. Ar., p. 72 of the Arabic text.)

- A
jj [Sixty,] one of th tenfold nmbe, (M,

TA,) namely, that between 1 ' and 0 ,
(TA,) is derived from ~. (M, TA.) - [Also
Siztieth.]

,iL, [Sixth]. You say, t.oL OJ ',I.1 and
tOlk and U6. [Such a one camesixth] ; 1Okw
being formed from ;.A.; and Ut., from IL and

:: in ,jtwL, the [latter] .m [of Li.o.] is changed
into tS; for certain letters in other caes are
sometimes so changed; as in LIt and 1W, and

~~~~~~~" andow-- and i'J, and .~ and and
· and i;, and 3 and .S (ISk,.)

.~!: see arts. c.~1 and L.: it is properly
mentioned in the latter art., being originally d~.
(1, TA.)

1. ,_, aor. M (, M) and , (M,) in£. n.
(, M) and .:, (M,) He, or it, w~iled,. con-
ceale d,or lid,a thing; (M;) covered it: (s:)
and V signifies the same, (M,) [or has an
intensive sense, or denotes frequency or repetition
of the action, or its application to many objects:
accord. to Golius, " sub velo, obten~o so [sic], ne
quis vir intuertr eam, cutodivit puellam: et clam
asservarit habuitque eam:" as on the authority of
the KL: in which I find nothing of the kind but

°4i expl. by the words ,1' .*j> (to have
or hold within a curtain.] - t He protected
another. (The Lexicons passim.) " , jnf. n.
ijt, She (a woman) was, or became, ;,L.,
(A,) i.e., nodest, or baslfd (M.) - And
'., inf. n. ., t He w, or became, int/i-
gent. (M.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

3. i;j, .1I W3 G, inf. n. e>l ., t [He concealed
enmity ith hAim]. (A.) [See also the act. part. n.,
below.]

5 and 7: see the next paragraph.

8. jv.1 and t;J (S,M,]J) and *i-.j
(IAar,M) It became iled, concealed, or hid-
den; or it le//d,conceaed,or hAd,itself: (M:)
it became coered; or it coered itsef ,I.)

[Hence,] I [Such
a one does not protect A~himffrom the displeasure
of God by p~ety; i.e.,] wch a one do not fear
God. (A, TA.)

i. and tVj. [which latter see also below] and

t ;L., (;, M,]) and tVl. (1) and t .. and

t;?I (TA) and t ijtl., (M, ],) which last is
only lknown to occur in one instance, in a trad.,
(M, TA,) and P-:, (M, ],) Anything by
whAich a person or thing is veiled, concealed,
Ahidden, or covered; a veil; a curtain; a screen;
a cover; a covering; a cooert: (S, M, ] :) [and
the first and second, anythding by wAhich one is
protected, or tdeired:] the pl. of .. is _ and

.i l ($, M, O) [the latter a pl. of pauc.] and
'..; (M, TA;) which last is also pl. of VLie,
,() like as , is of ,' ; (TA ;) and the
pL of t ;V ixs 3.. (i, .)_ [Hence the

phrase] ; i [lit., God rent ope, or may
God rend opm, his eil, or covering; meaning,
t God man~itd, or made knohn, or may God
manifest, or make hnonm, his vices, or faults:
(A:) [or God disgraced, or dihoured, him,
or e~ard him to disgrace, or dihonour, or
may God ~race or disonour him kc.] And

;l.i ji, l . : [Night pread its cutai].
(A.) And JIltI,j ;; c,O 41 .11 
[I stretch forth my hand in supplication to

God beneath th veil of night], (A.)_ 4- also
signifies ! Fear. (s1.) [Because by it one pro-
tects himself fr6m the displessure of God. See 8.]
And t Modesty, or ba&sfiss~ . (].) One says,

_ ,. yj _ ;r· Such a one has nt
modesty nor intelligene. (TA.) And Intei-
gence; syn. .ic. (M.) In the 1 it is explained
by J* ; but this appears to be a mistranscription,
for ;. (TA.)

J. Ashiel (M,.)

;ja: see . Its predominant application
is to A thing w,hich a person praying sts up
before him; [sticking it in the grond, or laying
it donn if the ground be hard, in order that no
living being or image may be the object next
before him;] such a a whiip, and a taffhaing
a pointd iron at its law extremity. (Mgh.)
[See BjZc: and see my "Mode rn Egyptians,"
5th ed., p. 72.] - Also A parapet, or srrounding
nall, of a fat house-top. (Mgh.) _ And i, q.

'ai [q. v.]. (Mglh.)

;2_: seei.

,_: see aeP., in two places.

·. ;: see.s , in three places.

(s, M, ]) and A(., ( , A,,) applied
to a man, (S, A, &c.,) and (d , M, A, ])
and rI. and t 5$, (M,) applied to a girl ()
or female, (M, &c.,) [properly Veiled, concaaed,
or covered. -And hence,] t MAodet; backfl;
(M;) chaste: (M, :) pl. of., as masc., f.';

(M;) and of ' :, [ *j. and] e31.;

(A;) and, app. of, [as fem.] and j., also,

C?; and the pl. oft }L is Z1, onl, accord.
to a rule laid down by Sb. (M.)-,..ep jq,m

t Troes having many boughs or branchA. (A.)
lP. applied to God is of the measure J,a in

the sense of the measure Jt.i, meaning t Veingy,
or protecting; a velr, or protector. (TA.)

e;,~: see_, in two places. _ Also The piece
of skin that is ipon the nail. (1s.)

,;j One who veils, or conceals, [muck, or
oftn; or who doe mo] well. (KL.) [Hence,]
yj f i SC I 1 :God is He who is wont to vi

1
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Mooz I.]

i, or fia ]. (A.) _ And The epr of the
curtain [that hangs over, and do~, the door of
a chamber]. (MA.)

; : ee ,~. - Also Four: (S, M, A, R:)
said by Aboo-Sa'eed and Az to be arabicized,
from the Per..;; pl.j' -and3'i-J. (TA.)
It is applied to men: (., M:) and you also say,

.J!t ,. 1 jt tj, l meaning I have eaten
four caka ofbread. (TA.)--And Thefourth
of a party of people. (TA.) - And The weight
offour mitlkdfls (J50 ) and a half: (., g:

[see 3lJ:]) likewise arabicized: (Az:) [app.
from the Greek ,ap:] pl.jLl. (..)

see .

e: oce, , in two places. _ 1 , 

in the .Kur xvii. 47, means A veil covered by
another veil; implying the thickness of the veil:

( :) or 1jj~; is here of the measure JJ in
the sense of the measure &i, like i.L. in the
]5ur xix. 62, (S., M,) which some say is the
only other instance of the kind; (TA;) and Th
explains it as signifying preventing, or hindering,
or obstructing; and says that it is of the measure
DJ5 because the veil itself is hidden from
man. (M.)

C.,-, -'

;,_ ait. A girl kept behind, or within, the
curtain. (.0

'~ lg ; S [He e a wrhesedlr, or cajoler,
who conceals enmity]. (A.)

Oi, (8, Mgh, Rg) and !j , (S, R,) [said to
be] the only instances of the kind except e,

and ,A and C.j%, all of which are with .damm

and with fet-h, (8,) [but see t~e , a lso

' jJ, (1,) this last mentioned by Lh on the
authority of a desert-Arab of Kelb, (TA,) applied
to a dirhem, Such as is termed Jj (., 1) and

(°) or . (1) [i. e. bad, &c.]; wortldes;

(A;) coate witA silver: (15:) accord. to El-
Karkhee, such as consist for the most part of
brass or of copper: and it is said in the " Risaleh

Yoosufeeyeh " that the V 43, it is unlamrful to
take, as being JL [which means certain small
coins of co~pr; whence it seems that A., has
a pl. meaning, though otherwise it would eem to
be a sing. subst.]: it is said to be arabicized,
from j3 e., (Mgh, TA,) which is Pers., meaning
" three fold;" us is [thought to be] indicated by
its being said to be coated with silver. (TA.)

i: } see the predding paragraph.

a'i: (S, 0, 1) and =i" , (0, 5,) the latter
allowed by Ibn-'Abbid, (O,) A fur-garnmnt,
(~i, Vi,) or o ofwAat are termed ., (S., O,)

oith ong plme: (., 0,:) accord. to A'Obeyd,
(8, O,) arabiciaed, from the Peru. -- : [or app.,

Bk. I.

in the sense above expl., from the Pers. L-;

and in the sense following, from the former
Pers. word:] pl. Lb . (S, O.) - Also An
instrument with hic the .. [q. v.] and the
lik are beaten. (i.)

L ; (S, R1,) aor. ', (,) inf. n. ', (9,)
He struck his i.I; (S, I5 ;) i. e. a man's. (S.
[See :_l below.]) - And, (.1,) inf. n. as above,
(TA,) ie follored him from behind, (1g,TA,)
not quitting him; because following his _I1.
(TA.)

4. .1 .d He (a man) wras, or became, large in
the buttocks. (TA.)

a' and 'L: see - 1, below.

^.: see -. ,I, below, in two places.

a.: see ~1I, below, in two places.- Also
Lartene of te !I. (S .)

·j; and its fem., with ;: see a.l,in two
places: and see what next follows.

.L1 Of, or relating to, the 1I; and in the

same sense, if you will, you may say t l;
and A Z' also, with kesr to the z, like as they

said 5. (S.)
_: see AI, in three places.

a,- dim. of ;.1, from the original of the
latter, i. c. a.~. (TA.)

,uOt: see A;t, in two places.

: see what next follows.

.5 ¥,, thus correctly, in the handwriting of

$gh, on the authority of Fr; in the , ? ;
(TA;) One walo always walkU, or goes, at the
.ear of a peo)le, or party, (IB, g1, TA,) remain-
ing beihind them, and looking to their goods.
(IB, TA.)

J_i (S, Mgh, 15, written with the conjunctive
hemzeh, Msb in art. -- 1) and t ,J (8, Mgh, 15)
and I' (ga) and t '2 (C1 [but not in my MS.
copy of the X1 nor in the TA, and of doubtful autho-
rity, as will be seen from what follows,]) signify the
same, (.,' Mgh,* K,) i.e. The pode,buttock or but-
tocks, poeriors, rump, or croup; and sometimes
the anus; (. ;) ;., being the original form, as

is shown by the pl., (S, Mgh,) which is ,1I;
(8,Mgh,];) like j and JL;. 1: it may not
be [t L and t &] like ., and an , of which

the pls. are also of the measure 3ja, because,
when you restore the a which is the final radical,
and reject the medial radical [which is iC], you
say &., with fet-l, (., Mgh,0) which has both of
the meanings expl. above, as also ., (1V,) but
[SM says,] this last, mentioned by the author of
the ], is strange, and I have not seen it on the
authority of apy one (else] .: (T,4 :) and some say

;_, (IKhI, ., Mgh, TA,) suppreming the final
radical [of "], (e,) i. e., without at the end
and without hemzeh [or I] at the beginning.
(TA.) [All are of the fem. gender.] It is said in

a trad., ',1 ,"l. or, , as some relate it,

C2j, (S,Mgh,TA,) [The ey is th t of/t
anus,] meaning that when one [clos the eyr
and] sleeps, the tie of the becomes loosed, and'

the excrement and wind issue. (TA.) And ,1
#C1l means He who auu large posteriors. (Az,
TA.) OM .A is a phrase of the Arabe signi-
ficant of reviling; (S ;) said when holding one in
contempt; meaning X Q vZi; I j. . t [May

di&.ace clave to the .I ofsuch a one]. (Mgh.)
And t,. X 1 Q7 X [0 son ofn er ~ ], (1, TA,)
a prov. of the Arabs, (TA,) is an allusion to one's
father's elt.l [see 2 in art. wi.--] of the
former's mother; (Z, TA;) and is said to mean

;1* ; a t;: (TA:) and the Arabs called
the sons of the femalo slave j. (Slh, TA.)
And one says to a man who is deemed abject and

weak, S ; .9 ;~1 [lit. 7ty mother's c.~ is

too contracted, and 1J ,J. i . J " "
W5; [Thine _.. is too contracted, meaning
t thinw ability is too smnall, for thy doing suh
and such thinws]: (TA: [se also Freytag's Arab.

63.. .5 a cl -i n
Prov., i. 007:]) and *_ j o btI ., -;I
[in like manner] is an allusion to inability [mean
ing t Ye are unable to do it]. (15.) Tho saying
of a poet,

· ~,j D'. i$,, ·

S[And thou, tly place in the tribe of Wdil is
like the place of the tick in tle rump of the
camel,] is tropical; for they do not [properly]
say .J ! ~. 1, but .J.' j.s. (S.) One
says aiso to a man who is deemed low, or base,

-. 3 i ..A69-6 il
MU.JI -) 1, (TA,) and ,IAJI ¥1J.cI ,

meaning t Titou art among othlers in the condi-
tlion of tl ..~1 of mankind: 98, TA:) and of
low, or base, men, one says, 9 c)..; and of

* -. 5 ; andiof

such as are excellent, X%' 1;' ., and *j.J.

(TA.) And one says, 1,. , (A,
15,) a prov., (TA,) meaning t I '~peienccd
firom him, or it, whAat I dililed, or hated. (A,
I,TA. [See also Freytag'sArab. Prov.,ii. 445.])
And d l- -, i"" i-lAnd j At 5l~ C....t, eor,,Ati: see art. O~.

And iC I1 J iU . t Thou kat no one
[with thee] to assidt thee: (A, , TA:) another
provey., related on the authority of AZ as said to
one who has no large amount of propertr, nor
number of men. (.gh, TA.) And . ;"

e,bjl, another provey., (TA,) meaning tI1 kf
him destitute, poor, (K, TA,) po~ing nothing:
(TA:) or 4;,e& ' -, t Ilef hi,a on the
hard ground, alone. (Meyd.) And tI j~ JU C.

; -'~ 1j' 1 t TAou kWt not in this thing,

or affair, root nor branch: Jereer says,

* · *'jf121X 1
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[Boox .

(And y ,AM not any root iM emnece, n0r
branch]. (TA.) AndA aJt 1 .o zU;
ZTht mAin the benbn4f ime: (A, ,TA:)
or i th ol ti~ ; (AO, Q, TA;) u also
Al �l L .U (AO,TA.) 8ee alo art. ~. '
(And se odther es in Freytag' Arab. Prov. i. 35
and 878 (a variation of a prov. mentioned in the
pre~eding page) and 607 and 622 and 729-730.]

4'", applied to a man, (IS, g, Mgh,) Lage
in teb z-I,(I8Sk, ,Mgh,V,) orop ; ( u;) as

also vaI , (I8k, ?, Mgh, 19,) and ?,_: (.:)
and o, applied to a woman, i [fem. of the
first], and '., in whict the . is augmenta-
tive, (ISk, f,) and V 1;.: (TA:) pl. [of the

filrt] a, like ., , and ,.,i: (].:) and ?-"*_,
applied to a man, signifies large in the buttock.

(TA.). And, u also v 1t and · and
, 5 .,_, A se, or dei , of th ,..; (i ;)
or one addctd thereto; (TA;) i q. slf [one
add~ to th cre of th pe~p of Lot]. (T.)

ee -~, with which it is syn.

: o [ith sn.] :..

,e Larp in the posterio.: ( :) acord. to
the Q, s. with &A- .; [see this latter, in art. ,
in three place;] and the . is augmentative:
(TA:) some explain it as n with ;.~: the
author of the V [a mistake for the g], in art. &:.,
as meaning large in the ,1. (MF, TA.)

L u., ( a,) aor. sa.., aid of a camel, (TA,)
He hA~ made haste, or went quickly; (1,
TA;) as also LSZ: mentioned by Az. (TA.)

2: mee 4, in two place.

3: UL, (15,) inf. n. MC..., (TA,) He played

wA i the [ga.e cae~ A [expl. in art.
j;1L in the 1] ua consiting in one's striking with
the hand, or with the fore part of the foot, the
hinder part, or backside, of a man, from behind
him, and so throwing him down prostrate: whence
it seems that the verb is perhaps irregularly de-
rived from the "", q. v.]. (1..)

4 1 ,,t i. (,1) and 'tI. (M,TA) are
syn. with *1~I (1, ) and , (M, TA,) [i. e.
He st, or dposed, the warp of the garment, or

p~ eceof clot,] uaid of a weaver; contr. of &MJ1;
except that * t. means he did so for himself
and for another, whereas S means he did so
for another, $.3 meaning he did so for him-
sel£ (TA.)

11 [accord. to the Q and V]. ,ta, inf.n.
o'~!, said of a she-camel, She became relaxed
by reasm of lust: (?, 1:) thus mentioned here
by J and in the 1]; but its proper place, as is
evident, is art. i.l, in which it has been ex-
plained. (TA: see 0 in art. Lo1.)

U-is s^ with 4S (1, M, ]K,) relating to
a arment, or pice of dcloth; (?, M;) au also 

· a-1; (1g;) both signify [The warp thereof;]
· ~~~~~. A.o 6,:II,

the contr.of 1;J; like 5 . and j.l: (M :)
and ,atI is [the n. un. of the former, or] n
with ; , relating to a garment, or piece of
cloth: (AZ, :) [whence,] one says to him who

neither harms nor profits, t 3C -j ;.;J a IJ L
[lit. Thou art either a woof nor a ,warp: ee
albo a similar saying voce.]: (TA: [see abo

S.- :1) and,t ,'.1 signifies alo s_.. or

S~ (accord. to different copies of the 1]) [lit.
a garment, or p~c of cloth, having its warp set
or di~ d; perhaps meaning having a good, or
Jtrong, warp; in art. .~1 written, as from the

L, PSL , for which I find no other authority];
so expl. by AHeyth: but accord. to others, it is

what the weavers term ., as mentioned above,
a'fi. e. the warp. (TA. [See also .. l in art. ¢,l,

and ail in art. 1l and in art.j,. and .])
Also i. q. .J . [as meaning Afavowr, baew

fit, bo~faction, or the like]; (V ;) in this sense
also a dial var. of LS.. (TA.)_ AlBo a dial.
var. of L5kZ signifyin. Dates while continunj
green and mall; syn. C4. (TA.)

;l: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

I ·1 .,
i,,l: see i.~, above, in two places.

,,~~~~~ -

1. o..o, aor. -, inf. n. a.., (so accord. to

the L, and the text of the 1] followed in the TA,)
or ... , (so accord. to the CK and my MS.

copy of the 1,) and 4_.. [which last suggests
that ~ also may be used in the sense here
following,] said of a cheek, It wa even, and
soft, and Ing, in moderation, wi littleJf~ ,
(M, TA,) and wde: (TA:) or wa smooth, and
long, with little~ h, and wide. (L. [See.

below.])-_ _~a.., inf. n. 1 .. , is said of a

man's natural disposition, [meaning It wau, or
becamn, ~tle, or asy: (see ,. ~, voce .. ,

below:)] and one says, ilts. - a_l t.
L.1i [In his intelect ui gravity, and in his
natural di~potion is gentle , or easinem].
(A.)- i, '. . q. -. [i. e. The
pigeon cooed; or reiterated its voice or cry; &c.]:
(Lth, 1 :) but said by some to be a mispronun-
ciation, and disallowed by IDrd. (MF.)_
. Hg dJ 4 lie ap a meaning to him

ob~ly, indirectly, bbscurely, or aluimely, by
spch;a also * : (Az, g:) so in the
"Nawadir." (Az, TA.)

9: see what next precedes.

, 4. 1; 1signifies The pardoning, or for

givin, ith g . ($, 0, :.) One says,5,?~ a.:L.,; (?, A, 0, TA;) a prov., relating

to pardoning, or forgiving, whm having powwer
[to punish ortotakev~ngeace]; (TA;) maing
[1tou hast beco pssed of power, the par
do, or forg , ih goodr; or] tp haf
attained t oect, them. act with ~od,;
(A, TA;) and thou Ast obtaind powe, tb
pardon, or~forgi, in as Wy anda good mm~er:
(TA:) it was said by the Prophet to Ibn-El.
Akwa', and by 'Aisheh to 'Alee on the "Day of

the Camel."' (O.) And one ay alo, oy 1
When tou askedt, or ~ t, th, make

thy wor, or oresion, easy, and b g (b.)

7. A j .3 i. q. [app. syn. with
~_1, or pqrhaps a mistranscription for this last

word, meaning He a liberal, or g~o, to
me with such a thing; or he conm d ~ y
desire in such a thing]. (g.)

am: see ,s in five placeos.

~ Beauty, and ju~ ofprportio., (T,
~, L,) of the make, (T,) or of the face, ({,) or of
a man. (L.) [See also 1, first sentence.]

Soft, or gentk, and even, or s; as
also t . (1.) You say ai %t A
eaty (, A) and a direct, or right, (A,) gait, or
manner of yoin. (S, A.) And 1t e i V

:4_ and _, and . , u a
one waUked, or went, with an eay gait or mamr
of goin~ : (L:) or mith an equable gait, t
inclining the body frm side to s in prmd&
(T.) And t . J. A ntle, or an asy,

natural d~ition. (L.) And j_. 3 A

man easy and good in natural disposition: (lar
p. 3I4:) and ,;JI * g. [which mueans the
same]. (A.) Also The ,i of a road, (.,
A, K,) or its main part, or beaten track; (A,
15;) and so V ..: (8. A,]5:) because of its

evennes. (TA.) One says, V5 & . j

t*>JI or ;,JI U [Loam ew thou r Ams tho
middle of the road]. (Q, accord. to diffirent
copies.) And?l m -- -;

o, - :':'*0
oi..) ,i ..; . 14

....~ ,91 ' ,1., [He who we, demands,
or ~ for, that which is a right, or due, and
goes in the beaten track thereof, God ill conduct
him to the attainment of his object]. (A, TA.)
~And Meaure, size, or rpor~on; (~, ;)
as also , (S,) -and : (,A, :)
so in the saying, c. , ' .j. J t

.lj (, 1P) and m1 t and _

3J_lj (S, A) [The people, or party, contrd
their tents, or ho,u of one uniform masrem
&C.].

'a2d: see a,,., '

The air. (O, 1.) [Perhaps a mistran-

scription for .]

it: i. q.;4: (Fr,O,::*) sointhesaying,
4 . ,..

"3 t Z-; Ma [I sat oter againt, orfont
ing, hisfae]. (Fr, O.)

0. 

ou

L�- 

is P^ with M, ]K,) relating t6 to pardoning, or foriiving, Whm having power
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pment, 
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of 

cloth; 
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both 
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with 
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art withr a n.Tf nor a warp the Camel!' (O.) And one oays

abo 

a similar saying vocejs;]: (TA: [see also When Llwu asked, or b~ thm main
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ei 

0 a 0 0 a,

U-1-j) 
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-# 

Lq~ �P
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or 

&~ ; perhape meaning having a good, or Swo:rd,7meaning He aw hleral, or gm~ to

strong, 

warp; in art. ~1 written, u from the me mU mch a thing; or M com~ ~ my

LP 

for which I find no other authority]; desire in such a thing]. (lg.)

so 

expl. 

by AHeyth: but,,aooord. to others, it is OCC in five placeo.

what 

the 

weavers term Zw, as mentioned above,

A 

#A 

Beauty, andjuMmofpropwtion, (TI

i. 

e. 

the 

warp. (TA. [See also Zw$ in art. t:~I, clq~

a 

69 ?, LP) of the make, (T,) or of the fam, �J or of

and 

Lq,%,.1 in art. jkwl and in art..y~ and J~.D a man. (L.) [See also 1, first sentenoe.]

Also 

i. 

q. jA;;; [as meaning Afaww, bow 9 So

.ft, 

or 

gentk, and even, or m

fit, 

~ 

affim, 

or 

the,likel; 

(V;) in 0.1
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aW You say C4~ 301: An

dw 
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dial. Yry. of Lq~. (TA.)~ Abo a dial.

var. 

of Lq " easy A) and a dirwt, or ri

signifyinf 

Dates whik continuiwj ght, �A,) gait, or
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and mall; syn. (TA.) manner i A .) And V"

t:.� 

and and a

&Uw: 

we the next preceding pmgraph, in two one maUmd, or with an " gait or mamur

places. of 

~: 

(L:) or with an equable gait, m~

,,;wl: 

see above, 'm two places. incl~ tAc body fmm side to side in

(T.) 

And A or an me,

natural 

~ tion. (L ') A A

.Clblld 

man eanj and good in natur;d& (1�u

1. 

C~, aor. inc n. (so aowrd. to p. 3W) and jUJI [which mum the

the 

LP and the text of the 1� followed in the TA,) 1

& 

(so wwrd. to the CK same]. (A.) ~ Also The of a road,

or 

C-, and mY MS. A, K,) or its main part, or beaten track; (A,

copy 

of the V,) and [which lut suggests V;) and so V A, V.:) becaum of its

' 

` ' 0 & & ' 2.

that 

Cold also may he used in the sense here evennew. (TA.) One says, VC," 00

following,] 

&dd of a cheek, It nw mm, and jAl l or joWl [Loam thou for 7dn'tho

so.ft, 

and lmg, in moderation, wUA little~,

(M, 

TAJ and wide: (TA:) or am smooth, and mdd& Of the rOadl.; (Q, acwrd. to diffirent

111 .. 0 '
kV, 

with little~ , andmide. (L. [See pies.) And V

inf 

n. ILhip~, is said of a Amqj j.1 WI 1U.SI [He mb web, demandr,

belowj) 

C~P 1 '

man's 

natural disposition, [meaning It mu, or or &~for, that mUch is a right, or due, and
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~ ,or" : (see ` 0 �' 0 . 0 gm in the beatm track d~f, God wO conduct
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c t 7 voce P~, ' him to the attainm~ of his otiect]. (A, TA.)

below:)] 

and one says, Jil& #-- -

J,3 

A-A"J " J, And Mmmre, Sim, or proportion; M190

i�.� 

[In his inte&jt'it gravity, and in his 9 0 8 0. 1
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also and Vmh

natural 

di~ion is ~lmm, or eatinew].

J J #~&I(A.)~ 

L jo..# ~
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q. 

I:% 0 [i. c. The `0 in the eaying,

pigeon 

cooed; or r�terated its voice or cry; &c.]: ~1.9 P) and ~;.3 V and

(Lth, 
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.0t04 

He or~ a meaniy to him &c.].

obUqu4, 

b~ tbj, bUcurel or afflaimly, by 2-

y, 

: ow 2-

u 

also (Az,l�:) so in the

The 

air. (0, ]g.) [Perhaps a mistran-

Nawiffir.` (Az, TA.)

aMption for2: no what next precedes.
A

�t;.11 

signifies The pardoning, or C:tn-� i. q. #tq.3 : (Fr, 0, V:*) so in the saying,
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jeor-
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A, 0, TA;) a prov., relating ing, Abfam]. (Fr, O.)

1

to 

pardoning, 
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forgiving, 
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having 

power
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punish 

or 

to 

take 
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(TA;) 
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Itiou 
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Pm~d 
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power, 

then 

par-
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or 
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attaind 
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thm. 
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m" 

9~;

(A,* 

TA;) 

ana 

thm 

Aaat 

obtabW 

powe, 

tAm

pardon, 

orforgim, 

in 

an 

mW 

and 

agood 

mm~:

(TA:) 

it 

wu 

said 

by 

the 

Prophet 

to 

Ibn-El.

AkW, 

and 

by 

AUch 

to 

'Alee 

on 

the 

11 

Day 

of

the 

Camel!' 

(O.) 

And 

one 

oays 

Ill

When 

Llwu 

asked, or b~ thm malm

thy 

wor&, 

or 

orprmiou, 

sasy, 

and 

be

7. 

$A1 ' C4..3 i. q. [app. syn. with

C~I, 

or 

pqrhaps a mistranaMption for this lut

*ord, 

meaning 

He aw Meral, or gm~ to

me 

mith 

mch a thing; or M con~ ~my

desire in such a thing]. (lg.)

am in five placeo.

C.q~ 

Beauty, 

and judnm ofpropwtion, (TI

LP) 

of 

the make, (T,) or of the fam, �J or of

a 

wngn. 

(L.) [See also 1, first sentenoe.]

Soft, 

or 

gentk, and even, or m

aii;�, 

It 

You eay & An

easy 

�, 

A) 

and 
a dirwt, or ri or

ght, �A,) gait?
01 WI

manner 

of gou7. A.) And V"

t:.� 

and and tL� !;L,

one 

maUmd, 

or mkh an " gait or mamur

of 

~: 

(L:) or mU an equable gait, m~
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the body fmm side to side m

(T.) 

And Ir ' ' jLL A or an We,

Cr~ 

j 4.0 l!

natural 

~ tion. (L.) And C~ j,�.j A

man 

eanj and good in natural disposition: (Ijkr

p. 

3W) 

and JUJI [which mum the

same]. 

(A.) ~ Also The of a road,

A, 

K,) 

or its main part, or beaten track; (A,

0 0 a
and 

so (8 A V:) becaum Of its

* 0 &
evennew. 

(TA.) One says, V &

C" 00
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or 
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mid& 

of tAc road], (Q, acwrd. to diffirent

4 3 111 .. 1 - 0 '
copies.) 
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&~for, that mUch is a right, or due, and

goes 

in the beatm track thereof, God ioM co~

him 

to the attabm~ of his otiect]. (A, TA.)

~And 
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also and V 0-, ($,A, V:)
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so 
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.B oo t I.]

:~ee: gee u, in four places. elf, or bend hielf down, to the arrow p ng
, , e in to l beyod the butt, going oer it; which they used

.. : a m., m two plac.-Also to reckon like that which hit the butt; meaning
Naturaldiwitio; (.,A,.;) and so ' that he used to concede to the shooter thereof:

, the ,, .. or, accord. to As, it means that he used to lower
~(1Ji~~,intheTA_q,)and?.and his head when his arrow was elevated [too high]

(]s,) the last an inf. n., though having no verb. above the object shot at, in order that the arrow
(Abu-l.1Hasan, TA.) You say, a., p -', might be rightly directed, and might hit the
He is generou in respect of th natural di/. circle. (TA.) - And [as salutation is often

position. (A.) And .l; 2- ' W -b accompanied with a bending of the body,] ;~
Such a onefolowed hi. o opiion. (AZ, TA.5 also signifies t The act of saling. (L, TA.)

· . ,sat~ ado stpprio;[You say, d'o t He saluted him. And also
l..! Boa,u~.fs, and of just propron; tHe paid re~pect, or honur, to him; or mag-

(T, , L, V;) appliedtothemake,(T,)or tothe nifed him; see am p.294.] ... You say also,
face, (.,)or to a man: (L:) or aface euable in . I , The: panlm-tree bent, or inclined,
form,. (A.) And O~..JI'" (A"Lfom. (A.) And 1 1 J.J (A, L, (Al.n, Mgh, TA,) by reason of the abundance of
TA) A man even, and soft, and long, in modera- its fruit. (Mgh.) And '.3. 1;JI t The
tion, witl. littlflesh, and wide, in the clhs :

ship beads, or inclines, bny tlu~ influtnc of the
(TA:) ol smooth, and long, with little fsh, and shp bes, or nes, by t influenc of th
wide, in the cheks. (L.) - Also A camel thin oind. (A,TA.).-o tlj.l, in
in thite lip. (Ham p. 283.)..- And the fern., the gur [tlv. 5], means, accord. to Fr, t [And
.1 ~,, A she-camel perfect, or comnplete, (L, the herbs and the trees] turn towards the sun

,) in length, or tallne~ss, and in la~en .: (L :) and incline with it until the afternoon-shade be-a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fenoonsh-haeamlt~i bec.(I.
and a she-camel song in the back. (.) comes brohen: (TA:) or the herbs and tlhe trees

sc. . .q . ., ,,. humbly submit to his will. (Bd, Jel.) The ~j
_: see .'. _.Alsoi.q. [The of inanimate things to God we understand, in the

place, or point, towards which a penon, or thing lur, as denoting obedience to that whereto they
goes, tends, or is directd]. (O, .. ) are made subservient, and as a fact to be believed

e ' *se m .~ without inquiry into the manner thereof. (I'Ab,
L.) .Also He stood erect: (Lth,M9b, I :) so
in the dial. of Teiyi. (Mob.) It is, said in the
.K, immediately after the mention of the first
sJ in . ignification and this last, that thus the verb has

., (S, A, Mb, , c.,) [aor. two contr. meanings: but it may be said that
.,4_,,, (Msb,) lle ras, or became, !lowly, hum- there is no [necessary, or absolute,] contrariety
bit, or submi.tire; syn. ~h.e , (S, A, C, TA,) or between *.oJ and ' l ; (MF.)m 
, - f, and J;: (M.ab:) or hc bent hi,,eff down '. , aor. s h is leg became ilateM, or s 'ol 45~~~~~~~~~~~~~Qnr ,: and/ kg becamw O,~Jfated, or swol-
towards the ground: (Aboo-Bekr, TA: [and ln. (1], TA.)
such is often meant by && and byr :]) 4. .1: see 1, second sentence. - Also,
[or it hlas both of these significaLLons combined; (1~,) inf. n. 14..1, (S,) I H6 loohed continuedly
i.e. he was, or becanme, lowaly, hA mble, or sub- and tratquilly: (TA:) or he looked continuedly,
missitve, bending hinself down; fL: the primary (S, ,) and lowered the ~elids in a languid, or

signification of ... J1 is JJU together with languishing, manner, (8, [the inf. n. being there

;>Lfi [or O..tG]. (Bd in ii. 32.) And t .~.. expl. by O t1 b ,oa LJ JI oL,]) orower-
lle l,mer.ed his head, and bent hinmse,lf'; (AA, S, ing the eyelids [&c.], (%,*' Tg,) with a looh
Mgh, . ;) said of a man; (AA, .8 Mgh;) andi indicative of [amorousness, and feigned coyness
pt hiz forehead on tih ground: (Igh:) and or op,osition, or] con.fidncwe in one's love, aml
likewise said of a camel; (8, A;) :n the latter conatleuent presumpltuousnes: (TA:) or he had a
case tropical; (A;) as also '_; xA, Mgh, languid, orlanguidshin,eye. (L.)_And ,,;
Meb ;) meaning ! he low,ered his hea, (., A, "; 1 She lowered lwr eye. (A, TA.)
Mgh, Myb,) to be rididen, (f, Mgh,) or to his . .
rider, (A,) or on theoccasion of his being ridden, 3.&a A single act of >~ [as meanin

or d. M.. - Th *o . trating onaelf in prayer or the like: pl.or Mounted. (MDb.) - The >.~ of wa yer is . -, .: . .a , ,
from ._ in the first of the senses exil. above; .ra r n]r so n the phae/] ( .b: [Ifrom ~~~~~~' ))~'erforlned a prostration of my.iey/: (Mob:) and
(. ;) and means The [prostrating onesel ;] nut- · . -
ting tMe forehead on the ground: (8, M gh:) ;'uJI ;, o1,J [I recited, or read, the chap-
'o ,; (ISd, M9b, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, ter of the ptrostration; which is the thirty-second

(ISd, TA,) signifies he put his forehead o, tlh chapter of the lur-in]. (S, Msb.)

ground: (ISd, Mb, TA:) but .. to Gd , a subst. from ; (.8;) A e~, or
denotes a particular manner [of doing this; i.e. ,
the prostrating oneself in prayer by dr)pl~ sort, [or kind,] o [as meaning prostration

getly .Pont .thknes a thplm on/ f t enain n prayer or the like]: so in the phrase
gertly upon dotne ses, placing the pal7tu of tA4 ; pefre a lon hin
Aand on the ground, a little before the place of &m v* Ipero7edalnghn
the knees, and then ptting the nome and fo,r a dof tpwtration of myselfJ]. (Mgsb.)
on the ground, the for^er first, bee the two 1 J; [A man who prostrates hims
hands]. (Myb.) - It is said of Kisr&, iL. a trad., much, or 1fqly, in prayer or the like].

L,.IJ ';.6E1i, i.e, He used to lower him- (A, TA.)

1307

*; ; A [(mall *at, such as u trmodJ

(, Mgh, L, TA,) [of an oblony shape, and a
mnall oblong carpet,] upon which one prostrate
himslf [and standz and sit in prayer]; (L,
TA;) also called ? ;t, (A, TA,)and tV;,a .
(A, L,TA.) You say, 3;, L.; &c_ [He
tpread his prayer-mat, or prayercarpet]. (A.)

-And The mark of ,.. [or prostration in
prayer] upon the foreead [when dust adheres to
it]. (S, A, Mgh.)

1.e;j: ee the next preceding pragraph.

ac .act .p n. of ,_: (L:) [Being lowly,
humble, or ~bmiuive: bending hinmelf down
towards the ground: &c.: and hence, prostrating
himself in prayer; putting his forehead on the
ground: &c.:]J pl .... (.S,A,L) and ,.q...
(L.)..l,M p. ,l 1,.j, in the J]ur [ii. 55
and vii. 161], means And enter ye the gate bend-
ing down your heads: (I'Ab, l :) it wasanarrow
[or low] gate. (I'Ab.) - And i l~ , in tle

.Kur xvi. 50, means I Humbling themuelve to
God, with bservietcy. (TA.)_ You say also

l,*L ; a, nd ~* and l , [this

last word being pl. of.' ~,L,] IA tree, and tree,
benading7, or inclining: (A:) and 1qI )J;
tpaln-trees bending, or inclining: (AHn:) and
L".Cl LiS t a palnm-tree bent by its fruit.

([.) [But it is said that] ~y ,, occurring
in a verse of Lebced, means t Firndy-rooted
[tall] palm-trees. (IA/r.) - And de.cl ~L

1Jl.t Such a one ih abject, low, huanble, or
'n//issive. (A, TA.) - And .~. *; # A
languid, or languishing, eye. (A, ].)

1 t llaving his leg inflated, or swollen:
(, TA:) applied to a man. (TA.)

, .~..; ~tl , (o, (O,,) or 10..l, (8, o, g,)
thus some relate it, with kesr to the . , (0, ,)
in the saying of El-Aswad Ibn-Ya.fur.

--.
* ;L h:aJL - i,iI, *

[Of tihe wine of one writh earrings, having a nasal
twang, girded writh a waist-belt, i. e., of a
foreigner: he brotiglht it for writat are terned

Y la.h..l.D.j.S], (E;, O, ], but in the copies of the
.K.,dla, [which I think a mistranscription,])

means dirhkems wheteon wer effigies to nwhich
pople perfornned the act of Q: (s, 0, 1:)
it is said that upon them nwas the effigy of Kisr,i,
and he who behel them lomered his head to tlh
and sdwned humility [as the Persians in the pre-
sent day do to the picture of their King]: (IAmb,
TA:) or . means the tax caid q,.:
(0, 1 :) so says AO, (O,) or A'Obeyd: (TA :)
or the Jew and the Chritians: (O, :) some
say the former and some say the latter: (0:)
and it is read with keer to the ., and expl. as
meaning the Jew, (O, J,) by IAr. (O.) [What-
ever be the signification of the last word, the
verse plainly means, "of wine of a foreigner, sold
by him for foreign money."]

The fordhad, (., ],) where is the
1 bi5*

1

1



iqis jq

aarh mae by t ).. [or proetration
prayer]. (?.) [Said in the TA to be tropica
but not so accord. to the A.] And sing.
`.GL which signifies The parts of a man th

are the pac~ of j4.; (Lth, Mgh, Mqb, L
-nel,l meaning th forehead, the oe, t)
has, the tne, and the feet: (Mgh, L:) i
tAe fore th Aands, and the h ..: (Mgh
or the svn ; (?, ];) namely, theforead~
the haand, the knees, and the feet: (TA in ar
~l .) such, accord. to some, is its meaning i
the ]ur lxxii. 18. (L.) . See also the next pan
graph, in two plaue.

6,
mAR [Any place in which O oM perform t

act of ),.*, or actu of wor.hip or devotion
and particularly a mo~e ; a Mudim temple
an oratory;] a houe in which one perform tlA
act of .. ~; (l B;) a house of prayer; (Mg;
M9b;) any place in which one perforns acts 
vorhip or devotion: (Zj:) a word of well-know,

meaning; (Q;) sing. of "G;; (?, Mgh, 1;
and also pronounced Vf .*.: ($, :) this latte
word signifies, accord. to IAar, the +A [her
meaning oratory, or place of private prayer,] R
a houee; and the place of prayer of the congre
gations; (TA;) or it signifies any of the part
of the d , au wel as of the body, that are t/.
)Iaces of j-: (Lth, L:) or the place of th
foreead [on the gro~nd in the act of pro~ tion
in prayer]. (IB.) Fr says, (?,) the JaL ol
every verb of the elam of ji having its aor. oc
the meaure #n in with fet-* to the medial
radical letter, whether it be a subet, or an inf. n.,
(, ,) without any diflference, so that you say,
;, ~ ; and ;; uk; (g;) except some

words (;, lg) among subets., (~,) as and
Z ($, ) and ff () and jc.'.and Li;

fro ' , ' j, ' "*' 
and &L. and~ and CA~ and J1 (;,)

1 ' j. 6, 0 ' 'from Xj; aor. aJn, (d,) and ;J an d 
(;, ) from iJ, aor. l.; (.8) these being
with kecr (i, ]) to the medial radical letter (g)
uas a sign of their being subats.; but sometimes
some of the Arabe pronounce it with fet-h in the
subat.: ,;. and >:;. have been transmitted;
and we have heard '.JIl and t V , and

I and ' ;LI: and he further say, ($,)
tet-4 is allowable, ($, ],) in all of these, (?,)
even if we have not beard' it: but when the verb
is of the clm of .W having its aor. of the
measure ja, the n. of place [or time] is with
keer, and the inf. n. is with fet-b, to distinguish
the one from the other; o that you say, ' j.,
meaning 'J, and a ;ju IM, meaning *jI. (f,
v.*)-Hence i ~. A co"1eatioal

moqe; i. e. a moe in which a congregation
am to fo the Fida raycer.] bqZ
k.J_JI [The red mo~e of Mekkeh]. (Meb
in art,.A.) Msls9 I 1 e ,lrthet mosuue
[which is in Jerumaen]. (Mob in art. 9 l.)

b.JI , The m e of the .AL [q. v.]
in Mina. ( c. in art. .. ) And O '-_

in The two oqu ; that of Mekkeh and that,
1; EI-Medeeneh: (e, Mgh :) o in a vere cited i
of the first paragraph of art. XJ. ( .)

;)
h
or

1. o _, (.,A,M,b,l,) aor.,, (Mqb,) in£. 
. (Mqb, TA) and j ; (TA;) and Vt ,

i inf. js J; (TA;) Hefilbd it; (, A, Mb, ];
namely, a river, or channel for water; ($, A, K ;
and a vessel; as also L;; (TA;) with mater
($.) You say, .1;JI _ [The tOra

iel d the wed]. (A.) And ,1;31 Th
% [see its sing. ~..] became J,d by the rain

; (;.) In the ]ur [lxxxi. 6], Z ,~ rj.allt';

some read thus; and others, *t J; (Zj;) an,
Th explains it, and so Zj the former reading, a
signifying, And whnm the ea be filled

n but ISd says that there is no way of understand
) ing this unles it mean ~illed with fire: or i

means and oken the seas Jha/ll ov : or dal
meet togeher and become one ea: (TA:) o:
V ;1""_ signifies sall o forth, one into an
other, and thus become one sea, (Zj, Bd,) and wo.b
filled: (Bd:) and there are other explanations o
the above-mentioned words of the ]ur, whicl
sec below. _ . ' JI _.dHe poured t/

water into his throat. (; ..)...Jl,, (8, A,
f Myb, ]C,) aor. r, inf n. ; (S;) and tj;,.
f (Bd in lxxxi. 6;) or the latter has an intensive

signification; (Mgh;) He heated the oen; ($,
A,] ;) indd fire in it: (Msb:) orfll/ed it
with Jfood to heat it: (Mgh Bd:) or he
heated it fidly with fud. (TA.) The words ol
the lur quoted above, ;j~. jt.1 I3Ij, are said
to signify And whme the sas shall be set on fire:
(El-[asan El-Bagree:) or sdal become vithout
water, (]atideh,) or shall be dried up, by the kin-

ling offir therein: (B :) or shall be kindled, and
becomefire: (Jel:) or hall be mid together, and
dry up, and bcomwfire ; (El-Ubbee ;) an explana-
tion founded upon the license to employ a homonym
in its several significations together: (MF :) or
by "sea" is meant hell. (Kaab.) You say also,
;:Ji i ;99j :4- [He stired the fuel roith
th ;w,..]. (A.). -u1 _ . .. ($ ,a, )
aor. -, (S,) inf .n. ( g,A, 1) and _;
(SC, g;) and * 4., inf n. jaJ; (A;) tThe
shcamel prolonged Aer yearnig cry (;, ,
A,) afJer hr young one, (Ar, A,) and/led
her mouth with it. (A.)I i , in£ n. n. ;
[and oe., and 1V~..; (see the pass. part. ns.,
below;)] He made it [namely hair or the like]
to hang dow (TA. [See also w a .])

.-- ; t(A, ;) and t.,, (A,) in£ n.
je*-3; (TA;) and t jy; (IJ,A, 1;) He
pot a ._ upon, or around, Ahi (a dog's) neck:
(A:) or he bound him (a dog) with aj j.t. (0.)

2. V. $_, in£. n. je.3, He opened a way
to the water; nmde it toflowforth, (Aboo-Sa'eed,

,) whithersoever Ae would. (Aboo-Sa'eed)_
See also 1, throughout.

of 3. ', (A,) inf. n. j , (A,j) tHe
in aeted or auociated with im a a friend, or as a

truefriaed; (A,* ,* TA 2 mixed, or held iler-
cours, with him: firom J4WI i. (A.)

7. jq..1 It (a vessel) became fil. (TA.)_
It (hair) hung down. (See the part. n., voce
1f-*)- Tt;, 1 lie camcl folle

one another in a continuous ries, or uinter.
" ruptedy, in their march, or progress: (, :
) [but in some copies of the ], for tJI ej 1 ,,_n1,
) is put J:]) or they advanced and hastened;

u. aslso jil. (TA.)

Qe Q. . 1. j,: see 1, last two sentences.

. .' (T, ?,M, V, &c.) and t & (T, M, ])
, Turbidness, or diuines: this is the primary
d signification: and hence, (TA,) tan intermiture

of reds in the white of the ey: (S,]:) or
rednr in sthe whiteof tAI eye: (T:) or redinss
inclining to wvhitenes: or rednes. inclining to
t bluen: or redna in the black of th eye: or as
intermixture, or a tinge, of rednes in the black
r of the eye: or a light red~es mixing vith the
blackneas: or an inclining of the black to redn s:
or a slight hitene in the black of the eye: or a
dibgineu in the inteior of the ye, arisng ft i,

f neglecting, or leaving off, th use of collyrni.
(TA.)

; seeQ .Q....Also [A fal of] rain.
water which fifs tvhat are caled >IQ [pl. of

q .v.]. pl0

~ A A e l (TA.)

d |= i Fuiel with wnhich an oen (j) is heated;
/f A, Mgh, ];) as also t he. (g) and V

'(TA). [See also '- below.]

S : A man's fr iend, or true or siner~
. friend:l I: - (,A, :) from ltW reAa;

because each of two friends yearns towards the
other. (A.)_ -hAnd hence, tA o.(am
p. 205.)

.t..1 A torrent that fills everything. (TA.)_
A place upon which a torrent come and which
it fills: ($, A, ]g:) a possessive epithet, or of the
measure Jal in the sense of the measure Jy s .
(TA.) See also 

t A wooden thing, or piec of wood, (,1,)
that isput, (,) or hung, (,) upon the neck ofa dog:
(S, ]g:) or a colar, (TA,) or ring or colar of iron,
(A,) that i put upon the nech of a dog: (A, TA:)

SUpo their n.cks are iron coall.rs (A.)

~12 applied to a pool of water left by a
torrent (.A, t Having mud unmi ed with
sand; or having good mud: (,:) or tof
which the water in to a red colur; which
is the case when its rain-water is recent, before it
has become clear: (TA:) and t rain-water te
mied with turbidne and rednu. (A.). _ A
man havinr what i ter ise or r _ i the
eye or cy: ferm. ,o (TA.)~ i o o

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3

3
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Bou- I.]

A e,p of wicA the we~ is i.ermied with
r,, .: (..,A, :) an in which ,i ~w i

^_ [q. v.] (TA.-)- , :, AJ
tui drp: (A,* TA:) and in like manner
IL. (TA.)

: see : and abo what here follows.

uee - Also [and app.
A piee of wood, or stick, wi which the fud in
an ovm ($p) is ~ (A, L, TA.)

A Md* : (AZ:) applied to the sea in
this sense: (f:) or the ma [itself]: (]: [in the
TA, by the omission of ;Iaftier af l, it is
made to signify "a ea of which the water is
more than it is itself;" a meaning which, au
there remarked, is not found in other lexicons :])
an d Wt q fied with Mfie: ('Alee:) and
·- . · ,. e, *4,0~~~~~-ia 00

C. ,see, and t 3q.., a full eye or ource;
sy n,. (A, TA.)_Milk of which the
water is more than it u itsef. (Fr, ,5...
Made to Mlow forth. (TA.) - Empy. (AZ,
Aboo-'Alee.) Thus it beas -two eontr. significa-
tios (TA.)_ KiXd~ (1].) 6til, or t;
(]i;) as also tL: (TA:) or sti or q ,
and fiU at theb same time. (A'Obeyd, TA.)_
gip~ JS; Pearls tg and hanging down:

(A'Obeyd, ?, ] :) or that Aae fal and become
aedfrom their sring: and J ei;is

aid to signify a pearl of mch brihiany. (TA.)
_.(TA,) and MV i d and _,'.

(],) and t J., (,,)Hair made to Aang
down; (V;) Aang (,do^.
_ , (AZ, A,) and y _. , (A,) and &-,

(A,A,) A dog havig a j., (q.v.) upom his
eck. (AZ, 9, A.)
on ,. ....

~: amee O _, in three places.-Also,
Dried up; of w/ich the mater haa ns into the
grod. (TA.)

0.1.1 0 · 0,,
^34: wsee J , in two place.

* ... 0 ...

s: ee -- ,

1. ,,_, (9, A, V,)aor. ', (,)inf. n. ,
(TA,) It (water) became alted, cAanged in
odour, or ~ ; syn. .: (IAyr, A'Obeyd,
I, A, 1:) it became turid, thick, or mw&ddy:

(18k, A, ]:) or it became corruted, and ti~d
up. (TA.)

. a.q, inf n. J..3, He made it (namely,
water,) turd, thick, or muddy. (~, TA.)

,._': see the next paragraph, in fiveplac.

vW tlo Water that is a~d, changed in
od&or, or g; syn. ;ae: triMd, thik, or
mwddy: as also t ', (L TA,) and t 
(TA) oror rrte and ai rid t ; aalso
tmapm: or the last signifie made trid, thick,

or muddy, and ~ d up: the [only] form men-
tioned in the i * is-.: but Aboo-Shl mry
that A ~ is the form learned by him in read-
ing under Aboo-Usmeh in the Muannaf;. and
a to t,_., it is only an inf n. (TA,from a
note in the handwriting of Aboo-ZekereeyL)_
Henoe the saying, (TA,) Jt 1 -

I i not come to tAh to t/h end of ights:
(TA:) or ever; (;, m ;) as also

.(tj;, (TA,) and a.nr ,, p, (9, ],) and

- (5c,) and v~ bmurr u (9, 
or while time lat; ma also ,; Jt q. , and

d.q; U.~ : (A:) it is from bg mean-
ing "turbid,"' because water thus termed is the
last that remains: ,P is a corroborative; and
A I s;ignifies "the last part of the night:"
(TA:) or J g Jl meanS while the nght
gl a lon couy. (yam p. 243.)

_t. G ;A ram ha/igmucA wool: fem. with 5:
(A:) or a ram having white ~ool, ~oodfor tup-
ping, or conyer, and of eccl~nt breed. (V,*
(TA.) And Certain ~hep [i. e. a breed of ~]
b~onn to th BmoTeghibA, (],' TA,) i
El-ezeereh. (TA.)

0 ., 0 -
h ,: see - .

L aor. g, inC n. H He p ud an
eewujorm cours; he pursed an even course,
foJoing one order: this is the primary signifi-
cation. (TA.) [It seems to be properly intrans.;
but is sometimes used as a trans. verb, J or .
being perhaps understood; u in the following
phrase;] t.ul JIJh q. . He pursued, or
aied at, that object of purt or aim; (T,
TA;) ocourring in a trad. (TA.)_ And It
ma en and unJbrm, one part theeof being
like another. (TA.) - [Hence,] iL_jt ,
(Mrd?, ?M,b, ]V,) aor. ;, (M,b, ]g,) in£ n.

(Mbr, TA,) and quasi-in£. n. . ,
(TA,) The pigeon o ~d its cry is
ruped~y in one u'iform way or manner;m, or
called, and prooed it ice or cry, modulating
it ~wely: (Mbr, in the "Kranil;" and TA:)
or cooed: or reiterated it oice or cry: syn.
1;. h: (R, Mqb:) and 3y: (Mb:) or;Z;>;

(IDrd, ].) It is said in a prov., j
, I '!.:@ (. 1 [I w,n i not come to thee as
ln as the pigeon coo..;] meaning I wi nvr
come to thee. (4.) You say abo, 

-mJ, (,TA,) inf. . , (TA,) The sh
camd prolon her yearning cry in one unom
maner. (,TA.) - And ,.;l J , The
bow prn it twang is one unform manner,
mootono~y. (TA.) -And hence by way of
comparison to the ~ ofthepigeon, ",b '~
: He (a man) made his ~eech, or lauage, [to

be rhymAg pros, i. e.,] to haew J . like the
rhyme f s, w t its beag m ~r
(M1b.) And " [alone], ( a, ],) or. , (],)

in n. ; (, TA;) and inf n.

(.,TA;) :He (a ma,) spok, or ~d, [or
com~ ] (p , ], TA,) r~ming ~ec or an.
ge, (,) [i.e., rhy~ g pros, i.e.,] ch, or

lanuage, haeWn 1 ([ TA) like th j..Igb
of , mesure: s id in a deap.
tion of sijistn, ti; * -i I J * ;

· ~~~~ ~m ,,;a f., ,;¢~
[Its water is such au scantily distils, in interrupted
drops, from mountains or rocks, and its robber is
a man of ourage, and its dates are of the worst
kind: if the army be numerous in it, they hun-
ger; and if they be few, they perih]: so says
Lth. (TA.) You ay alo, t , meaning
tHe uerd the th in the manner above
docrbd (TA.) [See also ~! , below.]

3: see the preceding paragraph.

Uy,; [origiuly inf. n. of , q. v. ;] (,
Mfb,], &, ;) or, as some say, V~j,, but the
former is that which eommonly obtains, the
latter being said to be a subst. like . meaning
"what is slaughtered," unknown,5however, in
the lexicons, and probably one of the intances of
the elicitations of the fbreigners, (MF, TA,) the
object of him who says that it is being app.
to make a distinction between the simple subet.
and the inf. n., as in the ese of the simple subt.
and the inf. n. of '~ said of the pigeon; [see
£Q.;J1 oZn;] (TA;) and t·J~..I; (i,
1 ;): RBy~ ~_ or lanage; (, ], TA;)
[i. e. rhyming prome; i. e.] p~ch, or lanamge,
havin J.h like the rhy oJ ver, without
be a m red; so called u being likened to the

_ of the pigeon; (Mgb;) or becuse of its
uniformity, (TA,) and the mutual resemblance
and agreement of the words which end its clauses:
(IJ, TA:) or a con~ [of claum] of p~ech
or lang~ , it o S [which is the pr
citMpal, or ony, rhymebtt~r]: (Jm, :0) or it
con i the agree of the endi cor&
[or clae~], i n artain order, like the agre
mnt of the rhyA~ (J1J) [of erm]: (Mbr, in
the " Kamil;" TA:) each claue em with a
qu~ecent etter; and co~ of at lat two
~rd: (Kull p. 208:) [see an ex. in the firmt
paragrap~ h of thi art.: you say also? , :
(p) and t 02 0 0 , meaning the same u

eq': (TA:) the pl. of CR~ is L& ' (6, °
and, ~accord to IJ, ,.S-, but ISd says, I know
not whether he have related this from another or
coined it, (TA,) and &.C¢, (p,) or this lst is
pL of t ~..t (O) [and is also a pl. pl., i. e. pi.
of ~..,1, like as jaljI is pl. ofJl*¶ which is pl.
of ,A, and many similar intance might be
added, such instances being numerou app. becaue
jtJt is properly a meutmre of a pL of paucity].
J141 &.1l is That [rhy p ] i 
the two word [that ed two rrSo
claus] agree is the lr of the b not
i meare; u . il and . nJ: nd q. J

Li 5 lt0, is tht in hiAa the meae i. ob~
in th two wor as wel as the letter of the

I
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t,_; u_WI: land'.~m. (T.) It is aid in a
trad., that Mobmmad forbade ~ in prayer:
[but numy of the forms of prayer which he
hinmelf precribed, and many others commonly
used by Mulims in every age to the present time,
are , and the ]Jur-4n is a composition of the
same kind, though some do not allow this term
to he applied to it, because is a highly
arthfwal style of p angage, characteri~ed
by a d of rhythm as well a rhyme, and it is
obviously not proper to asribe such artificial
language to God, nor is it proper to use it in
prayer, wherefore] Az says that 5~ is dis-
approved in prayer because it resembles the
language of the diviners, or soothsayers, but
that other kinds of rhyming styles are allowable
in , and J51;. (TA.) He is also related

to have said, hl _ [Avoid ye the
rlyming pr~ of the diviner, or soothayers].

(TA.) One says also, al ,t [Between
tlem i a discours, or colloquy, oral or written,
in ri,ymin pr~ ]. (s.)

ee lJI _ _ and see 

at,--) ;}see i*;L

1, Pming [an evn, uniform, coure, or]
a direct, or right, course, (AZ, , J, TA,) in
going, or journeying, (AZ, $, TA,) [and] t in
speech, &c. (lg, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

- --.# --- t ' , -- 

* i;*~~~~~~~~
i.e. [I tra~rd, or have traversed, with her a
land in which thou couldst ee tlw face of every
one of the company of travellers ridin oer it,
mien tAey get upon it,] U j !;;1. [turning
axle fim the right course, (or rather turned
aside, unlcs, which is not improbable, the right
reading be ot,) not direct], (AZ, , TA,) or
,Not direct towards one point: (TA:) but in the
O we find, as on the authority of AZ, 'i
,1A l ; t. j tb .L. [which is evidenily a
mi,stranseniption; the right reading being jo

- , ,q .;t Ll t..w or the like]. (TA.)
_[lcnee,] A face justly proportioned; [symn-

ietrical;] well, or beautifully,form~ed. (1.) 
[Hence also,] aatL. &L.w, and V j ,-, (g,)
withlout ;, (TA,) [A pigeon continuing its cry
uninterruptedly in one uniform wvay or manner;
or calling, and prolongin its voice or cry, modu-
lating it weetly: or cooing: (see 1:) or] reit-
rating its vc or cry: pl. [of the former or of
both] '_ and [of the former] /1. (-.)-

And - 1gU A sh-camel p ing her
yearning cry in one uniformn manner: (TA:) or
quavering, and prolom~ging her voice, [in the
copies of the 1 ai, but correctly 4;L,] in

er yearning cry: (J:) or tall; (AA, g;) but
Az says, I have not hoard this on any authority

beside that of AA. (TA.) _ [And hence,]
tw - also sinifies I[A rhymig~ , or

rhymig-paoaist;] one whuo seaks, or utters,[ or
composes,] * and in like manner, [ t1.
(mentioned by Golius,.and by Freytag as on the
authority of the ], in no copy of which do I find
it,) meaning one owho /peaks, or utters, or com-

pore, _ mcAh: and] 'A1;A [meaning one
who does so very much: the three epithets being

similar tojitl andl and jl ]. (]g, TA.)

J1: see 5.., in three places.
0,* 0

!~. A place, or an object, [to which latter it
is applied in a phrase mentioned in the second
sentence of this art.,] of pursuit or aim; syn.

--. (S.)

see t

1. .l Jq : ce 2. -' ,aor. :,inf.n.
·Ja.-_, She (a woman) was, or became, slender
in the ait: and lank in teb bely. (TJ.) [See
also J 1 .., below.]

2. t JI ;, (,) inf. n. , , (TA,)
lie let down the curtain (~ i I) upon [the

entrance of] the tent, or cha/mber; as also
t ,i nd t .. .l t (, TA :) accord. to-the
T, Js.A. ' signifies the letting down of the C)a ...
[or two separate halmes, that lang side by ide, of
a curtain]: accord. to the M, the I~tti downn
of tlh curtain. (TA. [See also what next
follows.] )

4. jJI ,..I Het let d tlwe curtain. (S,

K, TA.) - [Hence,] J>l ... I: ti. q. i,
(S, F, TA,) i. e. The nigt becamne dark. (TA.)
_ See also 2.

: sec the next paragraph.

and ? ~.h [of which the former is the
more common] A curtain; a veil; or a thing
tlhat veils, conceaL, hides, covers, or protects;
(S, ;)as also t J, and t : (TA:)
or a lpair of curtains haring an opening betiween
them: (IDrd,K :) or each half of a pair of
curtains, (Lth, K, TA,) dividea in tihe midst,
(Lth, TA,) by which any door, or entrance, is
veiled; (Lth, , TA;) as also 1j~..: (K,
TA:) this last is not a pl. of _0.: (TA:) thus
i ti4 li signifies the two separaie halves [trat
hang side by side, so as to neet together,] of the
curtain of a tent, (Lth, S, TA,) in the fore part
thereof: (S :) so in a verse of En-N6bigllah Edh-
Dhubyanee cited in the second paragraph of art.

)j: (8, TA:) the pl. of h and ~ is
J l~. and y .. ; and the pl. of s %1~

is aW (TA.) [Hence] one says, JPiJl '
J -_ : Thle niglht kt don it cwrtains. (TA.)
_--_ ~ also signifies The part that is behind

a door or an entrance. (0, TA.)

@ . .

~ Sn~ of the waist.: and lah~
of the bely. (6.) One ays J4 *, In

his waist is senderness: and &* 4 uin

;ist belly lanha~ (TA.) [See also : *
in the first paragraph.]

"-: A period (Al) of the night; 0g;)
like U., (TA.)

1:see J1 !-, in three places. - Hence,
The thig [i.e. e ging, such as a frin, c.,
(thus applied in the present day,)] that is a~0ed
to the borders of a garment, or piece of cloth.
(TA.)

ai~: see ~ ,_H -Hence the saying of
Umm-Sclemch to 'Aisheh, .i e.

Z_ 5 and lt;;,.j c.l t [i.e. s 'q- i.e
(as in the JM in art. m.j in explanation of

'iI,. Q.;-) Tl7oa hatt rent opmn his il, or
cowering; both of thse explanations meaning the
same, as is said in the 0 and Vt in art. J~..] --
but it is also related otherwise, i.e. c3t C..4,
which lhasu the same meaning. (TA. [See art.
J,.J...])

h.- C [A tent, or chamber,] aving a
pair of cNrtain ( ;..) tqpon its entranem, or
door. (AB, TA.) El-Farezdul§ nrpliws this masc.
sing. epithet to a pl. n., saying ' JIi j.
(TA.)

L ~ 3.4. J , ($, .,) in£ n. j , (TA,) Hlae
poured out, or forth, tle waUter, (S, K, JM, TA,)
contino~y. (JM,TA.) _- Henc,, j"I
He read, or recited, te Kir-4in continuoudy.
(JM. [See also J ~ ]) S aSo 2:. - and 4.

2. J;..., inf n. j . , (B, Ms, K,) srid of 
judge, (S,) or !4dee, (M.),,) lA, wrote a J
[q. v.] ( S,* :) or he decidedl judirially, a:nl
rerled his sentence in the V : (Mh :) and
Mtr says that t-l- may e synl. with 1 ,

signifying the *riting of .; _ [pl. of ],
thougih not found by him in the lexicons: (Har
p. 47B :) [but I have found it, for Sgh says,] the
Jt.~! of the .4 e and his Jk are one [in

meaning]. (0.) You say, t J.~ e dcided
it judiciaUyl, [and recorded it in the j_ ;] or
Ithe decreed it decisively; so expl. by the Shereef:
or, as in the 'Inayeh, the establislhed it and re-
corded it [in the J.]. (TA.) And Mil J.
slJ O'~J The k.idee secured to suc-, a one his
p,rolerty [Inb a judicial (ecision recorded in thc
Js-]' (TA.) And t..dl "'.I& J;. [TlI
4adee decided judicially against him, and recorded
his sentence in thl j-,]. (Mgh.) - And )

I.ii t He rendered tim notorious by reason
of ;uc, a thibg, and stignatized tim waith it.
(Z, TA.)- And , J. e thmra it f,m

abow; as also tV J., inf n. j.. (]. ) X
And Jj;~, inf. n. as above, He (a man, TA)
became affected with carnal appetite. (1i.)

1
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t 4 1_, (]g,) .in£ . X;C4 , (?, IB, TA,)
[and app. j'_ also, (ee ,,)] He vied, com-

td, or eaded for speriority, wih him;
emudated, or rivalled, him; or imitated him;

(, IB, 1 ;) do~ng like as he did; ([, IB;)
originally in the drawing of water; (i,IB;)

each of them bringing forth in his J [or
buckAet] the he of what the othr bro'ght forth
[or endeavuring to do so]; the one, of them, that
d ~ being overcome: (IB :) and also, t in run-

img: or in watering. (?.) Hence, J ! W
{i t Such a one vies th ch a one, each of
th produing, [of tke evidences] of nobility, tlhe
ie of what the other prodaces; the one, of tlhem,

that de~i being overcome. (IB.) El-Fadl Ibn-
'Abbas Ibn-'Otbeh Ibn-Abee-Lahab says,

* LsSW 4ab ~~~~~~~. ·
* ,2z ;J 
[Ie who cotds for superiority with me con-
te,d for speriorty ith one PO glry,
who fi the buchet to tht tyig of the rope that
is attached to the middle of its cro-bars): and
hence the eying, 1 ';-.O l. ([. [See ,~ .])

4. ; I4egave hun a bucketful (;;) or
two ethf (-,., .): (1:) or, as some say,

the gave him much. (Ti.)._And J,_l
',l HefHlled the watering-trough, or tank; (,

as aeao ? q;-.(JM.) 1l Z4

~l C, r17e beast w sent forth, or st OO~S or
free, ith its mother. (TA.) It is said in a

trad.;.. l l. L" Q , meaning St not looe
your cattle in mena'sfid&ds of seed-p~ . (TA.)

_And you say, ,,MI Ht.1 He lft, or /fl

alone, the people. (]g.)_ And jp*1i * q J l
t He made the affair free, or allowable, to them.

(1].) _ And.;01 l 4 t I made the sch,
or language, to be unr*&tr/Cted. (S.) - J.,- HIC
(a man, TA) abounded in goodns, (1., TA,) anud

beneficence, and giftsj to men. (TA.) ~

., inf. n. J~l, I vrote a-writingfor the

man. (M.b.) - See also 2.

6. I.J.L3 Twhey vied, competed, or contended
for sulperiority, one with another; emulated, or
rivalled, one another; or imitated one another;
[originally, in the drawing of wtrater: and hence,

tin other tldngs: (see 3:)] (S,TA:) and "
jQ[ .tL Tluy two vie, &c., each with the

other. (1.)
7. J..JI It (water)pouredout,orfortAh; or

became poured out, orforth; (S, K ;) [app., con-
tinuously: see 1.]

X; A full bucket: so accord. to Az and El-
Firabce and others: (M :) or a buclet contain-
ingq water, whether little or much: such as is

empty is not called J. nor .y, (S :) or a
grat bucket: (Msb: [see also J~.:]) or a

great bucket that isfuUl (g1, TA) of water: (TA:)
and a buchetfud; the quantity that fills a bucket:

(1 :) it is of the masc. gender [though Ji (the
most common word for "a bucket") is generally

fem.]: (S, 1:) pl. 34.. (S.) -_ And [hence,]
tA hare, or portion; (Myb;) like ;9 [which

1311

likewise originally signifies "a bucket"]. (; in

art. ilS. [See also .]) And hence is derived

the saying, J1 ... ,, [as though meaning
t War is an affair of shares, orportions;] i.e.
the victory in war is shared by turns among the

people [engaged therein]: (Mb :) [but it is im-

plied in the S that it is from °L. IL.l, and that

jit. is here an inf. n. like &l.q., agreeably

with analogy; and if so, the saying may be
rendered oar is a contention for superiority:
(see 3 :)] or the saying d . _ JI means

t [War btwe~n them consists of portions, in such
a manner that] a 1. [or portion] tereof is
agaianst thse, and another is against these : ( K :)
originating from the act of two men drawing
water with two buckets from a well, each of
them having [in his turn] a full bucket. (TA.)

You say also, o.6 X .. u t He gave

lIi,n his share, or portion, of such a thing; like

as one says, Z,l. (H.ar p. 19.~ The phrase o,;,
in the saying Ju g ;

(K, TA) has an intensive signification; (1,
TA;) [the saying app. meaning t They have, of
glory, a large share.] - Hence likewise, meta-
phorically applied to signify t A gift: one says

Jq..JI 31g.. r [A bountijfl man woho is
large in gi9f]. (]ar ibid. [The first word in this

saying is there written jr..]) One says also,

w ' It [He has overf good-

ne or beneflcene. (TA.)_ Also t A bounti-

fud man. (Abu-l-'Omeyhil, g.) - And t A
great udder: pI. Jl. and j (K.) -

See also J,., in two places.

: ~ eethe next paragraph.

&
Jq.. A riting ; or paper, or piece of sin,

wvritten uron; (K, TA;) as also 1 J (TA)

and t (1g,TA) [and uJq., as appears
from what follows]: or a jt; [meaning a roll,
orscroll, or the liuw,] for writing upon or vritten
upon: (Bd in xxi. 104:) and a written statement
of a contract and the like; (1, TA;) i. e. (TA)

i. q. L: (., TA: [but see this word, which has
also other meanings, and among them that here
following, which is the most common meaning of

, ; :]) the record of a k.d/ee, or judge, in
which his sentence is written; (Mqb;) a judicial

record: (Mgli:) [seo also J_] pl. .).
(M:b,g.) =-1J J.Jl . , in the 1ur

xxi. 104, means Like thl folding of tlAe j,
[expl. above]for the purpose of writing [thereon]:
or for what is to be written: (Bd :) or upon
wohat is written; (Bd,* Jel;) i. e., upon the
written record [of the works] of the son of Adam at

his death: (Jel:) or jq.Jl here has the third of

the meanings here following: (Bd, Jel:] or the
second therof. (Bd.) -And A writer, or
scribe: ( :) and so some explain it in the verse

above cited. (TA.) - And J.Jl .I certain

r ~e of the Prophet. (.) - .nd A certain
angel, (15,) who fold the nritten statements of
[men's] yorks. (Bd ubi supra.) - And, without

the article, A man, in the Abyssinian langa .

(s.) In the verse cited above, I 'Ab readt J4..,
and explained it as meaning A certain man: but
it is also said to mean a certain angel: and an-

other reading if ' A 1, a dial. var. mentioned

above. (TA.)

jt~Jl a name for The ewe. (Ibn-'AbbiLd, O.)

_And J~.~ J1_ [i.e. 1 ,j- JLP.,, so in
my MS. copy of the , but in the C °Jl. -

Jlt.,] is A call to the em to be milkd (Ibn.
'Abbld, O, .)

J'.. A she-goat abounding in milk: thus
correctly, as in the O: in the copies of the ]1, in
the place of j.s is put * [making the meaning

to be a spring abounding in water or an eye
abounding in tears]. (TA.)

J~., applied to a bucket ( L;), Large, or

big; as also with : (J :) or t Liu~' [alone, i.e.

as a subet., rendered such by the affix ;,] signifies
a large, or big, bucket. (S.) -And, applied to

an udder (t), Long: (S:) or pendent and

wide; as also J .J;.: (1 :) or this latter, ap-
plied to an udder, but only of a sheep or goat,
wide, flaccid, and tossing about; triking the
animal'ts hind legs,from behind. (ISh,TA.)_-

And, with 3, applied to a testicle (..), Flacrid

and wide in the wcrotum. (].) - See also J ...

- Also Hard, and strong. (%.) _- And A
share, or portion: (15:) IApr says, it is of

the measure j from J_ meaning "a full

bucket" [and likewise "a share, orportion"];
but, he adds, it does not please me. (TA.)

aJi_., in a testicle, Flaccidity and wideneu
in the scrotum. (K.)

"lUg: see ,.
J Stones lik lumlip of dry, or totgh,

clay: arabicized from j1 e;; (1K,TA;) which

are Pers. words, meaning "stone and clay ;" the

conjunction falling out in the arabicizing: (TA:)
or baked clay: (Jel in xi. 84 and xv. 74 anti

cv. 4:) or stones ($, 5) of clay (O) bakted by the
firo of lIeU, whereon were inscribed the na,me.

of the people [for whom thiey were destined]:

(S,K15:) so in the gur; as is indicated therein,

in li. 33 and 34: (S:) or J inthe ur

means ~ i.e. of what had been written
[or decreed] for tlhem, that tIey shwuld be pun/i.hedi

therewith; and ' means the same as ,

mentioned and expl. in the Kur lxxxiii. 8 and 9:

(15 :) AO says that ,e_ > means many and

hard; and that is syn. with . in this

sense: (TA:) it is also said to be from 

meaning Hell; the O being- changed into J:
(Bd in xi.84:) also, to be from mean-

ing "I sent forth him or it :" or from

meaning "I gave;" and to be from j.JI.

(TA.) Also i.q..>1j; andso [q. v.].

(L in art. C")

'q _. A mirror: (S,::) or a Chinew

miror: (MA:) [said to be] a Greeck word(;),
1
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( , ,) a rabicied :. (v ) a nd bo e say
(Az, TA.) [PL., aocord, to Freytag, Jq.C... -

And tPe essch as are termed jlSLg.', of sil
(P TA;) us being likened to the mirror. (TA,
-And Gold (i.) -..And Saffron (IF)

seJ : e h)m~ . - $ - the fern.,] a;
plied to a she-camel, (,j)means t Lonq in ta
udder (Q:) or big in the udde: pl. j~~

(ig.) - And, applied to a woman, t Dig in ta
posterior.: (i>:) pl. aa above. (TA.)

J;.... Allwd or made allowable, to #my,
onie, (Q, 1;) not denied to any one. (
Mobammad Ibn-E1-I.Ianafeeyeh said, in explaiin
ing the words of the ]~ur [1v. 60], Cj"..~ 1 q 

[Shall the recmpe'nse of doingr amo
be other than doing good ?,qWjf4 ,
meaning t It is unrestricted in its relatio'n to th,
rijhteou and the unrighteous: a righteous persox
is not made to be conditionally intended thereby
exclusively of an unrighteous. (Ay, ~, TA.)-
And one says, j~z ;U'; XL t [wedid i
when fortun wau unrestrit d, i. e., mwhn no onm

fe re any one. (Is)

inf. n.., . and Z. .. (~ C;) and ? A ... l
(~JM;) The tears/ol~we: (JM:) or poured

/bi;(TA in explanation of the latter verb;)
uand so the latter verb said of water. (TA.)-

And **I ,* ~m.. I fe held back from thte
thting, or affair, delaying to do it; (A, , TA;)
and shrank from it. (A, TA.)i siIt.q..

t.iC~ (~,l~ )aor. 1 and -,inf. n... and, 
and it, .4,', Thep mye shed its tears in drolis: or
shted its tcarx, little or muchl: (l5~:) or poured
*/brth its tears. (TA.) Avid in like muiuner,

.1,3 a~a.. . -l c4. :77w cloud p)oured forth the
gr'ater, (~, T , little or much: (1] C:) and
Z$a,...is t q . 't T hes loud rained continu
silly; as also .. J:(IA9~r, TA:) and Jg.e

1.JI Thtexl s oredfortli [rain]; as also ~ l
(q.) And 4-... [H1e poured it forth, app. mean-

isng either ~ orii.j1l]; and [so] * 1.m....; and 
[app. in an intensive sense] d ... inf. n.

..5 Aand.;tij..... (IC omitted in the TA.)
2: see the last sentence above.

4: see 1, last two sentences.

7 : ace 1, first sentence. _A5I^ j lVwk
langug was, or became, rbjigtly, or regularly,
ordrd arranged, or dirpoed (TA.)

and ?.A~v a d ?,.0 (TA) [are
instance of inf. no. used as epithiets, (as is said in
The TA of the first andl secnd, to which the
thiird is obviously similar,) meaning Tears/oin,
or pouring forth: or the first may be more cor-
rectly rendered tears shed in drops, or simply
shed, or poured forth].

.... Tears: (]K:) or~oin tears. (TA.) -
An4 Wate: (so in copies of the l(:) i. e. the

g q . . is san. w ith. V h I q ~ [ m p i o e ]

plaLp and,q.: and is applied to a femare
likewise, as also ah.e; PI. and ~o~
(P)

lb..e The leeper of aprio (K.)

Rg.. ee q. ' - [In the K ur lx x .7,]
A certain ~glace in ,vhich it the reor [of the
deds of the wicked; L,,L,C;) or, as I 'Ab
says, in whichar their reiters: AO says, itis
of the measure from A ' ie 1 g.i
from 4 i: (,L:or a certvs'va&ly in H et :
or a certain stone, [or rock,] (L, ~,) beneth,
(L,) or in, (V,) the sevet earth: (L,]g:)
[these explanations are given by those who hold
that C L in the next verse is for 4ALbL

~~:: or it there means a rese compriin
t~e- fthe tw ticked, (Bd, Jel,6) of the jin,
or genii, and of mankind, (Bhl,) oryo the de~l
and the sUnbelievers: (Jel:) or C~ L* in the
next verse is for em; .,otb La, an d the mean-
ing is the place, (Bdl, Jel,) whkich is beneth the
serenth earth, the abode of Iblee and his forces:
(Jcl:) 1Ath says, it occurs in a trad. with the
article JI ; and without that article it is a poe

nameforthefire [of lieU], and hence the men.
tion of it in the l~ur lxxxiii. 7. (L.) [See also
j~q..'.] ~Also Aniythiing hard: (L:) andkard,
r-eliempent, or &evere; (8, L, X(;) applied to a
beattinig. (., L.)-And Continiuinig, lasting, or

eL'rlsti(J sy . ~Ii ; (L, 1~;) as also J eaw..:
Bo accord, to EI-Muiarrij. (L. [See, again,

Je..])Andi.i. q. ;CI.: (L, K:) so in the
savinge, J1J3W J...a [He did that opemlJ

Dr )idblitclj. - (L.)~Also Palmp-trees (JUL)
tuch as are terinecl L>&eL (AF, L, l~) in the dial.
if the P1~iile of El-Bajl*neyn; (Al, L;) [app.
neaning, that the latter word is of that dial.; for
t i s said thiat] the Arabs [aplp. the Arabs in
,cner.ti] say in the place of~,L whichi

s not Arabiic: (L:) the 1Palm-trees thus termed
Lire Kiich as have trenhews dlug at their feet to
Yindlut thie ira ter et) themi when it has not reached
o themp. (L, and K' in art.. * -'.

Cjr.. Iron st ch a a is ter ed [.e.

hinle menn.- P.(.

[3......e accord, to Freytag, The act of in-.
'ri.oiPtipg: bu it seemis rathier to be a word of the
lass of a.le;.." anrd i.. &c., and to signif a
ainse of i?p)iso.in;ytnt.]

* .t - (S M -) c, or.- (,q

sac.(AJsido

if. n. ~ ~ ~ ~ (~~, K , T A ) a n d q . , ( T ) s a d o
ic nighit, (Fr, 1Aar, Mob, TA,) &c., (TA,) It
as, or beca,nie, silentt, quiet, or still: (Fr, IAqir,

, X, TA :) and dlarkt: (Fr, TA :) or its darknes
w.a me extede: (1Avr, TA :) or it coveed or
rncealed, by its darkness. (M9b, TA.) JU

Iw11 in the gur [xeiii. 2], means And the
g,ht w hen it becom es til, silent, or ie

j ater of the sky: (TA:) or wvater that is' ap-
-parent, or manfifes. (Cli.) - Also The leatws
of the[trecaed] Jj&[q. v.]; (V;) to which
broad and long arrw-hed ane likened. (TA.)

.atmw. an infL n. used as an epithet:se
(TA.)

W 41;; [An eye z"~~ many tears].
'. (Q, TA .) - A nd ~ . A .. ~[C o d o rn

.. 1W b $ A she -cain .1 yiling much milka:
(A, TA:) or that parts her hind legs om bein

-miled and raise her hamd: (1~, TA: [in the
CV,, ~, is erroneously put for j.am.:) as

A man wjho shrinks pognerou actions.
(TA.)

used as an epithet,] you say also .. 4. & *;
Eyes sh ddn tears in drops, or simply sh ddn
tears, or pouring forth tears; s. q.. o[pL. of?~ _ C fer , of ?..I .LW, of w hich las 4 c or , t

Freitag,~.'..is a pi.]. (TA.)

~~4 ~t Clouds pouring forth much rain.
(TA. [See also..,...]

&LA certain dye. (.

,~1.. A camel that does not utter the grum-
bling cry termed .Uj ~ TA:) or thtat does not
brayclearly: (TA:) i.q..t ()

0,~ ~ ~ 0.

^b .bitLandwateedby rain. (~, TA.)

1. a q.., ( ,M ob, , aor. J, inf. n. *. .. &
(,MobJ) He imprisonaed hisa. (~, MCIb, K.)

[Hence,] it is said in a trad., Im m. L
~~,Ci ~ ~ t [T1ere is not anyjthingmore t
(leerin oflo g esraint than a tongue]. (L.)

-And I ~E4. : He secrted anxiety; did not
revel it. (L, ]C.) A poet says, I'
a

0

-a - a .S .3 -

&,;4j C L Ij Q W4 j :v

:[And by no means secrete thou anxiety: verily
to the secreting threfpertains embarrassment:
but load wit it~fletcamel of Mahrek]. (L.)

.a .. ,inf. n. i. q. g [le cut it,
or divided it,lenghnnse; clam it; split it; &c.].
(I~.)-..And aLil C~ lHe made the palm.
tree to be such as- are termed ~ [or 
i. e. hie dug at their f e tr n h s o c ndct the

water to themwhen it did not reach to them]. (v~.)
0 a

A prsn ~ L, Mob, u aalso

1 m :(L:) pl. of the former ,q.. (Mgh,
Mqb.)-

P
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(IAqr, Zj, l, Jel:) or when it covers roith its
dare (Jel:) or when its people bcome silent:
or rhen its darknss becom still: from 

~J01, in£ n. , The sea became calm. (Bl.)
And one says, ediI The wind became

sti/. (TA.)-..1hJI ?q T she-camdel pro-
longed her o [or cry of yearing toards her
young one]. (&.) - See also 2.

3. Hie cooered anything; as also t .l,
and . (IApr, TA.) You say, 1j -~_,
(8, Mgh, Myb,) inf. n. i;_J, (S, Mgh, IC,) lie
coered the dead person (Mgh, Msb, O) with a
garment, or piece of cloth, (Mgh, Msb,) and the
like. (Mob.)

3. I.L., (],) inf. n. .t4., (TA,) e touched
it. (].) One says, ;.4C l. ,** tM3 i.e.
[He brought us food, and] we dd nt touch it.
(AZ, TA.) -_ And i. q. qJ, [meaning He
worked, or laboured, upon it, or at it; &c.].

(].) One says, u; a. J; i. e. i;jW
[meaning Dost thou worh, or labour, upon a
landed estate? or, probably, dost thou cultivate a
landed etate by the mork, or labour, of others?].
(Aboo-M6lik, TA.)

4: see S9. 1 fl ci . ,1 The h~ mea l had
much miki (fgh, I-)

[',. A sinere companion and iend (Go-
lius, from Meyd.)]

A nature; or a natural, a native, or an
innate, dipition or temper or the like; syn.

'., ,and ., (s,) or ;k: (Mqb:) or a
faculty, or quality, firmly rooted in the mind,
not easy of removal: (MF:) pl. i14. (Mob.)

tIj1 JUi A she-amel still, or quiet, when
being miled (M, .) _And A she-camel
whose fur is unruffed: and r l ashe
whose oo is wunruffed. (TA.)_And -y 

A gentle wind. (TA.)_ AndJ;bl i;.. i;.
i. e. ; C, (1,) meaning A woman languid,
or languishing, in the eye. (TA.)

.La it, silent, or quiet: thus applied to the
a [as meaning calm, or unrue]. (S, I.)

And IqL; 4W A calm night, in which the ind
is till, and nch as is not dark: (T, TA:) or a
night in which the cold has become allayed, and
in fwhich the mind and the clouds hamve become
still, and which is not dark. (M, TA.) And

JC ; Jb A stil, or motionles, eye: (,p:)
[or] , accord. to IAr, means an eye
that ha/ a languid, or languishing, look; which
is an accessory to beauty in women. (TA.) 8ee
also the next preceding paragraph.

1. L, (e, A, TA,) aor. ', (B, TA,) in£ n.

., (8, 8, =,) He poured out, or forth, (f, 
X, ,) rater, (1, A,) &c: (9:) or, accord. to
IDrd, r signifies the pouring out, or forth,
in onscutive quantities: or, accord. to the M0b,
[but this art. is not in wly copy of that work,]

Bk. I.
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.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the pouring forth much, .or abundantly; and the
like is said in the Jami' of ]. (TA.) You ay
also, G L'.J *- [The sky poue forth
Its rain]. (A, TA.) See also an ex. of the
inf. n. voce t.., below. -_[Hence,] one says,

i. . .J 5I3 ; : [I asked him to
recit an ode, and he poured it forth to me; lit.,
upon me)], inf. n. us above. (A.)_ [Hence
likewise,] C signifies also t The act of fio~ ng.
(:, TA.) One says, - ~ .... , (8, TA,)
aor. and in. n. as above, (TA,) t He inflicted
upon himn a hundred stripes of a whip. (., TA.)
- And t The act of beating, striking, or smiting.
(l~.)_ And t The act of thrusting or piercng
[with a spear or the like]. (TA.)- -,, (.,
A,) aor. ', (.,) so says Fei, or, accord. to some,,
agreeably with analogy, (TA,) in£ n. (S , ] )
and ' ..., (1,) or the former is the in£ n. of
the trans. verb, and the latter is that of the intrans.,
(MF,) It Jio*edfrom above; (S,;) [i.e.it
Jlowed down;] said of water, (S,) and of rain,
and of tears; (S,A;) as also t . and
/ tm..red (s: ) or r signifies or signifies also,
it pured out, or forth, ewm~ntly: (TA:) and
t T. , it flowed; said of water, (S, TA,) and

of a thing. (TA.) - [Hence,] 6l.JI ~:.., (S,

A, TA,) and JjLll, (TA,) aor. 3-J, (., TA,)

or, accord. to 14 and Z, (TA,) inf. n. r,o r, * C "(T,-if'n
(V,) or &_ (., A,) or both, (TA,) and
_.._.., (S, Ibn-Et-Teiyanee, TA,) : The shAeep

or goat, and the animal of the o,-hind, became
fat: (AZ, AgIn, §, TA:) or became fat to the
utm deree: (I:) or became fat o a to flo
with grease: (A:) or became fat, but not to the
utmost degrp. (TA.)

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

7. t . 1 It (a camel's arm-pit) poured
with oweat. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. t- 3: see 1, latter half, in two
places.

Rain pouring abundantly and t v~ y:
(] in art. I,:) and VL.. , , and

* _" (10 rain pouring I y, ( ,*'___~ vehement,l'w,y, (~, ]~,'
T A,).rn/g the surface of the earth: (TA:)

and * 5.-*, applied to rain that alls in large
drops, poung much, or abundantly; and also
applied to a thundering cloud, (Ite, i. e.

Q; 4 !,1, [or, accord. to the 0 and A, to
any cloud, p,]) pouring forth mch rain:
(Iam p. 391: [in which it is said that in the
latter. case it may be proper; and in the former
case, tropical:]) and t Z'. , so min a
copy of the K, [and thus in my MS, copy of it,]
in other copies * itA., but the former is the
right, (TA,) an eye pouringforth tears abndant,
or much: (, TA:) and * ·~~~ ia (S, TA)
[a pear-~od, or the li,] fowing [with blo .
(TA.)_ [Hence,] A , t A swaring in
which oatha pour forth co~cutivdy. (L.)-
ALo ti. q. ,J [Li. e. pry, or tough, dates, that

'crumble in the mouth and haa hard ~on]:
r (:) As relates his having heard the Ba~lnees
thus term a certain kind of J: '(TA.:) or

w scattered dates: (A:) or : dry, or tough, dates,
((1E, TA,) not sprinled with water [in order that
they may stick together, for thus they do for this
purpose, or they sprinkle the palm-leaf-receptacle
of the dates for this purpose], (TA,) scattered
(J, TA) upon the ground, not collecte i a

receptacle, and not packlud; (TA;) as also t 
(IDrd, ],) which is of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(IDrd.)

Ia,

r-: see what next precedes.

The air. (Pr, T, O, g1.) [See also

t , which is perhaps a mistranscription.]

I a fem. epithet, an instance of .;i having

no JW, [i.c. not having r~ for the mae.
form], occurring in a trad., in which it is said,
(TA,) S 'ii : 9 - j 

(A, TA) i. e. The right h,and of God is con-
tinua/ly pouring with 0giIs, nothling w render
it deficient, night and day: or, as some relate it,

the phrase is t· -. l the ight
hand of God is full, with youring forth]; the
last word being with tenween, as an inf. n.: it is
thus likened to the abundant source that is not
diminished by drawing from it, nor by descending
into it and filling the bucket. (TA.) - You say
also Rm..1 ;jk (A, TA) t [An incrsion into the
territory of an enemy] that pours calamnitjy tlwon
people with sudden impstuoity. (TA.) - [Go-
lius explains 1_.~, on the authority of Meyd, as
signifying t A hot nn'nd: it is probably a mis-
transcription for ?' z.]

aI.--,: see

se: e . _ Also, applied to land

(Wbj), t TVide, or paciow: but IDrd says, I
know not the truth of this. (TA.) Also, and
*A.~ , A court, or a spacious portion in

which is no bduilding or that is vacant, of a house,
(~, ], TA,) and of a place of alighting, or of a
settlement, or of a collection of houses or tents:
the former expl. by IAr as meaning a man's
quarter, or tract, in which he alights. (TA.)

a~ : see what next precedes.

; andits fem., withi: see e : and
see also the fernm. in what here follows.

c - t, (A, ],) after the manner of a pos-

sessive noun, (TA,) and UL,, (1,) the latter
ocurring in a trad.,or, as somerelate it, t l.- ;,
which means the same, (TA,) : A ~ , or goat,
that it fat: (8, TA: but in the former, only a
pl., as applied to sheep or goats, is mentioned;
namely, the first of the pl. below:) or that fJlow
with grease by re~ of its fatnes : (A:) or fadu
offat: (TA:) orfat in the tmotd degree: (J:)
[or fat, but not in the utmos dree; for] one
says j.f; then ;;.* when it has become a little.
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J t J L, '-.J [The s~ i of the
wind were, or became, dragged upon it, i. e., upon
the ground (.,'wl), so as to efface the traces
upon it]. (A, TA.)

',; i. q. '3U [app. as meaning particularly
A covering, or Jlm, upon the eye: expl. by
Freytag, from the Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen, as
meaningoculorum caligo]. (]}.)-And Remaint
of rvater in a pol left by a torrm; as also

24t;ar: (], TA:) dim. of the former ' ; ..
(TA.)

).~ J;, A man who takes, or carries, or
sweeps, away everything by which he passes.

(].)_- [Golius explains t~.., as on tho au-
thority of Meyd, as meaning A portion of water
remaining in a skin or other thing: but I think
that this is a mistranscription for 1.- .. ]

,1i.. [termed in the S and g pl. of a t., as
also , and ;.LI,,] is, accord. to AS, [cor-
rectly,] a coll. gen. n., used alike as mase. and
fem. and sing. and pl.; (MF, TA;) and l
is its n. un.; (MF, Msb,* TA;) and _ is pl.

of $l or of 41~; (L, Msb,* MF, TA';) it
may be pl. of either of tlese; (L, MF, TA;) and
eoS is pl. of hl_,t absolutely, and of , _

wlhen used as fem.: (MF, TA:) it signifies
Clouds [or a colctton of cloud]; (,S, , KL,
TA, &c.;) and [cjo/tJ] from which tih rain
comes: (TA:) so called because drawn along in
the air; (Msb, TA;) or because they draw along
one another; or because the winds draw them
along; (TA;) or because they draw along their
fringes. (TA in art. ~ .) One says,,S,
4i;t't [The cloud rained upon them]. (A.)-

[Hence,] I$ $. .a~ .. t lI Iremained
at his abode the whole of my'day: originally said
in relation to a cloudy day; and then prover-
bially used in relation to any day. (A, TA.)
And 'd 4u ; sa c Jj C S I ceased owt to
do it the wiole of my dag. (K,*TA.)_-t.
,.,A.1 [properly 7Tle water of the clouds] is a
term for twine. (TA in art. -)--,Aa'--J 
is a name of tTheJ Prophet's turban; (Mgii,
TA:) it was thus called as being likened to the
,l~ of the rain because of its being drawn
along in the air. (TA.) - Albo the name of A
sword of irar Ibn-EI-Khattab. (g.)

i;t;_ n. un. of + [q. v.]. (As, Mb, &c.)

4 dim. of .v. (TA.)
· ~ dim. of a , q.v. (TA.)

.,,__1 S A man who eats and drinks much,
(?,A,) or ehemenmtly: (IC:) Az says that the
word known to him in the former sense is

~j.., with :;; but that perhaps a.1 is
allowable. (L, TA.)

A place of dragging, or drawing
along, of a skirt, or garment, &c., upon the
ground: pl. .l: ee I5ar p. 78.]

L ' , [aor. ', inf. .n. ,] H,e ctirpated

ft: then ; ; then ; then t ; and then

._, rwhich means fat in the utmost degree:
(Aboo-Ma'add El-Kil&bee, TA:) pl. , (Th,
9, L,) thus in the handwriting of J, and men-
tioned by Aboo-Mis-lal, (TA,) or _ (IVI,

]~) and ~tl.,, which is extr. [in form]. (1.)

And tL- .. A tFat flaks-mcat; as though, by
reasn of its fatness, it poured forth grease.
(Ay, 9, TA.)

r h M A snfl horse; (;z, I, TA;) as
thouwjh it poured forth running; (S, z,TA;)
likened to rain in swiftness. (TA.)

. ·.. . . a 

o1~5~-· Lad: see r.

1. ' ', (8, A, Meb, a,) aor. -, (Msb, ;,)
int. n. _,, (Mgb, TA,) He dragged it, or
drew it along, (8, A, Msb, ],) namely, his Jt
[or skirt], (9,) or a thing, such as a garment &c.,
(TA,) upon the g,round. (Meb, g,TA.) One
says of a woman, e --- J [She drags, or
draws along, her, skirt upon the ground]. (TA.)

And .,J1;1 Cl I 1 - [Tt e wind drem along

tbs dult upon the ground]. (TA.)_[Hence,]
t,Jit. t%s ;I I [Thle winds dragged their

skirts upon tho ground; i. e., blew so at to efface
thw traces upon the ground]. (A: in the TA,

: [Drag thy shirt over that which has po~ded
.tron m e; i.e. e.fzce wlat has proceeded from
hme, as when a person dragging his skirt effaces
the traces upon the sand or dust over which he

walks]. (A, TA.) And .cL >j J.j ~ I '. .

a., 1a.. jc. I);UI _ L t1 [A man has
niot preserved, or hept alive, tile loe, or affection,
*qf A;i, ompaynion witA anything that is in its
effect like hit drayging the sirt over his vics, or
faults]. (A, TA.) - [Hence likewise, as will
bI shown by what next follows,] ) .. , aor.:,
(], TA,) inf. n. as above, (?, TA,) means also
lie ate and drank vehemently. (9, I, TA.)

4. ;j* Jql; .. siJt :..A 1 I took, or ate
and d;ank, muchl of tlc food and beverage; as

also t ': because it is the habit of the
glutto.n to draw and appropriate to himself the
victuals [and beverages]. (A, TA.)

5: see 4. -.. & .. 3 tHe acted or be-
haved, tomards Ahim with boldness, or presump.
twmusness; or did w confidg in his ore, or
affction: (As, f, MA, TA:) or ith coqettih-
ne, and femd oppo. (A,' MA, TA.*)
_- _ j , .ah, occurringin a ta. of Sa'eed
and [a woman named] Arwv, means t She took
his right, or rgjktfW property, by force, and an-
nced it to her own, and to her land (TA.)

7. _,,.--1 It us, or became, dragged, or
dra,n along, (f, A, Mqb, l,) upon the ground:
(M9 b, ]:) said of one's skirt, (g,) or of a thing,
such &s a garment &c. (TA.) - [Hence,]

it, eradicated it, exterminated it, or destrod it

utterly; as ablso 1..,t: ($, V, TA :) both
signify he, or it, made it to go, go away, pam
away, or depart; made awmay .with it, did away
withA it, made an end of it, or dtroyed it;
namely, a man's property: and the latter, he
de~oyed utterly what he (a man) powsuted. (TA.)
You say, ~.AiJ.,JI J..~, inf. n. as above; and
* 1~. ; He performed the circumcii on as to

remove the pre~uc utterly. (TA.) And :'
.ca: He removed his hair utterly in shaving and

cutting: (A:) and .,lj ~ , inf. n. as above;
and t ~. I; He shaved his head so as to re.
move the hair utterly. (Lb., TA.) And 

:- ~ ,.,L1, (aor. as above, ],) He eld
off the fat from the fleh; (S A, ](;) as also
A~ . (S.) And ao ,, aor. and inf. n. as

above, He peeled, or led oqff, a thiag by littil

and little. (L, TA.) And hJP'j).I . j ;~ He,
or it, effaced the ,traces, or the like, upon tho
surface of the earth. (A, TA.) . 1i;
in the ]~ur xx. (64, means Lest Ie destroy you
[by a punishment], (Bd, Jel,) or utterly d~troy
you; (Bd;) and some read ,, , (S, B,
Jel,) which means the same; (B(, Jel;) this
being of the dial. of Nejd and Temeem; and the
former, of the dial. of El-.Hijz: (Bd :) or lest
lie harass, or distress, or afflict, you [by a
punishnent]: (A, TA:) or t leot He pare you
[from the surface of the earth thereby]. (TA.)
,,'.a..u and ,& 1'.. both signify S lVe ha.

rased, or distresed, or afflicted tlm: and
[and tHw , Hsl daughtered them.

(TA.) ~ See also the next paragraph, in two
places.

4: see abovc, in six places. - [Hence,] ~ 1..I,
said of a man, t. ui property rent away. (Lb,
TA.)~ :..~. He gained, or earned, wat is
termed ; [i. e. gain that ws unlanid,4 &c.];
(s, A, ;) as also : (g :) or hle earned
little. (Msb.) You say, 3jtd J L) 1 lie
earned such gain in hi t;raffic; (.s, A;) as also

te _..,: (TA:) or he earned little therein;
and so z]. ~._l1. (Msb.) And .
lj.J His trafic as, or became, disapproved,

abominable, orfoul, and undawful. (I.)

;__ in£. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (L, TA.) - Also
t Vehemence ofeating and drinking. (TA.)-And
tPuniJhment, castigation, or chiastisement. (TA.)

_;_ v@, (6,)[as also ;,q. v.,] and
·;,, and , (TA,) [and i_&J,] i. q. ;,L

[i. e. t Vehement, or intense, cold: see Jc. ]
[i. e. ~S Id: am

(s.) - Sec also -.,: and .- -
and see the paragraph here following, in two
places.

.. (S, A, M.b, O) and ' -_, (8, Msb,
J,) the former a contraction of the latter, (Mfb,)
A thing that is forbidden, prohibited, or u-
lanfd; (S, A, f;) and (so in the A, but in the
g "or") what is disapprored, abominable, or
foul, of gains, (A, ]K, TA,) that occasion dis-
grace (V, TA) and bad reapute; as the price of a
dog, and of wine, and of a pig; (TA;) any pro.

a

a
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perty that is rbidd not lanf to be gained
(Mqb, TA) nor to be eaten; (Mfb;) anything
frbdde, or munawfud, and of bad repute: some-
times it means what is disapproved; and some-
times, what is unlawful; the context showing in
which sense it is used: and it is also applied to
signify a bribe that is given to a js.e or the
Mlie: so called because it cuts off blessing: (TA:)

in the lBur v. 46, some read .. ; and some,

t?_J; (Bl, TA;) and it has also been read

a the inf. n., t ".: (Bd :) the pl. is , .
(.)_Also Little, or small, in quantity or
mnuber; paltry, mean, or inconsderable. (M,b.)

._&_ '.J, jor V ; (accord. to different
copies of the 1 [the former the better known])
His property may be taken and desriOed awith

impunity: and in like manner, ~ a_His
blood may be shed wi h impunity. (,* TA.) 

See also ;.

Q~_: ee the next preceding paragraph.

: see what next follows.

C,3;._ An old and worn-out garment or piece

of cloth; a alsoV t Z and* rs . (1.)__
[Amessof] ., ([or meal of parched barley, &c.,]
having little yrease or gravy [mixed with it];

as also t :; ( ;) the latter a dial. var. of

:a...., [q.v.]. (TA.)_-And A desert (}jl)
of which the earth is soft. (J.)

'O:j : see the next preceding paragraph.

J..: see ;, in two places. -

a.~ A cloud that carries away, or weepl away,
that by which it pases. (TA.)

c_1 1;t, and.;_ u,l, t A year, and a
land, in which is no pasture. (Q.)

~'~ . . asee the following paragraph.

Z t Property (Jr ) made to go away,
or depart; made aray with, made an end of, or
detroyed; as also Vt Y., (~, ) as in a verse
cited voce J (8,) and t and? *g .
(] .)-t A man who eats and drink, eiymntly;
as also t and ? 4...: (TA in the present

art.:) and ,.lm...u1 signifies [the same, or] a
man who eats and drin~ much.. (Az, TA voce

q.v.) And iJ1 +; tA man
(O) who don nt become satiated: (, :) having
a capaeiou belly, (, TA,) and who does not
beome atiated ith food: (TA:) and as some
say, hmgry: (TA:) and one who uffer much

fim ini~g (, TA.) And ; jI S;.
t A man having a greedy, or glu tono,u, ~ach.
(A, TA.)

L ' , (, A,(,T A,) T aor., (,TA,)
f a. , (TA,) He a add,or oth~ -

moed, its oter integuent, or mp~ part; (,
A, ], TA;) relating to one's skin: (%, A, TA:)'and
he wcre~ d him; or wornded him in the our
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shin: also he rubbed it, namely, a thing, with
another thing, so as to abrade, or remove, its

up1erficial part: and it, namely, a thing, hitting
another thing, abraded from it a little of its
superfcial part; as when a thing hits the solid
hoof previously to [that state of attenuation and

abrasion which is termed] .jl. (TA.) You

say, *.4 p_ I abraded, or remoed, the
outer ntgument [i. e. the cuticle] of his shin.

(S.) And ej.*1j P. P dtkl [A tiing hit

him, and abraded the cuticle of his face]. (S.)

And vfl. .I _ . He abraded the outer

part of th e wood, or piece of wood, or stick, with

the Jile. (TA.) And boI , re-

ferring to a camel, (S, ], TA,) He pares the sur-
face of the ground with his foot, so that he is not
slow in becoming attenuated and abraded in the sole.

(TA.) And W;IJI t --I ' [Tke minds
pared the surface of the earth, removing the dust
and pebbles: like .;]. (A.) - Also lIe bit
him so as to make a mark, or marih, upon him;
[or so as to lacerate his shin;] used especially in
relation to wild asses; and so ? '. -', [but in
an intensive sense, i. e. he so bit hinm much, or

many/ times, (sc ~.,)] in£ n. 3 and

[of which latter see an ex. in the next para-

graph]. (TA.) - also signifies The combing

gently upon the shin of thte head: (k, TA:)
[combing the hair with a gentle presure upon

the shin of the head:] one says, I4jl Ma ,
inf. n. , Hae combed his hair [Inessing the

comb] yently [upon the skin of his head]. (TA.)
- And The going quickly [as though paring the
surface of the earth with the feet, or making
marks upon it]. (0, 1.) You say, ye

le passed alng goi~ quickly: and [so]

'.JI. (O, TA.) - And A running of beasts
falling short of such as is vehement. (.K.) -

And [hence, app.,] LjC _, (TA,) aor. as

above, (1p, TA,) t He made the oaths to follow
one another with. little, or no, internuption. (]K,0
TA.)- See also 7.

2. ], , ( ,) inf.n. ,S and . ,

[of which latter, see an ex. in what follows,]
(TA,) He abraded, or otherwise remnoved, its
outer integument, or superficial part, muclh, or
often. (8, K.) - See also 1. An ex. of the latter
inf. n. occurs in the following hemistich of the
"Jeemeeyeh" of EI-'Ajjaj:

[A bulky, or strong, wild ass, in the side of whose
neck thou ~eest much bitng, or lacerating of the
skin, that has made marks upon it]: thus heard
by AlAt from the mouth of AZ, and thus recited
by the former to A4, who disallowed it, and said,
'~' [i. e. who neck, or cheek, thou seest to be
much bitten, &c., instead of ,4;L], but abstained
from objecting after A.jgt had adduced other exs.
[of similar inf. ns.], and among them the saying

in the lur (xxxiv. 18], j, : zj 

sayr that 1 is here made an if, n., like

qm.e.. (TA.)

5.. It had it outer integm t, or

superficial part, abraded, or othei~e removed,
much, or ojen: (S, ]:) said of the akin
[&c.]. (s.)

7. _..51 It had itU outer int~mnt, or

superficial part, abraded, or othew~ remoed:
(., X:) said ofthe skin: (g:) [and it seemsfrom

the phrase J I c~ occurring in the O

and ]p in art. tJ, that V , inf. n. ,

may signify the same: but ~ may there be a

mistranscription for .] One says,

~ F i .4 gHis Skin had its cuticle

abraded in consum~ce of a thing that paed by
him. (TA.)

inf£ n. of . (TA.) - And (hence,inf. n. of e n,
Dysentery, or ths like; because attended by
abrasion, or excoriation, of the colon ;] a certain
disease of the bowels; (Ps;) an abrading disas

in the beUy. (TA.) You say, e." ~ (;) i.e.
In him is the diseas above mentioned. (PS.)

t_:see t-

Having its outer integumet, or super-

ficial part, abraded, or otherwnvie remored; as

also . (TA.)

A camel that pares the surface of the

ground with hisfoot, (S, K,*TA,) so that he
is not dow in becoming attenuated and abratled
in tilw sole. (TA.) -Also t A man vwho ,naAes
oatks to folemr one another with little, or no,

interruption: (TA:) andso t....~ and t . -

applied to a woman. (1,* TA.) And .~ tJ.C~

t A wearing in which the oaths are -ade so;to
folUov one another. (TA.)

[G_L act. part. n. of : fem. with 3: pl.

of the fem. .~li. Hence,] J .D 5.~
[Winds paring, or that pare, the surface of the
earth, removing the dust and pebbles]. (A, TA.)

A place of abrsion, &c.: pl. .
- Hence,] one says, of an ass, (A,) i. e. a wild
ass, (TA,) J...n.I *: Upon hi,n are the
marks, or scars, of the biting of other asses. (A,
TA.)

The [instrument called] ;!, nwith

which one pares, or hapes, wnood. (O,K.)-.
[And hence, app., A rain that is as though it
pared the surface of the earth. Aoord. to Frey-

tag, .- occurs in this senso in the Deewtn

of Jereer: pl. '.r_I_: but the correct word is

evidently -.-Also, and V *10' ~, (0,

V, TA,) A wild ass that bit [other asses] mueh,
or equ~ : (TA :) [or each signifies, though
not so expl. in the TA,] an ass [i.e. a wild as]
that ru a pace faling short of such as is e
ment. (0o, .)

An as [i. e. a wild mas] m bitten,

(~, A, V.)-- s106
106'
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m_: : and see also .

tj:see _

1. ;., .He, or it, hit, or hurt, his ~ [or
lungs, &c.], (Mgh, TA,) or his i;'. [i. e. heart].
(TA.) - And the same, aor.:, inf. n. _._, (T,
TA,) [said to be] the only instance of a pret. and
aor. and inf. n. of these measures except the verb

sta, aor. i-M, inf. n. J , (MF,) He turned

it, (T,) or him, (TA,) s,i. ;, [rom its, or hs,
course, or way, or manner of being]: and hence
other significations hero following. (T, TA.
[Accordl. to the T, this seems to be proper; but
accord. to the A, tropical.]) In this sense the
verb is used in dithe gur xxiii. 91. (Fr.) The
Arabs say to a man, Ub- IS , .3 ~s. _' L.
What has turned thee from tuch and sucA a

courseo? (Yoo.) 4bS and~s, are syn. [as mean-
ing t He was turnedl from his course &c.]. (TA.)
-- And lIe turned him from hatred to love.

(TA.) - Hence, (TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(T, ~, TA,) and inf. n. also .. ,, (KL, TA,) ile
enchanted, or ftscinated, linm, or it; (*, i,*
KL, P?;) and so V *,_~ (MA,TA) [in an
intensive or a frequentative sense, meaning he
enchanted, or fascinated, him, or it, mucA, or (as
shlown by an explanation of its pass. part. n.)
time after time]: and _- lie enchanted, or
fasinated, his eye. (MA.) You say, ,_

.& '~ * 1l, meaning t He (an enchanter,

;..L) apparently turned tht thing from its
propser manner of being, making what was fale
to appoar in the form of the true, or real;
cauting tha thinj to be imag~ ed different from

what it really u. (T, TA. [See jm.., below.])
And j , .~3 )Lt t [The woman en-
chants, or facinates, men by her eye]. (A.)
And &5 i. j. t He caused him, or enticed
him, to inclie to him by his soft, or elegant,
speech, and by the beauty of its composition.
(Myb.)_ - HIe deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir-
curevented, or outwitted, him; ($, Mgh, If;*)
as also t 4_, [but app. in an intensive or a fre-
quentative sense,] (i, TA,) inf. n. .. j. (TA.
[Accord. to the Mgh, the former verb in this
sense seems to be derived from the same verb in
the first of the senses expl. in this art.]) - And
in like manner, t lie diverted him [with a thing],
as one divrts a child with food, that h may be
rontented, and not want milk; syn. ZJ_; as also
t J, inf. n. 'S.3 (1, TA.) One says,

aJaJm * ,_ and t Hj-, tHe fed
him, and di~rted him [from thefeeling of want],

meat and drink. (TA.) - And ;
Ia t I gi~ed he silver. (yam p. 601.) _

is also syn. with ;L. [as quasi-inf. n. of

, as is indicated in the TA; thus signifying
The act of corruptir, m,arring, poiling, &c.:
see the pass. parL n. jj c]. (TA.) [Hence,]
one says, 1. 1 ,Ja.I v and Ql.l, tTh
rain spoiled the clay, and the earth, or dust, so

£Booz I.
that it sa not it for m. (TA.._ And one
says of the adhesion of the lunge to the side by

reason of thirst, il i; . .', meaning t It
cau~ the milk of the sheep, or goats, to descend
before bringing forth. (TA.) _J on also sig-
nifies He nent, or removed, to a distance, or far
away; syn. JM.3; (T,1 ;) said of a man. (T,
TA.) _ ,aor. , t He went forth early in
the morning, in the first part of the day; or
between the time of tie prayer of daybreak and
sunrise; syn..X. (O, f. [See also 4.])

2. _., inf. n see 1, in four places.o
Also t He fed another, or others, mith the food,
or meal, called the ~,_: (M, Mgh, TA:) or
.AI .. , signifies he gave to them the meal so
called. (Mgh.)

4. j-.1 i HIe swas, or became, in the time
called the t ; (S, A, ] ;) as also ? 1.
(TA.) And t Hie went, or journeyed, in the time
so called: (S, f, TA :) or h rose to go, or jour-
ney, in that time; and so t j..I: (TA:) or this
latter signifies he went forth in that ti,ne. (A.
[See also 1, last sentence.])

5. L_J (A, Mgh, Msb) and ;j I _
(Az, TA) S He ate the food, or meal, [or drank
the draught of mi,] called the s L. (As, A,
Mgh, Mob, TA.)_ And d4 m 5J He ate it,
(.S,* ,' TA,) namely, food, or jt,* [q. v.], [or
drank it, namely, milk,] at tae time caUed the
_e.. (TA.)

8. j..l: see 4 , in two places. _ Also t He
(a cock) crowed at the tire called the ~: (8. ,
I :) and he (a bird) ang, warbd, or uttred h
voice, at that time. (TA.)

v_, and Mj.., (S, Mgh, M.b, ],) some-
times thus because of the faucial letter, (?,) and
*ta'l, (9, M,b, K,) and, accord. to El-Khafajee,
in the 'In&yeh, ,~-, but this is not mentioned
by any other, and therefore requires confirmation,
(TA,) The lungs, or lights: (S, A, Mgh, Msb,
:) or what adceres to the gullet and the wind-

pipe, of [the contents of] th upper part of the
belly: or all that hangs to the gullet, consisting of
tlw heart and liver and lungs: (Msb, TA:) and
the part qf the exterior of the body correpondi
to the place of tae lungs: (Mgh, TA :) and
j. signifies also the liver; and the core, or

black or inner part, (1,) and sides, or regjios,
of the heart: (TA:) and t*' , the heart; (El-
Jarmee, K ;) as also V .:.: (TA:) the pl. (of
_, S, Msb) is jo., and (of t .,, S, Msb,

and of .. , M .b) ;1-4. (S,Mb, i.)_
Hence, .. l, (S, A, i,) and 1

0 -.;, (A, I,) His lungs became inflated,
or swolen, by reason of timidity and cowardice:
(A:) said of a coward: (8:) and of one who has
exceeded his due bounds: Lth says that,-when
repletion arises in a man, one says p.~ . ;1,
and that the meaning is, [as given also in the
,] he exceeded his due bounds: but Az says that

this is a mistake, and that this phrase is only said
of a coward, whose inside is filled with fear, and
whose lungs are inflated, or swollen, so that the

heart is raised to the gullet: and of the same
kind is the phrase in the ]ur [xxxiii. 10]
il~ti.~ 1_1 1 l j'. (TA.) - And 1 i't

and v_1, t [She that has her h&gs
burst asunder]; an appellation given to the ijl
[i. e. hare, or female hare], (8, 1f,) or to the
snift Jl, (TA in art. &J,) by way of good
omen, meaning that her lungs will burst asunder;
like l,al;.j I~ : ($:) and some (of those of
later times, $) say J 1 , with kesr to the L;
(S, I ;) as though, by her speed and vehemence
of running, she would burst asunder her lungs;
(S ;) or because shle bursts the lungs of the dogs
by the vehlemence of iher running, and the lung.
of him who pursues her. (ISh, SgI.)h -And

a 1 .* ' --

a.s - I despaired of himn, or it.Q- -; .-.
(A, g.) And ¢ U lil S I am not
in depairofhim, or it. (A,3.) B. is
also expl. as signifying : laving hist hope cut
q!ff: tnd t anything &dspaired of (TA.) And

~. .a means His hope wa cut off. (TA.)
~-Also The scar of a gall on the back of a

canel, (i, TA,) when it hua healed, and the
place tereof ha become white. (TA.) ~ And
The upper, or highest, part of a valley. (TA.)
- See also i ~* . - And see v_, in two
places.

l ..

... ,: see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places.

: see ., first sentence. [Also] an
inf. n. of ,~. meaning The turning a thing
from its proper manner of beinq to anotiter
manner: (T, TA: [accord. to the T, this seems
to be proper; but accord. to the A, tropical:])
and hence, (T, TA,) S mnchantment, or fascina.
tion: (T,* S,* MA, KL, P :) for when. the.
enchanter (;.JI) makes what is false to appear
in the form of truth, and causes a thing to be
imagined different from what it really is, it is as
though he turned it from its proper manner of
being: (T,TA:) the prodwcing what is fale in
the form of truth: (IF, Msb:) or, in the common
conventional language of the law, any event of
which the caum is hidden, and which is imagined
to be diff/rent from hat it reoally is: and em-
blishment by falsification, and deceit: (Fakhr-
ed-Deen, Mob:) or a performance in which one
allies hisntf to the devil, and which is effected
by his aid: (TA:) i. q. '. [meaning a kind of
enchantment, or fascination, whilch captivates tih
eye and thie 'like, and by which enchantresses
withhold their husbands from other nwomen]: (S :)
and anything of which tie way of ~proceeding or
operation (i.,) is sbtie: (S, :) accord. to
Ibn-Abee-'Aisheh, , is thus called by the
Arabs because. it changes health, or soundness, to
disease: (Sh:) [and in like manne, it is said to
change hatred to love: (see 1:)] pl. ;1 and
j~.. (TA.).-Also t Shilfdlquene~ : (TA:)
or used absolutely, it is applied to that for which
the agent is blamed: and when restricted, to that
which is praiseworthy. (Msb.) Thus it is in the
saying of Moiammad, I> J a5", 1;WI p'4i

1
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[Veril there i a kid of loq that it
cantmnt]: beeau the speaker propounds an

obsure matter, and discloses its true meaning by
the beauty of his eloquence, inclining the hearts
[of his hearers] in like manner as they are inclined
by j.~: or because there is in eloquence a
novelty and strangenem of composition which
attracts the hearer and brings him to such a pass
as almost diverts him from other things; there-
fore it is likened to, . properly so called: and

it is aid to be 0j.l ';i,l [or lawfi enchant-
met]. (Msb.) The saying of Mobammad men-
tioned above was uttered on the following
occasion: geys Ibn-'Asim 1I-Minamree and Es-
Zibrikbn Ibn-Bedr and'Amr Ibn-EI-Ahtam came
to the Prophet, who asked 'Amr respecting Es-
Zibritan; whereupon he spoke well of him: but
Es-Zibrik]n was not content with this, and said,
" By God, O apostle of God, he knows that I
am more excellent thban he has said; but he
envies the place that I have in thine estimatiop :"
and thereupon 'Amr spoke ill of him; and then
said, " By God, I did not lie of him in the first
saying nor in the other; but he pleased me, and I
spoke as pleased; then he angered me, and I
spoke as angered :" then Mohammad uttered the
above-mentioned words. (TA.) Their meaning
is, but God knows best, he praises the man,
epeaking truth respecting him, so as to turn the
hearts of the hearers to him, (],) or to what he
says; (TA;) and he dispraises him, speaking
truth respecting him, so as to turn their hearts
also to him, (1K,) or to what he says after. (TA.)
A'Obeyd says nearly the same. Or, as some say,
the meaning is, that there is an eloquence that is
sinful like.... (TA.) - Also Shaill; cience:

Mo4ammad said, .yl M Q'Ja" 'X
JI 1 H Qt 3 ; X [Hie woho learnth a proc

of the science of the star (meaning a~rogy or
astroomy) larsth a proces of enchatm nt],
which may mean that the science of the stars is
forbidden to be learned, like the science of en-
chantment, and that the learning of it is an act of
infidelity: or it may mean that it is ill, and
scinr~e ; referring, to what is acquired thereof by
way of calculation; as the knowledge of eclipses
of the sun or moon, and the like. (ISd, TA.)-
Also S Food; aliient; nutriment: so called be-
cause its effect is subtile. (TA.)- ,
means t Supabwndant rain. (TA.)

.: .ee..R , in two places. Also, (., A,
Mgh, M#b, ], c. d , (TA,) and (TA,) and 

(Mlb,) and t .Q, and Vt-, (-,): The
time a lttle before daybreak: (?, V:) or [simply]
befbr daybr~ k: (Mb :) or the ut part of ts
night: (Lth, Mgh:) orthe lst ~ath of tb nht:
(Mgh:) the pl. of .. (Myb) and of ..

(TA) and of t ., (M4b,) is. 1: (Mb, ],
TA :) the_~ is thus met. called because it is the
time of the departure of the night and the coming
of the day; so that it is the ;.&; [lit. the "time
of the breathing," by which is meant the "shining
forth,"] of the dawn: (A:) there re two times
of which each is thus called; one, which is
[secaly] called u1 691 ; J (or ti earir

._,] (A, Mgh,) is before daybrea~k; (Mgh ;) or
a litt before daybreak: (A:) and the other, at
daybreak: (A, Mgh:) like as one says "the
false dawn" and "the true :" (A:) the earlier

is also called V m_ (] :) or the
, ;_ is the same as the _: or it is the l/t
third of th night, to daybrak. (TA.) Using
,l indeterminately, you make it perfectly decl.,
and say, -~ aC0! [I came to him a little before
daybreak], agreeably with the phrase in the l]ur
liv. 34; (;) and in like manner, .. in the

earlier (?,]:): (S :ou also say l and

t Y,_, (A,) and ;.,J1 3 1 t . and jl .

(A, TA,) [I mot Shm i# tAe earler v__;] but

neous: (TA:) and I t ; nd
*m..J .1 .[I meA him ca the time a litth beuore

daybreak of thi last nigAt]. (TA.) When, by
._ alone, you mean the ~- of the night im-
mediately preceding, you say, I.i" '1 , A;
[t ma him a littl beore daybrea k tai ]t angt,
O thou man], (, ,) making it imperfectly decl.

because it is altered from.Jan , (.8,) or because
it is foro,; (TA;) sndit is thus determinate
by itself, (T,) ,) without i being prefixed to
snother noun and writlout Jt: (:) and in the
same se you say · : (TA:) nd you eay,

9 [I it him inthetime alio thtu on try
awr a e ttle before dlaybreah this night, O youth:
so iu n the TA; but in two copies ofthe n, for
, I findth]: you do not make it to terminate

w ith damm, [like oJ and J". &c.,] because it is
an adv. n. which, in a place where it is fitting to
be such, may not be used otherwise thand u such:
( and [in li manner] you say, a yo sa,
l* -Q [I mt him in the earlir ofthy# last
nyht, 0 tlou man]. (TA.) If you make ,0 o
the proper name of a man, it is perfectly decl.:
and so is the dim.; for it is not of the measure of
a noun made to deviate from its original form,
like Pl: you say, [Go2;u -- a

tAo on tAy Aorm a my littb before daybreak:
so in the TA; but here again, in two copies of
the I, for ,_ I find ]: you do not make it to
terminte with damm, [[l e j &c.,] bemause its
being made of the dim. form does not brfing it
into the clam of adv. n. which may also be used
as nowun absolutely, though it does bring it into
the cpm of nouns which are perfee tly decinable.

(6, A.)_ _ also signifies t Wh _o*
hM~b~; (K;) lke.~; exceptthat

the former is mostly used in relation to the time
so mcalled, of daybrek; and the latter, in relation
to coloui , au when one says · '*l_.; TA ;)J ., 0. (TA)
nd t signifies the aame; (TA;) i q.

th ,.. fo .)_ And :The ity (T, A, i)
of. deser (T,). and of the.emarth or a land, (A,)
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orofanything: (]:) from the time of night so
called: (A:) pL; 1. (T, A, .)

* - 0 -
¢_: mev¢.

.,: see , first sentence. in two plae.

5 .: see6': and _, in five places.
JJ - · e.1 · · e ·
L s and A~ _: see _.; each in two

places.

;&- A meal, or food, (Mgh, M9b, TA,) or
[particularly] * [generally meaning mal of
parched barley], that is eaten at the tinume called
the _.,; (.,* Mgh, MNb, ],* TA;) or a draught
ofmiLl thatis dn atthattime. (TA.) Itis re-
peatedly mentioned in trads. [relating to Runaaoin,
when the Muslim is required to be exact in the
time of this meal], and mostly as above; but some
say that it is correctly [in these cases] with damm,
[i. e. , which see below,] because the bless-
ing and recompense have respect to the action,
and not to the food. (TA.)

, an inf. n. [without a verb properly be-
longing to it, or rather a quaai-inf. n., for its
verb is '.3], (TA,) The act of matig th meal,
or food, [or drinb~ the draught of milk,] called
th . [q. v.]. (Mqb, TA.)

e_~ see j_ . - Also A man hawing his
ug. (C..;..) ruptwred; and so t... (TA.)

- And Having a complaint of the belly, (Q,
TA,) from pain of the 1u~s. (TA.).- And A
horse large in. the bely, Q(,) or in the Jq.
[which often means the clhet]. (TA.)-[And
An arrow wunding the 'ngs: so accord. to
Freytag in the "Deewhn el-Hudhaleeyeen."]

Igm..: see~..d in the latter half of the para-
graph.

jl.. The parts, of a s~p or goat, that th/
butcher plucks out (J4, TA) atnd throtwrs away,
(TA,) con ing of the lg, or lights, ( . ,)
and the windpipe, (V, TA,) and the ap~tedage
of th. (TA.)

am.;: s , in two places.

l A certain plaything of chldren; (A,
1, TA;) having a ng attachd to it; (A;)
which, when teed in one directin, twrns out
to be of one colour; and when extnded in another
direction, turn out to be o arother coour: (A,*
TA:) it is also called tVJ : and whatever. re-
embles it is called by the former appellation: so

says Lth. (TA.)
*' ·
J-.. : [AA enct~r;] a man who practice

, ; as also V;i ; [in an intensive sene, or
denoting habit or frequency]: pL of the former
0*,-. _e. - -- - - -·

_m.* and jm.; and of · the latter, jt
only, for it ha no broken pL (TA.) [Hence,]
one says, 3,_l ` 1 [&e as an e ang,
or a fasajnat* , ee], and X.t. * [enchant.

, or fas ati, eye]. (A, TA.) And,,'1
.LJI tJ S lan: [A , of dlus,irage]. (,

,TA.).. And t Kno , . or ineligen.
(8,' TA.)

k
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J...~, of which the pl. occurs in the ]ur xxvi.

I3snd 185, means Having _or l ._ [i.e.
lungs]; (Bd, TA ;) or created with m.., [or
,ngx]; (S;) i. e. a human being: (Bd:) or

di,erted [~rom want] with food and drink: (.,
TA:) and this seems to be implied by the ex-
pluanation in the g; which is ~ho ; from Fr:
(TA:) or enchanted time after time, so that his
intellet is disordered, or rendered unsound: (A,
TA:) or enchanted much, so that his reason is
mercomnw: (Bd, Jel:) [see also ;n...~ :] or do.
ceired, delutled, bejuiled, circumvented, or out-

;.itted. (TA.)

i .-lHaving is l uns ( ' _), or his teart
(,3~..), hit, or hurt; as also tf., [q. v.].
(TA.) - [I Enchanted, or fascinated.] _ t De-
pi.iced of his reason or intellet; corrupted or
diw,rdered [in his intellect]. (IA~r, Sh.) [See

also .-.. ] _t Food (;la) marred, or soilt,
(K, TA,) in tie making thereof. (TA.) t Herb-
,Ig ,rC red, or spoilt. (TA.) tA place marred,
or s/pilt, by mutch rain, or by scantiness of
herbage. (1..) Thlo fem., withl ;, accord. to Az,

signifies t Land (GjI) marred, or spilt, by
sit]ertabunlant rain, or b# scantinem of herbage:
accord. to IShli, tland in which is little milk;
i. e. [because] without herbage: accord. to Z, [in
thie A,] luand that )roduce no herbage. (TA.)
- Andml the fern., applied to a she-goat, : Hlaving
little in ilk: (A, TA:) or large in her udder, but
haring little milk. (IHam p. 26.)

a: eem~,, second sentence.

1. ·,~,, (., ], TA,) nor. ', (]g, TA,) inf. n.
ai., (., TA,) lie pared it, or p~eled it, off;

(Q, ], TA;) namely, a thing; (TA;) and [parti-
cularly] the fat from the back (., 10) of the
shleep or goat, (8, TA,) not of the slhe-camel, as is
in(licated by the context in the ], (TA,) by
reason of its abundance, after which he roasted
it, (S, TA,) i. c., accord. to the S, the fat, but
correctly thbe sleel or goat: (TA:) so says ISk.
(S, TA.) - And ai, (Lth, TA,) inf. n. as
above, (Lth, ], TA,) lle removed it, or strilpped
it off, namely, hair from skin, so that none of
it remaine d. (Lth, K, TA.) - Hence, (TA,)

'Ist "i_,~ :The camels ate what tejy would.

(, TA.) - And . CtZ 1 5 t TIe
irind removed the clouds; (Lth, 1g;) as also
'l A~l. (Zj, K, TA: in the C1] ., )

&,lj . ,, (;, ]K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) lie
shaved his ltad (,, ]J, TA) so as to remote the
hair utterly. (TA.) - ;j.Jt1 ,, and a' 1I

'w. , (],) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) Hle
bured the thing, and the palm-tree c.; (I.,
TA;) in the case of the palm-tree, by kindling
fire at the tumps of the branchae, being unabil
to strip tlhm off. (Aboo-Naur, TA.)- And
- He (i. e. God) caused him to be affeted
ith JI..., i. e. consumption, or ukeration of

he lungs. (TA.)

4. *.. He sId th fat termed AiA.. (.)
~ See also 1.

.A~ Fat, as a subst.: pl. jl,.. (TA.)

An Arabof the desert said,.d_.J w .it* ;i
J...; They brought u bo,rs in ;v hic' were
sorts offls~-meat and offat. (IAar, g,' TA.)

I"a A piece, or portion, offat; in a general
sense: (TA:) or theportion of fat that is upon
the back, (S, J, TA,) stieking to the skin, in the
part between the two shouider-blades, extending
to the haunches: so says ISk: (S, TA:) or that
it upon the two sides and the back: and it is
never but from fatness: accord. to IKh, it is in
all beasts except the camel: ISd says that, accord.
to some, it is in the camel [also]. (TA.)- And
[the dual] Q t'~ The two sides of the ttfl of
hair that is between the lower lip and the c/tin:
(Aboo-Sa'eed, K :) pl. _. . (TA.) - See
also ;AC. t [Freytag makes it to be also syn.

with ., as on the authority of the K, in
which I do not find it in this sense.]

*--- ,
Ma~i.: see what next follows.

";z., (in which the C is augmentative, TA)
A man having thie head shaven; (IB, l, TA;) as
also t '~". (IB, TA.) - And with the article
Jl, lVhat one has staven qff: thus it is some-
times a subst.; and sometimes, [i. c. in the former
sense,] an epithet. (IB, TA.) Also A certain
beast, or crping thing: (Scer, TA:) [SM says,]

I think it is the a t., [or tortoise]. (TA.)

Jbl , Con.sumption; or ulceration of the

lungs; syn. J._. (S, Kg.)

A bucket (j;) thitat take, and bears
anway, the ivater that is in a well. (Seer, K.) -
Also, applied to a she-camel, Of which the fat
has gone away. (ISd, TA.) -And, applied to
a sheep or goat, or to a ewe or she-goat, (; 1 ,)
Having a portion of fat such as is termed ai~,
or tno such portions of fat; as also 1:
(TA:) or, so applied, (S,) and applied to a she-
camel, (S, K,) and to a he-camel, (g,) hai. w
abundance of J1_., (S,' K, TA,) pl. of 'a...
[q. v.]; or having abundance of the fat tenrmed
aiL. (TA.) Also A she-camel long in the
teats. (IDrd, 1 -.) And A she-camel narrow
in the orifices of thec teats. (IDrd, ].). -And
A she-camel that drags lher feet, or the extre-
mities of her feet, upon the ground, in going
along; (K1, TA;) so say some; i. c., by reason of
fatigue: a dial. var. of _...j (TA.)_-And A
sheep, or ewe, thin in the wool of the belly. (1K.)
- In the K, three other meanings are erro-
neously assigned to this word; one of them
belonging to '- , and each of the others to
,j~,,_. (TA.)

,j,ae, (ISk, S, Sgh, TA,) accord. to the con-
- $~

text in the J~..., which is wrong, in this and
the next sense, (TA,) The sound of the mill when
one grinds. (ISk, S, .Sgh, 1.*) And The sound
of the streaming of milk from the udder; (O, ,*
TA;) as also t . (],. TA.)

a~ Thefat called ;~; that one ha pared
off from the bach of a sheep or goat. (ISk, .)

- And sing. of J L,, (Lth, TA,) which signi-
fies The layiers of fat betwren the layers [of~sh]
of the Jlanks: and similar wide portions of fat
that are seen adhering to the skin. (Lth,]g,
TA.) -Also A rain (;,j) that eeps away
that along which it passues: (S, , L, TA:) in
the ], by the omission of a iLk, this meaning

is erroneously assigned to J~.: accord. to A9 ,
a sharp rain, titat suweps away everything: and
lira,, with j, a vehement rain, consisting of
large drops, but of little width: pls. J;..I and

it.. (TA.)

~_1: see ....- 1.. oJ..., (I,)
mentioned by ISh, on the authority of Aboo-
Aslam, (TA,) and Jl.. l ~. ., (K,) thus
accord. to Sb, (TA,) A she-camel wide in the
orifices of the teats: (Aboo-Aslam, . :) or having
much inillt, the stronaning of which cause a sound
to be heard. (Aboo-Mfilik, ,* TA.)

?...~ The mark, or track, of a serpent, upon
the ygouual; (Ibn-'Abbld, ;) as also i.
(TA.)

La:... ,J1, with fet-h [to the C, or perhaps
to the _. and C], A land of nrhich the herbagye is

thin [or scanty]: mentioned in the K in art.
*-.ia-, as being [writtencu i;,] like i .
(TA.)

;. AulA thing ngith n,bM,ichfjeh, or fJlsh-meat,
is pared. (Ibn-'AbbLid, Ii.)

0~..-_ A man affected 7ith jQj, i. e. con-
sumlption, or ulc,ation of the lungs; (S;) svn.

1. _'m, (.', Mgh, M.b, 1,) aor. :, (Ms.b, K,)
inf. n. !0., (Meb,) He bruisd, brryedd, or

pounded, it; syn. ,3 ; (Mgh, 1j;) namely, a
thing, (S, TA,) or medicine: (Mgh, Mb :) or
i. q. ; [app. as meaning he bruised, brayed, or
pounded, it coarsely; but see this latter verb]:
(S, :) or it signifies [he dil so in a degre] less

than rwhat is meant by 24: (Lth, ]:) or [iw
ponwdered, or pulverized, it; i. e.] he bruisedl,
brayed, or pounded, it finely: or he bruisel,
brayed, or pounded, it time after time. (TA.)
- [Hence,] a1 `i l ; (9,) aor. and

inf. n. as above, (TA,) : The wind effaced the
traces of the ground, (1], TA,) and carried awray
the broken particles [that were upon it]: (M,
TA:) or passed along as though it were bruising,
or braying, or pounding, (j..3 L(j,) the dust:

(O, 1 :) or. pared, or abraded, the surface of the
earth by its vehement blowing; as also Ltx
[q. v.]. (T, A, TA.) - And , (:, TA,)
aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He sreo it out;
namely, a garment. (K, TA.) And* .~

jt--1 tThe course of time rendered it (a gar-
ment) thin and orn out. (O, TA.) And 

Il t [lfear wasted it]; namely, a garment.
(TA.)-Also He, or it, rndered it soft, or

1
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unoth~ ; namely, a · ard thing. (].) - And

.t dtroyd it; and so t ;,1. (bar
p. 27-8) _ W.Jil H h ild th loue.

( '4 - -:-I H" s,a'ed A had. ( -.)
_- 1 ; ; - - - 'lb eye rP"nt its t ars

(, TA;) shed them, or t them fall (TA,)I
See also 4. - ., aor. , inf. n. i_.., It
(a grment) mu, or became, od, and worn out;
( ;) [and so, app., _, in£ n. ., acord.
to a usage of this noun, in the Deewfn el-
Hudhaleeyeen, mentioned by Freytag, and agree-
ably with the phruase . i, mentioned below ;
u also t j.I, (Ya 5oob, 9, Mqb, ]I,) in£ n.
Jk;1· (M,b.) _, (S, Mqb, ],) aor. ;
and ao, aor.:; (; ;) inf. n. _ (S,0 M9 b,*
O) [and app. ~ also]; It (a thing, $, or a
place, Msb) was, or became, distant, or remote;
(,M,b, g;) as also j.-1, and V1'*.
(TA.) _ and ~ are both syn. with 
(9, I') One says, di U~ , (9, Msb,) a form of
imprecation, (Msb,) meaning May God aleate
him, or etrange him, from good, or prperity I
or ame him I i. e. may he not be pitied with
respect to that which has befallen him! like

tJ 1m: the meaost approved way is to put the
noun thus in the accus. case as an inf. n.; but the
tribe of Temeern say, ° ' and ~. (TA in
arit. )_ There w became
taU: (]:) or taU mh mothms [of it truk].
(TA.)a,~l I _ .-.-, [in£ n. _ ,] 2Th beast
ran vehemently: or ran a pace above that termed

and below that termed , (, TA,)
agreeably with what is said in explanation of
~..-I in the Q: or below that termed *,a and
aboe that termed t.. (TA.)

8. ft~I ;i. t. [meaning t The mutual act, of
women, indicated by the epithet bi1. (q. v.), as
also t .L,] is post-~classical: (T,TA:) such
it is said to be. (Mgh.)

4. i...: see 1. -8aid of God, (.8, TA,)
He remoed him far away, or alimated him, or
estranged him, in a ~unral en, or from good,
or proswperity; syn. *a; (9, 0, g, TA; [accord.
to the Cl IMA 1l, which is wrong;]) as also
t d~T ,: or, rom his mercy. (TA.) _-
as intrans.: see 1, in two places. _ Also, [in the
CI, erroneously, j....j,] said of a camel's foot,
It wu, or became, mooth, with a degree of hard-.
neu; syn. tp.O (18k, 9, O, ][.).-And said of
an udder, It ot its milk, and became wasted, and
cldame to the beUy: (ISk, $, O, ]:) or it dried
up: (A, TA:) or it went aaway; and wasted.
(A'Obeyd, TA.)-And ;.! .J...1 The bucket
became empty of what s in it. (TA.)

1. , The act of rubbi~ toether. (KL.)
See albo 3.

7. j." [It wa, or became, bru~ed, brayed,
orpou~ded: & :] quasi-pass. of U& as expl.
in the firnt sentence of this art. (, 0, t.)-
Said of a gument, It was, or became, [romn out;
a.r thin and worn ot; (ee ;) or] threadbare,

or naples, wdhilb n. (TA.) And [said of a
plac,] It wa wide, or ample. (O, ]) - See
also l- Th- tears were sdbd
(TA.)

:_ An old and n-out garment, (, Mgh,
O, Mgb, ],) that has become thin, (0,) and
threadbare; (Qam p. 591;) also used s a pre.
fixed noun, (Mgh, Meb,) so that you say ~
,-jI [meaning as above], (Mgh,) and JM JS [an

old and worn-out ], and .i. j_ [an old
and worn-out turban]: (Mgh, fsb :) and one

says v ~j, [using it as an epithet,] (0, TA,)

and P,_ .i ,, (gar p. 258, [but for this I
have found no other authority, and it may be a
mistranscription,]) and .t.. 4; likewise
signifies an old and worn-out garment: (TA:)

_)w applied to a garment is an inf. n. used as a
subst.: (O, TA.:) the pl. is (TA.) Hence
one says ,^5j ,~., meaning 1 A [bad] dirhem
[or] such as is termed Jl!j. (Mgh.) -Also A
pastor's bag ( ): so in a verse cited voce

Q. (S in art. m.)_ And 1 Thin cud:
(V:) likened to an old and worn-out garment.
(TA.) _- And The mark, or scar, of a gall, or
or, on the bach of a cameld, rhen ithas healed,

and the place thereof has become white: (TA :)
[like a; and iZ.]

m.~: see the next preceding paragraph.

[i. .Balds~: of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(Freytag, from IDrd.)]

r .~ Tall; applied to a palm-tree; (9, Msb,
g;) a also s,; (8;) and toa e-ass and
to a she-au; (S, ];) and by some, metaphori-
cally, to a woman; (TA/;) and * _.' signifies
the same, (i,) applied to a man; (TA;) and

1i;i l V?Ir long in respect of the legs:
(IB:) or Lj_ applied to a palm-tree signifies

taU so that its fruit is far above the gatherer;
As says, I know not whether that be with a
bending: or, accord. to Sh, so applied, smooth
and tall, having no stumps of the brancheA re-
maining [upon the trunk]; and to such the neck
of a horse is likened by a poet: and applied to a
he-ass and to a she-ass, tall, and advanced in age:

(TA:) pi. , (, , M9b,) like JX, (Meb,)
or (So0 in the ]) One says also . '
f , meaning A garden oftallpalm-troes. (TA.)

jIak. Bruised, brayed, or pounded: (Mgh:)
[&c.: (see 1, first sentence:)] i.q. t L.....:

(0 :) applied to musk; (Mgh, 0 ;) and to saffron.
(Mgh in art. .,-.)-And Distant; remote;
(8, Msb, ] ;) applied to a thing, (S,) or to a
place; · Mqb, V;) as also Vt j~; (IB, TA;)
and V ._t; in the same sense, applied to a place,

is allowed in poetry. (TA.) One says, ; J 1 

a s [(app. meaning VYrily he, or it, is ery
distant or remote]. (TA.)

i .. A great rain that reeps away that
I

alo.ng wich it pa : ( I:) or, accord. to A,
iaa., with 3J, has this meaning; and the former
word signifies a vehemnt rain, consiting qf lare
drop, (TA in the present art.,) but of litt h:
plh. jn and ji m . . (TA in art. ,...)

jii. [Frcatiw; q confrictu lbidienm
~altris suplet: (Golius, fom Meyd:)] an epi-
thet of evil import, applied to a woman: (0, ] :)
pl. Ui..: of uich it is maid that they are cursed
by God. (Mgh.)

JL n: see L.-- -You my also j.. A,
meaning Great distance or remoteness. (TA.)

-~,: see 0_, in two places.

~.I: see e".-- [Also Bald: of the
dial. of El-Yemen. (Freytag, from IDrd.)]

U-~ An instrument with which one bruaw,
brays, or pounds: &cc.: (f _,! :) [see 1, first
sentence.] (TA.)

jU ac:sce j~.... -Also Wide, or ampice.
(TA.) _- ' . Tears pouring forth; syn.

J; : (Lth, Az, TA:) in the g, I: (TA:)

pi. je.;, which is extr.; (Cg ;) like ,lit, pl.

of;'. (TA.)

L a,, aor :, (]j,) inf. n. j;, (9, TA,)
He pared it; pee~d it; or stripped o, scraped
off, rubbed off, abraded, or otherwi rmoe~d,
its osur covering or integument, or superficial
part: or he pared, peled, or stri~ed, it o':
(., 1, TA:) this is the primary signification:

:) and Ae ~dit. (TA.) It issaid inatrad.,
0I . ,--..Kq, i.e. And she betookh hers to

paring off fron it the flesh that was upon
it for him: or, as some relate it, & , which

means the ame. (TA.)_ [Hence,] jl o

W"e :The wind strip off what is upon the
earth, (., TA,) or t/e mruface of the earth.
(TA: and the like is said in the ?.)-.And
A. ".. ... , (, ],) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
He sti Aruchk him a hured lasuh, or strokhes of

a rwhip, (9, g, TA,) and pared off his kin, (TA,)
or as thouAh hA pared off his shin. (.) _- And

~ -t Such a one reviled [another], ant
blamed [him: like as you say, JI.]. (K.

[See J " as meaning "a tongue."]) One says,

e~Lm..4 ~,.JI ~g -t He found the people re-
viling him, (V, TA,) and blamin him, anu
speahkin eil of him behind his back, or in his
abance, or otheris. (TA,)-_ ; J ,
iq. q;. [I bruiaed, brayed, or pounded, the

thing: or pu~ized it: &c.]. (S.)_ j,.
4AJI He washed the clothes, [beating them in
doing o,] and remoed [or rubbed off] from thm
the oils. (TA.) JI ~. I made the
piece of money smooth: (p.) Accord. to ISk,

A

J- --- 
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I p d out, or forth, the pieces of money; al
though I rubbed them, one against another. (S.)

[Or].i "j1 j , aor. as above, (1:,) and so the

inf. D., (TA,) i. q. [1 (which signifies He
picked the piec of money, separating the good
from the bad; or e=amined them to do so: and
also he received the piece. of moy]. (1.) And

-; -- I yaid him a hundred dirhemi
in ready mony. (6.) [Or] iiL."ogyw J.
lie paid the creditor a hundred dirhems in ready
money. (15:.)44JI 1 (1,) aor. and inf. n.
as above, (TA,) lIe move the garment, or pieca
of cloth, of spun tiread not formed of two twists:
(6:)' or he wv it without havig twisted it.
wvarp [i. e. without having made its warp to con-

si.st of threads of two twists]. (TA.) - And
j;.JI ; I formed the rop of a single
twist; (S, TA;) and accord. to some, one says
also V ;1, but the former is tlie chaste ex-
premion. (TA.) [Hence,] ;y a A is
said of one whose strength has become weakened;
meaning 1 1Iis well-twisted rpe, or rop of two
twists, has bece a rope of a single twist. (TA.)

_ ;1 _ inf. n. H, He performed the
reading, or recitation, in consecutive portions,
continuously: and some relate it with C [i. e.

Jq....4: J_m... is syn. with >- p , signifying the
making [a thing] to be conseive in its parts,
or portion. (TA.)o1;i ,l. I %.:Jl,
t The sky continued pouring forth water ihat
nighqt: (AV, R, TA:) inf. n. as above. (TA.) -
And 41i1 _ (s,) aor. as above, (TA,)
inf n. Jn and J T,, ITu eye wept; (6;)
pred forth tears. (TA.) J_, aor. (S,
1O and , (1,) inf. n. J and JIa_, ( ]; 1,
[the latter inf. n. erroneously written in the CJI
Jl,]) lIe (an ass) made a rolling sound in
his echet; whence the as of the desert is called
t*3.: (<: [see also Jm. below:]) he (a
mule, k, and an ass, TA) brayed. (15:, TA.)

3. 13t1._, (1, 15,) inf. n. L.C;, (TA,) X They
took, (s,) or came, (1J,) to the J_L_ [or shore,
&c., of the sea]. (15, TA.) Hence, in a trad.
respecting Bedr, ,gat JamLJ And he brought
the caravan to the J_'.; of the sea. (TA.) _

1 .ld i , inf. n. ta._. and 1;L, He on
tends, disputet, or litigates, with him. (TA.)

4. 6i J_I + He found the people reaing
nsch a one, (V, TA,) and blaming him, and
speang evi of him beh ind htis back, or in his
absnce, or otherwise. (TA.) See also 1, in
the latter half of the paragraph.

7. Jo..3l It became pared, or peed; or had
its outer covering or integumet, or its superficial
part, stripped of, sraped of, rubbed off, abraded,
or otheie removed: or it became pared, peed,
or strpped, off. (V.) It is said, in this sense,
of the surface of the earth [as meaning It was
stripped of what wras po it by the wind: see 1,
Ahird sentence]. (TA.)_ 4,a .. Jl The

Apieuce of ey became nwooth. ($.) ~ It
) poured out, or forth; or became poured out, or
forth. (TA.)__il , l tT-he se-camel

e was, or beamer, quick, or smift, in her gong, or
pace. (AV, TA.)_ . , . J_...i X Ie (an
orator, 9, TA) ran on rith sxech: (9, }, TA:)
or wvas f~ent, and diffu~e, or without pause, or

esitation, therein. (TA.)

A , Ahite garment or pec of cloth:
(Msb:) or a white, thin garment or pire of
cloth: (TA:) or a white garment or piece of
cloth, of cotton, (S, K,) of tho~ of El-Yemen:
(S:) pl. [of mult.] J_ and J_ (8, M.b, 0)
and [of pauc.] Jltm.l. (15 [See also .,,
.J~...,, below.])_ -And A garment, or piece of
cloth, of which the spn thread is not composed of
twto twist; as also ta.. : (15:) or, as some
say, the latter is not applied to a garment, or
piece of cloth; but to thread, in a sense expl.
below: (TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Naur, it (the
latter) is applied also to a garment, or piece of
cloth, of vwhich thie tpun thread is a singile yarn:
the a.. is that of which the spun thread is
twisted of two yarns: and the ._it is that of
which the warp and the woof are each of two
yarns. (., TA.) - Also, (1,) or t J,_, ( .,)
or both, (TA,) A rolp that is of a singlo strand;
(1, TA;) or the latter, a rope tlhat is twisted of
one twist, like as the tailor twists his thread: the
AP." is that which is composed of two twists
twisted together into one: (Aboo-Nagr, , TA:)
such a rope is also termed t 3.,; but not
t 'OA, for the sake of [analogy to] 5,0i ; (s,
TA;) or the latter epithet is sometimes applied to
it: (S, TA: [see also J'. . :]J) * J~ likewise
signifies thread not twisted; (Aboo-Nasr, 8, TA;)
or spun thread not compo~sd of two twists. (TA.)

Also Ready money: (S, TA:) an inf. n. used
as a subst. [properly so termed]. (TA.)

J_:see Jim.. '

Jl_: see 1 _

J~ , One wvho beats and washas and whitens
clotwes: hence, acord. to some, 2 ' t
[q. v.]. (TA.)

: see J~..., in three places. - Also, and

t J~, [both mentioned above as inf. ns., (see 1,
last sentence,)] The r~ j sd in the chest of
the as: (9, 1') or the former, [and probably the
latter also,] the most vhmet braying of the
wild ass. (TA.)

i'b.. Filings of gold and of silver (, 10) and 
the like, (9,) or of anything. (TA.) - The
huslk of wheat and of barley and the like (1i,
TA) when stripped off therefrom, and so of other
grains, as rice and [the species of millet called]
0>1: accord. to As, the particles that fall off 
of rice and of millet (o;) in the proess of bruis-
ing, or braying, or pondingi, ltk bran. (TA.)
- And [hence,] t The refuse, or loest or basest
or meanest sort, of a people or party of men.
(IqAr, 1g, TA.)

IBook I.

4 wWCetain garments, or e of
cloth; (s, Mgh, Meb, If, TA,) of cotton, ($, TA,)
white, (Mgh, TA,) so called in rdation to
J^.,;(. , (, Mgh, Mqb,) a place, ($, 15,) or ton,
(Mgh, Myb,) of El-Y~en, ($, Mgh, Myb, If,)

herm they are woen, (i,) or wohence they are

brought: (Mb :) some say ia..., with damm;
(Mgh, M9 b, TA;) so say Az and EI-Kutabee;
(Mgh ;) a rel. n. from ., pl. of J.., (Mgh,
Msb,* TA,) meaning "a white garment or piece
of cloth (Mgh, TA) of cotton ;" (TA;) but this
is [said to be] a mistake; (Mb ;) or it is allow-
able because JU_3 sometimes occurs as the
measure of a sing., to which this pl. is likened;
as is said in the 0: (TA:) or the former appella-
tion is applied, as some say, to garments, or
pieces of cloth, beaten and washed and whitened;
so called in relation to Ji~. meaning "one who
beats and washes and whitens clothes." (TA.)

J.-l TA hore of a ea or great river (S,

Myb, K, TA) [and] of a rirer (.7) like *;
(Mgh in art. ~q;) [generally, a sea-shore, sea.
coast, or seaboard;] and a tract of cultivated
land, with tonmns or vi//age, adjacent to a ea or
great river: (1K:) a reversed word, (IDrd, 8, ,)
by rule J. , (IDrd, .,) of the mcasure ,Lti
in the sense of the measure J, T, (TA,) because
the water abrades it, (IDrd, 8, K, TA,) or comes
upon it: (TA :) or [it is a possessive epithet, like
X %) and .aU,] meaning having atrading water

(i.i1 '> ,h0 s)7 when the tide flows and ebbs
and so sweeps away what is upon it. (g.) And
The side (iek) of a valley. (g in art. .)
Pl. 3_ ;. (M;u.)

".1 A hind of tres, (AlIn, 9, ],) re~mbting
the [species of tamarihsk called] JUI, and grnming
in the places where the [trees called] .11!, grnw,
in plain, or sof, tracts: (AHn, TA:) its twigs
are uned forr cleaning the teeth: (AHn, K,*TA:)
and Imra-el-Keys likens the fingers of a woman
to tooth-sticks (J,61_) thereof. (S, TA. [See
EM p. 30.]) It is [said to be] a word that lhas no
parallel in form except ;.!; and ~t and ,i
and,. . (TA.)4

,J_.LI [a pl. of whichl the sing. is not men-
tioned] TV.ater-cmtrme, or places in wrhich water
flows. (Ibn-'Abbad, 1.)

_:see )e,.

An implement for cutting, hering, or
paring, (Lth, 1, TA,) of nwood. (Lth, TA.) _
A fie. (S, 1f.) _ [Hence,] t The tongue, in an
absolute sense: (.,TA:) [see~'.: or as being

an instrument of reviling,] from J , "he re-
viled." (TA.) J explains j·Am l as meaning
, u.J! ;CLUI, (15[, TA,) and MiF defends this
as meaning Tel tongue that slpeas well: (TA:)
[and it is said in the IIam p. 683 to signify
.-J J 3jt;' S,' O,LJJ I, app. meaning th
tongue that doe not prepyre iteef for ~pch;
i.e, the ready tongue:] but [F says that] the
right re4ding is ,aJ; ti ( .- -

I
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and 

so s;veoerp's away wliat is upon it. (g.) AiAd

The 

side (iew) of a valley. (K in art.

Pi. 

j.1 (M5b.)

J. 

1 A kind of trem, (Ayn, ]g,) 're~kbling

tlie 

[qmcies of tamarisk caUed) JUI, and grozeing

in 

the places where the [tretic called] jb, qrnv,

in 

plain, or so.ft, tracts: (AHn, TA:.) its twigs

are 

umd f(,�r clowning the teeth: (AH K *TA

and 

Imra-el-geys likens the fingem of a woman

to 

tootli-sticks tliereof (�1R, TA. [See

EM 

p. 30j) It is (Baid to be] a word (hat liu no

parallel 

in form except;&.!.; and and

and,Wl. 

(TA.)

J�.G 

[a pl. of whielt the cing. is not men-

tionA] 

TVater-emirmx, or plara in ivlticia water

.flony. 

(Ibn-'Abbid,

An 

implemmt fur cutting, hering, or

paring, 

(Lth, ]�, TA,) of nwd. (Lth, TA.) -

A 

fk. 

(g, g.) [HenceJ t The tongm, in an

absolute 

ww: TA:) [see or u being

an 

irmtrument 

of reviling,] fiom "'he re-

viled." 

(TA.) J explains ni; mcanixig

�L.U;, 

(g, TA,) and MiP defends this

as 

i�eaning 
7�lit tongue thatclwala well.. (TA:)

,a 

t is said in the klam p. 683 to signify

jt;� 

tsjt epLJJI, app. meaning L44

tongu 

that does not prn;�re itrelf for ~A;

i.e. 

the ready tongue:] but [F says that] the

' j
dght 

re4ding io 13 Q;U1 (g) [i. c.]
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J,; ao signifies i q. ; t [A speaber,
an orator, or a preacher; or a good speaker kc.]:

and an eloqut ; (,TA;) one who
arcly, or sr, stop short in hi pee;

0**

aclg such a is termed ~. (TA.)-
t On who is sklled in th ading, or reciting,
of the .Kur-dn: ( :) from J~ meaning the
"making" [a thing] "to be consecutive in its
parts, or portions;" and the "pouring forth"
[water &E.]. (TA.)-_A copiou~ rain: (V:)
from J.. meaning the act of" pouring forth."
(TA.)-.A water-slout ( ,je) of which the
water is not to be withstood [so I render ji4 s

,, app. meaning, that pours forth itu water
with auch violence that no obstruction will reist

it]. (0, g.)-The mouth of a j;;, [or athern
water-bag]. (0, V.) _ A brihsk, lively, prightly,
or actime, waterer, or cupbearer. (0, V.)-
Extreme (i n) i bounty, or munitcene. (0,
g.)_- A courageo~s man, who acts, (j, so

in the M and Y, TA,) or chargaes, or mahes an
assault or attach, (i._, so in the 0, TA,)
alone, or by himsf. (M, O, I.)- The r
who inflicts the castigations appointed by the
law (0, 1) before, or in the presce of, the
Sulta n. (0.) - I. q 1.. J [as meaning The
bride, or headsta/ and rUs wit the bit and
other apperteace]; as also t Jt~; (]i;) like

ll* c-j 0-
as you- say X and 3;, and;.andjul,:. ,ou,., ~and and' j

t.-
(TA:) or its ,th; (V;) which is the piece of
iron that stands up in the mouth [from the
middle of the bit-mouth]; as IDrd says in the
"Book of the Saddle and Bridle :" (TA:) and
two rings, (Q,,TA,) one of which is insrtd into
the other, (TA,) at the two extremities of the

,C! of the bridle, (], TA,) which is [generally
applied to the bit-mouth, but is here said by 8M
to be] the piece of iron that is beneath the lower
lsp: or, accord. to IDrd, the J of the bridle
is a piec of iron which is beneath the low~rjaw;

and the A is the piece of iron that stands up in
the 4e; and the ';.i is the piece of iron that
lies crosswise in the mouth: and the pl. is J;..:
(TA:) or the $ .. are two rings at the two

extremities of thei [or bit-mouth] ofthe bridle,
one of which isinserted into the other [so that
they occupy the place of our curb-chain]:.(~:)
they are [also said to be] the X.UL [lit. two

che/e] ofthe bridle: (TA:) the J _. is beneath
the part in which is the bridle, and upon it flow
the foam and blood of the horse. (As, TA voce

4. [See also;.J and ,AU.]) One says of a
horse when exerting himself, and being quick, in
his going, and thrusting forward therein his head,
,a... ,.. [He bore upon his bridle, &c.].
(0, TA.) And hence, (TA,) this phrase means
[also] t He (a man, TA) followed hi error, not
de~ting from it: (, TA:) ... signifying

terror: (:) and [in like manner] A '
Q .J. 6 means t He hastened, and strove

in his rror. (TA.) Abo, the former of these
two phrasesw, t X resolved r detrmined, upon

Bk. I.
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th [or Ahis] affair, and stroe, or eerted himef

therein: (0, TA:) [for] signifiee also
t decirsive resolution or deermination. (0, 1, TA.)
And t He ent on with enrgy in hi diourse,
sermon, speech, oration, or harangue: (8, TA:)
and so in hispoetry. (A,TA.)_-Also, [from
the same word as meaning the "bridle," or
" headstall &c.,"] I The side of the beard: [like

as it is called jt.; because it is in the place
corresponding to that of the J,~ of a horse or
the like: (,rJ4. in the CK is a mistake for
+_ i:)] or the lower part of eachjlo. [or side
of the beard], to thefore part of the beard ; both

together being called X . ,: (, TA: [JAi

in the CV5 is a mistake for i;1 :]) or the plce
ofthejl..L: (Az,TA:) or the templ; 0 ..
meaning the two temples: (TA:) and (O) the

uil.t; [or side of the cheek] of a man. (Ibn-
'Abbd, O, V.) One says, i.. ,- meaning

The side of his beard became wlite, or hoary.
(TA.) ~ A clean. (0, g, TA) thin (TA) gar-
ment, or piete of cloth, of cotton. (0, 1], TA.
[See also J_~.])- A rope, (],) or string, or
thread, (M, TA,) that is twisted alone: (K:) if
with another, [i. c. with another strand,] it is
termed;j., and;j. (TA. [See, again, Ja.])

A iea. (O,1 .)The wild ass: (, TA:)
[because of his braying:] see 1, last sentence: an
epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi-
nates. (TA.) - A brisk, lively, sprightly, or
active, ass. (0.) - A lor, vile, nean, or sordid,
man. (O, TA.) - A deiL (O,TA.) -The
name of The Zai (8, O) or [familiar]jinne~ or
genie () of [the po~ ] El-Aash. (., 0, ].
[In the g it is implied that it is with the article
Jt: but accord. to the . and 0 and TA, it is
without JI.])

'I. A ball ofspun thread (AA, TA.)

j_._ [Pared, peed, &c.: see L -And
hence, because abraded by the feet of men and
beasts,] A road. (TA in art. Oj.) _ And An

even, wid place. (0,).) See also Ja. -
As an epithet applied to a man, Small and con-
temptible. (0, [.)- And the name of A camel
belnging to [the poet] El-'Ajiaj, (0, g.)

Ao

LA._, aor. :, inf. n.,,.; and '_; He,
or it, was, or became, black. (Mob.)

2. 4', lj _ They blackened hisface; syn.

,.;8as also e,$ . (A, TA.)

4. tlJI .-- ,1 The sky poured forth its
water: (g ) mentioned as on the authority of
IAgr: but it has been mentioned before, on his
authority, as with .. (TA.)

·/: see .-. .. ,4 A sort of tree; (g, 1;)
like t ,;"1 : (S:) the latter also signifies a sort
of tree: (K:) the former is said by ISk to be a
certain plant: and by AHn, to be a plant that
grow like the U and O4j e and -, , e~cpt

that it is taller; the XA~ [i.e. the sinkle plant
ofthis pecies] being sometimes as tall as a man,

and larger. (TA.) Also Iro: (IA4r, :)
n. un. with ;; meaning a lump, or p~ce, ofiro.
(IAr, TA.)

. [a pL of which the sing. is not mentioned,]
The blacksmith's hammer. (IAr, Ii.)

3m Blachness; (, Msb, V ;) s alsot

[mentioned above as inf. n, of;.,] and C.r.;

( k ;) lie [ and] _.: (TA in art.., :)
a blackness like the colour of the crow to which

the epithet _.1 is app~. (Lth, TA.)

.;: .: see the next preceding paragraph.

: see the next following paragraplh.

Black; (S, Myb, g;) like _,.,l.; (TA
in art. p ;) applied to the crow; se i;.. :
(Lth, TA:) fem. ,A; (Myb, TA;) applied to
a plant of that colour; (ISk, TA ;) and parti-
cularly to the m when it is of that colour, and
thus applied as an intensive epithet; and to a
woman in the same sense: (TA:) and ' X

signifies anything black (ISd, g) accord. to some;

but this is a mistake, for it is only,~ . (ISd,

TA.) - [Hence,]. 2a~. is the name of ,A cer-
tainidol,(]Q,TA,) which w black. (TA.)_.And
7,e night. (TA.) - [Hence likewise,] ,..1
signifies also Clouds (.Au..'): (i, ] :) br, as
some say, black clouds: and A~ signifies a
black lod. (TA.) - Also Blood into which
are dipled the hands of persou wearing, one to
another; (IC;) or blood into which the hand is
dipped on the occaton of smearing with another
or others: said to have this meaning in the saying
of El-Agsha,

,,,, - 0* .. 0...

... Al ....

[Two foste-brothers by the sucking of the breat
of one mother swore together, by dark blood into
which they dipped their h/ands, tlat you, or t/hey,
i. e. a tribe (a4J) or a company of men ( ),
for, without the context, the meaning is doubtful,

not ever becomn separated]: or it has here
one, or another, of three meanings here follow-
ing. (i.) - The womb. (v.) - The niplde oj a
woman's breast: (1:) or the blacknes of the
nipple of a wroman's breast. (?.) -A shin such
as is termed jj, for wine: (M, 9 :) because of
its blackness: and V_1e.1 also signifies a .jj.
(TA.) Also A lwrn: (., g:) thus in the say-
ing of Zuheyr,

*1v **0I *1 0-

[And thei frequent repelling of her, or them,from
him with a horn; so that >.d is merely an ex-
plicative adjunct, for it also means a horn, or it
may be rendered here an instrument for repel-.
liung]: (S, TA:) or [_~ l is here an epithet,
and] the meaning is, with a black horn. (TA.)

Another poet uses the phrase ; naot3,

[so in the TA, spp. a mistranascription for 44,]
i. e., [reading v,J, She repes] with a pair of

horns; using the fem. as meanaing 
167
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u thong he sid ; ; [wpith two
bck hon]. (IAr, TA.) _The fe., ."i,
alo signifies The, [here meaning anus]: (1:)
becaue of its colour. (TA.) For another sig-
nification of the fem., seeA.~.

* ;., °Of the cdwr termed .bI [here app.
meaning taminesr] in an intens degree. (TA.)
_Also A sort of tree. (M, g.) A poet uses

the phrase ._.d t l ,l.~.Jl [77we black, or dark,
r,a--l]. (M, TA.)

; se.: see.~l, first sentence.

1. ;*', (el, L, ],) aor. :, (]~,) inf. n. Om._,
(L,) He broke a stone. (, L, 1.) And He
crusded, bruisd, brayed, or pounded, a thing.
(L.).-Also He rubbed [in the C;g U!j is erro-
neously put for iJ;] a piece of wood so as to
mahe it mooth, (L, ,) with an instrument called
,, rwithout taking anythin fronm it. (L.)

3. jJlJI 1_..L: see 6. - The inf. n. ;L;
signifies also The meeting [another] face toface.
(L, J.) - And you ay, !LC , (L,) inf. n.

'_, _ (, L, 1,) I =mixd with thee in familiar,
or social, intercourse: (L:) and did so in a good
manner. (, L, .) And ;,'tl H' e lljoined,
or took part, with him in the tlhing. (L.)

6. jljl .- He looked at tlhe ;.~ [or
aspect &c.] of the 0Ji [i. e. cattle, or other pro-
erty]; a also .l 0. (L, ! i.) You say,
L... .L ;L;. ;I' JlQi Ca...3 [I looked at

the apect of the cattle, or other ropecrty, and
sam the aspect thereof to be ~godly]. (?, L.)

*'_ A nu#mrous congregation: so in the
phraso [A day ofa numerous congre-
gation]. (~.)

'*. Quarter, steter,or protection; syn. J;:
so in the saying, &... wu 1 [Ire in his
quarter or shelter or protection]. (J.)

':a and ( ' L, (L, ,) or the latter, and,
m sometimes pronounced, L;..., (S,) and V :1.;.;
and 9 t, (8, L, gI,) pronounced '"~ by Fr,
the only person heard by A'Obeyd to pronounce
it thus, and said by Ibn-Keys4n to be thus pro-
nounced because of the faucial letter, ($, L,) but
It:~".. is better, (L,) Aspect, appearance, or
external state or condition: ($, L, :) and simply
state, or condition: (L:) and colour: and soft-
nes, or smoothnss, of th earteral shin: and
i. q. 4a' [as meaning softns, or deicatnass: in
the CV, i;1 is erroneously put for 4aIl].

(L, KJ You say, L J1 *.aJ 21 (L) and
i...ll (S,L) [Verily he is goodly in aspect,

&c.]: and 9_ * " _ '; [lAse are a
pepb, or party, whose aspect, ec., is goodly.
(, L.) And La. is also expl. as signifying
The beauty of the hair, and of the complexion,
and of the s ~ skin, of a man. (L.) And it
ocun in a. trad. as meaning The external shin

of theface; and is sometimes pronounced 9t ,
and i also called the ti C. (L.)

0-e
) ._: see what next precedes.

L; : ~ee -;, in two places.

tL,~ and ':La: see °a.,; the former in
four places.

* ..
co- A horse goodly in condition; as in the

saying, L; .T1 ;1. Tl[e horse came goodly
in condition]: fem. with i: (L, ]I:) you say
l....Z i, (L,) or *. .. , (,, [so in my
oopies,]) a mars goodly in condition and in as.
pect, (L,) orgoodly in aspect. (S.)

, .* _ An instrument with which wood is
rubbed so as to make it smooth without taking
anyth,ingfrom it. (L.)

L.. A thing with vwhich stones are broken.
(., L, 1..) I. . [i. c. A stone such as fills
the hand: or a stone with vhich, or on which, one
brays, or ponders, perfumes or other things].
(L, ]. [In the CJ(, 4it1 is erroneously put
for i.al,1 or its var. a I.]) A thing with
whtich gold is rubbed so that it becomes smooth
and glistening. (Skr pp. 154 and l15.) And its
pl. .; . is said to signify Stones with which
are crushed, or brayed, the stones of [i. e. con
taing] siler. (Skr, L.) And MAill-stones with
tvhich one grinds. (Skr.) And Thin stones with
which iron is made thin, (L,0*1 , [in the former

of which us is erroneously put for 5',])
lihe [as is done wvith] the 0,~. (L.) And Stones
of [i. e. containing] gold and silver: (Skr, 41:)
so says Ibn-Habeeb. (Skr.)

;_ ,i': see -.

__ and us

1. *,1 1., (g,) first pers. ,~. (S, Mob)
and ,._, (S,) aor. M, (, M:b, .,) and
u'--�, and u', (, ,) inf. n. ~.. (Myb,

TA) and , (., TA,) He scraped off, ($, .,)
or cleared away, (M9b, g,) [the clay, soil, or
mud,] 'lj, C . [from the surface ofthe
earth], (S, Msb,) with the ;i.. [q v.]. (M,b.)
_ .q.JI . He cleared, or swapt, awvay the
lire, or burning, coab: (I :) ISd says, I think
that LI has mentioned this; but the verb well
known in this sense is with t. (TA. [See t.])

_ ';t ~ .'., J 1, in£ n. ,_,, He
scraped, or pared, off the fat from the Asin, or
hide. (TA.) It is said in a trad., as some relate
it, i .-..- J-j, or, as others relate it, ,
both meaning the same, i. e. And sh betook her-
wlf to paring, or ripping, off fom it the esh
that mwa upon it. (TA in art. J~..) And

;f,, o, .i signifies He pared, or "triped,
off the l. (TA.)._j, I6~, (1B,) aor.
(j and A , , inf. n. [app. a and] u.,
(TA,) He shaved off the hair; as also t;#;1.

[Boox L

%.)I _ .U;;I s and 6M aor. u
I scraped off, or otherwi~ rmoed, the s .-
fcial prt ofthe paper. (S.) [And] 'c.

1L;ISt He took, a litthfrom th paper. (. ,
TA. [See ;.1_, second sentenrenoe.]).. 
.,Lt, (,) first pers;.: ' and ,, (,)
aor. ' and #., (TA,) He bound the
writing (,) with a W~ (O) or rwith the
.t_t [q. v.]; ( ;) and so ;;_.., (IC,) inf. n.

C' ;; (TA;). and tt; .I; (K;) as in the
M. (TA.)

2: see the next preceding sentence.

4. .,1 Ile (a man S) had many eb..1 [pl.
of ;;~.., (q. v.,) n. un. of :L.]· (S, Sg.) - See
also 1, last sentence.

7. ~..i It wan, or became, pared; or pared
off. (TA.)

8: asec 1, in two places.

I_~: see the next paragraph, in two places.

lt~ Theo [or corering, integumnent, peel,
or the liket,] of anything: pl. [or rather coil.
gen. n.] t l. (S.) See also 'LI~..- A cer-
tain thorny tree; (Q, TA;) the fritt thereof is
wrhite: it is a herb in the spring-season, as long
as it remains green: when it dries up in the hot
season, it is a tree. (TA.)~ A bat: (ISh, S,
]C:) pl. 9i..;; (K;) or [rather] it is the n. un.
of L.;, which is syn. with ,i/L [used as a
gen. n.]: (ISh, S:) and 9.t.. is a dial. var. of
i_ used in this sense, accord. to Az. (TA.) 
I q. q· l [i. c. The court, or olen area, of a
house]: (S, K :) formed from the latter word by
transposition: (TA:) one says, 'S ' L I '
.sl~. [I will asuredly not see tlhec in my
viuarter, or tract, aund my court]. (S.) And I. q.
a.U [A side, region, quarter, or tract, &c.]. (}1.)

-*l: see ;l.t , in two places. ~ Also A

certain plant, (S, I,) haring thorns, (8,) and
haring a blossom of a red hue inclining to vwhite.
ness, called t!he ZJj. [app. a mistranseription for
L.jw]: (TA:) the befesfed upon it, (S, .K,) and
tlheir honey in consequence there(f becomes nweet
(S, *) in the utmost degree. (i.) - See also
Ma.

o;l_.., of a writing, (S, K, TA, [in the Cg
and in my MS. copy of the IS, written, i;;.j,])
and *. '.~, (TA,) or [ratller] the former is the
n. un. of the latter, (S,) A certain thing with
which a writing is bound; (S, ], TA;) called in
Pers. .L ,, (PS,) or ats. ,i *; (Adillet el-
Asmk of Meyd, cited by Goli us;) and in rurkish

&W^ U; (Mir1Ft el-Loghah, cited by the same;)
[a aled strip of paper writh rrhich a letter, or
the like, is bound:] the letter of a tadee to an-
other kidee is perforated.for the ;.1_, and is
then sealed [upon this strip:] (Mgh in art..sj, :)
pi. 1L--,I. (S.) [The same seems to be meant
by what here follows:] . ,l, I o.1_, (], TA,)

with ., (TA,) and V ;Jtl.f, (g, TA,) withj [and .],a
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(TA,) or V ?t.4, (so in the C[,) or this lasn
also, like is., is a dial. var. of the first, (TA,)
and *t , (V, TA, [in the CB written with
fet-b to the ., but it is]) like i;b, with LE,
(TA,) What is taken Jfom paper; (V;) the
maU prtion [or rip, app.,] that ui taAen fom
papr: (TA:) pL 'I* [as above]. (1.)-

Abo, (Q,M,) or tVIU , (V,) portion ()
of cloud. (?, V.) One says, ;- ;5 t ! ; 

[Thee i not in the Sy a p ortionof

do]. (.)l._..3la [in the Cl gl;.l] also
signifies W91.1 [q. v.], (TA,) [app.here mean-
ing The meninw; for SM adds,] in which is th
brain; (TA;) as also Vti l, with kesr [to
the ,,. (V.)

5xm., (V, TA,) [in the CV i but it is]
with kesr, (TA,) Anything that is pared, or

eceled, from a thing. (V, TA.) - See also
1;_., in three places. m Also The art, or craft,
of making the Aind of im~nt caUed ;1 .:
(, TA:) in this sense, likewise, with kesr,
agreeably with analogy. .(TA.)

. mnaker of the kind of implement caled
itQ". (T, ].)

;C, applied to a [lizard of the species called]

., Thatfeed upon the lant c~ a .1... (P.)

*A., ($, g,) [fiom QC,] the i denoting in-
tensiveness, (TA,) A torrent that carries away
everything; (];) that pares and swees away
everything. (TA.) - And A rain that fallU wUith
whm~ ce, (, ,) parung the surface of the
earth. (Q.)

Z_.1i (with damm, TA) Any ~ ~intument of
dkin tpon the prtinm of flesh that are on boM.

(Az, .)

ow,b with lamm, (., K,) A man ($) that
eats much. (,..)-d ( Dea)~ufl, or
comely, (],) so expl. by AO, (TA,) [and] tall,
(],) thus expl. by Fr, likewise applied to a
man. (TA.)

L .: A soe, or ~pade, of iron; (MA, Pg;)
an in ent (?, Mqb, I) like the , ecpt

that it is of iron, ($, Mqb,) with which clay, ol,
or mud, i cheared away (Mb, K.) fro~ the sur.
face of th earth: (Myb:) a ;1,. [for d ,
i. e. a ~pade,] ha a cro~ pe of wood upon
which the digerpree hisfoot: (V, voce
and there is a curved kind, [app. a sort of hoe,]
such as is called nprs. -- ! (.:) pl- 
(1, Mb.) Ru-beh likens the toes, or extremities
of the fore part of the hoofs, of horse, to t
beeause with them they pare the ground: so in
the T: or, aceord. to the M, he likens thereto the
hoofs of asses. (TA.)_ mean [T
fe ] a thing with which tA fire, t i jt
(TA vow 201. .)

1) in n. of i.q. [inf n.
of 4m], (A, j,) signifying The raisng a loud
cry, or a clamnour: (TA:) or it [is used ae a
s ubt., and] ignifies a conf~ion of so~ .
(Mgh, MF, TA.) The substitution of ., for .
is allowable in every word containing t: [for
intoane,] in a trad. [cited voce , , q. v., as
some relate it], the hypocrites are described as

Vf `ol ;_ OJto Z. (TA.)
, z. ¢ [tb

4A> *v A necklace (;;-;) made Of [the com-
.posi,ion ter d] and o other things, Aithout

anylewe: (8:) ora ;a of dos and !.. and
> ,_; t[q. v.], oithout jewels, (A, ., TA,) and
without perb: and likewise, of gold: and of
simer: or, accord. to Az, it is, with the Arabs,
any ;4), whether with jewe or without:
accord. to IAth, a ring on which are strung
beads, worn by boys and by girl: (TA:) it is
thus ealled because of the sound of its beads when
in motion: (MF,TA .) p1. .. ,. (, ].)
[Hence] one says, ViAJtl [t1 JU; tI have

found thee to be the inh~rtor of the ,1.J],
meaning, J like the boy that has no no~edg~ .
(A, TA.)

J-. A certain hind of trees, (S, V,) the heads
of wAhich, when it gro~w taU, bonud and hang
down; [acoll. eu n.;] n. un. with ;: (TA:) it
re~ ls thedj.l; (]i;) or it is like thoej [or
panic ga~], and has a [root uch as i te~rmed]

; its branches, or twigs, are, in abundance,
like the do b [app. .of,. a certain large tree,
growing on the mountains]; and its fruits re-
smble brooms-of reed, or are more slenr:
(AIn :) em7~ent make thadir abodes at its rootu.
(TA.) It is related in a trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,
that he said to Mo'iwiyeh,eja'*i ---iS13 .

.- s .5 A -~ *ii.. l1
p j" J-l [ tDo not thou lk down upon
the ground like a doa tAshe male viper at the rootu
of the saibar]; meaning t do not thou affect
heedln of tU state in which we are, or of the
affair in which me are engaged. (TA.) One
says also, l -- ' I 5;, meaning, t Such a
one acted perfido~ y, treachero~y, or unfaith-

;idz. (v.) And a poet says,

* 0I J ;e 1 

t [And perfidy g~ at the roots of the sasbar]:
(0:) [becaue the viper lives there: or] the poet
means, that the people of whom he spealks dwelt
in plaees where the sakhbar grew; and they are
thought to have been of the tribe of Hudheyl:
IB says that he likens the perfidious to this tree
because, when it is full-grown, its head hangs
down, not remaining erect; and that he means,
ye do not remain faithful, like au this tree does
not remain in one state. (TA.)

.. (~, ],) originally Pers., (TA,) Vel-
ment, or iU ene; ;) as also g ;_ (O

and t . ( OS, .) One says, .. j ,

(Lb, s,) or .J ~;,, (TA,) This is u ~ ,
or intese, heat; a phrase well known in the
language of the Arabs, who use certain Pers., or
foreign, words, as, for instance, W6; for 5.
(Lb,,TA. [See also ~ ..]) And 

V,:o VeAhement sarig. (Q.) And ekb
t, , A ehement Ul: and a pre, or an
u,mi~ li. (TA.)-Also, from the Pers.,
Anything Aard and thin orflm. (TA.)

m· m.: see the preceding parsgraph: and
that here following.

. .
'a~...: se the first paragraph, in three

plaes. Also Dust rii y high: (,:)
and V . likewise signifies [the same, or]
dustrisng high; (TA in art. ,;) also

..J and : and Z (1 in that
art.;) said to be arabicized words from the Peru
; : (TA in that art.:) and the first (c '...,

[and app. the others abo]),fine dust. (TA in the
present art.) And Anythingflm; as, for instance,
flour, or meal. (AA, TA) Fime t; [or meal
of pareed barley, &c.]: (A4, TA:) or j,., that'
is not moidened ith any sami~ , or saoury
admizture: (W:) or j, Aavi li gas ~ or
gravy [mied with it]; as also 4m.`-- and

; .. (1 and TA in the present art and in
art. , .) And Fins l_ " [or white flour].
(Ax, ~)

'~ '.. and rn; (K1, TA) and accord. to
some cI,Ae; the second ofwhich is aered by
the expositors of Bkh to be the most common
and most chaste; but Esh-Shihbb [El-Khafi'jee],
in the "Sharh esh-Shif&," mentions only the
form with kesr to the , and fet- and kesr to the
z.; and Ibn-Et-Tilimsanee mentions only the
form with damm to the b, and fet-4 and kesr to
the %., adding that it is also written with L;
MF, however, deems what this last says to be
very strange, and more especially with respect to
the word's being written with L, which he affirms
to be unknown; (TA;) [Moroo-lbathAr; so in
the present day;] tanned goat's in; an arbi.
cized word, (],) from the Per.: expl. by IAth
as jujub&-co~r [or dark du red] ski (;

; ;); not ruchR as fom thei red coour are

t ermedl.A (TA.)

;i J prparer and seir of O -.
(a TA.)

.i.., [The matter contained in the sndin ;]
a ycmllo, thick rater [or f~uid, that omu forth
with tAefestwu; (, M,] ;) a salo- : (M,
TA:) hnce, in a trad., the appearance upon the
face produced by excitement from remaining
awake during the night is termed, by way of
comparison, .~ upon the face: (,* L:) or
blood and ater in tA embn that enop
the fmtuw of a beast: or wat coms forth with
the membraw that en te fatwU: said to be

167 '
1
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peculiar to the human species: or common to the
human species and beuts: (L:) or the water [or
flu:idn that membrane; as also JJ_ and
and ?J;: (IAp', TA in art. tW :) or [the placenta;
i. e.] a thing lke the liver, or like the slen,
compact, which is in the membrane that envelo
the festw of a beast: sometimes children play
with it: or that membrane itself: and i. q. & ---
[which is espl. as meaning yeUow water in the

and it is also the inf. n. of j.A, q. v.]: and
_& is a dial. var. thereof in all its senses, those

above mentioned and those following. (L.) -
Also The urine of a camd'sfwtw (Jt ) in its
mother's belly. (L.) -And t ellness in the
face [as in the trad. above mentioned]. (L.)

.'t-. tNHaving the stomach in a heaving
state, agitated by a tendency to wmit, or di..
orderwd; (1V;) yellow, ( heavy, (S,) and
swollen, (Q, 1I,) by diease or by ome other
cause. (TA.)

J4-

1. ,S_ , (Fr, Akh, S, A, Mob, g,) and 'o,

(AZ, Akh, , Mob, ],) like as one says &
and ,, and s '. and V, (Akh, S ,) but

the former is the more chaste, (En-Nawawee,
TA,) and is that which occurs in the Vur ix. 80,
and xi. 40, [&c.,] (TA,) and J says that the
latter is the worse of the two, ($,) and Fr dis-
allows it absolutely, (TA,) aor. ', (S, Msb, (,)
inf. n. * ($, Mqb, 20 and _(10 and J

and _ ($, 0~~~~~~~1~ and *_(10) and (6
,) Hle mocked at, coffed at, laughed at, derided~

or ridild, him; (, A, Mqb, ,&c. ;) as also
tpmj& -: (A,OV:) and , in the
gur xxxvii. 14, signifies, accord. to Ibn-Er-
Rumminee, they invite one another to mock,
wo,j deride, or ridicul. (TA.) - It is said in
a trad., jl l; l s l Doat thou moch at
mee, or deride, me, when I am the king ? or, as
some say, it isntropical, and means, :dost thou
put me in a place which I do not regard as my
right? so that it seems to denote a species of
mockery. (TA.) -And in another trad. it is

a'e -' -- 
eud, ; ~m ; I.*b J,I1 S [Isay so, and I do
notjet]; meaning I say not aught but the truth.
(A,* TA.) -The words (of the lWur [xi. 40]
TA) 34i & ' I U "' 

are said to signify If ye dm s norant, we
also deem you ignorant like as ye dee us ignorant.
(i.) _ , - _: see 9. - il ;,_, aor.:,
IThe ship had a good wind and voyage; (g;)
[as though it made the wind subservient, or
submissive, to it; (see 9 ;)] it obeyed, and ran its
course. (TA.)

2. * inf. n. He , He contrained him,
or compeled him, (JK, 1, R,) namely, a servant,
or a beast, to do what he [the latter] did not
desire, (JK, TA,) or to work, without recompense,
or hire, or wages, (;, ,) and without price;
(TA;) as also ? .Ju : (, Mgh, :) and [in

like manner,] ' c, aor. :, in£ n. I.jA~ and£ a. osrie hi.od hth i
fi he contrained him to do what h did

not desire; compmed him: (5:) or v - _, he
made use of him without compensation, (A, Msb,)

,- l 1i [in work]. (M9b.) You say, v.1

, £J ,1; I rode a beast be~ g to such a one
/ithout recompene. (TA.)_- He brougAt him
under, or into sujection; rendered him subser-
vient, submi e, tractable, or manageable. (S,

X 1.) You say, )ll W' ;.. God hath made the
camel, subservient, or ndbmiive, and manageable.
(Msb.) And in the Ftur [xiv. 37], it is said,
.,,#, * .a 

.J 1 1mj A tAnd He hath made
andbte to you, or ~s iive for you, the sun
and the moon [to run their appointed courses].
(TA.) 4 ' [as also d .] signifies t It
(anything) was rendered ubmissiv or manage-
able or practicab/e, to him, or prepared or dis-
posed for him ageably oith his desire. (TA.)

I You say also, ,; jtl I jl..,, inf. n. '53
: God made the ship to obey and to run is course;

to have a good wind and wyage. (TA.) t--.
,:t, in the ]~ur lxix. 7, means t He sent it
upon them by force; namely, the wind: (Jel:)
or made it to prevail againt them by his power.
(Bd.)

: see 2, in three places.

10: see 1, in two places.
*,* a
, 'j. One who is mocked at, swcojed at, laughed

at, derided, or ridculed; a lau~khingoc; (,
A a A80 

A, g;) as also V.a.. and S (z, A;)
which are used as sing., as in the phrase ;J1i

I they made him a laughitock; (A;)

and as pl., as in $..). Ji , and also v d ,
the former being mc. and the latter fem., they
are to thee laughi~gstocs; the former occurring
in the lur [see xxiii. 112, and xxxviii. 63, and
xliii. 31,] with 4amm and with kesr accord. to
different readings. (Az, TA.) - Also One who
is constrained, or compeled, to do what he dow
not deire, or to work, wtho~ re pense, or
hire, or wages; (JK, S," Mgh,* Msb,0 ,,* TA;)
applied to a servant, (JK, g, M9b,) and to a beast;

(JK, Mqb;) as also ',.' (Msb, K) and
.(...; (V ;) or the former of these, only, is used

in this sense; and the latter, and sometimes the
former also, in the sense immediately preceding:
(TA :) and 'Ij is also used as a pl., (JK, A,)
as in the phrase Cidi.:J 0 .n thes are
persons made ue of without compensation for the
Sultdn: (JK, A:) it also signifies one who em-
ployj any person, (~, TA,) or beast, (TA,) that
he has dbjected~, or comp~led to obey him, with-
out recompense, or hire, or wag: (g, TA:) [or
this is a mistake, and the correct signification is]
one who iu o employed by Ahim who has sbjected
hAim. (L.) - It is also n. with j; [inf. n.
of 2]. (TA in art.. )

#- a0
3..M One rwho mocks at, eoffs at, laughs at,

derides, or ridicules, others, (9, J,) much. (S.)
[See also ; .]

I a 1 · oea,·
U.p. and Lq (T, $, Mb, 1) and a

(T, S, ) Mockery, scof; derison; r dicule.
(T, , Myb, g.) _- See also ;_, in three places.

' '~ A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (9gh,

,) in Khurdsn; (.;) accord. to AILn, i. q.
5(i;;, [q. v.]. (TA.)

baine [pl. of ;.o; aA] t Skips obying,
and having a good ind. (B.)

; [An occasion, oor a caus, of mockery,
scofaing, derision, or ridicule]: pl. t .L (A.)

You say ;& c lI 1 ^ ( L. a a [Many
occasions of mokery, c., men reckon occasion

of boastiAg, or glorying]. (A.) And oi-r a 
[He is a cause of mocwiery, &c.]. (A.) [Bee
also a;b..]-Also One rwho mocks at, scoff
at, laughs at, drides, or ridicules, oth. (A.)
[See also ;..]

,m.. Any one that is constrained, or com-
peled, [brought into subjection, or made nb-
servient or submissive,] and managed, unable to

free kimsedf from constraint. (TA.)_ Jl

,. ;l.&.. [in the _ur xvi. 12 means And
the stars are made bservient, or submiuive,]
running their courses. (Az, TA.)

1. J,u;, aor. -, in£ n. ; (g,* Mqb, 1Pe)

[and L , (see ' , below,)] Hre nwa, or
became, displeased, or discontented; (9, , TA;)

as also t ,.L_ ; (g,TA;) syas. ; and *
[the latter of which, app. referring particularly to
' ' J, properly and generally signifies, when
intrans., he crpreed, or d~ , dislike, dist
pleaure, disapprobation, discontent, or hatred]:
(TA:) he wa, or became, any; (g, Mb,TA;)
and t 'J signifies the same; or he became
angee; syn. . (TA.) You say, i; L
[He was, or became, displeaed, or discontented,
or angry, with him]. (l(ur v. 83.) And 'i
He ras, or became, dupleasd, or d~iscontentd,
nwith him; as also t ; both expl. by;
4 e ; (.~am p. 5o2 ;) and the latter by w
[which signifies as above, like u,, and also
he epressed, or o~ed, dislike of it, dirpleam
with it, disapprobation of it, discontent rith it,
or hatred of it]; (K, TA ;) and ,S, .j; (TA;)
as in the saying, 't c a a 1
[Every time that I did for him a deed, he e.
prssed, or showed, dislike of it, &c.]; and in
like manner, ' i&. A .. I [He gave him
little and he e~,ed, or d~ed, dislike of it,
&c.]: (TA:) and [hence,] * j. ' He
deemed his gif little, and it did not stand with
him in any tead; expl.by a Jj X : !
La-3.. (SV.) You say also, lt'k L1m! :vi,
meaning God forbidAeth you uch a thing: or
nwil punish you for such a thing: or it may refer
to the desire of punishing for it. (TA.)

4. La.. [He ditplas4, or discoted,
him:] he angered Ahim; made him angry. (9,
M.b, C)

5: sec 1, in seven places.
e
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(V, TA) and by izure: but not known to Az
except on the authority of Lth; and its correct-
ness is doubted by him, unless it be formed by
transposition from t1, L like as they said ..
and Jq, and ,,v and ..,b. (TA.)

2. ij l -1, inf n. j.J, 7i7 palm-
tree bor dates such as are termed [J , i. e.]
W%,,.:: (S, TA:) so in the dial. of El-.Hijz:
(TA':) or it wa rweak in its datstones and its
dates: or it shook off its dates. (I1, TA.) 
And J_, (],) or i.l J., (TA,) said of
a man, Re shook the palm-tree in order that its
dates might fall off. (, TA.) _ And 1 ,
(S,) or, , inf. n. as above, (1,) He attri-
buted, or imputed, to him, or them, a vice, fault,
or defect, (., 15, TA,) and reckoned him, or thnm,
roeak: of the dial. of Hudheyl. (S, TA.)

4. ;Ji., It (an affair, or event, TA) kept him,
or held him, back; delayed him, or retarded him.
(I:, TA.)

Jai-: see a.~. - Also t An infant that is
an object of love to his parents: (IApr, O, TA:)
originally, the "oSpring of the sheep or goat"
[app. as a sing. as well as a coil. gen. n.j. (TA.)
- See also J.,, in two plae.

£., A lamb, or k in mhateer state it be;
( ;) male or female: (TA:) ora lamb, or kid,
when jut born; nml orfemale: (, M, O, Msb,
]:) or, accord. to some, peculiarly applied to a
lamb; and this is affirmed by 'Iy4 and Er-
RBfi'ee: accord. to some, peculiarly to a kid;
and so affirms IAth: (TA:) (sce also ~, in
three places:) pl. V J , ( 0, Myb, ,) [or
rather this is a coll. gen. n.] like uas, ,3 is of J3,
(Mb,) [and is app. also used as a sing., (see the
next preceding ~ raph,)] and [the pl. properly
so termed is] JW- (, O, Mb, 1) and 'i ,
which is extr. [as a pl. form, so much so that Sbh
holds it to be a quasi-pl. measure, not a broken
pl. measure, as is said in the TA voce Lq.]. (i.)

(Az, ., 0, K) and JIL, (Az, 0, ],)
applied to men, Weak; (., O, 1;) bad, vil, or
base; (1:;) or low, ignobl, man, or sorlid:
(Az, O :) a pl. having no sing.: (As, ., O :) or
its sing. is V *1.: (], TA: in the C1 j±
[like the former pl.] :) so say Khilid. (IJ, TA.)
-. Also J.,, (CI,) or * ';, (TI,) [in the
TA without any sylL signs,] Anything not com-
pete. (IJ, ) _ Also the lformer, (., 0, X,)
in the dial. of the people of EI-Medeench, (., 0,)
The wot of dates ed ~ , (0, O, ,) i. e.
of which the d~ do not beco~e hard: (TA:)
or, accord. to 'Eesa Ibn-'Omar, dates of which
two or three g~r ~ in one p~ , inter-
miyng. (0, TA.)

3JI'R e,.R; sYn. at1. (JK, O, , TA: in
the C1 .)

Prooe~ d to be ow, bae, wile, mean,
or cotmptible: (V:) like 3J . (TA.) -

U., (8, M,b, :,) a subst. from L;, (Mib,)
Disl, ditpleaure, disaprobation, or dicon-
tnt; (TA;) contr. of r^ ; (8, , TA;) as
also t* (?gh, 1) and V , (., K.) and

I L!.: (8gh, :) [the last two of which are
inf. ns. :] anger; (M.b ;) s also V tl . (TA.)

°tZ : see L" , in two places.

uL: aLe _.

iL. [Di~pbad; di~conteed:] anry. (8.)

.ag [A caue, or means, or an occasion, of
dislike, ditpleaMre, disapprobation, or discontent:
and, of anger: or a cause, &c., procuring di-
lik, &c.: p!., app., -L; and t ;G. Hence

the saying,] c)4l u dl *I I:e l
[Piety is a cause of approbation to the Lord; a
caus of disapprobation, or anger, to th deil].
(TA.)

Dlid, disapproed, or hated: (A,
]:) in this sense applied to a gift. (A, TA.)
You say also, i .' , , i a object of
anger. (TA.). [ Hence,] Tranfonnmed, or meta-
mo'phosed, into a worse, or more foul, or more
ugly, shape: [and hence applied by the Arabe in
the present day to any idol or other image of
ancient workmanship; such being regarded by
them as metamorphosed in consequence of having
incurred the wrath of God:] and short: but thus
applied, it is a vulgar term. (TA.)

L. *,i,, aor. ; ,1 in£. n. iJ'L (Mgh, Msb,
TA) and J., or, accord. to Kh, the former
only, (Msb,) said of a garment, or piece of cloth,
(Mgh, Msb, TA,) It was, or became, thin,i~y,
or tmmbstantial; (Myb;) scanty in the yarn;
(Mghc, Msb;) Qr thin in tesure. (TA.) And

~.-, (TA,) inf. n. Ai,;, said of anything, It
was, or became, thin, slender, or unt antial.
(Mb,* TA. [See 'tl;. below, voce J. ])
And j , inf. n. JL , (1,) or rather B' ,
accord. to what is said below of a distinction
between these two ns., (TA,) said of a skin for
water or milk, It was, or became, unsound, (],
TA,) alted for the worse, old, and owrn out.

~(TA.)- , aor. [M'L., [or ., q.v.
infrl,] is also said of a man, meaning He wat,
or became, lender, or hallow, or weak, in in
telet. (S, J.") And it is also said of the in-
tellect, meaning It wat, or became, dsnder, &c.
(]L* TV.)

S. A, inf.. Jn. J , [ It rendered im
tAin, ban, or emaciated,] said of hunger. (A, TA.)

8. ,L. , (, ],) inf. n. iCi.t, (TA,) i Q.
i_t. [(He aided kin in hi foli , or 

pidity]. (, 1)-iiC signifies [also] The
showing, or maing a show of, oisn or
pdty. (KL.)

4. ;.l, inf. n. J 4t said of a man, Hit
popety became lial, or scanty. (TA.)

--- l Hw (slnder, salo, eak,) dfienpt,
or defectire, h As in idectl (Sb, TA.)

[10. . He deemed him ~len , hallaow,
or weak, in intelect: but this is perhaps post-
classical.]

J.L Setnderns of the means of subsistence.
(AA, 10.)._ See also the next paragraph.

JA~ (AA, JK, S, Mgh, Msb, V) and V
(JK, K) and V 't.J and ii ( ) Sender-
ness, halluowne, or reaknme, of intellect, (AA,
JK, S, Mgh, Myb, ,) 4tc.: ( :) or, as some
say, a ligtnes [of body] incident to a man ohen
he is hwnry: [but it is not clearly shown whether
this refer to all of the foregoing words or only to
the last, or last two, of them: (see aiL, below:)]
and some say that iV, signifies weamknms of
intellect; or deficicy thereof: (TA:) or
is in the intellect; and Vil't ., is [tinns, &c.,
(see 1,)] in everything; (Kh, M.b, K, TA;) as,
for instance, in clouds, and in a skin for water
or milk, and in herbage, and in a garment, or
piece of cloth, &c. (TA.)

4Ji 't , (S, ],) and t L. , (JK, j,)
7 thinness, and leannem, or emaciation, con-

sequent upon hAnger. (JK, ., g.) One says,
qJI . a'.. 4 In hi u thinness, &c., n
~nt pon hunger. (, TA.)

a"~: see ..M.., in two places: -and see
the paragraph here next preceding.

j. .,, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
(JK, Mgh, Msb, ], TA,) Thin,.flimsy, orun,~b-
stantial; (Msb;) scanty in the yarn; (Mgh,
Mb ;) or thin in tezture. (Jl, TA.) It is also
applied to anything, as, for instance, clouds
(..,A,), and herbage, (JK,) in both of these
cases meaning Thin; (TA;) and to a skin for
water or milk [as meaning unsound, altered for
the worse, old, and worn out; see 1]: (JK:) and
to the iron head or blade of an arrow or a spear
or the like as meaning lIong and broad [and app.
thin]. (Agin, TA.) - Also, applied to a man,
Slndr, or &aow, or weak, in in~lect: (JK,

M,Mgh, Msb, V:*) and, thus applied, (1g,) or
Jial, ~A.., (TA,) lightroitted; or light, or
tnuteady, in~elect: (, TA:) from the same
epithet applied to a garment, or piece of cloth.
(Mgh, Msb.)

asi': s'ee , in two plae [And see
also 1, of which it is an inf. n.]

L s wai A land in which it litteherage:
(ISh, g:) from U; as an epithet applied to a
§arment, or pice of cloth. (TA.) [See also )l
ai,,,.d, in art. h.A..u.]

L*., ; ,or. :, (1],) inf n. (, TA,)
He drov away, rep~led, or bani,hed, them:
(15, TA: [i the C',,nW is erroneously put
for :!W; :l) andZ,.l signifies the same. (TA.)
_.,..And (,l J.L.. He took the thing by decei

1
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Urnno~wn: (~,0O, :) and so J... (O.) A
poet sys

·.:~S :; - , L. LI*' ,.:. .a. a''
[And ye are star uw , that are m in the

Ay but ot hno~ ]: or, asome reiate it, lZA.i
(W,O.)

(* 0 * . o . )

t. ,. .,,,, [inf. n. S.,] .He blac~knd
h,sface (f, Mgh, MUb, 1O) wih ... , i.e. crock

of the cook ot~ , (MUb,) or it is from .{1.t;
(Mgh;) like ' , (Z, TA,) which is from

1... . (Mgh.) 'Omar said of him who bears
false witness, ' , [His face AaD be
blackmd]. (TA.) And one says, 't4- 1,
i.e. May God blakem u face: ( :) [or t may
God disrace him:] or t may God hate hAim, or
hate hAm i the utmo d~ ; and be anry with
him. (Myb.) - H.I He heated the water,
(IAr, 1I, TA,) and made it to boiL (IAr, TA.)
- And * -. , inC. n. as above, t He an-
gered him. (.) _., 3JI -e, (,) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) Tle ah-~eat became stinking;
(15, TA;) bcamne al~ d [for the wore]. (TA.)

5. 4:. ZJ t He became affected with ran-
cor, malevolence, maice, or spite, againd him:
(g: ) or he became anered againt i. (TA.)

: ee what next follows.

I.,, (?, TA, [so in both of my copies of the
former, erroneously written by Golius and Frey-
tag, in the first of the following senses, ~,])
with pamm, (TA,) Blacknem; (?, TA;) as also
t · J,, (15, TA,) and [.,d and] . (TA.)
- And t Anger. (TA.) Se also o .

; 1~ Crock, or black matter, [that collects
w,on the o~ de] of a cook ot. (M, Mgh,
Myb, g.)-And Charcoal: (s:) heard in this
sense from a man of Jjimyer. (A, TA.)-
[Honces. Black hir. (TA.) And ;. J,
and t I,... Black night (ram p. 38.) 
Also soft fter beneat te pper feathmrs oj
a bird: (V,* TA :) n. un. with . (TA.) - And
Soft to the feel, (V, TA,) and goodly; (TA;)
applied to a garment, or piece of cloth; such as
[the kind of cloth called] .; ; and cotton; and
the like: (1, TA:) you say ,.JItL f. a

garment -ft to the fed; such as jig: and 

.;1 f,athers oft to the fd: and ;, ',L
[eotton to the fed]: it is not from the signi-
fication of "blacknes." (f.) And hence, (8,)
.:. '. W,ie that decn moothly and
eaily [(down te troat]; as also i V .. (~,

15) and V ,L., (]i,) or, a`cord. to 'Alee Ibn-
1[amzeh, only the former of these two: (TA:)

0 a 0 - -
and [in like manner] '.lalfood that is soft,
or smooth, and eagy in dacent. (IAlr.)

.,., applied to water, /e~he Aot nor cold;
as also , -.' (AA, L in art. ;O&.)

~ (6) sud It;;.nd (V) Rancour,

mal~ ce, malice, or spite; (?, V;) and anger
in the oul: (., TA:) pl. of the former,'t..
(TA.) [See two exs. in the first paragraph of
art. J .*.]- And the former, by a metonymy,
is used as meaning S Excrement, or dumg: so in
the trad. , ':, l . a '-
4f .,: t [W'~ o his , rement in the road,
or path, of the Mu , hm A od carses]. (TA.)

- 0l, and a1, .!: see;la;, in three places.

... , Blaeh; ( l, 1;) like .,_l. (TA.)_
[The fem.] ,, is aid to be applied to wine
(j.) as meaning Indiing to blackness: but
what has been said above [app. as to the word
and the meaning] is more approved. (TA.)_.
Also, applied to a [stony tract such u is termed]

0, Of which hat is smooth, or soft, or plain,
thereof, is int iwed with what is r (v.)

, One in whm is ;.,, i. e. ranco~,
maeo~ , me, or pte. .)

1. .,L, (JK, ., MA, L, Myb, J,) aor. A;

(TA;) and Cs..o, (., MA, L, Myb, 1V,) aor. ';
(TK;) and gpa,-, (L, Myb, 1],) which is of the
dial. of Benoo-'Amir, (L,) aor. '; (T] ;) inf. n.
0* j 5
i i, ., (JK, S, MA, L, Myb, 15,) which is of the
first [agreeably with analogy] (JK, ?, MA) and
of the second also, (s,) and ,, (JK, L, V,)
which is of the first, (JK,) and Cg~, (MA, L,
1], [accord. to some copies of the ], in which

i is put instead of . after these three
inf. ns., ,]) which is likewise of the first,
(MA,) [or of the first and second,] and LL1'.,
(L, Mob, ].,) [also of the first acord. to general
analogy,] and ' , (15,) [which is of tho third
verb;] It was, or became, hot, or wara; (JK,
~, MA, L, 1];) said of water, (JK, 1, L, Myb,)
&c. (?, MA, L, M9b.) And ,U . .,, and

,;il, [and ,] aor. ', in£ n. , and

a_,, [The jfire, and the cook~pot, became
hot.] (L.) And e-' , _ and -'.. and

[ [TAg d became hot]. (L) And

;JI l J'W~' [The aNm became ot tA o
him]: in the diaL of Benoo-'A.mir *.. (L.)

And.l . :t , (L, M,b,) and .,, aor. ',
and some say n, or. ', inf. n. n. and
· , [bTh day wa, or bcame, hot, or ,warm.]
(L.) And 4,,1 ; The beast, being made to
run, became hot n its bons, and light, or agie,
in its ing; [or simply, became hot, or heAted;
(see EM p1.72 and 173;)] u also .

(L.) And w, -, with kear, (JK,' , MA,
L, 15,) and * (JK, L,) or the former only,
(L,) inf. n. JK (JK, , MA, L, ], [in the C1,
erroneously, I~,]) and ,J. (JK,L, L) and
C,:, (L, ], [accord. to the CV 'sd., but this
is a mistake,]) contr. of .5i (M*, L, 1]') [i, e.]
His eye wa, or became, Aot, [or eated~ or i-
,amed, by we~ , or by grf or o,row; or
hot] in it tears (MA.)

[Boox I.

2: see the next paragraph.

4. ", .l; (L, Mb, ;) in n. jf, (¢,
L,) He heated it, or war'md it; ma it Aot, or
warm; (1,* L, M9b,* ;) namely, water, (f, L,
Meb,) &-; (L, M.,b ;) u bo / ., (L, Mqb,
1,) in n. D. :. (f, L.) And 4 1 .,
(¢, L, 1,) and ;-, (L, ]p,) [God made A eye
to b~come hot, or heated, or ila.d, by w ,
or by grief or ~rro; or, simply,] made him to
wrp.. (Q, L, ])

CZ~,: see 'd... - [The signification of
"calor aqua aliarumve rerum," assigned to it by
Freytag as on the authority of J, is a mistake,
probably occasioned by a fault in his copy of
the ~.]

an inf. n. of 1.[q.v.]. (MA, L,1.).-

Also Hot, or warm; (MA, Pa?;) i. q. |; (b ,
MA, Mgh, L, 1 ;) cortr. of ;.t; (JK, L;) an
epithet applied to water, (JK, MA, Mgh, L,)
&c.; (Mgb;) as is also (in the same sense, JK,
MA, Mgh, L) V , (JK, ?, MA, Mgh, L,

Mlb, 9,) and V C.A., (Mb,) and : ,

yn. with * gd_ like asu is with , cc,

(IA,r: , ;L,) or t* * , [which is syn. with
.as meaning Acatod, or warmed,] like

j/a [in measure], (1:,) and ' * e, (L,)
and t gs.t, which is the only instance of
the measure, (q, L, ], [which measure is said in
the $ to be Jsa, but in theC Js J~t,])and

which is also applied to food; (L;) syn. jh..:
(L, 1 :) or, accord. to AA, t e , applied to
water, means nAther hot nor cold; as also,L..
(L.) And ~ -.I and *1,.L (, L, Myb,
1]) and ' j 1' or t' ; , (accord. to dif-
ferent copies of the j,) or both these, (g,) and
V ', (L, 15, [in the C15 and in my MS.
copy of the 1] written , which is incorrect,
and in like manner O;L1. is thero written
V : , but this, as well as 1'_, may be
correct, for it appears that A :t.. has ,r for
it fern. as well as a ' ,]) and s . eigni-
fies the same, [i. e. A htot, or warn, day,] or,
accord. to IAgr, V -.tg si6nifie a day
that is [o hot as to be] hr'i, and painfW:l
(L :) and ' , lii (J, L, Msb, ~) and * "_
(L, Msb, V) and ;,L: . or t I L:~,, (,ac.
cord. to different copies,) or both, (1],) and
t L:t&., (L, 1,) [i. e. a hot, or warm, night,]
or * signifie a day intenl~ h ot, and
V 6'q6, i' [the latter word being femn. of ;iL]
a satry sighAt, or intldy. ot w that it tab,
away the breath: (JK:) and it is said in a trad.
of Mo'awiyeh Ibnyurrash, V -.;JI * J1 eUl
meaning [Tb wo" of ,inter u'] the ot i
whAich i no coid; in the "Ghareeb" of El-

larbee, V ' 1,. , expl, as meaning the same,
but this is probably a mnistranscription. (L)

Cbd;_ an in . of 1 [q. v. lst sentence]. Se
also '~
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;i_: ee the next paragraph.

UIX an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (JK, ,*&.)
tHence,] one say,i; L -i u J 1 * UI
(L, ,') as also t ~I (8, L, , the only form
mentioned in the s in this case) and i;.. (L,

V) and t.i and 1i, (g,) or V ,
(JK,) and t .i (L) and 1t L;S_, (L, 1]) [and
' 'h 1.u (in the JK erroneously written ;i, )
contr. of b;], meaning Verily I fid, or
experence, in mysdf,] an excess of heat arising
from pain: (., L :) or [simply] hat: or fevr.
(L, .) [Hence also,] C Sl 1~ contr. of

[i. e. it signifies A hot, or heated, or an in-
flamed, state of thU eye, by reason of weep~i, or
of grief or sorrow; or heat in the tear of te
eye: msee 1, last sentence]. (., L, ]K.)

0,e
&.,: see the next preceding paragraph..

One says also, . .L~ ;, meaning
t [Keep tou to the affair] whaeib it isi in ij firgt
Idate, before it become cold [i. e. unmanageable,
like cold iron]. (L.)

.,,: see L; .

Lu~. [as femrn of J32 : see * ,e latter
part. - See also L;.

; and l; and <l , and 
in two places, and the same with ;: se e -.

Broth heated, or mau,de hot. (,, L, 1.)

Ce ,,: se see;, in three places. [See also
a saying of'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom cited in the first
praraygph of art. s and . . ]-Also, (19,)
or esWIl O-, (S, MA, L,) A man rnoes eye
i [hot, or heated, or inflamed, by ~eeping, or by
grief or sorrow; or] hot in its tears. (S,' MA,
L,* ].') - And C' , , (IJ,) or * *ee-,,
(L,) t A hot, [i. e.]'painful, smriting. (L, K.
[Both are probably correct: that the latter is so
is shown by what hero follows.]) Ibn-M4ubil
says,

[A smiting which the brave men cast, one at
another, burning, or painful: the measure (.4)
requires us to read the last word thus, with tesh-
deed to the t]. (L.)

a;_: mosee l.

Ai;_ .Man inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (JK, S, &c.c)
See also -.

aL A ertin thin food, made of pour;
(G ;) a kind offood made of/Jur, thinner than
(the hind of g~uel calld] 4. and thicker than

the mwp caUced] 1t;.; like i;ea, it is eaten only
in a time of straitness, and death, and leannem
of the cattle; and ]Bureysh were taunted on
account of their eating it; (S, L;) for they ate it
much; and were called 4' : accord. to As, it
ia alo alled t aj; : accord. to AHeyth, on
the authority of an Arab of the desert, it ispour
thon upon water or upon milk, and cooked,
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and n eaten [with dates (seeig)l, or supped;
and this is what is called .~: [it is aid in the
Mgh to be the same as L, :j accord. to others,
hot f~od: or food made of/ our and clariJed
butter: or, ofjor~ and dates, thic~er than ,~.
and thinner than ;~. (L.)

cpe": see ._: and _, in two places.

~Also, (L, ,) in the Q , which is a
mistake, (,) A .. [or hovel, or spade]: or
a cur t.d i : of the dial. of 'Abd-El-Ieys:

(L, L:) pl. ,L;. (L, ]L.) [And Tho 
[or ~ l, or pade,] it which one works in
earth or mud: (JK :) or the handle of ths [im-
plment called] - [q. v.]; (L,;;) i.e.,
(L,) its -, which is also called jj~, (IAcr,
L.) And A khnie: or a butcher's nifs: pl. as
above. (IABr, L, X.)

'&ld : osee ~, in three places. Also
Rain comini in the intense heat of summer.
(JK.)

:iC1i: see ' ,, last sentence.

,L.C; and its fernm., with ;: see , in

three places.

'. ,contr. of *i: (F:) [see the latter

word: and] see 'a.

Ckii * and i jt: see the next paragraph
the latter, in two places.

;i.tL, accord. to Th, (Mgh, L, Myb,) a pl.
having no sing., ($, Mgh, L, Mqb, g,) li ke

,.ta3; (S ;) or its sing. is t it.Z. and t .3,
(Mgh, L, Msb, ,) BIoots; syn. Jtl. [pl. of

,A]: (JK, S, Mgh, L, Mgb, :) occurring in
a trad., in which it is said, i.b 1t~~ OI 1...

; t . ~.-1 1, , (8, L,) [expl. as] meaning
[He ordered thAm to wipe] the turbans and the
boots. (L.) [But see what hero follows:]_
Also A kind of thi/n like th .,J4.b [pl. of

fj1 iL, q. v.]: (g1:) Iamzch El-Ibahbb nee says,
t * .i is an arabicized word from [the Pers.]
;4 [(?], the name of a certain hind of head-
coveruu, wtich the learned men, and the lawyers
of the Perdanm, or the judge of the Magians,
eclusirely of other person, used to put upon
their ads; and by such as knew not its Pers.
original, it has been expl. as meaning a boot.
(IAth, L.) _ Also i.q. J1.r [i. e. Cookin-
pots, or copwer cookin-pots, &c.; pl. of j;&,
q. v.]. (L, . [In the Cl, jliJl Jw,jl i
erroneously put for JI lj J,.jI. See also

':'a,.])
'~-*: see Cs~, second sentence.

L ,. [A cause of heat or warmth]: see an
ex. voce b, [which signifies the contrary].

:~ . A 2A cookpot (J;i, JK,S,L) of the

kind calUad [pl. of i, q. v.], (L, K,) lik
the [vdl called] j [q. v.], (JK, , L, V,)

in which food is heatd: or accord. to ISh,
a small cooigpot in wch on coO/s for a
cAil (L.)

;*_; see ~,,em, second sentence.

~.. and

1. 1, aor. & (@,Mgb, 1;;) and

aor. ; ;) and .~.., or. ..s ; and

_, aor. ; (., Myb, 1V ;) in£ n. o';, (.,
M, Mqb,/ [, TA,) of the fist verb, (M, M9b,*

TA,) and of the second, (TA,) and & .. , (M, 1g,
TA, [in the CI * ',]) of the first verb, (M,
TA,) or of the last, (TA,) and , (M, .K,
TA,) of the first verb, (M, TA,) or of the third,
(TA,) and (Mb, g, TA,) of the third
verb, (Mqb, TA,) and ;1.., of the last verb;
(., Mqb, TA;) He was, or became, liberal,
bountifud, mun/icent, or generous; or he affectetd,
or constrained himsel, to be generous; (.,* MNb,"

,TA;). sn;bl, and,::; (TA;) the inf. ns.
snifying jq, (, Mb) and ,.b (Myb) [or

,$ij]. And ... .' His mind wat, or be-
cam, beral, &c. (Mob.) [Accord. to J,] the
saying of 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom, [relating to wine,]

* 41.-- li ·

means [When the roater mizes with it, and we
drink it,] wve are, or become, liberal, or bount;Jbl,
with our riches; and the assertion that ~ is

from b "l, in the accus. case as a denotative
of state, is a mistake: (S:) the former is the
saying of AA; and the latter, of Ay: but I B
says, on the authority of Il~, that the riglht
explanation is that which J disallows; and EF-
Safadee sayy the like. (TA.) [Sco also 5.] _

· & - 4;· · -
[Hence,] ^f5 : 1 X s s I t, or ru-
linquihed, the thing. ( A.) ,And 'cL, : .:
lie left, or rdi:luidcd, it: (TA:) or he hebl
himseIffarfrom it; or rvithdrev his heart froit

*., D.- ., * 1.* 0, -
it; as also &; : " V and ; :

(MA:) or _ ' * -i and
c- ~ I tel, or renqtuhedtl, thig

thinJg, and my soul did not strive with me to
incline me to it. (JK.) And jte; U 1
[perhaps a mistranscription for i.] I endured
with patiece the big debarred from thee.
(JK.)_- l.', (gJ,) aor. ,. , iif. n. ,
(TA,) He (a man) rested from his state f
motion: (:) from ISd. (TA.)_; 13 ,
aor. .,inf n. .; (AA, S, ;)and 't~',

aor. u'~./in£ n. s; (AA, S ;) and U; ,
aor. . ..- , inf. n. J.; (Sgh, X ;) He malde
an op~ng in the live and extinct coals of the
fire which had beconmae collected to~er aJter it
had been k'ide~: (T, . :) or h made a way [or
vent] for the fire, benmath the cookinpot: (M,
] :) or ;Wl I signifies t;' &j [i.e. he madle
an opeing in tl liw coals of the fire, that had
become collcted togtAhr, (as expl. in the Tg in
art. jo;~,) i.e., that lhad become compacted; in
order that it might burn up well]; as also l.":
or, as some say, he cleared, or sept, away the
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li, or bing, coabl of th fire; u also wit
(TA: [see l_ :]) and S;W$ v , inf n

I oed th heart of the place ohere th
fire wa kindled, in order that it might burn ui

el. (JK.) And one says ,iI;5 U .! meanin
Mah thou a place upon which to idle thy fire

( .)-And ; ' , (,) aor. n.n
', (TA,) He made a way [or vent] for th

fire bereath the cooking-pot; (1 ;) mentioned bj
ISd, who adds that one says also, .. JI ' 1
~~J., 1 3: (TA:) or the former phrase, [and
app. the latter also,] he put aside the live coal
fim beneath the cooking-pot; (JK, TA;) ai

also 'V I . (JK.) ~ ' ', aor. , inf. n
"., said of a camel, (9, g,) and of a young

weaned camcl, (8,) He became affected with 
limping, or haltuing, (9, J,) having leaped with a
Aheavy load, in conequce of which a Jlatus had
interveM d betwee the skin and th shuld~
blade: ( :) the epithet applied to the animal in
this caue is ., (, ]1,) mentioned by Ya.oob,

(9,) and V , ', (JK, ],) this latter mentioned
by 9gh, and anomalous, being of a measure
proper to an epithet from a verb of the measure
ji, with 4amm to the medial radical; (TA;)
and the pl. of this latter epithet is 1. and

LSj- '~.(JK.)

3: see above, in four places.

8. ;S llHe affected, or constrained hiself,
to be liberal, bountifid, munficent, or generous,

- 0 .5 -

(9, $,) 4t..l Vi [ovr and aboe hi con-
panionw]. (9.)

~ ,. L : - Somehat of spec. (JK.)
- I ·
see: e - and see also 1, last sentence.

V_ Liberal, bount4l munificent, or gene
row.; (,' Myb, g;) as also atL nd V .
(Myb, TA:) fem. of the first with i: pl. masc.
i"~ [ and l_ ,: and pl. fern. ';i; and

-- ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~A - -.
. (].).-[Henoe,] one says, u I

A tI [V/er/ly he i cont~t to leave, or ro
linqui, it]. (TA.) See also 1, last sentence.

i iA cert~ai plant of th [sea called]
j: n. an. with &: (JK:) the latter, of which

t 1o former is [said to be] the pl., signifies a
certain herb, or blminow plant, (g, TA,)
riing upon a stem, having what resemb~ in
jorm an ear of wheat, in which are grains lile
thos of the ;,~ [which is variously explained],
and a heart, or kerne, ( ,) the grain of which
i a remedy for wowu: it is also called Z..L;
but the more approved pronunciation is with ,.
(TA in art. ,z.)

,. a .
f.__I: see the next paragraph.
I . o fl .
OL~ applied to a place, and ,. applied

to a land (GZl), Soft in the earth [thereof]; (.,
TA;) to which is added in the ., " j
[and it is a rel. n.]; but in the handwriting of
Aboo-Zskereey, A; as ii.se. and sch as i

;h evn, or el: (TA:) or the former is pl. [or
. rather coil. gen. n.] of the latter, which signifies

land soft in the earth [thereof]: or wide, or
e ample: as also v 's.l: (V:) or this last signi-

P flea a soft, or plain, and wide, or ample, land:
g (S:) and its pl. is q;i and LOW'~' [or rather

G. , } when indeterminate]: (8, g: [in the
former, these two pls. are oorrectly written with

e the article L5jlJI and L,lZ2l :]) or, accord.

t~~~

to AA, 51.L; signifies land, or lands, [for the
d explanation is ambiguous, app. meaning the latter,]
in which is nothing; and in like manner

[but app. as a n. un.]: accord. to Asy and
A'Obeyd, land; but correstly lands: (TA:) or
width, or wide et, (JK, TA,)so some say,
(TA,) of a desert, or wraterlews desert, and vehe-
imnece of heat thereof (JK.)

u;_~ 1 [More, and most, Iberal, bountidl,
muwJfient, or generous]: see an ex. voce

1 jiI T The place that is ed [or
hoUowed],'in the e, beneath the cook pot, in
order that it may be able to burn up wl: and
hence, some say, is derived 'l meaning ;ji;
because the bosom becomes expanded on the
occasion of giving. (TA.)

,-
, 1. ,(8,M,A, Mgh, Msb, 1g,) aor. - g,

M, Myb, J[)in£ n. ; (,M, Mgh, Mfb;)
and V 4.,; (M;) [but the latter has an intensive
signification, or relates to several objects;] He
closed, or closed up, an interstice, or intervening
space: (M:) and stped, or sopped up, (M,) or
repaired, and made firm or strong, (6, A, ].,) a
breach, or gap, (;, M, A, Mgh, Myb, 1,)and the
like. ($, Meb.) - [Hence one says,] --s '. '2

t [The road, or way, became closd, or
dt,, aainX h]. () And ;

[His road, or way, became
closed, or sdtpped, before him and behind kim].

(Zj, M.) And thel n[It obstructed the
aorizon]; said of a multitudinouo swarm of
locusts. (, A, g.) And i i , and V .t,
It clod, or obtructed, againt them, the horion;

[eM'1 being understood;] said of a collection of
clouds rising. (M.) And Z.L.. [It barred,
or eacluded, what irai behind it]. (M.) -
[Hence also,] .0,l ..s 4 ; t [I closd,
or stopped, to h.nm the domor of pech; i.e.] I
pr n himfrom spaking; as though I closed,
or stopped, his mouth. (Mob.) And ; L

pa in i s u ti neTer tp ped the weay
O i f m f an adrary, nor prnn ed his say-

uing what was i hin mind. (8hurey. , Mgh.)

And ' JU -.b t I never tpped
an adraryfrom peaking; (El-F&4, Mgh, L;)
on the authority of Esh-s/abee: (Mgh:) occur-

·~~~~~~~~ ~ m/t, or j& e t (J,T,~o,mesy

ring in a trad. (L.) -And A t 
, [Hefis up, or p, ~l the patce of h fathr

occ~~~~~asio of giving. (TA.

and vW t,> - j, : -. [They fill up, or
supply; th place of their ancestors]. (A, TA.)
And .IbJI &o J, Want isu supied thereby:
(M,* TA:) [whence the saying,] ;i; $ i3

· J > %U p t[Giveye Jomething
as alms, though it be but a date, or a dried date;
for it ill surppy omerwhat of the ,vant of the
h~2:ry a trad. (El-Jami' eq-agheer.) And

JJI P~ t [It stays, or arrests, the rmains of
ife;' as though it stopped the passage of the last
breath from the body; or] it maintains, and pre-
serve, the stwyth. (Mgb in art. ej*.) -And

'. tHe attributed, or imputed, to him, or hs
cAargyd him nith, or accused him of, a fault;
[as though he thereby stopped his mouth; (see

_;)] as also &:.. (TA in art. C~.) ,., aor.

,/, (8, L, V,) with kesr, (8,) inf. n. and

;jj,, (L, the former inf. n. expl. in the 9 and B
as signifying a..Li/,) said of a spear, and an
arrow, (TA,) and a saying, (a,) and an action,
(TA,) or a thing [absolutely]; (L;) or , [sec

pers. ,;,] aor. , with fet-] to the ,., (A,)

inf. n. ;, (T.y, expl. in the g and 1 as signi-
fying i;?& like ;1-, of which it is said in the
9 to be a contraction,) said of a saying, and an

.a. .1 a,·
affair; (A;) or -,, aor. .. and a. , inf. n.

';.; (MA;) i.q. uI,, o [i.,. It wa, or be
came, right, direct, or in a ri/jt state; it had,
or took, a riht direction or tendcy; it tended
towardJ the right point or object]: (, A,L, ,
TA:) and [in like manner] t .l is s" nvith
,jU;Li [which signifies the same]; (9, s ;) as

also* t . and* ,j.3: (TA:) t.. said of an
affair signifies it was, or became, rigltly ordered'
or diposed; in a right state. (Msb.) You say,
Zl V 3'.. and f ,J~ It was, or became, rightly
directed towards it. (M.) And ;.sCl; 1.
and * .-3 Hlis fore arm was, or became, in a
right state, or rightly direted, . l; Uio [(for
h~ooting]; syn.,U:il. (A.) A poetsays,

,,, , 6 a' . ;,,; ., *.,.-- '

[I teaching him the art of shooting every day;
and when his fore arm became in a right state,
he shot me]: As says that [the reading] .I;I,
with v, is not to be regarded. (S, TA.) - And
a. & -
,., aor. .b., with kesr to the ., (A, M9b, TA,)

inf. n. .,j (Myb) [and app. also, as above,
1j.., q. v. infra], is said of a man, (A, Myb, TA,)

in like manner meaning 1. .x [i. e. He was,
or became, in a right state; he had, or took, a
right direction or tendency; he tended towrards
the right point or object]: (A, TA:) or, (M;b,)
as also * .,., (S, ], TA,) h hit the right thiy
(S, Msb, g, TA) in his saying (9, Myb, TA)
and in his action: (Msb :) or V .ml signifies he
said, or did, what was right: (Msb:) or he
sought wrhat wa right; (L, ] ;) as also a..,;
(L;) or' it has this last meaning also. (,* L.)

You say, J>i j ;! . . Verily h hib the
right thing in the aying. (, L.) And Ai

I

1
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a ~ t O.s., (.,* L) is said to a man when
he seeks [or has sought] what is right, (S,)
meaning Thou hast sought what is right; whether
the person thus addressed have hit the right thing,,a -.-- a-
or not. (L.) One says also, J-.JI ;i: t.,

aor. ..j, inf. n. . [app. a mistranscription for

)I,~ or )j ], The mnan said, or did, what was
right [against ithewe]: so in the handwriting of 8h.
(Az, TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,] ; .

[]Ie fled it up]; namely, a vessel, and a water-
ing-trough. (Aboo-Sa'eed, TA in art. j;,..)-

And ;jU :u 5 .u .) o- t He annuUed, in
opposng them, eryt/thing that they said. (Jabir,
as related by Aboo-'Adnan.) -O ., (8, A, L,
Mqb, ~,) inf. n. ,.H, (,) He dcted it,
(A L, Mgb, JC,) namely, an arrow, (A, Mqb,)

.cm.j towards him or it, (A,) or i. I.

towards thegame; (Msb;) and ,.;with ,,
is a dial. var. thereof: (Towshlieeh, TA:) and [in
like manner] his spear; contr. of L. , (S, Msb,)
or ".&. (L.) - And Ie taught him the art of
shooting. (TA.) - Also, (M, A, ]~,) inf. n. as
above, (S,) He directed, arcomnmodated, adapted,
or disposed, him (8, M, A, JO) to that which mas
right, of words and of actions: (8, J: [and the
like is implied in the M and A:]) said of God.

'1 - * '

(M1, A.) And you say, 4;t; ;~ Teach thou
thy companion, and direct him to the right counr.
(Sh, TA.) -And [hence,] /CJ ;. ~ Act thou
n-ell with thy propetly, or cattle. (L.) And

i.', inf. n. as above, He gave the canes
eay~ access to every pa~sturage, and to every place
vhere the ground vas soft and spacious. (L) .
See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

4: see 1, near the beginning: - and see also
the latter half of the same paragraph, in five
places.

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in
three places.

7. .;-i, said of an interstice, or intervening
space, It became closed, or closed up; as also
· 1.A: (M:) and both, said of a breach, or gap,
(M, A,) it became stopped, or stopped up, (M,)
or repaired, and made ir or strong. (A.)
jfiJI cs.e v oh:1 and o -4i signify the same
[i. e. The punctres made in th senw of the
skin became clod]; (~, ] ;) expressing a con-
sequence of pouring water into.a skin. (S.)

8: see the nest preceding paragraph, in two
places: and see also 1, in the latter half of the
paragraph, in five places.

J and '~ Any building, or contruction,
with which a place is closed or cloed up, or
stopped or stopped up: (M: [see also ;1..:]
adam: (Msb:) athingintervening, asa separation,
a partition, afence, a barrier, a rampart, or an ob-
stacle, or obstruction, between two other things: (8,
Mqb, 7 :) and a mountain · (., M, ]: [in the last
it seems that this meaning is restricted to the former
word; but if restricted to either, it should be to the
latter:]) or. as some say, anythin· thatfacet one,
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or is oer against one, and bars, or ecludes, (,)tand by A.t he means "old," because .JI
what i bhind it: whence goats are said to be .. ... 'sw~hat is behudin *wec ar aidto 3signifieS s J..1, and there is nothing older than

.h1l r, > ., . t [a barrier behind which I the .. !; and he uses it as an epithet because it
is s poverty]; meaning that they are not of i 

A . implies the meaning of an epithet. (M.)_
great utility: (M :) or ~ signifies what is made also signifies A thing, (., 1,) [i. e.] a [basket such

by man; and ., what is created by God, (Zj, as is caled] a., (M, TA,) made of tnigs, (8,
M, M9b, ~,) as a mountain: (M3b:) in the M, ]g,) and having covers (l): (g, ]g: [but
lur xviii. 92 and W3, and xxxvi. 8, some read this addition in the . and ] seems properly to
with fet-, and ome with amm: (M,TA:) the apply to the pl., as will be shown by what

pl. is ,,I, [a pL of pauc.,] (A, M.b,) or ; , follows:]) pl. ;l.,' and .: (M, TA:) or,
[also a pl. of pauc.,] and ~a.., [a pl. of mult.,] accord. to Lth, 3.: sinifies [badsts suh asare
the latter of these two agreeable with general caled] , [pl. of I,] mad of tw , and
analogy, and the former of them anomalous, or, -c 

* a ' . having cow's (jt.l); one of which is calld [not
[ISd says,] in my opinion, this (;1) is pl. of .ing ; .

;t~, *(M.) You say,,.., t.~ and a' ,.A-,but] V;.~.: and it is said also on other au-
A br,(M.) You sayc, 1was£ set and thority that the A is called s and ji.

[A barrier, or an obstacle, was set bwete ~ (L, TA.)
.I , a ,.. ., . \J two]: and t.,M 1zs. [Bar~m, or 

obstacles, were et t~ en them two]. (A.) And : see the next preceding paragraph, pasim.
ul.l Q 5[The2 earth, or land, - Also tA warm of lousts obstructing tlw

)lrizon.. (M: or s [ h (TA:) andor/and
et barr.ers, or obstaclce, against him]; meaning, horizon: (M:) orsol . : (TA:) nd
th roays became closed, or stopped, againt him, . S locusts (8, M, A, ) that hav obstructed,
and the coursc s that he should pursue became (.8, ,) or obstructing, (M, A,) thet hori:on, (8,
obscure to him: (Q: in the CJ :) the M,A, ],) their multitude: (S, A, y:) in
ing. of j1._1 [accord. to general analogy] i which case, . is either a substitute for 4!. and

,. (TA.) _ [Hence,] the former (-) also therefore a substantive, or it is pl. of ~ sgig-
signifies, (Fr, 8, M, L, V,) or t , (A,) or the nifying that which obtruc~ the horizon and
former and ' ]t., (L,) SA .fault, or defect, therefore an epithet. (M.) - And S A black
(Fr, ., M, A, &c.,) such as blindns and def claud, (AZ, a, 1, TA,) that has rien in any
and daumnzess, (.,) or uch as closes, or stopt, tractof the shy: (TA:) or a collection of clouds
onet's mouth, so that he dos not speak: (A:) pl. rsing, obstructiug tihe horizon: (M:) pl. >.:e
of the first, (., M, lg,) or of the aseond, (A,) (S, M, V :) [or] ' , and .s.~, but the former is
;,l, [a pL of pauc.,] (S, M, A. I,) accord. to the more approved, signify t a cloud, or collection

aao ~.,., (., M,1~,) or iiL [which is a pl. of of clouds, rising high, and alpeaing lilc a
analogy, ) , (6, M, Ir,) or I w 1Bpomountain. (M and L in art. .) -And A
paue.]. (M.) You say, tJ. , 4 I !27Wr i valey: (g:) so called because it btcomes closed,

not in him any fault &c.: and . J&. ' 6J or stopped up. (TA.) - And A valley contain-

;~.J1' Such a one is free from faults &c. (A.) ing tones and mns of rock, in wht:h water
And ',-h .- .... ·. -. . ... remains for some time, or a long tine: pl. a,,,:

And 00; :p~~~~~~ X( ,LJC:)or youseay,ba. %, ' bl [a land i
is not in suci a one a fault that stops his mmtth ( L, :) or you say, [aand in

from speaking. And ~~ - - - which are valleys containing stone antd nasse of
fSlo~ qaing. (Aboo-Sa'eed, L.) And _ roc, &c.]; andthesing is .. (L) - And

/1 A~.J By no mean render thou thy Te departure [or lo] of sight: (IApr, M:)
bosom contracted so. that thou shalt be unable to from the same word in the first of the senses expll.
return an ansmr, like him who is deaf or dumb. in the next preceding paragraph. (M.)

3, 
(K,1I.)-. See also . [so in the TA, 

a' ~ ~ Li.e. either or ,.,] also signifies tA she : see .
camel by vwhich the sportsman conceals himsel .a - I

E. L if ~;.kw: acea ~, last sentence.from tie game; also called kJ and j: : see,lastsentence.

whence the saying, a:JU , . ;) taL [Ie shdot .. J' A certain diseame in the noe, (M, M, L, K,)
him, or slhot at him, by hiss-tewcamwl m f hcrwas which stops it up, (M, L,) attackirg the pa~age~~~~byh/m, she-ct /, , ~~amel whre~h was

cocealinghim .(IAr,TA.) And, (M,) of the breath, (L,) atnd prewnting r,espiratio,,;
,., (S, L;) as also )tJ-. (S, M, L, 4I.) A thing

or ... , (0, K,) is also syn. wth , [as meanin tiat obstructs the pa~age of the hui,w,,,s, and tf

t Shade, or sitadow; or cover, or protection]. thefood, in the body. (KL.) [And Any obtruc-
(IAr, M, 0, I, TA.) A poet cited by IA.r says, tion in the body: pl. A.] _ See alo .a ,Ji... -- l

* -^ ,.; ;i 3 ;J" " Also [A vestibule, or porch, for shade and shelter,.;;,~~~~~As [A ,diu or,. , . ?
.[sat . ,,a , obefore tlw door of a house: thiis is a common

t~.j;.~ . ;~, 1> ' .U* * significationi of the word, and is app. what is

[I sat for him, i. e. lay in wait for him, in the meant by its being said that] the ;o- Is what is
shade, or cover, of a camel rendm.ed lean by travel, before th1 door of a Iwuse: (M, A:) or, as some
accustomed to that, in a desert wrehrof the dry say, a ;_e'- [i.e. roof, or covering, such as po-
herbage was old]: i. e. I made him a cover, or jects orcr the door of a house .jc.; or a liace
sreen, to me, in order that he might not see me: roofed over]; (A :) or a l' ~i. e. oof, or corer-
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rwg,for shade and shilter,] ower a door: (Mgh:)
o' it is [a thny, or place,] lib a aL [or ai.o]
befre a t. [or house, or perhaps here meaning
tent]: and a i; at the door of a ho~ (jli):
(AA,TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed, (TA,)
in thp language of the Arabe [of the desert] it
signifies [a pace at is termed] a .W per-
tainig to a tent of hair-cloth and the lie; and
those who make it to be like a La,, or lie a
4h, explain the word accord. to the way in

whfech it is used by the people of the towns and
villages: (Mtb, TA:) or it signifies the door
[itself]: (?, A, Mgh, :) or it has this meaning
also: (M;b:) some thus apply it to the door
itself: (A'Obeyd, L:) and the surrounding por.
tico [of the interior court] of the largest, or

0 -I
larger, mosque: (M, TA:) pl. .. (?, L, Myb,
J.) You ay, ,.i d IU .1, [I saw him
sitting in the e~ue of hA door]: (, TA:)
and *jl &L in ti vestibule before the door,
or at th door, of hi hose]. (TA.) Abu-d-DardA
said, ,' :od; ZI i 1 Z A

or .JIl ;,t $,A i. C. [He who eoma to the ti-
btde, qr gates, of th Bul/dn] experiences returns
of recent and old gries, disquieting him so that
he is not able to remain at rest, but atands up and
sits down: (Mgh in art. .a :) this he said when
he came to the gate of Mo'Awiyeh and did not
receive permision to enter. (L.) And it i said

, , *J - i , h s oa
in a trad., , I I3 ' ) *.UI ,,.31 -"I,

(1, A,) meaning 14.W1I [i. .e.le haggy, or di-
heeaed, and dusty, in the hads are tho to

whom the d~ w not be op~ned]. (A.)_
Hence, Umm-Selemeh, addresing'Aisheh, termed

a,
her a .,, i. e. a (1 [meaning t A mean ofcon-
munication], between the Prophet and his people.
(L, from a trad.) n Also Palm~sticks, i.e. palm-
branches strpped of their leats, bound tog~r,
[side by sde,] which one s~s. (M.)

;..: ee the next paragrph, in four places:
- and see also ,.

m~L [an inf. n. of the intran verb L; as also
t ;..b]. [Hence,] one says, ,.d_ j. 2! Veriy
he has a faculty of hitting the right thing, or his
objdect or aim, in speaking, and in the managing
or disposing of affairs, and in shooting. (TA.)
-. [Hence also, as a subst.,] A thing tAat is
right, syn. ¥ty, (f, A, Myb, g,) and Z, (0,)
of what is said and of what is done; (?, A,* Myb,
1 ;) as also t ;.Z, (?, A,) which is a contraction
ofthe former. (?.) One says, J;ijl t ,;1, ji
He said a rght thing [lit. of what said, i. e.,
a right say~ ]; (?,A;) u also t1;. (A.)
And jlJ, I s He hits th right thing in
speech or action]. (f.) And C> AI. - j
tf and t [ He isfoU~ g a rght cow

of action i respect of hiu affair]. (A.) And
. 5 -- a -. s a l9

v.1A J. p yM a1 TAe affair of suh
a one goe on according to that whAich is right.

(-.)-[And hence the saying,] ' "
. Jj jIJ S,A wind came tomu from the d

tion of their land. (A, TA.) -_ It is alpo used as
an epithet, syn. with ,,, q. v. (L.) -And

1j.JI [as though meaning lze right projecter]
is a name that was given to a bow belonging to
the Prophet, as ominating the hitting of the object
aimed at by that which was shot from it. (TA.)
_ See also L.., in three places.

; ,: see .;~, first sntence

.1j_ A thing with whck an interstice, or in-
tervenig space, is cloed, or closed up: (AO, M,

a -
L: [see also .,:]) and a tAhing wth which a
breach, or gap, (M, A,) is stopped, or tpd
up, (M,) or repared, and made firm or trong:
(A:) pl. ;~1. (M.) Primarily, accord. to ISh,
(Meyd, in explanation of a prov. mentioned in
what follows,) Som hat of milk that drie up
in the orifice of a sA.camel's teat; (Meyd, ];)
because it stops up the passage of the milk.
(Meyd.) Also A ~topper of a bottle (.,* Mgh,
Myb, ~,* TA) &c.: (Msb:) in this sense [as
well as in those before mentioned] with kesr (?,
Mgh, Myb, 1) only [to the .,]: and so in the
sense next following. (;, g.) A body of hoe
and foot sring as blockade of the frontier of a
hostile country. (, 1, TA.)__j >. " lj,
and ;1, (ISk, ~, M, Msb, ~,) Lut the forme
is the more chaste, (?,) and it alone is mentioned
by most authors in this saying, because it is from
1.., as meaning the "stopper" of a bottle;
(Meb;) and some say that ?l..., with fet-b, is
a corruption; (Myb, ] ;) expressly disallowed by
At and ISh; (Myb;) a prov.; (Meyd;) mean-
ing A thing by which want i sapped, (, M,
Myb, ],) and by which lif. i preered; accord.
to ISh, inco~mplete; and accord. to Ag, a thing
by ehich saom hat of th entire wan of one's
can uis sp/ie. (Myb.) One says also, .l
[.a.)l t,3.1; 4 and 1Lt... tI attained
thereby a thing by which want wa pplied;
(Q, A,* TA;) or a mean of ~ta~g lif.

A-
(AO, L) - See ablso .. , in two places.

... : ac .~.,.~.: see .A,

,.,, applied to a spear, Sdom mising; and
[to the same, and] to an arrow, that kit the
mark; (TA;) and to a saying, (g, M,L,) as also

s (M, L) and rs,b.; (L;) and an action;
A s

(TA;) and an afflir,as also t.a~; (?, A,L;)
right, direct, or in a right state; having, or
taking, a right dircto or tedy; tending
towards the rAgt point or object: (?, M, A, L,

£
TA:) and 1~., applied to speech, signifies the
same; (TA;) and true. (, TA.)- And ap-
plied to a man, meaning Who pturue a rigAt

cour; as also I~. 1; (M;) and [in an inten-
sive sense] t;1.~: (TA:) or, (Msb,) as also

.), (M,) who hits the right thing in his saying
(?, Myb) and in his action. (Myb.)

;.1~.: see ,a . in two plae.

C,,: see o,A..

$1 An eye (^ -) of which the sight has

gone; (A;) tAat ha. become rhite, and with
which one doeg not e, but which A not yet
burst: (Az, A,- L, ] :) or that is open, but
dos not as stroly: (IAgr, L, C:) pl. ;
(IAgr, L,) or A. (I.) - Also t An old and
weak she-camel. (IA§r, 1.)

A.s 0 .
.h,l: see .~, in two places.

_. [properly A place of closin, or stop~iy,
&c.]: see 1, in two places.

_: see .e.
we 

;_ Directed; pointed in a right direction.
(1, TA.).And A man dirctd accommodatd,
adapted, or di~pod, to tAat Aich is righAt [of
words and of actions]; (L;) Aho dos that wAich

is rght, (-:5 u.-Jtt hJl , ~, L,) keping to
the righAt way; in which sense it is related by
some with lker, *_. (L.) [Golius explains
it as meaning, on the authority of the g, wAo
executes his affairs wit sure and good judg,ent,
and with happy ncces: and Freytag thus explains
*a~, as from the ~.]

;s--: see the next preceding paragaph, in
two places.

1. (0; ],) aor. , inf n. 

(TXI,) He thought a thing to be in hiu; (O, ];)
i.c. he nected him of a tAing: (TA:) or

~ he imagined, or thought, a thing.
(L.) See also what next follows, in two plaes

h5. (S, L,;) and t&g.,in£f. n. g4;

(L;) He lied, affcWted lyi~g, or lied purposy;
and forged, or fabricated: (?, L,I: [in the
Cd, ;' is erroneously put for mi:]) e
forged and utterd fala and vain tale: (L r) or
' tw, aor. -, signifies [simply] he lied; (0, in
the present art. and in art. . ;) like E.. (0
in art. C..,.) [See also J.-]

7. -;l He fell prosate; f oll upon. it
fac; (0,], TA;) like him tn o w i prorating
himadf in prayer: (TA:) [it may perhape be a
mistranucription for ..Jl; which seam to heo
better known in this sense: but it is said to be]
formed by transposition from ;...1I and [Eo]

^;1.. (TA.)

1. .. ,, used by Ibn-EI-Khateeb and others of
the people of El-Andalus, [and by post-clasical
writers of other countries,] as meaning Easine,
and goodneu of nature or dispoition, [or rather
simplicity, or plainnes, of mind or mananer,] is
from jI an arabicized word from [the Pers.]
j;l_, signifying, with them, "free in intellect,"

and "easy in nature or disposition:" frequent
usage oocasioned the change of the 3 into j.
(TA. [See Do Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed.,
ii. 292])

t., A great, or habitual, liar, (S, O, L, ]C,)
owho wi not tell thee trdy whene b comes, but

wril tcll thee lytynly. (L) [See aLo o-.]
1
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1 aor. , inf. n. ; and ., (s, ,)
He became dazzled by a thing at which he looked,
so that he turned away hij face from it: or
became confounded, or pmplexd, and unable to

see his right course: syn. 'a3: ( :) and he (a
camel) became dazzled by a thing at which he
looked, so that he turned away his face from it,
by reason of in~ts heat: (f,*0 :) also, (TA,)

or pa i.~, (M,) he [app. a man or any animal]
was hardly able to see: (M, TA:) or 
he ma dazzled, or confounded or perpld, and
did not see wel; as also vj ;. (A, TA.) [See

also J;, below.] ij., (M, -,) or ; ,

(S,) aor. ', inf. n. ',, (M,) lie, or ds, let
down, let fall, or made to hang down, his, or her,
hair; (., M, 15 ;) and ib like manner, a curtain,
or veil, (M,) and a garment; (Lb ;) a dial. var.

of [Ji. (,1.*) -Alo ;., aor. ;, infn.
j and , He rent his garment. (Yap-
Ioob, M.)

4. -4. .; o J1.j [The sun dazzled his
eye, and confused his sight]. (J in art. jv..)

6. s;^ vj3 H Ze covered htimsef with hki
garment. (AA.)

7. ,*.JI It (hair, I, M, Y, and a curtain or
veil, M) hung down; ($, M, g;) a dial. var. of

JJi.b l. (.f, g") -- jJ !l lie was sme-
what quirk, or made somne haste, running: (S,
M :*) or he went down, or downwards, and
persevered (A'Obeyd, g) in his running, going
quiokly. (A'Obeyd.) [In the CI, for _%A, is

put by mistake ,.]

Q. Q. 4. * i j.I.., Isi sight became weah,
in the manner describd obel , roce _. (.
in art. J~, and M and 1] in art. j.~..) It is of

the measure ;l, from .. I1; (I1d.t;) the-#
being augmentative. ($.) See also .e.-
~ O.;J ... lis eye shed tears; accord. to Lb;

but this is not known in the classical language.
(M in art. j4~.)

~ [a coil. gen. n., The qpcies of lotc tree
caUed by Linna~u rhamnus rpina Christi; and
by ForAl, rhamnus nabera;] the tree, or tre,
of which the fruit is cailed ' and .': ($, M,

Mgh, Myb, 15 :) sing., (Msb,) or [ratlier] n. un.,

(,M, ,,) ...: (.,M,M0b, :) and some-
times ,..j is used as meaning the smallest or
mnaller of numbers [generally denoting from
three to ten inclusively]: (Ibn-Es-Sarr6j, Mb :)
Aln says, accord. to Aboo-Ziyid, th j.L. is of

the kind called 'Lo, and is of two C,
and JL1: the ig, s is that which ham no thorns
~ t suh as do not hurt: the Jlt ha thorn
[whch hurt]: the j~.. h a broad round leaf:
and sometimes p~oe alight and rest beneath a
tfe of this kind; but the JL is small: the best
r a tsat is n in the land of the Arabs is in

HqjDer (ji),s a single piene of land which is
appropriated to the Sl.tAn alon : it is the seet.
at of alU in taste and odour: the mouth of him

twho eats it, and the garments of him whio has it
upon him, diJffue an odour like that of perfume:
(M, TA:) it is [also] Jaid that thie ~. is of two
species; wherneof one grows in tAe cultivated lands,
and its leavoes are used in the ablution termed

J.i, and its fruit. is sweet; and the other growsn
in the desert, and its lears are not so used, and

itfruit is juicy: the g'j is so described that
it may be supposed to be the wild j.: (Msb:)
when,iJ. is used absolutely, with relation to the

ablution termed j., it means the ground leave
%f the tree so called: (Mgh, *Mb:) the pl. of
j.x - is and L..1. and .1l~ (, 15)

and ;, (. , M, 1) and ;-, (M, ]i,) which

last is extr. (M.) -. U, 1 .i . is said to be
The lote-tree in the Seventh Heaven; (Lth, 1~ ;*)
beyond whch either ang nor prophet passes,
and w/hich shad the water and Paradise: (Lth :)
in the ah. eeh it is said to be in the Sixzth
Ieaven: 'Iyij reconciles the two assertions by
the supposition that its root is in the Sixrth, and
that it risa over the Sevnth: accord. to lAth, it
is in the furthest part of Paradise to which, as
its furthest limit, extends the knowledge of ancients
and moderns. (MF, TA.)

m [seea 1]. You may, j-. , - Is, and

Y l.Z, In his sight is a confujednss, so thathe
doesnot see (A.)-Some saythatit signifies
An affection raesembling vertigo, commnon to a
vmyager upon the sa: or [simply] vertigo. (TA
in art. JA.)

;.. ~Having his ey dazzled by a thing, so
that he turns away his face from it: or in a
state of confusion or per7~exity, and unable to see
his right course: syn. : (15:) AS also *;-:
($, 5 :) and the former, a camel having his eyes
dazzled by a thing, so that he turns away his
facefrom it, by reason of intense heat: ($ :) and
also one having his eyes dazzed by mow; as well
as by intense heat (IA9r.)-- ; ;g, His
eye i confsed in its vision, or dazzled, so that
he cannot see wel. (A.) - And %w means An
old and weah she-camel. (IAr, TA in art. k..)
_ AIso o., The a: (S, M, 1 :) one of the
[proper] names thereof; ( ;) occurring only in a
poem of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt: (M:) he says,

* .. , ,...S ,, h=s'j -

[And as though the first heaven, rith the angel
around it, were the sea, the winds deser~ing it,
and smooth]: (S , M, TA: [but in the M and TA,
for J., we find Vj.; and in the 9, for ).,

we find 'Jl, which is inconsistent with the
rhyme of the poem:]) by .ljiJ! he means the
winds; and by &Llfb, [for ".;'J,] "J [or
rather l.;]: he likens the sky to the sea when
calm: (TA:) Th quotes thus:

* v .. 3 J J $ O J l, e o,- , %'
. . -- ,,-S --* ' *· · j t J 6J6j .

and says that the poet likens the angels, with
respect to their fear of God, to a man affected

with a vertigo [lit., turning round, though it
would seem more appropriate had he said, the
poet likens them to a camel so affected, whom
his four legs failed: he prefaces this explanation

with the words, 1 , JI.4*J 0,5 j; , !

to which he or ISd adds, A .i. Yw i :
but (using a common phrase of ISd) I can only may,

1tk . 4 I ; unless there be some omission
in the transcription]: IM, TA:) ~gh says that
the correct reading is .,.., meaning the kind of
tree so called, not the sea; and the author of the
Nimoos adopts his opinion; but MF rejects it:
(TA:) some read tW; [in the place of e/~] and
explain it as meaning the seventh hean. (TA
in art. ~.)

Ia
L5i.Z One who grind and sells te leavew of

thej. (TA.) [See also;L.]

;1j.. A thing roembling a [curtain of the hind

called] j.: (1 :) or resembling a at., which

is put across a [tent of the kind called] :. (M.)

j;1. A seller of the lbar of thes .. (TA.)

[Sec also , .

;.1 : see J.. . Also Losing his ray: you

say, .itl L. ;i Vrily r he is losing his way,

in error. (A.) And l;,. * l ' ° i i. c. [He
entered into, or did, his affair] in a wrong way.
(yam p. 432.) - A man without firmness, or
ddliberation. (M.) You say, Ij,c ;.I IIe spohe
without deliberation. (A.)_A man who cares
not for anything, nor minds what he does: (i,*
M, 1I :) or one who occupie himself with vain or
frivolou diversion. (TA.)

& . A cloudines of the cye; (sj;) and
,wahknes nf fight: (TA:) and i,t. [originally
pl. of the preceding, app.,] weaknes of sigt, (S,
M, ],) or womething appearing to a man by
;eason of weakness of his ight, (M, g,) on the
occasion of, (s, M,) or [ariing] from, (K,)
intoxication (8, M, O) by drink Jc., (M,) and
from [or if the reading in the C]~ be correct this
prep. should be omitted] the insensibility nrising
from rom drowsine and vertigo. (8, I.) The .* is
augmentative. (9: but the word is mentioned in

the M and I( in art. j~p.) See also .,.
Also A king: because the eyes become weak,
or dazzled, in consequence of looking at him.
(C in art. ~ .)

.,---' Tlw shouldajoint, (9, M, A, !1,)
and the side: ( o,':) or (so in the M, but
accord. to the X( "and") two e*ins (M, K) in
th eye, (M,) or in the two eyes: (15:) or beneath
the temples. (M.) Hence the saying $~ i..

a. Hoe case beating (with his hands, TA)
his louldrjoin (9, A, g1) and his sidew; (9,
K;) meaning, :he came empty, (?, A, 1,)
having nothing in his hand, (S,) or having nm
occupation, (M,) and without having acro.-
plished the object of his desire: (S,, :) and in

like manner, J.l : (9 :) and d*..* 1 ;q.,
' ' 1C8*~Gd 

I
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(AZ,) and 1(, (TA,) nd .. , (ISk,) he
came srkaking his shoulder-joints: (AZ:) or his
side: meaning as above. (TA.)

,j_~ Ilair [let down, or made to hang down,
or] haning down; like j.'... (TA.)

j,.. A dazzled eye. (TA in art. ,,..,.) m
A lonH and direct road. (l ibid.) - And hence,
(TA ibid.,) t Right speech or language. (k( and
TA ibid.)

1. j,;l ,, (S, M,Myb, ,*`) aor. :, (S, M,
M9b,) inf. n. ,, (M, Mob, TA,) I£e took
the sixth part of tle poa ions of the pople.
(M, Msb, L.) - And -.#_ ... t , aor. , (S,
M, MNb, 1,) inf. n. ,, (Mb, TA,) He was,
or became, the ixth of the people: (M, Mob, 1 :)
or he made them, with himself, six. (S in art.
%, ..) And llo made the people, they being
fifty-nine, to be sixty with himself. (A'Obeyd,
1 in art. .. ) And ,. also signifies He
mnade fifteen to be sixteen. (T in art. J.)

8. ^', inf. n. J.e.J, He made it six. (Esh-

SheyUbne, and 1g voce .~:,.) _ Ie made it to
be six-cobd; six-angled; hexagonal: or six-

ribbed. ($gh, TA.) - .. ,Z., or · ~,
lie remained six nights with his nwife: and in like
manner the verb is used in relation to any saying

or action. (TA voce .)

4. .oUI ,.. Tlhe party of men became six:
(., M, Msb:) also tlhe party of men became sixty.
(M and L in art. 3;.) 2eaJ';l 1.,J The

camel cast the tooth after theIs A1 ; (8, Msb, ;)

cast the tooth called w -; (M, A;) which he
does in hi eighth year: (, IF, A, Msb:) and in
like manner one says of a sheep or goat. (M.)
-- Jjl _I! The man was, or became, one
wlwose camels came to water on tie sixth day,
munting the day of the next peced;ing drinking
as the first. ( $,0 1, TA.) [See ,.]

_.1j- : see

is the original form of -?L, (M, ,)

fem. of LL, which is originally J , (M,)

[InCaning Six; for] the dim. [of - is -,
and that] of IL is t i ; and the pl.
is f;i. (8 in art. .. , q. v.) - Also [The
drinking of ramtne o the sixth doay, counting the
day of the next preceding drinking as the Jfirt;
as will be ~een from what here follows;] the
period of the drinking of camels [next] after that

called _S: or after six days and five nights:
(M, TA:) or their being keptfrom tihe water five
days, and coming to it on tihe sixth: (.:) but
~gh says that this is a mistake, and that the
correct meaning of the term is, their being kept
from the water four days, and coming to it on the
.fftIh; and so it is explained in the [A and] 15:
(TA :) or their drinking one day, then being kept

f,o,n tih water four days, then coming to it on
tiuefiJl day ; so [by the application of the term
~,.~.] they include in their reckoning the first,

day in which the camels drink: (Aboo-Sahl,
TA:) or their remaining in the place If pasture
four days [after drinking], then coming to the

water on thef.fth: (TA:) pl. , . (M, Sgh,
TA.) You say, l.sL .c ;j [II camels
came to the water on the sixth day, counting the
day of the next preceding dritking as the first].

(A, , K.) [Hence the saying,] tl ., ', .'
?,' [which see expl. voce ,]. (A.)-
Also The sixth young one, or offslring. (A in
art. 443.)

,.a.: see ,, , in three places: - and, as
an epithet applied to a calf, see ,.

2,5 (S, M, A M, Mb, K) and M d_ ($, Msb,
Kg) A sixth part; (S, M, A, Msb, ]5;) as also
' , .~, (.8Msb, V,) a form used by some, like
as one says .. and..-: ( :) pl. .. (M,
Msb, TA.) - [Hence, app., the saying, ,s..
'. . ; . t 1.A.s, which see expl. voce

,,,as meaning Six and six to~ther, or sic
at a tine aad six at a time, seems not to have
been heard: see Lt. But Freytag mentions

as used by El-Mutanebbee for .]

3, .%.: see the next paragraph.

,,. a, (Sh, S, M, K) and' ,j., (Sh, M, .,)
Aq used to say the latter, (S,) A [garment of the
kind caled]L j i.i: (M :) or a C;-J, (., M,

,) or any garment, (Sh,) of the colour termed
;$ [here app. meaning a dark, or an adsy,
dust-colour]. (Sh, .8, M, :.) - And the former,
(1g,) or the latter, (M,) Smoe-black of fat; or

lamp-black; syn. e. (M, .)

as e -_ and see Alj... -
Also The tooth that is before that caUed the
OjI; (s,R;) after that cald the 4Qj; (M,
L, TA;) asalso t f,; (.,1 ;) masc. and fem.,
because the fem. names of tceth are all with 3,
except ,, and .. , and JjQ: (. :) the pl.

(of the former, 8,) is , and (of the latter, S)
,,,. (1,:.) You say, of a camel, ,..~
and * s,, [He cast his tooth called the ..
and , .. (A.) - And hence, (Mgh,) A
cr.mecl, (M, A, Mgh, Msb,) and a sheep or goat,
(M, T k,) castitg his .~ (M, A, TA,) or his

tooth that is ajfer the a.t;;; (Msb;) i.e., in the
eighth year; (A, Mgh, Mob ;) as also *~,:
(A, Mgh, TA:) masc. and fem.: (M, TA:) or a
sheep or goat six years old: (S, K:) pl. ,.~..

(M.) A poet, (S,) namely, Mansoor Ibn-Misj4h,
speaking of a fine for homicide, taken from among
selected camels, (TA,) says,

-- * . I d ' J 
L,.h.., .J iw Jui t' JL· 6

V.15 0)-*i Q. i- .

[And he went round about, as the collector of the
poorrate nent round about, amid them, Inrefrring
certain of them, among the ninexyear-old and the
eihyit-year-old camels]. (, TA.) Also A sort

of measre, or a sort of l., [in some copies of

the . &.i l ," ,, and i: otlhers and in

the 0 i,lSj. l d> ,,] (O,X,) with lwhich
dates are measured. (0.) n;-j., in the saying

IJed t ~ ..s ;1. ~ is a dial. var. of _,
q.v. (s.)

o.., and ij..i: see

·uout, applied to a garment of the kind called
ij l, A, A K, Six cdubits in lentht; (A, ] ;) as
also .. (S,* A, Msb, b .) - Also [as
meaning Six spans in heijht, said to be] applied
to a slave. (Msb in art. .~..) [But see

..] .- [Also A word conposed of six
lttetm, radical only, or radical and augmea-
tative.]

, :L [Sixcth]: fem. with ;. ($,15, &e.) See

also t.,, in art. ,:,. . [,a , and the
fem. ; L..L, , meaning Sixteenth, are subject
to the same rules as 'c :JI; and its fem., exlpl.
in art. 4:3,, q. v.]

~,,;,,: see art. ,.

'= A thing compoad of si layers or
strata, or of sic distinct fascidle or the like.
(TA in art. :1X. [See also , .- below.])
- [Hexagonal; a hexagon.] A verso com-
posed osiUfect. (M.)

p A rope composed of si strands. (M
in art. 4J4.)

:.X a dial. var. of £~, (,) whichl is the
more common. (TA. [Sce the latter.])

t3-t : see what follows.

~=;, a dial. var. of ~, [q. v.]; (TA';)

as also U0"; (L and TA in art. tiJ;) and

' ~.=;. and i.. signify the same [as dial. vara.

of ]. (TA.)

S. ;,, (M, TA,) inf. n. *j.-, (TA,) He
cut it in pieces; namely, a camel's hump. (M,
TA.)

4. .J..1 It (the night) becanme dark; (S, M,
1;) accord. to some, after the [app. as

meaning the first part theof; or about the
half; or a great, or the greater, part]: (M:)
or let down its curtains, and became dark: and
J.jI and j.%.I signify the same. (AO, TA.)

And.;JI lJ, l The peoplt, or party, entered
upon the [period of the night called] ~. (M.)
-. And .i~ si selept; (AA, i, TA;) as also
J.jl. (AA, TA.) - And His ei es became
dark by reason of hunger or age: (C, TA:) said
of a man. (TA.) - Also, said of the daybreak,
or dawn, It shone: (S, 1, TA:) [thus,] as AQ
says, it has two contr. significations. (TA.) 
And He lighted the lamp: (1 :) or one says, in

the dial. of Haws'in, I.a.W, i. e. 1.. .I [Ligh

I

!

I

II*
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#e a lamp, or with a lamp]; from `; l1: (Q

TA:) or one says in that dial., W j , i. e

1 f [71ey lightd for us a lamp, or with D

lamp]. (M.) Also He moved away or asid&
[in order tlhat th light might enter a Ipace]
(i.) When a man is standing at a door or an
entrance, one says to him, 3 ,i. e. Moe Mmou
away or aside from the door, or entrance, is
order that the chamber, or tent, may beconu
light. (AA, TA. [See also the lat sentence ol
this paragraph.]) -[In all of these senses, per-
haps excepting one, it is intrans.: in others,
trans.]_ You may of a woman, tut
(g, TA,) and 4 1 JI, (TA,) Sle let down [tk
head-covering, and tie veil, or curtain]. (S, TA.)
_And j.JI JjL IZe raised [the veil, or cur

taia]. (IjF) - One says also, 4le1 J.; Open
thou the door, or entrance, in order that the
chamrber, or tent, may become light. (S.)

jw_: see ik,, in three places. - Also The
night. (S, TA.) And The daybreak, or dawn:
(AA, , 1 :) and the advent thersf: (Fr, S, V :)
and the whitenes of day. (TA.)_ Also A eme:
(Ibn-'Abbid, V:) or such as ha a blackness like
that of night. (TA.) - And J. J. is A
caU to the ewe to be milked (I.)

: see the next paragraph.

3.~ and ti~ i. q. (Aa, g, M, ,)
a meaning The darkncr, (A9 , S, ],) in thc dial.
of Nejd, (Ag,S,) or of Temeem; (l;) or as
meaning the darkness of night; or, as some say,

/ler the [which here app. means thefirst
part of the night; or about the half; or a great,
or the greatcer, part]: (M:) and also as meaning
tho light, (Aq, S, V, and M in explanation of the
first word,) in the dial. of others, (Ay, g,) or of
Ceys: (V:) thus having two contr. significa-

tions; (8, IC;) or the darkness and the light are
called by one and the same name because each of
them comes upon the other: (1:) or the first,
(S, M, g,) and second, (I,) the commingling ofthe
light and tie darknet, (S, M, JI,) as in tle time
betwen the riing of t/e datwn, (?,) or as in the
time between the prayer of the dawn, (M,) and
that when thc sun becomes white, (S, M,) accord.
to some, as is said by A'Obeyd; (S;) or, as
'Omrall says, the first signifies darkness in which
is light, of the former part of tiu night and of
the latter part thereof, between the rednes after
sunset and tAe darknes and between the dawn
and th prayer [of tih dan]; And Az says that
this is the correct explanation: (TA:) and the
first and second, a portion of the night: (M, V:)
or the first, a remaininijportion of the night: (Ibn-

labeeb, TA:) or the first of five divisons of the
night: (TA in art. j..: see e; , voce :)
and the first, (g, TA,) i. e. with damm, (TA,)
or the second, (CP,) as also ? J , the black-
nes of night: (V:) the pl. of the first is J;
as in the saying of 'Alee, 1) j* 4~-:
I removedfrom over them the darhngs of night:
(TA:) and the pl. of t is jL!. (M,
TA.) You say also, ;a : ' i.a;s

I aMw the blacknss of his body, or form,fron
a distance. (TA.)_ Also the first, A door, oj
an entrance: (M, :) or its 3; [i. e. vestibule
or porch, kc.]: (1 :) and a ort of c>vering ov
a door to protect itfrom the rain. (V,* TA.)

n .5~ [a pl. of which the sing. is app. 
ulike JJ,J The corporealformn or igures oi
subtanmcs of men or other things which one s-e

cfrom a distance: (I:) accord. to tgh, (TA,:
f correctly with ,: (I, TA:) but the truth is,

that they are two dial. vars. (TA.)

t c4z A camelr hump: (?:) or a cameFi
hump cut into pieces: (M,TA:) or pieces [or
slices] of a camels hump: (Ham p. 258:) or the

) fat of a camel's hump: (M, C, and HIam p. 257 :)
[or a very fat hump of a camdel: (Freytag, from
the Deewin of Jereer:)] pl. jt1i_ and .
(TA.)

;il_ A veil, or covering; a thing that vEib,
:concalw, covcrs, or protects: whence the saying
of Umm-Selemeh to 'Aishch, (O, ], TA,) when
she desired to go forth to El-Basrah, (TA,)

[i. e. ^StI. ; (JM in art. .j) T/ou hlast
rent open his vil, or covring, meaning the Pro-
phet's, as is shown in the TA]: (0, l~, TA:) or
thou hast removed his veil, or covering: (0, TA:)
or thou hast rem d his veil, or covering,from
its place, to which thou wast commanded to keep,
and hast placed it before thee: (O, C,TA:) but
the maying is also related otherwise, i. e. j
, 414_, mentioned before [in art. J. (TA.)
One says also, 31 h . meaning Such a
one quitted his vei, or coering, and came forth
from [behind] it. (TA.)

(M, [as also J ,]) or black. (or.)

a _ Dark : [like : :] and also light:
having two contr. significations. (M, TA.) 
And E ntering upon the [period calld] J .
(TA.)

', _.A-A camels hump cut into pieces [or
sle]. (M.)

jo- vei .rl,h or curtain, let dom.
(TA.)

1. A m/, aor. , (, M, Mgh, Mb, ,) and ,
(M, ,) in£ n. J , (s, M, Mgh, Msb,) He let
it looC, let it dowvn, ered it, or let itfall; (s,
M, K;) namely, his garment, (O, M,) and hair,
(Fr, M, V,) and a veil, or curtain; (M;) and

;si signifies the same; (Fr, TA;) as also
[1.e.; (M,:;) or this latter is a mistake;
(Mgh; [but this the author asserts because, he
says, he had searched through books without
finding it except in the " Nahj-cl-BalO~ghah;"])
not allowable; (Msb;) and the former signifies
he lt it dowan, or t it fall, namely, the garment,

ithout drawing together its two sides: (Mgh,
Mqb:) or, as some say, he threw it upon his head,
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n and let it ose, let it down, or iet it fa, upon his
r shouldme: (Mgh:) and he let it down, or let it
,fall, namely, hair, not [i. ce. made recur-
r vate at the eatremities], nor tied in knots: (Lth,

TA:) and one says also, .M jd, changing the
, intoj. (Sb, M.) The J. that is forbidden

in prayer is The Ictting down one's garment with-
out draming together its to ides: or the cnd~op
) ing oneself ith his garment, and putting hi arms

~ithin, and bowing the head and body, and pro-
stratin onesdf, in that tate; as the Jews used
to do; and this applies uniformly to the shirt and

s other garments: or the putting the middle of the
jr ,t [or waist-wratper] upon the head, and letting
fall its two ends upon on's right and left, with-
out ma'ing it to be ipon his tmo Aoulder-blades.
(TA.) :d j . e j.~ is said in a trad.
[as meaning He made the end of his turban to
hang down between kis two Aoulder-bladda].

(Mgh.) And one says also, J1 : t?,J.
.A 431;, [meaning He t his hair fall don

abundant and long upon his shoulders and his
neck,] inf. n. Jjj. . (ISh, TA. [See its pass.

part. n., voo e;".]) _ Also, aor. ,, (M, ],)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) He dlit it, or rent it;
namely, his g~ment. (M, K.)_-And J
, ,.l, (O, ],) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He went
away into the countries, or province. (0, ]..)

2: see 1, last sentence but two.

4: se 1, first sentence.

5: see the next paragraph.

7. J.lt [and accord. to Preytag t J. also,
but he names no authority for this, and I have not
found it in any MS. lexicon, but it is agreeable
with analogy as quasi-pass. of 2,] It rwas let
loo, let down, lorerd, or let fall; said of hair
[&c.]. (MA, KL.) - And j JJ lHe nwas

mew~hat quick, or made m Aa~tt, rumiing;
like 1.j; the j and J being app. interchange-
able. (I1ar p. 576.)

Q. Q. 1. j He (a man) had lmg mu-
taches, (IA*r, TA,) or he had a long mustache.
(As, g.)

J, and ' Jl [the former written in a copy
of the M J,i, but said in the J to be with
damm,] A veil, or curtain: pl. [of mult.] jJ.
and [of pauc.] J!.~ (M, O) and J1. (g.)
In a verse of gIomeyd Ibn-Thowr, as it is related
by Ya4oob, OJLl is used as a sing., because
it is of a measure which is [in some instances]
that of a sing., such as ,,n , meaning a sort
of garment: but others relate it differently, saying
J,. jl, which is correctly a sing. (M.) [See

alo o/ ]

J A ring of g~ or jewels: ( :)or a
ring of pearls or lare pearlt, r~eachin to th

breast: (M, :) pl. J0 . (1.)- S8ee also J.

3 . An i'l.dng. (M, g.) [See J'.]
~, of the measure UL, an arabicized
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word,originally,inPers., #j L [" three-hearted"],

as though it were three chambers in one chamber

(4. c. ~S ; 3 ts), like the : -
[i. e., I suppose, "like the garment of El-lHcereh
with two sleeves ;" app. meaning that it signifies
An oblong chamber with a wide and deep receu

on either hand at, or near, one extremity thereof;
so that its ground-plan resembles an expanded
garment with a pair of very wide sleeves: in the

present day, it is commonly applied to a single
reces of the kind above mentioned, the floor of
which is elevated about half a foot or somewhat
more or les above the floor of the main chamber,

and which has a mattress and cushions laid

against one or two or each of its three sides].

(S.) [Golius explains it, as on the authority of
the 8, (in which is nothing relating to it but what

I have given above,) thus: Pers. J m, sea

~. The thing [or hanging] that is lt domn,
or suJtspended, upon the [kind of camnel-vehice for
women called] 'i : (., 0, C:) pl. [of mult.]

j~..._ and ,. and [of pauc.] J.,: (C, O :)
the first qf which pie. is expl. by Aq as meaning
the piecs of cloth with which the is coi ered;

as also O Z. (TA.) - Also A thing [app. a
hanging or curtain] that is extended acro, or

sidenways, (w,JhaN,) in the pmce from side to side

,!f the [tent called] :;% (..$ 1 a, I): and

(some say, M) the curtain off the AL [or bridal
ratnop.y, &c.,] of a womnan: (M,I:) pls. as

above. (TA.)

J'Z, or Jj., (accord. to different copies
of the ?,) A ~ertain bird, that cat# rthe poou
planit called] t [generally applied to the eommon

w.o!f.-bane, aeonitum nap~llu]: on the authority
of EI-JA{idh. (..) [See also art. J.-.]

J The emusache. (?, IAr, .) You say,
;y jtl, (Ay, 15,) or J..", (IAer,) lIis mM-

tacle, or mustacihes, became long. (As, IA'r,I1.)

J,l JI An incing peis: (M, :) pl.
[by rule J., but it is said to be] J.,, i. e. like

"a. (i.)
J. and .: see what follows.

3J.:z Hair lkt looae, let donm, lowered, or

let fall: (.:) or lank, or long, and pe~ tt;

(M,K ;) as also 'Vt J : (TA:) or abundant
and long, (Lth, TA,) and so * J.~, (IShb, TA,)
fallig upon tlhe bach. (Lth, TA.)

inf. n. as above, lie desired thl thing velfmently,
eagerly, greedily, ery greedily, or excesivrely; han-
kered after it, or coreted it; and e nas, or became,
devoted, addicted, or attacled, to it: (TK:) [but
these meanings of the verb are perllaps only inferred

from the saying that] Aj-l is syn. with U_.:J I;:

and ^ it, t1, (M, ], [in the CK fj&I,]) and 

f91j. (TA.) Hence the trad., QI; 1 j.L. >

4'X iC *9 3 } 3JW w-J * [To ietlot?-

~ocver the prent state of existence is the object
of his anxiety and of his eager desire &c., God

places his poerty before his eye]. (TA.) m

And ~, [i. c. _.., as is indicated by the form

of the part. n.;.~, and by. ~ as an inf. n. used

in the sense of that part. n..] said of water, It

became altered [for the roore] by reason of long
standing, and oersprcead with [tAe green sub-
stance termel] %, lii, and choked with duxt

and other things that had fallen into it.

(A, TA.) [And .j said of a stallion, He
w itheld f coering: so in the Deewin
of Jereer, accord. to Freytag: it is said of a

stallion-camel: see _.. .] _- .ll J3l .1,~.j'

Ist. J [The length of ti w'that had elaped
nce th coming th~to of the drinks] ared

the water Uor t ors~]. (A, TA.) - And

..A)I .. He shut, or closed, the door; syn.

,A; (IA'r, M, TA;) in the 1], erroneously,

·.. j: and so '3;,. (TA.) - See also.,i

9. 1 j [inf. n. of .] The binding, or

cloing, the mouth of a camel [with a muzle;
i. e. the muzzng of a camel: see the pa part. n.,
below]. (KL)

[4. ;.~t, said of water, It wa prented from

Jlomwig by dust and wind: so in the Deewin of
Jercer, accord. to Freytag.]

7. jea.,l ; ... galls, or sr, on the

back of the camel becanme haled. (JK, TA.)

; , as a sing. epithet: see~, last sentence.

It is also a pl. of;.~. (M, TA.)

inf.n. of ,.. (S,M,K. [See 1, first

four sentences.]) - See also..%.., in two places.

see the latter half of the next paragraph.

;. [is a part. n. of; ;: and is also app. tsed

as an imitative sequent to.,;]. You say [ .'

and] t;?l and t ),. ('M, I, TA) meaning

Repenting and grieving : (TA :) or affected with
anxiety.: or wvith anxiety togetlcwr nnth repent-
ance: or nith wrath, or rage, toget/her with

1. M ) aor. f: (M, 1C, TA:) and ,aiJ , in which one
· , (, M, ,) a.:, (],) inf. n.., is used as an imitative sequent to the other; and

(M, M, repented andrid: ( o :) orhe C, and ' . . . e

was, or became, affected with anxiety: or with an, d , t [app. in like

aniety together repentance: or with wrath, manner,l]J being seldom used without_l:
or rag, together with grief. (M,].) [Hence,] (TA:) or ['.. .~ , * and] t.? .jU, and

one says, J)I 'AS j . )j ,4 O5 C. [He ha no V , .~,;; in which one is said to be an
oblject of anxiety nor of repentance and grief imitative sequent to the other: (S:) or, accord.

tept that: or this saying may be from what to IAmb, t. ., in the phrase .U .. L J.-j

next to[lows]. (v.)_.-. .. , aor. and means, as some say, altered [for the norse] in

intellect in consence of grief; from .~, :U,

i.e. " water that has become altered [for the
worse] :" or, as others say, grievilg, not able to

gonor to come. (TA.) You sy also ;. J

A man affected nith wrath, or rage. (S, TA.)

And .,.. j. Afficted fnith anorous, or

passionate, desire, in a vehement t,gree. (AO,

-.) - And in like manner, (TA,) ;.. 
(S M, , ) and t w.. i [whici is an i,. n. used as

an epithet] and .t;,.~ and t ~.' (M, K) A
stallion [camel] excited by lust for the female:
(., M, 1 :) or one tAat is sent among the xoe-

canmel, and that brays amidst tlwm, and, when
they luhare beco excited by lust, is taken f,rth

from them, because what he begets is diseteenmed;
(M, K, TA;) therefore, nhen he is excited bnj
lust, he is shaAckId, and pastures around the

dwellinwj; and if ih attacks the lhe-camncd, he is
mu-zlcd: (TA :) or one tAat is in any manuer
debarred from coxv'ring.; (K;) or the last two

pithiets havc tlis last siblification. (M.)- And

iA~. Ji An ohl and meak she-camel. (AO,

(TA.),;, fi and t. and tf;~ (M, ))

and t&. ([() and *t.? (M, TA) and V.j

and t/. (TA) £ q. O; [i.e. Water filed

up, stoYppd up, or chokai uip, with earth or dst;
or into which the durt 'hal been swept by the

wind]: (M: [in the ]~ and TA, erroneously,

I.x1:]) pl. ;i [a p1l. of pauc.] andtls; [a

pl. of mult.]; or the sing. and pl. are ulike; (M,

.;) [i. e.] you say.A;~l . and .A;1, applying
pl. epithets to a sing. noun; (Z, TA ;) as well as

1,J1 . 1:, (IAmb,TA, and Y am p. 102) and

1l,w (IAmb, TA) meaning nwater.s altered [for

tis worse] (IAmb,TA, and nlam uIli supra) in

conseuence of long tandling, and so;.~ : (Ham :)

tlhis last is pl. of tV ,, as also;.. : (M, TA:)
[and each of these two is also used as a sing.;

i. e.] you say also t A' and V Aj.~
meaning a wellfilled up, stopiexd up, or choleed
up, with earth or dust; or into n.clirh the dust

has been swept byj the wind: (S, K, TA: [in the

C1P, ,iM; is erroneously pult for "i. :]) or

into wrhich varieties of small rubbih;, and. dust,

or small pebbles, wvhirled rmoud by the rrinul, hare
fallen, so that it is narly i ltoled t1p: (Lth,

TA:) and j; ~. '. is exlpl. as meaning ,eater
that has become altered [for the rnorse]: (IAmb,

TA:) j.&..., also, applied to water, signifies the

same ass~ ; (M,I;) and so does ?sj. :

(TA:) [or' the former of tllese, so applied,
, revented from.flouving b dust and windu (Frey-

tag, from the Deewan of Jereer.)]

~,;, as a sing. epithet: see the latter half of

the next preceding paragraph, in thrce places. It

is also a pl. of . . (M, TA.)

,~: : see ;, second sentence, in three

places.

; .~ and a..,: see ,, in the latter half of

the paragraph; the former word, in two places.

: ee ;., in the latter half of the para.-

I

intelkct 

in conse~ of grief; ftoin ;Z :,La"

i.e. 

giwater that hu become altered [for the

worse] 

:" or, as others say, qriet)ijtq, not abLe to

gonorlocoine. 

(TA.) Youstyalso;.h�

A 

man ofected nith wrath, or raqe. TA.)

-And 

A.I- 0.0 fficted frith antorous, or

passionate, 

desire, in a veherneytt c&,gree. (A0,

-And 

in like manner, (TA,) ;.s�

M, 

]�) and [wibicii is nn iiif'. n: tised as

an 

epithet] and VI~ and Vj~' (M, K) A

stalliois 

[camel] excited by last for elw female:

(�, 

M, ]�:) or one that is sent among tise xlio-

came.&, 

apad that brays amitlst tlwm, and, irhen

they 

hare lwoyne excited ljy lust, iv taken farth

from 

titem, because what he beyels is disextremed;

(bl, 

g, TA ;) titerefore, nphm he is excited bij

lud, 

he is slint.klml, and pastures around the

diodliwj; 

and ff U attacks the do-catndt, he is

mu:--kd: 

(TA:) or ow tAat is in any mamer

d£ljarred 

from cot,.ci.i?�(1; (K;) or the last two

.t)id!e 

havetliialutsibiaification. (M.)-And

JA~ 

J15 An obi atul nmk she-camel. (A0,

(Ti.) 

fG and and f; ~"' (M, ]g)

and 

(1�.) and (M, TA) and

>f,- 

V;3~

jand 

oj Water flkd

,M.A� 

(TA) i. q. &.b.;* [i.e.

spy 

stopl�d up, or chok&i'tilp, with eartA or dud;

or 

into which the drat hat been swept by the

wind]: 

(M: [in the XC and TA, erroneously,

jOR. 

-#i

PI. 

[a pl. of pauc.] and;iJiW [a

PI. 

of mult.] ; or the sing. and pl. are ulike ; �m,

0 

'69 

.,

V.;) 

[i.e.] you say.A1~1 ' ta aiid ;1�~, applying

pi. 

epithet& to a sing. noun; (Z, TA ;� as weu as

;C%J1 

:1�, (IAmb,TA, and Yam p. IC2) and

;1,�w 

(Limb, TA) meaning altered [fur

tits 

n~] (IAmb,TA, and kInni xil)i supra) in

conwquence 

of lopiq standing, aiid so;i~" : (Yam:)

tlais 

last is PI. of V0" ',as also;" : (M, TA.)

-43~ 

id

[and 

eacli of thew two is tilso used as a sitif,

ii. 

e.] you say also V A' aiid V

mtaning 

a welIffied up, stolpixd up, or rholeed

tip* 

with earth or dust; or ipito it.loirl& the dust

Atu 

bem ~pt bij the wind: (�, IS, TA: [in the

CIP, 

is erroneously pitt for or

into 

witich vai-ittiei of sm(gli iubbi.4t, and.dust,

or 

small pebbla, ivhirktj rmind kil the iri?ui, hare

falkn, 

so titat it. is nmrly,cltolwd uli: (Ltli,

TA:) 

and is exl)l. as meaning teater

1

J.-m
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graph. _ Also Mist; syn. l: or sch as is

thin. (M, ]5.) And i. q. .4JI J:, (R) [app.

as meaning Remembering God, or celebrating
Him, much, or frequently: for SM adds], hence
the saying,

[app. Th7y remember not, or celebrate not, God,

otherwise than doing so much, or frequently:

from which it seems that one says, liTl *A .,

inf. n. ., meaning He remembered, or ele-

brated, God, ce.]. (TA.)_And i. q. "A [Fa-
tigue: but I incline to think that this explanation
is a mistranscription]. (TA.)

;,L: see~, second sentence, in four places.

: .see;: , in the former half of the para-

graph. - Also A camel left to pasture by itelf

(1g, TA) around the dnelling. (TA.) - And A
[camel of generous race, such as is termed]

s having a muzzle put upon his mouth. (S.)

- And A camel having gals, or sores, upon his
bach, and therefore nexempted from the saddle
until his gals, or sores, haves beconme heakld.

( ~) See also w , last sentence, in two

places.

; ~: see ;. x , in the former half of the

paragraph: and again in the last sentence.
Also A door shut, or closed. (TA.)

1- Cj, QS, L, g,) aor. 1, (S, L,) inf. n. i O

and ul.., [or the latter, accord. to the bMti

seemns to be a simple snlet.,] lie actedl as minister
or servant, of the Kaabeh, and [so in thle S and
L, but in the V "or"] of the temple of idols;

(i,L,;) and perfornmed the ojfice of door
keeper, or clhmbe.rlain. (1.) [And] 1;,1 sl -

aor. , inf.n. , has the-former meaning

(Myb.) A'Obeyd says, (L,) a.1 1,^_ significi

The ministry, or ser;ric, of th Kasbeh, (Mgh
L,) and the superiatendence thereof, and th
opening nrl locrking of its door. (L.) Ti

i.1..i and the .1 [q. v.] belonged to [the famil:

named] 13cno-'Abdl-ed-Dir in the Time of Ig
norance, and the Prophet confirmed it to tshen
in El-Ishim: (S,L:) [in the first nge of El
Islkm;] the L of the Knabeh belong,ed to th
sons of 'Othmin Ibn-Talhahl [of the family o

Bcnoo-'Abd-e-DTr]. (Mgrh.) i;njI signifie

[also (L)] 41..Jl [which seems to be properl.

a subst., mcaning 77w office of door-kecr, o
chanberlain, but here seems, from the context, t
be used as an inf. n., meaning the yerfornin-

that fice]: you say;,. aor. as above, [app
meaning He acted as door-keeper, or chamberlain
to it, namely a temple, or for him:] (M, L:) o

:, inf. n. ,1~, signifies he served it, or him

(MA.) _ (, , ,L, ,) and jl, ($
L,) aor. and h, ( e,) Hei (a man, S;L) k

down, or lowered, his garent, (s,L, ,) ane

the uertain, or vi,4(, L,) and al the hair

like a [which is held by some to be th
original, the fr being held by them to be a sub

stitute for J: see ed]. (Fr, TA in art. ).

O.-

: see wlhat next follows, in two places.

;4., (L, Msb,) or t , 4a, (so in a copy of
the M,) or and, Vd*1 (1,) U also 

emk>, (AA, L, 1,) A curtain, or veil: (AA, e

M, L, Msb, 15:) [like J.. and J. :] pl. of the o

first (L) or second (M) [and app. of the last 

also, like as J3,u is pi. of J.,. or J~ and also

of j C...,] i11; in which the ij is said by :
some to be a substitute for J: (M, L:) or

1!.1 is a dial. var. of ,)ju signifying the 

j.s. of the [hind of camel-vehicles for n.o-

mn calld] Ljj; (, L;) [i. c.,] accord. j

to ISk, it signifies the pices of cloth nith

which the is coverred; (L;) as also 1 .- ;

(As, TA voco J3 ;) and its sing. is [t;a , ,

like jA,i , or] V C i- (L [The last word is 

there thus written, in this instance, with fct-h.])

see the next preceding paragraphl.

c: see 1,i-.._ Also Fat, as a subst.
(AA, L, 1.) - And Blood. (1.) And

Wool. (5.)

. t.... Mlinitry, or service. (Msb.) [And

particularly The ministry, or serrice, and suer-
intendence, of a temple of idols; and afterwards,
of the Kababeh: see 1.]

!i,L A minisder, or servant, of the Kanbeh,

(,5, Ighl, L, Msb, 1,) and [so in the S and L,
but in the 15 "or"] of the tenpl of .iols; ($,
L, 1;) and one who perfjormi the offe of door

keyerw, or chamnberlain: (K1:) pl. ;: (,
Mgh,L,Myb, 1:) or .ij. signifies the doo-

keepers, or chatnberlais, (.1a, [pl. of - )
of the iouse [of God, i.e. the Kha!lbeh] and

the intendants of the idols in the Tioue f Igno-
rance; the latter being the primary npplication:
(M, L:) but IB says that there is this difference

e between the e >C and the , _.q ; that the latter

precludes, and his license to do so belongs to

Y another; whereas the e>l. precludes, and his

license to do so belongs to himself. (L.)

jI and LS~'

'f 1. 4 l t, (M,) or #.4p, (1V,) [aor.

) ,; inf. n. j.~, (,M, 1K,) lIe stretched

v forth (g, M, 1) his arms or hands, or, as when

r said of a camel, his fore legs, (M,) or his arm or

o hand, or hi fore leg, (1 , TA,) Q1 [towards

Y him or it], (CV,) or L:WJI _j [towards the

g thin], like as do camels (jol LO LeS) in

' their going along; (TA;) as also * Lj.l, (M,
r 1, TA,) in [some of] the copies of the 1 kS£~t,

but the former is the right. (TA.) You say of a

, man, 1a, aor., lHe stretchedforth his arm,

ct or hand, towards a thing: and of a camel, l~,

d inf. n. ,~, he stretched forth his fore leg in

;going along: (Msb:) or of a she-camel, ;i~,
(g, 15,) aor. 3j'J, inf. n. s, (g,) she ivent

b- with nide steps; (]5;) or she stretched forth her

) arms in going along, and went with wide steps:

and ; jL^.g ; .Lj j. -o---' t [H ow gootd,

or beautiful, is her stretching forth of her hind

.gs, and lher rcturning of her fore legs in her

oing!]. (s.) Sec also ,.._- , (M,) or
,', (.,) lb iS ;,~, (S, M,) line ,ent, (M,)

or he goes, (S,) towards, or in the direction of,

ueCh a thiny; ($, M ;) said of a man. (g.) -

.i, also signifies The going at ratulorn, hcdl-

esdy, or in a headloug manner, wttthout con-

sidleration, or writout any ecrtain aim, or object,

not obeying a guide to the right course, in

iourneyi,g; (S, M;) said in relation to camels

and hlorss. (M.) - Inece, (M,) jqla

1(,) aor. , (TA,) inf. n. ;~, (M, TA,)
lie (a boy, or child,) played trith walnut, (M,

K, TA,) thvroring titen into a hole; (TA;) a

dial. var. of (,j; (I ;) or, accord. to the T, the

latter is of the dial. of children; (TA;) as also

t l, (M, 1, TA,) in [some of] the copies of

the K., erroneously, .j~.· (TA.) 8ce also

ol_, in art. S..- See also 5. -~ .As *

ij The land wans, or became, noiutened iyl

mtch dewn, (S, Mab,) either fiom the sky or from

the ground. (s.) And '4'i A . The nigh,t

,ras, or became, moist with m;ch den,. (M,-

TA.)_ --S. (, ,) or -1, (M,)

inf. n. t5$ ; (TA;) and t~i i; (M;) The
dates in the state in which/ they are termed j..,
or X, [seea these words,] were,or became, lax in

their SjmOlJ [or bases, so as to be easily detacllced

therefrom], (S, M, K,) and mtoixt. (M.)

2: see 4, first three sentences, in four places.

- [Henec,] one says of honey, J&tsAl !.

t [The bees mal, prepare, or Wroduce, it].
(M.) - See 4, again, in two places. ~ See
also 5.

4. 4 l ! .Sl, (s, Mhb, 1,) and #;L.; ( ;)
as also t ;l,., (K,) inf. n. a,.~; (TA;) and

t l;j.; (K;) 1ie set, or disposed, the n.arjp

(.-,JI) of the garment, or pliee of cloth; (S,*

Msb, K,* TA;) he made a war.p (Q55) in the
garmne,t, or piece of cloth: (Iar p. 241:) or

t ;,. means he did sof,r another; and t ;6J,
he did sofor himiself (MI, TA.) [Golius explains

t. S-, as signifying also " Oblivit telam viscosiore
aqud, ut cui mistus fuerit panis, quod fit roboris
conciliandi ergo ;" as on the authority of the KL;
in my copy of which I find only its inf. n.,

.M -3, expl. as meaning the weaver's making a

warp in a garment, or piece of cloth (ia. j. jU

·#*.S 0%t): and Freytag adds, as a significa-
tion assigned to the same verb by Jac. Schultens,
" Cirris s.Jimbrii or'navit vestem."].[Hcnce,]

one says, l y.1j j91t L S t5L~ . A (A in art.j.)

or t -. (TA in that art.) [meaning t lie comrn-

menezs things, or affairs, and completes them].
And '.. -l ,,sJ t Complete what thou hast

commenced (S and 1 in art. .J) of beneficence.

(. in that art.)- Hience also, %4,.- k.¢.:
i. q. :ai [i. e. : lie. wove, or composed, or he
forgyd, a discourse betneen them]. (M, TA.)-

And L sy. i. q. J.l [i. e. t Ie effected a

1 ' a, 161 e- . a . 1 1 # a --
i013. 

�,�i 3~ cp-; 1- 1.17bn, 900,1,

,r 

beautiful, is lter itretching forth of her hind

.g#, 

and lwr returninq of her fore logs in her

ving!]. 

(S.) See also LY:W. (M,) or

Iji 

fj~1 (91 M,) .116 Ment, (M,)

x 

lte goes, (�,) towards, or in tite direction of,

urls 

a thipig; (g, M;) said of a man. (g.) -

li-' 

also signifies The goiwj at ratulow., hml-

ea�y, 

or in a headlong manner, without con-

�itleration, 

or ivilitout any eertain aim, or objert,

wt 

obeying a quid# to the right course, 1M

,ou,.neyipig; 

(�,M;) said in relation to carnels

uid 

lionm. (M.) - I-Ience, (M,)

X') 

nor. (TA,) inf. n. 3~, (M, TA,)

lle 

(a boy, or child,) 1.4ayed trith Walnuts, (M,

g, 

TA,) throring ilietn into a hole; (TA;) a

dial. 

var. of tlj; QC;) or, accord. to the T, the

latter 

is of the dial. of cliildren; (TA;) as also

t 

(M, ]�, TA,) in [some of] the copies of'

the 

XC, erroneously, J~I. (TA.) Bee also

in 

art. See also 5. ~C4.A.�

,,bj-jl 

77te land wax, or became, inoidened kil

ipatwh 

depr, (�, Afeb,) either fmm thie sky or froya,

the 

ground. (S.) And 77'd niglit

wax, 

or beralne' Inoist with m ;,Ch, dem.

,* 

a 0 1 1 .1 ---

TA.) 

-.- At L$~, M IP) or ---Ull (M4

0 

' 1 oxc�

in£ 

n. tStw ; (TA ;) and V Lq~l ; (M ;) Tiat

dtttei 

in tito state in whirls therj are termed

or 

ck, [ace,these words,] were,'or became, law in

ilieir 

jm&J [or basm, so as to be emily detaclied

tlicrefro;n], 

(�, M, Kj and tt&oixt. (M.)

2 

: we 4, first tlirce sentences, In four placm.

,p 

0.1 

- . 0

-

[Hence,] ono says of lioney, J&Al

t 

[Tiie bm make, prepare, or ImWuW,

(M.) 

- See 4, again, in two places. ~ See

also 

5.

1 

Lq~t, ($, Mgb, 'C

4. 

�nd # -1; (.5;)

as 

also V otlw, (11�,) inf n. adx-j; (TA;) and

JLi; 

QC;) 1Ie set, or

61- 

disposed, the io.arjp

( 

---I 1) of the gar.ment, or 2jiere of rltpth; (,5,*

Mob, 

K,* TA;) he inade a mai.1) QS~) in the

gaiinettt, 

or piece of cloth: (gar p. 241:) 011

ot�,� 

means he didsof(pr another; and Y1Iii,

he 

did sofor himself. (AI, TA.) [Golitis explains

t 

Lq,�, as signifying also 11 Oblivit telain viscoxiope

aqud, 

ut cui mistus fuerit panis, quod fit roborii;

conciliandi 

ergo ;" as on the authority of the KL

in 

my copy of wlaich I find only its inf n.,

J-3, 

expl. as meaning the weaver's making a

ivarp 

us a garment, or Piece of cloth (&a4. ib jU

o.�y" 

ej> and Freytag adds, as a significa-

tion 

amigned to the same verb by Jac. Seltultens,

C5rris 

a..fimbriiv oi.narit vestem."]-[Hence,]

13 

J1 ' A . ,* ---1

,te;jj 

j"191 * j~.

one 

says,t& _A (A in art..,.-)

or 

Lqh d#' (TA in that art.) (meaning t.11e com-

mencz; 

things, or affairs, and compktes thent].

a
And 

'I t Complete what tliou hait

commenced 

(g and V in art. _^J) of bewfimce.

19��
in 

that art.) - llence also,

i. 

q. dai-� [i. e. : .11e. wove, or compowd, or he

jbrye�, 

a discourse betnwn tiwot]. (M, TA.)

And 

Ley;W i. q. C1,1 [i. e. t He effected a

A

~, - LS$,
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rect icat ion of ajjairs, an agreemenit, a harmnoi
or a reconciliation, betweeta themp two]. (A,
Az, 1. And 4i'J j..s.l t lIe did a benefit

him; as also 'rq.~w, inf.n. ~..:(]g:)
J ~., d.JI pj..l, and s,J.. v ..A .., (M, TA, [th
in the latter ease, &Ls, not d53l,]) or &,.lI h'
Ujo"d, (Msh,) heo did to him, or conferred up
him, a beneffit, benefaction, favour, or the lik
(M,* Mqb, TA:) [app. 'from 44, sLSJ..I,a
Ot.L; and accordingly mentioned in the M
art. L.5.A.s: or] it is from Lq [or rathier t.j.
inf. n. 3~j.a, as meaning "1he (a camel) put fo
ward his fore legse in groing alonig;" for he
whom one says W' it.l [he did to thee goo,
like 1;c &Q".l kSLJ is as though he stretcht
forthi to thee his armn, or hanid, therewith, a(
vancing: (Hjam p. 690:) you say, La. 
meaning J.I [i. c. hie did a benefit, &c.]. (Idei
p. 7.i9.) - You say also0, d.; Ai 1. .J.i
t [I ounghit a thing, awd] I attained it, or &
tained it: [as thtoughi meaning I stretched fort
may hand to it arid reachied it:] if you do nc
attain it, or obtaini it, you sary, .$:($: c
'il'1 signifies the attaining quickly. (KI
[Thaere xpII. by the words C~M.i bjj: for whik
Golii.us semsi to hanve founbd in his copy COj>3.j
fo)r lie hats assigned to Lj..,, as on the autlhorit,
of' the KL, the meaning of ci'to incesit.]) m
olj...l also signaifies lIe left, let alone, or g
Lerted, hipa, or it: (151:) he le.ft himn to himseij
ltnrontrulled, (IW, AI1Rh,) mwither conmmandled no,

foridditeen. (MW.) And you say, U,4 ;
(AZ, T, 8I,) itif. a. %i.1~1, (AZ, T,) I~ le.ft nin
camnels to iNAstufie by te sh's (AZ, T, . -
Lp-iA j&.1l: see 1, last senttence..- .jaI L;Sk
Thte lpalmi-trees had dates sruch, as are teritncd ..a.~

5. *lj...: ace 4, first sentence, ini two p)laces,
Also lle mounted it, or ,one upxon it;

(MW, 151;) he was, or becamet, or got, upon it;
( M 1 , 151; sy nl. (M , 151,) and * la ~

M, 151;) namely, IL thiing. (M.) A poet says, ,
TA,) narnely, Imra-eI-i51eys, (TA,)

h A S-J e. t*.. fl..U

[And whien I direw near, r got upokn her, anid a
garmenat I forgot, or ngetd and a garmPent 1

.a dagipig upon the ground: 4. being for

1q]. (,TA.) And L;tm. [or ? j.,(for
*l...3 meaningr as expl. 'above is mentioned in
the M in art. j~s.), or it nmay be V LS.L.I signi-
fies [in like mnbsrner] il~ (TA.)-...And He
fdls4nvcd himn, (15, TA,) and overtook htim. (TA.)

- And lIe overcame, or overjmorered, htim;
namely, a man. (TA.) And lie conquered], or
masteredi, it; xnunacly, amin tihir. (TA.)

8. Lq.%;It: see 1, in two places. - Also, said
of a hiorse, lie sweated. (151.)

~* inf. n. of I.&... (IF,, M, g5.) Hence, l~

lJ.. or U S. ;. .ss ~- : sec 1. And . s

0)i . e . [ T / we.[ lt rtne,o
commander, ty,cited an oratoon, or a htarangue,

~ - "Jj- ~~~~~~~~~~~[Boor, I.
?,y, &c.. and ceased not to keep to] one poe'tached therefronm], (At, T, S, M, 1K1, anid moist:

A,rhdypne. (M.) T, M:) one thereof [i. e. a a".] is termed
to I .L As, T, TA:) thte 3j3is die of the

or A.. of a garment, or piece of cloth, (,M,' O (A. Yu syas
~m~ M, M 9b;) i. e. (M9 b [in the M "1and it is. and b.kwij iwhiclh is the same as ? M~... [expi.

.1said to mean "]) the portion [or threads) thereof above,' voce L5J-]*(.)
~"extendled larngitudinally (M,* Myb, 151 i) in the .

lveaang (Mb:) nd t i sai tomea th Lq- 1 and V ~ (5, M, 151,) the formner the
dneaing:(Mqb) an it s sad tomeantli. more common, Q5, 151,) used alike as Kinig. and pl.,lowver, or lowest, part thereof: (M: [but this is M ~)Lj,ltaoe r" ce;o in a stag xlnto,which I do not linde or fstrane expanatin, fnd ele- (~M, 15,) Lft aon yie, nelecte; or, M, fi.p Where:]) it is [said to be] from j.t n.o to pasture by itsefo ythmevs (,M 5;r- Li] signifying ~.5.A [infn.of applied to a camnel, (151, TA,) and to camels :(

of ando theifin "thde stretching forthi the arm, orji A)yusy .. T)adL~ ~
for le, twars athig : (1ar ~,TA:) and ? )LC signifies the same [us a sing.1, p. 241 : [but it is mentioned in the M as belong- 0 3ai 0 M&.a.

.d ing to art. j~ and its dual, mentioned below, eiht.(,K) ~ j,,~, 
requires its being so:]) and * us " (MP K) lx.3] ensDt a hnai that he is to be lo ft to htimself, utcontrolled,also [and more commonly] written tq~l (15,) neither commanded iwr forbidde? (M.)

signifies; the same; (M, 151;) as also V -5
0 61~~*.~.-: see kS' in thiree places: and seeK, 5;) or this last is the n. un. of jZ (M, TAJ ) lo -~

.h hanving a more speial signification, (Mab, TA:) as
)t [as thiough nieaning a wrarp, or a sort Of w-arp); :..

or the i may be affixed for thie purpose of assinii * -- see UJ.Us, last sentence but two.
lating the word to its contr. 4.Ji, with which it
is often coupled:] the dual [of ~ is ;-h j~: .3~ A she-camel that stretches forth, and

(,Myb, TA:) and the pl. is adw (accord. to ii* out, her fore legs in going along. (M.)
Y the 8) or :~ (Mab.) V ,44~~ SeloC

[lit. 7Thou art neither a nor t mr; is said j ~ , Thee po"ranate of .it a
-to him who neither harms ntor profits. ('T.A. [See townp tnear Zebe. (15.)

also m,')...Hce,a en lieedtert , A d Stretchiing forths the arms, or fore legs, insr[see 2, second sentence,]) 1 h1oneyj in its comib; syn. .`
er ,.,a (,1, A)....An A ber, gOin_g along, (M,* TAP) and wide in steli; (TA)

,' benfartion, favour., or thes like. (~, M, K~, TA. applied to a camel: (M, TA:) and so ,)j.., [pi.
*[See also the next two sentences.]) - The ,aighit- of thke fL-m. k>CJ, applied to shie-camels": (g, 151,
dewc; QS, M, Msib, XC;) by means of whxich seed- TA:) [see also 3j.XW:] or, accord, to the T, thle
produce lives:(S Msh:) or, as; some saY, Lq Arabs apply the term .?4.- as a name for the fore
and ,jjj are syni. [and bothi applied to dew, in ans legs of camels, because of thecir stretehing, thtem
absolute sense]: and the pl. is f~,t (M.) - forth in going along; and thten as a iinumc for theAnd 1 Lfiberality, bounty, u~iec, or gene- cmiels tliemselves. (TA.) And .)C signifies also

r0;y; as beinig lik-ened thecreto; and so kS.X.i. Good its lpace or goingq; ajpplied to a aumdl; and
in art. ,j.s and LS;. [Sce an ex. in a verse . 1~j T. e lo~as p~ti

cited voce 4,j.] ~Green dlates, (M, 11)Wt also`tised for .'z&J (8,11 A)te~. en
their [or fr-uit-stallks]; (M;) as also chaiigcd inito 15: (TA.) Ogle savs, G,3 "`P ta

LW?t; (M, n;) of the (hial of El-Yemen: n. urt an1L~ [Such a one casine sixth]. (1Sk, S voe
* 3El... and V W~ (M, TA,) ont the authtority of ., q. v.)

AA, and of Shi also, whio says thatt thecy are of thae A *i 'Is ` 
dial, of El-Medeeneh. (TA.) [See also the last U~ and j$k.*ul see ~... The former
sentence of the ntext paragraphi: and scee..,.] also siggnifies Lj.I~....4 [like L' c' I: see thlis last
~Also sometimes used in the sense of word, voce LVw] (Alleythi,15.

(,.)See this latter word. 
[~j:oA weaver's yiuba or roller; i. e.,

.L [originally AlMoist; applied in tlis Its exp,l. l,y Golitis, on the authlority of Meyd, the
sense to anythingr. (AHjn, M.)- And [parti- impijlem~enjt on 111irhic the n*ce rc,r p-ll the 7rarpJ.j
cularly] Mo1tist wit/st dew, [or with,ngt-e' or - * 
wlith much thereof,] a)pplied to a place. (M.) 1 .LJ:se3a...~ nat
And you say ie wbj A land moist with much
nght-dew. (S, Mdsh.) An w£i A lighit

mPoist with mnuch dewo: (M,* TA:) the epithet d~. A hog, or other rcpal,o rrlig
[j.]is seldom applied to a day. (M, TA.) - rviVs l.so ]b. god or utensils c)..; syn.

Anid ..a. Dates in the state in whlich they (151.)

areteme P ~ ,11)acr. oA,we i.; said to be an arabicized word, because
they have fatllen, (T, TA,) thtat have breome lax [it is asserted thiat] p# and 1 are not combined in

in her [or bases, so as to be easily die- any Arabic word; [and if so, a4X. also, men-
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tioned above, is arabicized ;] but in some of the
books on plants it is written with 'the unpointed
s; (TA;) i. q. ,a,., (f],) which is an ancient
Greek word, (TA,) [i. e. rnwyaov, meaning Rue;]
a well-knnown J [or hind of herb], (1K,) hanmg
proprrties described in the medical books. (TA.)

u.w A seller of .,4 [or rue]. (K,' TA.)

aC, nnd .LC, mentioned under

the 0 and .K: see art. C11.

this head in

[1. o , accord. to the TA, has two contr.
significations: for it is there stated that "one
says s3d,_ meaning " and d3j.. meaning

ls :" and it is added that " it will occur again
soon:" but it does not again occur in that work,
nor have I found it in any other lexicon: I
therefore think that it is a mistranscription, for

4;s -I, first pers. of , q. v.] - ., (S, 0,
Msb, K, &c.,) nor. z, (MS,) inf. n. a> (S, O,
xk) and ;,% [which latter, from the explanations
of it which will be found below, seems to be
generally, if not only, as an inf. n., that of .,]

and ,, [which is also syn. with ·. j. in the senses
assigned to the latter below] and . "and a ;-
[which last may be also an inf. n. of t o expl.

pa-
by Freytag as syn. with 6, in the sense here
following, but without an indication of any au-
thority], (O,I.,) lie, or it, rejoiced him; glad-

·dconed him; or nuade him happy; syn. da~I:
(M1b, Ki:) [or made him to experience a plea-
sure,, or dtielight, and dilatation of the heart, of
wieire there, wras no external sign: see j.,
below.] And , [inf. n. , (sce above,)] He
rejoiedl; was j,,liful, or glad; or was happy:
(S,' A,. K:) [or he ecperienced a pleasure, or
delight, and dilatation of the heart, of which
there was no external sign; aocordL to an expla-

nation of;j~ :] you say, jW and .l t [He
rejoiced, nas jo,,lful or glad, or was hapny, by
reason of him, or it]. (A.)-oj., (K,) aor. as
above, (TA,) also signifies .He saluted him wvith
[the offering qf w/hat are tcrrnd] -1fl, i. e. the
extremities of sweet-smelling plants. (i.) -
Also e., (S, M,) nor. as above, inf. n. .,, (8,) or

.,., (so in a copy of the M,) He cut his (a
cJ;ild's) j, or r, i. e. nael-string. (, M.) And
j. IIe (a child) had his navel-string cut. (].)
_And a.w, aor. as above, He pierced him, or
thrust him, [with a spear or the like,] in his

. [or navel]: a poet says,
I.,.., . ,,., 5;' .,"'" ' '""8 * 1 X * 11- 18' I * I,j e', *

[We pierce them in the navel if they advance;
and if they retreat, they are those cwho are pierced

in the podex;. _ being for ]. (S.) =

.AJlpj. , aor. as above, inf, n. r, lIe put a piece
of wood, (M, ,) or a ltle piec~ of ~nood, (s,)
in the interior of the #jj [or piece of stick, or

Bk. I.

wood, for produig fire], (M,) or in its cztre
mity, (S, I,) insetig it in its interior, (,) in
order that he might produce fire with it. (., M,

.. ) One says, 1 &iU 03 _ Fill up the in-
terior of thy .0j, that it may produe fire, (A_In,

M,) for it is [ morn] holloU. (, .) , [sec.

pers. ,] aor.., (IAz r, .gh, L, ,) inf. n.
j·-,, remarked upon by MF as extr., [though it
is agreeable with a general rule,] said of a man,

(TA,) He had a complaint of the ; [or navel].
(IAgr, lgh, L, K.)_ Also, aor. and inf. n.'as in
the next preceding case, said of a camel, He
had the pain, or disorder, termed ' [q. v.].
(IAar, M.)

2: see 1, second sentence.- ",, in the

phrase L,4)j. 3,.w I gave him, or caused him to
take, a concubin dave, doubly trans., is [said to
be] changed to k~_ for alleviation of the pro-
nunciation. (M,b.) . j, inf. n., , said of
water, It reached his ;j. [or navel]. (S.)

3. ;,, inf. n. jL.. and ;, , (S, M,) [He
spoke, or discoursed, ecretly to him or with him;]
he acquainted him with a secret. (M.) You say,

s3 ) ,e1L. Hle spoke secretly to him in his ear.
(S, .K, T.K.) And t.a ~.te , Ore
occurs in a trad., meaning He (Mohbammad) used
to talk to him ('Omar) in a low tvoice, like him
who is teUing a secret. (TA.) _.1.>1 t is
17w sellibg in which one says, "I will putforth
my hand and thou shalt put forth thy hand, and
Ti I nroduce my signet-ring before thee, it is a
sale for such a price; and if thou produce thy
signet-ring before me, for such a price :" if they
produce together, or do not both produce, they do
thus again. (Mgh.)

4. f1, ($, M, A, Mgh, Mab, .K,) inf n. ;l1l;
(Mb ;) [and accord. to the TA o.,w; but sec the
first sentence of this art.;] lie concealed it;
suppressed it; kept it secret; (S, M, A, Mgh,
Msb, K ;) namely, a story, or the like: (A, Mgh,
Mob:) and, contr., he manifested it; revealed it;
publisd it; made it knonm. (, M, Msb, .)
Both of these significations have been assigned to

the verb in the phrase a l,,4; in the .ur
[x. 5.5 and xxxiv. 32]: ( :) some say, that the
meaning is They will mnanifest rintance : Th
says, tlhey rill conceal it from their chiefs: the
former [says ISd] is the moro correct: (M:) the
former meaning is also given on the authority of
AO; but Sli says, I have not heard it on the
authority of any other; and Az says that the
lexicologists most strongly disapprove of the
saying of AO; and it is said that the meaning is,
they, the chliefs of the polytheists, vill conceal
rel)entance from the lower class of their people,
whom they shall have caused to err; and in like
manner say Zj and the [other] expositors. (TA.)
In like manner also the two contr. significations
arc assigned to the verb in the saying of Imra-cl-

.Keys, [in his Mo'alla~ph,] L; 'Ij o

which A9 used to quote with .-Z, thus, 0, i-

.lurt, meaning that they might publish, or
make knohm, my laughter. (S.) You say also,

91 *!' He revealed unto him a stry (,
g) secretly. (TA.) An ex. occurs in the gur
lxvi. 3. (TA.) And ;jJI 'g I l., and

;SJl,, I showed, or manifested, to him love, or
affection (S.) It is said in tho X(ur [Ix. 1],

.il, $ i , meaning, Ye reveal to themv
the news of the Prophet by reason of the loe that
is between you and them; the objective comple-
ment of the verb being suppressed: or 9;jJl may
be an objective complement, the ", being a re-

dundant corroborative, as in .jU;.l .I1 anud

t J&.J: (Mb :) and this interpretation is cor-

rect; for ·'!.r to a person necessarily implies
revealing a secret to him and at the same time

concealing it from another. (B.)_ti ,j jt),
in the .Kur xii. 19, signifies And they concealed,
or kept secret, his case, making him as an article
of merchandise: (Jcl:) or they conjectured in
their minds that thl? should obtain, by selling
him, merchandise. (TA.) [See also an ex. voce

0;!, in art. .b·.] - ._WI ,l, and aIJ,,
He recited the Fdtihah [or First Chapter of the
.Kur-An] secretly, or inaudibly: (M.b:) or tihe
latter form of expression is a mistake. (Mglh.)-
.U, also signifies tJI1 "j v:" [which may
mean either I attributed it to secrecy, or, like
many phrases of this kind, by inversion, I at-
tributed to him secrecy, or mystery]. (M9 b.)

5. J.3 and ..;j, (M, K,) and t;_,1, (l,)
IIe took to himsedf a concubindlave. (M,* I,*
TA.) And a, 1t;,. and Q55, (8,) and
? ;j -1, (TA,) I took to myself a girl, or
young wnonan, as a concubin~-lare. (, ,TA.)

t3J..3 is [said to be] thus changed to t.!3,
(T, S, Msb,) for alleviation of the pronunciation,
(Msb,) on account of the three j s following one
another, (T,) being like .i and 1i.
(T,* S.) Lth says that ;,j..3 is a mistake; but
Az says that it is correct. (TA.) t s; -
occurs in a trad. as signifying He tooh me to
himself as a concubine-slave; but by rule one
should say · , or A:i J: as to 1.
it [more properly] siglifies " Ho revealed to me
his secret." (TA.)-_, .. j.J_ [as

though signifying Such a one took to hinself tlhe
daughter of such a one as a concubine-odar ] is
said when a man of low birth takes as his wife a
woman or girl of high birth because of' the
abundance of his property and the littleness of
hers. (M.)

6. IL;WJ T1ey spoke, or discoursed, secrctly
together; acquakited one another tith secrets.
(s, ].) [See also 3.]- i, i 1 ;W l lHe e
perienced pleasure, or delight, at that: as, for
instance, at his scratch!ing a part of his body, or
pressing, or kneading, it; and at a thing disliked
by anotller person. (A, TA.) [But I am in some
doubt as to the correctness of this, and incline to
think that it is a mistake for t.i.]

10. ... 1 lHe, or it, became concealed; or he,
169
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or it, concealed him,eef or itself: (1:) it (a
thing, or an affair,) became hidden or concealed
or secret: (A, Mb :) it (the moon) became con-
coaled (, M, A, TA) by the light of the sun,
(TA,) [i. e. by its proximity to the sun,] for one
nigat, or for treo nights. (AO, $.) : I He
took extraordinary pains in concealing it, or
kecin~g it secret. (TA.) See also 5, in four
pIlaces. - I lie revealed to me his secret.
(TA.) - See also 1; and see 6, last sentence.

j.. A man who rejoices, or laddens, another;

or makes him hapin; (,15;) [and so tt:]
fern. i,r; with which et ;t is syn. (Li, M, ]g.)

You say a_ a J. A man nwho treats dith
goodnssw and affection and gentleness, and rejoices

&c., (.,81, TA,) his brethren: (TA:) pl. il

..w: see j~,: m and., last sentence but one.
_It is also a contraction of ;J pl. of j>.
(Sb, M.) . Also, and Vt;, ($, M, j(,) and

*tjp, (.,81, in the C/g j.,) The navdltring
of a child; i.e. the thing that the midwife cuts
off froi; the navel (;i`) of a child; (., g;) the
thing that hangs from the navel (p.) of a new-
born child, and that is cut off: or *t;, signifies
the part that is cut off tlwreof, and that goes

wayn : (M:) pl. (of,;.., 8, [or of. or; D,])
ITn, (Ya9poob, M1, M, ,) which is extr. (M.)

One says, 0).. .; J A :j [I Anew
that Ibefre thy narel.string mas cut]: one should
not say d .; for the ; is not cut. ($.) And

,_1; t> ui X ;A.£j She brought forth
thrm [loys] consatively, or one at the heel of

another. (M.) [See also j, last sentence.]

i.. A scret; a thlng. that iJ concealed, or sup
t?i,,.l, (, M, A, M glh, Mbh, X,) in the mind;
(TA;) as also t'.?,: (8, M, A, ]:) or the
former has the above-mentioned signification,
and the latter signifies a secret action, whether
yood or evil: (Lth:) [and the former, also, a
snystery:] pl. of the former, ;,.-,; (., M, A,

Mlghi, M,b, g;) and of the latter,jl",. (S, A,

].) It is said in a prov.,. i a;._' LC [177
day of Ialheerneh is not a scret]: applied to
anytlling commonly known: alluding to lalce-
meht the dnaugter of El-HItritlh the son of Aboo-
Shemir El-GlassAnee; for, wihen her flther sent
an nrmy to El-Miundllir the son of MiL-es-Scmi,
slle took forth for the soldiers some perfume in a
vessel ( aS.n), and perfumed them with it. (S.)

[You say also, U J .,y ,& IZe is the depositary
of my secret, or serets.] The words of the gur

[Ixxxvi. 9] tn2 ,..-JI e-WjM signify In the day
nlwrein the scret tenets and intentions sitall be
tried and .reaaled: (Jel:) or by .ljJI is here
meant fasting, and praye.,e anul alms-giving, and
ablhto,n on account of the pollution terned t.l ; .
(TA.) [Sec also a verse cited in the third para-
grnllh of art. ,P~.] - A thing that is rervealed,
appears, or is made manjkt: thus it has two

contrary significations. (MF.) .1j {for 
p,JI, tThe heart; the mind; the receCse of the
mind; the secret thoughts; the soul;] is a syn. of
;:Ji. (Ig in art. j... [See also ;s--])

[ a t Weary not thy heart, or mind,
is a common modern phrase. And one says, of a
deceased holy man, ., t,. t May Goi

sanctify his soul.] _.j also signifies Secrecy;

privacy; contr. ofihi:. (S in art. cA.) You
sa8y a., 1, [Secretly and openly; or privately
and publicklyj. (Jur ii. 275, &c.) - Conceal-
ment. (s.) - Suppresion; contr. of 1

(Msb.) [So in the phrase ,. j He rpohe
nith a suppresed, or low, voic; softly.]

[One having private kuwlaedge of a tlhing. You

ssy,] j.l l 5j j~. t Such a one has [private]
knovledce of this thinr. (TA.) The pcnis
(T, S, M, () of a man: (T:) and I the vnura, or
eternal portion of the orans of n ation, of a
woman. (c) One says, -l--l d! ie
twopudenda met. (A.)_t Concubitus. (AHeyth,
8, Mgh, g.) - Marriage: (M, A, Msb, g :)

pl. ;,,1. (TA.) You say, 5- tlm; :He
proi her marriage, le prnmising him the
same. (A.) So, accord. to some, in the gur ii.
235. (TA.) - t Plain declaration of marriage:
( :) i. e., a man's offering himself in marriage
to a woman during her L.A: so expl. as occurring
in the Jur ubi supra: (TA:) or a man's de-
manding a woman in marriage during her ;4.
(Mujhdid.).--.4dultry, orfornication: (AHeyth,
(1 :) so, accord. to Aboo-Mijlez and El-I[asan,
in the I.ur ubi suprh. (TA.) Hence the saying,

..JI Od >a ·BY t One does not hope for
Jilial piety from the ofixring of adultery, or
fornication. (TJ.) - t Origin; syn. j.;:;
(M, g ;) as in the phrase ,. l -. I .l -5
Itc is of generous origin, of much filial piety.
(TM.) - t The commencement, or first night, of
a lunar month: (1C, TA:) or its middle; (s;)
app. meaning wroat are called ,il ,t A'l:
(TA:) but Az says, I know it not in this sense.
(IAth.) - t The interior of anything; its heart.

(1.) Whence Jl J .. and jl, t [The middle
of the lunar month and of the niglat]. (TA.)-
The marrow of anytlling. (TA.) -_ The pure,
or choice, or best, part of anything. (Fr, M, I.)
You say, I Jl;i : I a thee the pure, or
choice, or best, part of it. (A.) - The pure,
or genuine, quality of race, or lineage: (S, A, ] :)
its best quality: (S, K:) and the mi(dle sort
thereof; (S ;) and of rank, or quality, or the like:
(M:) as also t;jl and t ;.- (M, 1.) One
says, O3 .. . , ,I He is of the best [in race
orfamily] of his people: (TA:) or of the midlle
tort of tiem. ($.) - The lon,, or lepressed,
part of a valley: (15:) the best, (S, K,) or moat
fruitful, (AV, M, TA,) part thereof: (As, S, M,
15:) as also j-- (M, O) and t Ao ' (As S, M,

1) and t ;, : (M, 1]:) or the last signifies the
[middle of a valley: ($:) the pl. ofj. is j./ and
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;j~ (M) and i, like as s;il is of , (S,) or
the last is pl. of t ;I , like iUAJi is of Jl1i;
(M;) and that oft 1 . is . l'-, (V,) or [this is
a coll. gen. n., and the pl. is] .1,: (M:) also

t j. t the middle of a city: and I;. the middles

of meadows. (TA.) And - ujl t Fruitful,

good, land; (M, R ;) as also t $. (I,' TA.)
-Also t Goodne ; excellence. (M.b.) Also,

and p.,, (M,1g, and V;., (?, M, s,) and
t j,, (g,) and V J ( M, , M ,) A line of the

palm of the hand, (M, K,') and of the face, (MI,)

and of the forehead: (S , M, Mgh:) pl. (of..,

TA, or of t;j¢I, .) i,i, (M, TA,) and (of the

same, 8, or of tV;j, e, Mgh) ;t, ; (S, M, Mgh,

]p;) and pl. pl., [i.e. pl. of;, jL.: (S, M,
(Mgh, ] :) this last, accord. to AA, signifies the
lines in the forehcad, from the shriveUinq of the
skin; and its sing. is t .: (TA:) some also

apply the pl. ;,I to lines, or streaks, of herbage;
as being likened to the lines of the hand and of
the face, but this is not of valid authority: (M :)

and JLI (as pl. of;l, which is pl. of j' ,
TA) also signifies the beauties of the face, and of
the cheeks, and of the elevated parts of the cheeks.

(~, TA-,)-,_ i;- ~ J . J, (K,) and --
,/lj 't)p., (K,* TA,) means Three children vera
born to him, rhose naovelstrings were cut in a
similar manner, witout any fenmale among them.

(] [See alsow .])

*.,- The navl; i. e. the place from which the
navel-strin (,) ha been cut off; (S;) the
small cavity, or hollow, of the belly, (M, TA,) in
the middle thlreof; (TA;) rhat remains of the

Jp..: (M:) [see j..:] pl. j [in the CK. erro-
neously ,r/] and n. (S, ..) - [Hence,]

"t,k1 e;. t [The naoel of the hor.e,] the star, of
Pegalus, that is in the head of Andlromeda.
(Kzw.) - [Hence likewise] ;jw also signifies
t a pliforation in the middle of a jar such as is
termed Lj.. [q. v.], in wchich is fxed a tube of
silver or lead, nwhenle oe drinks. (I.nr p. 548.)

And t The place 7where the water rests, in the
Jfrtlwtt part, of a watering-trough, or tank.

(K, TA.) - See also / , in two places, in theo
latter part of the paragraph.

n subst. from o,L [like its syn. .S.
from ;l.., signifying Secret discourse, or a secret
co,nmunication, betneen two persons or Iarties].

(M.). See also JI 1 .: -and , t, last
sentence but one: and " , in two places.
Also A pain wivich a camel sunflr.s int his ;".
[or calbnis projection upon the breast], arising
fiom a gall, or sore: (S,*K:) or sot, in the
hinder part of the ;IS,S of a camel, nearly
penetlating into his inside, but not mortal: or a
disease that attacks the horse: (M :) it is said by
Lth to be a pain in tui navel; but Az and others
say that this is a mistake. (TA.) -Also £ol-

lowness of a spear-shaft [&c.]. (S, ].) [See,...]
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.,: ee Me, lat sentence but one: I and

fi-. _- It is ao a pL of , [q. .]. (, 
M~b, ]g.)

A e: w JI Ji: _ and , last two ben-

tences, in three place: and,, in two places.
_ Also The ca~ , or coverings, and Sarth, that

are pot trf; (9, V ;) and t rsignifies the
same, (TA,) or the sand (I, TA) and earth and
oats or cosngs (TA) upon trui: (1, TA:)

here, and in some copies of the Tekmileh, for

i~b, is put 1.t: (TA:) or both signify the
earth tat is o tr uffls: (M:) or the former
signifies the round clod of earth uin which a
trwfe grows: (ISh, TA:) pl. of the former,

(ISh, 9,) and of the latter, (TA,)Jf. (ISh,
Q, TA.)

·.,! ;)t. and tj,.., (, M, j,) but the latter
in not approved by the lexicologists [in general],
(Ae,) and ,t * (., Mi]) and t *? j, (M,) and

t 1 (8) [or I' I &c.], The lt night of
the lhar month: (8, ] :) or mweA tAe month is
tenty-nine, it is the twnty-ig night; and
r hen thed onth is tirty, it is the twoey-nith

nigAt: (Fr:) or the nigAt in wAic tAe moon
beuOs onealed by the light of the sn: (M:)
sometimes this is the cue one night, and some-
times it is two nights. (AO, 4.) [See also

I; voce 5 J uin' is also syn. with
, in two senses: see . , in the latter part of the
paragraph, in four place. It signifies also
[D,a~ in the unrpe state in which they are
termd] ; [q. v.]. (..)

>,a: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

plaes: e and, last sentence but one, in two

places: - and _..
0 .,
jm: see what next follows.

, (8, M, A, M^b,) or 't , when used as
a simple subst., (lAvr, $gh,l]~,) but this is strange,
and, accord. to MF, unknown, whether as a simple

subst. or as an inf. n., (TA,) and ?V (M, Myb)

and . and , (,) Happi or joy,
or gladnss; syn. p; (M, ;*) contr. of ;j:
(41:) or dilatation of the boom with deligt, or
pleasure, whorein is quiet or tranquility or rest
of mind, oJ short or of log continuane; whereas

2, is dilatation of the bosom with delight, or
pleasure, of short continuance, transitory, or
fleeting, not lasting, as is the case in bodily and
worldly pleasures; but ji is sometimes called

.-, and vice versl: (r-UR.ghib, TA in art.

r :) or u signifies p re, or delight, and
Jilatation of the heart, of which there is no
axternal sig; distinguished from j;, which is
cheerfulness, i. e., pleasure, or delight, or dilata-
tion of the heart, which has a visible effect in the
aspect. (TA.) -Also sing. of ?~, (TA,)
which signifies The uper extremitis of the

tems of plants. (J1, TA.) See aleo ,.

0 -adJ&P'! [A couh-frame; a bedsead: a raised
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couch, or couch pon a frame: a throne'] a
thing upon hic one lit; yn. : (M,

o:) or a hi upon which one sits: (TA :) pl.

[of pauc.] 1., and [of mult.] M, ((, i, Meb,
a,) and some, for the latter, say ', as more

easy of pronunciation, (8, Msb,) and make the
ame change in other similar pls., (1,) and he

who says a. tfor [ .o,, pl. of ; says .a

for .O. (Sb, M.) It is ·aid to be derived from
~, because it generally belongs to persons of
ease and affluence and of authority, and to kings.
(MF.) - Hence, and as an appellation of good
omen, (Er-Rlghib,) A bier, before the corpse is
carried upon it: (i :) when the corpse is carried
upon it, it is called [f and] jt:. (TA.)_
[Hence,] .; j., tl..e bier of BDent-
Napa;] the sen tars that are upon the neck
and breat and two emes of the Greater Bear,
resembling a semicircle; [app. ,, h, v, 4, 0, e,
and f; (asin Freytag's Lex.;)] also calledbAJI.

(Izw.) - [Hence likewise] ~ also signifies
S Dominion, sor y, rule, or authority: and
ea, comfort, or afluence: (F,* : [in some
copies of each of which, we find ;LaI in the
place of il j:]) and settled meanm of inm ce.
(M,TA.) You say, t ^ J1j H:He ceased
to enjmoy aWthority, or power, and eas, comfort,
or affluence. (A.) [See also an ex. in a verse
cited in art. -JA .] _ And t The part mwher the
head mrst upon the neck: (4, M, [,-TA:) pl.

f1i and )> t. (TA.) See also · , in two

places: - and ;o~.

1j~: see a , in the latter part of the para-
graph, in three places. It signifies also t Tho
best of tAeproductiveparts of a meadow (TA.)
-And hence, (TA,) tPureness, choicencss, or

ellence, of anything: (M,] :) pureness, and
excellence, of race, or lineage. (S.) It has no
verb. (M.) You say, Le C jl ` s,

[t is in the best andition, or mode, of life].
(A.) And *i;t;i. t 8tepossss uperio
ity owr her. (Fr.)

r;xr; and its pl. 3_: seee, first and fourth
sentences, in three places. - Also The heart, or

mind (KL. [And so ., q. v.]) And One's

inner man; syn. bilg: opposed to *i135 and

. [q. v.]. (T in art. j¢.)

Ampl,ss, or fredom from traitness, of
the means, or circumstances, of life; syn. hi;

[or a haplpy state or condition;] contr. of -qb;
(1 ;) i. q. t and Vi jU1 [contr. of ;;a- and

I
ti~j~i]. (K.) - 8ee also .O,: -and see r,

near the end of the paragraph. Aso i. q. Q."r
[q. v.]. (TA.)

a [rel. n. from j f; Of, or reating to, any-
thing secret: a secret, or mysterious, thing.-
And] A man who does things secretly: p1.

Oyl. (M.)

.i concubin ave; a female slave whom

one tahe as a poession andfor concubitus; (M;)
a female lave to whom one a~in a hous, or
chamber, in which h lod hr, (.S, ,) and
Mhomn he talm as a posmon and for con :itu
(TA ) of thmeasure im u , (9, M, Mgh, M9b,)

Ifromj, as signifying "concubitns' (.1, M,* Mgh,
Msb, ,) or as signifying "concealment," because
a man often conceals and protect her from his
wife; (4;) altered from the regular form of a
rel. n., (S, , M Mb, ],) by its havring damm [in
the place of kesr]; (9, Myb ;) for the rel. n. is
sometimes thus altered, as in the instances of
A., ,a..2 ,·a
L .h from f~ and r from r..J bjIlg:
(S:) or it is with 4amm to distinguish it from
I . which is applied to "a free woman with
whom one has sexual intercourse secretly," (Mqb,)
or "'one who prostitutes herself:" (TA:) or it is

from , in the sense of `.; because her owner
rejoiees in her; (Akh,' 9,° Mb ;) and if so, it is
agreeablewith analogy: (Myb:) so says AHeyth;
and this is the best that has been said respecting
it: (TA:) or it is of the measure SiJ.n, from .u,
(M, Mgh,) the latter j being changed into L5
for euphony, and then the [other] j being incor-
porated into it and thus becoming tS like it, after
which the 4ammeh is changed into a kesreh be-

cause the k is next to it: (M:) the pl. is UJ.,
(ISk, S, TA) and? ; (ISk, TA;) the latter, by
poetic license. (yIam p. 304.)

'q. A free woman with wvwm one his seual
intercoure rety, (Myb, TA,*) or-who pro~ti-
tute hersef: (TA:) distinguished from 
[q. v.]. (Msb, TA.)

;.. , Intdlient; ~nowing; akilful; (S, M,
;) ntering much into affairs, (S, .k,) by n,,cns

of his 9ood art/icfu or artful contrivances. (TA.)
You say, G jL , a i H'e is one wito nan,ges

well, or takes good care of, property, or cattle,
(AA,M,' I, TA,) knowing what is c,nd,eite
to the good thereof. (AA,TA.) And i *
t ." He is the knoing with respect to it. (T
in art. Aj:.) - A person beloved, or a friend; a
s)ecial, or choice, companion; (1 ;) as also
* 0.. j (TA. ) ~Also The J. [or spun
thread, that has comeforth,] of the spindle. (1.)

;1*.: see the next preceding paragraph.

_t.; and its fem., with;: seot.

t~lML: see fie.

j., An adventie; one abiding among a peop
to mwo he is not related; syn. s,. (S, .)
Lebeed says,

* ,;. t.cj w-9 ,.;

* ;.Ae. s;j~. )_ use-Sj

[And my grandfather, the rider qf Er-Ra·&d,
was of them; a chief, not an adentive, nor f
su~ected orin]. ($.) Also a camel having
a gal, or sore, in the Em.. [or caUou proje-
tion pon the bmas]: (9:) or having a pain
therein, ariting from a gall, or wore: (s:) or
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haring ores in the hinder part thereof, nearlj
yenetrating into his inside, but not mortal: o0
having the disorder termed a, which is a.r-lbl

tumour in tes breast: (M:) fem. ro. (M, a.)
[See j.] -... 1 s A .jj [or piece of stick, or
wood,.Jbr producing fire,] that has become hoUal
[by wear]. (Agn, $, M, 1. [See 1, near the end
of the paragraph.]) And ,L, A ihollow pear-
,Aa.f. ($ M, M .)

;.3: ee .

Zj. an inf. n. of . [q. v.] ($, O, F)_
[And A cause of j., i. e. happiness, or joy, or
gladneu;] a thi7ng whereby one is made happy,

or joful, or glad: pl. Jl... (Msb.) - See also
! .. -- Also, [perhaps as being a cause of plea-

sure,] The extremities of sweet-smelling plants;
(M, 0,];) and so t,j.: (0, 1 :) or the latter,
the ulper alves of the stems of plants; (Lth, M,
O; [but see ;j. J;]) properly, the parts of a
lotus-plant that are concealed [by the water] and
are conequently succuleit and sof and beautdl:
and ~?J, the root, or loer part, of a lotus-
plant, whereon it rests: (0:) or this last, the
pith of tho lotus-plant; (M,;) and so ;1:
(TA:) [accord. to Az,] f j.l ,>'w signifies the

brancd [or prig] of o~.ij [or of a sweet-
smelling plant]. (T in art ,.)

j~. An instrument in which one psaks so
cretly, like a ;4 [i. e. a roll, or scroll] (g, 1)
&c. (TA.)

j3.. IIFappy, or jojid, or glad; or affected
with j$, [q. v.]. (?, TA.) - Hauing the nae-.
string cut. (TA, from a trad.) And with ;,
applied to the kind of jar termed ,i,4, Having
a ,.., meaning a perforation in the middle, is
which i~sFed a tube of ilver or kead, whace one
drinks. (1Inar p. 648.)

!kZ_ uj c..3 Ibecame acquainted with
his hidden, or secret, affair. (A,* TA.)

1. ;1., ($, p1,) aor. ', inf. n. :; ($, TA ;)
and V Z;,, inf. n. lJS,.; (]g;) said of the female
locust, (S, I,) and of the female of the [lizard
called] ), (TA,) [and of a fish, and the like,

(see *:,! She laid eggs: (8, P, TA:) and t.,
inf. n. .w, is a dial. var. thereof. (TA in art.
j..) [And accord. to El-Ian4nee, as cited in
the TA, it seems that one says also, of locusts
(,,1), Xi~l , an' d 4 1,.] -Also, each of
these two verbs, (1,) the former mentioned by
IDrd, and * the latter by Fr, (TA,) said of a
woman, 8bs bore many cildrn. (.)

9: see above, in two places.

4. s..,l, aid of a female locust, [and app. of
a female of the lizard called 4,, and a fish, and
the like, (see V."a,)] She attained the period of
laying s. (?, V.)

and t!6 (M, ) and t ; [for, 4

r in the C]C should be°2, referring to {he second

form,]) and I :, (TA, [accord. to which ;J_'
) refers to the h,. in the first and second, but this

r I think imprebable,]) or ;w is with kesr [only,
vi. e. * ;3l,], (S, 1, [supposing that in the latter the
l pronoun ~, refers to ., but accord. to the

TA it means Ibl, so as to refer to ,. also,]
and most hold this to be correct, (TA,) The eg,
(S, ],) or gs, (M,) of the locust, (S, M, ,) and
of the [lizard caed , (M, TA,) and of fih
(M, 1, TA) and the liake; (M, TA;) and j.-
signifies the same, but is originally with .: (S :)
accord. to 'Alee Ibn-gamzeh El-Iybahtnee,

35,- and j.' signify the eggs of the locust;
but some say, only hena laid: accord. to Lth,

l. [app. Xj] signifies the es of the fish and the
like, as also :j,.; [the former as a coil. gen. n.,
and the latter as its pl., agreeably with analogy ;]
and one is called Aj [app. t t!.' u as n. un.,
agreeably with analogy; or it may be V ].

(TA. [See also j in art. : and see ])

:~: see the next preceding paragraph.

;1",: see :', in two places.

,-: see ', in four places.

;j, originally ;. [q. v., voce ',]. - Also
A dat-colourd arro : in this sense likewise
originally with .: thus expl. by 'Alee Ibn-
~mzeh. (TA.) [See also art. j,.]

r A pecie of tree, of wvhich bows are made:
n. un. with;. (TA.) [See art. k..]

*.,, applied to a female locust, (El-Isbabinee,
V,) and to the female of the liard called] ,
(Lth, TA,) [and to a fish and the like, (see am ,)]
Layaing egs: (El-Isbahinee, V,* TA:) or having
egg in her belly; not yet laid: (Lth, ]g,' TA:)

1a.3pl. ji (Lth, El-Iabah4nee, ]g) and !,,s which
latter is extr. in form as pl. of a sing. of the
mesure Jja, (s,) and: '; [which is also extr.,
like U. as pl. accord. to some of; ~ ]. (MF.)

;j..~ ,, (8, V,) or ;;, (TA,) A land
containing ;j,/ [meaning locusts' ggs]: (El-
IebahLnee, S:) or abounding with oc~ (C,*
TA) [or ith locusts' eggs: for the explanation
in the K is ambiguous].

Quasi Jl and a,"

j.Sli a surname of [the patriarch] Jacob;
(Ksh and Bd and Jel' in ii. 38;) also pro-
nounced j.1I, (]sh and B3d ibid.,) and jl.S.,,
(Ksh ibid.,) and Jltj', and J~t. (Bd ibid.)

.And the name of A certain angel; also pro-
nounced ' |I5.t; in which the X0 is asserted by
Yacoob to be a substitute for the J. (TA.) -
[But the ! is more properly to be regarded as a
radical letter.]

,aor. , in n. e orh:1. ,4j, aer. L, inf. n. ,e,'" He went forth:
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and he went away. (M.) You say, juiJl J .,,
(M, A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (M, M.b,) and
so the inf. n., (M, A, Msb,) He went avay [into
the country, or in the land]. (M, A, Mgh, Mob.)

And 4t.. . ,y: He ,ent, or enet away,
(A'Obeyd, M,) or, as some say, during the day,
(M,) for the accomplishment of his want.

(A'Obeyd, M.) And ;j. - j l #
, S [He goes, or goes away, all the day,

accomTnplishing his wants]. (A.) --=, ' [or rather
w.jl )' f ¥j-] also signifies He (a man) vent
away at random into the country, or in the land.
(.Har pp. 448 and 511.) A poet says, ($,) namely,
Ifeys Ibn-EI-Khateem, (TA,)

* t ,; -. *3 - .2@ 1 

[i. e. Whence least thou gon away at random?
for thou nat not one wont to go away at
random:] (S, TA:) thus, C0., as related by
IDrd: accord. to others, [ ,] with kS
(TA.) _ 91 ., aor. and infr n. as above,

7The camel went away into the country, or is the
land, goig forth whitheroever they would: and
in like manner ,j. is said of a stallion [camel].':
(Az, TA:) or $ , ($, ,) said of a ~stallion
[camel], aor. as above, (S,) and so the inf. n.,
signifies he repaired or betook h/A~ef; to the
Place of pasture: (A,AV.:) and JY ,,.',of a.nd!M
aor. L, inf. n. ,...w, the camels, or cattk, pst
during t!h day without a pastor. (Mgb.) -

)1J ,_, (A, Mgh, M9b,) aor. as above, (Mgb,)
inf. n. ,.'.; (Mgh, Mgb;) or '4_, [aor. :,]
inf. n. .; (M;) 7te water ran (A, Mgh)
upon the surface of the ground: (A:) orfo~d;
as also ? ,.j.l: (M:) [or the latter signifies it
ran smJfJlly: (see .Harp.586:)] and in like
manner one says of the ¥l1 [or mirage], ,
inf. n. -, it runm. (AHeyth, TA.) And

iI , inf n. ¥ ; and 4s.., aor. ,
inf. n. . w,; 17e w [or source, or perhaps
teye, (see & .. ,)].fowed; as also ';.2:
so says Lh. (M.) And ¢4> , aor. 
K,) inf. n. ,,, (S,) The ;1j. [or katiern
water-bag] ~ed (, .) And ;;' t1 ,t '
The water came forth from the puncture made
in sewing the skin. (TA.) [Or] . said of a
new [water-skin such as is termed] a,), or of a
;5j, signifies It had water poured into it in
order tlat the thng [with which it was sewd]
might become moistened, so as to swenll, and fJi
up the holes made in the swing. (M.)_See
also ,, below. - [Golius explains 4.", inf. n.

jtO , as on the authority of the KL, as signify-
ing "Ingresu fuit in rem, totum mubivit implitve
loc~um:" but this is a mistake, evidently occa-
sioned by his finding 1A_, explained in this
sense, instead of X , the reading in my copy
of the KL.] -, [as an inf. n.] is [also] Vn.
wvith j,. [signifying The se~rng of a skin or the
like]. (Kr, 1~, TA. [In a copy of the M, I find

1.J 1,i1 erroneously written forj3.JI ,+w1.])

You say, o r ;i`, in£n. n. . ), I ed the
a, [i. e. water-sin, or milk-skin]. (TK. .) -

1 1
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,rr, (M, ,) like m, [i. e. pass. in form but
neuter in signification,] (1,) said of a man,
(TA,) He became affected itkh suppresion of
thefecew, or constipation of the bordes, (v_m. ,J 1 1
orr . accord. to different copies of the K,) by
the entrance of the fume of [molten] s/iver [see

%,,I] into the innermost parts of bi nose, and
other passages, (1,) or into his mouth, and the
innermost parts o his no, and his anus, (M,*
TA,) and other pasages: (TA:) the epithet ap-
plied to a man thus affected ist j .: (1 :)
sometimes he recovers, and sometimes he dies.
(TA.)

8. [t. app. signifies, primarily, HIe sent
camels in a herd or drove, torjether, to pasture.
And hence,-._] J01 f h t IIc sent
[against me] tie camels [app. with armed riders],
one detached number after another: (As, , A,
1~, TA:) and in like manner, J.JI t [the lore-
men]. (9, A, Mgh, TA.) It is said in a trad. of
'Aishch, [referring to girls who were her play.-

, e·,, a i,.., -. .
mates,] if XS @ t He wsed

to Msnd them to me [app. party after party, and
they would play with me]. (TA.) And one says,
;J l 'I t I rnt to him the thing, one
by one; or rather, wrtion by portion. (L, TA.)
And ,1 1C j..o I Igaw him the thin:s,

one after another. (A, TA.) And e sent
him back in his j.,o [i. e. ',i], meaning way
[by which he had come]. (gar p. 20.)_ See
also 4. ~ t .;j., II made a subterranean
excavation. (M, A.) 1 .. , (As, TA,)
inf. n. ,, (S, T,) The digger [of a well], in
digging, took [i. e. dug] towards the right and left:
(As, 8,* ],* TA:) in some copies of the 1], [and
in the 9,] right or left: but the former is the
correct explanation. (TA.) . , (9,
M, A,) inf. n. as above, (.K,) He poured water
into the 4Zt [i.e. wvater-skin, or miUk-sin], in
order that the hols made in the sming might
ecome iled p (, M,A,B) by their being

moistened, (, ,) or by the moistening, and con-
sequent rwelling, of the thong [with which it was
ewed]; the iA being new. (M.)

4. ",1 He made water to flow; as also
* ,..- (M.)

b: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph._
[Hence, app.,] l.-j t They flloUwd one
anothr continuously in it; nainely, a road.
(M.)_.See also 7. '11 X. ,p.3J He beame
fuU of water. (TA.)

7: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph. 
6 ~31 lie entered into it; (', M, g ;) i. e.,

a wild animal, into his .. 4, (S, M, Myb,) mean-
ing his subterranean habitation, (., Msb,) or his
place of abode; (M;) and a fox, (f,) into his
burrow; as also Vt ,;. (9, g.)

, Pasturing ,G, (M, A, TA,) i. e. camels:
(M, TA:) or camels, and Jb [here meaning
cattle in general], that pasture: ( :) or Jb [i. e.
camels or cattle] pasturing during the day with-
out a pastor; an inf. n. used as a subet. in this
oense; and Vt C. [meaning ;C jtL] signifies

the same: (Msb :) or, accord. to IApu, (M,) any
3Q1 [i.e. camels and other cattle]; (M, ];)
thus say IJ and Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee: and

0 *
accord. to ~z, ,'. also, [q. v.,] with kesr,
signifies J; [syn. with · e,]; and IO says the
like: (TA:) pl. of the former - , (M, TA,)
and some say ~.d~ l. [which is a pl. of pauc.].

*-'.* ,6.s --- 
(TA.) Hence the saying, ;,. eil m e ,
i.e. Go thou away,for I wi~l not drive back thy
[paduring] camel; (9, M.sb;*) they shall go,
(S,) or I will leave them to pasture, (Msb,)
where they will; (S, Msb;) meaning, I have no
need of thee: (8:) in the Time of Ignorance,
they used to divorce by saying thus, (., M, M9 b,)
JI+.e .j;t sM i (t, M, A.) - [Freytag
also explains it,from theDeewln el-Hudhaleeyeen,
as meaning A sepfold.] Also A way, or
road; (AZ, 8, M, A, Mgh, Msb, ;) and so

'9. i, with kear; (M, ] ;) the latter accord. to
Aboo-'Omar and Th, but disallowed by Mbr, who
knew only the former in this sense; said by Ibn-
Es-Seed to have been pronounced by AZ with
fet-h, and by Aboo-'Omar with kesr: (TA:) and
one's way, or core; (M, ],* TA;) the way by
which one goes. (T, TA. [See also ., and
~j.-. ]) One says, ,'- L-eav thu . fr,
or unobstnrted, his way (T, M, Mgh, Msb, TA)
by which he goes, (T, TA,) and his courm; (M,
TA;) and so * '&., with kesr; (M, TA;) accord.
to Aboo-'Omar: (TA:) or ' 3 4 . leav thiou
fre, or unob~ ted, to him his way. (8, A.)
And .sm e, 5 j! jU;. [He loosed the cap-
tive and lft fre to him his way]. (A.) Hence,
in a trad.A '. in a trad., . u. t~! ~. CM, meaning

and : [i. e. He who hao become
cre in his sope, or room, for free action]: or,

accord. to one reading, the last words are '.
V, ?, meaning, in ~pect of his wives, or
women under cort, and his houehold, or
family; a metaphorical sense, from the .'_ of
gazelles &E. (A, and so in the Flk. [See also

,<Y.]) Hence also the saying, ~ . Ot 

ViJI, meaning When he is made to be in ample
circumstmance; not ~traite (Mgh.) And you
say ,jI l;, instead of <4ii; meaning
Whoe way that he purwsues is ampe. (TA.
[But see what follows.])m Also The bosom, or
breast; orthemind; syn..(Mbr,M,].)a.d

StI ~tjI measn Veray he is of ampl bosm,
or mind; andjudgtmet; and loe: (M,TA:)
or, as some say, ample of bosom, or mind; slow
of anger. (M. [The latter meaning is assigned
in the Msb and TA to v*Jl TIj: see the next
paragraph.])

,: see L._ [Hence, app.,] A 

(9, M, g,) or Lt.q, (Mgh, Msb,) [i. e. herd,]
of gazelles, (9, M, A, Mgh, MSb, V,) and of
oxen, (M, Mgh, MSb,) [app. meaning wild oxen,]
and of [wild] asses, (M,) and of wild animals [in
general], (S, Msb,) and [aJlock or herd] of sheep
or goats, (M,) and [a flock] of the birds called
1Li, (8, Msb,) and of birds [in general], (M,)

and [a party, or bevy,] of women, (S, M, Myb,
P],) &c.; (k ;) and, as used by EI-'Ajaij, it is of
men also: (Sh, TA:) and a poet of the Jinn, as
they assert, used it metaphorically in speaking of
a <.X of the [lizards called] .tgc: (M :) it signi-
fies also t a coUection of palm-trees; (M, .; in
some copies of the latter of which Ja 1 is erro-
neously put for .41; TA;) so says AHn; and
Abu-l-lHsan thinks it to be by way of com-
parison: and V °i.. is like it [in its meanings]:
(M: [particularly mentioned in the ] as used in
the last of the senses above mentioned :]) each of
these words is said to be applied to a &el; of the
birds called 1Ji, and of gazelles, and of sheep or
goats, on the authority of As; and the latter [or
each] of them is applied to a & of women as
being likened to gazelles: (TA:) the pl. of the

former is yl,,; (Sh, M, Mab, TA;) and oft the
latter, a,, ( e, accord. to the TA,) with two
dammehs, (TA,) [in the C1 K. ,1] or * & ,
(so in my MS. copy of the k, [either a con-
traction of the former pl. or a coll. gen. n. of
which S;<. is the n. un.,]) or both. (TA. [Sece
also it below, where the pl. is said to be .. ])
_[Hence, as some explain them, two phrases
mentioned below in this pragraph.] - See also
.. ,w, first sentence. - It is also syn. with ,.
as meaning A way, or road: and a cours: see

. in two places. - Also i. q. J3 [nap). as syn.
with i., i. e. State, or condition]. (S, M.Il,

Ig.) One says, &J. ! i. 0~., meaning u^;
JJI [i.e. Such a one i in an ample, or unstraiteneil,
state or condition: or the meaning may be, sunc
a one is easy, or unstraitened, in mind: eeo what
follows, and see also J31]: (S, Msb :) or, as sonic
say, ample of bosom, or mind; slom of anger:

(Msb, TA:) [see also ,,11 t...j, in two places
near the end of the next preceding paragraph:]
MF thinks that for JlQ we should read JL,
agreeably with an explanation of a phrase in
what here follows. (TA.) Also The ,4i
[meaning heart, or mind]: (M,/ :) and the
,.L [meaning sef. (IApr, M, Msb, ].) One
says, . .S I j.! lHe is secure in, or in
respect of, his heart, or mind: or, himnlf: (M :)
but IDrd disallows this latter explanation; and
says that the meaning is, his family, and hi; JGL
[or camels, or cattle, or other property], and h;i.,
children; as though the phrase y. , >;1i
were originally used in relation to the pastor,
and the stallion [camel], and then extended
in its relation to others, metaphorically: (TA:)
or the meaning is [simply], his JL: or, hiJ
people, or party: (M, TA:) or as expl. above,
voce q., , q.v.: or, accord. to Kz, is wmay.
(TA.) The ,plis *.. (El-Hejeree, M, TA.)
- See also aj..

.,,s A subterranean ewcaration: (M, i :) or
a habitation (9, Mgh, Msb, TA) of a wild ani-
mal, (S,* MSb,) in, (;, Mgh, Msb,) or beneatA,
(TA,) the earth, or ground, (9, Mgh, Msb, TA,)
hAaing no pae through it; also called J.j:
(MSb:) such as has a passage through it is
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termed e.~: (Mgh, Mqb:) the burrow, or holc,
(M, I],) of a wild animal, (V,) or of a fox, and
likewise [the den] of a lion, and of a hyena, and
of a wolf; and the place into ohich a wild
animal enters: (M:) pI. ,D;, (M,A, Myb.)
In the saying in the lur [xviii. 60], ,iU
9jja.l ~j eJ [And it (the fish) took its

way into the ma &c.], Fr says that when the fish
was restored to life by the water that came upon
it from the fountain [of life], and fell into the sea,
its way became congealed, and like a 3.. [or
shterraans escavation, &c.]: Zj says that to
may be considered uas put in the accus. case in
two ways; either as a second objective comple-
ment of the verb, or as an inf. n. [of *t j,

q. v.]: and A]lt thinks that it here means 4t

[going away]: or, accord. to Ilat, . signifies
a ~cret, or hidden, place of passage: or, as used
by EIl-Motari! E4h-phaflree, it means [simply]
a road, or way. (TA.) It signifies also A sub-
terranean channel or condsiit, by mwicAh water
cnters a J._ [or gardel, or alled garden of
,alt,-resa]. (M, V.) And p., jLs means

A way, or road, in 'which peopl foUlo one
arother aontiuoly. (M.) - Also Floing
water: (M, 8: [see also :])or waterfloing
fJom a ilj [or liathern rater-bag] and the
like: (. :) or water dropp~g from the puncturs
made in the seing of a water-skin. (A.) - And
1I'ater that is poured into a I, [or ski for
,rater or milk], (M, V,) Anm it is ne, or into
a A;p [or leathern water-bag], (M,) in order
that the thong [with mwhich it is sewed] may
lierom moideaed, (M, 4,) so as to smell, and fll
t1i the hokl made in the seming. (M.)

.~ Flotin water. (, M. [8ee also .])
You say also , ibj!, i. e. [A Icatrmoater-
lug]jlowing. (W, .)

A~.: see the next paragraph. -- I. iq. jd..
[A single puncture, or stitch-hole, made in sewing
a xhin or the like]. (Xj [There expressly said
to be, in this sense, with fet-I; but I think that
we should read 'o, and ;j.: see, again, the
niext paragraph.])

a, A short journey; (IAr, M;) or so
t+ ..- (1]. [But I think that the former is the
right.]) You say, i;; J &iI Verily th ou
derirest a short journcy. (IAqr, M.) A long
journey is termed ;1-. (TA.) _ And i q. q4k
(, M,A,) and ,9;.(A, 1) [i.e. A way by
which one goe or goe away, a proper meaning
of the former word; and a way, course, mode, or
manner, of acting or conduct or the like, which
is a meaning of both of these words]. One says,

3JI ; W; *jj, (?, A, TA,) meaning [Sueh a
me it] one who takes a distant way into the

country, or land: (TA :) or meaning 1J.I I"

(A, A) and JlI (A) [i. e., who folosw a di- 
tant, or remote, way in journeying, and a long
,,ay, course, mode, or manner, of acting or con-
dact or the like. ee also a;:, and 5~].
!Ehl-Shenfarl says,

, * lAi:vtl ·ssz U

[We passed m the vtalley that is betwes~
Mis'al and El-.ashd: distant was it: I mads
my way to lead me far off]; meaning, how
distant was the place from which I commenced
my journeyl (TA.) And one says also, isl
i;yjh CU , meaning *JI q [i. e. Veril
he is one who puraes a near ray]; who chastens,
or is quick, in accomplishintg his want. (Th, M.)

- Also A portion, or detached number, (S, Mgh,
Myb,) of rwhat compown a , (Mgh, Mqb,)
i. e., of a collection [or herd] of gaellces, and of
[wild] oan, (Mgh,) or [of a flock] of the birds
calbld I and of hores, and asses, and gaelles:

($:) pl. 3-, like J3 pl. of bL. (Mgb.) 8ee
also & in two places; in the latter of which
the pl. is said to be 4. and -. A col-
letion of Jd [i. e. horses, or horsemtnen], from
twenty to thirty, (M, 1,) or from ten to twrenty.
(M.) -A company of men who steal away
from an army, and make a hostil incursia into
the territory of a people, and return. (IApr,
TA.)_-A row of grape-vin : (M, V:) and any
Lid, 1 [meaning row or line]. (M.) - See also

-._Also i.q. ajt [i.e. A seam, or a
stitch, or a pwnture, or stitch-hol, of a skin or the
like]. (M. [See also 4-.])

.$>. [The mirage;] i. q. Jl: (As, M, TA:)
or the semblace of water, (S, M, A, I,) of ru-
ning water, (M,) at midday, (g, M, A, 1[,)
cleaving to the ground, (M,) and [in appearance]
lboring everyting so that it becoma [as though
it mer] cleaving to the ground, ha ing no w,a ;
(TA;) whereas the ji is that which is in the
,wb [or early part of the day when the sun is
yet low], raising figures seen from a distance, and
making them to quiver: (M:) [several other
distinctions between the .1.J and tho 1i, men-
tioned here in the TA, see voce Ji:] ,G has
no pl. (6 and A( voce .i..) One says 1AI
,1,', * [More dceitfil than a midday-
mirage]. (A.)1, like.1U , (A, 1,TA,)
i. e. indecl., with kesr for its termination, as also
41,S, imperfectly decl., (TA,) determinate, (1,

TA,) as a proper name, not having the article JI
prefixed to it, (TA,) is the name of Th7e she-
camel of E113a o (,.> ), (Y,) or the she-
camel El-Daoos, (A, TA,) for El-Bnsoos was
her surname: (TA:) whence the saying Xoul1

,1t [MBore inausicious than Sarbi]: (A, I,
TA:) a celebrated prov.: for she was the cause of
a famous war. (TA.)

.g_w [lWont to go away at random]: see 1,
near the beginning of the paragraph.

* ' '
as.?' A sheep, or goat, (:di,) wahich one dri t

bacnt, or brings back, from the ater, mwhen the
ahep, or goats, are satisfied nith dlnt.king, and

[~q oe, (~,) or[of a~h] o ~ b-

mAica tneyJouom. (M, TA. L[ee also aL.Z.])

. C.j Going forth: and going away; as also

C,ow; the latter expl. by IAsr as syn. *with

[BooK I.

' A1 l and uaLw: (M: [in one place in the TA
the latter is erroneously written .,~ J:]) or goi
away at random into the country, or in the land.
(],]g.) See also , first sentence. You say

ewL Jl;, (A,) and ZL, Ji, (TA,) i. e.
[Camels, or cattle, and a stallion-camel,] rpair"
to the place ofpasture: (A,TA:) and +1. 1.,
(M) or kL (TA) [a se-gazele] going away in
;]tot .,Cofnt: (TA aA, ~ TA : )nd,,. 
her place of pasture. (M, TA.) A poet says,
(8, M,) namely, El-Aklhn Ibn-ShihAb El-

) Tcghlibee, (TA,)

)~~~ * , *,1 * , 3*-" ,"d 

i* w;, , ,X*; 
* ~ L~j .6mi6 1,m.i 

[And all other men hae contracted the dshackles
of their slallion-camel; but we have plled off his
dackle, and he is going away whitheroever he
wvill iu his place of pasture]: (.8 M, TA: but in
the last, tiJ. is put in the place of Lt';i: [in
the Iam (p. 347) it begins thlus: A.. LsJI:)
this, says As, is a prov.; meaning [other] men
have abode in one place, not daring to remove to
another, and have contracted the shackles of their
stallion, that is, confined him, that ho may not
advance, and be followed by their [other] camels;
fearing a hostile attack uplon them: but we are
people of might, wandering about the land, and
going whitliersoever we will; and we have pulled
off the slackles of our stallion, that he may go
whither he will; and whithersoever he hastes
away to herbage produced by the rain, thithler we
follow him: (IB, TA:) or it may be that by the
,. he means the chief, whom, Abu-l-Alh says,
he likens to the stallion-camel. (.Ham p. 347.)
And hence the saying in the Kur [xiii. 11],

* L j T,. , s: (fl, M,TA,) i.e.
[Ifiding himwef by tnight, anul] alpparing by
day: (S:) or apilearing by day in biu Vay, or
road, or in the roads: or, as is related on the
authority of Akh, appeariny by night, anul hiding
Ahimsedf by day; and K.tr says the same of ..pjL.
(TA.)

.. M,I, (M, I.,) and ..r,., (M, Msh, J,) the
former mentioned by Sh, (TA,) [the latter the
more common,] a Pers. word, (M, TA,) arabi-

cized, (Msb, TA,) originally , , (M,) [or

,.1,] or . 1 (Ml , MIF, TA,) [and in the
TA .. ,] . q. oLj [i. c. Lead], (M, Myb,)

* I-
or Jli [which signifies the same, or black lead,
or tin, or ni'wter]. (1;.)_ And the latter, The
fijme of [mnotlen] ilver. (M. [See 1, lust
sentence.])

,.~ A way by whirh one goes; [like ,~
and ,5- ;] syn. ,: (.Har p. 448 :) a pi= in
which tlhe JL [i. e. camel, or cattle,] go to
Pasture (yj. _); (I.lam p. 99;) and t a<,_ sig-
nifies [the same, or] a place of pature: (, 1 :)
pl. of the former ,..,L, (.Ham ubi suprA,) and
so of the latter. ( -, I.) And A channel of
water. (A, and Ilar ubi supri.) [Hence,] one

sap , j o'- .
says, d;c l- ^',, i.e. The chlarnnel of
tiw tears [of his eyes became moist so as to scatter
drop]. (A.)
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. s: ee the next preceding paragraph.-
Also The paage~, and place of eit, of the dung;
(Mgh, M#b, TA;) in this sense with fet-b (Mgh,
Mqb) only [i.e. to the j]; or so and likewise

?I~e: snd both signify the upper part of the
anu. (TA.) _- See also the next followingpara-

graph. - Also [A sittinglace] like a I;.

[q. v.], before a [chanr ch as u called ] ib:

not A .; for this is a £.) [itself]. (TA.)

C.# _, (, 1M, A, Mgh, M,b, ,,) with Oamm
to the , (., Mgh, M9b,) and _ * ., (M, Mob,)

with fet-b, (Mqb,) i. e. to the j, (TA,) and 'V -,
(M, l,) The naoi haair that etends from th

br to the nael: (.8 :) or tho hair grog in
the middle of the breat, exteding to the b/y:
(M, 1 :) or the hair ~tnding from the breast to
the pu : (A,Mgh:) or the hair of the breast,

xtedindg to the pub: (Mqb:) and ,also,

signifies the hair of the breast. (TA.) [See an

ex. in a verse cited voea..] _- The ,t of

beuts are The so.ft part of their bellies: (M,
TA:) or the J~ of any beast means the upper
parts, from the part next the neck to the root of
th tail: and the soft parts of the bedly, and the
grou, or any siilar parts. (A'Obeyd, TA.)
_ See also a.'.

*AP- : csee 1, last sentence.

".D; Very tall; (K, TA;) applied to aman:
and very long; applied to hair. (TA.)

Q. L 1A1 1 U1 r inf n. , I
valked, or marced, an hour, or a Awhile: (JK:)
[or.in the nmiide of the day .: and ~gently, or in a
leiurely manner: for] - _AL signifies The
walding, or marcting, in the middle of taie day.
(].) And The nwalking, or marching, gently, or
in a leisurely manner. (JK, 1.) _- And The
being light, or agile, or active; light in any work
or action, or unsteady or qlghtcitted, or so on an
occasion of anger, or hasty, nwith foolishnes or

ign~orawe; syn. 3.A and ,ji. (C.)

5., A ride, or spacious, land: (8, ]:) or

onefar tenmding: (TA:) and a land in which
one cannotJind his way. (15,° TA.)

tI ,' A dert, or raterle desert, wide,

srp/aciou, (K, TA,) in the sides: (TA:) and
· '- 4. a desert, or aterless deert, far

extending, (K,* TA,) wide, or pacious: so in a
verse of Aboo-Duw4d cited voce esj>*, q.v.
(TA.)

: see wlhat next precedes.

Q. 1. s.,, (., 1,) or '~t · ;, (M, Msb,)

int n. a.Ip., (KL,) He clad him with a 
Mb, M,b, )

Q. -. ' , (.,) or *JM. Jt-J (Msb) or

, (M,I5,) He clad hinself, or became clad,
taq J .: (., M, Mb, 15:) and so in-, in
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which, accord. to Ya4oob, the 0j is a substitute
for the J of the former. (M.)

U 1.. Broken, or crumbled, bread, (.A, M,
],) or a mes of broken, or crumbed, bread,

(i~, AA, TA,) haing, (1,) or moi d
with, (AA,) grease, or dr~pping, or gravy, (AA,

V,) or having mwch tAerof. (M.)

J/Ashirt: (.8, M,Msb,h1:) and [so in the
M, and in the gam p. 65, but in the Myb and
15 "or"] a coat of mail: (M, Mb, ]:) the
former is the primary signification: (.am
p. 34 9 :) or anything that is worn: (M, :) pl.

Jc;:., (Mob, TA,) which occurs in the 5ur
xvi. 83 [in the first and also in the second of the

senses mentioned above]: (TA:) and ,

signifies the same as Jt;, the O being, acord.

to Ya4oob, a substitute for the J. (M.) - In

the following words of a trad. of 'Othman, )
jia .8.. ~~ * . a- it

4i1 i>Ls~.. b)19, ehdm1 [I will not pull of a
garme~ with rwhich God has invested me], it is
metonymically applied to the offlc of Khalefeh.
(TA.)

Q. 2. : see -

;l:see .

~~:t
C2`*

1. t,d (0, ,) aor. Q', (1,) inf. n..;

(TK,) t He lied; as also , (O, K,) aor. ;

(] ;) but the latter is outweighed [in authority];

(TA;) like C : (O :) and so t .: (TA:)

and . (0 and K in art. ,A.) You say,
t.W_ 'o'L ' t " I: t [Such, a

one spoke a word, or sentence, and followed it

with a lie]. (O.) - And 44'. ., aor. ,

inf. n. tH, TtIe foryed the lie. (TA.) [See

also Sk] - , as an inf. n., signifies The being

bright, or shining. (KL.) - [And hence,] 

(O, K,) aor. , (1,) in.£ n. ,, (TK,) said of
one's face, t It was, or becamw, beautiful: (O:)
or, said of a man, (TA,) he w was or became,
beautufl in his face: (1K, TA:) but said by
some, to be post-classical; and by some, to be
strange. (TA.)-t in-j,, (0, K, TA, but

not in the C1,) and ? i...', (K, TA, but not
in the 0,) [thlought by SM to be a mistranscrip-

tion for Z.-4, with the unpointed ,] She (a

woman, O) plaited lwr hair; (O,(;) like

3ji~,. (O.)e [ ,, aor. -, expl. as signifying
"Eldil,po in~truxit instravitve equum" by Go-
lius and Freytag, by the latter as on the authority
of the S and 1g, I do not find in either of those
lexicons, nor in any other. The verb having this
meaning is .:tj only.]

2. '', (A, :,) inf n. , (15,) He

rendered it beautfl; (A, 1I;) namely, a person's
face; said of God: (A:) the adorned, orna-
,nented, decorated, or embidh'ded, it; namely, a

thing. (L.) The meaning given in the 1V [and
A] has the authority of EI-Beyha4ee and I]tG
and Es-Sarasu;ee and I1oot; but Aboo-'Abd-
Allah Mo~ammad Ibn-Esh-Shhdhilee thought it
to be not of established authority as belonging to
the ancient language. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,

>t it' tEm and dcidat th to

him thy aair, or cae. (Vam p. 326.).- And i. q.

;j t [IHe acommodated, adapted, or di~pol,
him, or it, to a right coure, or ie]. (TA.) 

to, ·..A.. .U]
One says also, * £wjw i. o. " I t[He forgel

against me a lie]. (A, TA.) ;L nd -- t 

He lied, or lied purposy, againt me. (A, TA.

[See abo .]) And je.% 1
[Ver he fores traditiouns, or dorie]. (A,

TA.) - See also 1, first sentence. -~p
1a:.a: seeL

4. CJ 1J1 (0, Myb, TA) I lghted the
lamp, or wik. (MSb, TA.) - [And tywl sig-

nifies also He ligltad hinself or another with at

lamp &c.; and so * C.: or each of these,

with de following it, he employed it (i. e. a lamp,

or oil; &e.,) as a means of light: see o , in

(Mfb,) I bound the saddle, or hi sadde, upqon
the beast, or hors: (M9b, 15:) or I made a
addfe/or the [beast, or] hor. (Msb.)

6: see2.

10: see4.

Q. Q. 1. .jgl -. lIe manured the latul
nith C..'. (L in art. '-.)

A certain appertenance of a horse or

similar beast, (Mabl, 1,*) eell known; (S, Ms1) ;)

i.e., his Ji [or sa(&Ue]: (TA:) an Arabic
word; or, aceord. to the Shifia el-Ghaleel, arabi-
eized from J!p [which is written by Freytag
".0, and said by him to be Pers., but I know
not either of these two words in Pers. with an.
apposite meaning]: (TA:) dim. .: (Myb :)

and pl. t , (Mgh, Msb, TA.) [Hence,] jS

,.t4 . t/7/y affair, or case, mas, or has becone,

in a disordered, or an unsound, state: a proverbial
saying. (IIam p. 242.)

- Continuing, or lasting; or continuing,

or lasting, long; or,for crer. (0, K.)

.. Foolirh, or stulil. (0,1.)

j, . - i..q. [i. e. dung of horse or other
solid-ltoofjbd ani,nab, or fish dung of cambcu,

tsheep and goats, wild oxen, and the lilke; u~ed
for manuwC]: (Myb, and 1] in art. "s*.':) a

foreign, or Pers., word, (Msb,) originally j .,

[meaning "e..,] (Mb, 1.,) arabicized, (Myl,
and S and K in art. O '.2",) by the conversion of
the .J [or J.] into :, and also into 3, so that one

says also O [q. v.]: As is related to have said,

I know not how to say it, and I only say %,W: it is
with kesr to the first letter in order to agree with
Arabic words; fet-h not being allowable, beeause

11

*C�m - C:.i.#
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there is no instance of the measure jL i; thoug
it is said in the M to be .9 and * C#
(Meb:) [the word being armbicized, all its lette,
should be regarded as radical; but] many asse,
the s to be augmrnentative [and therefore mentio
the word, or the two words, in thle present art
as does the author of the Msb]. (TA.)

Jq.a..y (S,o,0I) and tie (0,1
Nature; or natural, native, or innate, diuposi
tion, or temper, or the like: (S, O, 1, TA:) an
a way, modle, or manner, of acting or conduct o
the like. (E, O, TA.) One says, a LqL& q. is:

,_ They are of one unform nature or dii
position. (AV, S, O.) And c.- -a , _.
and 44. GenCerosity is a quality of hi
nature or diJposition. (Lh,TA.) And ,, Z

Iqw11 and ;_JI Verily he is generous oj
nature or dxixspition. (AZ, TA.)

i e;9: see the next preceding pragraph.

1rp a word of well-known meaning; (S, 0O

i;) i. q. tLaL [i. e. A lamp, or its lighted wick,

(tlle latter of whicll meanings is assigned to both
of tllhese words by Jel in xxiv. 35,)] (L, Mob,
TA) thqt gives light by niyhLt: (L, TA:) or, pro-
perly, a lighted trick; its employment to signify
the place thereof [i. e. a lamnp, generally a vesel
of glas having in its bottom a suall glax tube into
,whirh the lower part of the nirk is insertel,]
being a well-known trolpical npll,ication: (MF,
TA:) pl. S_. (O, M1h, TA.) [See also i. .. ]

[Hecke,] the sun is callcd a Cl. [in the

slr lxxi. 15, and also xxv. 62, and lxxviii. 13],

(8, 0,) amid -l-E l (B,) and' 'tv 'I t [Tce
ltnamp f tlay]. (A, TA.) So too is the l'rophet.
(Kur xxxiii. 45.) 'Omar, also, is called in a trad.
aJ,1 t sl . t [The lamlp of the ecople of
Paradie]. (TA.) And one says, Cl. 51

t; - I [Th/e .hur-4n is the Intap of the be-
lieC;.s], (A,) or 4jh 5.r [thle lamp of the
beieverr]. (TA.) -Also, metaphorically, t The
epe; because of its being often likeelcd to a .
(8Iar p. W1i4.)

dim. of 5., q. v. (Mob.)

aq..,. The crqft, or occupation, of the 
[Or saddler]. (O, 1(, TA.)

a ~ J_ *ze:, (0, Jr,) or ; (AV, S,)
Certain swortl so called in relation to a black-
s,iM named r : (Ag, S, 0, 1 :) or they may
be so calledtecause having much water, and
[glitdening] nvry markl or streaks or grain.
(Ham p. 326.) [See also .]

1 A saddler; i.e. a maker of [or
sadles]: (O, 1(, TA:) or a seller thireof. (TA.)

Also ? A great, or habitual, liar, (K, TA,)
who will not tell thee truly wrence he conmes, but
will tel the lyingly. (TA.) Ono says, Ip.. &

1w Verily he is a lying person, (A,) or a
great, or habitual, liar, (TA,) who addJ, or ea-
aggerates, ( ) in his nwri;ation, or talk, or

,h discourse. (A, TA.) And it is used alone, [witlh-
out t>1] so that one says, C$,% J*;jI [A man

rs weho lies much, or habitualy, &c.]. (TA.) [See
also *

n
., tL-; ,t [A side of a forehead, or a fore-

head itself,] clear, or tvhite, [and bright,] like the

? ~!, d[or lamp]. (Th, TA.)

i ~ iq d i. q. (TA in the present art. and
r in art. :j.4; [but in the present art., t g b

b 

f~~~~~~~~~~~Cf`

is erroneously put for p hi l ., meaning the
same as v:l I;]) but vulgar; (TA in art.
i. e. Oil of sosame, or sesamum: an arabicized

; word, from [the Pers.] . (TA in the present
art.)

f a- i. E_I A Re. (TA.) See 1 and 2.

tC:, applied to a horse, (A,) or beast (
[or app., when applied to the latter, with ;,]
Saddled; i. e. having the 5t bound upon it.

. . p.., witlh fet-h (8, Mgh, 0, Mob) to the a.
andj, (Msb,) [A lamp; i.e.] the thing in which
is the wick and the oil: (S, Mgh, 0, TA:) and
also the thing upon which the hl [app. here
meaning lamp] is put: (0:) or the thinq upon
which the? 4Ais placed: (Mob:) ord-.--*,

with kesr, has the 14st of these meanings:
with fet-b, having the first thereof: or, as some
sar, the reverse is the case; (Mgh;) [i. c.]
. Jq.y..., lwith kesr, signifies the thing in which
is the wyich [and the oil]: and a >_, with fet-h,
the thing upon which that is put: (A, TA:) thc
pI. (of citber, Mgh) is - (Mgh, Msb.) [See

als

.p.: see the next preceding paragraph, in 2

three places.

.2 A face ren d beautiful by God. (A.)
- A nose beautjfud in thinnew and evenness:
used in tlhis sense by El-'AjjQ: likened by himu
to the kind of sword called j.a?Z (S, O.)

Q.~~s 
, *, see art.

l

1. J14Jt , (TA,) or 4Jl , (S,TA,) a

or J.l, (Mgh, Mqb,) aor. , (Myb, TA,) inf. n.

C:L(S, A,Mqb,lp-andC - ,(Mgh, Myb,6,) Tlu s

cattle, orcamnet,ptured, (,,Mgh,M9b,l, TA,) or
pastured where they plased, (S, Yg, TA,) by thwemn- d
selves; (S," Myb, 17 TA ;) [or in the morning;
for] you say, ii. . ;_g and L,AaJ1, 1;: a

(S:) or pastured in the morning until the 5 (
[or leriud of bright morningunshine]. (AlIcytlh, 
TA.)_ [Hence, app.,] - '- g e #l bt

[as though meaning lIe feeds upon the reputa- v
tions of men;] i.e. ihe defames mnen; or defjlmes a

[Book I.

men in thAir absecc. (A, TA.) - And i1 * '; ,
inf. n. t , I went, or went away, in the morn-

ing. (AHeyth, TA.) And 'i '. I go, or

walk, to thee. (H.ar p. 44.) - And ,J t ,

(A, TA,) aor.:, inf. n. 5.; and 5l, (TA,) The
torrent ran, or flowed, easily: (A, TA:) on the
authority of Aboo-Sa'eed. (TA.) - And t

JJl, (A, g,) nor.:, inf. n. K., (K1) and ,
(TA,) The urine had tent, poured out or forth,
.iowed, or streamed, (A, J4, TA,) after its having
been suppressed. (A, TA.) - -

(AlIyth,$,A,'TA,)or j.l, (Mgh,Mbl,)aor.:,
(Msb,) inf. n. j..; (QS,A,Mgh, M.b,TA;) and

t (Mg, M.sb,)inf n. n.-; (Mglh, K,) but
the teshdeed in this verb denotes intensiveness, or
muelmess, or frequency, of the action, or its ap-
plication to many objects; (Msb;) lie entforth,
or set free, [or drotve,] the cattle, or canmels, to
pasture, (S, Mgh, Mob,' K,.) or to pature
,vhere thej pleased, ( , I, TA,) by themasees:
(S,* Msb, g,0 TA:) [or he did so in the morn-
ing, as is indicated in the S; i. e.] he made tiwm
to go forth in the morning to t,w ia.sturage.
(AHeyth, TA.) You say, 4A I ¢;! and
---* ..aS 6,11 ,,.i a a p

t.ti;t and 4I.~' and . l and tD,, ; this last
alone without l. (S. [Yet Golius mentions the
last also with I, though without assigning any au-
thority for it.]) And lienee, in the Kur [xvi. 6],

" r. '. [ 1lhen ye bring, or
drive, them back in the erenin.q, and nhen ye
sendl, or drive, them fi'th in the morning].
(AHeythl, S.) - [Hence also,] n or. ,
inrif. n. ; (K ;) and t , (., A, L,) in£f. n.

j..( ; (L;) lIe sent (,S, L, .K) a messenger to
another l,eron, (A, TA,) or siich a one to such
a place, (S, L,) or to aeeomlplish some needful
ffiair. (L.) _ [And hence, lpp.,] d. I ,,, and

* ~.w, $ God di.]oed him [to whlat was rigtl or
good], or adl pted himn [thereto]: mentioned by
Az, on the authlority of El-ly;&dec, hut as bein)g
strange. (TA.) One says, J.J & i t 
$Ilay God displo.s thee, or adapt thee, to that
rhich i, flood. (A.) -_ And A nor. , inf. n.
.", lie voided his excreelnt, or ordnre ; or, in a

kin state; [thie objective complecietit being
anderstood;] syn. Q.. (..) - And .. .,

SJ" t.~., (.K? TA,) aor. :, inf. n. 5.' (s,)

I manifested, or gave forth, ( w1,)i tat
Pas in my b nosom. (K,0 TA.) a o., aor. ', lIe
st out eaily in his affairs. (K.)

2: see above, in four places. also
ignifies The dismisting a wife lby ditorcement.

S, K.) You say, t, lie disni..sm el her by
irorcement: (A, Mob:) from Jtl t. [expi.
hove]. (Msh.) And lie sent her fijbrth from
i.S abohb:; (Bil in xxxiii. 48;) or let her go free;
Jel ibid.;) meaning one. to whom he had not
.one in. (fBd and Jel ibid.) [Sec also r 'p

clow; a subst. used as a quasi-inf. n. of this
crb.] - [Also The putting, or .semliq, another
wray, far away, or far off; renwving him far

men 

in tAcir a bsencc. (A, TA.) - And Cl' ' * ' ',

inf. 

n. 1 went, or went away, in t 1he morn.

ing. 

(AHeyth, TA.) And J a .s�l 1 go, or

J6,1 

1.1

walk, 

to thee. (gar p. 44.) - And JJI

(A, 

TA,) aor.'-, inf n. C*:" nd

.j.w 

a (TA,) 2%4

torrent 

ran, or ~, ealily: (A, TA:) on the

authority 

of Aboo-Saiced. (TA.) - And "'

j., 

- 0 c:�d

J.pJl, 

(A, ]�-,) aor. izif. n. K

C:.0--- 

( -) and COM,

(TAJ 

The tirine had rent, poured out or fMh,

or 

streanwd, (A, ]�, TAJ after its having

been 

suppressed. (A, TA.)

(AlIcyth,?,A,OTA,)or,.�11,(Mglt,Mql),)aor.
(Msb,) 

inf. n. jm; Q5, A, Mgh, Mab, TA;) and

(Mgll, 

Meb,) inf n. (Mgli, KJ but

the 

teshdeed in this verb denotes intensivenm, or

niuelinew, 

or freqtiency, of die action, or its al).

plication 

to many objects; (Msb;) lle sentforth,

or 

mt free, [or drotw,] the catek, or caniels, to

pasture, 

Mgh, Mob,' K,.) or to paaure

tvhere 

tl#eij j.4cased, ]g, TA,) by themu.1tw:
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]�,0 TA:) [or he did so in the morn-

ing, 

as is ixidicated in the S; i. c.] he made tiwm

to 
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(AHeyth, 

TA.) You say, 4Q1 and
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* 
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ty�t 

and 4.Z~1 and ��l and 4ZD,',' ; tllis lost

alone 

without 1. [Yet- Golius mentioto the

last 

also with 1, though witliotit assigning any au-
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S.) - (Hence also,] nor.

irif 

n. 

(1�;) and V A, LJ in£ n.

(L;) 

-17e sent. (,5, L, K) a messenger to

Person, 

(A, TA,) or stich a one to sucii

a 
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(?, L,) or to accomplish some needful

ifilair. 

(L.) , [And lience,;il)j).,] dDl and

~.w, 
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on 

the itiatliority of El-IY;'&(lec, hut as beitim
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(TA.) One says,
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lIc wkled his extrepitepit, or ordure; or, in a

7W4 

state; [tlie objective complenictit beitafr
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syri. (K.) - And
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see above, in four places. also
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Alln, the a ., is a great tree with sreading : a gift that is eaxy and quick; a metaphorical
branches, beneath which peopl~e often alight, phrase from .'i expl. above. (Flar p. 481.)
widely extending; men alight beneath it in the - [See also , of which, in two senses,it

.. o [or summer], and pitch tents, or build is a pl]
houses, beneath it; and its shade is good: accord.

Oe,.to information given to Az by an Arab of the A single tre f th ind cad
desert not known by him to have uttered a lie, q ( l t o he as a h

.· [q. v.]. (Fr, S, TA.) ~ Also A she- that has
it has a dusty colour, is not so tall as the JU1l [a attained to maturity but has not become pregnant.
species of tamarisk], hu snall leatvs, and lank (0, K.) And a . (O,) or . ..1I, (1Q,) is
brrancedl, or tvigs, and alnay!s grows xlantiig, the name of A certain dog. (O, I.)
its inclination among all the trees being tonaards
the south ('.',1): Lth says that the are a , of the masur the being an

.' -- a O~,,t , of the measure C~ , the ep being an
kind of tres that have a fruit, aund the7/ are the *'JI augmentative letter, (Sb, S,) from the verb ,

('j'lt [app. a mistranscription for "jl, i. e. thle (TA,) The o.lf; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, ];) as also
.1,]); but Az says that this is a mistake: Lth i ; (Ya oob,;) fe. (Ks)anddh.-; (Yaak~oob, I~;) fern. Zhb..(Ks,S) and
cites the saying of 'Antarah, ,. t 

s, ' '10 %M.. ; , ; (TA;) and the lion, (f, 0, M~h, g,) in
*'J' U CiLh 'Jt "t S* thedial.of Iudheyl: (, 0:) pl. ' (~, A,

· *; ... 7 47 jW *'; ; * 0, M.b, ) and and (0, L, 1C,) but
the last not remembered to have been heard by

(L,) i. e. He is a man of valour, tall of stature, Az. (L.) It is said in a prov.,
as twhough his clotwhes rere upon a great tree such 
as is called um.y; satulals of.. [q. v.] are cut * rr
and made for him, such as are worn by the kings; 
and he is not a twin; so that he has been well [The evening-meal, or sulkpr, (i. c. the seeking
suckled: (EM p. 245:) thus he describes thlis for it,) made him to fall, or liglit, upon a wolJ']:
person as tall of stature, showing that the a- (., Meyd:) accord. to A'Obeyd, it originated

is a large tree: but the o)1 [or ,.] has no trunk from a man's going forth to seek the evening-
nor tallness: IA{tr says that the .,are .'a meal, and falling upon a wolf, whichl devoured

,.. aeb 5 him: accord. to As, from the like accident to a
that have become lar#e; and the OJ_1 are beast: accord. to IA.r, from a man's being slhin
ccrtain trees having beautiful ,[shoots such as are by another man, named *,4.. : it is npplicd tocertain trees having beautiful sisho0ots uha r
termed] &.L: the pl. is Clp. (L.) -The the seeking an object of want that leads one to

n. un., .,, is applied to signify : A man's 'ife, destruction. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Provy.
(8, A,) by a metonymy. (S.) The Arabs are said i. 59': but the name there written " Hasahah"
by Az to term a woman, or wife, a ai.. growing is iiJ; accord. to Mcyd, the father, but nacord.
over water, because in this case it is in the most to the 0, the brother, of Sirl.uAn.]) - Hence,
beautiful condition. (TA.)...[Acord. to Forskil, (Mgh, M9b,) i. e. from t.I as meaning "tho
(Flora Aegypt. Arab. pp. cvi. and 68,) the wolf," or, as some say, "the lion," (TA,) ,Ij
name of C, is applied to a plant of the class T h1eI hfale dawan; (Mgh, O, l, TA;) i. e.
pentandria, which he terms Cadaba farinosa, theftirfst [danm]. (TA. [A term nearly agreeing
(described by him in p. 68,) growing in the with the Greek *v oqs.]) .- _j0.'I, (0, I,)
lower region of the mountains of Waidee-Surdud, or 1~., (TA,) is also the name of A certain
in Tihiimeh.] - Also The exterior court or yard do: and of a c ertai n h : and of anotherdog. and of a certain horm: and of anothier
of a htoine, (],) or, as in the L, of a gate, or horse. (O,l0.) Also The nlddeofa watering.

door~~. (TA~.)~ ~trough or tank: (O, / :) pl. as above. (L.)

away; or alienating, or estranging, him see
)ar p. 44.] - And The act of removring, or
clearing away: you say, ,~' C'. He renmoved,

or cleared away, from him [grief or sorrow];
Q,;

syn. C. (L, TA.) - [And The causing water
toflow; or letting itflow.] You say, .'WI I q
i · ' -J [Tiejy caused the water toflow, or let
it fo, into the mnoat]; from J.I l ., . (Mgh.)
- And The letting donr, and loosing, the hair,
(S, 1C,) before the combing: (S :) or the dis-
entangling the hair: or the separatinj it with the
comb: or the comnbing it: (Mgh:) or the comb-
ing donn the hair; and disentanlling it withl the

comb. (Az, TA.) You say, ---: (A)
ora.:Jl, inf. n. as above, (Msb,) She comldl [&c.]
her hair (A) [or the hair]. _ [And it is used also
in relation to poetry, or vcrses.] You say also,
JI .tLJl .. [app. meaning The poet trimmed

the poetry, or verses; as seems to be indicated by
the context; for it is mentioned by Z immediately
after what here precedes It]. (A.) - And The
act offacilitating, or rendering eay. (S, j.)

5. :.J lIe (a man) went away, and went
forth, from a place. (TA.) - See also the next
paragraph.

7. '!~ The act of running, or ing along
[quickly and easily]. (L.) You say of a she-
camel, yI She ras, or became,
quirk and easy in her pace. (A.) - And c.il
lie lay upon his back, or lay as thouAg thrown
donn or extended, and parted his legs. (g.) -
And lHe was, or became, naked, bare, or without

0
clothing. (KL. [See also its part. n., ])
- And It (grief or sorrow) became removed, or
cleared away; [syn. C5hIl;] as also t
quasi-pass. of .w signifying . (L, TA.)

, Cattle, or camels J.c., pasturing, (S, A,
gR, MOb, K,) or pasturing clwhre teytj please,

by t/u7ns.lre*: (S,A, ]:) or only such as are
jent, or driven, Jbrth [to pasture] in the morning,
and brought, or dricen, back in the erening to
their nightly reting-place: (L:) an inf. n. used
as a subst. (Mgh, MRh.) A'Obeyd says that
~ and V C. L and *'a l signify Cattle, or

camels Yc.: and Khalid Ibn-Jembeh says that
* Am.sL. means eamels and shteep or qoats: and a sin-
gle beast; as well as a collection [of beasts]. (TA.)

Also A certain kitui of trees, of freat size,
(S, /, TA,) and tall, (S, TA,) not depastured,
or seldom eaten by the camels ,jc., but used for
thwir sadel: theJ growv in Nejd, in plain, or sof,
and in ruyged ground, but not in saaud nor upon
a mountain; and hare a yellown fruit: (TA:)
n. un. with; : and it is said to be the same as
the .: (.:) but this is a mistake; the fact being
that it bears a hind of berry termed J, (], TA,)
resembling the olite: (TA:) or any tews without
thorns: (1 :) n. un. in this sense with ;: (Fr,
lam p. 003, TA:) or any tall trees: (K:) or

[trees] of the kind called At, great, with ~read-
iny brancAhes, beneath which men alight in the
,. [or summer]: (Iam ubi supr :) accord. to

Bk. I.

#i Easy; as also . (L.) You say,
tot* J! -

t s0j, She brought him forth witnh ease.
(TA.) And CS t' It zpasse forth sy
and quickly: occurring in a trad., describing a
draught of water that satisfies thirst (, ~ ).
(TA.) And t UU and ' aa , A quick, or

svift, she-camel; (s;) as also t.: (L:) or
a she-camel quick and easy in pace. (A, MA, and

gar p. 481.) And j, ,o and t . (I)
and V (TA,) or J , (,) A horse, or
horses, quick, or s(f. (, .) [See al so

and 5..] And ,_I C5 14 A dshoulder-

blade, (TA,) or an upper arm-bone, of a camel,
(ISh, T, TA,) quick to go and come [or move
forwards and backwerards]. (As, ?, TA.) And

... 0...
a · An easy gait, or manner of going;

(S, ;) like 5... (TA,) And C,s SJ t A
gft promptly given, without deferring: (K.:) or

a subst. from ;.! J-; (., Msb, 1 ;)
[i. e., a subst.] signifying The dismissal of a wife
by divorcement: (Bd in xxxiii. '28 [where it is
used as a quasi-inf. n., as it is also in verse 48 of
the same chap.]:) like J5k. and J!,., it signifies
diroremnent explicitly. (L.) -[And DiMmisal
in a general sense. Hence,] it is said in a prov.,

cWA1 X> C1JJ1 [i. e. Dismisaml is a part of

the accompli.dhment of one's want]; (S, A, L;)
meaning, when thou canst not accomplish a man's
want, make him to despair; for thy doing so will
be in his estimation an act that will stand him in
lieu of thy helping him to accomplish it: (S, L:

[in some copies of the former, for :*?.U, we find
_* :]J) or it is npplied to a man who does not

desire to accomplish thc want [of another]; and
means, it behooves thee to make him to despair if
thou accomplish not his want. (Meyd. [See a
similar prov. voce .Z.])_ Also Haste, en.
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pedition, or promptne. (TA.) -And t Ease:
so in the saying, 1j; 1 j Li Jli (TA)

i.e. Do thou that in a state of eae (. and A
and in art. CJJ) and ret. (A in that art.)
~1. [indecL] like aW, [app. as meaning The

quick, or quick and easy in pace, like tl]
the name of a certain horse. (I-.)

* 1.. I ..
* i - 0 ~ 1 6 

ee _._ - ^1 j An affair done
quichly, e~editioly, or promptly; (TA;) in
wthich is no deferring. (A.) You say also, J
~ # Th j4 ; at will not be save

wi.th quichkms, exledition, or promptne. (TA.)
And a d ., - - 0C4n . u IJg i 4 annd 5PJ !# sJ,
Verily thy bounty is quick, ex~ditu, or
prompit. (TA.)_ - ' ' A horne withot a

ta&de. (., V.) -See also the next paragraph,
in five places.

A.i" A thong with whicAh oe sem so or
sandal or the like: (.8, O, :) pl. (.8, O,

]1C) and (TA) and [coll. gen. n.] V hA:

(., TA':) or, as some say, the thg wherewith is
.fatened, or tied, th Z;L, which is a [thick
plaited tong that is fastened upon the pa~rn
[of a cai, encircling it like a ring, for the
attachmenot of a leathern shoe, or sandal]: (TA:)
the pl. t is sho expl. a signifying the JW
[or lathern shoes, or sandals,] of camels: or, u
,ome ay, the tlho , or strap, of their JW;
each thlong, or strap, being called LaJ.: (L,
TA:) Suh says, in the R, that V 's ignifies

a kind of thing like tthe Jb with which cams'
feet are clad. (TA.) The t 1J of an arrow
are The sinews that are mwouW around it; sing.

.: and also certain marks upon it, like
t,. nf .ire. (TA.) - Also A ~ of a gar-
mnt (li, TA) that has been mtcw/h torn: (TA:)
pl. I5 . (1, TA) and [coll. gen. n.] V 
(TA.) -And A eonspious elongated strip of
yround, (0, g,) en, (0,) nar,tw, and hasig
,nore trees, or shlrdus, (0, I,) or, as Az says,
having more plants, or herbage, and tewes, or
lhrnbs, (TA,) than wrhat is around it, (0, [,

TA,) and ridng abore what surrounds it; (TA;)
so that one e it to be oblon, aboundinj with
tree, or shrubs, what is aromund it haring fem
trte, or slrubs: and sometimes it is what is
tern .ed L [app. as meaning a long mountain
lying acows tih way, and orer which one pa ]:
(O, TA:) pl. '1~ (O, ,' TA) and [coll.

gen. n.] t.. (TA.) -And An oblong, or
enlongated, tract of blood, (]K, TA,) when~loing:
(TA:) pl. e.1- (1,* TA) and [coll. gen. n.]
· 9~ . (TA.)

ee: se . -Also Tall; ($,];) s uan

epithet applied to a man. (TA.)~ And Locuss,
or the locuat. (., O, ]K, TA. [In the CId, and in my
MS. copy of the ], ;1.J1 is erroneously put for

j,JI.]) And .v .1 T7e fenale locust:

(Aboo-'Amr Ez-UZhid, IB:) and the hame of A
certain woman, (S, V,) in one instance only.

(Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zhid, IB.) -_ l, (1,) or

l1 ., (O,) is the name of A certain dog.

(0,1.)

t! [probably meaning Quick, or quick and

eary in pace, like . J,] the name of a hors qf
El -MoAalla Ibn-#lJantam. (0, .)

tj\ and eims: see t., second sentence, in

three places. -'1; j. C.l . t; [lit. IIe has
not tny camels, ce.,'tlat go awray topasre, nor
any that return from pasture,] means time has
not anything: (S, TA:) and sometimes it means
t he has not any people, or party. (Lb, TA.) 

1 3o A tont runing, or floing, easily.
(Aboo-Sa'eed, A, TA.)_~L. is also ued as a
subst., signifying A pastor twho send forth, or
sts free, camels, or cattle, to pasture, or to
pasture where they please, by theseles, or who
sends them forth in the morning to tie pstutrase:
and a people, or party, having camels, or cattle,
pa,turig, or pasturing ere tey pleae, by
themseles, or sent forth in the morning to tlh
pa~drage. (TA.)

~. .place of pasurage: (i:) oraplace
into which beasts are sent rh, or sent fort in
the morning, to pasture: (0:) pl. tj-. (TA.)

ll" .s4 i DJ 4 occurs in a trad., of Umm-

Zar, meaning [He haM cames mwho pace~ of
pa~urage are few; i.e.] his camels do not go
forth into distant pasturages, but lie down in his
outer court, or yard, in order that they may be
near by to supply the guests with their milk and
their flesh. (TA.)

C,_* A comb. (0, .) And [the dual]

T;wf lo rooden things, or twor pie of
wood, [composing a yoke,] that are bound upon
the neck of tle bull with which one plought.
(AIjn, TA.)

a,... An instrument with whrich hair and
flax or tIe like are separated and co,nbed. (TA.)

.r The ., . [or miragqe]: (g: [in some
copies of which, 1,oJ.±II is put in the place of
I.t :]j) mentioned on the autlority of TL; but

he was not sure of its correctness: (TA:) a dial.
var. of t in this sense. (TA in art.

~ -' e; and its fem., with t: see t., in two
places. - Also the former, (V, TA,) applied to
a man, (TA,) Lyin~ upon his bach, or lying as
though thrown down or extended, and parting hIi
legs. (V, TA.) - And Denuded, or divested, of
his clotles; or makinb himscdf to be so: or havinug
fewclotlhs; lihjktly clad: (TA:) or coming, or
going, forth fron his clothe; (., 0, 9;) or so

4i > t. (A.) [Hence,] one says, 

.a9l .A,. ; t ; .'e is diovsted,or
diesting himself of the apparel of generosity.
(A.)_And [applied to a camel as meaning]
Divested of is j [i. e.fur, or soft hair]. (TA.)

[BoOK I.

-t l is also the name ofA kind of wens;

(0, O, ] ;) [namely, tle tenth;] tte [full] measure
of wAhich is

twice. (O.)

,'.~Ij, applied to a mare, Lo,~i-bodied; (S,
V;*) [said to be] applied only to a female: ( :)
or, a some say, a mare that morves te fore legs
quickly in running: and a horse of generous race,
or excellent, and light, or active: said by Az to
be mostly applied to the horse-kind, but restricted
by some to the female. (TA.) And A she-camel
snift, and long [in tte body]. (TA.) It is also
applied to a man, (1J,) meaning Tall, and beauti-
fil in body: and with ;, to a woman: but not
known to the Kilabees as applied to a human

being. (TA.) _ . 1 7Te jackal; syn.

.l51 0tl; (s.).-.And A certain blind deril,
dweUing in the sea. (O) ij ., __
(I, TA,) with the , quiescent, (TA,) [in tho

CV with ,] A ery by which the ceve is called
on the occauion of milking. (I.)

. -.
Jl.; femn with : see , in art. C.

1. jj.,, aor. , inf. n. H , ie carried on a
thing, or put it forwardfiom one statje to another,
in regular order, consecutirdely, or one part
immdiately after anotAer, unintcrrultedly; he
made it consecutive, succesire, or uninterrupted,
in its progrions, or gradations, or the like.

(M,L:) [and so t in,,inf.n. ,; or this
may have an intensive signification.] _ You say,
j1, ; , (A,) [aor. and] inf. n.as above, (.,

K,) lie fabricated the coat of mail (§, A, 10) by
insertintg the rings one into a,other: (S, A:)
[and so (as appears from an explanation of its
pass. part. n.) t ti.t,; or this may have an in-

tensive signification:] and ,jj signifies the
same. (. in art. jj.) [See also , below.]-

And :sI.I ' . , (M,) inf. n. as above; (M, I ;)
nnd * ;.,, (M,) inf n. n. ; (K ;) and* ?>yl,
(M,) inf. n. ,-!; (TA;) lle perforated tle
thing [as one does in fabricating a coat of mail,
(see, aguin, j.., below,) and in sewing leather]:
(M, I :) some say that ; signifies tih act of
icrfirating. (S.)._ And b,j;ui ;l, [inf. n.

as above and ;,] l Ie sewed the sandal 4'c.;

(A ;) [as also t ., for] ;, (S, I) and ;, ()
and t V ; ($, O) signify the sewing of leather.
(8, ]~.) -. _And eail .I;. j ., inf. n. j-, i.q.
;it 'iJ, [app. meaning He coceted the cameds
foot wvith thoi interwoven]. (M.) - And

(8, M, M9b,) inf. n. A.; ($, M, Myb, ;) and
t j.,; (TA;) : He carried on, or continued,
uninterruptedly, ($, M, A, Msb, K,0) and 70e,
($, I.,) the narrative, or tradition, or discourse,
(8, M, A, M9b, V,) and -the like; (M;) and in

I
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like manner, i;'.Jl t/h recitation, or reading:

(A:) from ".l ... and jt;J [or .jl, expl.

above]: (Iar p. 907:) and af;l j He carried
on, or continued, uninterr~tedly and nith rapi-
dity the recitation, or reading, of the Kur-dn.

(M, L.) Andjul.l ;, (K, K, ) or,;,t., (TA,)
and ye, aor. , inf. n. - , (,) tHe con-
tinued unintrruptedly the fast, (S, ,) and his
fast. (Q. [See also what next follows.])l

;A, aor. ', (],) inf. n. ;, (TI5,) IIe (a man,
TA)fasted uninterruptedly. (Ji.)

3: we the preceding paragraph, in six places.

4: see 1. -. ,) ~j .. l The palnm-trees had

hard green dates, which are termed j.,. (i.)

6. 01 ;J.J The pearl, or large pearls, fol-
iowed one another, or did so uninterruptedly,

upon thes tring. (4.) And L*- d~ a , ,)

pj1t ! Iis tears follon'ed one aotler, or did so
rninterruptedly, like as do pearLs. (A.) And

· s J l ;3, and, 6lWJI, T hle narrative, or

tradition, and the recitation, or reading, was
carried on, or continued, uninterrul)tedly [and
weU: see 1]. (A.)

Q. M, 1i,) inf. n.
(S,) It (a thing, M) prevaild against him, or
overcame him; (,' M, g ;') like l.a,Sl: (S,

I :) these two are said to be the only verbs of
this measure: (TA:) [huit several others should
be added; as 51c and g. !' and ~ !J:]
the L5 in L..S1. [and the likc] is to render it
quasi-coordinate to [quadriliteral-radical verbs of
the measure] ji." (.s) A rMjiz says,

v . - , .... '

[Drowsinew was beginning to prrevail against
me; I driving itfionn me, and it oercomning me].

(~, M; but in the latter, with ,ui; in the place

of .il .)

;., inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, M, &c.) [Hence,]

jl-JIt ).Jj, in the ]Cur xxxiv. 10, means And
do tlu make a due adaptation of the rings in
the fabrication of the coats of mail: (Bd, Jel:)
or and do thou prper!ly adapt the nails, or pins,
and the holes of the rings, [in thefabrication,]
not making the former thick and the latter small,

nor the reverse: (M, Bd,0 L:) or .Jl means

.. JI [i. e. the nailing, or the mahinq firm, or
fast, with nails], (Zj, M, L,) in this instance.
(Zj, L.) Also tCoats of mail; (, M, L, ,;)
a gen. n. in this sense: (S, ]C:) [and a singl
coat of mail; like , and .jj:] and any other

[l_ (properly signifyring rs, but here meaning
mail]; (f, A, I ;) [i. e.] it signifies also the like
of coats of mail, made of "i&.: (M, L:) [said to
be] so called because the two extremities of each
ring are perforated by the nail, or pin; and these
rings are [termed] t .Jl: (L:) [if so, the word
is an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass. part. n.,]

see m , [and then as a subst.; and, being
originally an in£f. n., it is used alike as sing. and

pl.; or, as Z says,] it is an inf. n. used as a subst.:

(A:) or 4.JI, as some say, means .Jll, [as

mentioned above,] and ? jJI means C l [like

|j 1]. (M.)~ Also Conucutive, or following
one another: so in the phrase .. .. I [Stors
that are consecutive: the epithet retaining the
mase. sing. form, thougll applied to a pl. subst.,
because originally an inf. n.; like J1, in thil
phrase J. J;q.]. (A.) 0So too as an epithet
applied to three of the sacred months, in the say-
ing, ;) ,$lj ;. L [Three are conmective
and one is separate]: (A:) thus an Arab of the
desert answered when asked if he knew the sacred
months: (S, M, Msb:) the j' are Dhu-l-.Iaedeh
and Dhu-l-Ijijjeh and El-Moharram, and the >d
is Rejeb. (S, M.)

se: see j in the next precedincg paragraph.

H; .ard green dates: (K1:) and dates that
are injured by trant of water, (.K, TA,) and
con~quently dry tl bbefo,c rienin.q: (TA:) or
unrile dates that drop before attaining to matu-
rity, while green: n. un. with;: (Ai.n, M, TA:)
or the latter signifies a date that becomes sweet
before it becomnes coloured, beig such as is termed

a a . (M, TA.) [See Se.]- Seealso ; .

[;*. and ; said by Golius, and by Frey-
tag after him, to signify the same as the " Pers.

0,~. Pavidum f-gacemque ese," as on the
authority of the KL, are mistranscriptions for

;1 and .%, which I find thus expl. in the

KL.]

. vP: ,s.see

,AJ: see ac in two places.

lj.l The art offabricating coats of mail; as

also ;lj. (TA in art. .Dj.)

,M A fabricator of coats of mail; (TA in

art. >j ;) i. q. ljj. (M and TA in art. J)
And A seer of leatler; (TA;) as also t`.
(AA, IL, TA.)

! .. : and t.$.a: see art. Jw.

kp.¢j Strong: (S,M, V:) or bold, darinq,
brave, or eoutrageous: (M:) and qpick in his
affairs: (I>,:) or a man whogoes on,oradvances,

boldly; derived from y.Jl: (8b, TA:) [accord.
to Sb, therefore, this is its proper art.; but
accord. to the K, its proper art. is ;5, in which
F mentions it again: it is perfectly del., i. e.,
with tenween, for] the fern. is IWj. (.S, TA.)
- Also A sword that penetrates the thing that
it strikes. (L.)

,$La: seel .

.~ (S., M, A, L, M.b) and t M. , (., M,A,
L) An instrument for perforating: (M, L,
Mqb:) and, (M,) or as some say, (Mqb,) an
intrument with whieh leather is ~ed; ($;)

syn. jj ; (M,L, M.b;) or ,.ZI; which is
[said to be] the ame thing as the 3c.; (L;) as

also tV J..: (g :) or an [intrument of the hind

called] ,t that haM a hoi at its e.trmity;
(A;) and so tA andt * ; . (TA: [butthe

last I think a mistake for >!..])--[Hence,]
we ,* - * .

one says, .,p '$ j^, (i,) or ..y % ' wl j,

(A,) : He iJ the son of a female dave :. (A, k :)
because she is a sewer of skins, or leather: (A:)
an expression of vituperation. (i.) -[Hence,

likewise,] ;jp. also signifies * The tonge. (M,

A.) So in the saying, * i dd1 v i
? [Such a one wounds reptation with his tongue].
(A.) ~ Also A sandal having its ;U [or
tongue, i. e. the thing pr~ecting in its fore part,]
faced with another dice sewd on. (M, L.)

0~ - .
:~.; and its fern., with; : see the next para-

graph, in three places.

;,_ jd.. and * ~. [app. A meing of
leather or skin carried on in regular and nwain-
terrup)ted order]. (S. [In one of my copies of
the $, I find j. in the lplace ofj;,s.; and so in
the L; but the latter appears fromnt the context to

.4

be the righlit reading.])_ And likewise 

and , (S,) or j* ,j, and

t' ;. .9, [though and ` J are both

generally fem.,] and I;. , [in which tho
epithet retains the masc. form because originally

an inf. n., like j, in the phra se,] A
coat of mail fabricated by. incrting the ritujx one

into another. (A.) And ;..., signifies A coat
oe

of mail (") pe)forated [in its rings]. (v.)

i;.. yJi Pearls followring one another, or
doing so uninterrmptedly. (A.) And ;' L.t

I One wnalking, or going, with consecutire, or
uninterrupted, stepl. (A.)

ij^.. [A thing] that overcomes one. (S.)

,~1;., an arabicized word, (.K,) from [the

Pere.] A., [i.e. "cold "] and ,.~, ["water"],
(TA,) A subterranean st,ructure, fir the summer:
(El-Ahmar, !:) or a narrow place into whiich
one enters: (Mqb:) [applied in the present day
to a celar, or subterranean vault, in rohich any-

thing is put to be kept cool:] pl. 4 ?lp (Msb)

[or ].
l IA pxople of. those who tempo~e the

,extravagant zealot of the [seo t caUed] L;l

[q. v.], who expect El Mahdee' eoming forth
fron thwe .,. that is in Rei, wherefore they

bring a addled and bridled horse every Friday,
after the prayer [of the congr~ations at noon],
sayinag, "O Imdm : in the name of God :" throee
timea. (TA.)

[Q. 1. >j, inf. n. a m,, He coered a hous
with an awning over its interor couwrt, u a pro-
tection from the heat of the sun: so accord. to
Golius, as on the authority of the KL: and the
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same is indicated by the explanation of the pas.
part. n. in the P?: but in the KL, I find only
the inf. n. expl. by 4i. "j' · : the verb may,
however, be better expl. as signifying hefurnished
withl a 31, q. v.]

.-p', said by El-Jawilee1lee to be an arabi-
cised word from [the Peru.] ~;; or GO'6 ,
(MF,) An awning exztnd ower the interio
court ofa house: (9, O, Mqb, 1 :) [and the cover
of a tent:] and any ten of cotton: (9, 0, ~,
and mentioned in the Mgb as on the authority of
J:) or a [tent of tie hind ca~lled] ; (Bd
in xviii. 28;) so says AO: (MNb:) also (Mgb)
an enclosure around a l*d [or tent], consisting
of piecg of cloth, rwitlwut a roof: (Mgh, Mb :)
or an encloure (i.) around a J. UU: (Ksh
and B1! ubi supri:) or what surrounds the [tent
called] L and the [tent called] 4: (am
p. 772:) or any maU or encloure, or [tent such
as is called] >, or [suwh as is called] .,

that surrounds a thing: (IAth, TA:) pl. tU1.. :
(S, 0, 1:) it has this pl., though it is masc.,
because it has no broken pL (Sb, TA.) El-
Kedhdlldb El-Iirm4zee says, not Ru-beh as in the
" Book" of Sb [and in the 9], addressing .akam
Ibn-EI-Mundhir Ibn-E-Jirood,

' .d l 3 " " 1 .

t [The canopy of glory is extended owr thee].
(O, TA.) - [Ience,] t Dust rising; or spread-
ing, or diuffing itself. (Az, 0, ].) - And
t,Sinoke rising high, and surouding a thing.
(Az, O, ]C.) - In the I$ur xviii. 28, it is applied
to what will surround the unbelievers, of the fire
of Hell, (Ksh, B(!,) as being likened to a JbU-j,
(B(!,) or to an enclosure around a IL..4; or as
meaning the smoke of the fire; or a wmal thereof.
(Ksi, Bd.)

.. g.- (Lth, S, &c.) JA house, or tent,]
ha1ing a Ob!m: (Keh in xviii. 28, and P :) or
having the vwhole of its upler part, and of its
lower part, .J [accord. to the TIC here mean-
ing curtained, which seems to be thll only ap-
polite rendering, but I know not any nuthority
fbr it], (Ltl, JK, O, ], TA,) or .j'~. [i.e.
closel, &c.]. (80 in the C-.)

1. ^;t, aor. inf. n. M (9,· Mb, 

and ItU; (M, ] ;) and ;; (9gh, ] ;) but
the former is the more chaste, and is the form
commonly known, and the latter is by some dis-
nllowed; (TA;) lie swralloed it: (9, M, Myb,
15 :) or, as in some of the copies of thoe , nwithout
rhecing;: or, accord. to the A, by little and little:
(TA:) and V ̂bt signifiees the same; (S, M,
MIlb, , ;) and so * ` .J: (As, :) and in like
manner, ;j and o>jbjl (TA) [and .ij]. It is

salid i a prey., os-a_ I*4 1 'o I. ~ ~
lIe niot thou s'eet, so that thout shluldett be sreal-

lonwed; nor bitter, so that thou shou~lst be put
out of the mouth becaue of thy bitterness: (
TA:) or, accord. to one relation, 1l , i. e., so
tlhat thou shouldat be disliked for tbeing rery
bitter: used in enjoining the taking of a middle
course of conduct: so in the 0. (TA.)

4. cl; e. i1 I Ipt my fore arm upon hi
throat Ifrom behind him], to stranyle him, or
throttle hinm. (TA in art. t1.)

6: see 1.

7. i~ J,*.t It (a thing, M) passedeaily
in his throat. (M, J.)

8: see 1.

Q. Q. 1. ,Lu: see art.,wkm.

Io o A man that sallowrs quickly; (Iba-
'Abbid, 0;) as also t U: (Ibn-'Abbtid, 0) and
? AL;: (0:) or t , ;L; (so accord. to the
TA) and dund and t lw a man that eats
quickly: (TA:) or the first, and tf and
o o Sf n (M, ue,) a man (M) that swallows ell,

(M,) or largely. (.) [See also ^' 4 >*] - Also,
and h (iW , (,) A horse (M, TA) that
runs vehemnctly. (M,* K, TA.) [See again

.A: see the net preceding paragraph.

,:. and, L : see , in three places.
Hence, (M,) the former also signifies tAn

eloquent speaker; (M,;) as also .
(TA.) [See also art. ,.I,.]

8 l>: see: L, in two places: and L.:
and ;s>. ~ Also [T,e crab;] a certain aquatic

crature; (S;) a certain animal of tme sea;
(Msb;) a er =tain creep)igy tting (41;), of aquatic
crcatures; (M;) a certain fluvial crclpinJ thing
(a;l); and also a marine kind, which is an
animnal that becomes hard like stone:. tte .former
kind is of much utility; the quantity of three

U3* of its ases, iriten burnt in a eookin-potl 

of cojcr (1,~; ... b [for the latter of which
words we find in the C* j]), with water or
.ine, or ,ith half its weight of gentian (aI 4),

ery good ayainst tie bite of tLhe mad do. if
its eye be hung uMon a person a.Jfcteid ,ith a
ertian fwcr, he is cured; and if its leg be Atng 
rpon a tree, it. fruit falls spontaneously: (:)
liis is [said of] the ejU -, that is bred in rivers: i
TA:) of thre marine kind, nhat is burnt is an 

.igredient in collyriumnu, (g,) for removing shlite- 
cesn, (TA,) atnd in dentirites so sin 1
opies of the K and in the TA [but in the C' , f
rroneously, _..i ]), and strengtElu the gum:
TA:) pl. . (Mtb.)-ej,UeJI is also
he name of t A certain sign f tihe Zodiac; (S,
4, tu;) [Cancer;] the fourth sign; so called
because resembling the creature above mentioned
n form. (TA.)a[T7e dixease called cancer;]
a black-biliary tumour, which begins like an
almond, and smalltr, and sehen it becomes large,
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there appear ution it veins, red and green, resem-
bling tthe legs of tlhe t, : there i no hopefor
its cure; and it is treated medicinally only in
order that it may not increase: (1>:) a certain
disease that attacks mnen and beasts: (M:)
it is also (1K) a certain diease in the pastern of a
beast, rendering it hard, or rigid, so that the
animal inverts his oof: (S, K :) a certain dis-
ease that aplears in the legs of beasts: (T, TA:)
some say that it is a disease which affects a man
in his fauces, taving relation to the blood, and
resembling the ;o [whichi is explained by ISh,
in describing the disease termed 1.,J.J .1, as
an ulcer that perforates the belly]: and some say,
that it is [the dieas~ called] )JMI i;. (TA.)

J451..: see bja.

or JjJj: see..

s1>-., (Lthi, Lh, S, M, K) and 1. , (Lth,
M, ]g,) the former said by Az to be a good form,
like 1 t. and 4~,, but the latter to be the
only instance of its form known to him, (TA,)
and t S, like et,j, (aeeord. to the IC,) or

,.,, (as in the M,) like 0 ., (TA, [in which
this is said to be the right form,]) [The kind of
sreet food called] j;,M, (L.h,)S,M, ,)or ;jU
(as in some copies of the .K and in the TA;) so
called because very delicious to eat and swallow,
from ,. signifying the "net of swallowing;"
(Az, TA;) of the dial. of Syria: (LI., M:) or
[tec kind of sieet food called] '.. (M, K.)

1^>:see F-

1i, A road, or n.a,: (Meb.:) or a conq/i-
cuoua road or wray; (M, K;) so called because
hlie who goes away on it disappears like food that
is swallowed; (. ;) i.q. l.., (S, M, Msb, K,)
which is of the dial. of the early .Kureysh, (Fr,)
and is the more approved, on account of the
mutual resemblance [of the ~. and J], (M, I,)
thoulh the former is the original; (M, Mob, I ;)
and ,;.j; for thc saying that the l)ronuneiation
with the purej is a mistake, is [itself] a mistake:
('I :) [ISd says,] Ay mentions the reading b1il,
with the pure j; but this is a mistake; for lie
only heard the resemblance, and imagined it to
be j; and As was not a grammarian, that lie
should be trusted in this matter: (M:) this is
[itself, however,] a mistake; for AA is related to
avo read JIj5I, and the same is related of
Hamzch, by Ks. (TA.) One says also, . j

b i . VF .ai..) : [lie is, in reslect of his
.eligion, on, or in, a right n-ay]. (TA.) [It is
em. as well as mase.: see jtj.]

g: see PI.

''~" ;Uac ~1; :._- and Ja~ ~

Jalt-': see -. : - and j.

I5 A great eater; (]C;) as also tj
II
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(Seer, M, g,) and Q. 4u: () or one tyke
wvallow. ererything; as also *JI (M) and
tA r and tx.; (Lh, M;) from s ;l;
the;; accord. to IJ, being augmentative; (M;)
and so ? j,l.. (TA.) [See also L;,.].Also,
(g, M, ],) and V £ 5U, (M, Js,) t A sword that
nets (S, K, TA) much, or tell; (Is, TA;) that
Pa into the oldect that is struck with it; (M,
TA;) that goe quickly into the fls. (Ibn.
IIabeel, 0, in explanation of the former word.)e- A 
- SL%J1 1p t A hlorse that ruin vwehemetly.
(QC, TA.) [Sec again L,.]

iti4', (Jm, M, ]C, TA,) or V & (L,)
A kind ff soup, or food that is sup)pxd, (Jm, M,
1C,TA,) like S'jwi, [q. v.]; (Jm, M, TA;) in
the ](, erroncously, like &,>_: (TA:) or re-
walbling . (L in explanation of the latter
word.) -.See also

- j:: in two places.

Lg,.e: seeLg.

1 ~: amsec 1A": _ and see also the para-
graph here followinig.

'6.10~~~~~~~~~~~

Ubo- a word occurring in the following
* --- ~- # e'Foprov.: SUbgSll; . l, (S,Js l,) or

? L; and ui Z (so in a copy of the M,
without teshdeed,) and one says also V 

and ady,; (0, (,) and 1 ro m l and *U,j
(0, , TA, in the Cg kC and lg e,) and

and (, nd so in a copy of the
,,) each likend , (TA,) or V and Ja,

(so in another copy of the i,) or both, (M,)
[Taking, or receiving, iJ a gwall4noing, and
paying is a tnaking with the mouth a wund
lITe that of the enission of tind fmna the anus;
i. e.] one takes, or receives, a loan, or the like,
(S, M, 0, A,) and swallows it, (M, 0, 9,) and
wlven payment is demanded of him he makes
with his mouth a sound like that of the emis-
sion of wind from tho anus: (S, My 0, M (, TA:)
meaning that taking, or receiving, is liked, and
paying is disliked: (TA:) and Ve - ,
(O, ],) or, as some relate it, 1. ;, (0,)

NmbJ £lin0 . (0 ,. [See 1 in art.t

see the next preceding paragraph.

~_ and a;_s The gullet: (M,J:) also
written with e. (M.)

,p: se what next precedes: -and see
also L.

Q. 1. XJ - lIe (a man) eras, or became, silent.
(Sh, TA in art. -.) [From what follows, it
would seem to signify also He was le upicous
in Jeech, or eloquent.]

in Log, or tall; (o,J;) as also oth, (, )

in the latter sense, the former epithet is applied to a
man; as also t.: and V,: = : (M:) and
a poet (namely 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, TA) uses the
phrase ;.;I il. [long in the two ja-bon~es].

, (.) -- 'And The gu~t; because of its width.
t (M.) -And, as also W ,b, ,Vide in the faues,

quick in swallowing, (M; ],) or that swallows
much, (TA,) with [larens of] body and make:
(M, ] :) or that swallow eything: held by

) Kh to be of the triliteral-radical class; (M, TA;)
and mentioned in art. Jw.. (TA. [See .1~.])
- And hence ? the latter, t An eloquent speaker:
(M in art. JP,, and in the present art., and

) K in the former:) or per~picuous in spwech;
(M and K in the present art. ;) as also > .
(]-.) _, . is also expl. as meaning .$JJI
A. t [which may be rendered That

r taka the whole of the nosrein, or lading-rope;
but the exact meaning must be determined from
the context]; and so *V ;,,. (Freytag, from
the Dcewan of Jerecr.)

sAj&w: s , in three places.

. i".'j.e: see .. , last sentence.

see ,, , first sentence.

1. ,, aor. ', inf. n. M. (,bM , M f) and
j.. (TA [and mentioned in the K, but app. as a

simple subst.,]) and and p and i;,. (TA)
and **., (,) or this last is a simple subst.
from _t., (Msb,) [but it is also generally used
as syn. with the in£. ns. before mentioned when
they are employed as simple substs., and is more
common than any of them,] lIe, or it, was quick,
~peditious, hasty, lspdy, rapid, swjrift, or fleet:
[in course, tendency, action, speech, &c. :] (S,
X:) or, said of a man, i. q. t.Wl [whicl may
mean as above, or he Aastened, made haste, or
jped,] in his speech and in his actions: (IApr,
TA:) but Sb makes a difference between 
and ,w.,: see the latter below: (TA:) one says

also ,, aor.-; a dial. var. of,s : and t. ,
said of an affair, or event, signifies the same as
pj... (TA.) One says, ,l1 ,j 1 like;I
.,1'3, (S, ,) i. e. [Make thou] haste; or haste
to befi.st, or before, or beforehand: hast; or
ha~te to be first, &c. (f and TA in art. .)
And ilt 1 L ., (S,* TA,) and ,(. , ) t~,
which is a contracetion of the former; for the
Arabs contract by the suppression of dammeh
and kesreh because they are difficult of pronun-
ciation, saying iL for °'J and for ,'

but one should not say _. for ~ , (S, TA,)
or the like, acord. to the Basrees, though the
Koofees allow the contraction in the case of
fet-bah also, as in JL for J_.~; (M in art.
,AU; ;) and one says also i., as a contraction

of ; all meaning 6t; [i.e. Quick was thty

doing that: or how quick a thy doi that 
or, which is nearly the same, ecellUtly quick
ras thy dog tat; for is similar to and
.,j, denoting excellence]. (TA.)

2: see 4.

3. tL_ signifies The hastening with anotlir;
or rvyiuJ, or striving, with another, in hastning;
or hast~ning to be, or get, before another or
others; (S,t;)o a thing; (S;) as
also * tjt.; syn. X'; ($, ];) with which,
also, [not, however, as it is expl. above, but in
the sense of , i.e. simply the huastning to a
thin·g,] f l, is syn. (TA.) One says, lj'

W% .t, and 41 t l1jL3, [They hastened, one
writh anotlwr, &c., to such a thing,] both signify-
ing the same. (S.) And [of a single person,]

.OJI l .,. le hastened to the thin; syn.
]Z pt. (Msb.) And it is said in the lur [iii. 127],

=) ;4 - J1 l- C [And trie ye,oae with
anothsr, in haltening to obtain fogritvne from
your Lord]. (TA.) And again, [iii. 170,]

AI J, Cs;0J1..d e s" lf'ho fal into unbief
hastiy, or quickly, (Bd, Jel,) and eagerly. (Bd.)

4. t ! is originally trans.; ($, ] ;) [signifying
lIe quickened, or thastened, himself, or his going,
&c.;] and hence the saying, in a trad., a '3

(9 0 Jl :;4; '0-l (W[When any
one of yoU pa,s by a #high wall, or the like, that
is inclining, kt him quicken, or haxten, the pace,
or gOi~g]. (](,* TA.) But [it is used also elli)-
tically, as meaning lie hastened, in an int,wns.
sen; he made hasute; he slpd; he ment quickly;

and hence] you say, .- .t ) , (S, I,) like
[tlie waa quick, erpeditious, hasty, slxedy,

rapid, nWift, or fleet, in going, journeying, or
pace]: (.K :) or [rathler he hatened, mnade haste,
or sped, therein; for] tp,l signifies he enlea-
roured, or soujht, and affected, to be quitk, &e.,
as thoujh Ahe hasted the )amce, or going; but
t 'W denotes whlat isas it were an innate quality:
(Sb :) the verb being originally trans., when you
say of one~.Jl k.f ~-,l it is as though [meaning]
he urged himnsifJ,brwa,.l ritlh haste; or he quich-
ened, or hastened, the pace, or going; and it is
only because the meaning is understood by the
persons addressing one another, that the objective
complement is not expreed: (Lth, ] :) or the
verb may be trans. by means of a particle and
without a particle: or whlen made immediately
trans., the phrnse may be meant to be understood
as elliptical. (TA.) [Accord. to Fei,] . j
.'_, &c., inf.n. D., , is originally ' J
[He quickened, or ha id, s pace, or gony];
j being redundant; or ; - _ ,
[Ae quickened, or hatn~, the motion in his
going]: and 4 .1 means Js4 Ult .l [he
qukene, or hasend, the going to him]. (M.b.)

?* , is syn. with l.,t. (TA.) And you say,
1~ tu] { C.,, (~, IC,) meaning lie hastened,

or made haste, to [do] evl, or mishief; (Q ;) as
also ;jP. (gth and 1( in art. tjj.) And V1

I
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,y H lfe hastened to do th thiig, or affair;

syn. d4 ;jI. (TA.) See also 3.-- 1 ,ewl

occurs in a trad. as meaning He waJ quick, or
hasty, in being angry woith him, or in blaming
Aim, or in re/iling him. (Mgh.) -_ a p.,el: see

[its contr.] Ui. - 1·.,'I signifies also, Their

beasts on ich they rods were, or became, quick,

ft, orfeet. (AZ, g, ].) - *. 1. .L

.'b [How quick was thy doing that!]. (9, .)

5: see 1 and 4; the latter in two places.

6: seo 3, in two places.

>, [originally an inf. n. of , like . and

,,accord. to the TA]: see , in two places.

-: see [1 and] a .

tt: eee.e

a),_ Quickness, epedition, haste, speed, ra-
Jf(lity, rciflnest, or Jcltnsu; [of course, ten-
deney, action, specch, &c.;] (S,1;) as also
* , ; (1;) [the former said in the ], and the

latter in the TA, to hI an inf. in. of i' , :] and a
hastening, making haste, or snleOding; i.q. rl'
[iinf. n. of 4]; (TA;) or a subst. tlherefrom.

(Myb.) You say, .ib &,. ;> 4,. [Iwon-
det,d at the quichkns, &c., of that].- (,.)

;),r and A;., and t (1, 0) and ;.,
the last with (.amm to the , (IABr,) occurring in

the phrase t 1 t ,, (IA9r, S, ],) mean-

ingl} l,.j.. l~ 1 , [Quick is this in corminforth:
or how quick iu this in coming forth I or, which is
nearly the same, earceUntly quick &c.], (M, ,)
are dial. vars., changed from the original form,

which i s ,, and, for this reason, (S,) made

indeeccl., with the final vowel of .. for their

termination. (9, l.) The word jlst. is used as
a simple enunciative [placed before its inchoative],
and also as an enunciative denoting wonder: [see

jt i;:] and hence the saying, (s,) tCi b
1W; . I1ow quick was thy doing that! (S, g.)
Thie saying il%bl li *j. originated from the fact
that a man hal a lean ewe, her snivel running
from her nostrils by reason of her leanness, and
it being said to him "What is this?" he an-
swered, "Her grease :" whereupon the asker said
as ab)ove: the last word is in the accus. case as a
denotative of state; and the meaning is, Quick,
or how quick, is this snivel [coming forth] in the
state of relted grea l or the last word is a
specificative, under the supposition that the
action is transferred [from its proper agent;
which thus becomes a specificative], as in the

plrase - '. '; and the meaning to be
understood is, Quick, or honw quick, is the melted
grease of this! the saying is applied to him who
tells of a thing's coming to pass before its time:

(0,I :) it isa prov. (TA.) _ j;b.; and its

femrn., jt.~: see Lm, in two places: ee also

the paragraph hero next following, in two places,

,,,A1 I ;y, (S, Mgh, M,b, ],) and ' A4
,i~W, (IAsr,],) he/ first, or foremost, of the

#men, or peop,l (IAir, Q, Mgh, M,lb, li,) striving,

one writh another, to be the first to do o thing;
(1g;) so says As, with reference to soldiers
hastening: (TA:) the former word in this phrase

is [distinguished from .,I in being] declinable
in every case: (S :) in two trads. in which the
phrase occurs, we find it differently related,

and Ob,jli, ; the latter being pl. of .

(TA.) aJ l 1 `4," also, signifies TMe first or

foremost, of the horsemen, and sometimes they

said JkJ *. (1.) Abu-l-'Abba says
that when CI,j.. is an epithet applied to men, it
has both of the above-mentioned forms; but when
applied to others, the former is the more chaste,
though the latter is allowable. (TA.)

ejts5r: see

t.,; and its fem., with ;: see what next

follows, in three places.

gr Quick, ~ ditious, hasty, peedy, rapid,
swift, or fleet; [in course, tendency, action,

speech, &c.;] (S, Mhb, TA;) as also t [and
V ;y] and V (,' of which the fem. is with ;,

an , s , of whlich the fernm. is g.~.; (TA;)

i.q. t , , (.,) which signifies as above;

(TA;) [and which also signifies hastening, making

ha.te, or speemitg;] and t ., also, signifies

quik, &c., (L,,) to [do] good or evil: (1 :)

the pl. of . is i.A,4, (K,) and , is [also

a pl. of the same,] syn. with O .. (Msb.)

You say, r ,) and [ 4 s A quick, sift,

orfleet,horsej: (IB:) and 1;!jp,~ meaning

'a.V [a quick, swift, orJlet, mare]. (s.) And

' 6.1 1 0 1' ·*t .. J 4C. -. I [Go thou quicAly; lit.

go thou, or walk ttos, or run thou, upon thy

quick, or ,w;ft, eg]. (Fr.) And t t4 ;f. mean-
ing `t [lie, or it, came quickly, hastily,

e~dily, &c.]. (TA.) And God is said [in the
lur ii. 198, &c.] to be ,/L.Jl b,. [Quick in

reckoning], meaning that his reckoning will
inevitably come to pass; or that one reckoning
will not divert Him from another reckoning, nor
one thing from another thing; or that his actions
are quick, none of them being later than He
desireth, because it is done without manual ope-
ration and without effort, so that He will reckon
with mankind, after raising them from death and
congregating them, in the twinkling of an eye,
without numbering, or calculating: (l~:) and [in
like manner He is said in the same, chlap. vi.,

last verse, to be] ".OAwl j [quick in. punish-

ing]. (El-Mufrad£t, B.) - Also A certain kind

of going, or pace; coupled with -C, which
signifies another kind thereof. (Ibn-IHabeeb,
TA.) - [ ,J , 17u Ninth ctre (4) in pro-

sody, in whitch each hemistih orijinally consisted

of ;j j j ; ,; -] And &.pwW

The [shtrub called] .s.a: or the fire that ui

therein. (]g. [See i .J.]) ~ Also A shoot, or

twig, that falls fro the A.1 [or tree of the

balsGam of Jfe~keh]: pl. bt and C4.. (1.)

t") [JJ'ore, and most, quick, expditios,

hasty, speedy, rapid, sivftp, or jflt, of course,
tendency, action, speech, &c.]. [It is said, of

God, in the ]gur vi. 62,] Cls.Jl 5 '

[And He- is the quicket of the reck~o ]. (g.)

[The fem.] ,; is applied to a she-camel by
Honeyf El-1Janitim [as meaning Surpnsingly
quick orfleet]. (IAr, TA in art. g )

*.:

o. Very quick, or hasty, (g, TA,) to [do]

good or evil, (1~,) or in affair. (TA.)

1. '-r, aor. a, inf. n. -le, was ju orant:

or he was unmlndfUl, tlent, or heed,~ ss.
(Msb.) [In these senses it is trans.: you say,]

Ai-, ($, M, I,) aor. :, (g,) inf. n. ', (S,'
M, l,l) lie was unminMfil, negl;gent, or heed-
less, of it; (9, M, 1 ;) namely, a thing: (, M :)
and he was ignoratt , f it: ($, ] :) and he missed
it; (S,* M, g ;0 [in the first arid third of wllicih,
only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is men-

tioned, and expl. as syn. with U .;]) syn. U1.1.

(M.) And r';;ZI. I souglt tihemn and

missed them: or was imnorant of thtem. (Msb.)

And jI1 "J le passed by the people, or
party, and cft themn behind hi,t. (M.) An
relates, of an Arab of the desert, with whom
some companions of his made an appointmcnt to
meet him in a certain place of the mosque, and to
whom he broke his promise, that, being asked

respecting that, he said, p.i. 'i; mean-

ing [I passed by you and] I nat unmindful of
you. (,.) And henee the saying of Jereer, (S,
TA,) praising the Benoo-Umeiyeh, (TA,)

* aei4; 1,;.: .L ,A

meaning [They gave a hItundred camncle, eiglht
peronls drivsing thnem, or urying them by singing
to them: there ewas not in tlwei g.ft ieproach for

a benefit conferred, Ntor] unmnirulJitwst: or the

meaning is, nor missing (U .); that is, they did
not miss the proper place of the gift by their
giving it to such as did not d(Ceserve it and re-
fusing it to the deserving. (S, TA.) You say'

also, ; jy I wsu unacquainted rwith, or

knew not, his oath. (TA.) - [J..- is also, as

expl. below, ryn. with il t, but as a subst.,
having no verb properly betonging to it.] -.

... t ;.J r, (ISk, S, ,) nor. , inf n. ,.,

(ISk, ,) said of the a.t" [q. v.],It ate the

leaes fthetree: (ISk,S,.K:) and' ll.;J,
is likewise said of the i.*, [as meaning it ate the

wood]. (Z, TA.) And ;,.I a -, (ISk, S, M,

TA,)inf. n. ~J, (ISk,) The tree had its leaes

eaten by the : ( (S:) or reas smitten, or lig/h
on,bythe ab.: (ISk, M, TA:) and - .*lJr

[the rwood wnas eaten by the i.-], the verb in
this phrase being quasi-pass. of the verb in the

phrase ° .JI .J ,. like as ;4 and

ISo0 [BooK I.
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%a' are quasi-pasives of the verbs in the phrases

O.JI ';~, and ."i_ll ;";: (Z, TA:) and

hence] oe sap y lso,..AibL J,* t The wheat, or
food, was, or became, cankered, or eaten away;
as though smitten, or lighted on, by the L*,.

(M, TA.) - [Hence also,] SWJI ' "..j t tThe
ear of the seep, or goat, was entirely cut off.
(A, TA.) - And ti 'r She (a mother)
injured her child by too much milk. (A, f,* TA.)

4 Jjil, (M,b,) inf. n. J, !,(M, Msb,) lie
exceede, or trans~g d, the just, or right, bound,
or limit, or measure; acted extravagantly, ex-
orbitantly, or immoderatey: (M, M.b:) or
Jll signifies the being extravagant in e
d/t=re,yn.."3; (s;) orso ;i;. i. 1 J,j2:
(9, TA:) or, as some say, yJ.'3 means the "ex-
ceeding in respect of the right objects of expen-
diture," which is ignorance of the [right] manner,
and of things that should prevent it; and Jl,. 1
mesas the exding with respect to quantity [in
exp~nditure], and is ignorance of the values of
the right objects: (MF in art. jA:) or the latter
signifies the expending otherwise than in obedi-
nce of God, (Sufyan, ,* TA,) whether littb or

muck; (TA;) as also tJ, .: (M,TA:) it is
also said to mean the eating that which it it not
lafil to eat; and this is said to be meant in
the l]ur vi. 142 or vii. 29: and the putting a
thing in a wrong place [as when one expends
his money upon a wrong obiect]: and accord. to
Iyls Ibn-Mo'awiyeh, Jl.q,l is that [action]
whereby one falls stort of what is due to God.
(TA.) You say also, d4 O J l, meaning
]Ie was hasty in re~sect of his property, [i. e. in
expnding it,] without Fursuing the just course,
or keeping within due bounds. (M.) And J...I
.a*31 4I, and I$5i ;j, lIe exceded the due
bounds, or just limitJ, in speechl, and in daying.
(M.) S"1 I ;,l, which is forbidden in the
lur xvii. 35, is said to mean The slaying of
a;iother than the slayer of one's companion:
(Zj, M, Mgh:*) or the slaying the slayer without
the authority of the Sultdn: or tihe wnot beimj
content with sblying one, but slaying a number
of person, because of the high rank of the slain
and the low condition of the dayer: or the slay-
int one ldigher in rank than the dlayer: (Zj, M:)
or the slaying two when tie sdayer is one: or the
maiming or mutilating [before slaughter]. (Mgh.)

lj. also signifies The committing of many
faults, offences, or crimes, and in. (TA.) And
you say, l^j aJi.l (TA) and V UI;, (M, TA,)
mneaning He ate it hastily. (M, TA.)

5. J.-J lie sucked: and ate, gnawed, or de-
twured. (KL. [App. from a..r, q. v. See also

;j.W r., &c., in the latter half of the first
paragraph.])

j inf n. of , [q. v.]. (S:, M, Mb, K.)
-And also a subet. from Jj.il; (Msb;) i.q.
J'J~l; (M;) signifying Exces, or tra,jres-
#ion, of the just, or right, bound, or limit, or
maure; extravagant,'exorbitant, or inimodxle-

rate, action or conduct; (M, M9 b, TA;) contr.
of . (S, K.) See also 4, in two places._
[Hence,] t The over~loing of water from the
sides of a watering-trough, or tank; as in the
saying, U. aIJ I :-L I The water of the
watering-trough, or tank, [went away running to
naste, or] oerflo from its sides: (1, TA:)
or ;i' JZ. means t what goes, of water, withiout
irrigating and rwithout profit: [or rather its

going for nougt:] you say, je~,l ,ii ;i

- ,.iLt a.i j.. t [The nll irrigated thepalm-
trees, and the rest of the water went for nought,
in waste]. (Sh, TA.) - And Addictedness

(jI,-., S, [, or MJ, M) to a thing, (M,) or in
respect of wine. ', TA.) It is said in a trad.

(g, M) of 'Aisch, (TA,) O4 ; ., . | O

.JI [Verily tlcre is an addictedness to fleih-
meat like the addictedness to wine]: (S, M, TA:)
i. e. he who is accustomed to it is addicted to the
eating thereof, like as he who is constantly drink-
ing wine is addicted thereto, having little self-
restraint therefrom: or the meaning here ;s un-
mindfuldness [of consequenc with reect to e&-
meat &c.]: or corruptness of conduct, arising
from hardnes of heart, and daringness to dis-
obey, and self-imntpulsion to the grat Jication of
appetite: (TA:) or it may be [that the meaning
is, there is an extravagance with respect to fesh.
meat &c.,] from -. 1"1 ($, TA) in expenditure
for that which is not needed, or otherwiseo than
in obedience [to the law of God]. (TA.)-It

is also said in a trad., i ,1 5 .l rI S
~, s4 aj^ >,, meaning, , ,S ll

[i. c. Th man dsall not take a thi' as sloil that
is of high and great estimation, he being a be-
liever]: (]4, TA:) [for] people disapprove of
that: (TA:) and it is also rclated with ' [i. e.

:~ Ignorant; (IAr, M, Msb, TA ;) as also

' jZ.: (IA,r, TA:) or unmindful, negligent,
or heedeJs. (Msb.) And 1~t JA A
man missing, or mistaking, in heart, or mind;
negligent, or heedless, therein. (S,K, TA.) And
&,Ma J 1 .n .j t A man having little intelct,
or intelligence: or I corrupt in intellect; accord. to

Z, from ., *.jl dJI .. j,, of which the quasi-
pass. is Jy, [q. v.; meaning that it is from J.u
as a part. n. of this latter verb]. (TA.)_ -
au, ~.j, (s, M, K,) and "- 31, (M, TA,) A
land, and a valley, abounding with the [worm, or
caterpillar, or small creeping thing, called] AM.
($, M,* K, TA.)

.j. A certain white thing [or ubstance] re-
sembling the nweb of thie silkworm. (Ibn-'Abbad,

0,6 .)

I.~ [A certain worm, or caterpillar, or small
creeping thingq;] a small creeping thing that
makes for itsf a habitation, (S, k,) four-siled,
or sqnare, (s,) o f firagments of wood, (S, :r,)
joining them together Iy ntmeans of its spittle, in
the form of a h,r, [herc eanilng co:fln], (S,)

which it then enters, and [therein it] dies: (,
K:) or the silkworm: or a certain sma creep-
ing t)hing, dust-coloured, that constructs a beauti-
fid habitation in which it is: or a tery small
creeping thing, like the half of a lentil, that
bores a tree, and then constructs thercin a habi-
tation of pieces of wood, which it conjoint by
means of what resembles the web of the spider:
or a very snall dust-coloured cretping thing, that
come to a piece of wood and excavate it, and
then brings a bit of wood and puts it tierein, then
anotlher, then another, and then weatr what re-
senble the web of the spider: or, accord. to
A.In, a certain small creping thing, like the
worm, inclining in some deree to blackness,
found upon the [plants called] w~, that con-
structs a fuur-sided, or square, habitation, of

piecs of wCood, joining the extremiti of tle
together by neanm of a thing [or ubstance] re-
sembling the vweb of te spider: or the worm [or
caterpillar] that weares [a web] utpon certain
trees, and eats their Ieavt, and destroys the rest
thereof by that weaving: or a certain worm [or
caterpillar] like the finer, hairy, speckled with
black or white, that eats the Ilavet of trem to as to
make them bare: or a certain worm [or cater-
pillar] that weates upon itsef, of the sie of the

iner in length, a thi ing the 1 A' [or roll,
or scroll, of paper], which it enters, so becoming
unattainable: or a certain light, small creepinJ

thing, like a pider: (M :) pL. j . TA.)
Hence the prov., . [ [More sil in

fabricating than a M,J.]. (, M, 5.) And one
says also, A& ; [L tighter than a ].
(M.)

., accord. to Freytag, (but he has not
named hIis authority,) The erosion of a tree by
wood-fretters (" teredines," by which he means
Jr., pl. of aiM).]

.jo., ]£ard, sevwer, or difficult; great, mo-
mentors, or formidable: (0, J4, TA:) an epi-
thet applied to a day. (0, TA.)

A row of grape-vine. (O,.)

je1J: see below.

o.J; i. q. 1r [i. e. Lead, or blach lad, or
tin, or pewter]; (0, ];) of Pers. oriin, (0,)

arabicized, from .,., (0, L, K,) or .'t. (C.i.)

[See also .w..t.]

~jSh 1, (S, M, 0, 1,) and El-yantnee used
to say VJj.,, the name of A certain angel;
(M; [in which it is mentioned among quadri-
literal-radical words; but it is the-e said that the
! may be radical ;]) the angel who is to blow the
horn on tle day of reurrection: (Jel in vi. 7.9,

&c.:) [see s..s :] a foreign word (S, 0, 1)
prefixed, (g,) or as though prefixed, ($, 0,) to
)!.: (s, 0, :) and '.J"l is a dial. var. of the

same; (Kh, , M, 0, ]L[;) like as they said

CW. .P* and t1e1 and ,2~,l~l. (Akh, Q, O.)

j.... [Exceeding, or transgressing, the just, or
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right, bound, or limit, or measure; acting extra
vagantly, &c.: see its verb (4)]. -See als

- [Also] Denying, or dijachnowledging
the favowurs, or benefits, or the unity, and th
prophets and law, of God; a disbeliever, a:
unbiver, or an infuld: it is said to be used i
this sense in the Iur xl. 36. (TA.)

Eaten by the Z. [q. v.]. (TA.) An,
bj. ;.&.S A tree of whlich tihe leaves hav

ben eaten by the ab.-; (S;) or mitten, o
lighted on, by th,e L4. (ISk, TA.)_ _I

* A sheep, or goat, that has had its ea1
entirely cut off. (M, A.)

,. and j .

Jl~, and Jleh and ':>ll: see the nex
preceding art.

1. ,L .' ,~,, (~, Mgh, 0, Mqb,) or ;!
(g,) and '. (, Mg( , 0gh , M,b,) thus also
they sometimes said, (.,, O,) the prep. being
suppressed for the sake of alleviation, but meant
to be understood, (IJam p. 155,) aor. ,, inf. n.
;: (I, Mgh, 0, M,b, K) and p and h:

(Mgh, 0) and Up and 3j., (K,) Hie stolefrom
hin property, [or the thing,] i.e. he took it
[f.om him] secretly, and by artifce; (Mgh;)
or he came clandestinely to a Idace of autody,
a:ul took wohat blonged to hinm, nametly, another
person; (0, ];) as also t ~jj [followed by
,.]. (IAgr, .) And .i, [alone, He stob

from them; or robbed them]. (JK and ] in art.
jW.) It is said in a prov., '~ L JI JA
(0, O) The thief was robbed, and in consequence
xlem himsef: applied to him who has a thing not
belonging to him taken from him, and whose im-
patience consequently becomes excessive. (Meyd,*
0.) And ' I .,, inf. n. ., signifies the same
as 4J..: El-Farezdae1 says,

* l;, WIi *: 9Fh ':

* 9o% dI ej, 
[By no meam reckon thou that dirhem which
thto stokdt oill efface thy disgraceful practices
that mere committed in 'Omdn]. (IB, TA.)
And you say in selling a slave, ,. ' .: .#
,.sJlj Ij4! [I am irrwpon~ le to thee Afr

running awray and stealing]. (TA.) - One says
also, jI j,, meaning Jjl.. (Myb. See
3.) - And 3 - `_. (lit. His twoie wa
stolen], meaning I he became hoarse. (Z, TA.)
_ And 1.., , . [app. .;. i ',, expl. Us
meaning j.i .t, which I think a mis-
transcription for .v J.., i. e. t I have been
robbed of my hwnou., or reputation, 0 my

en)e.(TA.) - Amlnd ;.U es. 1.; t Wve
phased pleasantly, or withl enjonent, a niht of
the month. (TA.) - And Is~ t My

eye orercame me, (TA.) mm., aor. ., (Yoo,

IDrd, 1,) inf. n. . , (TI,) said of a thing,
o (Yoo, IDrd,) i. q. tua [It was, or Ibecamc,
7' unlerceied, or imperceptible, or hardly per
C ceived or percelptible, &c.]. (Yoo, IDrd, g.) -
n And 2LtQ ;..I, aor. as above, (IDrd, P,)
n and so the inf. n., (TA,) Iis joins became nweak,

orfeeble; (IDrd, 8;) as also tV J;31. (J.)

2. a m: see 1._-Also, (S,) inf.n. '..',
(8,) ie attributed to him [or accused him of]

r t/euft. (S.) It is said in the ](ur [xii. 81], accord.

to one reading,. &'41 t 1 [ Verily thy son hat
r ben accused ofthef]. (S.)

3. j Lp jt.a U t lc avails himSef of,
($, O,) or seeks, (1,) his inadvertene, to look at
him: (?,O,1:) [he takhes an opportunity of

t looking at him by stecalth:] and in like manner
one uses the phrases3 ta V and V
[as meaning the th aking an opportunity of looking

by stealth]: and t 3yJ 1 [alonc] signifies t the
taking an opp~rtanity of looking and of hearing:
(TA:) [and tie hearing discourse by dealth; as

is indicated in the TA:] and 'J. t ?3iL.$ [and
, .l alone, as appears fiom an explanation of
the part. n. -;, below,] He listened, (S,
0,) or heard, (Msb,) by stcalth; (b, 0, Myb;)
as also -l t V.- (Msb.)

5. H;3 le stolc [by drec, or] onec thing and
then another. (O, P.) So in the phrase 3p3

,L [H7e stol my poetry, bit by bit], used by
Ru-beh. (0, TA.) - ee also 8, in two places.

7. jr 1 He went, dren, or shrank, back, in
order to go away, from tiem. (Q,TA.
[In this and the following sense,the verb is
erroneously written in the Cgt j-i.]), And
He as, or berame, languid, and rreak, or feebe.
(0, 0, TA.) See also 1, last sentence.

8. jji l: see 1, first sentence: and see 3, in
two places. [See also G.i] - Also t He
deacived, or cirrcventced, ctly, [or by stcalth,]
like him o [o] listens. (TA.)l And you
say, t hL ¢. j, o J,l t wT7 7 riter
upssd some of the simn of ote rechoning.

(TA.)

Q. Q. i. ni t1 li IIe manured the land
with eft. (L in art. n .s b l.)

o,) Oblong pieccs (b , 0, Mob, .) of silk;
($, 0, Msb;) accord. to A'Obeyd, (, 0,) of
vhite silk: (0, O, .:) orsil in general: (.:)
said by A'Obeyd to be arabicized from the Pers.
J9-, meaning "good:" (8, 0 :) n. un. with ;
($, O, Msb;) which is expl. as meaning a Ilcce
of good silk. (TA.)

L.y and tali,. [the former of which is said
in the Mgh and i, and the latter in the K, to be
an inf. n., are also said to be] subets. from -,
[as snuch signifying T.et,] as also t 0, (, ,)
or t Ujj>. (Mob.)

,5-
8. . : ~ see what next precedes.

pac:

a, l : see J.. - Also, (Msb,) A thing stolen;
(Mgh, Msb;) and so 1 3; [pl. of the latter
,.,lA ;] whence the saying l.JI ;U ...
[lie has stolen things of poetry or vrse]. (TA.)

I j,, (II, and ~ and Msb in art. )
sometimes written tO,'r , (K,) as also O .2,
(Msb, TA,) Dung of horses or other solid-hoofed
animal, syn. ,j;, and b)j, (MOb,) orfirdh
dung of camels, sheep and goats, wild oxen, and
the like; (TA in art. jtl;) a manurefor land:
(L:) arabicized from C5 [or ',], (Msb,

K,) a Pers. word. (Msb.) [Sec .;.a, in art.

, [Thievish; a grcat thief]; an epithet
applied to a man, and to a dog: pl. O.. (TA.)

al : see ai. _-Also A stealer of ponetr
or verses. (TA.)

a,> [Very thievild; a rery great thief]: it
has no pl. (TA.)

Cj [Stealing; a thief; or] one who comes
clandestinely to a place of custody/, and takes
wlhat does not belong to him: (0:) pl. .., and 3l-'
(TA) and fii. (Mgh.)

sj_~ A certain disease in the members, or
linbs. (Ibn-'Abb,d, O.)

ii,L sing. of jl, wllicll signifies [Collars
by means of whicih the tn'o handb are confined
tgether to the neck, called alwo] 1 , (0,1,
TA,) of iron, attached to fetters or shackles.
(TA.) -And the pl., ~l., signifies also The
adjuncts (.j1S) in tie catches (.1s [q. v.]) of
a lock. (Ibn-'Abbfd, O, .K.)

e*. 1JI j..~4 [lit. Having the voice stolen,]
means htoare in voice. (Z, TA.) kAd hence,
.lj "3 t [A young gazelle] halciij a nasal
sound, or twang, in its crfy; as though its voice
were stolen: a phrase used by El-A 9shl. (TA.)

uX;t - Listening by stealth, ( ., TA,) like the
thief. (TA.) t Defective, nwnk in mtake.
(Ibn-'Abbad, O, .i.)-J~ Wi~'1_ SWeak in

wpeech or sayig. (A, TA.) - jam -
t Short in tihe nteck; (Ibn-'A)l)iitl, O, K, TA;)
applied to a man; (Ibn-'Abb)tl, O, TA ;) con-
tracted therein. (A, TA.) [In the Cg, C _Jl
is erroneously put for ,.Jl.]

, .. .
Q. 1. ' .k,:
o .0,
*:S.t

see the next preceding art.

Aipj.

., The anmsx; (IAar, T ;) the p1itre of egress
of the feres; i.c. the e.ctr,anit/i of tite rectum;
(S, 1. ;) a post-classical word: (s :) or the interior
of the extremity of the rectum: (Lth, TA:) or
the edge, dr margin, (f the rertum: accord. to
some, peculiarly in beasts of prey that have

J
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claws: pl. *,1l. (M.) Hence the phrase J.
,.*.II ~ ~.h Jl ;, occurring in a trad.
meaning t A man strong, or vehement, and vi
ent, or wronofid or unjust or tyrannical in con
duct: or a man prodigal of wealth and of blood.
and therefore described as wide in the places oi
egre and ingress. (TA in art. ,.^4 and in the
present art.)

,j, Pain of the anus. (1, TA.)

.4, [signifies, or implies,] Cmntinuane, or
incesant continuance, (A;4, Kh, M, L, and
jta,l, Kh, L,) of time, (Kh, M, L,) either ol
night or of day. (Kh, L.) [I have said "or
implies" because I have not found it used other-
wise than as an epithet, in the following senses.]
- Continuing; or continuing iwncessantly, or
ed y; syn. 51j; (Zj, ?, L, ]g ;) or i >;
'I . (Nh, L.)' It is applied in this sense to

night (Nh, L) [and also to day: to each in the
]5ur xxviii. 71 and 72]: and to night as meaning
Long. (L, 1.) - Accord. to EI-Fakhr Er-Razee,
it is derived from d'Jl, which denotes consecu-
tiveness and uninterruptedness, and the. is added
to give intensiveness to the signification: if so,
its proper place is in art. jw*; its measure being
J;U: (MF:) [thus] its ., is augmentative like
thed, in j. (Bd in xxviii. 71.) - One says

also, L;. `a lie, or it, is tm ever, orfor
ver. (Mgh in art. ,~ .)

> H avigy neither b gnin nor end.
(KT.)

0;l-!.: and 5 : and a> see art .,.

Q. 1. , M,, (S, ,) inf. n. ,*~,, (S,) He
fed, or nouriWsed, a child iell. (S, L, g.) -
And He cut a camel's hump [in pieces: see the
pas. part. n., below]. (1..)

. a term sometimes applied to The fat
of a camds hump. (S, L.) ~ And Much wa-
ter. (L.)

,ajp.4 A fat camel's hump: (?, L, :) or a
camel's hump cut in pieces. (L.) - Supplied
with the comforts and convenien of life, and

edl fed: and, with t, a womanfat, and 7ve1fed.
(L.) [Applied also to a young camel: see an ex.
in a hemistich cited in the first paragraph of art.

J.-.]~~~~~~~.

1. ; M, (.S , , ]gb,,) aor. ; (-,1.;)
and t1,, (-, M, 15,) aor. as above; ($, ;) and
~,, (S, M, ]~,) aor. ; (S, ]~;) inf. n.

;jlw, (S, M, ],) of the first verb, (-, M,) and
a, (Sb, Lb., $, M, Mgh, 15,) of the same verb,
(M, Mgh,) and of the second, (S, M,) and of the
third, (S,) and I. and ',l, (M, 1g,) both of the

third, but l>-, and this only, is mcntioned by Lh
Bk. I.
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as inf. n. of the scond verb; (M ;) He w", or
becam, poeed of liberality, bountln~ ,
munificence, or generoty, comined with man-
/lines, or manly virtue: (S, Mgh:) or manliness,
or manldy virtue, (M, 1g,) and (M,) or combined

f with, (Is,) high or elevated rank or condition,
e nobility, dignity, honour, or glory. (M, .. ) -

ijLt. means 77ae cleaning out of what are
termed ' [pl. of L*' or ;tW , which see in

art. VS]. (TA.),_ j- also signifies, like
~#. [inf. n. of 1 .. ] and ' .! [inf. n. of

? ~5y.], The throwing off a thing from oneself
r [or from another]; (15, TA;) and the puling off
a thing. (TA.) You say, s . l ;I ; .,

ff(ISk,-8,or,, '°'9(Ik, S,) or o, ar...1, (Mgh,) in£ n. , I,
r thre off the garment from me, (ISk, S,) or I

re~ved the garm~n from over him; (Mgh;)
and , is a diaL var. thereof; ( ;) or p .U

C10-
, in£ n. ; and V &l; he pulled off his

garmentfrom him: (M1:) and X J4.t d 
1;..t, (TA,) or /.iJ$l t C, (M,)and ,..,

and a.j., I threw off [the horse-cloth from
the horse, or from thi back of the horse). (TA.)
And .. ... [I threw offfom me my
coat of mai/]: in this case the verb is only with
, . (S.) [Hence,] ° ; " ' L (M ) or °,

r,J1 (S,15) in£ n. J, (TA,) I Anciety
became removed from him; as also ; t l
.,
,eJl: (, ,* TA:) or his an~ety became re-

moved, or cleared away. (M, in explanation of
the first of these phrases.) And J; ~ l "c 't ;
t Fear was made to quit him: the teshdeed de-
notes intensiveness. (TA.) And hence the phrase
in a trad., _j .1 t a ( t[And4r~o .*w te.U t [Atnd
when the vehemnt distrs of mind ariing from

the oppression caused by inaspiration was made to
quit him]; referring to the Prophet. (Mgh.) 

0*-
,&,, (],) in£ n. j,, (TA,) said of the female

locust, She laid eggs: (::) a dial. var. of .
(TA.)

[2.-. . 1 AmJ, said by the Prophet on the
occasion of the expedition of Ohod, means To-
day ye shall have your L.> [or that person,
among you, lwho is distinguished by liberality and
mnatlness, &c.,] slain: and [accordingly] FIam-
zeh was then slain. (TA.) ~ See also 1, in six
places.

3. ;bL, inf n. l*;L., i. q. . [i. e. He vi
with him, or contended with him for tuperiority,
in glory, or rather in liberality and manliness,
&c.: see 1, first sentence]. (TA.)

4. U.jI He became in, or upon, land, or
ground, such as is termed ;t.,: belonging to the
present art., accord. to Er-Raghib: (TA:) or lte
betook himsalf to the ;l.t [app. meaning the
mountainous tract so calledl]: (K and TA in art.
,M:) it is like ~.A and A51. (TA in that art.)

See also 1, in two p)laces.

5. 5 .. signifies J , (S, , TA,)
i. e. [Ie a.flectcd, or constrained hin.vlf, to
posess libcralit,y and u-anline, &c., (see 1, first

sentence,) or] high or elevated rank or condtim,
nobility, dignity, honour, or glory, and manli-
nessw or manly vtue: (TA:) or it signifies
, ~ .M.I [he took a concubine-ave]: (1:) or
- one says also, .,t4Jl [He took the

girl, or young aoman, as a concubinedace], from

J.t 1; msaid by Yaloob to be originally .J,

[which see in art. ,] from j.Jt. (S.) - And

.p-lJ signifies V ,It .p i. [i. e. He took the best
thereof]. (M, TA. [See also 8.])

7: see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

8. 5-_,~l He choe, or sected, as being the
best, (S, M, 15,) a thing, (M,) or men, (S, ]1,)
and camels, and sheep or goats. (S.) And
aJ---
Akit-l I took the best of it. (T, TA. [See also
5, last sentence.]) And ;l' I signifies the same
as Lt$,, being formed from the latter by trans-
position. (TA.) One says, ji 4j.t ; i ..l,
(S,) or '. , (1g,) i.e. Death c/he [or took]
the best of the sw of such a one, or of the tribe.
(-8,' 1, TA.)

0*,
an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. ($, M, K, &c.)

[Used as a simple subst., Liberality, bountfdul-
nes, muniJicnce, or genwrosity, combinted wvith

manliness, or manly virtue; &c.] - Ience,.l
pJ tAloes-wood, or the likc, that is uwl for
fumigation; syn. _e71. (Iar p. 228.) - Also
A part that ries from [til bottom of] a valley,
and slopes down from tih rugged portion of a
mountain: (M, 1I:) or that rises from the
channel in whiclh the water flows, anl slopes down
from the ruggeed portion of a mountain: (M :)
it is li0 a *t. (~.) a--I1, (S, ,) or ,

occurring in a trad., is said to mean .
[Th settemnt of .limyer]. ($, M, n.) - And
A certain kind of tre, (,M, 1,5,) w-known;
(1];) [the common, or evergfren, cypr~s; cu-
presw emperviren of Linn.: applied thereto in
the present day: (Delile's Florm Aegypt. Illustr.,
no. 900:)] n. un. with ;. (8, M, 1.) - And
Crtain wr~ that light upon plants, (M, I~,
TA,) and eat them: (M:) .tl, in [some of]
the copies of the ], is a mistranscription for;AJl:
(TA:) sing. [or rather n. un.] with ;. (M.)

. The back (M, M1, ]) of anything: ( :) pl.
l : (S, M, 1::) it has no broken pl. (M.)

And The highlr, or highet., part of anything:
(M in the present art., and K in art. e w:) so
[for instance] of a mountain. (TA in art. .'.)
[Hence,] tJIl ;J!l, (M,) or i "JI [by way of

preeminence, for M;1. is prefixed to the names of
a number of places and of tribes, as is said in the
TA in art. 4], A certain mountain [or mnoun-
tainous tract] commencing near 'Araofdt and ex-.
tending to Nejrdn of El-Yemen: (Mqb:) pl. as
above. (M.) - The highlest [or mt advanced
state] of the day: (TA:) [or] the state of ad.
vancement, nwhen the sun has become somewhat
high, (syn. Wta,) ofthc day, (M, K, TA,) and so
of othler things; by some said to mean the mi&lh:
thereof; (M;) so in the S, in relation to thae
day; but this is [said to be] a mistake: (TA:)
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in a verse of El-Bureylc El-Hudhalee, of the
night: pL as above: and the sing. also occurs
used as a pl. (M.) - The midd/e of anything:
pl. as above. (g.) The middle and main part of
a road; (Mgh, Mqb;) the hard and eevated part
thereof. (i.) It is said in a trad., .ItI vl
kLI1 M. (e, gh) Th back and mid of

the road, (8,) or the midde and main partU
thero~f, (Mgh,) are not for the women; meaning
that they should walk upon the side parts. (..)
- Accord. to Er-Righib, A wide tract of land
(TA in art. .t.) 1 It is also a pl., of a rare
torm, (.8, Mqb,) or a quasi-pl. n., (M, j,) of

,_j [which see in several places]. (., M,
Myb, 1.)

j~ n. un. of;, . [q.v.] in two senses. m See
also ;f

-: see what next follows.

J.E' (Th, A.Hn, T, .8, M, ]) and * j..- (Th,
M, lAth, O) and t ;, (Kr, M, A) A small
arrow·: (8 :) or a small and short arrow: or an
arrore broad and lon in the head; (M, lg, TA;)
but tlhrewithal dlender and short; with which
one asoots at th butt: (TA:) or such a is
round and tmooth, not broad; the broad and
long being termed 14iL: (M:) or the ery
ende~ of arrow-head, that p~trates into

the coats of mail: (Th, M:) orit [is an arrow
that] petrate into the coats of mail, for which
reason it is called A* ,l its hoad entering like
tho needle: (T, TA:) or an arrow-ad re.
r~mbling an ordinary needl~ or a larg need~le:
it is mentioned also in art. L..J, [as being a
mnall, short, round and snooth arroe-head,
havin no breadth, and as being called ;. and
¢.,] because the word belongs to that art. and

to this: (M:) [sace also ;aj; and see *A in

art. Ij u:] the pl.is i.nJs [or q.; ?] acord.to
the T, or fj accord. to the .. (TA.) - The
first (j$ ) also signifies The locust in its first
state, whAen it is a larva; ( ;) or is its first
state of growth, whe it coms forth from its eg:
(M:) originally with hemz: (.:) [see : ,, in
two places:] and . is a diaL var. thereof. (8.)
[Seo also 12q.]

Ia 
S.-, as an epithet applied to a man, (., M,

1c, &c.,) may be from ;J , '!$ "I chose, or

selected, the thing," or from I-JI1 "the higher,
or highest, part" of a thing, (Iyam p. 337,) or,

accord. to Er-Rlighib, from ,f; z " I
pulled off the garment from me," (TA, [in which
this derivation is said to be good, but I think it
fur-fetched,]) Possessing liberality, bountifulness,
,nunilficence, or generosity, comnbiued writh manli-
ns, or manly virtue: (., Mgh :) or possessing
mnanliness, or manly virtue, (M, ],) and, (M,)
or combined with, (lg,) high or elerated rank or
condition, nobility, dignity, honour, or glory:
(M, 1 :) or i. q. .s4j [meaning a chief, or person
high in rank or condition]: (Mb :) [or a gene-
rous and manly or noble person:] fern. with;:
(M, V:) and os1 signifies the same, ap-

plied to a man; and V J1' applied to a
I - a.eit 

woman: (M :) the pl. of j., is '1 and n 1 .,
(Lh, M,4 ) and i ,(Az,I ,) whichlis ano-

malous, ITA,) and i, (T, S, Mgh,o Msb,) [ori-
ginally j,j which is ,also] anomalous, (T,
TA,) the only instance of ai as the measure of
a pl. of a word of the measure J', (S, M.b,)
or it is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb, M, 1C,) and its pl. is
j1-; (., M, Mgh, ]V ;) meaning I;!L [or
chi/fi, &c.]; (Mgh); and i!,', with damm, [ori-
ginally J-, ] is a dial. var. of ;lM, as pl. [or

quasi-pl. n.] of bSr: (IAth, TA:) the pl. of

is.;a and L . M (M, .) Also Cawen,
or choice, or select: (M:) what is good of any-
thing; pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] llj: (Ham p. 337:)
the bst, (M9 b, TA, and Har p. 56,) and in like
manner *1_ [as a pl.]; (M, M.b, TA, and YHam
p. 57, and Har ubi supr i;) the former, of men,
(gar ubi supra,) and of camels; (S;) and the
latter, of men, (S, TA, and Ham ubi supra, and
Hlar,) and of cattle or camels and the like, (S, M,
TA,) as also the former. (TA.)~ See also
art. . Oi.

;lf, said by some to be originally of the

measure Jadi, from . : see art. j/.

C*w is of the measure j.i [denoting the
comparative and superlative degrees] from j.JI
signifying " liberality, bountifulness, munificence,
or generosity, combined with manliness, or manl
virtue :" [&c.:] whence the phrase iy, ,1
meaning T7e bet of them in rsect of chiefdon

or the like: om it may be from t Il; meaning
in this instance that the fame of the chiefdom, or
the like, of him to whom it relates has pervaded
the countries and spread among mankind; and
this is more worthy of regard in respect of the
method of grammatical analysis; from Mtr:
(.Har p. 363: [see art. $J_:]) [ISd, however,
assigns the word to the present art.:] see 5, last
sentence.

&SJ . l A land containing the , or
locust in itsfirst state, when it is a larva. (S.)
[In a copy of the M, it is said to be from j-Jl;
and the context there indicates the meaning to
be A land infested by a morm of the hind termed
~, of which j.. is the n. un.: but probably

i,JIt, in this instance, is a mistranscription for

J'I, which is mentioned immediately after as
meaning " the locust in its first state of growth,
when it comes forth from its egg."]

^'ljj. ; and its fem., with i: see t.

Q. 1. i.,, (inf. n. JJ, TA,) He clad

with Jl. (8, M, -. )
him

Q. 2. Jj.J He clad hIimse~f, or became clad,

ith J atlr. (m, M, a.)

Jtj.: see J lj, latter half, in two places.

*X:rl: see Jkml., in the latter half

;J1j.r: see the next paragraph, latter half, in
two places.

J ,Oj; ,a Pers. word, (S,' M, Myb,' 1,) ori-

ginally Jl:J,, (MA, KL, [in the former loosely
expl. by the word ;tj, and so in the PS,]) of
well-known meaning, (S,) [Draners, trousers, or
breeches; originally applied to such as are wrn
under other clothing;] a certain under-garmnt;
(MA;) [but now applied also to seut as are worn
externally;] is masc. [and perfectly decl., i. e.
with tenween], and fem. [nnd imperfectly decl., i. e.
without tenween]; ($, M, Msb, 1I ;*) sometimes
masc., (Msb, 11,) but not known to As otherwise
than as fem.; (M;) accord. to the usage most
commonly obtaining, it is imperfectly decl. and
fem.: (MF :) Sb says that it is a sing., and is a
foreign, or Pers., word, arabicized; resembling,
in their [the Arabs'] language, what is imper-
fectly decl. [as a pl. of the measure JQtW] when
determinate and when indeterminate; but is per-
fectly decl. when indeterminate; and imperfectly
decl. if applied as a proper name to a man, and
so is its dim. if so applied, because it is fem. and
of more than three letters: ( :) or it is imper-
fectly decl. as a proper name because it is also
originally a foreign word; and its dim., ? Je~,
[for J,l. thej being changed into i, as in

for ;,,] is perfectly decl. unless used as a
proper name, in which latter case it is imperfectly
decl. [for the reason above mentioned or] because
it is fem. and determinate: (IB, TA:) it (i.e.
~.~l~) is made, as a pl., imperfectly decl. when
indeterminate by some of the grammarians; (S;)
and it occurs in poetry imperfectly decl. [when
indeterminate]: (., M,* IB, TA:) [but this may
be by poetic license:] thus in the saying of Ibn-
Mu4bil,

.~ Jcj; l - .

[Tl7e came as an obstacle int.ernig in the way
to her, or tiwm, the wild bull, as tJhough he wmre
a Perdan youth in drawers; one weith a pair of
horn]: (," IB, TA:) the former [however] is
the usual way, [contrary to what has been said
on the authority of MF,] though the latter is
more valid: (S:) the pl. is .l,.: (, M,
Msb, 1]:) Sb says that it has no broken pl.,
because, if it had, it would be the same as the
sing.: (M :) or, (IC,) some say, (S, M, Mqb,)
namely those grammarians who make it imper-
fectly decl. when indeterminate, (S,) holding it
to be [originally] an Arabic word, (M.b,) it is a
pl. of which the sing. is * I;l£. (S, M, b, ld)

and t Jjl (S, 1) and t p, which is [said
to be] the only instance of a word of the measure

jq,i: (J :) [this, therefore, confirms the opi-
nion that I hold, that the measure of this word is

Ja, and that all the words of the present art.
are quadriliteral-radical, agreeably with an asser-
tion in the. TA that sJj is not genuine Arabic:
though it seems that all the lexicographers regard
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the j in the words of this art. as augmentative:]
a poet says,

[Upon him is an under-garmnent of inobleness,
(i. e. ignobleness cleaves to him like a pair of
drawers,) so that he does not become tender-
hearted to one who endeavours to conciliate him]:
(Q,* M:) in the "Mujarrad," &t is made
fem., andt JI> mase.: (M.b:) · tl is a
dial. var.; (I ;) or syn. with the ,; the in
the former being asserted by Ya4]oob to be a
substitute for the J [in the latter]: (M:) and

13Jlj, with .,, is likewise a dial. var. [of Jiljy],
(s,) mentioned by Es-Sijistinee, on the autho-
rity of some one or more of the Aralbs: (TA:)
[the common modern pronunciation is Jji,_: pl.

,~,-]
Je!i : dim. of )O,, q. v. (IB, TA.)

Jiii.. Clad with J~i; as also t
(A, TA.) - [Hence,] J , t A bird whoxe
pl. mage clothes its yes. (M, L, TA.) And
IJjp. LLom t A pigeon having f.athers upon
its les. (~Q, g, TA.) And Jj' ,, (9,) or
Jj_" ;l! * , (A'Obeyd, S, TA,) S [A horse,
or a black and white torse,] whose whitees
of tbhe leys aext.nls. (A'Obeyd, S, K) boeyjond,
(A'Obeyd(l, ];, TA,) or to, ($,) the arnms anl
thighs: (A'Obeyd, %, I:) or Jj opplied to
a horse means white in the hiniler part, [and
blach, or (f some other colo&r, in the hlinl legsx,]
the nrlite,:,w descending to the th;ghs. (A, voce
;jl.)_ And j 1..- JI signifies t The wild bull:
because of the blackness that is in his legs. (Az,
TA.)

j see the next preceding paragraph.

X .1,: ase JQ1.., in art. Jjo..

1. t (~, M, K,) or JA J pS- (Msb) and
.J*U, (Mgh1, M.s,,) aor. kS (~,) inf n.
t$ (S, M, Mgh, 0) and tS.2, (.8, 1) and

n/: nad i (M,) and I;l,; (.,and TA
as from the ]g, but not in thie CIg nor in my MS.
copy of the I ;) the first of a form rare among
inf. ns., because it is one of the forms of pls., as
is shown by the fact that some of the Arabs make
it and LS5 fem., namely, Benoo-Asad, sup-
posing them to be pls. of 1/,* and 01 ,, (8,) and
Li) knew not S.s but as a fem. noun; (M;) or
the inf. n. is 5, and X/ , and .,. are more
special [in meaning, as will be shown below, voce
aX,], and l: is pl. of ' ,; (Mb ;) or X;
is an inf. n. un., and h., is a simple subst., and
so is kS, (S, TA,) and so is ¥.r (Myb, TA)
also, as some say; (TA;) He Journeyed, or
travelled, by night, or in the night, (S, M, Mgh,
MNb, I,) in a general sene; (M,I ;) accord. to

AZ, in the first part part of the night, and in the
middle thereof, and in the last part thereof;
(Myb, TA;) and 'tU .1 signifies the same (S,
M, Mgh, Mob, K) in the dial. of El-1.ij&z, (S,
M,b,) inf n. °I ; (M;) as also * ks_; (M,

C;) and perha~s2 {.-3 likewise. (Mgh.) [See
also s and '. below.]' It is said in a prov.,

v .1 1 [ nt awJay in the manner
of a Ihedlye-hog's nighAt-travelling; meaning tlhny
wcnt awnay by night]; because the .MW goes all
the nighlt, not sleeping. (M.) - [Hence, as
denoting unseen progress,] it is said also of the
root of a tree, meaning It crept along beneath
the grenrd; (Az, M, K;) aor. as above, (M,)
inf. n. &5. (TA.) - And it is said of ideal
things, as being likened to corporeal things;
tropically, and by extension of the signification;
(Msb, TA;) or metaphorically; [as, for instance,]
of calamities, and wars, and anxieties: (M, TA:)
and the predominant inf. ns. [in these cases] are
%t and O., (TA.) One says, kS

i, 'I ) .. 1. [Thte root, or strain, of evil
crept in the man]. (Es-Sarakaustee, Msb, TA.)
And _1 .Ji s i [The poison crepqt in himn, or
petraded hi,]; and similarly one says of wine;
and of the like of these two things. (EIl-Fraibee,
Ms,, TA. [See also 4..]) And the lawyers say,

.l;J1 tI I h.. I [The wtound etended to
the soul], meaning that the pain of the wound
continued until death ensued in consequence

thereof: (Mgh,o Msb, TA:) and L
*!.C j1 I [Ris hand 'was cut o; and it ex-
tentled to his upper arm], meaning that the effect
of the wound passed by transmission: and 

Ijm1, and 1.a7w, The pnohibition, and tle
enupinciation, [extended, or] pa.scd by transmis-
sion: phrases current among the lawyers, but not
mentioned in books of repute, though agreeable
with others here preceding and following. (Msb,

TA.) One says also, *,JI C s .*. : Anxiety
came to him [or ulon Ahimt] by nighat: and us£

I I Ris anxiety trent away. (Mob,, TA.) And
similar to these is the phlrase in the ~ur [lxxxix.
3], ~ 611 SIPJI And by tthe nighlt when it

goes away: (Msb, TA:) or, as some say, wewn
one journteys in it; like as one says..U J6.
meaning " night in whichl one sleels :" the [final]
US [of the verb] is elided because it terminates a
verse. (TA.)_ It is made trans. by means of
.,: (Msb:) one says, d 4s [lie made him to

journey, or travel, or he transported him, by
niight, or in the nighIt; or it may be rendered he
journeyed, or travelled, with him, by night, or in
the night]; (M, Msb, K;) and in like manner,
[and more commonly,] a4 ks.; (, M,Msb,
g;) and V~1 ; (,sM, ;) like as one says,
.,u;.tt J,g as well as.l,iJI M.:I. (S.) As to
the saying in the $:ur [xvii. 1], J.l ,.t,
w , ' - ;.1 [Extolled be the glory of Him

who tranported his servant by night!], it is an
instance of corroboration, (S, 0, TA,) like the
saying, ; 1 .;. and 2k a.)L,: (, TA:)

or the meaning is [simply] ec: (1(, TA:) ao-
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cord. to 'Alam-ed-Deen Es-Sakhiwee, "J is
added, although .'1 is not otherwise than by
night, because the space ovcr which ho was
transported is not to be traversed in less than
forty days, but was traversed by him in one
night; as though thle meaning [intended] were,
.~a, J;il 6; and it denotes wonder: J. is here
used instead of aiJ because when they say 5..
iJ the meaning generally is he occupied the
whole of tte night in journeying: Er-RGlgibl

holds the verb in this instance to be from '!
signifying "a wide tract of land," to belong to
art. .)., and to be like .a..I and .,J1; the mean-
ing being, who transported his servant over a
wvide tract of land: buttliis is strange. (TA.)

s.U kSW; (M, ](,) aor. , (M, TA,) inf n.
S. ;" (TA,) He threw lhis oods, or utensils and

furniture, upon the bacl of his beast. (M, ]g.)
-And I.Jl k .. , inf. n. q, He re-
moved from over me the garmnent: but j is more
approved [as the final radical: see 1 in art, 3j.p].

(M, TA.) You say, 4,+ I , ; and ,/ I
pulled off tiw garmernt : and f * It was
removed from over him, and remnoved from its
place: the teshdeed denotesintensiveness. (TA.)

2;. ;3.., (I,) or ).- Ls, (TA,) inf. n.
[,.;., He (the leader of an army, TA) detachedl a

i} [q.v.] (1,TA) to the enemy by night. (TA.)...

s, ' ai.l XL.d inf. n. as above, He exmled
the tweeat fprn his body. (TA.) - See also 1,
last sentence, in two places.

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph, in
two places: -and again, in the latter half, in
three places. - See also 4 in art. )..

5 : : see 1, first sentence.
8:

W..
ks, [said by some to be an inf. n., by some

to be a simple subst., and by some to be pl. of
0*0*

, or supposed to be so, and therefore made
fem., as mentioned in the first sentence of this
art.,] meaning A journeying, or travelling, by
nightt, or in the night, in a general nstm, is masc.
and fem., (M, ]g,) by some of the Arabs made
fem., (?,) and not known to Lh but as a fem.
noun. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

1 A o- e - -

[At daybreak, the party commend night-journey.
ing]: applied to the man who endures difficulty,
or distress, or fatiguc, hoping for rest, or case:
(Meyd:) and in inciting to labour for the accom-
plishment of an affair with patience, and to dispose
and subject the mind, until one commends the re-
sult thereof. (Ilar p. $55, q. v.)

;1.: se art. j_..

~,. and V a w are inf ns. of ,.:: (M,. :)
or have a more special signification than the
inf. n. of that verb, which is k.: one says,

0.1 . 0-60* 61 v** 50j
%"cUl Ce.. A- L" and Jq" [lVe journeyed
by night a journy of the night]: and the pl. of

43, i. [4 dt e 0,..*.r is [said to be] Ljs: (Mfb:) or one says,
171 '

a
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/J_1; L4L - [We journeyed by night a
singe nuiht-journey]: and the subst. [signifying
a journeyi!n, or tratveling, by night, or in the
night,] is v a, and 5, . (S, TA.)

J.,: see the next preceding paragraph, in
four places.

I,j meaning An arro ead, (As, M, TA,)
such as is nall, rt, round and smooth, haing
no breadth, (M, TA,) is a dial. var. of i$j.,
[q. v.], (A., TA,) or formed from the latter word
by the substitution of js for I because of the
kesreh: (M, TA:) accord. to the ]C, tf
signifies a small round arrow-lhead; but this is a

mistake; the correct word being 4., with kesr,
and without teshdeed to the US. (TA.) - It is
also a dial. var. of j'. signifying The locust in

its first state, when it is a larva. (S in art. jy".)

f. A certain tree, (AI.n, S, M, g,) from
whaich bos are made, (AvIn, , M,) the wood
whereof is of the best of woods, and wichi is of
the tremes of the mountains: (Ain, M:) El-
Ghanawee El-Aypbee says, the 5 and I4
[q. v.] and o!. are one: (TA in art. L .. :) [it
is also mentioned in the TA in art. .. :] n. un.
L;5. (M, g.)

;S i).. q. J [A rer, &c.]: (Th, M :) or a
rivulet, or streamlet: (?, M, Mgb :) or a riulet
running to paln-trees: (M, l:) pl. [of pauc.]

, (, ) and [of mult.] (8b,
M, Meb, ] :) Xl.i as its pl. has not been heard.
(s.) Thus it has been expl. as occurring in the
1]ur xix. 24. (M, TA.) 8ee also art. j.

a A portion of an army: ($, Mb :) of the
measure ii.a in the sense of the measure alg;:

ecausoe marching by night, privily; (Mlgh,
Myb;) thus originally, and afterwards applied
also to such as march by day: (lam p. 45:) or
it may be from .1 .I? "the act of choosing, or
selecting;" because a company chosen from the
army: (Mgh: [but if so, belonging to art. j* w:])
.fro fie pers to thr hundred: (M, 5:) or
four hundred: (VjC:) or, of horsemen, about four
hundred: (M:) or the best thereof, (?,) or the
utmost, (Nh,) consists of four hundred: (f,
Nh:) or, accord. to the "Fet-b el-B&ri," fiom
a huAdred to five hundred: (TA:) or nine, and
more than this; three, and four, and the like

being termed 4;l , not i,j: but it is related of
the Prophet that he sent a single person as a

4,: (Mgh:) the pl. is M. (S,Myb) and

;i.. (Msb.) See also a .

at.. A jour~ing, or traaling, by night, or
in the night: (f, Myb, TA:) an inf. n.; (TA as
from tho ]g; [see 1,.first sentence;]) or a simple
subst. (Myb, TA.)

t[;f.t, from the inf. n. pi,k , Pervasie:
occurring in philosophical works, and probably
post-classical.]

[ailJt Th7e Syriac language.]

. One who jou~y much, or often, by
night. (s.)

t Journeying, or trav g, by nighAt, or in
the night, in a general sn: (M, TA:*) pl.
;It. (TA.) - Hence, because of his going

[about] by night, (TA,) L .JI signifies The

lion; as also , t:.t and 1. (1,

TA.)

k,?1 A party, or company of mnen, jo ying
by night. (Er-Raghib, TA.) - And A cloud
that coan by night: (S,Myb:) or c/lou that
tratvl by night: (]:) ora cloud that is be~een
that which com in the early morning and that
rwhich comes in the emning: [perhaps thus termed
as having previously travelled in the night :] or,
accord. to I?, a rain that come in the night:
(M, TA:) pl. Ls1 [app. a mistranscription for
/1,, being indeterminate]. (1, TA.) - One

says, k,L It.# q He came in the morning
of a night in which was rain. (TA.) - And
the pl. tJ! I signifies The ases: (M:) or the
wild ass:. (TA:) beeause they rest not by
nigbt: (M:) or because they pasture by night.

(TA.). Also A col, syn. Lil.;, (S, M,
Myb, 15,) of stone, or of bahed brics; so in the
"Bari':" (TA:) pl.jtlj.. (Mgh.)_ [And A

mast: see andy,: and see also tL.]

kLs [More, and most, usd to night-jou~rn-

ing]. [.more ed to goabout by
night than a e~ -hog] is a prov. of the Arabs.
(TA.) [See also the samne word in art. jpw.]

Fe-
LS.*- may be a n. of place and a n. of time,

[signifying A place, and a time, of nightjoune-
ing,] as well as an inf. n. (Ilam p. 23.) It is
[used also in a larger sense, as] wn. with ".
[A place, and a time, of going &c.: a way by
which one gos &c.]. ([ar p. 540.)

,, : sce t, above.

,j ~1 He who goes forth in, or among, the

[company termed] '. (IAth, TA.)

W~'G and ( M, (M, 1,) i. q. i-, wth
two ,i s, (L, TA,) the second of which is com-
monly pronounced h.-, and by some -s~,
(TA,) A kind of tree, (M, ,) a kind of lofty
tree, (TA,) of which arrows are made, (M, 1],
TA,) and bows. (TA.) In the saying of Ru-
beh,

* .041 d1 

[She raent, and he went, like the rode of the
.ytb, (of which see another reading voce

in art. ,.,,) meaning, like arrows], it

may be that %$1-_Jq is a dial var. of -1Jl, or
it may be that the I is added for the sake of the
rhyme like as it is in .,,(aJ in a verse cited in
art. ,u. (M. [Accord. to the 19 and TA,

* wl,A..Xl is used by Ru-beh for bu'.t'l: but
this is evidently a mistake.])

* .0..

: see the preceding paragraph: _- and
see also .

l , and , and ; and A.;:.:
see the paragraph that next follows.

and :s.-, (1],) or the former and
t ,.i; ., which is mentioned by Th, (M,) A
ind of tree; (M, 1 ;) accord. to AHn, it gro

from its sds, and become tall, but doe not
endure the winter; it ha leaves lie thos of the

9 [q. v.], beautifl; people sow it in the
gardens, dsiring its beauty; and it has a pro-
duce le the oblong ricarp .(hl,., ) of esame,
but thinner: (M, TA:) AlHn adds that, whe its
pericarpe dry, it makes a rustig sound (a sound
uch aU is termed ) [in thte wid], like the
[specie of ca~sia cald] &.: (TA :) [the
tesbania Aegytiaca of Persoon; rschynomen
esban of Linn.; (Delile, Flor. Aegypt. Illustr.,

no. 682;) dolichos tseban of Forskal (in his Flora
Aegypt. Arab, p. lxx., no. 362) :] AHn further

says, t.' t t1.P j: (M, TA:) [this may
perhaps mean that Fr has mentioned, as a var. of
this word, t ., as it is in the accus. case:
but I think that the right reading "is V and

also , (which last has been mentioned
above on the authority of the 1],) for it is im-
mediately added in the TA, "it is masc. and
fern.," app. indicating that it is with, and with-
out, tenween: then it is there further and strangely
added, "it is brought from India:"] a rijiz uses

the form t* Q1l, at the end of a verse, for

I ,t¥.. necessarily eliding [the O for the sake
of the rhyme]. (M, TA.)

Zl;: see the first paragraph, in two places.

.. ,-, without ,, (A;it, TA,) A kind of tre,
of vwhich arrows are made: (Agit, M:) a
hind of black tree: (S, ]:) ora kind of tree
(Al5n, M, 1) of the mountains, of the [ort
tenrmed] , (AKn, M,) of hich bowt are made:
(A[n, M, 1 :) or, (,) as some assert, (AVn,
M,) the [tree caled] ,4,1 [i. e. ebony]: (A.ln,
M, 1] :) or, (1],) as others assert, (Ajn, M,) the
[tre called] j: (AIln, M, g: [in some copies

of the V k.:, which means the same:]) but
neither of these two is suitable for bows. (A[n,
M.)

:.Cl [an arabicized word, app. from the Greek
scLr or Wa-j,] Tow; i. e. nwhatfallsfromJfaz in
the process of combing. (g. [Sec also art.
,,.t])

i: . and ;:.; are sings. of Jb.L., which
signifies The [wide benche, of ttone or brick ,c.,
generaly built against a wal, called] CM5L&
upon which p~p sit: (AZ, 1g:) [and parti-
cularly suach as sumround the court of a mo~que:

for] one says, s-..t-Jl UiS Xt h adv, mean-
1
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ing [I aw them sitting upon] the ;41
around the court of tAe moque. (A. [See also
art. -.]) _The pl. also signifies olack-
smi/th anvi. (IAr, 18. [See, again, art. 1..] )
-And Waters topped up, or cAoked up, with
earth or dut; or altered for the wor by long
tading; syn...~.s , [q. v.]. (IA*r, ].)

1. ,, (A, g,) aor. ', (g,) inf. n. ;. ,
(Mqb,) He spread it, prad it out or forth, or
e/panod it: (A, Mb, 1 :) this is the primary

signification. (Myb.) You say, j! AT 3 .J,

inf. n. as above, God spread or cxpa:m te

earth. (g.) And jI * ;, aor. and inf. n. as

above, HIe spread the t a [to dry]. (Msb.)

And j1 A A.1 [tHe spread evny
the crumbled, or broken, brcad in the bowl]. (A.)
And H, iL. He made em his [por

flat roop]; as also t C;L, (,) in£ n. eL

(TA.) And 1 , aor. and inf. n. as above;

[le made a fJat roof to the ouse, or chamber;] as

also ;L. (TA.) And"ll i ;V , in£ n.
a above, I made the top [or roof] of the gram
[lfat/] W e the . [of a hoe]: (Mb :) t.i

is the contr. of e.... (s,A;).-He threw
Aim down (A, L, K) [so that he lay] extendd on
the back of hi neck, (A,) or spread pon the
grod. (L.) And He threw Aki dorm on Ai
side. (i.) And UtI ; He made the she-
camel to lie down on her brast. (TA.) - And

e sent his with his mother; namely, a lamb or
kid, or a new-born lamb or kid. (0, ~.)

2: se above, in three places.

5: ee what next follows.

7. CJ".3l It nw, or became, pread, ~ pread

out 'or fort,~ or epanded; as also t .
(TA.)-8aid of a man, He became estend
[lyi] on toe back qfir mnc, (l, M,b,) a.wcted by
a disas of log contiance, or crippd, (Mqb,)
and movd not: (9, Mb :) or he became thrown
down [so that Ae lay] nded on the back of
his neck. (A.)

Q. Q. 3 [accord to the i, but of an extr. form].
k Z:! It (a thing) wa, or became, long and

wide. (AA, 8. [Mentioned in the $ in this art.,
a though of the measure -j 1: see also art.

9;· a word of well-known meaning; (s;)
The pper, or ppermo, part [or surface] of a
house or chamber &c.; (Meb ;) [the lat top or
roof of a house c.;] the back (Aj) of a house
or chamber (1, TA) hen it is jlat, l1,4 or
eve; because of its expansion: (TA:) and the
upper, or uppermt, part [or rwface] of any-
thing: (]:) or it has this last meaning [pri-
marily]: and hence the C.l. of a house or

chamber: (A:) pl. &I . (M9b, TA.)_ [In

geometry, A plane; i. e.] the is that whichA

is diible in bngth and brah and is teri-
nated by a lin [or line]. (KT.)

Spread, spread out or forth, or a-
panded; as alsow V i- . (TA.) - Ex d,

(Mlb,) or thrown down [so as to be ying] t-
tended, (A,) or lyi~ a though thrown down or
extended, (?,) on the back of his neck, ($, A,
Mb,) isn con~equee of dieae of long centinu-
ance, or cri~ ; (, M9b ;) and ;
signifies the same: (A:) o p ~ ad [upon the
ground], so in riang, by reason of weakness,
(L, ],) or dia of long tnuan, or cr
ne. (].) And One born wk ~nabb to tand
and to it, wo that he s always spread [upon th
groud]. (TA.) And Slain, spread [upon the
ground]; su also tS. (6.)_8ee also
the next paragraph.

!;.c One of th for water; (TA;) a
[a na water-bag of th kind called] j.., ($,
A, Mgh, Mob, g, TA,) made of two ~ (Mgh,
TA) placed oppo~it to each othr; it is small,
and large; but the bjp. [pro~perly so caUlled is
larger than it; (TA ;) and & si gnifies the
same. (. , TA.)

iA crtain kind of plant, (A, AHn, ;,

0, ],) of th plant that grow in plain, or oft,
.grod: (AV-n,O:) n. un. with : (A4, AJn,

$, 0:) acoord. to Az, the aatC is a crtain
herb, or bun~ plant, upon which cattle
pasture, and mwith the leam of which the heads
are suhd: (TA:) or it is a certain plant

r in plain, or oft, tracts, and praming
ponm the grod: or a certain tre, or shrub,

that grows in the places wher cattle rcline

arond the aters, spreading, but seanty, and of
no ue. (L.) And Any nd of plant that p
(A n, O, ]) upo~ th gn and dou not grow
tal: such as run and extend, as the melon or

water-melon (.), and the cucumber (4'),

and the colocynth, are all called : and such
especially as are eaten [by men], like the gourd,

and the cucumber (. and jt6.), and the melon

or irater-melon (t), are called
(A¥n, O.)

", (Mb,) or V ' ., (]p,) or both, (9,
O,) the former because it means a place, (O,) A
place (, R, O, Msb) that is e~ , or le~l, (R,)
in which, (c, O, Meb,) or upon which, (R,) dates
are ad (, R, O, Mb) and dried; (9, R, O ;)
i. q. ;i; (1];) of the 'diaL of El-Yemen:

(TA:) [pl . -... w.. l °'i · means
I amw the nd [bare, o-J dettut~ of prage;
likened to i 1 ,L ;-; [f i. e. flat-topped houses].
(TA.)

c A ro~ ; i.e. the im~mt with

which bread [or douh] is epand (O, .) -
The pob, (., A, Mgh, O, M,b,) or a pob, (s,)
of a [tent such asi ca ~ .', (f, A, O, Mb,

o,) orf a [tent such as is caRd] l . (Mgh.)
-The tranmmerse p~ of mwood upon the two
props of the grapeine, woi the hoops [that are
a~.d pon it]. (].) ISh says that when a
grape-vine had a raised support made for its
branches to lie thereon, recourse was had to

props, for [the feet of] which holes were dug in
the ground, each prop having two forking por-
tions [at the head]; then a piece of wood (,
so in the 0, in the TA [erroneously] a;-.,) is
taken, and laid acrom two props, and this trans-
verse piece of wood is called the L., [pl.

;, and upon the ; re pled hoops,
from the nearest part thereof to the furthest; (O,
TA;) and the tL .. with the hoops are called

L.,. (O.)_ A smooth piece of roch or hard
stone, nrrudd with tones, in which water
collects: (?, 0,1 :) or a mwide dab of rock or
hard stone, bordered round, for the rain-water
[to ~coect therein]: and sometimes God creates,
at the mouth of the well, a smooth, even, piece of
rock or hard stone, [thus called,] which is sur-
rounded with stones, and from which the camels
are watered, like the u.;4 .. (T, TA.) [See also

-] Also iq. q. q. v. (?, O.)

And A mat (s, 0, ]) roven (0) of .j (A,
I) or ~ (O) [i.e. lear] of the ,.; [or
~Theba palm]; (0, ;) as also U . (A.)
_- large rogas a (JL)for what, ((,
TA,) which is roasted therein. (TA.) _- And A
mug (j,*&) tAat is uwed in travellg, having on#

[app. here meaningfJlat ide]; (0, ], TA;)
as also * A : it is lik theu;;; notfouw-

idd (TA.)

; : see what next precedes.

; Z t[Plane, orflat; opposed to =

- flat roof (C.) made e,n (A, TA.) -

A nose spreading ery iy. (, .)

U.: see .; last sentence but two.

j .: sec , in two places. -_

[A house, or chamber, havi aJflat roof
made to it]. (TA.)

1. ;',;, (9, M, M#b, &c.,) aor. , ($, M, Mqb,)

inf. n.*;;,; (?, M, Msb, V ;*) and *;; (M ;)
and jiL.,t; (9, M, A, Mb, V;) He wrote ($,
M,* A, Mqb, ]) a writing or book. (M, Mqb.)
_[Andj. He red a book. (See tj .)]
_Also j;.;, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (], TA,)
1 He cut another man with a sword (,* TA.)

_ And .; He prorated him; threw him
do~ prostrate. (?.)

. .L: see 1. _ Also, in: n. ;'.,, He
compom d (M, ]) lies, flsehoods, (TA,) or jM.s,
i. e. stories having no foundation, &c. (M.)-
Also, [not jL3 as in Gol.,] He said what was
fale: and he pretended a fale tin. (KL.)
And C: pL He told u j,1.L, i.e. stones
having no foundation; or no right te~ y or
tenour: (M, ]:) or he told u sorie resembling
fabehoods: (Lth:) or he embellihed stories to us
with lies: (TA:) or he related to u wonderful

1
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stories of the ancients. (A.) And 13jI)L
Such a one told falsoods to such a one. (Mgb.)
-- And &jLJ He made him to form wishes, or
deires. (fgh, TA.)

4. ~ j" He pased over the line in which
nras my name. (Az, J.) Anda.I t He conm-
mitted a mistake, or an error, (Ibn-Buzuj, ],
TA,) in his reading, or recitation. (i.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

11. .Uk.t, aor. jUm.;, [app. signifies It (bever-
age, or wine,) became rwhat is termed j or

J.-, q. v.] (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. Q. 1 ; , (8, M, A, XC,) inf. n.

3;1s; (A;) nnd j..,; (,;) or /j; (so in
a copy of the M; [but see what is said below re-
spectil,g the pass. form of;';]) and .;:.;
(A, ]; ,) lie had, or eze~c , absolute autAority
ouer us: (M,A, :) or ihe was st in absolute
autltority ooer us, to overse us, and to pay
frequent attention to our various state or condi-
tions, and to write down our manner of action:
( :) or he acted as a watcher and guardian over
us, (M, g, TA,) payi feqnt attention to us:
(TA:) also written with w in the place of,.m;
but originally it is with .', from ;.bJtJ : and
every , immoediately followed by k may be
changed into b.: (TA:) the pan. form ofji;
is not used. (T.)

Q. Q. S. jhiJ: see the next preceding para-
graph.

;f;, (8, M, A, M9 b, g1,) originally an in£ n.,

[see 1,] (9,) and t;,, (9, M, Mb, ],) A ine
(F, M, g1) of a book or writing: (M, A, 1 :)
and a writing: ($,1g:) and :Ta li or rm (w ,
M, A, Myb,]g) of buildings, (9, A,) and of trees,
(C, M, A, Mob, I,) &c., (Myb, 1,) and [parti-
cularly] of palm-trees, and the like, (M,) [and so,
aOp-, Vtjl, q. v.:] pl. (of the former, f, Myb)
L;.. (9, M, A, M, b, ]) and (of the latter, 9)

;rti (9, M, A, ]g) 5both pls· of pauc.] and (of
tie fortmer, 9, Mab) .y., (9, M, A, Mqb, ],)
and b ; (Lb, A , M, 19) is a pl. pl., (, ,) i. e.

p,. of;Ut. (.) You say, 31E c- !. -

[ wrote a of lir ting]: (A:) and l;i; :..
I Ile built a row (9, A) dJ . > [of hi buid-

ing]: (A:) and l;I te planted a row
(A, A) . ['f his palm-shoots, or young

alm-tre,-]. (A.) - [Hence the saying,] Q;.i!
.jI.~. lL.-j, t Make thou e affair, or case,
[uniform, or] one unifrrm thint . (Fr, TA in
art. t.) Also the former, (;,) A yearling

(;;, T, M, , ) of goats, (M,) or of ep or
goats: (T, ]:) and ;"l is a dial. var. thereof.
(IDrd, M.)

;".: see the next preceding paragraph.

; : mee 1

351-1 An object of nish or desire. (V, TA.)

You say, J~j�;Si cjj G z ; [Icon-
suited ouch a one, and he did not aid in the
accompli~nment of the object of my wish or desire].
(T·.)

LL,: see what next follows.

.C1 A A butcher; (Pr, 0,], TA;) as also

;t?,. (Fr, O, TA.)

;1 _A butcher' cleaver; (MA, 0,;) i. e.
the great knife withA hich tlt butcher cuts [the
saughtered beat: pl. ]. (0.)

;~L;I [resembling the Greek iovopt] (S, M,

A, Msb, 0) and;,j I (M, Mgb, 1]) and aLie.;I

(S, M, Msb, O() and;,.,l and ;' l'. and ;,!

(M, K) sings. of.alt., (S, M, A, Mgb, ],) which
signifies Lies; orfalseiodu ; or fiction.: (S,
M9 b, TA:) or stories aiavil no foundation,
or no right tendeny or tenour: (.itJ i :)
[such as we commonly term legends:] (M, 1 :)
or nonderfdl stories of the ancients: (A :) or
their written dstorie: (Bd in viii. 31:) or their
mritten tale: (Jel in lxxxiii. 13:) or their

nritten lies: (Bd in xxiii. 85, and Jcl in xxvii. 70:)
or storis emb ed with lies; as also t:
(TA:) or, accord. to some,; .Li is p. of;Ul;I

which is pl. of ;l: or, accord. to AO, j.bt.l

is pl. of ; %lI which is pl. of ;L: or, accord. to
Abu-l-Hasan, j.bli has no sing.: (M:) or the

pl. of ;,,, accord. to AO, is ;i.dC, i. e., with-
out Lq: or, as some say,j,lb.l is an irreg. pL of

.~., (TA.)

. i'~ An instrumea with which a book is
ruled (';p) [made of a piece ofpatboard woith
string strained and glued acrom it, mihich is laid
under the paper; the latter being ruled by being
jlightly pred oer each string]. (TA.)

;i Wri~tt (, M.)

;it" see a .m t Dust rising into tte slty:
(], TA;) as being likened to a row of palm-trees
or other things. (TA.) ~ Also, (thus in some
copies of the 1], and so correctly written accord.
to Sgh, with damm, TA,) or ;Ul , (thus in the
S, and in some copies of the K~,) with kesr to

the^., ($,) or with teshdeed, [jL._-,] as written
by Ks, and this also shows it to be with 4amm,

being in this case from jUl1, aor. jUi;, (Sgh,
TA,) A kind of wine in which is acidity; (S;)
an acid kind of wine: (A'Obeyd, ]j:) or a kind
of wvinte which pro.trates its drinker: (1:) or
nevw, or recently-made, wine, (K,) of wthic tiw
taste and odour are altered: (TA:) or wine made
of the earliest of grapes, recently: (T, TA:) or
a wine in nwlich is a taste beteen rsweet and sour;
also termed t ;Uj : (gar p. 618:) Az says, it
is of the dial. of the people of Syria; and I think
that it is Greek, [or perhaps it is from the Latin
" mustarius," which is from " mustum,"] because
it does not resemble an Arabic form: it is with
j,, or, as some say, with .; and [app. a mis-
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take for "or "] I think it to be of the measure
j_; from ;G, with the changed into l.
(TA.)

,itl.: see the next preceding paragraph,

;; ($, fM, A, Mob, O) and ?j.-, ($, 6,)
as also~ 'a, (S, A,) One wh/o has, or ezerc~ ,,
absolute authority (M, A, K) over others: (M:)
one woho iJ set in absolute authority ocer a thing
[or pe~ e], to oree it, and to pay frequent
attention to its various states or condition, and

to write down its manner of action: from UJ :
($:) or a wvatcher and guardian; (M, K;) one
wh.o paysJ frequent attention to a thing. (Mb,*
TA.)

[commonly pronounced .,a;] a dial.

var. of Q. ( in art. , , q v.)

1. ,, aor. :, (, Mgh,' Myb, 0) inf n.
ij (CS, ) and (TA) and l;, which

last is rare, (K,) rt o, ($, Mgh, Mgb, ,
TA:) or it spread, or dffed itsef: (Mgh,
TA:) said of dust, and of the dawn, (S, M9 b, C,)
[meaning as above, and it radiated, gleamed, or
shone, (see LJ,)] and of light, (TA,) and of
lightning, and of the rays of the sun, (],) and
t of odour, (S, Mgh, M.b, Ii,) in relation to
which last it is tropical, and signifies it diffused
itslf, and ros: or it was originally said only of
light; and was then used absolutely, as meaning
it alppeared, or became apparent. (TA.) You
say also _.JI The arrow, being shot, rom
into the sky, gliItening. (TA.) And jf., tho
aor of ° ., is used by Dhu-r-Rummh, in de-
scribing an ostricl, as meaning lIe rais his
head, and stretches his neck. (TA.) And you say,

it; I . . t Ttine afair became, or has
beonc, aparent, or nanifet, to me. (Lb.) -
~,:'I;, '1.. i; ;.J ; T/he odour of the musk
roe to m.y nose. (Fi, TA.) ; .aL I
laid Ahol of the thin wtith the palm of the hand,
or wvith the hanil, strikiin.q [the thing]. (Msb.)

And s *, inf. n. t., l:e clapped with
his hands: whence the subst. El [q v.]. (IDrd,
g.) , aor.:, (.K,) inf. n. ~J;, (7I,)
He ras lo,ng-necked; he had a long neck. (K.)
[See t'"Z# ]

2. u.L, inf. n. :, lIe marked him
(namely a camel) ,cith the mark called LU%. (i.)

= u (for ;ul) aor. 6l i "(for ;1 )~~~~~~,,..,5 (for5 ,, at ,J, O
or '".lt (for s il), aor. 'i.im I (for 1aebl):
see in art . (TA.)

Length of neck. (S.) It is said of Mo-
hamwmad, ° CAL a In his neck wa length.

(TA.) [See s] A clapping with the

hands, or striking with one han4 upon the other,
0
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or upon the hand of another: (1 :) or a striking
a thing with the palm of the hand, or with the
igerJs. (TA.) And The sound of a striking or

throing: as in the saying, 1x j _

t.1.E [I heard, in conece of its falling, a
loud oundofa sriking or throing]. (J4.) It is
with fet-i to the medial radical because it is an
onomatopoeia, not an epithet nor an inf. n., for
onomatopeias are sometimes made to differ [in
form] from epithets. (Lth, ].)

Thepole ofthe [tent called] 4: (.,1 :)

an the longest of the poles of the [tent called]

ole: (I:) from b applied to the dawn:
(Az, TA:) and a pole that is set up in the middle

of th .1. and of the [tent called] dIj: pl. [of

pauc.] i&Iaul and [of mult.] . (TA.)-
Hence, as being likened thereto, The neck.
(TA.) - Hence also, (As, TA,) X A tall, bulky,
carmel. (Az, Ibn-'Abbad, 1]g, TA.) - t A mark
mads with a hot iron upon the nech of a camdl,
(Az, ., g.,) or upon his de, (TA,) lengthwise:
(Az, $, C, TA :) in the R, it is said to be upon
the limbs, or members. (TA.)

Tall, or long. (S.) - See also .

. Rising: or preading, or diffasing itelf:

[and radiatiug, gleaming, or dsining :] applied [to
dust, (see 1,) and] to the dawn, and to light, and
to fire [&c.]: applied to the dawn, it denotes that
etnding lengthwise into the sky, and called 4..

ta.4 JI [q.v.]. (TA.) _Also The dawn[itsefJ;

(TA;) and so * , ; (., TA;) because of its

shining, and spreading; hen it tfirst break, ex-

tending lengthnise. (TA.) - ., A she-
camel having thefront of the neckh, and the [whole]
seca, extended. (TA.)

I Long-necked; (V;) ap lied to a camel,

and an ostrich: (TA:) fem. l. ; applied to a
she-camel, (TA,) and a she-ostrich. (.) _

j I. A long, erect, neck: (TA:) and &;

; a neck that is long, and erect in its tinew.
(AO, in describing horses; and TA.)

~ Clhaste in speech; or eloqu~t; (L, ,
TA ;) f.luent inspeech. (TA.)

•~ t A camel marked with the mark called

~%L; (., TA;) fem. with 5:. and .4C:;.

signifies the same, applied to a she-camel. (TA.)

- And 1 . 1 t Camels tall as the tent-poles

caled , pl. of ,U. (TA.)

£4...: sec S .

1. ;S., inf. n. ji, said of a medicine, It
intoxicated him: but it is a vulgar word. (TA.)
- [And hence, t He, or it, charmed, or fasci-
nated, or delighted, him.]

7. JLL3! A state of intoxication produced by

the ; [ or herb, or perhaps species of hemp,]
known by thc name of &j; as also ' jtUL.t.

(De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., i. 282; from
the book entitled j.l j.d ;jS.;l .,..511 .
;AW1Ij j~. .) [Both app. post-classical: see 1, of
which each is quasi-pass.]

8. JlL;: see what next precedes.

Q. Q. 2. 1 t .He came alone, having
nothing rowith him. (Ibn-'Abbid, g.)

XJLA A .t [or smaU veel of tlh hind
called ,, or ., q. v.], (M, 1,) like the

j [q. v.], (M,) having a loop-siaped handle,
(M, ],) like that of the Jm..a; (TA;) well

known: (S, Msb :) a genuine Arabic word: (M:)
or an arabicized word: [said by Golius to be in

Pers. j; :] and j is a dial. var. thereof:
(Mab:) a vesd of copper, a large [vessel of thlw

kind called] .1 [q. v.], for the hot bath;
(MA;) the thing [i.e. vessel] in rvhich water is
drawn from the hot bath: (KL:) [in the present
day applied to a kind of pail, of tinned copper,
which the women take with them to the hot .bath,
containing the water that thety r~quire for wrashing
after the other operations of the bath; and also

used for various other purposes; as also t iL :]

and t JL signifies the same: (g, M, K, KL:)
or this last signifies, (I,) or signifies also, (M,)
a [vessl of the hind calld] ; (M, ] ;) not
the well-lmown [~ called] JL: (1 :) the pl.
[of mult.] of X is Jj. (M, MSb, OC) and [of

pauc.] JLI. (Msb.)

il;: see the next preceding paragraph.

jJI, Dust rising, or rising high; as also

JL-.. (1i.)

' ;: see L. _ Also A taU man: (1i:)
or J. : J a man tall, or long, in body.
(Ibn-'Abb6d, TA.)

j,l, A ship of war, prepared for fghting
with. the unbelievers on the sea: mentioned by
El-Maireezee in the " Khija ;" and he says, "I
do not think this word to be [genuine] Arabic :"
(TA:) [it is evidently from the Greek ~o:]
several writers mention it among arabicized words.
(MF, TA.)

[t. ;> a verb of which only the pass. part. n.
(q. v. infr&) is mentioned: if used, app. signifying

He supported upon esftLI, i. e. columns: -

and hence, upon long lgs: - and he made
firm.]

0C i. q. l [Bad, corrupt, &c.; like

1]-(M, L, .)

X tct [a pl. of whlich the sing. is not men-

tioned] Vsels ofU [or bras]. (L, ].)

3,,jl:, an arabicized word, (Az,L,) [app.
.0#

from the Pers. ._1, like the word next fol-
lowing,] A man long in the legs and back. (M,
L.) And A camel long in the neck, (M, L, K,)
or (R) high. (S, M, L, I.) - What is termed
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· cits..1 is well known [app. meaning The
pole of the tent: (see what next follows:) and this
seems to be the primary signification]. (M, L.)

Z1iL,I a word of well-known meaning, (8,

L,) arabicized from [ithe Pers.] i &.. [whichl

signifies the samc], (V,,) i q. _. [meaning

A column, of stone or of baked bricks]: (S, M,

L, MSb, g :) pl. O,t; ($, M,* L, Msb, !*) and

;.il,Jla..: (Msb:) it is of the measure Jlijst,

(S, L, Msb, .K,) because its pl. is ,l.I, the iO
being radical, (L, Msb,) accord. to Kh (Msb)
and Fr, who says that it is the only instance ot'

4. -. *$
this measure; (L;) or of the measure 1IW.,
(S, L, .K,) accord. to Akh, but, (J says, L,) if so,
the j is augmcntative and has next to it two
augmentative letters, and this is scarcely ever, or
never, the case; ($, L;) IB, however, says that
this is the true measure, as is shown by its pl.,
· . , Jt 9 6 

, , and its dim., V a4bmt : (L:) accord. to

some, it is of the measure aS , (S, L, Msh,)
but, if it were so, it would not have for its pl.

Si,t,, as there is no instanco of the measure

OplH. ($, L.) - [Also A portico. Hence,

-; St3i The Stoics. - And A cylinder.]

_ And The legs of a beast: (] :) [or rather the

pl.] glSlt has this meaning. (L.) - And The

pensu. (l·)

Aac.~ dim. of LjI.e,, q. v. (IB, L.)

~ [app. Suport~ d pon ~, i. e.
columns. - And hence,] A man, and a beast,

haring long legs. (L.) - And =I, 1
($, M, L, F,) [Columns] madefirm. (X.)

1. iL ($, M, Msb, ], &c.) and ;v; (M,

Msb, K,) aor..J, (Msb,) in£ n. ;; (S, M,
Msb, 0) and L, (M, Msb, K,) or the latter is
an inf. n. un., (g,) HIe sprang, or rudhed, ipon
him made an assawlt, or attack, upon him; syn.
jL: (M, g :) he sprang upon him and seized
him violently or laid violent hand# upon him:
(Bd in xxii. 71:) he seized him violently wcith
uplifted hand: (Er-Righib, TA:) hA orerborc

him, oe wrd him, or subdued him, ( ,
Lth, , b K, or it j; , T, TA;) by
seizing him violently, or laying ~iolent hands
upon him, (Lth, f, ][,) and abased him; or hw
seized him7 with great viole : (Msb:) or he
stretched forth his hand to him [to seize him].
(Th, M, TA.) And in like manner, (M,) one

says of a stallion [camel], a3.s:L 5
[He springs, or rudwes, upon, or he overbears, the

she-camel that he covers]. (S, M.*) - oi U.

aiW, (S, M, g,) and s. , in. n. ;., and
5, J ~ ~ ~ v;ji n n n

, (M,) lie (the pastor) put his hand into the
[or vulva] of the sh-camd, (, M, g,) anl

of the mare, (M,) to extract, (g, I,) or an,l
extracted, (M,) the spermna of tle stallio: (S,
M, . :) whlen this is not extracted, the she-camel
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does not conecive: (S :) or this is done when ohl
has been leaped by a stallion of low race; or whei
the sperma is bad, and she has not conceived ii
consequence of it. (M.) And He extracted fr
her (i. c. a she-camel, TA) tih fwetus, dead: (M
TA ) and L .; signifies " he extracted the spermi
of the stallion :" thus Az distinguishes betweem
the two verbs. (TA.) Accord. to IAar, on
says, ,J.t1JI1 .ls Uim., and iC, which is forme(
by transpovition, meaning He extracted the fcetus
or youny one, of tiw prregnant female. (TA.;a~~~~~~~

And A'Obeyd mentions 'L: as used in relatior
to a woman: it is said in a trad. of El-Hasan

ohJ js J.jl I..d l b 9 [There is, oi
prill be, no harm in the man's extracting tl&
fwtius of the woman]; (M, TA;) which Ltl
expblains by saying, when her child sticks fast ir
her belly, dead, it may be extracted [by him:
when fear is entertained for her and a woman ii
not found to do this. (TA.).. LL; said of s
home, (M, V,) inf. n. *.., (M,) He seng at
anflom, heeUesly, or in a headlong manner, nod

olicying guidance. (M, ]C.) - Also, said of a
horme, lle went with /iwe step: (f, M, g :) or
i;raiel. hi* tail in running; the doing of which is
approved. (M.) - Also it was, or became,
filiiNndnnt, or copiowu; said of water. (M, M,
Mpb,, ], TA.) - And l Ie tasted food; (6,
TA;) and took it wit/i the hand, or with the
extended hand. (TA.) - And i.2 . 41 [app.
as meaning He punished: see i;ia,, below].
(M, TA.) - And (*LQ le compressed her;
[and so blL; and 11L1 ;] on the authority of
Aboo-Saueed. (TA.)

.9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r

3. ;Up.., (1s,) inf. n. UI.L, (TA,) lIe treated
hinm with hardes, verity, or rigour: (1(, TA:)
so says Az, on the authority of IAar. (TA.) -
And lIe treated him witA gentleness, or tenderness.
(lAVr, T, TA.) Thus it has two contr. significa-
tions. (TA.)

0- 0 -
3iL [as a simple cub)t., or] as an inf. n. un.,

lihn for its pl. ; (f.) It signifies [A
rlingi, or ru&h; or an assault, or attack: &c.:

(sec 1, first sentence:) itmpetuosity in war or
battle:] a reviling: a beating: and punishment,

a

or chastisement; as in the saying, aJ g§1
[GuaprY thysef against his )ntniwLnext, or cha-
tisenoent; or it may mean in this pihe, his
vwlnc,ae, or imppetuoity]. (TA.) V

s_ [act. part. n. of 1, Sprianging, or ruwhing;
tmakies an asault, or attack: &c. - Hence,]

apllied to a horse, That springs, or ruw, upon
other horses, and stands ulpn his hind legs and
attacks with hi* fore legs: (T, TA: [in the l[am
p. 383, aund raie his fore leogs:]) or a horse
widte in step: (AV, , M, ]g:) or that attacks
other hors: ($:) or that raises his tail in his
running; (Q., M, 1;) the doing of which is
approved. (M.) - And A stallion-camel excited
by lust, and ing forth from camel to other
camr (, ) in coneuene thereof. ( T.) -
Atid What ie taU, or long, (K, TA,) of camels
&e. (TA.) - a- i ls )1 Th e' hands that
rach, or take, or take Aold of, a thing. (TA.)
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[I
a5. i It (a thing, TA, [such as saliva

nand any thick liquid,]) roped; i. e. drewa out
with a viscous, glutinous, colesive, sticky, ropy

or slimy, continuity of parts; or was, or became
viscous, glutinousw, colesive, sticky, ropy, or dslimy;

lsyn. 1J. ( s.)
7. ,.J1 It (water [&c.])Jlored; (P;) [oi
loed in a continuous stream;] like :iZI (TA:

) [and l]

n .. _ Any kind of wine, or beverage, &e., thai
,ropes; i. e. that dnraws out, with a viscous, glu.

r tinou, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy, con.
, tinuity of parts; or that is bvisco, glutipoua,

cy. (K.)

) and : see the next paragraph.

[t8 What extend like thrcads, or strings,
,fro honey (A,* ) and maridt-nallomis, (1,)

and tlhe like: (A, :) p]. of .j (TA.)
You say, 4i1 A jL HIis ldavrer extended,
or stretched out, like th,ras, or strings. (A, o.)
And o a ; # Hlis mouth runs witia
clar water, having an etended [or a ropy]
flow; like w.t;j . (S.) And What
folom the han in milking, [tretching out] lih,
phlgnm: pi. of A,.. (ISh, TA.)

I.S; 1i dl JL j To him are alonwd,
or rmitted, such and such thiings: (:) like
"L. and h,r.j. (TA.)

!,.s;, A ertain plant, (S, Msb, g,) of the kind
called J, (Mgh,) rell kmnown; (Mob, 1 ;) and
applied also to the grain, or seed, theeof:
(Mgh:) [a tpecies of origanuam, or majoram: so
in the present day; and so says Golius, as on the
authority of Ibn-Bcytkr, " origani tpecies, se.
consonante voce, satureia, Hisp. axedrea :" ac-
cord. to ForskLl, (Flora Aeg. Arab. p. cxiv.,)
"thytnus serlyUum :"] some write the word in
books of medicine with .,, in order that [when
written without the diacritical points] it may not
be confounded with ,c: (;, Mgh:) in the T,
it is with ._, on the authority of AA, only; and
thus in the book of Lth: in the Jimi' of El-
Ghooree, with ., and e,a: (Mgh:) or the ,. is
changed into e in the dial. of 13cl'ambar [or
Benu-l-'Ambar]; and some pronounced it only
with .o: (Mqb:) acoord. to Abu-l-'Ala, the
vulgar pronounce it with m,, and the approved
word is with wo. (Yam p. 402.) [In the present
day, it is also written withj.]

,..-" i. q. .,;l [q. v.], (',) in the dial. of
the people of El-'Ir4. (TA.) - And Generom,
noble, or higl~-orn, and courageous, brate, or
stron-learted. (i.) The pronunciation with .e
is of higher authority. (8. [This remark is pro-
bably there meant to relate to both of the words
of this art.])

1. 2, (A, A, Mb, a,) ior. ; (Mo b, t ;)
and ,; (g, A, Mgb, i ;) inf. n. of the former,

(Mgb,) or of the latter, (MA,) or of both, (TA,)
.i-, (MA, Msb, TA,) and of the former, (MA,)

or of both, (TA,) ;i..la, (MA, TA,) or this
latter is a simple subst.; (Msb ;) liec (a man, ~,
A, Msb) was, or became, proxsperous, .fortunate,

; happs), or in a state of felicity; (S, MA, Msb,
TA;) contr. of U ; (S,. MR;, K;*) with
respect to religion and with respect to worldly

r things. (Msb.) You say, 4A ,~. and ,t.~

[I mvas, or became, rospxerous, &C., by means tf
him, or it]. (A.) In the .Kur xi. 110, Ks read

t Ls_ [instead of the common reading 1,,,].

(S.) [See also o;b, below.] - And G;; 
aor. :, inf. n. a. (.. , K) ad , (,) Our
day was, or became, lxrosperous, fortunate, ausi.
cius, or lucry; (s, .Z;) [contr. of J.; and
in like manner the verb is used in relation to a
star or an asterism &e.; and] J, inf n. · ,

) signifies [likewise] the contr. of°S . (Mgh.)

[See also a.., below.] - 1 e ) .Jl ~,
means TIw *rater canwme upon tho landl usought;
i. c., came m flowing [naturally] upon tht surface
of the land, not reqnl'ing a mnachine to raise it
for tlte lurose of irriation. (TA, from a trad.)
! See also 4, in threce places.

3. ~t.,, (A ,)L, M i,, in£ n. t. n L
Ms!)) and Aa.; (L;) and f ,*., (K,)in£. n.
1 ; (S.;) lie aided, assited, or helled, him;

syn. of the former Z;jto, (S, L, Myb,) and of the
latter aS1: (S,' :) [like as is said of Ztj and
S;1 1,] both signify the same: or ,.tl signi-

fies the aitdiny, or assisting, or he/ping, in any
manner or cas; and is said to be from a man's
putting his arm, or hand, upon the .i:. [or fore
arm] of his companion whenl they walk together
to accomplish some object of want, and aid .each
other to do a thing: [so that ;.Al moro pro-
perly signifies hs aided him, being aided by him:
but see s &:] whereas? * ;l signifies specially
a woman's aiding, assisting, or helping, another
to wail for a dead person: so says EJ-Khat4bee:
and this is what is meant in a trad. in which
AlA is forbidden. (L.) One says, .i ;&
[lie aided, amsisted, or helpel him a.qainst him,
or it, or to do it]: and g1 ;,..iwl * '"i
The wailing-woman asisxted the nron;an bere.ft of
her child to weep andl nail. (A.) Accord. to Fr,
[but this is questionable,] the primary significa-
tion of ;A.. and *t>t is A man's crform-
ing diligenttly th/ commanaud and good plasure of
God. (L.)

4. ! oe-,l, [in?. n. ; ,] God rendered him
proslperous, Jbrtumnatc, halppy, or in a state of
felicity; (S, Msb, .K;) as also t? - , aor.:;
(T, Msb, TA;) but the former is the mnore oom-
mon, (Msb.) And ol. 4 ,., (A, L,) od
made his good fortune to increa~ se as also t J
*,o.. (L.) And accord. to Az, Wi o-l and
t1e ; hignify God aided, wsisted, or helped,
him; and accommodated, adapted, or disposed,
him to tite right course. (L, TA.) See also 3, in
four places.
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5. I.J He soug~t aftcr the plant called

o:C,';. (g.)

10. & jA..~'u He deemed it, or reckoned it,

fortunate, auspiciou, or lucky. (.) You say,
.j ., oJ.., IHe deemed, or reconed, the

ght of ch a aonefortunate, auspicious, or lucky.

(Q.) - lle became fortunate by means of hirn,
or it. (MA.) - He souglt good fortune by
means of Aimr, or it. (MA.) -[And *'
lie desired, or demnanded, hix aid or asi.tatwe:
for] ;l. I also signifies the laidring, or demand-
int, aid or assistance [of another]. (KL.)

an inf. n. of ,, (M;b,) or of 2,

(MA,) or of both: (TA:) and of il: (.1,
TA:) [and also used as a simple subst.:] see
jtl., [with which it is syn.]: and see also *iba.

[with whiclh it is likewise syn.]; i. q. .· (S,
A.) - It is also an inf. n. used as an epithet,
i. e. Peo.percns, fortunate, ausidCious, or tluky,
applied to a dlly, and to a star or an asterism [&c.:
so that it may be used alike as masc. and fem.
and sing. and Il. : but it is also used as originally
an e)ithet, forming its fem. with ;; and in this
case it has for pt. of mult. ;yj and pl. of pauc.

,~.I]: you say .* t, as well as , [in

which it is used as a subst.]; and .' b.:

and IJ mentions ;om. 'aJ, in which oi , is like
;sja as fem. of, ,. (L.)__[Hence,] ' " i.;J

is an appellation of Tie tnwo planets Venus and

Mercury.: like as [the contr.] 1o.A is apl,lied
to Saturn and Mars. (Ibn-'Abbaid, TA in art.
_,.abj.)-And [llence, also,] L~ is an appella-
tion given to Each, of ten asterisms, (S, L, .1,)
fonr of n,hich are in the signs of Cainotnus
and Alquarius, (, L,) and are Mansdons of the

Jloona: pl. [of mult.] .~. (., L, 1) and ,a:;
but the former is the more known, and more

agreeable with analogy; and pl. of paue. .1:
(L:) they are distinguished by the following

names :-- l,U ,- , (S, L, 1,) [or 3I. ,,

see art. p,] Two stars near together, one of

,which is called tlJJI because it it its a small

obscure star, alnwst clos to it, and it eems as
thoug,h the former wrae about to daughter it;
and JJUIJ is a little brighter than it; (Ibn-

Kunsch ;) tllhey are the two stars [a and ,/] which
are in one of the horns of Capriconus; so called
because of the small adjacent star, which is said
to be the sheep (;lt) of C#WI, which he is about

to slaugllter; the Teltey-sccond Manstio of the
Moon: (15zw:) [see also art. J:]_- 

(i, L, g) Two obscure stars, ljing obliquely, of
which Aboo-Yahyk says, the Xrabs assert that they

rose [at dawn] when God said, uJ;b Ui.kl* . t1
[lur xi. 40]; and said to be thus called because
one of them seems as though about to swallow
the other, on account of its nearness to it: (Ibn-
Kunaseh:) or three stars [app. sand p with the
star of the same magnitude neut to them on the
north] on [or rather near] the left hand of Aq4sa-
rius; [th/e Yenty-third Iansion of the Jfoon:]
(.Izw, dcacr. of Aquarius:) [See alo art. C4:]

Bk. I.

_--~9.JI A (S, L, 10) Two stars, the most ap-
prohed of the ", and therefore thus named,
resmbling CtLJI .v [app. a mistake for 

&iVl, or some other ~, not of the Mansions of

the Moon,] in the time of their [auroral] rising;
(Ibn-Kunaseh;) the star [f] wnhich is on the left
houlder-joint of Aquarius, together with the star

[8] in the tail of Capricornus; [the Twenty-
fourth Mansion of the Moon:] ( .zw, descr. of
Aquarius:) or a certain solitary hbrigt star:

(fS:) - ''a l ' ' (8, L, 1) [also called a 1
and .L I (see ;L in art. y.&.)] Three stars, not

in the track of the other , but declining from
it [a little], in, or repecting, whlich there is a
discordance; they are ncitler ery obscure nor
very bright; and are thus called because, when
they rise [aurorallv], the venomous or noxious
reptiles of the earth, such as scorpions and ser-
pents, come forth fiom their holes; (Ibn-KunA-
seh;) [and this observation is just; for this
asterism, about the commencement of the era of
the Flight, rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, on
the 24th of February, 0. 8., after the end of the
cold season: see 1,ill jj , in art. jj;:] or it
consists of tkree stars, like the t tree stones upon
which the cooking-pot is placed, with a fourth
below one of them; (8;) the star [y] that is on
the rigit arm, together with the thlree stars [t. ,,
and r,] on the right hand of Aquarius: so called
because, when it rises [aurorally], the venomous
or noxious reptiles that have hidden themselves
beneath the ground by reason of the cold appear:
(..aw, descr. of Aquarius; [in some copies, incor-
rectly, for "that have hidden themselves," &c.,
"hide themselves beneath the ground by reason
of the cold:"]) it is said that the ~ is one star,
the brightest of four, the other three of which are
obscure; and it is [correctly] said to be called
thus because, when it rises [aurorally], theo veno-
mous or noxious reptiles that are hidden beneath
the ground come forth: it is the Twnty--fiftk
Mansion of the JIoon: (1zw, deser. of the Man-
sions of the Moon :)-the following are the other
.~,, which are not Mansions of the Moon: (8,
L, 15 :)-- , ^1; (., L, 1) [Two stars, situate,
accord. to Ideler, as is said in Freytag's Lex., in
the tail of Capricornwu]: -- l (.8, L, )
The two stars [a and o?] on ithe riht oulde of
Aquarius: (1zw :) _..ll .~ (?, L, 1) The

two stars [e and e?] on the head of Peganu:
(]zw: [but in the copies of his work the name
is written W*t,.ll I . :]) (.1 , L, 1)
The two stars [C and 31?] on the neck of Pe-
gasus: (5zw :) tjL .s_ (.,L,10 The two

stars near together [5 and X?] in the breast of
Pegasw: (5Izw:)_- . (I , (. L, L ) The
tro stars [I and o ?] on the right [or left?] knee of
Pegasus: (.zw: but there called,Lj !,:)
- each ~ of these six consists of two stars:
between every two stars, as viewed by the eye, is
[said to be] a distance of a cubit, (ltj!,) ($, L,)

or about a cubit; (I ;) [but this is not correct;]
and they are disposed in regular order. ($, L.)

-It is also the name of A certain object of
idolatrpus worship that belotged to thte somn of

1301

Milkn (', 1.) the on of Kin,neh, ($,) in a
place on thte sore of the sea, adjacent to Jdde~.
(TA.) A poet says,

* * 4i,.L .L

* A, % M J.m yj . a M 

[And is Saad aught but a mass of rock in a
desert tract of thte earth, not inviting to error
nor to a right course?]. ($, TA.) lludheyl is
said to have worslipped it in the Time of Igno-
rance. (TA.)-A~ is metonymically used
as meaning The virginity, or hymen, of a girl or
woman. (TA.) _ . .1 ,.;, meaning S Is
it a thing liklted or a thing didliked? (S, A, K,)
is a prov., (S, A,) which [is said to have] origi-
nated from the fact that Sand and So'cyd, [the
latter name erroneously written in some copies of
the S and K ,] the two sons of Dabbehl the
son of Udd, went forth (f, 1Y, TA) to seek some
camels belonging to them, (TA,) and Sa.l re-
turned, but So'eyd was lost, and his name Ibcame
regarded as unlucky: (.f, 11, TA:) ])abbehl uscd
to say this when he saw a dark object in the
nighlt: and hence it is said in allusion to care for
one's relation; and in inquiring whlether a good
or an evil event have lappened. (TA.) [The
saying may also be rendered, Is it a fortttate
thing or a little fmrtunate thing?] _- .X , in

the saying A43.J, signifies AiIling Thtee
after aiding [i. e. tinm after time]; syn. ;LI1 t[i. -. ofrUn4
Il.d.l , U : (ISk, T, S, L, 5 :) or aiding Thlee

and then aidling: (Ah.mad Ibn-Ya]hyi, L:) or
aiding tty cause after aiding [i.c. time afler
timne]: (T, L:) and hence it is in the dtsal
number: (lAth, L:) EI-Jarmee says thait it has
no sing.; and Fr says the same of it, and also of

X:J: it is in the accus. case as an inf. n. governed
by a verb understood. (L.) It occurs in the form
of words preceding the recitation of the Olpening

Chapter of the k5ur-An in prayer, A j~ 3.

I .s jl 4', G; GJI [meaning I wanit
intent upons thy serrie, or upon obediewace to Thee,
time after time, andul upon aiding tlhy cause time
after time; and good is before Thee, and evil is
not imputable to Thee]. (L, TA.) Also Tihe
third part of the a;j [or gore] (II, TA) of a

shirt: (TA:) [the dim.] t . signifies the
fourth part thereof. (]g, TA.)

and t .s;lz A certain kind of perfume,
($, .,) well known: (1g :) or the former is ,I. of

·. 0,90
t .,, [or rather a coll. gen. n. of whichl ;jZ..

is the n. un.,] and this last is [the name of] a
certain kind of srweet-smelling root; it is a rlti-
zoma (~jjI), round, black, hard, like a kanaot;
which forms an intyredient in perfumes and mnedi-
cina: (AIjn :) and t ~iLf. is the name of it*
plant; (Lth, AH.n;) and its pl. is I;tdj :
(AJn a) or the is a certain plant haei,ing U
root (J.l) benwath the ground, blacl, an,l If
mwet odour: and the '* t,L5 is another idant:
(Az:) [in the present day, the fonnrmer of theseo
two names (.,~) is applied to a secies offcyflerus:
a species thereof is termed by ForskAll (in Jii
Flora Aegypt. Arab, pp. lx. and 14,) c!/Ilirus
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complanatus; and he writes its Arabic name
" uead " and " sieaw :"] it has a wonderful effi-
cacy applied to ulcers, or sores, that heal with
difficulty. (1..)

A certain sort of dates. (Is, TA.)

i~a..,: see [of which it is the n. un.].

a ,,, Coats of mail of the fabric of a
ton,n calkle uLJ. (TA.)

ti 1 in which the C is an augmentative
letter, because tlhcre is not in tho language any
word of the measure 5W except j and
0 .-6
j.i unless it is of the reduplicative class, (S,)
A rertain ylant, (S, J6,) growing in the plain, or
svfl, tracts, (TA,) one of the best kinds of thc
pxastures of camels, (S, V-,) as long as it continues
freis; (TA;) haring [a head of] prickles, (T,
6,6,)ecalled J,LL- 1 ag~, (T, S,) to ,vhich the
nipple [or the areola] of a woman's breast is
likened: (?, 1: [see Lil'L, below:]) the Arabs
say tlat tlhe camcls that yield the sweetest milk
are thoso that eat this plant: (TA:) and. they
fatten upon it: (Az, TA:) it is of the kind of

I,~~~~~~

plants .alleod 1!_ [pl. of ^, mcaning slender,
aonl suc lent or soft or s?vet], dust-coloured, and
sorp/t, and eaten by eryting that is not laryge,
[as cell as by canels,] and it is one of the most
wvholcjom.e kindx eif p)asture: (A1ln, TA:) it is a
herb, or leguirninou plant, having a round fruit
trith a prici fie, which, vulen it dries, falls
upoxn the grunNld on its back, anl n'hen a person
t.alltvj fr-din ls t/on it, tAe prickles wound his
Jf.ot: it is ona of thec best ef thei paturies in the
da,y. of the Co atuo smictef the mailk of the
catmelx that fed upon it; for it is sweet as long
as it continua firesh; and in thie sate nwn suck
it andl eat it: (Az, L:) the n. un. is with ;.
(TA.) llence the prov., J~i *-.J tlS s9 Ls
[Pasture, beut not lte ik i the ia]: (l,:) said
of a tmsing pouessing excellenep, but surpassed in
excellence Iy tinotlier thing; or of a thing that
exeis otlier tliings of the like kind. (TA.) -
Also The prickles iSf the palm-tree. (AHin, TA.)

.trac, (like o n 4 o, is a name for 11
[inf. n. of 4, and, liko Ch , invariable, being
put in the accus. cas in the manner of an inf. n.]:

~~-- ~~~ ~ * ,, i~j. ---one says, OMg:w [A1;.., meaning :1)tj eral
[i. e. I tdeclare, or celebath, or extol, hi: (i. Ce.
God's) retnotenps:A, or fredom, fwm ehe im- 
alifsction, or intirity, &c., (see art. -C ,) and
I mreuler lin obedience, or aid his cause]. (g,
TA.)

l.le n. uin. of ,Iii. e (TA.) - it a
herZL ,77w ijil of a woman's breast; as being
likened to tthe [hcad of] prickle, of the plant
called , as mentioned above: (i, a:) or
t5;lb I;'e , ti. e. the blachness [or areola]
around t n the nipple: (A:) or the part sursrounding
the 4s o [here meaning nipple], like the whirl
of a spiandle. (TA.) [Hence likewise,] ai oA
signifies also The knot of thisae : [or aper
tinance that past betwein t: o of the toes and
through the jol] of the sandal, (., A, ,) be-

3teath, (A, R,) next the ground; (S;) aso called
.a;Ic. (R in art. A.j) - And The hnot
beneath the scale of a balance: (K,*TA:) the
knots beneath the scale of a balance (S, A) are
called its zjGl~C . (A.)_And the pl., Ao6l~...,
Thingys in the lower parts of the [tendons, or
si7enes, called] l resembling nails (liM ).
(;, k.) - Also the sing., Thte callous protu-
berance ulon the b7ret of the camel, (S, A, 16,)
upon w7hicth he rests when he lies down: (A, TA:)
so called because of its roundness. (TA.) - And
The anus: (1 :) or the sphincter therl-f. (TA.)
- And The part of the vulva of a mare where
th reret rum enters. (TA.) Also A pigeon:
or ailaaJt is thte name of a certain pigeon.
(K,0 TA.)

Jo.,,, applied to a man, (S, Msb,) Prosperout,
fortunate, haplnj, or in a state of jelcity; (T, S,
A,Mob, K;) with respect to religion and with
respect to worldly things; (Msib;) as also VI'
(A,* ] :) or the latter signifies, (T, §, Mob,) or
signifies also, (K,) and so may the former signify,
(T, TA,) rendered prosperous, fortunate, happy,
or in a state offelicity, by God; (T, S, Msb, K;)
irregularly derived from . l, (S,IC, MF,)
or regularly from eA: (T, Mgb:) one should
not say s~: (S, g) fem. of the former [and
latter] with 3: (TA:) pl. of the former .C1 ,
(A, Msb, TA,) and, accord. to Lh, ;' and
X.jslI; but ISd says, I know not whether he

mean [of] the [proper] name or of the epithet;
but as pl. of is anomalous: (TA:)

the pl. of 1 is. [ and] .
(A, TA.) - Also A , [i. e. river, or rivulet, or
canal of running water,] (]K, TA) that irrigates
the land in the parts adjacent to it, wh/en it is
appropriated thuereto: or a smaUll: thop, for
irrigation of a tract of seed-produce: pl. _
(TA.)

a : see A , [of which it is the dim.,] in
the last quarter of the paragrapl, in two places.

;not an inf. n. of ba (MA, TA) and of 'L,

(TA,) or a simple subst., (M 1b,) Properity,
good fortune, lappinest, or felicity, of a man;
(S, Msb, u;) contr. of Ijtia; (S, MAb,' g;)
with respect to religion and with respect to worldly
things: (M.b:) [and so t /an used as a simple

*a -.1subst.:] it is of two kinds; ajd31#& [relating to

the world to come] and 1 jg [relating to the
prsent world]: and the latter is of three kinds;

- [relating to the somd] and ij [relating to

0, (g'T..

the body] and p [relating to em8ternal cir-
cumstances]. (Er-Relhib, TA in art. ji:.) [See
also what next follows.]

3. m Praters , fortunatenes, au,n-
ciouMess, or luckhiness, (, L,) of a day, and of a
star or an asterism [&c.]; (L;) las also t .-:
used as a simple subst.;] contr. of L.aJ. (S, L.)

J- 1
ijaJI A temple to which the Arabs (g, TA)

of the tribe of Rabeea (TA) used to perform

I pilgrimage, (g, TA,) at [Mount] OAod, in the
Tinme of Ignorance. (TA.)

e..q,: see Ir,, in three places.

, ..~ A sort of garments of the kind called
r i, of the fabric of El-Yemen: (S, ]:) app.
so called in relation to the mountains of Benoo-

Sa'eed. (TA.)-And #L i;._ [A certain
kind of dres]: so called in relation to Sa'eed Ibn-
E-'As, whom, when a boy, or young man, the

) Prophet clad with a ia., the kind of which was
thence thus named. (Har. p. 506.)

,Jt. The fore ann ( 1 ) of a man; (g ;) the
part of the arm from t/ wrist to the elbow; (T,
L;) or from elbow to the hand: (Mgh, Msb:) so
called because it aids the hand in seizing a thing
(T, Msb) or taking it (T) and in work: (Misb :)
or it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (MIb,) the
uplper arm, or upper half (f the arm, from the
eUbow to tle shoulder-blade, syn. ,,e, [q. v.,]
($, Msb,) of a man: (S:) [and in like manner,
of a beast, both the fire shanhk and the ann:] in
some one or more of the dialects, the upyer of tew
Ol.;Wj [which may mean either the uplelr arm or
the radius]; the olj being the lower of them
[which may mean citiler the "fore arm" or the
" ulna "]: (L, TA:) of the masc. gender: (Msb :)

pl. ,1~,. (T, Mgh, Msb, TA.) One says,

~t,ci JsU J2 : and jsr, [May God
strengthen tky fore arm atul aid thee, and your
fore arms and aid you]. (A, TA.) - And
hence, [A kind of armlet ;] a thing that is worn
upon the fore arm, of iron or brass or goll.

(Mgh.) - [Hence also,] jUJI .~;. t The two
wings of the bird. (S, '.)- And i.aely i TThe
anterior, or primary,featihers of thie wing: so in
the phrase, .l .JI .at.. lj S [A bird strong
in tie anterior, or primary,feathlers of the wing].
(A, TA.) _- Also the sing., t A chief, ulpon
whomn pelkle rely. (TA.) - And the pl., l.,,
I The channels in whicish ater runt to a river or
small river (), (8, A, 8,) or to a sea or large
river (j.); (AA, 6, ;) the sing. said by AA
to be ~1&C, without ;: or this latter signifies a
clannel in which water runs to a valley, and to a
sea or large river (Je): or the channel in which
a large river ( u.) 7unt to small riivers (GL?O).
(L.) And I The places from nwich issues the
water of a well: the chlanncls of the springs
thereof. (L.) Also t The mnedullary cavities;
the ducts through vhich runs the marrow in a
bone. (S, (.)_ And t The ducts (AA, A, TA)
in the u&der (A, TA) from nwhici the milk comes
(AA, A, TA) to the ori/ice of the teat; as being
likened to the 1_~., of the o : (AA, TA:) the
_iJ of the udder: (As, TA:) or S1& signifies

the orifice of a she-camers teat, fromn which the
milk issues: and ;Jtl ~C', a duct by ,chich the
milk descends to thse sl-came's udder: and in
like manner ,J signifies a duct that conveys
the milk to a woman's breast or nipple. (TA.)

- al). j)~ 3 l means i An affair having seeral
modes, or manners, [in which it may be per-

4
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forned,] and several ways of erees therefrom.
(A, TA.)

&.G The bone of the shank. (TA.) - And

A piece of ~ood, (~, TA,) set up, (TA,) that

ho th p~ly. (~, TA.) _~ U is a name

of The /on: (P, ]C:) imperfectly decl., like

A4t. (TA.)

.m, [More, and most, prosperous or fortunate
or happ; an epithet applied to a man:] masc.

of t.$a.,: (., ] :) but IJ says that $. a. as
an epithet has not been heard. (TA.) . Also A

[cracking oj the skin, such as is termed) iU,
rsembing mange, or scab, that halpns to a
camel, and in consequene of which he becomes
decrepit, (]g, TA,) and weak. (TA.)

hsee :., in two places.

1. ;WI ~, (~, A, M,b, ]~,) aor. , (Msb, ,)

inf. n. a.; (Myb ;) and t tIja,l, (A, M,b, l,)

inf. n. ;ila ; (Myb;) and t l, (A, ],) inf. n.

ja.J; (TA;) orthe last has an intensive significa-

tion; ( ;) lielighted, or kindled, thefire; or made
it to burn, to burn up, to burw.. brightly or fiercly,

to blaze, or to lame; syn. jl, (M,b, JW,) or

and l;;i. (., A.) In the Iur lxxxi. 12,

some read a.f; and others, t ; , which

latter has an intensive signification. (S.) And

;WI a ile stirred the fire writh a .-. (TA.)

_ [Hence,] (a]J ', , (, ,) aor. as above,
(].,) and so the inf. n.; (TA;) and * tbja.l, and
ttjL, ; (1;) le k~indled ar; (1g, TA;)

excted, or proroked, it. (S, TA.) And Ija

4_Jt ;Ue ~ [Tl,ey hkinled, or excited, the fire of

war]. (A.) - [Hence also,] ~, [Evil, or
mischief, excited them, or in.flamed themn]. (A.)

And ,i 1 [lie exited, or inflamed,

against his people]. (A.)- And , . s
lie did extenive evil, or mischief, to them:

(ISk, , TA:*) or he did evil, or miLschief, to
them generally, or in common; as also t..ajal,
and tw,tn ; (TA;) or one should not say ?,.t&al.

(I Sk, S, TA.) - And "I aU" a.e t We burned

and pained them [or inflicted upon thiem burning

pain] with arrws. (S.) - And Jl , aor.
as above, (1],) and so the inf. n., (TA,) t He (a
camel, TO) communicated to thew [othler] camels

his mange, or sab. (], TA.) - And , (S,
A,) inf. n. j., (TA,) t He (a ian) was smitten

by the [hot wind called .~..... (¥, A.) And
lIe (a man) iras, or became, vehumently hungyJ

and thirsty. (TA.) And t le was, or became,
mad, insane, or a demoniac. (MA.) - You say

also, 5,, ~-.' t- .s,,l , tI made a
circuit during the day, or to-day,for the acom-

plidhment of my twant. (S.) And . , .,
i. e. .b ~, t [app. meauing Iil asuredly
practis circumvention like his practsuig thereof ].

(Fr, 0, ]) - And .jI[.' A;I ,g ' , inf n. as
above, t He journeyed throughout the night with
the camels, or beasts, used for ridng. (ISk, TA.)
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_ And aW*- e;Z t The s~caml was quich,
or rit, in her going. (TA.) [See also O ,
below.]

2: see 1, in four places. - - _ [from ],

(Sgh, Mb,) inf. n. 'e.; (Msb;) and t by' ;
(Sgh, Mb ;) He assigned to it a kno7n and
ixed price: (Mb :) or he declared its current

price, or the rate at which it sud be sold.

(.sgh.) And.A J.,, (A, TA,) inf. n. as above;
(S;) and .J t .l; (A;) HIe (a governor, A)
fied the anount of the prices of provisions 'c.
for them; (S, TA;) the doing of which is not

allowable. (TA.) - And I3, inf. n. as above;
and t al~ ; They agreed as to a price, or rate
at whtich a thing aiwd be sold. (Q.)

[3. *JL. app. signifies t He acted with him,
or it, like one mad, or like a mad dog; for,
accord. to Et-Tebreezee, (1lam p. 785,) it is from

as an epithet applied to a dog, meaning
"mad."]

4: see 1, in four places. ._ lja,l, said of
a wild animal, means t ie excited and annoyed
us by Ileaing, or bounding. (TA, from a trad.)
_ See also 2, in three places.

5: see the next paragraph.

8. 1 oya.al, (s, A, Mb, 1K,) and t Z.>
(S, A, ]1,) [but the latter, app., has an intensive
signification,] 7%e fire burned. or burned up,
burned brightly or fiercly, blazed, or flamed.

(S, A, Msb, K.) - [Hence,] ._Jl .a1l $The
war [raged like fire, or] spread. (1, TA.) And

in like manner, (TA,) j.1l ja..l : The evil, or
mischi/, [raged, or] ,read. (I, TA.) - And

, ,l j.,, (., A, [,) or ,,:l, (TA,) J Tie
thieves, or robbers, put themselves in motion, (g,
TA,) for mischief, (TA,) as though they were set

onfire. (., 1g, TA.) - And 4. .qil J.L.I
--' : The mange, or scab, began in the armpits

and the groins or similar parts (AA, 8, A, 15)
and thle lip (s) of the camels. (AA, S, A, g.)_
And 4; j ) j aA wl t The pople ate

the fsh ripe dates in every direction, and ob-
tained them; like ty.~.. (Aboo-Yoosuf, TA.)

.. Uj : A vehement hooting or throwing:
(A:) [or a burning, painful dtoonting; as is indi-

g , 0 all - - *, 0 * a
cated 'in the :] one says ; Z ab, & t

J. U, t [a smiting that cleaves off a piece of
fJsh, and a piering i.flicted with extraordinary
force, and a burning, painful shooting]. (S.) It

is said in a trad. of'Ale, paZ y .j;I Ij .&
t [Smite ye so as to cleave off a piece offle/,
and] shoot ye qtickbjy: the shooting being thus
likened to the burning of fire. (TA.)

tja. FJ~ L uhi .I L., in verse 24, may mean

t y il we should in that case be in error, and in
punishment arising from what would necessarily
befall us: or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, it means,
in a state that would ~inlame and excite us.

(TA.)_AlsotHIunwer; and so 1t;a: (Fr,

V,TA:) or the former signifies rehemnce of
desireforjlka-,meat: (Q, TA:) and V the latter,
vehemence of hunger: (s:) or the burning of
hunger: (TA:) and the burning of thirst. (A.)
- And t A disease, such as the mange, or scab,
that is transitive from one to another; or the
transition of the mange, or scab, or other diseae,

from one to another; syn. L;5Jc. (XL. [See L])

' The current price, or rate, at which a

thing is to be sold: (MA,C:) pl. ;l. ($, A,

Mqb, I..) One says, y. 4J, meaning It is ex-

ceedingly valuable: and i~ 4 It s eceaad-

ingly cheap. (Msb.)

ja.: swe e;j.

.t Al Mad, insane, or po~ byt a demon:

(K:) and so ' i;r_ applied to a she-camel:
(S.:) o the latter, so applied, that will not renain

still; from .. meaning "madness, or insanity,
or demoniacal possssion:" (Ham p. 785:) [See

also . :] the pl. ofa. is "' (.)

.: BCe ,, in two places.

,j~ t A cough: (0, I:) or a sharp cough;
as also t .*. (IAr, TA.)_ And t The begin-

ning of an affair or a case; and the ne,vnes
thereof: (., TA:) in some copies of the I5,

· _ is erroneously put for ai.~. (TA.)

a. A colour inclining to blacness, (S, TA,)

a little above what is termed Aijl; as also tF~.
(TA.)

Olp. [an inf. n.] V'ehemcnce of running. (0,
1.) [See 1, last signification.]

;J;l (8, O) and * ;-(15 t Dayfbrealk.
(].) - And The rays of the sun enterin an
aperture of a house or cuhamber: (Q, TA:) or
the motes that are sen in the rays of tih sun
(Az, 8, TA) when theyfall into a chamber, ,oving
to andfro. (Az, TA.)

i;iis: see the next preceding paragraph.

j;t The heat (., ) of fire; (S;) as also
t : (1:) and 1 of night. (A.) Seo also

I, in two places. - Also t Evil, or mischief:
so in the saying, lI ~ k' [Meinwiu

not sleep by reason of his evil, or mischief], oc-
curring in a trad. (TA.)

.: see;l.-- [Hence,] t Madness , insanity, j t A she-camel quick, or ift, iA her

or demoniacal possesion; (Q ;) as also *.p: 9 . (TA.) [See 1 lt signifition.]

(S,] :) so t the latter is expl. by AAF as used Lighted, or ed; or made to burl,
in the ]ur liv. 47: and so it is expl. as used in up, bud briohy or made-y t b u, or

verse 24 of the same chap.: (TA:) or it signifies burn up, burn brighty or fecey, blaze, or

in the former, (a,) or in the latter, (TA,) tfu- Jlame: (, TA:) of the measure jj in the

tigue, or ocariaes, or distress, or qfliction, and; sense of the measure J,A.: (TA :) [and thus
punishment: (Fr, §, TA:) or, accord. to Az, similar to ;e~p and wto for you say j5
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Y *,.: (Akh, S:) or ta. ;jU signifies fire
kindled, or made to burn Jc., with other fire.
(Lh, TA.)_ Also Fire (S,K ) itself; (S;) and
so )t ajr. and ?jt. : (K :) or [so in the TA,
but in the K1 "and,"] its flame; (1K;) as also

t i;jl n and Lt; . (TA.) JI: see what
next f;llows.

J,"JI, (0, K,) and t'ea,JI, (6,) or the latter
is a mistake, (0, TA,) A certain idol, (S, 1,)
Ielonying pecrliarly to [tiue tribe of] 'Anazeh.

(Illl-EI-Kl- ce, S.) [Sce an ex. in a verse cited
in art. jr.]

. w. . -.
j1L.: sCCe.,, in two places._Also A sort

o.f.t',ir-,lac,, or oren, (;j, K, TA,) dug in the
yround, in nhlic bread ix baked. (TA.) And
'lThe chif if the Chrixtian., in the knowledge of
r,tditine; (K, TA) and f tithe instruments thereof:

[said to xbe] originally .j~., a Syriac word,
meaninlg the inestiyatorl of tihe cases of tie
diseased. (TA.)

BajjL: seeo; , in two places.

ja., app)lied to a man, Of tie colour termed

;a.: fem. tI1,. (TA.) _ And, so applied,
(TA,) llarin: little jiexl, (K, TA,) lean, or lank
in the lkly, (TA,) harliny the sinews apparent,

tlhr,'fel in colour or ce,nplae.ion, or emnaciated,
(15, TA,) and slender.. (TA.)

"- * _The slnder part of the tail of a camel.
(K-.)_ See alsoflt.

'7,_ and t;.. (8, K) The thing, (KJ,) or
it.d, (~,) or imntrnment of iron or of wood, (TA,)
,ith twichl a fire is stilred [or ma&l to burn or
bnr'n up &c.]: (S,' 1,*' TA :) pl. (of the former,
A) ,1& (A, TA) and [of the latter] ,LG.

(TA.)-llence one says ofa man, , J j .d1
i l'erily he is one who mnakes tie fJie of n.ar to

rage; ($, A,' 1],' TA ;) a stirrer of the fire of

rear. (TA.) - Also the former, ( t), long;
(AA, $, 1 ;) al,plied to a neck (15) or some other
tlling: (TA:) or strong. (Ag, K.) - And, ap-
plied to a dog, t Jlad. (Ham p. 785.) [See also

j,_....]_ * _JI as an epitllhet applied to a horse

a mess 4 o y allj lid apaI[i.e.,
napp., That makes isi Igs to faU sprcad apart,
and that has no lealping trith his legs put togetuher]:
(15:) or, in the words of AO, [and so in the O,]
;,1, 5.W. Lt,J$1 [app. whos kyls tlhu maket

to fall &c.]: (TA:) [in the CI, J- . .9,

which is, I dolubt not, a mistake: and in the TA
is added, (lIl J.j j, in which j,i8,
is evidently a mistranscription for o, referring
to j, which is well known as meaning 44;
.31 tl eq..:] and -t;z signifies the same.
(AO.)

.6.
jt:% HCO the next preceding paragraph.

smitten by the [hot wind called] .,.. (SJA.)
- And I Velhmently hungry and thirsty: (TA:)
eager for food, even though his belly be full;
(1 ;) and, it is said, for drinl also. (TA.) -
See also..

p.L [a pl. of which the sing., if it have one,
is probably ,t ] t The armpits, and the
gioiun or similar parts, (8, A, 1g,) and the lips,
(8,) of camels. (S, A, 1.)

j : see , last sentence.

1: see what next follows.

4. i~ll, (S,) or 5. ii,t, (AA, IDrd, Mgh,
Msb, K,) He poured, (8, Mgh, Msb,) or intro-
duced, (1,) medicine into his (a man's, S) no#;
(S, Mgh, Msb, 1 ;) as also t J;,~, aor. and ,
(K,) the former of which, namely ', is the more
approved, inf. n. -;'. (TA.) Both are also
written with .eo. (K and TA in art. k.o.)-

[Hence,] .j1 a.l t He pierce h m in 
nose writh ie spear: ('Eyn, 15:) or it is like

el.jI, meaning he pierced him in his nbeast, or
chest, with the rpear. (S.) - [Hence also,]

lto ~I1 I lie took extraordinary pains in
making him to vtuerstand science, (K, TA,) and
in repeating to himn what he taugiht him. (TA.)

8. lk.,I IIe (a man, S) poured medicine into
his (i. eC.his own) noe; or had it poured tlereit;
(S, Mgh;) or introduced it, or iad it introduced,
therein: (K :) the pass. form, .k!i, is not
allowable. (Mgh.)

10. 1....; t He (a camel, TA) smelld the
urine of the she-camel, (15,) or smewahat trereof,
(TA,) a,nd it, (.1,) or some of it, (TA,) entered
into his nose; (15;) then he covered her, and
failed not to impregnate. (TA.)

i~,lj iaL;. A single introduction of medicine
into the nose; as also ;~l.l t Zll.l (Lth, 1Y.)

i l: see ks., in four places.

tyl Medicine that is poured, (S, Mgh, Msb,)
o' introduced, (g,) into tihe nose; (S, Mgh, Msh,
1g;) [an er,hine;] as also h:~; (Lh, 1;)
which is thougllt, by ISd, to be an instance of as-
similation [like 4bl. for bls.] such as Sb men-
tions. (TA.) -Also Sweat. (TA.)

IL,s,: see the next paragraph, in two places.

.1hea Sweet, or pleasant, odour, of wine and
the like, or of anything: (A'Obeyd, g1:) and
sharpness, or pungny, of odour; as also t b1 ;
(15 ;) the former, [for instance,] of mustard, (ISk,)
and so the latter, and likewise ' i: (TA:)
and "L:J * t I; l. signifies the odour of mush.
(Fr.) A rajiz says, describing camels and their
milk,

' 1 - 4

·) °: wsee its syn. ~ .,- [Hence,] t A man [That eat the plants called u~.., steet in odour].

(AHn.) And you say, t b.JI j &, and
Jal [l.Ie, or it, is swet in odour: but the

latter is perhaps a mistranseription, for btaJI].
(TA.) The dregs, lees, or sediment, of wine.
(&, g.) - The C;t [or ben]: (g:) the oil there-
ff: (IB, g:) the oil sf mustard: (K:) and the
oil oJ the .'j [or jasmine]. (TA.)= I. q. .~
[pass. part. n. of 4, q. v.]. (TA.)

4 LC1: see the next preceding paragraph.

';at: see -.
!

fs.;, (S, Msb, K,) and 1~- , (Ltha, K,) the
former an instance of Ilhe instr. n. with .lamin,
(, Msb, TA,) which is extr., (M.Ib, TA,) like

J·. &c., (TA,) The thing, (K,) or re.el, or
receptacle, (S, Msb,) into which b is put, (S,
Msb, 1,) and f,rom wlich it is poured into tlu
nose. (1.)

1. . se 4.., , (sT, A,)

in£ n. J.ie, (S, V,) Hist hand becamte cracked
around tlw nails; (S, (," TA;) as also ,.

(, TA.)- J i ,..lJ, in the , erroneously,
-..i.,, with damm, (TA,) or.eat ,.;, (ISk,

S,) The shcame, (K, TA,) or k;e-camel (ISk, ,)
became ajfected wvith ehat is termed t 
meaning a disa~ in thi snout/h, like mange, or
scab, in coneuenc of which the lutair of the
..9ji. [i. c. os, or fore part of the sn(~,] falls
off, (ISk, S, 1g,) and the hair of the eyes: (ISk,
S:) the like thereof in sheep or goats is termed
,~,: (S :) accord. to IA;r, it is not used in re-
lation to he-camels; and A'Oheyd says the like:
accord. to some, as AZ says, it is allowable to use
it in relation to he-camels; (TA;) but it is rarely
thus used. (K, TA.) - , ($, K,) like ,
(K,) said of a boy, Hle became a.ffected with the
pustui termed a [q. v.]. (S, 1.)

2. i Thlie mixing of musk and the like
with aromatic perfunes (.K, TA) and weet-
scented oils. (TA.) One says, , o a,
[AIi[ thou for mna my oil with aromatic per-
fumes]. (ISh, TA.)

3. a/Lt,, (1g, TA,) inf. n. a (t,., (6TA,)
He aided, assisted, or helped, him; [like .t;]
or [so accord. to the K, but accord. to tie S

and,"] agreed, or complied, with him, (., 1,
TA,) to wpeform an afair, (TA,) acting towards
him with reciprocal purity, or sincerity, of love,
or affection, and aiding, assi.sting, or helping,
with him, (J, TA,) tell. (TA.) - [Ilence,]

e~ -ALe His fortune ailded him: and in like

manner, t.J1 °&,t I [ lVorldly proslerity aided
him]. (A, TA.)

4. ... , (1,) inf. n. hi' b, (TA,) It (a
thiing, TA) drew near, or approached: (K, TA:)
and at h..1.l it drew near, or approached, to
him, or it. (TA.)-#'i J~.1 It (an object of
the chase) became 7rithin his power, or reach.
(]K.)- 1 .~i He tended, repaired, or betook

-liA

1
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Ahnmelf, to, or towards, him, or it. (TA.)_

a1f 1 nta.,I lie came to his family; syn. 1L;.
(]s.) [And in a similar sense the verb is trans.
without a particle, as will be shown by the last

sentence of this paregraph.] - ; I aided,
assisted, or helped, him to xrjfirm his affair.
(MNb. [Se also 3.) - And . a. , (.,
Msb, ,') inf. n. J%Z[, (Msb;) I1e perfonned,
or accomplished, for him the object of his want;
(8, Msb, 1;) as also q * a, (Ibn-'Abb6d,

1,* TA,) aor. , (.K,) inf. n. _. (TA.)_
It is said in a trad., thus related, 1' i;L,
'l. ; I G, meaning [Fatimeh is a part

of me:] that betides, or happew to, [or affects,]
ne which betiles, or lhappen to, [or a.#ucts,] her.
(TA. [See another reading in art. - .])

a. A commodity; an article of merchandie.
(O, ]8, TA.) One says, ~ %.A 0.il Verily it is
a bad commodity. (0, TA.) - And A man vike,
or mean, and despised in aU his circumstances.
(AIeyth, O, ].)

h.aI Palm-branclies, (Az,* S, Mob, ],) as long
as they have the caves uxpon them: when these
are removed from them, called J,.^ : (Mb :) or
the part [or parts] of palm-brawAhes upon whick
leaves hare ron: (S voce ., :) or the leaes
of palm-branches, (Mgh, K, TA,) of wMich are
woven [baskets of tle kind called] i j (Mglh) or
.. ,J (TA) [ple. of ,j;], and [the similar re-

cttacle caalle] J4. [,pl of 'a.], (TA,) and
fam [wvicll are made in the form of small flags],
(Mgh, TA,) and the like: (TA:) and sometimes
palM-branchkes tlUwnXelres are thus called: (Mgh:)
aceord. to Lth, (Mgll, TA,) such as have become
dry [e!f palm-lbranhes] are mostly thus called;
the fresh [palm-branch] being called 'i': (Mgh,
]C, TA:) sing., (.,) or [rsther] n. un., (Mgh,
Myb,) with i: ($, Mgh, Mab :) wlich also signi-
fles a palmn-tra itself; and its pl. is ,ta.,.
(TA.).[HIence, as being likened to palm-leaves,]
Theforeock of a horse: so in the saying of Imra-
el-l~eys,

~~^_ tw1 '9

). ! s %4.j L

[And I ride, in war, or battle, a 'brisk, or an
agil, la/vin mare, whose fitace a jrrading fore-
lock has clad]: which shows that AMw [properly]
signifies the leaves [of a palm-branch]. (Az, TA.)
[Jac. Schultens, as mentioned by Freytag, ex-
plains it as meaning A whiteness upon the fore-
head of a horse: but this explanation is perhaps
conjectural, from the verse cited above.] -The
paral,pkernalia (j) of a bride: pl. r.
(IAgr, ].) - Anything good, goodly, or excel
lent, and consummate, such as as ave, or any
precious thing, or a Iwae that one possesses.
(IA)r, E.) A species of fly: mentioned by a
poet as smiting a lion. (IB,TA.)m See also 1.

la.. A certain disease, (Kr, TA,) or pudtule,
(9, ], TA,) comnin forth upon the head (Kr, S,
1~, TA) of a child, (., g, TA,) and Wpon hiU face:

(I, TA:) said by AIait to be , 1l :i; [i.e.

alopecia], which occasion baldness; and t L.'.
is a dial. var. thereof in this last sense. (TA.)

nn. un. of ,. [q. v.]. (S,- Mgh, Mob.)
, See also the next preceding paragraph.

.It;, A cracking, and scaling.off, around the
nail: (TA:) or a cracking at the root of the
nail. (Ibn-'Abbd&l, O.) [See 1.]

· ,J
JjZ Large [drinking-cups or bowlis such as

are called] ,1. (IApr, ..) - And The goods,

or frniture and utesil, of a tent or house, (S,
TA,) and its carpets or the like: or, as some say,
particularly mch as are held in little estimation,
as the [dr~ink el called] J, and the bucket,
and the rope, and the like. (TA.) -[See also
J,, of which it is pl.] ~ Also The natural
di~spotion, (AA, IAyr, g, TA,) generous and
other, of men: (IAr, I~, TA:) AA says, I have
not heard any sing. thereof. (TA.)

uW,I A camel avinig the disease termed ~
(see 1): fern. tA,, applied to a she-camel: (ISk,
S, ] :) A'Obeyd mentions only the fernm. epithet.
(TA.)... Also A horse t,lhite, (S,0 ],) or hoary,
(S,) in te forelock, (S, ,) whvien tlwre is some
other colour in it, diJreint from the white:
(TA:) when the whole of it is white, he is

termed '.l: (8, TA:) so in the "Book of
Horses" by AO. (TA.)

J.~. ... A boy affected with the pustuls
termed iL [q. v.]. (S, K.)

-tG A place, (.i,) and a place of alighting,
(TA,) near. (1K, TA.)

L jZ, aor. ', (8, O, Mob, ~,) in£ n. jtl;
(, 0, 1) and a-, (K,) or the latter of these
is the inf. n., and the former is a simple subst.,
(Msb,) [He ~cougted:] ' signifies [the having]
a motion wherbjy nature explIs somewhat hurt-
fidl from the lungs and the organs connected
therewith: (Ibn-Secn&, ], TA:) wherefore the

ducts of the lungs are called LJIt.-I .,J [the
tubes of coughing, meaning the bronchial tud,]
because it [i. e. what is hurtful in the lungs] has
its exit by them. (TA.) One says, t '~. 41
i. [Verily he coughs with an abominable
coughing]. (TA.) And V i [In him is a
coughing; i. e. he has a coughing, or cough].

,.., .. J ~ & ,. a·
(TA.) And JitJI .iiU 3+ J- a 1[he
question, or peition, has choked thee, and con-
~uently cowjhing hAs ~ed t,he]. (TA.)-

Hence the saying, .jI ja-J .l. [lIe shot him,
and he conuently coughed up blood]; i. e.,
he threw [up] blood from his chest. (TA.) -

a, aor., inf. n. j~; accord. to the I, app.,

aZ, aor. t, inf. n. J,; [and thus the pret. and
inf. n. are written in the copies of the K ;] but the
former is the right; (TA;) t lie was, or became,
brk, ivlya, or Tprightly; (V, rTA;) like jj,

inf n. oj. (TA. [See the part. n., 
below.])

4. ~ 1 It [made him to cough, or] occasioned
him a coughing. (TA.) ~And t lle, or it,
made him, or pronounced him, to be like the ;
[q. v.]. (0, TA.) - And t He, (a man, K, TA,)
and it, (pasture, or herbage, 0, TA,) renderwl
him (a horse, TA) brisk, lively, or sprightly;

(0, 1], TA;) as also jfl. (O, TA.)

10. -'-JA- l She (a woman) became a *";5,
i. e., vry clamorous, and foul-tongued; (, O;)
or like a ,'J*, (IC, TA,) in badness, wickeldnes,
or guile, and clamorousne, andfoulnes of tongye:
(TA:) similar to -.. 1, and to .. ,I said of a
man, &ec. (AZ, TA.)

J, Dry [dates of the bad sort termed] ,,,&.
(IAvr,O, 10.)

J,t., applied to a horse, t Brisk, lively, or
sprigitly; like J&j. (AO, O, TA.)

u.lT.: see the next paragraph.

*i.L and V . (S, , K [app. thus, without
tenween, as a fm. -noun, though .id without
tenween is unusual,]) and ? 1. (S, O, TA)
The [hind of goblin, demon, devil, or jinert,
called] Jj: (s:) or the female of the Jd.:
(Abu-l-Wefee El-Agribee, TA in art. UJ; and
Jlar p. 76:) or the worst, most wicked, or mat
guiful, of the [p. of JA]: ($, O:) or
an enchantress of the jim, or genii: (1( :) pl. [of
the first] jtL [written with the article lta.Jl]

(S, o, .) [and of the scond f ] and of tile
third ,.'L, wlhicl is said to sibgify thefemales

of the ejSk. (TA.) - [Hencc,] 'i.L signifies
t A very clamorous, ffoutbngutl, womoan: (S,
O, TA:) accord. to Aboo-'Adnlhn, a wornan
foul in face, evil in dis]position, is likened to the
*5.: but some of the Arabs say that the Arabs

do not apply the epithet °5 to any but an old

woman. (TA.)- And [the pl.] Jt.L;l signifies
H lores; as being likened to what are [properly]

so termed. (TA.) _ And [the same pl.] I,a.l;,
(1p, TA,) with kesr to the J, (TA,) [in the TJI

1JIaJI, and in the Cl t t&.Jl,] signifies t A
certain plant, the leave of which make [the
ulkers termed] .~iot to discharye their contents,
and disoles them; and the freh tiereof remore
the manye, or scab: it is a most exccUllent remedty
for the cough; [wherefore it is also called

JlaJI a .; (T]v;)] and cau,s the erection

of the li to sbside (]g, T, ,TA,
for which we find in some copies of the 1
- 1 l 44); even the jmigating of one.yf
therewith. (.)

[~.: asee the next preceding paragraph.

Jt an inf. n. of jZ [q. v.]: (., O, 1 :) or a
simple subst. [meaning A cough]. (Msb.)

.&JI: see r~.

JC [Co~ghing]. You say JSL uJi, (0,

0

1
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SJ. - [oI
],) without , (0,) meaning A s.camed ha,
a cogh. (0, ])-And rtL ,jl jj d;
[ Verily he has ent cogh]: (O, :.) a phrase
having an intensive meaning: (1:) by rule one
should ay ja: Jlt; but thus the Araba said,
like as they aid J411 jS and!b : and

[in like manner] a poet cited by Lth ays .
(O.) 8ee also what follows.

J~" The part of the fauces, or throat, whicha
is tle place of coughing: (S, Msb:) or [simply]
thecfiucs, or throat; as also Q .)S; (g ;) which
latter is expl. by As as meaning The mouth;
because with it one coughs. (TA.)

jla. and .s.

-1 -s aor. inf. n. (-, Mb, ,
&c.) [and .Ua, agreeably with general analogy],
lle walked, mvent, or rent along, (Er-Raghib,
Mh, I, TA,) quikly: (Er-Righib, Mgh, TA:)
thlis, accord. to Er-RIghib, is the primary signi.
fication: and hence, ;Z"Jl. 1 1 t' uarJI [Tle
trillpping to and fro between E.-Rafd and El.
AfarwhA]: (TA:) and %. ) j . , [app.
meaning He trilpwd along, or he truded along, in
bis ralking]: (Myb:) [or] ll signifies the oin9g
along kith vbigrosnu, and with liglhts, activity,
or quickess. (Iam p. 6(5.)-. e (a man, 8) ran;
syn. I,, ; (IApr,?,lC, TA;) or i.n-: by the
former of which is meant [he wn~t] a pace blo

Aa
what is termed :JI and abore what is termed
Ijl. (IApr, TA.) - I. ;i [as meaning
lIe repaired, or betook him&-fl. (V.) The
saying, in the 1ur [lxii. 9], Xi; f j I;Cti

is expl. asu meaning 3~lU [Then repair ye to
prayer to God]: (TA:) or then go ye (IUr)
to lrayer [to God]: (Jel:) and Ibn-Mes'ood
read lt=ti . (TA.) Or ,'L I ! J la. means
lie nrnt to prayer, in any manner [i. e. whether
quickly or not]. (Mqb.) - He tas active, or
busy and bustling, in procuring the means of
sulisistence: (TA:) he stroOe, laboured, or e-erted
himself; employed himself vigormuly, strenaouy,
or witL energy; in any affair, whether good or
evil; but mostly used in relation to what is
piriseworthy, or praised: (Er-Rughib, TA:) he
ocrupied himnelf according to his own judgnent
or discretion or free mill, in any work, or deed:
(Mqb:) he worked, or wrmoght, or did, (8, Msb,
K, TA,) any work, or deed, good or evil: (TA:)
he earned, or gained. (., g, TA.) One says,
es ,.P ," j .lIHe manages, conducts, orders,
regulales, or superintends, the affairs of his
Cne,ple, or party. (IIam p. 771, Myb.*) And
,,J o and ,fnl He wnorked, or trought, and
earnel, or gained, for them. (TA.) And .J.l

.jW U.,h a prov., meaning The man earns
for hi# belly and his pudendum. (TA.) And

; l , (',) or --

i. e. [7he dase wrho had made a contract with his
numster to pay him a certain sum for his emanci-
,ation] laboured to earn the means of releasing
hinirlf: (Mqb:) the inf. n. of the verb thus used
is taX,: (,, Myb:) and'this term is employed

when a slave emancipated in part, and in part
retained in slavery, labours and earns for the
completion of his release. (IAth, TA.) The
saying, in the lur [liii. 40], i 
, means [Tlere is nothing imputable to the
man] but nwhat he hath wrought, or done. (Msb.)

And Us_JI Lj t i, in the same [xxxvii.
100], means And when he attained to working
nith him: or and when he nas able to assist himn
in his worhing. (TA.) - Also le suqe, in-
tended, managed, or conducted, in his owrn person,
the collection of the poor-rates; (1, TA;) he
went to exact then, and received tlhen; (TA;)
and the inf. n. in this case also is ita.,: (.K,

TA :) or JiJ,l isb I (S, M9b,) nor.

inf. n. Ui, (Msb,) he fficiated in the exacting,
or receiving, or collecting, of the poor-rate. (S,'
Msb.) [And . is trans. without a prep. as
meaning lie exacted the poor-rate:] a poet says,
(namely, 'Amr Ibn-'Add&, TA,)

1~r l;7 ,:i Jj L U4
., . a . 4-. 4 S ..-

1,. .,. Li j . i j. ~0 .

[He exacted the poor-rate of a year, and left not
to us camel'fur, or goats' hair: tien how woulld
be the case if 'Amnr had ecacted the poor-rate of
two years?]. (S)_ t j- sa s isaid
when one rectifies, redresses, or reforms, the
affair of such a one, or mars, vitiates, or perverts
it, by his x,L [or striving, or labouring; and
may be rendered I strove, or laboured, in reslect
of the affair of such a one, either to retfiy,
redress, or reform, it, or to mar, vitiate, or per-
vert, it]: and lt3;;l t. 19. ;'.Jlj, in the lur
xxii. 50 [and xxxiv. 5], means Aund they rwho
strive, or bzbour, in recspect of our signs, to tnar,
or vitiatce, or pervert, their meaninj, by inm-
pugning tlhecir character; seeing that they called
them enchantment, and poetry, and tales, or
legends, or fictions: (Ksh in xxii. 50:) or these
words of the .(ur mean and they who strirc, or
labour, to faltfy, or nullifij, our signs; i. e. the
Bur-an. (Jel.)_, . k. means HIe created,
or excited, diorlder, or discord, between them, or
among tlem; made, or did, mischief between
tlem, or among them; as also itL, which is app.,
in this case, a dial. var. of '. . (TA in art.
.st.) [Hence,] _.5,t .0 O ts- [liet
created, or excited, di~ordr, &c., among tile
people by calumnies, or slanrlers: or it may be
well rendered ie busied himself among the people
with propagating calumnies, or slanders]. ($ and
O in art. JSI; &c.)_-And 4 UZ UHe
calumniated him, or slandered him, (S, Msb, 1,'
TA,) .Ijl; jl [to thi ruler, or magi.trate];
(8, Msb, g ;) inf. n. dtal. (TA.)- ,, said
of a female slave, (Ig, TA,) aor. , inf. n.

,_, (TA,) She committed fornication, or pros-
tituted herself. (g, TA.) [See also 3.] =

& 4% L fi:,;W Li : see 3.

3. t &r JJi ej iLL, aor. of the latter ~:I1,
means [Such a one strore with me in walking,
or going along, quickly, &c.,] and I overcame

himr [therein]. (S, TA.) The inf. n. tbL: signi-
fies The walking, or oing, quickly [&c., or rather
the striving, or contending, in doing so,] nith any
one. (KL.) Hence the trad. of 'Alee, in dis-
commendation of worldly enjoyments, IMlGi '
lti, meaning t_. ' > [i. e. Lie nho runs a

race with them, they evade him, or escape his
pursuit]. (TA.) - StL. also signifies One's
coiinmmitting fornication with a femnale lave: and
a female slave's committirg fornication with any
one: (KL:) you say, of a man, kj andc, and
thils is with a free woman and with a female
slave: bIut one says in the case of a female slave,
lp leuliarly, t.,C ,,v [lie has committed forni.
cation ,ritfh her]; atL.. not being with any but
with fimale slaves: thus in a trad., C,-C · tli;
il,.JlI . [Femrn,le slarw that committed forni-

eationt ina flhe Ti,'w, '.f. Inorance]: and ) ' 

iLI U Jia..,. Th7cn: twas blougbht to 'Omar a
timanil 7is'lo (Ec Ifittefl frnication with a female

1 .,] (, TA :') [ui.il hence, ;AtL I J (oc-
cturing in the L, in art. ,4, as mentionied by
lAir on the authority of A,v u-I-Mllkirim), meain-
ing Titm qfflprrg ioi ;brn cation, begottcn on a
ldare:] or lAw., (1;, TA,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) signiifics [or rathier signifies also] lle
sought her bor the p,uriTs' of fornication: (1.,
[in whichi the context seems to indicate tihat it
relates to a female slave,] and TA:) accord. to
Tb, relating to the free woman aqd tlhe female
slave: it is also saiid that ;I)l kG . signifies
The imposing upon the wronan, iy her (niener, an
impost wvich rse is to lwy by inmeans of [the gatint
of] nrostitution: and it is said in i tradl. that
there shall be no ;t1l; in El-Islam. (TA.) 
[It is said in the TA in art. j, that t... from

ULJI is like ;,l from Avl and Ik,t, from
iln &c.; but I thlink tihat ;ta.. in this instance
is a mistranscription for UaiL..: see art. "-.]

4. la..l signifies ( 4 ,(, K,TA,) i..
Ic mnade hiMm to earnt, or gain. (TA.) - And

U Sc ;5l lle e?pqloyed a collector of

their poor-.rates. (TA.) [See also 10.]- And
T 1 I ey gave hinm, or perfirmedl or acconm-

pliihed for him, what he desired, or sought, or
,neeIeL (sgh, K, TA.)

10. ., -- (.,M;I, gM t.. (S 8,
Msb) lIe required of the slare that te should
labour to earn the meana. of releasing hinself:
(Mob:) or lie imps~ed upon the slave work Injb
means of whirh he snuld lpay for him.elf, when
he had been emancipated in part, in order to his
completing his emancipation: and 1 , ., signifiesc

the work so imnped. (1..) -And ol*-'wl Ile
employed himn as collector of the poor-rate.
(JM; and the like is said in the TA, fron a
trad.) [See also 4.]

- -: see the next paragraph, in two places:
=- and see also Ja.,.

, with kesr, (T, S, TA,) [and ., with
fet-l, as shown by what follows,] or t , with
kesr, (.1,) or I , thus written in the M, with
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fet-b, (TA,) and ?t:;1, (T, ( I, Sd, , [FreytagI
found this last written in a copy of the .S .L,,

and in one of my copies of the S it is written

Jjl;5 ,]) which is said to be masce., (TA,) [and

therefore with tenween, accord. to a general rule

applying to ns. of the measure .'z,] and * 1' ,

(IAir, Sgh, I5,) A [portion, or ulort portion,

ach as is termed] MC,, ($, M, &, &c.,) of the
night: (S, M, TA:) [like i,';), q. v.:] one says,

pa JLI i,, (-, TA,) and t' , with
fet-b as weU as with kesr, (TA, and thus in the

l~am p. 708,) and ',, with fet-h, (TA,) [or

da:..,] and t f,, (s,) [and V d,;,] A por-

tion (i;.z) of the night passed; (TA;) [or a

short portion:] and J '.I X s. signifies the

same: (lIam p. 708:) or, as some say, 't AP*,

signifies more than a asL., of the night, and like-

wise of the day; and one says, j :s L;

'a X .Qt and ;,.1b [app. meaning 'e
were with him, or at his abode, during some con-

siderable portions of the niglt and of the day]:

so in the T. (TA.)

l.$t inf. n. of 1 [in most of its senses]. (S,

Myb, K, c.) _ See also &a.

it The occupation of onmclf acordig to his

own judgment or discretion or free /ill (1, TA)
in procuring the means of snbsistence, and in
earning, or gain. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

IJ1 ;A .oIt~ S l- ' [My occupation of myslf
in procuring the means of subsistence has diverted

mefrom giving]: El-Mundhiree says that
with , is a mistranscription: it is applied to
him whose disposition is generous but who is in
want. (TA. [See also art. ,az.])

; ,: see jar, in two places.Also i.q.

a; or ia .; [i. e. A piece of war, or a candle]:
(IApr, TA:) in the 18, a..J is erroneously put
for [aaJll: [so in the TA; but it is omitted in
the CIC and in my MS. copy of the I :] pl. [or

rather coll. gcn. n.] #'P. (TA.)

,..s: sec, in two places. - Also, [accord.

to the IL, , for it is there written with the

article Jl, but] accord. to IAVr without the
article Jl, [app. ;)m, as a proper name,] (TA,)

A woman foul, eemly, or obscene, in tongue;
having little, or no, shame or modesty: (IAgr, I,*

TA:) ailltJI in the 1 is a mistranscription for

aullJl, with q. (TA.)

a~ a proper name for T77 shegjoat. (1.)

And she is called to be milked by the cry ' P

dbZ. (TA.)

fiLS. and c': see , in five places.

kLQ an inf. n. of U, in three of its senses.

Se_ e also 10.

LS;- One who patiently endures dsleepmenss
and traveld: (15:) very laborious, active, and
bustling. (TA.)

t~ act. part. n. of 1. (Mob.) A messenger;
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a courier, or m~ er that journeys with haste;

or a mesengjer on a beat of the post; syn. .
(TA.) [See an ex. at the end of the first para-

graph of art. Ojj] -Any manager, conductor,
orderer, rulator, or superintndent, ($, ,) of
a thing, over a people, or party, (S,) or of an
affair, and of a people, or party, whatever it be:

(1K:) pl. 1L,. (.,* TA.) Mostly, (S, TA,) or
when used without restriction, (Msb,) applied to
The intendant, or collector, of tite poor-rate: pl.

as above. ($,MNb, TA. [See .]) And
particularly The headman of the Jenws and Chris-
tians, (Q, TA,)from whose opinion, or judgment,
thwy do not deviate, and without whom they do

not decide an affair. (TA.) And [the pl.] c
signifies Persons who take upon themselvs re-

sponsibility for the prevetion of the shedding
of blood, and for the stilig of sedition, or dis-

cord, or theu like; becanse they labour in the
reforming, or amending, of the circumstances
subsisting between parties. (TA.)- Also A
calumniator, or slanderer; [and especially] to
the ruler, or magistrate: whence the saying, in a

trad., L. 'ei a.L. The caumniator is not

trueborn: and in another trad., " t.tJ

[Thte calumniator of anotiser to the rider is a
trebler of evil]; meaning that he destroys, by
his calumny, himself, and the calumniated, and
the ruler. (TA.)

;'..;, syn. with ;, [an inf. n. of :, ]
signifying The act of running, and working, and
earning or gaining, [&c., when used as a simple

subst.,] has for its pL El.. (H.ar p. 384.)

$;.. eA means of attaining hlonour and emi.
nene~ or elevation, in the various hinds of glory;

(1.;) a good, or laudable, act or endearour;

generosity: pl. El_. (MA.) [See an cx. voec

A~ , and another voce jal.] J says, [in the
,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~- ,S, -aljS is-,lj jl 

and the author of the ](, following .gli, says
that he has committed a mistake in saying .

A,*'bi instead of- ; Oj! : in some copies of the

S is found .*,l ; but this is an emendation:

the originai reading isaa ~i : which, however,
should be termed a slip of the pen [rather than a
mistake, for it cannot be that J was ignorant of

the meaning of so common a word as l.].
(TA.)

." 2 _ Calumniated, or slandered, [and

especially] to a ruler, or magistrate. (TA.)

1. 'a., aor.-; (s, A, Mb, 1 ;) and ,

aor. :; (A, K;) inf. n. (, (S,A,* Msb, K,)

which is of the former, (S, Msb, TA,) and ¢,

(g,) which is of the latter, (TA,) and .,Zd (1)

and ali' and , (A,* g,) the last syn. with

'.c4.; (S, Msb;) lIe vas, or became, hungi7:
(S,A, Msb, K :) or snlried hung er tgetlwr with

fatig?e. (A, M,sb, K.) You say, $..A ^ and

;... and al., [using these ns. as simple
stbists.,] In hidm is htnger : or 1dunger togcether

1,* 4· · It 
withfatigue. (A.) And 4...,~ . ,e [An

orphan] having hunger. (s.) And LS .. ,

a.., in the lur [xc. 14], means In a lay of

Xunger. (TA.) [See also L- & and below.]

4. ",,A He (a man, TA) entered upon a
state of hunger. (Q.)

an inf. n. of J [q. v.]. (?, &C.)-

It also signifies Thirst: but is unused: (1 :) [or]
thirst is sometimes thus termed. (Msb.)

,aa..: see -

2;; Hunger: or hunger combined with fa-
tigue. (TA.) [See also L]

X .$l; and its fem., . e: seethe next para-
graph, in three places.

and V :d,: (s, A, Mqb, 1) and ':

(1) Hungmry: (S, A, Msb, !5, TA :) or nffcring
hunger togetlher wivith fatigue: (A, Msb, K :) or

thirsty: (TA:) fem. [of the second] ' ,: (g,

I,) pl. i lA . (1g.) You say also, tk. )

,'j (A, TA) and XCS * .'P (TA) [lie is

hungy and fatigued, or fatigued in lthe utmost

degree]. And it is said in a trad.,,a ,^j ..c J-).

t :', expl. as meaning [lIe entered Khey-

ber] thley being hungry. (TA.)

: see its pl. in what next precedes.

lM. , ~J.. ~* and a [the latter writ-

ten in the CK -. i- ] To him is allowed, or per-

mitted, such a thing. (15, TA.)

J2,~.
1. ,.~, (A'Obeyd, Az, g, M, ]g,) aor. ", inf. n.

..L; (S, TA;) and t b.~;, (A'Obeyd, S, M, .K,)
inf. n. j 1. ; (TA;) HIe noec (A'Obeyd, Az, 4,
M, Z, t) tith his fingers (Z, TA) [or dlaitld]

a mat, (A'Obeyd, TA,) or palm-leaves, (Az, S,
M, 15,) and any other thing that may be woven

with the fingers; (TA;) like Jj and j.Ij.

(A'Obeyd, TA.) - .~ (Lth, O, I.) Cj ,

~,jtl, (Lth, O,) [nor. * accord. to the TK, but

more probably ,, agreeably with a general rule
relating, to intrans. verbs of this class,] inf. n.

J. L., He (a bird) ntnt along upon thc surf'e
of the earth. (Lth, O, g.) [Sec also 4.]

-. ,, (S, M, Mgh,' Msb, 1g,) third pers. .i.,

(Mgh,) nor. .l-, ( Msb, TA,) inif. n. .,L; (M,

Msb, g;) and V.&t; ;; (s, M, Msb, 1}; [in onc

of my copies of the S, erroneously, e.J.,I" ;])
I took [into mny mouth], ($, ,) or ate, (Mgh,
Msb,) medicine, ($, M, Mgh, Mysb, K.,) and
meal of parched barley or wheat, ($, M, Mgh,)
and the like of either of these, (M,) or anything
dry, (Mgh, Msyb,) not moistened, (S, M.l, I,)
and ,wt kneaded [with wrater ,c.]; ($;) or i. q.

l;_. , (M, I5, TA,) which signifies as alove,

(TA,) or I tooh it in thec palm of my hand, (A
and L in art. r3,) and conreyed it to mny mouth,

(A in that art.,) or licked it tp: (L ini that art. :)

and t3a' signiles the doing thus once. (TA.)
And [hence,] _ signifies also Camels' eating

1
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dry herbage. (15.) Hence the saying of 'Am
Ibn-Kulthoom,

The she-camel, advanced in age, abounding writ
milk, eating the [dry and] old and wasted herl
a.e. (Mgl. [See EM p. 208: and the same
p. 224.]) Hence also the phrase, +;;JI ,.L X
Asuredly that I should eat the dut. (Mgh.
_-And ;t11 WI -P (M, 15,) aor. A-I, inf n

_.L., (TA,) I drank much of tie vater ivithou
.uUfying my thirst: (M,15:) and so , aor
.p- ,# inf n. a (T- _ 4+ ap +J

seC 4.

4. J i: see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,
U.s1 _;w, in£ ini. j w I stui one part oj

thu thing to another. (Yz, TA.) - [And fron
the same signification, u is indicated in the
O ) and TA,] 1L1 A.$ t lie looked sharly, (f
M, A, 0,15,) and hardly, (S, 0,) and minutely,
(A,) towards, or 'at, (Jl,) a person, (;, A, 0,)
Hlid an aiir, (A,) and kAF adds, and incle
tonards the grouL (M.) _ Also He fed a
camel wit dry herbage. (15.) - [Hence,] J. L1

s4jt -UIi t lIe pt the bit into the mh of
itic horse. (Molect, L, 1) And .1--J1 1l
t 1I Ctq#Wd the nound with the medicament:
(MI :) or ji pqn.JtI J~1t he pet a medicamt
jiato the woewd; (15, TA;) as though he put
J_L.. to it. (TA.)_ And tj 4P ,ZgI A..t tile
filed in ti/ tattoo with a.,p [i. e. smokelack oj
.fat]. (M.) _ And j4fii j.. J.t 1 is facec
nwas sprikled rwith Aj. (s.) It is eaid in a
trad., j .1 YL , meaning t IIs face was
altered, (?, 15,0) as though something that altered
it had been sprinkled upon it. (8.) You say also,
...- 5£ 'a- ... 

IsLe, ,..A...I ~ ~bS, meaning t lli. face leame
of a blackils, or an ashy, hue, altered, as touSqh
ashes had been sprinkled ulon it: and 1 j.4

A~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ }6 jl t I [Ashes were sprinkled upon his
fare], meaning his fare becanm altered. (LIar
p. 020.) Also It ap,nwoae/ed the earth, or
ground; (6, M, 15 ;) said of a bird in its flight;
(@, 15;) or of a bird &c.: (M:) or it (a bird)
Jlew over the ground so ncar that its feet abnost
.eaeched it. (A.) And a. ..l T7he cloud
a pproached the ear4th. ( -, 1.) - Said of a stal-
lion, ]ie stooped his head to bite. (M, 15.) And
one says of a man, Le;yl . j.Amt [and .wb,91 Ji
lie stoed trao d the ground]. (0 in art. .)
- And, said of a man, (6,) t lie pursued small,

or little, things: (@, l :) and t he foUoloed after
low, or mean, things: (15:) [the stooped to umch
things:] or -K'lth o '1 om jl 1 t He
aspproached [or pursud] small, or little, things,
i, nd the me [net, or mot igndble, thereof; or
beamne mean, or ignle: (M,- TA:) and .tem
A;ni .,A, [or cor rectly ,] and l, t ie

naiproahedi [t/e thing that was near, or that wtuas
han, or mean]; frorm t: said of a bird in its

Hi,,ht, maning It a,pr(oarhed the ground so that
it4Jet aliost ltotnhed it. (lar p. 20.) [Hence

J ,L Medicine, (S, M, Msb, .5,) and meal of
d parched barley or wheat, (S, M,) and the like of
f ither of these, (M,) or anything d,y, (Msb,)

tahen [into the moutlh], (S, M,* K,) or eaten,
(Msb,) not moistened, (, M,* Mb, ,) or not
kneaded [with water ,ce.]; (S;) and t a. signi-
fies the same; (M, 1 ;) each a subst. from &
J,J1 and ;1,01 &c. (M.) Also Blacknes
of the gum. (M, TA.)

) A&iw Woven [nwith the finers, or plaited,] of
) palm-leatc. (KL.) - [And hence,] The girth
) of te .Ji [or camers saddle], (S, M, 1,) and of

the [~omen's vehitle called] r..: (M:) the

fore-/irth of the J.;; because made broad, like
) the ~. of palm-leaves. (T, TA.) [See also

the next paragraph.] - A certain plant. (IDrd,
' g.) The s/arynes of the ears of the wolf.

(M, TA.) And % JiJI is A name of Ib/ee:
e (0, 1]:) so says AA: (0:) in one or more of the

copies of the " Nawidir," t = ",1. (TA.)

i.. A thing wnoen [with tthe finy,er, or
plaited,] of palm-leaves: (S,O:) a piece of
woven [or plaited] work of palm-leaves (K1 voce

j &) &c.: (TA ibid.:) pl. J~ij. (TA.) Sec
aI,, first sentence. A nwide belUy-girth with
w: hich a ~J; [or catneers saldle] is bounal, or
fastened. (M.) [See also -A.] -- The apper-
tenance [or sulpenxory] of a wrater-kin (i),
which the carrier of the l puts orer his chest
[wkren carrmyin the Ia on hid back]. (.1 voce_-- a

-L .)-See also iL.. - A [recptacle fur
dates, nuch as is called] j;-L3, [maide f ifplim-
leaves,] before it is wtoen. (M, TA.). And
[the pl.] .^'l signifies W1ide ribs: or, as some

say, all the ribs. (M.)

~LA.. A certain plant; (M, TA;) said bhv
IDrd to be of the dial. of El-Yemen; that Rmrtich
the pemle of N2cjd call the j'i , which is the
!, .Jjp. [or maijoram]. (TA.) Sce also

JtL.L The dust of flour, that rises, (F,) or
flies and rises, (TA,) at the sjfiing. (1K, TA.)
_ The fine particles of dust: (S, Mgh, iK :) or
sach as rimes, or spreads, of dust. (M.) - Hence,
(Mgh,) JI Jt;L (Mgh, li) t Whallt is bad
of poetry, (1., TA,) imlerfectly, or unsoundly,
done. (TA. [In the Cl, tI is erroneously put
forJIl ; and Freytagappears to have read.,l.])

2j.L signifies t Bad poetry: and tanything im-
perfectly, or unsountlly, done. (M.) Anything
bad. (S, .1. [Compare the Hcbr. ,DDD.D, occur-
ring witlh the article, and with the quiescent, in
Numbers xi. 4.]) t Such as is bad of natural dis-
positions. (M.) And t A cont,enqtible, or das-
picable, thin1g or affair. (S, 15.) It is said in a

trad., M *j Mh l, TA o 1, s A1 i. !,
(s, M gl, TA,) or ~:: eQ, (, TA,) i. c.
t [Verily God lom-w Iofty things, or things wchereb!
one acquires eminence or nobility, and] hates
paltry, and mean, things. (Mgh, $gh, TA.)

r the saying,] Si 4 ; 'j > t Z ;! J l :c A.'

Jell 1 [Guard t jysef from the ba

I
action, and approach it not with any degree o,

h approaching]. (TA.) - You say also, . t
bJU4 i.. He obtained not [from him, or of it,,
paltr acquisition], (15, TA,) [or] anythin6

s (TA.) - And 1 le fled from his companum
(15, TA,) running moJt vehemently. (TA.)

8: see 1.

d R. Q.L * *, (5,) inf. n. ;;;, (8,M,
He cleared, or gifted, (J I,) flour, (S, M, 15,
and the like, (S, J1,) with the J)Z [or sieve]
and the like. (L, TA.) One says, aA._; A*
J~H [I heard the sifting of thc sieve]. . (TA.

…-] _And A,&q.L ?He did his deed imper
fieetly, or not sOundly. (IDrd, M, K, TA.)_-

n And 1 C.L.'L The wnd raised the fin
edwt, bloing a little above the surface of tla

e eart/. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. . 1 ; * j ; jlj;a phrase
mentioned by Ibn-'Abbad as meaning T7hou wiv
not coe to datroy, or bring to ought, thiu
thing, or affair. (0, TA.)

I-
. Lo, with the J quiescent, i q. JP; as in

the phrase j;it w_ [Thou wilt do such a thing]:
mentioned by Th. (M. [See art. j"; and see
also the letter #-.])

wa, accord. to the 1, or %.., with kesr,
aceord. to .gh, [in the 0,] (TA,) A spadiz, or
a spathe, ( "i) of a male palm-tree. (AA, 0,

f~~~~~~

1)- See also . .

.A.: see what next follows.
aa.ion and t a (0, ,) or the former and

V a.., (so in a copy of the M,) The serpent
called,_.l: (AA, 0,1 :) or the sepnt thatflies
(M, 0,0) ) in the air: (M, 0:) and sometimes
peculiarly applied to the,jI: (M:) or the *nal
mrpent. (O.) And the Hudhalee poet Ed-
DAkiil Ibn-Haram uses the first of these words
as meaning tA man like a . (M.)_ Sec

also .
0*1,
ai. [an inf. n. un.]: see L

a.H A plait of palm-leave, (M, fo, TA,) i. c.
a ? &.., (TA,) made according to the measure
of the Jh j or the [ofs hih it is to form a
part]. (1, TA.) -And A thing of the kind
termed J.1i,jI [pI. of h efi], (15, TA,) [i.e. a
plait] Of [goat's] hair, or of wool, (TA,) which
a woman attaches to her [plaits of] hair: it was
not disapproved by Ibrihbeem En-Naklia'ee; (1,
TA;) though he disapproved of other things
attached to the hair: lAth explains it as a thing]
that a roman puts upon her head, aul attaches
to her hair in order that it may be wiJthe,ed
[thereby]. (TA.) = A small portien, (ai,)
and (S) a tandful, (S, 1,) of meal of parlched
barley or wheat, (S,) or of wheat, and the like.
(1g.)- See also what next follows.

I
I
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JL.L signifies [also] f An action, and a saying,
in wrhch ui no good. (Iyam p. 232; where the
foregoing trad. is cited as an ex.) And t Any
bad wind: (TA:) [or] "iL, signifies a wind
nnnisfg a little abowve the ground; and so

2 IA. ; : (M:) or the latter, a wind that raisms
the fine dust, and runm a little above the ground.
(, K.) - -1 ' : A fals, or lying,
mearing, in which is no rat fcation. (TA.)

..- , T'ehement hunger. (Ibn-'Abbid, .)
II,

%A-; [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.]. - Anything
cleaving, or stichking, to another thing. (A'Obeyd,

TA.) - * *. lie passed by fleeing frmn his
companion, ru nning most vehemently. (Ibn-
'Abbuid, TA.)

., .,. p .,
M- ~: see JLi, last sentence but one.

Also, without the ;, : Ungenerous, or mean, in
mffng. (S,Mt.)

1. , (S, A, Mob, g,) aor.:, (Msh, ,)
inf. n. . (Msh,) [and app. "i also, men-
tioned in what follows,] lie poured out, orfrith,
water: (, A:) and he sewd blood, (S, A, M!b,
J~,) tibe blool of another; (S, A;) and tears;
(M.b, K ;) inf. n. as above, and , A : (1 :) or

~ ; j1 'A [the eye shed its tears]. (A.)

The saying, in a trad., ..t.I . Ij Jt.
;L,li.l l has becn explained as meaning [And
he sew at the head of the water so tlhat] the blood
covered the Nater: but lAth says that this is not
Consistent with the language; for &.i signifies
the act of" pouring out, or forth ;" and that the
meaning nmay therefore be, that the blood made
the water to pour forth; like as when, into a
full vessel, somethiing heavier than whlat is in it
is poured; for in this case there comes forth from
it as mucha as lhas been poured into it. (TA.)

,02sl 6 8. t[liHe was stretcled, or extended,
ulon tlh ground], said of a camel. (1g.) _ The
verb is also used intransitively; you say,

i~', (Myb,) and ZJ:1, inf. n. - and d C

(O, zu) and _ ', (-,) te water, (Msb,) and
the tears, (0, g,) poured out, or forth. (0,
M!sb, lg.)

2. CL, inf. n. 5 , t lie did a deed that

Irofited tim not; (K;) likened to the arrow
called CAJl. (TA.)

3. [LILL, inf. n. * tL, and perhaps .iG

also, lie contended with Imin in the shtedding of
blood.] You say, t .l Between them is a

sttl,,in,, of blood. (TA.) -And [hence,] Lg

CtU. I Betnhen thenm tnwo is a contending in fight:
or, in htwkhing [of camnels] (Q31). (A, TA.) _-
And ti., and L..it also signify l The cmn-

mitting.firraication with another; (S, A, Msb, ;)
-. S .s ,,· G -- es

lW C,Jli; (M sb ;) as also? Li

[which is said of more than one pair]. (1..) You
Bk. I.

say, t1_a ! He committed fornication with her.
(A, Msb.) And ';.b'C : She committed forni-
cation with him: (L:) or he abode with him in
tlw practice of fornication. (TA.) [In all the
copies of the S that I have been able to consult,
three in number, I find _..] And -

CILJI >& Z. I [In marriag is that which

renders one in no need of fornication]. (A, Mgb.)
In the Time of Ignorance, when a man demanded
a woman in marriage, he said, U,., '!; and
when he desired fornication, he said, ls1 .
(TA.)

4- 1 I.'l t They made [horses] to run
without a wager. ( A.) [App., like 2, from

. J, the arrow thus called.]

[5. ., accord. to Freytag, signifies It was,
or became, poured out, orforth: but he names no
authority for this.]

6. . y1 l.hL3 [They mutualldy ded blood;
lit., blood]. (A.) - See also 3.

I The base, foot, bottom, or lowest or lover

part (-,l, 3g, or JA.l., S, A, -,) of a moun-
tain, (S, A, K,) which is the part whlereinto is
poured (&.) the water [from the parts above];
i. e. the part where the ide thcercof rests upon the
ground: (f: [as also 5 :]) or the [part
called] sy thereof, [see this word,] tihat rests
its side upon the ground: or the _ [app. as
meaning the low ground dt, or by, the base, or
foot,] thereof: (.K:) or the spreading part
thereof: (A: [there said to be in this sense tro-
pical; but why, I see not:]) or theface thereof:
(Msb :) or the lowest, or lower, part therof,
where it is rugged: (yam p. 80:) pl. * .,
( -.) -[The pl.] t, also signifies Rocks that

are soft, or Wmooth, (, TA,) and lippery. (TA.)

Csi,w: se eC . You say .t [zAn
eyelid slwdditg coious tears]. (A.)

C5 . A sack; syn. (q: (s:) L.,

signifies a pair of sachks which are placed (S, L)
upon a camrld, (L,) like the &.. (S, L.)_And
A thlich, or coarse, [garment of the kind called]
.OL.. (0, .)- C.l JI [incorrectly written by
Freytag 3.. , as on the authority of the §,] is
the name of An arrow used in the game called
jTgJI, to which no portion letainms: (,, A,* 1 :)
it is the fourth of the arrows to nhich tlhe term
JU is applied, nwhich have no notches, and to
whirh is a.,igined(l no portion andl no fine; these
being added only to give additional weight to the
collection of arrows fi'om fbar of occasioning
suspicion [of foul play]: the first of thlem is called

;'.I.41; the next, J 1; the next, a.Jl; and

the next, ' 11. (LI), TA.) - See also L.

L. A shedder f muAh blood. (A.) [Hence,]

C
CI2lI is the name of A sw,ordl of oi,oneyd lm,-
tBadal. (s.) _ [lcnec itlso,] t A gi,er of

many gjfls; or one who yie,es much. (..)
And t C/taste [or rather fluent or eloqnent] int

peech; syn. 'i: (g:) or poaing ability

for rpech. (S.)

8.C Pouring out, or forth; (O, L, Msb, ;)

applied to water, (A, Msb,) [and blood,] and
tears (0, L, g:) [accord. to some, un-
acquainted with the intrans. verb L_, a possessive
epithet, i. c.] meaning .L .: ((Iam p. 700:)
sn. with Ltf_, [or rather this is an intensive
epithet,] and t . also is syn. with 5L;

(TA;) or [rather] signifies poured out, or forth;
(A,* L, MN!. ;) anld is applied to water, (A, M.b,)
and tears (~;). (L.)

&···i
AL& t Bald in tle fore part of the head;

(IC;) as also a` (TA) [and Cal].
[~J~._ A place awhee water is poured out, or

forth; and where blood, and tears, are doed: pl.

.] One says, L-L.. st;jJ D7i vallny has
places vhere it pours out, orfortAh. (A, TA.)

~__' 8 t One wlo does a deed that profits himt
not. (0 [Sc 2.z])

t.4: sec ;J ._t[Hence,] appliedtoa camel,
it means . ,oijl ;) J ." t [Stretched, or

extended, upon the ground; s ljbeCig n explica-
tive adijunct]. (II.) - t Wide. (1.) You s.y Ai
klI _ til. * A she-camel wide in the armn-pit.

(A, 1.) Anld J;l : J A camel [nidc
i. c.] not contracted in the ribs. (A, TA.)-
t Tick, coarse, or big. (.) - You say also,
alJI t W . A, meaning t Verily he is long,

and thick, coar.tse, or big, in the neck. (TA.)_
And .L: I is tihe name of t A lorse of fakhr
Ibn-'Amr Ibn-El-fd,rith. (g.)

'G t Afornicator. (TA.) And ij .

t A fornicatres; (TA;) a nm,an tero dme not
abstain fiom fornication. (Aboo-Is-44, TA.)
Z _JI 'I means t A son of a fornicatreu;
(Ti ;) and [in like manner] -t ol; a son who is

the offspring of forntication. (.gh, TA in art.

1. - and Si,L, (S,) or j#l o9 hl and

['14~] J, (X,) or "iL (M, Msb) and '& ;,
(M, A,) nor. of the former M, (., M, Msb, ],)
and of the latter;, (M, .K,) inf. n. ;tl (., M,
Msb) and .il, which are of both the verbs;
(M;) and ti ., inf. n. n.L; (A;) le leawpe
ti femactle: (., g :) said ofa bird, (A, M(I,,) &ec.;
(Msl);) or of any beast or bird of prey; (As,
TA;) or of a quladrllped and of a birdl; (M,
TA;) or of a go,t (S, TA) and of a camel (An,
S, TA) and of a l,idl and of a benst of prey and
of a bird; (S, TA ;) and, in jpoetry, of a swimmer
[npp. mcaning a fish]: (M, TA:) sometimes,
also, it is used to convey an allusion to 1.x1
[rciatinig to human beings]. (A.)

2. .. JJI ,. tTlhe arrantiny of the flsh-
173
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meat upon the ~.., to roast: (.:) Z [app.]

makes it tropical, by his derivation of 5/ [q. v.].
(TA.)

3: see 1: - and see also 6.

4. L.ol He made him to leap [the female].
(Q,* ~,° P., Tg.)_ - 1, mentioned
by LB, mcans Lend me thy hegoat in order that
he nmay leap my she-goat: and Umeiych Ibn-
AIhi-.-Salt uses its pass. part. n. metaphorically in
relation to the ,ij [or piece of stick used for pro-
ducing fire]; saying,

* ~ t - * .5.. i*S- ̂ _

[.Ainl the land, God made it to be soaked by the
srater, so that every hJj was lent; no man being
able to go far enough to cut one for himself].
(M, TA.)

6. .I lIe mounted his mare from be-
hind; (M;) as also ? b,, - 1: (AAF, M:) or

* -Pt -J., he came to his camel from behind,
and mounted himn: (IAor, g :) and [in like man-
ner] ;.M-. i. q. .. 3, (1[,) i. e. he mounted him
from behlind. (TA.)

6. & J, 1 ;.W() and j3eJI,'(A,)or %AL3

c11 (]) and;LIi, (TA,) and ;"IJI tz,A.L,
(M.), [perhalmps a mistranscription for ;.L.J,])
The beasxts of prey [and the birds and the sheep or
goatx] lealed one another. (Tg.)

10: see 5, in two places.

; O1 M., A certain game, in wrhich boJs
arrange themuslc,w one behind anothler, eeryt one
laying hold upon the ;:j~ [or uppermost part
of the aist-wtralqwer] of his feUllo, from behind
himtn. (T in art., a~, and TA.)

._., A mare thiat is not alloed to be leaped
[b.y the .stallim] until she has compieted her
4., which is a eiod of tTventy days. (Kr, M.)

A, ~ ~ ~ ~ 1
),L (.., M, Mh), O) and _.i. (M, TA) t An

irotY iatrumnent, (.8, M, g,) with curved prongs,
(M, TA,) with whichflesh-meat is roasted: (S,
¥ :) Z makes is to be tropical, saying [in the A]
that it is so called because of its adhering to that
whiichi is roasted upon it: (TA:) pl. ,I1;.
(M.lb, TA.) [For instances of subets. similar to
. :: . ,I, · 4
>, and >34-, see C ]

·,~ and ·'u Wine: (V,:) the etymoloists
assert tlant'its is a substitute for the b in =* ,
which is one of the names of wine. (TA.)

** InB. part. n. of 4, q. v.

1. 1,O, (S, M, A, ]g,) aor. s, inf. n. ,., (M,
K,) le swept a house, or chamber, (., M, A,
.,) &c. (M.) -And lie, or it, [s"wpt away;
or tw,h anway, or carried off, in every tdirection:
and] dislrsed: (M, 1:) and removred, took off,
or stiip)ldl qff, a thing from a thing which it
covcred. (M A,'g.) You say, 5p1 e,

[BooK I.

.Ir,JI, and Oj13, t The wind seept awvay the
dust, and the leaves: or took them away, or
carried them o(, in every direction. (1v.) And

WJMt pj9 J t The 7wind dispersed the

couds: (M,TA:) or tremoved the clouds from
the fce of the sky. (A,* TA.) And you say of
a woman, ;., (S, M, A, Mgh, ,) aor. ,
(M,) inf. n. ; ~L, (M, Mgh,) meaning She re-

moved her veil (M, A, Mgh) t,~ .j & from her
face: (A, M:) and [elliptically] (M) she un-
covered herface: (S, M, K:) [for] I ;A..,,
[being for ·st JI ;. 'Aw,] nor. , inf.n. ph..
[or ;_. ?], signifies Iuncovered the thling; made it
apparent, or manifet :(Mgh :) [but accord. to Mtr,]
the phrase L.k.j j,3 [meaning she uncovers her
face] is of weak authority. (Mgh.) -Hence,
i.e. from '-y meaning "she uncovered her
face," (M,) ill :5 $' :, (, M, Mgh, Mb,

,) nor., ( M, Mb, ) and A, (g,) inf. n. l,u
(S, Mgh, Msb, 1I) and L; and )., (s,) t I
nade peace, effected a reconciliation, or adjusted
a diferene, between the l~ople; (S, Mgh, Msb,
,;) because he who does so exposes what is in

the mind of each party: (TA:) or I eposed
hltat was in the mind of this and the mind of

this in order to make peace, &c., between the
people. (M.) [See also ,U, below.] - [And

likewise, perlaps, from , k, meaning "she
uncovered her face,"] n1J e' , aor. , inf. n.
LJ, t The sun rose. (Msb.) -See also 4, in
two places. _L, ($, Mb,) aor. ,, (,) or ,
(Msb,) inf. n. j.,, (S,) or ;iL, (Msb,) [the
former of which inf. ns. perhaps indicates a radical
relation to ~;. said of a woman, and of the
sun, expl. above,] lie nent forth to journey:
(S, Msb:) this verb, however, in this sense,
[which appears to have been unknown, or not
acknowledged, by the authors of the M and ]~,
(see tJ,)] is obsolete; but its inf. n. ; is
used as a simple subst. (Msb. [See 3, the verb
commonly used in this sense.]) - [Hence, app.,]
o- j, H 1is fat imnt away. (A, TA.)_
and j i; t The war declined; syn. ;..

(A, 1.) -- . 1 )L, (8, A,) aor.:, inf. n. · ,
(S,) He wrotc the book, or vriting. (A. [See

aor. , (M, p,) inf. n. ;,; (M;) and t jL1,
(AZ, M, 1~,) in£ n. i;,; (TA;) and t P,

a *..
(Kr, M, F,) in£ n.j-L 3; (TA ;) Ue put thI
j [q. v.] tpon the nose of the camel. (S, M,
1g.)- - iI Sj" He sold the best of e sheep, or
goats. (V.)

2. ,-L, in£ n. , He sent him to go a

journey. (1, TA.)_,.J ., (,,) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) lie pastured thlw camels betn,ween
sunset and nightfall, and in the ', (1., TA,)
i.e., the whiteness [of the shy] b!fore nighlt:
(TA:) or hefed the camels nith ~.A [q. v.]: (so

in the 0:) and ,i j ,inf.n.;J , Hefed his
horse with 20 ': or he hept him continually

going, and trained him, in order that he might
become strong to journe.. (JM.) -jWI ' L,
(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made the fire to
flame, or blaze; (., TA;) hindled it; or made
it to burn, burn up, or burn brightly or fiercely,
(TA.) ~ See also 1, last sentence but one.

3. [tL. is trans. and intrans.] You say,

( vi ~ 4 CLdCI [The minds vie, one with
another, in snTeeping the round, efacing one
another's traces]: for the east wind removes and
disperses the longritudinal traces made by the
west wind, and the south wind makes traces
across them. (S,· ],· TA.) - And j.L, inf. n.

);ild (S, Msb, .) and jIL., (, K,) ie jour-
neyed, or wmnt, (Ki,) or went forth to journey,
(M, Msb,) jI. 4 Ol [to such a country, or

town]. (S, .) And c1u jL [He jour-
neyed, or went, afarjourney]. (A, Mgh.) [See
also 1.] [IeInce,] t le died. (1.) - And
;tl.l , e. O :..JI .U ~ [The sun declinued

frm thie midtdle o te/ 5hy]. (A.) _ And
UJgl , ;to. : [The jf.r dep,arted fro,.
hi,n]. (A.)

4. .:JI ; .I The tree had its leave blomn
off [and swept arway] by the wind; (I(, TA;)
tlhey having become changed in colour, adul white.
(TA.) .... And .L.,, (inf. n. j.1l, Mgh, Meb,)
It (the dawn, or daybreak,) slone, (T, S, M, A,
Mgh, Msb, ],) so that there was no doubt re-
slperting it; (T, TA;) as also V*L, (M,],)
aor. :, (1.,) inf. n. h.s: (TA:) it has a special
relation to colour; meaning it shone in colour.
(B, TA.) - It (the moon) ceaued a shining [in
the sky] before its riaing. (MI.) -t It (at man's
face) shone (S, M) [with hap,/ine.s (see ')]; or
with beauty; for you say, l.. .l; (.s ;) as also
;L: (M:) or became orerq.mread with beauty.

(Msb.)_ And lie entered upon the time if
dawn, or daybrcak; (M;) or the timne nwhen the
dawn became wThite. (.J.) The Prophet said,

i t.,Ik.ul, meaning Pef ,rm ye the prayer
of daybreak when ye enter ulon the time in wnhich
thew dawn shines, or becomes whvite: (S,· M.b :) or
rwhen the daw#n has become minansfest, so that there
is no doubt respecting it, eereny onc knowving it to
be the true dawn wlhen he sees it; accord. to Esh-
ShaLfi'ce and Ibn-Ilambal and others: (T, TA:) or
prolong ye thie prayer of daybreak until y/e enter
ulpon the timne wlen the dawn becomes n white: (8,
TA:) some say that it relates especially to nighits
in [the end of] which the moon shines, because in
such the commencement of daybreak is not
manifest: (TA:) or " 1 .& 'a..~1 means he per-
fowmed prayer in the shining of tei dawn: and
the ., is for the purpose of making the verb
transitive. (Mgh.)- 4 1, .. 1 ,.,>1 Tlte war
became -ehement. (A, .) - See also 1, lust
sentence but one.

6. j means -e jsl, (0, ,) i. c. HIe came
in [the time of] the vhiteness of day [either
before unrise or after sunset]. (TA.) - And
Jql A;;'J t7w camele pastured betnwen sunasct
and nightfall, (0, ]s,) and in the .L,((1K, TA,)

I
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i.e. the whitene [of the sky] before night.
(TA. [But see 2, second sentence.]) ~.jL

g;" (0, ], TA) a 3; (O,TA) i q.

1 O>&...a, (0, ( , TA,) i. e. IIe sought the
bright~t of the nomen in face and in beauty
(TA, TIl) for marriage. (Tlg.) - And .;I

41 ;>.4 IZ lIe attained, or obtained, 
what of the obiject of his want (0, I, TA) before
its becoming beyoul his reach. (TA.) - And

6ji L t ie sought to obtain of such a one

the half (I, 0, 1O , TA [in the Cg J.l ,

by which, if it be correct, may perhaps be meant
what was equitable, and J,.l1 may bear the
same interpretation,]) of a claim (a4) that he

had upon him. (0, If, TA.) = ,.Lt IL Th
Ain received, or had, a mark, or an iml)ression:

(0, 6:) from j meaningjl. (TA.)

7. l l t Tlhe clowuls became di;spewrsed:
(MI, TA:) [or] becamne removal from the face of

the sky. (TA.) . > ~ . .{
t Thte fore part of his head became divested of

tith hair. (S, 18 ) - Ub0;I ) J1 ;

t hei eamn/ went away into the country, or
land. (M, l.')

9. [i f.".l, inf. n. al , npp. means
The sun became chrite, previously to setting.]

A9.-See) ~.

10. ;L..JI ,.;_-': see 5. - 9A- l lie sent

him as a,J/ [q. v.]. (JM.)

e: seej.., in two places. Also A mark,

an unpres&4o., a trace, or a rveste, (i,, , TA,)
rempa;nin.q: (TA:) p.j . (s.) [Accord. to
Freytag, it occurs in the Deew6fn EI-Hudha-
lecycen as meaning The track, or trace, of a
surge, or torrent.]

.A hboo, or writing: (M, M:) or a great,
or largqe, bov,k: or a section ¢!f the Book of the
Law revealed to Afmoses: (M, ] :) or a book that
discovers, or rereals, truths: (TA:) or a book is
thus called because it discovers things, and makes

them evident: (M:) pl. t.. (, M.) With
respect to the saying of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee,

* ·

Skr says, [the poet means,] the marks, or traces,
thereof had become effaceed: [aceordingly, the
verse may be rendered, To Leyla there was in
Dhdtel-Beyn an abode that I knew, and another
in DDhdt-el-Jeyjsh wlreof the marks, or trae.,
are effaced:] IJ says, [app. holding the meaning
to be, the marks, or traces, whereof are (like
tho.se of) an anient book, such as a portion of
the Mosaic Law,] the last word should be from
the phlrase c.1 ,, i. e. "I swept the house,
or chamber ;" as though the writing were swept
off from the , ;. [or" written paper" or the
like, to whlichl the poet seems to compare the site
of the abode in Dh6tel-Jeysh]. (M, TA.)

1371

· Journey, or traoel; the act ofj jou~rnl
or travelling; (?,A,];) contr. ofj.: (M,
](:) thus called because of the going and coming
in it, like the going and coming of the wind
sweeping away fallen leaves: (M:) or the act of
goingforth tojournjey; an inf. n. used as a simple

subst.: (Mgb:) [therefore] the pl. is j1UI: (9,
M, A, Myb, ]p:) [and therefore it is often used
as a n. un.; but, properly speaking, the n. un. is

,;w :] you say, ' jL Ab [His journey

was near]: and the pl. of ;1 .,, accord. to rule,

is !-.. (Myb.) In law, [as relating to the
obligation of fasting &c.,] The going forth with
the intention of performing a journey of three
days and nights, or more. (KT.) m Also The
whiteness of dawn. or daybreak: (A:) or the
whiteness of the day: (S,M:) and i.q. '1 -

[dawnm, or morning, or forenoon; but app. here
used in the first of these senses]: (M :) and

?L,., the wliteneas [of t!h sky] before night:
(A, TA:) or the former, the remains of the
whiteness ,f dany aftr sunset. (If.) You say
Li i. e. lt...o [app. as meaning In tie dann].

(A.) And the prose-rhymer says, ' i I l

;L; J. .3 1 ,,I i. .JI (.S; TA)i. e. When
Sirius rises in the whiten~c of day [meaning in
tlw clear twilight of morning, thou s~est not then
rain: for Sirius rises aurorally, in Arabia, in the
middle and the latter half of Julv, when rain
scarcely ever falls there]. (S. [Accord. to the
TA, the meaning, napp. taken without considera-
tion from one of the foregoing explanations of

JA,, is, when Sirius rises at nigh,tfall: but this
is during the usual winter-rains.]) You say also,

2Ij; a ;, and , meaning ,ll ,V.

..,ij U *: , thus related, with ,0 [in the
word j!kl! (not with ,0), and app. meaning
I waet him wiwen w sun the n as becoming wite,

preiously to the setting]., (M.) And "','
,y 0'* [There remained a whtie gleam of day-

Ag]. (A.)

$~L: see the next preceding paragraph.

jA ~The food of tie travelcr; (M, i ;) the
food that is pmrqared for the traveller, (9, Msb,)
or for a journety: (TA:) pl. °,. (Msb.) This
is the primary signification. (TA.) You say,

,'lI t.1,1 They ate the food for the journey.
(A.) - Hence, I The receptacle thereof; (TA;)
the piece of sdin in rhkich it is put. (,* M,-
Msb, K,* TA.) [This is commonly of a round
form, with a running string; so that it is con-
verted into a bag to contain the food, at one
time, and at another time is spread flat upon the
ground, when persons want to eat upon it.] 
And hence, IThe thing [whatever it be] upon
which one eats: (TA:) [in the desert, it is gene-
rally a round piece of skin, such as I have
described above: in the towns, in the houses of
the middle classes, a round tray of tinned copper,
which is usually placed on a low stool; and in
the dweDings of some of the highest classes, and
the lowest, respectively, of silver and wood:]
aecord. to the T, ., has the last of the signifi-
cations given before this, and the thing which it

denotes is thus called because it is spread when
one eats upon it. (TA.)

;L (Lh, S,M, 1f) and t iL (Lbh, M) A
pice of iron, (., M, ],) or a cord, (M,) or a
piec of skin, (1,) that is put over the noe [and
jaws] of a camel, in tw plac~ of the k.- [q. v.]
(Lh, S,M, k) of the hors: (S, I :) or a cord
that is attached to the tAU;. [q. v.] of a camel, a
part being twisted round it, and the rest beitng
made a rein: and sometimes it is of iron: (Lth :)

9, e$

pl. [of paue., of the former,] e *l (M, I)
and [ofmalt.] Ui (S, M, O) and [ofeidther] .UI.

(M, I.)

jgLe Leaves which the wind nweeps away;
(M ;) latve ,vkich fall from tree (., A, IJ) and
which the wind stweep away, (A,) or because the
wind sweeps them away: (S :) or cares of hesrbs;
because the wind sweeps them away: (T, TA:)
or what hare fallen of the leares of tr~e and of
tAue lo7er portions if s'ed-.roduce. (JM.)~
Also 4A ,,xenqer: ( :) and t a nediat,r; or a
man nw'ho mabes xpeace, e.fects a reconciliation, or
adjusts a di;qf:rce, betneen a 1eople; (S, M,
MQb;) as also tVlZ: (Msb:) or a ,ne, ger
*vlo makes lpeace, &c.: (T, Mghl, TA:) [see 1 :]
pl. of the former f ,J, (9, M, Mgha,) and of the
latter '. (.Har Ip. 255. [See also , bclow.])

And t A commimioned agent, a Jactor, or a
deputy; and the like: pl. as above: app. so
called because he discovers, and makes manifest,
the affair in which he acts as a substitute for an-
other person. (Mgb.) - See also ...

o s.e:,i,,~. (., M, I.)

an inf. n. of '.. in the phrase ' ,

.4I [q. v.]. (S, Mgh, Msb, I.) [And hence,
The oifice of *1w . 9 (q. v.). See also Dc Sacy's
Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 126 and 172: and Quatre-
mare's Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, i. 19I'.] -
Also The falling of one's hair from [above] his
fordwad. (Sgh, TA.) - See also;l...

.C [act. part. n. of 1:] A woman haritq her
face wucovered: (S, M, Mgh, g :) pl. ,Al.
(TA.) - And a horse + having littlefle~h: (i:)

or so,Jt 9G, a phrase used by Ibn-Muk.bil.
(TA.) See also .. ;. _ And ace ),", in
two places. - AlsoA riter; a scribe. (Akh,
S, M, ]:) in the Nabatshan language 1IL:
(M :) pl. ,., : (Akh, $, M, I :) which is also
applied to the angels who regijter actions. (M, I.)

.- ... --.

;.cL,i: aftv*

5A.? sing. of it.;, (A,) whichl signifies The
part that applears [or parts that appear] of the
face. (., A,* J.) _- [Also, or A, A place /,,

journeying or travelling: in which sense, like-
wise, its pI. is )L1.) One says, ` L.. j L e

;UAg [Betwnn me and him, or it, are far-
xtending tracts to be tra~ele. (A.)

'. [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.:] : A face shining
(A, TA) with happins. (A.) - t uJlI

173
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'1 [in the Ci (erroneously) 3 11] meam
t [TAe d-camel] tAat i ~ Ahat above mch a-6
it ted st.. [in r of redne.S ] (0, 1
TA.)

mA.: ee A .-.. - Alo A man (TA2 tha
joue~ , or tra , much; (i ;) and o tjso
(A:) or that journeys, or travd, much, and i
strog for jo~y : (M:) and, applied to s
camel, (?, M, A,) strong for journ~ ; (, MM
A, ];) febm. with 3, (%M, If,) applied to a she.
camel, (., M,) as also V .!, thus applied. (M.:

0-. ·

3- - A broom; a thing ith whAich o,

.- ~,;, (8, M, If;) as abo J.~., and aj .,
of which last, (expl. by 1;.- ,)the pl. is
.t.j. (TA.)

I i... q. . [i. e. One who bind boo

(jl., pl. of ,.), or cover them with leather].
(A, TA.)

d.: sec.w , in two places.

j'-i D;xtreed, or fatisued~ by jourmy~ g or
trarel. (TA.)

JL. A man joureying, or travi; a
trareU.lr; a wa.,farer; (., M, f;) as alo
ti; (M,* If ;) which latter is [said to be] not
a part. n., but [a po~ive epithet] meaning 3

-., (M,) having no verb belonging to it (M, O)
that we have seen; (M;) or it is from ;L, and
signifies goingf)rth on a jourmey: (., Mqb:) pl. of
the former ,.)1..., ($, and of the latter IA

"' J -5 4 I
(M, ,A, Myb, 1) and ,'L. (M, 1) and jh;
(TA;) and you also say 'NhU...) [fem. of

jC], ($'/M, M9b, ,1) and t* .3, ($, M, A,
Mb,J,) [,A. being a quasi-pl. n.,] like 
in relation to _1, L: (;, Mgh, Mb :) and *L
is also used as a sing., (M, f,) being originally
an inf. n. (TA.) _ ;t1 is used by Zuheyr as
a name for A [wild] cow. (M, TA.)

jq,.a.

Jq.jA.e[The quince; pyrus cydonia of Linn. ;
a ,rtain fuit, (i,) w~ Al nown; (M, ;) abu
dant in the laad of the Arab: (A.Vn, TA:) it
i astringent, or contipating; sreen~A~g;
diureic; eaites the aptite (%, TA) for food
and ~nery; (TA;) allayt thirt; and mhen
eate upon [other] food, loo~U [the bowe];
and the mt benefi~ial thereof is that which ha.
Ien s~oo7ed out, and had it pip e~tracted, and
hone.y put in the ao thef, and bn pate~
oer with day, and baked (), TA) in the oen:
(TA:) [a coil. gen. R.:] n. un. with 3: (V:)
and pt . (, ; :) the dim. is t 5: and
J4i.~, mentioned by Az. (TA.) .- r,
Lq; AnAolna glabra; a ipece of cutard-apple;
mentioned by Forskl, Flora Aegypt. Arab.,
p. exiv.] _ The aying of Sb, that there is not
in the language the like of J4q.L does not mean
that this word is applied to anything: and in like

* manner his eaying that there is not in the lan.
X guage the like of -- L* 1 does nod mean thai

this word is used. (TA.),

[tt
: 1. m, aor. ',(M, s,) inf n. .(M,

TA,) He was, or bcame, cheerful, happy, or
Lfre from etaits, in mind: ieral, bowntiful,

or munficent. (M, ], TA.)
4. * i; t. How pad, or content,

is hi. mind to give thee up, or rdinqih thee!

5. ;.31J 1i. It (a jar) drank up, or abiorbed,
,the grater part of the i. (J.)

8. gC.It The drinking up ~ ly [what is in

a veoel]; sym ;S!1 (IF-)

, A thing (M, Mghj Mb, I) he a ;IJ.
[or each], (M, I,) or like a W [or baht woven
of palm-leave], (I,) in which are stowed per-

fume and imilar thing, (Mgh, M9 b, TA,) of
the apparatu of women: (Mgh, TA:) an Arabic
word, well known: (TA:) pL LItA.. (., M,
Mgh, M9 b, j.) - And hence, !A cadhet, or

nmall che. (Mgh.) It is related that an Arab
of the desert, passing by at the burial of Mo-
bammad, asked why they had not placed the
Apostle of God in a I of brown aloes-wood
encased with gold. (TA.)

I. Cheerful, happy, or fr from traitness,
in mind: l~beral, bountifud, or maunificent. (.,
.M, I.) You say, ,£ j Z He isg che~rf,
happy, or free from jtraitne, and liberal, in
mind: (TA:) or ch~ , or brisk, to do what
i kind or beneficent. (As.) And 1.i U
[His mind is pled, or conent, with Ach a
thing]. (TA.) _ Vile, or mean, and do~ed in
a/ his cirumvstaane: (M, If:) a man, (IAar,
M, I,) or thing, (IAvr, M,) of no estination.
(IAr, M, I..) Thus it has two contr. significa-
tions. (.) - What drop fom the tree, of
green uripe dates (M, L, V. [JtJL.i in the

5- - s#,,ell
C6 is a mistake for iPlJI.]) - J I t

M.. Their poismio are mined among them.
(AZ,$.)

iLC The goods, or uteni and furniture, of
a house or tent. (IDrd, g, [but wanting in one
copy,] M, ].)

A maker of what is alled . .. (TA.)

'i',t (8. M 1,) o in the handwriting of J,
(TA,) and 'l, (M, lo,) also written with u.,
(AV, and V in art. AL.,) Perfuned juice of
grape: (M, L, g :) or wine in whch are aro-
matica: (TA:) or the upper part of wine; (AO,
M, ]f;) the cdear part thereof; (AO, TA;) so
called because the jars (,Ai) have drunk up, or
absorbed, the greater portion of it, (I, TA,) the
clear part remaining; (TA ;) or from la inthe
first of the senses assigned to it above: (IAsr,
I :) or variou wine mied to~ether: (TA:) or
it signifies a certain sort of beverae~ or wine:

and is a Persian word, [originally J,] arabi-
t ized: (.8, I :) or, accord. to As, a Greek word,

(8, M,) signifying wim: (TA :) if not Arabic, all
its letters are radicals: and Sb says that it is a
quinqueliteral-radical word, like jUL (TA.)

,,.tjl jL A man having a head lie a J .
(IAr, f.)

r"1. .ji L , (@,) or I
( aI,) and Jo, (S,) and :,j11, (TA,) aor. ',
(1I,) inf. n. &, (T.I,) The hot wvind, (., jg,)
and the fire, (.8,) and the sun, (TA,) nmote, or
burn-ed, (S, I],) him, (S,) or Ahi fare, (I,)
Alightly, ($, I,) so that it altered the colour of
the ezternal kin, (S,) and, as some add, blachened
it; (TA;) as also ,, (I,) inf. n. .
(TA.) [It is app. from Ai.. signifying " black-
ness tinged with redness."] - [And hence,]
[a,., aor. as above, (i,) and so the inf. n.,
(TA,) iHe made a mark qulon it: and he made
a mark upon it vith a hot iron, or with fire.
(,*' TA.) _- Also, aor. as above, (1,, If,) and
so the inf. n., (L,) t-ie dalalpd (L, Ki) it, a
man's face, (L,) or him, a man, (.1,) with his
hand. (L.) And t He ltruck it ( a man's neck)
with his expanded hand: in which sense it is also
written with .. (TA.) And t lie atruck kim,
or beat him, ( w,) with a staff, or stick. (TA.)
And t He (a bird) slapped it, (., [in which only
the inf. n. is mentioned,] and .K,) namely, the
object struck by him, (C,) writh h;x win;, (S,)
or with his wings. (I: and so [as is implied in
the TA] in some copies of the S.) -_ Lst 4i,,
(Lth, S, 1[,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He
laid hold upon, or eized, (Lth, 8, li,) and
dragged, (Lth, XI,) his 4.i, (Lth, S, 1K,) i. e.
the fore part of/hi Aead (TA) [or hix Jbreloek or
thl hair over his foreu~ ]: or & sinlifies tho
laying hold upon, or sejing, tIlc a;A of the
head, i. e. the black part of its 4i,1. (El-
Mufradat, TA.) You say, .>e ,.l .
[lie laid hold upon, or sized, the forelock of the
horse, to mount him]. (TA.) And J &..
He laid hold upon, or seizd, and drasjed, his
foot. (TA.) And j , I& He laid hold upon
hi Ahand: (IApr:) or he laid hold upon his hand
and raised him: often used in this sense by
'Obeyd-Allah Ibn-Al-I-aman, Ifideo of El-Bas-
rah. ($gh.) It is said in the Ifur [xcvi. 15],
, 1 ,uI aLjj; (.,I,&c-;) [or ,l' ; (see

A 1 sJAI 1 .sI in art. I;)] the Arabs [some-
times] substituting I for the qfieseent Cj [in a
case of this kind]; (.Sgh;) i. e. Ie will assuredly
taea by the 4i.U (Az,S,TA) to the ir [of
Iell]: (Az, TA:) or e wvill amuredly lay holdd
upon his 4a1U and drag him tlerey with vio-
lence to the fre: (Bd:) or e will au redly
drag him thereby to te fi,re: (O, I :) or e w;il
auredly blackn Ai*face; the 4.oU being put for
the face because it is the fore part thereof: (Fr,
Az, I :) or we ill assuredly tnark him with the
mark of ti paple of the fjre, (0, ],) making Ait
face black, and hit eye blue: (0:) or we mid
asuredly abase him: or, render Aimn depicabl:

t I
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(O, :) or w will as dy abas him and
make Mmto stand: so in the L and other lexi.
or; for these, instead of ;4 j in the 0

and ], have ; and this ie shown to be the
right reading by the lut explanation in the sen
tence next preceding. (TA.) ar, ao. ,
inf n. *L, It (a thing) wa, or became, of the
coor tenred laA, i. e. black tinged, or inter.
mised, with red. (Mb.)

2: aee 1; first sentence.

3. Wal_, inf. n. WlaL., ($, TA,) S He dapped
him, beUing lapeda by him: he struck him, ox
beat him, being struck, or beaten, by him: and he

gkt. with him; namely his adversary: (TA:)
[or he ckarjed uo, or asauted, or attacke,
kim, the latter doing the same; for] li s is like
'iA ;. ($.) -t lie embraced him, being em-
braced by hinm. (TA.)

6. FA He warmed hi , (;,TA,) T t
t thefire. (TA.)

8. £i c I His colour became altered by
reaon of fear, or the like, (1, TA,) as, for in-
stance, disease. (TA.) -_-'! He, or it,
bocame s or affected with a tumour; for]

is like &3, (A, TA,) with .., before the
(TA: [in the Cs '.]) oo5from

1H. (a man) put on, or clad hiAsef with,
hi garment: and ' 'She (a woman) pt on
her Varments. (TA.)

A1 A I A mark, from fire, altering th
colour of a *nan. (TA.) _ & also signifies A
garment of an kind: (u :) but mostly suck as is
dyed: pi. pLo. (TA.).-[And hence, perhaps,]
The Apathe, or spadix, (,1,) of a tree calld

. (AA, T in art.

nosee &, of which it is pl., though
sometimes used as a subst.

... - ....

s:ee Is..

em ix.~~~~~~

L- t+A troke from a devil: (TA:) or a
touch off madnes or diabolical pos i^ in a
per*on, as though a devil had laid hold upon his
3M: (6, TA:) [see i', ii:] or a stroke
withA the eril eye: (TA:.) or'a stroke of an [evcl
eye bly which one is aJfected Jiom the jian's
looking at him; as also o (T in art.jJ&:) or
an evil eye. (6, TA: [in the C1;, for Lqs.L
* C.. * C ... ...C. Ce..

a ,is put Caes- Za&w.]) One says, aL.,dE
In him is a touch of madness, &c. (a.) And
3aL. al.e An evil eye smote him. (1, TA.)

aaA.o Blacknen tinged, or intermixed, with
rednes: (Lth, ?, Myb, ]C:) or blacknes that is
not much: or blackne with another colour: or
blacknesw with bluenes; or, with yelowness; ao-
cord. to the Towsheel : but Lth says that, as
meaning a colour, it has the first of all these
meanings only: (TA:) or [simply] blacknes.
(Mgb.) In the face, it is A blackne vi the
cheeks of a wran, or haggard, woman: (?:) and

? ( 8 [which is properly the inf n. of * q. v.,]
a black tied wih rodn in the c/heeks of a

an=, or haggard, oman, (, ,) and of a heep,
or goat. (0.) One says also, ,,A., d, I 1

--- C -$J J.' ;! I ea int fae a change to black-
uw in coence of angr. (TA.) The 6$

t of the head is The blackw of its .6 [i. e.
- fore part, orfo~ , or hair ovr the ~ d].

(El-Mufradat, TA.) And " [which is the pl.]
signifies Black spots, or speb, on the face of a
bul. (TA.) -_Also A of ground, in the
trace of a Ao~, differing, in its blackn , from
tr he re of the cour of the .ground: (, TA:)
[i. e. a black, or dark, patch of ground whem a
Aoe Aas stood:] or dung of beasts, (., TA,) or
sand, (TA,) or ashes, or w~ commingled
and cpactd todhr, in the tracm lbf by the
inhabitants of a hose, differing in colour fom
the ground [around]; (, TA;) so says Lth.
(TA.)

[act. part. n. of .,j A man laying hold
r upon, or seizing, the aU [or forelock] of his
. ho~e [to mount Aim]. (8,* and Yam p. 7.)

, .*. [pl. of lK,] Burning7 bast of the [mind
calad] ..., . (f, 1.)

.' , Of a black colour tinged, or i ,er ,
with redn~ : (?, Mgb:) or blacA: (Mgh:)
applied to a man: (1:) fern ,uL: (Mgh, Msb:)
and * [is the pl., and] signifies blacks in-
clining to redne~. (1].) Applied to an ostrich,
i. q. w.I [which is variously explained, as signi-
fying Of a colour inclining to blackn, or of
the eolor of dust, &c.]. (TA.) And the fern.,
applied to a ewe, Having black cheeks, the resat
of her being white. (TA.) The masc. also signi-
fies A wild bull: (]:) or, applied to a wild bull,
it signifies having in h cheeks a black~ in-
c~ a little to redns. (TA.) And The
hawk; (V;) because it has spots of black: (Er-
Rghib:) all hawks are Ai: (.:) and the
fernm., A pigon (aL~t); because of the JA.
upon its neck: (.:) or, applied to a pigeon, it
signifies of Ahich the -, is upon its nwc, (~,
TA,) ecu~y of the head, (TA,) in the part
on each si of the neck above the ring. (1],*
TA.) It is also a name for Shep, or goats;
used whben they are called to be milked: (1 :)
so in the O: but in some copies, and in the T?,
for the egoat: (TA:) thus in the phrase,ed*~ ,.it ~J.7 [Call thou to thee the she, or
goats, or th d ,goat, to be ~ : (O, T~,

:) mentioned by Ibn-'Abbdd. (TA.) - Ap-
plied to a garment, or piece of cloth, Black.
(i.) .- 'The pl. is also applied to The O,
(Lth, g, ],)or three ~ ton pon hich the cook-
ing-pot is t up; (TA;) because of their black-
ness: (Lth, Er-Rghib:) [see ... :] and a
single one thereof is called tah.: (]:) or an
iron a:d [meaning tr~t], (,, TA,) pon
which te cok0-pot iis st up; and this is said
to be the primary application. (TA.)_ .
also signifies The eeds, or grain, of the coo-

cyntAh; (Ibn-'Abbad, ] ;) because of their black-
ness: (TA:) n. un. with 5. (K.)

: .. applied to a man clad in armour, Black
from th ast of the iron. (TA..) Applied to a
bull, Aaving black spots, or specAs, on At face.
(TA.)

tj~i A man (I 'Ab) mittm by an ml eye.
(I 'Ab, ].) - "I.JQ ;l A man whoe ey is
unk, or dqnssed, in his head. (I 'Ab, .)- [See

also

CA" t Striking, or beating, another, being
,trucA, or beaten, by him. (J4.) t Chari.g;

upon, or aaulting, or attacking, another who
is doing the anme. (~.) - [And hence,] t The
lion (~, TA) that protrate his prey. (TI.).

t Embracuy. (.) _ I. q. .; (Ibn-'Ab
b6d, ];) i.e. having sual intercourse witAout
marriage. (TA.)

1. ~01 dj, (T, $, b, 1X,) aor. t, inf. n.
X;; (Mqb;) and V ;o"l; (T, $, Mqb, V;) HIc

shut, or cloed, the door; (T, g, Mb, 1;) or
locked it: (Mb :) and in like manner with w
[in the place of the ~,]. (TA.)... i, l,
(inf. n. as above, TA,) He lapped Ais face.

(IDrd, Mb,V.) [8ee also pad.]. 1
!..,~, oocurring in a trad., means TA driking

of the hands [of the contracting parties] on the
occasion of selling and buying [in token of the
ratification thereof in the markets]: and so with

we. (TA.) - 4.l3 1 jiw, inf. n. u above, i q.
1l;.L [app. meaning He comprosd Air wfe;
like t ,,,]. (TA.) (, M,b, ,)
aor. ', (V,) inf. n. Uild, ($, Mqb,) It (a gar-
ment, or piece of cloth,) wa thick, sbstantial,
dos, or compact, in tezhre; (T , Mqb, ];)
not 4; (T;) contr. of j : (Mb :) [and

so]

4: see above, first sentence. .-. 1l Hjl HIe
mikd the sheep, or goats, but once in the day:

and so with e. (TA.)_,;11 kj;l He (a
weaver) made the garm~ t, or piece of cloth,
thick, ~rubtantial, close, or compact, in teture.
(TA.)

7. jLjI It (a door) became hut, or closed:
(1, TA:) and so with wo. (TA.)

4^ il; L 'W; i q. 1; [He sld and bought
wimi Aim: he made a covenant, a eampact, an
engagement, or the like, ith him: or he promised,
or smore, allegiance to himn]: (O, ]:) occurring
in a trad., related thus and with u.. (TA.)._
And 3~l. . i, LaL Q. ; , (0,) or 

; Jit,; (V,) I prckad the two ting by
a sigsb act of p~rcha~ . (0, ]p)

ii,, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
Tick, rubtantial, lose, or compact, in tetm.
(T, g, Myb, ].) - And [hence,] 4tl t, A
man ($, o, TA) haing littl hame. (;,O, ~,
TA.)

I

" 

A; (Ibn-� ''Abbid, ]�;) becam of their black-

new: 

(TA:) n. un. with 3. (K.)

applied 

to a man clad in armour, Dlack

from 

thd rust of tAt irm (TA..) Applied to a

bull, 

Having bkwk spou, or apeks, on Ait face.

(TA.)
0 

J6,

tjA~ 

A man (I 'Ab) mitim by an MI eye.

(I'Ab, 

V.) - "' 1 " & &' A 'man MAM op is

�PA 

C9i-

nmk,ordq~,inhiwhwiL 

(I'Ablp)-[See

also 

& & ---

CA" 

tStriking, or beating, anothff, being

anwk, 

or bwten, by him. (1�.) tCha"

up^ 

or aua~, or attacking, another who

is 

doing tits same. (1�.) -[And hence,] t The

hon 

(1�, TA) that ~ato his prey.

t 

Bmbracing. 1. q. CA" ; (IbzWAb.

bdd, 

V;) i. c. having wmal intercourse without

marriage. 

(TA.)

l. 

1 (T, $, M#b, X(,) aor. 7, inf. n.

4X; 

(Mqb;) and V 1"l; (T, $, Mqb, V;) H�

shut, 

or ckW, the door; (T, g, Meb, 1� ;) or

locAM 

it: (Mqb:) and in like manner with wo

[in 

the place of the �.0]. (TA.)."# ' "'

d94.3 

ji-,

(inf 

n. as above, TAJ He dalpd kit face.

(IDrd, 

Mqb,.V..) [See also --- ' pad

oomrring 

in a bad., mmm Th drikinq

of 

the han& [of the conuncting pardu] on the

omuion 

of adling and buying [in token of the

mtification 

thereof in the markets]: and so with

.04,60 

. -

we. 

(TA.) - 41j41 jkw, in£ n. u above, i. q.

8
QGI 

[app. meaning He wmprowd his w#ye;

like 

t;� %,ototl. (TA.) (g, Mqb, Vj

aor. 

A ' (V,) inf n. UC, ($, Mqb,) It (a gar-

ment, 

or pieoe of cloth,) mu thick, subdanfial,

c&n% 

or compact, in ~re; (T, g, Mqb, ]�;)

not 

4.I. (T;) contr. of (Mqb:) [and

so

4: 

am above, first eentenoe. 1 ;L.$ He

m~ 

the ~, or _qoats, but onw in the day:

and 

eo with .o. (TA.) - ��1 jLA Re (a

weaver) 

made the gar~, or piew of cloth,

thtck, 

~ntial, closs, or compact, m texture.

(TA.)

7. 

j"t D (a door) bwame jAut, or clond:

TA:) 

and so with wo. (TA.)

'W 

i. q. ^`N-Q [He mU and b.Wlt

mu" 

!ins: A# mads a covmant, a empact, an

engagement, 

or the like, with him: or As promised,

or 

#more, allegiance to Min] : (0, ]�:) occurring

in 

a trad., related thus and with 4.^ (TA.)

0 

' ~2 .0 *---*

And 

3~1; LUL (04 or

(V,) 

I pock~ the fto ~ by

a 

siogislact ofp~A~. (0, ]p)

0 '
ii�ia, 

applied to a ~ent, or piece of cloth,

Thick 

substantial, close, or c~pact, in tmtum

(T, 

g, Mfb, V.) - And [hence,] t A'

man 

($, Op TA) karing lit* &4ams. (g"(,

TA.)

17
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1L..- A broad, thin, long piece of wood, whaich

is put, or laid down, and upon wiciih are then
wound tlw [mats of reeds called] kpy (Lth, 0,

,)above tiw house-tolps of the people of El -

Jafrah. (Lth, 0. [See also akel..]) - And

A)ni, pjiee of goldl, and of sulrer, or oth#er metal,
that is beaten thin and longy. (Ldt, 0, 1I1.* [See,

again, Uci..)

1. £Ii,aor. , (~, M, 0, Mob, 1K) and A (0,

M49b), TA, &c.,) inf. n. .~.,(,0, Mob,) He
uheil, poured foprth, or caused to runi or floiv,
blood, (5, 0, Mel), 151, TA,) and tears, (M 0,
Meb, TA,) anid water, and any fluaid or liquiid,
h,ut appR. nmost especially blood. (TA.) - And

[hbence,] ;')Wl £LiZ, (151,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

H fe lpoured for.th speech profusely, (151, TA,)
writh haste, or quicktly. (TA.)

2. Z$A.., inf. n. kkjA5 , li1e fed htim (i. e. Ihis

guest) with smpiethingy wherebty to content, or
ai.f,himt, [so as to allay tiw craving of hsig

stoinach,] bffore the mio?rning-meal; i. q. AR..J.1

(0, TA.)

6.,&L.) IAILJ [Tlu7/t contene together in

the mutual s/odding of blvod]. (TA in art. j". .)

7. j"A.t, said of blood, (K~, TA,) and tears,
anid water, anid any fluid or liqutid, (TA,) It tveas,
or benm,shed, poured fiith, or caused to run
or1 flow; or it lpoured forth, or flowed. Q(1,
TA.)

UL A portion of food that is presented to a
guest, to content, or satisfy, hipin, [so as to allay
thte craving 'lf his stov#acht,] before theo morning-

Psneal; like £q.2g. (I A~r, 0,1]g.*)

see JI,in two places. - Also I Th

soul: (15,:) [like ap)p. because of ites
proneness to lying.]

A.,& Blood, (151, TA,) and tears, and water,

and any fluid or liquaid, (TA,) Shed, Vioured

f.irth, or caused to run- or flow; as also V

(1K, TA.)

J%W One rj.Jo sheds blood, and tears, much;

(AICb;) [as also ~ tja]You saY Cl 1,

A1 grea t shedder of blood. (TA.) .... Ana t E io-
qwuet; (Kr, 15;) an able speaker. (,11)
And t Mendacious; a great, or habitual, liar;

(TA;) aa nlso * ", (151,) or M .I,A..
(TA.)

jIhL Shedding, or pouring forth, blood and

tears [&c.]. (Myb.) You say C.i. 3 Eye

shedding, orpourmng forth, tears. (TA.)-

And,WjoR .. ~ [Tears pouring forth&; properly]

meaning Jid :p5 [having a sheddig or pouring

.forth], the latter word being p.o I...: so as
uszed in a verse of Mutemmim Ibn-Nuweyreh:

but tlim obviously-righit expression is V?1 
(I.lam p. 370.)

41&Z..t Loquacou; garmdouw. X, TA.)

ace~. IAtke and .

aor. ~;(151;) inf. n. (of the first, Mgh, Meb, TA,

and of the last, TA) .J3. (M, MA, Mgh, Mob,

1)and jIL (M, MA, 151, TA, in the C15 [erro-

neously] .JLL.., and of the second JAL&.; (TA;)

and 'V JL.; '(M, K5;) He, or it, weas, or became,

low; (f,* Mgh, 0, 15 ;*) the first contr. of L;

(Mgbh, 0 ;) and the tliird, of ; and t both

are said of aman; (0;) * i ' and 1i. being

theo eontr. of yi& and ' Fj&: (,1:)or becamne
lower thtan a,wthter: (M§b:) [and] the first
signifies it descended, subsided, or sank downt-

n'iairds. (MA.) hlence the phirase .-
J.L. 4 t [. daughter of a (Iau;hter of a

dlauighter, andi if shte be lower in descent]: %~
i. e. with danim to the J, in this case, is a.mis-

take. (Mghi.) And Az") . Ckk.L

t [His station witht, or in tlw estimation of, the
conmmander, governor, or p)rince, svas, or became,

ionw, or lower]. (TA.) And J.01.. ) _.hJ.

t [Their came is in a low state]. (TA.) And

~ ,~i j.L 1~, ( TA, [in thte former of whbich

the context implies that it is.jL.e, but it is]) like

J..a [nor. Jj, (TA,) inf. n. 3,i.-, [It jabsie in
the thingj;] it descended fromn the uppier, or w17per-
most, part of the thing, to the lower, or lowst,

por!t thereof (151.) -... And.JA.., [or. A,]) inf. n.

aiLA Fr 0 MA, Mgh, 0, 151") and 411L. (MA)

rind JA.,(Fr, 0,) t H7e iran, or became, lore,
base, vile, ignoble, ,nean, or sodid; (Fr, ~1, MA,

Mgh, 0, 151;') as also jA.., with fet-b, (Fr, OR)

or j.L.. (MA.) You say, jLi, like j.j,
(Msb,) or "L, like R 1, a iLs. and

&k;., (Mob, 151,) and &.5..., (TA,) [aor. in either

cas .~] nf.n.JA.. ( h,1) and JL (1]1) and
iJt.L, (Mfib,. 1], [in the former withiout any

inadication of the syll. signs,]) the last like Z~

(K~;) [and app. 1jL.. also accord. to the MA, as

bhhown above;] and t 1j.3, and t JAZ...; (TA;)
? lie was low, base, vile, igno)ble, or mean, in his
lot, [or, as seems to be indicated in the Msb,
i,!ferior to others,] in reipect of his dbiposition,

and Ais deed, and his lincage: (TA:) 1' jL3 is

the contr. of ;tq... (Meb.)

. S3The act of lowering, or depressing;

3. ,)h.J t1 He vie.t with&, or imitates,

suw-h a one int his low, base, vile, ignoble, mtean, or
sordid, actionis. (TA.)

. L3[quasi-pass. of 2,] The being lowered,

or depressd; syn. ,,ya; (?,O;) contr. of

.- (TA.) - See also 1, first sentence: - and

tre same, last sentence, in two places.

8: see 1,4 last sentence.

tLand 1't. S M, AMgh, 0, M.Rh, 15) [but
it is strangely added in the A1f41 that IK5t dis-
allowed theo pronunciation with damni ] and

tLI.L..d (M, ]g) and V ai)i. (S, 0,15K) The lowest,

or lower, part [of a tliing]; contr. a] 3.l. (?, M,
Mgb, 0, Myb, 151) and ~ (R, Mghl, 0, Mb,151),

and .~s(5)and jL;3(~& 0,15; [and so

t allc, eontr. of Oaj.& :1 ~ b 1 SIL.P signi-
fles, (151,) or is said to sigiity, (.M,) the lowiest, or

lowe, part of a)*,lthin, i. c. ? dJiA.dt; (M, ]51;)

and 4J5'U [theo contr., i. c.] #'J M.)

JL-: see theo next preceding pamagraplh.

Ja.. from jA..., and V JJ-. from J.Li, t A

lou', base, rile, ignoble, mena,, or soridit, man:

(MA:) or * J.A sigitifics lowo (?JhL) [in con-

dition], defickien in hlo, or foritunpe: (TA :) and
I L,(IS 'A, MIA, Mgh, 31h 1K,) said biy somec

to be fromn this word as signifyingthc "1legs" (Mgh,
M9 b) of a camel (ATghi) or ef~ a beast, or quud-

ruped, (Myb,) and ~ .h.,(1, M, MA, Mgb,

Myb, ]g,) a contraction of ~jAL,, (ES, Mglh, Mgb,)
or itmayhe pl. of V A..like asZei.s is of

(Mgli,) t lon', base, rile,igolema, or sordiid,
persopts; (C MA, Mgrh, MAl,;) or the lowext, or
lonter, baset, or baser, rilest, or riler, &c., of
mankind, or of people; the rsfuse, or rabble,

thecreof: (~,0 M, K5:) and V iLL.., widh tiro k-es.

relts, is a dial. var. of M., and aM.., mentionted

by ~gli anid IB on the autlhority of Yoo anid I Kl,
and is said to mean the lo,riest, basest, &c., t!f tew

low base, &c. : the pt. of ti..is J.;(TA)

one should not say, 1' JL. 0., becau"e thtis is
[used only as) a pl: (,5:) thle vulgar say

JA.. .. 3 ,~ ta.LL.. (S, Mh;'b ht thlis hasg

been dis;allowved: (MIgh:) a man is related to
have said to hiis wife., (M1glh, TA,) whto had called

(Mgli, TA,,) meaniing If b lope., basel, &c., in
my intellect andm] eiin[hu r iir

(Mghi;) whtence it seems thtat ZJAL.nmay be'ap-

plied to a single person; buat thisi requires con-

sideration. (TA.) * 1mil6.31 $.1 means t [ThRe

oathsc] qf the ignorant': or accord. to Aboo..
Hancefelh, of the heretics, or s/iiaivs: sch

[oathis] are said to be All 4;; aaaddll Zwj.

ISL: see JL:-and see also J ,in three
places.

ILA.. The leqs (,M, Mfglh, AI .b, 15)of a camel

(,M, MgIa, 1K) or of a beast, or quadruped:
(Meb:) because thecy are lowest. (Ml.) -See
also LUL.: -and se in li...laes

U [Of, or relating to, the lowest, or lower,

part or place;] a rel. n. from XL. (TA.)

[Hence, the pi.] - means Persons alightting,

E
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or abiding, in the lowet, or lower, partu of a
- A 

contry: opposed to et6. (TA in art. lc.)

- It is also opposed to ' [in relation to con-

dition]: whence the Baying, .I;..JI1 ..Ami '

UUJ9I ^ ^ t [lIe nho has mercy on the lo in

condition, on him will the high in condition have

my]. (TA.) o; , meaning t PersonJ low

in condition, is opposed to C , meaning "opu-

lent persons." (TA in art. Ic.)

c: see A., in three places.

aJI_: see J., in two places. -_One says,

Ci Jl .al :, and l M , ( , I

TA,) or & I 2,.P (S,) [Le sat in, or on, the

leward side; like as one says in French, / e
ct;] in, or on, the side, or quarter, towards
which the widul blewr; (S, M, 1Y,* TA;) and
particularly with respect to thle object or objects
of the chase [in order that his smell might not be
perceived tlhereby]: (TA in the present art. and

in art. j.L :) opposed to l;j.a, and 1Z?)c u,
(M, 1,* TA,) or j1j. (.S.)

JA. zLow; contr. of Jlt. (?, Mqb,. TA.)

See also j.: and se an ex. voce Ja;.

LLI.: see JA;. - [Hence,] C 41 JIL The

half that is next to the [or pxJinted iron sdwoe,

or foot,] of the sexar: (M, I :) [opposed to

-J·] -- And WUtlJI The lbottom, pulex, Ipoto-
- -~~~ i--C-1

riors, or buttochs; and the anus; syn. i;.aL~ ,

(,) and jto1 ; (TA;) as also t S11; syn.

jOAl. (L in art.·n.·.)
.f. all ~ ~ ~ ~ .

,JA.. Lower, and lowet; contr. of k I: (M,

Msb, ]l:) fem. J: (TA:) and pl. JL,;.

(M, TA.) One says, C, >. J., I j1. [lSe, or
it, beca*me hlner than another]. (M.b.) And it is

said in tihe ur [viii. 43], ~ J.l t ij

Tie caravan lbeing in a ldac ionwer than ye;
J.. l beinv here an adv. n.: or, as some read,

. JA.,I, i. e. being lower tihan ye. (M.) -

l Ji :l e;;; }S, in the lur [xcv. 5],
means t [l'hen ire rendertled hiMn tie lowest of
Ibnv: or] e rleduced kin1 to extremne old age, or
decrepitule: or to a state of perishing, or passing
away: or to a state of error; relating to him
who has disbelieved; (M,1 ;) for every infant
is born of the natural constitution with whichl he
is created in his mother's womb, and he who dis-
believes and errs is reduced to this state: (M:) or
the meaning is, re have made him to be of til
people of the fir. [of liell : or [we have madc
him to go down] to the.fire [of /eL/]. (Bd.)-

,i3 t [Tihe lower of Mud.ar] is said to de-
note those of Mu.lar with the exception oj

Kureysh and .Ceys: opposed to tX. (TA

in art. _l...) - See also 'L.-The pl. J.7

means The lover, or lowest, parts of valleyE

t[&c.]. (TA.) The phrase JUlz '0 occurs
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb as meaning [T77
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dogs] of the lower, or lowest, parts of the vaUteys.
(M.) - And t The young onew of camels. (Aq,
S, TA.)

1.. *, (S, M, L, .~,) aor. -, (M, L, 1,) inf. n.

, (S, M, L,) i.q. ;-i- [i. e. IIe divested or
stripped it of, or he stripped off, scraped off,
rubbed off, abraded, or otherwise removed, its
outer covering or integument, or superficial part;
he pared it, peeled it, &e.: and te, or it, pared,
peed, stripped, or rubbed, it off; namely, any-
thing superficial and generally a thing adhering
to the surface of another thing]. (S, M, L, 15.)
Imra-el-lKeys says,

* .. , /;, ., U-

[And he came clandestinely, his bely paring the
ground, thou seeing the dust sticking to him with

thie utmost stiching]; (S, M, L; but in the S, tij3

and ~;j;) meaning that he came cleaving to

the ground in order that the objects of the chase
mighlt not see him and flece from him. (S, L.)
.- And Hle plared and sntootled it; as also

-'LL [but app. in an intensive sense, or used in
relation to several objects]. (M, L.) - And

1.dl JI - *', (M, L,) aor. as above, (L,)

and so the inf. n., (M, L,) The wind reduced t/e

dust to a fine powder: (M, L:) or 1j iI A

sJe;'9 dq.j C5 ,o5 [Tie wind pared off the
dust fron the urface of tle eartha]. (S, L.)_
And JIl ,, aor. , (Lb, M, L, 1I,) inf. n.

0,_Z, (Lb, M, L,) T7ie wind bewm upon tle sur-
face of the earth [app. removing the dust]; as

also ;. (Lb, M, L, 1g,) aor. . (g1.) - And

,e;) q1 , hi L J The stip, or boat,

sticks upon the ground. (L.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

; .. A carpenter's ad:, or axe, (L,) or a large
adz or axe, (M, L,) or a thling (S, L, ]5) of atny
khind, (1,) with which one lws, or shapes out,

or patre, a thing; as also ? ;. : (., L, ]:)

or an adL- with which palm-trunks are pared;

as also L. and ;i,. (ISk, L.) - Also Ilo,gh
skin, (S, M, L, K,) thich, or coarse, (M,) such
as tlw shinm of crocodiles, (8, L,) which is put
upon the hilts of smwords: (S, M, L:) or the shin

of thie fish called .Jl, wrhich is a rough skin,
whejewith whips and arrows are rubbed [to
smooth theln], and which is upon tli hilts of

rswords: (Mgh, L :*) accord. to AIHn, (M, L,) a

rough piece of the shin of the [lizard calledl ,,
or of tie shin of a fis&, with which tie arrow is
rubbed so as to remiotwve from it the marks of tie

. paring-hnife: (M, L, K :) or, as some say, (M,
L,) a stone with which one shapes out, or pares,
and smootAhs: (M, L, K :) sometimes, accord. to
Lth, an iron implement with which one rubs
nood so as to smooth it: (L:) accord. to AHeyth,

s a cane which is iwoloved, and haw some notclws

s cut in it, through which an arrow is put and

e repeatedtlydrawn [to smooth it]; also called ;'

(L in art. 3>i.) See an ex. in a verse ited in
art. *J., conj. 5.

· C- A wind that blon,s upon the surface of
tie earth [app. removing tlw dugt]; (M, l;) as

also V 11-a: (1 :) or the former, a wind always

blowing :(L:) and V the latter signifies a wind
as though wiping the surface of the earth;
(A'Obeyd, L;) or paring it; (L;) or [simply]

a wind; (S;) and its pl. is ~&;.. (A'Obeyd,

~, L, K.)

'L~j: seo ,.-, in two places.

tLL The craft, or occupation, of constructing,

(M, L, K,) and of navigati,tg, (M, L,) shi/p or
boatu. (M, L, .)

A ship, or boat; (M,L;) of the measure

'i in the sense of the measure a15;; (IDrd,

S, M, L, Mh ;) as though it pared the surface of
the water; (IDrd,S, L, Msb;) or so called because
it pares [meaning skims] the surface of the water;
(M, L;) or because it pares the sands [hy run-
ning aground] when the water is little [in depthl];
or because [in that case] it sticks upon the

ground; or it may be from /L. meaning "a t
earpenter's adz or axe withl which he hews &c.,"
and, if so, having tlhe meaning of tile measure

aAj.- : (L:) the pl. is an;IL and '(M,L,

Msb, 1) and [coll. gen. n.] t M': (S, M, L,

M9b, 1.:) the first of these is a regumlar pl.: (Sb,
M, L:) the second is pbl. of the third, (M.h,) or
it is as though it were pl. of the third: (Sb, M,
L:) t the third is anomalous, being of a class
proper to created things, as in the instances otf

S; 3 and;3, and ' and ,, and otly ,hea,.,
in a few instances in the cases of lthings made ihy
art; and some say tlhat it is a dial. var. of L :.

(Msb.) [IHcne,] 4Jl t [Tlhe constellation

Argo;] one of the southern constlcUations, of
which the stars are fire and forty, the bri,Jht

great star upon the soiothern oar beinig J [i. e.
Canopu.s], naccorl. to Ptolemy, anl it is the mnot

renowte star.fioan the lL.,, in the south, and is
marked on tie nastrolabe; but some of the Ariabs
say that the brighlt star at tie extremity of the
second oar [but what star is meant tlhereby I

know not] is calledtl,, nwithout re.triction.
(]gzw.) [Also An oblong book: and a common-
place book: app. post-classical.]

i.L 4A constrtctor, or builder, of sltips or

boats: (M,L, .:) and a navigator, (M,L,) or
a m, ter, (S, Mqb,) of a ship or boat. (S, M, L,

Msb.)

a i. A pearl. (1..)

, LG; pl. 1>.,: see *., , in two places.

, ^ J A ceritain vein in the inner sidle of the

spine, extendinwj lenIthwise, withA which is unitaled

tie b,~ [q. v.] of the heart. (g.) [Golius and
Freytag explain it as meaning the " Sapl a nna ;"

but this is called .L.lt.]

. A certain bird [found] in Egypt, that
1
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dos ot alight upon a tree withiout eating all tin
lea~e therof. (1n.)

me C*A-

and' a: ee,,_,." m. and .kL.
0.. 0...

and 1' : see arts. " and hA.

L '.., (8, MA, Mb,) aor. :; (Mgb;) and
a-, [aor. 4;] (, M 9b ;) inf. n. a and AIL
($, MA, Myb, 4a) and 1 C, (;, MA, V,*) [all
mentioned in the MA au of the lbrmer verb, and
so in the TA when that verb is trans., but
properly] the first is of the former verb, and
the second is of the latter verb, (', Mb,) and
so is the third; (';) He (a man, Q) was, or
became, suc as uis temed ; (, TA;) [i.e.]
he wa, or bcame, iun,ie, witlea, or destituto oj
iaxm or undrsanding, or [rather] liyhtitted.

(MA.) - The phrase a, [of which an
inetance occurs in the 4ur ii. 124, and] to which
e.,. ,, ,-*-, , .,. , -- ,. . --

dyl * and . 4and z4,land *l;

and ,j. ,j are similar, was originally &

43 A ,f [or rather J.r 'A. i. e. Himudf, or
hi mind, was, or becatne, Uli itted, &c.]; but
when [the dependeneo of] the verb became trane-
ferred [from the ,it] to the man, what followed
the verb wau put in the aeeus. case by being its
objective complemrent, for the phrase became
identical in meaning with si V 'AL [he made
him'slf, or hiJ mirdu, ligiswittedl, &c.]: so say the
Bayrees and Ks; and it is allowable with them to
imake this accus. to precede [the verb]; like as it
is allowable to say, Nsj 4.a . : (8, TA:)
uccord. to tlhe 1, the verb thus used has three

tforms; (TA;) you say '. d' and andj, (:,

TA,) and ' ., (TA,) and aL, and sZ., mean.

i,,g 1 . [whieh is virtually the same

ns ^,v i. e. Ae made himself, or his mind, light.
writtti, or mnisw, &e., and in like manner his
jud,,nent, or opinion, and he made his gravity,
or forbearance, or tthe lilke, to becomn levity, or
hv,nst;u, &c.]: or he attri,uted eL [i. e. light-
writtedlneS, &e., to himrelf, or his mind, and to
hix .Jiudgmeat, or opinion]: or he detroyed it;
(1K, TA;) agreeably with the meaning asigned
t,,.o ;A by AO: (TA:) or this means he
lield hibnself in ,nean, or light, estimation; (MA,
nod Ksh and Bfl in ii. 124;) and rendered him-
te!f low, base, or contempltible: (Bd ibid.:) but
1l,k says that s.,, withl kesr [to the J],

inf. n. A. and Ahl, and 1.#, means i .J
-1Jt [or a_.], and is the approved form,
Uaml that some say 'L, which is rare: and accord.
to J and others, (TA,) when they say &a., and

jtb, they do not say it otherwise than with kesr
[to the J], because JW is not trans. (', TA:)
so that the three forms of the verb mentioned in
the 1; require considleration: (TA:) accord. to
Fr, when [the dependence of ] the verb in the
phrase .~ A became transferred from the

J ;U to the possessor thereof, what fbllowed the
verb became an explicative, to indicate that the
&A [or .lightwittedness, &c.,] was therein; and by
rule it should be l.Z ,. ;A., for the explicative
should not be otherwise than indeterminate; but
it was left in its state of a prefixed noun, and put
in the accus. case in the manner of an indetermi-
nate noun as being likened thereto; [the mean-
ing, therefore, accord. to him, is he nas, or

became, lig~titted, &c., as to his mind;] it is
not allowable, however, in his opinion, to make
this accus. to precede [the verb], because the ex-
plicative may not precede; and similar to this is
the phrase I;s d4 1..L, and i Let ~ , mean-

ing ~ jS .i and ~ T A4l.: (8, TA:)
but this saying [of Pr] is disallowed by the
grammarians; for they say that explicatives are
indeterminate, and that determinate nouns may
not be used as indeterminate: some of the gram-
marians say that iX s *l in the Jur

[ii. 124] means *-- i s' .' l1 [but he who
is lightitted, , in his mind], i. e., who becomes
l./; [the prep.] .) being suppressed [and the
noun therefore put in the accus. case agrceably
with a general rule]: Zj holds that the ap-
provable saying is, that it means I-1 j' X ' Y ,
i. e., but he who is [ignorant or silly orfoolisJ or]
ur.ecting in his mind: and in like manner,

ddlj £A means &L'. [i. e. Aue man ignorant, &c.,
in his judgment, or opinion]; and Ais judgment,
or opinion, was unmound, rwitout rectitude: and

£; L . signifies also he lost himtelf, or his own
Soul (TA.) "Jl s is likewise expl. as mean-
ing jtl * ' [He made tke truth, or right, to
be foolishness, or the like]; and Yoo held the one
to be a dial. var. of the other, and the measure of
the former verb to denote intensiveness; and
accord. to this explanation one may say, ' &
IQjj meaning 3 j t , [I pronouned Zeyd
lightwitted, &c.]: or the meaning is lJt 'j
[h ignored the truth, or rigqht], and he did not
qes it to be the truth, or rijlat: (TA:) or he re-
garded ths truth, or right, as foolidwnes, or igno-
ran.e; (S and TA in art. J,.) See also 2. -
4: A., signifies .l [i. e., when thus trans.

6y means of L., He feigned ignorance to him];
as also MW, (g1, TA,) and V i.LJ. (V.) _ And
Lq;, g.am.) [and it is implied in the K5 that
one says f~ %s 4. also, but only the former
is authorized by the TA,] I fjrnot my share, or
portion. (Th, 15, TA.)-And 4.t., 4., aor. a,
He oercame his companion in rwhat is termed
3i,J [inf. n. of 3, q. v.]. (1:.) You say, t* j,- I

. (TA.)- _*iill W , (JK, i, TA,) 
inf. n. di,, (TA,) X Tle spea,r-ound, or the like,
emitted blood which came firm it quirldy (JK,
15, TA) and dried up (J4j [in the TV m.Mq]):

(1], TA:) so in the A. (TA.) _- l,JtI ,
(8, g,) inf, n. 'A,, (TA,) He dran much of
the beverage, or mine, witlwut havrin his thirst
satified tlhereby. ('8, 1, TA.) See also 3. And
;Jt £1 ta He drank the rater immoderately.

-[BooK I.

(TA.) - And L and i: ignifry 7-iS,
(so in the C1V,) in [some of] the copies of the ]
r a~, but the right reading is At i. e. I m
occupied, or buied, or diverted from a thing]:
or, accord. to the copies of the , ; but
correctly, or [i. e. I occupied, or bused, or
dive'td from a thing]. (TA.)

s. see 5._ [Hence,] , inf. n. , ($,
Myb, .,) signifies trek LsU. [i.e. He, or it,
made him to be, or he pronounaced him to be,
likghtwitted, &c.]; as also ' 'V ; (K, TA;) on
the authority of Akh and Yoo: (TA:) or he
attributed to him what is termed A [i. e. light-
wittedan, &c.]: (S, Msb:) or hA said to kim
that he asu ch as is termed ,. (Mb.) And
A . .,JI ' Ignorance made him light, in.
constant, unatcady, irresolute, or fickle; syn.
-'tbl and ,,l. (TA.) See also 1, in three
places.

3. L., (S, MA, 1,) in£ n. .lL, (S, KL,)
He acted [in a lightmited manner,] fooli~hly, or
ignorantly, mui him; (MA, KL;) s~ h lt-
nes, levmity, weaknes of mind, and lack off..
[or gravity, &c.], with him. (KL.) You say,
,AI L: see 1, near the end ofthe pargraph.
[oJlt in this instunce may mean a above, or
may have the meaning here next following.] )
He reviled him; or he reil~d him, being revied
by him; syn. 1:, : whence theprov., 
, 1J, [4A lightwitted person found nbt a

reviler, or mutual reviler]; (g, TA;) mentioned
in the 8. (TA.) [See also 5.] _ J1t ai.i, (S,
1g,) or jlg, (',) t Hle sat with, (.Uj) the 5j
[or wine,jar], (S, 1K,) or tte a. [or milk-skin],
(',) and drank f.ion it while after whik. (S, 1.)

And ,,l;ll b S IIe exeded the due bounds in
respect of the beverage, or wine, flrinki ig it wnith-
out measure;, (g, TA;) as also ,4. (g.)
And LI L.% 1 I drank the reate: iammnode-
rately, (Lh, TA,) or without measure. (A, TA.)
[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.] _
And JW i aiJWl l The she-camel kept to
the road, or way, (A, K, TA,) or took to it, (A,
TA,) with a vehement pace: (A, g, TA:) or
was light, or agile, in Aer pace, or goinw. (TA.)

4. /l I found him to be [i. e . light.
witted, &c.]. (TA. [There said to le tropical;
but I see not why.])- _ l,J il u t Alay'd.l Azl..,! t Mliay
God make thee to drink of the bcwerage, or wine,
vithout having thy thirst tixiled thereby: or

Xil 'd God made him, or may God make
him, to drink without havilag his thirst atisfied:
($, accord. to different copics:) or J'4 idil M.l
*It God made, or *nay God make, such a one to
drink much water. (TA.)

5. dl,,l ;.3 Tuhe vinds became in a state

cf commotion. (TA.) tit '

or , (, TA,) and t 
~}~q, (iHjam p. 3.55,) The wiind made the trees,

(,) or the brancheAs, (n,) to bend, or inwline:
($ t:) and put the brancls in motion: (,

l

p

(TA.) 

- And �� and igignify :-JJL' 5,

(so 

in the CV,) in (some of] the copies of thjy,

but 

the right reading is e. 1 mw
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or, 
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a
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2. 
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that 
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J"J1 igwrance ;aade him light, in.

mn;tant, 

undeady, irrewlute, or flckk;

j, 

's -Q-9

&ZUPI 

and Meil. (TA.) See also 1, in three

places.

3.
He 

actod [in a Ughtmilted man~,] f~ly, or

ignorantly, 

mUA him; (MA, KI,;) showed UgAt

nm, 

Amity, meaknm of mbad, and lack Of .I�
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gravity, &c.], with him. (KL.) You say,
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[A 

fightwitted lwxon found #bg a

reAer, 
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the g., ��A.) [See also 5.] -,5j'jt dit-1 (91

V,) 
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And 
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rately, 

(Lh, TAJ or without measure. (A, TA.)
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also 1, near the end of the pamgraph.]

And 

JW 'I 1 ai'wl 1 The ske-camet kept to

the 

roajl or way, (X, IS, TA,) or took to it, (A,
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with. a vehement pace: (A, g, TA:) or

was 

light, or agik, in lter Imce, or goiwj. (TA.)

4. 

Ifound him to be c. liqht.

witted, 

&c.]. (TA. [There said to ].)c tropical;
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1 see not whyJ) djlil' 1 t Alay

God 
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�IQI 
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5. 
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(TA.)

or 
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p. W55%) 77te wipad made the trees,

or 
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and 

put the branelms in motion: (1�,



*? 4.. , (1, TA, in the C [erroneously]
~A~,)sU asbo IA, (TA,) t Food that inites
[in the CV is erroneously put for ] to
the k~ of mach water. (IA#r,* ], TA.)

ALZ act. part. n. of 3, q. v.

and ULe

L ;, (X , M,) aor. `,. , inf. n. .. , (~, TA,)

like ;, (TA,) or ;.L, (so accord. to a copy of
the M,) He wa quick, or sifi, in walking, or

going,and in flying. ($, M.)-jl 1 .,
C.0

($, M, Mgh, ]L,) aor. (, (,,) inf. n. oh.,
(~, M,) Ti wind raiud the dust, or made it to
.fly, and carried it away, or disped it; (~,
Mgh, ];) andcast it: (Mgh:) or bore it, carried

it, or caried it away; (M, ]J;) u also t ,
(g,) a dial. var. of weak authority, mentioned by
ggh on the authority of Fr; (TA;) [or it may be
thus expl. by a mistake originating from the fact

that] IAgr mentions I1 -. A. and cJA, [as

syn,] but [in a sense to be expl. heroafter,] not
making either of them trans.: (M :) [and t Z..iJ

i',l I occurs in the M and L in art. .J :]

and ~ .", relating to the wind and the dust,
also occurs; the ", being redundant, or added
because the verb implies the meaning of C.:;

'lwhich is trans. by means of .]. (Mglx.)-

And i1 7 Tewd blew; as alo t - *'.

(IAar, TA.) And tll e; c..& (27wl wind

blew upon him, or it]. (Z, TA.)- And t.

a, ar. UL, [The dust, or earth, poured
down,] the verb being intrans. as well as trans.
(IIam p. 454. [It is there indicated that the
meaning is jl .;]) - : se 1;, below.=
e~ *oe His hand became much cracked, or
chapped, (1, TA,) in consequence of. work.
(TA.)- And ,/a, [aor. oi,] inf. n. 1 and
·.U*, lie was, or became, lightwittocd; or unrvise,
witles, or detitute of wisdomn or understanmlij ;
i. q. t_, inf. n. ' and Ai; (M, g ;) as also
· ot. (Az, V.)

a. ,:,,: e 1. we ,t., (8, g,)

inf. n. *(LSt and o5L, i. q. ,IC [1ie actel in a
lightwitted manner, foolldIl, or ig~rv,tly, n'ith
him]. (S, J) - And lic treated him medically,
or cmativelh: (K:) from ,L. (TA. [But see
iL, below.])

4 A. l .Ie took fen hiais,f a ,,mule suh a, is
termed ;3, i. e. quick [&c.]. (-) - Z
said of the wind, intrans. and tranls.: see 1, in
two places. 1 $ said of corn, It I *anme
rough, or coarse, in the exztremnities [or atrn] !f
its cars. (S, w.)- .. I said of ' [or
barley-grass], It let fall its I [or ,richMes, or
a,wn, or extremitiet]. (M, 1 -.) And .$
said of a man, lIe took the lnickles [or awen or
extrmitie] of tlh o [or barley~a]. (TA.)

Also, said of a man, lIe remonved dust, or
arth, (14A, TA) fomn one7 place to another.
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and lIam ubi supra:) or rujfled, and put in
mnotion, the branches. (TA. [There said to be
tropical: but see what is said of the.primary
signification of , below.]) - [Hence,] it is

said in a prov., !1h3 -- J- ,h A lamb, or kid,
made a sleep, or goat, to inclin [to silly be-
haviour]: applied to the old whom the young

incites to lightwittedness (aJl). and levity.
(Meyd. [See also a similar prov. in Freytag's
Arab. Prov., ii. 253.]) _- ,L* & 43 He

deluded him, or beguiled him, of his property.
(S, 15.) -_ ' - lie acted with a.i [i. e.
I.gihtwittednea, &c.], or foolisldy, towaards him.

(MA.) - And i41 ;;i- signifies n,I [as
meaning I reviled hin]. (S.) [See also 3.]

6. ,v. J..3: see 1, in the last quarter of the
paragraph. - [And Ii3LJ They behaved in a
lithtn'itted, fool&xl, or ignorant, manner, one
with anotler. See also 3, which has a similar
meaning. - And They reviled one another: as
seems to be indicated in the TA. See also .Har

p. 522: and sece, again, 3.] _- Ql,iL .i, in a
verse of Khalaf Ibn-Is-l.l4 El-Bahrinee, [de-
scribing swift camels,] means Their sides of the
nouth casting forth their foam, one at another:

like the saying of El-Jarmee,

[Their sides of the mouh casting forth thefoam,
one at another]. (TA. [t..3, there written
without any syll. signs, is app. thus, (for e;iA.,)

not 5L3.])

&,W, (;, TA,) as also V iLi and t %:,, (TA,)
lull mentioned us inf. ns. in the first paragraph of

this art.,] primarily signifies iid. [in its proper
sense of Ligitnes], and motion, commotion, or
agitation. (S, TA.) - And hence (S, TA) the
finrt, (R, K, TA,) like each of the others, (K1,
TA,) signifies [generally L~ghtvuittednes~, or the
like;] the contr. of..; (S,1, TA ;) [i.e.] "
[as meaning lightnes or levity, incontancy,
unsteadiness, irresoluteness; or lightness or levity,
&c., and hastiness; 'for, as is said in the TA in
art. , the contr. of,;.. is described by the

ternms i. and *;.~, like as .IL is described by

the term ai]; and lndm e, shallonness, or
akne, of judgment; qualities which deficiency

of intellect, or understanding, necessarily invowves:

(Bd in ii. 12, In explanation of Mi.:) or.. t is
[i. e. slightess of gravity or staidn or sdate-
nm or calmss &e.]: or i. i.e. ignorance,
or lliness or foolidwnes]: (1~, TA:) all of which
explanation are nearly alike: (TA:) or is a
deJiciency in intellect or understanding: (Mb :)
or a lightness, or levity, accidental to a man,
aril .from joy or anger, induc him to act
unreasonably and unlawfully. (KT.)

:ti g see the next preceding paragraph.

A. [Iaing the quality termed AL ; i.e.,
accord. to the explanation of the primary signifi-
cation of the latter, above, Light; and in a state

Bk. I.

of motion, commotion, or agitation :] applied to a
camel's nose-rein, (S, 1,) light: (? :) or quiv~
ing; (15, TA ;) because of theshe-camel'shaking
it, and contending in pulling it. (TA: but there
said to be, when thus applied, tropicaL) Dhu-r-
Rummeh says,

i. e. [Upon the back of a se-camel that had
brought forth but once and not conceived after,]
Vhose nose-rein was light. (S. In the TA,
Iajlj is here put in the place of i.4-. ) And

one says also .1 °4 Si%, (]~, TA,) meaning
[A she-cameld hose no-rein is light, or quivering:
or] light, or agile, in pace or going. (TA: in
which this, also, is said to be tropical.) - Also
Lightwitted; light of intellect or undertanding;
(TA;) deficie in in tellect or understanding;
(Mb ;) ignorant; (Mujahid, 1], TA;) roeak;
foolish, stupid, unsound in intellect or und
standing, dull therein, or having little, or no,
intellect, or understanding; (Mujahid, TA;) and
V iL, also, [which is syn. with *~ in all the
senses mentioned above,] is expl. by IAr as
having this last meaning offoolih, stupid, &c.:

(TA:) the fem. is al.: (Myb, 1:) and the pl.
of the masc., (1,) or of the maes and fem.,
M,b, TA,) is £i'., (Myb, 1, TA,) and of both,
.oi, and of the fem., s also and 1i; and

. (A , TA.) In the ]ur ii. 282,1f means,
accord. to Ibn-'Arafch, Ignorant of the ordi-
nances, or statutes; one who does not dictate well,
and knows not what dictation is; for he who is
ignorant in all his circumstances may not deal
with another upon credit: accord. to ISd, ignorant
orv:_ [meaning under the age of puberty]; not
ignorant of dictating, as L1 asserts it to mean,
because it is added, " or not able to dictate, him-
self:" this, says Er-Raghib, denotes e in re-
spect of worldly matters: in the ]ur lxxii. 4,
L,'tL denotes 4AL in religion. (TA.) In the

aur iv. 4, the pL .1AJI is said to mean Women,
and young children; because they are ignorant
of the proper object of expense: and I'Ab is

related to have said that women are termed ijI

and s1t, : (Lb, TA:) As, also, says that a
woman is termed iaeA because of the weakness
of her intellect, and because she does not manage
well her property; and in like manner are termed
children as long as they are not known to be
characterized by maturity of intellect, and recti-
tude of actions, and good management of afliirs.
(TA.) - wj t A garment, or piece of
cloth, badly woven; thin, flimuj, unsbstantial,
or scanty in tile yarn. (V,* TA.)

MfLe: see .

:l;: ee 1 e .,. Also, applied to a man,

t Vemlently tlirsty: and so JsL 1. (Az, TA.)

- ; 1 A valley filed [with water]: (P,
TA:) as though it exceeded the due bounds, and
became such u is termed &.A: imagined to be
from ,I signifying " I found him to be ,i."
(TA.)
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[Boox I.

(Az, l~.) - And .A., said of a she-camel, i She
became kan, or emaciated, (1[,) so that she was
ike the 1a [or prickles of barley-gra]. (TA.)
~ See also 1, last sentence. - A.'1 It (an

affair, or event, M) incited hin (a man, 1() to
unsteadiness, and levity. (M, ]g.) - And hence,
perhaps, (M,) A OL" He did evil or ill, or
acted ill, to him, or with him, (M, 15,) i.e., his
companion. (M.)

. ° q l , i. q. ;i'.!, (Sgh, ],) i.e. He
turned away hisface. (T]~.)

I Lightness, thinness, or scantiness, in the
hair of theforelock, (S, M, Mgh, Il,) of the horse,
in which it is discommended, (S,*Z, Mgh,) and
of the mule and ass, in both of which it is com-
mended: (Z, Mgh:) or shortness, and scantiness,
of the forelock: accord. to Th, it is t i;L, with
medd: which is metaphorically used by a poet
as meaning scantiness in milk. (M.) [Accord.
to the TIg, the former is an inf. n., of which
the verb is V ).', said of a horse, as meaning
lie was, or became, light, thin, or scanty, in the
forelock.] - And, accord. to IAar, A vhiteness
[or a tinge thereqf] in the hair [of a horse]:
particularly said by him in one place to be such
as is termed .nA;, and such as is ;. (M, in
art. L..) - Also, [but more properly written
s, thoe last radical in this case being US,]

lhut, or earth; (, M, ];) and so .1. :
(TA:) or this is applied to earth, or dust, [as
meaning pw,urilry donm,] from .,l'1l .L [expl.
above]: (. lam p. 4 :) the foimer sigbifies dust,
or earth, thoughi not raised and carried away, or
dispersed, by the wind: or, accord. to the T,
whatevecr is raised and carried away, or dis-
lpersed, by the wind: (TA:) accord. to IAr,
dwust, or earth, taken forthl from a grava or a
we/l: (M:) ULw is a more special term, (§,) the
n. un., (M,) ,;!j X *C signifying a collection
(a f) of dust, or earth. (Ham p. 810.) m Also
Any hind of tree having ipickles, or thorns:
(K: [but this seems to have been erroneously
taken from what here follows:]) the prickl.s [or
awn or beard] of~ [or barley-grass], (S, M,)
and of the ears of corn, [of wheat or barley,
(TA in art. e .,)] and of anything having
prickles: accord. to Th, the setremntie.s of. ,:
n. un. la, as above. (M.) 1 Also Lea,nnes
or emaciation, (]., TA,) in consequence of disease.
(TA.) _ It is also an inf. n. of u. as syn. with
; _, expl. above. (M, .. )

i,: see the first sentence of the next preceding
paragraph: it is expl. in the 1 [and also in the
M] as signifying A stopping, stopping short, or
ceasing, of the she-camel's milk: and ISd cites
[in the M, after Th], from a poet, the phrase
l ;iA.. u., [ending a verse,] referring to

[she-camels such as are termed] A5si: but Az

relates it differently, e i l, with t [in the

place of ii]; saying that [l~ means lightness, or
levity, in anything; and ignorance; and that the
phrase, as he cites it, means in whose .faeulies of

understanding is lightness. (TA.) [See 1, last
sentence: and] see also what next follows.

fi, accord, to the ], signifies A medicine, or
remnedy: [see 3, last signification:] but this
requires consideration; for it is said in the M,
[taliJI signifies unsteadiness, and levity; and

IApr says,] i(~JI from .Jl is like iU' l from

.s 1. (TA.)

, Dust raised, or made to fly, and carried
away, or dispersed, by the wind; (S, I;) and

(]) so .il;, (M,],) i. q. V t,; a possessive

epithet, or of the measure jtU in the sense of the
measure Jyah... (M. [See another explanation
of irC voce ti;, from the .lamlseh. Freytag

explains both L.* and JLw, as on the authority
of the K, as epithets applied to the wind, not to
the dust.]) _ Also Clouds; [app. as being driven
by the wind;] syn. A.. (S.) And i. q. fL
[Lightmitted, &c.: see 1, last sentence]. (M, I.)
[And it seems to be indicated in the S that I iC
is syn. with ~1a , which is syn. wit/h _.]

se: see c-

J1;: fem. iiCG, pl. Jl : see this last in the
next paragraph :- and for the first, sec li.: and

, first sentence. ~ See also kS. again, last
sentence.

and Dust, syn. ;: (M, ] :) or du.t (.,l3)
and dr herbage or the like: (yam p. 445:) or
dust ( w1i) with the wind: (M:) or wind that
bears, or carries, or tarries away, dust, (M, I.,
TA,) mncht, ulon the surface of the earth, im-
pelling it against men: (TA, and in like manner
in the Hlam ubi supra :) and V9 g.. .4~, (TA,)
pl. of ;kL. o, (y.am ubi supra,) winds that
raise the dust, or make it to fly, and carry it
away, or disperse it: you say, ~MInJ1 a 

The winds raising the dust, &c., made sport with
him, or it]. (TA.) - [Also Tracks, or streaks,
upon a pool put in motion by the wind: so says
Freytag; but he names not any authority for
this.]

-··

i.s.; applied to a horse, (As, S, M, Mgh,)
Light, thin, or scanty, in the hair of the forelock:
(As, S, M, Mgh, 5 :) or short and scanty twerein:
fem. il_.,: (M:) [and accord. to some, it seems
to be in like manner applied to a mule and an ass:
(see i :)] one says uL1 ,j. and Il, ali.:

(Mgh:) [or,] accord. to As, LA.l in the sense
first expl. above is not applied to anything but a
horse: applied to a mule, it means t quick, or
smift: (:) or 1Ii ii; signifies J a she-mule
that is quick, or ti.ft, (.i, M, A, K, TA,) like the
wind, (A, TA,) active, or light, (S,) of middling
make, compact and strong in the back; (M, TA;)
and in like manner il;/ is applied to a wild she-
ass. (M.) _ Accord. to IA#r, ,o*di applied to
the horse signifies t ;je. ̂ c;3 L.5JJI [app.
meaning Distinguished by some nwhite hairs,

though I find no authority for thus rendering the
verb here used] whether he be bay or of some
other colour: or having that whiteness of the
hair ovtich is termed 1. [expl. above], which is
particularly said by him in one place to be in

such as is termed ;1, and such as is jil: and
the fem. in this sense also is as above. (M.) -

One says also i1t · , meaning tA sNwft wind;

like as one says q . (TA.)

hi. [and, accord. to Golius, VI Vf', mentioned

by him as on the authority of the Ik, in which,
however, I do not find it, nor did Freytag,] A
calumniator, or slanderer. (.K.)

uj : " see ·

1. -.A,, aor. , inf. n. ,, He, or it, was,
or became, near. (Msb.) /L is syn. with ~a.
(S, A, ]..) You Bay, jl> ; ., (. , and so in the
1. accord. to the TA,) withl kear [to the j], (S,)
[inf. n. as above;] or ;.*, (so in the CK and
in my MS. copy of the 1. and in my copy of the
Mgh,) inf. n. 4v., (so in my copy of the Mgh,)
or .,.; (1;) [but I believe the verb to be
correctly 4L;, like its syn. ', and the
inf. n. to be correctly a, and perhaps 
also;] ]is house was near; (S, Mgh, K ;) as also

..t. (S, .K.) It is said in a trad., .;, jJI
:;, meaning [The neighbour has a better, or

the be.t, claim to pre-emption] b!y reason of his
being near: (.,*A, Mb:) or the ., is a con-
nective of !.1 with its complement, (Mgh,
M.b,) not to denote a cause, (Mgh,)and :-'

is expl. as meaning :a; ; (Mgh, Msb;) i.e.
the neighbour has a better, or the best, claim to

.aIql [or pre-emption], when his house is con-
tiguous: (Mgh:) lAth says that it is adduced

as an evidence that rA:1JI belongs to the neigh-
bour though not a sharer; i. c., that he has a
better claim thereto than one who is not a neigh-
bour: but some explain jI.AJ as meaning the
partner, or sharer: or the meaning of the trad.
may be, the neighbour has a better, or dithe best,
claim to kindncss and assistance because of his
being near. (L, TA. [See also another reading
(4A ), and explanations thereof, in art..])

4. 'a IHe made him, or it, to be near: ( :)
or ojt ,.,.%, l he made his houe to be near. (S.)
[And so with .,w.] ~ See also the paragraph
above.- :..' is also said of a she-camel,
meaning Shc brought forth mostly males. (A,
TA.) [And .,.,! He got, or got mostly, male
offpring.] In the following saying, (S, TA,) of
Rtu-beh, describing the two parents of a man
eulogized [by him], (TA,)

I -.,

[And the n,iJfe whom he chos as generout, or
noble, or fair, one that brought forth, or brought

1
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forth motly, mab offr~ng, to a mab that (TA,) and pt pon r head, g it atre-

begot, or bogot motly, uch offprig,] the lat mity to protrude fro a hole, or rent, of ker

word is a verb, in the pret. tense, not an epithet tW [or head-coring], in ord that peop~ mighAt

applied to J.J. (g, TA.. [In the former, only no her to be o ajlicte (,* TA.)

the seona nermucn m ceicu.j;

[6S. .1Z .4.L3 was probably used as mean-
ing Their tents, or Aoum, wmre ner together:

see the part. n. of this verb below.]

:; The young one of a camd: or, whe jud

brmoght forth: ( :) or only the ale youg one

of a caMe: (B,]:) [see also ;,.:] when a

she-camel has brought forth her young one, the

latter, when just born, is called SJk, before it is

known whether it is a male or a female; but

when it is known, if it is a male, it is called

-JL: (As, TA:) the female is not called 'L,

(g, V,) but Jt.': (?:) or it is [sometimes]
called by the former of these appellations: ( :)

[see Do Sacy's Chrest Arabe, 2nd ed., ii. 358

and see am , below:] the pl. is I [a pl. of

pauc.] and .,Land ,i:, and ;. (v.)

J* s Jt ,,, j ,yl it J;

[More vil than the male young ones of camels
among. the milch camels] is a prov. [from a verse

of] eys Ibn-EI-Khateem]. (TA.) -Tall: (I:

[see also 4Z:l]) or anything tall, togetr with

plsmpess; or fatness, ftness, thinn~ of the

in, and plumpnss. (. [See also
Applied to a branch, Juicy, thick, and long: (Az,

TA: [and so L :]) or anything of the like kind

fll and complete. (AD], TA.) In the follow-
ing verse, cited by Sb,

;s signifies ,'I. [tall, and is also written

'QtL: (Sh, TA :) [so that the meaning may be,
And two waterers, or givers of drink, like Zeyd and

Jo'al: they being t,,o taU persona, light of jlesh,

compact in thle mncles: I suppose t1I to be
understood before the latter hemistich; because
of the ns. in the nom. case: and I have substi-

tuted 1j; for tIj,:, the reading in the TA,
doubtless a mistranscription:] or it is for j,

·,q [meaning like t male young one of

camns]. (L, TA.) -And The pole of a [tent

such asis called] :'; ($, ;) as also ' .e:
and so .U,: (9:) pl. of the first %'L. (]')

.. inf. n. of ; [q. v.]. (M 9b.) 8ee

also S in three places.

I The female foal of a ild a. (a, md'

TA.) - [See also ,t, of which, in the first al
the senses assigned to it above, it is said by some
to be the fem.]

;4s A bit of cotton which a woman alicted

(V,TA) by th death of hr hAwband, in thu
Tnme of Ignorance, after shaing hr ad, and

scratching hbr face, (TA,) umed to make re

with Aer bood, (1, TA,) i.e. Aer own blood

,f

0

r

1
1d
d

jdd ·pL of tL [q. v.]. (1.)- Alo The

hind lg of camels: (IApr, ]:) pronounced also

with ,.. (IAr, TA in art. ,o.)

sLe .see t~, last sentence. - Also A

bae kading-board: or hisroling-pin. (MA.)

,JC [in the CV .iJ] Near; (A, M.b, .;)

and likewise with e; (A;) u also, V

(Mqb) and t ' , [likewise pronounced with ,_o,]

(Mgb, ],' TA,) for y , ..j, or it may be an

inf, n. used as a subst. or an epithet, (Mgh,) and

t,v (,TA.) You say ,J l. Or" A

near place: (A:) and t, Jh and tv _

a near place of alighti~g or abode: (g,* TA:)

and !ill t i _ 5 j; My house i near his

ouse. (Mgh.)- Also Distant: (Msb, .:)

this meaning is mentioned by some, as well as the

former: (Msb:) thus it has two contr. meanings:
(g:) the latter of these is mentioned in the Mj;
and the following verse is cited as a proof thereof;

[Thou iftest thy father in the land of El .ijjHz,

and antat to a distant country]. (MP, TA.)

-j..; A man tall and snder. (Sub, TA.)

I or _1, occurring in a trad., accord. to

different relaters, Nearer [and nearest]. (TA in

art. _.)

'~v~: see L._C, in two places.

_ The dam of a L [q. v.]; as also

?.,AL.*: (i:) [or] the latter signifies a she-

camel tat usually brins forth males. (g.)

U_: asee what next precedes: and see a

verse cited above, conj. 4.

£L;.3. I , l Their tnts, or houses, are near

to,gethe. (0.)

1. k;;'q a3~.*, ($,) aor. ', inf. n. , (TA,)
The sn scorched, or burned, him, altering the

colour of his comple and ihin, (g,' TA,) and

pained him, or pained his brain by its heat:

(TA:) mted and heated Aim, or it. (TA.) And

mI j1 L ThLe fire altered the colour of his sin;

or rcd is skin, and al ered it colour; as

also ,j .. (B4 in liv. 48.)

J" The at, and urtfi action, ofthe. (.)

;i Hell: (9, ] :) one of the [proper] names
thereof: (g:) Aboo-Bekr says, There are two

opinions respecting this word: some say, that

the ,re of tAe world to come is thus called,

a

8

t

i
I

1

1

(

!
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and that the derivation of the word is unknown,
and that it is imperfectly decl. because it is de-
erminate and a foreign word: others say that it

s from ..I l , becuse it melts the bodies

and souls, and that it is an Arabic word; and he
who holds it to be such says th.t it is imperfectly
decl. because it is determinate and of the fem.
gender. (TA.)

,1 l The ucsem~nce of th~ stro of the

*un. (8.)
A'-." A day vehemently hot. (? in this art.,

and V in art. l.) This is its proper place.

(TA.)

an arabicied word from y i, (,

5],) [or 4.~, so written in Persian,] A certain

beverage, (O,8 ,) the win of the Ab~y n,

(s,) made from 31 [or millt]: (8,:) or a
crtain beovrage of the peopb of El-Jijdz, fro

barley and [other] graiu; to ewhich they have

become addicted: (Lth, ]:) Lth says, (TA,) it is

an Abyseinian word, (~, TA,) not of the language

of the Arabs, because (TA) there is not in the

language a quinqueliteral-radical word having
~amm to the first syllable and fet-t to the last,

]l, TA,) except such as is reduplicative, like

t .* (TA.) [See also i. , and f., and

1 L , (8, M, &c.,) aor. J, (M, M@,) inf. n.

iL, (, M, Mgh, M,b, 1) and 'Li;, (9, .,)
It fll; fell down; droped; dropped dorn;

tumbled down; (M, Mgl, M9b, 1(;) ulon the

ground; (Mgh;) or from a higher to a lowr

place; (Myb;) namely, a thing from the hand;

(?;) or from a high place, as a roof of a house;

and from a low place, a when said of a person in

an erect posture; (B;) also said of a building;

(TA in art. n ;) and of a J. [q. v.]: (Myb

and TA in that art.:) [and often used by anato-

mists and physicians, as meaning it ddaped; it

dipped, or fdl, dorwn:] and t 1 ,I [originally

iL.i] signifies the same; (];) as in the phrase

in the ]ur [xix. 25], 1;. I;; ji; jlj , or

Ljsi, accord. to different readings, It, namely

the palm-tree (A i) accord. to the former read-

ing, and the trunk (A.) accord. to the latter

reading, traU drop tAhee with freh rimpe

dates, ph~ked; ie;. tl*j being transfcrred from
its proper place, and used as a specifieative; the

meaning being, t1.JI 4* JULJ : so says Fr.

(Az, TA.) [This phrase of the ]ur, with the

above-mentioned explanation, but less fully given,
occurs in a copy of the ? which, throughout this
art., differs much from other copies.] You say also,

£iS l1;. 1 1i; [Such a on feU down in a

swoon]. (TA.) And L jA; '- JC 

l;.~JI [He who conteds roith one talklr than

himlff falls by the trick wic consists in o,w's

tmsingu Ais lg with the leg of the other]. (TA.)

e -1 ;I* ;*SI Xj (l(U*, ,Mb ,)
174*

I

I

M, 

&c.,) aor.,1, (M, M$J inf. n.

IX 

($, M, Mgh, Mqb, V) and

It 

fea; fdl down; dM"d; dropped domn;

tumbled 

down; (M, Mglt, Mgb, ]�;) upon ths

~; 

(Mgh;) or fmm a higher to a 1~

,Wace; 

(Mqb;) namelyp a thing from the band;

(g;) 

or from a high place, u a roof of a howle ;

and 

from a low plam, u when Wd of a person in

an 

end pwtum; (B;) also mid of a building;

(TA 

in art. j,*&;) and of a Jj�. [q..Y.]: (Meb

and 

TA in that art.:) [and often ustd by anato-

nfists 

and physicians, u meaning it ddaped; it

&1~, 

orfell, down:] and tliCt [originally

liti] 

signifies the same; (1�;) U the phrase

in 

the ]�ur -[xix. 25], 1;�. 1;j� �� ljW, or

accord. 

to different readings, .7t, naniely

the 

palm-trw (AIIS) acwrd. to the former read-

ing, 

and the eunk accord. to the latter

reading, 

dtaU drop tAm mkh frmh rijm

data, 

~ed; Q;c. tcbj being transferred from

its 

proper place, and used as a specificative; the

meaning 

being, t1q.J1 �.Wj" so says Fr.

(Az, 

TA.) [Thii ibrame of the Vur, with the

above-mentioned 

ex~on, but len ftilly given,

owm 

in a copy of the g which, throughout this

art., 

difrers much from other copies.] You may also,

�5 

l�Z 11�; £L [Such a ou feU &mn in a

(TA.) 

And jAt ---C

1 

[He who contands id;h one talkr than

himwlf 

falls by tAe irkh whicA ~ts in oiw's

twWing 

Ads kg with the leg of th# other]. (TA.)

&A

1
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inf. n. JPJ.LI, (Mqb,) 7Th e hild, or fet ust, came t [The evening-mel, or supper, (i. e. the seeking ""I3 "" i' i ' *- £.A ii [isousforth [or fell] fromt the belly of iu ?nothter (Myb, for it, made himn to fall, or liglht, upon awolf: fellfrom thece to kim, and from him to thee]:
1)abortively, or in an immature, or imperfect, or esto.y, as is said in a copy of the S, is here (M.) or ALJ j~~. sa. i elfostate, (MCIb,) or dead, (A,) but haring theo ]orm the name of a certain man: see also art. C,..: ec oteohr.(L

deelped, or manifest: (M§b:) you do not say applied to lhim whio seeks an object of desire, andeaht wohr]
C113 (Khi, 1,M~, ) unless the chiild is born falls into a thing that destroys him. (TA.)- 3. (, M, J~,) inf. n. aSIJL.. and ILalive. (A, TA.) - #.. %i . and ) a also signifies He descended [from thet place (M, ]~,) i. q. Vq.V.]: (1K:) or he mnadeit
*j.i, (Flr, Z5j, ~, M, IC,) but the former is more wrhich hte Occupied], amal his place became vacant, to fall, fall dow,,, drolp, dropuj down', or tumnble
commoen, and better, (Fr,) the latter allowed by (TA.) And you say, J .'i4 ,. ii laL. dowln, in conmr#ectice lportitons or ~maiiis syn.
Akli, but disallowed by AA and hy Ahimad Ibn- ? [Such a one fe I i ~ al tto] hJ& i h K C]: (M., Kg:) or itYidiya\ [i. c. Tbi], (~)[lit. There wcas afalling, anid (TA.) And ,1~. i. .. [Suich a one hias both of thesc significationis. (So in the L,there m ras ai makning to fall, upon his hand; i. e., fell fromI thed place w.hich he hldli in my read] an nsm oiso h ;bt1 0COpyo
of hiis band upon htis hiand, or of his teeth upon(T. Lt,sanifn,meigtThbig the 8, the former onily is mnentioiicdl.) A poct
his band, bpy reaison of repentance, and grief, or i!p"lde in respe1,ct of thte dleeri or qua(lities of. sHtys, (.5, M,) namely 1)bi1hiii-El-1i~iritli El-
reget p nn]h eete,(r j ,M,oesacsos and tf omieselj [as thouagh its verb Buvjtninec, (TA,) describinig a [wild] bull anid

K~,) oif whlat lhe had done; and grieved for., or wr L,] is a mistake, although it hias been the dogm, (~,)
?vt.irtted, an act f iniadvetenc; (Zj, M;) or, used, for the purpose of sasiinilation, coupled . ,- J J' 4- 100ande becamje confounded, or 1perlpleed, anid unable *LJ~ £~to sce his right course: (0, ]~:) or bothi signify, j.(Mghi.) - [Also, t l1Ie diyopped -0. -.. , .- -off; fell behjind: hie, or it, remkainted behindl, or in * 'dl ~ 1 . CPChl V.J.J~L(TA,) or signtify also, (]g,) or the former signifies the-ear se
ailso, (M,) he slpped; fell inito an error, or a th er e JaL.. 1k.i ~J. [li 7Iii. hornp makites to fill oncuilyfr-om him4fiult; committed a nistakc. (,1. Henceothie ternatedfromn the road]. (1Ai.r, TAin art.j&..*.) thmse o themn that wrere. trainted for huntding, as
saying in the K~ur [vii. 148], .1~~ 1i £jb ~ ~ ~ L (M, K,) and (TA,) the iront of the blacksmnith makies spnrks to jbtllAnt,d whela thri, rgy,cmted: (s)or strucht their. inf. n. tL M A)ad'.~~s$Ji; mii'ctiely, scattered abouit]. (,M.) - kt..handsti ujpon their. fatads, by1 reasont of repenta7ice; (?, TA;) :lie comnmitted a minitake in his speech. JtoWlJ ~ le (a hiorse) out strippekd thoe (other]
aecord. to AAF: (M:) or rriented greatly; (M, ]gC, TA.) And 4I& fs' a-- M ot (TA:) [as thioughi he made them to dropbecause lie who repenits, and grieves, or regrets, M . behind Iiim, one after another.]. ~J3,bites his hand in sorrow, so that his; hand is fale TA, and 1.1h ( L4,M,an hSA) ,9 and. up,on [by his teeth]: (Btl:) the phrase was not (M, 1~,) .Ie spoke, antd dlid not co-i a wim ,~, E.Li.(

-o--i a T, [H ~ e A)h in alrnd atel..;]knbown to the Arahs before the time of tlie]~tr-in: take in a word. (M, (,TA.) AnT,)d e icure it.i atratl;
(0:) it hias also beeni read.,W.N ) J..i., (Akh,P 9i... L.a. 1, and U~.1Ja. , [held by hiim dsorefl i)fo aho hmt h.9 ---1 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~other., (M, ]g,) so as that one discoursd, and the8, M,) as thouigh *.jJ1 were understood; (Akh, ona whos authority it is mentioned to mean t lie other listened to htimi, and when he bewame stilenit,~;) .e..,.s~tlL-; like as you say, j.~ JU slpoke spec, andl did not drop a letter, or a het whio had been silen discorse: ], ~:) or he
#3; I,. ~4 *J. likeninig what comes into `ord; for this is] said by Yaqkoob to be like discorse to htim tellintg him thinig at!ler ...... ,

J %:~~~~~~~~JAi and* =31 &c. -the hbeart, and zinto the mind, to whiat comes into s. Js n c )-*AI (A, TA.) J:p ii- ii L L4 tillethae lhand, and is seen withi tie eye: (M, TA:) t [7The mienition tf him, or it, was, or became, used to relate that from thse ;Ipole of God apiid
anad thiis, as well as the forner, is tropical. (TA.) dr'opped, lef Out, or Omlitted]. (TA, passim.) his discourse; as thiough he mixed Ihis discourse.... 4..it Jai. The rnomj se: and i like mn- And j4.1 .kl.. $ Thte man's namte fell out, or therewith. (TA, from a trad.) W- .,Jt JaiL.
tier * [te tr,o'ateim;gnerally became dropped, fromt the r.egiste of soldiers or J M ., inf n. Ltia... , ,ineaniilig the Plecikad; and whien thtis is the ease, pensioners. (TA.) t- C)3 JI~O - o -ano-runig in~ (* dark or Theu
the phrase in most instanices means theo Pleiades [His power. fell short of the attainmnent or ac- manne: S M, 15, TA:) or 4LL in a horse is
set at dawns: wee L.] (Mgli, TA.) - J.copihmet of the a.tii. (TA in art. tj3.) the immre-esntly having the foot sc#.ouitded andJe,11The mnan died. (TA.) - [And t The [!&L, inf. n. LL likewise signifies t It (a mnade to bleed by stowes, or hurt thoereby. (A,man tottered by reason of age.] You say of an claim or demand, a due, an argument or a plea, TA.) You say also JPIZI .it hos

old ma, ~ I £~..t [lie tottered by reasnof a condition, a law, a conmmand or prohibition, a d~ in runnin. (TA.) - J IL,, inf. n.
amp.].(~ in rt. .. j).) * i '.,(M gift, a reward, a punishment, a 'good action, a 0,. :Temnfie m' atinic%tp hecni-'- (TA,)`Th or sin, &c.,) becanme null, annulled, void, of noe force, -,atiiiiigtodwcot

pa,) inf. i men, algte t yaoo MO, TA:) or, Of no account; as tIwughi it fell to thte ground, ditiont a! thce geneous, or noble. (TA.)
pan.y of men, alighted atame myp abowde: e(M, i.L, b whicfthe campe to tn. (TA.) 'd orbeae ropd;whne .C.JA, ywhc 4. ~i.k.t lie made it to fall, fall down, drop,'d,vem to phrase jJL., q. v., is expl. in die M9b.] You drop dowrn, or tumble domem; fthrew it diown;occurringy in a trad., means : li.cm tpsm

Reiqhboursx of his, and they gave himi refuge, and say, ,1.2 Mt IL' t [Thec assigned, or aplpoined, dr.oplued it; let it fall; (?,' M, Mgh, Mob;)protected hmm. (M, TA.) And it is said in a post- gift, or soldier's stipn or pay, became annulled], upon hew ground; (Mgh;) or fromna a highetr to aclassical prov., £J la. L4g. [Whflerewn he meaning *4 .'1y '.4. J.L~. t [thte demand for it lower lplace. (Mob.) See also 3, first sentence.
alighits he 1picks up something]: applied to bim, and the order for it becamne dropped]. (MQb.) - i, (?, Mgh,0, Mqb, i~,) or ~.L
whio practise. evasions, shiifts, artifices, or the And .03 .. ,j ~ti, (M, 11C,) or thAe latter is wrong, (MF,) for
like. (Mcid, and W[r p. QOO.)...JL.U,i .I.7. t [Wh'lent love, or affection, is free fromi imper- tie Arabs disused, as some say, the objective

:lestumblded upon, lighted on, 'or became ac- feet ion, theo condlition of politenes anid conistraint complement after this verb, scarcely, or never,quaimsted with, thes placs of his stray, or los, becom annulled]. (TA.) And ,6U.i..a %:J.L. sayinig UL..Lw Ll nor do thecy say, .D1lJhit
beast; hie lightsd on hso dmtry, or los, beast. t hIis sins fell [fim.os him] ; went air"a; or d.- (Myb, MF,) or the lawyers use thiese last two
(TA.) Mol.zammad said to El-gi&rith Ibn-Hjassfin, parted. (TA in art. jd..) ....-. j-t l.., (M, ) phrases, but they are not Arabic, (Mgh,) or aobn theo latter's asking him respecting a thing; aor 1,inf n

%~LL..,,4JI i ntepsesro nweg n aso M :Teha el[iea phrase like the last, i. e. 4 ,*9 %:d,. occurs inthou ~ U1 ntePW o nrde n aso rain]; ( M, 1; it befell; (TA;) it jan Arabic verse, (TA,) &SAe (a pregnant female,
host ightd: ad ths is pro. curentcame. (1. But .p.j; U " t Thes heat left us Mgh, Mob# or a woman, M, B, and so in a copyamong the Arabs. (TA.) And it is said in a proy., or quitted us: (IA#r, M, lg:) as thouigh the of the ~, or a camel or other animal, as in some

~jIa.j.. ~~Aa ~5L.ahl .a... *verb liad two contr. significationis. (M, 1(.0)- copies of the 8 and irk the 0, or, accord. to El..
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]g{ee, only mid ofa woman,like as ;~ 1 is only
maid of a she-amel, TA,) cast her youw one, or
fa.tu, or Aer you; brought forth her young
one, or faetu, or her yong, abortively, or in an
immature, or imperfect, state, (,0 M, Myb, 5,
B,) or dead, (Mgh,) but having the form de-

ueloped, or manifet. (Mgh, Msb.) _- 5 Ail

.h: see 1. - U;S1j .L t :[The Itdn

usade Aim to fall, or degraded Aim, -J- p"

fn Ahis how station]. (TA.) - [J.L
also signifies t He droppled, l out, or omitted,
a letter of a word, a word of a phllrase, J&c.] You
say, J4_ 1JaI, and i , and a. , and

&.,JB J: see 1. And 'el ,' WlI i t The
ppointer, or r,gitrar, of t.he ;tien~ of sodie,s

or pemsionrs dropped, ft out, or omitted, his
nam. (TA.) [Also t lie, or it, annouled;
sade, or rndered, nd/l, toid, of no force, or of
no accont; he r~icted; said in relation to a
claim or demand, a due, an argument or a plea,
a condition, a law, a command or prohibition, a
gift, a reward, a punishment, a good action, a sin,

c.; of any of these you say,' all, and "il

4: see an ex. voce M.s: and see 1, near the

end of the paragmph. Hence,] 4;Jit * L: I

IJ.b t lie abated of thi price so much; syn.
£I. (Mgh and Mob in art. Ja..)_ - LI
i erroneously put in the 1[, in one instance,

for L... (TA.) Sec 5. u 1,filt
i TLy reviled him with evil speech. (TA.)

a. ; t lle jought his mistakec, or error:
(,, ],TA:) t he drove, or laboured, to ,nake
him .commsit a midake, or an error; or to *nake
him lie; or to make him remeal what le ,had to
tell; (M, ], TA ;) as also Lt Ji.ul; (M, TA ;)

in the copies of the ~1, it ,I, whichl is a mis-

take. (TA.)--°, I J I 1e took, or r~c ed,
the news, or information, ly little and little;
(]g, TA;) thing after thing: mentioned by Aboo-
Turab, on the authority of Abu-l-Mikd&n Es-
Sulamee. (TA.)

6. WJL3: see its variation Lijl in 1; first

sentence. - It fell in coscutioe lortions or
quantities [like the leaves of a tree, &ce.; by
dre; y]. (M, V.) A poet says,

i. e. t [Many a day] of wrhich the plaars comc
one thing after another; [such a day being like
the asterism of the Pkiadsb, and the pleasure.
thereof like ita raiu ;] meaning the abounding

of its pleasures. (TA.) And you say, l SL

,~ ',. [T77e rwealth of such a one fl, ox
came, to me, one thing after another]. (TA.) 

l ;is M.JJL3 IIe thrmw himalf upon tJe

thi. (a.) You say, &e ,; 1 q iWA J.L
s4 : [Ilie threw himself upon the man, protect-

g A with his own person]. (TA.)

10: see 6.

i-;: see .L, in three places: and £.,
in two places:- and i, : - and iLL
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LL and v L and t A cAhil, or young

one, or fts, that fa j from the bey of te (
mother abortiely, or in an immature, or imper-
fect, tate, (S, M, Myb, 1:,) or dead, (Mgh,) but
having the form deeloped, or man fest; (Mgh,
Mb ;) for otherwise it is not so called; (Mgh;)
whether male orfemale : (Msb,'TA:) the first of 1
these three forms is the most common: and the

pi. is LC1. (TA.) The reward which a father
will receive for such offspring is [held to be] more
than that for adult offspring. (TA.) - Hence, '
(M, B, TA,) the same three words, ( o,) or

i ;.L and t; and tL.L, (S , M, Mb,)
WhQatfals, ($, M, Msb, j,) of Jir, ($,) frJn

the .3J, (Mqb,) or betnn the 1j, (M, 1,)
when one yrou fireJ, (,) or bef,re the ens-*
sion of the fir is thwoughly ffected : (M, :)

mesc and fem. (Fr, $, 1.).- Also , , and

t L and tL (, M, Msb,]) aOnd'd V*

(M, 1) and * :L& (M, TA) [The/aU, or slols,
of a tract, or quantity, of sand;] the place where
sand [falls, or loejs, and] ends: (?:) or the
plaCe to whicd the ec trMnity of sand c :nds
(M l,:) or the place nwhere the main pottion of
sand ends, and where it [fa/il, or bdpm, and]
becomncs thin; (M,15;) for it is [derived] from
Jl;. [inf. n. of 1]. (M.) - Also Lt :The

edge, or ewtreniity, of a cloud: (M, ]:) or the
ypart of a cloud wher the edge, or ctremity,
is seen as thougn it were fallinu uwpon the carth,
in the horizon. (?.)- And lience, or from the
same word as used in relation to sand, (TA,)

The similar part of a [tent of the kind called]

,.1: (a:) or the lowest. drip of lot/h, that is
net the round, on dither ide of a .ie.: (A,

TA:) or the side of a .ftg: (]:) or [ench of]
the tno ide thereof. (M.) - Also, (S,M, ,)

and t ;'L and ' l.:;, (M, ,) t The wing;
(]g;) each of the tro rings; (?, M;) of a bird;
(M, 1;) or of a male ostrich. (S.) And LL
)I41 t. t The part of the w,ing of the bird

which it drg pon the ground (;,TA.) -
[And hence,] . tL t T e twoside of the
darkn of nijht; (TA,) the beinnin and end

threof; (ff, TA;) as also ? U.ti: (TA:)

whence the saying of the poet, (~, TA,) namely'
Er-Ra'ee, (TA,)

t [Until, wrmen the darn dshone, and the blackss
of confused niglt became dilpeled 3wom it]: he

r means by L&aW the "blackness" of night: he

says that the night, having its beginning and end,
e passed, and the dawn shone clearly. (i, TA.)

J s. What is made to fall, thrown don, or

droped, of, or from, a thing, (M, 1V,) and held
in mean e~timation: (TA:) and [in like manner]

V ;Wl the reiss of anything; (IDrd;) or what
falls, of, or from, a thing, (M, 15,) and is held in

mean estimati; (TA;) as also VIUm; (Is;)
or, accord. to some, this last is a pl. [or rather a

coll. gen. n.], and t £tL is its sing. [or n. an.];

and ,i.LA is also a pl. of this last. (TA.)

[Henee,].t;LI l : l 1hat is worthiam. offood:

(M, 1:*) or what falls from, or of food: (M :)

and [in like manner] V U,I, and V £L r4e/.L
that falls, and is held in mean estimation, of, or
from, food and beverage and the like: (TA:) the

·- el
pl. of LL is UL.I. (g.) And 1i..,

What is orthes, pnltry, mean, vile, or hell in
little account, of the furniture or ttenxilx .f a
house or tent, or of household ~os: (;, M.l)h,
]:) or th refe f there!f; (Mghi;) uind so

eQ1 V ALC: (TA:) and t.*X I L ' sinifies
the same; (M;) or such articles of the tent or
house as the needle and the acxe and the tcooking-
pot and the like: (Lth:) pl. as above. (MI.)

And hence, ,?AI l4'1 (q. v. infra, as also ;L

a.0WI, voce Lb ). (Lbh, M.) LL also signifies

t Things of wvhich the sale is held in mean tw-
tnat;lon; such as the stuls that are ?tJl in tnok-
inj,fn' seasoning food; and the like; (M, TA;)
or such as suyar and raisins. (A, TA.) Also
t The 1a tt a slatghtered lb t that art held
in mean etimation; sueh as the Iy and tide
stomach and the lirer, and the like ¢f these: Id .
as above. (TA.) -- A mistake, or an er.o.,'

(., M, Mgll, M.h, 1,) in speh, (M, M, m , g,)
in reckoning, (., M, ]P,) in nwriting, ($, 3,
Mgh, ]g,) and in action; (Mb ;) as also *t L,.
(M, 1.) [See also A JL .]_ 5 A disyarefyl; or
damenful, thing; a vice, or fawlt, or the lke.

(M, 15, TA.) -.. 1 L t eil ~seh. (TA.)

;L [A Jfall: or] a violent fall. (M, TA.)
-_ A lip, lape, fault, or mwrog artflon; ns

also * LL; (S, ;) and t L; which last is

also used in a pl. sense: (TA:) or the stcond
(bIL.,) is pl. of " : (Mhb, I:) as sillg., it is

an inf. n. of MI.: (TA:) and "L also signi-
fiee a bad wr or saying, that swerres Jr,,,
rectitwude: (TA in art. a :) its pl., or one of its
pis., is .!.L. (TA.) You say, 1 ;,..,J 
aLL. t [No one will he fiw fromn a sli;p]. (TA.)

And tiU; $. 1; ;. ,b : 5[The .pebt ;,

he w,we slis are so few that they may be
conted]. (TA.)

(Mtgh, 0) and ' LIt, (l, Mgl, ,)
the latter disallowed by some, (Mgh, TA,) but
occurring in a trad., ($, Mgh, TA,) A seller of
what is worthlem, or mean, or rile, of the fJrni-
ture or utensils f a hous or tent, or of hlusehold
egood; (S, ;) or of the refse th~reof; (Mgh;)
of what are ternred t. J .a,: (g, Mgh, :)

those who disallow the latter epithet term such a
person la ` t: (TA:) or 't the latter epi-

thet sigifies a sller of thigs of which the sale
is held in mean etimnation; men as the meb that
are ued in cooking, for seasoning food; and the
lbke; w,hich are termed ; r. (M.) [See also

L/': see S lt.

tU: see L,, in two plaoes.
9 i
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9;L What fa& from tres, of e
datea: (V:) or such are termed n,JI Li:
(M:) UbL, thus used, may be a sing., or pl. of
J., [q. v.]. (TA.) - S Date that are brought

from El-Yemdm by tho ~ who jour thither
to procyre th (M,1.)_ ee aso -lw::
and tkL± near the end of the paragraph:_
and see 1 ., in two places, near the end of the

pargraph.

,,l: : we £tJ.

L Hoar-frot, or rime; i. e. dew that fal
and congeas upon the ground; (?,M,m ;) also
called .. and i.n; ( in art. aq.;) of the
dial. ofTeiyi. (M.)_-6nom; (- , TA;) as also
t 'fd. (, ?TA.)_ -Hail: (k( :) or this is called

J I i... (M, TA.)- What fal", or ha
fallen, of dew, (M, 1, TA,) upon the ground;
(M, TA;) u also 'V . (,TA.)-_ 4,~ 3

&cattered pearbls. (TA.) And IL jj. [&at-
tered leate]: the latter word is pl.of 1L, like
u jl is pl. of 3/. (TA.)_ 8ee also J.

~.4 wAhep; syn. a . (TA.) Itis also said
by some to signify Bakd potte~ ; but the
orro~ ctword in thi ense is with A. (TA.)

rII.: sme L, in four places.

i ;: see IrJ, in two places.

i , ($, ?gh, L, V) and * L ,, (,) or tI,
WI sI., (M,) A word that fas behind th

object tck thAwit, cti it o as to pas to
the ground: ($, ] ) or that cut the oyjet s
therew~th, and thm reachesA to what is after it:
(M, :) or that cleats o as to reach to the

r after cuatting: (IA%r, M:) or that pases
through the object strUck thAewith, and thwn
fail. (Expos. of the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)

A --

See ; in two plaoes

L . i. q. aJt;I & [The mall tubercls that
compoe the root of the c./per eclent: or
that plant itsdf]. (TA.)

ftt [A door-latch ;] a thing that is put over
the upper part of a door, and that fall upo it,
so that it beco,nefaed. (TA.)

s.Falli;faliu downg ; d g; d rp;
down; tumbling down; asalsot ; (M, K;)
which latter is both masc. and fern. (M, TA.) -
V l1C [its fern., as an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. predominates,] A fruit that
fall before maturity: pl. I4.: which also
signifies what fab from pa-trees: or branch i
thatfall; not fruits. (Mgh.).-- ., l fL :

see AfJ£ ;.L_ ;g ?L $ :For every
saying that fal from one, there i a pero who
moiU take it up: (Mb :) or for eery word that
faUls from the mouth of the ~peakr, there it a
peron who wia Ampr it and pick it up and pub-

liA it : a prov., relating to the guarding of the
tongue: (TA:) the a in aJm is either to give
intensivenem to the meaning ox for the purpose

of aimilation. (Msb.) VJ_ aJI Fal
in. of heat. (M, TA.) [Cee 1, near the end of
the paragraph.]_ - tJ also signifies Hanging

down; pandnt; pmndlou: and the pl. is lul.
(TA.)- [And Tottering by reason of age.] You
say l,b JtU p [An old man tottering by

reon of age]. (g in art.ajs.) - Also t Low,
i~obl, base, vile, or mean, n ~pect of the
deaed or qualitit of his anacstor, and of Aim-
elf; (Q,Mgh;) and so til : (I:) or, tin
repect of tAhe deeds or aliti of his an-
cestors, and of hi race; and so 8* iti: (TA:)
tone who is not reoned among tae better,
or best, class of young men; as also LLt:
(K :) lone who is, or remains, behind, or in the
rear of, other mnm: (M, V:) [obsure, unnoted,

recute~ , or of no reputation:] pl. Lit (8,
Mgh, TA) and U;L (,, TA) and t.L, which
last is like;At as pl. ofj.5, and 'i:l, [by rule

a pl. of AJ ,; which see in what follows,] and

t I1I, [is pl of iIiJ]. (TA.) The epithets

l tfit; t; are used together, as signify-
ing t Low, ignobl, bas, viIe, or mean; applied
to a man; as is said in the L: or, accord. to the
O, [and the ? in art. "l.,] the Arabs say, in re-
viling, kJ w Wl; . t1C jl; , meaning
Suck, a one is a lave ofa Jlae of a dave of afreed-
man, on of a lave of a lave of afreedman, on of
a daw of afreednan; the JLt, being the slave of
the IJta, and the Jal. being the slave of the Ja1,
and the IJS being the slave of the freedman.

(TA.) , l b I;l. signifies, accord. to IAr, t'Th
rjs, rabbbe, or owest or basest or meanest
sort, of mankind, or of~peopl; (TA in art. . ;)
as also ',1 L;, (TA,) and ,1A1 tLL/ , as
being likened to those articles of a tent or house
which are termed i;, q. v.: (Lh, M :) and
.JI Lt tt ldier of whsom no account is
made. (TA.) t iJC,, (M, L, TA,) in the 1
? aj.,L, but this is a mistake, (TA,) or, applied
to a man, only used when immediately followed t
by 3i , (TA in art. lJl,) also signifies t Deft-
cient in intellect, or intelldenc, or understand-
ing; (M, L, ;) as also JLi~e; (Ez-Zejjijee,
M, L, ] ;) and * aL. is the fem. ofthe latter; 
(M, L, TA;) and signifies also, applied to a
woman, t Lo, ignoble, base, ilk, or mean, (~,
TA,) and stupid. (So in some copies of the ~, c
and in the TA.) You say also, 1 )! UJl tV JL., 

t [He is mean in conduct: or one of whose actioa o
no account is made]. (TA.)-Also, [as signi-
fying t Vile, mean, or paltry,] applied to a thing:
(TA in art. L il:) [a thing] tfalling short of the
due, or just, mean. (M in art. .. j.).--JL$

JI t A horse that mus inrt~.tedly. (A, TA.) 1
-_ * LiSi Persns who come to E-Yemdmek a
to bring thnc for themseles prision of datu. :
(M, ], TA.) .- And V this last word, t Small, (
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lo mountains, [at though] cleaving to the
ground. (TA.)

!J1G, and its pl. Li: see LC, throughout.

ilI t One ho sll the parts of a daugh-
tered bast that are called Jl, [q. v.]. (TA.)

[See also i,.].

LL.; (M, , 1) and U:, (M, ,) the former
extr. [with respect to rule, though the Qontr. with
respect to usage], (M,) and the latter an inf. n.
as well as a noun of Ilace [and of time], (1, V,)
A place [and a time] f faling, falling domn,
droptntj, drqpping d',;:n, or tumbling dm,
(S, M, g,) of a thing; (.1I, TA;) as, for instance,
of a whip, and of raii,: pi. Ld;. (TA.)_

-jl l:, (g,) and Ji::, (As,) and j,'ll
alone, (A, TA,) 1 77e place of birth. (J, TA.)

You say, t.l' 5 1 I' I lT"ih i, my birth-
place. (S.) And J ll 51 i',1 *tI ?[El-lasrah

is my birth-place]. (M.) And ^L" ,.i l .. ,
1 He yearns towards his bilth-place. (A, TA.)
aq. i' ; ' U1t Ie came to us at the time
of ti settinD f tle etar, or ~atcrism; ($, TA;)
[meaning, at the time of tie auroral setting of the
Pleiads: wc .Il JjGl, in art. J,;;.]_i ;
also signifies Tihe place of tae endlig of anything.
(TA.) Seec ~, in three places.

.Casting her young one or fectw; bri
ing it forth abortivcly, or in an immature, or im-
perfect, state, (M, I§,) [or dead, but having the
formnn deoped, or manifet: see 4.]

-~ d Jo,,Lja;i,- 13j L fI [tAis
deed is a cause of a man's falling frm the place
rrhich Ahd in the regard of people]: ($, g :')
mid when one does a thing that is not proper for
him to do. (TA.)

i:. Accustomed to cast her young; to briny
them forth abortively, or in an immnature, or in-
aerfect, sate, (C,) [or dead, but iaring the form
oped~, or man,jfest: see 4.]

ij~b ;1 3 [A fallen date]: some say that
his means lJL7: others, bJi . i [having a

falli]: it may be from -21 J; like..-A
from " (TA .)

He is r~penting, and alject; as also Li t JLt
.,. (TA.)

rLh ;L t [[He nwalkd, or nent, in a dlack,
r languid, manner; as thou:gh repeatedly stum-
Pling; or as tlwugh throning hIimlf dowrn: see
I, near the end; and see also 6]. (A in art. t-b. )

1. . I ; l o ;r , (1 , O, Mtb, s g,) aor. ', (i, O,
Msb,) or s, (~, [but this is app. a mistake, being
anomalous,]) inf. n. J ,, (S, O, Mgh,) He made

a s_ [i.e. ceiling, or roof,] to the hous or
chamber or tent; [he ceiled it, or roofed it;) (M,
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O, Mub, ;) as also t ~A.i; (Mqb ;) and t L,
in£ n. L; (O, ] ;) or this last has an inten-
sive signification. (Msb.) - j , [aor. ,]
in£ n. IL£, He was, or became, tall, and bent,
or bowed; said of a man, and of an ostrich, &c.
(TA.) - See also 5.

2: see l. _ hI,o in£ n. aS, He amu made

an .AIt [i. e. a biop]. (0, V.)

4: seeL

5. AIJ He became an .. ,l [i. c. a bistop];
(0, g ;) a aalsot ,.U [app. Ji~], inf. n.g

[like W U, inf. n. of ,f]. (TI.)

JL The ceiliy, roof, or coering, (JK, MA,
P?,) of a house or chamber or tent; (JK, ?,
MA, ],P?;)asalso tjs.; (]a;) so called
because of its height, and the tallnese of its wall

[or walls]: (TA:) pl. of the former 3J and
*., (?, Myb, ],) the latter pl. on the authority
of Akh, (S,) extr., (Mqb,) or, accord. to Fr, this
is pl. of ' A.L, ($, Msb, TA,) or, accord. to Fr,
it may be a pl. pl., i. e. you may say .ii, and
. i: and [then] [as pl. of J_.L], (TA,)

and ,.:, [also] is a pl. of JL. (1am p. 227.)
[In the XJur xliii. 32,1 Aboo-Jaaf read *.! Ua.;

LiA; with fet-b: (TA:) others read teL: (8,
fA":) in the former reading, it is a sing. denoting
a pl. meaning; i.e., " we would have made to
the house of every one of them a %L of silver."
(TA.) - [Ilence,] The sky, or heam : (8, :)

this is called ,,;jl1 L [the ciling, or roof, of
the earth]: of the masc. gender: occurring in the
]lur xxi. 33 and lii. 5. (TA.) - Also, applied
to the .J [or part on which the beard grows]
Long, and .ccid, or pendulo~; syn. 3k

" :, (.8, 1.) _- See also a,.

:AL.: see .i.,L. m Also a pl. of JUL' [q. v.:
perhape a contraction of J ]. (1[am p. 227.)

i. TaUll , with a bending, or bowing: (,
:) it is in a man, (.,) [and] in an osetrich &c.

(1I.) [See 1, second sentence.]

" l JIin the saying of El-aljjAj, .; $l51

Aiij] [Beware ye of me it repecto thes
W,A-], (8, ],0 TA,) is [said to be] a word of

which the meaning is unknown: ( :) Kt says,
"I have asked often respecting it, and no one
knew it :" but accord. to Z, as is related by IAth,

(TA,) it is aid to be a mistranscription for 11,
(A,' TA,) pl. of ;; (TA;) for they used to
assemble in the presence of the gulpln and intercede
for him who was suspected, (1B, TA,) and for
criminals; and he [i.e. El-Ilajj&j] forbade their
doing that. (TA.)

L.; : see i., in two places: - and see
lso the paragraph here following, in two places.

41;. A aL., (., Myb, ], TA,) or the like,
(TA,) [i. e. a roof, or coering,] such as project
[omer the door of a house], (TA,) [or of which
the ods of the beams rest upo oposite oues;

.: -__ 1383

i. e.] a it; [often applied in the present day to
a roofed, or covered, portion of a street or the
like;] and any wing or porch or other thing [of a
buding] that is roofed over: (Mqb:) of the

measure a in the sense of the measure aJ3 a :

(TA:) pl. h.5Jt (Myb) and [coll. gen. n.]

? j.. (MA.) - Any broad piece of wood,
sch as a plank, or a broad piece of stone, rith
which one may form a roof (O, ], TA) to the
lurking-place of a hunter 4c. (O,TA.) And
[the pl.] J.t1L signifies The jlJb. [app. a mis-
transcription for ,tlj;, and, if so, meaning,
agreeably with a modern usage, flat stones cover-
ing a hollow suc as that] of the lurking-pace of
the hunter. (TA.) [And The pieces of wood
which form the roof of the kind of ehic called

;: see 9al.t: and see also Jjj ] 
A plank [app. of the deck] of a ship or boat:

(8, ], TA:) pl. as above. (., TA.) - A single
cranial bone of the head of the camel: (Ibn-
'Abbad, ], TA:) the cranial bones being termed

D,,;jJI .i~?L.. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.) - And S A
single rib of a camel: (ll, TA:) its ribs being

termed oiL (Az, Z, O, TA) and V L (O,

TA.) One says, .t , .1 th, j.J . [Travd
djoint~d, or zated,] the r of th camel.
(Az, Z, TA.) - Also t A ~nt; i.e. a piece of
wood wAith which a bone i sft, or red~ced from a

fractured state: (O, ]~, TA:) pl. as above. (O,
TA.) - And A broad and long pice of wood,
which is pt, or laid dom% and upon mhich are
wound the mats of reeds (S,tfI) above the
ho -tops of the peop of E:-Bafrah. (TA.
[See ablso ai*..]) _ And t Any pce f gold,
and of ilmer, that is beaten thin and long. (TA.
[See, again, Ia -. ])

JIL One whos occupatn us the constructin
of cein~ or roofs (JL). (TA.)

U4[tand V *1 or 4;1 ] The offce of

an [i. e. of a bishop]. (V,* O, TA.) [See
also 5.]

,-; Tal, and bent, or bowed; (.8, ;) ap-
plied to a man, (.8, TA,) and to an ostrich, Jc.;

(g, TA;) as also with damm, (],) i.e. ?ia1:

(TA:) fen. iLL, (],) mentioned by lB as an
epithet applied to a female ostrich: (TA:) and

hence the V A&l of the Christians, (.8, ,)
acord. to ISk [and others ignorant of its true
derivation], because he affects lowliness. (e.)
And, applied to a man, [simply,] Tall; (V;)
likened to the hAL [or ceiling, or roof,] in
height; (TA;) and so ? ! : (O,]:) or
thick and big in the bonea: (V:) and [simply]
bant, or bowed: (TA:) and, applied to an ostrich,
crooked in the neck (I, TA) and the legs: (TA:)
'fem. u above; (];) which is applied to a female
ostrich as meaning long and crooked in th lg:
(O :) or to a she-camel as meaning long in the
hind legs, and in like manner applied to a she-
ostrich. (JK.) - And, applied to a camel,
Having no fur upon him. (K.)

*,#A
%.*A;: see the next preceding paragraph: -

and the next following also.

,A1 and * 01, (S, M :b, ],) as lso AL
() and V , (TA,) [each a variation of] a
foreign word used by the Arabs, (TA,) [from the
Greek &r&xo~o, A bih; i.e.] a heaodman of
th Christians (8, Mqb, 1) in r~ ; (?, V ;)
or [more exactly] on woho is abov the ~,,

[i. e. ~ sbytr, or pr~s], and below the jl;
[or metropolitan]: (14 :) or one who is learned
(., TA) in their relon: (TA:) or a king whAo
affects lowliness in hiu gait: (JC: [a very strang
explanation:]) pl. i.L, (M,b, O) and .L.I.

(.) see aso al .

h;.01 or a,.sl: sce

',L W'ui in the bone [or bones] of the body.
* -. a

(JK.) _ See also .UI.

l.. a , (V accord. to the TA,) or
t .AL-, (so in several copies of the ],) or both,
(T],) Hair that is raised, and ~ y, or d

elCed, or disordered. (0.)

iAii:· see what next precedes.

L.;;;, aor.:; (M, Mb, ;) and , aor. ';
(Msb, ];) in£ n. ,, (S, Myb, TA,) of the
former verb; (S, Mb ;) and .;, of the latter
verb, (Msb,) and IL . and .;tL, (TA,) [ablso of
the latter verb, the last like Jt~A of &., &c.,]
or the last is a simple subet.; (Myb ;) lIe was,
or became, diseased, dorder distempered, sick,
or il; syn. ,4: ($,],TA,) or he sas / ong
diseased &Ec. (Mob.) [See also . below.]

9: see what next follows.

4. 1, (, Myb, TA,) inf n. ;L't ; (TA;)

and ' V , (Myb, TA,) inf. n. g ; (TA;)
He (God) [or it] caued him to be, or bwo~e,
desd, iorderd, diWtempered, sick, or ill: (,
TA:) or caued him to be long dsea~ &c.

-- An .2 a(Myb.)m And jo;ji_ , The man hlad hs
family affected with disea~ , and the dieas
came afi~rwards qon him. (TA.)

and V. ,_and V,;'t [are all inf. ns.; or
the last, accord. to the Myb, is a simple subst.;
and all are used as substs., signifying] A diwase,
disorder, distemper, malady, sickne, or an

0*-- 0.* 0*
ies; syn-. ~ : (,]g, TA:)O.. and e."
are both said to be in the body, and also t in
religion [&c., as is implied by phrases mcntioned
below, voce .]: (Aboo-Is-bi, TA in art.

d,p :) pL [of the first] ;it. (TA.) ?.j,
C I means tLanguidns, and sowne in
motion, of th eyeld. (I1ar p. 113.)

.ni: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

,0*: see5
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or ill (, TA ;) ns also tL:(TA :) orlot
dlimased &c. (Ms:)p1. of thio forniir tL.,
(M9 b, VCJ like .. !,b pl. OfM,- M~. e

also )i..., enAd .. L.The pharnse Se'i &9"
occurring in the ]~tar [xxxvii. 87], ItS a saying ol
Abrhnalin, is expl. by some as menicanig [ Uer.ili,1
amp] smitten with the ej~t [or pxtiejihce] : or
lthe illianinig is, I shall be dliseasedl at a future
tililO, when thte period shall havc come; and it is
sijid thait lie inferred, from lookinig at thc stars,
thbe tiune of a fiver's coining to hiim: or it mneans
t vecri4 I am. sickt of youi* wos p ig what is
1101t (Jo 4: IAtli says that, in trithl, it is onec of hiis
three lies ; ull of whjichi were for the sake of God
anid his religiont. (TA.).You say also C 4
I[A1 slisevstil, a xi.k~ly, or an iunsoumjl, heart]:

n tiil,i. :[Dixeasedl, un.mioun, .faulty, or
wrak, ndlerstanidiig]: anad .L .C I [Un.
soundi,fttiuity, or weak, lan#guager]. (TA.) And

4.,Ls p.W1 ".#.. jo Ileiffec,ted withii rancour,
,,ialerol nce alice, or spite, agatindsthimi. (TA.)

A kind of tree resebling tide ii&.
[q. v.], but nsot the same e:i' thisi latter: (TA:) or
as kindl of larg tree, (AI5n, J~, TA,) exactly like
the ,3,(AHii, TA,? which, u a tree of the fig
kim!e, (TA in art. a..i, eept that it is taller
thetas the latter, anid less broadl, having a fr.uit
like the /i(,,3),wirkhr, whien grPeen, is [fl;kd)
sttone ii n# hardes, but whden it ripens it bxeome
s*ompewhlat yellow, and soft, and very sjcsti, and
of a pleasaent odouir, and people &send it, one to
usixother, asn a present. (A1yn, TA.) (ForskAl, in
hiis Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. exxiv., nicnttibns
.L.., whbich is evitdently a mistranscriptioti fo,r
A"p.. anid wliich lie writes in Itailic letters
Adowkam," as one of the namnes of the fcux sylco-

momsr; liuid app. of anothier Species or variety of
fig whihel lie termsjirus sycomorides.]

JL.. 'L.J;,; A mnan whlo is disae and
tthloscfdtmil.y are dieased. (TA.)

r.i.1( cause of disease: a word of the same
cinnas aJ4~ and nitnny others of the measure

see an ex. voco L.

i. q. ?,. Diseased, disordered, &c.]
(TA :)'- or [rather, agrccualIly withi analogy,]
muatch, or often, diseased &c.: (~, TA:) and
accord. to Li1 it is also applied au an epjithiet to a
female. (TA.)

4,.,(so in copies of the g,) or
(M.%gh, Mreh,) said to he an anicient Greek word,
[:iguqzuw&ia,] or, aRs some say, (Mab,) Syrlac,
(1Mgll, Mvb,) [&o.atnynony~;] a certain plant,
fr.omi thue hollowsr of which ;,c isxtracted a muitlage,
wrhich is dried, and is calledl by the name of i,t
iplant~: it is more repuvgnant to thte stomach and
the bop?rcls than all the laxa tires; brit it is ren-
dlered good bpy aroinatic substances, .'uch as pepper

and ginger and aniwed: thte weight of stix barley-
corns theref to twenty eases the yellow bile, andi
noxious viscosities, fromn the most remote parts of
the body; and a porton thiem.ef witha a por-tum:

o 3,or A&, [so in different copies of the .1~,

or J~,or ke~, i. e. turpetht,] in freh milk,
taken fasting, wvill niot leave a single wrorm in thte
belly: it is itoniderj4d int that effect, and proved
b.y dxernCfmt. (1g.) -

ul-
1. AU., nor. d.:~, (1Z,) inif. n. ,,;(TA;

[see also a'd'LL., w'hich is lik-ewise said to be ani
inf. n. of the same verb;]) and 1 OAL., Q(1,) with
teshideed; (TA;) and 'P O"LwI ; (kr, TA; [in the
C1K, erroneously, #U.7..t;) all htave one meaniiing;
(TA;) [i. c. li1e gave himn to dri.ntk, genertlly
water, often milk, and sometimes poison or soine
othier thting: anad the first often signifies hif
wattered himn, namely, a beast; and in like manzier
seed produe &c., i. c. irrigated it; as will be
shiown by whjat folows:] or #LL. [is said whIe'n
you meuan he gave kim, drink] &U.U [to htis lip)],

(~)or aL"Jl (by means of the lip], as also 

VP iLu; and 1 AL.J means he directed hinm to
Zaer, (s,) or he swmtered (i)his cattle or,
his land: (~, iIi:) or both of them, (1~, TA,)
i. e. 'Ld and It #U.*t, (TA,) signivif he assigned
to hima, or gave to himk, (Jdi ja. r ater, (IC,
TA,) or dr.ink, or water for irrigation; so that
.'LL is like t.L., and 'P ,L.1 is likeJ51, u'Sb

says: (TA:) or, as some say, ~4L I gave htim
water to his mouth ; and? 1: a,ine to
Aim, or gave to him, (6. .3.wq, drink, or water
for irrigation, that he might do asr he would;!
and like them are #.i;..b.nd (Ham
p. 45:) Er-RAighib says that " !a1i signifies the!
giving one drink ; and VP aMqt, the giving one
dr.ink so that he may take it hwwsorer he wrill;
so that the latter is more ample in meaning than 
the former. (TA.) Both Ci and 'P ,L.. are
sometimes used in relation to whiat is in thet bellies
ofecamels or other cattle; (meaning.. their milk;].
as in the Vur [xxiii. 21], Where it is said,

Y.k 96 Lt.. t7 1 ., or.; ~" [i.eC. WeO give
you to drink of whtat is in the4ir bellies,] accord.
to different readings. (TA.) One says, 411j tLu,
[He gave him to drinik wvater, or the wa4ter,]
inf. n. as above,: (Mgh:) and ;1 1 Q [
gave htim to drink water, or the water, mnuch, or
often] : the tecsideed denotes muchness, or fre-
quency. (~.) [See also a tropical usag of thbe
former verb in a verse cited in p. 85, col. 3: and
another, from Tarafeb, in p. 134, col. 3. One
says also, 411 UL, 'withiout a second objective
complement, He supplied, or gave, water, or theo
wvater.] And t5.,pt J#LI, [I watered, or irri-
gated, thes eed-produce,] inf. n. as above; as also
'P nLt, (M,b.) And ")I %) 4.eL and

t~~i [I pourd water intto the water-
skin]: a poet says, (in one of jay copies of the ~
Dliu-r.Rummeh,]

0

:0

-J - . . '*0 .

-I-.A a j - -

- ji"~ ~~~ i;, ii-.!

[Andl two oldl and wrorn-ou*t sins of an um-
skti (fr woman whio hias not sewed them well,
each of them unsound, inato wrhich a person ina
haste has poured water, they not having been

5.5-- ---.. -- 
previously molitened, (1~ beingr for 
are not more liable to the she47lipg of themr water
than are thine eyjes to the shiedding of tears
,rhe,serer thout inixstigqa~est a dwvelfing orimgn
est a place of alighting, or abode]. (sR.) [And
hQnce, ap)p.,] cj & U1W t Such a one
became vhmnl affected by Sexul appetit.
(JK.) One saysi also, £'i 'ti Ai,'L and *&UL.A.

(~,Melb,']) God sent down rains to hamn, or may
Gtiow sed &c.: (1.~:) both of these verbs being
used by Lebeid in his saying,

1: l! 0.jt 00--

j1 tiJt; 'A
0

1rss le snend dlown raint to my peopl, the won
q!f Murjd, andi may lied send dlown ra in to Numeyr,
and tit. tribes if Ilildl]. (,5.) [Hence,] one
says, ~~,4J ya L9- t[M-ay God fresdien
as with rain the itimes, or mnornings, or a.fternoon,t

Iof youtha, or younpg inanhood]. (A and TA in art.
Q5) n S** 

And ,J4'C-(L,) an and
'P -, (S, 1)whiich last is the form in most

repute as expressive of a pmayer, (H~am p. 4,
axid of whichi the iif. n. is 4i (1j , I said to
such a one 61f ACt [JM ay Godv send down rain
top thee], (g and g in explaination of the secnd
and third,) or tjL.w [whiichi virtually means the

sae *o L. lIt bL.]: (g in explanation of the

first and secnd, and K~ in explanation of the
secnd and thtird:) [or,] accord, to somne, one
says ~ZL~ wheni it [whiicha he gives, i. c. water or
the like,] is in hiis h~and; [agreab)ly withi the first
explanation in tlhis art.;] and VP 4tsgife
p,raryed foir htins, 5anipng Li L . -

9;) and & ,(J K, 1 Ath, aA)o ,. or.

L51A..j,dinf. n. .1Lw or ,L..; (MA;) and o 1
(J K,Sf,g~; [in my copy of the 2M1s UbA
whiich I doubt not to be a inistranscription, as the
verb most commonly known in the sense here
following is j.-.la, and as this is not there
mventioned;]) His; belly [was, or becam;e, diseased
with dropsyl, i. e.] had ydlomjv irefer [meaning
serum] (J K, ,5,Melh, 15 TA) appaxrenit in it,
(JK,) or collected ina it; (g, X~, TA;) for which:
there is scarcely, or necver, any cure; (Mqb,
TA;) his belly became wollen [with dropsy].
MA.)_-[In the phrase written in the Clg

i;t; ~ ~a..,the verb is corrmctly w..

se2.] 3jall 1 JL. Thi swet flowed withu
stoppin. (TA.)- 10 , and 'P AL, He
made the garment, or piece of cloth, to imbb a
dye. (TA.)- [ g' also signifies He tempee

1

1
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steel; and is used in this sense in the present day:
and acord. to a reading in one of my copies of
the S, in art. , tt also has this meaning.]
- See also 4, last sentence.

2: see 1, in six places._#l.- .i U

(K, TA, [in the CKC, erroneously, 5"']) and
ltjly, (TA, and thus, and thus only, in the

JK,) inf. n. -, (JK, TA,) t ]isf heart mas
made to imabibte enmity, (~, TA,) is said of a man
to whom a thing that he dislikes, or hates, has
been repeatedly done. (TA.)

3. It... [The girtig to drinb, one vith another.
See a tropical usage of its verb in an ex.
cited in art. -, conj. 8.-_] The draminy
of water together. (KL.)- And a man's em-
ployimlg a man to take upon hiim.slf, pr manage,
thte culture [or wratering &c.] of /palm-trees
or grape-rines [or tlhe like] on the cornlition
of his having a certain share of their nrodtuce:
($,TA:) Az says that the lwopl)lec of El-'Ir4
term it *LAA*. (TA.)

4: CseC 1, in thirteen places. _ One says also,
-a - J#6

.tb. 4,.lA I asig,ned to'hin mny ,rell [to draw

water therfim]: mland j , I
asign9l tn hin [a streamlet as] a place, or
su,rce, ,f i 'rigati n, f.om ,my river, or rivulet;

and o.nJ 1... [wlichi means the same].
(TA.) - And LU.I It produced in him [dropay,
or] yellne weater. (JK. [See I, near the end of
the paragrnaplb.])-And He gave bim a made
[.ih suc/,h as is tcr,.ned] ti.: (Az, 1., TA: [it is

said in the TA that '..) in the K should be
, 4j, as in tlhe exlplunation by Azs: but see art.

,.e , in whicil it is said that &,..^3 is allow-
able, and occurs in several trads.:]) or he gave
i,t a hide to matke of it a ;.U : (K:) or oU.,

1& hus the latter meaning: (JK, TA:) and

Qa t . occurs in a trad. as meaning Gire
thou its hide to him wro rill make of it a AL,
(TA,) or mnake tihou its hide to be a 'Lfor thue.

(JK.) - Also, (JK, S, , TA,) and t ;ti, (g,)
the latter mentioned as on the authority of IAsr,
but disallowed by Sb, (TA,) i. q. *al [.lie
spoke evil of him, or traducedl him, in his absecm~
or otherwise], (JK, S, g, TA,) in afonl manner;
(TA;) and iNmputed to him a vice, fauti, or the
like: (, TA:) and J cites [in the S] a terse
of Ibn-Almnar ending with the phrase .;
t OUL [app. as meaning t Who hAs spoken ev/i
of ins, &c.]. (TA.)

5. LJ It (a thing) necied, or admitted,
snmoistuare, (M, TA,) or irrigation; or became
plentofully irrigated, or cclnt, or sapny.
(M, ]g, TA.) The Hudhlalee (EI-Mutanakhkhil,
TA) sayL

* 7 #, j 9-- qi -,,§
* j^J~ Li-R ~.

meaning [7hrown down upon the oud, his
skin] become drched with Ais blood (s.)
[like at drip the vered trnk of thse lAeban
pam-tree]: or, as some relate the verge, 'I

Bk. I.

[becomes overspread, here meaning "Uff:d],
from ;-. (*,TA.)' aJ I 4 L
t The camelt ate the ol. (a certain plant, TA)
in its freh and moist state, and became fat upon
it. (O.)

6. "l-C They gave to drinl, one to another,
(S, MA, TA,) with the full measure of thte vessel
in rohich they werer given to drink. (S, TA.)
[See also 3.]

8. UL;l lIe drew water (TA),~J > [Cfom

tte well], (s, TA,) and , . [from the river,
or riulet]. (TA. [Golius and Freytag make
the verb in this sense, erroneously, .O l; but
the former mentions .lh also in the same
sense.]) [And sew - ,l- He dr.e water
upon a camel in a manner expL voce 4)L, q. v.:
often occurring in the Lexicons.] -And tl He

rwas, or became, fat, (J, TA,) and satfed withW
drinking of mater (TA.)-See also 10, in two
places.

10. L..Il le sought, or demanded, drink
( , TA, [in the CF EL,] i. e. "iZ ,

TA); Z. [from hi,n]; as also ' tL5.I. (bC,
TA, [In the C?] is immediately added after this

15-
explanation, teLo : but this is a mistranseription
for t3; expressing another signification of these
two verbs, which will be expl. below.]) And l£e
asked, begoed, or prayed,for rain; (Msb,* TA;)
i. q.? *. (; in art. j.i, and M,b.') [Hence,

it -'-1 i; The prayer of thea petitioning for

rain. And ~ U"l I Hie said it IU, May
God send down rain upon it, namely, a land:
see liar p. 300.] - And He constrained ain-
slf to vomit; or vomited intentionalhy; syn.

ei3; [see a statement above, in this paragraph,
respecting a mistranscription in the CJ ;] as also
t jis 1; (Il, TA;) mentioned by ISd. (TA.)
- See also 1, in the last quarter of the paragraph.

* -
sa., in the phrase ':.pl ', which means

T/e towns, or villages, [or lands,] matered by tiAe
EUPhrates, is said by M$r to be an inf. n. used as
a subst. [properly so termed, and, being origi-
nally an inf. n., it may be used alike as sing. and
pl.]; or, in this phrase, a noun that should be
prefixed to it [such as ;l], is suppressed: or,
accord. to some, it is L [q. v.], an instance of
the measure J, in the sense of the measure
Ji,; and thus it is in the handwriting of El-
lFlareeree in his 22nd Maineh. (lar p. 24.)
- See also the next paragraph.

-, Drink; or what is drunk; (TA;) or
what is gien to drink; (lK, TA;) a subst. from
etL and Ai¶; (S, TA; [in the former of which,
this meaning is indicated, and also the meaning
of mater given to drinlk to cattle ; and water with
which land is irrigated;]) in the M, dri'k give
to camel: (TA:) pl. A,nd. (, TA.) And
[particularly] A share, or ~rtion, of water [for

irrigation]: one says, JLh.l 5, _b [(How
many bucketfuls or skinfuls, (the specificative
being suppressed,) virtually meaning how much,

is the share, or ortion, of mrater for the irriga-
tion of thy land?]. (g, TA.) -And lVater,
(K, TA, [in the CJg L, a mistranseription for
t.,]) i. e. yellow trater [meaning rerum, effused

in dropsy], incidlental in tie belly, (Q[, TA,)
scarcely, o' never, curable; (TA;) as also

v unL: (IK: [U.ji being there added: and the
word as meaning "yellow water" is written only
with fet-h in the JK: but in the TA, c forms
part of the addition here following:]) or it i. itn
wnhite ~ .W [meaning celb] in the fat of the

belly; [in which sense, also, the word is written
only with fet-lh in the JK ;] and it [app. mean-
ing the belly] is opened (C' ) on the occasibn
of its iuuing: so says ISd: (TA:) a subst. from

'L 1 5 [q. v.]. ($, TA.) And A sain [or
meambrane] containing yelloev riater, whticl clearse
asunder from over the head of the young one [at
tih birth]: (.K, TA:) or, as in the T, the mater
tilat is in tleU [me7nbran caUlled] , ttat

comes fortA ,M3 11 ~; uI; [meaning at the birti ].
(TA.)m Also Land that is irrigate'; having
the meaning of the measure q, like u . [in
the sense of u, ]: (Er-Raghib, TA: [see also

I.J:]) or it signifies, (1],) or so v Law, of the
same measure as ,i and g, (Mgh,) and

t *$S ~ (;, Mgh, I,) app. a rel. n. from 
not from .s-, for if it were from the latter it

would be .s, (M, TA,) [or, accord. to some,

if from .?, it may be either or U ..
(see Lumsde,,'s Arab. Gr. p. 030,)] seed-producoe
irriyatedl (S, Mgh, I,) by water running upon
the sutface of the earth; (g, Mgh;) [i.e., not

by rain only;] t _ being the contr. of ~ ;

(Mgh ;) and 1 ?,- contr. of J , (Mgh,
TA,) which signifies "watered [only] by the
rain;" and the vulgar say vt$ * (TA.)

u- S A beUy swollen [with droy]. (MA.)

L A giving of drink; [or a giving to drink;]
like [the inf. n.] u,. (Er-Ralghib, TA.)_
And A sending down of rain upon mankind and
the lands: (TA:) a subst. from , dl 3T .

(, , TA.) One says, 2I.J l Zoo! [I
prayed for him for the ding down of rain].
(JK.) And it is said in a bform of prayer, 

l A . j ,. [We ask of Thee a ~sdn
don of a rain of mnercy, and not a ~ing don-
of a rain of pnidimneat]; meaning, send Thou
down upon us a rain in which shall be benefit,
without injury, and without laying waste. (Msb.)

One says also eiJI JlA. e.l Land easy of
irriyatiom [either by the rain or otlerwise]: (.K
in art. ~ :) and the cQntr. is termed "'i;

t*lI. (TA in that art.) - Also i q. .E [i. c.

<*'? meaning A beast's share, or p1rtion, mf
water]: so in the gur xci. 13. (Jel.)

.tL. A skin, (KL,) or a t, (J1,) [i. e.] a
kin of a youn goat or sheep rAen it has enterW

17.51
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it second year, (M, ],) used for water and for
milk, (I1k, JK, ~, Myb, 1C, KL,) or, accord. to
ISd, onlyfor water: (TA:) it is termed.,!1l w1!
[made of one Aide; but there are larger sorts];

and if larger, it is termed ~3l Ci! [made of

two hides], and &* Ii' J ! t [made of three

Aides]: (T and Tk in art. ,:) accord. to ISk,
the %.A; is peculiarly for milk; and the ,
for clarified butter; and the 4t., for water: ( :)

the pl. (of panec., §) is ki,t and l:t.k, and (of

mult., 9) ji.l, (s, ],) or this last is a pl. pl. (T,
TA.) - dee also 4, last sentence. _ [And see a
phrase voce .. 1j, in art. jL., where it is applied
to t The tomach of a camel, in which' water is
stored.]

: eLee ., last sentence, in two places.-
Also A cloud having large drops [of rain], (Q,
§,)vdeA ,t in tAe falling [threof]: ( :) [like

'5, and j :] pl. -1An (d, .)-And The

papyrus(Q ): (JK, §, :) or tender papyrus:
so called because of its growing in, or near to,
water: (TA:) occurring in a verse of Imra-el-

peys, cited voce ,jj,: (§, TA: [but se what
is said under this word, 0JL : and see ]am
p. 55j:]) n. un. An. (P.)_ And Pa~-tree~;

(;, g;) and iZ; signifies [the same, or] pal
trees that are irrigated by means of water~whel

(¢;l;, [pl. of i!i, q. v.]). (TA.)

J;te: see what next follows.

i;tL and Vi and i and V;,.; A
place for giing to drink or for matering: (1.,.

TA:) what is termed tQJl 'LL is well known:

(s:) i. e. JfL signifies a place made, or pre-
pared, for the giving to drink to people: (Mb :)
a conatruction for mater: (Mgh:) or a place in
whir b lorage is malde, or prepared, at the fairs,
orfcistitl, 4'c.: (JK, T, TA:) [and particularly
a jplace in ohich a beverage made of raisins
steeped in water wa given at the general assebly
of the pilgrims:] and t* ti signifies a drinki
place [in a general sense]: and he who pronounces
it with kesr to the .. t [i ] makes it to be like

the utensil called 4AtJ I L~ [thi drinigesse l

of the cock]: (f:) [see ;:] and the pl. is
t.Z1. (TA.)-I-i.L also signifies A ese in

wAich oe i given to drink: (V:) in the ]ur
[xii. 70], it means the king's dinkincup;
(Mgh;) his 1'o ., in [or from] rhich he drank,
(JK, , TA,) and mith wrhich they measured
corn; and it as a essel of silver. (TA.) -
And tiCJl ktL means The beerage made of

'ai'ins steped in water which [th tribe of]
Kureysh ued to give to the pilgrims to drink: it
was under tho superintendence of El-'Abbds in
the Time of Ignorance and in El-Islam: (TA:)
or ali in this phrase is an inf. n.; so in the

Vur ix. 19; (Mgh;) where it is aid, L'.1
,k -- ..sl *1 1;i 

.j. 'le1;'; the two words dtL, and ;ito being
inf. ns. of iL and .; (Bd;) the meaning being

... - ~ * xm.. I
[i. e. lawe ye made, or pronounced, the authors
of the giving to drink to the pil~ris, and of the
keepig in repair of tie sacred mosque, to be like
him who has believed in God and the last day?];
and this is confirmed by another reading, which
is, '"'...IJI 6, 1_ A: (Ksh, Bd :) or the

meaning is, i .1 ~,,.JI .°. 

[&c., i.e. have ye made, or pronounced, the
giving to drink to the pilrims, &c., to be like the
belief of him wvho has believed &c. ?]. (BO.) [See
also

i; and the fem. st, and tL : see o1,
in six places. -- li.l is also the appellation of
A certain intligent bird, that drars water for
itsalf. (JK.) [It is applied in the present day,
by some, to The pelican: and by some, to the
aquiline vulture; commonly called tihe,,&j.]

3C and t G iving to drink; or one rwho
gi9vs to drink: (1, TA:) the former signifies
[generally as above, or a cup-barer: and also]
materiun seed-produce; or a waterer of seed-
produce: (Mb :) [and t the latter generally sig-
nifies a roater-carer :] the pl. of tho former is

#.., (], TA,) with 4amm and then teshdeed,
a,·

(TA,) [accord. to the CK j.o, which is app. a

mistranscription,] and , (1, TA,) like ~d:;,
(TA,) or ;it: (C : [this last is a well-known

pl. of j 1G, and as such has occurred above, voco

li, :;) thepl. of, is L j;a: (i:) and a
woman is termed t i,t and V iAL. ( I, t.) it
is said in a prov.,

[Give thou to drink to Rashki: verily she is one
rwho gives to drink: .AS being a woman's
name]: it is applied to him who does good:
meaning do thou good to him, because of his
doing good. (A'Obeyd, g.) -_[Hence,] JC

;vI A certain in [app. thie central artery of
the retina] rhich pa~ s from the int~or of the
head to the eye, and the ering of rwhich occa-
sions the lo~ of the sight. (JV.) [See also the
next paragraph.]

*3Lt [a subst. from it., made so by the
affix ;,] A rivulet, or ~reamlet, (T, g, TA,) for
the irrigation of seeprod~uce; (T, TA;) a smal
chanuel for the irrigation of land; (Myb;) it is
larger than,a J;-", and than a J: (Mgh:)
pl. 3I~. (Mgh, TA.) It is now vulgarly applied
to designate The [kind of wmater.whed for irriga-
tion tend] ¥j Lq. v.]. (TA in art. J>.)
_- And [the pL] jtj signifies Certain vei
which d~arge into the ;, t [dual of .t,
q. v.]. (3K.)

J A tie [and a place] of giving to d .
(JK, TA.)

3;1L:: aee L in two pls One says

when the Sultan has dealt gently with his sub-

jects in his government of them, g.t,1 ! ~iJ
dUll: tjl t [The Sl ltdin has caused the beast

pasturing at pleasure amid abundant herbage to
come to his drinking-place]. (TA.) [See also

' s,e: see i~,L, in two places. - Also A
thing rhich is made f,ir the 1,. [or wvater-jars],
and upon wrhich the mugs ae hunig. (JK, TA.)

L,.- [Given to drinkh: and] watered seed-

produeo [&c.]. (Meb.) _ [Hence,] A lj
JI Verily he is tinged with rednes~. (JK.)

a i S and LuUl.: see uL , last sentence,
in three places.

1. sL! 1t, aor. , (TA,) inf. n. ;, (1,

TA,) i. q. . i. [. . IIe closed or loaed up, or he
stolpped or stopped up, or repaired, and made
firmn or stro,ig, the thing]. (g,' TA.) [In the

place of urJ ,~,, the explanation of the inf. n.
accord. to the reading in the TA, we find in the

CV .>JI j.: and it seems that Ze is a correct

meaning of ~,; for it is said thiat] from 

as signifying J is the post-classical phrase

.!~1 .sL [i.e. The making fast of doors].

(TA.) [In the present day, 1.!1 it, nor. and
in£ n. as above, means He locl,ed, and he bolted,

the door.] - And 2,, (TA,) inf. n. as above,

(s, , TA,) He clamped it (,) ith iron;
namely, a door, (S, ], TA,) and wood. (TA.)

1 Also L, aor. as above, (?, TA,) and so tho
inf. n., (K, TA,) lHe cut off his ears. (, V,*

TA.) -= - q t .L, (TA,) inf. n. as above,
(1, TA,) le cast forth wrhat was in his belly;
(g,V TA;) mnuted, or dunged; (TA;) said of an
ostrich: (I, TA:) and so C. (TA.) And 

.?. , (AA, TA,) inf. n. as above, (g, TA,)
He cast forth his excrement, or ordure, (AA, 15,

TA,) in a thin stato; 'AA,' V, TA;) as also .j,

(AA, TA,) and . (TA.) And j L. &, inf n.
as above, He oid tin excrement or ordure;

(As, S, TA;) as also , inf. n. .. (As, TA.)

And $ ,.I [tie was taken nith a loosene of
the boroeb;] he hIad thin evacuations of thec borels;
expl. by Ul i , : and d 4 . ''

[signifies the same; or] his bowels becanme loose;

as also ._; so says Ya.loob; and lie asserts it
to be formed by substitution; but which of the
two is so formed is unknown. (TA.) - .
-b'l to He woent at random in thie land, or

country, not knowoing whither to go, and wras
perple,d. (Ibn-'Ablbd, O. [See also 7.])-

One says also, 4L '1 Whither goaest thou?

(Ibn-'Abbhd, O.) -. M' $l jJ : " -
The like of that speech has not entred my ear,

or ears: and M6 ; t ' ?; The
1

1
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like of it has not entered my ears. (TA.) -

JL;, [sec. pers., app., , 1e aor. ', (TA,)

inf. n. L, (1, TA,) It (one's nature, or dis-
position,) wax, or beca,ne, base, iyfwble, mean, or

wrdid. ( ,* TA.) - .. , (Msb, TA,)sec. pers.
" ';, (Mgb, X., TA, [in the CId, erroneously,

.. ,,]1) inf. n. ;t, (S, Mgh, Msb, ], TA,)
said of a man, &e., (Ii,) t tIe was small in tie
ear, (S, MgIh, Mob, 1;, TA,) with a stiching
thereof to the head, and sall projection tlhreo f:
(], TA:) or he was short in the ear, withl a
sticking thereof to the part beIindl it: (TA:) or
he nas small in tthe s.J [here meaning either the
ulpper part or the helix (in the ClI ,.,)] of thi
ear, anul narrow in the ear-hole. (g, TA.) And
t He was, or became, deaf. (JI, TA.)

7. Jl %.- 1 The camels went at ramdom.

(lbn-'Abbtid, O, TA. [See also /,fjtl jA l.,,
above.]) 11Ul1 in the case of tile hirds called
UIi means Their gning at randon, and rJresl~ ing
their breasts, after soaring in their flight and
eircling in the air. (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, I.)

8. A.i It (a thing) as, or became, closed or
dosed up', or stopped or stoppedl :ij', or repaired,
and madefirm or strong; quasi Ipros. of 1 in the

firsi of the senses assigned to it above; syn. ,s1.
(TA.) - [Hence,] _' .',r. II;IJ ears
became stoplpe up, or deaf, (8, Mob, K,) and
narrow [in tihe aprture]. (8, gC.) - And >.,1

%.J'1 t The herbage be.canme luxuriant and dense,
(f, g,) its interxtires beoming closed up. (S.)
And U4,_ell *1.1 t The meadnows became lux-
uriant and dense [in their herbaye]. (As, TA.)

8See also 1.

5L A nail; a pin, or pg, of iron; as also

(S, · ;) like as one says 3j and q.:
(8:) pl. MiI (8, ) and 3. (1.) [A verse
of Aboo-Dahli,l El-Junmaee is cited as an ex. in
the TA as follows:

but see .. ] - A straight, or an even, building,
and excavation, (0, ],) like a mall, mithout
curvity, or bending. (O.) - A coat of mail

narrow in the rings; (S, K;) as also tsw, and
tAt: (](:) or, accord. to the 0, soft in the
r/ng. (TA.) - See also the next paragraph.

L~. A well narrow (Lth, AZ, As, ., 0, O) in
its carity, or interior, (Lth, O0,) or from its top
to its bottom, (AZ,, 0,) or in it aperture; as

also otL,and+.Ji : (g:) or a well eren in
its cavity, or interior, and in its casing: or,
accord. to Fr, one iell, or strongly, or compactly,

eased, and narnrov: the p,l. of A is Ji~ ; and

the pl. oft v is 3l, so that the latter is both
a sing. and a pl. (TA.) - And A narrow road:
('rAbb(l, 0 :) or a road stopped uv: (. :) or a
road narrow and stopped up. (Lh, TA.) - See

also ;. - Also The hole of the scorion, (Ibn-
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'Abbad, S, O, K,) in the dial. of the Benoo-
Asad; (Ibn-'Abb/id, O ;) and of the spider, (0,
J,) likewise, because of its narrowness. (TA.)

-Also A usort of perfume, (f, Mgh, O, Mob,
],) prepared from Jl'j [q. v.], (g,) or froum
mush and jL, (0,) the fornmer being brui.sed, or
pounded, sfled, kneaded with water, and m rung
hard, and wilxed over with oil of the .- .
[q. v.] in order that it may not stick to the
vessel, and leftfor a night; then mush is pounded,
or po~red, (j_,) and put into it by d&grcex,
and it is [again] wrmn lurd, and cut into small,
round, flat pieces, and left for two days, after
which it is perforated with a large eedile, and
strung ulpon a hempen string, and left for a year;
and as it becomes old, its odour becomes the more

sweet. (J.)m Also pl. of s Ll. (g.)

L. A ploughshare; i.e. the iron thing with
which the ground is ploughed; (S, TA;) the iron
aplpertenance of the plough. (J~.) lIence the

trad., l$jl XJ3;1; L I .l l Cj [Tle plough-
share enters not the abode of a people, or partiy,
but they become abasd] ; meaning, in consequence
of the violence and the demands that the ag,ri-
culturists experience from the ruling powecr.
(TA.) - And A die, i. e. an engravel piece of
iron, (S, Mob, ., TA,) having an inscription
ulon it, (TA,) with whirh dirhems and deemnrs
are stamped, (f,' M9b,) or upon wvhich pieces of
money ( I) are struch: (g :) pl. UW.
(Mob.)- And, because stamped therewith, A
coined dirhem, and deendr; (TA;) which latter

I
is called [also] t ,, (0, g, TA,) [in the Cg

, but it is] with kesr. (TA.) - Also A row

(£ L, 0, M, b, or *L * , or j

J,. , TA) ofpalm-tres. (S, O, Mob, F, TA.)
Hence their saying, (S,) or the saying of the

Prophet, (0,) ;,*. I.. l ;k.L. ;A- 0WJ ,e'-,

(S, in the 0 ;;$,p. $2* ji ;3j1 r a.,) meaning
[The best of property is] a prolf jifly (TA) or
a row of palmbn-tres fecundated: (f, TA:) or,
accord. to AV, ;5jt. ;L here signifies a plough-
share properly prepared [S. or ploughing]; and,
he says, the meaning is, that the best of property
is a brood [of a mare] or seed-produce. (S.) [it
has been suggested to me that, if aAi in the
explanation above have the signification here
assigned to it, the epithet l~ is redun-
dant; and therefore that AiOb alone may be the
proper explanation, and may mean in this case,
as it does in many others, a tall palm-tree, or the
tallest of lndm-trees, or a smooth palm-tree, or a
palm-tree the head of which is reached by the
hand; and that 4a . may have been added in
consequence of misunderstanding, and jJ sub-
stituted for 3it.1b for the same reason: but I
think it much more probable that the epithet has
been added because ai.ps is ambiguous; and this
is confirmed by what here follows.] -Also A

'iHi [meaning street]: (S, 0,* Msb :) or [rather]
a wide 3tj: (Mb :) or an even road, (Ii, TA,)
[or ~tre,] of such as are termed [pl. of tf]:
(TA:) so called because the houses therein form
a row or rots [on either side]; (0, TA;) being

likened to a tL of palm-trees: (TA:) [in tho
present day, often applied to a hi,ghwuay, and to
any road:] pl. UL. [as above]: (0 :) and

t ,iLC. is syn. roith [,/ as meaning] )il.

(TA.) [Hence also, app., one says,] ,!

am4_|j; st tAlake tlou the affair, or case,
[uniform, or] one uniform thing. (Fr, TA in art.

.&~.)-Anid j ,l j.l, (K,) and .- ji
I>i~ , (TA,) t [He took ith thing, and he at-

tained it, in its proper way, or] rwhen it wras

Imib/e. (i, TA.) - And aJl , W"
t Such a one will not remnain quiet, or still, or
steady, nby reason of hastiness of temper. (Ibn-
'Abb4d, Z, 0O, TA.) - Also The house [or sta-
tion] of the ,.. [or mesnger that journeys on
a beast of the post, or messengers on beasts of thle

post: it is likewise called %tl i ': sec c.4]:

and t tlQIa..., occurring in a letter of 'Omar
Ibn-'Abd-El-'Azeez, means the ~j [or mexengers
on beasts of the ipot] who are stationed there to
be sent on affairs of imlnrtance. (Mgh.) L
/.<;1 is well known [as having the mcaning

assigned to it above: and also as meaning The
p~arc, or distance, between each station of tie

mneengers above mentioned and the station tnext
to it: see, again, f]. (Ibn-'Abbaid, O.)

; inf. n. of j;, sec. pers. 4;. (Mqb,
TA. [See 1, last sentence but one.])

.AC [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned,]
Bustards; syn. ;l Q.. (TA.)

.j The air that is next to the clouds, or to
the higher part, (jSQ,) of the shy; as also
t i.t: (S, I C:) or both signify the air, or
atmosphere, betnwen heaven and earth: like 51:
the pl. of the second is AItf,,. (TA.) Hence

the saying, 1$Jt.1 JI ;ji 3J *J, . ~L ,
meaning [I will not do that even if thou leap]
into tie sky. (S.) -Also The part, of an
arrown, which is thle place of tihe featers. (Ibn-
'Abbad, O, ].)

.tLZ : see a, in two plaoes.

a.ln _ 
3e ren [They pitched their tents]

in one rowr: (Th, 1C:) and said with bA, [i. e.
Li:l,] accord. to IA'r: (TA:) but Th says
that it is only with h,., deriving it from !L sig-
nifying " a wide L.j." (TA in art. 4.A.)

=t4.. Small in the ear, (M, f,) or in the

ears. (IAgr, TA.) [See also -.L.I.] - And
t One who is alone in his opinion, having none
to share with him in it, (AZ, ], TA,) who acts

ituhout caring how his opinion happens to be:
pl. I.t.~is.: it has no broken pl. (AZ, TA.) -

See also 131.

,,tlS pl. of .,, as syn. with 3A [q. v.].

(TA.) - See also .. , in the latter half of the
paragraph.
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•.: see s , in the former half of the para-

graph. 1 Also i. . -o [meaning either A beast
of t!e post or X messenger wiw journcys on a

beast of the post]: a rcel. n. from t. . (Ibn-
'Abb&l, 0, TA.)

~JS1 [A stamper of money;] one who strike
tlw JL. (TA.) - [And said by Golius, as on
the authority of Meyd, to signify A maker of

knives; like it.]

1b1 [as a coll. gen. n., app. derived from

i signifying "a road,"] WVayfarers. (TA.)

· L,j, mentioned by Ibn-'Abbid in this art.,
and said in the Mgh to be of the measure

from = ll, or * from X 1: see art.

#i Small in th ear, (Mgh, ]g,) with a stick-
ing ther~of to the head, and small projection
thereof: (1 :) or short in the ear, with a sticking
thereof to thl part belrind it: (TA:) or small in
the J.; [meaning either the upper part or the
helix] of the ear, and narrow in the ear-Iole:
(1:) applied to a man, (Mgh, 1,) &c.: (I:)
fern. iL: (?, Mgh, O, Msb, ] :) applied [to a
woman, as is implied in the 1I, and to a female
bird, and particularly to a female ostrich, and] to
a single bird of the species called i,, because
having no ear [apparent or projecting], (TA,)
and to a she-goat, meaning, with the lawyers,
having no ear except the ear-whole, or, accord. to
El-ludooree, naturally eoarless: (Mgh :) and
applied to an ear, as meaning small: ($, Msb:)

pl. k: applied [to human beings, &c., more
commonly to birds, and particularly] to ostriches,
(QC,) and to birds of the species called 1i: (TA:)

it is said that every .t is oviparous, and every
oU is viviparous; the former meaning a female
that has no ear ($, O) apparent, or external;
(O ;) and the latter, "a femule that has an ear ($,
O) apparent, or external, (O,) though it be slit."
(0.) A rijiz says,

0

-j Le0 t

Air ~SqL tJSm JiA

0

[A night of scratching: there is no doubt re.
specting it: Iscratch so that myfore arm, or
my upper arm, (for ,~L. is used in both of these
senses,) is dislocated: the little black thing with-
out ears having rendered me slpless]: he means
the fleas, using the sing. as a gen. n. (TA.) 
Also HIaving the ears cut of. (TA.) [This
seems to be the primary, thouglh not a usual,
signification.] - And t []Iaring the ears stopped
up: (see 8:) or] deaf. (g.) It is applied in this
sense to the ostrich, because [they say that] he

does not hear. (Lth, TA.) -And Llj was
the name of A certain horse. (0, ].)_ See

also ;~.

.4 '. [A pulpit] nailed with naile of
iron: but also said to be with b., [i. e. 3,]

meaning ;j.. [made firm or strong, &ec.].
(TA.)

1. 4.;,, (5, A, M1^b, 1,) aor. ', (A, TA,)
inf. n. Z, (S, A, Msb, 1) and ;.L (Myb)

and i, (8, [this last assigned in the 15 to the
trans. verb,]) said. of water, (8, A, M.b,1 ,) and a
flow of tears ( ;), (A, TA,) and the like, (TA,) It
poured out or forth; or was, or became, poured
out orforth; (I, A, Myb, V;) as also t .f.Ji.

($, g.) - And m, ($, A, Mgh, Msb, ,) aor.
as above, (A, TA,) inf. n. ~.L ($, Mgh, 15) and

I: i, (]~, [the latter assigned in the S to the
intrans. verb,]) He poured it out orforth; namely,
water, (8, A, Mgh, Mob, 15,) and a flow of tears,
(A, TA,) and the like; (TA;) as also t S..

(A.) The people of El-Medeeneh say, s. 4 1

j; 5 Pour thou out, or forth, upon my hand.

(A.) And it is said in a trad., -Jl A- .tl . 1Lal
[Here tears are to be poured forth], meaning
this is the place in which one should weep, seek-
ing forgiveness. (Mgh.)

7:} see the next preceding paragraph.

%:L and t'SCI and tV,, and V
(15) and t 4.C; (C [omitted in the TA and in

my MS. copy of the 15]) and V *L.' (* )
Water poured out or forth, or being poured out
orforth: or poured out or forth, (1, TA,) run-
ning upon the surface of the earth lithout amny
excavation: (TA:) or the first signifies water
poured out or forth; and is an inf. n. used as an

epithet, like A and j.b applied as epithets to
water: and t ?.j, water running upon the sur-
face of the earth witlout any excavation: and

V?rs4. , water pouring out or forth, or being
poured out or forth; ( ;) or, as some say, pour-
ing much: (I.Hr pp. 469 et seq. :) and also this
last, running water: (TA:) or this signifies

'lJ ,~j'lJ ; [i. e. continually pouring, or con-
tinually pouring dispersedly and in large drops;
as also -. ; for hence it appears evident that

,1l.01 ),UiJIl as an explanation of 4 tl and

Iw12 '~ J in the 1P is a mistake for 'iJLjl, IJI];
and is applied as an epithet to water and to
blood; (A;) and also [probably in this sense] to
clouds (1..); and to a wound made with a
spear or the like (it;;): and .V.,t is applied
as an epithet to tears (). (TA.) - [Hence]
;; applied to a horse means Wid in stp:

(?, A, 15:) or jflet, or swift, or cellnt in ru~
ning; (A,V];) that runs mwAuc: (Mgh,TA:)

or ligt, or active: and V Zt l, so applied, has
one or another of these meanings: (A:) or the
former, thus applied, that runs veemently; as
also uJ; likened to water pouring forth: (Eth-
Thalebee, TA:) also, (1, TA,) applied to a
horse and a man and a boy, (TA,) t liht of
spirit; and brisk liely, or prightly, (1, TA,)

in work, or action. (TA.) L1JI was the name
of the first horse possessed by the Prophet;

[Boot I.

(Mgh,o'1;) as also Vt 1J: and the name of
a horse of Shebeeb Ibn-Mo'awiyeh. (1..)
[Hence also,] t A certain sort of clothes, or gar-
ments, (T, S, 1],) thin so as to resemble dust, and
as thoughi resembling pouring water by reason of
its thinness; and so, accord. to IA;r, t .;. (T,
TA.) - Applied to a man, t Tall; (.§;) a
dial. var. of . [q. v.]. (TA.) - And t A
necessary thing or affair: (A, 1, TA :) and ta

disgrace (*i4) that is necessary, or unavowidable.
(A, TA.) Lakleel Ibn-Zurmrah said to his brother
Maebad, when he required him to ransom him
with two hundred camels, he being a captive,

meaning [We mill put aray from thee a thing
that would be to the people of thy house] a nece-
sary, or an unavoidable, disrace. (TA.)~
Also Copper, or brass; syn. , 4 l: or lead:
(IA~.r, 1:) and so t, c4, (1g,) in the latter
sense, or in both senses, or in all the senses. (TA.)

; C: sec the next preceding paragraph, latter
half, in three places. - Also A certain kind of
tree, (, ,) of sweet odour, (,) as tough its
odour were that of [the perfume called] VL
[q. v.], growing apart from others, upon a s
root, haviny a downy bstane, and leares like
those of the j.. [a specit~ of orianum, or
marjoram], except in being more green: it grows
in the plains and the valleys; and wlhat ha dried
up thereof is of no use to any one: it has a fruit
which is eaten, and the people of EI-.Itldz make
of it a [berage mch as is terd] its frut
does not grow forth in one year, but only in
several years: Aln says that the is a Aerb
that rime to the height of a cudit, having dust-
coloured leaves like those of the ,j.;~ [or endie],
and a blossom intensely white, of the form of thitat
of the a,L. [i. e. peach, or a spteies or variety
thereof]: (TA:) n. un. withI ;: (8, TA:) As
mentions the .. as one of the plants of the
plain, or soft, tracts. (TA.) - It is also said to
be The [plant called] ; j [app. 5. or ' ,

whichi seem to be coll. gen. ns. of eachl of which
the n. un. is with S (sec a. )], having a y_elow
bloussom. (TA.) - And The anemnon (aU

9t. l). (g.)_-And One of the tr of the
hot season. (TA.)

.,. and , the latter [indcl., with kesr
for its termination,] like . , and 4,, [all

app. meaning The jf~et, or swift, like ail and

J,,1,] are names of certain horses. (1: the
second only mentioned in the S.)

.i4: wsee ;, in two places.

,,tL: seec.

;~.%c: see .4,, in two places. [And act.
part. n. of .X. Hence,] QtI ,Sl; t [2T sign
of Aquarius;] the aeleventh of the sign of the
Zodiac; also called ji, Ja. (15zw.)

see
1
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X The A ,If [i.e. thrsold ofa door. (1..) ,.,f~]; (O;) [Sagapeum;] a certain medicin,
(O;, ).) hw-,r,mn; (g;) the gum of a certain

sA: ee the next paragraph. tree (O, TA) in Peria, (TA,) [suposed to be

*x,: m" e ", in three places. - Also t ferula Perica,] in which is no uefld pro-
Lightning ct~nding toreards the earth. (Q) Ierty, but only in its gum: some say that there
80 in the saying of Zuheyr El-Mfiinee, is a .ort of 1; [or galbanum] that chang from

,s . .* .*i , *;. . its oriinal state and becoms CecC. (O.)
* ,.1~ * t . F .; *2L;

[LighAtning shining, or shining brightly, before
the tent, or oae, ex~ding towards the earth];
as though it were pouring forth rain. (TA.)_
And A row of palm-trees; (IAr, ];) as also

* a·f
ti.el: if of other than palm-trees, it is termed

', nd ;l. (IAr, TA.) Also i .q .Jt
[A maher of sho or boots, or a seer of latier,
&c.]; like ' A": or a blackmith. (J.)

;C 1 [altered in a copy of the A from

°jl[ which may perhaps be the right word,]
The higher, or highe~t, rivuet, or rmall channd
for irrigation, from mwhich the other ri,~ , or
mall channds, are sppl/d with water. (A.)

... [In a copy of the A (in art. _), a_ l,
which I believe to be in that instance a mis-
trancription for a.l, ocurs expl. as meaning
t Te MiLky Way.]

Q. 1. e (TA. )

4 an arabicized word, (, MNb, ,) with
kesr (M]b, O) to the k., not with fet-t, because
there is no word of the measure jk except of
the reduplicate class [like j j &c.], (Mqb,) from

_, meaning "vinegar," in Pers., and l*,
[arabicized from the Pers. 1j,] i. e. ' [as
meaning "a sort," or "species," of. food or
viands]; (O; [in which it is erroneously said
that .( is in Per ijl-;]) or from [the Peru.]

i ;L,; [g.e meaning "vinegar;" and

... , "sheeps' feet," or "trotters;"] (TA;) [but
the former derivation is evidently the more pro-
bable ;] A ,rnel-,on kind of food; (Mqb;)
f~, -meat cooAed with ~nar: this is the best
that is said [in explanation of the word]: (TA:)
[in the present day, applied to a sort of food
commsed of .flh-meat, wlwat-fiour, and ~inar;
and sometimes to other varieties of food, but
vinegar, I believe, enters into the composition of
them all: also called t.; from the Pers. JL
"vinegar," and Qt "spoon-meat:" accord. to
Golius, on the authority of the Loghat Nilmet-
Allah Khalcel ~oofee, a ort of food om-
poed of j.lh-meat cut in iece~ , (to which are
ajlervards added raisins, a few fig, and Ome
ctcles,) with vinegar and honey, or acid p:
and A"l t. is a name given to sch food

prepared ih beef:] .* is a mel-Mn~

sort of broth [or wp] in which is Jafon where-
fore it is termed .,t. (Mgh.)

an arabicised word [from the Pers

1. ., (8, Mqb, TA,) aor. ', (Lth, TA,)
inf. n. .and !L (g, A, Mob, 1) and ;1C
(8, 1) and ijAC, (1C,) [all these ns. said in the
Ig to signify the same, but this is not exactly the
case, for the last is of an intensive form,] He

as, or became, dilnt, mute, or ApeechR s; contr.
of k~; (TA;) i q. -: ^ (Lth, Mob, TA:)

or ±;. is said of him who has the power, or
faculty, of speech, but abstains from making use
of it; whereas ~ :_ is sometimes said of that
which has not the power, or faculty, of.speech:
(Er-RAghib, MF, TA :) or ;, aor. , inf. n.
; , and ,, signifies he (a man) ceased, or
top, speahking; and '.~, aor. A , in£ n. ,
t he (a man) mas, or became, nill, or uiet;
syn. j: (Zj, TA:) [it is said that] tV,lrt,
also, is syn. mith iA , like ±,; (Mob;)
accord. to AZ, one says of a man, a, and

~... and ; and t" ;: (TA:) or, as
some say, t ' el signifies he mw, or became,
silent, or he spoke not; and he cansed [from
spech], or broke off [thfer~rom], or became mut
short [therein]: (Mob:) or %ti signifies he
wa, or became, dlnt intmtioaly; and t -?l,
he was, or became, lent by rea of thought or

disease or fear: (TA :) or you say =;, w..;
without I [when you mean Ae spoke and then
became silent, i.e., intentionally]; (S;) but you
say t 'C.fl when you mean hr speech became
broken off, or cut short, and so he spoke ot. (8,

1..) It is said in a prov., ti J9C3j Ci .
He eld his tongue from a thowu~nd tords
(-; - it C' *' , and then utterd rchat
ra mwrong. (ISk, and M,b inart. Jd..) And

you say [of the quiescent * that is sometimes
added at the end of a word, after a vowel or a

letter of prolongation, as in 'bi A and :lj lj],

-Z.i Xt &.I [Th is the *4 of pauation].
(A, TA.) One says also, of a she-camel, ,
inf. n. C, meaning She uttered not the [rub-

ing] cry termed .W, wacn the saddle was put
pon hAer. (ISd, TA.) - [Hence ', aor. as
above, in£ n. i;,, as syn. with ;,, meaning
as expL above; and also t It was, or became,
till, iet, motions, at rest, stilld, quidtd,
appsd, tranquiied, calm, allayed, asaged,
or quaed; it remitted; it subsided; and so

? ,;S1.] You say, C -- a eipa (A)
or &_h^ V .; (TA) t[He beat him unil

is motin became ild]; and f. I V..

t til hbeame dil. (TA.) And l, o-
i. q. ,, (C M,b, TA,) meaning> [i. e. t The
angr raiide; or became stild, appeaed, or
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aayed]; (TA:) as also t .Ct: (Mhb:) and
-1c' : X[Anger, or the anger, became

tild so that it departed from him]. (A.)

Hence, in the ]ur [vii. 153], r * i t5
*.F.i,,, (s,) meaning, acord. to Zj, E,t [i.e.
t And wJlen the anger became tilld so that it
departed from Moae]: or, as some say, the

phrase is inverted, the meaning being - ;j
U w" (And when Moews silent,

ceasing from anger]: but the former is the ex-
planation of those skilled in the Arabic language.

(TA. [See also 4.]) You say also, a.Jt ,
meaning t The heat became ml~nt, or intense,
the v bind b ae i (TA.) - [Henoo. also,]
tHe died: (1 :) occurring in this sense in a
trad. (TA.) - c.. ae 3. _

said of a horse, [from J01,] /He came in
tenth in a race. (TA.)

S: see 4, in two places.

3. V U .S.C [may mean He kept e
with me and I waJ ~t: or e vied with me in
k n sil~ce and I pased therein: or it
may have both of these meanings; both being
agreeable with analogy]. ($, TA; in neither of
which it is explained.)

4. %C.A as an intrans. verb: see 1, in nine
places. -He tured away, and spoke ot; oc-
curring in this sense in a traid.: and C ',:,.I
u1 He turned awvay~ the thig. (TA.) -

t.I and * . ($, A, Mlb) both signifyr the
me, sid of God ($) [and of a man]; He mwlde
himn, or rdered Ahm, sit, mute, or s~Iehle;
(Mob ;) [he /cced, or A~uhed, himj ;] namely, a
person speaking. (A.) And f.,I [Ite
made him to abstain fr speaking of, or to, me].

(Aq, TA in art. ;.) And a .. -.

[He silenced, or Aushaed, the chld with a J.

(Lb, 8, A, g.) And ', I means He vas
i~ced in a d~pute or the lie. (A, TA.) -
[And hence, t He ~ied, qi~etvd, appesed, tran-
q ed, caned, allayed, assged, or qued,

it.] In the ]ur vii. 153, some read, t ' L13j

>11 '* ;& and %LaS [i. e. t And when
the awner a lled so tat it w made to
depart from Moews]. (Bd. [For the usual read-
ing am 1, latter part.])

an in£ n. of 1 [q. v.]. ($, &c.) - And
[hence,] A diision [or paue] be~ two mu-
ical ~ ds, or note, mithout breathing; (T, 1,

TA;) as also t Z. (TA.) I See also .
in two places.

;. A single state of ilece, mutenew, or
spchlsn. (Mb.) One says, LL.. ;

,: 4 [To the prgnant woman is attributable
a vdm~t cry, then a ~ice]. (A, TA.) - In
prayer, A ~ce [or pase] aJer the cometn.e-
mnnt; [i.e. afe whAat preed~ tAe first recita-
tion of the Opag Chapter of the Kur-dn;]
which is approved: and, in like manner, afier
the eding of the recitation of the Opening
CAapter of the JYur-d. (T, TA.) S See also

1
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';-. _ Also A certain disease [by which a
peron loses hi powers of speech and motion],
(?, g, TA,) well known among the physicians;
(TA ;) [i. e. apoplexy; thus called in the present
day:] accord. to some, the word in this sense

should be written t ., because it denotes a

mode [of silence or tilness]; but this is incorrect,
being at variance with the authority of transmis-
sion. (TA.) - See also the next paragraph: -

and see .

I e: we 'r. - Also A thing (S, A, Mb,

14) of any kind (.) with wehich one silences, or
hus/wa, or quiets, a child, (., A, Msb, K,) or
other person; (., I;) [generally meaning a
lullaby of any hind for a child:] and somewnhat
remaininy in a bag or other recelptarle, (1K, TA,)

i. c., of feod. (TA.) One says, aJI. i. i ,

and V LL, meaning He has nost any food with
wrhirh to silence, or quiet his family, or ho~-
holdl. (I!, TA.)

'a: is a subt. from [ -; [signifying Silence,
&Ce.; like ; , used as a subst. ;j as also '.
(Lh, TA.) - Sco also W.

4C. Contant, or continual, silence. 5M:b.)
Henee, by way of comparison, one says, AJl1

Z0.C [as though meaning TAe state of being
silknced int a disut~, &c., is a state of constant,
or continsual, silence: but it seems to mean, more
problhly, _.a.'J1 (as an act. in£ n.) it an act
tisat silences; agreeably with what here follows].

(M :b.)_J ?t1 ;; (AZ, M, Og) and V?Al,

(AZ, 8, M, A, 1,) to which latter is generally

udded ~, (M, TA,) lie (a man, ., M, and

God, TA) smote him, or affiicted him, with a
thintg that sil~ced him; (., A, f ;) thought by
iSd to incan, with anxiety, or grief, that silenced
him, or a thing in cosence of which Ie became
silent: not oxpL by AZ. (TA.) _ [In like

manner] one says also, t ' cl j [tHe

emote him, or ajicted him, with the words, or
acts, that silenced him]. (T in art. .*j, from

Aboo-Malik.) And ;.Jt t [le has in him

that which makes him silent]: said of one long
silent in consequence of disease (A, TA) or of

some evil in him. (TA.) And UtlS Qll He
wet with, or experienced, a diseas that preemted

,i,n.from l)eaking. (TA.) -. ,'1 ., ---

lie i.s at the point of accomplising the affair.

(1.) And l .jl ,Ij .- W " a
at the point of attaining this want, or necdfd

affair. ( !. C 4- f 1: A mepent that bites
before one has knowt dge of it; (S, A, I, TA;)

us also * £,j. (TA.)

: ce J.' . - Applied to a she-camel,

ThTat doe not utter the [grumbling] cry termed

.4 when tho sad& is put upon her. (M, TA.)
. See also ;.e.s last sentence.

',..,: m ' .-- JI -and V ,

($, Mb, f,) sometimes pronounced thus with
teshdeed, (,) the formner being the more com-
mon, (Msb,) The t Aorse in a race; i, e. the
last if them; (Myb ;) th . Ma# hors among t~e

that start together in a race, (S, ,) of the ten

that are reckoned; (S;) also called .All (S,
Msb) and St,li; those that come in after this
one not being reckoned. (S.) The other nine
are thus called, beginning with the first of these:

.5j, ..Ai t, and.tll. (TA.) Sb says that

%=X is a contracted dim. of :; the uncon-

tracted dim. of which is .. . (TA.)-

[Hence,] one says, 1 .Jii c ` [lit. Such

a one is the tentA horse of thos that are started
together for a wager], meaning Ituch a one is
crupulousldy nice and exact, or neat, [and there-

fore dliberate,] in is handicraft. (A, TA.)

*UC: see 11: see

*L,Le (S, A, Mob, ) and -L. (., A, 1)

and (Af (A, TA) and * and :t

and ? . and .jSAl , (i,) [all intensive
epithets, and the last doubly intensive,] A man
constantly, or continualy, silent: (. in explanation
of the first and second:) or much, or often, dilent,
(Myb in explanation of the first, and f in ex-
planation of all above-cited therefrom,) raestrain-
ing himelf from speech; (Msb;) and V
signifies the same: (i :) and t this last, [which
is originally an in£ n., and therefore used as an

intensive epithet, like 3,J &c.,] (AZ, if,) and

*?L, and *i lC and t LL, (TA,) [but
the last, which is written in the TA without any
sylL signs, is doubly intensive, as is also that
next preceding it,] a man wi/o speaks little, (AZ,
If, TA,) without inability to express his mind, or
to exe~ what he would say, (AZ, TA,) and,
woh he speaks, does so well (AZ, K, TA.)

: ee the next preeeding paragraph.

-,--C [part. n. of 1; Silent, &c.: pl. ,S,,].

(TA.)

}. se ; each in two places.

.! Il The temperate days in the latter, or
last, part of the 14o [app. here meaning sum-
mer]. (if.) - Remains of anything: (~ :) us
though pl. of a15,, before mentioned. (TA.)

Also, (i,) or v,3' .F A$I, (IA.ar, L.h,)
Sundry, or scattered, parties, or classes, of peo.

ple: (lAr:) or i.q. ,ALjI [i.e. a medey, or
mixed multiude; or the lowe~st or basest or mean-
et ort, or rfiuse, or riffraff]: (L4, :) IAar
does not assign to it a sing.: some say that its

sing. is C. [app. 'Z]; but this demands
consideration. (TA.)

is1e, of the measure llWI from ;,,-!; A
silence tor pause] of short duration, requiring
something to be said or read or recited after it:
or an abstaining from elevating the voice in
speech; not an absolute silence, in which one
ceases, or abstains, from reading or reciting or

speaking; for it occurs in a trad. in the words,
.iI'.! s ji L. [Yhat dost thou say in thy

fl.. ?]. (IAth, TA.)

;lKj(, eL.j: see lie.

, -&tI.I The last of the Cls3 [or arrows ued

in the game callcd jl]. (i.) This is omitted
in some of the copies of the K. (MF.)

t; : jl i4JI Thc scrcis of the .iscn
of the Divin Essence (TA in art.a.., q. v.)

1.;jA, nor.:-, inf n. ;', (S, Mgh, Msb, f)

and ;, (A, Mgh, K,) or this is a simple subst.,

(8, Msb,) and anld X (1O) and . (Msb)

and OIjl, (if,) lie was, or became, intoxiated,
inebriated, or drunken; (MA, KL, &c.;) contr.

of t... (s, A, g.) [Sc also ;, below.] _

[Hence,] * M Ac, (A,) inf. n. ;, (n,)
t Such a one nas, or became, violently angry
with me: (A:) or angry; or enrayed. (s.) And

; Xi~ IIe has tiont a,ger against me. (A.)

_And UL,it $; and jL, 1;7 L;

and -;a .;:: see 2. - Also o, aor. ',

(Tif,) inf. n. ;., (IAy, K.,) It (a watering-
trough, or tank, TO) oas, or became, fUl.

(IAr, K, Tg.) - And .J ' I, (A, and so

in my MS. copy of the K,) or z;C, (S, O, and
so in the Cif,) nor. :, (S, O,) or, as some
relate a verse of Jendel Ibn-EI-Muthennk Et-
Tuhawce, in which it occurs, :, (O,) [indicating

that the pret. is 4'. or that the aor. is irreg.,]

in£. n. 0, (S, O, I) and .1;,, (Yf,) The
,wid became atill, (A, 0, ]O,) ater blowing.

(.8.) And;l, [or';£,] inf. n.;i,, It (water)

became still, ceasing to run: so says AZ: and 1 it
(the sea) became calmt, or motionmless: 0so ays
IAy. (TA.) And , (A,) or ;C, aor. ,

(TA,) I It (food [in a cooking-pot], or hot water,
A, or a hot thing, TA) ceased to boil, or estuate,
(A, TA,) or to burn, or be hot: (TA:) and tit
(heat) be:ame allayed, or it subsided. (TA.)~

se;: 4BC . - Also, (IAr, TA,) aor. ', (Tif,)

inf. n. °., (i,) lIe filled it. (IA.r, I, TA.)
- Also, (S, Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (S,
Mqb,) and so the inf. n.; (S, Mgh, Msb, If ;) and
t ;' , inf. n. '.. ; (MF;) He stopped it up, or

dammed it; namely, a river, or rivulet. (S, Mgh,

M.b, 1I, MF.) And hence, l.I ;, and ;1 ,
t He closed, or stoled up, the door. (TA.) -

2. * : see 4.._. .And see also 1, last two ex-

planations. - IjtLtl zS, in the ]Cur [xv. 16],

means I Our eyes have b,ee prevented from
seing, and dazzled: (S, g :) or have been covered
over: (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alk,S,k :) and V ,,
without teshdeed, have been prwented from seeing:
(Fr, f:*) or this latter, which is the reading of
El-Hasan, means, accord. to him, have been en.
chanted: (8:) or both mean, have been covered

1I'
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and closed by enchantment, so that we imagined
ourselves to behold things which we did not
realy ee: (T, TA:) Mujahid explains the latter
reading as meaning, hae been stopped up; i. e.,
have been covered by that which prevented their

eing, like as water is prented from flowing by

a A [or damn]: (A'Obeyd:) and another reading

is ?,t,; , meaning, hare become dazzled, like
those o!f the intoxicated: (Ksh, l .:*) AO says

that..,l t.l; l tI means : The people became
affected by a giddiness; and an affection like
cloudineu of the eye, or toeakness ef the sight,
came over them, so that they did not see; and
Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'All says that this significa-
tion is derived from ;iL; as though their eyes
were intoxicated: Zj says that a;~ V Z. means

t his ye became dazzled, and ceased to se. (TA.)
- i;.1. ;,TJ , meaning t lis ju,gfnent, or
oldinon, was con~fald respecting the object of
want, is said of a man only before he has deter-
mined upon the thing alluded to. (TA.) -

f', inf. n. ;J, also signifies lie quezed hi
throat, or throttled him. (S, ].) One says,

^ 'a;$4 - CJ'Z, - ... 'j' [The

camel throttles anotiherw his arm so that he
alt hills him]. (.)

4. '..I It (wine, or beverage,) intoxicated,
or inebriated, him; (., A;) or depri~ed him of
his reason; (M1b;) as also, accord. to some,
* $;L; (MF, TA;) but the former is that which

nommonly obtains; (TA;) [and t ,L has the

same signification; or its inf. n.] signifies
the causing, or making, to ble afycted with the
remnains of intoxication. (KL. [See the pass.
part. n. of this last, below.]) The first is also said
of .iwtb [app. a mistransecril)tion for .^A,
which may be syn. witIh j*i, meaning "sour
milk," for this lhas an cfil;ct like intoxication
whlen too much of it has been drunk]; and dius
applied it is tropical. (TA.)

6. ,-LJ lie .feignetl intoxication, or a state
of drunlwnness. (S, A.*)

8. ,JI , The ud,er became fd of milk.

(MA.) - And at.JI ., 7The sky rained
ehemently. (MA.)

see Cr,A,:.andj . ~Also A cer-
tabi herb, or legumitnu plant, (4,) of such as

are termed JI .l [pl. of ^_.], (Aboo-Nasr, ,,)

which is of the best of J09: (TA as from the
1[: [but not in my MS. copy of the ( nor in the
Cl:]) A.Hn says that no description of its
general attributes or qualities had como to his
knowledge. (TA.)

; an inf. n., (A, Mgh, ](,) or a simple
subst., signifying Intoxication, inebriation, or
drunwknne ; i. e. the state thereof; (S, Msb;)
a state that intervee as an obstruction between
a man and his intellect; mostly used in relation
to intoxicating drinks: but sometimes as meaning
t uch a state arising from anger, or from the
passinon of love: a poet says,

1391AX

* 91e@ 0

[Two intoxications, the intoxication of love and
the intoxication of wine: how shall a youth re-
cover his senses in rolwra are trwo intoxications?].
(Er-Raghib, TA.)

a subst. from cjJI (Mgh, 1) as meaning
"the stopping up, or damming," of the river, or
rivulet; (K;) i.e. A dam; a tidng with which
a river, or rirdet, is stopped up; (.,* Mqb, K,
TA;) and t?,, originally an inf. n., occurs in
the same sensw: (Mgh:) the pl. of the former is

A ((K-)
;]V Wine: (g :) so, accord. to Fr and others

in the ]gur [xvi. 00], ` a ;Uj a .. ,

meaning, ye obtain therefrom wine, and raisin
andul dried dates and the lite; this being said
before wine was prohibited: (TA:) and the
[beverage calld] L (., A) prepared fron dried
dates: (.:) so in the g(ur, ubi supra: (.:) or
tie ecmwe d juice of fresh ripe dates when it has
become .strong; (Mgh, M 9b ;) originally an inf. n.:
(Mgh:) or an ipifuion of dried dates, untouched
by fire: (A'Obeyd:) a beverage, (A,) or .",

(1,) made from dried dates and from ,%
[a species of cuscuta, or dodder] (A, g) and
myrtle, .;1, (A,) which is the most bitter beve-
rage in the world, (A,) and forbidden like wine;
(TA;) or made from dried dates and b: ,
disposed layer upon layer, upon which wvater is
poured; and some assert that om~etime myrtle
(1,.) is mixed toith it, 'and this incraes~ its
strength: (AHn:) also anything tAhat intoxi-
cates: (KC:) and witat is forbidden [that is ob-
tainred]fronm fruit (I'Ab, T, 1) [of the palmn-tree
and gral vine], meaning wine, before its being
forbidden; and -- jUJI is what is lawful
[thiat is obtained] from grapes and dates: (I'Ab,
T, TA:) and vinegar; (g;) accord. to some of
the cxpositors of the lgur, ubi supra; but this is
a meaning unknown to the leading lexicologists:
(B,TA:) and food: (g:) so acoord. to AO
alone; as in the following saying of a poet;

* I ; t_et1 1J.1 "

[Thou hast made the reqmtations of the generou
to be food: or] thou hait made te vituperation
of the generous to be food to thee: but the leading
lexicologists disallow this; and Zj says that the
more probable meaning here is wine. (TA.)

no; eC ) pL: an d;-

.A fit of intoxication: (A, Mgh:) pl.

11l. (Mgh.) You say, ;'l . ,-

;tp 1lie ~ent away in state between tihat
of sibility and inseniblity, or mental per-
ception and inability thereof. (TA.) _- And

A fit of anger. (TA.) And An over-
powvering enation of delight, affecting youth.
(TA.) -- ;) * : [The intoxication of death;
meaning] the confusion of tle intellect by reason
of the severity of the agony of death: (B, TA :)
the oppressv sensation attendant upon death,
which deprive the sufferer of reason: (B. in

1. 18:) the oppresi.e matit, ($, A, Mgh, g,)'
and disturbance of the mind, and insensibility,
(g,) attendant upon death. ($,* A, Mgh, ]K.)

And in like manner, .Jl j;I , (g,) and E l,
(TA,) t The oppre~ie sensation, &e., attendant
upon anaicty, (g,) and upon sleep. (TA.)

;;: I. q. q.; (I;) [or resmbling tahe

;..; (see O13j;) a certain plant, app. called
by the former name because a decoction tierof
is used as an anmstletic; mid to be] the samne

that is called £ir, that is [oftn found] in
wheat. (TA.)

ic: (., A, Mgh, Msb, 0) and l,i¢/, (TA,)
which latter is seldom used, and is of the dial. of
the Benoo-Asad, as is samid in the ? and MbI of
its fem., (TA,) and t.;; (B; [in the TA V' ,

but this is afterwards mentioned in tile K as an

intensive epithet;]) fem. [of the first,] .S;j;;

($, Mgh, Msb, 1;) and [of the second,] (l ;
(1, Msb, ];) and [of the third,] i,L; (g; [in

tie TA i;'..;]) Intoxicated; inebriated; drunken:
(8, Mb, M , :) [see ; :] pL. IS;j [which is
said in the TA to be also pl. of '.j] and CL5 ,
(S, M9b, g,) of which the former is the more
common, or, as some ay, the latter, and the
former of which is msaid to be the only instance of
the kind, except jCL. and j i and t;t;,
(TA,) [to which should be added 5ot;, and
probably some other instances,] and -j; (S,
g;) or this is a fem. sing. applied as an epithet
to a pl. n.; (Fr;) and in the Ilur iv. 40, El-
Agmash read J.L, with damm, wlhich is very
stmrange, since no pl. of the measure ,i, is
known. (TA.) Th says that thie words of the

Fur [iv. 46] S .,5i j ; -J.. , i [Enga,E
ye not in prayer when ye are intoxicated] was
said before the prohibition of wine was revealed:
others say that the meaning is, when ye are
intozicated with sleep. (TA.)

'j-, written by Sh i.;i.: see art. ~jl.
(TA.)

;. [Sugar;] a certain sweet bstance, (TA,)
well known: (M.b, TA:? a Pers. word, (S,)
arabicized, (8, ],) from ;: (s:) n. un. withl;
[signifying a piece of sugar]: (., ]:) it is hot
and moist, accord. to the most correct opinion;
but some say, cold: and the best sort of it is the
transparent, called J3jjb; and the old is moro
delicate than the new: it is injurious to the
stomach, engendering yellow bile; but the juice
of the ) and i.)j counteract its noxioTlncss:
it is said to be a word recently introduced; but
some say that it occurs in one trad. (TA.) -

Also Li/e it [or stgar] in weetnea: so used
by Aboo-Ziyad El-Kil&bee. (TA.) - Also A
certain kind of rceet fre rile dates; (K;) a
sort of fresh ripe dates, likened to sugar in rseet-
ness: (Mgh:) or a hind of very sneet dates;
(A.Hit, T, Msb;) known to the lwonl)e of El.
Ba.reyn, (T,) and in Sijilmdch and Dar'ah,
and, as some say, in EBlMedeeneA, where, ho'-
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ever, they require to be dried artificiaUy . (MF.
-A kind of grape, hwich, being affect&e

by *what is termed *r, faU off, (.,) for tlh
most part: their bunchse are of middling size
and they are white, juicy, and very sweet, (TA,
of the best hinds of grapes; (I ;) and are mad
into raisin. (TA.)

5 [Sugary; saccharine. - And] Calh
containing sgar, or barley-ugar, with almond.
or pistachio-nut.. (MA.)

1t; One who makes, or sells, the beverag

cated s; q ,yn. am. (, .)

One Aho intoxicates himself much, oi
often; a drunkard; a tippler; (];) u alw
?g5·. (;,l and tj,t (IAvr, 1) and ;
$~:1) or constantly intozicated: ($:) the pl. o1

is is jlt, which is also pl. of ;ffi. (TA.)

bbL IWind becoming still. (A.) And

;,fL Wi £ A rill nilght; a night in wohich the
wind i stillU; (;,* A;) a night in which there is
no wind. (TA.) And f. Still, not run-
ning, water. (AZ, TA.)

'IjA A certain plant, always green, the
grain whereof is eaten: (1C: [but this description
seems to be an incorrect abstract of what here
follows:]) Ed-Deenawarce [i. e. AI;n] says, it is
of the plants that continue groee throughou the
whole of the sammer: I asked a sheykh of the
Arabs of Syria, and he said, it is the _, [cor-
redy ,] and me eat it in its freh state, with
what an eating I and, he said, it has green grains,
like the grain of tAhd le lj [or fennel], eacept
that thley are round: (0:) [in the present day,
it is applied to henbane, or a tcies thereof:
accord. to Forskal, (Flora Aegypt. Arab.,
p. Ixiii.,) hyos~yamu datora. 8ce also .5,i4.]

;L Aff ectd nwth the remain of intozication.
(S, r.)

js .: seejA.

or L4., accord. to different autho-
rities, (TA,) or both, (MF,) not an Arabic word,
but occurring in a trad.; [arabicized from the
Pers. ' meaning A sacera;] a rt of small
bowvl-shaed rescel, in [or out of] n,hich one eats:
it is of tnwo i'es; the larger Aholding ix ounce.;
and the small,l; three ounces, or four mithdls,
or betnvwn tto thirds of an ounce [and some
other qulantity more or 16e (for there is an
omission in this place in my original)]: in such
resrsl, ldaced upon the tables, around the meats,
the Arabs used to put sauc and the lihe to
excite the appetite and to aid digestion: expl.
by Ed-D(4woodee as a tmall, varnished, bowl-
slaped ausel. (TA.)

W·&j,$, (Mgh, and so in some copies of the ],)
thus written by IAth, (TA,) [and thus in .copies

) of the S and A voceo, and of the S and 5
voce , and of the Mgh and Mseb and V voce
l u,I, &c.,] or S thus written by Sh, (TA

in art. ILo, and thus in a copy of the ],) ar
) Abyssinian word, (TA,) arabicized, (Mgh, TA,:
k A certain beverage, (Mgh, 1V, TA,) of the Abysui.

tt~~~~~~~~~~~~-

nianm, (Mgh,) prepared from ;^ [or millt],
, (Mgh, ]5, TA,) which intoxicates; the wine oj

the Aby~nasn ; also called [q. v.], (TA,)
and silje, (Mgh and Mob and V in art. jet, and

e~~~~~~~~~0TA in the present art.,) and jje [q. v.]. (A in
art. .)

r 

1. <,1I - 1, (Ibn-'Abbd, d, TA,) and
4'', (TA in rt, ,)aor.:, (V,) I did not
tread, or hate not trodden, upon the threJAold
of the door, (Ibn-'Abb6d, A6, TA,) and of his
door; (TA;) as also tV= L: (,:) and

Q k *) t= 1 [I wil not tiead upon the
thre of a door of his; or] I will tot enter a
Ahoue, or chambr, of his. (Z, TA.)

4. Je w, (inf. in. JI 1 , Myb,) He iras, or
became, an JL,1 [q. v. infr]. (IAr, T, Mob, .)

5: see 1, in two places.

jULL The craft, or handicraft, of the Jtt9

)

[q. v.]: (1i:) termed by Lth an inf n., the source
of JWCL1., having no [unaugmented] verb. (TA.)

Jfftt: see Jt:I.

~~~~~~i

jof tThe lintd of a door, in which t the

)l., (0, ], TA,) this latter word meaning [the
upper and] the lower extremity of the door, the
upper of which turns [in a socket in the lintel,
and the lower in a socket in the threshold]: so
says En-Nadr. (0, TA. [The explanation of
, sin the 0 aeems to have been mutilated by a
copyist, and requires the additions which I have
made, according to modern usage.])

· ;;: see JIC..

r~~~~~~~

: ~t e , (TA in tw o places.

f;*,. .t The pars on whwh grow, the
eyelas of the two eyes: (IAqr,J5:) or the
loweryed (Z V.)

W I The throld of a door, (b, 0, T,) upon

which one treadd; (O, ;) as also t a :
(TA:) or the lint of a door: and sometimes tor
rather almot univer isally] used in the former
sense, whieh is the only meaning mentioned in
the T [and] in the Abridgment of the 'Eyn [and
in most other lexicons): pl, Jwlt e [app. sor,
and, if so, anomalous]. (Mob.) Also The A3.
[i. e. aJJs.., or rag, or rapyed ggrment, or perhaps
it is a mistranscription for U^, i. e. craft, or
handicraft, like b ,] of t t: extr.: on

the authority of Yr. (TA.)

a :, (Sh, M, M, Mhb, , te.) and t
(Sh, d, M, t) and V riA and t Jot and te
(1) A maker of boot., (wh, Mtb, u,) or soe. 

or sandals; (MA;) or a sewer of boot.s c.:
e (Msb ;) or the first word, (Msb, ]g, TA,) as used

by the Arabs [of the desert], (M,b, TA,) any
artificer, or artisan, (Msb, ], TA,) thus expl.

) in the M, and so its three [perhaps a mistake for
four] dial. vars., but said by J [in the .] to be a
meaning not known, (TA,) eacept the maker of
boots, for he is called 'P 1. (, TA,) i. e. when

) they mean such as is called jtlj~ in the cities or
towns or villages: (TA :) or a carpeter; ( ;)
in which sense it is used by Esh-ShemmAkh, but
J says, [in the S,] only on the ground of supposi-
tion; (TA;) and any handicraftsman who eorks
with an iron tool: (AA, g, TA:) pl. 1UAS1
(S, Msb, TA) [and j L.I]. Also the first
word, Skiffid with an afiifair. (0, .) Sh says,

hI eard El-Fak'asee say, r.gjl -, ,

I meaning Verily thou art skilfid mith this affair.
s (0.) - Accord. to Ibn-'Abbad, J% l. is alsbo

used (0, .K) by Ibn-Mucbil (0) as meaning Te
redneu of wine: but this is a mistransription,
(0, [,) and a perversion of the moaning: (0:)
the right word is ,1. (0, ].)

.Jf1,: see the next preceding paragraph.

~..se: s Ai¢l.

L. ';, (., Mghl, L, Msb, g,) aor. L, (L,)
inf. n. S, (S, Mgh, L, M.b, ],) said of a
thing, (S, L,) of a thing that moves, (Mgh, Mb,)
It wat, or became, still, motionless, stationary, in
a state of rest, quiet, calm, or unrj7lted, ("'

Abu-l-'Abbus, L, or -, ,) after motion; (Abu-
l-'AbbAs, L;) itu motion [c~d, or] ent away;
(L, Mb ;) and in like manner said of a man, and
of a beast: (Abu-l-'Abbis, L:) and said of any-
thing such as wind and heat and cold and the
like; of rain; [and of pain;] and of anger;
[&c.;] it wvas, or became, still, cabnlm, tranquil
lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled; [it
died avay, passed awvay, or ceased to be: and it
remitted, or hsided; became alleviated, light,
alght, or geatle:] and said of a man [or beast or
the like, and of a voice or sound], he [or it] was,
or became, still, or silknt. (L.) [Hence,] one
says-, . :, .:I , and ;..J, meaning 6U [The
tears, and the blood, tped, or ceased to ~o].
(Q and Mgh in art. Us.) [And one says of heat,
and cold, and pain, &c., ;C ' It passed away
from him; quitted him. And 11tJI ' The
fire became extiguisjhed; or berame alayed or
assuagted; subded; or ceased to flame or blazt
or burn fiercely,] - [Hence also, It (a letter)
was or became, quieacent; L e.,without a tvoel

immediately following it; contr. of ,)J_,]j
And .1 ' (Myb, [where the aor. is said to
be,, but this is either a mistake or rare, for the
aor. accord. to common usage is , as in the ]ur
vii. 189 and xxx. 20,]) inf. n. Of; (Mgh, Myb)
and ', (Myb,) He trusted to it, or relied upon
it, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind;
i. q. 1 :>5; (. and ,1 &Bc, in art. jS ;) lnd
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.,I .h.; (TA in art. i ..L;) [and & e.;

and m .3; &c.; and he inclined to it; syn.

Ail j; and became familiar with it; syn.

m v.~U1, and Ji; agreeably with explanations

here following;] namely, a thing: (Msb:) and
W.gIX C , aor. , he trusted to her, or relied upon
her, to as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in

mind; &c., as above; syn. ;1 tL~ ; (Ksh

and Bd in vii. 189, and Ksh in xxx. 20;) and

te iJ jL; (Ksh in vii. 189, and the same and

Bd in xxx. 20;) and uQ L, and ./1; (Bd

in the same two places ;) namely, his wife. (Ksh

and Bd.) - And jI! '~, (S, MA, Mgh, L,

M,b, (,) and ,l.J , (Mgh, Mqb,) and I.tn,,,

(L,) aor. ', (L, Msb, JM,) inf n. X (MA,

Mgh, L, JM) and X (MA, L) and ,
(MA,) or , is a simple subst., and the
inf. n. is i ., (Mqb, [accord. to which the latter

is app. 4, for it is there said that the verb in

this case is like 4a, the unaugmented inf. n. of
which is 4J;, but this inf. n. 'X I have not
found elsewhere, and what is generally used as
the inf. n. or quasi-inf. n. of the verb in this case
is . J,]) or * L is a subst. in the sense of

a, s expl. below, (Mgh,) [or rather it is also
a subst. in this sense,] He inhabited, or dwelt or
abode in, the oue [and the place]. (MA, Mgh.)

I i; LT -sI >J L L= W Jj,in the Cur [vi. 13),

is from ,~J (Ksh,Bd) orfrom j..Jl: (Bd :)
if from the former, (Ksh, Bd,) it signifies To
Him belongeth wnhat taketh up its abodo in the
night and the day; (IAa, Ksh,* Bd,* L, Jel;)
meaning, what the night and the day include
within their limits: (Ksh,1 Bd:) or, if from

~1C1, (BO,) what i still, or motie,~ (Ab-
I-'Abbas, Bd, L,) and what moves; one of the
two contraries being mentioned as sufficient [to
show what is intended] without the other; (B ;)
app. meaning the creation, collectively, or all

created beings. (Abu-l-'Abbas, L.) - And 4,,
(L, (,) aor. t, (]K,) He became such as is termed

:. [q. v.]; (L, V ;) as also ', (.,) and

t .CA, and V* 'J, and V "*A~: (L, K. :) and
(thus it mcans particularly] he was, or became,
Iloly, humble, or submiinive; and low, abect,
abased, and weak; as also ?> I, (L,) and
* 'LJ, and '. (,' L ;) the former of
these being the regular form, (8, L,) and the
more common and more chaste; (L;) the latter

of them anomalous, [from i.,,] like J3

from j.J'1, and i;.3 from ;j.,u1; (.8, L;)

and V. .AZ, (L, Msb,) and 1 1C , of the

measure J--t (L, Msb, K) from 'aJ. (L, )
or from X 31, (Msb,) with I added, (L, Msb,)
the vowel of the medial radical letter being thus
rendered full in sound, (L, Msb, [,) or it is of
the measure J' 1 from 4".1, signifying " evil

state or condition," (Mqb,) or from "15 signi-
fying "the [piece of] flesh in the interior of the
vulva," because he who is lowly and abject is the
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most obscure of mankind. (L. [See also arts.
CjjS and XS.])

a. , (s, L, Mb, 1,) inf. n. '., (S, L,
H,) He, or it, caused it to be, or become, still,

motionless, stationary, in a state of rest, quiet,
calm, or unarufled; (8,* L, Msb, 1;) namely, a
thing: (S, L, Msb:) [and caused it, namely,
anything such as wind, and heat, and cold, and
the like, as rain, and pain, and anger, to be, or
become, still, or calm; stilled, calmed, tranquil
lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled, it;
caused it to die away, pass away, or cease to be:
and caused it to remit, or subside; to become
alleviated, light, slight, or gentle: and caused
him, and it, namely, a man or beast or the like,
and a voice or sound, to become still, or silent:

(see 1, first sentence:)] and V 1;U signifies the

same. (L.) [Hence,] one says of God, COL
'_"~, meaning *UjI [He caused his tears to stop,
or casearowing]. (Q and TA in art. Uj.) - [And
hence, He made it (a letter) quiescent; i. e., made
it to be withtout a vowel immediately folloUing

it; contr. of . -..] ;e also signifies The
straightening a cane, or spear, (a.L;m,) with fire

[which is termed 'j ll]. (IAar, L, 1g.) - And
The constantly riding a light and srroift as

which is termed 'Xo . (IA, L, ].)

3. Ls,t, inf. n. UCj, i. q. #; [meaning
He lived in his neighbourhood, or near to him].
(TA in art. j..)

4. p..~l: see 1, near the end, in two places.
~m ".l: see 2,-first sentence. - [Hence,] said

of poverty, It made him to be little, or seldom, in
motion. (Aboo-Is-b4, L, 1.) - And, said of
God, He made him to be such as is termed

[q. v.]. (L, .)_- Andjl.J! . l;, (, L,
Myb, ],) or j.jI, (MA,) He made him [or
gave him] to inhabit the house, or abode; (?,*
MA, L, Mb,* '];*) h lodged him therein.
(MA.)

5. '3, said of a man, is from "iJI [i.e.

He had, or possessed, or affected, the quality thus
termed; meaning he vwas, or became, or affected
to be, calm, tranquil, grave, staid, steady, or
sedate; &c.]. (L.) See also Q. Q. 2, below:
and see 1, above, near the end, in two places.

8. cfaI, and its var. or syn. '!: seel,
near the end.

Q. Q. 2. ;I .He affected to be like, or he
imitated, such as are termed ;e.t. [pl. of

& , q. v.]. (IAth, L.) -S ee also 1, near
the end, in two places. You say, Ai "O
He humbled, or abased, himself to his Lord; or
addressed himself with earnest, or energetic, up-

plication to Uim: and * t3 is like ";.
(Lb, L.)

·;, a quasi-pl. n. of V 1.C, like as ,~ is

l4.-i xiit [The coUective body of the peopl
of the tribe bound tie loads, or burdens, upon
their beasts, and went away]. (L4, L.) - See

also ; -._ And see the paragraph here next
following.

;: see : _ And see also jp ;, in
three places. -Also, (L, JM, [thus written in
both, and expressly said in the latter to be " with

damm,"]) or V C,L, (thus in copies of thoe K,)
or t of;, (thus in the Cg,) [hut the first is app.

the right,] Food, aliment, or voictal, syn. ,J,;

(L, IV, JM ;) like j3 meaning "food (.A,g, L,
JM) of a party alighting to partake of it," and

said to be called 0P.L because by means of it a
place is inhabited, like as the S of an army
means the "appointed rations of an army alighting
at a place." (L.)

>;~~ A thing, ($, L, M*b, ],) of any hind,
(S, L,) to ,which one trusts, or upon which one
relies, so as to be, or become, eaty, or quiet, in
mind; (?, L, Mb,F;) and in like manner, a
person, or persns, to whom one trusts, &c.:
applied in this sense to a fiamily, or wife, (L,
M#b,) as well as to property, (Msb,) &c.: (L,
Myb:) and hence [particularly] signifying a
wife. (L.) One says, [app. using it in this sense,
as seems to be indicated by the context in the 8,]

;JI ;I ;i Shuc a one is the on of the

X &]); and Ay used to say t,;cJI: (S, L:)

accord. to Ibn-labeeb, one says CA and C .
(L.) And it is said in the ]~ur [vi. 06], j4

Z jti. He hath made, or appointed, the
night to be a resource for ease, or quiet. (L.)

And in the same [ix. 104], . *J ?f;J ai,
i. e. [Verily thy prayers forfor~iv are] a cause

of ease, or quiet, to them. (Zj, I,) [And *t W
seems to have a similar meaning: for] ISh says,

= ^; ,sc 4.jlt 4aJh, app. [The covering
of the face on the occasion of , Y a cau, of
ease, or quiet,] in the case of lonelines, or of fear
arising therefrom. (L.) And it is said in a trad.,

i; ja/l 1 Ol; J.i~f, meaning 0 God,
end don upon us, in our land, the acmour, or

relief, of its inhabitants, [app. alluding to rain,]
to wvhich they may trut so as to be easy, or quiet,
in mind. (L.) - Also i. q. . (Lb, L, and

Yam p. 400.) See the latter word, in three places.
- And Fire; [app. first applied thereto as being
a cause of ease, or comfort;] (., L, ;) ns in the
saying [of a rajiz],

[And a fire kindled in a large tent of hair-cloth,
or in a booth, or shed], (.8, L,) describing himself
as driven to have recourse thereto by the night,
and by a moist wind, or a wind cold witl
moisture; and [afterwards used without any
allusion to its being a cause of ease, or comfort,]
as in the saying of another, describing a cane,

of , called by Akh a pi, (L,) The inuatbi- . .
tants, people, or family, of a house or tent; (;, |,' .d it
L, V1;) a household. (L.) - And The collective 1.meaning He straighjtened it with fire and oil.
body of the people of a tribe: one says, ~. I (L.) And Mfery, luity, or compassion, (I.

J'. 1. 176
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[See also ;,.)_ And i. q. ; [,A blessing;
preraity, or good fortune; increase; &c.].
(kC.) See also l:. - and Sa: and
see * bL..

[ia. A quiescence of a letter; its haTing ne
vowel imrnmedliately following; opposed to a.j.:
pl. ] : see:.

-.,. -,
L: see

A place; [properly] a place of habitation
or abode: pl. Q. (L.) It is said in a trad.,

Zj-01 - ;|wi-ti SU12l (,SL,
J.*) i.e. Rest ye, or remain ye, at your places,

(S, L,) or in .your places of habitation or abode,
(,., L, .,) ftr emigration has [enled, having]
beconme no longer needful. (L.) And one says,
,iL'w is. d,lal [virtually] meaning, accord.
to lFr, T7 he people are in their right state: (S,
L:) and in like manner is expl. the saying,

\~ Ui;; and .t.e andl , ;
bui tlhc a,pproved explanation is, [I lit then] at
tweii places of habaitation, which is that of Th;
or, as in the M, their places of alighting, or
abode. (L.)_. Also The part, of the neck, which
is the restin-,lace of the head. (S, L, J.) So in
thei saying, (, J.,) attributed to several poets, (L,)

* .3; 0 JC ,?^2 

[11'ith a smitinq that renmoes thle heads from
their reting-.lae on the nechs]. (?, L.)

· kA. is an inf. n. of C' in the phrase 't
;1t1: (MA, Mgli, L, JM:) or a simplo subst.
therefrom: (Mlb:) or a subst. in the sense of

.1 , like u; in the sense of 1° (Mgh:)
see 1, in three pIlaces: or it is a subst. ($, L, 1)
also (I.) from ;W1I ;.1, (;, L, ],) like as
is from .,t:], (l, L,) and so is * Of, (Lh, L,
N~,) [which is app. mentioned in the Msb as an
inf. n. of the former verb,] signifying, as also
t9 . , [so in one place, as on the authority of
Lthli, in the L, and said in the MA to be, like
,Z~, an inf. n. of the verb first mentioned above,]
The making [or giring] a man a place, or an
abode, to inhabit, without rent; (L, and Ham
p. 400 in explanation of the first of these words;)
the term r being similar to - (L.)-
See also " , in five places.

;; An ass light, or active, and quich, or
smvt: and :Z., is applied to a she-ass (L, ])
in the same sense. (L.)- Hetieo the latter is
used as a name for t A girl, or young nwoman, or a
female slave, that is of a light, or an active,
spirit. (L.) -The former also signifies A wi,d

as. (L.) - And L:.l is the name of The
gamt that entered into the nose of Numrood [or
Nimrrod]. (L, K.)

'ie$; (s, L, Mh, g) and * '4L (Ks, L, O)
and 9 '., (L, Msb,) mentioned in the "Na-
witlir," (Moi,) on the authority of AZ, (L,) but
of a measure of which there is no [other] known
instance, (L, Meb,) Calmnes, or tranquillity;

(S, L, Msb, l ;) gravity, staidness, steadiness, or
stedateness; (S, L, M.b;) and a quality inspiring
reverence or veneration: (Msb:) and, as some
say, mercy, pity, or compa.son: [see also :]
and aid or a.si.stance; or victory or conquest:
and a thing whereby a man is calmed, or tran-
quillized: (L:) pl. of the first word S,C;.
(liar p. (2.) One says of a man who is calm or
tranquil, or grave &c., ;,,1 s4a [Upon him is
resting, or abiding, calmne. &c.]. (L.) And it
is said in a trad., respecting the Prophect, on the
occasion of the conaing down of revelation,

1I '., meaning And calmness, or tran-
quillit.y, and iLi [i. c., as here used, absence of
mind from self and others by its bein/ ecrelusively
occupied by tlhe contemiplation of dicvin things],
camne Ulon him. (L.) And in the ]Cur [ii. 249],
it is said, [withl reference to the coming of the
ark of the covenant,].~ i ' , ,, meaning
[In which shall be] a cause (f yoir. becoming
tranquil, [or eaxy in your mind,] when it eomniethl to
you [firom your Lord]: (Zj, L, IS:) or, as some say,
thiere was in it at head like that of the cat; when
it *ttered a cry, victory betided the Chillren of
Israel: (L:) or a thing having a head like that
of the cat [and a tail like thtat *f the cat (B.)],
of chrysolite and sapphire, and a pai, of wings:
(L, g :) or an image like the cat, that was with
them among their fores, on the appearance of
which thir enemies were routed: or an animal
having a face like that of a hunman being, com-
pact [in substance], the rest thcrcof being utsub-
stantial like the wind and the air: or the imnages
of the Prophets, fomw Adam to MlIohamnmnad :
(B!:) or the signs, or miracles, wvith tlhe ier-
formanee of which AMoses was endowed, and to
which thej trusted so as to be eawy, or quiet, in
tleir minds: (L:) or by the ;.fU' to which these
words refer is meant the heart, [or rathler the
chest, i. e. bosom,] and the ';..# is the knowIledge,
and purity, or sincerity, in tlw heart [or bosom].
(Bd.) In a trad. of'Alee, respecting the building
of the Ka.abeh, it is said, i' 1 ll 9 al ` ;n ,
meaning [And God sent to iim] the vind swvlft
in its pasage. (L.)

&;* fem. of " [q. v.]. (L, K.*)

ii- &6tjlI [The hair over the forehad (of a
girl or woman) that is cut with a straight, or
even, edge, or wvith two such edges one above the
other, so as to form a hind of border, ajfter the
fashion of Suleymwh,] is so called in relation to
.Sukeyneh the daughter of El-PIoseyn. (S, L, ]i.)

I A maker of o,q.t [or Anivs], (ISd,

L, ,.) pl. of .&~; (ISd, L;) as ala to,
(ISd, L, .,) which latter is held by ISd to be
post-classical, being formed from the pl., whereas
by rule it should be formed from the sing,. (L.)

~t 1 The jS, (Lth, S, MA, Mgh, L,) [i. e.]
the rudder, (MA, KL, PS,) of a ship or boat,
(Lth, S, MA, Mghl, L,) by means of whichl it is
rightly directed, (Lth, Mgh, L,) and made still,
or steady; (Mgh, L;) its J.&w.; (AA, L;) i.q.
OIjjc& and 03. [meaning the same, or its
tiler]: (A'Obeyd,L:) it is an Arabic word.
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(L.) Hence the saying of Tarafeh, (L,) likening
to it the elevated neck of a she-camel, as being
long, and quick in motion, (EM p. 73,) [and
thus app. applying it to the upper and narrow
part of a rudder,]

(L, EM,) i. e. Like the t.Ae of a vessel of the
sort called .o_ [ascending t/e Tigriv]. (EM.)
m Also pl. of .? [q. v.]. (L, Mob.)

S;j a word of well-known meaning; (?,
Msb,Jk;) i.e. A knifc; (MA, PS;) i.q. j.q ;
(L;) as also ? ;i~', (ISd, L, 1,) a dial. var.,
(ISd, L,) occurring in a trad., but the former is
that whllicl is commonly known: (L:) so called
because it stills the animals slaughtered with it:
(Az, L, M.sb:) of the measure 3.i: (IDrd, L,
Msb:) or, accord. to some, its Ci is augmentative,

so that it is of the measure ja: (Msb :) it is
masec., and sometimes fem.: (Zj, IAmb,' L, Mgb,
.:*) not heard as fem. by IAar: (L:) held to
be only mase. by AZ and As and some others:
(Msb:) but sometimes it occurs in poetry as fernm.
on tlle gronmd of meaning [as being syn. with
sj.* or oi:], (MIsb,) and as such it occurs in a
trad.: (L:) the pl. is L. (ISd, MA, L.)
[See an ex. in a proey. cited voce Uol.]

i,: see i;.

: see i : _and sec also

rt1,: see see

· L Still, motionless, stationary, in a state
of rest, quiet, calm, or unrffledl: [applied to a
letter, quierxect; i. c. wtithouit a vronl immediately
followaing it:] still, calmn, tranquil, becoming
ainpeased or allayed or anssunaged or quelled;
[dlying atray, plssing away, or ceasing to be:
reritting, or tndsiding; becotning alleviated, light,
slight, or gentle:] still, or silent. (L. [See its
verb, C, first sentence.]) - Inhabiting, dwel-
ling, or abiding; an inhabitant, or a lodger: (L,
MaRb:) and V ,i; signifies the same as e_

[app. thus used]: (L:) the pl. of tL is 71t.
(L, M.b.) You say, : ,. [Thety are
the lodgers of such a one]. (s, L.) And "),

l,.jil signifies Tthe Jinn, or Genii, inhabiting the
lusure. (L. [Respecting the custom of sacrificing
an animal to the Jinn on the occasion of buying
a house, in order to prevent any injury from tho
Jinl thereof, see tS. The belief that houses are
inhabited by Jinn obtains among the Arabs in the
present day.]) See also O,L.. - [Other mean-
ings are indicated by explanations of its verb.]

[ l., JMore, and most, still, &c.]

· ; ' and :,Z;; (S, L, Mb9 b, 1 ;) the people
of El-Hijliz say the former, (S, L,) and the latter
is anomalous; (L;) [A ilare of habitation ;] a
place of alighting, abiding, sojourning, or lod ;;
an abode, or a dwelling; (S, L, K ;) a house, or a
,ac4 (S, L, M9b;) pl. ->.bC : (Msb:) and

?t,p; signifies the same as :of., [thus in theI

1
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fur xi. 8,%] (Lb, L, and lam p. 400,) u also
9 S , (L4, L,) and tL. you say, I;s, ;1ll

t >C; and 1 , i. e t v [or ; , mean-

ing A Aou in whiA is a plac of. habitation, or

l~ ]:g (L: [ , and t e there
mentioned a "sn., each of them, with :.b and

L, ",p but in different plaes; and I incline to
think that *.J thus mentioned may be a mis-

transcription for **L: I have not found it ebe-
where in this ene:]) and t JU X 01t, in
which the last word is [mid to be] virtually in
the aecu case, as a denotative of state, meaning
[My hAo i for the,] as made [or gie] to be
inhabibd, or as being inhabited: (Mgh:) or

: ,. Jtg Jii, meaning To the tui my

Aouse is a lent d :ew -pla: and 4...It VA
means Tb wrifes, delingce i ch the
hb~n bd hr. (L.)

6,; U*w Abudant patrae, [that caws
popl to abids in it,] no ruiring to go away;

like tad ,s* (L.)- : .(L, 

TAey became in the state termd (L, ]p)

;. (L,M 9b, :) The tate of Ainm who i
tered ~: primarily, blins, hm'ility, or

bmisis: and meaning also lo alject-
emm, ivgmin~ioue, abasement, or hmlion;

and paucity of property; and a eil state or
condition; also port f mind; and weahns:

(IAth, L:) it is from ~,n, [an inf. n. of ~,
meaning s expl. in the first sentence of this

art.] . (L)

4tk., meaning "an earnest," or "erneut
money," and of which [as well u of '.'] the
pl. i ,,l; , belong. to art . (TA.)

'. (1, Mgh, L, Meb, , Icc.) and .,
(L, Mlb, V,) the latter anomalous, for there is no
[other] instance of the measure Jf_L;, (L,) of
the dial of BenooAsad, (L, MNb,) mentioned by
Ks u heard by him from ome one or more of
tbat. tribe, (L,) otlers ying ' M,* ( oMb,) of

tbe measure j3 (L) from j,jl, becaue the
peron to whom it is applied trusts to, or relies
upon, others, so u to be, or become, esy, or
quiet, in mind: (Mgh, L, Meb:) primarily, (L,)
it ignifpies Low'y, umbb , or 'mbnive; (lAth,

Xgh, L;) and therefore the Prophet mid,$iJi

· c.Z, [0 God, mob a, to bl o , and
mas me to die loWy, and gath m among r
coretion f t e loly]: (Mgh, L:) and
hence it sometimes applies to him who poese
little and [wometines] to him who possesses mueh:
(L:) sometimes, (g,) it signifies (f, IAth, L,
Myb, ) also (IAth, L) lw, aject, wmini~ ,
or in a dstat of aba dt or hminitio,; (g,
IAth, L, M#b, ];) and wemA; (?, L, ];) and
ubdued, or o d; though possessing riches

or competence: (Mob:) [thereore] Sb says, it is
one of the words expresive of pity, or com-
pasion; [and us such may be rendered poor;]

you say, XeI d11 ,, [I pa d by Ai, I

mean the poor man], putting it in the accus. ease
by the implication of .t.,* though it may be in

the genitive case as a subdtitute [for the pro-
noun], and in the nom case by the suppression

of " meant to be understoode (L:) in other

cases, (M,) it is sy. with > (;, L, Mfb,)
meaning (M 9b) d~ ut, i. e. possg i:
(L, Meb,]:) or accord. to Ifk, zam mea
thus; but the ,tb is he who pomme a suf-
ficiency of the mesans of subsistence: (Mlb:) or
the former means po in~ aommhat; (L;) or
[rather] needy, i.e. pouei what is not mf-
J~t (L, ]) for him (V) or for hiA family:
(L:) or caused by porty to ha litte pour of
motion; (L, 5;) thus expL by Aboo-Is.4.];
but this is improbable; for C*C. has the mean-
ing of an active part n., and his explanation
[like one ofthe others mentioned above] makes it to
have that of apes. prt. n.: (L:) Yoo saysthe
like of 18k: (Mb :) he used to say tht the
CjC_. is in a harder condition than theje: (,
L, Mb :) he says, I usked an Arab of the
desert, Art thou ,p ? and he answered, No, by
God, but rather t:£~; (f, L,' Msb;) but
'Alee Ibn-ganmzeh says that this man may have
meant that he was low, or abject, by reason of his
distance from his people and his home; and that
he does not think he meant anything but that:
(L:) [J albo adds,] it is mid in a trad. that the
e_L. ,is not he whom a mouthful or two mouth-
fulb will turn baeck, or away, but is only he who
does not beg, and who is not known so that he
may be given [anything]; (;) blt Ziy4det-Allah
Ibn-A~ ad ai that the jo is he who site in
his house, not beg~ng, and the C* is he who
beogs and is given; abd hene it is argued that
the latter is in a better condition than the former;
though it indicates that the former is more high-
minded thn the latter: (L:) accord. to A, the
t>s?,i is better in eondition than the job; and
this i [mid to be] the right usetion, (Mgh, L,
Mqb,) for the pL of the former is applied in the
]~ur xviii. 78 to men poeing a hip, or boat,
which is worth a considerable sum; (L, Mqb;)
but they may have been thus termed beeause
they were humbled and abased by the tyranny
of the king who took every ship, or boat, that he
found upon the sea, by force; (L;) and it is said
thbat thee men were hire~, not owners, of the

vessel: (TA vowes.*, q. v.:) 'Alee Ibn-,mzeh
sys, that the *~ is beUer in condition than
the ju is shown by a pamsge in the ]:ur
[ix. 00], where it is maid that the poor-rates are

for the *7 and the em ; for you will find
the mes to be there mentioned in such an order
that the seond is better in oondition than the
firt, and the third than the soond, and in like
manner the fourth and the fifth and the sixth and
the seventh and the eighth: and he says that the
same is shown by the fact that the Arab. some-
times used C~ s a proper name, but not
j,6: (L:) or when these two words are used
together, they di&er in ignification; ad when
used septely, they [sometimes] ignify the
same: (El-Bedr El-][rfee, TA in art. ,:)
[ee more vooe sj:] a woman is termed 

(8b, , L, Mab, ) and : alo; (, L, ;0
the former by way of iion to ; (8b,

8, L;) the latter being a?cord. to rule, for an

epithet of the meaure 3 is regurly applied
ilike to a male and a female; (, Mb ;) or, as
Abu-l-]~ aye, this is only when it is an
intensio epie t, hih 'L. is not: (L:) the

pL is j; and , (f, L, V,) applied

to meo a compay of people, (8, L,)
mand d applied to fmales. (1, L, )

1 ,/l 3, (, M, M h,) aor. , (8, M,)
in£ a~.-; (; mn, m , ] a -, (M,)
in£ n. ';1 ; (O; [in the CL, ,JSl is put

in the ploe of JI;)) e dre th iy
out orjth from another thing: (Jel in xxiii. 12:)
or he pule out ta ting, or dr itforth, ge:nt
(M, I:*) or Ah drew, or pul~d, th A tig out, or
frth, a a rd frm its scabbad, and a hair

fo dough. (Mgh.) You say, J, J;, (8,
Mqb,) aor. and inf. n. u above; (Mqb;) and

t ;.1, both signifying the eame; ( ;) [i. e. He
dre b th mord;] a abol ;l, inf n. J'
(TA.) In the aying of El-Faresds!,

(In t mor ~g ye tnd bac, thou
yewr mords wer c (pL of 1;s a species
of ngus) ponyr cs, (for the sword wu
hung upon the shoulder, not by a waist-belt,) wt
dmwm~]rrf , he hm separted the doubled letter:
thus the verse is related by IAr: but by Th,

' 01,j [for J!] (m.) It is idin a traL,

4,gq..l ; e J J L.b ,p . ; [I wil
auuedy draw th jrt frm them km a the

nlair it drawn fo Fro dougA]. (TA.)

And in nt~ t, d. it es JL,
: [0 God, drawfort te rancour of my heart]:

and hene the aying j J J 
)lttJ t [Prnt dw away f.lin of rao-
oww, and loo, or mlt, ~ nc, or baem-

p]i . (TA.) And ., mid of a colt, mmeus
He wa drn-m frt a J.L; [q. v.). (M,
TA.) _Ao He H o~ tbhe t,:. (Mqb.) Henoe

one *y s, l 4 V~. ', i.e.
[Ti dead body is taL s [Ad-jbrfro to the
graw]: (Mqb:) or is drnforti &.: for] it

is sid of the Apose of God, 4 j X 4 3
meaning He ms dr,a. ~ (c) .h4 the bier.
(gh.)-Alo, ~ or. and if. as above, He
so tb hing: (M4b, TA:) or he dto it corty,

sermy, or ;clad; (TA;) and so t;l.l.
(TM [But m &, bel~, wher e J. mr ing
"he dob" i mntioned only u intriL]) You

cd~ia am th~ o me o tbe mide
eof th night and in like maer you my of other

thingik (TA ) a;, sor , Q,) inf W. 
(T5],) sid of a man; (TA ;) or .;, or. ,
[whoem it woud mm that t he a per of the
pret. is ,, nd the in na. Mia,] mid of e
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sheep or goat, ;1:; (M ;) He, or it, lost his, o
its, teeth: (M, ] :) on the authority of Lb. (M.
_j , (M, Myb, ],) in the pass. form, (Meb,
with damm, (1C,) He was, or became, affecta
with the dimseae termed &j [q. v.]. (M, Msb, 18.

4: see 1, second sentence._J.... , (ISk, 8, M
Mgh,) inf. n. yj.I, (ISk, S, k,) also signifie
ie stole: (ISk, .8,gh:) or he stole covertly

secrctly, or clandestinely. (M, ]K.) See also 1, ii
the latter half of the paragraph. You say, J

JiA3l > I e stole of the spoil. (Mgh.)_

jj signifies alo An pen raid or predators
incursion. (TA.) -,And jl He aided anothe/
to steal, or to steal covertly, secretly, or clan
detinely. (TA.)_ [See also X' below. Ac
cord. to Freytag, J.. signifies lIe reeioed a
bribe: but this requires consideration: he gives
no authority but the ], which does not justify
this explanation.]~L.t He (God) caused him
to be affected with the disease termed . [q. v.],
(S, M, Mtb, V.)

5. JLJ: see 7: and see also 1, in the former
half of the paragraph. _ Also i. q. ~ 1 [It
7as, or became, in a state of commotion, agita-
tion, &c.]; said of a thing; as though it were
imarined to be repeatedly drawn forth. (Er-
Itighib, TA.)

7. jj;I It (a thing) became pulled out, or
dran forth, g9ntly; (M ;) it became drawn, or
ndled out orforth, as a nsword from its scabbard,
and a hairfrom dough. (Mgh.) You say, Jil
, tl #. jsJI The rword [beame drawn from
the scabbard: or] dlipped out from the scabbard.
(TA.) And -h O L.I al J.I [The lead-
ing-rope of the oe slipped out or] came forth
|fron his hand]. (Mgh.)_And [hence], as
also 1 JL (, M, , ,) He sipped away, or
stole away ; i. e., rent amay covertly, secretly, or
clandestinely: (M, k:) or he ment forth, 

, ;o among them]. (S.) And i =*i1

l ra I wlent arway, and entfeorth, deli-
,eratcl,y, or le,,rely, and by der es,from before
him. (TA.) 8b says that .. 1Jil [used in this
or a similar sense] is not a quasi-pass. verb; but
is only like [a verb of the measure] .; i; like
as '.ii! is like J. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

JL. 0lC3L U; [She reproached me with
her own fault, and slilped away]: (S, Meyd,
TA:) [originally] said by one of the fellow-wives
of Ruhm, daughter of El-Khazraj, wift of Sagd
Ibn-Zcyd-Menih, on Ruhm's reproaching her
with a fault that was in herself. (Meyd, TA.
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. cap. x. no. 2;
and another prov. there referred to in cap. ii.
no. 78.]) And one says also, l t V J l-, mean-
ing eIe nwent away with such a thing covertly,
secretly, or clandestinely. (TA.)

8: see 1, first and second sentences:~and
see also 7, last sentence.

10. ', j.jp l J.:u , rThe river had a ivu-
let, or streamlet, branching offfrom it. (TA.)

( , and deftuxions (Jj), or a long cough,
and attended with constant fever. (V, TA.) -
Hence the saying, in a trad., ;W1 J -W

>j2a : ';4,WI t [The dust of the sirt of the
ritious woman occasion. the loss of property];
meaning that he who follows vitious women and
acts vitiously, loses his property, and becomes
poor: the diminution and departure of property
being likened to the diminution and wasting away
of the body when one has the disorder termed

,... (TA.)

'., The drawing of snords; (S, M, ];) as
also t aL. (s.) Soin the saying, lJl l ,.,,, i l
[We came to them on the occasion of the drawing
of smords]. (S, M, .) -_ And Theft: (S, Mqb:)
or covert, secret, or clandestine, theft; (M, K;)
like ,.-! [except that the former is a simple
subst., and the latter is an inf, n., i. c. of 4]: ( :)
one says, aL, 01 ' [Anong the sons of
such a one is th.ft, or cotvrt thefl]: (S:) and
lI'3 9.13 z; .1JIt [rl'ant inicits to theft, or
covert theft]. (TA.)m Also I The rush (i;)
of a horse among other horses, il rnmning:
(TA:) or the rusw (j;) of a horse in striving

to outstrip: (S,TA: [I read aiL , as in a
copy of the S; instead of dJte )., as in other
copies of the .8 and in the TA:]) so in the saying,

9J- a l ).J :, t [A horse of ,which the rush c.
is vchemwnt]: (S, TA:) and A" C; .d
.O1 (S) or Sl jL sI (TA) t [His rush
in striving to outstrip proceeded aairmt the other
horses]._ And A revulion tf shortness of
breathing (;W lj!) in the chest nf a horse, in
consequene of his suppressing sucih dolotnes of
breathing [so I render t& ' i;' ,, but this
phrase admits of other renderings, as will be seen
in art. _,.]: (M, ]K:) when he is inflated
thereby, one says, .L. . I [app. meaning he
has manifested his revulsion of shortnews of breath-
ing]; and thereupon he is urged to run with
vehemence, and made to sweat, and coverings
are thrown upon him, and that sllortness of
breathing (z211 .U 0) passes forth. (Mf.)_ [In
a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she-goat, it seems to
nean Po,er, or force, of long cont:nua,wc: see
1J3s, voce J .. ] - See also J. Also
A [basket of the kind called] ".': (.:) or a
,ing, like thae .is, (M,) or like e corred

.., hich i alo called j~; so says Az:
'TA :) a receptacle in which fruit is carried:
iMeb:) [sonmetimes covered wvith red skin: (see
'. :) in the present day commonly applied to a
lashet made of twigs, oblong and deep,, generaly

tween a foot and a foot and a half in length :]
a..

mnd tJ. signifies the same: (M, 1:) what is
ermed 'jal 'I [the bread-basket] is well
mnown: (S :) X. meaning as expl. above is not
hought by IDrd to be an Arabic word: (M :)
the dim. tV ° occurs in the ] voce Li., and
n the Mgh voce L, &ec. :] the pl. is $.. (M,

.) and o.; (Myb) and [coll. gen. n.] * J, of

r R. Q. L a" [as inf. n. ofj4 (see
) J= below)] signifies A thing's being con-
) nected with another thing. (M, 1g.) [It is also
d inf n. of i..t, as such signifying The connect-
) ing a thing with another thing.] - [Hence, or

the reverse may be the case,] 2;= I bound
him with the ILk. [or chain]. (O. TA.)_
And j ;sI dJl Ipoured tle water
into tlc throat, or faucex, [app. in a continuous
stream.] (S,- O.)_ And l" li j.t L He did
not eat food: (v:) as though he did not pour
it into his throat, or fauces. (TA.) - Accord. to

YIAr, j t signifies He ate a a, i. e., a long
piece of a canmels hump. (O.) See also 1, third
sentence.

R. Q. 2. j.LS, said of water, It ran into the
throat, or fauces: (S, 0:) or it ran down a decli-

I vity, or deciuos place: (M, V:) or tit became
[fretted wth a suceion of rippes] like a chain,
in running [in a shallow and ruyged bed], or
when smitten by the wind. (S.) - And, said of
lightning, t It assumed tle form of J-d,[i. e.

r chains, meaning elongated streams,] pi: of ,L

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[q. v.], in the clouds. (M.) - And JUJ3). signi-
fies t The glistening, and [apparent] creeping,
of the diversifd wavy marks, streaks, or grain,
[resembling a chain, (see J.i =,) and also likened
to the creeping of ants, (see , and ",)] of a
sword. (TA. [See also .]) -And ; said
of a garment, t It uas worn until it became thin;
(0, ] ;) like j.Li. (0.)

J;., (M, 1,) applied to a man, (M,) Whose
teeth are falling out; (MN;) losing his tethA:
(I :) fem. with 5: (M, K:) likewise applied to
a sheep or goat (Li.); on the authority of Lb;
(MN;) and to a she-camel whose teeth have faUen 
out from etrme old age; or one extremely aged,
having no tooth remaining; on the authority of i
IAar. (TA.)im See also 'L, in two places. 

a, J~: see what next follows.

n

*.. ($, NI, M,ob, 0) and 1 jj, (S, M, ],) the 1
former [the more common, and] often occurring 1
in the verses of chaste poets, thouglh El-Hareeree
says in the " Durrat el-Ghowwas " that it is an
erroncous term of the vulgar, and that the latter
is the right term, (TA,) signify the same, (M, M, 3

as also V J1.o and 't 3L, (s,) [Consumption: -
or phthisUs:] an emaciating, oplive, andfatal t
mnalady: (T, TA:) a certain disease, weU known; i
said in the medical books to be one of the diseasm s
of girls, because of the abundance of blood in
them: (Msb:) accord. to the physicians, (TA,)
an ulcer, (1, TA,) or ulcers, (Msb,) [or ulcera- b
tion,] in the lungs; (Msb, Jg, TA;) succeeding b
("u3 [grammatically referring to .Ld]) either a
aWl ;1Z [i. e. inflammation of the lungs] or t

.,ZI.n A1 [i.e. pleurisy]: (in the Ck, k, la k
_!JI ; j1 i a, Q013 is [erroneously] put in M
the place of & 'JI 1 jl Zjl ; 3: and
in what here follows, the gen. case-is put in the
place of the nom. in four instances:) or a rheum N

e
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which Abu-l-gasan says that it is in his opinion
a rare kind of pl. [or coill. gen. n.] because it
denotes what is made by art, not created, and it
should more properly be regarded as of the class
of 5 and *,.5 [which are syn.] because
this is more common than the class of °;cAo and

t;-. (M.)oAlso A fault, or defect, in a mater-
.ig-trough or tank, or in a [jar of the hind called]
I/.i: (M, A :) or a breach between the .,,1,
(i,) or [more properly] between the ,1, [i. e.
the stonea set up, and cemented together with
kneaded clay, around the interior,] (M,) of a
watering-trough or tank. (M, l.) And Fis-
sures in the ground, that steal [i. e. imdbie] the
water. (TA.) _ Also One's sewing [a skin, or
hide, with] two thongs in a single puncture, or
stitch-hole. (M, ].)

i.: see !L, first sentence.

q. : q. v. (s, M, K.)
j,*L A drawn sword; i.q. tj .. (M,

- .)- t A child, or male offpring; [because
drawn forth;] (9, M, M,b, ] ;) as also t ',;
(M, Mgh, MSb, ] ;) metonymically so termed:
(Mgli :) or, nhen it comesa forth from the belly
of its mother; as also t the latter; the former so
called because created from.the [sperma genitalis,
which is termed] ijI,: (Akh, TA:) fem. of the
former t ij;, (S, M, Myb, ],) applied to a
daughter. (AA,.I.) -A co,lt; (M,I~;) and
with S a flly; (S,* M, TA;) the ; being affixed,
though j,. is of the mcasure J, in the sense
of the measure j,pS, because the word is made
a subst.: (yIam p. 12 :) or, as some say, (M, in
the 19 "and") the former signifies a colt that is
born not in a [mmnbrane such as is called] a.,
nor [in one such as is called] JL: if in either

of these, it is termed ` ' [not*i. as in the C~].

(M, 1.) [Sec also -,, ..]- And A young
camel mhen just born, &.fore it is known whether
it is a male or a female. (As, S, TA.) ~ Clear,
or pure, beverage or wine; (I(, TA;) as though
gently drawn away from dust or motes or par-
ticles of rubbish or the like: such is said to be the
beverage, or wine, of Paradise: or cool beverage
or win: or such as is clear from dust or motes
or particles of rubbish or the like, and from
turbidness; of the measure 3ea in the sense of
the measure J,;d: or uch as is easy [in its
desct] in the throat, or fauces. (TA.) [See
also bjS, and J.i;.]. The channel of the
water, or place in which the water flows, in a

alley:- or the middle of a valley, (M, ],*)
mwhre fows te main body of water. (M.) And
A wid (S, M, g) and deep (M, ]) voaey, (9,
M, V,) that gives growth to the [trees called]
.,L and i~", (g, i,) or that gives growth to the

Lj; and an and il a ;d .i ; (M ;) and

'tV J signifies the same: (M, :) or this latter,
a place in which are trees: (TA:) or a na~ w
chanae of a torrmt in a valley: (As,y, TA:)
or a bom place surrounded by what is elevated,
in which the water collect: (En-Nadr, TA:) p1.
of both )tp (M, ],) or of the former accord.

to Kr, (M, TA,) and of the latter accord. to A
[and the S], (TA,) or that of the latter is Jly.
(En-Nadr, ], TA.) One says ~ J. 

like as one says.,! , . ji. (g.) The phrase

JLa1 JL [lit. T wide, or wide and dep,
vaUlty, &c.,.fo~ed with them] is used by the poet
Zuheyr (S, IB) as meaning t they journeyed
swiftly. (IB, TA.) - The brain of the horse.
(M, .) - The hump of the came. (M, ]p)
- The tL; [or rpinal cord]. (M, g.) - And

,a.JJ j.L 27 [port that are termed]

o [q. v. voce '3w;] of ~ h: [the former
word in this case being app. a colL gen. n., of
which the n.un. is tdA.. (q.v.); the more
probably as it is added that] the pl. is j,i.
(TA.)

aJi What is, or becomae, drawn forth, or
drawn frrth gently, from, or of, a thing: (M,
: :) or so .. tjli: (S :) [an extract ofa thing:

and hence,] the clear, or pure, part, or the choice,
best, or mot excdlent, part [of a thing]; (Mgh;
and Ksh and Bd and Jel in xxiii. 12;) because
drawn from the thick, or turbid, part. (Mh.)
It is said in the Kur [xxiii. 12], l;i'. ,i

'~ ~ e X X1 . , meaning [And
verily we created man from] what was drawn
forth from every hind of duast, or earth: (Fr,
TA:) orfrom a pure, or choice, or most exc~lent,
sort of earth or clay. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) - And
[hence,] The sperma enitalit of a man, or hum.,a
being; (, TA;) what is drawn from the -
[app. here meaning loins] of the man and frm
thea ,,z [pl. of Z, q. v.,] of the woman:
(AHeyth, TA:) the water (Zt) that is drawn
from the back. ('Ikrimeh, TA.) _ See also

e second sentence, in two places.

be3.: see itil, second sentence. - Also A

inew, ('~, (M, , or 1AU, -,) or a portion
of Jfle, havng streaks, or strip,, (M, J4,) that
sqearate, one from another. (TA.) And The
oblong portion of ~sh of the part on either side
of the backbone: (i:) or this is called iit.

,;,t: (M:) [or] accord. to As, [the pl.] '.
signifies the long stkreas, or str, of flesh
tending with the backbone. (TA.) See also ',
last sentence. [Also] A small thin thing [or sub
stance] resembling fleh: pl. j.. (TA in art.
.ai.) And Alll Jt L;ong slicet cut from
the camel's hum,p. (TA.) - And the pl., Obko'ng
Z4W [or portions of dry mucus or the like] in
the nose. (M.) - Also [Goats'] hair separated,
or plucked asunder, with the fn~ , th folded,
and tied; then the woman drawsfromr it one por-
tion after another, which u pins: (M:) or

aa . Lal dsignifies what is drawn forthfrom

a 4.p of [oat{] hair, which is a portion
thereowf separated, or pluckd asunder, with the
fingers, then folded, and rolld up into long por-
tions, ths length of each being about a cubit, and
the thichm that of the half of the fore arm
nexat the hand: this it tied, then the omnan draws
from it one portion after another, and spins it.
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(s.) [See also '~m.]~Also A certain long
.fh, (g, TA,) haing a iongjl: [(app. meaning
beak-lik nout, or nos]. (TA.)

ZL: see i (of which it is the dim.), in the
latter half of the paragraph.

,,w; n. un. with ;; mentioned in the M and
] in this art. as well as in art. j..: see the
latter art.

: see Jl. [And it seems to be some-
where mentioned in the 9, though not in the
present art., as meaning A maker of the sort of

basut calod Jj (pl. of i;): for Golius ex-
plains it, as on the authority of J, as signifying
qui sportas quatosque contezit.]

'3Z and, j3 . and J.. (9,M, M, K)
Sn~et water, (M, g,) that dcenst easily in the
throat, orfauces; (M;) water that enters easily
into the throat, or faucs, by reason of its rnwt-
ne~ and clearness: ( :) or cold, or cool, water:
(M, V. :) or water that has fluctuated to andfro,
in the place whcre it has continued, until it has
become limpid, or clear. (Er-Ehghib, TA.) And
the first and second, Mellow wine: (M, ]:)
the former is expl. by Lth as meaning wanet and
clear, that runs [eaily] into tre throat, orfauccs,
rhen drunk. (TA.) - And J L [A
pool of water left by a torrent] which, being
smitten [or bownm upon] by the aind, becomes
[rippled so as to be] like the Z-_I. [or chain].

(TA.)

'02L A boy, or young man, light, or active,
in spirit; as also vs-. (IAar, O.)

°0,-/ : see "L , in two places.

L.L; [as an inf. n.: see R. Q. L ~ Also] A
ony piece of a camel's hump: (IApr,O,6 :)
accord. to AA, it is called .ji: accord. to As,
aJ.. (o.)

L4L.J A chdrain, i. q. in Pers.; (KL;)

rings (51; [app. used as a coill. gen. n., though I
do not know an1 authority for such usage of it,]
B1 [in the M i3;i]) of iron (S, M, 1) or the
like (M, 1) of metals: derived from ;l t sig-
nifying "the being connected" with another
thing: (M: [see R. Q. 1:]) pL J/S. . (S,

Mgh, TA.) It was a custom to extend a 
over a river or a road, the ships or beats or the
passengers being arrested thereby, for the purpose
of the taking of the tithes from them by an officer

set over it. (Mgh.) - [Hence,] ', h"L ! An
elongated stream of lightning [like a chain] in
the midst of the clouds: (S, TA :) or J'4, J..
means what hae assumed the form of chains
( j'j~ G;), of lightning, (M, g,) in the clouds;
(M;) and 3 Ji [i.e., of the clods in like
manner]: (]~: [but I think that .J !;~ in the

] is evidently a mistranscription for slJI g
the reading in the M:]) sing. ILL. (M, O) and
4 J..L, (],) thus in the copies of the ], but in

the L ? , , which is [said to be] the correct
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word. (TA. [See, however, what follow.])

And in like manner, j.e t What ha

asumed thefor, of CAiu (j;j t) of sands:
(M:) or sj signifies sand thst become

accnmulated, or conget, ,) one tpon
another, and eztend along: (A'Obeyd, ), 0,
g, TA:) you sy :3,i ; J [ an& having 
portiomn accumated, or coord, &c.]: and

j i;. lA, which ha ben expL. meaning
telogted sand: (TA:) sing. ; (M,TA)

and V*>L, (M,) or t b~tG ; nt Q sil ;,
with fet-. [to the fiirt letter], is a dial. var. of

. (TA.) And E& ,j, t TAe
line of a book or writing. (0, , TiA.) - And

jW._ 3 i t t[A Aacny] upon w g
onea what resemb J [or chain]. (M.)
-Also The ij;., (O, ,) which is a s~
rptie, [a pcis of izard, the sae tAat is cad

; I ILLI, (see 4I)] spotted, blc nd
,'hite, haing a der tail, hic it o abot

lcpn running. (TA.)

JL:L: see 3 ;, in twro plaes.

: e liLL, in two plceL

J-s: see L.

[act. prt. n. of 3:, Drawin out, or
forth: c. - Stealig: or tkig coerty,
ecrtly, or lande :] a tAiqf; als o

* Xj.; [which is commonly applied in the pr
sent day to a )o taler and tAe like] and
t ;J. (TA.j See o 3.

; eo the next precedi prph.

,.i:.A bribs. ($,M,1,) It is id in a
trd., aJ': be no
trwachry,, or pr.idy, and no [giving or receiving
of a] bribe: or, and o stealing. ( in this art.
and in art. Jb. [See 4])

J in the phrse A;In. 1 ,.;, in
the trad. of Umm-Zar, meing [His dpi
place is] libe a green palm-stick drawn fortA
from its skin [by reson of his slenderne], or,
as some way, a sword drawnforth [from its scab-
bard], is [originally] an inf n. used in the sense
of a pas. prt.n. (TA. [See also art. .])

l; A large e (a,M, Mgh, Mb,]:)
[a pac dl:] pL Jl_. (1, Mgh, Mob.)

jL Sulbte qf machination in sealing. (TA.)

J : see 3ml;.-- [Hence, elliptically,] A
man (MNb) woa teicls A me cd.
(Mgh, M9b.) _ Alro ected woith the d~r
ternd MJ,: (, M,Mqb, V:) [regularly derived
from ,J, but] amnoalou [u derived from t;]' :
(6, M, Mlb:) Bb ayr, a though the 3j were

put into him. (M.)AA *ays that the Ij;
of.; [meaning #heep or gets, i. e., applied to a

;1:, meaning a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she-
goat,] is One whose power, or force, re of lg

contiuanc (s J( i and that one says
[of such] t . . [in which phrase J seems
evidently to have been preposed by mistake: see

1,. (O, TA.)

A thing having it parts, or portions,
on~ec, one ith another. ({, O.) - And
[hence, (aee ".,)] Cied; bod with th

.aLk. (TA.) ta ll~t IP t is the name of
Te ansk~iom Andromeda; described by
Vzw and others.] _ t Lightning that a
the form of chain. (XL L ) -in its ner por.
tn, and l , or never, br s its prome
[of b followd by rain]. (IAr, TA.)_.
Applied to hair, [s alo? *V ; , (] in art.

J.,) t Foring a sc~sion of hape, like
mater ming ins a a~ and r~ged d, or

ripp~ed by the id; (see RQ. QS;) or] crip,
or cno, or ~ and contrad; syn.
(Mgh.) .tA sword having in it, or tpon it,
d s wavy marks, rks,, or grami, re

g a.LL [or chain]. (TA.) [See aso
-- t A garment, or piece of cloth,

4 rd wth stdri, or lines; (V;) a aso
s: m thog formed by tranposition.

(TA.) Alo, and tA' , tA g rment, or
piee of cloth, v badly (M, 1) and thinl.

(M.)--. a tA t rdti~ [related by
anmuntr e chain of transmit ,] such au

enA one a, I · t face to face ch a one who
sid, Itface toace fuach a one, and o on,
to o Aos~ of God. (o, TA.)

;"L: ee the next preceding paragraph, in
two pium -. Also t A garment worn until it
hA boe thin. (TA.)

1. M:.,J ';, (1, M,.Mgh, M0b, r.,) aor. ,
(M, Mob, ,) inf. n. ); (M, Myb;) and
#;t.t; (%];) He cooked the - [here

meaning butter], ([, M, Mgh, Mob, n,) and
workd it to r, (i, Mgh, 1,) and mted is

[ [or fresh, unarified, portion], (M,) until it
became cear (Mgh, Msb) from the milk r~emain-
ing it; (Mb ;) h cea,d the o- [or butter]
f~ the ,.' [or ~h - ,cla,,.icd, po~ro];
(am p. 2, in explanation of the former phrase;
[i. e. h clafod th r:] and :;, ',
said of fresh butter, it n made nto , [or
clarified butter; i.e., w clariJfed]. (Mgh.)
... And .. JI I (, (M,,) [aor. and] inf. .
as above, (M,) He presed the ame, or ~a-

, uM , ,) and ated~ it oil. (M.)
,.Jl ';, (AZ, $,) or i 1U', (A.n, M,) or
i,L., (M, 1,) aind ' ' 1, [aor. and] inf n. m
above, (AZ, A~n, %, M,) He pbickd off the
pr , (AZ, $, M, ],) i. e. (10) what are calld
th , (An, M, ],) of the pal~,mt (AZ,

,) or of the pal~ -tr, (An, M,) or of the
pa /-trun , (M,,) and of th part ca~ld

[tof a palm-branchj. (AZ, AJn, S, M.)

[Boor I.

_ .;.d iAS. .. , (AV, g, M, ,*') [aor. and]
inf n. as above, (M,) He injicted upon Aim a
hundred lahAes of the whip. (M, A.)_And

.;sJ it. ,S).., (A, , M, M, ,*) [aor. and] inf n.
as above, (M,) He payed him, or payed Aim in
rcady money, a hndd diem,(A, 4, 8i, , M )
promptly, or quichly. (I.)

8: see above, first eentenoe. [See also 8 in art.

l', ].
fg [ClarifEd butter;] the subst. fiom Si

&.t1J: pI 4il. (9, M, i.) El-Faresd4 says,
a --- ---*'0 . * - 1*

* - bat sAU*. LAZL. IyWL
* '55V , 5*-1 i

0 .~~0* 0- 5 --
* ~ .,.e.bl %&%W5

0

0

[Tiey were like a upidemale clariying butter,
mwhen codl~ded Aer clarified butter in a skin
not aed with rob]. (.) ce also what
follows.

,* The prickae of tAe pal-tr,e: [a coll.
gen. . :] n. un. with ;. (?, M, Mqb, ,).-Alo,
(1,) or [correctly. the n. un.] 1;3 , (M,) A ort
of ar ead, or per-had, (M, I,*) in shape

lie t pgic,e of the pam-tre: (M, 1:) and
h,'., app. [L3j,] without teshdeed [and with
keer], occur in a trad. in this sense; for it is
sid that its p. isr ? &% ,of the same meuure u
;.k-. (TA.) - Also A certan bird, (M, ',)

-colored, and lonld. (M.)

.L ',, (A , 1,) aor. , (TA,) inf. n.
(, O) and Z.., (1,) from the former of which
the pl. ,ji has been formed, on the authority
of heary, (El-Jurjinee, Mtb in art. jdL,) He
sized it, or carried itof, byforce; ( ,A,1 ;)
s also V 414. ($, ) You say, g say J , .i;,
aor,. inf n. ... L and .J .; and' ; i '" ;
(M,TA;) e e/ied, or carried off, bj force
[from im the thing; or he spoiled him, depoiled
him, plund~ d him, or dqerired him, of the
thing]. (TA.) And i;3 "4./ , (Mgh, -Mb,)
aor. ', (M'b,) in£ n. Z.;, (Mgh, Meb,) . toek
away fro An is gant; (Mgh,' Mtb;) ma
also V 'd1 [perhaps a mistrascription for
V aL.,I, but another instance of thoe former of
these two verbs, in a similar sense, occurs in what
follors]: originally, tJ [; t. I took away
thA garment of Zeyd]; but the verb ha been
made to have .i for its object, and the " is
postponed, and put in the accus. case a a specifi-
cative [though by rule the specificative should be
indeterminate]; and it may be suppressed, [so
that you may say simply, .L;, meaning I took
away fron him what wa tu Aim or wiA him,
poild him, or pludered him,] the mneaning

being understood. (Mlb.) -[Hence] one say
also, a;i;;l i *li [.He, or it, despoibd him,
or doid kin, of his heart and his reon],
and V .JI. (A, TA.) [The latter one might
think to be a mistranscription for ,.,l t were it
not for an instange of the rame verb before men-

A
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tioned, and for the fict that it is immediately
followed in the A by Ji .. ^a: perhaps,
horever, i; may be here a mistake for

] And £.ill t.i; J i tPel thou

this cana, or reed. (TA.)_j[In grammar and
logic, SZ is used to signify tPration, or
deprivation, in a general ense; and t negation;

oppo~ed to ;01 and t ( as an
inf n. of which the verb (app. ;j) is not men-
tioned] t The going, or jourying, lihtly and
qu . (M, .) Ru-beh says,

· · .. ,,Lus>svbJ.
L13 * -- *' ,~3;;~; k IZ,r

.

t [The black of th eye became depressed so that
it became a holloo in consuen of their going

witU much lightness and qckn: I,; for tL,
being an absolute complement to the inf n. in

'>.;]. (M. [See also 7.]) _m; [or ",1;,
a appears from what follows], aor. , lie [or
shS] put on black garments (, TA) which
womml rear at assemblies for the p~uo of
mourning. (TA. [See also 5.])

2: see 5, in three places.

[3. *J,t 41t., if used, means He cmtnded
with kin in a mutual mrdeaowr to mize, or carry

, the tAing byfor. S ee 8.]

4. CL.l, said of a she-camel,. ( , M, ,) S he
became d ed of Aer young one by death (M,
], TA) or by some other meanm: (M, TA:) or
she cast her yo,y one in an imperfect state.

(M, M,.) _ JI J I tThe tres became
bare of their f .uit, and dropped their lame.

(V, TA.) .li, 41 (?,TA) t TleSU [or
panic gr] putfortA its s, [or leaes, s that

it boamefit to be cut: ee ,;J]. (TA.) m See
also 1, in two places.

5. * J, (8, ],) said of a woman, ( q,) i q.
;4 [i. te. t she abstained from tAe wearing of
ornaments, and the use of p~jmes, and dye for
tah hands 4c., and put on the garments of moum-

bn,W] ;qj [ Lfor Ahr husband: ( :) or, as
some say, ;t. is for the husband; (9, A;) but

is sometimes for another than the husband:

(8, TA:) [therefore] .J sidgnifies t he put on
tA black garmnts of mourning; (M, TA;) as
also ' "L: (M,A:) you say, . V ;i 
1,j oan;.s. (Lb, M) t She puts on the blac

ga'r,n~ of _OW (.for her husband or her
loed and loing relation orf~rind]: (M:) and

%,;,;;. ; t SAe put on the blck gar-

ments of m,g or Aer dead on: 

having a general application. (A.)

I[. sJt I J They both onted together,
each eda ring to see, or carry off, the
thng by forc. The inf.n. ocurs in the Q and
] inat. J., a a syn. of,;J... ]

7. w,.Jl tTHe mta mry quickpae: (V:)
or es wnt wll; aid of a horse and of a camel:
(I.L:) but motly (TA) one says, J6't .s.:1

tThe camel rwet o quick a pae that she
wa as tAough she wnt fora from her skin: (,

TA :) [or she outstrippd: see an ex. voce ]

8: see 1, in four plaees.

;. The ~ [thing of the apparatus of
the plough: (Aln,M, :) ora pece ofr ood

that isjoined to the bae of the t[here meaning
poughAhare], its end being [srted in the hole,
or perforatio, of tshe latter. (M, ].)

; see am . - Spoil, plunder, or booty;
(TA;) what is seid, or carried off, by force,
(M, M9b, V, TA,) from a man, of spoils, hat-
ever it be; (TA;) comprising all the clothing
that is upon theman; (Mgh, Myb, TA;) accord.
to Lth and As (Mgh) and the Bari'; (Mgb;) or
whateer one of two antgnis n war takes
fro the other, of the ting upon him and with
Aim, i. e. of c~o and weapons, and kh beast:

of the measure ;i in the sense of the measure

, i. e., (TA,) i. q. ; [used in the
manner of a subst., or as an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. is predominant]: (Mgh, TA: 1

pl. j1. (M, A, Msb, g.) You, say, J1
jaiJl 4t L [He took the spoil of the slain man],

and - Dl Q . [tthe poils o of the lain men].
(A.) _ Also t The Ad and sanks andpauch
of a slaughtered animal. (1. [App. so called
because given to the slaughterer, as though they
were his spoil; or, in the case of an animal of the
chase, to the dog or dogs: see the venses cited
voce 'i.]) - And t The peel, or rind, [or skin]
of a cane, or reed, (], TA,) and of a tree. (TA.)
And [particularly] The bark, or rind, of a kind

of tre (, V) wl known () in El-Yem , of
which ropes are made, (f, ,) and which is
coarser and harder than the ~br of the Theban
pam-tree: (8:) hence it is that a well-known
kind of [thick] rope [made of the fibres of the
common palm-tree] is called by the vulgar t 'a,:
(TA:) or the bark of a Aind of tree of which are

made [bae of the kind calld] J, : (Sh,

TA :)there is a market called Vt ;J! ' in'
El-Medeeneh, (Sh, $, ], TA,) and in Mekkeh
dlso, as being the market [of the sellers, or manu-

facturers, of what are made] of s,a: (?h, TA :)
it is also [said to be] (O) a certain kind of taU
tree, (M,,) groig symmetrically, awhich is

taken and laid beneath hot asaes (J;), and tAsn
split asnder, hereupon there comes forthfrom

it a rohite 5U.: [or coars fibrous substance] like
[theirs of .the panlm-tre, called] A; and it is

one of the best of the materials of rwhich ropes are
made: the n. un. is with t: (M:) and (M, )
Ajn says, (M,) it is a certain plant (M, g)
which gros in form like candes, except that it
is larger and longer, and of which are made
ropes of eery sort: (M :) and (M, ]) some say,
(M,) it is the ~ ib ~b tanc (J) of the
Theban palb e, (M, V,) this Lth asserts it to
be, (TA,) whice is bought from M~eke&, (M,)
and Lth adds, and it is wshite; but Az says that
Lth has erred respecting it: A'Obeyd says, I
asked respecting it, and was told, it is not the
fibrous substance of the Theban palm-tree, but is
a kind of tree eol kno~n in E-.Yemen, of wthich

rope ams made: and some say that it is the ~j.
[or leams] of tshe,t [or pamsc ras]: and this
[says SM] is what is commonly known among
us in ElYemen: (TA:) [accord. to Forskil,
(Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. c.) this name is applied
in El-Yemen to a sp~iss of hyacinth, which he
termnns hyacinu aporu.] A poet says, (9,)
uamely, [Murrah] Ibn-Ma~kn [El-Temeemee],

(M,)

* m248;4J1 h

(,M,*) i.e. And he striped off quickly the
tsn [ftom her, rhileb sh was lying upon her
ret, like as t tw o hand of the tidter of

ropes strip off q~ic th selb]: (? in art.

i :) some read .L, meaning [by the word
following it] "what is seised, or carried off by
force, from one slain :" (M:) Ay read ~', with
J; IAr, with 3: Th says that the rightreading
is that of A. (8 in the present art.)

;; Light, or act i, (I, TA,) and qic.

(TA.) You say, L; 34 A
man light, or actie, in ths arm or hands, in

thuting, or pier : and 1 &4I :
A bul light, or activM, in tirting, or prc g,

wih the.A . (9, TA.) And SI;tI 4 ,.
A Aors ligt, or acte, (,M,,) in the bw,

(M, ,) i. e.,] in the jing of ths ble: (9:)
or, accord to Az, the right meaning is, long in
the legs: (TA:) [for] - i. signifies also Long
or tall; (9, M, 1;) applied to a spear, and to a
man &c.]: pL ;. (M.)

a a ing., ,se ,L., in three place

_ It is alsbo a pl. of .J; [q. v., last sentence]:
(M :) and of , , uasa subst: (9, :) and of
.p; Las an epithet applied to a spear: (Im
p. 171:) and of the same, (8, M,) or: of 4..,

(M,) as an epithet applied to a sh-camel (9, M)
and to a woman: (M :) and of, ; " u an epithet
applied to a tree. ,(v.)

i . q. 4 pq. [i.e. The d , or unclad,
part, orparts, of the body]: (IA4r, :) or a state
of di. (TA.) One says, %f: ::J ;
[How goody is what is nclad of her person!
or, her tat of udity 1]. (V.)

it: see am _, in the former half of the para-
graph: _and see also 4..-Albo A string,

or cord, that is tied to the A, [i.e. muzzle, or
no,] of the camel, ecclusive of the .Ueai [q. v.]

(M.) - And A snew that is bound upon an
arrov: accord. to A3In, the sine that is wound

upom the J [or skin of th reed, or can,] of the
arrw. (M.)

,.l. sing. of .,, which signifies The black
garmen of omen at tteir asbliea sor momrn-

ing: (9:) MF says that the former is expl. in the
] as meaning black garments, which necessarily
implies that it is a pl.; and the latter is there said
to be its pL, which necessarily implies that it is a
sing.: (TA:) [but it may be replied that the

a

a

1
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A; 0*.e >i- 1t [which may mean wlhose young them: one says, ,.1 [Among them is a
one is cast abortively; or cast away because pe'formance of what is termed 4t4wl]. (Lh, M.)
abortive; or cast at, or shot at, and killed]: (L, I - J
TA:) and is also applied to a she-gazelle, as last sentence
meaning despoiled, or deprived, of her young one: .1.: see ,.l, in three places.
and so tV ,Ji. (M.) Applied to a man, (M,) * '
it signifies also ~jl t ..i', t [Despoiled, or ,. : see L, in two places. -- S !
deprived, of reason]; (M, 1y ;) and you say [also] L~ .J!1l; i.e. [What at hath pened to me that
J J1 t',r_, [perhaps a mistranscription for sec thee] unfamiliar, not inclinin to any one?
it.4, see 1,] a tropical expression: (A:) pl. is a saying whereby a man is likened to a wild

an (Mimnal: one says also, ;.,J~ a.o." I , mean-
inf rrtl 1a i §}v_}}{I)2w nni shnss^ A.7

author of the g regarded the former as a p]
without a sing.; and the latter, as a pl. pL :] o
both signify black garments worn by nnomen; ani
the sing. is V LtL: (M :) accord. to the T, ,s
signifies a black garmcnt wvith vhich a noma;
mourning for the death of her husband covers he
head: 'accord. to the R, a black .a. [or piea
torn off from a garment or cloth] that is won
by a woman bereft of her child, or of a perso
beloved, by death. (TA.) See also 4'.

see 4. ., in four places. - Also A
spear that tahes away life: pl. I... (gam
p. 171.)

.,+ i) . q. t:J [as meaning Seized, ol
carried oj; q,y f;,rce:-and more commonly
spoiled, despoiled, plundered, or deprived of whal
.was upon one or nitl one]: (S, ,' MYb :) as alsa

? 41_, [but app. in the former sense only]. (S.)
[Hence] one says ;j wp. SZ 1 A tree despoiled
or deprived, of its leave and its branches: (M,
]g, TA:) or of which the leavesw and fruit have
lben talen: (A:) pl. u, as in the phrases

t . jaL palm-tree. upon which i no fruit,
and J_ 4j. trees upon which are no leaves;
thei sing. being of the measure in the sense
of the Ineasure J ( and one says also

t ,;'w. , [using 4, as a sing., like other
words of the same measure mentioned in what fol-
lows,] meaninga treeof nhich the eavs have become
scattered, or strewn. (Az, TA.) And .1 is
applied to a woman as meaning t Wuhose hustand
his died, or her olured ant loring relation or
J'iend, anti nho puts on the black garment of

mlwourliig fur him; as also t * and ,.; ad
(LIs, M:) or ' '_., so applied, significs [sim-
ply] t puttiang on, or weariny, the black garments
of mnourning. (M. [See an ex. of this last word
with thie affix 5, used as a pl., in a vcrse cited
voce . Lm; and an ex. of its pl., ,(.L., in a
verse cited voce &,,.]) Also, apl)lied, to a she-
camel, and so t' iC and t *,L and V ;
(1,) the last in onre instance in the copies of the
] erroncously writtcen 4.; , (TA,) and ,
(Is, TA,) witlh Oamm to the first and second
letters, (TA,) [in the C.K ~.Z, and said to be
witll (aumm,] or V $,Si. thus applied, (S, M,)
an,l 1 , (M,) t Wh/oe yo,ung has died: (M,
1 :) or that has ceast her yoiung oiw in an imnler-
.f¢t sta te: (S, M, JI: and in thiis latter sense, as
aplblied to a she-camel, t 4.L: is particularly
menctioned in the M:) and in fiko manner applied
to a womnan: (M, ] :) thle pl. (of , ,, M, , or

.,s, M) is (S, M, TI, TA, in the last
expressly stated to be like -, but in the COl
$L,) and ,3j.: (M, g :) and sometimes they

said tVL .* L like a1 uiL and * Si
and numerous othler instances that have been
enumerated by A.'Oheyd, in whichl words of the
menasuro e, without B, are used as fem. epithets;
(M :) or V tL signifies a she-camel whose
y ,ninql one has been taken; and its pl. is 4'.;
(A:) and, applied to a she-camel, it signifies also

l,

r

a

n

a
r

e

1
1L.

a5," (Lh, M, K, TA, [in the CK, erro-
neously, ,]) of the measure z.~, from

r ,.Jl .i;, (M,) and t Jy_, are [doubly in-
tensive] epithets of which each is applied to a
man and to a woman; (Lb, M, ;) meaning
Wont to tpoil, or plunder, people [very often, or]

) contanly. (Tg.)

';,; [One who spoils, or plundlers, people
much or ojten. ~ And A seller, or manufacturer,
of ropes, or baskets, made of ci]: see its pl.,
voce .

; 5g: seo wse

.,c: see ,L', in two places.

. ,9 1 A ron of palm-trees; as also ,.,l.
(IAar, TA in the present art. and in art. 
[This is app. the primary signification; as seems
to be indicated, by its occupying the first p,lace,
in the TA.]) - A roacl, or way, (M, Msb, K1,
TA,) that one takes: (M, TA:) any extended
road or way: a way or direction [in which one
goes]: (TA:) a way, course, mode, or manner, of
acting or conduct or the like: (A, TA :) a mode,

manner, sort, or species; syn. &s: (S, M,* Msb,
TA:) pl. ,,47. (S, M, A, Msb.) You say,

oill c.;1 < ,~1 ui; *, i. e. [.lle is
follwiniug] a way of tle ivays of the people, or
party. (Msb.) And :" .-'-.I -.& [They
are in a bad, or an evil, way]. (TA.) And
, il lHe pursued his nay,, course, mode,

or manner, of acting or coniduct or thc lihe.
(A, TA.) And JJ0 '" 4 lC 1 Ie
began, or entered Upon7, models, ,ranner., sorts, or
slcie&, [meaning varieties, or diversities,] of
speech; syn. C", (S,) or '>i,l1. (M.) And

~.,L, a [His speech, or lar-
gu(ge, is according to good, or beautifid, modes,
manners, sorts, or ~ ]. (A, TA.) And one
says of him who is proud, ~L I /1 (M,
A) [His nose is kept in one direction], meaning
kSo looks not to the right nor to tite left. (A.)
[Hence it is said that] ",. l signifies also
, Elevation in the noe, from ride. (1~, TA.)

Also The aperture of a watering-trough, or
tank, through which the water .flows. (IAr,
TA in art. .) -. And The neck of the lion.
(g.)

4yLI A certain game of the Arabs of the
d ,rt: or som action that they perform among

4; _-1 the name of A s.rord of 'Amr Ibn
Kultlioom: and of' another, belonying to Aboo.
Dahbal. (1g.)

1. ,&i L;, , aor. ,, (M, ) and , (K1,)

inf. n. ',., (M, TA,) lie extracted, or made
to cotme forth, [tlhe contents qf] the gut [by
Cton'pesing it] wnith his hand. (M, K. [In both

it is exlpl. by .. .a.Il: but it seems that a
fhult has been accidentally committed by a copyist
in the fonner or in its original, and thence passed
into the latter; and that the words which I have
su)pplied are necessary to exlplain the true mean-
ing. That such is the case, appears from what'

here follows.]). It is said in the L tlhat ,,JI
signifies 'Itc griing, with the hand, a thiny that
is contaminated by dirt, or filth, so that what is
in it comnesfirth; and thus is done with a gut.
(TA.) It is also said to signify The extracting,
or cansing to conme forth, twhat is fluid, or moist,
adle?ring to anotiter thinig. (MFI, TA.) [Iecnec,]
4n.& - . i.e. iAl c , . [lie cleansed
his nose of the mucus that n,as in it lby com-
pressing it with hi.s finyers] : occurring in two
trads.; in one of which, the Proplhet is related to
have been in the habit of doing this to El-I.Ioseyn
when he used to carry him upon his shoulder.
(TA.) [Hence, likewise,] it is said in a trad.,

- es0. * eW jJ1i,. ;i c. [Andl
the.fire ,,f lIelI shall penetrtnte to his inside, and]
shtall exscind anul extirpate wc at i in it. (TA.)
_You say also, ; l *a , , a(;, A, K.,) aor. -,
ir. n. n.; (S and t t.1 (1;) nd e cleansed
the bowl by taking off with hiis finig what
remained Ulion its silxes; (S ;) Ite wiped the bowl
(A, K) with his fingcrs (A) or Nith his Jinger.
(g.) And LC.4 c G , -'- , M( , g,,)
aor. ', inf. n. j, (Mh,) She cast from her,
orfro7n her hand, the renmains of her stuff for
dyeing the hands or hair: (S, .:) or slte put
away, or renmoved, that sttff froom her handl:
(Msb:) or site wiyed off, and cast away, tl.at
stu.fffronm her handl: (TA:) or .l ' ,
aor. ', he took away, and wiped iff, the material
for dyeing the hands or hair; and in like manner.
a similar thing; and sweat; and blood. (MIgh.)
Ic_ll1 ~ occurs in a trad. as meaning le

F "'F - *' *- - w C41M Wu#ucli. anIia* .. lil.

- L, TA.)

: see *,. , first sentence.

JLJI ~..: seCe : ee , last sentence.1 
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BooK I.]

remod the blood [from her or it]. (TA.) -

3.illj; -L t (M, 1) means, accord. to Lh, He

scraped off the blood of the go [or beast brought
to Meekeh for sacrif we, or thtere sacrifwed,]
with the knife: but [ISd says, (and in like
manner J]j; is expl. in the L ah on the
authority of Ll.,)] in my opinion the meaning is,
he scraped off the shin of the 3;S with the .eife
so that he made its blood to appear. (M. [The
explanation in the g[ is made up from the two
different explanations in the M, being as follows:

t;; 1&S -- ...
; ;. .l .. iy.J, as though meaning he scralped

off the dried bloiod of the Jo. so that he mnade its
freash blood to appeyar: hut in the copy of the .K

followed in the TA, 4iI (i. e. the scar) is put in

the place of A. 1, and the former of these two
(i. e. ."Hll) I regard as the right word.]) _-
also signifies t lie cut off a thing. (R. [This is
said in the TA to be the primary meaning: but
accord. to the A, the phrase here following,
in which it has this meaning, is tropical.]) You

say, Ai ",, (S, M, A, .R,) nor. and ',
inf. n. 2,, (M,) lie cut ,ff his. nose (S, M,
A, ) entirely (TA) with a sword. (;, A.) Aind

J, .a l t lie mut qf hi. lhanl, or arm,
with the word. (M.) And ,. ... t lie

shaved off his hair. (M, n.) And d' 

lie shaved his head. (As, $, L.) - ;S. t lie
beat, struck, or smote, hitim: (14, TA:) and

flogged him. (TA.) You snay, 1* 5kL ;I,

tI inflicted lpoJn him a hundred strokes of the
whip. (~, TA.) - And -L, t ,J l ,e cast
forth. his excrement, or ordure. (g.)

7. C' ,..1. Ile stole, or slipped, anway from
us without his being known to do so. (M, ]i.)

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

-A5 A tecies of,~: [or barley], (Lth, S, M,
Mgh, Myb, Ig,) havling no husx, (Lth, 8, Mgh,

Myb,) .l [which may mean either beardles
or rmooth], (Lth,) [in appearance] as thoagh it
were wheat, ($,) growing in .EI-Ghon,r alnd ]l-

I.ljdz; (Mgh, MCh;) the P'b [or meal of the
parched grain] whereof is emldoyed as a cooling
diet in the ~. [or summer]: (TA:) or i.q.

: [i.e. the common barley]; (M, . ;) as some
say: (M :) or the sour. ( .) sort of j.p,:
(M, ]I:) or a white j~s, without husk: or, as
come say, a slecies of wheat; but the explanation
next preceding this last is the more correct, for

£l.:!l and 'Xl.J are mentioned in a trad. as
distinct, each from the other, and by the former
is meant wheat: (TA:) or a species qof je wvith
a thin hlush and small grain: (IF, Msb :) or a
grain between wheat and barley (2A.;), not
having a husk like that of the latter, and thus
being like wheat in smoothness, and like barley
(eaS) in its nmture, or quality, and in its cool-
ness: (Az, Myb:) accord. to E.-SeydelAnee, like
barley ( 2~:) in its form, and like wheat in its
nature, or quality; but this is a mistake: (Ibn-
E9-$a1h, Mb :) [gymnocrithon (i. e. hordeurn
nudm) of Galen: tragu of Diooe. (Golius.)]

Bk.I.

a1 6. - 0A W 1 - -
"'~j; L,, . ,.*1. It (a thing, or an affair,

TA) escaped mne: (K, TA:) accord. to some,
aL. is here an imitative sequent. (TA.)

ft3; A woman who does not make frequent

use of f'.. [for tinging, or dyeing, her hands];
(S;) a woman who does not frequently tinge her
hands with ,...: (M:) or a woman nwho does

not malk ise of ,. t: for herself (M, A, 1O) at
all: so some say. (M.) It is related of the
Prophet, in a trad., that he cursed such a woman.
(TA.)

a35_ 1I'hat is extracted, or mnade to conme
forth, (M, ,) fio7nm a yut [by comlpe.seing it]
with the hand. (M.) l- What is taken off with
the finjer from thw sides of a bovl, to clean it.

(., I.')

.-L. A man (.S) whose nose has been cut off
(.8 M, K) entire/y. (5, I..)

;U_t. ,_ .. [app. An instrument with which

,; is scraped oqf, or remored, from the hand].

One says, ti3 .. _. -. ~1s" [Gaive thou to
&c.]. (A.)

,~ That whereof the fles. that was upon
it has been taken off or aweay, or removed. (..)
-And A shaven head. (As, S, L.)

_::L.A calamnity, or mi.sfortune. (.,M, K.)
_ A1 hard, or .'ere, year. (., M,K.)_A

[goblin, or denmon, such as is termed] J.,. (S,
M, I.) - A she-camel having w tooth remnain-
ing, antd whose loner lip has fallen antd se is
unable to raise it. (I., TA. [The explanation in
the C.K is faulty: the last words should be
0.0 a a*0 
',; "'; 5.]) Some say that the .. is aug-

mentative. (TA.) One says also 4,,S C
1l0 , [in the C.K l, ] meaning Hle got not
anything. (I, TA.)

1. n aor. ', inf n. (, O, Mb

and .i;, (S, O, K,) lie swallowed (S, O, Msb,

0 a morsel, or mouthful, or gobbet, (S, O, 0 ,)
and food, (TA,) or a thiing; (Mb ;) as also ,

aor. ; (Msb;) and t .. : (O, :*) or i2.,iU

signifies the eating quickly. (TA.) Hence the

saying, At U l[tillj l .. j. A) [Eating is a
swallowing, and lpaying is a putting off], (S,

Meyd, O,) or W.l ; .1 l ..M .l [Takinfg, or
receiving, is a snalloring, &c.]: (Meyd, TA:)
i. e., when a man receives a loan, or the like, he
devours it [greedily]; but when he from whom
he has received it demanids his due, he puts him
off by promising to pay it: (S, O :) a prov.,
(Meyd, O, TA,) applied to him who takes the
property of others and to whom it is easy to do
so; but when he is sued for payment, puts off,
and it is difficult to him: (Meyd:) meaning that
one loves to take, and hates to return, or restore.

(L. [See also . i]). - -JI j .Z, said of a

young camel, lle sucked the she-camel; (O, I;)
as also h4.. (L, TA.)~m)l , nor. 

(S, K, TA,) inf. n. ; (TA;) and ,

aor. :; (C, TA;) or the latter only accord. to
AHn; (TA;) or the latter is better than the
former accord. to Sb; (O, TA;) The catmel. had
a looseness (S, K) of thei, bllies (S) fro,n eating

the Ilant called .. (S, 1.)

5. .L~ : see 1, first sentence. - Also lIe

persetcered, or pcersisted, in lrinking (L!t, O, O)
the beverage called .. , (Lh,) or wine; (0, g ;)
like .J$; (Lh;) mcaning hLe made it to enter his

Cl;," ; (0;) or as thoug I he filled with it his

OI_.i, (K,) i.e. his ., .: (TA:) and so

t, . (0, .)

8: see what next precedes.

': Bsee , below.

4 a . (;o, (O, JK,) i.e. an oblong aul
squnacLi pice of ,oold f the tre calledI, as

,rought fr.o Inldia, (TA in art. :,) from

which a door is cloven, or diridled off, len!thwisc:
(0, I :) so says AHin. (TA.) m See also what
next follows.

.A1 certain plant, (S, .1,) up)on which tkte
camels pasture, (S,) soft, Jltccid, or frwile, of

tih dhorulb-kind; (TA;) also called V etl ,

(1, TA,) or t A-', (CK,) like _.J3; (K ;)
and * : (TA:) or the 1' OA., (O, TA,)

i. e. w,i..l, nith danmm to the ,o, and teshdeed

and fet-h to the J, (O,) is a species of the .1;

(O, TA;) and this last is one of thae larye.t of the
kind of trees called t.Ja : (0:) accord,. to AIHn,
(TA,) or as is said by some one or more of the

Arabs of the desert, (0,) the . is a lbrge

hind of trees, likle the tails of the [li:ards cl ledl]

3~b [pl. of g], grecn, and having thorns,
and [of the hind termed] ~,.: ((),TA:) in
the T it is said to he a sort of ~. that ceasex
not to be green in the sunmmer, or hot senson, and
in the ; [lapp. here mcanling anttuna], and is
weak, or weak and .usql?: Az also says that it
gro7,s in the Ild inx, or lerel tracts, htas a fitit, or
produce, wiith a slta,rne.s in the et:tremitie: s
thereof, and is green in the [season called] f ,

anrd then dries upl, atdl lbcomes !elloio: and he
adds, [contr. to whlat lhas been said above, fiom
his work, the T,] it is not reckoned at,ong the
trees ealled ,Jao.. (L, TA.)

* ~ or O.t : see theo next preceding
paragranph, in three places.

I '.dl_ The.t.A [properlly the wind,il)e, hut
here nlapp. meaning the tplle,t: see 5]. (0, K;.)
One says, h;- : I alt.j [MIay God smite
him, or anflict him, in his OJR.h]. (0.)

* , ;~ and 4 and t C1ood,
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1

(L. [See also 110t ' --- p said of a
cl-

yount, camel, lle sucked the &IL-ca�p'tel; (0,
as also (L, TA.)~ 1 ",nor.'

K, TAJ in£ n. i,�C; (TA;) and

aor. Z; QC, TA;) or the latter only accord. to
AHn; (TA;) or the latter is better than the
former accord. to Sli ; (0, TA;) Tise canicbr had
a looseness (,�, ]�) of theit. lwilies ffl froin eating

the Idant called

see 1, first sentence. - Also ll'e
or persixted, in tlripikinq (LI.i, Op 1�)

die beveragre called (Lh,) or wizie ; (0,
like '�"; (Lh;) mcining lie niade it to citter ltis

C;"; (0;) or as tliouglt lie fillod wigit it his' 1
C)1�.L, (kZ,) i.e. his (TA:) and so

"-1. (0, 1p)

8: ace wliat next precedes.
4 . 0 a ---

see C.I&J~, below.

.,.U A (0, K,) i.e. an oblong apul
squ(t.i.ii Ikiced ff nweid ff the tiw calleyl eM

brought floiii Ltdia, (TA in art. C:"j from

which a door is clomn, or divi(kd qlf,
(0, ]�:) so says AHsi. (TA.) ~ Soo also wliitt
next foUows.

A rereaipa plant, M 1P 111)074 whicl, tite
cankeb paslurc, (�,) woj?, jbtccid, or jewyde, of

Jk#
tito idii.?ib-kipitl; (TA;) also called V

' a 3
TA,) or (CK,) like J_.:3; (kl;)

and (TA:) or the (0, TA,)

i. e. witli dainm to the .,o, and teslideed

and fet-h to the J, (0,) is a sixtim of flee C1-;
(0, TA;) and this last is oyie of tito laige.,tt. V elic
kind of tiem caUed (0:) accord. to AHn,
(TA,) or as is said by some one or more of the

Arabs of the desert, (0,) die is a large

kind of Irecs, lilte the tails of the ralled]
A 1

[pl. of green, and hai.;pog fliorpm,
and [qf the hipid terpned] (O,TA:) in
the T it is said to he a xort tf boO'.Q~ that crasex
not to be green in the suppinter, or hot senson, ond
in the', Ce's lapp. licre iiicaiiing atituniii], apifi M
weak, or ireak and s�)1?: Az also stivs tliitt it
y.o7t,s in the 1)14 ik�x, or lerel trarts, litia a or
pi.odtice, irith a sltai7ppje.,w in the
the�reof, an d is _qpiept in the [scason callefl]

aiui theit firiAm ul), attel becomes ?Ielluio: nnd fie
adds, [conti.. to wliat liis heen said above, fi.oxii
Iiis work, the Tj it is iiot ireliopied akpitipkg the
1P.0m cautd (L, TA.)

L"J~ or ejt"-tw: see tlio next preceding
paragraph, in dirce places.

Itn'-'k.d The,*jj.1L [propet.ly the it,ipidl)il)e, but1 '
licre app. mcaiiing the �pillt,t: see 51. (0, K.)

A,
One says, dD. otoj [May God smile
hipa, 

or 
a.fflict him, in his JR-Ld]. (O.)

and J J' and V * j' Good,
cl --1 cl 1-
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or pleasant, folo, (0, 1, TA,) that is stvallowed
(15, TA) with ease. (TA.)

i Bal in the fore part of the head; like

t.3 ; but the former is the more common. (TA
in art., .)

;mL; nnd ,+w Tall, or long; ( u,1;) as
epitlhets alpplied to a horse, and to a man, and to
the iron beadl or blade of an arrow &c.: (1 :) or,
applied to this last, the former word signifies long
and broad: (A.in, TA:) or slender; as also
7~,L: and tihe pis. of these two words are

.&t1. annd .: which, applied to such iron
heads or blades,. signify [also] sharpened, or
pointed, or slharl-pointed: (TA:) and j,?;
applied to arrows signifies long in the iron heads.
(6.) '.. nand j.d are also applied as epi-
thets to a camel: (6, 1: [in the former it is
implied thaut in this case they have the first of the
significations abovo; but see wlhat follows:]) thus
nalilic(l, tlhey signify Advanced in age, and trong:
(1 :) or the former, so applied, signifies strog:
(6 voco :,I;. .:) the pl. of each is. ;, with
fet-b [to thoe t']. ((, 1.)- Also the former,
applied to the [mJ [or jaw-bone], Strog, (.5,
TA,) full-sizod, (TA,) and tlhick, or compact.
(15, TA.) And, applied to a head, Long in the

Ajl. [or jan-bonet]. (1, TA.) Also A well
ancient (4l) and Iaring much, waater. (.) -
*.~; is also tdie name of A certain well-known

plant; (K, TA;) of towe termed "J; raich is
eaten; (TA;) [namely, colza; or brasica naput
olferan: so in the present day:] it is an arabi-
cised word, [from the Pers. , ] originally
with L, but pronounced by the Arabs witlh :
(AI~hl, TA :) one sllould not say.f,; , nor;:,,
or this is a word of weak authority: (T, ]S, TA:)
Az says that some pronounce it witlh ,A, but that
it is correctly with ,,. (TA.)

_.,,: see the preceding paragraph, in two
ldaces.

~J;1;4; ;. dArronL. made long and broad
[in tlh'r iron heads]. (TA.)

1. i, (6, Mgh, ],) aor. ', (M,b, ],) inf. n.5__, (6, Mgh, M,b,) said of a man, (TA,) He
oid~ d his soewerent, or ordure; (6, ;) [or

thin ecreamenc: see a;: and] maid of a birai, it
muted, or dunged; (Meb;) like ,-m (Mgh,'
Mqb) said of a man: (Mqb:) and said also [of
other animals, as, for instanco,] of a camel, (6,
1], TA,) and of a bull. (1 in art. kj.)

2. _.L Ile armed him vith a weapon or
weapons. (A.) And 1e.J l !.L, (1, TA,) and

iJI, (TA,) He armned him with the sord,
(1, TA,) and the bow. (TA.)~ jt 1 .,,
(A, TA,) inf .n. 5 , (TA,) It caued the

e, -C.L,
camels to void Ct:'L [or thit. excr;eeht; i. e. it
purged them]; said of a herb. (A, TA.) [See
also 4.1] iz n, in£n. as above, He rubbed

over his ,J [or shin for Aolding clarficd butter]
with L', i.e. rob, or insisated juice. (g1,
TA.)

4. .tJ.l He made Aim to void Ci [or thin
xcrement]. (?, g.) [See also a.]

5. .. 3 He wore, or put on, [or armed Aim-
self h,] a weapon, or weapons. (6, A, L, 15.)
-[Hence,] e lt see .

t. Excrement, ordure, or dnng: (L, TA:
rand evidently so accord. to the Mqb; in my copy
of which, and so, app., in the copy used by SM,
immediately after the mention and explanation of
the verb , is added, j,N.JV 4a.3 1J,J;
plainly showing, by whllat follows ,J., that this
word is a mistranscription for s ,;; and tlmt
the meaning is, " aud it is its ,, an instance of
the inf. n. used as a subst. properly so called ;"
i. e., the dung of a bird is called its t,; for the
verb is there said to relate to a bird; though in
truth it has a general application:]) or such as is
thin, of anj dung: (L, TA: [and this is the
sense in which it is commonly known:]) and
itV Ci signifies [the same: i.e.] ec,remcnt,
ordure, or duny, ($, A, MA, L, 1, KL,) of a
human being, (KL,) or of a bird (MA) [and of
any animal]: or thin ecenmt or dwu : (MA:)
this latter is said to be the correct meaning in a
marginal note in a copy of the f: (TA:) the pl.
of the former is ' and 0 ;. (L, TA.)

£ t"r_. o;J frequently oocurs in the Lexicons
&c., meaning Hre cast forths his excrement, or
ordue; or properly, in a thin state.] ~ Q
V~IA [lit. O dung of th crow], an expression
used by 'Omar, means Q . t[Ofoul, or
Jhy, man]. (Mgh.)

· signifies ) [i. e. Rob, or inp ted
juice, generallu of data,] with wnhich a din for
darijicd butter is rubbed ower, (YK, TA,) for the
purpose of seasming it. (TA.)

: see _

Rain-water in pool eft by torrent:
(1:) so says ISh: but not heard by Az from the
Arabs. (TA.)

; The you~n of tlhe j; [or partridrl];
(6, g;) like &IZ and tJI: (p:) [a coll. gen. n.:
n. un. with i: for] it is said in the T that ±, and

si. signify the yomng one of the J1.: (TA:)
pl. 3~, (T, , e,) like . (T, TA.)

see .

..: msee [;. _ Also A loo , or u
of thin ewcrmnttom the bowels: diarrl&sa.]

, (6, A, a gh, M4b, ], &c.,) as also ' 
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(accord. to the 1) or t 5 (accord. to the Mob)
and t J .i , (K,) [tllo last mentioned in the L
as a pl.,] A wtcaonm, or weaionw; i.e. an instru
ment, or instruments, of vwar; (A, 1 ;) the thing
[or thing] with whuich one fifhts in rar, and

p/nclx, or dtfends mtoneelf; (Msb ;) amjthiny with
which one rells thc enemy, as a *sword and
sxlear J'r.: (yam p. 73:) or a Weapnon, or
.wealponx, opf i,o*v: (Lth, Mgh, g :) it is of the
masc. gen(ler, (6, Msb), TA,) accord. to the moro
applroved usage, (TA,) or that which most pre-
vails, (Mob,) because in the pl.lt takes the form
of i.LI, which is a pl. form of a masc. n., (6,
MRb,*) as in the instances of &i.-, p1. of jo;.,
and It.1, pl. of :1,, ( b,) but it is also fem.,
(6, Mb,,) ad lias also for pls. l and amj:,

(L,) and the pl;. fem. is $,.. (Msb.) You
say J/ . Jj [A man having a wsedpon or

,e]pons]. (1.) And S - .;J [[,A pe, or
;a;,/t, ,hlrinq ,r,,cot,, or ar,rn]. (6, A, 1.) And

?L4t *- [liec wore, or Imt on, the rcepton, or
the wecalpon;, or arn,]. (S, A, 1.) AndZJAI .jr
:;JI 7lthe pecple, or parly, took their wecaom,
or arrms, each taking his. (Mqb.) A nord
(Az, Mgih, 1) alone is sometimes termed
(Az, MghA.) And A bow wthout~ a string (O)
is likewise thus termed. (TA.) - And A staff,
or stick. (1g.) -_ ,l :. means t TAe kolu

of the bull. (6,* TA.) - 1 i j is : an appel-

lation of .JI £tLl [i. e. The star Arcturus].

(A, TA.)_ And .;l . 1 ji and
V? t mean Thec camcels became

fat, and of oodly apparance; (A, L, TA;)
i. e. their fat became as though it were weapons
with which they prevented their being slaughtered:
(L, TA:}2 and the like has been mentioned before,
[vote j,] in art. .jl. (TA.)

t~ A man having, (1,) or having with him,
(6,) a rneapon, or wealons: (S, K:) an epithet
[of the possessive kind, having no vcrb,] similar
to ,.. and '. (TA.)_ And A she-camel
that has voidled exeent, [or thin excrement,]
in cosequwnce [of thes eating] of herbs, or lepju-
minoa plants. (S, .5.)

-.. to a ,. .Lqj-a ,. F- [illore nont to mute than a
bustard] (Meyd, A, Mgl) and ' .; . [Ithan
a domestic hen]: thce former mutes in the time of
fear; and the latter, in the time of security:
(Meyd:) a prov. (Meyd, Mgh.)

~.1wl A certain plant, the pasturing upon
which catue the mil (f, 1) of the camels (f) to
become abundant: (6, 1 :) or a certain Id,iru of
tree, or shrub, that has this efect: (L:) [sec also

1 L :] ij was said to an Arab woman of the
esert, "What is thy father's tree?" and she

anowered,>wi CMJ 3k &,}1 &O l5^Z

,AI [Tke tree of my fathler the i;le.: froth,
upon the milk, and milkt fre from froth; and a
long, or tall, hump: these are the consequences
of pasturing upon it]: (6,* L:) or it is a certain
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aerb, or Ibguirous plant, of tlose that are

sdender and son (Jjl O ;I1 # ), groning in
the winter, that causen the canms to xoid t,

[or thin ecrement] iwhen they eat much of it:

or a certain herb (i ), re~mling the ,,e
[or rochet], grong ulpon tracts of sand such as

are tcr'nwled s.j.: or a certain kind of plant,
growing conspicuously in plain, or soft, tracts,

hatiny a thin and delicate leaf, and a pericarp

(a..) .stu.fld with grains, or seeds, lire tlose of

the l,poppy; which is one of the plants of tie rain

of the .O [here meaning sriming (see *.j)],

a,d trhich caues tihe cattle to moid .: n. un.

with ;: Aboo-Ziyaid says that the places in
which the .el grows are sands. (L.)

a'ij.X A . [orfrontier of a hostile country]:
( :) or p lplace of arm, or weapons, (Mgh,) like
a jm and a .j. [which is an elevated place of
ob.serration], (S, Mgh, TA,) whierein are par.ties
that nwatch tre enemy, lest they s..oull make an
incasion at unanares, and, wheng they see thenm,
ifJrrmn their conpaniuns in order that they may
prelare thm,imelv&e.s for them: (Nh, TA:) pl.

Jl... (S, Mgh.) - Also, [in one of my col,ies

of the ; erroneously written i A.3,] A peolde,
or party, having arms, or wrealons; an armedn l
people or party; (S, A, I~, TA;) con)ouming a
nunerous body, in a place of obseatiitn, with
the heeping of which thelyj are entruted, at the
friontier of an enemy's country; a siUJle person

of whom i termed v " ; ; (A,* L;) and

LI; [also] is thus applied to a single person
in a saying of 'Omar: (Mgh:) they are thitus
called because of their having weapons, or because

of their occupying the place oalled : (Nh i:)
or the am." of the army are a party of
capturers that go before the army, exploring for
them the may, and searecing as spies to learn
nes. of the enemy, lest the enemy should mahe a
sudtlden asnault upon tlunm; not sufferhng any one
(f the enemy to enter the territory of the Tu.dims,
and warning thi Mudlins of the al2proach of an
army. (I81,.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

Q. 4. 1 I It was, or becane, righlt, direct,
righittly directed, st,raight, or eren. (?, ]V.) It
(a road) was extendedl: (S :) or conpiu.ous and
extended. (.K.) - [And app. It was, or became,
spread out, or expanded: see the part n., below.]

, A woman ,vho cars not for what she

4oes norfor whlat is said to her. (AA, TA.)

* _. lRight, direct, rightly directed,

strai.qht, or even: (S, :) like a: . (TA.)

-_ Extended: (8 :) or conspicuous and extended:

(v:) applied to a road: (S, :) like a ..
(L.)- I. q. °; [app. as meaning Slpread

out, or expanded]. (TA.)_- L.M J
means Our day was, or became, one of nprotracted
journeying. (L, TA.)
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,i#. (AZ, Msb, 1) and Uit, (Fr, 1,)

pronouneed by the vulgar t;. (TA,) and
;hlaJ [which is the most common of the

dial. vars.] (S, Myb, 1) and iAl..L (Fr, O) and
olt , (Msb,) and siti, (AZ, Msb, ],) and

"A;mi, (s, K,) [The tortoise, commonly so
called; and also the turtle, or sea-tortoise; ap-
plied to both in the present day;] a certain nell
aonon beast; (g;) [and] a certain aquatic
animal; (Msb;) called in Pers. ^&.I and J I

(MA, PS) and . I,; (MA;) applied to

the male and the female: (Msb:) pl. ,j- ,:

(S,M.b:) or, accord. to Fr, the male of the

-.;u,., is called ..; and the fenale is called
i _;t. in the dial. of Benoo-Asad: (Mb :) [it
is said to be derived from the Pers. LS) t.-,;

because there is a hole in the body, into which
the foot enters: (Freytag's Lex. :)] its blood and
its gall-bladder are [assclted to be] beneficial to
him who is affected with epilepsy; and the
smearing with its blood, to the joints; (K, TA;)
which thereby become strong: (TA:) and it is
said that when the cold has become intense in a
place, (l~, TA,) and one fears for the seed-
prodlice from it, (TA,) and this beast is placed
upside-down, so that its fore and hind legs are
towards the air, the cold will not aliglht upon that

place. (I(, TA.) - [- i lJ or JJ is also
a name of I The constellation Lyra; commonly

called dIJ?.]

1. J.~,, (S, A, Msb, g, &c.,) aor.:, (S, K,
[as in the .Kur xxxvi. 37,]) or,, (Msb, [but this
I find in no other lexicon,]) and ', (., M.b, K,)
inf. n. PL, (S, Msb,) Ic strippedlll off (S, O)
the hide, or skin, of a sheep or goat: (S :) or he

shinned a sheep or goat. (A, Msb.) And 

tl.~ [Its sltin was str;iped qff]. (A.) One

does not say of a camel, oJ. _. ; but

, and iSr. , and ;l,'1. (Msb.)-
[Hence,] t He puled off or str,4led off [a gar-
ment]. (1], TA.) You say of a woman,

1Wt , ($, TA,) and t1.;s t ; - , (A, TA,)
Sihe pulled off her shift; strilp)ed it off. (S,

TA.)_-And [hence,] ' . ,(S.,A,MSb,

or o,r (,) aor. (L, Myb) and I, (L,) inf. n.
and j, (L, Msb,) t lIe ,pawed the wmonth,

or his month; (.,],TA;) came to thle end of

it. (., A, Msb, 1~.) -Jl " means ' We
passed forth from the month; having 1pulled qff
from ourselves every night one thirtieth part
until the nights were complete, when we Indled

off from ourslres all of it: and 6 9 L.l

liS means "We entered upon [the period of the
new moon of] such a month; clothing ourselves
with it and increasing the clothing of ourselves
therewith until the passing of the half of it :" then
we pull off fiom ourselves [by degrees] the whole

of it: hence a verse cited voce it..j. (T, TA.)

And one says of God, 1J) C ,. I ; & l:le

drew forth gently the day from the night: (1,
TA:) or He separated the day from tie night.
(Jcl in xxxvi. 37.) _ See also 7, in thlree places.

_,_L-; I ; .J! ~1. i and [in an intensive

sense] t a., t [The heat mnad tle skin of the
man to ped off; or excoriatedI the man]. (TA.)
And e.Lb ,2J & 1 [The mange, or scab,

excoriated him, i. e., a camel]: (A, TA:) [and

so 'ai without the mention of the skin :] see

.Jli. And .'' 5 t The ostrich had a di,

ease in his feathers [app. such as caused mtany of

them to fall off]. (TA.)-; i3I L. t [The

plant shed its foliage, and then became altogcther

green again: (see & :) or] the lplant becanw

yreen again after lnt ring dried tqp. (M, K.)

in a trad. respecting Solomon and the . [or
hoopoe, i.e. t And they stripped off the stu,face
(f the ldare of tle water, likte as the hidle is
stril~d f!, and therelupon the water cameforth],
means that they dug until they found the water.

(TA.).. - J. CA '> -, said of a child,

means t He was drawn out fromn the belly of his

nwotlher. (TA.) 9Jl t.L. is tTlhe sJubtitu-

ting throughout tlhe lioety,for the original wordls,
other words synonymous therenith: wihat falls

short of this is termed . (TA. [Sec liar
p. 2 3.])

2: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

6: see the next paragraph, first sentence.

7. " " t l and [in an intensive sense]

· '.J. [Iis shin became striplled off: - and

I te became excoriatedt by heat]. (A, TA. [The
latter meaning is indicated in the TA.])-

.,~ 5.. :i -.e.x.3 [The serl ent cast qff, or
divested itself of, its slouyh]: ( :) and t V

a JI, (Ln, .,) aor. ', inf. n. )A, (L,) [siginifies

the same, or] the setpjent writhrew itself from its
lough: (L, .K:) and in like manner one says of
:any crecping thling: (L:) and onc says of the

scrpent termed tJLJ [q. v.], 't. eCi [lie
casts off his slough]. (S.) - One says also of

a man, ~ t.il t [lIe became strip)ed,

or dicested, or he divested iintef, of his clothes].

(s.) _ And ' i. (A, M, Msb, 1O) A2, '5
(S) t Th7 month pawsed, or passed away [from
its year]; (M,b, I, TA;) as also 1 . (l.)

And -ICU ; ' 1 (S,A, O) : The day

becatme drawrnforth gently ft.om the night; (1J,

TA;) caine forth from the nigiht so as not to
leave with it autght of its light. (TA.) [As used
in this phlrase and in others,] .l I means

t It became altogether separated fromn it; itted
it entirely. (MF.)

9. lI, inf. n. t , lie lay upon his

side. (1..)

t : see k , in two lplaees. -

t Theo last, or end, of the month; (M.sb, ;) as
177

I
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also ' ais.': (1:) or the last day thereof
(MA.)

: see , in two places.

The spun thread that is upon the .spindle.,6)
aJn; : see4. ·. ·

& A skinned sheep or goat; (L;) as also

· (,(S O) and V i.l.: (TA:) or this
last is an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
is predominant, meaning a skinned sheep or goat,
iwithout head and without legs and without belly:
(Mgh :) and the first is an epithet applied to a
sheep or goat until some part of it has been eaten;
after whichl, what remains is called ;, whether

much or little. (L.)-- ; 'e A thing,
(JK,) accordl. to the K a person, but this is not
in thc other lexicons, (TA,) insipid; without
taste. (JK, K, TA.) And A man (TA) vehe-
ment in pt_%, without impregnating. (1., TA.)

ai.*.jk % sa In it (accord. to the g in
him, but see 5 , TA) is insipdity, or tasteess-
ess. (1., TA.)

a* [app. A piece of ain, or hide, stripped
off]. (] vcet ~.) The urine of the mountain-
.qatt. (KL.) [In Pers. a4': thius, with C,
and with fet-h to the first letter, accord. to Johln-
son's Pers. Ar. and Engl. Dict. Golius adds, on
the authlority of Ibn-Bey.tr, that it is black and
viscous like pitch, and is collected from the rocks.]

t $A certain peifutne, or odoriferous
substance, resembling bark strilqed (iff, (JK, 1.,
TA,) and having ,,fl [or forking pr'jections].
(TA.)_- t Of dithe [plants called] .:4 (JK, S,
1) and . , (JK, S,) [Such as has been stripped
of what Ivas good for pasture;] the portion that
has in it nothing ftor pasture (JK, S, K, TA)
.emaining; (TA;) consisting only of dry rwood:

(S, TA:) and of the j uc, such as is thick, of
r/tat lhas become dried up. (TA.) - And t The
oil of tite frtiit, or produce, of the gAQ [or ben-
tree] before it has been seasoned (., TA) with
aromatics: when it has been seasoned with musk
and [other] perfume, and then expressed, it is
termed .. "; and one says of it, :i. (TA.)
Also t Ofi#pring: (JK, li, TA:) because it has
been drawn out ( i . e. k.) from the belly of
its mother. (TA. 

i=, an extr. pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] of J,
q. v. (TA.)

A skinner, or fayer. (KL.)

tC. Shinning, orJflayingj (KL.) - t Mange,
or scab, in consequence of which te camel is
excoriated (* :C). (i.) - [A serpent cast-
in.q of its sloughi. And hence,] A black serpent,
(JK, S, .K,) intensely black: (JK, TA:) you say,

? v..,l, (S, K r,) not prefixing the former word
so as to govern tie latter in the gen. case: [so

called] because it casts off its slough (;; :

every year: (S :) the female is called ;.Il, and
is not qualificd by the epithet 'JLI: (S, K:
and you say ti bl)jl, (.K,) not giving to the
epithet the dulal form, accord. to AZ and As;
but IDrd authorizes its being in the dual form,
thoulgh the former mode is the better known:
(TA:) and a"L ;L i and tlJ_ and & and
; 'idat, (K,) which last is extr. [i. e. anomalous].
(TA.)_ Also t A plant of the kinds termed

&c. thlat has shed its foliage (~.L) and
then become altogetlhe green alain. (TA.)

C1, applied to a man, (JK,) t Very red [as
though skinned]. (JK, ..) - And [its pl.]
unl, applied to camels, t Hatl ving mange, or
scab, by nhich tley are excoriated. (JK.) -
Also t Bald in tie fore part of the head: (K:)
but .wl is more common in tlis sense. (TA.)

.;! A certain plant. (g.) [Perhaps a
dial. var. of 1, or a mistranscription for this
latter.]

5i' A place in nwhich sheep or goats are
sinned. (Msb.)

- A skin, or hide; (JK, S, K.;) as also

e L: (TA:) or, Of a sheep or goat; (A;) as
also ' 5,, i. e. its skin, or hide, that i. stripped
off. (, TA.) [Hence,] one says, ; ;lŽ- Oii
9'-1 t~ [Such a one is an ass in tle shin
of a man]. (A, TA.)- And The sloukgh of a
serpent; (JK, S, A, L, K;) as also t ,
(MA, KL, and so in the CK,) or V t., (AA:)
and ' LI* . (L, and so in copies of' the K and
in the TA.) Also t A palm-tree of Nhic/h the
unripe dates fall and become scattered about in a
green state. ($ K.)

t;;lt; and witlh : see !.

1. ,;, , [aor. ' ,] inf. n. J_ and l. and
[It was, or became, loose, not tight; as

meaning slack; the only signification indicated
by I8d; (see ,JL, below;) and also as meaning
unsteady :] (M:) [in the IS, J..L and i'k. are
said to be simply substs.: see the former of these
two words below.] - 1., (Msb, TA,) aor. ',

rinf.n. L (Msb) [and app. L,S.. also, (see
,m4 below,)] said of a colt, (TA,) [and of a
horse, and, tropically, of a man, (see H,,)] He
was, or became, tractable,. submiie, compliant,
obsequiou, (TA/) or easy, (Msb, TA,) and
gentle. (Msb.) You say, "t " J t . t [He
was easy to me in ~iving me my due, or right].
(A, TA.) And w j., (TA,) inf. n. , ,
(Msb,) t His urine flowed involuntarily; he mas
unable to retain his urine; (Mob, TA;) by reason
of disease. (Mob.) [The explanatiofis of , and
,,-L &c. below will serve to give farther illus-

[Boox I.

) trations of this verb.],i. -*.., aor. ',

The palin-tree lost the stumps, or loncr ends, of
its branches; (Ibn-'Abbad, K;) as also t I. 1 1:
and the epithet applied to tile palm-tree in this
case is t o,Z; ( ;) or, accord. to the Tek-
milch and O anl L, ,l , but it seems that

·- _1 ;i.J means a palt-tree tatnt letsfallU
and strewsc its unripe dates; and ' ,.L, that
uxsually does thus: (TA:) and ' means
what fauli from tite palm-tree. (Ibn-Abbad,
rTA.)_ ;Il , :.J, (inf. n. L, TA,) The

piece of nood becaine old and crunbling and
vasted. Ibn-'Abbl, d .)=, (S, M, g,)

inf. n. v, and JL,, (IA.ar, Mn,) He became
bereft of rcaon. (S, M, g.)

2. ~, (Ibn-'Abbid,) inf n. ~, (K,)
lHe set, fixed, or put together, a composite orna-
ment, of the ornaments worn by women, not
consisting of j'. [or beads]. (Ibn-'Abbid, ,*0
TA.)

4. ; .. 1 She (a camel) produced ler young
one before the completion of the days: (T, K:)
the epithet applied to her in this case is * 1;
and to the young one, *t -.L, (TA,) and Vt 1..
(Ibn-'Abbad, TA.) - See also 1.

v-. A string upon vhich beads, (ML,) or
white beads worn by fenale slaesq, (S, ]g,) are
strung: (S, M, K:) pl. ,, ;: (S, M:) or [a
nwoman's ear-drop; i. e.] the wroman's ornament
called b3. (Ibn-'Abbuid, ].) And [the pl.]
,y.., signifies also ]Women's nuftlers, or head-

coeringys; syn..... [pl. of;.l.]: so says IAar;
and he cites as an ex.,

:,* " 'Li j '

[They (referring to camels) had filce their
natering-trough with heads, as th/ough thlere nere
in it old women sitting, with gri-zled heads,
having thrown off the raflt/rs]: they having
eaten of [the kind of plants, or trees, called]
boe-, so that their faces and heads had become

white, he likens them to old women that had
thrown off the mufflers. (M.)

1 and t ~i, [said in the M to be inf. ns.
of ;, (q. v.,) and in the g to be simply substs.,
signify, as substs., Loosenes.s; as meaning sack-
nes; and as meaning unsteadinetc: - and also]
1Easines, gen&tleness, tractablene, subnitssivenms;
compliance, or obsequiousness. (S, .) [Hence,]
one says, % - - : [In khis seeck is
cainhess]. (A.) ~ For the former, see also 1:
and 4.

,n part. n. of ,l; as also tjic: (M:)
Loose, not tighlt; meaning [slack; (see 1, first
sentence;) and also] unsteady; applied to a nail,
(A, TA,) and to any other thing. (TA.) A
r.'jiz says,

. ,,% _,, ' ', 
' -"-' b" Y' ',0 o'",

., aI . .. *
4~L 4- L~4 0

I

1

1
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[A female of dender make, vthoe loose tC
(q. v.) required more than it had within it to fill
it, laughling so as to discover cool and sweet
serrated aul sharp teeth]. (M, TA.) Easy;
applied to a tlling: ( :) easy, (Msb, K,) gentle;
(, Msb, ][;) tractable; subminive; compliant;
olsequiotu; (S, g1;) applied [to a horse and the
like, and, tropically,] to a man. (,.) You say,

I;0l J,Zti [A horse easy to be Lv:l; tractable].

(A.) And .J;Il i .J. j ' and >LiJl i?
I [Surch a one is easy to be led, or persuaded;
tractable, submixssive, or compliant]. (A.)
IA man ea.y in private conJe'rence; expl. by
6,II '.g:. (MhI.) - Beverage, or winle, that
descend , gently or easily [down the throat]. (TA.)

_I Jl,t A man whose urine fltocs into un-
tarily; who is unable to retain his urine; (S, A,
M:b, g(;) by reason of diease. (Msb.)

· t; ,A certain herb, bearing a near recsm-
blance to the j' , (AHn, M, K,* TA,) except
that it has a grain lile that of the [species of
barley calletl] '- ; (AHn, TA;) and when it
dries up, it has an an,n that flies about, when it
i put in motion, lik;e arrowns, sticking into the
eJcs and the nostilb, and (,fen bl;uling the
pasturing beasts: (Al.n, M, TA:) tie plare.i of
itsgrowth are the plain, or sqfl, tracts. (AHn,
TA.)

,.r*') OIs, or departure, of reason or intellect.
(Q, M, K.)

i.L.L: see W., in two places.

~j: see GL, in two places.

't~: see 4.

rL : see 1, in two places: - and see also 4.

'~. A sword having navry marks resembling
a chain: occurring in a verse of Ibn-(,iltbeh El-
IIdhalec, as some relate it; but accord. to others,

J.,-?, formed by transposition from , .
(TA.)

1 ,.?- : sce ; :_ _ - and see also 1, latter
part, in two places.

,iZ Bereft of reason, or intelect; (, M ;)
and [of Inlk] of body, (M, TA,) as some say;
but accord. to the T, one says ir, ,. .. j in
respect of his reason, or intellect, but c,,j. in
respect of his body: (TA:) possessed, or insane.
(g.)

;e,$, a quinqueliteral-radical word, (M,)
Easy [as a beverage] in the utmost deyree:
(TA:) [applied as an epithet to milk, (C',a so in
a copy of the M, and so in the CIg,) or signifying
mooth, (;:', so in copies of the g,)] in which is
no rotghness: (M, I :) and sometimes applied as
an epithet to water, (M, TA,) or beverage, mean-
ing easy of entrance into the throat, or fauces.
(TA.) -And Wine: (1 :) so accord. to some,
as in the saying of 'Abd-Allah Ibn-RawAiah,
in which it is [said to be] used as a syn. adjunct
to the preceding word:

· t ·

[as thouggh meaning Verily they are with their
Lord, in gardens, drinling wine and fermented
.juice of the grape: but the meaning may be, the
choicest of wine, or the sweetest thereof, &c., (see

sj,)) and 7wine casy to swallowv, or the like].
(TA.) - And A certain fountain in Paradise
[mentioned in art. J., q. v.]: (M, . :) Aboo-
Bekr says that it may be a proper name of the
fobuntain, and properly imperifctly decl. [i. e.
without tenween] as being determinate and of the
fem. gender, but made to be with tenween at the
end of a velse in the Kur [Ixxvi. 18] in order
that it may be conformable with other endings of
verses; or it may be an epitllhet applied to the
fountain, and therefore perfectly decl.: (TA:) Sb
mentions it as an ex. of an epithet: IAar says
that he had not heard it except in the Kur-fn:
(M, TA:) I'Ab says that '.. [in the KIur]

means that dips, or steas,, (O..,) into the throats,
or fauces: [as though the radical letters were
only ,, and J, whichll some assert to be the case:]
accord. to Aboo-Jn.filr El-Ba1iir, it means W.ft in
the part between the s,~ [or head of the 7vnul-
pipe] and tke 'l [or fauces]: the explanation
as meaning [. I i. e.] a J! i , ;. 
'Lall [Ask of th*y Lord a way of access to this
fountain] is a mistake, not allowable. (TA.)_
The pl. is S and : and the pl. of

[the fem.] a'1..L is , ;i. (TA.) - [In
the present day it is applied to An artifwial
fountain that thrwws up water.]

1. J..,, aor. , (M,) inf. n. :,,, (S, M, B,)
He, or it, overcame, prevailed, or predominated :
(S, TA :) or was, or becae, .firm, or established, in
sulcrior power or force: (B, TA:) ie po.ue.sed

nLower of dominion or sovereignty or rule. (M.)
-It (anything, as, for instance, a solid hoof,
and a camel's foot,) was, or became, strong, or
hard. (M.) - He nas, or became, .harp. (TA.)
And the same verb, (M, Msb, 1,) inf. n. as
above (§, M, Msb, ]K) and iL;, (S, M, J,)
lie was, or became, chaste, or persinuowus, in
speech, or elo~ ,nt and sharp in tongue: (S:) or
lon-tongued; (M, ]j ;) as also 6jL, aor. -, (1,)
inf. n. Li.: (TS, TA:) or clamoroui and foul-
tongued: (Msb:) [or this verb, said of a man,
has the first of these three significations; but]

,;,L , inf. n. ;t.a, signifies she (a woman)
was, or became, long-tomued and veeumently
clamorous. (Lth.) [See , below.]

2. i1;-. , (S, M, Msb,) inf. n. Jt.:, (M,
g,) also written with o, (Ibn-'Abbad, and i

in art. ~,r,) lHe (God, 8) made him to over-
come him; to prevail, or predominate, over him;
or to have, or exercise, superior poNer or foree
over him: (S, :) he made him to hav mastery,
dominion, or authority, and power, over him:
(Msb;) he made him to have, or eercise, ab.o-
lute dominion or soerenty or rule, over him;

(M;) or absolute superiority of power or force:
(I :) he gave him power over him, and supcrin.
poner or .firre. (TA.) [You say also, Aim

&e&1 lieC set the doys upon him.]

5. .4J JaiiJ He overcame them; prevailed
or predominated, over them; or was made to do
so; Ie had, or exercised, or was made to hare or
exercise, superior power or force oer' them: (.S:)
he had, or was made to have, mastery, dominion,
or authority, andponer, or absolute dominion or
authorlity and lpomer, orei them: (Mab:) he hatl,
or received, lpoer over them; and muperior poter

or force; quasi-pass. of . (TA.)

Isee 6CC4 ; for the former, in four
C_: J places; and for the latter, in seven.

hL: see !ULL; for the latter, in. dtllree
hL places.

X .lJ Strength, might, force, orpowrer; (TA;)
as also ~ ;;1.: (Bd in iii. 144:) nredominance;
the po~e.vion, or exercise, of superior power or
for.ce, or of dominion, or authority, and poner,
or of absolite dominion or autlority and power;
(Mgh;) as also * iLL; ($;) the former being
syn. nith LtL [used as a subst.]; (Mghl;) and
the latter being the subst. from L;.i: (S:)
po~er of dominion; sovereign, or ruling, ponwer;
(M;) [in this sense, as well as in the first,] i. q.
'iiL; (Msb;) powe of a king; (Lth, Mgh,
.K;) and of a governor; (Mgh, M9 h;) [i. e.]
deleated power, or power given to one wvlw is not
a king; (TA;) also written ,ljl ; (M, Msb,
1.;) which is the only instance of this form:
(Msb:) it is mase. and fernm.; (M, TA;) generally
mase., in the opinion of the skilful; but sometimes
femrn.; so say IAmb and Zj and others: (Mhb:)
but ISk says that it is fem. (TA.) One says,
(ISk,) or some say, (Mob,) Cj!tLbI 
(ISk, Moh) Tie sorcreign, or ruling, power
(t 'iLI) decr,d it. (Msb.) And Aboo-Zuheyr
says, I hecard one, in whose chasteness of speech

I have confidence, say, W.U , . iit .i, [A
tyrannical sovereign, or ruldng, power, came to

us]. (Mob.) It is said in a trad., Jl3 CJl !l
ltL. iU, meaning Unlea thou ask the ruler, or

governor, or the king, for thy due from the public
treasury. (Mgh.) And you say, UJ -,.ga .i

jJ el. L i. .- t; if: l I U have given
theepowr, or authority, to take, or receitc, my due

from sch a one. (TA.) And J jl jl. 
;i.L ! [A man shall not take preccdence of a

man in his authority]; meaning, in his house,
and where he has predominance, or superior
power, or authority; nor shall he sit upon his
cushion; for in doing so he would show him
contempt. (Mgh.)- Strength, or hardness, of
anything: (M, ] :) darpnesof anything: force,
or violence, of anything. (TA.) The vehcmence
of winter. (T..) An xc'ited and predominant
state of the blood; or inflammation thereof.
(IDrd, M, ].) Thejlaming, or blaz'ing of fire.
(IDrd.) A proof; anevidence; an argument;
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a1 `
a plea; an allegation; syn. I., (., M, Mgh,

Mgb, IC,) and O ".: (9, Myb:) a a_ being
thus called because of the force with which truth
attacks the mind: (B :) or, accord. to Moiammad

Ibn-Yczeed, from j.., (M, TA,) signifying

" oil of olives," because it enlightens: (TA:) and
in these senses it has no pl., because it is used in
tlhe place of an in£f. n. (9, TA.) Accord. to I'Ab,

it signifies 4. wherever it occurs in the 5ur.
(TA.) But in the words of the lur [xvii. 35],

ULL ~t? ti; ; , the meaning may be

cither [IVe have girtn to iis executor, or heir,]
autiority, and power, or absolute authority znd
pnrer, or the like; or a plca, or the like. (Mgh.)

And again, in the lyur [ixix. 29], j ;iJL

Ai .iL, the meaning may be My dominion, and
uMy authority and powecr over men, haw perished

from me; or my pea. (Bd, B.) And sometimes
it means A miracle; as in the words of the ]ur

nfe smCt hipm to Phlaraoh with a manifest miracle].
(TA.) Az says that'it is sometimes mase be-
cause it has a mase. form; and thus it is in the
list of the instances above. (TA.)-Also A
,Uler, or gorer,uwr, or tl like; a king; a soe-
,'i#Fn; (9, ]~, TA;) a Ihldeebg: (TA:) these are
its tmost common applications [in the writings of
lbost-classical times]: (TA:) thus applied because
the person so called is made to predominate; to
have, or exercise, superior power or force; to
hlave dominion, or the like: or because he is one
of the evidences of God: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or
because he possesses proof or evidence [of his
right]: or because by him pleas and rights are
established: (TA:) or because he enlightens the
carth, (Msb,* B,) and is of great usefulness;

(B ;) the word being derived from L.'. [signi-

' ing " olive-oil"]: (Mgb :) it is of the measure

J;tM: (. :) and when [thus] applied to a person,
it is mase.: (Mb :) or it is mazc. and fem.: (S,
TA:) accord. to Moiammad Ibn-Yczeed, (TA,)

Icm. because it is [originally] pl. of i.' applied
to " oil;" as though thdie kingdom shone by him;

or becaus it has the signification of a: and
sometimes mase., because regarded as meaning a
man; (1k, TA ;) or because regarded as a sing.:
so savs Mohammad Ibn-Yezeed; but Az observes
that none beside him says this: Fr says that he
who makes it mase: regards it as meaning *. ;
and he who makes it fem. regards it as meaning

;-.: (TA:) the pl. is ';l. ,. (8, Msb.) It

is also, itself, sometimes used as a pl.; as in the

phrase C CLail JI , used by a poet, meaning

#41 jjI ,,. [Tl[77e lok d of kings]; i.e. the
klhaleefeh : [but this may be rendered the lord of
hsoreign power, &e.: 1or, as some say, the latter

word is here pl. of L01, like as ;jt is pl. of

.. (M4b.)

a'.JL, and iUlL.., or gsLL : see kLeL.

.li Strong, or hard; (M, ];) as also h;,

(M,) or t . (~.) You say, tL. Aj.,

(M,) or V .L,, (TA,) and ie;., (M,'TA,;) A

strong, or hard, solid hoof. (M, TA.) And

,.J t .' 141I; A beast having a strong, or

hard, hoof. (M.) And .JI t* JL je A

camel having a strong, or fiard, foot.' (M.)-
Slharp; applied to anything. (K.) You say alsol

· ; .Ai Shkarp edges of the fore parts of

hoeof. (S, TA.) - Claste in speech, or eloquent,
(s, ,) and sharp in ton,ue: (S:) an epithet
of praise when applied to the male, and of dis-
praise when [irith ;] applied to the female:
(IDrd, IS:) aleo, (g,) long-tongued; (M, ]J;)

and so* lth;, (M,) or t or; (I ;),fem. ue,.

and tlV Li, (M, g,) and ?L.1-, (K,) or

V JUAl.; (M;) the last written [thusi with tesh-

deed to the I in the Jm., and there explained as
signifying lon4on~d and clam.ous: (TA:)

or L signifies clamorous and foul-tongued;

and so 'ail applied to a woman: (Msb:) or
the latter, applied to a woman, clamorous: (S:)
or l-ton~cd and voelremtly claimoroo :
(Lth:) or CtJI hi. is applied to a woman

in two senses; signifying sharp-tongued; and

long-tongued. (Az, TA.) You say also, tjLJ

L5, (M, ],) and L;, (M,) or L., (g,j
A long tongue. (M, .) . Oilofolivcs; (S, M,
Myb, ]g;) so applied by the generality of the
Arabs: but by the people of El-Yemen applied
to oil of sesame, or esamum: (S, M :) IDrd, in
the Jm, says the reverse; and IF has followed
him; but what J says is right, as Sgh, has ob-
served in the 0: (TA:) also, (IK,) or as some
say, (M,) any oil essn~ed J5,m grains or

berries: (M, K :) pl. lt&L. (Msb, K.)

l More, and most, overcoming, prevailing,
predominating, or uperior in no~er or force.

(1var p. 061.) -. 1 He is the mnost
chaste, or eloquent, and tlae salmr7st, [&c., (see

an ex. voce L.,)] of theam in tongue. (S.)

Q. 3. s:! It (a thing) was, or became, long

and wide. (AA, 0 and L in this art.: mentioned
in the 8 in art. 2&.) - It (a valley) became

wide: (I :) accord. to IF, both the J and O are
added to give intensiveness to the signification.
(0.) - lie (a man) extended himself or became

extended [app. on the ground]; syn. 6.:1: (L:)

or whe became thrown down upon his face: or hw
lay, or lay as twhough thrown dovn or extended:
or lw stretched hinmself; or lay, and stretclwd
hinself; upon his face, extended upon the ground:
syn. '14L: (O :) or 1 lay as t,hough throon

dowvn or extended, utpon the back of his neck:
(Ibn-'Abbitd, O :) or he (a man, L) .fell upon his
face: (L, 1 :) and uplon his back. (L.)

5 i, (K,) or ' t .L, (0,) A smooth
mountain: (O, K :) so says Ibn-'Abbid. (O.)

":.P, applied to a girl, or young woman.
Broad. (-.)

el.G WVide. (Lth, T, O, K.) It is said of

rain [as meaning Wide-sproading]. (O.)

. A wvide open tract; (IDrd, O, .k;) as

also t .'i. (-.)

'~1; : see what next precedes.

1 . ; , aor.:, (6, M1.),) iif. n. ,

(S, TA,) .He clave, or split, his head, [i. e., the

Axin thereof, (see i;,)] (s, Mnli, TA,) by

striking it, with a staff, or stick. (TA.) = ; ;,

J,S (S, K,') aor. ;, inif. n. &, (S, Ii,) Air

foot became cehapped, or crackaed, (S, ]K,) in its

ulpper part and in its tuler, like -. j. (S, TA.)

[See also 6.] ._.1.)L, ,.q. ~ , [so in the L and

TA, app. a mistranscriltion for C.,] inf. n. ~,

Hli sdkin became burnlae by fire mn) that ti mnark

thercof was sen uqp)o it. (L, TA.) ,

aor. , inf. n. tf , He Rwas, or ecatme, affiected

waith ..w [i. e. leproj, particularly the iwhrite,
malignant kind tlereof]. (IDrd, (..)

S. e [inf. n. of ' as used in the pllrase

2 11 , or a'j ; (Ace j',, (ec ,)] sigii-
fies a practice which was observed in the Time of
Ignorance, when the people were afflicted with
drought, or barrenness of the earth; which was
The !taning the [kintd of tre, or plant, called]

EL, withl the [peies of xn'all',rolrt called]j,
to wild bulls, and andi;ng tihen tiowen from tik

mountains, kharing kindnlel Jire in tLhe and

c.j; seeking thereby to obtain rain: (.K, TA:)
or the loading the backs of thone animals 'rith the
.fi'te-wood of tlw tI andlsa, thein iuindli;g fire

thertin; seeking to obtain rain I,y the flamne of
the fire, whicll was likened to the glea'ming of

lightning. (TA.) [See ailso wLe, where a mean-
ing somewhat different firom those above is indi-
catedl.])

4. J.,I Ile (a Inan, TA) I,,d a [,ro,rnd in the

h/ead, stuch aLs is trnmedl] .",, (.K, TA,) i. e., a

a'LW: (TA:) or he adtl a [kid,,l !f- ulcer in the

belly, called] k;j. (TA.)

5. '-; hII. heel becamne chlmlnaed, or

craked.l (Sgbh, .) [See also 1; and see 7.]

7. E"I It clare, or split, or slit, in an

intrans. sense. (S, iK.) [SeCC also 1, and 5.]

e A chap, or crack, in the ltumano foot: pl.

3.-. (S., 1i.) - See also the next pagraph,
in two places.

~ A cleft, or Jiuure, in a mountain, (Lb,

IAr, Yai.k.oob, S, K,) h1a;ing the form of a

crack; (TA;) as also t L, (S, li,) accord. to

some: (S, TA:) pl. [of either] .1, (Ya.koob,

S, K) and (of the latter, TA) . (.) -

Also A like, or fellon; (AA, L, ];) and so

* ],e : (L, TA:) pl. ~ I. (IAr, L, IS.) You,
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say, L1 L Il Th7is is the like of this. (TA.)

And ejtSL ejt Treo boys, or young men, that

are felos, or equals in age: and tY ;L
(Ibn-'Abbad, K.) And I4 _le gaveLl Ica

him thec likes, or fellows, of his camcls. (L.) -

And the pl . I1 signifies also The portions of

JIs that cling to the CAl i [or two sciatic veins]

of a mare when she is fat. (Sgh, K.)

iiw [ori6inally inf. n. of , q. v.,] Marls

ft by fire upon thC shin. (TA.) A certain
kind of bitter tree; (s, K ;) which, in the Time
of Ignorance, was used in one or the other of the
manners described above in the cxplanations of

A.; (- , TA;) or they used, in the case of

Irought, or barrenness of the earth, to hang

somewhat of this tree and of the : to the tails

(j)j [a sing. used as a pl.]) of [wild] bulls or
cows, then to kindle fire thercin, and make them
to ascend upon the mountain; and thus, they
assert, they used to obtain rain: (, TA:) the
author of the 1] says that J has made a mistake
in saying U J, in the above-cited passage; that

he should have said .UjI; but others lhand made
this remark before the author of the 1; and
'Abd-EI-lBidir Ibn-'Omar El-Baglididee says
that the mistake is to be imputed to these, and
not to J, who has only used a sing. in the sense

of a pl., like asjvlt is used in the lur [liv. 45],

for 1;J 1: (MF, TA:) Aljn cites an Arab of

the desert, of the ;w, as saying that thte eL

grows near to a tree, and then clings to it, and
climbs it, wuith long, ygren, leajless lshoots, trin-
ing pon the branhes and interweavin them-
elves, and having a fruit lihke bunclhes of grapes,

rowhich is small, and, when rilp, becomes black,
and is eaten only by te monkeys, or apes, not by
men, nor by the beasts that are left to pasture at
their pleasure; and adding, I have not tasted it,
but I think tlat it is bitter; and wrhen it is
broken, there flos from it a viscous fluid, clar,
and having strings: such is the description of the
man of the il.: (TA:) or it is a certain
poisonos plant, (, TA,) not to be tasted, like

tj [here meaning awheat or barley] when it first

comes forth, cantily scattered in tie ground, and

haing a small, yellow, prickly leaf, its ricklea
being doreny; it is a herb, or leguninous plant,
which spread itself upon the suiface of the

ground, like [the plant called] 3_ ;_ hanag

no root, and it is not improbable that the ostrch
may feed upon it, notwithstanding its bitterness,
for it wtimesfeeds upon the colocynth: (Aboo.
Ziy&d, TA:) or it is a species of aloes: (g:) or
a herb, or leguminows plant, (, TA,) of tlor

termed vjjl [that are hard and thick, or thick,
and inctibing to bitterness, or thick and rough],
(TA,) of bad, or nauwseous, or disguting, taste:
(p, TA:) so says Aboo-Naqr: (TA:) [Forskl]
found this name applied in El-Yemen to the
slw us yuadragonus: (Flora AEgypt. Arab.,

pp. cv. and 33:) and the acaclia sonckhifolia:

(Ibid, p cxix.:) and the name of WJ ;, org

4111 ,to the enecio hadiis. (Ibid,

pp. axix. and 149.)]

;al. A nound byj which the head is broken,

syn. .._, (S, L, Mgh, Msb, K,) of whatever 

hind it be; as also tV " : or that [only] cleaves

the shin: (g :) pl. i;t, (Msb, I, [in the Cl,

erroncously, ;ot1i,]) and t'-, and quasi-pl. n.

[or coil. gen. n.] . (1.) - See also what
next follows.

L [A ganglion;] a thing like tie w , that

comes forth upon the body, or person; (K,'
TA;) as also Vt iL, (K,) which is the form of
the word now commonly known, (TA,) and

* VaL, (K,) and * "LL: (Ibn-'AbbAd, K:) or

an excrescence (S, Mgh, K) offlesh, (Mgh,) that
arises in the botdly, (S, Mgh, Ii,) or a [kind of
spontaneous mUlling that comes forth upon the

body, such as is termed] .El., (Msb,) like the

;J, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) that mows about when
mtoved, (S, Msb, K,) or moves to and fro between
the shin and te flesit, (Mgh,) and varies fromn
[the size of] a chiehk-Iea to [that of] a melon;

(., 1 ;) also termed S1t: (§:) the physicians
say that it is a thick htumour, not adiering to thc
flesh, moving about whten moved, htaving a cyst,
or case which encloses it, and capable of increase,
because it is extrinic to the flesh, wherefore the
doctors of practical law allow its being cut off,

when it is safe to do so: (Msob :) or a 1lp

[vide supra] in the neck: (].:) ora ;. in te neck:

(Ibn-'Abbid, ]I:) p1. L. (Mob.) -[Hence,]
A thing [i. e. a knob] that comes forth in a tree.
(AHn, TA in art. JaL.) - [Hence also,] A leeh;
(K ;) because it attaches itself to the body like

the ;.%: (TA:) p1. (1.)_A commodity;
an artic of ,nwerchandise; ($, Mgh,* Msb, g ;*)
a thing with which one trafficks: (V:) pl. eL.
(Msb, 1.)

a. L: see ' ._and aLL.

hAsd: see .

'&%L Nature, or disxposition: so in the phrase

a..lJI ,0I l [Verily lh is genu in respect
of nature, or disposition]. (TA.) [But perhaps

t this may have originated from a mistransription

for ·ii.l.]

, J, The bitter aloe. (IAar, .gh, I.)

A man having thl foot chaplped, or

cracked: pl. eL. (I.) - A man having his

skin burned by fire so that the mark thereof is
sen upon it. (TA.) - A man affected with

r u.w [i.e. lepros, particularly the white, malig-
nant hind thereof]. (Mgh, .K.)- And Itump-
backed. (TA.)

L ' [A man having a nwound in the head,

s uch as is trmed iL: (see4; and see also
,. :;) or] having a [kind of ~ ulcerin the bely,

called] ai,. (TA.)

: A guide that directs aright: (Lth, 1 )
r so called because he cleaves the desert. (TA.)

A number of [wild] buls or cows

hating somw firewood of tle _ hung to their
tails, [mith :, and then set on fire,] (S, TA,)
or having tieir backs laden therewith. (TA.)

[See 2, and see also .]

A man having [the skin of] his had
cleft, or split; (Mqb;) a man having [a am.,
i.e.] a a,; as also t V..· (TA.) [See also

.]_ Having a aL, i. e. [ganglion, or]

thAing like the ;., c. (IC.) La--', The
main part, or middle, of a road; the part ofja

road along which one trarel/; syn. 3a...-:

(Ibn-'Abbad, L, 1:) because it is cleft, or thr-
rowed. (L.)

~i: see jA_

1. · i qI.,, and 1:1JI, nor.:, in. n. .,

The bovine animal, and the slwep or goat, hedl

the tooth [next] behind that called the .o;

(S, 1~ ;) as also Z.A : (S :) this is in the sixth
year; (8, I~ ;) and in cloven-hoofeil aninils

is like 3Jj, in camels: for it is the fuirthiest ot
their teeth [that they then shed]: ( ) or bredt

its [tooth called the] .,U : (1.:) or attained itsx
fudfatness: (TA: [or more probably, I tlinak,
its fU/ age; for I think that yt in the TA is

a mistranscription for 1E: see p.A1 :]) the L pi-

thet is t b.L and J, applied [to the mniale

and] likewise to the female, without : (S :) yout

say e_ 'A and JL xi: (Lth, Ks:) tle

young one of the t in the first year being

termed j.;, then ,i, (S, 1gh, II,) or, cor-

rectly, accord. to IB, in the first year J4 an d

, (TA,) then tn , then ,j, then

._, then yl '*JL_, and e;:--' 8JL, and so

on; and the youngVne of the ; 1 : in the first vesir

being termed J.~ or , then t~., then

',then ,then , then .JL.: (S, Sigh,

1:) and L is [the pl.,] applied to [boviec

animals and] sheep or goats, like P. (TA.)

-_You say also, . .t , meaning ) [i. e.
The asfinis/ed teeting]. (TA.)

b_: see the preceding paragraph.

1. , (S, M, .sb, K,) aor. M, ( MS, M, b,)
or, accord. to some, , and accord. to IKt La .;
and , (MF,) inf. n. ,i, (S, K,) or J ,
(Msb,) [both app. correct,] It (a thing, .O) [and
also hl (a man)] paswd; p~d awry; (,

M.b, 1;) came to an end, or to nought; or

became cut.off: (Mb :) and, (]K,) inf n. l,
(M, MF, and so in copies of the K,) or ., (so

in the CK,) and J4L, (M, K,) lie (a man, OZ)
[and also it (a thing)] went before, or precedet;
(M, .K;) and so * aiL, said of a camel. ( .)

In a verse cited voce ;lj, , is used by poctic
1

Itarin 

tung

wm 

firemood of ilte li to their

A 

' - TA,)

taiLt, 

[with :&, and then set on fire,] (Iqy

Dr 

having thdr backs laden therewith. (TA.)

[See 

2, and see also

A 

man havinq [the skin of] his hind

ck.ft, 

or split; (Mqb;) a man having [a

i. 

e.] a a ' ; u also V (TA.) [See also

Having 

a &�L, i. e. [ganglion, or]

elaing 

like the &c. (1�.) L The

.1k 

Ujj-

main 

part, or middk, of a road; the port ofa

road 

along which one tiar&; syn. a*Ra. ~- :

(Ibn-'Abbid, 

L, bccause it is cleft, or t'tar.

rowed. 

(L.)

oce

l. 

and OU'JI, aor. int n.

The 

bovine aiiiinal, and lite xlwelp or goat, Ated

the 

tootia [twxt] beltiitd that calkd the bpo

as 

also Z� : (5:) this is in the sixtit

year; 

(8, kr. ) and in cloven-hoofl.Q aninials

is 

like 3J; in for it is the fitrtliest ot'

their 

teeth [that they then alted]: or lpttfl

it# 

[tooth calkd tlw] ,P6 : (1�:) or attaistrel ;ex

fuiZfatnm: 

(TA: [or more probably, I tliiiak,

its 

full age; for I think that Lt in the TA im

a 

mistranscription for L�L: see Cp.A :]) the L pi-

thet 

is t'jt'� and applied [to the niale

and] 

jikewise to tho lelale, witliout yoti

say 

e�. A and (Ltli, K:) the

young 

one of the in the first year being

termed 

JUt.&, then &,i-, (�y �glip ]�,) or, cor-

rectly, 

accord. to IB, in the first year awl

TAJ 

t'hen tlion then then

then 

al� 'tJL' and eft":"Z.'d �ic, and so

on; 

and the youngVne of the ZZ in the first votir

being 

termed J*~ or then t~, tlicit

,then 

then then �JG: CS,Sigh,

and 

is [tlie pl.,] applied to [bovitic

animals 

and] sheep or goats, like (TA.)

-You 

say also, j"Ltjl meaning [i. C.

.77te 

amfznlWaed twdiipV]. (TA.)

�c: 

em the ~ing paragmph.

1. 

M, Mab, ]�,) aor. i M, Mtb,)

or, 

accord. to some, and accord. to IKtt L

and 

(MF,) in£ n. ", ($1 or J;L,

(M§b,) 

[both app. correctj It (a thing, 1�) [and

also 

lw (a man)] paswd; ~ artty; (8

M§b, 

]�;) came to aii end, or to nouqht; or

became 

cut-off: (Mqb:) and, (]g,) inf n.

(M, 

MF, and Bo in copies of the K,) or 4, ' (so

in 

the CKJ and JyL, (M', K,) lie (a man, kZ)

[and 

alaJ it (a thing)] went before, or precedeti;

(M, 

]�;) and w * -ML, said of a camel.

In 

a veme cited voce Zj, is iised by poetic
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license for .ii: but this kind of contraction
allowed by the Baorees only in verbs of whic
the medial radical letter is with kesr or damm, a
in ; for ', and d for/. (M. [Se

5-W.]) - You say also, 11L Jb. di z i
meaning A good, or righteous, deed of his pre
ceded [so as to prepare for him a future reward'
(TA.)_ And bUI -,LA, inf. n. , Ta
she-camel was, or became, among the foremost o
the camels in arriving at the vater. (TA.).
[Golius and Freytag mention also Ji as
trans. verb; the former explaining it as signifyin 1"Prwteriit,prawcesvit, rem;" and the latter addinj

Oes" temore," and assigning to it the inf. ns. d.iand J,L; as on thie authority of the ~; i
which I find no indication of such a usage of thi
ver b.] ..l ,i, (S , M, K ,) aor. ', inf. nJL; (S, M;) and t ll .al; (M, 1;) le tu,-neolver the land for soming: (M, K:) or (so in thi
K, but in the M " and ") he mnade it even wvit
the aii. [q. v.]. (S, M, 1K.) _ ;;Ij.~l .

0e·
inf. n. j, [in some copies of the K _,,] 
oiled, or greased, the ;.l1 [or leathern water
bag]. (K.)

2. J. signifies Tile rasking [a thling] to go
befi,.e, or precede. ($ , Jg.)_ And I.q. J`L!
(IS.) See 4, in six l)laces. _ And The giving t'a
anotlher the prtion f foo,d termed aA [q. v.].
(S.) You say, ,..jI , (q,) or.;ilI, (M,)
inf. n. as above, (,s,) lie gave to the man, (S,)
or to the people or part!y , (M,) the portion of
Jfo d so caUlled; (S, M;) as also [2 AL, or]

o&J iL. (M .)_ And The eatin g of t hel [por.
lion offood termed] &a.U. (g.) [See also 5.]

3. MiL,: see 1, first sentence. -s Jil.
"t,ji, (Ibn- 'Abbtfd, ],) inf. n. ii, (Ibb -

'AIhbrd , TA,) i. q. l [i. e. lie wen t, or l ept
pace, or ran, ,vit h him, or he vied, contended, or
reoimted, with him in going or running, in the
land; as though striving to be before him]. (Ibn-
'Ahh nid, K.) - And .AiL, lie equalled h im in an
affair. (Ibn-'AbbAd, II. )

4. L.I lIe did it pnevio/sl!/, or beforehand.
(0 and TA in art. j.). [Ilenc,] ) j t,
I (,, (g, gh , M. b, TA,) inf. n. ,..~,; ( TA;

a and i t , AL, (Mgh, MMb, TA, ) in f. n. A
(M.sb, TA;) l le paid in advanee, or before hand,
Jbr such a thing, (~, Mgh, TA,) i. e. a commodity
described to him, (S,) or wheat or the like,for
iwhich the seller be came responsiide, [with some-
thing additional to the eqivaqlent of the current
/iicer at the time of the payment, (see J,)]
(TA,) to be delivered at a certain perio,: (.: )
and ._.I signifies the same. (TA.) You say,
Ij. ~. ~! :..AI1 and l t - [Ipaid in
,,,/.ance t o ,i mn for sch a thing, &e.]. (Myb.)
llence the saying in a trad., t.A. _ .>*

5,A , >" * i.e.
lie who parys in advance for a com modity for
which the seller is responsible, let him pay in
advance for a certain measure, a nd a certain
n eight, to be delivered at a certain iwriod. (TA.)

is -And j, ';L., (S, M, Mgh, TA,) and t , see ', in five places: and see , last:h (M, Mgh, TA,) lie lent hinm property [to be sentence.3S repaid, or returned, without any profit]. (M, * ._ee Mgh, TA. [See, again, L.]) [Whence one Suec as aet gone before. or prceded;.,~says, 1; l '1, 1 a nd ;', and t '. .,, meaning (M, Msb ;) [i.e. the preceding generation,;] as~,says, &`"I and IZ,aid maigasan *' nd ," a qs.
e t He did to him, to be requited it, a good action also and t i;., and t L; all quasi-]. and an evil action; as is shown by the words pl. ns.; (MI;) of which the sing. is t /JJL,: (M,~e l S i 1 j I ~ ' 1 -' '~ ' ' " M s b : ) o r s u c h a s h a v e g o n e b e fo re , o r p r e c e d e d ,i a . b i t K a d th co r s o d n of a m an's ancestors (S , .K ) and of his rel ati on s,f in art. /.,eb in the R, and by the corresponding · , a , , , 1 1 (]K,) that a re abote himn in a ge anl in excell/owe;words *a * . t .' o &. in the same [but this addition is not always agreeable witha art. in the S: see also B ;. in xxxvi. 11: and see usage;] one of whom is termed t Vi.: (TA:)
g 

,Jj. 
And hcnce,] a poet says, th pl. of is ands, (S' ,) [the

g; * '~ ' " ' ' t i _ * for m e r a pl . o f p a ue . a n d th e la tt e r o f m u lL.,] o rn * * * s be ; .the latter is pl. of t V, and so is [said tois: -_ k O i Jl - be, though this is more properly tenned, as it is. [They (referring to camels) yield promptly to in the M, a quasi-pl. n.]: (IB, Msb, TA:) and,d the neighbour a draught of milk, while they are accord. to Zj, J is pl. oft V'L, and Ji isc thirsty, and going round about the wvater, when p. of which means a company ( ..h the water is cronded upon, scanty in the source, that as pased a y: (M:) or , and, divided by lot]. (TA. [Sec also some verses of that has a ed a y: (:) or t. andEI-Akra' Ibn-Mo'dhl, in which the former hemi- t ~ signify the same; goinj before; pr1rred-stie h occurs with a different latter hemistich, in ing; syn. ;;.'__. (S.) [Accord. to Abu-l-the Ham p. 753.]) See also 1, last sentence but Ma.hlsin, "iI1 is particularly applied to ';iishehone. 
. the wife of Mol . ammad, the three Khaleefehs

5. ~ I l'e receitved payment in advance: Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar and 'Othmtin, 1'all.)ahl andand t -.. . [perhaps a mistranscription for Ez-Zubeyr, the Khualeefll Mo'Aiwiyeh, and 'AmrD t' 1 .] sign ifies [the same; or] he took, or Ibn-EI-As. (Dc S:icy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,receioed, what is termned ..,. (Msb.)_ - [And i. 156.)] And 11 JJ1 1 is applied to thehence,] * * He received from himn a first chief persolls of the Tatbi'ees. (TA.) Andloan; syn. a !t; as also t' J.l. (A in art. l J is an aplellation of the prophet];e,.) And Ig 2, '..aJ He received as a Mohammad. (.Ham p. 780.) [.lence, ' ,'loan fro m him suck a thing. (TA.)_ -Se e J Tlhe tenets of the early l;£uslin.s.]A_lsoalso 10.. And At He ate the [portion of A pe ople, or party, going 7 ejbre, or preceding, infood te . (MA.) [See lso 2.] journeying. (TA.) And [ simply] A company
fodterme.d] a"a . (MA.) [See also 2.] 

--of men; as in the saying, !dul ',' J i.6. WL.J They two took as their wives two [A company of men came to me]. (.) Ands t ter. (M , K.) [A rompany of me n to mc ]. (M .)_Andsisters.f~~ (M, il~Any good, or righteous, deed, that one has done
8: see 5, in two places. pbe foreaan7 d [by y vay of preparing a future re-10. I0.~ l kl t I sough,t, or dema nded, ward]: or any 1I. [i. e. catue o f reward, orofim on as a loan; as also (. , recompe nse, in the world to come, sich as a childofhi.mne as, lo a lo dying in inftncy], that [as it n re ] goes beforeTA.) Henc,l iee, 5% tt · l - ht one. (A'Obeyd, O, .. ) - And i. q. .; (T,or demanded, as a loan, from an Arab o f the Hr, Mgh , 0, K, TA;) i. e . Any mone!/ , or prodesert, a [jouthfld he-camel such as is termed] perat', paid in advance, or h're/orhand, as t he)i. (TA.) - And i /-l lie sought, or price qf a commodity for nhich the .seller hasdemanded, its price in advance; syn. Nbo1.d. b ecome responsible and nhich one has bought on(.Har p. 530.) See also 5. ~ [And . l dtt.sription: (T, TA:) or payment for a corn-He too k as his wife the mib of his deceased nodity to be l delivered at a certain [ftture]brother: so in a version of the Bible, in Deut. period with something additional to [the equiva.xxv. 5: mentioned by Golius.] lent of] the current price at the time of such pay.ment; this [transaction] being a cause of profitJL A [bag for travelling-provisions c., s I7uh to him who makes such payment; and L alsoa sis t termed ',.!j~,(M, ,) of any so.t: (M:) has this meaning: (TA:) or a sort of sale inor a l/arge ~!. (.S( , M, K : ) [ an d the contr., , ,which the pnrice is paid in advance, and the corn-o. a arge/ oJe: (Freytag, from the Kitrb el- iool/t! i i arithheMl, on the condition of descrip.i. e. a small one: (Freytacr from the Kitfib el- typlthe, to a colain [ fmtre] period: (S, O:) it is

Addidd :)] or a hide not well, or not thoro,ghl/y, tO,a sbta c [fut r e] period: (S 0:) it is(M,6, T A :) p .[o f p auc.] J l a n d .a 'a stir m . fro m J . M K T A .)K TA n dtanned: (M, K, TA:)l. [ofpa.] . I ain which is no ofit (Hr, 0,[of mult.] -b" . (M,I~.)ofomult.] .s J.. (M,. . | M Mgh, . K, TA) to the lender (Hr, O , , TA).o. [perhaps a mistranseription for ., I except recomp en.e [in th e world to come] andq. v.,] A certain slcies of bird, not particular- thanks, (TA,) and which it is incumbent on theized. (TA.) - Sec also 1Z . recipient thereqf to return as he received it: (Hr,ized. TA.) See ~'~.~ .0, .K, TA:) thus the Arabs term it: (Hr, 0,iL_; and its fem., with 3; and their duals: TA :) and in this sense also the word is a subst.

[BooK 1.



BOOK I.]

from J5_l. (TA.) Also A stallion-camel.
(IAyr, M, TA.) Also, (M,) or tiLA, (0,
TA,) The prepuce of a boy; (M, O, TA;) so
says Lth; (0, TA;) and t iL and t i

signify the same; for this is meant by 2;.JI as

an explanation of ;.1JI and h.Jl in the l, in

some copies of which *iJI is e;roneously put
for .~iJi. (TA.)

XU and * .IL The husband of the sister of
the n,/e of a man: (S,] :) and [the duals]

y,fiL (M, TA) and t ;i (M, .1) signify the
trwo husbands of tnwo sisters: (M, K :) accord. to
IA;r, the epithet iL. [or aiL.] is not applied

to a woman; (M ;) one only uses the term i lik.
applied to two men: (M :) or, (M, K,) accord. to
Kr, 'L , (M,) or t cA LL,, (Ir,) is applied to
the two wives of two brothers: (M, K:) [in the
present (lay, !iL is used as meaning a woman's
husband's sister, and her brother's tife:] the pl.

applied to men is LJ.k l, (M, K~, TA,) and that
applied to women is .~, (TA.) JSee also

Lat, , last sentence.

b,= The young one of the dd [or, part-

ridge]: (S,, M, K :) or, accord. to Kr, of the IlaW

In. un. of LH, q. v.]: (M:) AA says that he had
not heard 'aik., applied to the female; but if one
said ~3.1, like as one says kii., as meaning a
single female of what are termed eifL, it would

be approvable: (S:) the pl. is J,.iL (, M, M )

and AiiL.: (1N, I :) some say that '~iL signifies
a speries of bird, not particularizedl. (SM.) [Sec
also *l and a..]

'iL a: see I.L, first senu'enCe, in two places.

[Hence,] one says, 'ii# i l , meaning
They came [one before another; or, which is
virtually the same,] one after, or near after, or
at the heels of, another. (AZ, ]C.) - Also A
portion of food (S, M, TA) whiclh a man talks
betimnes, (S,) or with whkich one contents, or
satisJfie, himenlf [so as to allay the craving of his
stomach ], (M,) before the [morning-meal called]
.b; (, M, TA;) i.q. I. (K, TA) and L:J:
(TA:) or a 4,1 that i supplied betims for a

guest, before thel ,1i.. (TA.) - And "i/.JI also
signifies That nhich a woman reposits, or pre-
pares, or provides, [app. of food,] to present to
her visiter. (M.)~ Also A picee, or portion,
of land of seed-produce made even [with tthe
aIi~, q. v.]: p]. J,. (Az, O, g.) ~ And
Thin shin (M, O, .) nwhich is pit as a lining to
boots, (0, .K,) sometimes red, and [sometimes]
yellow. (O.) -See also J.L, last sentence.

LL.; and its dual: see 'L., in three places.

ail. ,.bj Land in which are few trees.
(AA,.C.) [Se also '.]

v,.i (T, 8, M, Mgh) and V ii (T, M,
Mgh) The portion that flows before its being
erpre.ed, ($, Mgh,) of the juice of the grape;
(.;) and tlis is the most excellent of wine:

Bk. I.

(Mgh :) or thefirst that is expressed, of wine: or
the portion thatfo~s without its being e~pressed:
or the first that descends, thereof: (M:) or the
clearest, or purest, and most excellent, of wine,
such asfiorofrom the grapes witlwut their being
pressed, and vithout steeping, or maceration;
(T, TA;) and in like manner, such as~fios from
dates, (T, TA,) and from raisins, before water
has been added to it (T, M,* TA) after the exuding
of thefirst thereof; (T, TA:) or the latter signi-
fies the first that is expressemd, of anything: (M :)
ot it has this meaning also: and the former is a
name for wine [absolutely]: ( :) or each has this
meaning: (Ki:) or each signifies the clear, or
pure, of wine, and of anything. (M.).-o

,: see .

see J ,, first sentence.- Also, ap-
plied to a she-camel, (S, M, 1K,) T/tat is among
the foremost of the camels when thley come to the
w7vater: (S, 1~:) or that precedes the [other]
camels to the watering-trough or tank: (M :) or
that precedes, or leads, the other camels; opposed
to jc. (El-Keysce, TA in art. o.c.) _ And A
swift, or fleet, hlorse: (M, K:) pl. jL.. ((.)
... And An arrow having a long head: (M:) or
a long arrow-head. (J..)

' 4---
bAJ5 1 : see ., first sentence, in three places.
mAlso A road, or wvay. (TA.)

Y.,: se e-.

J.iO. Pa.sing; passing aw,ay; coming to an
end, or to nought; becoming cut off: (Msb :) and

going before; preceding: ( :) pl. 3~. and
[quasi-pl. n.] ;.J: (IB, Mob, TA:) sce 
first sentence, in four places. [Hence,] \

aJtJI The peoples going before, or preceding, [or
t/hat have gone, or passed awvay, before,] those
remaining, or continuing: (g," TA:) pl. 1,.

(TA.) One says, aiR.JI I9'; l .

JbJIq..JI jiJIj [That mas in the time of the
preceding peoples, and the preceding generations]:
the pl. in this instance being use4 because every
portion of the Cj3j is termed iUJM.. (TA.)

[Hence also,]j.vl J., in the ]~, by impli-

cation, j_l -. 1j~, the former word like

,-', whereas it is correctly like C;;, The van
of t/he army, as expl. in the K. (TA.)

~1 [fem. of jCo, q. v. -And hence, as a
subset.,] The side of the fore part of the neck,
from the place of suspension of the ear-ring to the
hollon (,. [in the C.K erroneously oJi]) of
the collar-bone: ($, ] :) or the upper, or upper-
most, part of the neck: (M:) or the side of thlw
neck, (M, Mgh, TA,) frm the place of su-
pension of the ear-ring to the iWtL. [here mean-

ing the pit of the collar-bone]: pl. JI. (M.)

In the saying JUIiJl ;IL [1erily she i....a-i! Yl, [Veri,~ ,~,e is
fair in respect of the aULG], mentioned by Lh,
the term iLt, is made applicable to every part
thereof, and then the pl. is used accordingly.
(M.) It is said in a trad. respecting [the covenant

at] El-Ilodeybiyeh, .t_C ;A. "' m *°J~.

i. e. [I mi/l assuredly fight with them, or combat
them,] until the side of my neck shall become
separate from what is next to it: an allusion to
death. (TA.) -And [hence, i.e.] by the ap-
plication of the name of the place to that whichi
occupies the place, tThe locks of hair that are
made to hang donm upon the cheek [or rather tupon
the side of the fore part of the neck]: said by
MF to be metonymical, or tropical. (TA.)-
Also The fime part of the neck of a horse (1I,
TA) &c.: so in the O and L. (TA.)

L0dI 1 Between th,ten two is v [i. e.
affinity, app. by their having married to sisters:

see iL]. (0, .. )

!Z.~, (S, M, O, L,) thus in some copies of
the a, as in the S &c., but in other copies of the K,
erroneously, t VL, (TA,) A woman that has
attained the age of fice and forty years, ($, M,

O, I.,) anl the like: (S, M, O :) or i. q. _
[i. e.middle-a l ed, or forty-five years old, or .P
years old]: (M :) an epithet specially applied to
a female. ($, O.) A poct says,

. ... . .
.

[Among them three fmales !like the imagesx of
itory, or of marble, &c., and otte with s'Cellin
breasts, and one of middle age, &c.]. (S, M: in
the 0 with ji in the place of .)

:a.. An instrument n.ith which land is made

erven, (S, M, 0, 1K, TA,) of stone: A'Obeyd says,
I think it is a stone madle round [or cylindrical,
i. e. a stone roller,] lwhich is rolled upon the lanl
to make it even. (TA.) [In the present day,
applied to A harrotw.]

ai,_ 4'.JI uL 1, occurring in a trad., The

groudul of Paradise is mnade even: (As, T, S, 0,
TA:) said by As to be of the dial. of El-Yemen
and E.-T-if: accord. to IAth, smooth and soft.
(TA.)

1. postat,e (h, o,) [eor. ',] inf. n. e, (TK,)
He prostrated him on the back of his neetk (K ;)
or thren him dowvn on his back; (S;) as also

,ti.i , inf. n. ]L.. (, K.) You say, 'Z;

';ii and t a ;L., i. e. [I thrust kinm, or pierced
him, andt] threw hikm dowvn on his back. (S.)
And thl.I jZ --J and J5 W .i .t sJ ~;
He threw me dlon on mny bach: and so with .;
but more commonly with ,.. (TA, from a trad.)

And d, on Jhil b a _.. The physiian n cx-
tended him on his back. (TA.) And IL_, (S,
Mob, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) lie threw her
down on the bach of her neck [or on her bach]
for the purpose of compressing her; namely,
his wife: (Msb:) or he spread her, and thenr
compressed her; (., K;) as also ilit;; (S;)
namely, a girl, or young woman. (1g.)-.lle
thrust himnt, or piereed him, (g, TA,) with a
spear; (TK ;) and pushed him, or repelled him;
and dashed hinself, or his body, agaitut him;
(TA ;) and V ';iL. signifies the same; (1K, TA ;)
inf. n. fLL.: (TA:) [and he struck him, or
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smote him; for the inf. n.] *L signifies the act
of striking, or tmiting. (TA.) [Hence,] ',L.
.f, (S, ],) aor. i, (TA,) inf. n. XtO, ($, TA,)
lie hurt him, or dipleased him, with sleech;

(, g, TA;) spoke strongly, or severely, to him;
(S, TA;) maide him to hear that which he dis-
liked, or hated, and did so much: (TA:) and
iL4 #J' l, the said to him that which he dis-

liked, or hated. (Mob.) ,;1. ..ti, ,
in the ]ur xxxiii. 19, means t'Tl'y hurt you, or
displease you, (Fr, Jel, TA,) by what they say,
or bite yms, (Fr, TA,) or are extravagant, or
vehement, in sixech to you, (AO, ;, TA,) or
smite you, (B!, Jel,) tith sharp tongues: (Fr,

B3l, TA:) JLL signifying the act of assaulting,
and smiting, with force, with the hand, or arm,
or t with the tongue: (Bd :) and the verb is
also with ,.; but this is not allowable in the
rea(ling [of tho Kur]. (TA.)-You say also,

(1,) Tlhe feet of men, and the hoofs of horses or
thle like, marked, or made marks upon, the road.
(], TK.) -And &, lie flayed him with a
whip. (1.) - He galled it; namely, the back of
his camel. (TA.) -le (a beast) abraded the
inner ride of his (the rider's) thigh. (TA.)_-
lie peeled it off; namely, the flesh from the bone

(.. 1 ;); syn. t !; (O,]V,TA;) Ahe re-
mored it therefrom. (TA.) -IHe removed it
hair, (Mgb, 1,) and itsfur, (K,) wvith hot water,
(Myh, K,) learing the traces thereof remaining;

(1 ;) aor. !, inf. n. X'. (M 9b.) - 11e boiled
it with fire: (1 :) or he boiled it slightly: inf. n.
as above. (TA.) You say, W1 .i~ I boiled
the herbs, or letuminous plants, with fire, dightly:
($:) or I boiled them writh water nerdcy: thus
heard by Az from the Arabs: (Myb:) and in
like manner, eggs, (;, Meb,) in tlheir shells: so
says Az. (Myb.) You say also, ,LJt, ' ai
;l.Jl [I cooked a- thing with hot wiater]. (Lth,
TA.) And ~L is said of anything as meaning
ft wra [boiled, i. c.] cookad wit/h hot water
(TA.) J 1 j.I j"i The cold nipped,
sk,hrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, the herbaJe, or

p/ant; syn. _l [q.v.]. ( o>-)_il s;,
(inf. n. as above, TA,) lie oiled, or greased, the
leathern ater-bag: (?, V :) and in like manner,

,.,!l C[the hide, or tanned hide]. (TA.) And

w'1I 1 t (V, TA) jlt (TA) He smeared
tie camel all omer with tar: (V, TA:) from
Ibn-'Abbid. (TA.) I- JI I;., aor. L,
(TA,) inf. n. j;, (, TA,) He inser one of
the two loos of the [sack calbd] ,3;.1 into the

other: (?, TA:) or .;jaI Ui jsJI L;" he in-
serted the tick into t loop [of the 1 .^] ; as
also t 1il.I: ( :) acord. to AHeyth, X sig-

nifies the inwrting the [stich callbd] Jlii at
once into the two oops of the [two sach caled]

o when they are put and bound upon *e
cam.e (TA. [See abo i "J'I JI l]),.L

Lt:JI: me I.~^ q i w jL1 MlIj* ;£L.
Our mouths brohe out nith pimples, or a
putub, f the eating of the lIavs of tree.

jJ-D I
(TA. [See h J.])JI i , ' ,
and iti.' [This is his nature, to which he was
constitutionaly adapted or disposed]: said by
Sb. (TA.)~,L., [intrans., aor. ,] (S, g,)
inf. n.. i., (TA,) He called out, cried out, or
shouted; or did so vehnemntly; or with his

utmost force: (S, . :) a dial. var. of ikLo: (S:)
he raised the voice: (Ibn-El-Mubmrak, TA:) or
he raised his voice on the occasion of the death
of a man, or on the occasion of a calamity :
(A'Obeyd, TA :) accord. to IDrd, the meaning
[of the inf. n.] is a woman's slalpping and scratch-
ing her face: but the first explanation is more
correct. (TA.)-AIso lIe ran. (1.) You say

W..;l L; lIe ran a run. (Ibn-'AbbAil, O.)

4. jlI., said of a man, His camres back
became white after the healing of galls. (TA.)

-And He hunted, snared, or trapped, a she.
wolf, (IAgr. K,) whichl is called aL. (IA'gr.)
~Sco also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

5: see Q.Q.3. - > jL3 (IAa r, K,
TA) ; J1' (IAar, TA) lie was, or became,
retless, aitated, or in a state of commotion,
upon his bed, by reason of anxiety or pain:
(IAa, ], TA:) but Az says that the verb known
in this sense is with bw. (TA.) C. JI ij.3,
(S, ,) or b lJI; and tL, infn. Ln . .;
(TA; [comp. the Chald. p_.;]) He ascended,
climbed, or scaled, the wallU (S, , TA:) or

W signifies the ascending a smooth wall: or it

is like the jJ of the Mesiah to Heave. (TA.)

7. J1 [app. signifies It ma, or became,
affcted with what is termed jl, ; said of the
tongue: and in like manner said of the eye: or,]
said of the tongue, it mas, or became, affected
with an excoriation: and '* in the eye is a
rednes incident thereto. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. &LU. &c.: see 1, in five places.

Q. Q. 3. * !, of the measure !Ln, (,)
ile lay, or slept, (,A,) on his back; ($eer, ?, O,

;) like 11i ! [which belongs to art. U ];
(O,V;)asalso*j;1 . (TA.)

X The mark, or scar, of a gall, or sore, on
the back of a camel, wAhen it has healed, and the
place thereof has become white; (I;) [like

;] as also V k .. (8, ].) - And The
mark made by the [plaited tho~ cald]
upon the side of the camed, (V, TA,) or upon hi
bely, fro which the fur becomes worn off;
(TA;) and so * 'a14 : (?, V:*) ,~ [is pl. of
t the latter word, and] signifies the marks made
by thefeet of men and by the hoofs of horses or
the lie un the road: (V, TA:) and to these
the marks made by the [plaited thongs called]
1 1upon the belly of the camel are likened.

J [~te; and particularly red garden-bte:
so called in the present day; and also called

~sj and ,J and :] a certain plant, ($,
Mqb,) or herb (i;), (,) that is eat, (S,)
wiellZ ~o ; (Mgb, ;) i. q. ~ [or Oa.,

[BOOK I.

whence the vulgar name j,~, and hence j-];
so says ISh; i. e. in Pers.; in some of the MSS.

*...I
jO,6. [a mistranscription for ']; a plant
having long Icaves, and a root penetrating [deeply]'
into the earth, the leaves of which are tender, and
are cooked: (TA:) it clears [the shin], acts as a
dissolvent, and as a lenitive, and as an apericnt,
or a deobstruent; exhilarates, and is good for the
hpj. [i. e. gout, or podagra,] and the joints: its
expreJsedjuice, when poured upon wine, conrts
it into vinegar after two hours; and mwhen poured
upon vinegar, converts it into vine after four
hours; and the erpressed juice of its root, ued
as an errlhine, is an antidote to toothache and ear-
ache and hemicrania. (s.) [See also .~, and

o-wl5.] ;ljt nL a nd l', also, are the
names of 7Tw plants. (..) Also The he-nwolf:
(S,M:b, :) and ti l the sr-wolf: (S,g:)
or the latter signifies thus; but is not ap-
plied to the he-wolf: (IC:) the pl. of iaL is
p X£ and I,t/l: (JM, TA;) or these are plb.
of L; and the pl. of i;l is J and L,
(V,) or [rather] this last is a coll. gen. n. of
which °iL is the n. un. (Sb.) Hence the prov.,

;t J i I;Si.UI (JK, Mcyd) i. e. More clao-
rous t/an a se-vwolf: or it may mean more
overpovering. (Meyd.) - And hence, (TA,)
Vt ~il is applied to a woman as meaning Cla
morous; or long-tongued and vhemoently ca-
morous, (S, K, TA,)foul, evil, or Iewd; (K, TA ;)
likened to the she-wolf in respect of her bad
qualities: (TA:) pl. and t . (.K.)
__ V L also signifies A female li:ard of the

kind called ,., (JK,) or a female locust, (TA,)
when she has laid her egs. (JK, TA.) _ Also
A rwater-course, or channel in whrich Nater jlow,
(K, TA,) betneen two tracts of elevated, or
elevated and rugged, ground: or, accord. to A.,
an even, depressed tract of ground: (TA:) pl.

" (0) and 0~1 and P,jlI, which (i. e. the
second and thirdof these pls.j are also said to be
ple. of L:i [q. v.]. (TA.)

, An eaen plain: (S:) or a smooth, e*en,
tract, of good soil: (0, II: [a meaning erro-
neously assigned in the CI to i J:]) or a
dp~reed, vem, plain, in which are no trees:
(ISh:) or a hor tract, or portion, of land, that
produca herbage: (JK:) pl. [of mult.] iui.
(0, o, )'and ,,Li0 (V) and [of pauc.] c;,

(JK, o: and ;L.d is also a pl. of or of
its pl. j' I, as is likewise `j L%: (TA :) Vt 'i,;
also, with an augmentative., signifies the same,
and its pl. is ~Lg,: (S:) or the pl. ' iL sig-
nifies meadows (i, ) in the higher parts of
[tracts suck at are trmed] .J [pl. of ;i ] and

Jl3 [pl. of 1ii]. (Az, TA in art. e..)_
See al;so L.

;tL: see .L, in four places.

WL A certain mode of comresn g, i,on the
back. (Ibn-'Abb&d, 1, TA.) [See L]

0j, Pimple, or maU pa , that com
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forth upon th root of th tongue: or a s
in the roots of the teeth: (, F :) sometimes it is

in beasts ( ). (TA.) - And A thickne, or
roughn , i the eylids, by reason of a corrosive
mattr which causes them to become red and
ocasns the falling off of the eyelaslh and then
te uleration of the edges of the eyelids: (F :)
thus 0'j.# of the eye is expl. in the "1 5noon."
(TA.)

WI hat fall off [app. of the leavus] (., 0 )
from trees, (.,) or fiom shrubs, or smaU trea;
(] ;) or from trees rwhich the cold has niprped, or
blasted: or, accord. to As, trees which heat, or

cold, has. nipped, or blasted: (TA:) pl. e..
(].)- And W'at has dried up of [the plant
called] .j, (Ibn-'Abbid, 1],) and become

parchted bly the sun. (Ibn-'AbbAd.) Also
Honey wvhich tlhe bees build up (Ibn-'Abbid, O,
0) along the length of their hive, or habitation:

(V:) or, accord. to the T, * lik.' signifies a
ezrtain thing which the bees fabricate in their

hire, or habitation, lengthwise: (TA:) pl. OL.
(V.) _ Also The side of a road. (s.) The two

hides of the road are called ;,jlt JI.U . (Ibn:

'Abbal, O.)

i ll'hat is cooked with hot water ( . ),
of lherbs, or lejuminous plants, and the like:. (1 :)

or, accord. to Az, what is cookedl (9. L) with

water, of thle herbs, or ]·giuminous plants, of the

[season called] L.j, and eaten i inW t (ff, o amine:

pl. j.L, whliclh occurs in a trad., and, as some

rclate it, with _.. (TA.) - And MIilet (6i)
bruised, (IAr, IDrd, Z, 1g,) and driexed, (IAr,
IDrd, 15,) by beiny cooked with milkl: (IApr :) or

.1 [a preparatlon of dIried curd] rwith rwhichi are
4.Xed [delants caUlld] 1 . (k(.) Accord.

to Lth, (TA,) The plaece where the [laited thong

called] . comes forth [from tle rop that

form thf brea.-girth], (0, 1K, TA,) in the side
of t/C camel: said by him to be derived from the

phrasc ; t.11 ,1l, t1 ',i; because it is [as

though it were] burnt by the ropes: or, accord.

to another exphlanntion, its pl., Oi.k1, signifies the

stips tf fJ btet,veen the tmo sid. (TA.)

- See also , y,, in two places. ~ And see

i.'l. _ And The nature, or natural dispostion
or constitution, (AZ, IAr, S, 1,) of a man.
(IApr, S.) See 1, in the last quarter of the para-

graph. One says, a41 ;&A & Verily he is
generow in respect of nature. (AZ.) [See also

. [applied in the present day to A gret

hound, and any huntin-dog;] a sort of dog:
(MA:) and a sort of coat of mail: (TA:)
V Iit [as a coil. n.] is applied to certain coats

of mail: (.,: and to certain dog: so called

in relation to jJ.,, [said by Freytag to be

written in the 1 L . ', but it is there said to be
like o.,] a town in El-Yemen; (S, MA, ] ;*)
or a town, or district, in the border of Armenia,

(1i,) called eJ! [or O 'J]: (TA:) or the coatl
of mail are so called in relation to the formeri

1411

&f l.; (so in a copy of the ;) and the dogs, in a pl. used u a sing., meaning the uma] of the

relation to 3 L which is the city of XjA1 [or mouth, intenally: (Ibn-'Abbld, O, 1:) or the

ej]: (S, TA:*) or both are so called in relation upper parts of the int~or of the mouth: (TA:)
to .i. , a town in the Greek Empire, (Drd as or the ulTr parts of tihe mouth, (M, TA,) tho~

to ,e autority Gree Empire, (Id r to which tihe tonge rius: thus applied, it is a pl.
on the authority of As, and I5,) said by El- having no sing. (TA.)
Mes'oodee to have been on the shore cf [the , 
province of] Antioch, remains of which still exist; , ^ ' and t,'4 and 9 O' An
(TA;) and if so, it is a rel. n. altered from its eloquent spaker or orator or preacher: (, K,

proper form. (.K, TA.) - [It is also said in TA:) because of the vehemence of his voice and

the TA to signify A sord: but a verse there his speech. (S, TA.) And "OL. ; qJ and V 'j
cited, after Th, as an ex. of it in this sense, is A shari, cutting, or oquent, tongue. (TA.)
mistranscribed, and casts doubt upon the orthlo- 
graphy of the word, and upon this explanation.] : see the next preceding paragraph.

0.g i .. [Natural, or untaught, speech;] J.11, meaning A skinned fowl coohed [i. e.

sp~ech vhereof the desinential eyntax is not mutch boiled] nith wvater, by itself, [and also any boied

attended to, but which is chlaste and eoquent in meat, is agreeable with a classical usage of the

respect of what has been hcard, though often verb from which it is derived, but] is [said to be]
trpping, or stumbling, in respect of grammar: a vulgar term. (TA.)
(Lth, L, TA:) or the spech " phich the dn,eller in
thi desert utters according to his nature and his 
proper dialect, though& his other speech be nobler

and better. (L, TA.) And t ae. [in like .l, (Ar, MA, M(b,)r or
- - , - (15,) aor.., (Mob, TA,)in n. . , (MA, M,

manner, the; being affixed to the epithet K9 K) and .IJ1, (1K, [but I doubt this latter's beitng

to convert it into a subst.,] signifies The dialect correctly used as an inf. n. of the verb in thelo
in which the seaker tihereof proceeds loosly, or sense here immediately following,]) le travelll,
frely, accordingj to his nature, rithout paying (MA,) or ,cent along in, (M.s),) the road, (IAr,
much attention to desinential syntaz, and witht- MA, Msb,) or the place: (1K :) or jIl1 iiJ
out avoiding incorrectness. (0, TA.) You say, he entered into the place. (Tk.) [In these and

' 11 ... 1iL, meaning Such a one speaks similar instances, it seems that the prep. i is

according to his nature, not frm having learned. suppressed, and the noun therefore put in the

(8, 15.) And t ak, WY Such a one accus. case, as in .1 j.; &c.: for it is said

reads, or recites, accordiing to the natural con- that] n as meaning lie entered (t ) is
dition in which he has grown ul), not as having intians.: (Kull p. 206:) 1 1l...i [likewise] has
been taught. (TA.) this meaning: (S :) t .lL_ as an intrans. verb [in

the sense of j.] is cxtr. (MIab.) [ldA AL.
;- : ae . Also The sitting-place is also often used tropically, as meaning tIIe

of the X j [or captain] of a ship. (Ibn-'Abbad, pursued a course of conduct or the like.] 1 And

0O1,.) s.¢1JI ii,, (IAir, Msb,)or Ojtl, and .',

: see se , in three places. (K,) [inf. n. iL;] and 1I 1 kL , (Myb, 1,)

~ in0~ two.~~ .this also is allowable, (IAnr, TA,) and a, and
S,: sce ol_., in two places.

*~ see~ &Ce plcs ; (K;) lie made hlin [to travel or] to )
A.J1 A certain festival of the Christians along in [or to enter] the road, (IAar,* MIb,) or

( ;) that of the Ascension of Je.ss into Heaven: the place: (1 :) and so ;p3I s ;C: (Myb :)

(T1F:) derived from L .Jl ji_ [expl. above and inf. n. , signifies the a as1 ~~~~and f,:S, inf. n. i, signifies the same as
(see 5)]: said by IDrd to be a foreign word . ; .

a . . .... # tlus usedl, and] S."1. (TA.) And
l and in one place salid by him to be · * . .

Syriae, arabicized. (TA.) *,$1.Jh .2 sSJI, (I, Msb,) inf n. L~, (#,) I
v oa asn e.' ,'e-o th "I made the thing to enter, or I inserted it, or intro-

lilL~ A woman raind her voice,on the oc- duced it, into the thiny: (S:)or I made tlc thiny to

cason of a calamity, (V, TA,) or on the occas/on go, or pass, through the thing: (Msb:) and t '"~i
of the death of any one: (TA:) or dsapping her signities the same. (B. [See an ex. of the latter

face: (1, TA:) thus says Ibn.EI-Mubarak: but verb in a verse of 'Abd-Menaf Ibn-Riby El-Hu-
the former explanation is the more correct: it dlale, vocelil;citedthereandherealsointhe.])
occurs in a trad., in which such is said to have .. '
been cursed by the Prophet; and, as some relate You say, , I 1LJI .L i He inserted thet

it, with we. (TA.) thread into the needle. (MA.) And .

s,, ,, n e loat .JI a . He inserted [his hand, or arm, into
· k~: see ~jL: and see also art. j1~..

t/te opening at the ncwk and bosom of the sirt];
gi. Quick, or sw ft; a fem. epithet; (Ibn- as also t.CL.1: (15:) and so into the skin for

'Abbad, 0, F ;) applied to a she-camel: (Ibn- milk or water, and the like. (TA.) And it is

'Abbid, 0 :) in the Tekmileh, &', which is a said in the Fur [xxvi. 200], # :)L, .alJ.

mistake: in the L, a she-camel having a pene- ',..,.1 I.oAJ Thus ,e hame caused it to e. nter
tratire energy in her pace. (TA.) [into the hearts of thie sinne]. (..) And in tlc

,et,lg What is next to the Ol,J [app. here same [xxxix. 22], s;l ) & L [And
178
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hath caued it to enter into springs in the earth].
(TA.)

: see 1. . [In the present day, .. signifies
lIe cleared a passage or way. And Ile cleaned
out a pipe for smoking. - And, from .L5, H/e
wound thread upon a reel or into a shein.]

4: see 1, in four places.

7: see 1, second sentence.

k,L Thread, or string, (9, Mgh, 1],) wuit
whiich one senws: (K:) or upon which beads are
strung; (Hiam p. 42;) [but] not having beads
upon it; for if it have, it is termed -.- : (S and
Mgh in art. a..:) [in the present day it signifies
wvir.:] a pl. [or rather a coil. gen. n.] of which
the sing. [or n. un.] is t ii: the pl. [of pauc.]

of OIL is aJJ and [of mult.] .L(. (1s.)-
[HIenec,] one says, ,Ji I 1j5! l.; t This
is spechlt, or lanu.ua~e, [subtiie; or] abstruse in

its course, or tenour; i. e. Jli .. jl .J (TA.)

_ And ALtit ll C;1 t , (AZ, TA in art.

,) or .4J 1C1 ' (so in a copy of the A in
that art.,) said to one who is shy, or bashful,
t meaning [Thlou art] not free from shyness in
appearing [Iefore others]: (AZ, TA in that art. :)
or t thout art not celebrated, or well-knon. (A
and TA in that art.) ~ Also The first of what is
emnitted by the slw-camel [from her udder],
IxfJre thte J [or biestings]. (Ibn-'Abb4d, .)

. The young one of the J;;. [or part-
rid(ge]; (S, K ;) like 5.: (S in art. C ,:) or

of the bird caUld UJ: ( :) fem. L., (9, g,)
and V LtUL, but the latter is rare: (I:) pl.

t.L, (Q, K,)like e ';~ Pl. of y.~ ($) [and

tj.L pl. of ]-

;sL: see aL.

,$. 1 'ai; [A thrust, or piercing thrust,]
directed right towards the face. (S, K.) And

JL .)a , [An affair] rigitly directed; (gC, TA;)
and so tIlj [an opinion]: (TA:) or the former,
[an affair] following one uniform coure. (ISk,
TA.)- In the saying of leys Ibn-'Eyzirah,

* I) lW l,4w.3l *j13 ;

hle means [In the mornin hen they conreated,
then arose and ddtermined upon my slaughter]
with a strong resolution in respect of which there
was no contention. (TA.)

',;, like .ajP- [in measure], A certain
bird. (s.)

ait.L: see =.

iU.. [A place of pssagae of a man or beast
and of anything;] a way, road, or path: pl.

L-J._. (TA.) - [Hence,] Jl L; [The
ragina and rectum of tle woman]. (M in art.

bi. [8ee i;1I O.Al in that art.]) - [Hence,

also,] one says, ,Jl J G . :[1nte,r
thou upon the ways of truth]. (TA.) - Sec also

A border (;) slit from the side of a
garment, or piece of cloth: (1s:) so callcd be-
cause extended, like the jIL. (TA.)

',.. /Slender, or lean, (IDrd, 1g, TA,) in
body; applied to a man and to a horse. (IDrd,
TA.) And , 'UI = Slharp in tlhe head of the

penis: and soA.t A1 . (AA, TA.)

1. _=, [aor. ,1 inf. n. i; (S, M, A, Mgh,
M9 b, ]K) and ;5_ (A, TA) and .'i and 
and L, (Bda in xxxix. 30,) 1ie was, or becae,
safe, or seaerc; or he escalped; (M, TA;) orhe was,
or became,frce; (TA;) :1Sl '>& [fromn evils of

any hind], (s, Mgh,) or 3ij! 'C [firom evil of any
kind], (g,) or J1 ; &. [,from trial, or afliction],

(A, TA,) or;Sl) C>. [from the affair]: (M:) he
(a traveller) was, or became, safe, secure, or free,
from evils of any hind: (Msb:) and .ii ,4.j
he was, or became, free from fault, defect, imper-
fction, blemish, or vice; syn. ,. (Msb in

art. ,,,.) [Hcnce,] one says, '~ Cl .C.: U ,j
lIj.b Itjb, (ISk, 9, ],*) meaning No, by God [or
1Iim] wvho maheth thee to be in safety, (ISk, .S,
I,) [such and such things nere not;] and to two
persons Q: ' St ., and to a pl. number

_. k.JL3 i, ), and to a female '*" SJ 1,

and to a pl. number [of females] " J_ ).

(ISk, ~,K..) And. ~& £I .a! '%, mean-
ing, ,a$ 5 5.l [i. e. I wil not do that, by the
Author (lit. Lord or Master) of thy sfety]; and
in like manner, e,liJ 3j JS, and O l..J kS'
(Sb, M. [See also .. 1) And/, LP AJ ';l,
i.e. ;. J...o.aI [Go twhou with thy sf,ty;
or, wnith the Author of thy sajfety to protect thee;
meaning go thou in safety]; and [to two persons]

-- ·t * !. (S, K.) t5 is thus prefixed
to a verb [as virtually governing it in the gen.
case] like as aj is in an instance mentioned
under this latter word; but these are two extr.
instances; for only a noun significant of time is
[reularly] prefixed to a verb, as in the phrase
·· m ja· -1.· e

Ja . !., meaning j ,0 : (Akh, S:) it
is not prefixed to any but this verb J;C [and its
variations as above mentioned]. (Sb, M, K.)

And hence, (Mgh,) one says also, aA-l J ;
meaning [T7e landed estate] vas, or became, free

from participation to him; syn. ',. . (Mgh,
TA.) - .. ,, [app. ', or perhaps , for

some verbs of this measure are trans., as _ and
A~,] inf. n. ,,~, [app. .a, q.v. infrk,] He

made hirm a captive. -(TA.) ~a..l ''.L.,
(TA,) inf£ n. ... , (M, g, TA,) Te serpent bit
him: (M,* 1,* TA:) mentioned by Az, but he
adds that no one but Lth has said this. (TA.) 
:, !I .;C, aor. , (s, ,) inf. n._, (TA,)

He tanned 'the skin with [1bi, i. e. leaves of] the

_.A [or mitnosa flava]. (S, K, TA.) -,-,_

J'3I, (M, K,) aor. , inf. n. .j, (M,) lie
fni.shed making the Icathern bucket; and made
it firm, strong, or sound, or made it firmly,
strongly, or sound/ly. (I, 1K.)

2. aL, (S, iM, M11h, .,) inf. 11. ,. , (K,)
lie (God) madce htim to be saJi, serure, or free;
sared, secured, or freetl, him; (3I, Msb, TA ;)

.h>sJ et [from eCilst ,,f any kin,l], (s, Msb,)
or !*1 [from erii /f (,,ny hind], (K,) or

·', I r [rom the ,t/hir,]. (M.) [Freytag
assigns the same meaninlg to t aLl also, as on
the authority of the .l;ain; in which I find no
explanation of this verb except one whliclh will be
found later in this paragraph.] [Ilence,]

,' · 1 ~is also syn. with,lk;l, (s, g, TA,) as
meaning The saluting, or greeting, one nith a
Trayer for his safety, or sccurit, or freedom,
from evils of any kinul in his religliun and in his
person; and the interpretation tllhereof is [the
expressing a desirefor] &JAl-1; (Mblr, TA;)
or the saluting, or greeting, one with a prayer
for his life; or, by saying Ls.~... [q.v.
infri, voce ;.]; syn. ae l. (TA.) You say,

a a,.l-, [meaning lie so saluted, or greeted,
him]. (M, Msb.) [This, when said of God, vir-
tually means .Lv, i.e. Ile satved him; and
should be rendered agreeably with this explana-
tion in the phrase commonly used after the men-

tion of the Prophet, .i .L. i 5 MAay

God bless and satc himn. You say also, AL .L

i.;Jl t lie saluted him wih the acienowhd-
ment of hi being Khaleefeh; saying, £ic .. ';
*jl l -1 1- bSalutation to thee, or peace be

on thee, &c., O Prince of the Faithful.] · ,L $Jl
signifies The salutation that is pronounced on
finishing every to reh'ahs in prayer: (fJar
p. 180:) [and also that which is pronounced after
tlw last rek'ah of each (f the prayers (i. e. after
the sunneh prayers and the fard hlikc), addressed
to the two glardian and recording angels: (see
my "Modern Egyptians," clh. iii., p. 78 of the
5tIh ed. :) and .,a means lIe )ronoutcwed either
of those salutations.] - [Hence also,] d.l!J.

,i:lS, (, ,) inf. n. as above; (g ;) and *.l_
s:i!Jl &I1; (M;) lHe gave to him the thing;
(s,' M, g ;) or delirered it to him: (M:) [he
rceigned it to him :] and t.jl . JI .i, (Mgh,)
or ;..L iu,ji,. Ile delizcrcd the deposit
[to him, or] to its owner: (Msb:) and *lAh
4t~J1 i : ,J 1 (Mgh) signifies the same as

1 .,L [i.e. He deli~vred the garment, or
piece of cloth, to the tailor]. (lar p. 10G.).
See also 4, in two places. - You say also, .AL

|j,. j; .. ~1 l The hired man gave himself
up, or gave authority over himsef, to the hirer.

(Msb.) And .i.l and L I left him in
the nnver of him whto desired to hill him or to
wvound him. (Ham p. 115.) And Ua, t dL,1

[Hie gave him up to destruction]: in this case
with [the prep.] J only. (iar p. 166.) And

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3

3

3

3
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JqjIl tV1J , (S, M, M9b,) or ,;l, (i,) lie
lkft, forsook, or deserted, (M, K,) the man, (S,*
M, Meb,*) or the enemy; (J;) or abstainedfrom
aiding, or assisting, him; (S, M, Msb, 1 ;) and
thare him into destruction. (IAth, TA.) And
' ti t ;.I IlG le f him [to that bane which
ia in him: app. referring to the bite of a ser-
pent, or any evil afliection: scee .;, third sen-

tenec]. (,* M.)_ -And fl J. *e! ALt and
t .1I, both meaning the same, (S, Msb, X,
TA,) i. c. lie committed hi case to God. (TA.)
-And s*.s)l. lIe acknowledged the truth
[or justice] of the claim, demand, or snit; [he
conceded its truthA or justice;] from ijall AL.
it,.L, expl. above; denoting an ideal delivering
[or yielding of a thling to another person]. (M9 b.)
[Hence one says, 1Ij . t _t_ e conceded that

it was thus.] And . significs also [Tce
assenting, or] the gic'ing [one's] a~proval (S, g,
TA) unre~ervdclt, (S,) to that wvhicll is ordained,
or decreed, (S, ], TA,) by God; and the sub-
mitting to his commands; and the abstainingfrom
offering oplosition in the case in wIrich it is not
becomni [to do so]. (TA.) You say, L
i He assented to the command of God: [or he

gae Ais approval to it :] or he submitted to it;
as also t.1. (MA.)

8. &JI_ (M, Msb,) inf. n. li" (M, M, Mb)
and i, (M, Msb,) lie made peace, or became
at peace or reconciled, wvith him; or he reconciled
himself wtith him: [implying mutual concession,
or a compromise:] (S,* M, Msh:) and IL.i
Tlhey made peace, or became at peace or recon-
cileld, or they reconciled thelselves, each rwith the
other. (1g.)

4: see 2, in nine places. [The first of the
meanings there assigned to this verb is, in my
opinion, more than doubtful. In all its senses, it
seems to be properly trans.: when it is used as
an intrans. yerb, an objective complement is app.
understood. Thus,] ..L is syn. with A.LI [as
meaning lIe paid in advance, or beforeland];
(g, M, Mgh, Mb ;) 1 [the price] being sup-
pressed, thouglh sometimes it is expressed; (Mgh ;)
as also t,TL; (M;) and t...I, as occurring in
a trad., where it is said, O.i 
!se J ^ lea [Whaoo pays in advanee for a
thing, he hall not turn it over, or transfer it, to
another than him]; but J]t says that he had not
heard this verb thus used except in this instance.
(TA.) So the first of these verbs signifies in the
s&ying,.Ai l ) Lit () or -lt ) (Mgh)
[He paid in advance for the wleat], and b
* Jts [for the thing], as also t.. (M.) And
hence the saying, ) ; l ·- ! . I. ;it 

ji ̂ ~ [If he give in advance wool for felt,
or goats' hair for a garment, or piece, of hair-
cloth, it nwill not be allowable]. (Mgh.) And so

in the plhrase, ij1 siI" [I paid in advance to
Aim]. (M?b.) _ Also [He resigned, or sib-
mitted, himself; "? being understood: or] he
was, or became, resigned, or ibmissive; (M, ;)

and sot ,.1u: (, M, Myb, C :) you say, It
g [He resimed, or ~mitted, hime/lf, or he was,
or became, r~esad, or submissive, to God: see
also an ex. (before referred to) in the last sen-
tence of the second paragraph: or he was, or
became, sincer in his religion, or weithout hypo-
crisy, toxwards God: see '*- ]: (Msb:) [or]
,L. signifies he entred inti A JI, (S, Msb,)
which here meansm A. . t [i.e. tihe state of
resignation, or submission]. (~.) - And He
became a Mudlim; as alsot .LJ; (M,' ;) as
in the saying, .;.f ,o Ilb A. S, i. .,_t [He
was an unbeliever, or a denier of the unity of
God, &c.; thn he became a Muslim]: (M :) or
he entered [the pak, or communion, of] the reli-
gion of jl. (,' Meb.) ;j I as a prin-
ciple of the law of God is 27w manifesting of
humility or submission, and outwvard conforming
with the law of God, and the tahing upon on oaelf
to do or to say as tAhe Prophet has done or said:
for this, the blood is to be spared, and one may
demand the repelling of evil: (T,* M :) and if
there is therewith firm belief with the heart, it is
it1._: (T:) this is the doctrine of Esh-ShAfi'ee;
but the doctrine of Aboo-Haneefeh makes no
difference between these two terms: (KT:)
[agreeably with the former doctrine,] Th well
and briefly says, j.,'jtl is with the tongue, and
J*.'lJ is with the heart: and he says, in explain-
ing verse 48 of ch. v. of the ]ur, that every
prophet has been sent with.l .*l, though the
ordinances differ. (M.) - One says also, I.,.I
~", meaning I left it [app. an affiair, as in an
explanation in the T.,] after I had been [en-
gaged] in it. (Ibn-Buzurj, l..) And.m A occurs
intransitively in the saying, }. 1 &t t.
,LI, meaning [lIe was a pastor of slher, or
goats; then] he left. tlwm. (M.) - [Freytag
assigns to_,LI another signification "Adsien ,re
feeit (vid. a as)," as from the Ham, p. 39: but
this is app. a mistake, into which he has been led
by a saying, there cited, of Zuheyr, which I read
thus:

· ,_Jt t i'|t - .3 .05 ·

(meaning, The descent, or as the descent, of the
bucket that the wedl-rope has let go): and by its
being there said that " you should not prefer any
reading of LS9. to that with damm, though it
has been said otherwise:" whereas the correct
reading is, in my opinion, S,i agreeably with
what here follows:] Er-Riy6shec says, on the

authority of AZ, that .SI, with ft-h, is down-
wards; and with damm, upwards; and he cites
the saying above as an ex. of the word as mean-
ing downwards. (TA in art. kS¢)

5. , L Hec asserted, or declared, himself
to be free from, or clear of, or quit of, it, or
him. (M.)_ -L..; is also syn. with _L.I, in two
senses: see the latter, in two places.~- And

. -L3 signifies He took it, or received it; namely,
a thing given, or delivered. (S, M, Mgb, I[.)

6. ItL.3, (M,) and WJL.j, (],) inf. n. 4'-,

(S,) They, (M,) or tley two, (g,) made peace,
or became at peace or recontiled, (M,' M, l,)
one with another, (S, M,) or each with thl other.
(S, ].) [See also 8.] - One says of a man,
(M,) of a great, or freqnent, liar, (TA,) .~ y

,f j ,] (M,) or 9,
TA,) [t Ilis two troopl of horses will not agree
in pace, cach vith the other;] meaning t[his
assertions wil not be found to agree toejether; or]
he will not say nwhat is true, so titat it may be
accepted from him: for '_JLi, said of lhorses,
means t thley kept tace, one with another;
(.~.L3 [q. v.];) not exciting one another. (WM,
], TA.)

8. .;.L Iie became at peace, or reconciled.
(TA.) Hence the saying, (TA,) r 'Y p
s . IHe will not becone at peace, or reconciled,
during Ais displeasure at a thing. (.K, TA.) [See

also 6.] - tjit1 ,,dlt The sed-produce lntt
forth its ears. (FK.) ."Ji *lI1 lie touched,
(S, ]C,) or reached, (Mgh,) the stone, [meaning
the Black Stone of the Kabeh,] by hissing, or
with the hand: (S, Mgh, . :) or he wriped it, or
stroked it, with the hand: (Mgh:) or he hi.led
the stone: or lhe embraced it: (M :) and . 1
signifies the same; (M, J ;) but is not the original:
(M:) accord. to ISk, the Arabs pronounced it
with hemsz, contr. to analogy; (Msb;) or it
shlould not be pronounced with heminz, though
some thus pronounce it, (S,) the original being
.Ll, (ISk, Msb,) because it is from.;.Y [pl.
of .L+] signifying "stones," (ISk, ,1,* M, sb,*
[in the Mgh, from ;" signifying "a stonc,"
and in the Meb the pl. of &.1 is said to be;,
like ;j,]) accord. to Sb, who says that it does
not denote the act of taking; (M ;) or, accord. to
Sb, it is from. i.JI, with fet-h, meaning " san-
lutation," and it means the touching with thie
hand by way of salutation in order to obtain a
blessing thereby: (TA:) but accord. to IA§r, the
original is with hems, from &,siJI, meaning
t'l [" the coming together," &c., because

denoting contact]. (M9 b.) Abu-t.Tufeyl is re-
lated to have said, a4 ib ' .0 .J j 1j

>^_1 [i. e. I sa the Apostle of God (may
God bless and save him) circuiting around tho
Kaabeh, upon his camel, touching the Black Stone
with his hooed staff, and hising the hooked staffl.
(TA.) The primary signification of, YI' is
[said to be] The wiping, or stroking, the .,
i. e. the stone: afterwards it was used in relation
to other things, and one said " i et1, mean-
ing I stroked, or hised, her Aand. (.Ha; pp. 30
and 31.) JdJ 1._l.. means The boot
rendered his fset ft [after he had been accus-
tomed to walking barefoot]. (TA.)

10: see 4, *n the former half of the paragraph.
o-- l ,I I -'He q vent upon the midadl
of the road, not miuing it. (,* TA. [In tho

C], after ;1 Ij, for 3l;?l;6, meaning

-JI A,; ,.zwt, is erroneously put -

· 'f· VWll1 7rrr Sr
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stli, amigning toJL.3 a meaning belonging

to A .l.])

Q. Q. s.. :i [from '.. ] He named, or
called, himslf a Mudiim; or he named himself
Mudlir; his name having before been Moiam-
mad: (M, ] :) mentioned by Er-Ru-asee. (M.)

, ;: see the next paragraph, in six places. -

Also A leathern buckt (j;) having one 3& [or
oop-shaped handle], (T, P, M, 1,) with which

the nwaterer ,alU , like the buckets ( o') of the

attendants of the camJ or other bea~ts pn
n,lhich water is drawn or rwhich carry wrater, (T,

TA,) or like the ', of thes ater-carriers: (M,
1]:) expl. in the asu above as on the authority of
AA; but IB says that the correct explanation is,

haviny one i;g [or stick fied acro from one
part of the brim to thte opposite part, ering as
a handle as weel as to keep it from collapsn~]:

(TA :) of the masc. gender [whereasj . is fem.]:

(M :) pI. [of pauc.] .UI and [of malt.] ;j.,
(M, I,,) and L4 mentions as its pl. ,.L;, which

is extr. [unless as a pl. pl., i. e. pl. of i]. (M.)

;;_ Peace, or reonciiation; as also 1 ;
(, M, M 9b, V;) mac. and fem.; (., Myb, ;")
and t.;i and , are like, L [in significa-
tion]: (M: [the context there shows that the
signification mentioned above is what is meant in

this instanco :]) or., l signifies the makingpeace,

or becoming at poe or ~reconci with another
or others; (yam p. 80;) as alsto t ; and both
are sometimes fern. uas being syn. with i.Jt.
(L voce ., q.v.) In the aying of EI-Aph,

;i* $;.* ' .1J, *a

[ War made them, or hau made them, to taste it
draughts, and verily ar i disliked aJfter eac~],
he has transferred the vowel of the.. to the J, in
Pausing; or it may be that he has inserted a
kesreh in imitation of the preceding kesreh: it is
not an instance like , in the opinion of Sb;

for in his opinion the latter is the only instance of
its kind. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting

El-godeybiyeh,' itS.l

or V taL, or V 1i;, accord. to different relations,
meaning [He took forty of the peope of Mekeh]
lpeaceably: thus expl. by El-Ijomeydee, in his
"Ghareeb." (TA. [See also _i below.])-
Also i. q. . $. (, (,1, TA,) as signifying Self-
resignation, or submimion; (TA; [and thus the
latter is expl. in one place in the S ;]) which is
also a signification of t.;: (S, M, 15, TA:) and
this is meant in the Kur [iv. 96], where it is said,

TA,) or t ,-JI, as some read, (Bt,) [i.e. And
say not ye to him who offers to you submission,

TAou art not a belie~ :] or #;,-- here means
the salutation of,#.II [by say.g,gL. ..'*]:
(Bd, TA:*) or salutation, and sbmii by

utterin the pro~ sion fg,4. yl; and so V.;lIt:
(Jel:) [or the latter here means, simply, slata-
tion; and this is app. what is meant by its being

said that]) L.jis the subst. from L1 ; (K)

[but accord. to SM,] this means the unrserved
approval of wohat is decreed; and this is said to

be meant by the reading.,lJ1 mentioned above.

(TA.) - And [hence]XIlJ signifies alsoA..l
[as meaning The religion of the Muslims; be-
cause it is a religion of self-resignation, or sub-
mission]: (S, :) this is meant in the ]Cur

[ii. 204], where it is said,, Lb jl if; lZ;l

[Enter ye into the religion of El-Isdin w/holy];

(S, Bd, Jel;) and so ?,.lI, as some there read;
(Bd, Jel;) or both there mean submision and

obedince to God: (B :) [and] J.JIl [also] has
the former meaning. (M.) - Also, (S, M, I.,)
and VL;, (M,) A man, (ei, ], TA,) [and] a
woman, (M,) who makes pae, or it at peace,
with another; ($, M, ] ;) and in like manner, a

company of men (.mi). (M.) This is said to be
meant in the l,ur [xxxix. 30], where it is said,

1 t~ ·L' , uas some read, i. e. And a man

wholw is at peace with respect to a man: (TA:) or

l and t1L: and t 'X;, three different read-

ing, in the place of [the more common reading]
j,' are all inf. us. of , used as epithets [syn.

with GC;], or li is suppressed before them.

(B4.) You say, Jl; Xj, L I ;; [I am one

roho is at peace ,with rspect to Aim who is at
peac swith me]. (, TA.) And a poet says,
[using this word in two different senses, the latter
of which has been mentioned above,]

[O Ndile, (J5 being for L6b, a woman's
name, apocopated,) oerily I am one who is at
peae it pect to tay family, therfjbre accept
thou my submiion]. (TA. [It seems to be
there indicated by the context that * here
means my peace, or reconciliation; which is less
appropriate than the meaning that I have asigned
to it.])

2i s: wee;.: and see also , in seven
places. - Also, in buying or selling, (Mfb,) the

subst. from A.JI .,;i)I and,; signifying

J.t1, (M,) i. q. J ; (, Msb,K ;) i. e. Any
money, or property, paid in advance, or before-
hand, as the pri of a commodity for whieA
the se/llr has become reponsible and shiich one
has bought on description: (T and TA in art.
~k~ :) or payment for a commodity to be de-
livered at a certain [future] period with some-
thing additional to [the equivalent of] the current
price at the time of such paymnent; this [tran-
saction] being a cause of profit to him who makes
such payment: (TA in that art.:) or a sort of
sale in which the price is paid in advance, and
the commodity is withheld, on the condition of
description, to a certain [future] period: ($ and

0 in that art., in explanation of biZ :) but it is

said in a trad. that the term, as meaning Li
was disliked; app. because the former is applied
to obedience, and self-resignation, or submission,
to God. (TA.)_-And The making [one] cap-
tiv. (g. [See 1, in the latter part of the para-
graph.]) And A captive; (V;) because he

submits himself. (TA.) One say,, C i ,
(M, TA, [in the TH..t,]) He took Ain [a
captive], (TA,) or made him captie, (M,) with.
out war: (M, TA:) or he brought hin in a state
of submission, not rsisting; and so, if wonded:
(IAr, M, TA:) and thus El-Khattbee has expL
the phrase in the trad. respecting El-.Hodeybiyeh
cited above, voce ,L. (TA.)i. A~o AA Ort of
tree, (S,M, Msb, .,) [the mimosafj4vaof Forskil,
who writes its Arabic nLamen in Italic characters
syUzem, and in Arabic characters ,L.., (Flora
Aegypt. Arab., p. cxxiii.,)] a .,pecies (M) of the

[kind of thorny tree.s ,, /lledl ota, (.,M, Mgh,
M.b, TA, [not ; a, as';: the Lexicons of Golius

and Freytag,]) the le re;.is hlercff are the 0,
nwith nhich skin is tann ld: (TA:) AHn says, its
branch.s are long, like rods; and it heuas no wood

suc/ as is used in car-pentry, emen if it grwms
large: it has slender, long thor,&, gricrous when
tluy wound the foot of a man; and a yellow

[fruit such as is termed] 44 [n. un. ofI, see
this word, and see also ail..,] nwhich is the weet-

et of the .sj in odour; and they tan with its
kares: and it is said, on the authority of the
Arabs of the desert, that it has a yellow floer,

containing a green grain (.16. L4_ [or this
may mean a grain of a dark, or an asJty, dust-
colour]), of sweet odour, in which is somnerAchat of
bitter:w, and of nhich tlhe gazelkes are very
fond: (M:) the n. un. is with ;: (, M, Mgh,

Msb, g :) and gl..~, (M,) and;,.m is said by

IB to be pl. of the n. un., like as;.1.1 is of " 'I.
(TA.) [Hence,] *%).wt Zdl A land (vl) that
gives gronth to th [trees caUed) ,L. (i.) See
also olL

); Stones; (S, M;) as also tV;. : (M:) and

V ;L [as n. un. of the formnr and sing. of the

latter, (incorrectly written by Freytag, in one
place, 'iD, and incorrectly said by him to be of
the dial. of the people of H.imyer,)] signifies a
stone: (S, M5 Mgh, Msb :) [or] the pl. [or quasi.

pl. n.] of ° in this sense is !.;,, like.;t
in measure: (Msb:) or tV ; signifies ones;

( ;) or hardstons; (TA;) and t;,. is its pl.:
(]g :) [said to be] so called because of their free-

dom (3,i.w)from softness: (TA:) or this lut
signifies st , the smnaU thereof and the large;
and they assign to it no sing.: (ISh, TA:) or

,e.. [probably meaning t., ] is a quasi-pl. n.:
(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and it is also said to be a
name for anay broad stone. (TA.) See also

;tL. A poet says, (namely, Bujeyr Ibn-
'Anameb, IB, TA,)

*_-,4 _ ..e *1 --

[He casts from behind me (i.e. defends me) oith
the arroo and the stone]: this [usage of,.t for JI]
is of the dial. of [Teiyi and] H.inycr. (?, TA.)

;..1? for tlJ: see L, second sentence.

;; .Z: see, ., in two places: and iL.;. 

Also A woman soft, or tender, in the il;l [or
fingers, or other extremnities]. (I..) -And An
old and wak she-camei. (IAar TA in art. ~.)

1
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A certain plant (V, TA) nvhich becomes
gre in the [eason called] ; [app. here

meaning spriy]. (TA.) _ T; l The [species

of lizard called] Jj: (]4:) or, some say, [as

is said in thle M,] t .. Ll jtl. (TA.)_See
also the next paragraph.-[In the C.K, by a

mistranscription, a meaning belonging to 

is assigned to L.]

:,1lJJI, accord. to Aboo-Mis-hbal, as meaning
. am, --- ..g

he earth occurs in the prov., w ,l.t l i

o;.; fI [A tose in the nater and a runp on

the earth]: and if this be correct, it may be

derived from,*' [i. e.. a] meanling "stonles :"

and it may be originally t aJl-, and lengthened

for the sake of the rhyme. (Ham p. 214.) [But
.a

the reading commonly known is, _ll 5h C1

,pfl ~ c..-b.
.,1 i, le -

i ;I._ p Hce m the speial or particular,

frend of his [another's] houe; one nwho mi7e

with hin much: from the saying of the Prophet,
.I ,"- 6C;JI J 1 i [Selmdis of us, the eop

;f the house]; referring to Selman EI-Farisee.

(farp. 472.)_- LJt: se ;L. Aso

A s id t f tie [black beetle calld] [pl

of Ja., q. v.]: (M:) or i. q. Ja, (IApr, I,)

or OI pu tl, with fet-h [app. a mistake for kesr]

to the : (Kr, TA:) or the largest of the

OwU : or a certain insect lilte thte WJa., havin§

a pai; of wins: (TA:) or the mal of thelc [blach

beetls calefl] wi;- [pl. of L', q. v.]

(IApr, TA in art. wej.)

Ot l or eta, accord. to different readings

occurs in a trad. of Ibn-'Omar, in which it i

said, jLSa [g;

ued to pray at certain le,n-tr , or certaii

stone, in the road of eafe¢kih]: each may be 
pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.]; the former, o

L., the "tree so callcd ;" the latter, of 4Ci.

"stones" [or a "stone:" but bothl of these cx

planations are strange]. (TA.)

;.,, (S, ], TA,) in its primary acceptation

(TA,) is syn. nith t V , (S, ], TA,) as is ale

tAL, (S, [so in one of my copies, but omitted i

the, other copy,]) and signifies Safety, securit3

immnunity, or freedom, from faults, deJfects, in

perfections, blemides, or vices, (.,* [mentione
in one only of my two copies, and there E

relating peculiarly to the third word,] 1, [i

which it ostensibly relates peculiarly to the fir

word, but in the C~, by the omission of a j befor

it, it is made to relate only to the second word

and TA, [accord. to which it relates to the fir

and second words, as it is well known to do,]) ag

from evils of any kind: (TA:) or [simplj
aafety, security, immunity, or frecdom; as abe

t 9l : (Sb, M:) I]~t says that these tw

words may be dial. vare. [syn. each with th

other]; or the former may be pl. of the latter [o

rather a coll. gen. n. of which the latter is tl

n. un.]: (M, TA:) and Suh says, in the R, ti

most of the lexicologists hold them to have ox
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[and the same] meaning: but that if they con- 'a i* or ; . *, expl. above]; (BD in

sidered the language of the Arabs, and the dis- iv. 96;) a subst. (;, Mgh, M1b, TA) from 

tinction, or limitation, denoted by the ;, they Xc, (Msb,) [i.e] from k.L 11, (a , Mgh,TA,)

would see that between them is a great difference i *- from ''-- (Mgh. [See 2, third
lke I1- fom. Mh.[e 2 hr

[inasmuch as tde former has a large range of[inamuchas te fomer as alarg rane ofsentence.]) - In the saying in the ]~ur [xxv. 04],
meaning which the latter has not, as wil be seen .nten ) In th yinnthe 

from what follows]. (TA.) .; ; is an iywin qxa1hJt te,. t ;i s And wehen thei

announcement of the continuance of L., [or inorant pea to the, tJ ay, A.-], this last

safety, &c.]: (Bd in xiii. 24:) [it may therefore word signifies L.J, (Sb, M,) or... l. L [for

be rendered Safty, &c., be, or liglht and abide, ourse,es b
to" X. '~ J~e declare our~.lva to be

on you; or, generally, peace be, or light and car, or quit, of you], and [for
lekar, or quit, of you], and. j [o

abide, on you; for] it means nothing disliked, or - you], (Bd,) [and

evil, shall befall you henceforth: (Bd in xvi. 34:) ) u
.. . . m~~~~~~eans] tAlerc dhall b ncither good nor eril

and --;£.k, [may be rendered in like manner; means] ther sall be neither good nor eril
annd A b [ill no r do t tiee m any-r between wm (Sb, M, Bd) and you: it is not the

for it virtually] means .I will not do to tlw an!/-
for it virtually] e o eril; (Bth and Jel in ... that is used in salutation; for the verse was

txix. 48;) nor say to tded heneforward elat irevealed at Mekkeh, and the Muslims had not
xix. 48;) nor say to thee hencefoirrard what
wiould annoy ttee, or be diagreeabl, or eil, to then been commanded to salute the believers in

thw. (Bdl ibid.) It may also be [rendered May a plurality of gods (Sb, M:) [in iv. 88 of the

~sa~fety, orpace,e,orlig a le ur, which was promtlgated afterwards, at El-
ty, &c., or peace, be, or t and abi on Medeeneh, is a general command to return a

you; as] a prayer for £4., to those to whom it salutation with a better or with the same; but

is addressed, from the state in which they are at the Sun peribes that the salutation

the time. (Bd in xxviii. 55.) [It is generally t .. when addSressed to a u lim 

held that this salutation may not be used by, nor by orn,en aMsl when addressed to a Muslim

to, any but a Muslim.] In the beginning of an by one not a Muslim is to be returned only by

epistle, the approved practice is to write ;., saying jAJ or j.or the meaning in

iAS, without the article JI; and in repeating xxv. B4 is, they say a right saying, in which they

it, at the end, to write it with that article. are s~tr fto ariming anud sieniag. (BoJ.)

(Durrat el-Ghowwa, in De Sacy's Anthol. SbasrtsthatA Rabe'a usedtosay, l

Gramm. Arabe, p. 72 of the Arabic text. [In lil ji tiJ, meanin tJ [for .ii '11
the latter case, the general practice in the present W m e tes [uc a 

ay i s t o write simpl..J, ; u ing '. I' ;-,K~, i.e. TWhen thou mtett such a one, &ay,

D day is to write simply.. #-1j, suppressing 4 .]) I declaro mysJelf to be clear, or quit, of thee]:

In saluting the dead, one puts iL first, saying, and he says that some of them said A, ,

-]' dR .4, j,L.. '(.lam p. 367.) You also say, meaning T7e case of me and thee is the [cas of]

j . t, £ 'j - [No, by tAy beina ckar, or quit, eaca of the other; and the [cas

safety, such and suc/ things ere not]. (S.) of]mutual relinquing. (M.) [Itisustal, inthe

", .IJI is also a name of God, (S, M, Mgb, ],) present day, to say, .A..lj Iih Jail, meaning

is [applied to Him in the ]ur lix. 23, accord. to Do thou such a thing, and there will be an end

r some for A'1l , i.e. aJ! .)S,] because of of altercmation between us.] _ See also ..

n his safety, or freedom, from defect, and imper- Also A hind of trees; (, M, Myb, ];) they

a fection, and cessation of existence; (Ilt, M, TA;) assert that they ar evergreen; nothing eats

f or from variations, and as being the everlasting, t/hm; but the gazell kee to them, and protect

, who brings the creation to nought and will not thensel.m by their shade, but do not hide among

- como to nought; or, accord. to Suh in the R, He thma; and theyJ are not gr~at tree, nor of th

is so named [as being the Author of Safety, hkind calleUd otl: (AIHn, M:) they are also

Security, &Ec.; i.e.] because He has rendered all called t;). ; (*;) or this is pl. of .L. [n. un.

a, his creatures safe, or free, from defectiveness, or of.Li], which is of another kind; like as ;.l.

o unsoundness, and mankind and the jinn, or genii p. of : (B, TA:) n.un. with 3. (S, M.)

in from the betiding of injustice, or wrong, to them, [. - -- was said to an Arab of the dert;

y, from Him; and the expositors who assert that 
n- He is thus named because of his safety, or and he replied, _.ak.. l J.l: and being asked,

"1What is this reply ?" he answered, "1T hey are
.d freedom, from imperfctions, and evils of any "What is this reply ? he ansered, "They are

as kind, utter -an unseemly saying, making, to two bitter trees: thou hast put upon me one, so
Inbe lcnd, w thhc tter- usel ai,mapplies o to I have put upon thee the other." (].) a See
m be syn. with ' 1._, which latter apphes only to alsoL, in two places.

st him who is liable to evil of any kind, and who

re expects it, and then becomes safe, or free, from it. .; : ee, L', in two places: and the para-

't (TA.) ,ojk.J! is an appellation of Paradise, graph here next preceding, last sentence but two.

d (M, ],) [applied thereto in the l1ur vi. 127 and ; i.q. tv. 1, (?, M, ],) which means Safe,
y] x.26,] as being the abode of everlasting safety, -r-

or security; (Zj, M, TA;) the abode of safsty, secure, or fiw,Mb,) frm)pplied t o a many (M:) pind;

vo scurity,from evis of any kind,firo death and 1 Mb, TA;) applied to a man: (M:) ph.

decre~t and disass [4c.]: (TA:) or as ;L; (M, J, TA;) in some copies of the 

kr being the aboe of God. (M, TA.) . See also .. , like D.j pl. of of ; (TA;) [but

he . , in four place. _ [As is there stated,] it this is probably its pl. only wen it is used in the

Lt signifies also Sdaation, or gre~et ; (M, TA;) sense of ,. or the like, as seems to be the case

nie particularly the sautation of.i'.l [by aying from wlat follows.] Also, (M,) applied to a
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heart: (;, M :) e ,4, in the K.ur xxvi. (
means U'ith a heart free from unbelief: (I
TA:) or, dited of corruptne , or unson,
ness: (Er-R%ghib, TA:) in the iur xxxvii. E
some say that it means with a grieving, or otro
fid, heart; from ..L in the sense here next fi
lowing. (B.). AiLo i. q. ti1 [meaning DBitt
by a M.et] ; ( K, M, K;) as also k.1t (S, 1
and t;,.;: (A :) app., (S,) as implying a go,
omen, of safety; (S, M ;) or because the persu
is left (.i_.L) to that [bane] which is in hin
(IAgr, sl,* M:) and sometimes it is metaphou
cally used as meaning I wounded: (M:) or
means wounded, at the point of death, (M, g
as some say: (M:) pl. 1L. (M, and Ha
p. 214.) ~Also, (M, I~,) of a horse, (M,) TI
lmrt, of the hoof, that is between the jail [(
hair, or extremity of the skin, next the hoof
(M, TA,) or that is between thejl [q. v.], (K,
but the former is the right, (TA,) and the interiC
',fthe hoof. (M, I, TA.)

i.o1.. [the most usual inf. n. of,;]: see;..
in three places. Also n. un. of;..' applied t
a kintd of trees [described above]. (8, ].)

k.0L)., a noun of the fernm. gender, (Msb,) d
ceert. in, bone that is in the Coj~ [q. v., her
m(aning J;wot] of the camel: ($, ] :) this is sai*
I,y A'()l.dI to be the primary signification: (.:
or the .', of the camel are the bones of th/

'.p.. [orjf;t]: (M:) [for] &y_ is used alikh
us sing. and pl1., and sometimes it has also a pl.
(S,) whiell ils .le ,: (S, M, :) or it is a pl
[or ratellr a coil. gen. n.], of whichl the sing. [ol
n. un.] is t; , signifying the i.l [q. v.] oj
[an.!i f] the fingers: (lAth, TA:) [but tllis is a
strange explanation :] it is said that the last parte
in whichl t [llere meaning marrow or l)ull) and
thle like] remalins in a camel when lie has become
emaciated are the ~ .~ and eye; and when
it hlas g)ne from these, lie has none remaining:
( :) the pil. ·;.1j, (8, TA,) or U, (M,
Mhb,) also signifies the bonex of the tL, (S,
M,) m) sIys Kih, and Zj adds that they are also
calledl he .l , (Mbh,) of the hbnd and of the
J;U,t ; (M;) [i. e., of tlhefingc s rind of the toes;
ulnd this smnms to be the most conmnon meaning,
in nrelhtion to a human being; namely, the )pha-
lanlex n.f the fingers avnd of the toes;] that are
betrcrn every tn'o jotints [and ewhat are beyond
the extreme joints] of the &t.o: accord. to Lth,
the tsr*, are the bones of tei tli [or fingers

and toes] and the q.lW and the 01.t, and are
hard and comiaxct bones like 3, [pl. of ] :
(TA: [see the words that I have lere left untrans-
la ted, for the senses in wlich they are llere used are
douibtful:]) accord. to IAar, IM,) certain s,nall
bones, ,f the lenlth of the .1f [orfneG'e], (M,
k.,) or ,nerly so, (M,) or less, (4,) of which
there are four,, or three, (M,) [or app., five, for
the meanling here seems to be the metacarpal and
metatarsal bonesa, to which the terms .LfJ and
;l>_J,, are sometimes app!ied, (see iR.. and

89, : , )] in the hand and in tlhe foot, (K,) [i.4
M, in each hand and foot: (M:) ]tr says that t
n.u- ztc*1.. are the -jjj [app. a mistake for ,oal
82, i. e. bones] of the outer side of the hand at
Mn- foot: (Msb:) s_3L is also said to signify ai
ol- small hollo bone: and any bone of a huma
ten being: and ISh says that in every horse are s
O) %.1A 1.ea [app. in the fore legs and the same
od the hind legs; for he seems to mean that tl
on term 4L'~, is applied to each of tlhe paster

bones and to the coffin-bone; these three co
ri responding to the phalanges of a human bein.
it sem aJ]: (TA:) it is not allowable to wri
,,) .s' otherwise than with whiat is termed tl
m short alif. (MF, TA.)~t, (M, ,) lii
he 5j,, (., TA, [in the CK liLke L;.., which
or shown to be wrong by a verse cited in the M an
f, TA,]) signifies also The [soutl, or southerl

wi) ind called] - .. (M, .)

tor . S A hind of tree, (S, M, K,) , ,n,i,.( i
oft, or plabi, tracts: (M :) AZ says, it is lia! th

;, ,1, which is a tree resembling the myrtle, whic
changes not in the midst of summer, anid whic

to has a produce resembling the head [or ear] c
millet (;;S), excel)t that it is smaller than the '1i

A tooth-aicks (lj ,C ) are made from it; and it
re produce is like that of the 'J1; and it gons i
id the sands and the deserts: (TA in art. 1l:) n. un
:) with ;. (M.)

Le ec.i "J Red ants [lit. the ants of Solomo]
(TA voce _S.IJ, in art, .. )

1. . A ladder, or a tmics of stair or step,
r syn. , (M, ,) and I.j, (M,) or . ,
(MsQ) upon which one ascends; (S, Mgh;) cither
of wood or ofclay [cJ.]: (Mgh :) said by Zj to
be so called because it delivers the (.L ) to
the place to which thou desirest to go, (Mgh,

e TA,) i. e., to some high place, and thou lopest
for safety (j. 11) by means of it: (Er-Righllib,
TA:) mau and fem.; (Lth, M, Mgbh;) [app.,
accord. to Lth and F, generally fem.; for] accord.
to Lth, one says, l ,1 andj 1J1 ; (Mgh ;)
[and F says,] it is sometimes madc masc.: (K :)
.pl.,)e% (S, Mgh, K() and %, (.i,) [which
latter is the original, for] the gq in,j , is added
by poetic license. (M, TA.) [Hence,] '.1.i
t Certain stars, below [those calUed] ;jI, on tihe
right of them; (K ;) as being likened to the ..
[above-mentioned]. (TA.)-And Thie j& [or
.stirrup of the ecmel's saddle] (S, K) is sometimes
thus called [as being a means of mounting]. (S.)
- And : A means to a thing; (.K, TA;) because
it leds to another thinglike as does the.. upon
which one ascends. (TA.) -Andml lJ is the
name of T/e torse of Zebbdn (in the C.K Zeiydn)
Ibnse-iyTr. (..)

J.L: see l;; and .ee., , near the middle
of tihe paragraph. [See also an ex. voce .i:.]
-- [Hence,) . l L, ' i4 tA good rord
or eresion or ~tence. (T.) The sayineg
of J [in the Q], (]C,) in which he has followed

fBoox I.

e.] his maternal uncle El-FIirfibee, (TA,) that it
the signifies Thle portion of skin betwceen the eye

i ard the nose, is a mistake; (IB, .;) and his
nj citation, as aln authority, of the verse of 'Abd-
ny Allall Ibn-'Omar (K) in which lie says,

an I *' 'lix

lie (TA,) is filtile: (K :) for, as IB says, Sllim wasthie son of Ibn-'Omar, who, by reason of his love
n- of him, tlnus makes. him to be as the skin between

his eyes and his nose: or, as MF says, the truth is,
o that the said verse is by Zuellyr, and Ibn-'Omar
ite used it as a l)roverb: :rnd [SM says], if this be
lie correct, it strengthens the saying of J. (TA.)
ke
is ,I I [ ilore, and most, swfe or secure or free
id fi,m evilx of any kind]. You say, C.. L,i ,A,
!' lJ.i [7hi is more s.fe &e. than this]: and 1

k11.~! [Ti.s is the tnost sYfe &c.]; and oaj
in L.JL. (Hlam p'. 214.) =And _1,',1 [apl).
FC .,'1.l] signifies, like 1o'ail [i.e. 1.l]; The

lh eaicar (, ) o the ...j [or Tlehan lxllmi].
:ih (IIm-];ytrir, Lapp. from Al.ln, cited by De Sacy
of in his Chrest. Arabe, 2nd edl., iii. 480.)

.i3; - [inf. n. of 4, .,. v... It is the generalterm for Th/e reli,gion of ' lloiamnmad: differing
pi from in 1, as shown above: see 4. And
lence, for.A',sl 1&t, or the like,] Tile Aludlims,
collectively. (M in art. ,ui, &c.)

]. a -b

St..L , [Of, or relating to, ,~l as meaning
the religion of Moha,rauul. _ And particularly]

s, A pcet of the class next after thc yJ - ~ and
, next befbo,e the J. (Mz 49lth j.) [See
r the Preface to the present work, p. ix.] The
) most celebrm.ted of the poets of this class, it seems,
o were Jerecr, EI-Farezdaki, El-Aklital, and Dhu-r-

, Rnmnceh, who were contemporaries, and flourished
t in the first and second centuries of the Flight.

(Mz ubi supra, and Ibn-Khillikan in art. .)
,- -~ U .. .I nA ,ord, or pherase, int,lduced,
or u~sed in a nenr sense, on the occasion of the
promniInation and establilthment of the religion
,,f .,LI, by means of the .Xur-ain &e. (Mz
20th )

i l..1 [Tfhe 7 na salentella;] a certain rein
(S, M, K) in te lutnIad, (M,) bletneen. the little
finger and the finger next to this: (S, K:) it
occurs only [thus] in the dim. form. (M.)

; .A, act. part. n. of 4 [q. v.]. (Msb.) :1.J 3
iUi .-l, in the 1Bur ii. 122, means .lnd make

both of us erlf-resigned, or unubmissi, to Thee:
(Bd, Jel:) or, sincere in *eligion, or without
hypocrinj, towards Thee; syn. · -LAe U: (M,
Bd:) and therefore '.* is made trans. by
means of J. (M.) - [It commonly means One
n,ho olds, or profsse, the religion of..I 1.]
And one says, v ;i; .l pa' I; W p 65
[lie n,as an unbeliever: then, to day, he has be.
come a Mulim]. (M.)

a4#": see what next precedes.
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,f;;, is said to be used in the sense of

3j.jlI in the saying of El-'Ajjaj,

* ~..~l z1 % ~, dl O,e' *
[etiween E.-,afd and the Kaabeh of which the
Black Stone is touched with the hand, or hised:
see 8]. (M.)

;i;,: msee, -. Also A hide, or skin,

tanned with [li., or leatre of] them.. (s, M.)

.tL,&. ,il A land abounding with the tree

called .. (M, .)- Suh says, on the au-
thority of AHn, that 1~,4i is a name for A

collection of. i; like l.; applied to "many
elders, or men advanced in age." (TA.)

.?'sJel: see . ._ -' oi l : means
A man soft, or tender, in th;feet. (TA.)

Q. 4. .l.I, said of a horse running, I7e

stretched himself forth; or exztnded, or elongated,
himself: (?: [the meaning is there indicated,
and it is expressed by an interlinear explanation
in one of my copies of that work:]) or ihe ressed
onwrard with a penctrative energyJ or force, or
with sharlmpes of spirit. (TA.) Some hold that
the * in the words of this art. is augmentative:
others, [app. the greater number,] that it is
radical. (MF.)

;ZL, sometimes pronounced with s, (S,
TA,) Long, or tall; (J, TA;) as an epithet of
general application: (TA:) or a taUll man: pl.

La",. ((1.) - Applied to a horse, Lonodicd:
(f:) or, so applied, large, (V, TA,) and long,
or tall, (TA,) and long in thi bones; as also

;i.;, (.K, TA,) which is applied to the male:
(TA:) and the former, likewise applied to a
horse, that preses onwaard rith a penetrative
energy or force, or n,ith sharpnes of spirit:
(TA:) or, so applied, large and long or tall:
and likewise applied to a spear: and tropically,
[but in what sense is not explained,] to a wind

( ;). (A-.) The fern. * · signifies Cor-

pulent, or large in body; (K, TA;) not an epithet
of commendation: (TA :) or, applied to a woman,
it signifies tall or beautiful. (JK.) - And
',g; is the name of A certain dog. (g,*' TA.)

vi;: Bee ;,, in two places.

.I ,: see what follows.

;i1 and t,.L~, each as a fem. epithet,
(', TA,) and each with kesr [to the h,,], (TA,)
[but each in the C.K is with fet-h,] Bold,
daring, brave, or courageous. (g.)

1. e; X_5, (S, M, Mb, M ,) first pers. $S,
(0, Msb,) aor. Lj2, (Mob, g,) and 92 also,
[or I,.]J though neither the second nor the
third radical is a faucial letter; (lahm p. i68;)

and 4>, (M, g,) aor. &; ; ( n;). and ,;

first pers. 1;,, (S, Msb,) aor. o;
Bk. I.

(Meb;) or 4 M', (M, g,) aor. '.; (1;) and

;9, first pers. i;tg, aor. .4; (TA in art.
on the authority of Esh-Shereeshee;) inf. n.

*g, ($, M, Msb, 1,) of the first, (g, Msb, TA,)

and ;a, (M, ,) [app. of the second,] and

.I;1i, (M, MA, 1.,) of the first, as also i.t,
(MA,) or this last is a simple subst., (M,* Myb,

],) and A ., (1, M, MA, 1~,) of the third, (S,)

or of the first, (MA,) and . [with kesr sub-
stituted for damm because of the kesr of the
medial radical]; (M, TA;) lie wvas, or became,
forgetful, unmindful, or neglectful, (M, K, TA,)
or direrted from the remembrance, (TA,) of
him, or it: (M, ], TA :) he endured with pa-
tience the losi, or want, of him, or it: (Mb :) Ihe

uas, or became, content, or halpy, nwit out him,
or it: (PS:) [or he ex'perienced comfort, or con-
solation, for the loM, or want, of him, or it:]

accord to AZ, tJl [or rather -. .0 _;l
.illt] signifies thefamiliar's being content, or

halpy, without the familiar: (Mqb:) or Il

[or .0, . ·: 1] signifies thi being content, or
happlqy, without a thing. (Hi amp. 403.) One
says also, ,_l i> i., meaning lie was or

became, free from lo~e, or affection. (MA.)
{And;jl S I He was, or becanc , free fiom

anw/ty. Se also 6.] _ Also j ' i -
,jI, meaning I did not forget, but neglected, to

say that: and one does not say l ;

except as meaning .;ji1 J 4 C.. (AZ, TA.)

2. d ;L., (M, TA,*) inf. n. i-" ; (TA;)

and . * .'wt ; (M, ] ;) lIe, or it, made him,
or rendered him,forgetful, unmindful, or neglect-
ful, (M, g, TA,) or made him to be diverted
from the remembrance, (TA,) of him, or it: (M,
]g, TA :) [made him to endure with patience the
loss, or want, of him, or it: made him to be con-
tent, or happy, witlwut him, or it: or comforted
him, or consoled him, for the loss, or want, of
hin or it: see 1, first sentence:] and the former
verb occurs, in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, fol-
lowed. by an accus. as a second objective comnple-
ment, in the place of a gen. preceded by C.,

(M, TA.) And one says also, ~ ; i ,

inf.n. as above; and tu .I; meaning (lIe
freed me from my anxiety; or] he retnovedfrom
me my anxiety. (S.) And *.S [alone] He, or
it, [made him to be content, or happy; conforted,
or cotnsoled, him; or] fpeed him from grief [or
anxiety]. (MA.)

4: see 2, in two placoes. Also .;il L.
The people, or party, were, or became, secure, or
oafe, from the beast ofrey. (i-)

5. ;c" U; squasi-pass. of ";c 5_ (M) or of

j '.& l (M,IJ) [and therefore signifying He
was made, or rendered, forgetful, unmindful, or
neglectful, or nw made to be diverted from thle
remembrance, of him, or it: was made to endure
with patience the loss, or want, of him, or it:
was made to be content, or happy, without him,

or it: or was comforted, or consoled, for thle lo&t
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or vant, of him, or it]: or JJI signifies Jk

'l;tI l [he affected the being forgetful, &c., of a
person, or thing]: (][Iam p. 403:) [he made
himielf content, or haplny: comforted, or con-
soled, himself: diverted, or amused, himself:
and, like k, (with which it is said in the Ilam
p. 572 to be syn.,) or nearly so,] he became free
from, or he relinquished, anxiety. (MA.) See
also what next follows.

7. lI L; P. Anxiety became remomed, or
cleared aray,frnm him; as also * ).J. (S.)

8: see art. ur..

_ or jLL: see art. '.

i;5,, (M, Meb, 1,) as also J jI, (M, K,) a
subst. from _ ~ (M, Msb), ) [as such sig-
nifying A state of fo.getfdlness, unmindfulness,
or neglectfudwan, or of diversion from remem-
brance, of a person or thing: patient endurance
of a loss or traNt: content, or ha!ppines, in a
case of privation: or comfort, or consolation, for
a loss or wnant: accord. to the MA, the former is

an inf. n.]. One says, oi_, t ,i and
t ll;4i Tlou Iast made me content, or lhipply, [or
hast infused into me content, or hatppin~s,] with-
out thee [or in thine absence]. (As, $.) And

LL X e jpi lle ix in a state of life
ample in it°s neans or circtntntance, undtraitened,
or plentlful, atu ileasunt. (AZ, $.)

a1 : see the next preceding paragraph.

t.5t. [accord. to those who make the alif to
be a sign of the fem. gender] or t5;; [accord.
to those who make that letter to be one of quasi-
coordination] A certain bird, (S, M, Mgb, ],)
[in thc present day applied to the quail,] i. q.

'.;t [which is also applied in the present day
to the quail], (Ksh and B4 and Jcl in ii. 4,)
[or] white [?], resembling thle J~, (M,) or like
the pigeon, but longer in the shank and neck than
the latter, and of a colour resemblling titat of the
jL~, quick in motion: accord. to Akh, the
word is used as sing. and pl.: (Mb :) [or] Akh
says, I havo not heard any sing. thereof, and it
seems that the single one is thus called like the pl.

number, in like manner as UL.. is [said to be]

applied to one and to the pl. number: (s:) or

the n. un. is iL' ;- (M, 1 ;) of which Lth cites

as an ex. this saying, [in which &L4 shlould be

[Like as shahc& the seldh ,rhich tihe rain has
much wetted]. (TA.) mAlso loney; (, M,

;) and so t l-.,, with damm: (I :) the
former is used in this sense by a poet, (S, M,)
namely, Khilid Ibn-Zuheyr; and Zj says that
Khalid has made a mistake, the word .L. sig.
nifying only a certain bird; but, accord. to AAF,

(M ,)- ,gJl signifies [also] W'h,atever renders
thee forgetful, or content, or happy, in a cae of

prication; (._i . ,, M, ]i;) and honey
is thus called because it renders thee thus by its
sweetness. (M.)

01ir l A water which is drmnk and which
179
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renders one forgetful, or content, or Aappy, in a
came if privation; or comnfort, or consols, for a
ls or nnt: (L4, M, ]:) or a thing that is
eiven to drink to the passionate lover in order
that he may be foryetful, or content, or happy,
without the woman: (L4, M:) or it consists in
one's taking orme of the dust, or earth, of a grave,
and sprinkling it upon water, and giving it to
drink to the lpasionate lover, (M, ],*) lwrceupon
his lor dies: (:) or rain-water poured upon a
certain bead (;j; ) called V ijL 1 , of Which they
used to say that whven the pasionate lover drank
this nater he becanm forgetful, or content, or
halpy, in his privation: (S:) or a certain medi-
cine which is given to drink to him who is in
grief and in conquence of which he becomes
happy; (t, ;) caled by the physicianst t :

( :) or a certain bead (QJ34) for captivating, or
facinating, also called hZil2U, (Lb, M, g,)
and Vt t;, (gh, ,) with which omen capti-
vate, or fascnlate, men, restraining tUem from
other women: (Lb, M :) or t iltkX signifies [or,
accord. to tlie C, signifies also] a certain bead
(5ij, M, ]C,) transparent, (M,) which, rhen
one has buried it in the sand and then scraped the
sand up from over it, is aeen to be black, and is
giren [in nwter] to drink to a man, and renders
him forgetful, or content, or happy, in a case of
privation: (M, ] :*) or a pebble upoo which
water is poured and given to drink to a man, who
thereupon beomnes forget.fl, or content, or happy,
in a case of privation: (M:) Ru-bel says,

* · * ; lj ·

(S, M,*) and NuReyr Ibn-Abee-Nuycyr, in atnswer
to a question of Aq respecting the meatuing of
ilL.Jl, said that it is a bead (5j4) nthich is

b,ruited, or pulverized, [and upon which wrater is
then ,poured,] the water of which occasions in the
derilker theretf ff,retfulnes, or content, or hippi-
nes, in a cae of privation: but As disallowed
this, and said that it is an inf. n. of Za kL, and

that the meaning is A yJI j [i. e. t Were 1
made to d'ink forgetfulne, ., I should not
beome forgectful, &c.: there i not in mefredom
fromn want of thee, though I be freefrom want of
others]. (TA.) See also ,l;.

titL: ee the next preceding pangraph.

, sl ea: seo eS;t:-and se also ;L, in
tlree places.

, [said to be] like [but it may be
as there is no apparent cause for its being

imperfectly decl.,] A quality that rend for.
!Iectfil ,f the objects of love or affection, or that
renders content, or happy, without them. (TA
in art. Ll-.)

,JL [act. part. n. of 1: as such often signifying]
ll,.;ing his heart free fron lovce, or affection.

(liar p. 41.)

;i'L [a noun of the class of L4. and _
&c., originally Sji;]. One says, d ij 46

j.;61 [In him is a caue of forgetfulns of, or
fre~dom from, ansietiea]: like s~ [in form].
(TA.)

.o1.11 qTh third [in arriving at the goa] of
the ten horss that are started together for a race:
so called because he renders his owner content, or
happy ( ). ([am p. 46.)

l_' [a noun of place from 5]. One says,

UL'"" C. [There is not any place in which
one.may be renderedforgetfuld, &c., of him, or it;
or in which one may be rendered content, or
halpy, without him, or it]. (TA.)

, ~~~L-

L ;, (M, ]~,) aor. :, (],) in£ n. .L,
said of a ewe, or she-goat, [and of a she-camel,]
Her secundi,e (l,2) became dirupted [in her
belly]. (M, ].)--nUa., in1 n. ,; (M ;) or
t a,, inf. n. L'3; (S, ];) He pulled out or
off, or remoed from its place, her cundine
(t~,), namely, a ewe's, or she-goat's, (9, M,

,) or a she-camel's. (So in one of my copies of
the g.) And £z1 I I drew [forth] the h-
camers ~e#dse (Li) afler the brging forth
without letting it fal (. .J orG... )..
(Lb, M.)-~4L a dial. var. of Jk, men-
tidoed by Esh-*hereeshee. (TA.) See 1 in art.

.,, first sentence.

2: see the preceding paragraph.

8. ~-1 Sh (a camel, TA, [or a ewe or
goat,]) cast forth her ~ende (ti). (1,
TA.) - She (a ewe, or goat,) became fat. (~
in art. 41, and TA in the present art.) ~ -
1 [i. e. 't] She collecteod , [or clarifed

butter]. (TA. [See also 8 in art. .])

J~ or '5 [thus differently written, the former
the more correct, unless the word be derived from
4__A, as it is said to be in the Yam p. 656, but
this is improbable,] The semdine; i. e. the kn,
[or m~brane,] (M, ],) or thin skin, (?,) in
which is the f~us, or young, [in the nm~b,] (9,
M, M 9b, J,) of human beings, and of horses and
camels, (M,) or of human beings and of cattle, (],)
or [peculiarly] of cattle, (T, ?,) that of human
beings being termed ;;n: (TA:) it is pulled
off from the face of the young camel at the time
of the birth, or else it kills it, like as it does when
it becomes disrupted in the belly: when it comes
forth, the she-cwamel is safe, and so is the young
one; but if it becomes disrupted in the belly, she
perishes, and so does the young one: (S:) pl.

. (M, Mqb, 1) [Hence,] one says, ~1!
uJl I2 UIJ>LX t [The dine became dis-

rupted in the bely]; (, Meyd, ;) i.e. artifice
departed [or came to an end]; (S;) a prov.
applied in the case of an affair's becoming beyond
one's power of acomplishment, and coming to an
end; (Meyd;) like the saying,;"I j " CJI1 
[Thle knife reached to the bone]. (S, g.) And
*,.'9l .id l. t [He is the eater of secundines];
meaning he is low, base, vile, or sordid. (TA.)

And Jce. oi I.ill t [7 people, or

[Boox I.
party, fell into the like of the cundine of a Ae
camel]; meaning they fell into a difficult affair
or case; (S, 1 ;*) or they fell into an unparalleled
evil; (Meyd;) for the he-camel has no J.l. (9,
Meyd.)

XL" A ewe, or she-goat, ($, ],) and a she-
camel, (9,) whoe secundine (t) has beco~ di-
rupted [in her belly]. (S, g.) - And A ewe, or
she-goat, [or she-eamel,] nho se ndine (6cdi )
has been pulled out or off, or removed from its
place. (TA.)

~, [or ,] mentioned in this art. in the
TA: see art. J-.

1. , (. s M.b,, ,) nor. i, in. n.,.., (Mb,)
He put poison into it; [poisoned it; infected it
with poison;] namely, food. (9, Msb, g.) And
He gate him to drink poison. (S, .) And
hylo A, The LIA [or venomous reptile or the
like] smote Mim with its poison. (M.) - [Hence,
perhaps, Hle uggested it, .ai to him: a significa-
tion mentioned by Freytag, but without any
indication of the authority.] - [And, app., It
perforated it; transpierced it; or pierced, or

passed, through it: for it is said that] . may

be an inf. n. of the verb [signifying ], and
may also signify a place of I,jA. (Mfb.) -
And, (g,) aor. A, (S, TA,) inf. n. -, (TA,)
t lie probed it; namely a case, or an afflir; and
examined, or endeavoured to learn, its depth.

(i, ], TA.) - Also, inf. n. ,. i . q. .. , [He
made it firm, fast, or strong; l.]: (M:) [or
this may be a mistranscription for e; for] you

say, s_ eO'WI '" p ($, ],*) inf. n. as
above, (TA,) meaning 11- [i.e. I cdosed,
stoplped, or topped up, the fjlak, or bottle, andl
the like]. (9, 1].) - Also, (M, ],,) aor. , inf. n.

`, (TA,) i. q. U I! [He rectified it; or put
it into a good, sound, right, or proper, state;

-.· , al..&c.]; namely, a thing. (M, ].) And O' .: '

.Mii, (, M,) or _.,, (.,) aor. ', [for the
;erb is trans., ,..'j! being understood, or 

1.
meaning .l %:al,] (M,) inf. n. ,, ($, M,)

i. q. .1l [lie rectifed, or reformed, or amended,
the circumstanc sb~ ting between the pcople,
or between tihm two; or he e.ffcted a rect/fca-
tion of affiirs, or an arexnent, a harmony, or a
reconciliation, betwveen tle people, or between
them two]. (S. M, Ad.)_- And ;93 , He
strung the j [or cowrie]; which, when strung,

are termed ; and,. (M.)_rs, inf n.,
signifies also He approFriated it to a particular,
pculiar, or ~s a, object. (M.) You say,
',aJs He so appropiated the benefit, or bounty.
(K.) And 1 , Te be,efit, or bo~ ty,
was, or became, particuar, pecudiar, or pecial,
as to its object: (9, ] :) the verb being intrans
as well as trans. (V.) EI-'Ajjaj says,

·. .. . , ,, # j a,
* WaAL5JI,

· -c ,U*.:l j ·A

(v,) or the latter hemiatich is
c
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(M,) [He is the Being nwho has baton'ed bounty
that has been general and that has been iarticular
upon tlwe mwho have become uludims, or upon
the countries, namely, our Lord]: he means that
it has reached all. (S.) - [And i. q. q.> :]

you say, ,i4 ", i. e. 3.ii .AS [which
means I tended, rep)aired, betook mylf, or
directed my course, tomards thee; or I have
tended, &c.: and also I pursued, or hare pur-
sued, thy nay, or course, doing like tie]. (S.)
-I [ It was smitten by the wind callked .. ;
applied to a plant; and in like manner to a man:

see its part. n., ; . And] L , with
4amm [to the b,,], Our day was, or became,
attended with tie wind called.. (. , , .)

a*. ,s signifies The making loop. to the
[girth callel] m.h. (TA.) [You say,...
· S11 lie made loopm to the *ef j: see the
pass. part. n., below. And also lie adorned the
, .j writh. . , i. e. strung conwries: see, again,

the pass. part. n.]

R. Q. 1. __- Ie (a man) alked, or went
along, getly. (IA,r, TA.) And lle (a fox)
,'an; [or ran in a certain manair;] inf. n.
i_-.d: (TIC:) the latter signifies the running,
(]C,) or a sort of runiwj, (M,) of the fox.
(M, ].)

a .
._ Poison, or renmo,; (P., TI ;) or deadly

poison or vnom; (KL;) or the poison, or venomn,
of thie serpent; (MA;) a certain deadily thing,

($, M, Msb, 1],) nell knowrn; (] ;) as also _9,,
(M, M, Myb, 1,) which is of the dial. of the people
of El-',iliyeh, (Yoo, Msb, TA,) and is sauid to be

the moot chaste; (MF, TA;) and t (Msl,
,) whichl is [said to be] of the dial. of Temeem,

(Msb,) [but is thought by SM to hbe vulgar, and]
accord. to Yoo, the first is of the dial. of Temeem,
(TA,) and this is the most common of thc thlree:
(Meb :) pl. jt. (S, M, Mob, IC) and .S_ : (S,

Msb, ] :) and t ' sig-nifies the same, in the
sing. sense. (ISk, ]g, TA.) [In some copies of

the 1], by a mistranscription (,lj or _J for

_,.Jl or ,.Jl ) ,, or ,. is made to be syn. with
.__, as signifying "a fox." Thalmt the riglit
reading is that which I have followed is shown in
the TA by an cx., in which., is spoken of as

drunk.]_-[Henee,] jWIdl.' Arsnic; [in like

manner called by us ratebane;] syn. ALJl, (] ,
TA,) i. e. &'l [which is a modern word for

arsenic]. (TA.) [Also applied in the present
day to Tlhe hyos~jcamus mutout of Linn. (Delile's
Flora Aegypt. Illustr., in the Descr. de l'igypte,

no. 242.)] - And ' l, Th [troe caed

t. [q.v.]. (IC.).And "l.,,. Mh tr

called oj,.;CU [or ,j LtJ], (1i,) which latter
appellation is Pers., meaning the same, [i. e.
"fish-poison,"] (TA,) and also known by the name
fe~ l!: it is benefictal for paint of the joints,

and pain of the hip and the back, and the 'j 
[i. e. gout, or specially gout in the foot or feet];
but the only part of its tree that is beneficial is
its ;i.J [or bark]: (1~, TA:). when somewhat

thereof, (1,*TA,) kneaded mith lkaven, (TA,)
is put into a pool of water, it intoxicates the Ji.,
thmeof, (, TA,) so that thety float upon the
surfac of the water: (TA:) and its loaoes burn
in lamps in lieu of wicks, (, TA,) by reason of

their oleminous property. (TA.) - ,.uel

see ... - Also, and ?,., (S, M, Msb, ],) and

,, (M 9b, l],) [but the last is thought by SM
to be vulgar, in this sense as well as in the first,]
A perforation, bore, or hole, (S, M, Meb, ]4,)
of anythling; (M ;) or suwh as is narron,; (TA ;)
for instanee, ($, TA,) [the eye] of a needle; (S,
Myb, TA;) as in the ](ur vii. 38; [see j.-;]
and the hole of the nose, and of the car: (TA:)
pL.j, (M,) or;l-, (Mqb,) or both. (S, ]()

The n and .,l of a human being are His
mmnth and his no~ril and his ear, (S,) or his
mouth and his nostrils and his ears; (]J;) and

the sing. is ,,e and e: (S:) or the~ . of a
human being, and of a horse or the like, are the

clefts (~L:) of the skin thereof (M.) And the
A.*,' of the horse are The thin portions of the

hard bone, [extending] from thl two sides of thie

nasal bone to the channes of the tears: sing.:.'

(M:) or, as some say, (M,) the ejt.., (S, M,)
or the., (](, [but this seems evidently to be a
mistake for the dual,]) means twvo reins in the
nose (..l, M, or ~ , S, , [whlicl latter
often means the same as the former,]) of the
horse: (;, M, K :) accord. to Lth,..,' ,, as pl. of

,,, signifies the clannatels of the tears of the
horse: AO says that in the face of the horse are
. .o'_; and the bareness of his .q_ is approved,
and is regarded as indicative of generous breed.
(TA.) By the .. , of the horse are also meant
Any bone [or rather bones] in i',hich is marrow.
(TA.) And the ., of a sword are Notches
therein, whether new or old. (TA.)._. .,LI

41._. [is appl). from . as signifying the "eye "

ot a needle, or the like, and] means t Ile hit, or
attained, the object of his aim or p ursuit: (M,

]g:) and in like manner, :. l.. - [e
is knIoroing, or shi!f/id, in respct of the object of
his aim or pursuit]. (M.) - [And hence, per-
haps, though another derivation is asserted in

what follows,] one say}s also, ',!J _ , j ,.- . L

and _ ')., t., (S, M,) meaning t lie has no
a.

object in his mind cept tl ee; syn. ,: (M:)

and in like manner, , .~j - dJ Id and 'j ?.,e

" [alone]: or, accord. to Fr, it means he aluu
not any whIo hopes for him: this is from [..

4, . and] ; " . . and ,4 meaning

ii.; t ,m .;;; , and., being the inf. ns., and

t., and,*. the simple substs.; and the meaning
is, he has not any who seeks after him; i.e. he
haas no good in him for which he is to be sought
after: (Meyd :) or it means he hA n~ier little

nor much. (I. and TA in art. .. )-.' also
signifies The loop (;js) of the [girth called]

.J ;: pl. .:. (TA. [See /, .))- And
Anything like p [or comrrie] broghit forth

from the a (a, K, TA,) and strung for orna-

mnt. (TA.) And also, (TA,) or *,., and ,
(M;) Strung tij [or cowries]: (M, TA:) pl.
~... (TA.)

I,
s: see the next preceding paragraph, in seven

places.
Jaa
.': see.,, in two places.

;~ The meatus of the vaina of a woman;
(As, TA;) as also t .at, [which is shown to be
thus used as a sing., by a citation from a trad.,
though said to be] from .;l; as signifying the
" eyes" (".i) of the needle [or of needles]: or
the rima of a woman, with the parts that are
next to it of the haunch and of the borders tf the
vubla, i. c. of the labia majora. (TA.) - See

Jan ~ ~ ~ ~~G
also 'a. ~Also 'J, (AA, TA,) or 4
")1, (TA,) 7h heart, or rebrum, of the
palm-tre: pl.~.., [app.~A /, or, ]. (TA.)

4.,: see , last sentence. - Alo A mat,
(AhIn, M,) or a i,L [q. v.], (g,) or a thing like
a nide ;,L (T, TA,) made, (Agn, M,) [i. e.]

woen, (T, TA,) of , [or larex] (AIln, T,
M, 1) of the t [a tree resembling a dwarf-
palm-tree]: (AIgn, M:) it is slread beneath thke
palm-tree (T, ]J, TA) when the dates are cut qji,
(T, TA,) and upon it fall what bewoan sattered

(T, ~, TA) of the dates: (T, TA:) pl. ;L_,
(Ahin, M, TA,) or, .', (],) or, as in the T,

,j.~. (TA.) See also A.t, latter part, in two
places.

'. The ~-, [hiere app. meaning anxs]; as

also ' , [q. v.]. (1g.)

.ZD A sort of bird, (T, ., M,) less than tie
speies called tL, in mnake, (T, TA,) like the

,SL; [or q.a;l: (M, TA:) [accord. to expla-
nations of Lt_ in the MA, t,,ounntain-s.a'Uonx:
or, accord. to the same and Meyd, bird like
wrallns: accord. to Dmr, as stated by Golius,
i. q. J5 ttl$Je: but this is app). said in relation to
an assertion of 'Aishleh, mentioned in art. J4l inl

the Msb, that the birds termed ml in the Kur
cv. 3 were most like to swallows:] the word is a
pl., (g,) [or rather a coll. gen. n.,] and the sing.
[or n. un.] is with * , (l , M,) pl. t_: (Meyd:)
see ol,t..-And hence, as being likened tlhereto,
A banner, an ensign, or a standard; syn. :
(M:) or so * i.. (.) _. And [hence, also,
perhaps, without ;, as in a verse cited by lB and
in the TA, for the coll. gen. n. may be used as a
sing.,] A s if he-amel: (f, IB, TA:) [pl.
.3C.Z, mentioned by Freytag, from Reiske, as
signifying sv scamel.] - Also, and t;l ;

and V,t.~d and t1..~ and V J ... , a-
pliedto anything, [of men and of beasts &c.,] I,ght,
actie, or ao , and ~nder, and swift; (M, 4;)
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and so t ',A~ : (M: [thus there written; nol
,l" nor £k 4, though both of these are app.
correct:]) or t;L.t and t i , applied te
a man, signify light, or active, or agile, and
StWA, or quick; (8 ;) and so applied, and

T ·".. and Vt L.~L, applied to a woman, signify
light, or active, or agile, and slenler : (TA:) or
· ... , applied to a man, signifies [simply] liglt,
or active, or afilc. (..)

;I; a pl. of, or.a: (S, M, Msb, I:)_
and also used as a sing.: see .~._ [In one
place, in the CIC, erroneously put for A;Z- as
myll. with .. , q. v.]

.;..,, of the fem. gender, ($,) A hot wind, (S,
1M, Msb, K,) or, as some say, a cold wind, (M,
[perhips a mistake occasioned by a misunder-
standling of the plrase ;, ,, expl. below,])
in tllw nigyt or in the day, (M,) or generally (K)
in lie day, (Msb, g,) but authorities differ
reopecting it, as has been shown voce j; ;
(M.l, ;) accord. to AO, it is in the day, and
sonnetines in the night; and the jj- is in the
anight, and sometimes in the day: (.:) but some
say thalt the former is in tle nighit, and the latter
in the day: (Ibn-E.Seed in the " Farl," TA:)
[in the present day it is commonly applied to a
riolext and intensely-hot winul, generally occurring
in the srring or summer, in Igqypt and the
E!]gyptian derItJs usually proceeding from the
south-eastx or south-south-east, gradlually darken-
ing the air to a deep purlle hue, whether or not
(aceo'dling to tJe nature of the tract oer which
it blors) aconnlmanied by clousI of drsat or sand,
andtul at length entirely concealing the sun; but
eldomn lating more than about a quarter of an
hluur or twenty minute :] the word is used as a
subst. [i. c. alone], and also as an epithet [qualify-
ing the suet. 6j]: (M :) pl. . (, M, g.)

One sanys also >.jt~ , meaning A 4~ that is
c,nsxtant, continual, perrnanent, settled, or in-
cesantt. (. anrid L in art. jW.) [See also j.]

at;;: sce .. L, in three places: - and see
.-... -- Also A certain.feathter, M, g,

TA,) which is approved (g, TA) bly the Arabs,
(TA,) in thie neck of the horse, (K,) in the middle
of the neckl of the hors, (M,) or in the side of his
neck. (TA.) ~ And The : [or corporeal
f,o,'a or fiyurec, or persmo,] (M, ](,) of a man:
(g :) or, ns some say, (M, but accord. to the 1i
"and") the aslpect; (M, 1.;) as in the saying,

LtLtJI £5 -W [le is beautlfutl, or pleasing, in
aslect]. (TA.) - And A portion standing up of
ruined dwllUngs. (1.)

,A seller of__.4 [q. v.]; like J sig-
nifying a seller otf J. (IKh, TA.)

;L; 2A oertain plant. (IS.) .[See ;t1 in
art. ~-*.]

e,t. The d~corations, or mbellishenu,

(j,(,) ,of a ceil~g: so say IAr; and in like
manner, Lh ; and he says, I have not heard a

t sing. of it. (TA.) [See also lh.;, in art.
. ,-.]

D _: see ,, first sentence. ~ It is also an
epithet, of whicl only the fern., with ;, is men-
tioned: see;t~; ._ -[Ience,]'.~ and Vf-~,
(M,) or JI and GL1, (}g, TA, [the latter
erroneously written in the C .K. ._1,]) The wolf;
(M, .K;) because of his lightness, or activity, or
agility: (M :) orI.....JI signifies the noyf that is
xmall in the body. (M, K.) -And .l 1 The
fox; (,M,M, ;) as alo .~ [without JI],

, (M,) and *t',l. (K.)

, -... ; and its fernm., with;: see;.l;, last sen-
tence, in three places. - Also, the former, and
t ,__, or the latter is a mistake, [ascribed in
the K to J,] Red ants: n. un. with ;: (1 :) or
4....- (M) and . - (S, M) signify a certain
inect, (M,) a red ant; (S, M ;) as also t . :
(M:) accord. to Lth, an insect of the form of t/he
;I.bl [app. a mistranscription for iAL, i. e. ant],
of a red colour: Az says, I have seen it in the
desert, and it bites, or stings, painfully: (TA:)
pL_. ;,;, (f, TA,) said by Aboo-Kheyreh to be
certain things found in El-]Ba.rah, that bite
vehemently, having longish heads, and the colours
of which incline to redness. (TA.) See o l
below

,_~ [Sesame; sesamum orientale of Linn.;
applied in the present day to the plant and its
grain;] a well-know7n grain; (Msb;) it is called
in Pers. '.4..; (MA, KL;) i. q. ;., (M,
.K,) said by AIHn to be abundant in the Sardh
(;31 1), and EI-Yemen, and to be white; (M;)
[by this is evidently here meant sesame, or the
grain tlereof, or both; thoughl it also signifies
the "fruit of the coriander ;" for otherwise, the
most commonly-known meaning of.__ would
be unmentioned in the M;] the grain of tie _.;
[i. c. the grain from which the oil calkd j. is
czpreced;] ($, l~; [by the author of the latter
of which, this was evidently understood .to be
different from the i ., which is mentioned
by him after the description of. properties here
following;]) it is glutiiwus, corruptive to tie
stcmtach and the mouth; but is rendered good by
honey; and when it is digcsted, it fatlets; and
th/e washing of the hair rwith the water in which
its leaves have been coolcd lengthlen and improvs
it: tle wild sort thereof is known by the name of
... , (g, TA,) thus, with fet-h to the C and
r., and ., and sukoon to the J and Oj, [but

written in the C.K .,] a Pers. word, [ori-
ginally e't:,]q arabicized; (TA;) its action is
nearly like that of the cj~ [or hellebore]; and
sometimes from Imalf a drachm to a drachm is
administered to him wvo is affected wvith palsy,
and he is cured thereby, (g, TA,) ~peedily;
(TA;) but a drachm thereof is dangerous, (J,
TA,) in great derce. (TA.) e r-nt :
see 3, in art. .- Also The serpent:
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(], TA :).or a certain creping thing resembling
it. (TA.)_ See also the next preceding para-
graph, where it and its n. un. with i are men-
tioned.

.a..- 4..
t....l.: see.l.,, in two places.

. .~.: see.,~l_, in two places:-and see
also/,~ , likewise in two places.

.a1.., A peciat of bird, (M1, K,) recembling the
svallow; [but see what follows;] thus expl. by
Th, who has not mcntioned atny sing. thereof;
(M;) and Lb adds tha;t its CJ!l/ arc u:uzttain-
able: (TA:) so in the prov.,sl,jl ~.4 ;i'L..
[Thou hast imnposed ulton u the ta.,k !f pon
curing thI eggs of the t;;]; (M;) applied in
the case of a man's being asked for that which hlie
will not find, and which will not be: (TA :) or

.. l.JI is here pl. of t L...JI [i. e. . 1 or
4..,l.], and means the red ants: thus some
relate the prov.: but others say, t,.JI, pl. of
1_4., [n. un. ofE..t,] which means a spcies of
bird like the svallom, the eggs of which are un-
attainable. (Meyd. [By Freytag, .;1_ is erro-
neously said, as on the authority of Meyd, to be
pl. of L.L. in this sense.]) In [some of] the
copies of the ],,. 1 is here erroneously put
for.A l_. (TA.)

,..: sec;.;: - and see also _.

,.G [act. part. n. of ,; as such signifying
Poisonig, or infecting wiith poison]. .'., as an
act. part. n. [in the fem. form because applied to
things of the fem. gender (such as the ,ri' &c.),
and to such as are denoted by gen. ns., which are
used in a pl. sense], (M.lh,) Such ax is, or are,
venomnous (S, Msb, 1,) of animals, (K,) or of
creeping things, [and insects,] but of ihich tlhe
renom does not hill; as the scorpion, and the
hornet: (Msb:) and such things (SIh, hsb) and
the like theroof (Sh) are termedcd.l., (ShI, Msb,)
whicll is the pl. of'". (MRh.) [Andrhence,]

el D.I. (S, M, Mgh, g) and .A.L, as one
word, (S and Msb in art. _,, and the latter in
the present art. also,) and Jo,l t., (,) A

species of the [lizard called] tj3: (M:) or such
as are large, of the &jj: (A in art. e.s, and
Msb:) or [ona] of tIu larce [sorts] of the :
(S, Mghl, :) also called .JI: (TA, from a
trad.:) [see more in art. e.e :] applied to the
male and the female: (Zj, Msb :) dual ,.l L"l,;
(TA;) and pl. uoI .o.-.. (M, Mglh, TA.).

And .L .Ay [as though meaning " a poisoning

day"] (M, 1.) and 1,, (IAar, M, K,) the
latter rare, (M,) [and anomalous, being from,A,l
and t. ;, (S, M, 1,) A day attnded with
the wind caled.,... (S, M, I.() =[L. is

also fem. of AL as part. n. of the intrans. verb
., signifying "it was, or became, particular,
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peculiar, or special." And hence,] AiL2 signi-
fies also t Tke Lol. [or distinguihed p~ople, or
peope of distinction; and tAe particular, pec-
liar, or special, friends, intimates, familiars, or
thi like] (8, M, IAth, P, TA) of a man; (IAth,
TA;) and .4.Jl, pl. , signifies the same;
(M;) and so v l, like u 4a,ll signifies
iWll: (IApr, TA:) or t s i1 signifies the re-

atioUns, syn. al,Ul; (V;) or the particular,
or choice, relations: (TA:) and V 'Nl J"
signifies the rdations; syn. ljI; (M;) or th
.1.1. [expl. above], (El-Umawee, ., K,) and the

rdations. (g.) One says, C Wl; Jil ^eS
t[How are the people of distinction, &c., and
the common peolte, or people in general?]. (S.)

And L.tlJ £.lt Ua t [The pnle sin general,
or the rulgar, and the poople of dittinction, kc.,
kncm it, or Aim]. (TA.)

i.., [fem. of 2,: see the latter in several
places]. - 11i also signifies Death: (M, :)
but this is extr.: (M, TA:) the word commonly
known, (M,) or the correct word in this sense,
(TA,) is .l Il, [belonging to art. .A,] without
teshdeed (M, TA) to the,, and without ;. (TA.)

.l A nose narrom (g, TA) and fat (TA) in
the nostril. (g, TA.)

A place of perforation, of transiercing,

or of,'psng throuh: pl.st.... (Mb.) [Hence,]

_Jq.l -.. (S, O) or Iscil (Msb) The per
foratins [or pore.] of the body (S, Msb, O)
tlhroug mhich the saeat and the exhalation of
the interior thereof psm frtk: (Msb:) . lJ
[thus] applied to tite J' [of the body] is a term
of the physicians. (Mgh.)

s-: secAw,.

A One mwho eats wshat he is able to eat. ([.)

'...l and W.;l J*I: see,.
en- a

.n~, applied to a [girth such as is called]
o>j., laving tIhree ),..., i.e. c l.ps .()
[attached to it]. (TA.) And also, thus applied,
Adorned ithA~ , i. e. strung cowrric. (TA.)

-; [Poisoned; infected with poison;] having
had poison put into it; applied to food. (TA.)
And A man haring had poismx given him to
drink. (TA.) - Also Smitten by the wind called
-.- L; applied to a plant; and in like manner to

a man. (TA.) See also *;.

1. ~ [as an inf. n.] is syn with A [Fin an
intrans. sense], ?,* Mb,) and L5. [in the sense
of ;l';], and nlI;ul: (Mqb:) or ? s.:

(M,g:) you say, :i,, aor. , (f,M, ,)
and ;, (g,).or in this cae the former only,
(TA,) inf. n. .. , (M, TA,) He pu a
right ooure; sya. i: (8, TA.) or t Ae fol-
loswd a ~ood direction (M, ], TA') in t.e way
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of re/igon [&c.]. (TA.) Accord. to Khilid Ibn-
1?abbeh, it signifies t The.fo/lloing the truth and
the right way or direction, and being a good
neighbour, and doing little harm. (TA.) [But
more commonly, or primarily, it relates to the
course that one pursues in journeying.] An Arab
of the desert, of [the tribe of] ]eys, says,

... 6. .....

* t3.l 4iX3j;l . ,

i. e. [77ou shalt traverse (addressing a woman),
or, more probably, ye hsall traverse (addressing
camels or other beasts), a land rithwut a descrip.
iion], jour~jing without any sigJn of thite way
and without any track [for guidance], such
being the meaning of -aJ, or thius, pursuing a
right course, n.JI meaning 1JI. (TA.)
Accord. to Sh, ;.JI signifies The seeking,
searching, or inquiring, for, or after, tie right
way or direction. (TA.).-_ , il also significs

f,f4! :.Li [i.e. e-i ' signifies Tite
road's having a right, or direct, tendency]: (M:)
or [0 1,r ,;_] signifies , orJ 31 [i.e. T7h
thing's having a rig,t, or direct, tendency]. (g.)
[This last explanation has been misunderstood by
the Turkish translator of the ]; who has hence
been led to assert that one says, sIl as
well as _ , z.., meaning e:-t: it is -
that (like *;.. ;_.) signifies .,i; not

4,W, for -;_ is always intrans.] -Also Tite
journeying (.8, M, ) upon the road (M, J)
[guided only] by opinion (8, M, C) and con-
jecture: ($:)or, as some say, tit journeying by
conjecture and opinion, not.tilon a [known] road.
(TA.) A poet says,
* .-. 6t1 -, -

[There is not, or was not, in it, a road of any
kind (see ,j)for thejourneying byj olnion and
conjecture of him who to journeys]. (8, TA.)
-And Theipureuing a course, or direction, [if
any kind,] and [particularly] t in relilion and in
worldly affairs. (TA.) You say, 4 .
tile pursues Ahis [another's] way, or course, doi'g
as lie [the latter] does. (TA.) [t' is here an
absolute (not an objective) complement of ;
like ' in the phrase o -- ,. See also

,L_ below.] - Also o, aor. ', inf. n. &i,
t lie (a man) was, or became, grave, staid,
steady, sedate, or calm. (Myb.) - And ,a;:.,
aor.,, (Fr, 9,) in£ n. ;._ , (Fr, TA,) tile
prepared, arranged, or disposed, for them, tte
mode, or manner, of ~pech, and ofjudging, or
forming an opinion, (Fr, ]J, TA,) and of work,
or attion. (Fr, TA.)

2. _ The keepin to the [_ [i. e. road,

&c.]. (10) It is said in a trad., ·s g ' * .° '
,.-S as · -·. - M

*;- ;1 Yl )1 Al, meaning (And I d-
parted, not knoming whither I should go, but] I
kept to the core, or directiA, of the road: or
as some say, Iprayed to God. (TA.).-Also
t The mentioning of God, (.8, M, A, Msb, 1,)
or, as in some copies of the Q, the mentioning of

the same of God, [lie V, inl n. of s_*,]

(TA,) upon, or over, a thing, (S, M, A, M b, ],)
or in any case. (TA.) One says,v . ;

A;. ~l tHe mentioned the name of God upon,
or oDer, the food. (TP.)_And &i .; and
.c4, inf. n. t, tlle p~yd for what was
ood for him; prayed for a blessing upon hi,in;

as also ~_&. (L and TA in art. :.,Z, q. v.)

In a trad. respecting eating, it is said, il V1..
l, ly I.sj, meaning t [Pronounce ye tihe nanw
of God, and take wrhat is net you of the fbood,
or make yonr words to be ear together, (see 2
in arts. j. and .,) and,] when ye have ended,
invoke a blessing upon him at whose abode or

table ye have eaten. (TA.) -; also
signifies, (M, ~,) or U. l ,, (S, M. b,)
t The praying for the sneezer; (M, M.b, ;)

saying, .IJI t 1 :i~ .3ii [Slay God guide
thee to thi right, or ood, course]; because tho
person sneezing is disturbed and disquieted: so
says AAF: (M, TA:) or the saying to him,
1i A.;Ff1 [May God hae mercy on thea]:

(Th, S, M :) or si gnifies the saying i;1
ei AIl [MJay God bls the]: (ISh, TA:) it is

with ., and with .;: (?, M, Mb :) one stys
,,, (T, M, M.b,) i. e. .1J t , meaning
ife prayed for the sneezer, [saying as abore,]
(A,) and ",: (T, M, Meb:) Th says that the
former is preferred, (s,) or is the original, (MVI,,)
being from l signifying .- 'l, (S, M, Ml,h,)
and US4Jl, and tiC; l, (M.b,) and a'l,
(8,) or L' I; (M;) as though one made a
person his object by this prayer; (M;) and that
the p is changed [by some] into ~: (TA:) but
A'Obeyd says that the pronunciation with b; is
of higher authority, and more common. (S,
M9b.) The Prophet said, When any of you
sneezes, let him say, ,._JI [Praiss be to

God]; and he who prays for him (; Z:.l!
[or &~. ]), a .l J~,!; and let him [i.e. the
sneezer] say [in reply], ALQ jD .ii 

[AIfay God direct you aright, and render wodl
your state, or condition, or case]. (lar p. 25O.)

3. a.L, inf. n. LLL, lIe, or it, farecl, or
fronted, or was olyposite to or over agaiast, himn,
or it. (Meb, TA.)

5. "3J, (As, 8, A, TA,) [and] ' i ,
(M,) He directed himself, or hi course, or aim,
to, or towards, him, or it; syn. o.mJ, (S, M,) or

,~..a, and Z,: j. (A., A, TA.)

*;_ inf. n. of 1 [q. .]. (M, TA.) - Al9 
road, or way; syn. o,L, (8, M, A, Mghi Mgb,
g,) and a.$~, (Th, 8,) and .. i: (A:) [pl.

k~S.] One says, -.. J'l1 lJ..i Keep thou to
thiJ road, or way. (TA.) - And [hence,] t The
way, or course, that one pursues in hi rdligion
and is worldly affairs: (TA:) t a way, mode,
or manner, of acting or conduct or the like: 
TA:) I the mode, or manner, [of life,] syn. X,
(., A, Mgh, Meb, 1, TA,) of goodpeople, (., A,
Mgh, ], TA,) in pect of r~ligion, not ui
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respect of goodlines of person: (TA:) a meta-
phorical meaning, from the same word as signify-
ing "a road," or "way." (Mgh.) One says,

1- aI I t Verily he i good in respect of
the way, or course, that Ah pursues in his religion

and his worldly affairs: (TA:) or C ~

;~,JI means t he is good in his [i. e., as here
used, mode, or manner, of life]. (M 9b.) And

.~1 HG H ow good is his way, mode, or
manner, of acting or conduct or the liAke (S, A,*
Mgh,' TA.) - [Hence,] t Gravity, staidnsu,
steadine, sedaten~, or calmness. (Mqb.)-

.'*.It also signifies The region, or quarter, to
whi.h, or towards wAich, the coursc, or aim, is
directed. (M.)-[And hence, The bearing, or
direction, of an object by the comlass. And more

a. 
particularly, Tle azimuth. And bo11J !

IT% zenith; or vertical point in the heavnm.
(" Zenit" appears to have been, as Golius ob-
serves, a mistranscription for "zemt," or " semt.")

.,.5j1 ;~ Tle path of tlt sn; the
elilptic: from tp_ signifying "a road," or

" way." - j;' : The quinoctial colure.

And i.3 I the usoltitial colure.]

*ItL [part. n. of 1]: see an ex. in the latter
half of the first paragraph of this art.

'* t Any one praying, or who prap, for
what is good, ( and TA in art. .,) _-

[for any ont]; (TA in that art.;) as also :
(9 and TA in that art.:) any one prayi~, or
who prays, for a retrm to the right, or good,
way, and contiuace the (Mb.)

~JaI ~ Ths part of the sadal that is

bedow it [or namro part, more com-
monly called itb .o.eu,g thence] to it
e:treity. (O.)

and aqj.; (L, TA;) and t-, [aor. ,] (U4,

TA, and so in a copy of the A,) inf. n. 1-;;
(A;) It (a thing, S, O, M 9b) was, or became,
foul, unsyem, or uYgly; (9, A, 0, Mb,* ] ;)
or deoid of beauty. (A, L, Mb.)

s. (A, (A, o, L, Mpb, V,) in£ n. '3,
(0,1 [,) lie, or it, rendered it foul, nseemly, or
ugly; (0, Myb," ;) or devod of beauty. (L,

M,b.) One says, li 41S `. "; [No-
thing rendiered it foul, unemly, &e., in my iss
mation, but sch a thing]. (A.)

4. i *11 Lt; [How foul, or emly, i

his deed ]. (A.)

10. .... L1 Hse reco~d it, or esmed it,
fodul, unseemy, or ugly; (, O;)or d~d of

beauty. (L.) One says, [ .1 tI
tckhom, or stem, thy deed fom or musm].
(A, TA.)

andtVC and * , (S, A, O, Msb, IS,) like ·.. (S, A,

O, M9b) from , (8, O,) and t , (, A,

0, 1,) like A (S , 0, ) from -, (S, o,)
Foaul, u~emly, or ugly; (S, A, O, Mb,* ] ;) or
devokwid of beauty: (A, L, Msb :) pl. t , S, O,

J,) [of ] like ; [pL of , or of? o,
~, Eke 1L pL of ], applied to a number

of men, (O, o,) and, so applied, ,.l, [of 5.,
like ;, pl. of J., or of . like ^

pl. of ,] (IF, 0, L,) and s , [of

and , : (L:) tV is of the dial. of
Hudheyl; and is said by some to signify po -

i ood, or no good things. (L.) One says
abo~ .i. and , V.t and V ,
using the latter word in each case as an imitative
sequent [for the purpose of corroboration]. (AO,
$ and ~ in ar. J, q.v.) applied to

milk signifies Greay, and bad, orfoul, infavour;

as also t ;) and so. and

: (:) or having no flavour; (t;) or so
r'.':. (MNb:) and bad, orfoud, in odour. (L.)

: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

: see , in four places.

1. _,, ($, M 9b,g,) aor. :, (Msb, g,) inf. n.

C:L; and 1_ and C: and ~j, and 5

and _ (Kg,) He was, or became, liberal,

bountfi4 mun~f t, or generous; (S,' M1b,'
] ;) as abo t ~.1: (M 9b, ]~:) but the un-
augmented verb cofnmonly known, but faultily
omitted in the IS, i' U aor.:; and .this is the
only one mentioned by I]t and Igool and a
number of other authors: ei.', lie , means

h became of the ~ople of . 1i. E. liberality,
&cc.]: (MF:) [but] 5 and tC. _h both sig-

nify as above; he w,as, or became, liberal, i&c.;
and he gave from; a motive of generosity and
liberality: thlis is the correct explanation of both;
though some say that the former only is used in
this sense; and the latter, in relation to com-
pliance and submissiveness. (L.) You may, ' 

(, A, Msb,) aor. -', inf. n. t and ;..L~ (9,
A,' M.b) and _.,, (Msb,) He tas liberal,
bountful, muniicent, or generous, writh it; (S,
A, Mqb;) and gave it; and complied therein
eith that which was deired of him; as also

V ._1. (M9b.) [And ~. He was lil'eral,
&c., to Aim; as also V ~.; whence,] God is

represented, in a trad., as saying, , I 1
-Se; J L ~a % Be ye iberal, &c., to my

ant, [meaiing Mo,am~ ad,] lie as he is
liberal, &c., to my rants. (L.) And l _
(Q,) or Z4, (A,) He gate (S, A) to me, (a,) or to

him: (A:) and V '.L he gave him nck

a thing. (Msb.) And ,UJ -- , and

t ,, andt .r , lIe compeled writh my desire in
tta?t thing. (L: see also a similar phrase below.)..
; _,, said of a she-camel, means She became
sulmigsive, and went quit ly: (L :) and t ~ ~%I

said of a beast (4;l), it became gentle and sub-
missive after being refractory : (L, K:*) and in
like manner 1I; (A;) and t , inf. n.

tw.tJ; (L;) said of' a camel: (A, L:) or

" significs the going an cany pace: (., L,

1.:) and the going quickly: (L, K:) or (so in
the L, but in the K "otmd") the act offleeing.
(L, K.) And *t C. It became eay and sub-

missive. (L.) You say, a St _,, (8, A,
K,) and '+ 3, as also t ; .C,, (L,) His mind

Ibecame sub,;issire, (8, A, L, K,) ,1I iiJ to

that thing. (L.)__ , in£ n. ;;; (L;)

and t .. (g, L,) ii. n. . ; (L, ]g;)

and t CrL, (MIgh, L,) inf. n. - .C ; (9, A,

L, I;)and*t 1I, (Mgh,) and t ; (L;) also

signify He acted in an easy, or a gentle, manner;
(S, A, Mgh, L, g ;) and he tnade mesy, or facili-

tatled; (L;),j1 ) in an affair: (Mghl, L:) and
t il signifies thie acting in an easy, or a
gentle, manner in a contest in thrusting, or piercing,
with speare or the like, and smiting with swords,.
and running. (L.) It is said in a well-known

trad., ,; L'J1 The acting in an easy, or a

gentlb, naanner, in affairs, is a means of gain, or
profit, to the performer thereof. (L.) And you

say, ~.l It ...L ie acted in an easy, or a
gentle, manner with him. (TK.) And Jd

and &4, and t C1 , 1Ie made [a thing] easy to

him. (L.) And 4l - .I (Meyd, Mgh,

L) and 4., (L,) and AU & ~ t _ (Meyd,

L) and ;i4, (L,) a trad., (Mghl, L,) meaning
Facilitate tlwu, and facilitation shall be rendered
to thee: (As, Sh, L:) or act thou in an eayj, or
a gentle, manner, and easy, or gentle, treatment,
shall be rendered to thee: (Mgh:) or be thou com-
pliant, and compliance dall be rendered to the.
(Meyd.) And 4,i,q J _., and t .. , .He

made easy to him the object of his wrant. (IAr,
L: see also a similar phrase above.)_.-,
(A, TA) and L4 ", (TA,) [app. inf. ns. of which

the verb is ~Y,] in a branch, or rod, signify

S The being even and smooth, witout any knots
[or inequality of thichnes: see ] . (A, TA.)

2: see 1, in two places. - . t1 _ means
t The traightening, or making een, of the zpar,
(9, ], TA,) so as to render it smooth. (TA.
[See 1, last sentence.])

3: see 1, in six places.

4: see 1, in all but four sentences.

6: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph:
and see also the paragraph here following, in

two places.
I
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6. I _ T7hey acted in an easy, or a gentle, g io n mhih is no sraitns (V, TA) nor df-
maner, one ith another. ( , A, 1.) - [Hence] culty. (TA.) - The saying of 'Omar IbnAM-0 & .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~.~ .

_LJ [as a conventional term in lexicology, or E -'Azeez 1" Ul, t pi t means t [~Rcite thou a

in relation to language,] is [A carelw, or dc- call to prayer] wihout a pro~ of the voice,

tive, manner of ex~p n,] hen the meaning of and trilling, and ~out modulation. (Mgh.)
a entece is not known, and, in order to it being .
undertood, requira another word or phras to ~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

he sm~pplied: (KT:) [or the using a carss mode 
of epreion, relying upon the understanding of Ten ( ) made of in. (Ibn-El-

the reader or hearer; as also C. : or] a Faraj,·.)
defic~ey in what a peaher says r t: a , first sentence.
[the k~ e of] the person add,rsed. (Mar- se e
ginal note in a copy of the KT, subsigned ~ , in two places.

[app. to denote that the authority is Isma'eel and dime of q v (1)
J4tee].) [See also ,jC., which is often used '' C 

as though it were syn. with LJ.] The pri- ~ [(for, and most, libral, bountiuI,

mary meaning of iandsi [said to Cmmnsficent, or genmerowm]. See an ex. voce .
· .,.-- , - :- -o--

be] The being wide, or ample: whence the phrase (A Mb, )

J. J jli~ [expL below]. (Myb.) Keep thoM to the trh, for ery in it is ample

7. ,.Jl tapp. syn. with ~%, or perhap a cope for avoiding falsity; expl. by "=:, (A,

mistranscription for the latter word]: see ... ?! Myb, ],) and Q.t1 q J. .. (A, Myb.)

.~ (T, , A, Mgh, Myb, O and ? , of 6

which the former is a contraction, (Myb,) [but see firrst sentence.

which is seldom used,] as also and [in t )

an intensive sense] .. (T, M, TA) and
t %_ (Tt6a- MsC~- 0, TA) tadCt~t . , 

fT M,A, 91 TA)[and -C* ., _,applied to a he-ass and to a mare, ($
occurring in the 1 voce lJa, the la three femn. O ,)but not to a male, (A, , ,) and some

as wl l s n l i e a ,b u ff l ~ timtheto she.ca mel, (TA J) Long in the back
u well as mas], liberal, J , t not to a male, (AO, 6, 0,) and some
or germ : (T, , M, A, Mgh, Mb, 1g, TA :) times to he-me, TA,) 

few. an : (T, M8, 1A, ]g:) pL CL.-" (Th, T, (8, 0, 90 asalso tgl.Olad.- 

1, M, A, Myb, ],) applied to women (Th, $, (0 :) [see an ex. in a verse cited voce . :

Myb, 1) only, (Th, 9, 1,) or to men and to pl. of the last but one, or of the last, not of th

women, (T, M, TA,) and &'t , (T, 9; M, A, first as it is amerted to be by A'Obeyd and by KI

Myb, 15,) applied to a party of people, (S, A,) C.4.: (TA:) and the first, a mare slender i

(i.e.] to men and to women, (T, M, TA,) as the body, or blan in the bey, but thick in tA

though pL of ? (, 1,) and 0, ,, (T, , npart ~e the ~er and oulder-bla, (C

M, A, 1i,) applied to men and to women, (T , I, TA,) having thick and strong f~ : (TA:

M, A,) P of t (, ) plo or as though p! . of applied only to females. (.)_ Also, applied t
da bow, Long. (o, ].)

EtL . (S, 1) The dim. of ~ in tina thi . (T,O,)''~. J[,e~~ in anyth ing. (T, O, ]p)

and ' Ce.; (f;) butthe lattcr is by some dis- .

allowed. (TA.) You say also, 59 - &e
and H t [app. meaning Suc one ua p s__ ee .... Also Tall and hateff

oery lieral, i.; for in each case the latter epithet or hated; (O, [;) applied in this sense to

is probably an imitative sequent, and therefore a man. (O.)

corroborative]. (L.)- . Zl; A beast that
is ~ ubm ie, or asy, or gentle: and probably v

also quick: see 1]. (A, voce Ia~q, q. v.)- _ S4o [The pericranium; i. e.] the thin, sk

[Hence, app.,] am.~ is the name of A mare of (T, Mgh, Mb,) or th nument, (9, Mgh,,

J,eaar he son of Aoo-~"dlb. (. l bo the ~sku: (T, ,Mgh, Myb, V:) and as

]~.])_ And A,. t The she-goat. (T in thin in ree~bling that; (M#b;) or [the per

ut. A.) And a 4 , t A pant bow,. ote of any bone; i. e.] the ski that isbeMe

(, TA.) - And 5 _; t6 A branch, or rod, the boe and the esh, aboe the bone and b,mw
at s ev and mooh, (A, Mb, TA,) wot thel~fih; every bone having what is thus termed

hat is em a-n,~oUIr, (A,' Mq,h, TA,) mihu (TA: [p.) c ~ _ " e,] one.sys,
any kot: (A, , TA:) or of em growth, so (TA:) p . Hene] one a,
that what is ben it two etritie is not . . J-t 1 ;, (f, J/ TA,) i.

more ~der than it two exr~ or than o0 t [Upon th fat that covers the stomach a

of thm (AIJn, TA.) One says also w . bow~ of the Aeep or goat is or are] a th

[An ob on[ quared ~ece, or a board or t~ [or thin igment of fat]. (TA

tablet, of the wood of the t. (q v.), that is eve _ And l j/4 The [strata or] thin po

cad s h]. (TA.) And A..3 lt A reli- to of clou (,,TA.) also sil

)1
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aifies [The cicatrix which is] the mark of cir-
umcision. (TA.)-And A wound by which

the head is broke (' [q. v.]) raching to the
kin shin, or integume, thus called. (T, 9,

M1b, 1.)

j,A- Tall; applied to a palm-tree; (9, O,
0 ;)as also 3i..,: ( :) or tall and thin: (Lth,
TA :) not known to As on any other authority
than that of Lth. (TA.)
[J held the , in each of these words, as he

says, to be augmentative; and has therefore men-
tioned them in art. mr-.]

1. J ,, (9 , M, &c,.,) aor. ', (M, L,) in .n.
H,, He (a man, IA r) wa, or became, high, or

elevated. (IAer, ?, M, L, 1. [:. in the C¢ is
a mistake for -.]).He raied hi ead; (L;

[and the same is implied in the 9; see i ;])

and o .: (M, L:) [and] he raied Ais Aad in
pride. (P, L, 1.) And in the former sense it is

said of a camel, in his going along. (Bd in liii. l61.)
_Also He (a man) stood, raiusi his head, and

with hs breast er~ct; like as the tallion [camel]
does when excited by lust: (A:) [for] it is said of
a stallion [camel] when thus excited. (L.) - And
hence, (A,) : He ang: (M, A, L:) because the
singer raises his head and erects his breast: (A:)
but Th says that this is rare: (M:) accord. to
I'Ab, j., saignifies the act of singing in the dial.
of limyer. (L.).- Also, (M, ,) aor. as above,
(TA,) and so the inf. n., ($, M,) t He diverted
himlfs, ~po or played. (F M, , , TA. [For

in the C15, I read 1, as in the M, and in

MS. copies of the K, and in the TA; and agree-
ably with the g,in which the inf. n. is expl. as

syn. with `J.]) - le was, or became, negligent,
inattentit~e, inadvertent, incon~derate, or heed-
ls; and went away from, or reldnquised, or
lft, a thing. (L.) - H-e w, or became, co~-
fo~und, perplexed, or amazed, and able to
se his right course; or affeted with wonder;

or cut short, or silent, being confo~de, or per-
~lexed, and unable to e his riglht cours; syn.

: inf. n. as above: (M:) [or] he stood con-

foued, or perp~ed, and unable to me his right

course; syn. .,1, A. (1. [After this expla-

nation and Q immediately following it, it is said
in the 1[, 1;jpuj i;j_ *,j%i A ,: meaning

that it is by reason of grieving, or mourning, as
signifying the "standing confounded" &c.; and
by reuason of rejoicing, or being happy, as signify-
ing the "diverting oneself" c. See a n ex. of
its usage in a case of grief the vers which I
have cited at the close of the first paragraph of
art. ij, and which are cited in the present art. in
the L and TA.]) -Also He kept consMtantly, or
. n~ y, (M, L,) to an aqfair, (M,) or upon
the ground, or in the land. (L.)-He strov

labomed, or e~Merted himsf, or he mearied him-
sef, in work, (f, TA,) and in jowueing. (TA.)
And *9'4 MJ (9, M, 1) '1 ., j, (p,) aor.
and inf. n. as above, (M,) The came stroe,
laboured, or e~erted thems , in their jouey-

ing: (9, :) or knew not fatigue, or earnm .
(M.) [See also , (which is likewise, perhaps,

~ 

-- 

-- -- j - - 1 .

I'Ab, 

0 .P ilignifies the act of singing in the dial.

of 

ljimyer. (L.) - Also, (M, V,) aor. u above,

(TA,) 

and so the in£ n., ($, M4 t H# diverted

,&imwlf, 

q~ or played. ($p M, V, TA. [For

in 

the CIFI, I read Q, as in the M, and in

MS. 

copies ofthe K, and in the TA; and agree---

ably 

witli, the g,'in which the in£ n. is expl. u

syn. 

with "`J) - 118 was, or bwamOj, weqll"ty

inai~tw, 

inadvertent, inm~ate, or

.km; 

and wM away fmm, or relinquished, or

k.ft, 

a thing. (L.) - H� mas, or bwame, emb

fo~ 

p"lgxm, or amazed, and unabk to

his 

riqht cmrw; or afflected ivith wonder;

or 

cut ~,'or siknt, being conf~, or Mr-

~, 

and wmbk to &W his riglit Course; *Yn.

' 

10 : in£ n. u above. (M:) [or] he stood con-

17-Y
fo~ 

or P,"kmd, and waable to m his right

courm; 

oyn. (1� [After this expla-

nation 

and immediately following iN it is said

0 

jj, 0 0 A .0 J ; '

in 

the X. tjgp--9 Ui- iSA meaning
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an inf. n. of the same verb,) below.] m
inf. n. i. q. ';i. [He tended, repair
betook himself, or directed himselfor his course
aim, to, or towards, him, or it; or endcavour
to reach, or attain, or obtain, Aim, or it; &c.
like *. (M.).. And u6jl Z*, inf. n. n.
He made the land, or ground, plain, or smooi
or joft. (M.)

.· ;*o, (M, TA,) inf n. . .i, (TA,) t 1
diverted him: (M, TA:) [and in like manna
9 *-I; for] one says to a slave-songstmre
dy.,^L_, [in one of my copies of the $, erroneousl

44.1,] meaning Divert thou us by sigin,
(8, o, L, TA.) _ .~ l L,^ (M, Msb, 
inf. n. as above, (., Myb, 1,) He manured ti
land witA il; [q. v.]: (., M.b, g :) he dunga
or manured, the land; syn. 'i-. (M. [So in
copy of the M: in the TA W4, without teshdeed
and thus only, I believe, correctly; though it i
commonly pronounced with teshdeed in the pn
sent day.])I~n", .~, (M,) or 'Jj, (B,
inf. n. as above, (TA,) He removed utterly A
hair, or the hair; (M, (, TA ;) taking tihe who
of it [in shaving]: a dial. var. of Q. (TA.
b.,AIl -l.; is The removing utterly the Aair q
the head [by having] : a dial. var. of: .J. (S.

And ,:: is also used [alone, the objectivi
complement being app. meant to be understood,'
as meaning The leaving of, or neglecting, thA
anointing of one~t.f [or of one's hair], and wash
ing : and so . (A'Obeyd, TA in arLt. 
'4: see 9, first sentence.

9: ee Q. Q. 4, in two places.

11: seo what next follows.

Q. Q. 4. ~ ,!, (, M, L,) inf n· ;1'1, (.,)
He, or it, becamn A oun: (M, L :) o; m bame
much ~n: (AZ, M, L:) or he (a man) be-
came wonllon with anger; (., L;) or so t 12,

inf. n. ,~; and ,~.., inf. n. ;1,. (].)
One says, ,q ..L' His arm, or hand, became
wollen: and 'l;i.j 1 Her Ig, or foot,

became iylated ad ,wolltn. (L, TA.) .Also,
said of anything, It went, or pasrod, antay: or
perihd; and so ta,.l. (L,TA.) And k.

I Le perished by reason of anger. (L.)

. Ctinuwing, or unceasing, journeying.
(M, L.) [Perhaps an inf. n.: see .lt .~,
and what next precedes it, in the latter part of
the first paragraph.] ._l., ,iJ , (1, TA,) or
t L~, (M,) [in my copy of the Mgh I1m.., and
in the 0 I,.,] He, or it, is thine ever, or for
ever; syn. It~ , (Th, M, Mglh, O, ],) and Ia1.
(Th, M, Mgh.) And ~ lj j41 ; j. , or v o ,,
(M,) I will not do that ever. (M, TA.)

~._: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two plaees.

A corpost, or manure, consisting of

i ,~-., (9, Mgb, Msb,) or Ci.,, (,) [both
me:aning dung of easts, such as horse., came"l,

,, sheep and goats, wild oxen, and the like,] n
ed, aseus, ($, ]K,) or ~ith earth or duewt: (MI
or Mb :) or a manure consisting of strong ear

red (M.)

'*i]; e i. q. i5h (A, ) [app. as meani
White, or whitened, lour: but said in the TK
meanfjin bread]: accord. to Kr, i. q.;I; [ap
as meaning wvheat]; and said by him to be wi

he the unpointed s: (]:) but more chastely, (K
er, and better known, (TA,) with l. (1], TA.) [i
s, the present day, applied to S,nmula; a kind

paste made of very fine rheat-four, reduced
maUllgrains. See also ... , below.]

~J.
;,) .la Any [man or animal] raising his hea
he [in pride or otherwise]. (S, M, L.) -A ms
i, standing: (IAar; and so in a copy of the S:) i
a standing, raising his head, and nwith his brea
I; erect; (A, IAth;) as the stallion [camel] do,
is when excited by lust. (A.) - [And hence, as
e- indicated in the A, (sec 1,)] t A singer; or dm

) ing. (M, L; and so in two copies of the S.) An
is the latter is said to be the meaning of the pl. ir the lur liii. 61. (M, L.). [Hence also,] iD

having prudly. (I'Ab in explanation of the p
in the ]ur' liii. 61; and IAyr.) - Divertin

S hiAmlf; playing; or sporting. (IAar, 8, M
) and Bd in liii. 61,) _ egIipent, inattentitv
e inadvertent, inconxidlerate, or heedle.s. (Lth

]IAr A.) Thus the pl. is said hy Lth to mcar
in the ]Kur liii. 61. (TA.)_ - Standing in a statf
of confui'on, perplekity, or amnazenent: (Mghl:,
and so the pl. is said to mean in the .lur liii. 61
(TA:) or conf,unded, perplexed, or amazed, bj
reason of inordinate exultation. (IAar.) _ And
Silent. (So in a copy of the S.) - And Grierin#,
or mourning, and lowly, humble, or submissive.
(So, too, in a copy of the S.) - In the saying ol
Ru-beh, (1i,) describing camels, (TA,)

*I I;O1,,J . 1, J%

the meaning is, Continuing journeying, (],) or
striving, labouring, or weerting thenmslves, or
canrying tlmnselves, [durbig the niAght,] haaing

no fodder in tleir bellies : (L:) F says that J has
erred in saying that the mneaning is, " having no
fodder in their bellies :" but this is the explanation
of the words )lj.jIl L.sL, as IM and others have
expressly stated; and this necessarily indicates
that h1. Ihas the meaning assigned to it in the
]; so that no error is attributable to J in this
case: or, as some say, .lIjj2l .&.UL means ntot
having upon their backs [much] Inovision fbr the
riders. (TA.) -_ l as an epithet applied to a

bj; [or skin in which milk is put] means t F3ll,
[so as to be] standing upright. (A, TA.)

Ar_ YWhat is called in Persian a_ [app. a
mistranscription for !., i. e. wvhite bread]; an
arabicized word: [so says ISd; and he adds,] I
know not whether it be the same as J.~ expl.
by Kr as signifying;Jt, or not. (M.)

a..../ i. q. tjj [i. e. A basket of palm-leaves;
probably one uwed for carrying , or manure]:
o says Lb; adding that one sonuld not say

[BooR I,

gh,
gh, Q. 4, accord L to the MI and K, j~ : and

;r y andyiv..,: and

ing j.~_: see art. ,j.
* to

PP.
ith 
,) .s (, , (, , &C.,) of the measure , (Sb,

In TA,) so accord. to the grammarians, but Aboo.
of Usimeh Junaideh El-Azdee says that it is of the
to measure Ja., from t.d as syn. with l and

... , (Sgh, TA,) pronounced by the vulgar t~" .,
with damm to the ,., (IDrst, TA,) whicll is a

ad mistake, (Tli, IDrst, 8, 1C, &c.,) for there is not
an in the language of the Arabs a noun of theor 0.6cj

measure i, (IDrst, TA,) A lord, master, cAi,
prince, or man n.f rank or quality; ('Eyn, S, O ,

is . ;) to which Et-Teiy(nee adds, from As, on tho
authority of Muntcji' Ibn-Ncbhn, (TA,) of eay

nd nature or dipmosition, generous, and reny Ahosit-
in able, or in wnhose rviinity his complanio has ner
e- or authority or diynity, not being harmed nor. inconvenieetl; (., K, TA;) and tlhus expl. Iy

g AHt also; (TA ;) generous; noble, or elervated
in rank ; liberal, bouint.;fil, or Inun.fiCent: (0,
, :) and also (1) otu,trageous: (Ltil,,l:) and

h, gorxly, and stout, bulky, or eorlndh ttt: (AZ, Et-
n Teiyaincc:) pi. ,.t;. (IJ.) - Tlle lin. (lbn-
tc Ed-Dahhln, T, 8, O.) - And hlencc, [accord. to
) SM, but the reverse I think more i,rolblelc,] ! A

clief, or person of autlutrit/y. (TA.)_ The
,r nwolf; (En-Nn(or, ];) because of his swiftness.
d (En-Nnadr.) _ And lhence, (TA,) t A man actire,
, a!/ile, or lprotmnt, in areompl,lish/ing his ivants.

e. (, TA.)_ And A srord. (1g.)
f

.* e i. q. 3 [q. v.]; (1 :) [said to be] more
chaste than the latter: (K in art..... :) [Iut]

r accord. to Kr, it is withl the unlpointed a. (,1 in
that art.)

I 1.., (S, M, I,) aor. -', S M,) inf. n. .,
and .9_, (M, K,) He Ield a contreration, or
discourse, by niglht: ( :) or he vwahed; continued
a'ake; did not deep: (M, 1g:) and tj.,I may
signify the same; or may be of the same class as
.jAl and 4.., and thus signify he had, or came

to harve, a _ [or conversation, or discourse, by
nbltt]. (M.) [See also 3.]._ ;:,t.JL ,,,
aor. ', inf. n. ; , t The cattle iastured by
n;yglt nithout a pastor; or dip.&.sed ti~elves
by night: (M, TA:) [or simply patured by
night; for] one says, .j "1 cl,' meaning
t Veiily our camels pasture by night: (TA:) and

b ijL i u1 ,.._. tTl e camels pastured
during their niylt, the whole of it. (A.) And
;..W aI 'JI ;J. t 2Te cattle pastured upon
the herbage; (M, 1;) aor. as above: (M:) [or
pastured upon the herbage by night: like as one
says,] ' .JI. t He drank wine, or the min,
(1], TA,) by night: (TA:) and '._ 1' l 
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JI t The passed, or spent, their night drinking
wie, or the wine. (A.) - See also in', i
three places. - (8, M, Mb, 1h ,) aor. ';
(] ;) and (S, (], ]I, in a copy of the M J.~,)
aor.'; inf. n. of each ; (K;) and Lt.,I, (8,
M, ],) inf. n. l~!; (S;) lie, or it, was, or
became, [talny, brownish, dusaky, or dark in
complearion or colour; i. e.,] of tle colour termed
~ [expl. below]. (8, M, Mob, K.) ,-

see 2, first signification. - [Hence,] ,
i. q. ',Li, (M, V1,) which signifies lie put out,

or blinded, (tW,) his eye with a lteated iron in-
strment: (. and Msb in art. J :) or he put

out, or blinded, (,.,) his eye with a 1t-. [or
nail] (Mgh, Msb, TA) of iron (TA) made hot
(Mgh, Myb, TA) infire: (Mb :) or [simply] he

put out, or blinded, his eye; syn. b&W. (K.)

OJi j4.:_ and m.: see 2.

2. (_,, (S, M, Mgh, M,b, 1g,) inf. n. ° ;
(S;) and t (, (, M, Mgh, &c.,) aor. ' (M,
Myb, ) and,, (M, ,) inf. n. ; (M, Msb ;)
or the former has an intensive signification;
(Msb;) [lie nailed it; i.e.] he made it fast,
Jirm, or stron, (M, Mgh, !5,) wnith a nail [or
nails]; (.,* M,* Mgh, Msb, ] ;*) namely, a door

[&c.]. (MgIh, Mb.) [See also ;,.] n.,

.JI, (M, TA,) inf. n. a; (S;) and t ,
(Ii, TA,) aor. ; (TA;) liHe made the milk thin
with water; (S;) made it to be what is termed
jt;; [q. v.]. (M, g.) -- , , inf. n. ns above, is

.4, ---el
also syn. witk h (: , M, IC) and J-,;. (M,

1~.) You say, .'& ~ He discharged, or shot,
his arrow; (M, TA;) ns also # ,: (1., TA:)
or the former, he disctarged it, or slwt it, hastily;

(] ;) oploed to ijr.; for one says, aMJ .y..

'*.tAl ;'1 [Discharge, or sdtoot, thine arrow
quichly, for the game has become within thy
power], and is C l * ); [Discharge, or
shoot, deliberately, in order that it may become
within thy power]. (IAqr, TA.) One says also,
"t. lie dismismed his female dslave, or let
her go free. (. and M, from a trad.) A'Obeyd
says that this is the only instance in which .,
with h,, has been heard [in this sense: but
several other instances have been mentioned].
(TA.) You also say, &I ! , _ He let the camels

go, or left thlwm: and ha hastened them; syn.

t;;4 ; as also 1,...I; originally with L,:
(TA :) or he sent them, or left them, to pasture by
themelve, without a pastor, by night [which is
perhaps the more proper meaning (see 1)] or by

day; syn. tv.l.. (M, TA.) And .:JI 
lIe sent off, or launched forth, the ship; let it
go; or let it take its course. (M, TA.)

3. e- L, (M,) in£ n. $j ..., (8, A,) He
held a conversation, or discourse, with him by
night. (S, M.) [See also 1, first sentence.]

4: see 1: . and .e', in four places: and
see also 2.

11. ;l~ : see 1, in the latter half of the para-
graph.

Bk. 1T.

Cone,sation, or diwourse, by night; (f,
M, 1;) as also ajL--. (, A..) It is said in a

trad., ;L s, _ .. , or, accord. to one relation,

j.JI, Converation or discour by night is after

nightfall. (TA.) And you say, j,;il a il

*iJtI I will not do it as long as men hold con-
vesation or discourse in a night hen the moon
shines: (S:) or as long as me hold conversation
or discourse by night, and as long as the moon
rises: (Lh, M:) or ever. (M.) [See also below.
The pl., j1.,J is often used as meaning Tals
related in the night, for amusement: but this
usage is probably pot-classical.] -_ Conver-
sation, or discourse, by day. (TA.) - A place
in which people hold conversation or discourse by
night; or in which t,~y mwake, or remain arwake;
(M, g;) as also tj.L-; (,* M, g;) which
latter is expL by Lth as signifying a place in
which people assemble for conVersation or di/-
course by nigh/t. (TA.) - A people's assenbling
and holding conversation or discours in the dark.
(TA.) - And hence, (TA,) The dark; or dark-
nes. (A.s, M, ], TA.) So in the saying w.i_
piJIj ; JI He aore by the darknes and the

moon. (As.) _ Night: (M, ] :) you say, ,e
(~ I came to him in the night. (A.)_-A
night in which there is no moon: hence the say-
ing allj 'jt'l J11; J ,I 5j I will not do that
when the moon does not rise nor when it does rise.
(Fr.) [See also above.] - The shade of the
moon. (M, Ji.) - The ight of the moon; moon-
light; accord. to some, the primary signification;
because they used to converse, or discourse, in it.
(TA.) - The time of daybreak: you say, ,3p
1 , EIt The pople were come to at daybreah
(AIHn, M.) 8- See also ...

_ A certain kind of tree, (M, ,) ell
known; (.;) i. q. iL [the gum-acacia-tree;
acacia, or mimosa, gummifera]; (Mb ;) or [a

specie] of the ,, (8,) of the kind called oLti,
(Mgh, Mob,) haring small lea, short thors,
and a yellow fruit (.) wrohich men eat: there
is no kind of oL&s better in wood: it is trans-
ported to ,the towns and village, and house are
covered with it: (M:) its produce is [a pod]
termetl a4_ [q. v.]: (TA in art. J~:) [the
mimosa unuis cati of ForskUl (Flora Aegypt.
Arab., pp. cxxiii. and 176:)] n. un. ;,: (M,
Mgh, Msb, g :) [in the ;,. is said to be pl. of
·o.: but it is a coll. gen. n.:] the pl. of . is

* ..,, and 1.., a pl. of pauc., of which the dim.

is It is said in a prow., , .. t

1,1 is . 4-,:, [SAarj uld ruemble SrjAs if
afew gum-acacia-trees were found there: Sharj
is a certain valley of El-Yemen: for the origin of
this prov., see Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 662].

(S.) o "A , ,Am. Q [O people of the gum-
acacia-tree], in a saying of the Prophet, was
addressed to the persons meant in the gur
xlviii. 18. (Mgh,)

o.~ [A tawnry, or brornish, colour, of variou

shades, like the variou hue of wheat; (see .1;)
duskiness; darknh of comple~ion or colour;] a

certain colour, ($, Myb,) well non, (Mvb,)
between white and black, (M, I,) in men and in
camels and in other things that admit of having

it, but in camels the term aojl is more common,
and accord to IAr itis in mater abo; (M;) in
men, tlhe same as ; [in camels]; (IAVr, TA;)
a colour inclining to a faint blacknes; (Tt TA ;)
the colour of what i czposed to thl sun, of a
person of wlom what is concealed by the clothes
is white: (IAth:) from`--- signifying the "shade
of the moon." (TA.)

j..JI: see ;~I.Jt.

ia -!J Camels that eat tea tree caled .
(An, M, g.)

p~ The [deon called] . (gh, .)

;~ Thin milk: (8:) milk containing mch
water: (Th, M, :) or [diluted] milk of which
water compose two thirds: n. un. with ;, sig-
nifying onue therof. (M.) - [See also a
tropical usage of this word in a prov. cited voce

~j,.] m [In the present day it is also applied to
A sperieJ of ruds, growing in the deerts of Lonwcr
and Upper Egypt, of which mats are made for
covering the loors of rooms; the jnc~ qpin~o
of Forsill, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. 75,) who
writes its Arabic name "sammar;" the juncu
acutum , of Linn.]

~", applied to a she-camel, (Q, TA,) Sroft:
(V:) or generou, encell t, or rtrong and light,
and siyf (TA.)

.q. vt:; (M, A, ];) i. e.A partner
in convrsation, or discourse, by night. (TA.)
You say, e Uil and t * [I am his parter
&c.]. (A.) - Afterwards used unrestrictedly [as
signifying t A partner in conversation, or dis-
course, at any time]. (TA.) - [Golius and
Freytag add the meaning of A place of nocturnal
confabulation; e fiom the V; a sense in which
this word is not there found.] _ wt The

night in which is no moon: [contr. of° ,$ ~! :]
. e ,.;..{& .

a poet uses the phrase ~. I .j...1 t;, mean-
ing As long as the moonless night aUllom the
holding conversation, or discourse, in it. (M.
[See also another explanation of this phrase in
what follows.])_. -- is also syn. with J; [as
meaning Unlimited time, or time rritlout end];
(Lh,, M, M,g ;) as also *'., (Fr, M, 1g,) whence

the saying J!I OS ,UjL;, O;Ji Suchk a one is
with, or at the abode of, such a one ever, or always.
(M.) Hence, or because people hold conversa-
tion, or discourse, in them, (8,) i t! means
T7u nighlt and tAhe day. (9, M,1g.) You say,

,. Lc..e W 'W" , ($ , ,) and uJ ; 

(M,) and - 'V *: ' ; :.I V 

(M, C,) and, e I _4 t , and C1 - ; -

, (Lh, M, l,) and jJI 1 , (J,) i. e.
[I will not do it, and I will not come to thee,]
ever, (8,) or in all time, (M,) or while night and
day alternat~. (1.) And "`?l . ,0.1 t
(8, M) [I wmil not do it] to the end of the nights.
[(M.) .,4.us.-pJlq'. t;! is cxpL by AHeyth, in
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his handwriting, u meaning Two road that
differ, each fro the other. (As, TA.)

;u t A crtain kind of ships. (g.) [
signifie the same, (Golius on the authority ol
Meyd.,) applied to A singIe ship of that hind.]

_IAr mentions the saying, "; l .i;i

-. ldi..J 1 b J 1t, without explaining
it: [ISd says,] I think he meant, [I gave him]
_.. Je, i. e. dusky dirhem., as though mnnohe

iin Sfrom them by reason of their duski-
ness: or dirhk~ of rwhich the whitesms ma

fresh. (M.)

j [The sable; mutda zibellina, or iverra
zibnlia ;] a certain beast, (Mgh, 15,) or animal,
(M/b,) well known, (Mgh,) found in Rmudia,
beydnd the country of the Turks, reesmbling the
icAneumon; in me instances of a gloy black;
and in some, of the [reddis] colour termed 3;,j:
(Myb, TA :) costly furred garments ar made of

its skin: (, TA:) pl. SJZI. (Mb.) - Also
A 4 [or any garment] made with itf'r. (TA.)

v*_ A companion of [or one who habitually
indul~e in] conversation, or discourse, by night.
(M, I.)

.1; A man holding, or reho hold, a conversa-

tion, or ditcour, by night: (? :) pl. j; (m, M,
a) nd~,. (TA.) It is also a quai-pl. n., M,

I,) [as such occurring in a verse cited voee..j,
in art.., ,] and is syn. [as such] with ';, sig-
nifying persons holding, or wlto hold, conversa-
tion, or discourse, by night: ($, M :) or persons
waking, continuing awake, not lwpin~ ; as also
t j*, [a fem. sing., and therefore applicable as
an epithet to a broken pl. and to a quasi-pi. n.
and to a coll. gen. n.]: (M, ]:) f u, is a pl. [or
rather quasi-pi. n.] applicable to males and to
females: (T, TA:) or it is a sing., and, likc other
sings., is used as a qualificative of a pl. only
when the latter is determinate; as in the phrase

'; [l ft th1em holding a conversation
&c.]. (Lb, M.) - Also A camel pasturing by
night. (TA.)- See alsod .

I.t : see ,G. I. .tPJ! (M, Msb, 1) and

)t _Jl (TA) [Tle Samaritam; a peoplc maid to
be] one of the tribes of the Children of Israel;
(M;) or a sect, (Myb,) or peop, (V,) of the
Jers, differing from them (Myb, 1) in most,
(Meb,) or in some, (f1,) of their institut:
(Meb,]1:) Zj says,'they remain to this time in
Syria, and are known by the appellation of

tf,l-lIl: (M:) most of them are in the

mountain of En-Nabulus: (TA:) Vt tC is the
rel. n. of i.tJI. (M, Mb, .)

I5/tc , and its pl.: see the next preceding
paragraph.

.01 [Tanny, or brownish; dusky; dark-com-
plexioned or dark-coloured;] of the colour termed

c [q. va]: (, M, I. , &c.:) fem sa : (Mgb,
&c.:) and pl.. (A.) You nay .~ X A

camel of a white colour inclining to .4 [which
is a hue wherein whiteness predominate ovrer
blacness]. (M.) And 1it~ ; [A tafvny rpear-

shaft]. (M.) And ,Wt W.. [Tawny wheat].
(M.) - [Hence,] £".Jl Wheat: (?, Mb, :)

i/because of its colour. (Myb.) And 1;.,,
Wheat and water: (AO, 9, C:) or water and the
spear. (Q, ].) _ _ l, also, signifies Milk:
(M:) or milk of thegazelU: (IAyr, M, 1:) app.
because of its colour. (M.) - And [for the same

reason] si1j signifies also Coarclour, orflour
of the third quality, fdi of bran; syn. i..

(Q.) You say ,;JIJl , Bread made of such
lour. (L in art. if . ) - And The [kind of

milking-sel called] I;. (.Sgh, .) _ And

~,I. ._ tA year of drought, in which is no
rain. (M.)

~I dim. of, 1 : .ee,~ in two places.

;jL ... Anail; apin, or peg, ofiron; (Mgh;)

a certain thing of iron; (F, ;) a thing with
which one make fit, firm, or strong: (M, 1>:)
pL je.C. (B, Myb, .) - Also, (g, TA,) or

1 - ·, (A, O,) : A ood manager of camels;
(AO,1, TA;) a klfa't,ood~ astor t~rof. (A.)

~; _. Nailed; madesfast, firn, or strong, ,with
a nail [or naib]. (,* Mgh.) - t A man, (TA,)
aving litth fps, trongy knit in the bone and

sinems. (., TA.) - And, with 3, I A woman,
(M,) or girl, or young woman, (A, O, 1,) com-
pact, or firn, in body, (M, A, O, 1,) not ~abby
inflsh. (M, O, J5.) '_ u. A turbid
life: (M,O, 1,* TA:) from jl~ applied to
milk. (M, TA.)

,-i see _ in two places.

Q. La. a [inf n. of 1j.] The coecting

of the [tax called] ~l .: (Ibn-'Abbid, 0 :) [and
the giving, or paying, theretf: for] one says,
J t-, meaning Give thou to him [the tax so
caled]. (ISh, 0, ]. [It seems to be intention-
ally indicated in the 0 and 1, by what imme-
diately precedes the explanation of this phrase,
which explanation is .;f, that ~ljJI is to be
understood after it.])

,~.. [written without any iyll. signs, and
therefore probably ] sing. of 6t_, (TA,)

which signifies Emn, or plain, places [or tracts]
of land. (T, Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA.')

and * , , (o , 0, 1,) each a Pers.
word arabicized, (~, 0,) [or rather a compound

of the Pers. m "three" and the Arabic 6. for

i.. "a time,"] The levying of the [tax called]

15,'. at three everal times [or instalnmnt]: (S,
5, ]:) or the name of the day on which pay-

ment of the is received; (k;) thus the
former word is expl. by ISh; (0;) the day of

the colkcting of the wi&; (Ibn-'Abbad, ISd, O,
TA;) a day when the foreigners, or Persians,

(.1l) levy the lIj. at thre several timet
[or instalments]: also mentioned as written with
,. (TA.)

~_.: see the next preceding parapraph.

ieSl_: see art y.

Q1. . , inf. n. H , He acted as a jLr:

[q. v.]. (K)

j;1t A broker; or one rho actsa a an inter-
mediary between the seller and the buyer, (Lth,
Mgh, X.,)for efacting the sale; whom people call

JA', because he directs the purchaser to the
merchandise, and the seller to the price: (TA:)
pI. pl.: (Mgh, :) a Pers. word, arabicized:
(Lth, Mgh:) or one who elUs wheat to the people:
(M, TA:) or (TA, in the 1K " and ") the po& r
of a thing: (1K :) or (TA, in the 1] "and") one
hvio has the cara of a thing. (K.) -- mes-
senger, or mediator, (°j,) betrwen two lowers or

friends. (K.)-- .11 JL.. I He who is ac-
quainted with the land, or country; (1g;) an
acute scrutinizer of its circunmstances: (TA:)
from. with; (].) - u*& [app.
means t He is the careful and skilful manager of
it]. (Fr, TA voce )

1. >;., and L; and,-, (S, M, M.b, ]V,) inf n.
l.:, (g, M, M9b,) namely, a kid, (S, M, MNb,
1],) and a lamb, (M,) He removod its luhair,
(MCb,) or wool, (,) or cleaned it of the hair,
[or wool,] ($,) by means of hot water; (~, Myb,
X;) in order to roast it; (S;) or it is generally
done for this purpos: (TA:) or he pluckedfrom
it tihe [hair, or] wtol, after putting it into hot
water. (A.)-[And It scalded it: for] you

a ,q
say, of boiling water, #.jJ! i.' [it scalds the
thing]. (TA.) - n.,, (M, 1,) inf. n. as above,
(M,) also signifies He hung it; suspended it;
namely, a thing; (M, 15;) as also V ; , inf. n.
J5 ,.: (TA:) or the latter, he hung it, or u-
pended it, upon, (~, ],) or by means of, (so in
some copies of the 1g and in the TA,) , (m,
g,) meaning t/iongs, or straps. (TA.) And

jtl 14., (M) inf. n. Ji , (TA,) He hung
ti coat of mnail upon th4 hinder part of his

horse. (M.)

2: see 1, in two places. s 5 JI ,a, inf. n
;, also signifies I hept, or clare, to thw

thing: hence a verse cited voce O . (TA in
art. C .)

5. 1:J It (a thing, TA) was, or became,
hung, or suspended. (g.)

A .. thread, or string, having upon it beads
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(1, Mgh) or pearl.; (Mgh ;) otherwise it is called
JLL: (, Mgh:) a string of beads or the like;
(M, 1;) so called because it is hung, or sus-
pended; (M;) a single tring thereof; like k

k"wj [in Persian]; a necklace of two strings
thereof being called .,fa 0 _ it: (IDrd:) or it
signifies, (M,) or signifies also, (1,) a neckace
longer than the a'L : (IDrd, M, 1 :) or [sim-

ply] a necklace: (Mbh:) pl. l.,.: (M, 9:)
which also signifies the things that are s~pnded

(,;Q.) from necklacss. (TA.) -_ A thong, or
strap, that is suspended from the horse's saddle;
(., g ;) sing. of ... (g.) - The redundant
part of the turban, wtich is lej?ft hanging down
tpon the breast and the shoulderblades: (Q :) pl.
as above. (TA.)_ A coat of mail which the
horsemnan hangs upon the hinder part of his horse.
(M, 1].)- _ A trail, or long and elvated tract,
(J.',) of sand, (I, TA,) regularly dis~pod, as
thoujh it were a necklace. (TA.) See also
... , in two places.

Id2 ,a;, (M, p,) and ;.', (S, M, 1,)
and V I[L1, (M, 1I,) which last is pl. of ;,
(TA,) A sandal, or sole, that is of a single piere
[of leather, not of two or more pieces sewed to-
.qether, one ulponx another], (Js.lj 3L, S, TA,)
in which is no patch: (~, M, K :) or the last, (S,)
or all, (M,) not having a serond piere tseed on to
it; (AZ, S, M ;) as also t L.,. (So in the 1.
voce ~.) - [L. 4 . ,p (the latter word occurring
twice in art. .aJ in the TA, and there opposed

to n, and said to be mase. and fern.,) i. q.]
t LA ~. A garment haning no lining; [either]

a O L.l., or such as is of otton: (ISh, K:) but
one does not say . _ St.. nor L a,..,
because such are not [ever] lined: (ISh :) or [ac-
cord. to some] L. signifies a garment that is

lieed bel,ow; expl. by saying, ,A0 3 p ' .',1 71
% . ; L. , (K, TA, [in the CI, and in a
MS. copy of the ]K, for j , we find 'k1,]) i. e.

;; i..Jaq: (TA :) [but I think that 'k is
undloubtedly the righlt reading; and that &
means any portion that apear. of a ga.rment
worn beneath a shorter garment:] see .~, last

sentence. -L- J d.31 j Trousers, or drawers,
not stuffed: (M, 1. :) i. c., (],) or, as Th says,
(M,) Of single cloth, alj id.. (M, 15.)_

1. ;u, (Kr, M, ]g,) and t ,,.1, (1.,) A she-
camel withtmt any brand, or mark made by a hot
iron. (Kr, M, .) -I is also a pl. of /t,
[q. .] (I )

It. A rank of people: (M, 15 :) or a side, or
lateralpart or Portion: (Meb:) each of the tiro
sides, or lateral portion, of men, and of palm-
trees. (S, Msb.) You say, em1, J jU
lie stood between the two ranks. (TA.) And

;I4. 4J..* ~l .4 The people stood around
him in two ranks. (TA.) And Jt_ - ,
.. _lj They are according to one order. (~.)

And Hll 1 . e walked betwn the
two sides. (, Mb.) And ,.ji .:I_ 1.
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Tahe ye the two side of the fresh, or moist.
(TA.) And l..; dL. -." J.IIJ ! Make thou

the affair, or cas, [uniform, or] one uniform

thing. (Fr, TA in art. ~.) - The part of a

valley which is between the upper extremity ard

the lower: (M, 1:) pl. L. (O _ JI_

.A I The thing upon which food is spread:
(1K:) pronounced by the vulgar bl;: [and
applied by them to such as is lomg, prepared for

a large company of people:] pl. 3l_.; [a pl. of
pauc.] and ;As,k. (TA.)

, and * ~,~ ,, applied to a kid, (S, M,
Mob, K,) ahd to a lamb, (M,) Of which the hair,
(M.b,) or wool, (g,) has been removed, (Msb,
K,) or, cleansed of its hair [or wool], ($,) by
means of hot water; (S, Msb, K1;) in order to its
being roasted: (S:) or of rwhich the [hair or]
wool has been pluelced off from it, after its having
been imt into hot wvater: (M:) or the former,
plucked of its [hair or] wool, and then roasted
wvith its skin: (Lth:) and a roasted sheep or
goat: the former word of the measure JOt in the
sense of the measure J0 ." (TA.) - Sce also

4 , and its pl. ILn, voce i;.; the pl. in three
places.

LAC .oiling water, that scalds (:.~ ) a
thing. (TA.)- Hanging a thing by a rope

behind him; from L,_: [pl. of £.:i]. (TA.)

&:' s: seeJ.

1. M, (8, M 0b,,*) aor. ', (,) in£ n.

° (.;, Msb, 10) and ,, or this latter is a

simple subst., (Lh, K,) and ;l, (8, ,) or this
last [also] is a simple subst., (Msb,) and ;

and .a; (1K) and ,., (TA,) [He heard it,
(namely, a thing, as in the 8,) or him;] and
t ., (Msb, 1K,) also written and pronounced

?nu!; (I, TA;) and / E.,; (Msb;) are syn.
with e. (Myb, 5) as trans. by itself; (Msb;)
and ? 1,.. [also] is syn. with h [as trans.
by itself]: (Ham p. 094, where occurs a usage of
its act. part. n. showing the verb to be trans. by
itself:) or t* denotes what is intentional,
signifying only he gave ear, hearkened, or lis-
tened: but ~.', [as alsot ,.j and ,]
what is unintentional, as well as what is inten-

tional. (Mob.) You say, s,JI t' [He heard

or litened to, the thing]. (S.) And g.1 t
[He listened to, or heard, the sound]. (TA.) [And
U,.~ 4 1a I heard him, or it, utter, or pro-
duce, a sound; lit. I heard a sound attributable
to him, or it. And ZL ".a.I He heard it from

him. And 'c. a lHe heard it as relatedfrom
him; he heard it on his authority. And a.a
I ; J_L .He heard him say such a thing.] And

~ . [He heard of it; for b, , or
the li.e]. (K1ur xii. 31 and xxviii. 36 and
xxxviii. 6, S, 1, TA.) [When trans. by means

of J alone, or 'l, it denotes what is intentional.]

You say, di ;y, (8, Myb, TA,) and d!, (9,
TA,) meaning I gavr ear, hearkened, or listened,
to him, or it; (., M9b,* TA;) and A tV ; ,

(Mqb,) or adl, and . 1, ($, TA,) signify the
same; ($, Msb, TA;) and so i ' , 1, ($,
Msb, ,) and &J1. (1g.) It is said in the Yur
[xxxvii. 8], accord. to different readings, j

I.6' 3 - J o- *-, and, They
shall not listen [to the archangels]: ($:) or the
former has this signification, they shaU not listen
to the angels (Bd, Jel) in heaven, (Jel,) or the
exalted angels: (Bd :) and V the latter, they shall
not seek, or endeavour, to listen &c. (Bd.) And

in the same [xvii. 50], * k? W ._rl ' £

.! v,; ci O . [ ve are co ant of that on
account of rwhich they hearken whn they t hearken

to thee]; t meaning a -, (Bd, Jel,) and
(Bd,) alludingto scoffing, or derision. (B., Jel.)
[For various usages of t~ and other inf. ns.,
whether employed as inf. ns. or as simple substs.,
see those words below.]-It also signifies /He
understood it; (TA;) he understood its meaning;
i. e., the meaning of a person's speech. (Msb.)
You say, ;i *- W t 'j j hou didst not
understand what I said to thee. (TA.) And
such is the most obvious meaning of the verb in
the saying, ;. 1 L- -d t , [fh ude
stand the nwords of the preacher]; for this is the
proper meaning in this case: but it may be ren-
dered tropically, tif he hear the voice of the
preacher. (Mqb.).. Also lie kne,v it: as in
the saying, i l a~' [God knev thy saying].
(Msb.)- Also t He accepted it; namely, evi-
dence, and praise: or, said of the latter, the
recompensed it by acceptance: (M.b:) : he paid
regard to it, and anmered it; namely, prayer:

he ansoered, or assented to, or compnlied with,
it; namely, a person's speech. (TA.) The saying

o. . a* 1 A . means May God accept the

praise of him woho praiseth Him : or, accord. to
IAmb, may God recomxnse by acceptance the
praise of him who praiseth lim : (Mb :) or may
God answer the prayer of him who praiseth Iim.
(TA, as on the authority of IAmb.)_Also
t He obeyed him: as in the saying in the .Kur
[xxxvi. 24], t i Ierily
I believe in your Lord, and do ye obey nme].

(TA.) - Lth says that the phrasme .. iS 

,$j; 1 ~i j; [;hj means t AMy eye sa Zeyd
doing such and such things: but Az says, I know
not whence Lth brought this; for it is not of the
way of the Arabs to say .¢l c.a as meaning
my eye san,: it is in my judgment corrupt lan-
guage, and I am not sure but that it may have
been originated by those addicted to innovations
and erroneous opinions. (TA.)

2. *e_5 [inf. n of u, asalso . ab , q. v.
infra, voce "a_,] is syn. Nwith , [The
matkin one to hear]. (1.) You say, _
z.AJI and t _I~ [ife made him to hear the
sound]. (i.) And 4 a1 '.~ (TA) and

m ̂,1. (S, TA) [He made hbn to hear the narra-
180'
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tie]; both signIfying the same. (TA.) (And
Hse made to hear of it, or Aim.] It ii

said in a trad. V 3 d L,AX
J.4 1

4A, 3 L *,L. (f , Mgh, TA) [Whos
maeth men to hear of his deed,] God wiU mahd
the earn of his cretuhrew to hear of him on the
day of resurrection; (TA;) or rwhoso maketh Au
deed notorious, that men may ee it and Ashear oj
it, God will make notoriou his hypocrisy, and
Ji with it the ear of hui creaturs, and tAhey
MhaU be generally acquainted with it, [and Ie
wi render him conemptible, and mall in esti-
mation,] o that he wllbecome dirced; (Mgh ;)
or the meaning may be, God widl manifet to
men hi internal state, and fl their ean r with
the eriln of hir acret itntion, in requital of
his deed: or, a some relate it, [for whLL mao;l] we
should ay, AL. iL, which is an epithet applied
to God; o that themeaning is, God [the Hearer
of his creature] wil disgrace him: (TA:) [for]

mU be, (gag aMgh, Mlb,) intf n. [.a (
Mgh,) signifies [also] fe redered him, or
it, notoriow, and infamous: (e, Mgh, l:) or
ha pread it abroad, for me to peak of it.
(Mb.) - Also He rcried him from obscurity to
Jarne. ($,].)-And IHe made him to hAmar
what waa bad, evil, abominable, r foul, and he
ried him: (AZ, T and L in art. h.:) and
t Go1 [also] het the latter of these two signifi.
cations. (T, ].)

4. ..1, inf. n. ml: lee 9, in four places.
- Ie told him [a thing]. (Mb) - He made
him to understand: the verb being used in this
sense in the Bur [viii. 28], o,,, 4,I>aj
i,*~' [Iad God knowd any good in them,
Hse had made them to ndtand]. (TA.).
Jia (a.gt May (God not make thee to be deaf.
(TA.)r , I She ang. (TA.) One says to
a female singer, lat; Sing thAo to us: thus
used in a vere of arfeh. ( .)
Tho hAast aid a aying that ought to be hard
and flow (gar p. 898.) IjJ MI t He
made, or put, a ~ [q. .] to the bucet. , 
TA.) And in like manner, j
t He made, or put, that are tAered ,;4 to
the basket. (TA.) " .. . -; and *i

1 t; see art.se.e

6. ¢J, also written and pronounced 1:
oc 1, In the former half of the paragraph, in six

place.

a. Owl 4 tLJ (1, ]) The people heard of
it, [or him,] one from another: (P, TI:) [or
th ple heard one another talk of it, or im:]
or it, or he, became notorio among the pople.
(TA.)_ L also signifies He feigned him f
Aearing. aL.)

8: see 1, in the former half of the paagraph,
in four places.

10: see 1, in the first sentene, in two places.

M in£ n. of f, (, Mnb,e g,) like L
(8, ,e) t&c.,] or the tter is a simple subt. used

i in the abstract sense of the former]. (Mqb.) You
say, Uu; I , [for aLu. &i/ ; .. tI, an
emphatic mode of expression, meaning I hear and
I obey, or for 1tb i~ ta.. -- e ,, which

e means the same, but more emphatically; sU
being a quasi-inf. n. for ALU i ;] the verb [ofeach]

f being understood: and a&Uj _, meaning
off ;-. It.9,. ais

t* D.q lP [i.c. e U .. , .~.. JMy afair is
hearing and obeyig]. (IL.) You say also, [in
like manner,] Wt4 0 l;.; ,UI, (1K,) and '9

) X: (TA :) see .And .1,4 6.;U &,ItM
) .U, (],) [said to be] the only instance of the
kind among inf. ns. of trans. verbs except i&j

,.*, (TA in art. ki,) [in a copy of the M, in
a~~~~~~~~~~~ .t..art. glJ, written .il _~ and 1 je ~b,] and

. Il * ahnd 1,, ·a:, and o3l h,...
[.My ear heard (lit. my ear's hearing) suci a one
say that]. (O) _ [As a simple subst., it signi-
fies] The see of the ear; (] ;) [i. e., of hear-
ing ;] the facu~ y in theO ear whereby it perc

· ~~~~~~~a .5 os . (TA.) Thus in the Kur [L 38], 1. i
.1JI, (TA,) meaning, Or who hearkeneth. (Bd,
Jel.) [And hence,] .. JI _ 7The brain; (Z, O,

a it5I ;) as also V g 1.,. (0, ].) One ays,
H jI ~. ~ [He ruck~ him pon the

brain]. (TA.) - [It is also used for the inf. n.
of --- st .4D 6* .' 1 j of _1,.. Hence] one says, & i . jl i,

and in like manner, ijll , and Jl t ,
and tl * /;, i. e. 1 X[They said that
makg my ear to hear]: (K :) and one may say,
t1 [making to hear]: this latter one says when
he does not particularize himself. (Sb, g.) And
* ,, 'd., with kesr, meaning, [He spoke
to him making them to hear, or] so that thy
heard. (TA.) And a poet says,

~~~~.4* #1;;L:JjST? to *
0· - .. ,* , *a itt a.4 eaL. . OM

[Alaking God and the learned men to hear that
I ~ protection bly the goodnes of thy maternal
unZcl, 0 son of 'Amr; or ,Uti.. i. e.
I ham recoure for protection to tAy maternal
#ncle; thus in the TA in art.,i~_;] using the subst.
in the place of the inf. n., as though he said It; l

is.l (TA.) One says also, tLZ Jzc &Ji..I,
and in like manner, V t.L;, [i. e. I recived that

from him by beiny made to hear, which virtually
means, by hearsay, or hearing it from him,]
making the inf. n. [in each case] to be of a diffe-
rent form from that of the verb to which it
belongs [in respect of signification; i. e., using an
in£. n. of ,L.w for that of l]. (K,* TA.) [See
also a.,.] - It also signifies The ear; (S,
Mgh, M,b,* g;) as also V '_, ( M, Msb, g,
TA,) because it is the instrument of hearing,
(TA,) and V. , [because it is the place thereof,]
(AbooJebele , TA,) and ? .L; (S, ;) or
' ~ signifies the ear-hole; (TA;) and so

, nd t (Er-glhib, TA:) and

is also used as a pl., (S, ],) being originally
an in£ n.; but sometimes (O) it has for its pl.
plt; I (S, Msb, 1) and 1,~ (Mgh, O, 1X,) a
l pof pauc., (TA,) [as is also the bformer,] and

' l ;Nis a pl. pl., (, gh, 0, O, ,) i. e. pl. of

&p l, (S,) or of ~t: (Mgh, 0:) [for an ex.
of the pl.pl., see 2:] the pl. of t' - is 1t;
(Msb, Y;) or this may be an irreg. pl. of f,
like as -1.: is of ,:. (9gh, TA.) You say,

1l i;.J i. e. [Incline thine ear to me; or] hear
tho from me. (S, J.) And ; i.Jti l * JI;
[The speech struck the ear]. (Msb.) M i used
as a pl. in the ](ur [ii. 6], where it is said,
0 ua.. l > * U 415 i [God hath et a

seal upon their hearts and upon their ears].
(s.) One also says, t ' ,; * ,e ; i suck
a one is great in the ears. (S.) The phraseo

t hy,.j 'ej9l '. L. means t It is not
kno~ w hither he ha repairced: (AZ, ] :) or
he is between the ear. of th pople of the land and
their yes, [so that they neither hear him nor seo
him,] the prefixed noun jl; being suppressed:
(AO, ,* TA:) or tin a void land, wherein is
no one; (ISk,]g;) i.e., none hears his speech,
nor does any see him, except [the wild animals
of] the desert land: (CK :) or X betwen te length
and breadth of the land. (Jg, TA.) You say
also, " ,,i '9 ~ o l &..A Ui1 tIHe ex-
posed himnlf to perdition, or imperilled himslf,
and cast himslf no one hnen ~hre: (IA#r,
Th:) or the cast himnslf where no voice of man
ma heard, nor eye of man sen. (K, TA.)_.
Also What rests in the ear, ofa thing which one
hear. (L, ].) _- See also /, in three places,
beside the two places before referred to.

i. q. &,, either as an inf. n. or as a
a simple subst. (Lh, ].) You say, j l_ . i

% (Q, ],) and - y tl , (,) and 
&,and (TA,) a form of prayer,
(s,) meaning 0 Gaod, may it be heard of but
notfudllled: (S, g:) or may it be hard but not
come to: or may it be heard but not need to be
come to: or it is said by him who hears tidings
not pleasing to him: (Q :) Ks says that it means
I hear of calamities but may thwy not come to
me. (TA.) You say also, J, L; t )

-see ._ Also i.q. itL1: so in the
phrase Sl ~ 1iJ) ljU: (K:) and in the
phrase _ 4 : (TA:) both explained
above: see .~. -_ Also Mention, fame, report,
that is heard; as also V and v :)
fame, or good report; (S, Mb, K, TA;) and so
· . and V tL,. (TA.) You say, 4,.,A
.,Ul His fame, or good report, went among

mankind. (S.) And the Arabs say, at ? 

[or41 j,] meaning 4 jj [No, by the
glory of God]. (TA.) [It is also used as an

tBooK L,
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epithet: thus,] 3; means - (A man

mAo muaek other to hear of him]: or one says,

&'; aT lj, and t .; 3j, [Thi is a man of
fame, or notoridy], (],) whether good or bad.
(L, TA.)Albo A certain mn l beast of
pry, (e,) the oJ pring of the wolf, begotten from
the hysna: (g,Mgh,M 9gb, :) fem. with ;:
they ssert that it does not die a natural death,
like the serpent, (I, TA,) but by some accident
that befalls it, not knowing diseases and maladies;
and that it is unequalled by any other animal in
running, (TA,) its running being quicker than
[the flight of] the bird; and its leap exoeeding
thirty cubits, (V, TA,) or twenty. (TA.) It is

said in a prov., .- si e . t.41 [More

quick of Aaring t?an the u that;, is an in the

buttoch and thigha; or than the Iht, or actie,

wand sometimes they said an ex-

[mo re quick of hearing than a _ (g.)

&:: A single hearing, or hearkening, or

.5 p.,i
see S._ ee also sm. _~ C : see

is sn with like as u. is with

;eL..3. (TA.) You say, L . 6. id He did
it [to make me to se it and hear of it, or] in
ordr that men might se it and hear of it. (g.)

And 14 ' 1 I L, and * .~, and t a-,
Re did it not making it notoriou so as to make
(me] to se and to hear [it]. (X.) And ;a;
* AiS3, and J , I did it in order that

thou mightes har it (AZ, ]p) [See also
where similar ph are mentioned and ex-

plained.] _IZ: .1, also, signifies What is heard,
of fame, or report, c.: (1uar p. 34:) and [par-
ticularly] good report. (Id. p. 196.)

; .. A mode, or manner, of hearing, hearke-

ing, or lit . (V.) You say, A_ _
J;_ [I heard it with a good manner of hear-

0- -- * . . i 

1; see&%. ~a~t.. .: see ~ ..

n., l: see . .

;'i. , :, and i;, I, (f, ,) the
former acord. to AZ, the latter accord. to El-

Ahmar, (,) and JpS &" () or the econd
and' third are without teshdeed, and mentioned
by Ya4oob also, (TA in art, pU, [but this, I
think, is a mistake,]) applied to a woman,. Wto
lisn, or hearkAe, and endeaors to m, and,

t nor hearing anytg, thinks it, or
opin~ it: (,,* [the latter inart. j,] and
TA :) and one also applies to her the epithet

£'.., meaning o list, or he/arkm, and

does; muc, or habituay. ()

en_. (of the mmeure i, 1) in the
head, (C, V,) and in t boy; for si t in

the i amisraption for Jl (TA:)

cuning, or very cunning: (, TA:) light of
fsh, quick in work, uicked, and clever: (TA:)
or [simply] light and quick: and applied as an
epithet to a wolf (1.) - Also A woman that
grin and frowns in thy face whe thou entrest,
and mails after tee when tAou goest forth. (K,*
TA.)...And A taU and dnder man: (], TA:)
fem. in this sense with ;. (TA.) _ And A
rwicked, deceitfd, or crafty, devil. (TA.)

t.~ [an imperative verbal n.] Hear thou:
(8 ,]:) like .j;; and 4 , meaning 3j;1 and

~!. (~.)

t_: rsee its syn. ; first sentence._
Also syn. with tly, as in three exa. expl. above;

see , in the middle portion of the paragraph.
- Also [an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass.

part. n., meaning What has been heard, or Ieard
of:] a thing that one has heard of, and that has
become current, and talked of. (TA.) [Hence,
used in lexicology and grammar as meaning
What has been received by hearsay; i. e. what is
established by receiwd usage: as in the phrase,

,JI i 9 J3a restricted to what hs been
a8

receited by harsay; &c.: and in the phrase L:,
l I deviating from the constant course of

speecA with respect to what has been raecied by
hearmy; &c.; which virtually means deviating
from ohat is established by' recived uage:
" what has been received by hearsay" always
meaning "what has been heard, either imme-
diately or mediately, from one or more of the
Arabs of the classical times."] - [Also What is
khard, or being heard, of discourse, or narration,

and of matters of science. See an ex. voce ~,
in art. bj.]-.And [hence,] Singing, or song;
and any [musical peforan heth'r vocal or
instrumental or both combined, or any other]
peasnt aund in nwhich the ears take dlight:

as in.the saying, ! ; [e ,d
the night in the enjoyment of diverion and sing-
ing, &c.]. (TA.) [8ee an ex. in a verse cited
voce , in art. _Z.] - See also , in three
placem.

._~: see ;Ct,, in two places.

*: saeo , in six places._It is also

snp with _ [Making to hear; t&c.]. (, .)
Az remarks its being wonderful that persons
should explain it as having this meaning in order
to avoid the assigning to God the attribute of
hearing, since that attribute is asigned to Him
in more than one place in the lVur-.n, though his
hearing is not like the hearing of his creatures:
he, however, adds, I do not deny that, in the
language of the Arabs, ~ may be syn. with
· t or ~; but it is motly syn. with .1. ,

like as ; is with a, and 4 with iul.
(TA.) _Also [Made to hear; or] told; pplied

to a man. (Mob.) - 11 l : see _.-

ct 1,o1 lo. piee of wood L d] in the
yoke with whbicu the bul is yoked fr plouging
the land. (Lth, TA.)

hial an inf. n. of _. ( A.)- And a q.

1; , 'whence a phrase expl. above: see C.

[.;t, in lexicology and grammar, applied to

a word &c., means Relating, or beloning, to
what as been received by hearmay; i.e., to vlhat

is etablihed by received usage. See tL~.]

_ Light, active, or agile: and applied as an

epithet to a J). (L)

,k~ One rwho hearkinu, or lidens, much to

wrhat is said, and utters it. (TA.) [Its primary
signification is simply One n,ho hears, hearkheu,
or listms, much, or habitually: and it signifies

also quick of hearing.] Sec also . A in/,
,who sarches for information, and brings it. (TA.)

-t Obedient. (TA.)

and * are syn.; [signifying Hear-

ing; and hearking, or listening;] (Az, F, Mob,

g;) like .J; and ;', and j?; and ;,i. (As,
TA.) [t The latter has also an intensive signifi-

cation; and hence,] t JIt, applied to God,

signifies He whoMe hearing comprehend eery-
thing.; wrhoearseverything. (TA.) And [hence,
also,] t this same epithet is applied to The lion
that hears the faint ound (V, TA) oJ man and
of thprey (TA)from afar. (V, TA.) You say

also, ial_ S1, and t a%~ and t and

V JU~,, and L ' =, and V '~, and t? ,
and t : [the first signifying A hearing, or

a hearanming or litening, ear: and the last two,
and app. all but the first, an ear that hears, or
hearhem or listes, much; or that is quick of

hearing :] the pl. of V the lst is& . (v.)

'iLA. fem. of 1; [q. v.].-- [It is also used
as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is

predominant]: see _, in the latter half of the
paragraph.

t~1 [More, and most, ~quck of earing]: see

; hlast sentence.

_i [an inf. n. of ]: see ~...

A plac rohence [and 7here] one hmrs,

or hearhAmn, or lisns. (IDrd, .) You say,

L w UZ* se i eHe is whr I a hmM and

hear his~eech; (IDrd, g ;) and in like manner,

*. 2SZL~f : e;(TA') and S ; U1S54J
(M and 1 in art. , q. v.,) and sometimes they

said P. (TA) And _; ; fi Xs

sha a one is a state in whic h lis to be
looked at and liened to. (T, A, TA, in art. U.)

_ See also _, in the latter half of the para-
graph, in two pl-aee._ It is also an inf. n. of

',.. (TA.)

t. ([pa part. n. of 4, q. v.]. job;

_..,, in the ]ur [iv. 48], man [And ea tho

itt being made to hAr; i.e.] mayedt tMou
not be made to ear: (Ibn-'AraMf, ]:) or
mayst thou not Amar, (Alh, C, B, Jel,) by
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reson of deafnem, or of death; (BO;) said by
way of imprecation: (Az, Er-Righib:) or hear
thou without being made to hear speech which
thou wonlest approve: or not being made to hear
what U disliked; accord. to which explanation, it
is *aid hypocritically: or hear thou speech which
thou wilt not be made [realy] to hear; because
thine ear will be averse from it; accord. to which
explanation, what follows the verb is an objective
complement: or hear thou reithout having thine
invitation aaented to: (Bd:) or without having
what thou sayest accepted. (Mujihid, I.)

. "[act. part. n. of 4, q. v.] - [HIIence,]
A fenmale inger. (8, .) [See an ex. of

the pl. in a verse cited voce -.] _And
hence, (TA in art. rj.,) the former is applied to
! A shackle. (K, and TA in art.kj.)

· A An instrument of hearing. (TA.)-

See , in the latter half of the paragraph, in
four place. t A oop which is in the middle of
the [Inarge bucket called] .sj, and into which is
put a rope in order that the bucket may be emen;
(., l ;) so called as being likened to an ear: (El-
Mufradit, TA:) or the part of the [!cathern
mater-bag called] 3;j. wnhich is the place of the
loop: or what goes beyond, or through, th hole
of the loop. (TA.)-Also, (g,) or ,
(El-Almar, TA,) The two pieces of wood that are
put into the two loops of the [basket called] Je'J
nwhen earth is taknm forth rith it frm a we.
(El-Abmar, A, TA.) _- And the latter, (i. e. the
dual,) A pair of ocks, or stockings, worn by the
~ortan when he is puring the gaz~ during
midday, or during midday in summer mhet the
Aeat is vehement. (TA.)

t Shackled: the explanation in the ],
shackled and colared, applies to . *.. o
together; not to the former of these two words
alone. (TA.) [See .]

,I.;, [Things heard]. See 4 in art J-.

is p]. of (Myb, 2;) [and of
- As a pl. without a sing., it is applied to All
the hole of a human being; such as are [the holesk
of] the eyes, and such as the nostrils, and the
anwu. (TA.)

: see ., in the latter half of the para-
graph.

A.JJIt The two sides of the mouth, beneath
the two extremities of the mustache, on the right
and lft; a dial. var. of Qti.l [q. v.].
(IDrd, g.)

1. 0,, (.8, o, L, g,) aor. , (O, L,) inf. n.
jSq" (., O, L, 1) and O,, (L,) It was, or

became, high, or tail: (, 0, L, 1 :) or tal in the
Ahighet degree: (JK:) said of a plant, or herbage,
(JK, L,) of a tree, and [particularly] of a palm-
tree. (L.)- See also wl_..

0~ Tall; applied to a man. (Kr, TA.) [See

also JC,.]

Jt5 Pure; ; unmied. (8, 0, .) You
say 1_. uL A sheer, unmied, lie; (, O;)

and 3L; . _ pure, unmized, loe; meaning
such as haw overtoplped (t ;i~) eery lie and
lomv (O.)

j see ·

v_: s.ee -C. The dual, O:'.:, signi-
fies The [yoks or] tro pieces of wood that belong
to the %e, surrounding the necks of the teo bulls,

(S, z, o, g,) like the neck-ring, (S, 0,) the two
extremities of each being made to meet together
beneath the buWs dewlap, and bound with a cord:
(Z, TA :) pl. i, . (TA.) - And [its pl.,]
';r.', Gertain pieces of wood in the util upon
rwhich bricks, or crude bricks, (;Jf,) are con-
yed. (Ibn-'Abbid, O, L, 1.)

v._ (s, 0,1 ) and t j~, (0,V ,) in the
Tekmileh with teshdeed, [i.e. 1 J] (TA,)
[Sumach; the rhus coriaria of Linn.; or its
berry:] a certain fruit, (g,) well known; (S,
V;) a certain acid thing, with which one coohs;
(0;) the fruit of certain trees of the [high
grounds termed] y, and of the mountains, acid,
consisting of bunches of small berries, which are
cooked; (A.Hn, TA;) not known to AImn as
growing in any part of the land of the Arabs
except in Syria; and he says that it is intensly
red: in the T, said to be the acid bey called
.,i.: n. un. with i: (TA:) it excites appetce;
stops chronic diarrheea; and the application of
water in which it has been steeped, or macerated,
as a collyrium, is beneficial for the [disorder
termed] 055 andfor ophthalmia. (i.)

. a,
3~: see the next preceding paragraph.

C : see a , in art .,".

.L and Ht t_. High, or tall; applied to a
plant, or herbage, and to a tree, and [particularly]

to a palm-tree. (L.) [See also ~.]

: see art. j.

1. A~;, [aor. &,] inf. nI 'i , It (a thing)
rose, or became high or devarted or lotfy. ($,

.-.)_And, aor. and inf. n. as above, Ie as-
cended. (TA.) One says,.jl o) ,l.~l Ascend

thou the stairs (S, TA. [See ~.]) And
· ;', (S, g,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf. .n. .,
He raisd, eleated, upraised, or upli~ted, it. (S,
]~.) So in the phrase, slt.jl ,i1 .4;; [God
raied the heaen]. (s.)

.A. The roof of a house, or chamber: (S,
Mgh,* :*) or the interior uppermost part [i. e.
the ceiling] of a house, or chamber; the exterior

uppermost part thereof being called s,'.: (HIam
p. 725:) or [the height] fjSm the top to the
bottom of a house or chamber. (I(.) [And
hence, The canopy of the heaven or sky: or] the
measure of the height of the heaven from the
earth: or the thiekness thereof, uzpn,ards. (BdI in
lxxix. 28.) And Tho stature, or height in a
standing posture, of anything: (.I:) thus expl.

by Lth: one says 2J1::t k.b ·. [A camel tall
of stature]. (TA.) [In the present day, it sig-
nifies The extent of anything fr'om top) to bottom;
its h(eight, d&pth, and thickhnes: and is vulga/rly
pronounced ',1.]

.; Fish; syn. ... ; (.K;) a hind of aquatic
creatures: [a coll. gen n. :] n. un. with i: pl. of
the former 1 and J.4 . (S, TA.) .Si

.. JJ1&..5 , [He broiled hisf Ji.d in thA.flre
ofa burning house] is a post-classical prov. of the
people of Baghdid, relating to the concealing,
disguising, or cloaking, of a fault, for the purpose
of seizing an opportunity; orginating from the
fact that the thief used, when he saw the fire of a
burning house in a place, to go thither for the
purpose of theft; and if it were in ihis power, he
did what he desired; and if he were lighted on,
he said, I came to broil a fish. (Mtr, in Iar
pp. 481-2.) - . JI [is a name of The con-

stellation Pisces; also called t....J ;] a eertah
sign of the Zodiac; (g, TA;) thought by ISd to
be so called because it is a watery sign; and also
called .JI. (TA.)

i1t1_ A thing with rrhich a thing is raised,
elevated, upraised, or uplifted; (1, TA;) whetler
a all or a roof: (TA:) pl. I,. (..)-

tlblt.Jl is the name of Two bright start;

j,j1i i_L*Jt and AjJ1 iO;Jl: (., o, C:) the
former is a star [namely a] in Virgo, called by

astrologers iL;1: [or Spica Virginis]; (.zw;)
and is one of th Mansion of the Moon, (S, 0,
and ]~Lzw in his descr. of the Mansions of the
Moon,) the Fourteenth thereof; (>zw ibid.;) it

is one of the jl [pl. of :, q. v.], and ris
auroraUy in j;.)l '' [October, 0. 8.; its
auroral rising, in Central Arabia, about the com-
mgneement of the era of the Flight, began on the
4th of that month]; it is called JjO.9'l because it
has no star [near] before it, like the Jjal that has
with him no spear; or, as some say, because,
when it rises [aurorally], it is not accompanied
by wind nor by cold: (TA :) the latter JiL;, i. e.
i!JAI, [thus called for a reason expl. in art. r
q. v., is the star Arcturus, and] is not of the
Mansions of the Moon, (S, 0, TA,) and has not
any a [here meaning supposed ibluence in
bringing rain pc.]; it is torwards the north; the
former being towards the south; (TA;) and is
also calkdj,j.,jl i .JI: (AZ, TA in art. C4j: )

[it is erroneously said that] the OLdlbn, are in
the sign of Libra: (TA:) and it is said that they
are the two hind legs of Leo (sJ ' .): (S, 0,

:*) [for it appears, as I have before observed,
(voce , ,) that the ancient Arabs, or many of
them, extended the figure of Lco (as they did
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also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which
re assign to it: and hence,] Jjc;l l.,JI was

also called s.1 JC [the thigh, or the hind

shank, of Leo]. (Izw in his descr. of Virgo.)
The rhyming-proser says, , .t;1l .. 1

jiU ;s s jihJ1 q J) .10 olj JL,.L o4J i1
[f'lten JtL.I rises aurorally, (i. e. Jjl ilJ,)
the sultriness has gone, therefore do thou put thy
court, or yardl, in good condition, and rcnem thy

sandal,for the wintter has come to thee: )il and

11J_. being contractions of AsG and -:.l, for

the salke of the rhyme]. (0, TA.) The ,i9 [lhre
app. meaning the rain conscqlllent upon the
auroral setting] of J Ostl l,.JI [about the 4th
of April, O. 8. in Central Arabia] is abundant,
but disapproved, because it gives 6rowth to the

>S [q. v.], which diseases the camels that pasture
upon it. (Izw in his descr. of the Mansions of

the Moon.) [Tlle epithet V 1 is npplied to

the rain slabove mentioned.] -i' J_I also signi-

fies, (1K,) or I,31I it)l, (Ibn-'AbbAd, 0,) The

upler part of the chest, next to the collar-bote.
(Ibn-'A,bbAl, , ii.)

Th1_: see th next preceding paragraph.

[ht; i. q. i al; (, 0,1 ;) i. c. Certain

smaUl iW, whrich are dried; also caUed tk.

(O, TA.)

w_ AfimJsimonger. (MA.)

,;Lt A high, (S, TA,) or long and high,

anld plumpi, (TA,) earners humnp. (S, TA.)-
LlS .UMIii JU , $ [Thty nobility is byfy,

and thy good fortune is thih]. (A and TA in
art. jL.)

tLe l The Leavens; (g;) whicl arc seven

in number: (TA:) or so oxle: (:) or
this is wrong; or it is a dial. var.: (ba:) the latter
word is used by the vulgar, but is correct. (TA.)

1#_ A pole of a [tent such as is called] ) ,

(S[, .,) which latter is raised tiurely (S.)

po _n TaU; (IDrd, 0, g;) applied to a man
(1Drd, O.) _ And, applied to a horse, [jJI #.

in the CV being a mistake for ls sig,-
FPirm (Ibn-'Abbid, Z, 0, K, TA) in tlw [rib

.-- see ' and Vne- A taU house or tent

(TA.)

:X : see what next precedes.

1. ; 3;, (S, M, Mgh,- Msb, ;,) aor. £

(M, M(b,) inf. n. , (, M, Msb,) HIe kn,

out, or blinded, (W,) his eye (, M, Mgh, Msb
a, TA) with an iron instrument (, Mb, TA
made hot; (e, M9b;) or wit ome other thing

sometimes with a t ; (TA;) like tal·e. (a

and K in art. :) and he pulled it out: (Mgh:)
and t L.L.,I significs the same. (Fr, If.)-

.Jl 9j., (S, M, V,) inf. n. as above; (M;)

and V a;., (M, K,) inf. n. J_.-J.; (TA;) lIe
ekansed, or cleared, the natering-trough, or tank,

(S, M, K,) fromn the ;J, (M, 1K,) [i. c.] from
the black mud, or bl(ick fetid mudi, [that vas in

it,] andfrom the mud, or clay. (S.) And ,

jeJI; I cleansed, or cleared out, the well. (Msb.)

_,j..,>,_, (s, M, Msb, f,,) aor. and inf. n.
as above, (S, M,) lle rflctedd a rectifiration of
affairs, or an atdjutstmCnt, or a reconciliation,
beht een them; as also t J_..l: (S, M, K :) or hte
.trove, lanboured, or exerted himse,!f in effecting

a rectiqication l,etween tihem; and so A1.a )
[in respect of the means of subsistence]. (Mob.)

= ;, (X, M, K,) aor. ', (M,) inf. n. J_

(M, K) and ; [or this is probably the
inf n. of the latter of the next two following syn.
verbs,] (R~,) It (a garment, or piece of clotl,)
nas, or betcaine, old, and xeorn out; as also
t J.; (S, M, K;) aind so l, Iike % ; (1K;)

andl J l.t, inf. n. J3l1. (TA.) - See also

the niext 1)Lagrapli.

2. uos'OJ j._: see 1. - , J.._, (M,

,) ii,f. n. ,)& .i (,K,) Thte txatering.trough, or

J"r.'~~~~~~

tank, yieldled but little nwater. (L'4, M, ,K.) And

~~~~~~~~~~~~~.3

in like manner, (1g,) iJ0i c.C., (M, in,) inf. n.
as above, (Ii,) The butket yielded, (M,) or pro-

ducd [from the well], only what ix termned aiZit,
(nK,) i. c., (TA,) litte water; (M, TA;) as also

, t ,ZJ., (K,) inf. n. ; but the fprmer verb
is said by Fr to be preferable. (TA.)= .

,,JiJ : lIe was soft, or tender, or eanJ and
snwet, or legant, graceful, or ornate, to stch a

one, (, KO, in the C' , 3 MjK,) in fpeerh. (.)
And accord. to IDrd, Joea signifies A lax.

u cs of thleja on the occasion (fl. (TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5. j.;, (i,) or M.bJ , ,(M,) H.e drank,
sor took, remai in a vessl, , (M, K,) of wtine, oi

beverage, &c. (M.) - And 'I J;J ii,
ptcrsetred, or persisted, in the drinking Of tha
[beverage callied] . (Lh, M, n.)

8: seo 1, first sentence.

[-Q. Q. 4. J , (,, 5. O, (M,) inf n. J ,(
H lIe (a man, 0) was, or beiame, slester, lean, oi

lanl, (S, 0, lt,) in the belly. (t,o 0,f .) .-
Said of the slIade, It contracted; or fent atay
syn. (0,) or ... o (TA.) The phras,

/,I., C,I,, in a verse which is here cited ii

the S and 0 and TA, [and which I have cited il

art. ,] means [accord. to J,] g.) A jd
| 91 Jiil mJ1 [napp. Th,en the shiade cast by th
leaves of a treee 'eturns to the lower part of t
branch; i. c. when the sun becomes higlh: vir
tually the same as whcen the shade contracts]: (S

TA:) or, as some say, by h I is meant [th

star, or asterism, called] Cl, and the phrns
1 means lhen o IjhAI rioeL. (TA. [See art. C..]

-Said of a person's face, It became altered in
consequence of emaciation. (TA.) See also 1,
last sentence but one.

J;;: see A_, in thrce places. _ Applied to
a garment, or piece of cloth, Old, and worn out;

(S, M, I-;) as also t ;-~ and V 3e and J

(M, 1i) and V . and t .: (V:) the pl. of

is 31; 1: (A'Obeyd, TA:) and one says

also Jl; 44, (f;, M, ]g,) like ;lA i; and
* log #,, 03*c

jULc 2{. (?.) The phrase J _ occurs
in a trad. [as meaning An old and worn-onut
garment of th hind caUed akJ.]: and in another

trad., t;0" jQl;I [meaning two old and worn-

out small garments of the kind caUled US]L.]; WeL

being a dim. of ;"A. (TA.) And ? s sig-
nifies [in like manner] An old and worn-out

[garnwnt of t/e kind caUed] ,.b, on the authority

of Ez-Zejjajee. (M.)-Also;(i.e. ,,) ap-
plied to a ewe, lIarig ragged rool: -and
#1* I*-
J~ J~ is A cry by wrhich a ewe is caUled to
be inilked. (0, TA.)

4 : wsee the next preceding paragraph.

ir

I1* 

U.. Tears poured forth (AZ, K) bny the eyes
affected nwithe pain in consuc.e of hunger,

(AZ,) or on an occasion of veiement hunger,
(K,) as tiougt putting out the ey. (AZ, -.) 
See also the next following paragraph.

a ~A small quantity of woater ($, M, o
remaining in the bottom of a ressel 4c.; like

( M,3: (S:) as anlso .' . (, M,K: [app.,
accord. to the M, the latter is syn. with the former
absolutely:]) pl. V _, (S, M, V,) which is used
of win.e, or beverage, &c., (M,) [or rather this is
an coll. gen. n.,] and [thie pl. properly so termed

.is] Jte i(Al, S) and jL)I [a pl. of pauc.]:
(AA, S:) and 15L~l [app. pi. oft VnJd, agree-
ably with analogy,] signifies rem ain of [the
beverage called] oe, (M, T,) and of water also.
n(TA.) Also A remaining portion of water in a

aterinig-trotgh, or. tank: (M, K:) and, (,) as
some say, (M,) black mud, or black fetid wul,

(M, K,) therein: (M:) pl. ? i [or rather this
is a coll. gen. n., as observed above,] and ao.va;

(M, K;) and j51_ is pl. of the latter of these pis.

(TA.) = See also J) .
* ...

r ,>i.~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

_ J.- g see >

ct [One wiho puts out the yes of others].

A certain tribe were called )W.It Oi, (M, 1C,0)
1 or j O. R (,TA,) because their founder had

(. put out the eye of a man. (S, M, g.)

jr-L. One who strive, labours, or exerts hin-

i, sel, (S, M, 1g,) in, (S,) orfor, (M, g,) the right
me anagement of afjairs for procuring the maeunx
of subsistence. (, M, M 4.)

e M-~ : see *-.

1

4
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th and 'z," and [of paune.] *1: (M, L, 1:) it
counteracts all poisons, clears away thei ilth from
foul ulm, matures all tumours, and removs

; he [discoloration and pots termed] '" and
.d .. from the face, applied as a liniment. (1:.)

, . I --e .'; [Decocted juice of the eoloeynth,
_ or of it pulp, or Med]. (TA voce q., q. v.)

, Fatness, or plumpnts; contr. of Jj;
_ (M, L;) or the condition of having much sh

andfat. (Myb.) [See 1, first sentence.]

' t~, (M, L,) or ' ii , with damm, (g,) A
s. certain herb, (M, L, 1L,) having kaves, and &in.
, der twigs, and a whi~te-er: said by AHn to be
- of the [Ahind cad] 4, (M, L,) nhich cgr

forth · i.l ~.. ; [which may mean either by
' the influence of the stars of the season called
, ~1..l, i. e., of its rains, or with the herbs of that
o seon, in either case in ~pr or summer,] and

is ~everreen. (M, L,1g.)

'4, A mediine for fattening, or rendering
plump: (M, L, k.:) or a medicine by which

onomna are fattened, or rendered plump. (T, ,
, L.)-_. See also ;.

;.JI A certain sect of idolaters, reho aert
the IoNtrine of metemimychosi, and deny. that
knmoedge comes fom informations; (S, Msb;)
a certain pople, of tih Indians, vito hold that
tih duration of the present world i fiom eter-
nity, or that it is everlati,ng, (M, L, 1K,) and
asert the doctrine of metemlpjschosis: (1K:) tho
word is said to be an irregular rel. n. from ;t1;,,
a town of India. (Msb.)

Fat, or plump; (S, M, L, K ;*) contr.

ofJ,.; (s, L;) or hari,fg murhflehd and fat;
(Msb;) and .t., sibnifies dthe snme: (M, L,

] :) fernm. with;: (M, L, Msb:) lse , :] pl. (of
the first, and of its fern., M3b) Ot, (Sb, M, L,
Meb, I,) used instead of [t, whichl they did
not say: (Sb, M, L:) accord. to Lh, (M, L,)

>~- '.signifies fat, or plump, by nature; (M,
L, 1 ;) applied to a man: and some say;
t I:. mcaning a wroman fat, or plump, syn.

a.~, (M, L,) or ~' ' ,..l, like iL [in
measure], meaning [a oman reule;.d fat, or
plump,] by nature; (9;) and 11- t -*'
[rendered fat, or plump, by medci,e; (M, L,
1;) and woe, on the day of resurrection, by
reason of languor in the bones, is denounce(l in a
trad. against women who make use of medicine
to render themselves thus. (L.) - [Hence,] e.j

t [Fat land; i. e.] land of good wil, with
few stones, strong to foster plants or herbage:
(M, L:) or land consisting of soil in which is no
stone. (.)_ - And .e'A t Chaste, eldo.
quent, or excellent, languagc. (L in art.
See also,; -

&L~t [accord. to those who make the alif to
be a sign of the fernm. gender.] or Lt~ [accord.
to those who make that letter to be one of quasi-
woordination] A certain bird, (., M, L, Mqb, l,)

i;L A stall [cup of the kind called] Val
(., M, ]K, TA,) which latter is a post-clamic
word, originally al".: or the W A , as son
may, is a smaU aIJh, an arabicized word froi

the Perr. ,lj,; which is also alled ;j.;
(TA;) and this is the sme as the OA14. (T,
voce siLtt.)

a 0-;.,
Slernder, lean, or lank, in th belly

(M, ;) applied to a man. (TA.) See ale
,~. ~ Also A certain bird. (i.)

Ji;, An evcn plain; (1, TA;) like l
mentioned by J in art. jI; or a desert in w/ici
is no herbase: or an evercn tract of land detitut
of Aerbge: and [the pl.] ,1 signifies [deart

such as are ternmed] Li ,: or, accord. to El
W4idec, far-e d , long land. (TA.) [8e$
an ex. in a verse cited voce tji : and anothel
voce e, in art. j.] -_ t[Hence,] t A womar
that bears no offsjring: likened to land that doeu
not give growth to anything. (TA.)_ t A
woman bad in sexual intercours; as also with 5
(TA.) And the latter, tA woman that ha. nm
[1oi1t [or labia majora of the vulva]: (TA:)
[or] a woman having no bettocks. (I8k, TA in
art. j*.)_ And t A clamorous old woman: or,
accord. to AA, one of eil disposition (TA.)

t ;; 4 [likeo 't;] A heer, unmized,

lie. (TA.)

1. *, ,, (8, M,L, Mb, g,) aor. ,; (L, Mb,
';) andl .. , aor. ; (M,b;) in£ n. of the
former L ._ (8, M, L, 1) and a_., (M, L, ]5,)
or the former is a simple suhbt. (Msb) [and the
latter by rule inf. n. of the latter verb]; He as,
or became, fat, or plump; (., M, L.;) or in the
condition of having much fl~ andfat: (Mb :)
and ' .,>_ has a like meaning [i. e. he nas, or
bheame, fatteed, rendered plump, or made to
hate muckjlsh and fat]. (?, L.*) A poet says,

LtAi Lt_L .t; L&L:

0

--- -
.Xuslj . t:st k 9,,iJA. 3 1V4 -.

8, And dJ Z2.I easoned his bread for him mit

he n .2. , (?, M, L, Msb, j,) in£ n. es_;
(1:;) He, or it, rendered him fat, or plump; (,
M, L, ;*) or caued him to have mu ch~sh an

A fat: (Mqb:) and 1 1l signifies the same. (R
L, Myb.) It is said in a prov., Lit Ji 'h
[Fatten thy dog, and he nill eat thee]. (8, I

3 Mb. [See Freytag's Arb. Prov., i. 6O9.])
_t-_ (S, M, L,) in£ n. as above, (S, L,) R
furished them with ~A. for trarelling-pr
vision, 4c. (, M, L) See also 1, in two places

.- e3 also signifies The act of cooling, (S, M
L, 1,) in the dial. of Et-Taif (S, M, L) and El

a Yemen. (S.) A fish was brought to El-ajjiij
e ($, M, L,) broiled, (L,) and he said to the cook
5 (S,) or to the man who brought it, (M, L,) ;
- (S, M, L,) meaning Cool it: (S:) the man whe
e brought it knew not what he meant; so 'Ambesel

Ibn-Sa'eed said to him, He says to thee Cool i
(M, L) a little. (L)

4. s_I He (a man, M, L) uasfat, or plump,
by nature. (M, L, ]) -- le (a man, , M, L)
possed a thing that wa fat, or plumnp: (S, M,

O L, ]:) or bought uch: (M, L, 5:) or gavew ach
($, M, L, O) to another. (S.) And .il C.1
T7% people, or party, became in the statc of those
ohos cattle had become fat, or plump. (M, L,

* [) _.Also He bought CA. (L.) -And
13.l They became in the condition of haing
much . .. (M, L, 10) - &': see 2: and
see also 1, in three placea

6: see 1. - [Hence,] ;,_3 also signifies t He
prided himself in the abundance of his wealth,
and collected it but did not expcnd it: (TA in
art t;LA:) or he made a boast *f abundance of
goodns, orgood, thich he did not xmms; and
laid clain to nobilihy thsat rwas not in him: or
collected wealth for the purpoe of attaining to
the condition of the noble: or loved to induh3e
himself larvJely in eatabla and drinkable that
are the cause offatness, or pltmpness. (L)

10. ' 1 He deemed, otr reckoned, ($, L,
Mph, 1,) or lIe found, (M, L, K,) it, or him,
(namely, a thing, M, L, and flesh-meat, L, or a
man, 1,) to befat, or plump, (?, M, L, 1],) or to
ham muc flesh andfat: (Mqb:) or e ought it,
or demanded it, fit, or plump. (M, L.) And

" IjA .1 j They came seeking, or demanding,
that ; [in the CI5 psg1q i. e. that whichsm
fat or plump] lshould be givens to them. (?, M,

s_ ClariJied butter; ghee; i. e. :i_ offr
butter, (M, L, V,) or of milk; (L;) it is of the
cow, and sometimes of the goat: (8, L:) what
comeforth, (Mgh,) or is made, (M?b,) [or clari-
fied, by cooking it, or boilin it, sometimes ith
an admixture of jir (or meal of parched
barley or wheat), or dates, or globula of gazelW
dung, (see i , and :J, and '3ji,)]from the
milk of cows, and ofgoats, (Mgh, Mqb,) or shp:
(Mfb:) [n. un. with i:] pL (of mult.] ;: (
X, L, Mfb, ], in the C4 [erroneously] r)

0

(IAyr, M, L,) meaning Ve rode her during her
state offtnesu, or plumpness, [but rohen the edge
if her vertebra, and the ribs, became appa-
rent, .. .] (M, L.)_[Hence,]AJl. ,_, in n.

:_-, t The wheat became full in the grain. (A
in art. h-.)i & ;n, (., M, L, 4,) aor. , in£ n.
_c.-, (., M, L,) He made it, [or prepared it,]

namely, food, with ;p_ [q. v. infrA]; (M, L,
V ;)as also * _i , and t '..t: ( :)orthefirst
signifies, (.i,) or signifies also, and so V the second
and t third, (M, L,) he moistened it, and stirred
it about, (., M, L,) namely, food, (-, L,) or bread,
(M, L,) mith >., ($, M, L,), for them. (.)
_ Also, and Vt...L, (L,) or.l 1 , , (M, )
aor. and inf n. as above, (M,) Hefed him, or th
pesopc, or party, witah O . (M, L, ].)_~. (M, L, IIC)~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

or 

ae~naea tr., jar, or piump. kbl,L.)~And plump,] by natum; Qr.;) and

7%mj 

came sooking, or dmandingi [rendered fat, or plinap, kY (M, L,

tisat 

[in the Cl�, Cps?J1 i. e. titat ivhich mu AC;) and woo, on the day of resurrection, by

fat 

or plump] should be given to tiwa. (?, M, reason of languor in the bones, is denounced in a

L, 

trad. against women w110 make use of medicine

!61to 

render themselves thus. (L.) - [Hence,] .0j%

C~ 

Clarified butter, ghm; i.e. of fmd

butter, 

(M,L, V,) or of mi& ; (L;) it 1is of the t [Pat land; i. e.] land of ~ wil, wilk

few 

sionei, 3tronq to f~ plantx or herbage:

cow, 

and sometimes of tAe gmt: (?, L..) what (M, L:) or land consisting of soil in which, is no

m~~, 

(Mgh,) or is made, (M?b,) [or chri-

fwd, 

bli cooking it, or boiling it, sometimm mak stOne. QC) - Aiid C'Pe�~' A' "-' t Citasts, elo.

an 

admixture paf~ quent, or excellent, language. (L in art

Of 

id,", (or meal of

barky 

or mkat), or dates, or globWo of g~W See also

(em 

Lt�l, and and '3j:U,)]fmm th &L~ [accord. to thoce who make the alif to

ma 

of coms, and of goats, (M..h, Mqb,) or be a sign of the fem. gender.] or [acwrd.

(Mfb:) 

[n. m with i:] pL [of mult.] Cjkl~ (gy to those who make that letter to be one of quui.

L, 

Mfb� ]�, in the Cl� [emacoudy] coordination A ~ in bird, ffi M, L, Mqb, l�,)

[Boox I.
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well known; (Myb;) [the quail; tetrao coturni :
so called in the present day: and also called
LS; :] used as a pL and as a sing.; (M, L, i;)
ometimes as a sing.: (M, L :) [or] the n. un. is

UiL: (, M,L, ]b:) pl. .1i~e: (.:) one
should not say .t., with teshdeed. (., L.)

C: A seller of o. (., M, L.) A--lso
Certain dyes [or pigments] rwith which one deco-
rates, or embellishes. (M, L, Ig.) [See also

CL.., in art...] - 6t;, the name of A cer.
tai plant, see in art. ..

see e. Also A posr ofe:
(M, L, I :) like ' 'j and .6 as meaning "a
possessor of milk " and " of dates." (L.)

l 1 WVaist-wrappers; syn. ;jl [pl. of;Ijl]:
and old and worn-out garments or pi~ce of cloth:

(L:) or old and rrorn-outjj1. (C.)

~ : ee its fem., with ;, voce '.

~- ; and its fernm., with I: see " ._.-

e : . A peopl, or party, whose cattle
haoy become fat, or plumlp. (L.)

.. J J' L':; . [Food that is a caus of
fattening to o th bod]. (M, L, :* in the CIC

[erroneously] ;'..) [See also an ex. voce

G: -: see its fem., with ;, voce

X; 3 " r Food made [or prepre ed] with C_:
(L:) or mnoistened, and stirred about, therewith:
(.:) [and t e signifies the same; for] a
rijiz says,

£. . , p , OA a . , , aL d A

[And a rnpacious bonl came to us early in the
mrsorning,Jlcsh ,f a daughtered camdl, lean, Ip

paredl with clarified butter]: i.e. 2ij*, from

,-JI$, not from 1. (., L.)

J3j', [The phenix;] a certain bird that is
in India; that enters into the fire without having
its plumage burned: (Kr, M, KI:* [mentioned
in the M as a quadriliteral-radical word; the Oj
being regarded by ISd as augmezltative:]) also
called J ', with .j [in the place of.*]:. it is
said that wihen it becomes extremly aged, and is
writhout offspring, it casts itself into burning coal,
and returns to its youtlulo state. (TA.) [See also
,j2=., in art. J~.]

e*V~ Fat, as an epithet, (S, I,) applied to a
boy, in praise of his fleshiness; (Fr, 8;) a boy
fat and Jlesy. (TA.) -: The penis, (C,) as
likened to a fat, or fat and fleshy, bo:. (TA.) -
Applied to a country, or region, (AJ,) Ample,
(8,I,) wide, or faretnding, in its limits: or
in which the sight is perplexed by its levelnes.

Bk. I.

(TA.) - A land far-extending; that caus~ one
to m his w,ay in it. (, TA.)

Q .1.., said of seed-produce, It did not
multiply; as though every grain [of the seed]
had its [singl] head. (T, .)

Q. 4. ~1 It (a spear, TA) was, or became,
hard. (.R, I.) - It (a thorn) as, or became,
dry, or tough, and hard. (S.)..-It was, or
became, strong; (said of a rope; TA;) or p~s-
ing, or svre, or difflcult; (said of an afflir;
TA;) or intense; (S, If;) said of darkness:
(S, TA:) and, said of darkness, it became dis-
agreeable, and intense. (g)-_ie (a man)
became vehement in fight. (..)- It (a penis)
became straight and erect. (1., TA.)

A 6, . as * .· , .- ,)
US)v- -ej, (F, r8,) axd U, (s,) A

hard pear, (., If,) and a hard sipear-shaft:
:) or so called in relation to a man named

.,_, (S, If,) husband of i,Q,, (g,) who (as
well as his wife, ]g) used to straighlten spears:
(S, If:) or in relation to a town or village of
Abyssinia, (1],) called : so says Ez-Zubeyr
Ibn-Bekklr, but .gh distrusts this; and the
former opinion is the more common. (TA.)

You say also "tl~ * [Hard stpears; &C.].

(S.)_~ - c~ ; A strong bo~string. (TA.)

_- ~ A A straight stature. (TA.)

- -A tough thorn. (TA.) - A penis hard
and strong; or distended and erect and hard:
(L, TA: [but in both, .jL, as an epithet applied
to)SS, is put by mistake for ;>] :) or the penis
[itself]. (K.)- Straight. (AZ.)

1. t;, (.8, M, Msb, ,) first pers. ., like

..l, ($,) aor. =. (M 9b, TA,) inf. n. _;

(, M, I ;) anLd f, first pers. ., (Th, ,
TA,) like H.'; (.;) He, (a man, Th, $,) or it,
(a thing, M,) was, or became, high, lofty, raised,
uwnaised, uldifted, upreared, exalted, or elevated;
it rose, or rose high: (., M, Msb, 1f:) and
t 1r.L. signifies the same. (MA. [See also 5.])

-- iul O.~ ; The thing became raiedfrom afar
so that I plainly distinguished it: (I :) or, as in

the $, u -l 1 L t the form, or re, seen
from a distance, rose, or became raised, to me
[i.e. to my vier] so that I plainly distinguished
it. (TA.) -_ Jl 1Q. The moon near the

change rose t [app. meaning upreared, not

decumbent: see Xjl]. (TA.) - [Z I_:, or
lIe rose, and betook himself, to, or towards, him,

.or it. Hence, .,g ,p 6 I wvil not [or (unless
the phrase be an apodosis) I did not] rise and
hasten to jight you. (TA,) -- 1t. His
sight, or eye, rose, or became raised. (S, TA.)
[And i. L~ lit. signifies the same; but means
t His look was lofty; or he was proud: seea.,
below.] -. t~ is ao said Qf him who is termed

and , [i. e. it ignifies He nw, or
became, noble; or high, or exalted, in rank].

(TA.) -. 1 2 G ! _ [Ilis ambi-
tion soared, or aspired, to high things, or the
means of attaining eminence;] he souglt glory,
or might, and emincnce. (Msb, TA.) - ;

yml i P1 i c 3Z [A yarning, or longing,
of the oul arose in me after it had ceased].
(TA.) -i.LJ_I & ; _ Thcy exceed [or
are above] the number of a hundred. (TA.).

i,~, (8, K, TA,) and t -,.l, (S,) Tly went
forth to purse the animalJ of the chase ($, n,
TA) in their deserts: (TA:) [or] one says of the
hunter, or sportsman, .II jl, , and* t L;,

meaning he sees, or looks to ee, ('`"~'~,) the
coming forth of the wild animal., and purswec
tAin. .(M. [See also 8 below.])-- j " l l;,
inf. n. ;jL, The stallion sprang, or rushed, upon,
(s,) or he overbore, (,* M, K,) his she-came/l
tlat had passed seven or eight months since the
period of tIlir briningi forth. (., M, XJ.)-
&t Q;: see 4. 8See also 2.

2. ti ~ and M4 , (S, M, M. b, ,)
accord. to Sb originally with .,, but Lh says that
the former is that whichl is usual, (M,) [inf. n.

: ':,]l and in like manner Vt l1., (Ql,) i. e. 'L..1l

u and 9%i, (M, n,) and accord. to Th,

U I ;; and Xi.4, (g1, [in the correct copies
of which the form of the verb first mentioned is
without teshdeed, while in the C]C the first and
last are both alike with teshdecd, or, as is said in
the M, Th has mentioned J, but none other
has mentioned it,]) lie named him, or caled him,
Such a one; (S, M, Msb, ;) as Zeyd; i. ce., he
made Zeyd to be his name, his proper name.

(Mob.) _[One says also, .& jc 3. , - or
simply e"l _.,, which is the more common,
meaning He pronounced the name of God, say-

inga lt .. (In the name of God), upon, or oe.r,
a thintg such as food, and an animal about to be

slaughtered.] The Prophet said, Iy. I t. ,
[cited, with some variations, and expl., in arts.

j. and a- ,] meaning Zii 1tj [Pronounce
ye the name of God, &e.]; i. e. whenever ye eat,
[before ye begin to do so, accord. to the general
custom, or] between two mouthfuls. (M.)

3. ;lt., (S, M, 1, TA,) inf. n. 61t, (TA,)
He vied, com1peted, or conten&ledfir superiority,
in highness, loftibne, or cmninence, or ina glory, or
xcdllence, [or in an absolute sense,] with him;

syn. '.Y9, (M,) or do, apd ;b. (K.) It is
said in the trad. respecting the lie [against
'Aisheh], 'j.b W 0. ) ,., meat-lin*g

There was not any woman that vied writh her,

in eminence ( -2 and exce) ezxcpt 7Zeyneb;

il jl.J meaning 3k .JI . 4Ujt.l. (TA.) And

one says, *L.. -;S Ys ,l E i,JJ; [SNCA a
one will not be vied wdith in highnecM, &c.: and he
ha. overcome him iwho vied wvith him, &c,]. (S.)

And _.~ L L] I .l, said when one fears
an *Iir, or evept, before him; on 'the authority
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of IAvr; meaning [Verily before me is an affair,
or erent,] n,ith n'hicl I cannot tie. (M.) A poet
cited by Th says,

* IJi Sa i,~11,1J i54

and lie says that -;e means r;j' and .o;
but [it seems that the verse should be rendered,
Ibn-Admd !)mwrd the night aspiring to reach the
heop of reamed whenat: he aspired to attain tle
rcheat of the tribe until it attained to maturity:

fobr ISd says,] in my opiniol lie mcanls, as the
seed-prodluce rose by growth, he rose to it, until
it attained to maturity, wlhen he reaped it and
stole it: and lie cites also the saying,

[And raims tlty handi, then enuixrour to reach
the n,intdpi,e]; explaining -#I 1 ) as mean-
ing raise thy hatnti to his J. [or throat, pro-
p)crly,fwtcxes]. (M.)

4. ;.. lie raised, up.aised, upilied, up-
reared, exanlted, or celevated, himn, or it; as also
4 t fL [lit. he roe, &c., ,ithI him, or it]. (M,

- j ) I:C; dze I mnale him to go uy, or
an'ay,fron a torn, or country. (TA.) 1.U l,
(TA,) or t V;.1, (M,) Hle, or it, incited uw to
hunt, or chase: so says TB. (M, TA.)~ Also
lie lookad at, or towards, /his, or its ;jL~ [cxpl.
immediately cbefore the mention of this phrase in
the M as meaning the firm, or figure, seen fromn
a distance, and the aspect, of anything]. (M,
TA.) And U_l lie (it nt:Ln) took the direcr
tion of, (.,) or came to, (M,) ]s-&me.. h

(S..JI, S, M) a certain water in the desert
(Ad3l1, M) or a place between E -Kamftih and
S.yia, (1g,) a relk-hno;vn desert. (TA.) a See
also S.

5. t. [expl. by Golius, first, as meaning
Altus fuit, emninuit; like t_; but for this he
names no authority, and I fiad none for it. ]
lIe namned himseJ (KL.)_: j l e
was almed Zeyd: (,* M,* Myb, I:') :'
I" means Such a thing becoame his name: it is
quasi-pal. of at~ and A~1. (TA.) -And

Q'i us _;, (M,) or iJ1, (1g,) and,.,
(M, !,) lIe asserrted his relatio,nhi;, to the sons
of such a one [by; the atssumption of a name of
relatioeu/ai to them], or to the people. (M, K1g.)

6: see 1, first sentene. - -,;I ; -
They mounted tpon thw horses. (TA.) And
1..L.3 They vied, comIeted, or contended for
superiority, [in highness, lojine, or eminence,
or in glory, or ezcexence, or in an absolute sense,
(see 3,)] one with another. (, ].) And
ItdL,3 signifies also They called one anotlwr by
their names. (TA.)

8. U l lIe (a hlunter, or sportsman, [;JIl

in the CK being a mistranscription for .satlJ,])
attired himself with the socks, or stockings, called
Sty , (M, , TA,) to protect hinuelf from the
heat of the burning ground, (TA,) for the hunt-

ing of gazelles, in the time of teat. (M.) And
(M, in the 1 " or ") #L;I He asked of hint the
loan of the socls, or stockings, above named, for
that pripose, (M, K,*) i. e. fJr the htnting of
gazel,lle,atmid&ay. (TA.) And l l, (M, CK,)
or lil/Jl ..I, (so in some copies of the i aind
in the TA,) lie sought, or pturled, tlwhe gazelesx
in their cave.s, or hiding-.plkes, (. r . y, M,

and so in copies of the K, by the OiLp being
meant the -5, M,) or in ,What waas not their
time, or season, (tile L., thus in some copics
of tile K,) at tle auroral riing, of Carnolms

(Je)w [which rose aurorally, in Central Ar;tbi:,
about the commencement of the era of the Flight,
on the 4th of Augaust, 0. S.]): (M5, I :) so .says
IAar. (M.) [Freytag says, on the auttlority of
scholia to the Dcewan of Jercer, as follows: In
the time of the greatest heatt, tiley (lrive out a
wild animal repeatedly from its hlidingll-lace,
permitting it to return thlithler at nighlt, whieii,
thlis disturbed, it dloes not issuie fi'olm its placc;
in order that thley may be able to strike it.]_
And lie hunted, or chased, nild animals. (M.)

See also 1, latter part, in two places. - And
see 4. - : ,1 also signifies I matle hitm the
object of a visit or I perceived in hint good, or
goodnem, by a r,igt olpinion formed frJon its out-
ward signs. (K.) - And 'L.,l lie chose it,
took it in prjfre,ne, or selected it. (IAnsr, L
voce .- Ail.) And IAar mentions the saying,

~2~15 5,-1, as meaning [Tlhe youtlful she-
camel] is tested for the purpaoe of discoverligr
whetrher or not site be prejnant [Iftcer ftrtecen
nighyts or after one and twventy]: but Th (dis-
allows this, and says that the word is -;' 
from Wl1, whicl means " the period by the end
of which one knows whether or not the she-camel
is pregant." (M.)

10. i:e-I [or i~ . -; ?, the word tU.
having app. been inadvertently omitted by a
copyist,] le axaled, or demanded, his [or such a
one's] name. (TA.)

and., and,: see. l, in three places,
near the beginning of the para,gaph; and in four
places near the end of the same.

t1: see I't: . and see also l, near the
beginning of the paragraph.

~ and L~: seem .1, in two places, near the
beginning of the paragraph; and in the last sen-
tence but one of the same.

ti;; The higler, or upper, or highest, or )upper-

most, part of anything: [in this sense] mase.
(M.) - [In its predominant acoeptation,] a word
of well-known meaning; (1, TA;) i. e. (TA)
[The sky, or heaven;] the canopy of the earth:
(M, Msb, TA:) in this sense (M, Msb) mase.
and febm.; (IAmb, 8, M, Msb, K ;*) sometimes
fem.; (M ;) rarely so, and thus as having the
next but one of the significations here following:
(Fr, Mb :) Az says that it is fem. because it is
pl. [or coll. gen. n.] of ed.: (TA:) or it is as

though it were pl. of t o [or ratller its coll.
geh.n..,] like sa.. is of 4~..: (MIb, TA:)
Er-lthllib says that the .tl as opposed to the

jo;l is fern., and sometimes masc.; and is used
as a sing. and as a pl.; as the latter in the
.Kur.ii. 27 [where it is shown to apply to seven

heavens]; and that it is like jii and . and
otller [coll.] gen. ns.: (TA :) in this sense (M)

the pl. is '..l [a pl. of pauc.] (S, M, K) and

,, (5M, .K,) the latter [originally 5 ] of

the me ,sure and i th [also] pls. of *l~ in
anlother sencse, mentioned in what fiollows, (TA,)
an(d ot~. or .4 . , (S, I, Msb, K,) and
accord. to the K, [in whilch all of these are men-
tioned as thloug,h pls. of ';. in all its senses,]
t l~, [in the CK l_,] but in the M ; [like
the sing., as mentioned above], where it is said
that it iiust be a pl. in thle .ur ii. 27 for the

reason alheady state(ld, as though pl. of iac or

h.j~; (TA;) and a poet assigns to :h the
anomalous pl. l, by his saying,

&; - Ul it~ -1
0

[Tlhe hc,ta,n of G,,d, aoate .se,en hteaens]: (.,

M :) the d(im, is ? .is . (am ). 4.52.)-And
A / Icato,/il, or coring ,cht,lr-/nad, f a per.son.
(S, Mld,,* TA.)A l A ld hence, (.S, TA,) The
eeiliu/, or r.otl; (S, Mslo, K, TA,) of a hoCse, or
chambelll , or tent, (S, 1, TA,) anl of nnytlling;
(li, TA;) in thlis sellns mas.; (Mnbc , TA;) and
t it. also has this meaning. (S.) - And The

j1i;, (1M, k,) i. e. the ";; [or oblotng piece of
cloth] tIlut is beueath the ulpper, or u/lwermost,

ai', (M,) of a [or tenit]; (AI, .K;) in wllich
sense it is fern., antd sometimes masc.; (Mi ;) as
also tjl; (AI, 1i;) [and so, app., p-i ;

for] one says, .. ., withl kesr, [Ile re-
paircedl hix 1..,] meaning, his ;jt_. (TA.)
-And The cltudsl; (Zj, 1 ;) because of tlheir
heigiht: (Zj, TA:) or a cloudl. (M -b.) - And
Rlain; (S, M, Msb), ]i;) becaulse it colnes forth
from the ,~. [i. e. sky or clouds]: (TA :) or a

good ani,, (.,.c. - ;): (g, TA :) or a nero

r·ain (o,. , i3, ): (T, TA :) or, as some say,
rain that ihas not fullen dpon tle cnarth; so called
in consideration of what IHs been saidl above [of
its meaning the "clouds" &c.]: (Er-R&ighib,

TA:) [but] one says, _ ,L..JI lJ I tU j .
, ' ' [Ve ceasled not to treadtl uon the rain
until we canw to yo¢u]: (S, TA :) applied to rain,
it is masc., and fem. also bexcause of its connexion
with the .L;_ that canopies the earth; (M;) or
it is fem., as meaning .t~: (Msb :) the pl. [of

mult.] is Iq~ (1, M, Msb, TA) and [of pauc.]

-'.,.. (S, TA.) ,...JI ,. is an appellation
of T7e Arabs; [signifying the sons of the water
of tiw heaven ;] because of thecir keeping much to
the deserts which are the places of the falling of
rain [by means of which they subsist]: or by
/1'tJ1 . is meant Zez7cmr, which God made to
well forth for the Arabs, who are therefore like
the sons thereof. (TA.) -[Hence, app., sa
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being likened to rain by reason of the swiftness
of his running,] a certain horse, (M, ],) belong-
ing to .8akhr the brother of El-Khansk, (M,) was

named tl,.JI. (M, .)-[Hence, likewise, as
being likened to rain, t Bounty.] One says,

- 1-C ,-N itvl t [He gave me a gift
from hij store of bounty]. (A in art. -

Also t Herbage; because produced by the rain,
which is thus called. (TA.) - And The bach of
a horse; (S, Msb, K;) because of its height:

coupled with [its opposite] ,.;l [q. v.]. (S, TA.)
And of a sandal, [in like manner opposed to

e,,] The upper part [of the sole, i. e. the upper
surface thereof], upon which the foot is placed.

(M.) _ See also ;j...

11 . . ---1.: see

a .
u -: see .,, in two places. - [Also] A

comlpetitor, or contender for superiority, in high-
nes, ltinem, or eminence, or in glonjry, or excel-

lene; i. q. *.C., (S, TA,) and 0$U&*: (TA:)

thus the word, in the accus. case, is said to sig-
nify in the .Kur xix. 66: ($, TA:) or it there has
the meaning here next following. (S, M, TA.)
.- A likhe, or an equal: (S,M, , TA:) and this
meaning the word, in the accus. case, is said by
some to have in the Kur xix. 8: or in this
instance it has the meaning here following. (M,
TA.) - A namesake of another. (.8, M, I, TA.)

*8 -

-. The feum. is a"~. (M, TA.)

0~ dim. of t!, q. v.

a~ dim. of , , q. v.

and -: see 

*jl;;: see L~, in three places.- -Also The
form, or fure, een from a distance, (S, M, g,
TA,) [or] such as is high, or elevated, (TA,) of
anythiing; (S, M, 1I, TA;) and the aspect thereof:

pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] V 't~ and ; l_; the
latter mentioned by Ks. (M, TA.) El-'Ajjaj
says,

·* U 3a tlJi , Jl_ L .j .. e

[Tl7 form, &c., of the moon when near the change,
until it became curved]. (S.)

t_w: see t, , in the middle of the parm-

graph.
a -- a --

and ; [Of, or relating to, the sky

or heaven; heavenly; celestial;] rel. ns. from

fi;. (Msb, TA.)

.1, [High, or lofty; as also * u.: pl. of the

formner ,;-.; applied to women as pl. of £.L,C

wrhence the phrase _Jil1 .l in a verse cited

voce ; and to irrational animals, as in an

instance here following]. One says 4l..Jl,ail
Th stallion [meaning the stallion-camels high in
their heads, or] ra~ig their heads high. (.,
TA.) And ,4.l, [pl. of 1;i.,] applied to

camels, That raie, or raie high, their eyes and

their eads. (>Iam p. 7 91.) And¢1 ;.el h
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si; [app. an elliptical phrase, z; (which is

expressed in the explanation) or a similar word

being understood; i. e. t I repeled the pride, or

haughtiness, of him wvho was lofty in look;]

meaning I contracted to him [or to the lofty in

look] his soul, and annulled his pride, or haughti-

ness. (S, TA.) And L't ? ~ [lit. High-

nosed] means t disdainful,.or scornful. (T and K

in art. .l.) [Also act. part. n. of 1 in all its

senses. - And hence,] ;Lt, (S, M, V,) of which
it is the sing., (M,) signifies ilunters (S, M, K)
going forth to the chase: (1K:) an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates: or,

as some say, hunters in the day-time, peculiarly:

or hunters wearing the socks, or stocltings, called

;1P*. (M.)

'1, (S, M, Msb, K,) with the conjunctive l,

[i. e. written.l,] but this is made disjunctive by
poetic license [as well as when the word com-
mences a sentence], (S,) usually with kesr [when

the I is disjunctive], (Lh, M, TA,) and ,i, (,
M, K,) of the dial. of Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeem
and of 1]ud&'ah, (M, TA,) mentioned by IAar,

(TA,) and and and (, M, 1) and ?,

(I,) and * t (M, O) and * L. and , (.1,)

[The name of a thing; i. e.] a sign [such as may
be uttered or wrritten] conveying kowwvledge of a

thing; syn. 1.*j : and a wvord applied to denote
a substance or an accident or attribute, for the
purpose of distinction: (M, K:) [or a substan-
tive in the proper sense of this term, i. e. a real
substantive; and a substance in a tropical sense
of this term, i. e. an ideal substantive:] as expl.
by El-Muniwee, in the "Towreef," the _.l, is
that which denotes a meaning in itself unconnected
nith any of the three times [past and present and
future]: if denoting vhat subsists by itself, it is

termed YC" l; and if denoing wvhat does not

subsist by itself, [i.e. an accident or attribute,]

whether existent, as lWI [i. e. knowledge], or

non-existent, as Jq.JI [i. e. ignorance], it is

termed ;,j.!: (TA:) the pl. is tl.l [a pl.

of pauc.] and zo3itl, (4, M, g,) the latter said

by Lh to be a pl. of.l, but it is rather a pl. of

, Il, for otherwise there is no way of accounting

for it, (M,) and ,i (S, M, K) and ,r.lil (M,

1 are [likewise] ple. of fi, : (,- AT :) the
word [i.e ** (*, TA the-

word,l [i. e.,._l ora,tl] is derived from C. ,

(S, TA,) or from ,.., (Msb, Er-Raghib, TA,)
because the .. l is a means of raising into notice
the thing denoted thereby, and making it known:

S, Er-Raghib, TA:) it is of the measure &1! [or

l, accord. to different dialects], the last radical,

b, being wanting in it, ($, Msb, TA,) and the
hemzeh [or rather I] being prefixed by way of
compensation for it, accord to a general rule;

(Msb, TA;) for it is originally M_ (, Mqb,

Er-RAghib, TA) or _, (S, Msb, TA,) its pl.

, being L..1, and its dim. being t ffi_ [originally

e,_j]: (S, M§b, Er-Righib,* TA:) some of the
Koofees hold that it is from ,jl, meaning

h 4dil, the. , which is the primal radical, being

rejected, and the hemzeh [or I] being substituted

for it, so that its measure is J3; [or j;i]; but

this is a weak opinion, for, were it so, the dim.

would be and the pl. would be L. (M; b,

TA.) One says, li i. ,l [The name of thid

is thus, or such a nord]; and if you will you

may say, IiJ IUj 1 ,i; and in like manner,

t a.e and ?* A,: Lb says that .. ,I [His

name is Such a one] is the [common] phrase of

the Arabs; and he mentions ~l a., i as heard
from [the tribe of] Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeenm:
and Ks cites, as heard from some of [the tribe of]
Bcnoo-KudA'ah, the saying,

[In the name of'Him vl/wse name is in every

chapter of the .ur-dn], and t ° is heard from

others, not of Kuda'ah. (M.) 41a1 . S.l is

an elliptical phrase [for.l S j_ I.j ~ .1

4t Journey thou relying upon the mention o the

name of God.. (IJ, M in art. J.: see

- [Hence,] .l signifies also t Fame, renown,
reort, or relutation, of a person: (TA:) and so

V , in relation to good, (.K, TA,) not to evil;

mentioned by Az. (TA.) One says, _1"I .

-I t, i. e. His fame &c. [went, or spread,

among mankind, or the people]. (TA.)

.~!' [Of, or relating to, a name or noun or

substantive;] rel. n. from _!; as also .

and t ". (S, TA.) [Hence, ai~ a!l. A

nominal proposition or pAhrase; as distinguished

from *'W, or verbal.]

[,~l The quality of a name or noun or sub-
stantive.]

ai~ The socks, or stockings, worn by a hunter,

(M, , TA,) to protect Ahim from the heat of th e
burnaing ground. (TA.)

Xf_ [Named].... [Hence,] one says, X 

.L s and. .a,ndH, meaning t He is of the

best of his people or party. (TA.)

.:. · see .

;>I

L '~, (M, L, g,) [aor. ,] inf. n. O-, (M,)
He (a man, M, L) bit him (another man, M, L)

limth his ,lsl [or teeth]. (M, L, ]: but in the

], wvith the C0Ul.) [Hence, app.,] jfjol 

The her.bage of the land nwas eaten. (L, i.) -
And, (M, L, in the 1 " or,") aor. and inf. n. as
above, (M, L,) He broke his (a man's, M, L)

oliCl [or teeth]. (M, L, g.)- _ai l - :

and t ' : see 4. - Also, (accord. to the M
and L, but accord. to the K "or,") aor. and
inf. n. as above, (M, L,) lHepierced him, or thrust

him, with the 0j1_ [or rpear.cad]. (M, L, g.)

And '*tj He pierced him, or thrust hinm,

with tie spear. (L.)-And Hejfed, or mounted,

upon it (i. e. the spear) the Jr [or iron head];
181 I
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(M, L, ] ;) and t · he put to it a XO t.. (L.'
- Also, (6, M, L, Msb, K,) aor. and inf. n. at
above, (M, L, Mfb,) He slarpened it, whletted it
or made it sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, Mgb, .(,) anc
polishded it, (M, L, K,) namely, a thing, (M, L,,
or a knife; (S, L, Msb, ;) and so * ': (M,
L, :) and ic he sharpened, whetted, or mad,
sharp-pointed, a spear-head upon the j;i : (L :
and he rubbed, or grated, a stone upon a stone
(Fr, L.)_[Hence] ,l,,l 1i , t This thiwn
[sharlpened my appetite;] made me desirous oJ

food. (l~.) The Arabs say [also] i>FJ ,,_1J
JIUJ, ; 31j t Tle [plants, or t,.ws, called
,._.. strengthen the camels [or slaarpen their
aplpetites] for the [plants, or trees, called] aiL,
like as tie iveltstons strengtlwns [or sharpens] the
edge of the knife. (L.) - [IIence also,] ';
L.l.l, (M, L, l,*) [aor. and] inf. n. as above,
(M, L,) lie rubbed and cleaned his teet/h with
the stick used for that purpose; (M, L, ;) as
though he polished them. (M, L.) _ And _
+.l1, (ISk, S, M, L,) or jLJI, (1g,) aor. and

ini: n. as above, (M, L,) He ttnded well, (g,) or
,asxttured and tended nell, (ISk, S, L,) or pat-

turefd, and rendered fat, or plump, (M, L,) the
ca7mel, (ISk, S, M, L,) or the cattle; (K1;) [so
that theyj became in good condition, free from
mange or the like;] as though he polished them.
(ISk, 8, M, L, .. ) _ And jlI, l, They sent
tIlw cattle into the pasturage. (El-Muarrij, , L,

- .
I.') _ And J l.1 i, (M, L, V,) [aor. and]
inf. n. as above, (M, L,) ]He drove the camels

ha
quickly: (M, L, K :) or,'as some say, j. JI sig-
nifies Ot.l.l Zj~.i [i. e. the making to go vehe-

mcntly; .- Ij being here syn. with .je l1]: (M,
L :) you say, Wii I made the she-camd
to go (S, 6, or V;j-',, L) vehemently. (6, L.)

- ~" .s I i , occurring in a trad., meaning
I am made to forget only that I may drive men
by directing to the right way, and Ahow them
what is needful for them to do when forgetfulnes
occurs to them, may be from ia [expl. above as]
meaning "he pastured and tended well" the
camels. (L.) -_;stl , , [aor. and inf. n.
as above,] He poured forth the water upon him,
or it; (M, L, K ;) a also Vt .i: (hI[am p. 611 :)
or he discharged tih water gently upon him, or it.
(M, L.) You say, s'. )iF 1j1l ,.. (6, L,)

or jta,l s;, (Mqb,) or 1 i. U Jl X _, (L,)
or ..'~ *t, (Mgh,) aor. as above, (Mgh, L,)
and so the inf. n., (L,) I [or he] discharged the
water without scattering upon his face: if scat-
tering it in pouring, you my, % :: (S, L:) or
I, or he, poured the water gently (Mgh, L, Mgb)
upon ths face, (Mqb,) or upon his face. (Mgh,
L.) And lj .* He poured the dust, or
earth, gently upon the ground: (6, L:) and he
put it gently upon a corpe (L.) And SJl ' t

"l, aor. and inf. n. as above, The eye poured

forth tears. (M,L.) And ,j X. a i
lfake tAe [i.sum of] aweat to JIow from thy

) horse by plying him hard, in order that he may
s become lean, or light of flesh: and i ' X 

and CiV, An isu, and ie, ofhis swt, mw, and
nwer, made loftow. (L.) C;:l vL ; , ($, M, L,
) K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S, M, L,) He pu
(lit. poured) upon himn the coat of mail. (-, M,
'c b,g.)_i5Ul .jIl >. The staUion thren
doan the she-camel ('.5, in copies of the ]
[erroneously] ';,) upon her face. (L, K.'

[See also 3.])_-, e'; e plastered pot.
tery with the clay: (M, L:) or hte made the clay
into pottery. (M, L, K.) - , (S, L, ",) aor.
as above, (S,) and so the inf. n., (S, L,) also sig-
nifies HIe formed it, fashioned it, or shaped it;
, (, L, K ;) namely, a thing: (K:) and some say,
he made it leon. (L.)-Andd [from the former
of these two meanings, app.,] .Ie instituted,
establisied, or pre.cribed, it, i. e. a custom, prac-
tice, usage, or the like, whether good or bad;
set the example of it; originated it as a custom
&c. to be folloned by others after him. (L.)
You say, . ' ~ i' ' ·".,You say , wi . [I have instituted
I c., for you an institute, a custom, a practice, a
usage, or the like, to be fllouwed, therefore follow
ye it]. (L.) And .J i C>, a·or.
and inf. n. as above, Such a one originated [or
instituted] an act of goodnews, or piety, [or a
good, or pious, way of acting,] twhich his people
knew not, and which tlhey afterwards followed, or
pursued. (L.) And ,'IU S;T1 O' God
manifested, or made known, his statutes, or ordin-
ancs, and commands and prohibitions, [i. e. his
lant,] to men: (M, L:) and - i.i X 2 God
manifcated, or made known, a right way [of
acting &c.]: (L:) [and in like manner one says
of any one,] '. . l Cs He manifested, or made
known, the thing, affair, or case. (].)_ And

~ w, (M, L,) or i,;b, (81,) [aor. and]
inf. n. as above, (M, L,) He pursued [a way,
course, rule, mode, or manner, of acting or con-
duct or life or the like]; as also t :.u; (M, L;)
or t1 .. 1.-; (so,in the.K;) and Y t' .l: (gKin
art. :) and li t V l [Tey
followed, or pursued, a good, or pious, way of
acting]. (L.) It is said in a trad. respecting the

Magians, ,I3l .1 t.,, i. e. Pursue
ye with thimn the way of the People of the
Scripture, or Bible; act with then as ye act
with these; granting them security on the con-
dition of receiving [from them] the [tax called]
ai.. (Mgh, L.°) ~ s is also expl. as mean-

ing He, or it, became altered for the rwmor, or
stinking: so in a trad. of Barwaa the daughter of
WHehiu, where it is said, A o te w;j orsl,
[Her huAband had become altered for the worse,
or stinking, having died, in a Rell which he had
descended]: from the saying in the ]ur L~. X >
J.L.: [see X~'y:] but some say that Le [who

used this phrase] meant [to say, or meant there-
by,] '-l, i. e. his head became affected with
vertigo by reason of a foul odour that he smelt,
and he swooned. (L.)

S. ,;: see 1, near the beginning._[Hence,]

[Boox t

C ; J t He made the speech good, or beau.
, tJdl; (M, L, ;) as though he polished it. (M,
L.)_A nd r .1 sl C, (M, L, hi,) inf. n.

' ' , (M, L,) He directed, or pointed, the
pear towards him, or it. (M, L, K.)

3. fii. X L, inf. n. l and S , (, M, L,
K,) He (the stallion-camel) bit tihe she-camel
vwith the fore part of the mouth: (L:) or he

opposed himself to her, (M, L,) or drotv her, (6,
L,) or bit her with the fore part of the mouth,
and drore Ier, (K,) to make her lie down, (S, M,
L, K,) in order that he might cover her: (6, M,-
L, K :) or he covered her without her desiring it,
or before she desired it, by force. (IB, L.)

4. X, (S, M, L, Msb, [,) inf. n. OI,
(Mgh, L, Msb,) said of a man, (6, M, L, Mahb,
.C,) and of other than man, (Mgb,) i. q. '5
[meaning ie became advanced in ate, or iful-
gronwn], ($, L, Msb,) or "; " , [whicll means
the same]; (M, L,.K;) as also '-l: (K:)
but Az says that i ' k'l in the case of an animal
of the ox-kind and of the sheep or goat, is not the
same as in that of a man: for in such animals it
means [the attaining to the age of] the coining
forth of the [permanent] ... [or central incisor]:
(Mlb :) or in such animals it means at least [the
attaining to the age of] tte shedding of the [tooth
called] ';4 [which is generally said to be in the
third year]; and at the utmost in such animals;
[the attaining to the age of] what is termed

t±tl I or t~ l [which is in thc sixth year];
and at the utmost in camels, [the attaining to tle
age of] what is termed J.,Il [which is generally
in the ninth year]. (Mgh, L) [It is also expl.
in the ] as meaning Hlis tooth grew forth: but
the right explanation is one given in the Mgh
and L; i. e. his toothi whereby he became >~

~ fort/h.] : i, occurring in a trad. of
Ibn-'Omar, as some relate it, is a mistake for

i, _'. (Mgh, L.) And ai%l t _", a phrase
mentioned by Kt, as meaning The teeth of the
;i gren, forth, is also a mistake [for .;,].
(L.) - You say also, ;3WIl A.J '~ Th'e
[tooth called] -. of tie she-camel grerw forth,
i. e. in the eighth year. (S, L.) - Also, said of
God, He made a tooth to grow forth. (S, L, K.)
31i t , [referring to the teeth of a 3 ;,] a
phrase mentioned by .Kt, is a mistake [for I,l].
(L.) - See also 1, in the former half of the para-
graph, in two places.

5. 4 cA- [IIe took him, or it, as an exem-
plar, example, or object to be imitated]. (V voce
;.,;.)_--. ) LS A Hj He (a man) went at
random, leedlessly, or in a ahadlong manner, in
his running; as also V jIJ. (M, L.) - See also
5 in art. a, last signification.

6. J tl %.jLj i.q. :,Zitb [meaning Th
stallion-camels bit one another with tah fore part
of the mouth]. (L, K.)

8. ;;1 He rubbed and cleaned his testh wit4
the j1i: [or piece of stich uedfor that purpose];
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(9, M, L, ;) A made m of the .0a, paing

it over khi teeth (L.) - And He took, or
seized, with the teeth. (KL.) ~ J f l.
TAh eye poured forth it tears. (M, L.)

.,I said of the blood of a wound made with a
spear or the like, It issued in a ush. (AZ, L.)
-Said of the ~I, [or mirage], It wva, or
becam ie, in a state of commotion, went to anl
fro, or quivered. (M, L, ]C.) - Said of a horse,
i. q. ,^j [app. as meaning He pranced, leaped,
sprang, or bounded]: (S, g:) hfrisked; or m
brisk, lively, or sprightly: he ran, in his friki
um, briskness, liveline, or prightlines, in one
direction :. he ran, by reason of his friskinu,
brikness, livelines, or stprjltlinesu, a heat, or two
heats, without a rider upon him: (L:) he ran to
and fro, by reason of briskness, liveliness, or
spriAtlinne~: from d as signifying "he poured
forth" water, and as signifying "he sharpened"
iron upon a whetstone. (Iar p. 47.) It is said
in a prov., &ji I L. ja ("I Meyd,

L,) or ; 11, (Meyd,) i. e. The young wneaned
camels leaped, sprang, or bounded; (,8 L;) even
tL~ affected with the mall phtule. called ;
(Meyd, L;) which are small white pustules, the
remedy for which is salt, and the butter (,.)
of camels' milk: (Meyd:) when the healthy
young weaned camels do thus, those affected with
such pustules do the like in imitation, but become
disabled from doing it by weakness: the prov. is
applied to the man who introduces himself among
a people, or party, to whom he does not belong:
(L:) or to him who speaks with one before whom
he should not speak by reason of the greatness of
his rank: and some related it differently, saying,
i.,Od [which is the dim. of U,i ]; (Meyd;)
and e3iJl [which is pl. of tjs3t, q. v.]: and

some say that jaiIl ;1 signifies the young
weaned caml became fat, or plump, and tihir
skins became [seek] like i'. for whAet~tonae].
(L) And it is said in a trad. of 'Omar, ~1

j i; ; - #L' a S tet, meaning [1
aw hisfather] eulting with briskness, livelinesu,

or prightlines, and brandishing his sword, [like
as the camel c~ult with briske~, and lashes with
Ais tail.] (L.) See also 5. - [Also He took,
hid, orfollowed, the ep, i. e., road, or way, or
main and middle part thereof: and he, or it, was,
or lay, in the way. Hence,] one says, X,," G ;,
meaning [Take thou what lies in the way ;] vwhat
is easily attainabl; what offer itelf without
di~cm/ty. (AA, TA voce .i.l.) - See also 1,
near the end of the paragragh, in two places.

10: see 4: ~and see also 1, near the end of
the paragraph, in two places. - 1 a; .
T road wtraved (t .)

R Q. 1. T hSe wind blew colly,

orcoolly; ua -ao ,: so in theNawdir.(L.)

i. i. W. !p [as meaning A tooth; in which
e this latter word is often used; though it is

frequently restricted to a molar tooth, or to any
of the teeth except the central incisors]: (M, L,
X:) [or, acord. to some, a sinlb tooth; i.e.

on tAat is not of the double, or molar, kind; as
shown by a description in what follows:] of the
fem. gender: (9, M, L, Mb :) pl. o~l1 (S, M,

L, Msb, .K) and a , and >n., (M, L, ],) the
last of these mentioned by Lh, and this and the
second anomalous; (M, L;) or the second is
allowable as pl. of the first of these pls.; (S;) or

it is pl. of the X,tL of the spear; but may also be

pl. of . as pl. of 'o applied to herbage upon
which camels pasture, in an instance to be cited
in what follows: (A'Obeyd, T, L:) the vulgar

say ..1. and XL.0 1, which are wrong: (Msb :)

the OL of a human being consist of four 1t,
and four l and four ,il, and four JIy,

and sixteen !,,4i,: or, as some say, four ltL., and
fourlA.tj, and four.3? I, and four...lj, and four

'-_1t, and twelve I..jI: (Msb:) or the X l
and !i- together make up the number of
tnirty-two; the Itt;J are four, two above and two
below [in the middle]; next are the jlcl&t,
which are four, two above and two below; next
are the ,l.i, which are four [likewise, two above
and two below]; and next are the 0,,t.1, which
are twenty, on each side five above and five
below; and of these [last] the four that are next
to the ,PWI are the alla; next to each ~,v,
above and below, is a Ji.t.; next to the o.1 iq.&
are the X t.li, also cailed the sj;tI, which are
twelve, on each side [above and below] three;
and next to these are the Jl-y, which are the
last of the teeth in growth, and the last of the
1.,I , on each side of the mouth one above and
one below: (Zj in his " Khalk el-Insin:") the

dim. of s is ' , because it is fem. (S.)

One says, J 1 X- . ,Afti , (8, M, L,) i. e. I
will not Come to thee as long as remains the tooth
of the young one of the [kind of lizard called]

.;. (M, L;) meaning, ever; (S,M, L;)
because the J~ never sheds a tooth- (S, L:)
or, as Lh relates it, on the authority of El-
Mufa.ddal, , O~'.; [using the dual form of

C~J;] and [it may be rendered, accord. to the
former reading, t during the life of the young one
of the 4, for] he says, they assert that the ,.
lives three hundred years, and that it is the
longest-lived creeping thing upon the earth. (M,
L.) A poet (Aboo-Jarwal El-Jushamee, whose
name was Hind, L) says, describing camels taken
as a bloodwit,

* .:it. -fV L Ll l 4 ti>4
* 01 CJ. w ,,

0

0

[And they came; t like the age of the gazele was
the age of every one of them: I have not s~en
the lke of them for an equivalent of a slain
person, or a milch camel of one hungnJ: (I have
given a reading of this verse that I have found in
the M and TA in art. ..A, instead of that in the
present art. in the 8. and L, in which sLt and
di are put in the place of sI, app. for sL., an
in£ n. of *t"C, and as such here meaning a sooth-
ing, or the like :)] he means that they were it~,

[pl. of , beause the is one shedding [or

that has shed] his 4, and the gazelle has no

J [in the upper jaw], so that he is always [one

that may be termed] a _J. (S, L.) It is said in

a trad., "bSJI 1 ' I
t,1, [expl. as] meaning When ye journey in tAe
land abounding vwith herbage, enable ye the ridden
beasts to take ofthepaturage: (S, L:) but Az states
that A'Obeyd says, I know not ;ai,l except as pl.
of the e~% of the spear; and if the trad. be [cor-
rectly] preserved in memory, it seems to be pl. of

-.5 a
Xju .I; for e; [sometimes] signifies the [portion
of] herbage upon whvAich camels pasture; and its

· ~~~~~6 10 · .I, I
pl. is cj"l; one says, UcI.Jl C) X1; and

the pl. of OLu is ii_l: Aboo-Sa'eed says that

this last is pl. of , not of Ota.I, and I i ?

is applied to the [plants, or trees, called] ~ .,
as meaning t a strengt~ener [i.:c. a sharpener of
the appetite] of the camels for the [plants, or
trees, callcd] .: [see a phrase in the earlier
part of the first paragraph:] in like manner, also,
[he says,] when they light upon what is termed

o-.,l X~ c [a portion of pasturage], this is

termed J l u t ; [a strenjthener, or
sharpener, for journeying]: this explanation is
approved by Az, and likewise that of A'Obeyd:
it is also related, on the authority of Fr, that
A W

1 .;JI signifies the eating vehmently: [a signifi-
cation mentioned in the K as well as in the L :]
and Az says, I have heard more than one of the

Arabs say, L L --11 1.
[The camels have obtained to-day a goodportion of
para~] when they have eaten well of the best of

the pasturage: Z says that ' 4Al 19X1a
means t Give ye to the ridden beats what mill
prevent their being slaughtered; for when their
owner pastures them well, they become fat, and
goodly in his eye, and therefore he withholds
himself, with niggardliness, from slaughtering
them, and this [condition of them] is likened to
L;, [as meaning " spear-heads"] pl. of C;":

[see also l1a..j 4i, said ofcamels, voce 5•:]
or if the pl. of '~ be intended by it, the meaning
is, enable ye them [i. e. the ridden beasts] to take of

thepasturage; and hence the trad., 'Ji 14.;;
J, lcJI X Sa, i. e. Give y te c posseors of ti

· % [meaning tooth] thAer share of the X which
is the pasture. (L.) ,:JI is also used for jIj'
"? JI [The po essors of the tooth] as meaning the
slave and horses and the like and other animals,

[co/ectivdy, in like manner asu . and jt;. are
used,] in a trad. of 'Omar. (L.) And it is said in
a trad. of Ibn-Dhee-Yezen, ..4it X1 a.LZ A

:-'Ai, for ajtZ X-l Ui, meaning [I wvill
asmuredly make] the great mn and the nobles [of
the Arabs to tread upn his ankle]. (L.) [But

i "l in this instance may be pL of ;J in the

sense here next following; so that X,,j"l I~j
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may be rendered the advanced in age.]) - Hence,
(L,) t Lwfe; (8, M, L, M9b;) metaphorically
used in this sense as indicative of its length and
its shortness; (L;) [for the teeth vary with the
length of life;] the measure, (15,) or extent, of
lifc; (Msb, ] ;) [the age attained;] used in re-
lation to human beings and others: (M, L, 1 :)
of the fem. gender in this sense also, (M, L,

Msb,) because meaning i;,,: (Msb :) pl. Oa..I,
(M, L, 15,) only. (M, L.) You say _' 0j .J

.IA, meaning t A young man. (8, Msb, 1g, all
in art. .. a.) And , je J& t; , j; . t [I
ha re eceeded] the lives of the people of my house.

(L.) And * l .. [and .* -, expl.
in art.,;]. (L.) _ And tA like, an equal, or a

match, in age, of another; (M, L, ] ;) like C;

(M, L;) as also *,ae, (M, L,, 1,) and ,

(L,) or t 2X:': (M, ']:) in this sense also fem.;

and [therefore] the dim. is V ; (L;) one
says, .L': l..' ! [MAy son is the equal in ae

of thy son]: (El-"ananee, L:) and the pl. is

01, and X,:.I. (L.)-_Also tA tooth of a

J [or reaping-hook]: (M, L, ] :*) pL. Ci,
signifying its wl. (L and 1K in art. Al.)-
[And tA tooth of a comb.] The Arabs say

li.l ot_L meaning t [Like the teeth of the
;omb] in equality, in respect of any state, or con-
dition: but if they mean equality in respect of
evil, they say

a oA '% ;1

[Equlsb like the teeth of the ass]; a,l., being
an anomalous pl. of :i,. (Har p. 39.) - And

t The nib, i. e. the place of paring, of a writing-
reed: (S, L, IC:) [and each lateral halfofthatpart ;
for] the writing-reed has a right 5 and a left

·.. ,: (TA in art. Jj.:) [and .; occur in
the I voce 'i as meaning the'point of a

writing-reed.] One says, : an - 3.1."

t~1 a; J , .[Mahe long the nib, or pared
portion, of thy rriting-red, and make it thick
(lit. fat), and make thy mode of cutting the
extremity oJ the nib oblique, and make it to
incline towards the right]. (., L.))-A tooth
[or pin] of a key [app. of the kind of wooden

lock called a4 , q. v.]. (MA.) - See also 'O.
- Also, (M, 15, and A and 1] in art. .a,)j or

t IL, (8, JM,) A clove, (,, ,8 and A as syn.
with i, in art. ,d, and JM in explanation of

aJ in the resent art., or ea, S and L in expla-

nation of La,) or a a. [app. here meaning small

distinct portion] of the head [app. here meaning

bulb], (M and L and 15 in explanation of Cil,)
of garlic. (., M, A, L, 1g, JM.)i- [Accord. to

some,] one says, !.d; ~ ~i X' ', meaning

Such a one fll into [what equalled] the number
of his hairs, of good, (M,* L, 1,*) and of evil:
(L:) or, as some say, into what he willed, or
wished, and had autlwrity to decide: (L, g:)
but this is a mistranscription: (Meyd:) the cor-

rect saying is r'li U. s, (Az, Meyd, L,) and

1- - -
n..lj st., meaning he fell into a state of enjoy-

ment, or wdfare; (Meyd;) the former some-
times expl. as meaning, [he lighted upon, or came
upon, what equalled] the number of the hairs of
his head, of nealth, or good: (A'Obeyd, Meyd:)
or rwat equalled [tlu hairs of] his head, of
abundance of herbage, or of thi goods, conveni-
ences, or cotnforts, of life: (Az, L, and Meyd
on the authority of IAar :) the saying is a prov.

(Meyd.) - .JI also signifies The wild bull.
(L, g.)

.- , (R,) or , (so in the L,) A she-bear;

syn. X; (1: in the L .) And A she-lyn:

syn. ;.ri. (L, -.)

A way, course, rule, mode, or manner, of

acting or conduct or life or the like; syn. ^i.,

(Mgh, L, M9b,) as also1 'Z, (S, L,) and ,

(S, M, L, Mob, R ;) whence the saying, ; 1f.

1 I z,, expl. in the first paragraph of
this art., last sentence but one, (Mgh,) and the
saying of the Hudhalee [Khalid Ibn-Zuheyr]
cited in the first paragraph of art. j,; ( ;) and
this is [said to be] the primary signification;
(L;) whether good, or bad; (M, L;) approved
or disapproved: (Msb :) or, accord. to Sh, a way
[of acting &c.] that has been instituted, or pur-
sued, by former people, and has become one pur-
sued by thoe after them; and this, he says, is
the primary signification: (L:) it signifies also
[particularly] a way of acting &c. that is com-

wended, or approved, and right; wherefore one

says, aL.J I 1 X, i [Such a one is of the
people of the commnded and right way of
acting &c.; generally meaning, of those who
follow the institutes, or wvays, of the Propht);
and is from t X signifying "a way," or
"road;" (T, L;) and is also syn. with o;.:
(L:) and [the laws, i. e] the statutes, or ordi-
nances, and commands and prohlibitions, of God:
(L, M, L, K :) [also a practice or saying, or the
practices and sayings collectively, of Mohammad,
or any other person who is an authority in
matters of reliyion, namely, any prophet, or a
Companion of Mohammad, (see Kull p. 203,)
as Ihanded down by tradition:] when used un-
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restrictedly in matters of the law, l;JI means
only wvhat the Prophet [MoAammad] has com-
mnanded, and what has been handed down from
him by tradition, [or, as in the JM, and what
he forbade,] and 7vwhat le has invited to do, by
word or deed, of such things as are not mentioned
in the Kur-dn; wherefore one says, in speaking
of the directions, or evidences, of the law, ,A1I

:Jlj meaning the Kur-dn and the Traditions:
(L:) [thus used, it may be rendered the institutes
of the Prophet; or his rule or usage:] or in the
law it signifies the w7vay of acting &c. that is pur-
sued in religion without being made obligatory,
or necessary; it is what the Prophet persevered
in doing, or observing, wvith omitting, or neglect-
ing, [it] sometimes; and if the said persevering is
in the way of religious service, it constitutes

[what are termed] $.,JI > ; if in the way o

custom, .5ljJI 0;: so that ,.%JI ".[the 

of right direction] is that of which the observance
is a completion of religion, and it is that to the
omission, or neglect, whereof attach blame and

misdencanour; and AI,pl ; [the ai of super
erogatory acts] is that of which the obwrvance
is good, but to tie omisLion, or neglect, whereof
neither blane nor misdemeanour attaches, such as
the ways of the Prophet in his standinj and
sitting and clothing and eating: (1T:) c j_ is

the pl. (Msb.) si81 "', in the Kur xviii. 53,

i.e. Xjp>l ) :' [Tlre nay pursued by us in
respect of the former, or preceding lpeoples],
means the destruction ecreecd to befall them;
(Jel ;) or extirpation; ( 1.l ;) or, as Zj says, their

beholding punishment; (.lA.ll Itw; .Aj; [or,
as expl. in the K, lJIdl L ;]) for the
believers in a plurality of gods said, [as is related
in the .Kur viii. 32,] O God, if this be the truth
from Thee, then do Thoul rain down upon us
stones from heaven. (M, L.) Also Nature;
natural, or native, disxlsition, templlcr, or other
quality or lkro7erty: (M, L, 1 :) pl. X.a._ (M,
L.) And The ace; (M, L, K;) because of
its polish and smootlhness: (M, L:) or the ball

of the cheek (e. jl1 " ): or the circuit (1;5j)
of the face: or the form: (M, L, 1K:) or the
form of the face: (8:) or the fw,dwelead and two
sides thereof: (M, L, K :) all from the meaning
of polish and smootlness and evenness: (M, L:)
or the pricwipal part of the face; the tpart thereof
in wh:ich beauty is generally known to lie: (M in

art..l :) or the silde of the check: pl. . (L.)

You say, 'aJI .eJ. , A man foul, or ugly, in
rerpect of the form, and nf ,hat confronts one,

of theface. (L.) And al.. i; * .4t _ lie
is the most like thing in form, and face, and in
stature. (L.) - And The black line, or strepk,
on the back of the as. (L.) _ Also, (S, 1,) or
t*IL, (so in the L,) A sort of dates, of El-
MedeeneS, (S, L, 1g,) wellU hnown. (L.)

IL: see Xe, in the last quarter of the para-
graph, in two places.- Also i. q. li, meaning
A ploughaiare; i. e. the iron thing with which
the ground is ploughed up: (AA, IAr, S, L:
[see also io; :]) pl. ' ~. (L.) - [And] A two-

lheaded ,,.A [i.e. loe or adz or axe]: (V15:) or
[its pl.] O:" signifies [simply] i. q. "ji [p1. of

,,t]. (L.)~ See also a.: .n and see L >, last
sentence.

.,X A way, or road: (T, L:) the main and
middle part thereof; (A'Obeyd, Mgh, L;) the
beaten track, or part along nhich one travels,
thereof; as also t ' : (A'Obeyd, L:) the

[i. e. plain, or open, track] of the road; and so
t O.; and * *s; (M, L, ]g) and V ; : (R :)

and, all of these, the course, or direction, of the
road: (M, L, . :) but ISd says, [in the M,] I
know not ft i on any other authority than that

of Lh. (L.) One says, j.ll Q.i ' :; (S,

L, Msb) and V Z and [Go thou away,

o. aside,from tihe main and middle part of the
road, or from the beaten track thereof; &c.]'

l
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(S, L:) and MJbI ) O (S, Msb) from the
way of the horses, (Msb,) or from thte course, or

direction, thereof. (S.) And Z s; -U ii3
4 11 and t i' (Lb, M, L) and L (L) and

* i ' (Lh, M, L) [respecting which last see

what precedes] Such a otie 1ft, or /at left, to
thee the course, or direction, of the road. (LB,
M, L.) And i t ii ~1 and J .;; (L) or

9 ; . (M) Go along on thy course. (M, L.)

O"; also signifies A way of acting or the lihe;

syn.aqb;L (S, L;) nasalso: (Mgh, L, Mob:
see the latter word, in the former half of the
paragraph, in two places:) you say,

.1 ; .. [Such a,one went on undevia.
tingly in one Way]: (S, L, Msb :) and [in like

manner] 'Sl t l' . 1n The wind came in

one way, (K, K,) in one course, or direction, and
one nay, (M, L,) not varying: (S, L:) and
[similar to the former of these two phrases is the

saying] ~lj 51 f.,JI . i.e.

[The people, or party, built their houw, or con-
structed their tents,] in one mode, or nmanner.
(M, L.) Also The aim, or intention, of a man.

(ISh, M,* L.) [Accord. to Fei,] o;-JI also sig-

nifies .;jl ' .- 'l1 [by which may be meant
The place, or tract, or quarter, of the land,
tomarcl which one goes; or it may mean tiheface,

or surface, of the ground]: and so V' and

t ;,S. (M.b.)~ ' ,"X also signifies jt'l

b c t '(aJ[app. meaning Tue camels that

leap, sriy.g, or bound, in their running; (see 8;)

or rather >'I'1 Xf jl has this meaning, as
appears from what here follows]: (1C:) or [a
horse, or camel,] titat perseveres in his running

and advancing and retiring: and one says, s1.

,JI X l ia;_,, i. . , [app. meaning There
came a number of Iurses rutnning a heat; for
J, in this explanation seems, from the phrase
to which it relates and from what immediately
precedes the mention of that phrase, to be an
inf. n. used as an epithet in which the quality ofa
subst. predominates, and therefore, agreeably with
a common rule, applied to a pl. number as well
as to a single individual]: (M, L:) and ;. t

d4n.3 ') A JeJlI [app. meaning, in like
manner, Thtere came, of the horses, a number
running a heat, the course of which was not to be
turned avay]; (] , L; not expl. in either;) and
so, SJ~l X* [of the camels]. (L.) - And Sh

explains u' as applied in a verse of El-Aqsha
to People, or a party, hastening to fjigt, or day.
(L.) Also, [as a quasi-inf. n.,] The leaping,
pringing, or bouding, [so I here render e1t'1,

inf. n. of 8, which see for other, similar, mean-
ings,] of camels and of horses. (L. [It is there
mentioned in another place, and in the M, as a

subst., meaning a quasi-inf. n., from c;l.])

X,m: see the next preceding paragraph, in six

place. - It is also pl. of ,t [q. v.]. (Msb, &c.)

;_: asee ;-, in five places.

O';: see On;,, in three place.L
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i)CL, also pronounced 1j';: ee l', in art. ,
; and .. , last sentence.

X ,_, (K(,) or ., (S, M, Mgh, Msb,) 
A spar-head; (1; the iron [head] of a rea:

so called because of its polish: (M, L:) pl. ..1. '

(T, S, Mb, Ii.) One says, X L.1 . 1 .b Hei i
one to lwhom the spear-head is subservient, how- 
soever he wilL (lK.)_ See also an ex. of its pl. 

a
voce X, in the middle of the paragraph. 

And i " is syn. with ..A, q. v. (S, M, L.) -

See also 0-, near the middle of the paragraph,

in two places. -Also Flies; syn. 1Q. [pl. of
·~i^]. (El-Muarrij, L.)

Cu;_ A dentifrice; (S, M, L, V;) a medica.
ment with which the teeth are rubbed and cleansed,
compounded for the purpose of strengthening and
freshening them: (L:) pl. ~". (]g in art.

X ,> [where, in the CV, ; is erroneously

put in its place].)_ See also "'--l

jt and o, pls. of L'Z: see this last in art.

s-: see ;., in two places. - Also What
flows [upon, or from, the whetstone] on the occa-
sion of darpening iron [or a hnife or the lihe],
and which is always stinking. (Fr, L.) And
lihatfalls from a stone when one ru/s, or grates,
it (Fr, ;, L, O) upon another stone. (Fr, L.) _

See also O~, in the latter half of the paragraph.
* 8I

: see 0-, in the latter half of the para-
graph. See also L; (of which it is a pl.) in
art. ;..

'. Elerated san extending l~engthwie upon

the ground: or sands having the form of Jl~
[pl. of )L-, q. v.]: and * O is syn. therewith
in the former or latter of these senses: (M, L:)

or .'1 has the former of these meanings, and

a, _is its sing. (S, ].) Also Wind: (M, L,
l :) [or a gentle wind: (Freytag, from the
Deew&n of the Hudhalees :)] pl. ~,pl'. (L.?2 
See also the pl., jn relation to wind, voce X':,

near the middle of the paragraph. See also
A

$."., in the latter half of the paragraph.

: see a O, of which it is the dim., in the
former halfof the paragraph: and again, in the

latter half of the same. - See also L' (of which
it is an irreg. dim.) in art. ;.

; X The ede (S, M, L, g) of a vertebra (4,
M, L) or of the vertebrae (V) of the bach; (S, M,

' L, 1 ;) as als t V and ' 'X : (M, L, :)
p1.- 1 : (s, L:) and the head [of any] of

'the bones of the breast: and the eztremity of
the rib in the breast: (.:) or, as some

c say, C,G signifies the heads of the extremities
) of the bones of the breast, w,hich are tlhe soft heads

of th bones of the jj: or the extremities of the
rib in the breast: or, of a horse, the prominent

[ribs, or anterior parts of the ribs, called] 

embling the til , but stopping short of the
FP.*: (M, L :) or the upper part of the humy of a

imel/: (yam p. 689:) [or the middle of the lower
part of the hump; for,] accord. to Az, s;m..

I-51 signifies the j~sh tltat is betrween t to t
rides, or halves, of t/e hump of the camd; rhich
is the best of the orts of flesh, and is marbled with

fat: (L:) or X; signifies bonus [in general];

as also ':l;,: (IA,r, L:) and ($) accord. to
Ibn-'Amr [or Aboo-'Amr?] and others, (L,) it

signifies the heads of tlhe a_l.. [app. here mean-
ing vertebral]; (4, L;) and [it is also said that

the sing.] X* signifies the head of the 1I_
[which signifies a vertebra as well as vertebrte, or
is more correctly without i when applied to the
latter]. (A.) Also Tlhirst. (iK.)

ji.;.I: see the next preceding paragrapllh.

X" [app. A blast of smoke]. One says
it s1. * Y and X t, meaning [of] the
smoke of fire. (L in the present art. and TA in
art. ,j.)

~itZ 5L A cold, or cool, wind; a also

a L;L. (L.)

X"l More [and most] advanced in age: (M,
L, :) a correct Arabic word. (M, L.) You

say, I.i .Xl I,i & Tlis is more advanced in
age than this: (M, L, K :*) and Th says, speak-

ing of Moosk Ibn-'Eesa El-Leythee, 0.. - J;I

i1) ; [meaning I lived in his tine, he being

the most advanced in age of toe people of the
town, or country]. (M, L.)

;- Advanced in age, or full-grown; (L,
I-

Mb ;) applied to a beast, contr. of i: (. and

Mgh and Msb in art. A :) or, applied to an
animal of the ox-kind and to the sheep or goat,
[at the least,] in thie third year: (L: [see the

verb, 4:]) fem. with ;: (Mb :) pl. ejL.*, (L,
Myb,) which, applied to camels, is [said to be]
syn. with Jlt [as meaning advanced in age, or

fu-llgrown], (g,) contr. of :W.I [pl.f f i] so
applied. (, L.)

-., A w.hettone; i.e. a stone, ($, M, L,
Myb,) or anything, (K,) wuith rulhic, (4, g,) or
upon which, (M, L, Myb, I,) one srlrens, or
wlhts, or makl sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, Myb, Ki,)
and polishes, (M, L, K,) a knife and the like;

(Myb ;) and t XLL' signifies the same. (S, M, L.)

.;..~ [Bitten with the teeth: whence, app.,

what next follows]. You say l_;. ,',ejl and
t * meaning Land of which tie lrbae herbaa

been eaten. (L, I.) - Shrpened, or whetted,
or made sharp-pointed, and polished; as also

Vt &e; (M, L, 1;) applied to a knife (1) o,r
thing [of any kind]. (M, L.) Made smooth. (s,
L.) Formed, fashioned, or shaped. (S, M, L.)
Made long. (L) You say ;- .j t Aifr',

in wrhich is length, without breadth; (Lj'. ;)
srnooth and twn; or smooth and long; or long,
and not high in t/h ball; or soft, tender, thin,

and even; as though the flesh were ground (C,~

.esembling 

the , but stopping short of tlle

0 

& til�

PJIU: 

(M, L:) or the upper part of the ltunip of a

;tmd: 

(yam p. 689:) [or the middk of the l~r

--- '00.
2art 

of the hump; for,] aewrd. to Az, q�mUwo-J

MA,51 
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WO, 
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ilte 

bed of tise wrts ofCul&, and 4 marbkd witit

rat: 

(L:) or aiLrnifies bonm [in general]

m 

also 

c;�U: (IA9�r, L:) and (�)'accord. to
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�ng 

vertebrw]; 

(�, L;) and [it is abo said that

the 

sing.] 

* - signifies the hwd of ths ;6"

[which 

signifies a vertebra as well as vertebrw, or

is 

more 

oorrecti without i when applied to the

latter]. 

Also Tltirst.

0, 6
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: isee the next preceding paragrapli.
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0 t

and 

meaning [of] the

smoke 

of 

fire. (L in the present art. and TA in

art. vi.)

A 

cold, or C004 wind; U also
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Advanced in age, or fun-grown; (L,

Mqb 

applied to a beast, contr. of U'J- and

Mgh 

and Msb in art. A:) or, applied to aii

animal 

of the ox-k-ind and to the alieep or goat,

[at 

the leastj in tlis titird year: (L: [ow the
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verb, 
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Min. 
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or maka sharp-pointed, (�, M, L, Mab, K,)

and 
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(like a a thing is ground in sharpening ai
J#, .ipolishing]) from it. (M, L.) And ey "J

djii t A man beautiful and smooth in the faca
(Lb, M, L, 1 :) or a man in whose nose andfa,
is lngth : (§, L, I.:?, or bteautiful and long in tl

face. (L.) t 1 e_ ,>, in thc ](ur [xv. 
and 28 and 33], (L,) means t [Of block muw
altred [for thae worme in odour]; (AA, §, L;
in which sense X is also applied to water
(AHeyth, L;) [or] stinking: (AA, §, M, L, 6:

from jUii _ _' " I rubbed, c
grted, the stone upon the stone ;" what flow
between them, termned e;es being always stink
ing: (Ksh and Bd in xv. 26: [and thd like i
aid in the L, on the authority of Fr:]) or

accord, to I 'Ab, it means moist: accord to AO
pouroedforth: or, as some say, poured forth in o
form, or shape: (L:) or formed, faslhioned, o
shaped: (Ksh, Bd :) or pouredforth in order t
its drying [or hardening], and lbecoming formed

fashioned, or shaped, like as molten, or liquJied, sub
stances are pouredforth into moulds. (Ksh,* BOl.

,pmJI- is said to mean Thte place of tlu
running of the 1 [or mirage, app. in conse.
qunce of the hot wind]: or the place of the euh
nunt heat of the Awt wind; an though it were
running to and fro therein (4; 1
or it may mean the place whence iune the [hot]
wind: but the first is the explanation given by

A 0, e
the preceding authorities. (M, L.) _ ;L..JI [an
epithet used as meaning] The lion. (1g. [Thus
applied, act part. n. of .. ])

..... a 
C;~ and ew-;_ see what follows.
0 ... i

.- A traveled road; (T, M, L, and so in

the C; in some copies of the 1 V a oi ;) as

also *Ih. (i.)

v~~~~~~

_ A small jjjj [or sh;ffl, (§ghi, X, TA)
made on te coasts of the sea: a word of the
dial, of the people of all the coast of the Sea of
El-Yemen: (Sgh, TA:) whether the Cj be radical
requires consideration: ;gh says, in the Tek-
milch, that the word is of the measure
from gia. (TA.)

J. [mentioned in the S and Mgb in art.
(L}, and said in the latter to be of the measure
J.a1, The toe of a horse or mule or ass; i. e] the
extremity of the fore part of the solid hoof; (S,
M9b;) or the extremity of the olid hoof (Lth,
0, 1() and its two sides anteriorly: (Lth, 0:)
pi. 0 (. 0, Mb.) -. it The extremity (T,
0, C, TA) of the $im [or iron swoe at the lower
end of the scabbard], (T, TA,) or of the ;.. [or
golid or silver ornament], (0, ,) of a sword.
(T, 0, £, TA.) - t The i. [or tapering top]
of an iron helmet (O0, i ) _ Of a i t The
(1 [mean;ng each, or either, of the two threadj,
or stringe, of the face-tveil called t, by which
he wom:an drasrs and binds the two upper corners

[Book I.
to the back of her head]: (K, TA: [in the C]

. ,Z is erroneously.put for,ot;:]) the tA$ 
e: the ;p are its_. (O.) t A rugged regio

ce or tract of the earth or land, in which is little, a
no, good: ($, 0, Mgb, ]i:) likened to the 4L.

6 of the solid hoof. (, O.) And !). 4'
I tT77e extremities of the earth or land. (TA.
) -tThe first of rain: (0, ]:) and, (TA,) a

some say, (Mgh,) of anytlling. (Mob, TA.) On
) says, A._1 . IA.1 t [Tlu first of the ra;

r fell upon uw]. (TA.) And one says also, 1C
rs h >. . t Preceding such a thing. (0, k.) An,

i; UU ,JM a L t Tiat wras in the ti.n
thereof, (0, K, TA,) and in the first theret!
(TA.) c It is also said to signify The [tax called

a1z : (0:) so says IAsr. (TA.) = And 
r sort of run. ()

Q. 1. ij1 ei Te seed-lproduce put f orlle

its J [or ears]; (M, ] ;) as also tjhe [q. v.]
the former of the dial, of Temeem, and the latter

;of that of El-Hinaz. (TA.) a , (Ig
inf n. y, (TA,) Hle (a man) dragged a skirn

of his garment behind him; so says Khalid Ibn-
Jembeh: (TA:) or he dragged hi garment
behind him or before him. (i,.)

JZ [Ears of corn: n.un. with : pl. jtLo
and ; the latter pl. occurring in the 15ur
xii. 43 and 4: it is said in the M, in art. i;,
that signifies one of the J oftj; in the
), in this art., that it signifies one of the j.al

of : see ] s sIa is also the name of A
certain signof the Zodiac [i. e. Virgo]; (, TA;)

the sixth sign; the third of the summer signs:
(TA:) [or Spica Viryinisj;] a certain star in
Virgo. (>zw.) [See, again, j; ] - Also A
.certain perfme; (M;) a certain prlant of swreet
odour, abo calked ,$l.JI , (I,) and ;

i, [oaJI; (TA;) [siasnard, called in the present

day LS4tl J.Jl;] the best whereof is the

LS)3', (V,) what isbroughtfromj [or ]
a town, or district, of El-'Irdk; (TA;) and the

enakest is te j;jT: it isa an aperient; a diw-
tit ofilatukeces; '(s,-TA ;) srengtlening to the
brain and the spen and the kidneys and tie bowels;
and diurtic; and has the property of arreting the 
exei4ve Jow of blood fron the womb. (K, TA.
[Mentioned also voce J;, as called , i J ])
h JI ii [also signifies Spikenard, or per-

haps a variety thereof;] i. q. ` (v.)
14;.. The [kind of trees calleJd] tI [q. v.].

(Fr, V.) [It is said in the TA that the o tin this
word is augmentative: but the same is held by
some to be the case in other words mentioned in
this art.]

V7ti p efm ;A shirt ample in length, or
reaching to, or towards, the ground: or so called
in relation to a town, or district, in the Greek Em-
pire. ('Abd-El-Wahhab EI-Ghanawee, K, TA.)

3. ,.yJl tlL, TIey! sought after thie herbage
*) of the land, doing so diligently, or nwith labour or
s pler.severance, or time after time. (M, K.)

4. I1.1 Tlieyj experienced drought, or barren-
_ esn: (S, M, A, K :) derived from ;,; the )

d I!ing changed into .,, [for -. is originally
$0, or, accord. to one dial. a,z,] to distinguish

between this verb and Z;1! as signifying " he

remained in a place a year:" or, as Fr says, they
] imagined the o [meaning o, in "',] to be a

radical letter, finding it to be the third letter, and
therefore changed it into -: (S:) accord. to Sb,
the _o [in _.5.1] is substituted for the U [in

$I_]; n and there is no instance of tie like except
, OI.;; . [in which the oj is substituted for the final

radical, Lj], (M in the present art.,) and in words
of the measure j3i.! [as !l for .I]. (M in

art. 3.)

5. "~ [lie married her, or took her as hAi
wife, he being an ignoble, or a low-born, but rich,
man, and she being a noble, or high-born, but
poor, woman; or] he, an ignoble, or a low-born,
man, married her, a noble, or high-born woman,
because of the paucity of lwr property and the
abundance of his property. (S) And z

¢,7i Ji HS eIl married the noble or high-
born, woman of the family of such a one in the
year ofdrought, dearth, or scarcity. (TA.)

-.,.tL~l, for L,_, Drought, or barmnnoe,
afflicted thlm, or befell them. (S, TA.)

I, (S, A,- g,.) or ! OJI .;
(M,) A man ponessing little, or no, good;
posseringfew, or no, good tlingj; or poor: (S,
M, A, e* ]:') pi. O. : (M, ]:) it has no
broken pl. (M.) And the former, A mnan qlicted
with drought, or barrennet; (TA in art. a;)
as also t'.....: (TA in the present art.:) and

'.*_ J .' a man indigent and desolate, possess
ing nothing: probably from i. 4)i; or ;A
;,, [both expl. below,] or from 1.1 mean-
ing as expl. above. (MF.)- And i': I,.J

and .? Land that has not given groth to
anything, (AHn, M, K,) in consequence of its
not having been rained upon: but if containing
any of the dry herbage of the preceding year, it
is not termed : it is not thus termed unless
having in it nothing. (AHn, M.) [See also

· :. .]

A man evil in dposition. (M, L.)
[See also ; j.]

_ ;;s and * .4 A year of drought, or
barrenness. (A Hn, M;,.) [See also ,]

,., also' pronounced ,-', (S, M, ],) the

2. 'j.I ,, inf. n. , He put .j,,

(S, K,) meaning _e_ [i. e. cumin, or cumin-
°r |sed], (S,) into tie cooking-pot. (. , I..)

id 
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BOOK I.]

latter a dial. var. mentioned by Kr, (M,) and

;ao., a form mentioned by IAth and others, but
the first is that which is commonly known, and
the most chaste; (TA;) a word of which the
meaning is differently explained, as follows:

(M, TA:) .lony: (.S, M, A, K :) i. q. -r [i. e.
rob, or i,ns,i.sated juice, &c.]: (M, K :) a spe ies
of dates: fresh butter; syn. : clheese: (. :)

i. q. :e. [i.e. cumin,or cumin-seed]; (Yaakoob,
8, M, Il ;) so in the dial. of El-Yemen: (M:)

or a certain plant resembling the LJ: : (IAar,

M:) i. q. _.. [i.e. anethum grareolen, or dill,
of the common garden-.specie.; in the C.K ~.']:
and i.q. c? jlJ; (M, K(;) whichi last is what is

called in the Egyptian dial. ° [a name given in
Egy.vpt to the anethum yraveolens, above men-
tioned, and to its seed; and also to the anethum
feniculum, orfennel]. (TA.)

; and its fern., sithc;: sc m , in three
places: and see also __.

,.Z One who as.ociates n,ith another and i.s
ang.ry rithout cause, (]g, TA,) nl reon of hi.
evil dislosidtion. (TA.) [Sec also t.,..]

1. . He smeared anything with a
different from its ownn colour. (0, K5.)

. The .u [or jtjube]. (IApr, I~.)

colOur

L.Z., as also ;'., but the former is the
more chaste, (T, O, Msb, K,) accord to Fr, (O,)
because w and .t do not both occur in any
[genuine] Arahic word, (Msb,) or the former
only is allowable accord. to Fr, (T, Msb,) or,
accord. to ISk, (T, O, Msb, and S in art. , )
and Ilt, (T, M9b,) the latter only is allowable;
(T, O, Mob, and . and O in art. ;) an arabi-

cized word, (O, Msb, and S and A and 1 in art.
_.,) from [the Pers.] ,Lu [or =., as mean-
ing "a weight"]; (0;) [or rather from the
Pers. dn. meaning "a 'balance" and "a
weigh t;"] i.q. Otije. [A balance]: (A in art.

:) [in the present day, applied to a
yard: and also, more commonly, (agreeably with
the explanation of a . in the MA,) to a weight
of a balance; which last seems to be intended in
the S and O and Myb and & dec. by the expres-
sions j*JY1 i34.;, and -;a , unless these
expressions be instances of what is termed Jfl1l

t. Ojl ~J (i. e. the prefixing a noun, govern-
ing the gen. case, to another noun signifying the
same thing), which I think unlikely:] pl. .

(A, M,b) and alt.. (Ms b.) One says, oj
am.1 qI 4Z 14 [He receited by wciht
from me with the indlining balance, or with the
preponderating weight], and I,jl -- [tith

theAful weihts]. (A.) And a rljiz says,

[As tho,gh it, or she, were the weight of a thou-
Bk.'T.

sand, preponderating]: or, as some relate it,

:,ga. (O.)

*.a_ i. qq. ij [i. e. e.lacknea mixed wvith
speckles of wvhite: or the reverse: o:. apchl s of

1white, and of black, and of red, and of yellow, in
an animal]: (AA, O, K :) pl. , (0, I(, TA,

in the Cg 5.,) like '4 (1, TA, in the CK
like ',;) as pl. of '. (TA.)

.., The mark, or eufect, of the '~ [i. c.
lampl, or its lighted wick], (A, O, K,) upon tAhe

all. (O, K, TA.) One says, HU ~ ~
tLJI [The lamp, or its liglhted wirck, cannot but

have the mark, or effect, thereof ulpon thle nall].
(A.) -Also The .l,w [itself; i. e. a lamp, or
its lighted with]: (ISd, i :) as also t . (KC.)

• 'j: see what next precedes.

, A [garment of the kind called] y
striped. (0, .. ) [SM thinks that it may be a
mistranscription for .._, meaning " wide," ap-

plieca to a ".: but this I think improbable.]

. .t;. [a Pers. word, arabicized; in the pre-
sent day applied to The squirrel; and particularly
the gray squirrel: and the minever:] a certain
animal, of tite length of the jerboa, larger than

thl Ati [or rat], the fur of which is of the utmost
softness: furred garments are made with its
shin; and the best skins of this animal are the
smooth and gray. (Dmr, TA.)

[.i .1 Gray; of the colour of tlht .]

1. _ is pin. with ,.,~ [signifying It showed,
or presented, its side: and hence, it presented
itself; it occurred]. (A, 0, L.) One says of a
gazelle, (S, II,) or of a bird, (S,* A, Msb,) or
some other thing, (IF, S, Myb, as implied by
explanations of the part. n. tL,) r' (8, A,

Myb, . K) J, (8,) or i, (A,) and ,i; (L,) and
'.L, (A,) aor. · (S, L,) inf. n. , (. , L, g)

and ,.Z and t.-; (L;) and i.l,, inf.n.

; (8, TA;) [It presentd to me, or to him,
its right side, or its left side, in its passage;] it
passed along from tithe direction of my [or his]
left hand to the direction of my [or his] right
hand: (S:) or it passed along finom the direction
of [my or] his right hand (A, L, Msb) to the
direction of [my or] his lft hand: (L, Msb :)
contr. of '. (J. [See CG, below.]) And

u ;JI 2 i) 5. IHe presented himsef to me in

dseep; syn. .;u : occurring in a saying of 'Alee,

referring to the Prophet. (O.) And il ,lj

(S, A, Msb, an) I. d , (., Msb,) aor. ;, inf. n.
and _ and _, (p, TA,) the second

with damm and sukoon and the third with two
dammells, (TA, [but written in the C] 5, and

C,.]7) : An idea, or an opinion, presented itself,
or occurred, syn. tao', (S, A, K,) or appeared,
syn. jvl, (Msb,) to me, (S, A,i M9b, ]i,) respect-
inr such a thing. (S, Msb.) . is also said of
poetry, (L, .1,) meaning t It preentedl itley; or
orcurred, syn. .,e4, to me (ul): (L:) or it
became easy; (L, K ;) and in this last sense, sidl
of a thing, aor. :, inf. n. 5C. (Msb.) And it

is related in a trad. of 'Aisheh, that she said,
[referring to the Prophet,] _ i' ISl, mealn-
ing I dixilke that I ihould confront him withl my
hands [engaged] in prayer; from _ as signify-

ing o. (L.)_ -,j C tHe mentioned
such a thing obliqptely, or indirectly, (S, .K,) in
terms understood by the person addressed-but un-
inteligible to others, (s,) not speaking explicitly.

(K-)_ - i~ ~Ju4., .q. ile t[Tho rninil

granted it liberallUy]. (Msb.)~ - lie turned

him away, or back, (0, K,) j;; g [frnn that

nhich he desired, or meant], (0,) or ulj '*

[friom his opinion]. (K.)- And & * and
&;U Ile caused him to fall into stratihe, or

d;ffcuity; or into sin, or crime; syn. £q.J-.I;

(1K, TA; in the CK, [erroneously,] -.- i;)
[i. e. ~.Jl 1 Jil;] and did evil to him. (J..)

3: see 1, second sentence.

5: see 10. --l > - means W 
[i.e. Stelter thlyself from tie wind]: so says
Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybanee. (O [and so, pro-
bably, in correct copies of the ]g: in my MS.
copy of the ], in th!: in the CK, ; .t:

in the TA, strangely, t j,1.Jul, and expl. an
meaning ;JI t. 4tZi: in the TK, t j,
and expl. as meaning . t;4 : Freytag, app.
having to choose only between the reading in the
C]7 and that in thp TK, has followed the latter,
without mentioning their disagreement; thongh,
if the meaning were " turn thy back towards the
wind," the explanation should be tia,!, not

10. Ii, C " - I, and ,t 6 , i.q.

i"-: l [meaning I asked him, or desired hiir,,
to explain such a thing]: (O,] :) and so
I. s o -' , , and '- . (TA.)

C. Prosperity, good fortune, good luck, or
aup~oun; blessing, inereae, or plenty: syn.
i, and U4.~ (0, K.) - Also, (,) or . ,
with two dammehs, (O,) The middle of a road:
(0, K.:) like [ .. or] .,. (O.) [Both are
also inf. ns. ofT, q. v.]

iq. ,, [i.e. Origin, &c.]; like '.

[q. v.]. (0, TA.) - And i.q. fZ and tt;:..
[i. e. Form, aspect, appearance, &c.]. (O.)

5_; see .
CII C*,
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i ;l.b [app. as meaning An incursion into
the tertory of an enemy taking by surprise],
accord. to one reading of a trad., is from .
·0 ta

L$2I1 [expl. above]: but the reading commonly
known is ,.. [q. v.]. (lAth, TA.)

see CAw. ._ Also Pearls; or lar"c

l'a,'b; yn.jP: (0, X:) or (., but accord. to
the 0, "also") thc string upon vhich they are
to be strumj, before theyJ are strung thereon: (0,
]:) when they have been strung, it is termed
we
.a,: (O:) pl. `. (TA.) - And [Ornaments

uc as are termed] i' (0, )

:." i. q. $,.- [i.e. Anything by which a
person or thing is ~eiled, concealed, hidden, or
covered; &c.]. (O.)

A man who sleeps not during night:

(K :) or . a man who is vigilant;

,oho sleep not; whojourneys during the night. (0.)

C (~, A, M.b, ]c, &c.) and V 5: (S, A,
1) both signify the same, (~, A, F,) applied to
a gazelle, (., 1C,') or to a bird, (., A, Msb,)
&c., (., M9b,) Turning its righlt side totards
the spectator; thus expl. by Ru-bch to Yoo,
in the presence of AO; i.e. pasing from the
direction of the left hand of the pectator
towards the direction of his right hand: (~q:) or
coming from the direction of the right aide of the
spectator (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheyblinee, IF, A, L,
Msb) towards the direction of his left hand;
turning towards him its left side, which is that

termed 'It: contr. of li [q. v.]: (Aboo-

'Amr Esh-Sheybianee, L:) the pl. [of the former]
is 1 and ; and [of either] : and
this last is also employed to signify auspiciou
and inausTpicious gazelles [&c.], accord. to the
different opinions of the Arabs. (L.) The Arabs
[who apply the epithet in the latter of the two
senses first explained] regard the as a good

omen, and the u as an evil omen; (Aboo.'Amr
Eshl-Sheybmnee, ., L;) because one cannot shoot
at the latter without turning himself: (? in art.

W.:) but some of them hold the reverse of this:
FAIboo-'Amnr Esh-Sheybinee, L:) the people of
Nejd hold the &L. to be a good omen; but

sometimes a Nejdee adopts the [contr.] opinion
of the gijnizec. (IB, TA,) It is said in a provey.,

rC.1l , CAtwN e [ expl. in art. ].

(.8, I.) _- [It is said in glar p. 671 that 5LJ.I

also signifies J_lt, JTA-:I ;aI1, as though
meaning Tihe person auguring, or who atuurs,
evil or good, from birds: but I think that the

right reading is 1 C J ,

i. e. what iJ redarded as an eril omen and as a
good omen, of bir(s.]

1. , _, (JK, A, TA,) [aor. :,] inf. n.
(A,) His teethl became erodled at the roots.

(JK, A, TA.)-_ And &. , said of a man, He

had his teeth eroded at the roots. (A, TA.) -

And said of the mouth, It lot the roots (5¶)
of its teeth. (Msb.) - Also, (JK,) inf. n. as
above, (1,) i. q. j,i '[meaning t It became altered
for tihe wor in odour or otherwise, stinking,
rancid, bad, or corr~pt]. (JK, ].) It is said
[in this sense] of oil, (S, ],) or food, (A, L,) &c.,
(L,) as a dial. var. of &, (, K,') or from

~t~ ! l';i_, and therefore tropical; as also

t'.3; (A ;) its odour became bad. (.,' TA.)

Andoltl *;F! ' lle ate much food; syn.

¢:S;. (L, 19- aor. ', inf n. - (L,

X(,) He, or it, was, or became, Jfirm, steady,
eadfast, stable, fixed, fast, sttled, or esta-

blihed; syn. . (L, IC.') So in the phrase

.tJ, ~ :,, (S., L, M:b,) aor.:, (L,) or ',
(Msb,) inf. n. - ' (S, L, Msb,) [IIe was, or
became, firmly rooted or established, in knon-
ledge, or science;] and this means also he attained
to eminence tterein. (L.)

2. 5~ The seeking, desiring, or demanding,

a thing. (K.) You say, s0U JI //He
sought, desired, or demanded, from Z the
tling. (TK.)

5: see l.

' · The .2 [i.e. origin, ource root,founda-

tion, &c,] (J05, ., M.b, ) of anything: (JK,
M9 b, TA:) as also C.: (L:) pl. [of pauc.]

1t1 (L, M9 b) and [of mult.] . (L.) One
says * - 0-,--

says, i e'- j [app. meaning
Such a one traced back hit lineage to an ancestor
who was the or0igin, or source, of ge~neity or
n9b/ity: or nsuch a one returned, or reverted,
to the orignal state, or condition, of generoeity:
the latter I think the more probable, as it is
immediately added], and 1" I ...

[which seems to mean, to hIis bad original tate].
(L.) And it is said in a trad., ' ~ J *·°

'i &. J Iw i.e. L ' Ai.$J [meaning
Te very ~ssene of fighting against unbelievers,
and the first principle therof, is constancy, or
persoerance, or asiduity, in the way, or cause,
of God]. (L.)_-Also The place of growth
(.*) [i. e. the sochet] of a tooth: (1g :) or the
part of a tooth that enters into t lsh ~ [of the
gum]; (Zj in his "Khall el-Insi ;") [i. e.] the
tl.A of the teeth, (?,) or of the central incisors,

(Msb,) are the roots thereof (l; l). ($ Msb.)
And [The tongue, or tang, of a blade;] the part

of a knife, and of a sword, that enters into, or is
inserted in, the handle: and the part of an
arrow-head that enter.s into, or is inserted in, the
head of the shaft. (L.)-And The paroxysm

of a fever. (g.)-. .j.I L , accord. to
IAir, as is related by Th, means The stars that
do not mahe their [temporary] abode in the
M'ansion of the Moon, which [latter] are called

.11,,tJ: ISd says, I am not sure whether
h man the [a trm appli to th n, orhe mean the ,.~, [a term applied to the seven, or

five, planets], or others: some say, [and so IA9 r
is stated in the TA in art. to have said,]

that they are called only .;JI ~el [q. v.].
(L, TA.')

= ;.: 1 [Food altered for the wPorse in
odour or otlerwise, stinking, rancid, bad, or cor-
rupt: see 1]. (A.) -And t. t t A town,
or country, in which isfever, or muchfever. (~.)

2i_ and LL, A fetid odour: and the
latter, [and app. the former also,] dirt; and
remains of matter used for tanning. (1C, TA.)
One says ; .3 ;d (S, TA) and t '&t
(TA) or 1* 3i.l.i (so in three copies of the 8) [A
tent, or house, or chamber, that has a fetid odour;
as is indicated in the S and TA]. And Aboo-
Kebeer says,

(so in three copies of the S,) or

(so in the TA,) i. e. [And I cime to, or and I
entered,] a tent, or house, or chamber, not one of
tanning-matter nor of clarficd butter. (S.)

L t.' The measure of trwo statures of a
mnan. (K.)

iL;., or ;Lt..: see i.Z, in five places.

y jj l means [The house of such
a one is a hous of unstableness; or] is not one of
stableness. (JMg.)

[C,l, as stated by Freytag, is expl. by Reiske,

in his additions to the Lex. of Golius, as meaning
Pulled out from the root (C.'): but no autho-

rity for this is named by him.]

1. 1 , (S, M, Msb, V,) aor. ', (S, M,
Msb,) inf. n. .; (8, M, Mhb, ;) and .;.,

aor. c; (Mqb;) and t ' -1, [wlhich is the most
common,] (S, M, Msb, 18,) and t jU., ($, M,
A, IC,) and t I; (M, TA;) signify the same;
(S, M,' Msb, ' ;) i. e. lie (a man, S, Msb, [and
in like manner it is said of a thing,]) leaned,
rested, or stayed himself, against it, or upon it;

syn. ,.~.; (TI ;) [or dl ;C.I!;] namely, a
thing, (S, M, Meb,) or a wall, (A, M,b,) &c.
fM.sb.) -- J JI _ . , (M, (M, ,) aor. , inf. n.

v , (M,) He ascended the mountain; as also
1 ,.. (M, g.) And [hence,] X j J1 t

I ascended to such a one. (A.) - And s -

la_JI, (M, and so in some copies of the ],)

or _11J, (so in other copies of the K,) : IHe
approached, or drew near to, [the age of] fifty:
(K, TA:) [likewise] from l1.JI f .a,. (M,

TA..) _ ,l; r .i 2, (j.,) or * 1., (so in
the 0,) The tail of the she-camel tossed about, and
lashed her croup, or rump, on the riglAt and left.
(0, .)

2. ,w, inf. n. H.e, He set up [pieces of]
wood [as stays, or props,] against a wall. (KL.

I
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[See the pass. part. n., below. And see also 3 The verb is made to have Zejd for it object.
and 4.]) Also, inf. n. as above, lIe (a man) And lcl , '~ /.1 is said (in the TA

wore, or clad himself with, the kind of ,N called in art. -) of the verb in the phrase .tj L_.w

_W.. (IAr, ,.) I.' sJ.& j; so that it means Two and

18. , al ...: see 4. [HIence,] , more agents are assigned to it.] _ ;J.el

uL~il [The sick man was stayed, or propped .Jl He made htim to ascend the mountain.
u1), against a pillow or the like]: and ji (K1.) ~ as an intrans. verb: see 1, in four
.s,.;L [He (the sick man) said, Stay ye ne, places. - You say also, ,alIl ) -, (M, L,)

or rop ye me usp]. (A, TA.) And . ; .e , inf. n. >.Z 1, (L,) He ,as vehement in running; he

[One part of it stays, or supportn , and so stwe, laboured, or exerted himself, therein. (M,

rendersfirm or strong, another part]. (Sh, O, K. L.) -And He (a camel) went a lpace betw.en
[See L5C .) - [And hence,] -.iLL re- that caled .e4, and that calld J.. (L.)

ftrring to a she-camel, t lIerfrane, or nahke, ras 6: J irst sentence .t means6 : mee- 1, first Bentence. _,o& l,3men
Jsymin,eri.cal; or et)frou.i?able in its snral lparts. 0 ! ensmmetrical; or cfrn'able in its seTteal as 7 people went forth, every commander of them
Igam p. 783.) - And ;.L,, (8, 1~,) infn. wlith a [separate] corps. (Ham p. 783.) [See

IAZ, (8,) lre aided, or asritcd, him; namely, also the act. part. n., below.]
anotiher man. (8, 1l.)- And le requited, com-
pen.ateti, or reromwn1edml, him, (A, ]~, TA,) -- 8: see 1, first sentence.

V)!JI [for n,ork, orfot. the work or deed]. (.) , S, L,) or (M, L, ,) A certainJ.~, (.8, L)) or Y-':', (My L, ]g,) At rain
~4. ( I j 1 ;iM (AZ, y," M, Msb, e,* country, (S, L, .K,) veUll hknown, (Q,) said in the4. &U. U l t. ., (AZ, 8,' , sb ,

TA) I motl, him, or it, to lean, ret, or stay "Marsid" to be a country betnween India

hinumself or itsef, aygainst, or upon, the thing; (41) and Karmdn and Sjistdn: (TA:) or a
(Tl~;) and d.531 d i.,sC. signifies lw.~. (A people; (]s;) [the people of that country;] a

A. . well-known nation; (M, L;) a nation bordering
TA.) You say, J.mJI 4ft 31 He leaned upon India, whose colours incline to yellowness,
his bach against the wall. (MA.) And .., and who are generally sleuer: (Mgh:) or one
lie stayed, iropled, or suppmrted, it; namely, a of these meanings is the original of the other:
thing leaning; syn. ,.. (TA in art. ,&.) - (TA:) t S. signifies a single ,reson thereof:
[Hence,l L.~' 9l ,.'! ? [I rsted, or stayed,
ulpon hhi n my a ffr]. (A.) - And - I(S, (:) and · is the pl., (1,) or [rather] isvpo~ bh~ m fjaithl]. (A.) -. And W~.,

; 1, (T, M,* L, Ms~b,) in;.~n. applied to the people collectively; (S;) these two,d3~Jt.~l~..t~J',(T, My. L, M.sb,) inf. n. AC 0!
;L [q. v. infra], (S kc .trerad or words being like ti and .i): (TA:) the pl.
.Jt" [q. v. infrh], (.8, &c.,) I.Ir's traced urp, or of ., .,s·* 
asertlwl, or attributed, tih tradition to the author of ,, is , and ;l. (M, L.)? ! is also
t1e. rf, [resting it upon his autlwrity,] (T, S, M, the name of A great river of ylJ [or India;
L, MCb, TA,) lnj mentioning him, (Mqb,) or by i. e. the Indw]: and of a district in El-Andalus:
mentioning, ,uni~utedly, in asending order, and of a town in Western Africa (,i ). (l.)
the lwrsos by whomn it had been transmitted, up
to the Proplht; (T, L, KT;) [or by mentioning . The part that faces one, of a mountain,
the person who had related it to him from the and riesfrm (0*) the [i. e. base, orfoot];
Prophet if only one p6rson intervend;] atying, (8, V;) the acclivity, or rising part, in the face,
"Such a one told me, fromn such a one," [and so or front, [or side,] of a mountain or a valley:
on, if more than one interened between him and (T, M, A:) or a riing, or an elevated, portion
the Prophet,] "froin tlh Apodtle of God;" . a (
(KT;) [or it may be writh an intrruption in the of ground: (Mgh :) pl. sC, (M, A,) [properly
mention f the person by whom it had b a pl. of pauc., but] the only pL form. (M.) -

.. , s . . A thing, such as a wall 4e., against, or upon,
trammitted: aeee -, below.]--. - al 1 which one leans, rets, or stays himself: (Mgh,

L 1 tct! ,^1 [is a conventional phrase, ued Mb :) and V ,Z and V [the latter in the
in logic, meaning t Titse jing a thing to stand TA said to be with fet-hb, but this is evidently a
to another thing in the relation of an attribut~ to mistake, occasioned by a copyist's writing 
its ubject, aff.rmatively or negatively]. (Kull forw ,] signify [the same,] a thij againt, or
p. 157, in explanation of .;J1 as a logical term upon, which o ne an, rats , or ays h

J * - * -. upon, which one lan, rests, or stays himself
[meaning "judgment"].) -_ [jjta.. >' is [and the former of these two particularly signifies
another conventional term, used in lexicology a cushion, or pilom, and more particularly a
and rhetoric, meaning t A tropical attribution of lare cushion or illo, against which one leans;
an act or a quality or a meaning; as in as expl. by Golius on the authority of Meyd;]
aelj for , and in OM (q. v.) in one of its pl. 7 .. (L, M 9b.).- Applied to a man, i. q.

senses: see .Har p. 432. ! j J a,1 4 a [meaning S A person upon rhom one lean,
another conventional phrase, is said of the verb rats, stays hi f, or reies]; (s;) a man's

in the phrases .. a and 3 :s and 1 .~, .5~ [i. e. : stay, support, or object of rance];

meaning The verb is made an attriuti~ to (, TA;) as also w '. (TA.) You say
Zeyd: and, id an unusual manner, it is said (in [A lord, or chief, upon whom ople lean,
the M 9b in art. .L.) of the verb in the saying &c.]. (A, TA.) And ¢ & and ta :5V
o-~- 1jo* a i*t
e0- I..,j C4..; so that it mem in this instance J [He is my stay, spo, or oldec Qf relanc].

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(A.) And tl 59 [A tradition

valid in rtspect of the authority upon which it
rests, or to which it it traced up or ascribed].

TA. [See also > o
(A,lTA. [See also ;l, below.])--See also

~e. Also A sort of garent of th hkind
caled t (IAqr, 6,) of the fabric of El-

Yemen: (IAqr:) pl. :.,Z;: (i:) or the pl. is

like tho sing.: (IApr, l:) one says , ..

[meaning garments of tAse kind called ,Z]: (TA,

from a tad. :) Ibn-Buzurj says that JI' !. means

.I,Zl ; u.%1, i. c. garments of tho called

)J.: and he cites, from a poet, the phrase A.
LS1, which, he says, means a redjubbeh of thosc

[made] of what are caled 3. (TA.) Accord.
to Lth, it signifies A sort of clothing, [consisting
of] a dshirt with a skirt over it: and in like
manner, short shirts made of pieces of cloth, on
wlwreof is concealed beneath anotlter: whatever

appears (; ; .C >) thereof is termed Xs.
[q. v.]: (O :) [this app. explains the meaning of
what here follows:] Ji.JI is [a term used in the
case of] thy wearing a long shirt beneath a shirt
shorter than it. (M.)

-5a: see [of which it is the n. un.].

l !Z ,', with fet-b, (Mgh, Msb, ~,) or 1GL,
(thus in a copy of the M, [and ithus I have gene-
rally found it written, agreeably with the common
modern pronunciation,]) The l', (M,) or ;3,
(Msb,) [both meaning anvil,] of tih blacksmith.
(M9 b, ].)

.X1.; Great and strong; applied to a man
and to a wolf. (.) See also the next preced-
ing paragraph.

; I;. A she-ass [either domestic or wild:
probably the latter, because of her strength]. (I.)

, QXA' [The ilew, or eerr oak; o called

in the present day;] a kind of tree. (TA.) [See

>Li', applied to a she-camel, (8, M, &c.,)
Strong: (J:) or srong in make: (AA, :) or
tall in the hump: (M:) or long in the les, (A,
L,) and elevated [so I render ; c': , conjeeturally,
as though meaning propped up,] in the hump:
(L:) or lecan, and lank in the blly; (AO, M, L;)
but Sh disapproves of this last explanation. (L)

6 - 6-,a 

r ;: see ..

,;, [a comparative and superlative epithet
,.a~~~~~~, a

from £q i Z.I, q. v., though (like J>. and

"i when used as epithets of this kind) deviating
from a general rule, which requires that such an
epithet be formed from an unaugmented triliteral-
radical verb]. You say . .J , meaning

, dJ , q. v. (TA in art. ia.)

; inf n. of 4 [q. v.]. (, &c.)_ - (Used as
a simple subst., signifying t The awrpt of a.
tradition to an authority in the manner epL

,~oce ;.1l it has a pL, namely, .. L,l; as in the

saying,] : Ms1m..';l -- 4 X Ua8 arp-
]82 s 

I

1
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tionu to autAoritis, *heron they rest, &c., are
the foundationu of traditions]. (A, TA. [See
also ,s;.])-.Also used in the sense sf Qls,
[q. v., as a simple subst.]: pl. as above. (Har
p. 3'2.)_ Also A certain hind of tre. (M.)
[In the TA, it is said that the name commonly
known is Ott o: but I think that this is a mis-

take: see the latter word.]

e:_-* A ldace in, or ulpon, which ant leans,
rests, or stays hii,self: [and hence applied to a
couch, and a thrmw:] pl. J;I . (KL. [See
also ,' -, voce ,..])

-'- [pass. part. n. of 4, Made to lean, rest,
&c., against, or upon, a thing: and stayed,
propped, or supported; or set up. - Hence

used in the sense of J;:, as being a thing set
up]: see ,. -_ Also j A tradition (:,i_)
traced up, or asribed, or attributed, to the author
themreof, (T, L, K, TA,) [rested on his authority
by the mention of him, (see 4,) or] by the mention,
uninterruptedly, in ascending order, of the persons
by whtom it haa been tranmilttd, up to tle Pro-
Apht; (T, L, KT;) [or by the m~on of him wtho
has related it fro,m the Prophet wohn only one
Au intervend;] oppo to J and ak ;
(T,L;) or it may be C", i.e. interrupt in
ths ention of the perton by Aon it has boen
transmitted: (KT:) pl. Jil.., (],) agreeably

with analogy, (TA,) and ,;t,;, (Esh-Shfi'ee,
],) which latter has t added to render the sound
of the kesreh more fill; or, accord. to some, it is
a dial. var.; and accord. to some, agreeable with

analogy. (TA.)- And i.q. L,; [as meaning
tOne wtho clainm as his father a person who is
not his father; or an adopted son; or one whose
origin, or lineage, or parentage, it smected];

(M, N, L, ] ;) u also ? , ; (M, L, ]g; [see

an cx. in a verse cited vooe j.l ;]) opposed to
, . (L.)-- ' I', aceord. to Sb, signifies

t The first Mportion [i.e. th smbject] of a pr·pod-
tion; and ! ,: 'Jt, t the second portion [i.e.
tih attribute, or predcate,] thereof: (M, L:) or,
accord. to Kh, a proposition consists of a V b

and a el l ,"; and in the phrasn .; it ,
[for ox.,] a, is a , and e'- J "

is a 41l _.*.a: (O,L:) [but accord. to other
authors, and general modern usage, and agree-
ably with the proper meanings of the terms,
.b-,-l (meaning the attributed) signifies the attri-

bute, or predicate; and dZ _,11 (meaning
that to which a thing or an aecident is attributed)
signifies the mbject.] - Also 7 limnyeree, or
Jli;nyeritic, character of writing; the character
of l.in,yer; (8, M, A, O, V ;) differing fiom
the niodern Arabic character: (, 0 :) they used
to write it commonly in the days of their rule;
and AI}Itt says that it continued in use among
them in El-Yemen in his day [i. c. in the latter
half of tdie second century of the Flight and the
former half of the third century]: (M, TA:)
Abu-l-'Abb6is ays, Z.Jl was the language of
the sons of th; (O,TA;) [i.e. the language
written in the character so called;] and the like is

said in the " Sirr ey-gina'ah" of IJ. (TA.) [See
also De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., vol. ii., p. 122
of the Ar. text, and 311 of the transl.] And

i. q. jl [i. e. Time, from the beginnig of the
rorld to its end; or time absolutely; or a long
time; or a long unlimited time; or time hithout
endp &c.]. (S, M, A, X.) So in the saying,

1Jt_il 1 ;aa - [I will not do it to the end
of time]. (A, TA.) One says also, , , ;l j
L.~Ol, meaning [I niU not do it, or I will not
come to him or it,] ever. (IAvr, TA.)

'~: see ;,, second sentence.
.1w,

.. [pass. part. n. of 2, q. v.]. In the phrase

Lu -. . , [in the [ur lxiii. 4, meaning Pieces
of mwood made to lean, or incline, against a wall,
(Jel,)] the latter word is with teshdeed because of
its relation to many objects (g!J). (S.)1

i; ..- also signifies A certain sort of cloths, or

garmn nts; and so tyi'--. (M, TA.)

j;. ;~ : see what next precedes.

;1t , (0, V, and .Ham p. 783, in the CC and
TIl [erroneously] Lvl;, ) t A she-camel having
the breast nd fore part prominent: (A;, O,I :)
or whereof one part of her frame stays, or sup-
ports, (;hL,) [and so rende firm or rong,]

another part: (Sh, O, 1] :) or having prominent
withern: (Ibn-Buzurj, L:) or strong in the back:
or whose frame, or make, is symmetrical, or con-
forable in its several parts: or, as some say,
whose frame, or make, is diimilar, or uncon-
formable, in its several parts; because the hump
differs from the other parts; so that it is from the
phrase.3 Il Lt meaning as expl. above [see e]:
(Iam p.783:) and ;il i;t1 Sa she-camel
hard,~ compacted, in the back. (M, L, TA.)

W-~: see .;, in two places.

j;zj; l4. 1%eY twao went forth aiding,
or aitin, each other; (A,* L, TA;) as though
each of them leaned, or stayed himself, upon the
other, and aided himself by him. (L, TA.) The
latter word is used, in this sense, of two men
going on a hostile, or hostile and plundering, ex-
pedition: and of two wolves attacking a person.
(A.) And one says, .t. . l-q.., meaning

They ment forth under sundry, or differcnt,
banner, or standards, (S, A, M, L, l,*) every
party by itelf, (A, L,) the sonw of one father
under one [separate] banner, (L,) not aU under
th banner of one commander. (., L. I)

Q. 1. x Z (M, 1) inf. n. of;G;, which sig-
nifies He (a man) ment quickly: (T~I:) [or
was quick or expeditious:] syn. of the former
iA.: (M, 1 :) Sgh mentions it in art. ja., re-
garding the p as augmentative. (TA.) Hence,
accord. to some, the saying of 'Alee,

*,·~ ' 1 4< R .··,
· 6~ · 4L~i tfi

[I am he whom my mother named lf~ydrS,
liki a lion of forests, thick in the neck: I wil
measure you with the mord with a quick meas-
ing:] meaning, I will slay you quickly, before
flight. (TA. [But see what follows.]) -
large, or an ample, Ort of J4 [or measring]:
(M, IC:) so expl. by some in the saying of'Alee
above quoted: or in that saying it is from ;M
as the name of a certain woman, who used to sell
wheat and give full measure, or of a man who did
so. (TA.) [See also i,s as a subst., below.] ,
Also The being bold, or daring: or boldnes, or
daringes. (TA.) - And The betig sharp in
ahairs, and acting with pcnetrative energy: or
sharpnes in affairt, and penetrative ency.
(TA.)

,j,;.: see the next paragraph but one.

j A man bold, or dar,ig, in his affair, not
frightened at anything. (TA.)

/j.s;,, [said in the TI~ to be the inf. n. of Q. 1,
q. v.,] (. in art. ,) or ,;.., (so in a copy of

theM,) or * ., (IAir, A , TA,) A Jt., [or
measure, for ,nmesring corn, @c.], ( M, M;,)
welI known, (M,) of large size, ( ,) like the
JiL and tihe Ao,: this is said in explanation
of the first of these words as used in the saying of
'Alce quoted above: (S, TA:) i.e., the saying
has hence been expl. as meaning, I will make a
wide and quiek slaughter of you: (TA:) or it
may be a neasure (1 JtC) made of the tree caled
;;.a..: (It, TA:) [for] _ it is also the name of
A certain tre, (., M, .,) of which bows and
arror are made. (M, .K.)

A man quick, or expeditios, (I, TA,)
in his affairs; who strives, exerts hiMuelf, or is
diligent, therein. (TA.) - And the pL ;~L

signifies [the cwntr., or] Ptons t~ occupa-
tion; p~eople of sr and id~ ; as also

t;:. (TA.)-Also, the sing., Bold, or darin;
(O, ]g, TA;) who make a boast of more than he
poins^ (TA.) -_The lion; (s;) because of
his boldness, or daringness. (TA.) - Strong,
or vehement; (O, ] ;) thus applied to anything.
(TA.) - TaU, or long; (O, I;) thus in the
dial. of HudheyL (O.)_ -Lare in the eyjo.
(~.) _ ood: and te contr., i. e. bad. (M, Y.
- A certain sort of arrow, and of arro-Aead
or the like: (M:) or the msaite of these, (M, ],)
i.e. of the latter: (V:) and a spear-head very
clear or bright, (X, TA,) and sharp: (TA:) or,
applied to an arrow, it means made of the trme
callUed : (S in art. . ,, and M, and TA:)

and b.~ . means a bor made of tat tr:
(TA:) or a bow having its sring braced, and
strongly, or skilfuly, or well, made. (g, TA.)-..
Also A i~ of bird. (C.). _See also the next
preceding paragraph.

W" Thin, or fie, .Ljj [or sik brocade]:

(Th, M, BO and Jel in xviii. 30, Jel in xliv. 53,
M:b, K, TA:) or thin, or fine, X^ [q. v.]:
(Bd in xliv. :) opposed to ;3ie: (TA:) or i. q.
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O.~ [expl. by lB as meaning tltin, or fine,
1~:,b: so in the TA in art. OJ.i]: ( :) or a kind

ofjgJX ; (Lth, ], TA;) made of [the kind of
down caled] ja..: (Lth, TA:) or a Akind of

jE [pl. of ,, q. v.]: (M, V:) [accord. to
Golius, predam et ubtile panni eici 9~es;

as on the authority of lbn-Mamoof: and Attalicus
pannus, aurum arent~mve inte~tumn habea;
as on the authority of J, who, however, explains
it only by the word ~,j: it is mentioned in the
1 and M.sb in art. , and in the latter, is said
to be of the measure b; but accord. to the
]C, the ; is a radical lettcr :] it is [said to be] in
ambicised word, without contradiction, (Lth, ],)
an well as j;~1: (Lth :) but both these words
occur in thc ur-an, and Esh-Shaifi'ee and others
d(leny that any arabicized word occurs therein:
[thonghi they are ol)posed by Bd (xvii. 37) and
others:] some say that they are instances of the
agreemcnt of different languages. (MF.)

j.y. a clial. n,r. ofo3 ji *, q. v.; (Fr, L, I ;)
like J sj: (TA:) 1l. t. (L.)

....~~Jm.
OJ.M: see art. J~..

y.,
L o, nor. , (TIC,) inf. n. ., (M, .,) ]Ie

(a man, TI() was, or berame, ilinatimed, or vej
perr~er or c.os: (~, TK:) or narromw in di,-
podtion. (M.) Hence is derived , in the
first of the senses expl. below. (M.) [Or per-
haps the revere may be the cuase.]

,or j; : se the last paragrapl.

;D_ A coat made of thonigs, (g, M, X,) worn
in war, (M,) liahe a coat of nail: (9, ] :) [and]
any weapon of iron: (A :) and weapon, or arms,
colectiWely: (M, ]5:) or, accord. to some, coats
of mail: (M :) so Ay mean in explainingJ,I`
as signifying what consists of riAgs: (TA:) or,
as some say, a coat of mail: (yam p. 352:) or

aU on. (AO.)

. The cat; of the masc. gender; syn.j&;

(M, A, Msb;) als o jt:,, (1,) or tjZ: (as
in a copy of the M:) fem. with ;: (Mb :)pl.

.i1,: (, MMb, ]:) but is rare in the lan-

guage of the Arabs: j and C;%& are more
common. (IAmb, Mob.) And Jl ' w1 Ti7

.i [or .. i. e. kitten, or th lk]. (T in
art. ) )- A lod, master, or cie; (M, V ;)
in some copies of the ]C, ~ is erroneously
put for ; (TA;) a chief of a tribe: (gh :)
pl. as above. (?gh, ].)-A rtebra (M, V)
of the per part (TA) of the neck (M,) o)f a
camel: (M, TA:) pl. as above. (TA.).- The
root of the tail: (Er-Riyashee, 1 :) pL as above.
(1.)

L m, aor. L; (M, I ;) or L;~, aor. ', inf. n.
L.; (Msb;) or both; (TA;) Ie was, or
became, msch as is termed [q. v.]. (M,
Msb, C.)

L" [The m osa Nilotica; also called acacia
Nilotica;] a Sj, [or this is properly the name
of its fruit,] (M, 1,) nwhich gros in the 
[or Upper Egypt], (M,) or [rather] in Egypt;

[for it grows in Lower, as well as Upper, Egypt ;]
(I ;) it is the best ki~d of firew~ood of the people
of that country, who ass~ert that it has most
of jire, and east of ashe; so says AHn, on the
authority of a person well informed; and he adds
that they tan with it [or ratiher with its pods]:
the word is foreign: (M:) and is also written
L,: .8gh says that is an arabicized word, from

the Indian L_~. [So in the TA, doubtless a mis-

transcription. In the CId, lJI is erroneously
put for =1.]

LI. (., M, Mgli, Msb, O) and LIl (M, O,
L,C) and t ,; (s, M, ) and *
(S, I0) A man (Msb) havingq no beard: (M,
Mgh, Mqb:) or having no hair at all pon his
face: (M :) or havig nohair upon the sides of his
face [so I reader &.S],and no beard at all:
(S, [ :) or ihar g ittle hair upon the sides of the
face, (Mgh, Msb,) or upon the ide of the face,
but not reaching to the state of the 5.: (IAir,

I19:) or iq. 5 : (Mgh:) or whoe beard is
on his chin [only], having nothiwj on the sid of
the face: (A, V:) or this last signification,
accord. to As, applies to L,Z: (TA:) the pl. (of
L,; accord. to some copies of the ] and the

TA) is LZ (IAir, 1) and LItl [which is a pl.
of pauc.]: ( :) hbl: is used as a sing. and pl.
epithet: it is used as a pL by Dhu-r-Rummeh.
(IB, TA.)

Jj : asee the next preceding paragraph. 
Also A wel-kuown nedicine. (i.)

>:see I;X.I ,

1. all,i , naor., and , (' , M, ,) inf n.

; (M,V;) and *h.,; (9,*M,19;) or,
accord. to A, the latter only; ( ;) He bound
thel JL [q. v.] upon the camd: (9, M, ::)
and the latter, he put to him (i. e. the canel), or
made for him, a J1Z.; (, TA;) thus expL by
El-'Ozeysee. (TA.) [Hence, acord. to some,]
one says, in a prov., of a person confounded
or perplexed, and unable to see his right course,

in his ~, ' · 0 a p
in his iirF, * Jl ~, (9, Meyd,) mening
HIe w cofored, or pe~pld, and u~ble to
e his rigAht co~e, by re~an of fright, ie Aim

,ho kwm not whe to bind the J : (Z, TA:)
it originated from the f&ct of a man's being thus
confounded, or perplexed: (Meyd:) a poet says,
(namely, Iba-Kulthoom, TA,)

* AJJJLli. F ,.. 1;.1^t 0
- s; 5; 5, ;

~~~ 5 . , . 5 .

[as though meaning Whe a people are unabl to
find the right way to bind thce ~J;., in conm-
quenme of the affair that is uncertain to be:

a-
(thus related by Meyd; but in the TA with U
in the place of. e3, and -.- in the place of :)]
Az, however, says that this is not the meaning:
that j"..11 here signifies the advamning, or pre-
ceding; and that the meaning is, ore untble to
find the right way (f advancing, or preceding;

(Meyd, TA;) from b.w; said of a hlorse, expl.
below (TA.) - See also the next paragraph.

4. J1.., inf. n. JL1I: see above, in two
places. - lience, i. e. from this verb in the sense
expl. in the first sentence, ($, TA,) 9., !
t lie lefibn'med his affair skhitfully, wudll*y, or
tho;ou#/h/. (S, M, 1], TA.)_ Also Jle (a
horse) lpr.ceded the othtcr /wrses: (S, TA:) and

1 shie (a camel) pr!e.eded the othler camels
(1., TA) in going, orjoui,wying, or lae; (TA;)
as also t £.. (1, TA.) [See the verse cited
in the preceding iaragtrapl, anid the explanation
of it by Az.] Said of a camnel, it means also lie
ndtforwuard his teck, to go on: (.K, TA:) or he
advantd, or )rectlete. (TA.) - Said of light-
ning, It aplpeaed, or wac een, near; and so said

of the clouds ( 1.Jl). (.C.)- And m..L
Jl The wind blew violently, and raised thm

dud. (Ibn-'Abbid, .)

6*-
M.: see the next paragraph.
*0

h.A A kaf; (M, and so in copies of the :,
and in the TA;) or leare: (so in other copies of
the :) pl. J ; thus in the copies of the 1,
[lilke the sing.,] but this requires consideration;
and it seems that it is J,, a pl. assigned to
,. in a sense that will be mentioned in what
follows: (TA:) [or the pl. is &a~, likewise men-
tioned, as a pl. of J/, in what follows, in three
places:] also (V) the kaf of the [thw caled]
t.: (AA, Q, O, A:) or the pericarp of the
Er (9, M, O, [ :) this, says IB, is the correct
meaning, as those acquainted with the C
affirm; for, au 'Alee Ibn-lamzeh says, the ,
has not leaves, nor thorns, but consists of slender
twigs; it grows in [water-coursesm such as are
termed] sa: (TA:) a poet likens thereto the
ears of horses: ( :) the pl. is 1;_: (M:) or
the pericarp of aW tre having a pr~ CO

t s gof grawus a log pod, (A .n, o, ,,)
that beome· scattered, weam tey. dry, from that
pod, the sa tereof re~ aining; (AIn, 0;)
oe ch pod is terd *.L ; (A n, o, O:;)
nd the pL [or coll. gen. n.] ' , ; (c;) g and

this last ha for its pl. Li: (Agn,O, ]:)
Aboo-Ziyuid says that it is ike [the pod of] the

bi~ [or bea], e~cpt tMat it iu ~i, and
pind at th etrmity; wherefore a poet ilken
thereto the ear of a horse: (O :) or, aeord. to
A.n, V L. signifies any pericarp, whether
oblong or ot oblong; and the pl. [or coll. gen. n.]

is b.,; and th pl. of b . is : (M:) [ ee

also LL.:] and the s of th [bean called]

144r.
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· i;, mand of the [~peci of kidney-bean calld

f1j, and of the lentil, and the like; (IApr, TA;
or the shale of the first of thes three when t/rha
ma, in it has been eaten; (1];) and the pl. i
J_z. (IApr, TA.) _Also, (QI,) or * 
with fet-1, (IAr, O, L,) A branch, or twig
(1j,) strilped of its leaves. (IAr, O, L, ]C.)-_
And the former, The [grain called] j;" [i. e
lj3j, q. v.,] rhich is sometimes in wheat am

barley, (O, K,) and which ,itiates tlem, anm
L~ers their prices. (O.) Also i.q. io [.A

wrt, or jraces]. (I.) One says, Q Is;l t 1,
[This is food, or wheat,] of two sorts, good a
bad. (AA, O.) And A company of men.
(Ibn-'Abbld, O, 1.) One says, ' ,

'jI A omnpany of men canme to mn. (Ibn-
'Abblid, O.)

li.;: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

. ;-s and ~1 T.eo piee. of wood st up
rigbt, between which is put the [pulleJ called]

JiJb' [by mean whereof rater is drawn] (s.)

J1. The [breast-girth cal led : (g:) or
the appertenance of the camel that is as the .J
to the horse or similar beast: (Kh, . :) or a cord
which you tie to the J~ [or breast-girt~ of the
camel], then you bring it forward so as to put it
behind the callos protuberance ulpon the breast,
[and t/ure, app., mahe it fast in some mann~,]
and it ke~ the j 3 in its place: (A 9, g, 0,
1:) this is done only when the belly of the camel
hau become lank, and his , has [conse-
quently] become unsteady: (?, 0, g:*) or a
cord that it tied from the hind yirth of the camel
to his breast-irth and is then tied to his newk,
mkhe he has become lank: (M:) pl. [of mult.]
Jt (M, g) and J (O) and [of pauc.] ii,1:
(TA:) and a leathern strap or thong, or some
other thig, that is put behind the [bre-girth
callad] w,, in order that it may not slip [from
its place]. (M.)

JjZ A horse that sits the sadde forwards.
(Ibn-'Abbad, O, ..) [See also , .. 1

bAoi. A cloth that is put, (AA, O, ],) or tied,
(M,) tpon the houlders of the camel: pl. h.
(AA, M, O, ]) and J..: ( :) the cloths that
are similarly placed upon the hinder parts of
camels are called iSl [pl. of JJl. ]. (AA, O.)

_Also The Zi:1Z [properly meaning edva~e,
or ethedge,] of a carpet; (Ibn-'Abbid, O, ;)
i. e., its J4 [which generally means nap; but
this addition I think doubtful]. (Ibn-'Abbad, O.)

='i A she-camel haing the Oty [q. v.] tied

upon her. (., TA.) . And l}'_ ·j. Horsej
having the [withers, or part cad] high,

or edated: denoting a quality approved in them;
for it is only in the best, and the generous,
thereof: and when they are thus, the saddles
redoe upon their ba ; wherefore the t., is

] put to them, to keep the saddles in their places.
(M.)

t U ; A mare, (S, M, ,) and a she-camel,
a (M,) preceding others in going, or journeying, or
,pace; (f, M,;) as also *Ji : (M:) and

7, ie [being pl. of the latter] signifies the same;
- and is applied to camels: (Th, TA : or [so in
. the X(, but more properly "and"] LAM4, with
I fet-h to the ;j, is specially applied to the she-
I camcl, (., TA,) in the sense first assigned to it

above: (TA:) or ;., (i, TA,) withl kesr to
the e , (TA,) signifies a [youthful she-camel such

das is termed] iji tihat has completed toe tenth
month of hter pregnancy, and v/uwow udlder ha.s
become wollen. (Ibn-'Abbaid, K, TA,) - Also,
(El-'Ozcyzee 0, ],) or j, and V JL~, (AA,
M,) applied to a she-camel, Lean, or ighyt ?f

hles, (AA, El-'Ozeyzee, M, 0, 1,) or la,nk in
the belly. (AA, M.) - And ;i' signifies also
Land affclted withir drouwJht, barrcnneom, or (learth:
(El-'Ozeyzee, O, l :) or a year of droagt/ht, ha rret-
ne.v, or dearth: [thus expl. as a subst., or an epi-
thet in which the quality of a subst. is predomi-
nant:] pL 'i1". (AHn, M.)

]i $ A camel that makes the saddle to splift
backwards; (S,M,, TA;) wherefore a .L
is put to him: (m, TA:) and, (]8,) or as some
say, (8,) that makes it to ;sfasftforwarts: (S, k,
TA:) so says Lth: but ISh disallows his expla-
nation, saying that it means a shc-camel that
makes the load to ahiftfaivariels; and that ia
[a word which I have not found anywhere cxcept
in this instance] signifies the contrary: (TA:) or
that makes herfore gird to sdip forar,d; contr.
of anud ( ;. (TA in art. g.)-Soc

also ;IA., in two places.

1. a v,: (S, ,) nor. ,a (R,) infn. e, (s)
le (a young camel) sntffered indigestion (S, ]g)

; t>. [from tc mnilk]. (g.) One says, of a
young camel, He 4 li drank until, or
so that, he suoered idigestion (e.) And one
says, of an as, and of any beast, inf. n. as
above, meaning, lHe was affected riit nwhat re-
sembled indigestion from eating fresh hlerbagc.
(TA.)

4. alJ -1 Oiyl i. q. O,3 [i. e. Ease and pklenty
caused him e to or to eult greatly, or ex-
c vely, and to beave insolntly and unthanl-
fUly, or ungratfuly: or wealth made him to
enjoy, or lead, a plentjsUl, and a pleasant or an
easy, and a sot or delicate, lif; or a lIfs of ease
and plenty]. (O, M.)

S Satiated, or sated, like him lwho is suner
ing indigtion: (A'Obeyd, TA:) applied by
Lebeed as an epithet to a horse. (TA.)

A house, or chamber, plastered awith
··.--

gypsum: (Ibn-'Abbad, O, :) pl. ;zAi sand
al.s.: ( :) or, accord, to Sh, these are pls. of

the word in the sense next following. (TA.)_ 

Any [hill of the kind ternted] &..: pL as
above: so accord. to Sh: (T, O, TA:) or it is

the name of a particular i. l, (T, O, K,* TA,)
well known; occurring, without JI, in a poem of
Imra-el-lKeys. · (T, O, TA.) - And ij;1, A
certain white star. (Ibri-'Abbitd, 0, K.)

1 -, (M, M~b, .K,) aor. , (311,, K,) inf. n.
_; (MI, M.sbh;) so some sn; otllers saying

. n, in the 1;ss. form; and ._sr, as some say;

otihers saying 't,; (MI.sb;) He (a camel) was,
or bcanme, large in ti,ic L. [or hump]. (M,
M.iRb, .K.)

2. i~, (M, ]i,) inf. n. ", (I,) It (herb-
1age, or pasture,) r1t,de himI (a Cmacl) lrtge in the
.' [or hump] ; as also . ,1: (M, K:) or
both signifv it mctde hii,rfijt. (TA.)- And lle
m.aude it gibbouis, namely, a grave; i. e. he rais!d
itfron thlte groulnd l lih thel c 1: (Msb :) _s

(S, K) of a grave (S) is the contr. of ..
(S, K.) lie rai.sd it, [app. go as to make it
yibbosu.,] namely a thing. (M.) - And lie
filled it, namely, a vessel, (AZ, M, M.sb, 1I,) and
th?n put ulmon it whatt n7'.s like a l. of wheat
or Xolt. other thingi, (AZ, M.sl),) or so that there
nas aborc it iwhat 7was like the-.._ . (M.)-
See also 5. [And see ·. , below.]

4: see 1, in two places: and 2, first sen.
tence. - s..l fI, (8, i,) inf. n. 1A , (S,)
The smoke rose, or rose higlh. (S, g.) And
jut : Tlhe fire became large in its flame:
(M, g :) or thefire had a highjfame. (TA.)

5. JI .; I lie mounted, or rode upon, the
. [o [or hu)mp] of the sA-camel. (.lar pp. 332,
and 310.)_ - e (tlc stallion) mountedl the she-
camel; (M, TA;) he leaped the she-camel. (TA.)
_And ,. lie, or it, mounted, a.cended, got,
leas, or becamne, upon it, (S, M, M.ab, 1,) namely,
a thing; (M, Msb, ]i;) as also t ., (M, K,)
inf n. . (TA. [Freytag adds ,I in this
sense, as on the autthority of J, whom I do not
find to lhave mentioned it.]) And He mounted,
or ascendedl, ulpon it from its side, namely, a wall.
(TA.) And lie r,de upon it, namely, anything,
[meaning any animal,] adrancing, or retiring.
(TA.)-Also It became abundant upon hin,
and splread; said of hoariness; as also ;

(lApr,M, TA;) like d.i,. (TA.) -And
;491 . 1 4 ... The~ cloutlx rained copiously,

or abundantly, upon the land. (TA.):-' .it
also signifies The taking, or scizing, suddenly,
unexpectedly, or by surprise. (M, g.)

_ [a coll. gen. n.]: see !,.. [its n. un.]

__ A camel having a larg el;_ [or hump]:
(Lth, 8, M, K :) fernm. with S. (Lth, TA.)_
Also A tall plant, of whtich the ,, ( e, g,) i. e.
the head, resmbling the car of corn, (,) or the
bloksm, (V,) has come forth. (S, g.) [And]
a_ signifies Any tree (t) that does ntot

- ,*;W
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bear; it# eatmit;se having dried up, and be-
cowe altered. (M. [In the TA, the word in this

ms is said to bo a.;_: but the former is ar-
the right reading.]) Also, (TA,) or --s -.

L,hiil d,, (S, in which it is only mentioned as
said of water,) Water rising, or rising high., atul
apprading upon t*1e surface of the earth. (TA.)

A.Z The blossom (M, 0) of a blaant; (K ;)
i. e. (TA) the lwad thereof, resemnbling tlw ca, if

eorn, (S, TA,) [or] it is of the 3.4A [q. v.], not

of the [herbs called] J;t: (M:) and sig,nifics
also the extremitie [or an cxtrc?nit./] of thle

,,iL., ,vhtici are [or is] shed therehy: (M,
TA :) and the head of a tree [or plant] of tlc

kind termed cj [q. v.], inforJ n lil1c what i jxpon

the head of tle reed, or cane, excepit thtat it is

,.t, and the cantels cat it in the ?nanner ter,fle(l

[tinf. n- tfh , q. v.]: (TA:) [it is tdc

n. un. of ,th latter being a coll. gen. n., ns
is shown by wlhat follows:] AHln says, sonic

assrt that the a; is suck of te Iiroduce of

hrbs as rcmblk.~ the produce of tle ijeL [q. v.]

and the like; and such aJ thte prodlurce f tlw reedi,

or catnc; and that the mnost excellent Of the .
are the_l, of a herb calledl the t 3.. [n. un. of

_,iZ]; anad the canels eat it in tbe manna r

termed Ai.., becaue o.f its w!ftnem; o., as in
some of the copies [of bis work], the camels dlo
not eat it. (M.)

;C of the camel, (S,) of the lie-camel and of
the she-camel, [The imppal); i. c.] the 1;gitelt part
of the bach: (M, TA:) [in subatane,] it ix to

the camel like tJc 31$ [here meaningr the fat qf

the tail] to the shwele : (M!b:) pl. a*;-l (?, M,5~~~~~

Myb, 1) [and app. .;_ also, as seems to be
indicated by an explanation of this latter pl. in

what follows]. HIence, in a trad., 'I ` _ * --- -l

1 @:15 [vomen upon irkos hwad arv

ise like 'of the humpts of tdhe act,rian camels];
meaning such as wind the bead-coverings as tur-
banis upon their eads so as to enlarge them [in

appearance] thereby. (TA.) [Hence, also, ;T

hUt t 77w name of a star in the conxtelation oj

Cab~iopea: mentioned by Freytag, with a refer-
ence to Ideler Untersuel. p. 84.] -Also The
ahighest, or hight part, of anything: (TA:) and
the best, or choice part, (M, TA,) of anything;

(TA;) because hea4 the best, or the choice
part, of what is in the eanel. (M.) [Hence,]

-J--l a_I The protuberant, or elratel, part.

of tih sa&nd; as being likened to the hump of

the she-camel: (M, TA: ) and tigfe
backs of toh sands, that rise fioml the main por.

tions hem*6 j -
tionA thereof.. (TA.) And ojf tel e [l a The 

[q. v.] ( 4, TA [in some copies of the ,per-
haps correctly , i. e. high, or cated, part])
of the land: (?, TA:) and tie middle of tIm

tan.uL (, ] h.) And ! in .; The ri.g panr

is how bywht fllos ] AHn ay, some

of the middle of the upper side of the sadal,
whtich i in the place of the hol of the foot.

(ar p. 55.) And 77the highost partu oj

afie: (EMl p. 15 and TA :)A A being rp. oi

A., which signifies the highest part of a thing.

(EM ubi suprL) And .^jl t T highet

[of a people] in reopect ofglory. (TA.)

.:..l 77w ow, or coni; syn. ;'li: (M, Kt:) or,

as some say, the nild i[. (TA.)

;; Tlefruit, orproduce, of the ; [q. v.];

(M, 1K, TA; [in the C1, of the yi ;]) men-
tioned lhy Seer on tlhe authority of Aboo-Milik:
(M:) n. ull. with ;. (1.) And thc latter signi-

fics .1 crtain her!lb: (see cl:) or a sleciec sf
tree: 1p1. [or ratller coll. geti. n.];bl;. (M.)

4 [originally inf. n. of 2, q. v.,] A cartain

nwatr in P'aradim; so called becnause runlling
ablove thle elevated chambers (S, K') and tile
pavilions: mentioned in thle Kur lxxxiii. 27: (S:)
or a certaiuft,pstain, or source, ( ,) in Pltra-
tlic: so tlley assert; and this requircs its being
(letcrmiamtc, imperfectly dccl.: or, accord. to Zj,
a water cmninig Upon thewin from abore, from the
elevated clhambers: (M:) or a certain Jntsntaiss,
or sourc, coinig tlpon then.from. ablroe. (
[and in like mannier Az explaills it].)

... wl A latul ttat givcs growth 1t t1w

.'lC, n. un. of ; (1J, TA.)

_ A canel JI1 vitri&ddte [xo thIat 1w is ,uads
to hav a large humlp]. (1,0 TA.) _ And je

,; An ele&vated [or a gibbous] grave: from

.Z.UJI. (31ghl) _ And d q-e t Great gloriy.

(M, TA.)

r 

1: Csee 5, in two places.

3. 'L, inf. . *-- and L.; and DtL,

inf. n. iGi; (K ;) or ,A i.Ls, and ;

(Msb;) lIe nmale an ceyagement, or a contract,
. tih him for work or tie like, by tiw year: (1 t:)

and iL snpqul, and SiUI, [I tired him Iry

tiL year:] (f:) a3,L. and Li from lJI are
like The from il, and from e J, and

(Ml, from l, c. (TA in art. oL .)m

.ti y ScLr 77w 1talmtreea bore one year and

not aiwloter; (As, K ;) as also j (As, TA.)

4. In this form of the verb, the final radical

letter is changed into , so that they say rni,
meanling They exlerienced dhought, or barrn-
ncss. (TA. [See also art. )

f 5-; ;c ,f (S,) and ,j~ -, (S, Mob,)
o I aemained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, wvith him, or

at his abode, a year: (Msb:) both signify the
same. (TA.) [See also 5 in art. n nire sd ien.]

. -i_t11 -; p nt t7lw palmntroe underrent tih

latpe ocfyears; (S, M:b;) as also t (J : ( :)
[and in like manner one says of other things.

(M sb.) ,.3 said of food and of beverage,
(Fr, S, TA,) t It became altered [for the itorse];

as also 1at, aor. :, in£ n. : (TA:) or ii

became alered [for i1w wrose] by the lapse oJ
f yeas: (Fr, S, T.A:) and in reation ,

ryca i (Fr, S, TA:) and §,Al in relatiop te

bread and beverage &c. means the becomig
mouldy, or musty, or spoild~ (S: and so in some
copies of the J1 and in the TA: in other copies of

the y, .Jl, like ;S, is put in the place of

a..!; and .,$..gih in the place of the explana-

tion .rl.) ;-=; 413 , a'.l.,;:1. J, i. ,
in the Kur [ii. 261], means t [[But look at thy
fiood and tlhy bevaerte,] it Ira not become altered
[for the ,to.re] by tlwe las~ ef y,ears: (Fr, .,
TA:) Az says that this is the rig!lt way of read-
ing, by pronouncing the . in &. in pausing
after it and in continuing without pausing: Ks
used to suppress the & in the latter case and to
pronounce it in the former: and Aboo-'Amr Esh-

Sheybcne says that the original form [of 0-;d

is *,-; the like change being made in it uas is

made in d- [for 1] and in A 5JIl 

[for jiWil ]. (TA. [Sce also 5 in art.
,j and C,, last sentence.])

a word of which the fiial radical letter is
rejected, (;, Mbeh,) and of which there are two diaL
varn., (Msb,) being, accord. to some, originally

a,6, (S, Mhb,) like . (g) or ;,,4,, (Mqb,) and

accord to others, ; :, (.,' Mgb,) like i,,, and
upon cach of these originals are founded modifi-
cations of the word, (Meb,) therefore it is mcii-
tioned in the 1K [and S and other lexicons] in the
present art. and again in art. _., (TA,) A year;

syn. J3 ; (Mb ;) or;.l: (nM, g :) or, as Suh

says, in the R, the L, is longer than tlwA(e ; the
latter word being applied to the [twelve] Arabian
months [collectively], and tlhus differing from the
former word: (TA:) with the Amrbs it ro~sit
of four seasrns, mentioned before [in art. >.j,

voce 4j]: but sometimes it is tropically applied

to ! a single J. [or quarter]; as in the saying,

lb I '.lJ;1jl. l;, meaning [The rain con-

tinuil] duriuV tIhe J. [or quarter, al of it]:
(Mb :i [se more in art. j and Lj :] the dim.

is Mt (S, Mgb) accord. to those who make

the orliginal of to be ' , (M.lh,) and Vt
(S, Msb) accord. to those who mako the original

of to be *.; (Msb ;) and some say ;i;,

but this is rarc: (TA:) the pl. is t1;, (Myb, .)
accord. to those who make the original of A, to

I be ·i, (MsI,,) and ,, (Myb, O) accord. to

those who make the original of ;.. to be .;
(Meb;) and , also, (., Msb, 1,) like the
masc perfect pl., (Mqb,) [agrceably with a rule
applying to other case of this kind,] with kesr,

to the ,, (8, TA,) and { [in the aecus. and
gen. cases], (Mgb, TA,) so that one says, si.

c s [Tl7ese are years], and ; 1 [Ilaw

] years], (TA,) and the Oj is elided wllen it is pre-
fixed to another noun, governing the latter in the
gen. case, (Msb,) and some say j;m, with damm
to the i,; (., TA ;) and in one dial., the 'L is

. retained in all the cases, and the Oi is made a
, letter of declinability, with tenween when the

' word is indeterminate, [so that one says ,]
and is not elided when the word is prefixed to
another noun, governing the latter in the gen.

ao cec, because it is [regnrded as] one of the radical

1
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letters of the word; and of this dial. is the sayin

of the Prophet, ;, 4; ; i ;

.i,N [o God, make them to be to tham yeas
lik the years of Jostph]; (M;b; [but in m
copy of the Mgh, I find or wit
rspect to -:, like wL,, with refa [and ten
ween], there are two opinions; one is, that it i
of the measure ln *, like *b, with a rejec
tion [of one letter], though this is an anomalou
pl., for there sometimes occur among pie. tha
which has no parallel, au is,, and this is the opi
nion of Akh; the other is, that it is of the measur
J30, changed to iJt! because of the kesreh o
the second letter; the pl. being in some instance
of the measure Ja, like ~ and h,.; bu
he who holds this opinion makes its final O to bh
a suobtitute for , and that of iL.d a substitut4
for LS: (v:) you may also suppress the tenweez

in g;; [in which case it seems that one say.
in the nom. case (assimilating it to j.

as well as in the aocu. and the gen.; like as one
does in the instances of ~ and ~, pls. of

c, acord. to the ], though, as I have shown
in art. SN, there is some doubt on this ,point;]
but the suppresion of the tenween in CP; is
more rare than its pronunciation: (I'4A p. 18:)

and another pl. is - , [originally j.-,] of the
meaure J. (ErRAghib, TA in art. j..) The
phrase ; Il , in the ]~ur [xviii. 24],
is said by Ak• to be for jJ1 > t. [l7ree
hundred of years]: and he says that if the ;'
be an explicative of the 33L4, it is in the gen. cse
[to agree with Xt]; and if an explicative of the
J2, it is in the aecu. am e [to agree with ~.3].
(1. [See also Bd on this phrase; and see De
Sacy's Ar. Gr., 2nd ed., i. 423.]) [tiJ, relating
to an animal or a plant or the like, means To the
completion of a year: and ;, to the comple-
tion of his, or its, year; i. e. in hAis, or its,

.year.] And one says, t l;~ i .* 4 i [I met
him ome years ago; three or more, to te, years
ago]: a phrase likeM,dl ;1l 4". (As, TA in
art..Co.) And t £ is a dim. of enhancement,
of : one says *_ A sere year of
drought or barrenam or dearth: (TA:) and

1 YIt ~ 6'~9Jj [They lapsed into the
ere years of santim of A ge]: these were

years that pressed hard upon the people of El-
Medeeneh. (Q, TA.)_ i.; [alone] abo dgni-
fles 1 Drowght, or barrenn : (Mob, ], TA:)
or thment, or inte, drogAt: (TA in art.

a*:) n instance of a noun used especially in
one of its sems, like g11 applied to " a horse,"
and X, applied to "camels :" pl., in this, tas in
the former, se, ;I;i [and .,;Z] and o.
and '~. (TA.) One says of a land (-I

'. 1 DroYght, or barme , bf it.
(M 9b.) And in like manner one says of people,

oJI.~., [Drowght, &c., beill tm]. (TA.)
A seeker of herbage and of a place in which to
alight wea sent to a tract, and found it dried up

ig by want of rain, and when he returned, beinj
jj asked respecting it, he said, .- J1, meanin I

Drought, &c. has befallen it]. (TA.) And i
y is said in a trad., IeJ- .. u i;Jt,eI , i. e
h S [0 God, aid me again& Mudar] by drought &c
D- (TA.) _ It is also [used as an epithet,] applie(
is to land ( m.1), as meaning Affected wuit

drought, or barrennessu; (As, , 1;) as als
ui t l and Xl=. (M#b.) One says likewise
*t · m, j4 M S T/ are countries, or tracts
- afected ih drought &e.: and Et-Tirimm&l
e says

s ·* -i ; i . I

e [In a gSy tract, th ind moann therein
like the moaning of the milch Cwes or goats (see
D 1.) ien tAe country affectd with drouht, or
the contrie, &c., A being regarded as a coll.

) gen. n. and therefore qualified by a pl., like .,3
, in the phrase t . ]. (TA.)

f a;w , also pronounced with teshdeed to the

ci: se L, in arLt. and U;,, last sentence.

. etal. t [Food, or wheat,] that ak ud
,gon te /laps of years; (AZ, ] ;) as alo 
(AZ, TA.) -. See also -.

sy. jitL tA palm-tree that bears one year
and not another: (?, ] :) or a pal-tree affected
by a year of drought. (?.) And 1y. . A
year in which is no erbage nor rain. (TA.) _
See also ', lst sentence but one.

, 4; and !i: (dims. of LL'), and the pl.
Jlh : see L., in five places: and see also 
in art. y and u-.

''d., applied to bread, (;, 1,) and so It -
applied to bread and to beverage &c., (CV, but
ee 5, third sentence,) t Mouldy, or musty, or

and ;_

L. I~, (nor. j,] in. n. ,., and i. and
Ij;l, i q. UL [u meaning He watered, or irri

gated, land]. (M.) [Henoe,] one says 
t;.. and J ; , (., M, ,) meanin Watered,
or igated, land: (M :) the j in *e- being
changed into *s, (C, M,) in the opinion of Sb,
(M,) like u it is in IsJ; (p;) for he knew not
I,; [as meaning I watered it], holding ;.
to be from 0Iu having for it aor.] i;j. (M.)
One says albo], t-I1 2 a, · or. ,J, (r, ],)

in£ n. [as above, or] ~'~ and ZI', (TA,) 7Ae
ca~ ld watered, or irrigated, and. (., 1: ,

TA.) And ~ '15l a :1J (8, M 9b) Thc
cd raten the lan (Mqb.) And 'jt,

1I t (The ran gayam thee ater for thy land,
or may the rain gie tMe water], inf n. _

and ij. [aPP· ~ and ap]. (TA.) And
jimel - 4.A..1 t [tA clou send down
rain]. (TA.) And J i;)jI t The

[Boox I.

g cloud watered, or irrigated, with rain], aor.j

g and J. (M, TA.) And /t.JI z., aor. .. J,

t inf. n. ,, $ 77 sky rained. (TA.5_. -

. at. r, aor. ; (M in art. ,j.;) or 
d (i, TA,) aor. ;, like 5 ; (1, TA;) 7he

beast [by which is app. meant, in the M, the
Aorse, for it is there added t& , meaning that
the verb is said in like manner of other animals,

'which is the case, for it is generally said of a
camel,] wa used for the dran,ing of water uon
it [to irrigate land: see 3L,jL, below]. (M, ].)
And aL, aor. -, said of a beast [turning a
water-wheel], lie turned round about the real,

(R, TA.?, And .-'? Oj l, ($, ,)
inf. n. 4., and sometimes lari, (TA,) The
people, or party, dra woater for f themselc;
(?,oq; [in some copies of the former of which,
11 1i is erroneously put for ,tjl 13, the
reading in both of my copies;]) and so t Iy.
_.;j. (M,. TA.) And .r'l ja L, inf. n.

at. [app. a mistranscription for kl:t], Iledrew
water upon tiw carel; which cameil is termed
4,;. (MA.) And d. U4st j A carel upon
vrhich water is drawn. (Mgh and Mgb in expla-

nation of .C.) And t ".5 ; [ rellfrom
rwhich rwater is drawtn, app. by means of the carne
ca~d i]. (M.) And ill in n. ,
I drew the bucetfrom the well. (TA.) o ' .
j1'l, (M, ],) nor. 'Z7, inf. n. 7te, (M,) T7h
Jire becan high in its light. (M, X.) And
d~JI ts, (M, ],) aor. , inf. n. '., (TA,)
The lightning hone, shone briyAtly, or ieamned:
(M, ]~, TA:) [or glearmed upvards, or shot up:
for, in the gur xxiv. 43,] some read, Zi'i ,i
jL4%4 Ol g3,, meaning The rising and

gleaming upwards of his liuhtning [nearly taheth
awray tihe ight, lit. sights]; others reading ';,
of which .1't is not a dial. var. (M.) And t ': l
j JI signifies [in like manner] The lightning
shone, or gleamed; or diusd itslf, and rose

(M.) And p"J1 . J. t He roe [or
aspired] to th neam of attain cminene. (M.)
And , ~, inf. n., tHe became hgh,
or eaated, in his grounds of pretension to rspect
or honour. (M.) And j,:', likeo jrb, He (a
man, TA) was, or became, high, or eamited, in
rank. (],* TA.)-_ See also 2, in two place.
~ And see 5.

S. At, (M, TA,) in£ n. i-Z.., (TA,) He as*
cended, rose, , mounted, got, was, or became, upon
it, namely, a thing; (M, TA;) as also t .J.
(M.) And iW1 i.l. 1 ' J The h.-camel
mounted the she-camel to emnpres her. (V.)l
And t;_, (S, g,) inf. n. as above, (n,) He
opened it; (S, I~, TA;) namely, a knot, and a
lock: (TA:) and made it ecay. (S, ], TA. [In
the last of these, said to be tropical.]) A poet
says,
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[And I knom t a knol~ that is not mere
opini, that, when God open, and maka easy,
the tyig, or knotting, of a thing, it becomes easy].

(f.) And one says, s j1I J", and j'1, t I
opeed the way of doin the thing, and te affair.

(TA.) And ;,JI t , (I,) inf. n. -. [app.
], (TA,) I op~ned th door; as also t ?.;

(]5, TA;) the verb in this sense having U andj
for its last radical. (TA.)_- See also 6.

3. jS.I &Lc, (. s M,* ].,.) inf n. C.ai
(TA) [and *t1 (see what I have said respecting

a verse cited voce )], I Wied with the man in
being pleased, well pased, or content; or I agreed,
consented, accorded, or was of one mind or opi
nion, with him: ($, M,* I :') and I treated him
with gentltn, or blandithment; wootWed, or
coaxed, him: and bdtaved well to him in my
social intercourse with him: (8,Y :) or ;U
signifies the t,eating one with gntlene, or
blandimnent, in suing for a thing: (Az, TA:)
or the endearourin7 to conciliate one. (TA.)~
And Ut,, inf. n. iUL._. and :iL, lle hired him
for [or by] tlu year; (M, f;) or hi made an
engagement, or a contract, nith him for work or
the liAe, by tlwe year; like ~1t: QI in art. & :)

and Ul_ &Uta and UL .. . . signiffy the
same as ,I.. [q. v.]. (M, TA.)

4. L..! He raised, exalted, or dcrated, hisn,

or it. (8, Myb, J) ;_ l . i,l He raised tie

tight of the fire. (M.) _ %51t11 J L..1 He
raised [in value], to him, tie ;fij. [i. e. gip, or
present]. (TA.) And ilQ.JIl Z L_ We made
much and high [in amount], to him, the pay.

(Iar p. 134.) - And iI? 1l X q. ;-
[app. meaning He made good hAi cooenant of
protetion]. (TA.)i.,I p .I The lightning
mt its light into the house, or tent, or cdamber:
or fel upon the ground: or fie along in the
c d~ ; (Ig, TA;) or, sometimes, elerwhre, not
in tle clouds: but it is only in the night. (TA.)
Bee also another ex'planation near the end of the
first paragraph. _-oJIl &JI, (, M, ],) inf. n.

rl, (c,) Th7e lxeol, or party, tarried a year
(S, ]) in a place: (.:) or it signifies. i ~J.
A.I [the year pal d over them; meaning they
remained to the end of the year]. (M.) But

I l signifies They were a/licted nith drougAt,
or barrennes: (., M,- 1g: [Preytas has erro-
neously assigned this signification to Iv.l:]) the
j, (.,) or the t, which is originally j, (M,)
being changed into ;., (1, M,) to distinguish
between this verb and .. l in the sense expl.
above. (g. [See art. CI..])

5 ;3: see 2, in two placesa Also i. q.
j u lj [in the C1I ji , and in my MS.

copy of the V ij I j, but correctly tj, meaning
He asended: agreeably with this rendering, the
inf. n. is expl. in the T as meaning c4.

sa:] id of a man. (,,* TA.)i Also It
opned, or became opened or opme: said of a lock
[&E.]. (TA.) - It wa, or became, facilitaed,
or easy; and ready, or prepae. (Iar pp. 1o

Bk. I.

.; and Ij,

and COB.) - And i. q. p 1
, J, said of a

man, (],) i.e. He found, or experienced, eae,
or Jfaciity, in his affai (TJC)- Also i q.

--3-: so in the phrase 1jJ LuJ [He ought
to pleae, conteat, or satisfy, such aon; or he
pleased, contented, or satisfed, uch a one, after
striving, labouring, or toli]: (V:) but it is
said in the M, [app. a mistake, perhaps for the T,
for in the M I do not find it,] that ti c.* w

[by which may be meant either t - or t ',]
means ;. (TA.) l _. · d Ireained,
stayed, dwelt, or abode, with him, or at his abode,

a year; like . z.3: (M9 b in art. &.:)

or it means V %tp ,,J l [I remained, &c.,
with him, or at hits abode, ome years; three or
more, to ten, years]. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)
L,. signifies also It became altered [for the
worse], (g, 15, TA,) accord. to Er-Raghib, so that
it lost its frin~ , by the lapse of years: (TA:
[see also -_* J:]) but accord. to AA, it is from
the phrase in the lur [xv. 26 and 28 and 33]

' ; t~ F"; one of the _Os being changed
into tS; and is similar to uri for ij~ . (8,
TA.)

a.& J __!' : see L. &Li1 Lul He
looked at the light of tle fire. (IAar, M.)

; Light: (Meb, MF:) or the light of liht-
ning, (S, M, 1,) and offis: (M:) or the point,
or extremity, of the liUht of lihtning: (T, TA:)
or light shining or glaming, or d~~uig itsf
and rsingy: (Er-Rghib, TA:) or a high light:
and applied also to the hining, or gleaminj, of
weapons: (am p. 271:) MF says that the ap-
parent particularization in the V [&c.] seems to
have been taken from the verse of the ]ur
[xxiv. 43], and that the word is correctly a
general term, meaning as expl. in the Myb:
(TA:) [it is originallye, though mentioned in
the ] au belonging to art. z; for] the dual is
~jlj: As knew not a verb belonging to it.
(TA.) Also [The casia enna of Linn.; the

omn,no,a nna of medici~ ; so called in the pre-
sent day; and also called P; 'l, and St... li; ;]
a certain plant, (S, M, Myb, 1,) sed as a medi-
rine; (g, TA;) and recommended in a trad.;
(TA;) an att~rant of the yello bile and the
black bie and the phlegm, (], TA,) hownso r
used; (TA;) [and] used as a collyrinm; (M;)
AJIn describes it as a shrub, or rsall tree, of the
[clta called] .±9.t [pl. of 1], which is mixed
with .t, and improves and strettlwens its
colour, and blackens it; and wvhich has a fruit
of such ind that, whin it drie up, and is put in
motion by th wind, it caums to be heard a sound
such as is termed J.j [q. v.]: (M in arts. 
and _, and TA:) its name is as above and

ot,i: (M, ] :) and the n. un. is tl. and ;LZ:
(M in arts. y and ;.e :) the dual of C is
~ /i;, and some say Q.;. (M in art. 0:.)
[Accord. to a gloss in a copy of the S, as stated
by Golius, the dual QI1 is applied to The bavre

of e~ypru (oq.L.) and ~na msd tog~her,
with which the hair is dyed black.] In the phrase
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UJI tl,, in a verse of El-Jaadee, the plant

[above mentioned] may be meant, a though it
were mixed with musk: or it may be from tL
signifying " light ;" because the diffusion of odour
is like that of light. (M.)- _ ,i, (JM,) or C
X, (TA,) without teshdeed, and also with tesh-
deed, to the Xi, is an Abyssinian expression,
meaning X~'. [q. v.], (JM, TA,) occurring in a
trad. of Umm-Khalid; but it is differently related;
some saying a; ; and some, i ;; and pro-
nouncing each with, as well as without, teshdced:
so in the Nh. (TA.)

;_ t1- [Food, or wheat,] that has unebr-
gone th lapae of years; as also '. (AZ, TA
in art. .. )

I', applied to a ?ortion of time, (M,) signify-
ing A year, syn. .. , (Mgh,) or ;, (K,) but
a distinction is made between ,t and .i, [as
has been stated in art. ;,,] (TA,) belongs to
arts. _. and ;. [in both of'which it is men-
tioned in many of the lexicons: see what Imas been
said respecting it in art. &;.. in theo present work]:
(M:) accord. to Sub, in the R, it is from X,
aor. ;., said ofa beast [turning a water-wheel],
meaning " he turned round about the well ;" so
that it signifies a single revolution of the mun;
and it is sometimes termed (lj: he says also that
it is onger than thAe .t , which is applied to the
[twelve] Arabian months [collectively]: but .'
is also applied to tidele revotio/n of the moon:

the a. l [or solar year] is three hulired
and i-fi days and a quarter of a day: and
the a ., [or lunar year] is tltre hundred
and fifty-four days and a third of a day: it is
also said, on the authority of Er-RIghib, that
L; is used as denoting a year in which is diffi-
culty, and drought, or barrenness, or dearth; and
;~t, a denoting that in which is amplenem of the
means, or eircumstances, of life, and abundance
of herbage or the like; and by this is explained
the nice point in the words of the ]ur [xxix. 13],
t 1; Jf l| YX [a thousand years sare
fifty years]; because the fifty yearsm passed before
the mission of the prophet [Noah], before which
no harm happened to him from his people; but
after his minion, the vears were difficult to him.
(TA.) [Respecting the dims., (which are 4
and ', the former accord. to those who make
the original of *a. to be 3,, and the latter
accord. to those who make it to be °;A,) and the
pla., (which are 4;. and 'tw and s. and

CZ and X " and e ., the last whereof is

originally , and also,) see in art.

- Also respecting i used alone as sig-
nifying 1 Drought, or barrenes, or whement or
inta~ drought, see that word in art. ;. -
Also respecting the same word used as an epithet,

applied to land (.l), au meaning tlA.'erted
with drought or barremnne, like ^; and 4.,
see that same word in art. s.]

1y ar. tA hard, rigorou, or ditresirmg,
year. (M, ]g.) And A,Z j; t A land affected
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with drought or barrpmes [like i/eul]. (TA.)
[See also ji., in .[SW a ., in art. &;.]

L inf. n. of t,z maid of fire, (M,) and of
C maid of lightning, (TA,) and of. (M.) -

[Used as a eimple subet.,] High, or zakated, rank
or condition. (,* Mqb, ], TA.) _ See also .

I-
U~ High, or maited, in rank or condition:

(, M :) as o talso , applied to a man. (K,*
TA.)

e; dim. of a, (. and Mgb in art. d.&,)
accord. to those who make the latter word to be
originally : (Mb in that art.:) pl. $4.
(Q and TA in that art., and TA in the present
art.) See 8, last sentence but one; and see also

, in art. , in four places.

L.'.. * ($, 1) and m1_ () He took
it whoy. (;, ~:.)

,. .. ~./mee

,~,C Watering: [and drawing woater:] applied
tas an epithet] to a man and to a camel: pl.
$X; which is applied by Lebeed to men [as
meaning] drawing water by means of O l [pl.
of 1', q.v.]. (TA.)

AL, [a subst. from G, made so by the
affix 3,] A seame, (?,* M, J,) or a camed,
(Mgh, M^b,) a he-camel as well as a h-camel,
(TA,) upon which water is drawn (~,* M, Mgh,
M9b, ], TA) from a [deep] well (Mgh, M;b)
[by a man riding or leading it away from the
well, it having the two ~emities of a lomg rope
tied to the saddle, and tha upper end of the all-
rope being tied to t/e midde of theformer rope,
a expl. voce 3i]; i.q. .: (, TA:) [it
seems also to signify, sometimes, a camel that
carries woater for irrigating sexed-produc~; a
meaning likewise auigned to L..M and
and a beast (JI>) that turns round about a elU
[raiaing water from it by means of the machine
cal/ed < ]j.: (R, TA:) pl. 9JIj. ($, Mgh,
TA.) lIence the prov.,

* *0* s *6** 1 *0

[The comse of the beasts that draw water in
either of the ways described above is a joumey
that does not ed]. (f, Mghl, TA.) - Also the
-r, [or larYe buchet mith which water is drawn]
togethr with itt gear, or apparatus. (M, Mgh,
!~.)-.-And t A cloud oatering the earth. (Msb.)

".R.. 015 "I *'
a;~=_ ,1 and .4;_.: see 1, second sentence.

i. q. .; [q. v.]: (g, V:) [or rather] A
dam; i.e. a thing constrcted [or raied] to hA
bach the water of a torrent; (Mgh;) a [hnd of]
wall built in the face of water: (Meb in art.

.m :) so called because there are in it sluices, or
openings for the water, according to what may be
required; from o.FJ A..i, and ..'J, expL

above: so in the T: (TA:) pl. p.l' (MA.)

ai._.., (M, TA,) or p . t, (Az, TA,) A
ocl (Az, M, TA) Qf AhicA the rope is long, (Az,

TA,) from which one drawr mater only by means
of the camel caed 4; . (As, M,. TA.)

&W and r^: see .~!, in art. ;., in four places.

, 0*

1. , The act of taking. (JK, K.) You

say, 'ust , :,, aor. , inf. n. He took the
thiny. (T.)

S. J The departure of reason, or intllct:

its verb [which was probably "', like "rl,
q. v.,] is obsolete. (TA.)

4. . He s nt far, or to a great or an
eztraordinary length, in a thing; for instance, in
journeying; as in a trad., in which it is said of
horses, or horsemen, 1 , Te.y vent.far
for a month; and in eating and drinking; as in
another trad.: (TA:) it is from , signifying
"a plain and far-extending land;" as though
meaning He travsed a plain and far-end,
tract of land; like as one says J1a! and i~j. .
(gar p. 572.) He (a horse) ran ith wide teps,
and pr~odd, or oustr~vped (S, TA. [See also
,, below.]) And [hence,] He was, or became,
loquaciow , or promfue of ~eech; (IA#r, 8,];)
like ,~.I; (] and TA in art.~.,;) [and] so

Sl. il ,..~': (JK:) or he doted; or as
disordered in'i hs inect; but when a man
makes many mistakes in his speech, you say of

---.
him SJt: (As, TA:) or he doted much, or
oJten; or was much, or often, disordered in his
intellt: (AO, TA:) [and it scems from an ex-
planation of the part. n. .,'_ that it probably
signifies also he was eqt, or profuse of cor-
rect speech:] or he was very greedy, and (in
some copies of the V "or") covetous, o as to
refrainfrom nothing: (~,TA:) and you say

also Zii& j 1 HI pHrolonged, or was prolix
in, his pech: and ,,1 .l "J In his
tpeech is proliity. (A, TA.) Also He (a man)
gave much, or largely; and so Y !: (Lth,
1 :) [or, in this sense,] you say, ,ljd ~ .
(A.) - 1t~1 They reached sand, in digging [a
well], and water came not forth: (?:) or t,ey
dug, and came upon sand or a ctrnt of air:
( :) or they dug, and came upon a cur~ent of
air, and the water disap~ d thnm of it
coming: (Az, TA:) or they dug oithout attain-
ing any good: (g:) or ~ tJ signifies he dug
until he reached sand: and, accord. to Th, he dug

a wdel ad reached water. (TA.) - l £1. , 
They left the beast alone, or by ited, (Qg, TA,) to

pasture [where it would]. (TA.) - iLhi ,l

11,- Her young one sucked, (V,) or licked,

(TA,) the aem, or segoat. (s) b-y' I He
(a man, ) lost his rea, (?, V; TA,) as some
say, (TA,)from the bite of a serpent, (, ], TA,)
or the sting of a scorpion: (TA:) or his colour
became alteed in one~ of love or frght or
disase: ( :) or, acord. to A*¥t, w,I, [so in
the TA, in which it ems to be implied that

1, not r1, is meant,] inf. n. , signi-
fies he (a man bitten by a serpent, or stung by a
scorpion,) ot his reason and lived. (TA. [See

also the part. n., ::, below.]) 1
[in which the former word is probably the inf. n.

of .,l, not of ,,] means The minds being
confounded, or perpl~ed, by [love of] a oma~n.
(JK.)

8: see 4, in the middle of the paragraph.

A desert, or waterls deert; syn. ; :

(, K. :) pl. - (TA.) [See also ] - A
horse ie of tep in running, ($, K, TA,) and
(TA) vehement therein, (JK, K,* TA,) sow to
mweat; (JK,TA;) and V ' and , _
(,) but the latter of these is said to be peculiarly
the chaste form in this sense, (TA,) signifyr the
same. ('.) _ a; f A deep ell; (9, A, O,

U;) as also v I'.. : (S,* 0:) or the former,
a deep wel (JK.,TA) from which sand come
forth (JK) or from which wind, or a current of
air, coma forth: (TA:) and V the latter, a we/l
of which the coarse sand baJfles one O that he
cannot reach tAhe water [in digging it]; (J ;) or
a wmall that peopl dig until they rmach pouring
earth, which bajae. them by it pouring down, so
that they cave it; (Sh, TA;) or a well of whieh
the bottom and the water are not rached; (Ks,
TA;) or a wnU that is dug until one reaches the
water upon which is the earth. (As, TA.
[See 4.]) A portion of time; as in the saying,

sol CE... ' [A portion of the night

pased]. (TA.)

A plain and mooth, or plain and smooth
and so.ft, tract of land: pl. ,: (1:) or the
pl. signifies plain and far~ztending tracts of
land: (JK, A, TA:) or wide land [or lands (for
the sing. is expl. in the TA in one place a igni-
fying a wide land)]: (AA, TA:) or 'JI ,vl
signifies, (R,) or signifies also, (JK,) tracts, or
regjiomn, of the *'- [i.e. deert, or wate~
drt,] in which there is no way. (JK, J.) [See
an ex. in a verse cited in art. Jj, conj. 4: and
see also , above, frst sentence.]

%,,, with fet-h to the *, [contr. to rule, being
of the measure J3; in the sense of the measure
·t,] Going far, or to a great or an etra-

ordinary ength, in a thing: and prologing.
(TA.)_-See also o... : and its fern., with ;,
see in two places in the same paragraph. - Also
Long, or tal: (JK:) applied [in the latter
sense] as an epithet to a man: and .. J
ece~ively tall. (A.) ..- Also, and * _, (1,)
both said to have been mentioned by ISk, (TA,)
or the former, but not t the latter, (AZ, IAyr,
IK~t, Zbd, ., TA,) though the former is extr.
[with respect to rule], (S, TA,) Loquacious, or
profu of ~ :ch (AZ, IAar, ISk, I4t, Zbd, 1,
],TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Alee El-Bagh-
dadee, as is stated by IB, the former signifies
profue and erroneos in sp~e: and the * latter,
eloquent, or profuse and corr~ t ins s~ : and
in like manner says El-Aglam, adding that the
latter is shown to have this meaning by its being
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applied to a horse that is fleet, or svift, and ex-
calentK t (TA:) or the former signifies doting;
or disordered in his intellect: (As, TA:) or
doting much, or often; or much, or often, dis-
ordered in his intellect: (AO, TA:) [and similar
explanations of it will be found below:] other

instances of verbs of the measure JWil having

'J as the measure of the part. n. used in the

sense of the measure ai are C and i_

and j .1 ajnd and ll: as used in the first of

the senses expl. in this sentence, _ is from
signifying "a wide land :" or, as some say,

it is from J41 1,~1, expl. above; as though
the person to whom it is applied were left to
speak what he would, or made to have ample
Sopc! to say what he would. (TA.) - Both

' anI d '1 V? signify also Very gree.dy,
and coretous, .o as to refrain from nothing.
(TA.) -And the former, One wwo has lost his
rea.on; as some say, from the bite of a .serpent,
or the sting of a scorpion: or one who talUs
irrationally, or feolijlly, or deliriously, in con-
sequence *f doting, or disorder of his intellect: or

hosi colour lhas becone alteredl in consquewnce of
lore or fright or disease. (TA.) And

1 A man nwhose body is wasting away in

consequence *f lore: so says Yaikoob: and Lh

mentions the phrases )w$I ?. , with kesr,

and . la, and ,..:, which is formed by sub
stitution [of , for .,], as meaning a man wlhe
res,n is Ideplarting, and nwhose body is wasting
away, in con.eluence of love: and accord. to

AIlit, .,, [app. f 'p, as the context seems
to imply,] applied to one bitten by a serpent or
stung by a scorpion, signifies who has lost his
reason, unil lfres. (TA.) - Also Land far-
exteul;ngp, and lilain, with depression, consisting
of ione, ivcts, the depression nh'eeof is little,
extending Jbur the space of a day and a night [of

journeyin:], and thereaboutt: the CJ* [or low
tracts] eft land of rwhlih it consists are in [deserts
such as are termed] L.S; , and in elevated and
plain, or hard and elevated, tracts of ground,
and sometimes they jlow [with torrnts], and
sometimes they do not flon,, for tlwey comprise
parts that are rugged, and parts that are plain,
or soJt, producing much lerbage, and in them
are places wterein are trew [or shrubs], and
place' nwherein are none. (L, TA.) - Also A
place that doe not obstruct nor retain rwater.
(TA.)

: see n,_, second signification: - and

see m .. , in seven places. -Also A man who
overcomes, or surpas, and is bountiful, in his
g9fy. (TA,)

1 ~.~1~. 'I;._, (.S, A, Ji,) aor. , (JK,)

inf. n. _ (TA,) The wind ble violently:

(., A, 1, TA: [like :]) or continualy and
violently. (TA.)- _j : ._ T/7e camel
journeyed, or went, quickly, or hatily. (JK.)

-.j;.: S;. , (., ],) inf. n. as above, (s,)

The people, or prty, passed their niglt journey-

ing o(, .K) continually. (TA.) _j = -.
o,.,'5 [like --. ] Thle mind pared tie ground:
(S, g:) or pared its surface. (TA.) - And

.,al j.., (.S, i,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(TA,) lie bruised, brayed, or pounded, or he
pounded small, powdered, or pulverized, the per-

fuime: (S, .:) or C signifies any bruising,

braying, or pounding. (TA.)

t t" and C:_ (O, 1) and V (S, O,
K) and '. , (S, A, O, K,) in the last two of
wiich the t is asscrted by Yaakoob to be a sub-

stitute for .J, (Az, TA,) and A! (TA,) A
violent mind. (.S, A, O, K.) And you say also

tjv (JK, ., 0) and ;aLC (JK) [both

pls. of V L. , and signifying, accord. to

the context in the JK and 0, Violent winds: or,
accord. to the context in the S, winds that pare the
ground: the sing. like qv-' r and "t., &c.].

_^L tt; pl r tU and it;.AG : sce
the next preceding piaragraph.-- .C ; Dust

rising high. (JK.)

, and with;: see

C.tl [like .'l and tl] Various sorts

(JK, O, 1.) of running, (JK,) or of going, or
pace, (0, IC,) or, as in one copy of the I, of the
going, or pace, of camel. (TA.) - And Varie-
ties offabe, or vain, things or sayings or deeds.
(JK, TA.)

; "[like ;. ] A place where the wind

pase alng [or blos violently]. (AA, S, O, g.)
AA cites, as an ex., the saying,

[Witen they descend into, or enter, a place of
confu~ion, or perpleity, wlwre one is unable to
see his right course, a place where the wind blonw,
or blows violently]. (S, 0.)

One who runs on, in speech, like thle

wind: (JK:) eloquent; orfluent in speech: (0,
K, TA:) applied to an orator; (JK, T, TA;) as
also ,. (T, TA.) - And One who speaks

on every true andfals mbject. (0, K.)

1. aor.:, (S, L, K,) inf. n. A,. (.,' X,'

L) and ._ (A,' L, K.) and b ,, (S, L,) [all
these are mentioned as inf. ns. in the L and TA,
and app. in the ]1, but the first seems to be men-
tioned in the S as a simple subst.,] He was slep-

less: syn. J31; (, A,*L,K;) he did not dseep

(..e1 ); contr. of . (L.) [See also
below.]

2. ;,~, (S, A, L, V,) inf. n. , ; (P ,;)

and t .on,I; (A, TA;) He, (a man, S, L, 1,)
and it, (anxiety, or grief, A, L, and pain, L,)

rendered him sleeple. (8, A, L, 1.) And f$

Such a one is not suffered to seep. (L.)

4: see 2. 5 : ¥l Sle [a woman]
brought forth tit child with a single suwan, or
hard breathing; (IAqr, ];) [or with a single

impulse;] like is .bj, &c. (IA9r, L in art.

[65. ,3 is said by Freytag, as on the autho-
rity of the K, in which I do not find it, to signify
lIe was seelexs; like 4.: if used, it more pro-

bably signifies he was rendered sleepless; as

quasi-pass. of o;.2.]

~. g A good, or beauttful, thing:
(L, Ii:) . is here an imitative sequent to

r-. (L.)
oaJ

,: sce et, in two places.

': One who leeps little; (, A,L, C;) as

also t o..: (A:) and some say s,, , like .;
but this is [of a measure used] only in proper

names: (Ham p. 39:) and an eye ('se) that
sleeps little. (L.)_[Hence,] Vigilant; cautious;

applied to a man; as also V _.4. (A, TA.)-
And Little slee). (L.)

i;. t Vigilance: so in the saying, i~ 3&
[Hle is yossesed of vigilance] (A, 1) r1 U!

lin his affair]. (A.)-You say also, 'ZI; l

;. :, meaning . exIpris~d not, or I have
not experienced, from him any mnindfubes of
what is good, nor any desire for it: (A, TA:) or
anytling upon which to place rdiance, of words
or of good actions, (S, L, 8,) or of good actions
or sati.factory words. (L.)

;; (S, A, L) and t 'd (A, L, 1) Sle,l,-
nes. (S, A, L, 15. [Both mentioned in the L

and TA as inf. ns. of 1.]) One says - i
. ' and t~; In his eye is deeplesne. (A.)

.- ,- applied to a boy, or young man, Tenler,
or flourishing, and fresh: (Sh,I :) or taU and
strong. (g.)

,. [More, and most, slples.] - [Hence,]
..., ..

J L 1 r~ t IHe is more cautious and vigi-
lant in judgment, or opinion, than thou. (A, g,*0
TA.)

- enred leless. (. L, .) _ See

also in, in two places.

LS.,v., aor.' , inf. n. He waked, as slep-

less or wakeful, or did not sleep, by night; ($,
KI;) he abstained from p by night; (Lth;)
he remained awake all the night or a part thereof:

you say jUt , or !- ), o , £le remained
awake during tlu night, or a part of the night:
(M,b:) [he passed the night, or a part of tieo

night, leepes, or without eepin:] and 'a,.
i9l, I remained awake last night. (A.)-

---''_ -What aileth him? May he be
183'

1
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leeples by night, and may he grieve, or mourn,
is an imprecation of the Arabs. (AZ, TA in this
art. and art. .)_ -fl The ligihtning
gleamed, or glistend, during the night. (A.)

3. *;L signifies The being leeple, or awake,
with another: (KL, and kIar p. 329:) [and the
ying with anothr in remaining sleepless or

awake:] and [like ;I;, but I think this doubt-
ful,] the ma/kig [one] sbep or awadk. (KL.)
.,.lI 1&l. means IHe passsd the night leeples
like as do the stars. (gar ubi supr.)

4. #,;1 He, (8, Mqb,) or it, (A,) as anxiety,
or trouble of mind, and pain, (TA,) caused him
to wake, to be deepl, or waefW, or to remain
awake. (?, A, Myb, TA.)

"' ;3c.

;j,. A sate of making;

.flnelr; (s;) i. 4. .;
(.C.)

sleplesmess, or wake
(T;) as also *I;C.

]t_: seepl;., in two places.

.; and 1t; (9, Myb, Z) and ti (O)
and t i;j, (;, 1,) the last of which is an inten-
sive epithet, ($,) [and so is the third, and some-
times the second,] Waking, sitting up, sleepless,
,n'akefal, or not sleeping, by nighrt; (., ]K;) [ab-
staini,n from deep by nigtht;] remaining awake
all the night or a part thereof: (Myb:) and the
last, [and third, and sometimes the second,]
rakeful, or waking much, 4c. (S.) You say,
OJIr t j; 4.; A man whom slep does not
orero,nce. (Lb.)j.. , t Ligtning glanm-
i,g, or glistening, during the night. (A.)__

M. t A nigylt f waking or sleplene or ake-
fSNlt,,:: ( (:) like as one saysu3. 3j. (TA.) -
. JI ;yLC t A she-camel that yields milk long
tntidnbu,p;lantly. (TA.)_ C tg A running
spring orfountain: (gI:) a spring orfountain
that runs night and day, unremittingly. (A,·
TA.) It is said in a trad., ;pt.i tjl a

a.U mgaJ : T/se best of property is a sptring of
.ra'ter tlut r,un. night and day nhile its owner is
sl/l'i,ng; (TA ;) its owner having his mind unoccu-
pied by it. (A.) _ iC :; i Land that pro-
dtlces pla;ts quickly: as though it passed the
inigllt doing so. (A.) - Also iji [alone], i A
,ri;le, or an ectensivc, tract of land, the traverser
(f rhiehi remnains awake during thl night: (A:)
or the earth, or land: (K:) or the suiface of the
eanth: (Fr, Lth, $, I~:) because it produces
plants or herbage alike by night and day: (Ibn-
Is-Seed :) so in the lur lxxix. 14: ($ :2 or (TA,
hut in the I "and") a desert, syn. ;1, (],)
the traverser of rvhichl remains awake during the
,tight: (TA:) or (TA, but in the YL "and ") an
tntroblden land: ( :) or (TA) a land which
(lod wiUll create anem on tAe day of resurrection:
(.:) or a land on whlich none Aas disobeyed

'tod:. (Ibn-Es Seed:) or (TA) Hell: (lkatideh,
:) or (TA) [in the lpur ubi supra] a certain

mountain of Jefwlem: (Waahb Ibn-Munebbih,
V:) or (TA) the land of Syria. (Mu4atil, V.)

bM. fem. of C [q. v.]. - See also;j.

,~&C A crtain perme: [so called] because
one is caused to be sleepless in preparing it, and
making it good. (;gh, ]1-)

j,;, : seme A.-A lo The sheath of the
moon, (f, I,) rwhich it enters hen it is eclipsed,
(TA,) accord. to the assertion of the Arabs; (S,
TA;) as also V ;ta . (.) One says, of the
moon, when it is eclipsed, j- . jd. It
has ented into its sheath. (lt.) [Or] The
shade, or dadow, of the ;;1_, i. e., of the surface
of the earth. (,, ]. ) The moon (V,, TA)
itself; us also t ~; of Syriac origin, accord to
IDrd. (TA.) -The halo (;jt) of the moon:
(1i:) a Syriac word. (TA.) -AndjLiJI, Tte
lat niane nights of the lunar month: (1 :) or so
p~L~JI L '9: because the moon is absent in its
first part. (I8k.) - Also , The source
of a spring of water. (.,* TA.) - And Multi-
tude; abundance. (.)

J-,l I Two duct (U in the two no~rils,
(S, ,') in the inside, (TA,) which, when an as is
ewcited by ust, lom with water, (S, TA,) or with
blood: (TA:) so in the verse of Esh-Shemm/kh,

* ,_. 1 _ll .'. 'w_ ' · I

_· -- , --;,CU ') t11
a

[Shes Csed to esape from a strong (he-as) wmlom
the ducts of his two nostrilJ floring with mucus
hawe fatigued]: ( -.:) or the nose and the penis:
(Sh, i :) or (TA, but in the ]( "and") two
ducts in thflesh and sine newt the back-bone,
throgh which runs th seminal fluid into the
peniu: (I:) or (TA) two duc risingfro the
two testicles, and meeting together in the interior
of the penis, (V,) or of tAthe ai [or glans of the
penis]; which are the duct of th sninal fluid:
(TA:) or the two vein or ducts of the penis
vwhich become prominent when it is in a state of
erection: (TA:) and tmo eins or ducts in the
eye: (] :) but AV disallows 1, and says that
the true reading, in the verse of Esh-Shemm61kh,
is J_I, meaning, [that] have not sum'ermd him
to sleep. (TA.) [See also wJ.]

1. ;,, aor. ', (Msb, ,) inf. n. ,;, (Msb,)
IHe (a man, Msb) had a di.agreeable smell pro-
ceeding from sweat. (Msb, K.) [And app. It (a
thing) had a foul smell from fish, and from the
rust of iron, &c.: see &L" below.] -

JI The wind blewr eh~nently. (S, O. [And
so ;44..]) - And ail.l ,4;, (S, O, g,)
inf. n. ._, (0, 8,) The beast ran lightly, or
rith agility: (S, o, K :) or frisked away to the
right and left. (O.) ;4., (S, O, g,) aor. :,
inf n. A, (S. O,) i. q. '_ [He bruised,
brayed, or pounded, it; &c.]; (];) a dial. var.
of the latter: (S, 0 :) or it is like the latter, ex-
cept that ;; appears to be coarser than e_;

[Boox I,

for vou say of the perfumer, 4.iii ;u ii.

. W.. Ej ; I all UA[Th pejimerb n.iad,
brayed, pounded, or crushed, coarsdy, tha perw
fume, upon the atone used for that pu~rpo, and
did not as yet powder it, or pulerie it]. (IDrd,
O.) - And e;j'jl qil .e, (0,) or +JI

~jt ~, (s,) or h,: , dj o - ,, (TA,)
!T!e wini made the dust to fy [.from t he wroud,
or frm the surface of the earth]. (0, F, TA.)
[And ' ,- r1 , q. v., has a similar
meaning.]

A,. (S, 0, MO b, .K) and t , (Fr, O, ,)
and t "a, (O,1 ) A disagreabke smell which
one perceivesfrom a lhuman being when he s~eata;
(Mqb,* .K;) and the omell of Ji/d; (S, 0, ]K;)
and of the rust of iron; (S, Mqb;) or they sig-
nify also the rust of iron; (0, I ;) and thefou- ·

uessof te smell ,f stinking flch-meat: ( :) and
kIar uses t i. in the first of these senses for
the purpose of assimilation to L.*, agreeably
with a practice often observed. (IHar p. 449.)_
The first is also inf n. of . [q. v.]. (M,b.)

a.; Iaving a disagreable sm~ proceedi

from rweat. (O.) You say, c 1 .ri d&I
Verily Uh is one who has a disagreable meUl kc.~
Molheet, L.) And 1t; L >j S 

£j. .. aJl [IMy hand is diagreabloe in mU
from Ji. andfrom the rust of iron]; like as you
say ;j., when it is from milk and butter, and
;ijb when it is from flesh-meat. (S.)

£e and 14: see A.

5 Ci , and V 3t1 (].) and * L< and

~t Je (S, 10) [like and 'ajt &c.] A vehe-
ment, or violent, wind, ($, K, TA,) paring [the
ground]; (TA;) as also * ";: (O, 9:) [pl.
of t the second ^1 &l :] El-Kumeyt says,(~~~~l*

- J5 1 * l ti S, 0

[Adses which the violent winds made to fly away
reduced to th most minute particles]. (S.)_
.Jl The cag l. (K.)

W: see J .. :

,iaL Opahtalmia; syn. ,. (1..) So in the
phrase, GL 'd.o [In his eye is olphthalmia].

(TA.)_ - 44: see Jj~, in two places.

~,. : see

/4sL. [like L`t1l] Various sorts of running
(Ibn-'Abbid, 0,) of beasts; and theirfrisking
away (1, TA) to the righkt and if. (TA.)

:.. [like tC ] Apceherc tAe wvind pase
along [or blotvs violently]; as also V 4- . (S, K.)

..-. A horse sMift in running; (S;) that

1

I

l
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.nu muc; ( ;) that r,m &h the ind (TA.)
. And [like , q. v.,] Eloquent, or fluent,

in peec; rnning therein like the wind; (0, ;)
s also t J . (Kr, g.)

s:ee us:and seealso; .

1. j,_, said of a place, (S,) or of a thing, and,
ccord. to IC4, they said also , s and j,

(Meb,) and ,, said of land, (~,a t ,) aor.,
(g,) inf. n. J, (9, Myb, 1, KL,) It was, or
became, smooth or soft, plain or lIel, or smooth
and st; (w , M.b, K, KL, TA;) i. e. contr. of
:.;. and '; (S,' , TA,) inf. n. j.
(TA.)_ And J C, (MA, Msb, 1:,) inf. n. J ,
(MA, KL,) or hI_, (],) [but the former is the
more common,] It (a thing, Msb) was, or be-
cane, easy. iMA, Mb,. 5,' KL.) -One
says ZJ..- M s.*- $ [Language, or eech, in

hidh i simoothnes, or easineas]. (TA.)

2. - , (Msb, g,) inf. n. ,1., (, ,) i. q.
., . [which may mean Hle rendered it

tmrwooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth and soft;
namely t a place &c.: or what next follows].
(TA.) - e made it eaey; le facilitated it;
(~,];) namely, a thing; said of God (Mob)
[and of a man]. - One says, .Q1 Je . , [lle
smoothed, made easy, or prepared, tle nway, course,
pasage, or channel, of the wnater], (S and 15 in
art. j,) in order that it might pass forth to a
place. ($ in that art.) And ,:l. : .; J; [Ie
smoothed, made easy, or prepM)al.ed, a channel for
water]. (M in that art.) And j;4 ,/f0;
r-'1, and WJ, a form of prayer, meaning MJay
God [make easy, or facilitate, to thee tht affiir;
or] take upon Himalf, for tle, the burden of the
affair; and lighten [it] to thoe. (TA.) [And in
like manner ila AI J;_ is often said with .p,l
or J.;. understood.] _ [And J ;4 J :, or

A- ; Ai;, inf ns. sU and e, He said to
him v , '.a, meaning (as expl. in the M?b

98 *--09 0. 05 4 - Ag0
in art. J1) ~ I ta.ij 'I0 L. 1I, i.e. li7aou
hast come to a people wio are like hinaolk, and
to a place that is smooth, plain, or not rug~ed:
see ,i and J;I: and see also Hanm p. 184.]

3. ,a, (MA, 9,) inf. n. haL.., (TA,) He
was ay, or facile, witJh Aimn; (MA,];*) or
gele ,with him; *yn. C;: (I:) and V g.L
~ [has a similar meaning, i.e. he acted, or
aqffected to act, in an easy, or a facile, manner
towards him; or gently]. (~ and 1 in art. ,,i:
see 4 in that art.) [See also the paragraph here
following.]

4. 1.1 They descended to the J; [i. e.
smooth or soft, or plain or level, or smooth and
stoft, tract]: (JK, Msb:) or they betook thm-
selve to the J.: (:) or they became in the
h.,: (s:) and they alighted and abode in the

;, after they had been alighting and abiding
in the Oja. [i. e. rugged, or ruged and hard, or
rugged and high, ground]. (TA.) Hence, in a

trad. respecting the throwing of the pebbles [at
Mine], j` occurs as meaning He betahes him-
self to the interior of the valey. (TA.) Also
Tey used moothness, or easiness, (JL.,,) with
men: opposed to Iyj_l. (TA.) [See also 3.] 
Jl,, is also trans., signifying He found [a thing,
a place, &c.,] to be smooth or soft, plain or level,
or smooth and soft. (y.am p. 675.) - ,4I
£"4i (S) or ' It, (Msb, ],) said of medicine,
(S, Msb, 1,) It relaxed, or loosened, the boebl;

syn. 1, (.K,) or .1. (Msb.) And j,.
it.1 [The man Ias relaxed in his bowels]:

and " j.t [HIis boveb rere relased]. (g.)
[Hence the inf. n. Jt,l signifies A diarrhcea.
And ,-l, likewise saia of medicine, signifies
also It attenuated a humour of the body.]_

-l., Site brought it forth (i. e. her foetus, or
offspring,) prematurely; i. q. .t ;1 [q. v.]
&c. (Abu-l-'AbbAs [i. e. Th], TA in art. &L.)

5. J.3 [It was, or became, rendered easy, or
facilitated;] quasi-pass. of 2: (Msb:) or [like
.h'] it wtas, or became, easJ. (KL.) You say,

1 .lJ J ; [Th/e affair na, or became, ren-
dered easy to him]. (Msb in art. ,sl.) And
4il .. Q.4 [Tlte way of accomplishing
the affair was, or became, rendered easy]. (TA

in that art.) - And tj,l ) v J33, said of a
man, (1 in art. ;.d,) ie found, or cperienced,
ease, orfacility, in his affairs. (TI in that art.)

6. J1C. is jyn. with L..3. (S, ]g.) You
say l1.L3 meaning Tlhey acted in an easy, or a
facile, manner, one wvith anotler; (MA, TA in
art. j--;) or gently; syn. !J,tA. (TA in that
art.) _ See also 3. - [In the present day it is
used as meaning The being negligent, or careless,
.r i) in an affair.] - [As a conventional term
in lexicology, or in relation to language, it means
A careles mode of exprssion occasioning] a
deficiency in the language of a [writer or] speaker
witlwout reliance upon the understanding of [the
reader or] tit person addressed: (KT: [in one
of my copies of that work, this explanation is
omitted in the text, but written in the margin;
and it is there added that it is what commonly
obtains:]) or it means [sometimes such a mode
of xprssion] that a phrase is not correct if held
to be used according to the proper meaning, but
is correct if held to be used according to a tropical
meaning: or the mention of tie wivole wven mean.
ing a part. (Marginal notes in the copy of the
KT above mentioned.) [See also ..LJ, for
which it is often used.]

8. J,.l1, of the measure j.! from J,.Jl1,

occurs in a trad., where it is saidL U,h .r

',-. ) e . j.I .ji:, meaning [He who lie
against me] tahes for himsels easily his place of
abode in Hcll (TA.)

10. :L. 1 He reckoned it 4,, (s, g,) i. e.
easy, or facil. (T].) [See an ex. in a verse
cited voceel, p. 123.]

. moot or st, lain or or 
J,_ Smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth

and soft: (Mb :) ot anything inclining to smooth-
ness or softness, plainness or enes , or smooth-
nes and softness; (JK, M, .K;) inclining to have
little roughness or ruggedness and hardnet; (JK,
M,TA;) and tJ; signifies the same. (1.)
You say i;:. ,jlI, [meaning the same as
used as a subet., expl. in what follows,] (S, MCb,)

contr. of aij (TA.) See also 2, last sentence.
- Also Eajy, or facile; (MA, Mgh, KL;)

contr. of.~. (Mgh.) Yousay JJI UJ - ;;
[A man eay of diposition]: (e, M9b,' TA:)

[and] ;itJl J;; [c~ay to be led]. (TA.) And

3JdA.I j;; . S[Language easy in respect
f. the s urce of deriation]. (TA.) J; J;.j
'..1j1, (.K, TA,) a phrase mentioned, but not ex-

plained, by LB,. (TA,) means A man having
littlejfles in theface, (g, TA,) in the opinion of

ISd: and [it is said that] . !, j . et , in a
description of the approved characteristics of the
Prophet, means having expanded checlt, not
elerated in the balls thereof. (TA.) [As a
subst.,] A smooth or soft, plain or level, or smnooth
and sot, tract of land; [generally meaning a
soft tract, or a plain;] (IF, 9, MA, Mghl, Mb,
1, TA;) i. e. contr. of ., (S, Mb,) or of
Cjja.: (IF, Mgh, Msb, g, TA:) it is one of the
nouns that are used as adv. ns. [of placc]: (TA:)
[for ex. you say, L 1j5, (a phlrase occurring
in the TA,) meaning Thqy alighted and abodle ;i
a )w :] pl. j%. (MA, Mhb, C) and ai,, [of
which latter an ex. occurs in a verse cited voce
0·,

,m.i]. (MA.).~Also The crow; i.e. rave,,
arion-crom, rooh, &c.; syn. l,. (I.)

J*;: see Jr., first sentence. -_ s* .v;, (,.
1,) and 'a. "l, (g,) [A rirer, and a lndl,]
having, (,) or abounding with, (g,) what is
termed % [q. v.]. (S, .)

· &'a-sand: (IAr, TA:) or sand such as
is notfun: (?:) or coarse sand, such as is not
fiMe and soft: (IAth, TA:) or a sort of earth
like sand, (JK, ],) brought by water: (QC:) or
sand of a conduit in mhlich water runs: (S in art.

e.j:) & -Wil I° is sea-sand that is made an
ingredient in the substance of glass: (Mgh:) Az
says that he had not heard the word a, excelpt
on the authority of Lth. (TA.) [And Coar.e
sand that comaes forth from the bladdr; (Golius
on the authority of Meyd;) what we commonly
term gmravel.]

at , with damm, [Of, or relatiy to, anti
growing in, and pa~turing in, tha hind of tract
termed J ;] a rel. n. from :"', (S, Msb, ]g,)
or from a ,,o,ji, (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala,
TA,) irregularly formed. (9, Msb.) You say

a,. 4i [A plant groring in the J.]. (The

Lexicons passim.) And 1 w A camel that
pasture in the J,. (iC.)

J~ Laxative to the bowels; syn. 3.,; (0,
1]; in the CI [erroneously] ;±;) as also
t3J ; applied to a medicine. (M9b, TA.)
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J;; A certain star [well known; namely,
Canopm]; (T, Q, ] ;) not seen in Khurds4n, but

mn in Ell-'IrdO; (T, TA;) as Ibn-Kunlseh
says, msn in El-Jl.jdz and in all the land of the
Arabs, but not sen in the land of Armaia; and
between the sight thereof by thl people of El-
1ijidz and the sight thereof by tihe people of El-
'Irdt are twenty days: (TA:) it is said that

Jec, was a tyrannical collector of the tithes on
the road to El-Yemen, and God transformed him
into a star: (Lth, TA:) [it rote aurorally, in
Central A4rabia, about the commencement of the
era of the Flight, on the 4th of August, 0. 8.:
the ldaee wRren it rise, in that latitude, is
S. 29S E.; and the place where it sets, in the
same latitude, S. 29" IV.: (see 10 in art. .:

and see *,4:)] at the time of its [auroral]
rising, the fruits ripen, and the Ji [q. v., here

meaning the greatest heat,] ends. (].) [Qj
'., which is a prov., and the saying of a poet,

have been expl. in art. Jjt.] 'Omar Ibn-'Abd-
Allah IbI-Abee-Rabeel says respecting Suheyl
I bn-'Abd-Er-Rahm6n Ibn-'Owf, and his taking
in marringe Eth-Thureiyk El-'Ableeyeh of the
Benoo-Umeiyeh, deeming their coming together
to be a strange thing by likening them to the stars
named Eth-Thureiya and Suheyl,

* b.1 · 1¢ · cI ' "i J
* & ,,;i s~lt , · *

[0 thou marrier of Eth-T2hureiy to Suheyl, by
thine ackno~ledmet of the everlisting eisttence
of aod, (or, u it sometimes means, I ask God
to prolong tby life,) tell me, Iwwo can thcy meet
together? She is of the northtln region when she
riue, and Si~yl, wnthen Its rise, is of the outhern
reqion]. (ejar p. 276. [But I have substituted
;ii for 1, and foL for 9 ;. See also the
notice of the poet above named in the work of
Ibn-Khillikn: (I have the express authority of
the TA for thus writing this name:) and De
8acy's Anthol. Gramm. Arabe, p. 139.]) [Frey-
tag states that 9 tL; is the name of Tnwo
stars which are behind Canopus; on the autho-
rity of Meyd: and also mentions the name of
.L*JI %J ,, and Ai;Jl J~ , as given to Certain
stars in the constellation AnJuis; adding that
Canopus is distinguished from .tWI 3J~ by the

name of ,>.el Je..] The name of J ;1

[The two iertes of Canopu] is applied to L : lI
)ll [or Sirius] and tai t 5~JI [or Pro-
eyon], together. (. and V in art.a:.) [See also
IL_ and jil.]

"i: ;~ 4 -;d is a prov., (0, K,) said to
mean [More ying than] the wmind: (0:) or
4v· was a certain liar. (I.)

;J Relazed, or osened, by medicine; ap-
plied to the belly: no credit is to be given to

people's saying 3s, unless an express autho-
rity be found for it. (Msb.)

J..: see J,. [Also an attenuant medi-
cine.]

L .v., aor. , in£ n. ,.: see 3. J.,

S,¥MA, J,) aor. ; (1 ;) and.~, aor.; inf n.
, , (, MA, J,) of both verbs, (S, TA,) and

of the latter &.w. also, agreeably with analogy;
(.Har p. 449;) lie, (a man, TA,) or it, (one's
face, S, MA, and Har ubi supra,) 7ras, or became,
altered in colour, (MA,) or he nwas, or became, lean
or lank, in the bely, and altered [in colour]; (S,
1]g, and Har ubi supr ;) [or, accord. to an expla-
nation of in the Y.am p. 360, he, or it, was,
or became, altered in color, and emaciated, and
dried up;] and,.., also, aor..,t, inf. n. ,
lhas the first of these meanings: (MA:) [see also
.;., below :] or , signifies he (a man) was, or
became, lean, or lank, in the belly: (TA:) or hA
(a man, 0) was, or became, smitten, or affected,
in, the heat of the [wind called] . , (. , 1, [see

,]) or by the burning, or vehement heat, of
summer. (1J, TA.)

g ... J The making a garment to be marked
with stripes or lines [lil.)to., i.e. arrows: see
the pass. part. n. below]. (KL. [And the same
meaning is indicated in the TA.]) Dhu-r-Rummeh
says, describing a dwelling, [or rather the traces
thereof,]

* t lea l_l.&a,,%Ab 

* ~,.iS --;l iZ s 
[As tlhough it were, after years had passed with
repect to it, in EI-Asiyamdn, a garment of
El-Yemen in which was a marking with ,rilj.e
or lnes: the elpithet ,,oi being often applied to
a garment of this kind, and ,' being here

---.5 -
understood]: (TA:) '1, or, s some call

them, l~l, are two places, or two mountains,
mentioned by Dhu-r-Rummeh in several places
in his poetry. (TA in art..~,.)

3. 1_., (S, MA, Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. 3t,
(Msb,) He shot arros~ [..*. ] with him [in comn-
petition]. (MA.)- [And hence,] He cast, or
drew, lots [or more properly arrows for sortilege,
as expl. in the PS,] with him; practised sortilege
[or sortilege with arrows] with him; or com~peted
with him in doing so. (S, MA, Mgh, Msb.) You

Bay, * :' ; -- .; (S;) or . 4 1;;
(TA ;) aor. of the latter verb -, (S,) and inf. n.
,~ ; (TA;) I competed. wvith him in cating, or
drawing, lots [or arrows for ~ortilege] or in prac-
tixing ortilege [or sortileje with arrows] with
him, and overcame him therein; or He did so with
them, and overcame them therein. (S,* TA.)
Hence, .,L. in the. ]ur xxxvii. 141, (TA,)

where [the objective complement] 4aii >l is
understood. (Jel.) -[And hence, He shared
with him, 1. 4 in such a thing. See an ex.

voce ;.., and another voce 4li. - And app.
He contn~d waith him for a thing: see 6.]

4,q. ''1 [i.e. Ie ord~ered or
commanded, thm to cast, or drawr, lots, or to
practis sortilege, or sortilege with arrows, among
themselves, for a thing; or he prepared, or di.
posid, them for doin sto; or he cast, or amw,
lots, or practised sortilee, or sortilge writh arrow,

among them: see l] (.)_ And I I
gave him a lot, mare, or portion. (Mab.) 

And *~n1 is syn. with r, 1, (1(, TA,) meaning
He was, or became, loquacious, or pofiue of
speech: its., is said by Ya.koob to be a substi-
tute for ¥. (TA.) [Sce also '. , below.]

6. 1t..L3: see 8. - [Hence, Thjy shared
together.] El-Haukam Eil-Khudree says,

p--- Co' J -- r,-

i.e. HIer two garmentr s shared tojether; for in
the shift vas a soft, or tenider, body, with a slender
waist, and within the wanist-wrapper. ere too
thick thighs wrlereof the part above tel:m, behind,
was laryg. (YHam p. 579.) - Also They con-
tended [for a thing], one with atwther. (JM.)

8. t,*~l (s, Mob) and ' l~U (S) Thay
cast, or drew, lots, or practised wrtileg, [or
sortilege with arrows,] one with another; syn.
t0.Jl (s, Mob) and 10jW, (s,) both of which
signify the same. (S &c. in art. )

, An arrow; i. e. one of what are called

J;., (MNb, I, TA,) havim g the iro head [and
the feathers] aj'ied: (TA:) the.~ before' it
has its feathers and its iron head affixed to it is
[generally] called CA: (S and KI in art.

accord. to some it signifies the iron d itself;

i. q. ,; (Mb ;) ISh says that this is its mean-
ing; and he says, if one pick up a J.., you say
"Whlat is thuis with thee ?" but if one pick

up a .sJ, you do not say thus; and the ja is
the broad and long.,, and may be nearly of the
length of the space between the extremity of the
thumb and that of the fore finger when they are

stretched out; and the I is of half the sise
of the ~J : (TA:) [but tlhis meaning of~
seems to be very rare, and little known:] the pl.

[of mult.] is .t (F, TA) and [of pauc.] .,1.
(TA.) [Hence,] iu .l, t1' [The arro~ of the

archer], (ji,) or [simply] .Jil [tthe a,,o],

(]zw,) a certain constellation, (],* Jzw,) [namely
Sagitta,] one of the northern constellations, con
posed of five stars, betee the bill [meaning the

star B] of .I.JI [which is Cynus] and · l1

3tiJl [which consists of the stars a and , and y
of Aquila], in the Great Jlilky W'ay, having its
head towards the east and its notch towards the
west; and its length, as it appears to tie eye,
when it is in tim middle of the kAy, is about two

cubits (Cfta!p _": see tlj). (6zw.)- _Also

The 5i [or feathlurle and headles arrow] with

which one casts, or drawr, lots, (lAth, Mgh, TA,)

in th game a calcd ,41I; (IAth, TA;) and the
·.3 with which one plays at a game of harard

[of any kind; i e. an an ow for tilge, and a
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gaming.arrowa]; the primary meaning of the

word being the missile.,*; (Mgh;) or the pri-

mary meaning is the ~ with which one casts,

or draws, lots in the game called y.jl: (IAth,

TA:) pl. ; () [and .1, as above]. See a
verse cited voce -)j.-Then applied to The

thing won by him wohose arvnm is sccesful [in
the game above mentioned]. (lAth, TA.)_- And

then (IAth, TA) applied also to A lot, s/are, or
portion, (S, IAth, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) whatever

it be; (IAth, TA ;) as alsoo t I: (S, Msb, :)
pl. of the former X .v (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and

;t-. [both pls. of mult.] and 1 [pl. of pauc.]

(Mgh, Msb, TA) and [quasi-pl. n.] ' ', (M,

~, TA,) this last like ;,i1. (TA.) It is said in

a trad., 41 l , c X _
[Tlhcre was, or is, for him a share of the xlpoil
whetler Ie rwere, or be, present or absent]. .(TA.)

And one says, IjS I. i i .. t ~i Thc
sdare of such a one, of this, is such a thing: and

it may be from.tJrI meaning the arrows (:$l;)

that are shuffled among the persons competing in
sortilege, in order that each one may approjpriate
to himself what comes forth for him as his shlare.

(yam p. 67o.)_- . '.1 ' [Tlte mast of the
ship: so called as being likened to an arrow,
because the curved yard of the sail, resembling a
bow, is suslpended from the top]: (s and ]I in
art. JU.:) [in like manner] called in Pers.

jj.. (PS in tllat art.)- l Tite

beam (jjC.) of the ,holte or chambter; (8, K;)
[similarly] called in Per,. jg. (S voe c .,

q.v.) .m, also signifies The mcasure of six
cubits [as used] in men's sales and purchases in
their measurings of land. (1i.) -And A stone
which is pllaced upon the entrance of a clhamnler
constructed for tit purpose of capturing the7in
the lion, so that, wlwhen he enters it, it fall upon the
the entranec and closes it. (If,* TA.) [The word
in tlhis sense is also mentioned in the 1J as written
with .,.]

..~, thus, with two lammehs, [The Jine Jflmb
sbstance termed gossamer,] with the article J!,

q. ,,t1 oi; J t[lit. the spun-thtcad of thc

raysof the un]:: (IAr,I :) and V;lw [signi.

fies the same], with the article JI i. q. L,t

Q9 tL4l [q. v., lit. thie nivel of tse detil]. (.)
_And Ovo7otvring heat. (IAgr, I.) ~ Alsc
[a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned, signi.
fying] Intelligent, knoring, or skilfl orjudiciou,
working men; (VI, TA;) and so with 4.Z (TA.,

a ,: see .,, in the latter hialf of the para.
graph, in three places. -Also Relation l). (.,

].) Whence L. Aj [A relation]. (S, TA.)

.;1. The heat of the [wind called]L. ; (.
I;) and the burning, or velement, heat oj
summer; (If;) and the clouds of dst tiereo0f
or a hot wind; and hot winds; used alike as sing

and pl. (TA.) - See alsow. - And see wha
next follows.

;.Z. (, 1f) and * .;1, (1, and only thus ii
some copies of the ],) the former mentioned bj

several authors, (TA,) Leanness, or lankness in
tls belly, and an altered state (S, ]~, TA) of the
colour, and dryness of the lips. (TA.) - And
the former, [in some copies of the 1E the latter,
but the former, as is said in the TA, is the right,
agreeably with analogy as a word signifying a
disease,] A certain disease incident to camels.

(El-Umawee, S, g.)

.~ ,, with fet-h [to the o, by Freytag erro-

neously written .9s-, in consequence of his
having been misled by a double mistranscription
immediately preceding in the C.R], The flyi,uj
eayle: (]g:) the epithet "flying" being here
used only as an explicative. (TA.)

s an inf. n. of 1. (S, &c.) -Also Afrowning

(, Kf , TA) of tie face by reason of anxiety.

(TA. [In the CK, ,JI and ,Je'.l are erro-

neously put for .. e.J! and ,,.S : in the TA,
*,.VJI is expressly said to be with 1amm, in this

case, and the meaning is shown by two verses
there cited.])

A maker of arrows. (MA.)

4;3l ,l., applied to a man, Altered in face.
(TA.) The saying of 'Antarah,

* iS)1 H;41 SL0

is expl. by Th as meaning And the owners of tlhe

lhors were altered in their comlaexions in con-
sequence of the state of difficulty wherein they
were [as though they, i. e. the riders thleretff, we
given to drink infusion of colocyjnth]. (TA.)
[But)] 4. l .,, is applied as an epithet to a

horse as meaning Urged, or made, to perform a
distresing act of running: and in like manner to
a man when he is urged, or made, to perform a

distresning part in war, or battle. (TA.) - [The
fem.] /Lt,, applied to a she-camel, means Lean,

or lank in the belly: (, I: [see also :])

and [its pl.] '. ,, applied to camels, altered by

j joureyin. (.8.)

A horse half-blooded, got by a stallion
of generou race out of a mare not of such race;

syn. i~ : (V :) to [the rider of] such is given

) less than the ,e [or share] of the spoil that is
given to [the rider of] the horse of generous race.
(TA.) [It is applied in this sense to a stallion-

, camel as well as to a horse.] A poet says,

) * ;.,..- '. *

.'----.-- -,- ' 0-,
0 ,_, m_1 %r>".b

[Sons of Yethribee, keep ye your dse-camel and
your mares from the being covered by one that is
red, (i. e. of goodly appearance, for the red among
camels are the most admired by the Arabs, and
in like manner the bay among horses,) but mhalf-
blooded]: he means, keep ye your women from
being taken as wives by such as are not their

equals. (TA.) - You say also,, 'JI. Jq.j
A man orlwe body is wasting array in conseque c

of lorv: (i:) and in like manner, 'irajI ~t

t

a

Y

[whose reason is depnrting]: mentioned by Lt:

(TA:) and so t..r. , in both cases: (TA voce
... ,-, q. v.:) the ., being a substitute for 3.

:TA in the present art.) - And ,.'., (K, TA,)

)r ... , (CK,) [both app. correet,] from..l,
is like _ [q. v.], (K, TA,) or _*, (C1,)
rrom .v, in measure and in meaning; (1g,
TA ;) meaning Loquacious, or pnofuse in speech :
thle , accord. to Yawloob, being [in this case
also] a substitute for ,. (TA.)

_*..: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

,e. A [garment of the kind called] . marked
with strilpe, or lines, (S, K, TA,) likhe., [i. e.

arronws]. (TA.) ~ See also the following para-
graph.

.,z , applied to a man, Lean, or lank in the

belly: [scoe also ;CJ:] or affected with whrat is

termed,A, [app). t_., and meaning the heat oJ

tie noind called tl. ]. (TA.) - And, applied
to a camel, Smitten ,rith tit disea termed

.A,: and so t a~ applied to camels. (S, K.)

"I.

1. : ;;, (S, M:b,) or d, (if,) aor. ,

inf. n. . (S, Meb, f) and -, (M, K,) Ile
wax, or became, tWstmni#lfd, foretfud, eectful,
or hwedles, of it, or isdndcrtent to it; (S, Mb ;)

namely, a thing; syn. A'd jM: (.,· Mb :) or

he forgot it, or neglected it, (,) and was, or

became, unmintfil, forgetful, dc., of it, or i/-

advertent to it, ( A" J ,) his mind advertinq to
another thing or affair or case; (4, TA;) thus

expl. in the M and T; so that '.JI and Ji%11

and 1!; il are made to be one [in signification];

(TA;) but accord. to Esh-Shihlib, "".Ji is a

slight ;i [or unmindnfdness &c.] of that wrlich
is within the scope of tihe retentive faculty, such
as relwn one's attention is roused by tSie last
rousing tlhewof; whereas C;IjI denotes its
passing away from the memory entirely; though
all are used in one sense by a careless reliance
upon the understanding of the reader or hearer:
in the Myb it is said that a distinction is made

between &tCLJI and t.A'il by the latter's being

applied to him who, when he is reminded, re-
members, and tile former's being applied to him
who is in the contrary case: accord. to IAth,

1,JI t; means he negejted, or omitted, the

thing unknowingly; and °. 9t, he neylected, or

omitted, it knowingly: or, as some say, v.JI is
the doing wrog from nindfe (uLd ');
as when an insane person reviles another, which
is pardonable; and as when one drinks wine and
then some unpleasing action proceeds from him
unintentionally, which is punishable. (TA.) One

says, -J I l ) 4, and i4, i. q. jW [Ie wvas,

or becam, unmnindful in prayer, and of it].
(TA.)-[Hence, app., as implying an unex-

pected event,] te '*. She (a woman, $)

I �
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bacaine, 

uni2&iwlfid, forgetftd, of it, or iA-

admrtent 

to it, (Z;&' A4,) his mind admtinq to

anotior 

thing or affair or cam; Q(, TA;) tlius

expl. 

in the M and T; so that "J; and Wk%

and 

�t;:?1 are made to be one [in signification);

ioa
(TA;),�ut 

accord. to Esh-Shiliib, 'WJ1 is a

sligitt 

1Uk. [or &c.] of titat witich

is 

within tito wolm of the retepitive faculty, such

as 

ivlwn onds attention is roused by tise kast

mming 

tlimwf; whereas C;Igj; denotes its

pawing 

away from the memory entirely; thougli

all 

are used in one sense by a careless reliance

tipon 

the understanding of the reader or hearer:

in 

the Mqb it is said tlat a distinction is made

between 

&CJI and 1 by the latter's being

applicd 

to him wlio, when he is reminded, re-

members, 

and.tlio former's being applied to him

wlio 

is in the contmry case: acwrd. to IAth,
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behind,] a 5t2-: (TA:) or the like of a JJ
and ,jU, [app. meaning a kind of arched construc-
tion with a lat top whihvirforms a shelf, against a
wall; or simply a shelf, or Icdge projtctingfro~

a wall, (see JJ and Usi,)] in which, or upon
wihich, a thing is p1laced: (ISd, 15:) or a small
;.. [or chamber], (S, ,) descending into the
earth, having its ro(f elevated above the grond,
(S,) resentbling a small !jtj [or closet, or stor
room], (S, 1g,) in vwhich are [deposited] the houe-
hold-gootds, or furniture and utensils; thus as
heanil by A'Obeydl from more than one of the

ipeople of EIl-Yemen: (S :) or it signifies, (1,) or
signifies also, ( J K,)four sticks, or pieces of nood,
(JK, 15,) or three, (.1,) 7which are placed cro-
,i.e, one upon another, and upon lwhich is then
put anything f the luumsetold-goods, or furniture
anld tenxils: (JK, 1.:) so in the M: (TA:)
and (accolrd. to the T, TA) i. q. , (I,)
whiichl means a small closet or store-room: (TA:)
anld i. q. j; and 'Zb [i. e. a windon, or mural

l'urtnrle]: and a [hind of nortained canopy, or
the lilke, such as is called] 'iJ_: and a curtain,
or screen, befi,re tlw court, or yard, of a house,
(1:, TA,) and sometimes, surrounding the house,
lile a wall: (TA:) its pl. (in all of these senses,
6, TA) is fi (JK, .K, TA) and ';lj. (JK.)

1l,.*v: se °,.,:~and see also what here follows.

.i;, (IA< r, JK, S, TA,) like :;L and a ;,
all with kcsr, on the authority of IAgr, but in tho
5 tL.ot., (TA,) A [portion, or short portion,

xcrc ats is telrnedj] aL, of the nighlt; (S, K, TA;)
and (S, TA) thecJirstpart thereof: (JK, ., TA:)
or it may be like 1 Olv, [which is app. in this
case with tenween, and] whicil seems to mean a
period in vwhicha lwolple are unmnidful of the
places, or irays, in hicth things are, or shodnd be,
smwght l!y then; or l j~ may be from G.,
expl. below: and J'11 ~ ' signifies the
same as . and z.1 [and .. '] and .1~.

(Ham p. 708.) One says, ' , ;,. , "i;
dUI i. e. [I ,iet hi,n ,fter a portiot, or short
trrtion, of tle nigtyt; or] after the first part of
the ntiglt had lassed. (JK.)

,-
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concei,re in ,.e?struis.. (Az, 5, Z, .X.) And 'j
Ij,. ~..1 t Y lis mothe,r conceived him in mei

,tr,is. (JK.) ,,jl also signifies pe (JK
Z, 1) and Cot0 (JK, S) [app. as an inf. n., i. 

as meaning The being still, or quiet, and gentle
though it is immediately added in the S that th
IpI. is t.; for it seems that an early transcribe
of the 6 hals omitted to insert after ')eJI thil
words lj - L.JIJ: see y below]. On
says, &W I ., &h lIe did it voluntarily, withou
its being osked, or deimanded; (K, TA;) ano
ritbrat const,ra/,, t: (TA :) or quietlyf, or calmbl

leithout being hard, or dlofficult. (TA in art. .*.
And e t~, lie looked at him, or it, witi
,,otioea,, eye. (Mb, TA.) And '0dj C

77,c eye exi, tiates in it; syn. L,7. (JK.) m
au, s cdenoting a quality of a camcl, The beine

ens! to ride; (K:;) an inif n., of which the vern
is s~. (TA.) -- I 1. U'b 1 'J [Cattle'
'nwhirch the cul is iot to be reaclhed. (AA, JK,

?1.) You say, G JJI h. J
~I ~ Uvr 3 [There eturux fr'om the pilaca

!:/' nsstu, in the evening, or afternoon, to tia
.w,ns of such a one, of cattle,] witat is not to &
tatmtlbsredfor nultitude: (T, TA:) or what ii
not to be computed, or compated ly/ conjecture.
(IAar, TA.) And o;, ,;3 : -
menning . ') [i. e. Te,neen went away, and
n'ill not be remnembered, or will not be mentioned]
a saying of El-A ljmar. (TA.)

3. #W~t., inf. n. qih,, i. e.UZa [app. mean-
ing Hle acted with him in the manner of him whoo
is~ no .. min!, fogetf ul, neglectfil, hed~!eN, or
iwilcertent]. (TA.) [Or] the inf. n. signifies
[The acting with moderation with another; or]
the alwtainiujgfrom going to the utmnst length in
social intercourse: (?, Jg:) or the being easly, or
facile, with another: (A, TA :) or the beharingf
in a good [or }la'ing] manner in social inter-
course: (T, TA:) or the connporting oneself with
another, or others, (ihi..,) in a good mannir,
in social intercourse. ('Eyn, M, TA.) And one
says, d . He i if with
his cornpanions, or does so with good nature; syn.

tai.7 . (TA.) And ~1t& means also He
mocked at him, or de~ded him. (TA.)

4. Lp., He (a man, TA) constructed what is
termed a 5 (1, TA) in a [or chamber
&c.]. (TA.)

( N, 1,) in [the aterim calld] ~'.l .-

(~, [in the 15, erroneously, 1~$y..l a L,])
byj the middle star of thos ths caled; (TA;)
[i. e.] a small star by that callid JL'QI, (which
latter is the middle star [t] of the three in the tail of
llrsa Major, l5aw,) by looking at which pesons
try thdr powers of soht ; (]~zw, TA;) mentioned
in art. .q [voce ,Ai, q. v.]; (0;) [it is the
star 80, by t;] also called V Lt I, which is the

diminutive. (TA.) It is said in a prov., t,.1i

shoirs me the moon]. (S, TA. [See also Freytag's
Arab. Prov. vol. i. pp. 527-9.]) And one says,

,I Io s 1 1ow can Shlheyl [or
Canopus] meet s-Suhd? for the former is
southern and the latter is northern. (Har p. 276.)

. [an inf. n. used as an epithet,] 'Easy; Up-
plied to a man, and to an affair, (.1, TA,) and to

Ian object of want: (TA:) and so [thle fem.]
;_, applied to a mare; and applied to a she-
mule as meaning easy in pace, that does ,tot
fatigue her rider: the epithet ;, however, is
not applied to a hie-mulc: so in the T: (TA:)
[but] it is applied to a lie-camel, meaninng easy to
ride; and ; to a she-camel, (.1, TA,) meaning
gentle, eany to ride: and lI; v #C, applied to
a he-camel, means [likewise] gentle in pace; and
so [the pls.] A1t ",,. applied to camels: (TA:)
[and so V i' aplplied to a mare; for] a certain
mare was named /Il.Jl because of the gentleness
of her pace. (TA.) Also, applied to water, Ciol,
sweet, or limpid; easy of descent in the throat.
(1],' TA.) And ts ,'J~ A bowv that'is co,n-
pliant, (g, TA,) and easxy. (TA.) And 5
A g~Wle wind: [or a quiet, gentle irind:] pl.
:l4-: (TA:) a poet (said to be El-I.{ithi Ibn-
'Owf, TA) says,

a 1 ' I 3
1, ., , - #, ...

$tc '&.c, av CJ5
I,i _v js >

i. e. [Thte rind blem violently for the lss of
'Amr; but the!y wners before his detath] ei;et anrl
gentle. ($, TA.) One says also # l S,j /!
land, wvithoet larrennmss. (TA.)~ And JI
means The moon, in the language of the Naba-
thauans. (JIi.)

. : see t-

.. w An instance, or a case, qf unmindfalnew,,
forgetfulness, neglecitel, heed,les.nex, or in-
advertence. (Mob.) - A rock, or grent umass of
stone, (1K,) in the dial. of Teiyi, who call nothing
else by this name: so in the M: or, accord. to
the T, in that dial., the rohk, or great mass nf
stone, upon nidch the waterer [app. of ca,nels]
stands: (TA:) or a rock, or great mass of stone,
standing up, not having any foundation [app.
meaning not partly imbedded] in the grounl:
and in the dial. of Teiyi, a single stone, great or
small. (JK.) - A 4w [app. here meaning
booth, or the like,] which tihe Arabs of the desert
set up at the water, and by the shude of whichl
they shelter them~slvs. (TA.) A 4~ [or hind
of roofed vestibule, or the lilise, or a coverinfJbr
shade and shelter], (1., TA,) between two houss:
(TA:) or a thing lilke the a , vwhich is before,
or in the front of, !ioucs: (AV, JK, 8:) or [in
some copies of the 15 "and"] a kilnd of cioset
(t~) between twvo chambers, (1K, TA,) in which
the wraterers of the camels sJelter tlwmselvccs: or,
as some say, a small mall which is budlt betnween
the two [opposite main] walls of the chamber, the
roof being placed over the whole; what is in the
middle [or main part] of the chamber being [called]
a ;4.; [see ,ws;] and what is within it, [app.

J~1 _: see G_: - and see also K1j.o

L.1.JI dim. of I.JI, q. v.

lC tUnmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless,
or inadvertent; (JK, S, Msb, g;) as also t 1_ j
(S, 1 ;) wheIIne the prov.,

~* ~ ~ t~bc1 Jo,.e-l 'C 

($) i. e. Only the unmindyul [lit. the sons of thl
unmindful] are such as require to be enjoined:
(S, Meyd :) or, as some say, by Jl~ ,4 are
meant all mankind; because all become unmind-
ful: but the most correct explanation is, that thoe
iwho are enjoined to do a thing are sulject to un-
nindfulness: it is applied to him who is unmind-

ful of pursuing that which he is commanded to
do: and Jlay. may be syn. with [the inf. n.]

; or it may be an epithet, syn. with ,1, and
is applied to Adam, because he forgot hl cove.-
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behindj 

a t:xl� : (TA:) or the like of a -

kind 

of arched constrljj

and 

jt£, [app. m�aning a uc-

tion 

nyith apt top ivltirhforms a &Wf, aqaind a

wall; 

or simply a slielf, or kdge prowgingfrm

a 

wall, (see 4. and 'Lli )] in which, or u"

%jj 

0

irhich, 

a thipiq ii 1.4aced: (I8d, ]K:) or a smau

6,
c---o 

[or chamber], dmmdinq into th

earth, 

having its ro(f cArvated above the

M) 

resentbling a vnall ij!.Z& [or clomt, or st~

room], 

(.S,, ]SJ in which are [do~] the houste.

hold-gootlx, 

or furnittere and utemils; thus is

lienril 

by A'Oheyd, from more than one of the

people 

of']."1-Yemen: Q5:) or it signifies, QCJ or

signtifies 

also, (JK,)four stirhs, orpicces of nwd,

(JK, 

]�,,) or three, (1�,) which are phred c~

76-4-, 

one upon anotlier, and upon mliich io thm

put 

anythipig (f the lu;umltold-~, or furniture

apid 

ittepixil,;: (JK, g:) so in the M: (TA:)

avid 

(accord. to the T, TA) i. q. GP

witieli 

means a small cloxet or store-room: (TA:)

avid 

i. q. Jk1jj and iZ4 [i. c. a w"m, or mural

aiid 

a [kind of curtained canopy, or

Me 

like, surk as is ralltyl] and a curtain,

or 

w-teept, beftipe ilw court, or yard, of a houm,

(IS, 

TA,) and sometimes, surrounding tAe hiouse,

lilte 

a ivall: (TA:) its p]. (in all of these sensw,

TA) 

is (JK, K, TA) and (M )

tBoox I.)r
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nant, so that OJ, .;t may mean the sons of is a contraction of that next preceding, (Kh, S,

A dam, and hence, the unmindful. (Meyd. [See M,) and * .l_ (M, K) and ;li.o, (( , M, KIC,) ori -

also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 3-4.]) - See also ginallyo osr., . 8 , .. hi
0,. ialy11j---, (.Har p. 81,) and ZSt.~, whichi is

-" A ta t o l d ln a d originally -t1_ , (Kh, S, M , , ) and Z' I,,

a.~_ A t ract of land long anand wide, wit itlwu (S , M, .,) which is a contraction of that next

any covert of trees, or the like, [to obstruct the preceding, (Kh , S,) and a ..; , (M, K,) this last

view, or] to repel the eye. (JK, and H am p. 708.) written in the L withl two L s, [i.e.1 '

; ---0 0 (TA,) [I le ldid evil to him;] he did to him that
_ ld and is^: seae what follows. Aivzwhich he dilihed, or hated; (M, K;) he dix-
.A s jig

&.iLuI, (JK, TA,) in the I~, erroneously, pleas.d, grieved, or vexred, him; contr. of o,.

.'1,, (TA,) i.q. OI41 [genra lly signifying (.) One says, J. )l1 - , meaning Ida4leased,

Color.s; h ut also meaning sorts, or species; and #reved, or vexed, the man by N hat he saw [or

here used in this latter sense, as is inidictted in the exleieneced] from me. (S.) Anid mt. ,;; I

TA]: a pl. having no sing.; (IK , TA:) so in the anid [ deired to islease, grieve, or vx,

M: (TA:) oritsignifies,(JK,) or signifiesalso, tal e]. (Lth,T A.) A nd l j J' ~1 e

(TA,) tva'ious sorts (; .', JK, TA) Jt [Verily thw night is long, and mnay thle state

of ,pa e of ca mebl; like ° .: i(TA:) and its therelf tot dixplease, grieve, or vex, mc]: mean-

sing. is ( Jl.. (JK.) in, g WJle .- 1'; and expressing a prayer. (L.h,
M. [In the TA, in the place of dlJ is put i L*;

1. ,as thoulgh meaning +IIJI i.1 -i L or the like,

a.q g., . , V.. i. ce. its erecnt.s or acciMents, &c.]) And j..a di
- t q. J_ q.V. v..------*Lj s--, C~ [(I have, belonging to him, or I owe

himi, wlhat grievd lhim, and opipreed hi^ m by its
W eight], and Cj , t . [trhat does, or will,

1. ;st, (Lth, M, Msh, n,) nor. (Lth, MJ b,) grieve him, &c.]. (..) :j ;j . La j [lie

inf, n. ' ..- , (Lth, M,) or ii,., like ,.,G, (K,) lefi, or has led, what will grieve him, and olpres

[hut the former is that which is commonly known,] /him by its weight, on the day ofjudgrament, by the

It (a thing, Lth, M) wfas, or became, eril, bad, I responsibility that it has imposed upon him,] is a

abomi,abhle , foul, unseemly, unsightly, or uyly. prov., said of him who has left his property to his

(Lth, M, M. b, V.) It is used in this sense, (It, i heirs. (Meyd, TA.) It is said that El-Mahboobee

TA,) or [rather] is like ; , (B.l, Jel,) in the was possessed of richles; and when death visited

]Cur [xvii. 34], whiere it is said, ~ . [Eril, him, he desired to make a testament; so it was

&eC., is it as a nwy of acting]: (I't, B.I1, Jel, said to him, "What wilt thou write ?" and he

TA:) which is like the saying, l; , i 't answered, "Write ye, 'Such a one,' meaning

[Evil, &e., is this a. a ay of acting or bsyeing , himself, 'has left what will grieve him, and op-

&c.]: the noun being in the acwus. ease as a press him by its weight:' i.e., property which

sc.ifieative. (Int, TA.) And so in thc saying, his heirs will devour, while the burden thereof

1 e sv 1, [E. i l, A . , ad an action,h will remain upon him. (Meyd, TA.) [See also 4.]
O)U >I Jah La eL.. [Elvil, &c., as an action, --nesysaso * '. a u, aer--.One says al s o ~1 a.j3. aor. ,..I

is that which tach a one has done]. (TA.)_i. ._ an d s.y (Lth, TA,) /. q. 1

One says also, J 4 4:, and '4 l I inf n. - and , (Lth, TA,) i q. 

[lit. I was evil in o anion respcting him, or it, [i.e. I said, Alay God remoe the icrson (lit.

and I made the oldnion respecting him, or it, to thel face) of such a one far frm ~ood, or pro-

be evil, each virtually meaning I held, or formed, perity, &e.]. (TA. [It is said in a copy of the

an evil opinion re~cting him, or it,] the noun M, that ·' dJ ; ,j means °.m.: but I think

being determinate, with the article Jl, in the that the right explanation is ': , without tesh-

latter case, (ISk, 8, Msb, TA,) because it is an deed, meaning I said to him, ;j 1: see

objective complement, for the verb is trans., (IB, art. J.])

TA,) and the noun being indeterminate in the 

former. case, (IB, Mab, TA,) because it is in the 2. , [lIe corrupted, or. marred]. You say,
accus. case as a specifcative; (IB, TA;) but lety tho and do not corrut, or

tef,"J ~ rtectlty thou, and do not co'napt, or

some allow it to be indeterminate after 0.;I, mar. (A, TA.) [Sce also4.],_ I" 2ie said

which is here the contr. of " 1,,. (Msb.) ~ to hinm ;.L! [Thlou hast done ill]. (M.) You say,

It is also trans.: (Lth, TA:) you say, ,C, (S, . (, ) or () .. e. 

M, K,) aor. & , (.,) inf. n. :, (S, M, K) and 

,, with damm also, (TA, [and said to be an (TA,) in£ n. i, and ,'p, discom,nd~ to

inf. n. in the Ksh and by Bd in ii. 46, but as it is him what he had done, or his deed; and said to him
t,~~~~~~~~~~~ .

not mentioned as an inf. n. in the S nor in the M OL. [T/7u hast done ill]. (, J.) And .jL. 1

nor in the JK, but is expressly said in all these to [If I do il, say thou to me, Tau hast.

be a subst., I think that it should be rejected, or d one . (S o)

regarded as a quasi-inf. n. like .h~ and ,l I - .i ../

&c.,]) and .-. (g) and .,,I (AZ, M, 1) and 4. s,;, [inf. n. H,e!,] He did evil, or i; or

a,3i-,., (S, M, g,) of the measure 3jW, like acted ill; contr. of ;j_1: (S, M, k:) [and so]

3;a5 ,, (Kh, ~, M,) and )1t., (, Mi,F l,) which &I . (Msb,) You sy, (, 1
Bk. I. 

and i and v and 4 (TA) ire did e ci l or ill,

or acted ill, to /lin. (S , K , TA.) - [See a lso

Jl.", in severa l senses, in art. k.S.,.] in5.,I

lI e corapqted it, or m arred it; (M, K;) [dil ii

ill;] did it not well; namely, a thing. (M.) It

is said in a prey., ,. La ,tb *L .~ [Al n tnn'illi.,

pxerson did ill w'hat he did]; relatin g to a mai.

who was com pelled against h is will, by another,
to do a thing, and marred it, or did it not well: it
is applied to the man wh o seeks an object of w lnt
and does not take pains to accomplish it. (l,I

Meyd.0) See also 1, in two places, in the former
half of the paragraph. [And see 2.]

8. .f; lie exwperienred eril, or that rli .h hi
disliked or hated, (.,' K, TA,) or tldispleasure,

(TA,) or grief, or anxiety. (M, TA.) Q '"l"

occurs in a trad. as meaning lIe (the Prophlet)

became dixpleased, or grieed, or anxio,, on

account of it; i.e., on aeeccount of a dream that

had been related to him: or, accord. to one rela-

tion, the right reading is It, meaning "lhe

sought the interpretation of it, by consideration."

(TA.)

* is an inf. n. of d_ , (Lth, $ , M, K,) intrans.,
(Lth, M,) and trans.: (S, M, ]2 :) and is also used
as an epithet, applied to a man, (M, M;b, and

H am p. 712,) and to an action. (M. b.) You

say , .J. (S, M, Mob, K ) [A man of eril

nature or deloing; or] a man whto does what is

evil, sp n, gri~ ous, or e atiou,s: (M, TA:)

and *.Jl JIj [the man of evil nature or doings

&c.]: (8, ]C:) and 4,JI ,. [the nwolf of eril
nature &c.], as in a verse cited voee jl1., in art.

J.: ( :) and g, j. [a deed of evil nature]

(M, Msb:) and ,-.JI J..s [the deed of evil
nature]: (yam p. 498:) and Z - - [an epi:

thet of evil nature]: (0 and X( in art. j :)

and _ a bad commodity: (0 and TA in
art. J :) and if you make the former word

determinate [by means of the article JI], you use
the latter as an epithet [also], (M,' Mob, and

Iam, p. 712,') and you say lJI j4,.1l [the evil

man, or the man srho does what is evil &c.]:
(Msb, and .Iam p. 712:) and yJI . .l [the

evil deed]: (Msb:) [this last phrase I hold to be

correct, regarding 4J11 in this case as originally

an inf. n. of the intrans. verb sAL, and therefore
capable of being used as an epithet applied to

anything; though] IB says that 4l1 used as an
epithet is applied to a man but not to a deed:

(TA:) [in what here follows from the S, denying
the correctness of another phrase mentioned above

on the authority of lexicologists of high repute,
there is, in my opinion, an obvious mistranserip-

tion, twice occurring, i..Jt for l-.JI, which I

suppose to have passed from an early copy of that
work into most other copies thereof, for I find it

alike in all to which I have had access:] Akh

says, one should not say .JI .jl, though one
· -' &'. ' 1 t .

says 1 j.JI as well as c71 jo.; for J.JJ

is not the same as Jl, but X JI is the same

as jmJI: he says, also, nor should one say, Qd

oJl J.. , with damm: (S:) [here the expres.
184
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sion "with iamm" may perhaps be meant to
refer to 1 .yJ in all of the three instances above;
not in the last only:] IB says, [in remarking on
this passage of the ., in which he appears to have

read ,.J, with tamm, in all of the three in-

stances,] Akh allows one's saying .JI t j and

,. 3Jqj, with fet-b to the , in both; but not

-JI J-;;, with 4amm to the .,, because j..Jl
is a subst., meaning "harm, injury, hurt, mis-
chief, or damage," and " evilness of state or con-
dition;" and ;. is prefixed, as governing a
gen. case, only to the inf. n.: and he adds that

one says, i£JI J_.I tjM, not prefixing [the
former noun to the latter, but using the latter as
an epithet]. (TA.) - See also the next para-
graph, in six places.

: is the subst. from st.; (., M,* 1 ;) [so,
app., accord. to the generality of the lexicologists;]
or inf. n. (Ksh and BO in ii. 46) of -, (Ksh
ibid.,) or,of d,, aor. J., (Bd ibid.,) or of ;sL
[q. v.]; (TA;) signifying Erilnss, badness, abomi-
nablena, fulnes, or unsealinetm; [and dio-
plcasinglneu, grievousn~, or sxatimouns;] as,
for instance, of natural disposition, and of doings:
(Ksh ubi supr:) itious, immora, unrighteousw,
infid, or wiced, conduct: [hence, .t;j: ee

art. .j:] anything disapproed, or disalo ;
or regarded as evil, bad, abominabk, foul, or
uneaemly: (f, TA:) [an eil action or e~nt:]
evi/e~ of state or condition: harm, injury, hurt,
,,ischief, or damage: (IB,TA:) anything that
is mentioned a being [i. e. eil, &c.]: (Lth,
TA:) any eril, evil affection, cause of mischief
or harm or injury, noxious or destructive thing,
calamity, diseae, or malady: (M, p, TA:) [pL

",.I, accord. to a general rule.] The saying

- X i>.0jl L means I do not disacnowrledge
thee in conequence of w [i. e. e iss, &.,] that I
have seen in thee, but only in consequence of my

little knowledge of thee. (8.) Jl ; j
dsUilmj, in the lur [xii. 24], is said by Zj to
mean, [In order that we might turn away jfvm
him] unfaithfulnss to his master, and adultey
(M, TA.) And .t$J I ly, in the lCur [xiii. 18,
i. e. The e~ of the reckoning], is expl. by
him as meaning a reckoning in which no good
work will be accepted, and no evil work passed
over; because infidelity will have made the former
to be of no avail: or, as some say, it means a
reckoning pursued to the utmost extent, in which
no evil work will be passed over. (M, TA.) '

a;Jl A j #i means T7ere is no good in thy

saying O. [i. e. a thing that is eil; J) being
here used in its original sense of an inf. n.]: but
if you say v sJlI, [you use Ji in the sense of
J ", and] the meaning is, in evil ~peech (TA
as from the ], but not in the C. nor in my MS.
copy of the J.) :, accord. to one reading, and
V t, accord. to another, (1, TA, [but all that is
given in this sentence as from the I is so given
only on the authority of the TA, not being in the
C]~ nor in my MS. copy of the ~,]) the latter of
which readings is the more common, (TA,) in the
phrase ,sJI i1;, (p, TA,) in the iur [ix. 99

and xlviii. 6], (TA,) mean Defeat, and evil;
(], TA;) and trial, or affiction, and torment;
(TA;) and perdition, and detruction, or cor-
ruption: (I, TA:) and in like manner in the

saying, .Jl 1J ... J , (], TA,) in the 1Cur

[xxv. 42]: (TA:) or o.Jl means harm, injury,
hurt, mischief, or damage; and evilness of state

or condition; [as expl. before;] and ?a4II, cor-
ruption, or destruction, or perdition: ((,* TA:)

or .1J" in the phrase O'Jl !;,, means defeat and

evil; and the reading t.JI is from [i.e. syn.
withl t'SI [as inf. n.]. (S. [See also ib;, in
art. j,.]) Accord. to Zj, in the saying in the
Vur [xlviii 6], ',sf St ww & , (TAJ)

meaning y.JI l C.i [i. e. Who opine, of God,
the opii of the eil thing], (Bd,) it is allowable

to read ,a.Jl j.l; (T, TA;) and thus some read
in this instance: (Jel:) but AM says, in the

saying in the l]ur [xlviii. 12], V ,tJl ' ...;lej
[And ye opined the evil opining], it is read only
with fet-], and damm to the ,, is not allowable
in this instance, for there is in it no meaning of
trial, or affliction, and torment: (TA:) [foi this
distinction, however, I see no reason; and it is
not correct; for] .JI is with fet-b and with
~amm to the y, in the three sentences [whereof
this last is one] in which it occurs in this chapter.
(Jel.) - In the Kur vii. 188, it is said to mean
t Diabolical po~uion; or insanity, or madness.
(M, TA.) _ S Lepro~y, syn. ~,t (Lth, S, M,
g, TA,) is said to be its meaning in the lpur

xx. 23 and xxvii. 12 and xxviii. 32. (S, TA.) -
t The fire: so in the ]ur xxx. 9, accord. to the
reading .JI: (], TA :) said to mean there Iell:

but the reading commonly known is t1 s.JI
(TA.) - And t Weakne in the eye. (If [Thus,
i. e. with damm to the ~,, in the C]( and T]:
in the TA said to be AIWi; but this is evidently
a mistake for..l,.])

L~: see bv

; .The t5 [or pudendum], (S, Mgh, Mfb,)
i. e. (Msb) the 5' [which means the same, or

the ex~trnal portion of the organs of generation],
(Lth, M, IAth, Myb, ],) of a man, and of a
woman: (Lth, Myb, TA :) and the anus: (Az
and TA in art. :) dual !*,.i: and pl.
;l.: so called because its becoming exposed to
men displeases [or shames] the owner thereof;
(Mb ;) or because of its unseemliness. (Tuam
p. 510.) In the lur vii. 19, for 1t , some
read Q ; and some, (B.) - In the
Iur v. 34, it means The dead body, or corps;
(Bd, Jel;) because it is deemed unseemly to be
seen. (B.) - Accord. to IAth, the former is the
primary signification: and hence it is transferred
to denote Any aying, or action, of which one is
ashamed Ahen it appears: (TA:) any evil, bad,
abominable, foul, or unseemly, saying or action;

(?, P, TA;) as also * la : (M:) any disgracing
action or thing: (Lth, TA:) an evil, abominable,
or unseemly, property, quality, custom, or prac-
tice; (1, TA;) as also T?ly, or t.,54; (ac-

cord. to different copies of the 18; [the latter

perhaps fem. of 1I,! like the former, of the same

class as L; and t.i, or femrn. of t , , like

fem. of ';1 4 ;]) or so both of these;
(TA;) or so ? ii- j4: (.:) [or this last means
a prope, &c., that is very eil &c.] One says,

9;wM ;i. May a disgracing action or thing
befall such a one; [or disjrace, or shame, to such
a one;] using the accus. case because it is an ex-
pression of reviling and imprecation. (Lth, TA.)

[8ce also e and z- _ tgl s;.Jl [or

i,jl iJl 1] also means The contrarious wife
or nwoman. (TA.)

as used in the sayin6g .J , "' .
iL. is held by some to be originally with ., and

of the measure Wa., from *JI ; so that the say-
ing means Such a one did to such a one a thing
that caused displeasure to him; and did evil to
him: others hold that the saying means such a one
made a way to do wh/at he deired to such a one;
in which case, atw. is of the measure &W from

4j..'; originally X-, which is changed into

i, and then into it., in like manner as X ).
is changed into O*~. (Aboo-Bekr, TA.) [See
the same word in art. L..]

i.,: SF see *0, in two places.

L5 is [fem. of Ir , q. v., as meaning More,
and most, evil, bad, abominab, foul, unseemly,
unsightly, or ugly: and is also] a subst. signify-
ing an evil, a bad, an abominable, a foindl, or an
unseemly, action; (Myb, TA;) iq. 'L aW
[and ia'-- alone]: in this sense, [as well as in the
former,] (TA,) contr. of '''. (S, M, ], TA.)
_ In the ]ur xxx. 9, (., TA,) accord. to the
reading commonly known, (TA,) [as contr. of

,j.JI1,] ,S1.JI means t The fire (., , TA)
of Heldl. (TA.) See also 4., last explanation
but one.

11~.: see I~.l (of which it is said by some to
be femrn.) in two places: and see also 3;, in
four places.

X1. t s'! is [app. an instance of the altera-
tion of the latter of two epithets to assimilate it to

the former, originally !q, O .bj, meaning
Ashamed, or base, or vile, or ignominious, and
eCvl, bad, &kc.,] from 5 tl. (M, TA.) - See also

t,, [originally --. (as will be shown below,

voce Z.-), then ', and then ,] applied to
a thing [of any kind], (Lth, TA,) Evil, bad,
abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, or ugly;
(Lth, Msb, TA;) contr. of .: (Mb) some-
times contracted into 4 , like as Cb is con-

tracted in ', and ; into G;,; as in the
saying of Et-Tuhawee,

. § - 3Coy *
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Boo0 1.]

[And they u not reqit good wih evi, nor
Ewil theyrqite rughes wth gm ]. (f.)
You say [An el say/i; orl a sayiyg
that dispa. (M, TA.) And ' [A
eil action or deed. (TA.) And it i said in the

. .. · do. · t S,~,. , - _r- .iJ.j,
]aur [xxxv. 41], G.I,I ¥ jI

4.ah J [And in he p of tat which is
,v; buth evil plotting a nota baet any sae

t a orsthereof]. (M, TA.) One says also,
as6.' 9 j. ;U [Such a oM i eil in rpect

of choice, orp~forece]. (P.) [See also the next
paragraph.]

[fem. of ,, q. v.: and also a subst.,
being transferred from the category of epithets
to that of subetL by the affix ], originally
5if,, (g,) Anelact or action; contr. of ;. ;
(Mb ;) afaul, an offece, or an act of dio
dence; or suc as is int~ i ; a sin, a crime,
or an act of di diene for which one de~
punishment; syn. Igl: (M,V:) pl. ;1;;.

(TA.) It in aid in a trad., LJ ^w £1
[Th good act is bet~en the two eil acts];
meaning that the exceeding of the just bounds is
a aZf, and the falling short thereof is a 39, and
the pursuing a middle course between these two

is a L . (TA.) [See also o and S- ]-
Also,; tropically, ! The recompae of a 4
pr~oper o tred [i. e. as expl. above]. (M9b
in art. ,.)...An evi or me accident; a
calamity; a mifort~e; (Ksh in iv. 81 ;) a
trial, or an ajiction; opposed to L .; (Ksh
and BI in iv. 80;) carcity of hrbage, or of the
goods, conveniences, and comors, of life; srit-

ofcircumtanes; and unc; thus
[likewise] opposed to LZ. in the jur iv. 80.
(Er-lRghib, TA in art. .)

lI.l; fern. i a.m: ee the latter word. One

ays, ! 5.I i HRe is the m evi4 &c., of theSaysy,jI tj1.e
peopl, or party; syn. .;4 and L lI a
S is the moc eil, &c. (Myb.) And the

[common] people ay Ql.$l lJl, meaning Th
[worst, or] mmt scaty, and maket, of state or
condto. (M,b.) ~ [Also,] applied as an epi-
thet to a man, (El-Umawee, M, TA,) Etil, bad,
ao na,fou4 usmly, nsighty, or ugly: (El-
Umawee, M, ], TA:) fern. V it, (El-Umawee,
M, ],) which is thus applied to a woman; (El.
Umawee, ,M ;) or this is an instance of the
mesure t having no [mas. of the measure]
JJ;. (M, TA.) See also 3S, in four places. It
is said in a trad. (M, TA) of the Prophet, or of

V * · · Oe~0 f0. , -O,
'Omar,'(TA,), u a &> jet jij tul
[An u bp,woman ibettr tAah a beatj
baren one]. (M, TA.)

6-~~~~-

i_,. an inf. n. of ;L: (M, M, :) and [also a
subst. signifying An evil, as being] a caue of

oIL,~~~~~~~~~~*S e gief or ve~aion; conr. of if.: originally
fl.: and therefore the pl. i 't 1 , for 3t,j ;
(Meb;) signifying also ices, fadts, ddee"', or
imperfection; (9, Myb, ], TA;) and dsee~;
(f, TA ;) and act of obedi ce: (Mb :) so in

the sying, l His acts of diobedinc,
and i, fault, &c., appeared: (M9b:) and

jL. i. J iJc ` J11J1 Hosrun, notwith-
standing thir ices, orfault, tc., (J, Meyd, V,)
and di<~s; (1, Meyd;) for their generousness
impels them to do so: (?, Meyd, V]: but omitted
in the C :) and in like manner, the ingenuous
generous man bear difficulties, and defends, or
protects, what he is bound to defend or protect,
or to regard as sacred, or inviolable, though he
be weak, and practises generosity in all circum-
stancs: (Meyd, TA:) or it is applied in relation
to the protection and defence of what should be
sacred, or inviolable, or of wives, or women under
covert, and the members of one's household, not-
withstanding harm, or injury, and fear: or it
means that one may seek to defend himself by
means of a man though there be in him qualities
disapproved: (MF, TA:) but accord. to L].,

l as no proper sing., like .jl:
(Meyd, TA :*) acoord. to some of the writers on
inflection, it is the contr. of ~ ,jl, and an

anomalous pl. of i;sJl, being originally with .
(TA.)

G:: see the next preceding paragraph.

1i; A long, orfar, journty; like o ;
(], TA;) of which it is a dial var.: a short
journey is termed L. (TA.)

3 x A, wll-kno lm beverage of the kind
caled] Ijo, preparedfrom wheat, and mucs
drunh by tAe people of Eypt, (L, TA,) at their
festi.va: (TA:) and ablso prepared from ice:
(MF,TA:) [albo from the pips of a p

of mel, caed in Egypt Ic~; (see art.
,I,; and see also White's "ASdollatiphi Hist.
Aegypti Compendium," pp. 523; or De Sacy's
transl., pp. ~346;) mo~end and pondd, and
steeped in water, which is thn strained, and

wetn mith sugar:] it is mentioned in a trad.
and by several writerm (TA.)

1. 4i 't.. said of a weaver, e

passed sthe 4, i. e. the sprinkling instrument,
to andfro over his wb [to drss the warps with
the prparaio trmed "]1 (A, TA..)-
[Hence, app., unless the reverse be the case, the
inf. n.] OIt signifies The act of going and
coming: (AA, O, ], TA:) asserted by some to
be 0~", [and thus it is in the CJ,] but this is
a mistake. (TA.) You say, aor. inf.
n. . t[and * 1[.] , He, or it, went and came.
(T.) - And -, (IAyr, O, ],) aor. as above,
(IAr, O,) inf n. r-`and : ad and .,

He sent along g~ , toftly, or in a bitwsue
manmer. (IAgr, O, ].) IAtr cites the following
[as an ex. of an epithet hence derived]:

[A femalefair in/lace: she it not the ug old

14,9

woman that go alg gntly., or esoftly, by reason
of decrepitude]. (O.)

2., 1 . (A Msb) M.o (M.b) /le
made a ~1, i.e. an mclore (A, Mb)comn-

posed of thorm and the lie, (MOb,) around the
grap~ (A, Myb) and the like; as aso 
with ig, agreeably with the word Lte. [from

which it is derived]: (Mqb:) and 'Js. -,,

inf. n. 5 , hc made anen/oure (J[ and TA
in art. -) of tiwrns and th ike (TA in that
art.) around his garden of palm-trees or vines.
(] and TA in the same art.)

tl [The tak-tre~; tectona grandis; to whichl

the name of L-is applied in Pers.; remarkable

for itJ huge size, and enormo~ lates: or dithe
Indian, or Oriental, pla~-tre: or the Indian
plantain.tre: (ee De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec.
ed., iii. 473:)] a certain ~peci of tree, (9, A,
Mgh, O, M9b, j,) of grat sizc, (M,b,) growing
to a very great size, (Mgh,) that grows only in
India, and is conreyed thence to other neuri;
(Mgh, Meb;) so they say: (Mgh:) Z says,
(Msb,) it is a black, heaymj, wood, which is brought
from India, (A, Mqb,) in pi~c made of an oblong
Jorm, and squared, (A,) and which the wood-
fretter can hardly, or not at all, wear, or wasute;
(A, M.b;) and he says that it pl. is t:
(Mgb: [but this is said in the A only to be pl. of

Lt, meaning "a rounded, wide, t :])
some say that it reemnbla ebony, but is As black:
(Mb :) accord to the A, Noah's ark was made
of it: but several authors say that it is related in
the Book of the Law revealed to Moses that it
ws made of the ', [or pine4ree]; and some
say that the,;d, is a species ofthe tL: (TA:)
Ahn describes it, (0, TA,) on the authority of
one who had seen it in its plaes of growth, (0,)
as a ~pec of tree that grows to a great sze, tall
and wide, having leaes lie the shield of thae

Deylem (,.[Jl, q. v.), wiotu of wrhiIc learcs a
man may cover him~df, and it will protect him
from the rain, and it has a ~et odour, lie the
odour of the leaes of tha want, and is fie and
soft, or mooth; (O, TA,) the elepants [he says]
are fond of it, and of the late of tAh banana,
both of which they eat: it is not of the trea
that grow in the land of the Arabs, nor doe it
grow in any country e~ept thos of India and
the Zmnj; nor does any tree grow o tall, nor
anyso ig: (0:) V ? .t is the n. un.; and its
pL is ,t*.L.: (Mb :) and it signifies a piece of
wood of the tr,e calld ct, made of an oblong

form, and suared, as brouglt fromt~ India; (A,*
Mgh, TA;) mAch as i cmt and prepared for a
fonmdation and the like: (Mgh:) one says, A)

1 i ~,t [In the fowudation of his
bilding is a pieceof wood of the ct. cut i, an
oblong form, and qared]: (A:) a ait. from
which a door is cloven, or divided off lenithwise,
is called iA: (TA:) and the term n . is
also applied to the board, or tablet, [of mood of
the tL.,] upon which stand [or et] the. two
cale of the balance wen one Meighs with it.

(am. p. 81&) a)-~ Also A [rment of the kind
184 
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called] ;CZ of the color termed [here
meaning a dark, or an ashy, du-coklour]: (f, A,
O, ] :) or a blackl ;J.: (IA%r, 0, I:) or a
large, thick, or coarme, OLJ,: (TA:) or a
o#1 made of a round form, (A, TA,) and
wide: (A:) or a LJ4. hollowed out in the

middle (";;l); s woven: (Az, O, Mb:) this
last is said to be meant in a trd. in which it is
said that the Prophet used to wear in war such

,i~' [pl. of ., q. v.,] as were [made] of

t;. : (TA:) ta. is the pl.: (T, $, A, O,

Mb :) the dim. is t ..0 (TA.) It is tropically

applied to signify S A [ganment ofthe kind c~ed]

'. a made of a square forn, or fou-~d; and

is described as a ort of aL., wo (TA.)
As meaning a e.L4h, it is said by some, that its
I is originally i. (L, TA.) _ItisalJo used, by
a poet, in the manner of an epithet, uas meaning

Of the colour te [expl. above]. (TA.)

A preparation of clay, [app. made into a

ort of ooze, and] cooked; with mhch the weawer
does over [i. e. dreem] the warps of the web.
(TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

n. un. of 0t, q. v. (Mb.)

J [an epithet from tL in the last of the

enses assigned to it above: see 1, last sentence.

,A i OLUC. of the called tC

q. v. (TA.)

An enclosure (A, Mb) made with thorn~

aS th liUke (M 9b) around grape~ (A, Mvb)
and the like: (MNb:) an encloure made with
tree around grape-vitno or a gardn: (L in art.

) an encloure (0 and ] in that art.) of any

kind (0) around a thing, ~sh as palm-tree and
rape-in~: (O, g:) and a all (o0, ) of any

kind, wether roofd or not roofed: (0:) pl. [of

pauc.] l,,l: and [of mult.] t ; (A, Mb;)

the latter originally .,, like ;. pl. of. 4,b.
(Myb.) Fei makes the medial radical letter to be
j, and so do [Z and] AIei and mostofthe gram-
marians: As [and $gh] and IM hold it to be t.
(TA.)

4 The sprinkling instrument ( , A)
which the meaver paus to and fro oer his web
[to drs the warp. with the preparation termed

. (A, TA..)

-- "' ... A ,[gar.ment of the kind caled]

,- a ,into a L.: (A:) or, made round

(0, 1, TA) and w/e, or ample: (TA:) and
also applied to signify uh as ist made square, or
four~ed. (TA.)

t [originally ]: see what ollo

1L.J [originally · "] The court, or opmn
area, of a house; i. e. a ~pacio wacant part or
portion thereof, in whiceh is no buildig; (MNb

voce ;) a part of a house in which i no
building nor roof: (lar p. 33:) its £.Q: (S:)

or its yard; i. e. a paciouw place infront ofa
house: (Myb in the present art.:) or a wide, or
spacious, place, among the dwllings of a tribe:
and a side, region, quarter, or tract; or a lateral,
or an outward or adjacent, part or portion; syn.

3a.i: ( :) the pl. is Vt t [or rather this is a
coll. gen. n. of which a..t is the n. un.] and [the

pl. is] L;.r (?, Myb, V) and rjs; (g, ;)
the last like pl. of £.4, ans - . pl. of

1.s: (S:) the dim. is ·i... (TA.) [See

also 7 in art. .,.] One says, i5L. ,p

[May God peop) thy court, or yard; or make
it to be ell ocked ith ~pespl and thl like].

(A.) And in a case of drought you say, ,J!

.I j.bes t, l. [lhe/ air, or atmosphere, has
become red, and the courts, or yards, have become

wry dwty]. (A.) You say also, ~Jl kij 4L,

a phrue lie XjlW I;S . ,i [expL in art. ]. ;

(TA in art. j..)

IL~, dim. of J;L., q. v. (TA.)

1. 45 ;i (, , ,, M ) or 41l ; ,
(A,) ,;J L (S, M,b,) or ', (A,) aor.

,, (S, A, M:b,) inf. n. 5. (L, M,b) and

~/ : and .ly, (L,) Hi les, or th lgs of

the beat, tank into the ground: (Mqb,* TA:)
or sank, and becam concealed, in the ground or

earth: ($, M9b,* TA:) and so ',it, aor. ,

(S, MQb, TA,) inf. n.: (MQb) [and b ,:

see art. te.]: and in like manner one says of the

feet: (A, TA :) like d. (S, p.)- And CL,
(L, g,) aor. t, (L,) It (a thing) ank [in

water &c.], or subsided; syn. .j. (L, .)

And ,.1l -X l- tA, L, Mqb, IC,) aor.

j,Z ,(L, Myb,) inf. n. t. (L, Myb, ) and

and It4, (L, V,) Te ~oud, or earth,

sank wih th em; or sank with them and tswalloed

them up or enclmed them; syn. i!, (L, ,)

or I.: and so .;., aor. C , inf. n. .
(M:b.)

4. '-.L.I He (God) made him, or it, to sink
into, or to sink and become concalead in, the
ground or earth. (Msb.)

5. .3 He feU into a place rendered very

imy by rain; (L, 1,;) or into mud rentdered

very wratery by rain; as also j3. (L.)

~l~? be,l C., (L, ]) and t (L) and
V i. (L, ][,) or t V.l, of the measure
.i1, (?,) said in the V. to be a mistake, but the
l is not the only lexicon in which it is thus
written, (TA,) The earth became ery slimy by
.rea of ra. (?, L, r-)

LO.140: see the next preceding paragraph.

a.i.I. db wIn it is much mud. (i.)

I~1~. , - s b;_iq. , q. v. (L. )

~ , Mud rendered er watcry by rai.

(L.) see d.b.I 9.,e, ;jU,, above..-Alo,
and t ~.y., 7Smid carth that breaks is pien

mAen tr upon. (L voe1 ._1

uzlw [A wide water-core, or channel of a
torrent, containing fine, or minute, or broken,
pebble, &c.,] into which tle feet sink, or in which
the feet sink and become conceald. (L)

dim. of ro . (L, .)

Ma:: asec .

L. Lt, aor. ,-, inf. n. ;!>C (Msb, TA) and
>" and ; [and its vars. mentioned in the

next sentence] and ; , (TA,) or .;.. is a
simple subst. signifying as expL below, (Myb,)

IIe was, or became, [a ,, i. e. chief, lord

master, &c.; or] poseed of glory, ~oour,
dignity, eminence, eated or elvated state, or
nobility. (Msb, TA.) -_[It is also tran.:] you

say, &;i ,C , ($, M, A,) aor. A:~ ($, A,)
inf. n. l;a ($, M, ]') and ] (M, V·) and
~; (, (S , A, A , -,) in which last the [final] 
is added to render the word quasi-coordinate to

6*6, '0 0.63

words of the measure JLa, u .,J. and it,

() and ;:. and ;g:, (M, TA) and
(M, g,*) of the dial. of Teiyi, (M,) and 3~,
(M, M,) He ws, or became, the [or chie,
lord, master, &c.,] of his eoplk; (8;) [he rld
lds people, or held dominion over them;] and

tA hL.! signifies the samc. (M, L.) And ';1,

inf. n. >1e. and '.a and ji. [&c.], le eer
cised rue, or dominion, over him. (MA.) [See
also ;, below.] - [Hence,] JI;j3t i .%U ;L'

My ds-camd left behind the [other] camel or
beasts. (A, TA.) - i_i u,.;: see 3.-

;, and ;O as syn. with ac, 1: see this last, ia
three places. - as syn. with 'l. : see this
latter. ~ L, aor. ., also signifies He drank

water such as is termed ;j., which occasom a

disease ter,ned 1. ,. (M, IC) - And ,, (M,)
or , like H, (1,) H w, or bocame,

-&
affected mith .l1. (M, ]. [In the former, the
context indicates that this means here a disease
that attacks the liver from eating dates: in the
latter, 'that it here means a disease incident to
sheep or goats.])

8. 4 ; ' 'S , [in£ n. ] His peple made

him a C [i.e. chief, lord, &.; generally mean-
ing over them]. (8, M,* A.) It is said in a trad.

,a-J, .g -.'.. -*1 ·0..

of'Omar, tj.j..0 Jel ljii7, (M,) or t l3

[for ~ ], (O,) meaning Learn ye no~e,
or sienc, before ye be [made] chieft, looked at;
for if ye learn not before that, ye will be ashamed
to learn after becoming advanced in age, or attain-

ing to full growth, (,1l .,) and so will remain

ignorant, taking it [i. e. knowledge] from the
younger ones, and that will lower your ~estima-

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3
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tion: (M:) or the meaning is, before ye be
married, and become masr of houses, or tnts,
and be diverted by the marriage-state from [the
acquisition of] knowledge, or science. (Sh, 0.)
[See also b.]_ -% also signifies He ~e:
(As, TA:) or [the inf. n.] . 1 .- signifies the

say of 1C, [i. e. d,iefi, lords, &c., pl. of
· ]. (.)-- [And accord. to the It, * is
also sy. with .p. The being bold, daring, brave,
or coura~eous: but aecord. to the O, '. signi-
fies gI5. le vided his excrement, or ordure;
as though from what next follows: which of these
two explanations is righlt (for it seems improbable
that both are right) I find no ex. to indieate.] -

M.,' (9 , M,' TA,) or ~ ,oI -, inf. n.

sp, (MN b,) I2 blachkmed it; made it, or ren-
dmd it, .i,t [i. e. black]; (,* M, Mqb ;*) I
changed it e' [or whiteness] to ; [or black.

mm]. (TA.) - [Hence, ,j "., lit. He, orit,
blacke his face: meaning t re~rd his face
expre of sorrow, or displeamr; or grieved,
or disp~ed, him: and also, disgraced him: see
the contr. &: and see also 9. -Hence also

j., meaning lHe wrote anything in a ro~Agh
mamnr, as one writ~ the fir draught, or ori-
gial cop, of a book or the ie; contr. of ,~

in this sens also: probably pt~classieal.] 
And j,M 4 , (, M, o,) inf. n. j, (9,1s, )
t He beat, or poundd, old worn-out hair-oth,
and appli it as a remedy to the galli, or wores,
on the backs of the camels. (Fr, A'Obeyd, 9, M,
0, I.*) - And X.h ti>r t Feed ye your
guest with something to allay the craving of his
stomach before the mni~ (T. ). (El.
Umawee, TA in art. .)

3. V A, ,. .) Heied o ith
me, or mcodem~ with me for superiority, in the
rank, or q~lity, or qualitis, of a 4 [or chief
lord, 1&.], and I overcame, or surpased, Ahim
tMerein: (?, A, L, 15:*) mand also Hecd with
me in blackness, and I sur ed hi thrin.
(, L, .].*) - And jls, in£ n. 1 -, He met
Aim in the blacknem of the night. (M, L) -

And ;,L.C, (?, A, O,) inf. n. . (, (0, O, )
and 3j'j", (M,) I spoke secretly with Am;
(~, A, O, ;') because you bring near your .Iy
[or person] to his [when you so speak with
another]; or [because] originally meaning I
brAt near my M_Z, i.e. ro~ , to his: (:)
or j.,L, inf. n. .lj,f, signifies he spoke ~mty

ith hm, and so brougAt near his /1y to his [the
other's]; as also * i,, in£. n. -. (M.) It
wus said to the daughter of El-Khum, Wherefore
didst thou commit fornication? (9, O, L,) or
What caused thee to commit fornication? or
Wherefore didat thou become pregnant? (M, L,)
thou being the mistres of thy people? (9, O, L:)
and she answered, 'jJI j;j jtZ) 4,1, (9,
M, O, L, [in my two copies of the 9 ; and
jA, as though a verb were understood,]) i. e.

[TA nearesm of the pillow, and the og conti-
~an~ce of] ecret peaking with another: (Lb,
M, L:) or, as some say, $.lJI here meaus the

enticing to tt: or, U otherusay, &PJI itseLf
[if the question put to her were the last mentioned
above]. (M, L.) - .ij3L also signifies tHe
acted deeitfqy, or guil y, with him: :)
or he endeavowured to tumn him [to a thipg] by
blandidhment, or by dectjfid arts; or to entice
him; as shown above. (TA.) - And t He
droe him away; namely, a lion. (0, 1.) -
And 4 II j't ; t Th came laboured
at the herbage with their lips, and could not
master it, becaue of iU sh~ (0, I) and iU
canti~. (V.)

4. .¢, and Hjl e begat a boy that was a
or chief rd, &.-]: (, o, ]:) or they

signify, (O, ,)or signify also, (v,) he begat a
black boy: (, O, t ) or h had a black child
born to Aim: (M :) and ; s:,he broughtforth
black childe~ (A.)

5. >.J He became married: (i :) or he boe-
came married, and master of a howe, or tent.
(Sh, O.) See 2, second sentence.

8: see L-..-o.;.t U The . y ~ th
t [or chief, lb'rd, &sc. of the of uch a[or ~A~ &c.,] of tb m of ~
one: (AZ, , M,O, :) or (so in the ], but
in the ; and O "and in like manner") they took
him captive: ($, O, ]K:) or they asked, or de-
manded, of hin a woma in mariage. (IApr,

M, M, o, 1) And..dl (;,t, and .A U, and
. e, H asked, or demanded, in marriage, a

;3, [or woman of rank or qual~], among the
people: (M:) or *bt f, ) )1;i1 and,*e,
he marred one oY the chie, or nobb, women of
the mu of ssch a one. (IApr, O.) And %.,t
He married~ among ; [or chieS, lords, &c.]. (L.)

s. ;"1, (9, M, Msb, V,) in£ n. J1i!; (9,
]t ;) and * ;Ijl*, (9, M, t,) in£ n. ;, '; (9,
] ;) and in poetry it is allowable to say 1,
to avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letters;
imperative [of* the second] ;71 and the last
two letters in this may be incorporated together
[so that you may say ;-; ; (?;) sid of a

thing; (9, Mb ;) and t jr, (9, M, M9b,) said of
a man, (9, TA,) and of a thing, (TA,) aor. ;.:;
(Myb ;) and 9 ;C, (M,) first pers. , a form
used by some; ( ;) It, and he, became ,! [i. e.
black]: (9, M, Msb, :) and 't ;1i., it, or he,
bwcame in~ so. (TA.) Nugeyb says,

· * -- -,- A·' *S ; .,* 5a3j ., l.L s1 :4,,, H 

[I am back, (for. Nuyeyb was a slave,) and
am not mater of my pereon; but beneath it, or
within it, is a shirt like the cloth of oohistdn,
the gores of which are white: by this w,ag
he means his heart; .. eli, or il J,
tropically meaning "the pericardium ;" and, by
a synecdoche, "the heart itself, with its apper-
tenances"]. ($, TA.) - [Hence,] , .o,
[lit. Hisfac became black: meaning] his face
became epressine of grief, or sorrow, or di

pleasure, occasiond byfear [.]: (Bd in iii. 102:)
he bename gried, orromful, or di d; and
conf ded, or perpl~d, and unable to his
right courn, by rea of shame, or in coNsqe
ofa ded that he Aad done (Bd in xvi. 60) [,.J.:
and often meaning he became dir'aeJ : opposed

to w,!. (B in inii. 10.)

11: see , in three plaoes.

Q. Q. 4. I.j' : see 9, first sentence.

;. A h (M, , TA) of a mountain, (M,
TA,) [app. meaning, in thi case, a io tract at
th ba, or foot, of a moai] forming a
narrow strip f , (M, TA,) rough and
black, (M,) or l, abounding ith blac stones,
(], TA,) which are rough, and the prdominant
colour wherf is blacks; sddom fmmd but at
a mountain in ch is a mine: so says Lth: or
a ~ of ground in ich are blaA rough ~to
rembling dry human dung: (TA:) or land, or
ground, i which black ss predominatest , which
is seldom aywher~ but at a mountain in which
is a mine: (Mob:) pl. ;1 : (M, TA:) and
t ;j- signifies a porti thrf; (M, Mb,
, TA;) and the pL of this is ;l., and the

pL of ;.1. is t J.I;, which ooours in a trad.
(TA.)

see: see .$).

& a contrction of ,.t, q. v.

;bI: see art. ~,

33" : se e". - Also t Land in which are
pan-trs: orpoed to Lng. (TA in art. uis.
[Se also .JI, voc i , near the end.])

i;j a sub t. from ;L, inc n. ji;%; signifying
[The rank, station, or conditio or the qlity or
qualities, of a .s; i.e. chiefdom, brdhip,
mastery, c.; or] glory, hor, igity, (M,b,)
or eminence, exalted or elevated stare, or nobility:
.M,Mb :) or this word, (9, M, j,) and its van.

, and and (M, TA) and i. (M, I,) of
the dial. of Teiyi, (M,) and (Mj., (M, ,) are
syn. with ;h-, (9, M, 1) and j... as inf no.
of ;I [q. v.].- (, M.)

All, fem. of .lI [q. v.]. (Mgb.)

or M .: see a;A.

il1.O: ee a, in art. O.

l;,, (M,A, TA,) or 1j;, (Mgh, 0,) and

t J;ai., (M, O,) or j1,;,, with Oamm, like the

first, (TA,) and * Lk1 (A, O) and t 1 ()
all signify the same; (TA ; A certain bird, that
eats grapes: or i q. -~ [i. e. the sparrow;
or a bird of the paseie ind: (J:) or a cr-
tain smal bird, (A, Mgh, 0, TA,) having a log
tail, (Mgh,) resembng the , (TA,) mm
tim (Mgh) called also · gi 'l, (Mgh,
O,) of such a si' that it may be grsped in the
hand, that ea grapes (A, Mgh, O, TA) and
dates (A, TA) and omm. (Mgh, O, TA.)
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;I Bhcknss, contr. of ,; (M, Mgh;)
a certain aolow, (P, Msb,) rell known. (Mqb.)

One says, ;: y 1 [(He met him in the

blakness of night]. (TA.) And O~ 43 i l

or goat, walks in blacknss, eats in black-
we, and looks in blacknes]; meaning the black-

ness of its legs and of its mouth and of what is

around its eyes. (Mgh,* Mb.) And .5 lij

JI ho e*Wl [When whitenes becomes much,
blakness bcoms little]; by whiteness meaning
,ailk; and by blackness, dates. (TA.) - Blahck
clthking. (Mgh in art. ,.w,&. [See its contr.

b,,.]-) [Hence,] .11! jl, (J, M, A, .)

and J;il' (M) and t I and V ;s.1I (?,M,

1) and t! ,, (, M, A, j,) the last a dim.,
(TA,) T7e heart's core; the black, or inner, part
of the heart: or a black thing in the heart: or
the black clot of blood that is within the heart
[resembling a piee of lier (Zj in his " Khalf el-

Inin")]: or the heart's blood: i.q. ;q. : (. ,

M, ]C, TA:) or, as some say, ,. (M, TA.)

One says,, i ~,. u ;1 (A, TA) and
, 3 .. (A) t [Place them in the intos part

if thy hcart; i.e. give them the bet, or most
intinate, place in thy affctions]. (A, TA.) -

.~1 .!l.i signtifies The liver. (L, TA.) -

jIy is also syn. with j 4 ([as meaning A
lperon; and also, in a more general sense, a
l,wl#b,, or corlorcal, form or.figure or substance];
(A'Ol(cydl, ., M, A, Myb, ];) of a man, and of
other tiings; (Myb;) expressly said by A'Obeyd
to Ih of any article of household goods or utensils
and furniture and the like, and of other things:
(M:) because appearing black when seen from a

distance: (TA:) pi. ;.. and iL., (?, M, A,)

the latter a pl. pl. (?, M.) El-Ashi says,

* J~g~ * - *..* * jjb..

[Ye rdfrainedfro~ retaliating upon m wrhn there
were among you prostrate persons the slain
whereof had not b'en pillo in graves]: by the

:jL,! meaning the p.;. of the slain. (a.)

And it is said in a trad., Il , Sl 1.

dc3~ [ Ihen any one of you se a bodilyform,
or a person, by night, let him not be the more
con,a,'dly of the two bodily forns, or perons;
fuo hc Jtircela thee, like as thou fearet him]:

t11, here meaning tll. (L.) The saying

,/~ 1s, f1. ' is expl. by A as meaning

'. ,a;Z ,alj; ,j [i. My person ill
not separate itlf from thy peson]: ,, with

the Arabs, meaning W., and in like manner

,j.M. (IA%r, L.) [Hence, app.,].!. I - j

~i1, [as though lit. signifying Evil said to me,
Erect thy peson]; meaning t be tho patient:

a prov. (TA.) - As its pl. otwl means the

b,..: sof the veseb of a house, [accord. to the
statement of A'Obeyd cited above,] such as the

si.L and the 'il and the a;., these being

called Ijlt -;, it is also used as meaning

tZ Ho old goods or utensil or furniture and
the like, absolutely. (Iar p. 495.) [And in like
manner] the sing. is also used as meaning t The

travlin~apparatus and baggage and train (Jii)
of a commander: (? :) and t the tents and appa-
ratus and beasts and other things, collctively, of
an army. (TA.) - Also, the sing., t Property,

or cattle, 4c.; sn. JL: (Aboo-MAlik,TA :) or
mnc thereo0f; (A'Obeyd, f, 5 ;) as in the say-
ing ,1j. ~*M [To such a one belongs much pro-

perty, J&c.]. (A'Obeyd, .) - Also IA collec-
tion, company, or colective body, of men; (M,

A, L;) as in the sayingspl,*dl ;ly. ;;

[I ncreased tAe number of the collective body of
the people, or party, by my person]: (A, TA:)

and ' and 'L..I are used in the same

sense; (M ;) or [rather] as pls. of this meaning:
(L, TA:) or all these as meaning t sundry, dis-
tinct or separate, sorts of men, or people: (M:)

[but] -jh tjl >;! . means ttl collectioe body

of the Muirn : (Mgh, Mhb:) and so Mij!

JVJIJ!, a tropical phrase [in which ".e0S.l o

is understood]: (A:) or this means ithe great
number of the Mudins agred in obedience to the
Imdm. (TA.) t The commonalty, or generality,
of men or people: (S, ]:) t the bulk, or main
part, of a people: (M, TA:) or t the greater
number. (Msb.) And t A great number (,, Msb,
O) of any kind. (S.) t A collection of palm-
trees and of trees in general; on account of
their greenness and blackness, because greenness
nearly resembles blackness (M, L) - And IThe
rural district of any province; i. e. the district

around the towns or illages, and the j30L; [i. e.
districts of wn field ith toVns or villae], of
any province: (M, TA:) or the environs, con-
sisting of towms, or vilages, and of c~tivated
land, (A, TA,) [but more properly applied to the
latter than to the former,] of a city, (A,) or of the
chief city of a province: (TA :) or the townn, or
oiag~, [but properly rith the cultivated lands
pertaining to them,] of a province or city: (V:)
thus [particularly] of El-Koofeh and El-Basrah:

(, o :) hence, (A,) lSt ;W,, (A, Mgh, O,

Msb,) or [simply] jl!.JI, (5,) the district of
tonms or villages, and cultivated lands, of El-
'IrdA; (0, ];*) or the district betreen El-
Ba.rah and EI-Koofeh, wmilkth the towns, or vil-
lages, around them; (A;) or eatending in length
from .Hadeethet El-Mowsil to 'Abbdddn, and in
brwdth from El.' Odheyb to .olwdtn; (Mgh;)

so called because of the .bZ [which means both
greenness and a colour approaching to blackness]
of its trees and its seed-produce; (Mgh, Msb;)

for that which is J.-I the Arabs term ._I1
because it appears to be thus at a distance. (Myb.)

;1 Secret sch w ith another; as also;.'1
(M, , TA:) each a subst from ., accord.
to A'Obeyd: (M, TA:) but [ISd says,] in my
opinion the latter is the inf. n. of ;jL, [and as
such it has been mentioned above, (see 3,)] and
the former is the simple subst., the two words

being like I, and Ctl: (M:) As disallowed

[Boox I.

the former, but it is authorized by AO and othes.
(TA.) - Also A certain disease incwd~t to p
or goats. (s.) - And A certain disea itncidt
to man; (s;) a pain that attacAh the liver, in
consequence of eating dates, and that ti
or oftn, kill. (M, TA.) - And A yelo~ in

the conplexion, and a grecnnm (.2 [app.
here meaning a blackish hu inclining to 9~en-
nMss]) in the nail, (C, TA,) incident to poople
fom [drinkig] salt water. (TA.)

s,M, (S, M,, c, .,) of the measure -0;

[originally *,, for a reason to be mentioned

below; the kesreh upon the ., being deemed
difficult of pronunciation, is suppressed, and the
quiescent . and S thus coming thgether, the
latter receives the rejected kesreb, and the j is
changed into kS and incorporated into the aug-

mcntative S; as in the case of r with those

who hold it to be originally . o;] or, accord. to

the Baqrees, it is of the measure ,J4; [originally
J;;] (S;) and also , ; (Miz, 40th t3,

section on the class of ,i and ;) A chifs

lord, or master: (M, L, Mgh, MUb: [accord.
to the last of which, this is a secondary significa-
tion, as will be seen below:]) a princ, or kigy:
(Fr, L:) one who is st before, or over, others: a
mater ofa ho~ueold: (L:) a woman's usband:
(Fr, M, Mqb:) a possessor, an owner, or a pro
prietor: (L, Mb :) a slave's master, or owmer:
(Fr, M, Mqb:) a superior in rank or station or
condition; one possessing pre-ninence or aezd-
lence; a man of rank or quality; a peroge;
a man of distinction: (L:) one who msurpa
others in intellince and roperty, and in re-
pling injury, and in beneficence, or uwef
nho makes a just us of his proprt, and aids
otlers by himself: (ISh, L:) one posss of
glory, honour, dignity, eminnce, exalted or ele-
vated state, or nobility; (L, M.b; [accord. to
the latter of which, this is the primary significa-
tion ;]) gen~cs, noble, or high-born: (L:) the
most generous, noble, or high-born, of a people:
(Msb:) a liberal, bountifil, or mun.fcent, per-
son: (Fr, L:) clmnent; forbearing; onmse who
endures injurious treatment from his pople.
(L:) devout, abstaining from unlanful thing,
and clement, or forbearing: (Vatideb, L:) one
who is not overcome by his anger: ('Ikrimeh, L:)
accord. to As, the Arabs say that it signifies any
one who is subdued, or reprcssed, by lis principl

of clemency, or forbearance: (L :) and jt.l

signifies the same as , : or one inferior to a
.4: ( (:) or, accord. to Fr, one says, .~ Ij"

I s os [this is the lord, .pc., of his peple to-

day]; but if you announce that he will be their

. after a little while, you say ; . 5T_ ,

i, and ': (S:) the fem. of [and of

?. ;1] is with: (M, L, M.b:) pl. of ', (8,

Msb,) or of tV;8,, (M, I,) ;.; (S, M, Mqb, ])

and l (?, O) and [pl. of ;iL] jl .. : (Mb :)

[J says that] ;C1 is of the measure i_u, [ori-

nally ;"J,] because ' is of the measure
jea ; [as has been before mentioned;] and it is

like h;J as pL of s, the only other instance



f the kind; tbis beingshown to be the ease by.
the i&cL tht ~ h.as o a , a pL ;1, with ., 
ad with the t chnged into becasue it is so i
nged in the sing.,] lik u 3i hu Um, and

like m 's' ha " but the Bayrees, who hold
_ to be of the meure 3.., ay that it beoomes
ofthe mesure I; in the pL a though it were
.;5d, likeU 3j, which hae ;Jas a pl., and like

;31!, which has ;l a a pL; and they also say
tt ;;, with ., as pl. of O , is ontr. to
analogy; for by rule it should be without . (p.)
. [In the present day it is also particularly ap-
plied to signify, like t/Aq, Any dacundant of the
Proph~.] -One of the poets has used it in
relation to the jinn, or g?pii; saying,

a d. . .010.. * .0.'.. 5.

[("ii that re roued from their sleep by night,
mm ing, or perhaps bea/iling and dogiiZ,

teir chief]: Akh says that this is a well-known
verse of the poetry of the Arab.: but it is asserted
by one, or more, likewise deserving of reliance,
that it is of the poetry of EI-Weleed [and therefore
post~ eal]. (M.) _ And the wild as is
called t the , of his female. (TA.). Also,
(Ks, C, M, Mgh, M1b, V,) and t ,~, (1,) the
latter on the authority of Aboo-'Alee, (TA,)
applied to a he~ t, T Ad_and in years: (Ks,
C, 1X Mgb, Mvb, lg:) or in it third year:
(MOhg:) or great, though not advwanced in yeam:
(TA:) or it is of general application, for it ocurm
ina trad. appliedtothe camel and the ox-kind. (M,
TA.).-And the fonnrmer also signifies t What is
mt eminent, e,ted, or noblb, of any things:

and is applied by Zj to the ]ur-n, because, he
says, it is Aol Z [The paragon of speech]

(M.)

se: e the last sentence but one above.

the abbreviated dim. of 1..: (1, Mgh,
Mb :) see the latter. _- Also [as a subst., or an
epithet in which the quality of a subt predo-
minates,] Water; (M, Mgh, L;) as also t t:
(M: [but see amQ .9, voce ; :]) the former
is [aid to be] used in this sense in negative
phraes only: (M, L:) one says, . ""1 l

~,LJ ,4 He gave thm not to dnk a drop of

water. (M, MOgh,6 -~.,% means Th

anu; syn. ; t; (V;) (and] so tVLAJt.
(M.)

.J , ,l ._.,: see ; , near the beginning
of the paragraph.

LpiC [or perhap, y, i. e." belonging to
the S&wd of El-'Ira4,"] i. q. (M) A wel

kw sort of dates, Q vocej ,.,,) fond in
abundance at El-BaraA. (TA ibid.)

AL' W dim. of tj, fern. of j..,, q. v.: (Mgh:)
- see alo I, in two places: - and .. ,: 

and j*, near the end of the paragraph. _- Also
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4 artain bin (M.)-And lt tracts (,I.)
of [plants of the kind called] ,,: Kr exlains :
zt by 1· [app. a mstranscription for a a
plant]; without describing it. (M.)

.S3: ee ~, in the middle of the paragraph,
in tree place

)j.. Greater, and greatet, in re~pect of eaima-
&.;'

tiosn, rank, or dig~ ; syn. Jq.: (!, :) and,
s some say, more [and mos] iberal or bowtif/l

or muaji ft: or more [and most] cemt or
fo~aring. (TA.) Oneys , oa ' ""

He is greater &c. (1) than such a one. (v.)
And '.ji I - 1 means The greatest &c.

(Jq1) of the , or party. (V, TA.)
Also Black; i. e. having jJ_ , (M,* Mgh,)
which is the contr. of .eQ: (M, Mgh:) and

.S .. l signifies the same a m ,1: (yam p.
379:) [or as an intensive signification, like

,~ :] the fem .of ;A. is ,t).': (Mgh, Msb:)

the dim. of j"., is t .1, (M, Msb,) and it is

allowable to say V ,1, [as is shown by an ex.

voce 1;.I,] meaning [a little black tAing; or
bak~, or] approachin to black; (9 ;) and the

60.-

abbreviated dim. is t : (g, 1gh, Mb :) the

dim. of . is 'c ,: (ugh:) the pl. of J."of £b~~ --- ist
(M, Myb) and of ;%.' (Msb) is s" (M, M1b)
and 561' (w hich latter is especially applied to

human being]. (M.) j 1t;, is said in the R
to denote [Th ero~;] that particular peole,
or rame, n,o are the mo stinking of maki~d is
tbh armpits and seat, and the more so those who
are eunuchs. (TA.) [It (i. e. C1h4oJ1) is also

sometimes used for ;J>i- ,.;l, or jlbj>1 .,
(The land, or the country, of the negroes,) or the
like: it is thus used in the TA voce J.~' _.] And

the epithet ' .,1 is also applied by the Arabs to a
thing that is ; [i.e. green]; because it
appears to be thus at a distance. (Msb. [See
y tw : and see AQI; La_ and JUtiJ., voce

.~ .])-- [Hence,] 1. it;J and m: see
[- AndI;Jl 'The black bil; one of the

four humours of the body; of which the others
are the yellow bile (s,ll), the blood (..JI),
and the phlegm (U,tl).].-- . as opposed to
J.1I [and meaning The Arab race, and also,
accord. to some, in this case also, the black]: see
,..e5
.~1., in two places. - As applied to a certain

bird: see Ilj., in two places._ -Also, as a
subst., (f,) or an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. predominates, (Sh, M,) so that it is used as
a subst., (Sh, TA,) but imperfectly decl., (TA,)

A great ~rp, (S, M, ],) in which i black-
nm: (?, M :) the worst and gratst and most
nowiou of ~erp s, than which there is none mor
daring, for a i~ it oppo~ itelf to a com-
pany of trav r, and foos the ~ce, and it
is that which seks retaliation, and he who is
bitten by it wi nt ecape death: (Sh, TA:) it
is pluralized as a subst., (8h, g, M,) its p1. being

~w; ($ , M) and .d 'and tV ,;l: (M:)

were it an epithet [used u such], its pL would be
j: it i also ca 1 I, becau it it cts

Dff its slough every year: you do not say .uI

JL,: (a :) the female is called * ;i,.1, (?, M,)
which is extr.; (M.;) and to this the epithet
ALJLi is not applied. (m.)i- II).l means
t ~rp and the corpion; (Sh, Mgh, Mb,
] ;) which are to be killed'during prayer: (Sh,
Mgh, Mb :) so called by the attribution of pre-
dominanoe [to the former]. (Sh, TA.) .And
: Data and water; (El-Abmar, A4, $, M, A,
Mgh, Myb, ;) both together being thus called
by a term which properly applies to one only,
[acord. to some,] for [they say that] °'*; alone
signifies data, not water, and especially, or
mostly, the data of -3Medeeek; and in like
manner, Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar together are
called 1--1 ; and the sn and the moon
together, (lp.ill: (TA:) or, as some say, it
mes water and milk; and is applied by a rAjiz
to water and the erb callbd ,iIl, of [the grain
of] which bread is made, and is eaten [in time of
dearth or drought]. (M, L.) See also . -

Also t ThAe ; [or tract strenm with black and
rumblig on] and night: (f, M, L:) so called

because of their blacines (M, L.) A party came
as guests to Muzebbid El-Medenee, and he said
to tem, "There is nothing for you with us but
the 1b.j. :" and they replied, "Verily thercin
is a sufficiency: dates and water:" but he said,
" I meant not that: I only meant the i;^ and
the night." (1, M.) And as to the saying of
'Asbeh, that she was with the Prophet when
they had no food, but only the q1j,1, which is
expl. by the lexicologist a meaning dates and
water, [and thus by MUr in the Mgh, I8d says,]
in my opinion she only meant the 4i and night.
(M11.)......l, ; ,Iy; [lit. He is black-livered]

means:heisanenemy: (A, TA:) andL 1.3 1,.
means enemies. (M, A.) -You say also,
; ,, ;;s .~ 5J ;4., and, in like manner,

s,ik.l _., both meaning ; Such a one brouwht
hi shap, -or goats, in a lean, or an emaciated,
state. (Ay, ?, and A in art. j,,..) _ And

,..'t .-1 iS?He shdot ith his hecky

arrow, (A, ]i,) that wa smeared with blood,

(A,) by mean of which he looked for good
fortune, (i, TA,) because he had shot with it
and hit the object shot at, (TA,) or a though it
were black (], TA) with blood, (TA,) or by its
having been much handled. (W, TA.) -And
; s'l j d .Lb J l h I W poke to
him, and he did not return to me a bad word nor
a good one: ($, L:) or a singb word. (A.)_

I1 1U1; means t A footsp, or footprint,
that is becoming ffaced: a recent one is termed

-(B.)-__>.J t C'tivated, or lanted,
land; opposed to AL t [q. v]. (TA in art. w.;.
[See also 5B.])_ [But i'j., ;.' means t A
e ~ry sr year; more moerc than nsch as is

termed l.,.; which is more severe than the
,ti:, and till more so than the .l~': see
arts. _ and *,l" .]- L -Jt $;a.JI, said in a

�1
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trad. to be a remedy for every discase exce pt 
death, (TA,) i q. .j 1lI [q. v.], (i,) as alE

V aIat..JI, (TA,) [i. e.] this latter signifies 4i
4h;JI, (M,) or properly j.4)I, for thus th
Arabs called it accord. to IA}r: or, as some gal
i. q. l .Jl 'iJI [q. v. in art. ~], because ti
Arabs [often] call black J. l, and green .
(TA.)~ It is also used as an epithet denotin
excess; but as such is anomalous, being forme
from a verb whence the simple epithet is of th
nmeasuro e; : so in the saying, J,. &
.l.1$d [Blacker than the blacknes, or inten
blackne, of the crow, or raven: see ejJ
(I'Ak p. 237. [(ee also its contr. ,ia1, voc
ual; and see ,Iar p. 286.])

;i5.., fem. of .I, q. v., used as a subsl
(S, M.)

sle: ee ;jp.:I and I a nd a iJ..:- 
I .· l . I*

?_w1: rseeo %1, fourth sentence.

.I, rel. n. of .. with the movent .re
jected, Of, or relating to, [a blakeith colour, or
a colour approachij to blaec. (L.)

*A .* .. e.
./!I and ~$ 1: seeo .j., fourth sentence.

l, A skin for clar;fJed butter, orfor konry
(TA in this art. [See also art. ; and se
;l_ .in art. L.])

.,. One orer whom rule, or dominion, i
exetled; or of whom unothelr is ,[or cAhic,
lord, master, &c.]. (TA.)

.- [act. part. n. of) .. I, q. v.:] with , i. e.

s,:-:, A woman who bris forth black chil
dren: the contr. is termed ,-- (Fr, 1] in art.

W,) or, moro commonly) a.~... (O and TA
in that art.)

. IVater that is a caus of [the disease
called] 1t, (M, ], TA) to such as drink it.
(TA.)

1. - '/ . , , in the ]ur [xvi. 60 and xliii.
16], means t [His face becomes, or continues, or
continum aU the day,] exprsiw tf srronw, or
dixpleaswre. (Mgh. [See the verb, 9.]) And

. means t [Days of] evil state or con-
dition, and hardness, or dfficulty, of living.
(lIar p. 304)_ [-'i. The first draught, or
original copy, of a book, or the like: (not called
6*8* , ,* ,

j-; :) opposed to q. v.: probably post-
clamical.]

_. Guts (,;m~.) containing blood drawn by
r~~ction firm a she-camel, bound at the head,
roasted and eaten. (1Agr and ] as expl. by
MF.)

swjj,J1 The partisans of the dynasty of the
'Abbdwes; [so caUlled because they made their
clothesblack;] opposed to the . ( and 
in qrL .)

;jl:. part. n. of . (1. (See 1, lut signifi.
cation.])

0o L ;.-, aor. , ($, M, E,) inf. ;,j-, (s,) or

_ j., (M,) or both, (1,) or i", (Mgh,) [but this
Le last is an inf. n. of un.,] He leaped or srang,
Ys (?, M, A, Mgb, K,) s!i to, or towards, him, (,

M, 1,) and *4s upon him. (A.) - lIe leayed,
;or sng, [Or committed an assault, upon
. another,] like as he does who behaves in an annoy-

ing manner towards his cup-companion in his
d intoxication. (TA. [See also 3.]) -[Hence,]

i 1> PZ1 ;,1 (;, M, A, KJ,) inf. n.
L.C 2 and t. (M, K) and 4,, agreeably with

the root, (M,) and ;1", (TA,) t [The witne

ae uaulted, or rushed into, his head]: (A:) [or]
the ine circulated in his head, and rose into it:
(M, 1 :) or .jt ;CG, inf. n. j## and ;j, the

t.wine had an overpoering it/lucnce upon the

head: (Msb:) and b.wIl 1... Zo ; thefrc

or ovrpowering in`uence, (;;Z,) [or fumes,] of
the cup of wiNe mounted, or rose, to his head, or
into his head. (TA in art. ~.) - And v1,

> aor. as above, t He wao ang y. (Msb.) _
] aor. as above, inf n. n.., also signifies lIe (a

man) rose, or became elevated. (M.)
* A .1 2 1
means I rose to him [upon the upiper, or upper-
most, parts of the awal of the city or town &c.].
(TA.)- And one says to a man, , [Rise
thou, ise tiwis, to eminence,] in enjoining aspira-

wtion to the means of acquiring eminence, or
nobility: (IA§r, 15,* TA:) from LSI_J1 ;
meaning I ascended, or mounted, upon th walL
(TA.) - See also 5, in two places. s4 M:]
see 2 in art. pe.

.2. [j, inf. n. He walled a city or town
&c. (See 2 in art. )A&..)] - See also 5. _ And
i3;.., [in£ n. as above, (sce an ex. voce C A;1;,)]
I put upon him [or decked him with] the jIg. [or
bralts; or I decked him with bracelets]. (S.)

3. 5l signifies The laping, or sprnging,
of two antagonists, each upon the other, or their
arsaulting, or asailing, each other, in mutual
fiJght. (Har p. 39.)_ And (1 , 1M,
inf n. "j-C and t1;-, (M, 15,) He leaped, or
sprang, upon him; he asaulted, or asailed, him; {
syn. MIj. (1, N, ]5.) You say, ?L:S a,%ii

[The .,rpent rngrs upon, or asgaults, t
th rider]. (A.) And it is said in a trad. of t

'Omar, 1 ;l , meaning And I A
was near to leaping upon hiim, or asaulting him, '

and fighting him, during praye. (TA.) [See a
also 1.] You say alyo, JI u;;jL_ : [xieties o
assaulted, or asailed, me]. (A.) Also i. q. 1

&.g& sI [which, as it is imentioned immediately

afterjl:. in the last of the enses assigned to that 
word below, is app. aid of speech, or language,t
meaning t It had an overpoering influence upon 

6. *. He ascde,' or mounted, UpOn it; o
(namely, a wall;) as also t.L , inf. n. ;: a

(TA:) he climbed, ascended, or seakld, it,
(namely, a wall,) like a thief; (IAgr, $,* M,
A,* ,. TA;)as also i ;j; (M;)and *;;,
inf. n. as above: (1g:) and he climbed, or
ascended, and took, it; as also c, .J.3, and
t 9.: (TA: [this last from a trad., in which,
however, the verb is, in my opinion, probably
mistranscribexl:]) he climbed, or ascended, its
j_., [or wnall]. (B3! in xxxviii. 20.)~ Andj.3
lie piut on himself [or decked him~elf witA] the
jl_ [or braclet; or he decked himself wit
bracclet.]. (S.)

6. jL.J signifies The leaping, or rningity,
one Nithi [or upon] another. (KL. [See also 3.])

_-And Q ;JIJ.J means ~ j; [I
raised, or eletryted, l,y person to her, or it, or
themR; or str,tched nstc'f upl &c.; like 4,jtl].
(TA.)

8. ;tr1: see ksp! in art. jj,, from which it
is formed by transposition.

;j The wall of a city [or town &c.]: (S, M,
A, Msb, 1 :) [properly] masc.; but Ibn-Jurmooz,
in a verse, makes it fem., because it is a part of

the 4.u.: (M :) pl. ;,.; (s, M, M,b, O1) and
lje5..i. (e;, .) - And The upper, or uppermost,

part of the head; occurring in a trad., as some
relate it; or, accord. to others, it is t ;I ;. or
O.1., which is said by some of the later authors
to be the reading commonly known. (TA.).m
See also ij.", in three places. ~And se jle .
- Also An entertainment of a guett or ~g t;
(1 ;) a relpst to whiceh eo~leare invited: (Abu-
l-'Abbis, TA:) a Pers. word, honoured by the
Prophet; (1.;) i. e. by his saying to his com-
panions, as is related in a trad., M . 1 ,
1$ 1./. [Arise ye, for Jdbir has made an enter-
tainment, or a retpat]. Abu-l-'Abb/ss, TA.)
[It is also the name of A species offiJ, called by
Forskil (Flora Aegypt. Arab., pp. cxxiv. and
180,) ficus tiur, (not "mimosa sur," as in
Freytag's Lex.,) observed by him at Jubleh, in
El-Yemcn.]

Jj. A lap, or *pring. (TA.) - t The
amault of wine ulpon the head; or its rush into

the head: and in like manner, the asault, or
ruh, of venom, such as that of the sorpion:

:) or the force, or st,'ength, of wine &e.; (M,

I, Myb, and MF voce _ ;) as also ?;4.; (M,
!;) and in like manner, of hunger: (Mqb:)
ho overpocring in#uence of wine upon the
ead: (Msb:) or t;jl, signifies the creeping of
rine in the head: and - is said to signify the
aatcult, or force, or intoxicating operation, or
Otserp,er ng influence upon the head, (l,)
Produced by the creeping of wine, in, or through,
he driaker: and in like manner, {j; t jl-
neans t a motion ofjoy like the creeing of wine
, the head (TA.) - [t A paro"ysm of feer.

-t An ebullition, a fircens, or an impetuo.
ns, of anger; as when] one says j.J £ 1 tJ
[ Verily hit anger ha an dnelition, a Jbe~ ,

r an impetuoumnem]: ($:) [t an outb~, or
s,brea, of anger: and] t anger itself: [(or t a
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ii
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fit of anger, or irritation:] pl. ;;. (Msb.)
-[tThejflush, or impetuosity, of youth: see
1;a..].Impetuousnsc in war. (A.) [It is said
in the TA that , .. l j 31 *j S means

O.ajt' j . , i. e. Such a one has strong insc-
tion in war: but I think that /- is here a mis-
transcription for P, i. e. impetuousnme.] 
T iolence, force, or oppression, and tyranny, of a
SultAn: ($, K:) and might, or valour, (Meb,
TA,) of a Sult;in. (TA.).-t Velhemence, or in-
tuns , of cold: (1s:) or vehement, or intense,

cold. (M.) You say, ;'j .I1 j.1 t Intense cold

mcized hin. (TA.) - See also oj.

gUg Eminenec, or nihility: (S, A, ] :) rank
or station: (8,M, A, 1K:) or highl, or eralted,
rank or dstation: (Ibn-Es-Seed:) excellence:
(A:) pl. ' and [ ;: [the latter of which is an
anomalous pi.; or a coll. gen. n. of which S- is
the n. of un., as in another sense mentioned
below:] (M :) and Ej,, (M,) or V i; , (1g,) a
mark, or sign, of glory, honour, dignity, or
nobility; and heiglJt thereof (M, 15.) You say,

4iI U ; J t lie has eainnce in glory.

(A.) And ..ii; ,;; I ire has superiority,
and rank or sation, orer, or abore, thee; he is
of higl rank or dignity tu,an thou. (A.) And
*kj l ,j, (M,) [in the A Jtk I * or 

I? 1, (15) means t T7e ecerelent otne of catnel:
(M, ]:) sing. i;j.., which, accord. to some,
signifies hardy and trong. (M.)-i , also
signifies WVhat is goodly and tall, of structures.
(M, 1.)-- And The etremnity (. .) of anything.
(IApr, TA.)- See also .. . Also A row of
stones or bricks of a trall: (L, g: in the L,
JJ1;1 M &t ' "' X;: in the 1g, -~ . ---

5l_JI, or, as in the C1i, aWJI !_:) any degrec

(Jat) of a structure: (S:) pl. tt, (5, ,)
[or this is a coll. gen. n.,] like as , is of )J. ,

(;,) and -,. (.).. Hence its application in
relation to the ]5ur-tin, [to signify A chapter
thereof,] because each of what are thus called
forms one degree, or step, (8, M, 1g,) distinct
fiom another, (?, ],) or [leading] to another:
(M:) or from the same word signifying "emi-
nence :" (IAr :) or as being likened to the wall
of a city. (B:) some pronounce it with hemz;
(see art. j.;) but it is more common without:

(TA:) pl. ;, (M8, Myb,) and and ,;1
are also allowable. (..) -A sign, or token.
(IApr, M, ]C.) You say, ;5 ' Between
t two is a sign, or token. (IAr, M.)

.*-.: see ;y., in three places: and see
whlat here follows.

;4. (S, M, Mb,1) and t;4 (M, Mb,V)
and M;FJ,1 (, MF, and others) and ';11
(M, f) A woman's bracelet, (8,' M, Mb,* 1,)
syn. 4., (M, K], [in the C1, erroneously, j,])
of ~ile or of gold; (Zj ;) [and a man's braalet

also: see 2 and 5, and see also . :] all arabi-

cized, from the Pers. jt*w [;l~i or jl3 or

·;1ji)]: (B, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] of ;,"-, (8, M,
M9b,) and of ;l, (M,) ;1Am, (8, M, M9 b, ],)

Bk. I.
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and (pl. pl., M) r1,, (S, M, g,) accord. to Aboo-

'Amr Ibn-El-'AI pl. of J;ty, ( , ) and -. XLI,

(8, M9b, b,) also pl. of;ll or ;1 I, (M, TA,)

or of; rj,l or perhaps of ; (S ;) and (pl. of
mult., M) tl., (M, Myb, ].,) originally .,
like 4- pl. of S, (Msb,) and ;., (1, [in

a copy of the M J,]) said by Sb to be used by
poetic license. (M, TA.)

;l~ is an epithet applied to a dog [as meaning
Wont to rpring or leap or assault]. (A.) - And
it signifies The lion; (T8, .1 ;) because of his leap-
ing, or springing; (TA ;) as also ;,~1. (T8,
TA.)... Also One ohlo is mont to Ieap or sprin
upon another, or to assaut him; (8;) who be-
harcs in an annoying manner towards his cup-
companion in his intozication; (., A, Mgh;)
who aaults [or insults] his cuy-ompanion whP
he drinks (TA.)- t One into Mhose bhad ewin
quickly rims: (M, 1:) as though it were he
himself that rose. (M.) - And t Speech, or lan-
guage, that has an overpoering inluence upon

the head UI ail LSJJI). (M, IP)

L;i_-~ Heigkt: so expl. by Th as ued in the
saying,

[I love m with a love that ha height (i.e.
riing to a kigh degre), like as the butard oe
her young one]: meaning that the bustard is
stupid, and, when she loves her young one, is
excessive in stupidity. (M.)

.,-l1: see the next paragraph: _ and see also
, .

;1 1 (, M, Myb, ]) and t1 (S, M, 1)
The leader of the Persians; (M, A, Mqb, 15;)

like the J among the Arabs: (Mqb:) or their
greatest king: arabici~ed [from the Perm. j14 ,]:
(TA: [but said in the A to be tropical:]) or a
horseman of the Persians, (A'Obeyd, $, TA,)
wio fijhts: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or one who is fr,
on thte back of hi horse: (V :) or one *ho cel
in sitting fi,mly on the back of hit horse: (M:)
or (so in the M, but in the A and 15 "and ") one
wrho is stifful in shooting arrows: (M, A, ̀]:)
pl. 'L I (8, M, A, M9b, 1) and Cui; (M, 1;)
in the former of which the £ is to compensate for

the kS of the original form, which isjLtI. (S.)

_ See also LL. _ AA,nd see

;_ A leatheri pillow, upon which one leans,
or reclian; as also V;'.: (M, :) pl,;.
(TA.)

s: ee what next precedes.

J_ [Decked with a bracelet or bracdets. And
henee,] t Made a king [or chief ]. (A, TA. [See
· 5.]) _- And The place of the bracelet; (M,
1 ;) like as * signifies the "place of the

LZ." (M.)

0 4 4

L. 0jl1 , aor. . , , (A, Mgh,) inf. n.
i.;., (TA,) .He managed, or tended, the betas,

(rA;,.,) and trained thm. (Mgh, TA.) [And

jQl ,I ; He managd, or tended, the camels or
other proprty. See 3L.] -Hence, (Mgh,)

iae,l ot, aor. and in£ n. as above, (8, A,*
Mgh, 15, &c.,) I He ruled, or goerned, the sub-
jects; presided over their ajairs as a com-
mander, or govermor, or the like; (.8,Mgh;)
he commanded and forbade themn (A, ].) And

l ,~,, inf. n. p, 1 They mere, or became,
heads, chiefi, commanders, or the like, over them.

(TA.) One says, &X.., j ;; A '

(8, ) S [Such a one is experienced: he has
rled and ben ~red: or] he as commanded and
been commanded: (8:) or Ae has taught and ben
taught; or has diciplined and boen diciplined.

(1/.)-...ro l .tL,, aor. a above, inf n. n . iw,
He managed, condcted, ordered, or rgulated,

the affair; syn. ',t, (Mgb,) and w. : (M,
Mqb, TA:) L... signifies the managing a thing

( i, 3L0t) is ch a manner as to put it in
a right, or proper, state. (TA.) [Used as a
simple subet., the inf. n. may be rendered Manage:
nent, rul, government, or goernanec.] .- ,

($, M, A, 15,) aor. v,,i, (8, M, 8,) and S.,
(Kr, M,) inf. n. , , (M,) or *; (Ibn-
'AbbAd, ] ;) and , aor. ; (}, TA;
but the aor. is omitted in the Cl ;) or ,., aot.

,MY-, inf.n. "#' and ;c; and ,, aor.
,0-,., inf. . ; (Meb;) and L; (Yoo,

V;) and t,fi ; and *t; (M, MA, MA b,
15; but the last is omitted in the TA;) and
*t Am.;l; and V,vJ.3; (M, TA;) It (whent, or
other food, [&c.,]) had in it, or became attackef
by, [the grub calld] !y; [thAe grub called]

.,, fde upon it, or into it. (., M,* A,* M.b,
1,' TA.) One says also, '.I _, aor.
, a, inf. n. bS i and t t LuL; [The tree had
in it, or became attacked by, the grub called

,~.] (AlIn, M, TA..) And 1lWJI a,_, nor.

.,A, (8, M, 1,) inf. n. ,, , (8, ,; or , ;
(M;) and t .tLwl, (., M, ,) inf.n. a. C;
(TA;) The sheep, or goat, abounded with j..

(AZ, ., M, 1. [In a copy of the . and in one of
the 1, I find dj : in another of the . and
another of the ]1, and in the C15, and in a copy
of the M, ,J : the right reading apears to be
PJL; for this last word is said by some to be
syn. with ,J.]) You also say, when you are
gmradually perishing by reason of grief, ('a-I IS!I

1L. J , )U, ; ,-, - i [Mvy bone has
bred grbs, and so my flsh]. (A.)- :r
Ml,Jl, in£. n. , Te beast woa attacked lby
the discase termed -l [q. v. infri]. (T15.)

3. ~. t IcTey made him, or appointed himn,
ruler,or governor, over them; (M,* TA;) as also

t; -LI. (TA.)_h13U 1Sl =JI (V 
1,) or a,, (as in the TA,) or .;j. !, (,)

185
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i The man was mad rer of the affairs of the
people; (f;) [or of tAe affair of his pop,
accord. u the phrase i given in the A :] orwas
made king. (].) Acord. to a relation of a verse
of El-gotei-ah, he uses the expresion y..

ji r; [U though meaning TAou a u lned
the affair of thy son]; but Fr says that ;_d~
is a mistake. (f. [Thus I find it in one copy
of the 0: but in another copy of the f, I find

ed*

,2, which is clearly wrong; and in the
TA, r,, which Fr can hardly be supposed
to have disaUowed.]) -_M W H , .ute made

an afair eay to hin; yn. ad t.
(TA.) You say, j; 1 3 C W j ~' tI[~w
a one mad af aair easy to him, or, perhaps,
comm~d it to him by making it m easy, and
o Ae embarked in it, or undertook it]: like s

you w, ayj, J d i ~j. (AZ, .) _
111, , Hle slit the vrua of te woman. (TA.)

- See also 1, in two places.
4: ee 2: ~and see 1, in three places.

:8 ee 1.

,pA.,: see .- _ Also A canker, or orreo
ion, (.i,) in a tooth: (AZ, ] :) without . and

without teshdeed. (AZ.)i. And A tooth that
hlu bon eaten, or corroded: (L, , TA :) ori-
ginally jL,; like; andj &.· (.) 8.ee also
~_, min two places.

o.A [The gr,b, or larva of the phalan tima
and of the cur'ulio; i. e. the moth-worm and the
wevil;] the kind of worm that attacks wool (C,
A, ]) and cloths (TA) and mheat or otherfood:
(S, TA:) and with ;, [an. un.,] i. q. S; (Mgh,
Mb ;) as also V G1_; (TA;) i. e., a worm that
atiachs wool and cloths (Mgh, Mb) and rheat
or othr food: (Mght:) and b.j, the kind of

worm (M, M,b) called , (M,) that cats grain
(M, Mqb) and wood: (Mb :) n. un. with 5: (M,
Mb :) and any ater of a tAvg is termed y.,
whether worm or other thing. (M.) One says,
gQO J A: Ji.i t [The per~ons who compose a
hAoehold are th grubs of property]: i. e., they
consume it by little and little like as t-w con-
sume grain, which can scarcely be cleared of them
when they attack it. (Myb.)m [The licoic-
plant; so called in the present day;] a kind of
tree, (AIn, M, ],) or plant, (Mgh,) nel known,
(Mgh, J,) ~ which hous are covered abov
the roofi, (AJIn, M, Mgh,) the e~prsd juice
of which is an ingredient in medicine, (AKIn, M,)
the beaes of which are put into [the beverage
caled] .L., and make it rong like [the trog
drin caUod] 1)t1, (Mgh,) in the root. of hich
is sWeen (AUn, M, ) inteanse in degrees
(AJln, M,) and in itJ branchs is biternms,
(AlIn, M, C,) and it abound in the countries of
the Arabs: (A1ln, M:) or a kind of tro that
grows in leaes without twijs: (M:) or a certain
herb rembling [the speies of trefoil ca/ed]

Lj. (TA.) [The root is vulgarly alled, in the
present day, ,,t j.j: and so is a strong infu-
sion prepared fiom it, which is a very pleasant

drink: and its inspisated juice is called ~

u tl.] -J iNature; natural dispostion: (S, M,
A, :)and ori (S, A, .) One says, .;JLtl

y d et (1, M) Chastenes of sPch, or eo-
4qence, i [a quality] of his nature. (S.) And

, >.1il (L,M, A) oaesity is [a
quality] ofAhi natur (A.) And ,/ .' O
j, Such a oe i of good orig. (~.)

A certain dise in the rump of a horse
or similar beast, (M, ], TA,) betwen the hip
and the thigh, occasonng, as it result, weaknes
of the hind leg: (TA:) or a diase that attacks
the beast i ist lg& (M.) [See 1, last sentence.]

,"l, A ~artai kind of tree: n. un. with 5:
(M, V:) A¥In says, (M, TA,) on the authority
of Aboo-Zi76d, (TA,)it is of the kind caled
,La, rembng the ,, Aavg a pericap like
that of the t^, (M, TA,) without tor and
nithout bas, groing high; and per shads

themselms beneath it; one of the Arabs said that
it is the same that is caDld ? u-it (written with
the article ° %AA1); and AIn sa, I asked him
respecting it, and he said that this and thtj and
th all three r~ mbl oneanother; (M;) andit
is one of the best of matria used for produing
fire, (Lth, M, ]*) not giving a sound wtout
emittig fire, (M,) or becaus it ~ domgi~ a
sound ithout emittingfre. (Lth, TA.)

Lj- A certain dia in the necs of horse,
redering them rigid, (Ifh, 1, TA,) s that they
die. (ISh, TA.)

,4.d. (with the article u,,J4): see , 1.
~ And for the same word, and 5l.I. and

see art. ISf.-

, ?, [A ~room, who A~ the care and manae-
ment of a horse or hIorse or the lie;] one who
managsw, or tends, beat or horss or the fli, and
train thm: (TA:) pI. LL and l..- (A.)
And I. . [.A manager, or ten., of camel
or cattle or other property]. (] in art. kjl, &c.)
- [And hence,] A manager, a conductor, an
orderer, or a r~ulater, of affairs: pl. as abovc.
(M, TA.)

v,", A beast having th disae termed
(.) [Freytag, misled by an ambiguity in the K,
assigns to it a signification belonging to ]

Also, [or v ,, unless originally an epithet,]
A kind of stone upon which is generated the salt
called oAy, J: the author of the "' MinhAj"
says that this may be caused by the moisture and
dew of the sea flling upon it. (TA in art. ,,.)

~.and , (TA,) orx .
[which is app. the more correct,] (?,) and t ,,
(M,) Wheat, or other food, attacked by [the grub
called) pj: (M;TA:) and , JJJ;;

hveat so attachd~ (Mgh.) And Li~. . kI and
v L.L [Land attacked by such grubs] (M, TA,)
in like manner. (TA.) And '- : .· ; [or

'i.r A tree containing, or attacked by, guch

tBoozK L

grubs]. (TA.) And V , Li, (M,) or -_'
(TA,) A sheep, or goat, abounding with J,
[i. e. J5: see 1, near the end of the paragraph].
(M, TA.)

V-.: see &. in two places.

,._. and see: see ,,- , in three place.

:-3, (M, Myb, ],) like ̂ q [in measure],
(M,b, ],) by the vulgar pronounced , with
damm to the first letter, (Mqb, [and thus written
in one of my copies of the S, in the other of those
copies, and app. in most others, omitted,]) a

Per., or foreign, word, (.IC l,) current in the
language of the Arabs, (M,j [i. e.] an ambicied
word, [app. from the Pern. -~, in Hebr.
tIg.,] (S,) [applied in the present day to The
lily: and also the iris: and the panewrtiws:
and app. to otAer similar ~o :] a certas
plant, tM, M9 b, V,) of dt odour, (,) r-
sbling wAat are called wt10, i broad
leatw, but not Aavin an odour that d~jfiu
itwef like the e;s ; (Mqb;) it is well An"g,
and of many ki~ds, the wtes of rwhicA i the
white: (g: [but only, as mentioned above, in one
of my two copies thereof:]) there is a wild hAid;
and the garden-kind is of two ort, , th/

jl1, which is the white, and the .1, [i. e. the
iris, in the CV, erroneously, tl,] which i tuh

[i. e. aaureclored, from the Pus

* li,] benefiia a a reaedy a*sitd. t
dpy, an attenuant of thic matters; and the
IjT is of a ddicate, or subtile, nat, [so I here
render JWi., but it has other meanings,] be
fcial as a remedy for cold disorders in th
brain, a dutiet of the tick kinds of ~jt,

that coet therein; its J.l [app. here meaning
root] is a deterynt of the skin, d tint; and
its leava are bene~icil a a remedy againt tAe
burning of hot water, and againt te ing of
vo~nnmou reptiles or the like, and particulary of
the scorpion: the n. un. is with ;. (0L)

1. ~,C,, [aor. 1;.,] (M,) in£ n. f,, (S, M,
1,) Il mi,ed it, (S, M, 14,) one part with

anotewr, (M,) and stirred it about, and beat it;
(M;) as also t ; ,, (M, ],.) inf. n. i% :
(1]:) or L, signifies the putting toget~er two
things in a vessel, tlen beating them mith the
huand until they become mixed: (Jm, :) or,
accord. to some, it relates particularly to a cook-
ing-pot, when its contents are mixed: (M:) you
say, J.t to J1l [he mized, and tirred
about, and beat, the contents of his cooking-pot
wvith tle J,o, q. v.]: (TA:) but you say also,

iaJ I C, and ; , ,he stirred about the [food
called] a0 with a piece of wood, in order that
it might become mized: (TA:) or V ;iy signi-
fies he mized it .uch. (.) -[Hence,] 4..

U! jiim and &; , t [Thel Ioof th is
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mi¢ed with my blood]. (TA.) And l L. s a
t He turnu or the afair [in his mind]. (TA.)
And <;I ls-j s and tt t S h a
on superintends, ma , or conducts, in peron,

j. jJ · ... ~o
the war. (A, TA.) And *jdl O; t Jt, in£. n.
ua above, (g, TA,) ! Such a one red~ his
affairs con~ed, or dio d, or pepeed:

(TA:) and in like manner, dqlj [hu opis o~].

(M.) And Z tf P X He crated confu~ , or
dder , in his affair, or case. (f, TA.) -
zct, (Mq,) aor. iA ms () inf. n. i M, Lg)
He whipped him; dtruch him with a ..,; (;
M, ] ;) namely, a beast, and a man. (TA.) -

Es LCe: wee3

2: ee 1, in six places. _ o,ol £,., (M, ,)
inf n. LJ, (V,) :TA leek put forth their
14; [or see-talks: ee l;;.]. (M, g, TA.)

8. ':, s ¢ aor. ofthe latter ,;..:
thus mentioned by Lh, without any addition:
app. meaning lIe acted roughly with me with
his whip, or he contended with me tlreith, and
I overcame him [with m.y whip]: a mode of ex-
premion which is rare in relation to substances;
rather relating to accidents, or attributes. (M.)

a. £,', which is extr., [for by rule it should
be I,.t,] It (a thing) was, or became, mi=ed.

(M.) _ [Hence,] l . ; ?1 His affair,
or case, wa, or became, cof~ed, or disorde~,
to hin. (M, ]," TA.)

;y ([A whAip;] a certain thing, (, M,)
namely, plaited kin, (Bd in lxxxix. 12,) [or a
lash,] with which one beats, or striks, (~, M,)
wl ~n ; (Mb ;) i. q. AoJL: (I :) so called
because it mixes the flesh with the blood (IDrd,
M, ) when a man or a beast is struck with it;
(IDrd, TA;) or because its several component
parts are mixed together: (Bd, ubi supri:) pl.
[of pauc.] l,,1 and [of multi.] ;: (g, M,
M9 b, :) the latter originally i ly. (TA.) The

saying UJ,. .i,4j j. means bs j , J
[I sdruckh Zeyd with a whip]: (R, Mqb :) or it
is one of those rare instances in wliich a prefixed
n. is tippresed; being originally ,.i ' '
[I mch him a stroke, or lash, of a whip ] , mean-
ing a. ' [a iroe, or lad, with a whip]:

(Mf:) or O ;.aalj a [one sroke, or lash,
(M :5 ' 1 19~~- a--, -

a whp]. (Mgh.) One says also, iA. g
[(He dstruck m a hundred strokA, or lashes,

of the whip]. ($ and V in art. J,)_.) - In the
]ur [lxxxix. 12], where it is said,. .

t1. h. ,g, (e, Msb,) it signifies t ption,
or share: (1, :) or (~, Myb, but in the ],
"and") vehemence, or s~vrity; ($, Mqb, ];)
as being likened to the paining of a whlip; (Mfb;)
because punishment is sometimes with the 1j.;
( ;) and this word is used by the Arabs to denote
every kind of punishment when it is extreme,
though there be in it no beating: (Fr:) [there-
fore,] the above-cited saying in the ]ur means,

[And thy Lord poured upon tAhem a portion,
or a shar, or vwiemence, or verity, of punish-

ment: or it means,] a mixturei prepared for them,
of aro~ p~ ments: or it is designed to show
that what befell them in the present world was,
in comparison with what is prepared for them in
the final state, like the whip in comparison with
the sword: (Bd:) or the meaningis t a kind of
puniuhment. (JeL) [Agreeably with this last ex-
planation, it is said that] the phrase has ,L

l 19; means TheY two are agreed upo

one mode: (A:) or the meaning is t [they two
ener, or plunge, into; or mture boldly upon,
and do;] on thing, or affair; (?, and g; but
wanting in one copy of the former; and in the
latter, in the place ofl,* is put t.;) i.e., one wort

[of thing or affair]. (T.) - [ly , 7heA mea-
sure of a whip, i. e. a whip's legth, is an astro-
nomical measure, which seems, from several in-
stances that I have noted, in the work of ,zw &c.,
to be the same u 5j is in modern usage; i.e.
four d~re and a half, by rule; but, like the
latter, not precise nor uniform in every instance.]
_- [The pl.] ~t. also signifies t The seed-tal/
of leek; (TI ;) the stalks, of kleea, upon which are
the L;.Ij thereof: (M, :) so called as being
likened to the e., with which one strikes. (M.)
- And L; signifies also t A remaining portion
(A, OS) of water, (A,) or of a pool of water left
by a torrent, (], [in some copies of which Ji.1Ji
is erroneously put for Aill,]) etended lie the
Jy, [wih which one trikes]: (A:) pl. ;1.
(TA.) -. And t A place where water collect and

stagnates: (]:) pl. L,,t. (TA.) -_And : A
road, or track, of little width, betwen two eleva-

tion: pl. hial [or tb,?] and tlI: so in die

A: but some ay L,s, q. v. (TA.) - Also t A
id of tent, of [goati] hair. (Ibn-El-Kelbee,

TA voce ,, q. v.) - And y LZ : Light
raenteri from an aperture in a wall, in sunshine;

(1, TA;) also termed W1 .;.: but as some
say, with ,. (TA: and it is mentioned with
.& in art. b in the S, and again in the K.)

J(,; fernm. with : see.

,l The ;s., [or o.er of ta prfect of
ole] who ha wi hhin the J, [or whip]. (TA.)

Ly. ~IrXd. (TA.) So in a trad. of 'Alee
with Faimeh, [in which the former expresses the
intimacy of her union with him, as though they
two were one person,] mJ y
t Her lsh i b~ded and mized wmth my bloodand mn 1 "'""

and m Leh (TA.) You say also, ,lI
., p poTher pose are mixed among

them; (AZ, S, ;). q. ,B/' (M.)

: e what next folowL

* ly A thing with which one mines a thng,
(~, M,1],) and tirs it about; (M;) i. e., a
stick, or the like, uad for that purpose; as also

L,... (K.) A bhorse that wiUl not put fort
hi poer of mnning unlem by means of the whip;
(Ibn-'AbbMd and 1]; and so in a copy of the S,
on the apthority of AO, but omitted in another

copy;) tuas though (TA) kqping it in tore.
($, TA.)

; fem. withi: ee 1a_.

1. , l;, ,r. ., (a,o in ' n. i'"'t
( T,) 2h camels were Ift to tAhes s,(~ , , ,)
without a pastor; ;) also L, with
'. for its aor. and & for its inf n. (Sh.)

3. 4L.J - ; [(He bargained wit him for
worh by, or tor, the Am,] i from t.JI, like
4g1;, from.tl. (, g. [8ee albo the last sen-
tence of the second paragraph of art. ur.]) [It
is added in the g, that neither of them is used
otherwise than thus: but accord. to 8M one says
also,] twL, in£ n. HlI, He ird hAim, or took
him a a hiring,for the hour. (TA.)

. &'&l Hie ef to himelf, or itslf, bft alone,
or ~lected, and to, or d~royed, him, or it.
(.1.) Er-RLghib says, [but why, I do not well
see,] that the meaning of neglocting, or the like, is
imagined u derived from blJ. (TA.) You ay,

tX , I blf the camss to the~ el, ,
tiem alone, or nelctd tAem (f.) And ;j

tie.: AiaU3 -, ;s. tU a, meaning

[Scar, or many, a she-camd] leavs to itself, or
leaves alone, or neglcb, hAer young oe [so that
the be~ of pey d~ or it]. (TA.) [See also 4
in art. '.] ~, y He (a man, Zj) pa~edfron,

ald to at. [i.e. time to time, or hor to hour];
(Zj, 1;) as also ,l, inf. n. 1;!l: (Zj, TA :)
or he remained behind, or held back, or ddayed,
for a 3Z [i. e. a time, or an hour]. (Ibn-
'Abbad, ].)

.: see uLG, in two places.

and V ly i. q. :';, u used in the phrmse,

UI ;5 .vs IHeic [He came to u after

period, or portion, of the night; or after about a
third or fourth part of the night had elapsed,
wmhn mem woere a~p, or at rest, and the night,
and the foot of the pa~ger, re still; or aJfer
a third part of the night]: (v, V,:*) or this
phrase means Ahe come to ut after a ZZ [i.e. a
short period, or an ~hour,] of the night. (TA.).

SG [An hour;] one of the di~u of the
night and tie day; (Lth, 1, TA;) both of which
together c~sst offour and ~ty of the dib.
si; cach of them, wen the are of e#al
legth, ns~ g of twee such disio ; (TA;)
[also trmed i; S.G (an astr,onomi~ hour;
fifteen 'I. of time; iy mi~ of time;)
because .L, alone is often used in a vague
sense, as meaning what is termed ijl; ic;
i. e.] a time of night or of day: but used absolutely
by the Arabs a meaning a time; a vhile; a
~pace, or period; an indefinite [sAort] time; and
a little while; (Mqb ;) a [sort or] little portia,
or diviion, [or space, or period,] of te night and
of the day: (TA:) and ;tlJI signifies the ipe.
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[hour or time]; (., I;) like the phrase JI
--- '

. (8.)
$ s-: m . . Also, (8, , [in the Cif

erroneously without tenween,]) and t5,, (Kh,
g,) A certain idol (.8,.) which bl~onged to the
people of Noah, (.,)in who~ time it was wror-
ipped; then th deg~ bwried it, but blees ex-

humed it, and it u worshipped [again]; (g;)
so says Lth; (TA;) then it became the property
of [the trbe of] Hud~hl, (., I,) and wa at
Rudt, (8,) and plgrimage~ ~ peformed to it:
(., :) or it be d to [the t~ribe of ] Hemddn:
(Bd, TA:) Abu-l-Mundhir says, I have not heard
the mention of it in the poems of ljudheyl: but
one of the Arabs, in verse, mentions Hudheyl as
paying devotion to it: (TA:) it is said that it
had the form of a woman: (Har p. 362:) [if so,
as a fernm. proper name, it would be without ten-
ween: but] it is mentioned in the ]fur [lxxi. 22,

and is there with tenween]. (TA.) [See also )j.]

et tl He is left to himdlef, l alone,

or neglected. (S,* I, TA.) V aLL [is pl. of
"'.; and also signifies] In a state of perdition
or destruction; perishing; or ding; in a pl.

sens; like ac. as signifying iet, (I,) and

A as signifying )J^j,. (TA.)

:a.: sace the following paragraph.

e_ A she-camel that leaves her young one

so that the beasts of prey devour it: (Shi, . :) or
a she-camel that goes away in the place oflpatur-
ing: (.8 :) belonging to this art. and to art. .,

q. v. (K.) You say also, O 1P _ tA e ,} ;

[A man rvho is ront to neglect the camnei or the
like ; or to leave them to themselves, or alone; or
to lose them]; and accord. to A'Obeyd, .
· .. (S.)

tO
1. , (S, Mgh, M9b, Ib,) or j1JI ,

(JK,) aor. . -, (S, Msb,) in£ n. ~,., (JK, ~,

Mgh, Msb, 1) and i1., or i accord. to
different copies of the V, (TA,) and la., (CK,
[not in my MS. copy of the 1] nor in the TA,])
and i1,, (MA,) It (beverage, or wine, JK, S,
l, or food, Mgh, or each of these, TA) [was eas.y
and a~jreable to swallo ;] was easy of entrance
into the fauces; (f, Mgh, Msb, g ;') or passed
the fauca caily and agr~eably. (Bd in xiv. 20.)
[See an ex. in a verse cited voce .. e] 

[Hence,]onesays, . ,:aq. ' f J
t Enter thou into the land wvhile thou findat a

place of entrance. (TA.) - And ,:J'l jab , 1'
Thle doing of the thing *as allowable; or passed

for lawfuL (M,b.) And ,W t. What
he did wa allowable to him; or pasedfor lanfid

to him. (, , TA.) -. And 1 , SThc day

was, or became, easy. (TA.) e i ,
(,) inf. n. , (TA,) i. q. t. t [The ground,
or earth, saak with him; or sank oith him and

wmaUo~ed him up, or enclowed him]. (AA, I-,

sent time: ($, g:) pl. ;i,i and v i, (S, Mhb,
IS,) [or the latter is rather a coll. gen. n. of which

t., is the n. un.,] and ~1t.. (Mpb.) It is used
unrestricted in the lur [vii. 32 and in other

places], where it is said, l i. 't (M,b)
They will not remain behind (Bd) for a time, or
any vhile, (Mqb,) or the shortest time: or they
shll not seek to remain bedind, by reason of
intense terror. (Bd.) And so in a trad., where

it is said, j it l J ,S . l ;1, Whow ogoeth

in thefirst time; not in the first astronomical
aL., for then it would necessarily mean that he
who should come in the latter part thereof would
be on a par with the former person, which is not
the case. (M,b.) [i';C signifies, as shown above,
For, or during, an hour: and awhile; for a
little whle; during a short tirn; as in the
phrase,] ail jJ q. I sat with thee, or at
thine abode, for a little while, or during a short

time. (TA.) [And 1, ~, In a short time:

in a moment. And l.JIl, Now: just now: this
moment. And 'i.l, Then; at that time: or in
that hour.] And ALi J. [A little while ago;]
in the irst time near to us: (i in art. .,l;:) or

this signifies it~Ji [expl. above]. (Zj, T and M
in art. j;t.) [And 4.., k.. At the moment

theretf; instantly. Hence, s;L,,, An inttan-

ta,,eos H ,Lon.] _ i;tLj afso signifies 1Th7 re-
vurrecthion; (S, ]., TA;) the raising of mankind

.fir thb reckoning; also termed j.l1 .L;JI:
(I "r-lkglhib, B:) or the time thereof: (i:) be-
enw'e of theo quickness with which its reckoning
will be accomplished: (TA:) or because it will
come umddenly upon mankind, in a moment, and
,all ereatures will die at one cry. (Zj, As, TA.)

lence, in the Cur [liv. 1], i;-jl JIi4jtT 
,rvmrr'ction [or the time thereof ] hath dravn
nib1h. (Jel, TA.) And [in vii. 18 and lxxix. 42,]

ijl i.ji S They ak thee conering the
resnrrection [or the time thereof]. (Bd, Jel,
TA.) And [in xxxi. last verse and xliii. 85,]

a;J1 C S ?V With Him i thea khnowledge
'if the swurrection, (TA,) or of the time thereof.
(Bd, Jel.) - Also t ThI death of one genera-

tion; termed, for distinction, W,L 1t iUiJI: as
in the saying of Mohammad, when he saw 'Abd-
Allah Ibn-Uneys, J w.idl I. J O

aL.jl -J.. L . t [If tihe f of this boy last
lontg, he will not die until the death of the genera-
tion shall come to pas]: accordingly it is said
that lie was the last that died of the Companions.
(Er-Righib, B.) -Also t The death of any

mnan; termed, for distinction, 1 itJ : as

in the gur [vi. 31], *u 1ii9, .J 

a; I% M'W. 1;1 0. ri t [They have
srffered los~ rho dijbelieved in, or denied as fale,
the meeting nith God until, mhen death came to
them suddenly]. (Er-Raghib, B.) - Also t Difi-
culty, distres, or offiction; and so (TA.)

And t Distance, or remoteness. (TA.) -
See also Il,_.

i;i ..a A svere, grievotu, or distressing

TA.) - And JlWI1 ;.. t The she-camel became

apart, or alone, syn. ia:J, (], TA,) or ran, syn.
A G·

;sAZ, (JK, and so in the C]( and in my MS.
copy of the C,) and nent far awray. (JK, TA.)
_ See also 4, in two places.

2. [.4. is app., in its primary sense, syn

rith ,i i1: and hence what here follows.]-

You say, :. k ; 4., (JK, TA,) inf. n. t ,-J
(JK,) t lie made pleasant, or agreeable, to him
vwhat he attained: or, as some say, he left clear
to him wvhat he had attained. (TA.) - And

1.,, (inf. n. as above, 1,) I IHe made it allow-
able, lawful, orfre, (S, Msb, 1I,) lJ to him. (S.)
And 1S, 4 y [He made property allowable,
&c., to him]: so in the "Mufradat." (TA.) 
And ,iS 4 t.! tHe gate him suck a thing.

(1Drd, I.) - [See also , .*,, below.]

4. Lt1, (JK, MRlb,) inf. n. 'i.#I, (JK,) or
CL1, (M.b,) said of God, (JK,) or of a man,

(Msb,) [ie made it ea.,y and agreeable to
swaUllow ;] he made it eaxy of entrance into the
fauces; (Mqb;) [or made it to paass the fauces
easily and agrmably;] namely, beverage [&c.:
see 1, first sentence]; (JK;) as also t -U1.

(Mb.) - [Hence,] - ' j ., [Afahe thou
easy to me to allow the thing that is chobinsg
nme; or let meswaloUv it;] meaning t grant thou

to me sone delay, or respite; or actr gentl.y, or in
a leitnrely manner, towards me, or with me;

(S, ] ;) and do not hurry me. (S.) _- And ~,
(8, Mgh, M.s,) inf. n. as above, (S, Msb, TA,)
Isnallorned it: (Msb, and Jel in xiv. 20:) or I
received it into my faurces easily (S, Mghl, and
Bd in xiv. 20) and agreeabliy; (Bd ibid.;) namely,
beverage, or wine, (., ]I,) or food, (Mgh,) or
eachl of these; (TA;) and ' - and a., aor.

sj6_l and &i1l, (S, L,) inf. n. nd
(TA in art.; L..,) signify the same. (S, ~.) --

14 Ojki , b.l means t Suck a one completed
his affair by means of such a one, (Ibn-Buzutj,

g, TA, [in the CK, t ;#1.l is erroneously put

for .. ;j.1l;,]) and accomplished the object of his
want by newan of him: (IIn-Buzurj, TA:) the
case is that of one's desiring a certain number of
men or of pieces of money of whichl one remains
to eomplete the affair: when lie obtains it, one

says, t &L. (Ibn-Buzurj, 1..) ,l0 % f.i Hl

(a man, Lh) was born *rith his brother: (L.h,
]r:) or he was born [next, or immediately,] after
his brother. (Ibn-'Abbid, g.) [See what next
follows.]

1jA ty. 1" and ]( ), a nd - ';. (g)

mean t 7Ths it he who wat born next after this,
(S, g, TA,) or, as in the "Mufradit," imme-
diately after this; (TA;) and the like is also

said of the female: (1:) one says, ,,1 d &
4.k and V .. [She is his sister that ruas born
Ic.], (, TA,) as well as we m andvt 4...
[He is his brother that was born &c.]: or 

Jq.jJ means he who wvas born after the man,

or near afer him, though not his brother: and Fr
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heard a man of Benoo-Temeem say d., and
another of the same tribe say Vt 4/, meaning
he who foUowed him: (TA:) [the pl. of is

, ;; and it is said that] J.Jl ~1 b; means
tAoe who ecre born with the man in one cae of
chlildbirth, after him, no other childbirth hain
occurred between him and them: (TA :) or thoe

born next after him: (JX:) and tI;i is a dial.
var. thereof: but IF says that 1.1* 1* I
means his is of the cast, moud,form, or fashion,
of this; and that the ,t may be a substitute for

o,.; as though the one were cast, moulded, formed,
or fashliioned, like the other: (TA:) and [in like
manner] one says, I.a &, IU- this is propor-
tionate to this, or of the proportion of this. (TA
in art. .. )

U *: see the next preceding paragraph in four
places.

i1t_ A thing rowhereby one maks to enter easily
into hisfawce [and to pan down his throat] that
whih is ehohing him. (~, Myb, ]1.) One says,

~u-" -_ Wl.I [Water i that whereby one
maka easy of entrance into the fauces and of
paua~e down tih throat the things that are
choking him]. (S.)

, applied to beverage, or wine, (JK, 1,
TA,) and food, (TA,) Descending easily [and
agrembly] down the throat; (JK, M 9b, 1, TA,
and BI and Jel in xvi. 68 and Bd in xxxv. 13;)
[or easy and agreeable to swallor ;] wt choking;
(Jel in xvi. (8 ;) and V _j._l signifies the same;
(IDrd, ]5, TA;) and so tV , applied to food

[&tc.]; (TA;) [andt it ;, accord. to Freytag,

as from the 15, in which I do not find it.]

: see the next preceding paragraph.

,l: see e l. [Freytag nssigns to it also
another signification, which belongs not to it, but
to -.

fr 1 om is a post-classical term,
(0, g,) from aJ :-, inf. n. .r., meaning
" I made it allowable, lawful, or free, to him :"
(0:) and what is meant by [the sing. of .,
i.e.] iis The permissioa [of the Sul$in] for
tle tali nof that wchich is one's riht, or de,
on a particular account, witIs facilitation thereof
to the taker. (MF.)

t. [A place of easy entrance or passage for
beverage, or food, into the fauces or throat. -
And hence,] t A plae of entrance into a land
[&c.]; as in a saying cited in the first paragraph

of this art., q. v. (TA.) - And [hence] one says,

.4-. This, I do not fnd to it a
passage, or an [easy] entrance; or a way, or
place, of entrance. (TA.)

,&t ;;: see 

1. ., ,JC, aor. J A (., M, M,b) and
Jr.q, (M,) in£n. J,; (.8,M,1;) and so

. ,- . 1409

v ijtL; (M,TA;) and * 1, (M, Myb, ,') until he did not complain of the murrain:] a
inf. n. Jl,1; (;;) [and, accord. to Freytag, prov., (Meyd,) applied to hirm who has become
t V4.,; but he has not named his authority; if accustomed to casualties; (., ](;) or to him who
correct, probably having an intensive significa- has become inured to calamities, (A'Obeyd,
tion;] He mdcd the thin. (8, M, Msb.) A Meyd, A,) so that he is not impatient of the
poet says, (Mb,) namely, Ru-beh, (, M,) |vicisitude. of fortune. (A'Obeyd, Meyd.) 

* * - 0 j 1 ; JI The tw parent their child by
,WISJi J his death: in which case, the child is said to be

[When the gide melh the natures of the roads t JL ; and his father, t ` ; and his mother,
to know whether he be pursuing the right course ,. -, , 
or deviating therefrom]. (., M, Myb.)_ [And (Ibn'Abbid, } &-'#LI God de-
hence, He ~hunted. (Freytag, from the DeewAn tyed him, or took away his life. (M.) 
el-Hudhaleeyeen.)] - .j ,is also Syn.'. jj,Jl JL. i. q. i [i. ie. He poiled the swij
(IAr, ].) You say, of a man, gi; J, inf. n. of the skin, or hide; au when one umes a thick

,He endured it with patnce. (T. ) instrument for sewing or perforatio, and a this~, ( M,0, ao . ,~, 0, andthoy; or as when one rends two stitch-holes into
one]. (M.) And jid.t JI1.~ The sewer of a

Jt., (0, (,,) inf. n. J;,, (M,) said of a man, skin, or hide, perforated, or sewed, in such a

(M,) and of cattle, (Jt, M, O, ],) He, or they, manner that the two stitch-holb became rent [into
perished, or died: (., M, O, ]:) or, said of on]. (A'Obeyd, .)
cattle, ty ad a murrain occurring among 8: see 1, first and second sentences.
them. (O.). [JL expl. by Freytag in this art.,
as though having for its aor. j , and meaning JL Any row, or cours, (., M, L, g, TA,)
He smote a person with a mord, is a mistake, [i. e.] a single row, or coure, (Mgh,) of brick,
caused by a mistransoription (of .' for ;L') in (S , M, Mgh, L, /h, TA,) or (so in the Mgh, but
art. .LA". in some copies of the - in the TA "and") of clay, (Mgh, TA,) of a

wall, (.8, Mgh, ]5, TA,) or in a wall, (TA,) or in a
S. 4,, (S, M, 15,) or w J..,, (Msb,) inf. n. building; (M, L, TA;) as also ,J : (TA:) pl.

~ ., (S, M, Mgb, 1g,) He said to him time of pauc. ,.A [formed by transposition, like ,1

after t,Jime a , [I wil do such a thinf]; pl. of;l,] (L,) and CGL: (Mgh:) Lth explains
(~, Mgb, TA;) derived from the particle j.i: JLJl as signifying what is betwe the z4L {f
(IJ, M:) and hence, (Mgb,) he ddayed, or do-e t nildint: its I is originally . (TA.) [jjC
ferred, with him; or put him off with promi; mentioned by Freytag as signifying "a single

-y.." ($- b ,T ; syn JX '.s .syn. sLi..; (S, M9 b,5, TA;) saying J.ail J..; series of stones in a wall," on die authority of the
(TA;) or promsing to be faithfild to his ea 1~, I do not find there, nor in any other lexicon.]
meat; (Mb ;) mostly used in relation to a promise ~ Also A crtain bird, that preys. (M.)
that is not to be fulfilled; as is said by Ibn-Abi- 
1-Hadeed: (MF, TA:) and t iL. signifies [the J_~, for which one also says JL, (M, Mugh-
same, as is implied in the M, being syn. with] nee, IF,) rejecting the medial radical letter, (M,

:af: see an ex. in a verse cited voce .,, last Mughnee,) and ", (M, Mughnec, 1g,) rejecting
sentence. (TA.) is [also expl. as] Syn.with the final radical, (M, Mughnec,) and u', (M,

a t- Mughnee, 1,) rejecting thie fihial radical and
j.etWl [app. as meaning the potponing, putting chaging the medial into S for the purpose of
off, ddelaying, or deferring, anything]. (TA.) alleviation [of the utterance], (M, Muglhnee,) and
[And it is implied in art. ".; of the TA that it accord. to the L t, (TA,) is a particle, (IJ, M,
is Syn. ith oJ and, 3 JI: so that you say, 1,) denoting inception; (( ;) or a word denoting

q j.,, meaning He inured, or accustomed, h?, (Sb, 8, M, 1,) i.e. amplification, because
him to it; and made him to endure it with it changes the aor. from the strait time, which is
patience: see ^.; jt., above.] -_ You say the present, to the ample time, which is the future;

al.so, L ,meaning I made him (a man) (Mughnec voce c [q. v.] ;) i.e., denoting .CA3a , .meaning I ma.de him (man) with respect to that which has nriot yet happened;
to have the orderin and deciding of my affair, (Sb , $, ;) and postponement; (M;) and is uml
or c, ($, ,) to do what he would: (S.:) and in terrifying and threatening and promising;
so C.". (TA.) - See also 1, first sentence. (IDrd, 1g;) or it is a word denoting promising or

3. w, : see 1 I and 2. Also i. q. b threatening: (Mb :) it is nln. ,cith , acord. to
[He apoh, or discoursed, secretly to him or with some, or has a larger meaning than this latter
him; or acquainted him vith a secret]. (1.) accord. to others. (Mughnee.) You say, j,
And J ,,t. i. q. 1;a .H [He spt aith Mae [tI wi do such a thing]. (?b, S.) And one
woman in, or on, one bed]. (1].) may not introduce a separating word between it

,.e~. and its verb, [except in a case mentioned in what
4. J.I, (8, M, 1,) inf n. M.1I, (TA,) said follows,] becaune it ocoupies the place of the ,

of a man, (., M,) HiS cattle peri~ d, or died: in J;1; [&c.]. (Sb, Q.) [But] it is distinct from
($, :) or he had murrain occurrig a"oqA (ca, le:) or h had ve rrain o ccurrT/g amcsid . , by its [sometimes] having J prefixed to it;

cattl: so in a verse of 'ufeyl, ¢ited voce u"L'' as in [the phrase in the ]ur xciii. 5], i* .jjj

in art. jV.. (M.) [Hence,] one says, l. l [Ard thy - - itt, al
it .4 'i L ;-~~~ 1 .j aA [And thy Lord will gwe* thee, and

J.4JI ~ L., (AA,8, ,Meyd, I,) or iJi..Jl, thou rit be wlU plea~d]: (Mughnee:) in this
(A., Meyd,) [He had murrain among his cattk phrase, [however,] the J is [considered as] pre-

1
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fixed to the verb, not to the particle: (M:) or the

phrase is elliptical, for J" ciJ9. (BdL)

And it is distinct from , in this, that it is some-
times separated [from its verb] by a verb divested
of government both as to the letter and the mean-
ing; as in the saying,

;; ;; ; Jl ;; *M

[And I know not, but I shall, I thinh, know,
mhether the family of rInf be a company of men
or women]. (Mughnee.) - When you desire to
make it a subst., [i. e. to use it as a subst.,] you
make it to have tenween [when it is indetermi-
nate]. (IDrd, I.) IDrd cites as an ex.,

[Verily J" and ,erily - are a wearne]:
but one reading is Id 1!; and another, Lt .!,

1s XJ-; and there is no such reading as L*.. .
(0, TA.) One says also, j.;JI p; a j7j [lit.

Sclw a one foeed uplon the word j;J_]; meaning
! Suci a one lies by means of things hoped for:

(~, , TA:) and in like manner, Ji41 Z , 
[lit. His food is not anything but, or other than,

the word J]. (A, TA.)_ In the following
verse of Ibn-Mutbil, cited by Sb,

* ' A *LU-L L 4
- -" I -

0

[Inad she put u off with a .. as part of er
gw/eting, with the putting off even of such as is
affected with dilihe, the riders had gone con-

tented], ji d is put in the accus. case [for Sj;L.,
i. e.] as an inf. n. with the augmentation [meaning
the augmentative letters] rejected. (M.)

1..: ece il, in two places.

JIy The [wuumber commonly called] .

[q. v.]: (M, ]K, TA:) so says A.Hn, (M, TA,) on
thle authority of Et-Toocee. (TA.) See also
what next follows.

'JIj and t J.1t ; with Oamm accord. to A,,

and so, he says, all the names of diseases, as;_

and " ; and ,.W and JLG [&c.]; accord. to

AA, not so, but with fet-h, and in like manner
said 'Omirah Ibn-'Akeel; (.;) or none relates
it withl fet-h except AA, and his relation is
nought; (IB;) Disea~e of cattle, and death
thereof: (S :) or each signifies death among man-
kiul and cattle: (M :) or the latter, a mortality,
or murrain, among camels; or so the former: or
the latter, a mortality among mankind and
rattle: (V:) and the former, disease of camels;
(Ahn, M, l ;) andso the latter. (v.) One says,

,J, Jljl 0~ I [or , .] Death [or a mur-
rain] hapcend among the cattle. (.)

it.' The noe: because one smells (o-1, ] ,

i. e. ., TA) with it: (] :) so in the Mobeef.

(TA.) - See also UL., in two places.

J t #A child taken from his par~ by death:
see 4. (Ibn-'Abbid, J].)

4s -- j3.

A-. A man who~ cattle hae died. (TA.)

_.And A father haing lost is child by death:
see 4. (Ibn-'Abbid, I-)

J16. [properly A pla of ling: -and

hence,] t Didtance; (, , TA;) and t Jl, and

t i signify the same in this sense [or in others
here following]: ( :) [a space, or tract, or an
esent, over which one jo eys:] a far-xtnding
tract that one travtenf: originally a place of
smeling of the guides, in order that they may
know whether it be far or near, out of the way or
in the right way: (A, TA:) or a [desert, or such

as is termed] aji: (M :) mid to be from Ji

(r:fJI meaning "he smelled the thing;" for the
guide smells the dust of the place wherein he is;
and if he smell the odour of urine and dung of
camels, he knows that he [or some other] has
traversed it; but otherwise, not: (Mb :) or be-
cause the guide, when he is in a desert, (Q, M, 1,)
and has lost his way therein, (M,) smells its
dust, (8, M, ]C,) in order that he may know, (8,
]V,) or and thus knows, (M,) whether he be in
the right way, (9, M, 13,) or not: (;, :) then,
by reason of frequency of usage of this word [as
meaning " a place of smelling of the guides "] it

became a term for " distance:" (S, ] :) pl. JS.A

(A, TA) and -L;". (Myb.) One says,

u..l) ..v ai"; and t Q;C. and t ltjh X [How

long i the distance, or how muc! is the extent, of

this land?]. (TA.) And &&. MUI'. t [Be

tren them is a far-extn~libg distance or space].

(Msb.) And LJA L's i .; ;W' S [cetwen

u is the distance, or pace, of twenty days].
(TA.)-In the following saying of Dhu-r-
Rummeh, it is doubly tropical:

* )W A,.tt ,3 )* L 1t .

t t [And the furtlhst of tlwm in the extent of the
depth of intelligence when tihe affair, or case, in
which are dubiowunes overcoma and is onerow].
(A, TA.)

J.i>._ One who does wlat he will, [at though

he said time after time J.1 "j ,] whom no one
will make to turn back. (I.)_ And, with ;, A
woman wo nwill not comply with the desire of her
husband w/len he calls her to his bed, and stritve
with him to repel him in reect of tt of that which he

desires of her, and says J. J.,: such is said,
in a trad., to be cursed. (TA.)-Also, with ;,

A well (1.?j) of which one says, Water will be

found (,.~ _J) in it: or of vwhich the wrater

is smelt (J .), and iddiled, and loatled. (Ibn-
'Abbad, Z, K.) -And, without 5, Very patient
or enduring. (TA.)

(-'· A place of smelling, or that is smelt.

(O, 1.)

hJ.y= A mother having lost her child by
death: see 4. (Ibn-'AbbAid, ].)

,..J l,tLJ y [app. referring to a she-camel]
Verily she is one that has ability for journeying.

(M.)

[Boox I.
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I; 4 j,I J (fi, g,) or ,;j, (Mgh,) or

aol.)t, (Meb,) aor. M(9, Mgh, Mob,) in£ n.

3. (C, Mgh, Mqb, V) and j ,. (C, [so in both
of my copies, but it is said in the JK that this

latter is used in relation to death, and such is

generally the case,]) or t1-,, like ,, (TA,
[but this I have not found elsewhere, and I doubt

its correc~,tness]) and i1i. and JL., (0, K, TA,)
He drove the cattle [or the beast]; he urged the

cattle [or the beast] to go; (Mgh;) and t a9X

signifies the same, i, oK,) as also V I31L, and

Y ty3.,; (TA;) or 00-, the inf. n. [of this last],
signifies the driving wdll: (KL:) [and accord.

to Freytag, ' 3L..l, followed by an accus., sig-

nifies the same as u as expl. above; but for
this he names no authority.] IIence, in the ]ur

[lxxv. 30], -JC.-1 -- ji (TA) i.e. To
thy Lord, and his jl,udgment, on that dayJ,shall be

the driving. (Bd, Jel.) And the saying, in a
trad., DLI;>eJ ; t A

·a g,.Li 3.j~ £[properly rendered The rur-
rection, or the hour thereof, shall not come to pan
until a man co,e forth f~om the tribe of gaAtdn
driving the people with his staff], allusive to his
having the mastery over them, and their obeying
him; the staff being mentioned only to indicate
his tyrannical and rough treatment of them.

(TA.) [And hence the saying, Ji J L,
t He urged asuch a one to intercede for him with

me.] - [Hence also,] &z ., 1 ;';,il l.
t [Destiny drove him, or impelled him, to that
which ras destinedfor him]. (TA.) [And in like

manner onec says of desire, &c.] -And Oj1 'L-
tb. ;wl.it, (s,) or o, (9, Mb,) inf n.

j's; (TA;) and t iLt; (Mqb, ;) He sent
to tihe woman her donry; (], TA;) or conveyed
it, or caused it to be conveyetl, to her; (Msb ;)
though consisting of dirhlems or deentir; becase
the dowry, with the Arabs, originally consisted
of camels, whichl are driven. (TA.) And hence,
t01 Z Ln, meaning t What didst thou give her
as her dowry? occurring in a trad.; or, as some

related it, tr.. -. L: , i.e. What didJt thou give

for her, or in exchange for her? (TA.) And

,'ah a1 r. -t [Ile made, or caused, the thing
to go, pa., or be conveyed or transmitted, to
him; he sent to Aim the thing]. (M and ]g in

art. jt.) And e- .Jl jLt S [He caused good,
or good fortune, to betide him]. (TA.) And

t21 s` 31t.. t [He made a rivulet, or a channel

for ,ater, to run to his land]. (M in art. s.)

_[Hence likewise,] .,wA.JI l i .1 AL [7Tte

wind drove along the clouds]. (S, TA.) -
[And 4M..JI jr..,, inf. n. 3¥ and ,.-- and

jC., t Hfe carried on the narrativ, or discourse.]
-' '"' ' ' "[S,

You say, o ,p X .~ JI X [Sueh
a one carris on the narrative, or discourse, in
the best manner of doing so]. (Mgh, TA.) And
l AoJI t- i;"il t [To thee as its object the

narrative, or discose, is carried on]. (TA.)

And L,iS J, l [:Speech whereof the

1

t

1

1
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carryi~ is pointed to suc, a thing]. (TA.)

And 4 } 1 ; t [I utteeed to
the the narrative, or discourse, after the proper
mamer of thte carryig-on thereof]. (TA.) [In

' ' aS - JR
like manner also one says,] C* J.j! I 31
i. t [He carried on, or prosecuted, affairs, or

the affairs, in the best manner of doing so]. (A

in art. J-.)_- ' t . 3 _A ~ .j~ [from
~._oI jL. expl. above] means t The ashing

re~pecting that which one knows in the manner

of one's asking respecting that ivhich he knows

not: a mode of speech implying hlyperbole: as

a one says, s ;.1 IUG ,,. jl [Is this thy
face or a full noon?]. (lKull p. 211.).-jt3

said of a sick man, (K,) and - pL', [app. tlius

originally,] (Ks, Myb, TA,) and t. 3.., (TA,)

aor. J , (Ks, o, 0, M,b, TA,) inf. n. 1,

(g, O, Mqb, ,) originally 4.-, (TA,) and o,
(0, 1) and & (TA,) S le cat forth, or
onmited, hi soul; (Ks, TA;) he gave up his
spitrit; or Nat at the point of death, in the
agony of death, or at the point of having his soud
drawnforth; (S, O, Msb, TA;) or he began to
give UIi his spirit, or to have his soul drawn foirth.

(0.) You say, J, 2/ i ·t I a sax h a
one giving up his spirit at death. (S, O, TA.)

And j;.J%1 t3J. . [or 3;Jt Jl , as in the

M#b,] I sanw such a one in the act [or agony]

of death; and JC.: [haring his oul ex,pelle],

inf. n. 3 : and j. i 1 . , I t[Verily his MW
s beingv exped]. (ISh, TA.) ,- JtC, (].,)

first pere. W-, (S,) aor. as above, inf. n. 3",
(TA,) also signifies He hit, or hurt, his (another

man's, 8) 3l, (or,duk]. (8, K.)

2. 3., inf. n. : se 1, first sentence. -

.ral U. j.,. lie made such a one to have the

ruling, or ordering, of his affair, or case. (Ibn-
'Abbad, 1g.)- See also 6. . Said of a plant,
(TA,) or of a tree, (15,) more properly of the

former, (TA,) + It had a jC [i. e. stem, stock,

or trunk]. (1, TA.)

3. ·L. He vied, or competed, with him, in

driving: (1t: [in the CIK, for 3 J_l 1. , is put

e3JI i :]) or he vied, or comlpeted, with him tc
decide which of them twain was the stronger;

from the phrase 3L 4,.; < i; lI. (S

[Hence,] one says ,.:.l opt . : [A came

that vies with tihe animals of the chmse in drivino

on, or in strength]. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, 0,1 ], TA.:

-_ jl. is also mJn. with 'a'1.t [app. as mean.

ing t The making to be consecutive, or successive,
for it is added], as though driving on one another
or as though one portion were driving on another
(TA. [See 6, its quasi-pass.].).- [Freytag al(
amigns to ,j1. the meaning of He, or it, folloUe~
(secutusfuit), as on the authority of the H.amaseh
but without pointing out the page; and it is no
in his index of words explained therein.]

4: oee 1, in two places. - c..1. 4 I mad

him to drive camels: (1:) or I gave to hin
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camel, to drive termn: (S, TA :) or i I made hnim
to posse camels. (TA.)

5. `..1 3.j The people, or party, [traficked

in the ;j, or market; or] sold and bought: (S,

TA:) the vulgar say Ij . (TA.)

6. Jq .'It j t The camels followed one

another; (Az, O, M9b, ], TA;) and in like

manner one says t;i; (O, 1,,* TA;) as
though, byj reason of their weakness and lanne~,
some of tenm held backhfrom others. (TA.) And

1 .J·.3 i Thle sheep, or goats, pressed, one
upon another, (1,) orfoUolved one another, (0,)
in going along, (0, g,) as though driving on one
another. (O.) [See also 7.] - The lawyers say,

O ;i 1 j·t.J,3 meaning t [The two demand-
ings of a woman in marriage] were simultaneomu:
but [Fei says] I have not found it in the books
of lexicology in this sense. (M9 b.)

7. I,JQI JL;.I1 Th7e cattle went, or rent
along, being driven; [or as though driven; or

droer along;] quasi-pass. of 1QL. (S, TA.) And

,1.1 .LI1 [has the like signification: or means]

t T7e camels became consecutive. (TA. [See
also 6.])

10: see 1, first sentence.

3j The shank; i. e. the part between the knee
and thefoot of a human being; (Mb ;) or the
part between the ankle and tie knee (15, TA) of a
human being; (TA;) the p-'_ of thdie human foot:
(S, TA:) and [the part properly corresponling
thereto, i. e. the thigh commonly so called, and
also the arm, of a beast;] the part abovr tiu

.'.k; of the horse and mule and ass and camel,

and the part above tihe of the ox-kind and

sheep or goat and antelope: (TA:) [it is also
sometimes applied to the dsank commonly so
called, of the hind leg, and, less properly, of the
fore leg, of a beast: and to the bone of any of th
parts above mentioned: and sometimes, by synec-
doche, to the hind leg, and, less properly, to the
foreleg also, of a beast: it generally corresponds
to el. : of a bird, it is ile thigh commonly sO

called: and sometimes the dsank commonly s
called: and, by syneedoche, the leg :] it is of the
fem. gender: (Myb, TA:) and for this reason,

(TA,) the dim. is t ;' : (Myb, TA:) the pl. [ol

mult.] is . ( g , Mgb, O, , and iOU,

I and [of pauc.] J.,, (, 0, 1K,) the 3 in this las
being with . in order that it may bear the dlammeh
(, 1.) A poet says,

0
£.! hlL LS LA'-

&.Si dJ j3E ,3

f

r

I

meaning T7 young man has intelligence whereby
he liv r when his foot directs ariglht his shank.
(IA4r, TA.) And one says of a man when diffi-

culty, or calamity, befalls him, ,il ;' 

[lit. He uncovred his shank; meaning t he pe-
pared himselffor d/icu/y]: so says IAmb: and
hence, he says, (TA, [in which a similar explana-
tion is citWi from ISd also,]) they mention the
't. when they mean to express the difficulty of

a case or an event, and to tell of the terror
occasioned thereby. (1, TA.) Thus, the saying

ct . j ;. , (., 1, TA,) in the 2sur
[Ixviii. 42], (8, TA,) [lit. On a day* hl a shank
shall be uncovred,] means t on a day ~ di&
culty, or calamity, dsall be di;com/. (I'Ab,
Mujihid, ., I5, TA.) It is like the saying,

jit ji; , t :iv , (S, TA,) which means
t The war, or battle, became vthement, (MNb in
this art. and in art. so_,) so that afety fromn
destruction was diffcult of attainment: (Id. in

art. .:) and ;;jl - [as also

1 31_. .S,] i e. t The oar, or battle,

became vnhment. (Jel in lxviii. 42.) And in

like manner, Ot J1 i , J `. , (1, TA,) in the

gur [lxxv. 20], (TA,) means t And the affliction
of the present state of existence shall be ombined
with that of the final state: (g, TA:) or it means
whln tie [one] lg dsall be inwrapped with the
other leg by means of the grav-clothas. (TA.)

One says also, yl- J ;> ; t The peopil

or party, became in a state of toil, and trouble, or

distres (TA.) And l.,J , [originating

from one's striking the shin of his camel in order

to make him lie down to be mounted; lit. lIe

struck his dsank for the affair;] meaning t he

prepared hisf for the thing, or affair; syn.

.'.: (JK:) or he was, or became, light, or
active, and he rose, or hastened, to do the thing,;

or t he apl)tied himself vigorousy, or diligentiy,

or With energ~,, to the tling, or affair; i. q.
ai [q. v.]; (TA;) ors J 3. (Aand TA in

art. 3 [q. v.: see also ~4o., in several places].)

[It is also said that] c t l means ;.$
j.W1 [i. e. I ncar,ly, or almost, did what I pur-

posed: but this explanation seems to have been

derived only from what here, as in the TA,
immediately fbllows]: 15urt says, describing the
wolf,

0

...; ...i.j J;...

[i. e., app., But I dsot at tlhee from afar, and I
did not what I purposed, tlough it (the sllot,

h·1l, I suppose, being meant to be understood,)
maimed a sumnl: which virtually means, tluotgh
I nearly did lwhat I pu?posed: the poet, I as-
sume, says 3jL ;.·J for the sake of the measure

and rhyme, for i. .;ajt: see what is said, in
the explanations of the preposition ., respecting

the phrase, I. Jll ;]. (TA.) - By a

secondary application, 3L signifies t [A gretce;
i. e.] a thing that is wvorn on tie ,jl. [or shank]
of the leg, made of iron orother materiaL (Mgh.)
_Also I [The stem, stock, or trunk, i. e.] the

part between the J.m1 [liere meaning root, orfot,e,
(though it is also syn. with 3L. in the sense in
which the latter is here explained,)] and tbc
place where the branches shoot out; (TA;) or

the support; (Mqb;) or theo p, ; (., ]C;) of a

tree, or shrub: (8, M,b, ,TA:) pl. [of mult.]
..W (Myb, TA) and 3a and JjZ and ~J4

04
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bfit it is likewise thus called nhen dry; and in
) this state is taken in the palm of the hand and

lie.t conveyed to the mouth, or licked up: (see Jtm.,
) and C :) it is also made of other grains bid
n those mcntioned above; and of overal mealy

: fruiu ; of tie fruit of the Tleban palm; (see

tj ;) and of the carob; (see ,.j ;) 4c. :]
_ it is also; sometimes, with em: so says IDrd in
t the Jm: and he adds, I think it to be of the dial.
) of Benoo-Temeem: it is peculiar to that of Benu-
. I-'Ambar: (O, TA:) the n. un. [meaning a por-

tion, or mess, thereof] is with : (AAF, TA in

art. Lq.:) and the pl. is 5i,1. (TA.). And
Wine: (AA, ]:) also called ,x31 '.' (AA,
TA.)

: 'v. [an inf. n. of 1 (q. v.) in several senses.
--. As a subst., properly so termed,] t A dowry,
or nuptial gif; (.g , TA;) as also 1 v [which
is likewise originally an inf. n.: see 1]. (TA.)
, [Also, as a subst. properly so termed, t The

ollowing part of a discourse &c.; opposed to
.vle~:you say leay..i.l t t the pceding
and following parts of the discourse; the context,
before and after: see, again 1. And t The drift,
thread, tenour, or scope, of a discourse &c.]

'f. dim. of jL, q. v.: (Msb, TA:) and
of ,, also, q. v. (TA.)

jt,e: see L. ~ A lso A eler, and a maher,

of&,:. (Mgh.)

ji" Long in thie C,. [or shank]. (AA, ].

[See also -.l.])- And t HIaving a 3j [or
stem]; applied to a p)lant. (Ibn-Abbai(l, 1.)

And t The 5 [or s/adic] if a palm-tre, i.when
it has come forth, and become a slan in length.
(g.)

JOL [Dri/ing, or a diirer;] thie agent of the
verb in the plhrasee al.l -5: as also t 
(], ]) in an intensive sense [as meaning Driring
intch or veihementlyj, or a vetement dier]]: (S,
TA:) pl. of the former 'l,, q. v. (TA.) Gt
,Ae j L., in the ]ur [1. 20], is said to mean
Having wivith it a driver to the place of comnrerja-
tion [for judgment] and a witness to testify
against it ef its works: (TA:) i. e. an atgel
driving it, and another angel testifying of its
nworks: or an angcl performing both of thes
oqfes: or a n'riter of evil ileeds and a trritcr of
good deed': or its ON pe7rson, or its consociate
[devil], and its memubers, or its ivorhs. (Bd.)

hie, [originully je.] t Clouds(,l..., AZ,
As, S, K) driren by the n.ind, (AZ, An, ,) con-
taining no cater,, (AZ, S, V,) or whether contain-
inj wiater or not. (As.)

.a , [a sulbst. formed from the epithet .e by

the affix ;,] originally 4s-.%, (TA,) Beasts(.lt7)
driven by the nemy; (S, . ;) like s;: so in
a verse cited voce L.-: (S:) or a number of
camelsb, of a tribe, driven away together, or
attarched by a trwp of horsemen and driven away.
(Z, TA.) _. [Hence,] one says, .il !ii ' *)1

and [of paul.] t1 and J 1. (TA.) It
related in a trad. of Mo'(wiyeh, that a man saic

:I applied to him to decide in a litigation with th
son of my brother, and began to overcome hii
therein; whereupon he said, Thou art like a
Aboo-Duwad says,

... ,,. .,, - u 

. - ' I i .3 - i1 63

[ Whesoer, or however, a preparation is mam
for him, to catch him, he is like a chameleo
of a tree of tahe kind called ' ", he will n1
loos the ster thereof unless grasping a stem]
he meant that no plea of his came to nought bu
he clung to another; likening him to the chame
leon, which places itself facing the sun, and ascend
half-way up the tree, or shrub, then climbs to th
branches when thesun becomeshot, then climbs to i
higher branch, and will not loose the former unti
it grasps the other. (0, TA.*)-[Hcnce, per
hliap, as it seems to be indicated in thc 0,] one saya

C uk 1; i ;.jS, (Q, [in th,
co,ics otf which, however, I find l put fo:
53"J,]) or 0 .lj jL "i, (;,) or *lj, (0,,
i. e. t Sucr a woman broughtforth three sons, on
#ifler anotler, witihout any girl betrecn therm.
(f, 0, 1N, TA:) o says ISk: and l- #Wej w 3

Utw >; ll 1), i. e. I t7lree children wer
or to sucir a one, one after another. (TA.) Andi

, 3 j L U - X>o#1 ;¢tL t [The people, or
?'"rty, built t/eir house, or coosructed thir

·titxs, in one ronv or e.ies ]. (TA.) 3L alo
signifiCes t The soul, or self; syn. w,&.: hence the
shyitng of 'Alee (in the war of the [schismatics
called] i;t), , W iL o .ij;j * a Y
t [Tlirri i. nrotJ;r *ne any way of avoiding com-
bating theml, though my soul, or sef, should lperish
by my doing so]. (Abu-l-'Abl)is, 0, TA.) So too
inl thile saying, 4C, j P4 [as thouglh mcaninig
S Ile cankerd hit very soul]: (1Aaf, TA in
art. C.J:) [or] he deceived him, and did that
ihick nYs dipleasing to him: (L in that art.:)
or : he irpnyned his honour, or reputation; from
thc action of canker-worms ( cl') canlkering the
stem, or trunk, of a shrub, or tree. (A in that
art.) _[ 3C [is said to signify] The male of

the jS,,i [or ,pecis of coUlared turtla-doves of

n,lrih the fnnale is caUld a,.i (see A) ;

(S, Myb, 6 ;) i. e. the jl!: (S, MCb:) the
;wrnmcr appellation being given to it as imitative
of' its cry: (An, ]g:) it has neither fernm. nor pl.:

(AHit, TA:) or SLJl is the pigeon; and,.jl,
its young ne: (Sh,i a:) the poet Jbn-Harmeh uses
the phraseof ;. 1 Lb. (0, TA.) [See more
in art. l.i

J_o-D,: seey

[A market, mart, or fair;] a place in
wlti h commerce is carried on; (ISd, Mb, TA;)
a place of articles of merchandise: (Mgll, TA:)
so clled because people drive their commodities
thither: (TA:) [in the S unexplained, and in the
1l only said to be well-known:] of the fem. gender,
and ianc,, ( nd, Mgh, Mob, l,) the former in the

is dial. of the people of El-Hijiz, and the latter ii
1, that of Temeem, (S and MNb voce 0-ij, q. v.,
te the former the more chaste, or the making i

mmasc. is a mistake: (Msb:) pl. lj.ul: (TA:
the dim. is V L4" Iwith ;, confirming the opiniol
of those who hold 3. to be only fem.]: also sig
nifying merchandise, syn. ;1 t ;; as in the phrase

* Ud_~. Cq. [Merchandis came]. (TA.)-

c [Hence,] "j.l 1 tThe thichest, or mo
arent part (j4 of theJight; (g, V, TA;

at and 80 , 'iJi V " ; i. e. the minst thrbeo
(TA.)

It S Length of the shanks: ($, :) or beauti
' thereof: (i:) or it signifies also beauty of th
ishank. (S.)

I lt The rear, or hinder part, of an army:
il (S, Mgh, 1, TA:) pl. ofl tA ; being those who
rdrive on the army from behind them, and who

, guard them: (TA :) or as though pl. of JOG, likc
e as I5, is of .:,st. (Mgh.) And hence, JaL
r mI t [7Te rear of the company of pilgrims].

(TA.)

c_ t A subject, and the suljerts, of a king;
(g, TA;) so called because driven by him;

P (TA;) contr. of ALG; (S, Mgh, Msb;) whether
practising traffic or not: (Mgh:) not meaning of
the people of the jl,a t [or mark-ets], as the vulgar

think; (MNb;) for such are called Cl*J~, sing.

(y1am p. 534:) it is used alike as sing.
and pi. (S, Mgh, Mob, O() and dual (Mgh, Mob)
and mase. and fem.: (g,Ig:) but sometimes it

has 3O. for its pl. (S., 1.) _ :±yi k1 i; w [in
the CA(, erroneously, :±y.Jl] The part of the
[plant called] Zoh that is below the a;i [or
&W or &S, which is the headfrom the topi to
the extent of a jiger, or theflower at the head
thereof]; (0, ] ;) sweet and pleasant: so says
Ibn-'Abbad: (0:) AHn says [of the tos],
it is like the penis of the ass, and there is no part
of it more pleasant, nor sweeter, than its 1,";
which is in some instanes long; and in some,
short. (TA.) _ See also jj., last sentence.

,PJ* . [Of, or relating to, the j, or market].
* Itp,means l The people of the ltei

(yHam p. 534.)e .[Hence,] M A skin,
or hide, pre pared, or dreed; in a good state:
or not preared or dressed: it is ascribed to the
vulgar: and there in a difference of opinion re-
specting it: the second [explanation, or meaning e op,]
is that which is commonly known. (TA.)

13,_~ Meal of parched barley ) or of
[the spece thereof, orsimilar grain, caed l,
likwine parched; and it is also of t heat; but is
mtly made of barley (..:,); (MF, TA;) what
is made of wheat or of tbarley; (M,b, TA;) well
known: (6, Msb, V, TA:) [it is generally made
into a kind of grue, or thick ptisan, being
moitened with wrater, or clarJiied butter, orfat
of a sheep tail, 4c.; (see e,i;) and is therefore
said (in the Myb in art. j and in the KT voce
jbl, &c.,) to be supped, or sipped, not eaten:
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t [Man, or the man, is the impelled of destiny];
L. e. destiny drives him to that which is destined
for him, and will not pass him by. (TA.) -

3i;; signifies also An animal by means of which
(in the O t., for which te. is erroneously put in
the K,] the porntman conceals him~elf, and then
shoots, or catts, at the wild animals: (O, ]:)

like .';: (A in art. ,i:) said by Th to be a
sh-camrel [used for that purpose]: (TA:) [so
called because driven towards the objects of the
chase: see I;:] pl. v;. (.) [See also

3~. A man ($,' TA) long in the dhanks: (,

I4: [see also 3l:-]) or thick in the shanks:
(IDrd, TA:) or it signifies, (K,) or signifies
also, (S,) ueautiful in the shank or shank, (S, I,)

applied to a man: and so [U. applied to a
woman: (S:) Lth explains the latter as meaning
a woman having plunp shanhs, with hair. (TA.)

ji1L (Lth, O, ], in the CV( aiLi,) The strap
of the horse's strirup. (Lth, O, KV.)

v3 ,gai, (JK, O, and TA as from the Tek-

milch,) or ,., like C, (K, [but this I

thin]k to be a mistake,]) meatis .I l;l til
[i. e. i A crymel that vies nith thie animals of the
drase in tlriving on, or in strcnqtl]; (JK, O, K ;)

to says Ibn-'Abbad: (0:) accord. to the L, a
camel by means of wrhirch one conceals himself
frJom the animnal of the chase, to circumvent

them. (TA. [See also °i.', last signification.])

[MJ_ A sta., or sticlk, writh nwhici cattle are

driven: pl. Sj;L.: perhaps post-classical.]

l
- '-" i. q. [appl). as meaning t A follower,

or rerant; as though driven]. (Ilim-'Abbhd,O,
V .)- And tA relation; syn. CiA. (Ibn-

'Abbad, O, K.) - And ' . s t A mountain
oetending ahl,,q the suafice of the earth. (Ibn-
'Abbid, 0, g·*)

1. **Z1 Ol, (1Drd, O, Msb, K,) aor. ,
inf. n. $.., (IDrd, 0, Msb,) lie rubbed the
thing, or ntbbed it nwell. (IDrd, O, Mgb, JI.)_ .
See also 2. - And see 6.

a.zi .: , (S0, M, ,sb,) or &jd ; -,

(V,) inf. n. 4 Jl ; ($, 0, Msb, 1 ;) and V ,
(0, 1],) aor. and inf. n. as in the first paragraph,
(O,) or inf n. .i1i/; (M .,; [there said to be
an inf. n., as well as a subst. syn. with ,JI,
but without the mention of its verb;]) and
1t sl and .t .j, these two used without the
tnention of the mouth ($, 0, Msb, 0) or the
stick; (I;) [.le rubbed and cleaned his teeth
with tihe I, or t]

6: see the next preceding paragraph.

6. J3;t and A31. [each an inf. n., the verb of
the latter, if it have one, being app. .JC,] A
uceak manner of going: or a bad manner of

going, retlling from ldowns~ or emaciation:
Bk. I.
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(], TA:) so says ISk. (TA.) One says, .n.
JjLj Jf'l, [for JJ.L,] i. e. The camels came

inclining from side to side, in consequence of
n,akness, in their going along. (S, O.) [Or]

'JIl c.= 3 L. means The camels had an agita-
tion of tiheir necks in contequence of leannes.
(IF, Myb.) In the M it is said that ,;iJl .n_a.

ijlSJ I means The sheep, or goats, came, not
moving their heads, in consequence of wveaknees.
(TA.)

8: see2.

1;. and t ,-11 signify the same; (S, Mgh,
O, Msb, ;) i. e. A tooth-stick; a piece of stick
with which the teeth are rubbed [and cleaned, the
end being made like a brush by beating or clre-
ing it so as to separate the fibres]; (.K,* TA;)
[commonly] a piece of stick of the [kind of tree

called] JJIj: (Mgb:) accord. to IDrd, derived

from s tal .A meaning " I rubbed, or rubbed
well, the thing ;" (0, Mb ;) accord. to IF, from

?J 1 .. L.3 [expl. above]: (Meb:) accord. to
Lth, (T, TA,) .3l. is masc. and fem., (IDrd, T,
M, O, I,) though it is the more approvable way
to make it mase.; (0;) but Az holds this to be
a mistake, and the word to be mase. [only]; and
Hr says that this assertion of Lth is one of his
foul mistakes: (TA:) its pl. is O.i (8, O, Msb,

]K) and X! (Az, TA) and A, (AHn, TA,)

and [of pauc.] . .,,; and the pl. of 1 31 is

%2t1. (TA.) In the saying, in a trad., Jei

!1 ..?.3, lI J ., a prefixed n. is [said to be]
supl)ressed [so that the meaning is The best of the
habits, or cutoms, of the faster is the use of the
tooth-stick: but see 2, where 31., is said, on the
authority of the Msb, to be also an inf. n.].

31: see ',:1,, in two places.

1. jt, aor. 3t., (Akh, and S, M, Msb, VI, all

in art. J,.,) like ji., aor. Jt, (Msb and 1V

ibid.,) first pers. pret. .jL, [like -%:&,] (Sb, M
in the present art., [in the K in this art., erro-

neously, '_,]1) and aor. jLI, (Sb, M and IK in
this art.,) imprclative 0j', (8, Msb, K, TA, all in

art. JL,) dual 9,, and pl. 1,, these two
being irregular, (Msb in that art.,) inf. n. j1s,
(M and ]V in the present art.,) mentioned by 8b
and by Th, (M ibid.,) and Jt., (M and IV ibid.,)

mentioned by Th, (M ibid.,) i. q. j3L [lIe asked,
&c.], (Akh, and S, M, Msb, ]i, all in alt. J.,)

and .JtL; a dial. var. of the verb with i, (Sb, M
and K in the present art.,) the medial radical
being originally j, (M and K ibid.,) not a substi-

tute for ;, (M ibid.) as is shown by the phrase

Q<)jtl L.s, (M and I ibid.,) mentioned by
AZ: (M ibid.:) it is of the dial. of Hudheyl.
(TA in art. jL..) [For the pass. (J" &c.), see

j0l.] A dertain elegant scholar says,
0S 1 9 S

V - d~

i. e. F Hudheyl asled of the Apostle of God as a
thing wished for [something beyond measure evil]:

it is npt from jt;, [i. e. it is originally j,.:, not

formed from jlt by the substitution of Ifor ,]
as many of the elegant scholars say. (Er-Ralghib,

TA.) j- , (M, ,C,) [aor. 3·',] inf. n.
(M,) He, or it, mam, or became, lax, flaccid, or
uncompact; or it hung down loosely; was, or
became, pendent, or pendulous: (M, ]:) [or,
said of a man, t n was, or became, faccid, or pen-
dulom, in the belly, or in the part of the belly
belor the navel; as appears from an explanation of

j...l and from what here follows:] J', (,
TA,) in the I., erroneously, t aJy,, (TA,) sigli-
fties flaccidity, or uncomtpactncs, or pendulous-

ness, (., K, TA,) of the belly, (gI,) and so t Jt-

and O J, (TA,) or of the part of the belly below
the navel; (., TA;) and of other things, (.,
TA,) as, for instance, (TA,) of a cloud also.
(8, TA.)

2. .. t ( M s, (S,) or ti, (M, K,) or
asrJl, (M.b,) inf. n. , (TA,) Ils so,l em-

bellished [or commenled] to him (., M, M.I),* o)
a thing, or an affair, (S,) or suc/t a tiing, (MI,
I,) or the thiyg: (Mh :) or ,,tlide it [to alqear' ]
eafy to him, alnd a ligit tmatter in his eyes; from
J" signifying "laxness" or the like: (IB(. in,
xii. 18:) the inf. n. signifies the embcilMih:t, a
thing, and mnaking it to be loved or al;l,'ored, in
order that one may do it or say it: (TA:) or the
soul's embellMling a thilg that is eagerly desired,
and piceti rig what ixs .bul thereof axs gooitll:
(E.R'R,,glil, TA:) ancd it is saidl to be from Jn
signifyil,g " an object of a man's desire, which
embellishlles to the seeker thereof tha,t whichll is
false, or vain, and other things of the deceptions
of the present worl(l." (TA.) You say also,

a, a , J
Ib 1t. J0- Such a thing is iragyled in the
mind to me; is an object tffrancy to nte; or
seems to me. (L in art. %U.)_ Antd a JJ,.. said
of the Devil, lie led him into error; or made him
to err : (M, K :) or facilitated to him tiw com-
iiiision of gleat sins; from J, meaning as cxpl.
above in this paragrgraph: or incitedl him to indul.

gence in alppetenc&,, or lusts; firom J_JI meaning

[by implication] t J.l: (Bd in xlvii. 27 :) or
[as thoughl meaning] let down his rope [to him to
aid in the accomplistment of his desire]. (I.lani
p. 748.)

5: see 5 in art. JL.; and 1, last sentence,
in the present art.

8. O~jt; tL [Tlhey tnwo ask, or beg, each

other; i.q. ;.'t.', q.v.]: (M,V:) a phrase
mentioned by AZ. (M.)

J- i. q. ., [as signifying A letition; or a
request; meaning a thin tfitat is, or has bteen,
asked, or begged; sec J']; (TA;) as also

t *jZ; (1., TA;) each, (TA,) a dial. var. of the
word with : (1K, TA: Lbut it is also said in the

latter that J' is the original of J~ because tlhe
readers of the .ur-in read the word with . in
chap. xx. verse 3;6:]) or an object of desire or

,ir,s ( w.h) n./tich one asks; (TA :) or on u:! ect
186

---- __1

i" - J"
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of want, mhich the soul eagerly desires: (Er-
R~ghib, TA:) or an object of a man's desire

(3;1), AhichA embellhe to th seker thereof
that which it fals, or vain, and other things of
the deceptions of theAs prt r orld: but there is
a difference between J3 9 and V 3i, on the one

hand and 4,li on the other hand, in that the
former relate to what is sought, or demanded,
and W.1 relates to what is meditated (ai');
(TA ;) [for] this last primarily signifies " a thing
that a man meditates (oj,!k) in his mind," from
j signifying i;J; (Bl in ii. 73;) so that the

t; 0 seems to be after the a;l: (TAa:) 

may be from I.& O'S C .J in the first of the
senss migned to it above, and [from] j said
of the Devil in the last of the enses assigned to it
above. (Im p. 748.) [See al Jj, below.]

: see 1, lut sentence.

Ii4: see j., in three places.

JJ3i, (M, ],) applied to a man, (M1,) One
who ads, or beg, muk; (i;) i.q. [ and]
J.- (M.)

j., am inf. n. of j as syn. with jL: (Sb,
Th, M, ]:) [and used as a simple sub,t., like

J, and 3 , for] IJ mentions 3 u.! as its pl.
(M, TA.)

J,% An equaL (M, ].) So in the saying,

j ii ;j 4 li.i tIam thy equal in thi)
qffair]. (M.)

j". Laz, flaccid, or umopact; or Aanging
dom oosely; or pa~nt, or pmdo~s; in the
lower part: (M, ] :) or a man faccd, or pm-
d~u, in th part of the bp/y below thA naveld:
fern. >': and pl. j*,. (..) And J ,l;. ,
Cld. that are unoompact, (?, TA,) ther shir,
or figes, Aan~ dom; and in like manner,
,),. >.:; sing . '..;.:. (TA.) And

;;A lare buchet. (M, ].)

1.;,, inf. n. of. ;C, primarily signifies The
going, or going away, engagd, or occ~pd, in
seeking, or in seking jor or afbr, or in seking to
find and take or to get, a thing: and sometimes
it is used as meaning the going, or going amay;
as when it is said of camels [or the like]: and
sometimes, as meaning the s~ei, or sek~ for
or qfter, or ekinga to find and taAe or to get;
as when it relates to selling or buying. (Er-
Raghib, TA.) - You say, A:,O lll . (Q,

Mgh, M 9b, TA) or .a.O (M) or j;l, (i,) aor.
.~j~J, (Q, M, M9b,) inf. n. *.", (?, M, Mgh,
Meb,) M7 cattle pastured (?, M, Mgh, M 9b, ],
TA) by themsb (Myb) where t/hey pleased;
and in like manner, ,~! [thA s or goats]: or
wmnt away at random, or roved, pastung w/ere
they pea~d. (TA.).. [Hence, .A., infnl as
above, He did as he p~ased] You say, "

.. ~ I j left him to do a he pleased. (S, M, B.*
[In the CXl, j i , ,y 2. is put for *;

*~ WI £~ j; and the like is done in one of
my copies of the S. See also 2.]) - And

Lc, (S,) "or & % ~L, and 'll, (M, 1~,) or

d !,' (S,) inf. n. as above, (S, M,) He, or it,
(S,) or the camels, and the wind, (M, ]g,) or the
winds, (S,) passed, went, or went on or along:
(S, M, ] :) or a.y signifies the passing, &c.,
quickly; one says of a she camel, e.., aor. and
inf. n. as above, shepassed, &c., qu. ickly; (Aq,
TA;) and hence the saying of Dhu-l-Bij6deyn

cited in art. es~, voce e o.: or the passing,
&c., ~qic/ly, ~it the desire of making a sound

in going along. (TA.) _ And u ' sl X.;~
.O:~t, (M, I,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,)
The bird mawent, [or hovered,] or circld, round
about the thing: (M, 1:) or, as some say,.,S.
signifies any going, [or hovering,] or circling,
round about. (M.) i~As mentioned in the first
sentence of this art.,] ... is also in selling and
buying. (?.) You say, i ll .L,, (Mgh, M 9b,)
sor. and inf. n. as above, (Mqb,) He (the seller)
offrod th commodity, or article of mercmhandie,
(Mgh, Msb,) for sal, (Mqb,) and mentioned the
pric: (Mgh :) and it is also said of the purchaser,
like V i tl, (Mgh, Msb,) meaning he sougAt to
obtain th sale of thA commodity, or article of
merchandie: and one says also of the seller, and
of the purchaser, a t1, *.t, meaning hAs men-

tioned the price of the commodity [in offering it
for sale, and in offering to purchas it]: (Mb :)
and in like manner, j ~, inf. n. as
above, I said to mch a one, " Wit thou take [or
parchae] my commodity for such a prie~?"
(TA:) and ? L: ." AsL (the seUer, Myb)
mened to me the price of his commodity [in
offering itforsale]: (M,b, TA:) [and, agreeably
with these explanations,] Kr says that ,.J sig-
nifies ji.;4 [i. e. the act of offering, &c.]: (M,
TA:) or li.jt :1~, inf. n..y. (M, ) and

.!, rith daunm; (T; [in the former only
said to be syn. with .j in selling and buying;])
and t jL, (M,V ,) inf. n. ;.!; (TA;) and

t , , and It;; signify Zj. [which
means I ofered the commodity for ale, mention-
ing its price, and a eorbitant in my demand:
and also I pur~haed the commodity for a dear,
or an e~cesnve, price: and both these meanings
are app. here intended]: (M, ], TA :) and in like
manner, ii.j I ? 4-! [I offerd to him the
commodity fr ale, &c.: and I purcasmd of
him the commodity, &c.]: (TA:) or, as some
say, (so in the TA, but in the M and 1 "and,")
this last, as also .JLi i; t'"l, means
V ,,.is [i. e. I ased him th price at rwhich
the commodity mas to be sold]: (M, , TA:)
and 1;;, (M,) or ? l _C, (TA, [but the
former is app. the right,]) means t ' . j-i
[i. e. he meoned to me the price at w/hich it mm
to be sold]: (M, TA:) you say also, .c t V !

Lt;. when you mention the price of the com-
modity [i.e. it means I mentioned to him the

[Boox I.

price at which I would sell my commodity]: and
you say, ua. 5 'p.'l! when he is the person
who offers to thee the price [i. e. it means he
offered to me a price for my commnodity; or Ahe
sowght to obtainfrom me the sale of my commodity

by ofirig a pricefor it]: (TA:) and i t*'1
he contended [by bidding] against me in a ale:

(S,P*P:) or i lu£ i t lj.,., which means
.,_f U .t;lj [i. e. he sought to obtain tAe sl
of the commodity in oppsition to me, or to my
seeking it]. (Mgb. [See also 3.]) Hence, [Mo-

hammad is related to have said,] uUt 3j1 i

ad.l, (Mgb,) i. e. [The man, or any one of you,]
shall not purchase [in opposition to his brother]:
(Mgh, Msb:) and it may mean shall not sell; the
case being that of a man's offering to the pur-
chaser his commodity for a certain price, and
another's then saying, "I have the like thereof
for less than this price:" so that the prohibition
relates in common to the seller and the buyer:
(M:) and the saying is also related otherwise, i. e.
?t%, ', meaning shall not prchase . (Mgh.)
And it is said in a trad., tL ' Jl --

.o.Jl, meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-b4, Si

5 :;! ,1;; [i. e. He (Mo~ammad) forba
the offering a commodity for sal before the riiy
of the san]; because that is a time in which God
is to be praised, and one should not be diverted
by other occupation: or, he says, it may mean
the pastaring of camels; because, before sunrise,
when the pasturage is moist with dew, it occasions
a fatal disease. (TA.) You say also, ii:
X-; t '. ,, [i)j tI have mentioned to thee a

good price for thy came]. (s.) And ,6 t,
,i%b * ' [He de maded for it a dar price].

(TA in art.,_..) And ~.L [lie made to
him an offer of working, mentioning the rate of
payment; or bargained, or contracted, with him
for work]. (Q in art. 3j*. [See also 3.])-
The Arabs also say, ;ilc , jso .s [He
offered to me in the manner of offering water to
camels taking a seoman draught]; meaning like
the saying of the vulgar, ·.L u, : (Ke, TA:

[see art. j :]) a prov. applied to him who offers
to thee that of which thou hast no need. (Sh, TA.
[See also art. 3J; and sec Freytag's Arab. Prov.
ii. 84.])_And you say, l .L., (M, ,)

aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n. .*., (M, TA,) He
imposed upon him, or made himn to undertake, the
affair, as a tash, or in spit of dfficulty or
trouble or inconvenience; or he orlered, rquired,
or constrained, him to do tAe thing, it being diff-
cult or troublesom or inconvenient: (M, ], TA:)
or he brought upon him the affai,; or erent;
(Zj, M,]I,TA;) as also 't , (1s,) inf. n.,.J:
(TA:) or he endeavoured to induce him, or in-
cited him, or made him, to do, or to incur, the
affair, or event: (Sh, TA:) it is mostly used in
relation to punishment, and evil, (Zj, M,], TA,)
and wrong-doing: and hence the saying in the
1sur [ii. 46 and vii. 137 and xiv. (],, ,
.,J1 *JI 7 T7hy bringing upon you eil pmuish-
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mt or tormat: (Zj, M, TA:) or erki7ng, ororr the camls: (M, Mgh, , TA:) or h sent
dering, for you evil punihment : (Kh and B., 4 forth, or took forth, the cattle, or the camdels, to
in ii. 46:) or endavo toinduce you to ino, r pasture: (., TA:) or he made the cattle [or the

it: (Ksh ibid.:) from °l. I_ [expl. by what came] to pasture by thenmselves [Where they
here follows]. (Kab and Bd ibid.) You say, pleased (see 1)]: (Meb:) and [in like manner]

'; I Ibrought pon hin [i. e. '.T V le tIhe cameb to pasture [by
wrong, or wn tr~eatt, aus expl. in the Ksh the,mlaes wher~ they pleased]. (Th, TA. [See
and by Bd ubi suprk]: or I endeavoured to also 2.]) Hllence, in the ]ur txvi. 10], . dg

irduce ki to iur it ( , ): (U :) [see alo (S) pon which y.e pature your beuts. (Jel.)
induc: and to t i; expl. in art. :] _we [And accord. to Freytag, .Al occurs in theXi: and iL 4Z` ~*'; exp!. in art. Jam.:] He--

an , * H wacosrietoicrorDeewin of Jereer as meaning He urged a horse
and . l He m constrained to incur, or to run: or, as some say, he marked a horse with

to do, what is termed- 1.l [meaning aba nt some sign. See also 2.]-.... *d . He
or ignominy, or that which mas dfficult]: (TA:) cast his eye, or eyes, at him, or it. (].) - See

and 7 d;. I abased himL (Myb.) a sL,, aor. also .

au above, also signifies He kept, or clave, to it,
not quitting it. (M,* TA.)~See also 4. . O He set a mark, toen, or badge, 

~. j t ,, ( or M) [if himsef, whereby he might be known [in war &c.].
8- 0 ~ JI ..~, ( ., g,) or ,S'~5 (M,) [infn. (8.) In a trad. (8, TA) respecting [the battle of]

e,] II sent forth (, M, ) the hAorse , ( Bedr, (TA,) occur the words, U J!it 0,l l
,) or th camde, (M,) [sometimes meaning] to . p 

JJ, (?, TA,) or jJ ;0A31.l ~t 9I
the pasturage, to pasture mAer they would. (TA. , (, TA,) or S I 

[Seealso4.]) _[Hence,]j...means.·5, : ", accord. to different relations; i.e. Mfake

(AZ, ., M, I(,) i. e. [l left him] to do a he ye a mark, token, or badge,for yourselves, ,verelnj
pleased; namely, a man. (AZ, ~, 15. [In the ye may kn one anote2r [in the fight, for the
CI is a mistranscniption in this place, before angel that are assisting you have done so]. (TA.)
mentioned: see 1, fourth sentenee.]) Whence the 6: see 3.

* . ,, 0,-
prov.,,*- ,~ A slar, and he has been left to . i,

0j ,.. 8. ._, ;.C":,(M,)orJ?,l at:i,;b
do as lie pleats. (TA.)--.And '.S ~.. (TA,) means A land in which the cams pasture

L. I gav c suh a one authority to judge, gtie by t hdr whey ybzuc (@a) (M:)
judgment, pass sentene, or decide judicialy, r,eoi w hwj ga [to p Mue

ecting my property. (AO, ~: and in like or a land into hich they go aay to pastur]
.. a IP~(TA.) [See .. s .aL...]m.la I .,Ll : c.

manner aJL I I.,is expl. in the M and (. 
*1 -Imdhaesee 1, in ten places.

And kiol y* I made him to hae th ord-
ing and deciding of my affair, or cas, to do what .;l Death: (IAir, 8 M, Mgh, g :) and 3.Cw

.S , 5·. J

he would; like tS; sa3.-. (TA in art. [4.) [as its n. un.] a death: (IAir, TA:) but tha
-*r - lie,. uredhi -, former [signifies the same in Pers., and] is saidtc

_ And j' -et [,U Ie urged i hors[ . be not Arabic. (TA.) It is related in a trad.,
being understood] against the ople, or party, respecting the salutation of the Jews, that the)
and made havoc amgong tlwm. ( ,, .) -_And used to say,; LJ [Death come upon you

* signifies also The making a horse to mwat instead of,$.i.ll]; and that he [i. e. Mo
ml (KL.) - See also 1, in the last quarter of lwnmad] used to reply, *. ; accord. to th,
the paragraphl. ~And ,,U y(M, K,) inf. n.. fie *ragraph. - And j,..', (, ,) if. . generality of the relatera, /,is, but correctl
.Ar, (v,) lie put a mark upon the iwrs : (M, without the j, because the , implies participation

:) he marked te horse with a piece of * and it is related of 'Aisheh that she used to saj

(;,~p. [perhlaps a mistranscription for .to them,-jl- l,, as mentionedto them, L LI.a.Jj L I 4 ,as mentione(
i.e. with an iron such as is used for branding]), in art..: (TA:) the Jews are also related u
or with something vherde,y he should be k h ave said [to the Muslims],.
(Lth, TA.) See also 5. [And see 4.] hae aid [to the Muslims], l 

.. (, Mab) £,Z'~meaning.~l5J! ;s . (TA in art..$,>: see S.;
8. : (. , M.b) a.J. (MA) [and U. in that art.) _ Also A kind of tree, of wrhich ars

U1-Jt agreeably with what here follows and with ad t math (dJil [pl. of jg]) of s,ips

an ex. in art. .4], in£ n. M. (8, Mb) and (Kr,M,TA:)accord.toSh,(TA,)the[treecalld

l~,;., (TA,) [I bargained, or chaffired, w ith . ((], TA. [And accord. to some copie
him, or] I contended with him in bargai'ing, or of the ]1, i.l also has this signification, and th,
ckadjring,.fisr the commodity, or article of mer- signification expl. in the sentence here next fol
chandise, (MA, Mqb,* TA,) and in deniding the lowing: but accord. to the text of the V as given

prie: (TA :) and *tZltl (., Msb, TAh) LJ in the TA, Lolj has been erroneously substi
!1 (TA) [and i Ji / agreeably with what
here precedes] We agned, or hated,or stituted in the copies above referred to for ikJfiLJ

b..oiy rargined or m hafdre, for which, by reason of what precedes it, means tha
t1 cormeoal/Q, or article of m~re/mnd/e, [or--.. * -
heo od in doing o,] one ofmerchnd it fse or a also signifies the same as J3;; and if thd
c~ain pri, doing ano,] othe offering it for a former reading were right, the context In the 6
certain price. (Mb.) See also 1, demandint it for ae would imply that LLlJi is also the name of a soD

or pre. (Mb.) See also 1, in three places. of Noab, which is incorrect; the name of that sor

4. ' ,I, (. , Mgh, Mb,) or .", (M, being onlt ;L.]) - Also A [holl~w, or cavity

i,) ;D£ n. .I, (Mgh,I) He pastured the cattle, in the gro~ d, such as is callUed] ;, in whicA
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water remains, or tagnates, and colets. (lK.

[For the verb in this explanation, which is
written e' in the CV and in my MS. copy of

the ], I read CL.]) Also a pl. [or rather coil.
gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is 1L.t:
(M, :) the former signifies Vens ofgold: and

the latter, a single in th&.eof: (s:) or the
latter, a en in a mountain, differing from its
[geral] ,nature; (M, ] ;) if rnni.ngfronm eaAt
to west., not failing of its promiJe to yideld silver:
(M:) or the former, (M,) or latter, (], TA,)
gold, and ilver; (M, K5, TA;) accord. to As and
IAr: (M, TA:) or, as some say, an ingot *f

gold, and of silver: (TA:) or wius of gold, and
of silver, in t1e stone [or rock]: (M, ] :) En-
Nibighah El-Ja0doe, (M,) or Edh-DhubyAnce,
(TA,) uscs..lJI as meaning silver; for he likens
thereto a woman's front teeth in respect of their
whiteness: (M, TA:) and Aboo-Sa'eed says that

silver is called in Pcrs. ;, and in Ar.;.c:
(TA:) but the meaning most commonly known
is gold. (M, TA.) A poet says, (M,) namely,
]eys Ibn-EI-Khateem, (S,)

- * *0* R* 01S3 il3a -*

*·~)tji *l ,?- d; *

(8, M,) [i. e. If thou tbrcst coloryntia tpon
our heimet., tlAy would roll alang froP :vhat i;
gilded tmhereof, they being near toqther: jU1S

is for Aii j: and] the * in .. relates to the
0w [which are described as] gilded therewith:
(S:) the poet is describing the party as being
close together 'n fight, so that colocyntdis, not-
withstanding their smoothness and the evenness
of their parts, if they fell upon their lieads, would
not reach the ground. (Th, Q,* M.)

c0,

,~ [is originally an inf. n.: see 1, passim:
and is also used as a subst. signifying The pi7re
of any commodity, or article of merchandise; like

0*~~~~~~. * *.* ·50
s

~.t and 9 hej]. You say, ,. .' R .,, and

a ; l; S, referring to a ;L [or com-
modity]: see 1, in the former half of the pant-
graph. And A ie. t , andL:.u
r3A Z. i,. 4: see apgain 1, in the latter half of

the paragrapil. And t aeJ. slW 1 (. , M, 0~)
:and .K 1.JI, meaning ot.JI [i. e. Verily it is

dear in lprice]. (M, y.) i and t are
both substs. from.,; as used in the phrase Ut.

4.L. 1 .JI [and the like]; (TA;) sjn. wv;th

ei . (Ilar p. 435 in explanation of the former.)

L [as n. un. of.,#: see the latter, first sen-
tence, and last but one. - Also] A jan., (M, and
so in copies of the ],) or ;", (g accord. to tihe

TA,) [i. e. hollow dug in te ground, app. to be

filled with water for cattle,] bty a we (" -j ul.):

its pL is [orginallry . ]: and you. say,

t9 t1l, (M, TA,) inf. n. aa.Cil, meaning lle

dug it [i, e. the 1,,]. (TA,) - Also i. q. XL.
[q. v.], (, accord, to the TA, [as mentioned
above, ame-,L,]) on the athority of IAqr. (TA.)

31 4 a
; 3 ; see; j , iA tee places. mAlso, (S,

18B
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M, ]g,) and t (M, O) and V U , also
written t;, (?, M;, , TA, but omitted in some
copies of thoe ,) and it~, and t/ ~i , (., M,
J,) the lut mentioned by AV, (TA,) [and it
oocurs with tenween by poetic license, being pro-
perly like >, a rare form, q. v.,] A mark,
sign, tokn, or badje, by which a thing is hmmo,
(8,* M, ]/,) or by whAic the good is knorn from
the bad: (TA:) accord. to J, (TA,) the oa is
a mark, &c., that is put upon a she~ or goat,
and such as is used in mar or battlb; (8, TA;)
whence the verb - [q. v.]: (8:) and accord.
to IAvr the t 4.. is a mark upon the wool of
seqp; and its pl. i : [see also '., in art.

~J :] accord. to IDrd, one says, t 9 ;

.m., meaning Upon him, or it, is a good nmar
&cc.; and it is from c_, aor.,~; being ori-
ginally r*; the j being transposed, and
changed into LS because of the kesreh before it:
(TA:) this form occurs in the l]ur [xlviii. 29],
where it is said,Ahy- d,..M.s./ [Their mark
is upon their face; and in several other places
thereof]. (8.)

4.: ee.O., in five plac: mand see also

£;4:, in two places. [For the meanings " pactus "
and " pastum missus," arigned to it by Golius,
s from the 8, and copied by Freytag, I find no

foundation.]

Ur*., 8also written ,: see Lam , in two
places

a: see IaL.

[i,~ : see ..- -[In the present day it is
applied to Natural magic: from the Pers. 1 ;.]

l see .s. - Also T,o small hoUlos~
(;J,6j) beneati, the eye of the Aorse. (V.)-
[And accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the Deewnn
el-lludhalecyeen in a sense which he explains by
"MIalmn " (an evil, &c.).]

;t1i [The offering a commodity/or sal, &c.:
see L ,Also] A certain bird. (])

,. ,: see art. LS.

,C [Going, or going away, eaged, or occu-
pied, in eeking, or in heking for or after, or in

eleking tojrid and tahe or to get, a thing: (see 1,
first sentence :)] go~ away at random, or roting,
nwherever he will. (TA.) And [partieularly], (S,)
as also t' . (As, ., M, 1) and Z3C, (As, , M,
Mgh, Mvb, I,) Cattle, (Jl, ?, TA, or a' ,
Mgh, Mqb,) or camels, (AV, M, , TA,) and
sheep or goats, (TA,) posuring (., M, Mgh,
Mqb, 1/, TA) by thenmaeve (Myb) where they
pleam; (TA;) or ent forth to pature, and not
fed fwithodder among thefaily [to iwm they
bong]; (A,, Mgh, TA;) or paduring in t/e
desert, lt to go and pasture where they il :

(TA:) the pl. ofL and of J is'l ,: (.:)

the pass. part. n..;l is not used. (Mqb.) It is
said in a trad., a.bj. ; a1l, t;.; [In the cas

ofpaturing sep or goats, there is a poor-rate].

(TA.) And in another trad., ;j i;l. J, i. e.
The beat (a;) that is set away into its plac of
pauture, if it hurt a human being, the injury com-
mitted by it is a thing for which no mulet is
exacted. (TA.) And it is related in a trad. re-
specting the emigration to Abyssinia, that the
Nejdshee mid to those who had emigrated to his
country, U.Ji %W lCI, i. e. [Tarry ye,
and ye will be] secure [in my land]: IAth says
that thus it is explained: and~ .. , is [said to be]
an Abyssinian word: it is related also with fet-4
to the ,,.: and some say that.;, is pl. of, 5
[like as , is said to be of .6]; i. e., ye shal
rowe ( 3j) in my country like the sep, or

goats,pasturing her tacyplae (Se ,tJ th),
no one opposing you: (TA:) or, as some relate
the trad., it ism' . (TA in art..,.)

[Z;I A plaie nhere cattle pasture by them-
salte there y pleam; a place whre they rov

about, pastring: like C1 ;bj. - Freytag
explains it as meaning A place of passage:_
and A quich pas~e: from the Decwin el-
Hudhaleeyeen.]

1._" A wide and thick piece of wood at the
bottom of the ;hUuU [or two side-~] of the
door. (). And A staff in the fore part of
t.he [omen's camel-ehicle called] C>. (AP)

I"-Jt X,JI means The pasured horses:
Msb, TA:) or the horses sent forth with thAe
riders upon them: (AZ, Az, Myb, TA:) or it
means, (TA,) or means also, (S, Msb,) the marAd
horsw; (., Mob, TA;) marked by a colour
dif'ering from the rest of the colour; or by
branding: (TA:) or the horse of goodty make.
(Ham p. 62, and TA. [See the Iur iii. 12.])-

;M_, in the kur [iii. 121], may mean, acord.
to Akh, either Marked [by the colours, or the
like, of tir hAm~ses, so a. to be di*tinguidied from
othwr], or sent forth; and is thus with tS and 0
[because applied to rational beings, namely, angels,
and] because the horses were marked, or sent
forth, and upon them were their riders. (S.)
And &j ' h Cj;;j a t (0 M'
],*) in the ]v,r [li. .33 and 34], (S, M,) means
[Stone of baked clay] Iaving upon tlmn tihe
semblance of seal! [imr'eed in tlw presence of
thy Lord], (S, ~, Er-Raghib,) in order that they
may be known to be from God: (Er-Rgghib:)
or maraked (Zj, M, Bd, Y, Jel) with whitene
nd redness, (Zj, M, ](,) as is related on the
luthority of El-.lasan, (Zj, M,) or with a mark

wrhereby it shall be known that theyi are not of
the stons of this ~rld (M, ) but of the things
rwhereith God infliets punistment, (M,) or
[each] with the name of him upon rwom it is to
be cast: (Jel:) or sent forth: (B4, TA:) but
Er-Righib says that the first is the proper way of
explaining it. (TA.)

hie :., applied to a land (b,j): see 8.

6. *j : ee 1 in t , last entence.5. Cp4 see 1 in art j,.., last sentence.

1. 5, sor. iS,: see 8, in two places. 
[Accord. to Golius, Lg, inL n. gj, signifiu~
He intded, or oposed to himtelf: this he says
as on the authority of the KL, in which only the
inf. n. is mentioned with the explanation s..
OJjb 4 T, : and to this, Freytag adds the
authority of Meyd; and also that the verb governs
the thing which is its objective complement in the
accus. case. In the . and other lexicons of good
repute, I find the meaning of 1ji assigned to

ij.w! followed by .p; but in none to 1 J*]

3. ;1,, (8, M, &c.,) inf. n. iS, (s,) He
made it equal, equable, uniform, even, led,
flat, plant or plain; (.,' M, MA, Msb, p];) or
equlI in ~apect of elevation or of deprw~ion;
(Er-R~ghib, TA;) [and straujht, right, direct,
or rightly dircted; (sec its quasi-pas. 8 ;)] and
V ;wIj signifies the same; (M, ] ;) namely, a
place, (Mab, 1],) or a thing, (., M, Er-Rsghib,
TA,) or an uneven, or a crooked, thing. (Mgh.)

It is said in a trad., ' ,; i. [And he
gavc orde rs e ti he ruins, and thy mere
lrvlled]. (TA in art. s.,,.) And in another

tad., i.i; -- Lb., meaning We buried Ru-
! eiyh, and made the earth of the grave ee, or
tvel, over her. (Mgh.) [Hence also,]

,e,.'Jl eas: see 8. And hence the saying in the
gur [iv. 4.5], """Y A! .. j 1, (TA) i. e.
That thely were buried, and that the grod were
made level over them; (,* Btl ;) , being here
syn. with Li : (TA in art. ., :) or the meaning
is, that they became lihe the dut of the earth;
(M, Jel ;) thus cxpl. by Th; (M;) or that thuJ
had not been created, and that they and the earth
were aliltke. (Bd.) [Hence also,] ' uoid

: ~1 r t t 1 gu, in the same [lxxv. ii4], is said
to mean [Yea: we are able] to make his hand
like ghefoot of the camnel, without finger : or to
make hisfingers uniform, of one meamsr or sioe:
(TA :) or the meaning is, me are able to put
together the bon of hit fingers [contently] as

they were. (Bd, Jel.) And '* t jL5 i;' Jl

,, 1.al, in the X(ur [xviii. 95], means "

't1 [i..e. Until, wlen be had made the sace
between the two side of the mountains even, or
klwl, by filling it up]. (TA.) - [Also He made
it uniforn, equal, or consimilar, with another

thing.] One says, a d., (M, .,) inf n. as
above; (.K;) and 4, V ', (M,* TA, T],)

and s ·.. ,I ; I made it uniform, or equal,
rwith it; or li it: (M, X, TA :) and t 

tIC 1', Iraised this o at to make it equal in
measure, or quantity, or amount, with that. (TA.)

And ~ , and * ,t13,, (S, M, I,) 
made thnem uniform, or equal, aeh with the
other; or like each other. (M, V, TA.) - [And
He made it symmetrical or ymmetricaly, by, or
with, a jut adaptation of its compont parts;
made it congruo or consistent in its sveral
parts, or with congut~ or conte~ in it
several parts : he made it,formed it, orfaioned
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BOOK I.]

it, in a auit~ maner: he mas it to be
dpa~ s, or so a to be adap , to the cgeci~ ,

or rquireets, of its am, or of wisdom: he
made it complete, or in a complete manner; com-
plbd it, or completed it make: made it
right or good, or in a right or good manner;
c~ifed it; ad it; or put it into a right,

or good, state.] In the ]ur xxxii. 8, it means He
made Aim symmetrical [or nmmrnaliy], by the
ft, or itable, formtio of his members. (B.)

And *, in the ame, xv. 29 and xxxviii. 72,
I made Ahi creation symmetrscal: (B4:) or 1
compieted him, or made hi compbte (JeL)

And ~ in the ame, lxxxvii. 2, He made what
He created conruows or consistent in the scmral

parts. (Jel.) And jijll9 .. ilU . kI4, in the
same [lxxxii. 7], means [WAo created the,] and
made thy creation to be adapted to the e'ancice,
or requrements, of wisdom. (TA.) L;; u.j

;ly,, in the same, [xci. 7, mean By a ould and
what made it tobe adapted to it eigeci , i. e., to
the performance ofits functions, for it] is indicative
of tie faculties ofthe soul: this explanation is more
proper than that which makes L. to mean [Him

who, i. c.] God. (TA.) And sl~ ; & ',
in the same, lxxix. 28, means lie hath raisd
Ahig [its canopy, or] tha mearure of its elemation
froim the earth, or it thickness upwards, and
made it sarmnetrical, or een, (Bd,) or completed
it by adorning it with the tars, (Bd, TA,*)
agreeably with what is said in the 15ur xxxvii. 6,
(TA,) and by meanu of the revolings [thereof],
ge.: from the saying next following. (Bd.) US:

,j.l Oj' Sch a one reetifed, or adjusted, his
affair; or Int it into a right, or good, state.
(,Bd in lxxix. 28.) [IIence,] one says, j r
F.Ij Rleetify thou, and do not corrupt, or mar.

(A and TA in art. I..) [One says also, t.
.ldl .le cooked the food t~oroughly: see 8 as
its quasi-pas.] And 's 'J. $w'S [Sutc a
one framed a sratagem, or plot]. (TA in art.

r,~0.) _ dj' [as an intrans. verb, if not a mis-

transcription for S .], inf. n. as above: see 8.
And it,, [app. for' Cr,1 inf. n. as above, signi-
fies It mwa, or became, altered [for the mwe];
syn., b. (TA.)

3. 1:tl, (?,* M,' Msb,) inf. n. l;tl; (M, Er-
Righib, Myb, TA) and fij.., (M,) It waso, or be-
came, equal to it, (?, Er-Rghib, Myb, TA,) and
like it, in measure, extent, sre, bulk, quantity, or
amount, and in cae, (Myb, TA,) or in linear

Umeaure, and in right, and in tt meaure of

capacity, [as well as in vahe:] one says 1;
,5S J!J,r C; 4;$$ [Thi garmnt, or pece
of cloth, is equal in lentkh and breadth to that

garment, or piece f cloth]; and ,JI tIl

;JI i4JJ;? * [Thi garment, or piece of
cloth, is equi to tat dirhem]: and some-
times it means in mode, or mannmer of being: one

says, ;_j-l i -3 ;1 l UI [Thi black-
i equal in quality to this bac e]. Er-

Righib, TA.) It is mid in a trad, JfIl L.,
0'.I 2 The hade, or shado, was liuk, in it

e~tent, to the moun in their height. (TA.) [And

· Jl 1 5f_ mean The thing eqlled in
hight his head: see an ex. of the verb tropically

used in this sene voce U.] One says also lOj

LG& L.s L This is worth, or eqdal in its ale
to, a dirhem: and in a rare dial., one says,

t r q aeor. *l 1 ; (Myb, TA;) which AZ
disallows, saying, one says slL., but not ;IA.
(M,b.) And It ,i; , rjI Cl This thing
is not eqwuialent to [or not orth] such a thing:

(Fr, $:) or CS o 9 [It (a garment, or some
other thing, M) is not worth anyt~ing]: (M, :)
t 9.. j y9 is of a rare dial., (15,) unknown to Fr,
(],) disallowed by A'Obeyd, but mentioned by
others: (M :) An says that it is not of the language
of the Arabs [of pure speech], (Myb, TA,) but is
potclaical; and in like manner ?t ~ 9 is
not correct Arabic: thi lst is with damm to the
[firt] *: MF says that the generality of authori-
ties disallow it, and the Fy expressly disallows it,
but the expositors thereof say that it is correct and
chaute, of the dial, of the people of El-Hij4z,
though an instance of a verb of which the aor. only
is used. (TA.) One says likewise, "' * l 18

The man equalled hds opponent, or eompetito., in
knowledge, or in courage. (TA.) - See also 6.

And see g, in four places, in the former half
of the paragraph.

4. s,"l as a trans. verb: see 2, in two places,
in the former half of the paragraph.- 
in the sense of L$t j ' is not correct Arabic:
oee 3, in the latter part of the paragraph. 1 As
an intrans. verb: see 8. - Also lie nyas like his
son, or off~rng, [in some copies of the 1[ his
father, which, aus is said in the TA, is a mistake,]
in make, (M, K,) or in symmetry, or justesw of
prportion; (Fr, TA;) or simply he mu like his
son, or offsping. (M.) [In this instance, and in
all the senses here following that are mentioned
in the ]1, the verb is erroneously written in the

CR ;-l.]--~*l I L..i. i. q. ;, (M,

1, TA,) i. e. lie inserd the rwhole of his AS
into tAhe 5i [of the woman]. (TA.) m Also, [as

though originally l1wl,] He w, or became, bas,
abased, abject, vile, deslicable, or ig;yminious;

syn. L.t; (M, K ;) from l.JI. (TA.).. And
He voided hi ordure; syn. s~m.I; (Az, M,
];) [likewise] from ;5l.J1, au meaning "the
anus." (Az, TA.) - And hence, in the opinion
of Az, and thought by J to be originally Ifp.A [as
he says in the ?], (TA,) [though trans.,] /e
tdropped, left out, omitted, or nelected, (S, M,
1g,) and did so through inadvertence, (~, ],) a
thing, (g,) or a letter, or word, of the ]ur-{n,
(M, 1],) or a verse thereof: (M:) mentioned by
A'Obeyd: (g:) and in like manner, accord. to
IAth, in reckoning, and in shooting, or casting:

and Hr says that .,, with U., is allowable, as

meaning J1. (TA.) - Alo He w, or be.
came, affected with ,~ [or leproy, which is

sometimes termed &dl; so that the verb in this
see albo seen to be originally l-]. (TA.) _
And He *as, or became, retored to hath, [or

free frm : as mening an eil affection, (as
though the verb were in this sense likewise

originally I', the incipient; being privative, as
it is in many other instanoes, like the Greek
privative ^,] after a dim , or malady. (TA.)

i a 1.I: see Q. Q.l1 in art. ._.

8: see 8.

6. LJ The two were, or bame, Pal, lie
each other, or alike; m also * I. (M, g.)
t qjl..I has two and more agents asigned to it:

*1 0 - t- 0* 00*
one says, U: ,a. :.j ~, ,., * [&Zyd
and 'Amr and XAdlid wre eal, or alike, in

0d, *~ 

this]; i. e. 3.;: whence the saying in the k(ur
[ix. 19], I t 4 j [Thy miU not be
equal, or ale, in the sAgt of God]. (TA.) And
one says, j PII Jt IjLJ They were, or became,
equal in r~pect of the property, none of them
exce another; as also .. t L,!. (Msb.)

It i said in a trad., as some relate it, t¢ CL b
ci;ae* 9 . *rLay, in which the meaning is said to
be U;.jt [i. c. He whoe two days are a/like,
neither being distinguished above the other by
any good done by him, is wsak-m ed]. (TA.)

And in another it is said, l; inL ~,1 C.it ! -

·p" ,3"3t6j 1t1 1t1aU, (?,* TA,) i. e. [Men
mill not ceas to be in a good state while they vie
in xelUence,] but nwhn tAey c ease from tyin in
ecdlent qualitie and are content with defect
[and thw become alike, tAhy perish]: or rhen
they become equal in iygnorance: or ihen they
forn tlham vet into parties and divixions, and
evry one is alone in his opinion, and they do not
agree to ackomokdge one eemplar or chief or
leader [so that thy are all alike]: or, accord. to
Az, then thtey are alike in evril, there being none
among theM~ posned of good. (TA.)

8. 1 Sj-,J [seems, aecord. to Bd, to signify
primarily Ie sought, or desired, what nwas equal,
equable, unforn, even, or the like: for hlie mya
(in ii. 27) that the primary meaning of it"'l

is ;!.JI :,Ji; app. indicating the sense in which
,.JI is herc used by what follows. - And hence,
accord. to him, but I would rather say primarily,

as being quasi-pas. of l,,] It nws, or berame,
equal, equable, unjform, eren, level, flat, plane or
plain, [or equal in rpect~ of elevation or of de-
preon, (see 3, first sentence,)] stradight, right,
direct, or ijhtly directed; syn. J.aW ($, M,
Mqb, 1], TA, and Ksh and Bd in ii. 27) ,Ol ),

(TA,) mid of a place, (Mqb,) and .U.l, said of
a tick, or piece of wood, &e. (Ksh ubi suprL)

And ' S. [if not a mitracription for .S,]
in£ n. 2ri, signifies the same as isL l [app.
meaning as above], aceord. to IAor; and so does
!t k.; as also j.,; formed from it by trans-

position. (TA.) One says, w,,jDl v Q.,*,1 [lit.
The earth, or ground, beame equabl, Wn.f~,
even, &c., wmt Aim, he having been buried in it],
meaning he pershed in th earth; as also
t ." , and e t :. (M, .) And :.

.m~,1 Tir land beane [vn in its srface,
beg] affcted drouAt, or barmnM. (M,'
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within his gratp; agreeably with what here M iaghn,*, ],) and t '; is a dial. var. thereof,

follows]: he then adds, it is said to meau that (M!b,) a compound of and , denoting ex-
everything is alike in relation to hlim in such . * , .

manner that no one thing is ncar.r to Hin ception: (Q:) onesays, *j e ), i. e. ju
than another thing, since He is uot like the l [lit. There s not the like of Zeyd; virtually,
bodies that abide in one place exclusively of an- and generally, meaning above all Zyd, or

other place. (TA.) The saying £, _ ciaUy Zeyd]; L* being redundant: and t. '
i.'eail t .;Imeans [lVAenhis ridngamnel j also; like as one says,.J L* : (M,1 :)

ac~nded *ith hits upon the desart: or stood up [J says,] with respect to the case of the noun
with him straight upon its legs. (Mgh.) And following L, there are two ways: you may make

one says, Ci p : s (~, TA,) or L to be in the place of L.!I, and meanthat an
~.uj1! u1 (M sb,) He mas, or became,firm, or inchoative is to be understood, [namely, & or the
steady, [or he settled /himsf, or bcame firmly like,] and put the noun that you mention in the

seated, or satfirmly,] upon the back of hi bst, norm. case as the enunciative; thus you may may,

or upon the horse: (?, Msb, TA:) and 1 $ *.I i -.I 1 ). kl - j . ., meaning 1 pJl -

HLJI (6H became firm, or teady, sitting; or he '0~ [i. e. The people, or party, came to me,
settled himalf in his sitting place; or satfirmly]. and there was not the like of him who is thy

(Mob.) [.-I as quasi-pass. of 'a also signi- brother; or above all, or epecially, he who is thy
fies It was made, or became, sympmetrical; con- brother]: (S, TA: [thus in a copy of the $: in
gruous, or comitnt in its strl parts: w other col)ics of the same, and in the TA, for
madle, formed, or fahioned, in a suitable manner: s_e, 1. :]) but this rendering is invalidated
was made, or became, adapted to tlw a~c , in such a phrs as . 1 ; by the supre

or rpir~nemnt, of its case, or of wisdom: was sion of the correlative of the noun in the nom.
made, or becamn, compldte: was made, or became, case where there is no lengthiness, ad by the
right, or good; became rectiJfed, adjusted, or put applying La to denote a rational being: (Mugh-
ixo a riy/¢t or yood state. And hence,] 5B-;into a right or good state. And hence,] L.OJ1 nee:) or you may put the noun after it in the

j P& 0 
J*ijl i. q. .J:, t [q. v.]; (M, i ;) [generally gen. case, making La redundant, and ma king 
meaning] T7e man [became fdl-rown, of full to govern the noun in that case because the mean-
rigour, or mature, in bodye, or in body and/n- ing of Cr' is 1 )L: [and tisi is the preferable
tellect; i. c.] attain,d the utmost limit of [the way :] (Mughnee:) in both of these ways is
,eriod termed] his .s,la; ($;) or attained tht recited the saying of Irsa-el-c ys,i
utmost limit of his , and tle completion of -

his make and oj ;is intlect, by the compdeion of · >, 4 '

from twmty-e.qhAt to thirty (years]: (T, TA:) 
or attained to forty (T, M, 0i) years. (K.) And . *

,;1.t Lq - 1 277&efiw became tbNhy cooked.
, T [Verily many a good day ras there to thee by

(Msb.) [,tJ,l i." means T7'e equinoctial lbn.] reason of then ; but ther was not the lie of a

a, tapp. a dial. var. of a]: see .. ', in day, or above all a day, or epecially a day, at
the nx prgah Ddrat Judjul, a certain pool, where Imra-el-l]eys

the next paragraph.at nspaarh. - surprised his beloved, 'Oncyzeh, with others, her
, originally US"; and its dual: see ' , companions, bathing: se EM pp.9 and 10]: you

in teo places, all except one in the latter half of say. also, A,. 1; *; . y .l, meaning ,.

the paragraph. - [tence,] of him who is, or * a . , 
has become, in a state of wealth, or weltfare, [or 1 [i. e. I ill beat t op, or
rather, of abundant wealth or welfare,] one says, party, but there saUll not be the liake f the beat-

1; ,'b b and . 1_(r,,)or jing of tty brother]: and ifyou say, A.6- l t j-dU4 q, and. (Fr, n, O
1 " (i th C (ernosy ]adthe meaning is, '.. l ) j i, t ; [and tlwer
sb .[tin the ClD ( erroneously) ] and all not be the like of ahin who is th/y brotiher]:

. ;9; (M, 1) and .i, * J;, (C,) or e d in the saying ' ' 1 t4 .

&l j '\X ,/~~ 1 ', (Ks, M,) i.e. t [lie is I,GA, accord. to Akh, La is a substitute for the

in, or as lighted upon, or come upon,] what is in affixed pronoun ., which is suppressed; the mean-
t' ~~~~~1 ` '- * `J' --- i .Vrl

th predicamn of his head ( r [) [in point ing being, tc.l '.1 ! L '. [i. e. Veiy
of eminence, of wealth, or welfare]: or what such a one is genrous, and there is not the like

covers his head [thereof]: (M, g:) or what of him if tiou come to im sitting]: (S, TA:)
equals hi head [in" eminence] (,. 5 ) of it is said in the Msb, [after explaining that La in

eqUa his head [in emime] of~; J~~,Yl......
wealth, or wlfare: (T, TA:) or what has equalled L.e may be redundant, aimd the noun after it
hi ead [in emence], of ah, or eare;. i.. e governed in the gen. ease as tie complement of a

.hat has accumulated upon him, and fild [or prefixed noun; and that L may be used in the

ati i him: (Me;) or [hat e s] the number sense of ijlj, and the noun following put in the
of ti~ har of is head, of ealth, or good; nom. case as the enunciative of the inchoative j
(A'Obeyd, , ;) as some explain it. (A'Obeyd, which is suppressed;] that, accord. to some, the

. noun following- may be in the accus. case, as
4.) See also ;., last sentence but one. - being preceded by an exceptive; [or, as a speci.

[Hence likewise,] 1.~ , (M, M, M9 b, V,) also ficative; (Mughnee;) in which case we must re-

pronounced 1;;. 'J, without teshdeed, (Msb, gard Li as a substitute for the affixed pronoun *;

TA.) And -- tSj [tQI L5*.S , meaning t

11! [i.e. The water became evn, or level, ith
the pieo of wood]. (TA.) See also 6, in four

i1-,iI.#.,
plae. One says also, 3m*a..1 k el [or !J
(as in the MA) i.e. Q e crooked, or umn ,
became sraight, or ve]: (Mgh:) and ,.,

~1 .p ~ [It becam ven from a state of un-

evecei]. () 4 -. iSU,in the Lur
xlviii. last verse, means And has stood straight,
or erect, (Bd,) or become strong, and stood
straight, or erect, (Jel,) upon its se. (Bd,
Jcl. [Golius erroneously assigns a similar mean-
ing to Lq.,Iw, a verb which I do not anywhere
find.]) And $.." in the same, liii. 6, And he
stood straight, or erect, in his proper form in
whirh oled created hin: or was endowed by his
strength with power over the affair appointed to
him: (BI:) or became firm, or ~eady. (Jel.)
Li._ said of a stick &c. means It stood q7 or
erect: and was, or became, even, or straight:

hence one says, JQ.l 11Ab &Sl 15j_ le,
or it, went towards kim, or it, with an undeviating,
a direct, or a straiglht, course, like ti arrow sdot

-- - -~ J# .

forth: and hence, ;L ·... iJ . is meta-
phorically said of God, in the lur ii. 27 [and xli.
10]; (Ksh ;) meaning Then II direted him~lf
Iny hit will to the [hean, or] elaated regions,
(Kbsh, Bi,) or aqnard, (Ksh,)or to the hmvenly
bodie; (Bn ;) syn. , (Zj, M, ]r,) and 
(Zj, ?, M, ](, and Ksh and Bl) a;1j; (Ksh,

Bl ;) for when ll~., is trans. by means of ,
it imports the meaning of the directing of oneslf,
or, as in this case, of one's deign: (TA;) you
say of any one who has finished a work and has
directed himself to another, ; i 'j~ 4. and dA:0

(TIar p. 631:) or the meaning here is _s, (Zj,

M, I,) or sl .as [i.e. his commandascd]
(M;) and this is what is intended here by .s:

(TA:) or ' j; [i.e. le advanced to it,
namely, the heaven]; (Fr, Th, M, ] ;) like as one

.1 --- -, a ..*I 0.. .. ..... '
says, 1.11 S-41A . i 05 *9~ U w C

U.4)3L4 and -1 also, meaning J.01 [i. e. Such a
one was advancing againt such a one, then he
advaned against me, and to me, riling me, or
conatendi with moe in revilung]: (TA:) or it
means 1i,(M, ],) as some say: (M:) J
says, [in the f,] but not explaining thereby the
verse above cited, that it signifies also Uk:.! and
'j4 [as meauing He had, or gained, th mastery,
or rictoryJ]: and hence the saying of ERl-Akhal,
cited by him [in the ~,]

* ~~ wfht * S Lg @.aI 
·. -- '0 * 0 

[Bishr ha gaired the madery over El'Irdo
ithnut word and without shed blood]: Er-

Righib seays that when this verb is tranus. by
means of u, it imports the meaning of .'*1"

as in the saying in the ]mr [xx. 4], j. '~9 I

L$'.* ,,W;T [which may be rendered, The Com-

rnOnate hath ascmdany over tha empyrean WO
as to hae ~ g in th unierw equally

1
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Boot I.]

but that this is not a good way; [and in this case,

accord. to the generality of the authorities, it must

be an indeterminate noun, not, like i, deter-

minate: (Mughnee:)] also that 1,.. should not

be used without )1 preceding it: and that it
denotes the predominance of what follows it over

what precedes it: but it is added that ) is some-

times suppressed [as is. said in the Mughnee]

because known to be meant, though this is rare.

(TA.) One says also, j *f 41 j (Lh, M,

c) i.e. Tie s not the like of such a one: (TA:)

and 1- i b .4 (L4, M, 1) i. e. Such a one

is not the lie of thee. (TA.) [In both of these

instances, Is is obviously redundant. Other

(similar) ~ages of . are mentioned voce

to which reference hu been made above.] 

.~ also signifies A [desert suc as is termed]

jlJ ; (8, M, 1~ ;) because of the evenness of its
a.0

routes, and its uniformity. (TA.) [Hence t,.J 

is the name of a particular tract, said in the M to

be a certain smooth place in the 4,>.] -_ See
also art.

4: see ., near the end of the paragraph.

.~IS: see .y, in seven places: -and see

alo tf, in two places

k$y: sWee /F, in seven places. - Also, and

likewise t S, (Akh, 8, M.b, Mughnee, 1],)

and t If, (Alkh, ?. M, Mughnee, ],) and V1, 

(Mughnee,) i. q. gj1A;, (Mughnce,) or'j, (Akh,
M, M, Mqb, Mughnee, 1,) accord. to different

authorities: each used as an epithet, and as de-

noting exception, like jh; accord. to Ez-ZejjAjee
and Ibn.Milik, used in the same sense and manner

as j1b: but accord. to Sb and the generality of

authorities, an adv. n. of place, always in the

acu.case, except in instances of necessity:

(Mughnee:) one says, Mj LSqo-; J50 

meaning j j; and .j bj; [i. e. I have ih
me a man instutead of eyd and in the place of
Zeyd] : (IV[am p. 570, and TA :) [but] one says

(also]c, Jiti. ^ . and aJIy and V I9

meaning ip [i. e. I pared by a man other thtan

thee]: (.8 :) and tVi4lt n;'g [and ..1, &c.
Other than thou came to me], using it as an

agent; and Qii #y 41; [and t &c. I 'saw

other than thee], using it as an objective comple-

ment: and 9t JsdiI , A, 5s. Ci [and il. d &c.

None ecept thou came to me]: and t.o . sle i
t9 t[and il. &c. None other than thou

came to me]: (Mughnee:) and 5 .;s z..
,i, meaning mj 5eb [i. e. I betook myself to, or

towards, the peple, or party, others than Zeyd,

which is virtually the same as xcept Zeyd]:

(Mb :) and j.JL~ 6. t it s t 9 J

jb t s, meaning [If thou do that] when I am in

a land other than thy land, [(vhat thou dislit,

or haLtst, shal asuredly come to thee from ms.]

(Ibn-Buzurj, TA.) - The Arabs also said, Ji

.a14, meaning Tlhine inteect has departed fro

LSJ'

tl.a (IAr, M.) s The strangest of the mean-

ings of kS., in this sense with the short alif and

with esar, is sa:. (Mughnee.) *iJ, j,.

means i [i. e. The tndency, or directio, of

the thing]. (M.) And one says, S4. z's-

,?W, meaning `, d [i. e. I tnded, or

betook myldf, in the direction of, or towards,

such a one]. (8, 1.* [In the Ci, and in my

MS. copy of the ]s, '1 is erroneously put for

;1_..]) And hence, (Mughnee,) a poet says,

(namely, l]eys Ibn-EI-Khateem, TA,)
j r·lrr

[And I wl surely turn tomards I.Iodheyfei my

ulogy]. (8, Mughnee.)

4l, [in some copies of the 1 erroneously

written without .] in its primary acceptation is an

inf. n., [but without a proper verb, used as a

simple subst.,] meaning E~ua, equablity,

uniformity, or evenness; syn. :!; (Mughnce;)

as also t : (M, V:) or [rather] it is a subst.,

(.8, and Ksh and Bd in ii. 5,) meaning .'i,

(Ksh and B.d ibid.,) from j.'! in the sense of

j,'.1; (8;) and signifies [as above: and] equity,

justice, or rectitude; syn. jJ ; (., M, ;) as

also ' r; (M;) and ,5 and V5s.t as

well as u f, accord. to Fr, are syn. with ;

and accord. to him, (TA,) and to Akh, (., TA,)

syn. with JJ,; (8, K., TA;) [but app., only syn.

with j.i and h not as a subst. but as an

epithet, like L;; thus used, as will be shown by

what follows, although] each said by Er-Rhghib

to be originally an inf. n. (TA.) One says, L;!

! Ij ; '.. - c s, meaning ti [i. e.

7amy two are on an equalihy, or on a par, in
repect of this affair, or care]: (S, TA:) and

atk L;u .,, meaning [likewise] :,ljr! [i. e.

T'ay are on an equality, or on a par], (M, K,)

.tJ I. UM [,in this afa oir, or case]. (M.) And

.a 't k JM I 'T L l z, (B,) meaning J;Ill

[i. e. I divided the thing between tlmn tho with

equity, justice, or rectitude]. (TA.) And it is

said in the I ur [viii. 00], ,i 9La .1 0 ." U

meaning J~ [as expl. in art. .j, q. v.]. (8,'

TA.) [Hence,] ijI i S Te night of the

thirteenth [of the lunar month; the first being

that on which the new moon is first seen]; (As,

., ], TA;) in which the moon becomes equable

or uniform ( SS .) [in illumination]: (TA:)

or the night of the fourteenth. (M, ..) _ And

i. q. J [as meaning The middle, or midst, of a

thinF]; (S, M, Mughnee, C ;) as also t.j ~ and

rt_. (Lh, M, ]p) Hence, #,.Jl It. The

middle, or midst, of the thing; (., M;) as also

ti *, and V1j.. (Lh, M.) It is said in the

; Cur [xxxvii. 53, e'1 " T --- ; i [And he

hall ee him] in the middle or midst [of the fire of

del]. (S,* Mughnee, TA.) In like manner also

one says it.I d [(Tie middle of the road]:
or, accord. to Fr, it means the right direction of

te road or way. (TA.) And one says, t~!
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Jo,a meaning Mry waist [broke], or my middle.

(TA.) And lWj1 ,ii means he r iddle of the

day. (M, I. [In' some copies of the V, .. a

is erroneousrly put for "-_;.]) - [Honce, per-
hapr, a being generally the middle or nearly so,]

The summit of a mountain. (M, ].) And An

[eminence, or a hiU, or the like, uch as is termed]

b1i: or a [stony tract sch as is termd] . :

or the head of a 4.. (M.) _ It is also used u

an epithet; (Mughnee;) and signifies Equal,

equM, uniform, or even; syn. v .t-; (M,

Mughnee, 1~ ;) applied in this sense to a place;

(Mughnee ;) as also, thus applied, V Lfr, and

t a; (M, 1;) or these two signify, thus ap-

plied, [like :ly as expl. hereafter,] equidistant i

respect of its two estrnmitim. (TA.) And u

syn. with t9 -.t-, it is applied [to a fer. noun as

well a to a sing., and] to one and more than one,

because it is originally an inf. n.; whence the

phrame [ IJ t Thly are not qwlual; in the

l]ur iii. 100]. (Mughnee.) Using it in this sense,

one says . : (jA [An m land] : and :, ;l;

A hous nform (t .) in repect of the

[appernnces tered jiw: and *l ;) A

garment, or pece of cloth, eqal, or uniform,
(t-~~s)~ in its adth and its blth and its

two lateral edgs: but onedoes not say ,1, j.!,
n :;or : %nor fi;s ~j: (M, TA:) though

One says J,;jI ii; J A man whos bely is

eve with the breast: and .&.I 31j) having no

h<ol~. to the sol of his foot. (TA.) One says

also #jI. ' 3, J,(;, M,) meaning Vt

[i. e. A man uniform in make, or symmetrical;

or fin~ , of fal iygour, or mature in body,

or in body and intellect: see 8]: ( :) and J;

t up A man equally free from e,cE, and deti-

ciency in his dipositionm and his make: (Er-

R6gllib, TA:) or sound in limbs: (TA voce r,
q. v.:) and t ., -S* A boy, or young man,

uniforin ake, or symmetrical, (jL.JI. L5)s-,)

without disase, and witlout fault, or defect:

(Mgh :) and the fem. is ,. (M.) Accord. to

Er-R4ghib, V ~$tJ1 signifies That which is pre-

serred from exces and deficiency: and hence

, ~,a 4 1L, [in lIur xx. ast verse, as

though meaning T7e% road, or way that neither

exces, nor falls srt of, that rwhich is right];

(Er-RIghib, TA;) tie right, or direct, road:

(B4, Jel:) and some read t;*JI, meaning the

middle, good, road: and ,'JI (Kah, Bd) i. e. the

evil, or bad, road: (Bd:) and ps.lJ [i. e. most

evil, or wrorst; fem. of .l; for J1 is fem. as

well as masc.]: (Ksh, Bd:) [and] t L5.I, of the

measure ti.L from IT..J, [with which it is syn.,]

or originally tSAJI [mentioned above]: (]:)

and t SJSI, (Ksh, Bd,) which is dim. of .- Jl,

(Lth, TA,) [or] as dim. of y.JI [in which case

it is for ,t.JI]. (Ksh, Bd.) - [Hence,] it sig-

nifies also Com,plct: (Mughnee:) you say, I."

ii
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ii

ii
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,r. A&j (M, Mughnee) This is a complete
dAiren; (Mughnee;) using the last word as an
epithet: and ':l also, using it as an inf. n., as
though you said :tjL!: and in like manner in the
]ur xli. 9, some road r.i; and others, :,.
(M.) - And Equitabl, jut, or nriht; syn.
,,;~;: used in this sense in the saying in the

[Come ye to an equitabls, or a jut, or right,
sentece, or propoition, beten w and you].
(A:, TA.) - And Equidistant, or midway,
(J;;, and ol, r, or .i;, Mughnee,) between
two parties, (P,) or betwen two places; (Mugh-
nee ;) applied as an epithet to a place; as also
'tiJ. and MiS,; (, Mughnee;) of which
three words the second (.S ) is the most chaste;
(Mughnee;) or the last two signify equal (.)
in respect of its two extresitis; and are used as
epithets and as adv. ns.; originally, inf. ns. (Er-
Righib, TA.) t iS.fI; and t LS, (M, l,)
in the J]ur xx. 60, accord. to different readings,
means A place euidistant, or midway, (Ksh,
B.d, Jel,) between us and thlee, (Ksh, Bi,) or to
the comer from each of the two extremities:
(Jel:) or IS , , and 5" m'eans [i. e.
a place marked], (so in a copy of the M and in
one of the ],) or A:.;, (so in other copies of the
]~ and in the TA,) which is for, · j, meaning
haring a mark, or sign, by twie/A one is uided,
or directed, thereto. (MF, TA.) - [Also Equal,
or alike, in any respect.] One says, jt ''

.;llj :', (M, Mughbne, ;,) andlal :./,

(l.,) Mndl 1,.jI; i., and l;j t V.. (M,

].,) rmeaning 1, e,;s.",J [i. e. I pased by
a man whos exist~ and mhos non-·.istence
are equal, or alike, to me, or in my opinion]:
(M, 9 :*) and Sb mentions the phrase, . zi,

i,mJIj [as meaning His existene and his non-
exictence are equal, or alike, to me]. (M.) And
;J-' ¶ ; ~i. fi [It is e/ual, or alike, to
me, that thou stand or that thom sit, or whether
thou stand or sit; or that tou stand or that thou
sit is equal, or alike, to me: see l]ur ii. 5, and
the expositions thereof]. (Q.) [And tiS / is
used as an ady. n., or as an inf. n. adverbially,
meaning Alike: see an ex. in a verso cited voce

] - Also A like; a similar person or thing;
(, M, ];) and so : [cach used as masc.
and fern.; and the former as sing. and dual and
pl., tbough having proper dual and pl. forms:]
the pl. of the former is .T-., (8, M, (1,) and alo,
(8,* I,) but anomalous, (v,) or [rather] quasi-pi.
ns, all anomalous, (M,) t .*. (, M, C) and
I ,., and V 1"I,t: (M, :) and :J is also
pl. of .,: (TA:) as to t ..1, A,kh says,
f.t is of the measure J , and ZeA may be of
the measure W or ij, the former of which is the
more agreeable with analogy, the j being changed
into iS in ., becaue of the kesreh before it, for
it is originally 1; and it is from s[5JI °
meaning " I neglected the thing:" [see 4 :] ( :)
accord. to Aboo-'Alee, the L in $1. is changed

from the j in 5 / 1 _!, in which latter some pre-
serve it to show that it is the final radical: (M:)
accord. to Fr, *.l. has no sing., and relates only
to equality in evil: (T, TA:) so in the saying,

0

[Equalb like the teeth of the au]. (TA.) It re-
quires two [or more nouns for its subjects]: you
say, , pa :,j..O, meaning s 1. Ij3 [i. e., lit.,
Tlwo possrs of quality, or likenss, are Zeyd
and 'Amr], (M, B,) because it is [originally] an
inf. n.: (M:) and UC a t1 G [TlIy
two are in this affair, or cas, likes]: (8:) and

;,ll,~ l; ($, M, ) and t , i. e. Tey two
are lika: (8, M, Mgh, Msb, :)and olp, and
.ul, and V °Al. i. e. They are liks; (8;
[the first and last of these three are mentioned in
the Mgh as identical in meaning;]) or, accord.
to Fr, the last means they are equals in evil, not
in good: (T, TA :) and t W 'lJ C 1 is not

a peron like to thee: and " ._, [They
are not persons like to thee]: (Lh, M ) and
yt~ .i . C (Lh, M, ) i. e. She is not a

peon like to thee: (TA:) and 1 j3 ' 1 ;
[They (females) are not pe7sons like to thJe]:

and 1 ~ j "i '' j [Tlere is not a like to
him who did that]: and l J. w I;! ti 'j
[There is not the like of thee when thou doest
that]: (Lh, M, K:) and c' t, y (K)
[There is not the like of surh a one: in the CK,
ti: perhaps the right reading is 5 V 4' a
Such a one is not the like of thee]. :T2, and
t OG should not be used with.1 in the place of;
except by poetic license: one of the exceptions to
this rule is the saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

L; 1 yl o; rl
E** ,*0* MI-. ;IL.#A J^t .* 1,-b *110

C

[And tlhy were two like cases that they should
not nd fortl cattle to lr or send him forth
aith them then the tracts were very dusty by

reason of drought]. (M.) For two other exs. of
[,a, [as well as of its syn. w, and for 9L y

also,] see . - See also i in six places.

!''/: see ta, second sentence, in two places:
and ;iw also, in the latter half of the paragraph:
_ and see ;,.- ,1; .ij l ti1 means
t Tejy sent sseking, or demanding, aid, or succour.
(Ig in art. iSm. [The proper signification of
9-.Jt! in this instance I do not find explained.])

.-" see r~, in the former half of the para-
graph, in six places.

SL . see a .y, in the middle of the paragraph.

4 at,: see :',, in five places. -[Also fem. of

- And hence, as a subst.,] A kind of
vehicle offemale slaves and of nec~ssitou person :
(1s:) or a [garment of the kind called] ;t.-,
suffid with panic grass (n ;J), (S, M, 15, and

[Boox I.

L in art. o,) or pa~-fibres (c.J4), (M,) or
th liAke, (M, M, and L ubi supra,) r~nbling the

.w [q. v.], (8, and L ubi suprA,) which is put
on the back of th &ancl, (M,) or on the back of
tle ass ,c., (L ubi suprA,) and rwhic is on of the
vehlice of fenale slaaes and of nesmito~ per.
sons: (M:) and likewise such as is put on tth
back of the camel, but in the form of a wrin
because of the hump, and [abo] called _a-
£q. v.]: pl. ~, .(-.)

htalfand o * and i.a : see 1f, in the
latter halfof the paragraph; the last of them in
three places.

1 fi,i;, each of the measure Jwl, irregularly
derived from ,it and S,!; a prov., applied
to women, meaning Straight and bending, and
collecting togetlcr and sepnrating; not remaiaing
in one state, or condition. (Meyd.) - And

, ,jI Land qf Wrhich the earth, or dust, i
like sand. (IAth, TA.)

;L. is [held by some to be] of the measure
2t-3 from *1 [inf n. of iS., ]; (V;) men-
tioned by Az on the authority of Fr; but in

copies of the T, !ini from tpJt. (TA.) One
says, ElL,C ,! ~r, meaning He preparedfor me
a speecI: (K :) or an evil speech, wrich he
faiamed (tl I) against in to deceive me: men-
tioned by Az on the authority of Fr. (TA.) [See
the same word in art. I".]

k~I, tlfMAore, and most, equal, equable, uni-
form, or eren: and mwore, or moxt, equitable,
&c.]. One says, iSJl ,i . i'jl 1' 
i. e. [Tlkij place is] tle most eren [,f tlwe places].
(M.)

.l_ An even place; occurring in a trad.: the
Z, is augmentative. (TA.)

? [act. part. n. of 4]. One says in answer to
himu who asks, "4 ow have ye entered upon the
morning?" (S,) or " How have ye entered upon

the evening?" (M, TA,) 'J t * ' [as
enunciatives of Cij understood], (Q, M,) or

'e?L un derst-: [as enunciatives of :L~ or
%I= :I understood, but I think that '>. is a
mistranscription for ;0_], meaning In a good,
rigkt, state, with respect to ourt children aand our
cattle. (8, M, TA.)

4t : see 3, in three places.

o~~: sce :, in the former half of the para-
graph, in six places: and see also .~. [3j,

_- see ,pl,.]

a· a
i and I.s: sCC art, iS.;

in art. _%,.
and see the latter

2. I.JI.t !, (,) or t ClI-, (M,) or both,
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(TA,) He drew forth thb ik-cam' .,., or
milh that deded bqfore the fIFow: (M, V:)
from El-Hejeree. (M.)

5: see above. ;~.Z3, (8, M, and so in copies

of the 15,) or Clt, [a variation of the former,]
(TA, as from the t,) She (a camel) emitted her
milk, (Fr, I, ],) i e., what is termed ., (M,)
witlout its being drawn forth. (Fr, , ]1.) -

Hence, ~ # i JJ A U t£Verily
snch a one yiids me, or gives me, little]. (TA.)

- 15L. -J t Ie acknowledgced my rijht, or
due, apfer he had denied it. (].)- ;'j

-JI t The affairs have become dicordant, or
dierse, to *ne, (I5,' TA,) so that I know not

whaich of them to prsue; (TA;) as also A-LJ.
(TA in art. i..)

7. g1JJI 1.i The milk, nuh as iu tennmed ,
ised without being drawn forth. (Fr, 8.)

t (Fr, ., M, 1) and t : (M, V]) The
milk that i ewithout being drawn forth; (Fr,

;) the milk (8, M, 1) that is in th eitremities
of the ca~se teats, M(, ,) or in the fore part
of th udder, (IAth, TA,) d~cending (JO) hefor,
(,1$, so in copies of the .; and M and ],) or at
tkhfirst of, (Ya, so in the TA as from the 1],)
the fll JOnM; (8, M, ]j.) 8See also the former
word in art. Ij1.

*.iL : see the next preceding paragraph.

b': and sie: ee art. tg.

·.Ce, occurring in a trad., is expl. as meaning
One who ss grav-clothes, and [therefore] ,/inhe

for people's death: it may be from .J11 and

sL.lt: or from 1;. l meaning "the milk that
is in the fore part of the udder:" or it may be

from `t. meaning " I milked her." (IAth, TA.)

1. ,, A ( A, Mgh, Myb, A,) aor.
(8, A,) inf. n. M,,, (8, A, ],) It ra; (;8,
M, A,' Mgh, M#b, 1g ;) said of water: (8, M, A,
Mb :) and t L.I, likewise said of water, it ran
of itslf. (Mqb.)- [Hence,] , ,JI , (M,)
aor. as above; (M, A;) and t 'L;I; (8, M, A,
Mb ;) i Te cnt ran: (8, A,* Mb :) or went
along (M, TA) in a un/form, or continuous,
cowe, (M,) or quickly. (TA.) tL, and
t ,LA.I both signify t He, or it, waUked, or went
along, quickly: (1, TA:) [or] so the former
verb. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting a
man who drank from the mouth of a skin,

3; ;m; L) tC'Z' t A srPet entered and
ran into Ai beily with the running of the water:
wherefore it was forbidden to drink from the
mouth of a skin. '(TA.) El-1areeree, in [his
first MaSmeh, entitled] the .8an'neeyeh, [p. 20,]
-u the phrue, --- y ; 1s W .,il, meaning
He entered into it as the serpent nters into it hrk-

ingplace. (TA.) And you say ofa viper, . L, and
* .. 1, meaning i It cae~rt~ from it hariFg-

plac. (TA.) And V tA ..i tH rHew
Bk. I.

tuned towards you. (..) - -, (Mgh, Myb,) horse. (M, 1.) - And A pob with whAic a ship
aor. a above, inf. n. i, said of a horse and i or boat i pr dbd (M, .)
the like, t He aent away at random: (Mb:) A place, or chan in h water 
or tl e app. a horse or tbe like] ~.Ctany, o rr so c4,i) pi. waterrm.)
ory, weay: (M h:) or 41 1 Iq - T(Me beast , M, :) or - .
wae alone, or by i , to patur, ~out a iAnd The appe: in this sense a Per. word
pasleftor. (a, A, TA.)or And by1pasturje, L [arabicized]: and hence the name of [the cele-
tHe toor. ry ay [or roveTA.) d at ] in hu brated grammarian] uO..; su though meaning
thpeto: (TAr:) or 1r dilated, or /,aJ pmopu, "the scent of apples;" (M, ]M,* TA ;) accord. to

spite coneration, in hihsecA. (A, TA.) And Abu-l-'A, (M, TA,) and Seer: (TA:) by some,
whout cn s atio n ien hred seto talk, or dTA.co)r, [app. such u mispronounce it,] this name is said561 ,A 1 He entered into talk, ortdi o e frm the Peru.
rith loqu y, or irrationality. (TA.) It is mid to be from the Per ignifying "thirty " and

in atra .d ,., . . . '01 signifying "odour;" as though meaning
in a trad, 't ! %J ! hl haJ a.4aJI * 4 " thirty odours:" (MF, TA:) and some say that
. l,; meaning I [Verily art, or ill, in peech is an ejaculation; and that the relaters of
mnore oquent, or effcti~,] than rohat is loos, or traditions dislike pronouncing this name therewith,
unrestrained, [or rambling,] in words; i. e. as alo other similar names, and therefore say

ganc of tspach, with pauct y, [i mor e~ t, '~ , changing the * into i, but pausing upon

or ejfctive,] than pro n. (L, TA. [qreJI is it [so as to pronounce it *]. (TA.)
hem. an inf n 1

2. ',., tHe left, left alone, or n~glted, a
thing. (M.)- Het eft a beast, (., A,) or a
she-camel, (Mgh,) alone, or by itef, to paIture

here it d, itout a paor. (8, A, Mgh.)
- t He mancipated a slave so that he (the
emancipator) Aad no claim to inheit from him,
and no control over hi propty; he made him
to be such as is termed i '. (Meb.)...See also
what next follows.

4. .A.1, said of a horse, [and '.Pi t 
has the same or a similar meaning,] i. q. s;&,
q. v. (TA in art. .,&tj.)

7: see 1, in seven places.

· ' [is an inf. n. of 1, used in the sense of
;SL. (q.v.), as will be shown in what follows in
this paragraph. - And hence,] : A gift: (8, M,
A, Mgb, Msb, ] :) and a voluntary gift, by way
of alm, or as a good work: (TA:) and a bene-
faction, an act of beneicence or kindness, afaour,
or a beneft: (M,]:) pL,.A (L,,TA.) Itis
said in a trad. respecting a prayer for rain,
1;A5 1' 2 t 1 And make Thou it to be a
beiaal gift: or the meaning in this instance
may be, a flon~g rain. (TA.) And one says,

,rut ,-& 11 *isi. giftJ flowed abun-
dandy upon the people. (A, TA.) [See also an

ex. in a verse cited voce l.] - Also i. q. 
: [i. e. Metal, or mineral; or pi~ces of gold or silvr,
that are ewtractedfrom the earth; or any metals or
other minerals; or buried treaJure of the p~ol of
the Time of Ignorance]: (A, Msb:) or so ., ;
(A'Obeyd, .8, M, Mgh, 1 ;) which is the pl.: (A,
Mb :) the latter signifies, accord. to Th, metal,
or minerals: (M, TA:) accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed,

ins of gold and of siler, that come into i
tence, and appear, in the mis: so called
because of their running (1;V) in the earth:
accord to Z, treasure buried in the Time of Igno-
rance: or metal, or mineral: (TA:) becauge of
the gift of God, (M, Z, Mgh, TA,) to him who
finds it. (Z, TA.) The Prophet said, (Mgh, TA,)

d,JI ¥11g.J , iL e. In the cae of jl, te
part [is for the government-treasury]. (A,

Mgh, TA) Also The hair of the tail of a

W;$ and M.', ($ , , 0 andd ; (and
[Unripe dates in th state in which they are
called] e.~: (S, M, g :) or [in the state in which
tAey are caUed] .: (s::) or gren .: (AIln,
M:) A says that the Jfloerr of th palm-tree
when they have become are termed ;;,

without teshdeed: (TA :) [but see. :] the n. un.

isc . (8, M) and I.. (.8) [and S1h.]: Sh ays
that they are called .'. in the dial. of El.
Medeeneh, and one is called 4tted in the dial. of
Wdi-l-]urk: and he adds, I havo heard the
Barinees say t 4 and 4i:. (TA.)

;, n. un. of ,; (S, M;) like as ; is of

$Sl. (.8.)_Also Wunc. (1.)

and 4: see ; in three plaoes.

C#; Running water. (Myb.) [See alo ,
first sentence.]

1 Z Any beast that is Icft to pature mher
it iL withouta pastor: (M,A, ] :*) pl. 41I

and 4. (A.) t A camd tAat has livd until
hi. offpring have had off g, and is threfore
set at liberty, and not ridden, (M, ]g,) nor laden
with a burde (M.) In the ]5ur v. 102, (TA,)
t A ~camel that w st at liberty to pasture
where it woud, (., Mgh, Myb, 15,) in the 7Tme
of Ignorance, (.,1,) on accowt of a vow (,
Mgh, Myb, 1) and the like: (., ]:) or the

mothOr of a ;.'; (., Mgh; [in the Myb, said

to be a ;~ (itself); and in one place in thc TA.
said to be a de-camel of wihicA the dam is a
ijg; but both of these explanations require con-
sideration, a will be seen from what follows ;])
or (1) a Me-camnel which, hav brougt forth
femala at tmn succeiw births, was st at liberty
to pasture whK s would, ($, ,) and not ridden,
nor was her milk drk eaept by her ymmg one
or a gu~t, until sh died, whn the me. and the
women ate her together; and the ear of her l
fe~ maleyo~ng one ms slit,and she was [therefore]
called s 4, and was a iL. like her mother:
(F :) or a ie-camel of which a man, (M, IAth,
V,) in the Tme of Ignae, (M,) when he
came from a far journy, (M, IAth, g,) or ie
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coverd from a disae, (IAth, TA,) or had besn
sam d by hAi beatfro dii~u ty or trouble, (M,
lAth,) or wAen hi beat had been aved therefrom,

( o,) or fr m r, mad, ~ .; U; (M, IAth,
;) i. e. e mas lft to patuhre here he would,

without a pastor, and no se was made of her
bach, nor a e debarredfrom water, nor~fom
Aerbage, nor riddn: (IAth,TA:) thus it sig-
nifies in the ]ur: (M:) or a she-camel from
whose back a vsrtebra or [ome other] bone was
tan forth, (M, 8,) o that sae became know
thereby, (M,) and which was not debarred fro
water norfrom herbage, nor ridden, (M, ]I,) nor

,o f
milked: (TA:) the pl. is , lie t pl. of

1.s, and ;. pl. of iSu; ($;) and 4'..
(TA.) It is aid in a trad., " I saw 'Amr Ibn-
Lobd dragging his intestines in the fire [of
Hell] :" and he wasu the first who set at liberty

SJI.,: the doing of which is forbidden in the
l]ur v. 102. (TA.) And it is related that a
hostile attack was made upon a certain man of the
Arabe, and he found not any [other] beast to
ride, so he rode a a;stZ: whereupon it wa said
to him, " Dost thou ride what is forbidden ?" and
he replied, 'O i . ' .ljJIl 4,Ah, [He
rides what is forbidden who has not what is
allowed]: and this raying became a proverb.
(M.) 6lr t means 27w O;, [i.e. two
cames, or comw or bul,for sacrifij ,] which tAe
Prophet brought as offering to the Houe [of
God at Mhk~h], and rohich one of th bdlien
in a phrality of gods took away: they are thus

alled because he gave them up ('1t ) to od.
(TA.) - t Aso lae emancipated o that the
emancipator has no claim to inherit from him,
(8, M, A, Mgh, M9 b, V,) ~ecept, accord. to Esh-
8hfl'ee, in the cam of the lav's dying mithout
appoting any heir, in which case hi ineritance
belong to hi emancipator, (TA,) [for] such an
emancipatd dlae may bdow his property where
[or on whom] he pl , (, Mgh, M9b, TA,)
agreeably with a trad.: (Mgh, TA:) (in the ?,
and in the Myb u on the authority of IF, it is
added, that " this is what is related to have been
forbidden :" but from what has been stated above,
this appears to be a mistake; and I think that
these words have been misplaced in the g and
Mvb, and that they relate only to the she-camel
termed I;l :] a slave is thus emancipated by his
owner's saying to him, 3tf; J'i. (?.) 'Omar

said, lj - Z L4C [The sibeh and albu
are for their day]: i. e., for the day of resurrec-
tion; so that one may not return to the deriving
of any advantage from them in the present world.
(AO, Mgh, TA.)

*.

io.'.

COI
L CL', (6, Mgh, i.,) or ube,l 'n Ls C';'

(A,) sor.' ct' I (, L,) inf n. n. ( A, Mgh,

j) and (Vl, (s,) It (water) ran ~pon the

naCe of the art. (0, A,Mgh, h ) -And

hence, (TA,) syl '; tL, (g, A, M9b,) aor.

u above, (, Myb,) inf.n. 4. , (A,) or r ,

(Mqb,) or both, and ' and °', (g, 1,)
said of a man, (A,)o He mnt, or journeyed,
through the land, or earth, (g, L, j], &c.,) for

the prpose of devoting himif to rd~ iou r-
vices or ewerciss: (L, Y:) or in this restricted
sense, which MF asserts to be unmentioned in
most of the older books, and thinks to be con-
ventional, the verb has only the first of the
inf. ns. above, and in the absolute sense it has
the second and third and fourth. (TA.) It is
aid in a trad., 1 ( A, TA)

i. e. I [There hall be no going aYt tLou h the
land, or earth, in the way of devotes, in El-
Is/dm: or] no quitting of the cities, or towrn,
and going, or journeying, through the land, or
earth: (TA:) or no quitting of the cities, or
tow, and dwelling in the desrts, and forsaking
the being pesent at the cogregational prayers
and at asmblies: or no going about through the
land, or arth, doing eil, or mi,chief, and calu-
niating and corpting. (IAth, TA.) The l-mv
of the Muslims [in a religious sense, and unch as
is approvable,] is t Fating. (TA.) . [Hence

a1o,]27w shade changed, or turned,

or moved, from side to side, or from place to
place. (g, .)

B. [ . is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the , to signify He made water to flow: and
this is probably its primary and proper significa-
tion, whence other meanings, which are tropical:

but it is not in the S] ee 4. - Cew,

[app. for Z.. .;-,] in£n. s.J, 8 cha
one talked much. (A, TA.).And ', inf.n

as above, t It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) had
in it [or w d~fied mith] va~ stripes.
(L.) [And in like manner it is said of other

things: see its part. n., .]

4. to t,l He made a river, or rivule~, to
flow, or r.m. (A, 1) [See alo L] - c t

il ,id1 (A) or #;S (L) T7e hors put
forth his eretram from it pr~ ce; (L;) and

t . signifies the same: (A,L:) or both of
these verbs, said of a horse, are yn. with ,&!
[q. v.]. (TA in art. .)And ; - t,,

said of a horse, tHe let his tail hang down
loosely: ( :) accord. to the , J is in error in
writing this verb rC l; and Az says that c l is
right, and that ;t?l is a mistranscription: the

like is also said in the T ': but til is asmerted
by more than one to be the right word. (TA.)

7' i. tHis bel became large (.,
TA) and wide, (TA,) and approached [the
grou~d] by reason of fatn (, TA.) One

says of a he, ' L, meng t Her
bly became big, and approached the ground.
(IAr, T.) -;l til [His, or its, state, or

con ,] became fefrom straitn , or ~-
traite~ . (, 0, O .) A poet says, (?,) namely,

Dhu-r-Rummeh, (O,)

S

U;Lql 5 5 *V - I

L C -1 -L,.I ' .

: [I make the 'ret thoulghts of the so to ih
for thee after my. grief, or sorro, retmn to
me; and the the tate, or condition, t~hereof,
becomes fr~e fro ~rai ]. (S, O.) - CL
said of a garment, or piece of cloth, (], TA,)
&c., (TA,) t It became much rent, or rent in

veral place. (% TA.) In like manner it is
said of the dawn [as meaning t It brohe]. (TA.)
And it is said in the trad. relating to the cave
(,lIl [mentioned in the Yjur ix. 40]) ~. .LU

;.LJl, meaning t [And the man of rock] becam
impeUed and riv: and hence, [accord. to some,]
the V Jh. of a house [expl. in art. C,]: but as
some relate it, the verb in this instance is
[;t.t1,] with ., and t (TA.)

~Rming water; (0, Mb;) an inf. n. used

as a subat.: (M#b:) or rnsinmg erternal water:
( :) or eternal water runng upon the srface
of the earth: (T, TA:;) the water of rimna and

vals: (Mgh:) pl. C.. (T, TA.) [And it is
used as an epithet :] you say also (TA) is
(A, TA) and V 5l. (A) Water ruing upon

the mrface of thi earth: (A,TA:) pl. of the

former tl'. (TA.)._Also tA st~ped [ga~ t

of the hind called] 3 S, (&, TA,) with whic
one conm himf, and which one r (TA:)
or a striped [gar~mt ch as is calld ] ;4: smnd
a sort of [the garment calld] >j: (f:) pl.
t. (TA.) Bee also

t,.: see 7; and sce also art.

Cl I An itierant, a roamer, or freq~uet

traveller: (A, MA:) from .j,l 6 L. (A.)

l e: a ee F.- [Hence,] :A man going,

orjo~r ing, [as a devotee, or oth~ ,] through
the land or earth. (A.). .And, as being lilkened
thereto, $ Fasting, or a faster: (A:) or a faster
weho p to the mo~s : ( :) the faster is said
to be thus called becaus he who journeys as a
devotee does so without having any provision
with him, and eats only when he finds provision:
therefore the futer is likened to him. (TA.)

;...LJI in the ]ur ix. 113 means ! Thefa.te-:
(Bd, Jel, TA:) so say Zj and I'Ab and Ibn-
Mes'ood: (TA:) or tho~e who obwrve the obi-
gatorj fast: or those whofast constantly: (TA:)
or those who .orwney to mar against unbeliem,

or to sek how~dge. (B4d.) And Z~ GJ in the
] ur lxvi. 5 means t Women who fast: or who
forsake their countryj or iones [.for t/ sake of
Glod]. (Bd, Jel.) - This last (.,:Aa [if not a
mistranscription for j;.;0c]) also means t Sn~.
horses: - and t The planetu. (KL.)

. CI_ *or the latter of the me_

!IZ", from i_lei, [each app. meaning t A
place of 1.1., or ourntnJ,] is ing. of 8 ;,

in which the 5is like that in ,., Win Other
similar words of which the medial radical is an

4
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infirm letter, exsept 4SL, by rule l;r .
(ar p. 15) _ [Tbe pL 1i; is also espl. by

Freytag as applied in the Deewan of Jereer to

t The part of thc head bd the temples as far
as theforehead (where the hairs are).]

- t Striped; applied in this sense to a

[garment of the kind called] t; (S, 1;) and
also, witb 5, to a [garmnent such as is called]

5s4: (S:) or applied to [the garments called]
4 m meaning having alternate stripes of white

and black, the latter not insl black: every

t.o also is tenred t * and Le : but that

which huas not stripes is a ;L, not an 3tu.

(ISh, TA.) So too applied to locusts (14);
(1;) and with S applied to a single locust [i. e.

,;;M]: (TA:) or, applied to locusts, it means
marhed with black and yellow and white stripe

or streaks. (Ay, TA.) It is also applied as an

epithet to the [bird called] CA". (.) -
:The wild as: so called because of his streak
that makes a division between the belly and the

side. (1g, TA.) 5i~l ,_ t [He that has the

rump streaked] is an epithet applied to the [wild]

as because of the whiteness on his rump. (A,

TA.) A road of wthi;h the tracks (j)Z or

JS in different copies of the 15) are rendered

apparent: (15, TA:) likened to the .at thus

termed. (TA.)

One who goes about clumniating, and

making mrhief, in the land: (el, A, V:) pl.

so in the trad., fj cIJk lJ

j.WI tWQ4i t [TJTety are not of those who go

about caiumniating, &e., nor of the babblers who

cannot keqp scets.] (@, TA.) Sh derives it, not

from 1<;JI, but, from V4!it ' 3. (L, TA.)

1. nC, nor. - inf. n. " andII4;,

t q. ; and U [botlh app. as signifying It sanAh

into the ground: or by the former may here be
meant it was, or became,firm, steady, steadfast,

stabe, f~ed, fast, settfd, or established]. (i.)
8ee also 1 in art. C, in two plaes

l A building qf clay, (JK, T1,) of any

kind: (JK:) Pl . (JK, TI..) In the

oopies of the 1g, *;*il is erroneously put fo,

a contraction of , q. v. in art. .

A wolf: (g, M, A, V: mentioned in thb

s in art. s"; and in the g, at the close of thal
art. :) aceord. to Sb, its medial radical letter ii

; its dim. being V : not like g [o:

which the dim. is _,4], nor like i: (M:
and 'iiil signifies the same: (151:) or s

t ; (M;) which is the pi. (;, M, A) also

(M,:) and V li. signifies a she.wolf; (M, A
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and Yam p. 274;) [and] so t ,iJ ; (Ks, $;) or

this is not allowable. (1In ubi suprL) One

says @. j [A wolf of sands; i. e., that fre-

quents the sands; meaning a sacage wolf ]. (S.)

Hence, t Zl.,. ;-M ! A bold woman, (M, A,)

like the she-wof (A.)_And A lion (S, M,K)
is sometimes thus called, (S,) in the dial. of
Hudheyl. (M.) The former is the primary sig-
nification accord. to J and others; though the

contr. seems to be indicated in the 8. (TA.)

5a fem. of ., q. v., accord. to Ks: (a:)
but said to be not allowable. (Yam p. 274.)

X s1F: see .

aij 5 : see j.r, in three places.

Z, dim. of j., q. v. (Sb, M.)

*z.: and : see art. ,j.

J~ mentioned by Ez-Zarkeshee as a dial. var.

of .q..*_ [q. v.]: thought by MF to be post-

classical: and in the [classical] language of the

Arabs i. q. 4i [A place wthere the art of

writing is taugtt]. (TA.)

1. ;i, aor. ;- in£ n. , and ,, ( M, M,

A, Mgh, Myb, 1,) which latter is extr., for by

rule it should be of the measure J*nL, with fet-h

[to the ], (S,) and ic-- (M, 15) and ;

(M, Mgh, K) like aji:, but [Mtr says] we have

not heard it, (Mgh,) and ;le; (S, M, V,) which
last denotes repetition or frequency of the action,
(M,) He, or it, went [in any manner, or any
pace]; went, or pased', along; marched, jour-

nyed, or proceeded; went away, passed away, or

departed; (M,' 1,' TA;) by night and by day.

(Msb, TA;) You say, 1iJI ;L [77T e bean
went, went along, &c.]. (S.) [And Qa, .AlZ
He (a camel or other beast, and a man,) trent a

vehamnent pace, or hemently. And ;ril JL

lIe (a camel, or a horse,) went the pace, or in thl

manner, termed ,j;l: and the like.] And IL

wj. ..M ;> [They went, or journeyed,i fron

town to town, orfrom country to countrly]: (A:

eor J1 . J 3L. [e wet, &c.]. (Mgh.

r And i ait* i. e. [May aGo

bls thyjorneying]. (.) And IA.. u Go tho
from thy place; paus thou from it: (L in art

MW:) or tfeign thou heedlmses, and bear, o
endure, or be forbearing; an elliptical phrase

as though it were originally %iWl £i ;

ULIj [go thou, and leas rangling and doubt]

(S.)_ [Hlene, .JI ;_ S The ship went, o

sailed: for] iJI p. is a tropical phrase

f (Mgh.) And L.. ;e 1 S [He pursued 

) good way, course, mode, or manner, of acting

or conduct, or the like], (S, A, Msb,) and ip.
:.g [a bad wray, &c.]. (Mgb.) And 

,WI t It becanme current, or commonly know

among the people; [as also t.j, alone; (see
.Har p. 318;)] i.e. a proverb, and a saying. (M.)

_And '. ts.,L t [A way, course, mode, or

manner, of acting, or conduct, or the lihe, ob-

tained, or was u l, among tople]. (M.)-

,_ is also trans., syn. ith ~e. (~, M, Msb, i.)
See the latter, in five places.- [Hence,] jlr

- t He made, or caued, a way, course, mode,
or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like, to

obtain, or became usual, among people. (S, M,*
TA.) The Hudhalee (Khilid Ibn-Zuheyr, M)

says,

:

S

vj rs 4O&M W

lbt; C. ' . '0 ''; . 3ti

0

[Then by no means he thou impatient of a way

of acting which thou hast made usual; for the
.first who hould be cntent with a way of acting
is he who mahe it wwl]. (S, M, L, TA: but
in the M and TA, in the place of >oja, we find

2. .,a, (M,A,Meb,l ,)inf.n.'je; (TA;)
and V jL.I; (M, A, 1 ;) and ' L., (i,) inf. n.

and a pn and J;. and a.2,. [or je s, as

below]; (TA ;) and ~ ?tL; (IJ, M, ;) He

made him (a man, A, M9b) to go [in any manner,

or any pace]; to go, or paM, along; to march,
journey, or proceed; to go away, pas awray, or

depart: (M, A, M9b, K, TA:) and aw t, [for

j !,, the reg. pass. form of ~ jl,] is men-

tioned; like ... and _j . (M.) And .

i4$j.; (M, A, Msb ;) and Vt .1A; (M ;) and
t tItl, ($, M, Mb,) inf. n..A and i."W and lj

ande.-, [or i.., as above]; (M;) He made

the beat to go &c.: ($, M, A, Mqb:) or -V ,
aiWJI signifies I rode the beast [and thus made it

to go &c.]: (Ibn-Buzuj, TA:) but when you

ride it to pasture, you say, V t.j , (Mqb,) or

eji1l J tZj,.I (Ibn-Buzrj, TA) or s;c l I.

(A.) And o A . He made him to go, or

depart, fronm his town, or country; epelled, or

banished, him front it. (S, A.) - [Hence] j-,
: He removed, or put off, or took of, the home-

, cloth, or covering, (., A, ]C,) from the horse, (I,)
or beast, (A,) or from the back of the beast. (..)

) _ And t lie made a proverb, (],) and a saying,
) (TA,) to become crrent; (J;) Ae published it

among tAe people. (TA.) -And #;,'. t He
related stories of the ancient. (M, J.) .-
[from, meaning " a thong"] lie made stripes
upon it; namely, a garment, or piece of cloth,

and an arrow. (M.) And l;ila '.%I Slec (a

woman) made her dye to have theform of dstripe,
like ~tho (1,* A,* TA.)

3. L., (,, M, A,) inf. n. ip!1 , (A,) He

went, wnt along, &c., ( w,) witl him: (M:) Ie

went at an equal rate, or kept pace, with him:

(PS:) Aw ran with him; syn. ;l. (8, A) ..
, [And lie tied, contended, or competed, with himn

,in going, or in running: and hence, t in any

affair; like ;1j,J] See also 6.

4: see 2, in three places.
187'
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5 : see 8 : - and see also 1, in the latter half
of thte patragraph)l. inDq.- [from j''w meaning 1' a

to"]said of a man's skin, It -peeled off, (A,
kZ, TA,) andi becamte likte thtongs. (TA.)

6. 1t.Li Theyj two [n'ent, or went along, (see 3,)
or) itvent at. tin e.qual rate, or kept pacoe, each with
the other: (I'8:) or ran, each with the other.
(~, A.) - Onbe says of a great, or frequent, liar,
&5CoL ,x J '~ [lit. istwo troopsif horses wvill
not owntoehr each troop with the other:

mneanting f hi* a.ssertions~ will not be found to agree
tehe]:(so in a copy of the M :) or jL39

.j.4i.. (So in the I~ and TA voce Jed., q. v.;
and so ini thec TA in the present art. [See also 6
in art.,..LJ.) - [And Thtey two vied, contended,
or compieted, each with the other, in goitig, or in
running : avid hence, t in any affair.] -One

stlys also, ",,w.l ~ #P 1 'Awger ment
[ or ispe red bjy degrees] from his face. (TA,
fr.om a trad.) 

8. e... I, (0, K~, TA,) or s3Jg V;~3
(its in the CIg,) t lie pursued his way, course,
n,ipile, or mnanner,, of acting, or conduct, or the

like.. (0, K,* TA) And jCJ. [from ~j in the
latst of'the senses assigned to thtis word below] lie

ro ue for. himin sef wheat, or other proision,
*/rom& it jPiae, to be laid up in store. (~, 0, (.

;G: scee)

an irif. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (~, M, A, &e.)
[Us,ed ats a simplile subst., A goingj, in any mnanner,
or- api!liy /5c ; /Pet.ie, mar`ch, journey, progess

or. ciurse: a paice: pacre as meaning degre of
clrt,or raite of goinig: departure: see also

-Also A thopng, or atrap,,or strip of skits
or. leather; C5, mith, 9;) i. q. jI!;.: (M :) pi. [of

niiiht.] u (,5, MP A, Mylb) and and [pl. of

hlai(.]jl..l. (M .) It is said in a proy.,

(Ahlcytht, Meyel.) And Cl~l b,- is a
Post-ehiissical prv. (Meyd,) mcaninig 7There is
,,ot in thectst#; or stick, a thong : thie~ in this
case' being the thonig that is inserted inito the per-
foratiort of the htead of the tuit'ti, or stick, atnd
whereof a r.ing is tied, inato whjichi the hand is put:
the prov. is app,lied to hiim whoi is tumbtile to loer-
formi thant which lie desires to 4do. ( I).~21 .

f.B.

sew:te the next paragraph, in two pluces.R

U.[ ql. .iew as meanintg A goiny, in e,ipyo
mianner, or aniy pxace ; &c. : see uihove :] it subst.

from I in the first of tie senses assigrned to it
above. (M, ]g.) Lb menitions the saying, di1

c ~.J [Verl.y he is go in going, &C.].
(M: in thbe TA, 3j* 1 as having the meaning

- 0, 0.herie next following.) - Also, (M,) ort V (u,
[but theo former seems to be the right, being
agreeable witht analogy, whereas the latter is
anoiialotii,] A ntode, or manner, of going, &c.
(M,, g.)..-..And the former, : A way, course,
sidte, mnode, or mianner., of actitng or conduct or

If or the like'; syin. UOL1(~ M, Mgh, M^b g~)

and = (M, V) and .. aL. (Mgh:) pi. e.
(Mgh, Mob.) You say, #L..... ' [li

pursued with them a go way of acting]. (.
And 1Zi1a4I ~l :The prCy,c t,
or governor, purse among the subjects a good
may of acting] ; (A, Msli;") and in like manner,

^.eJ~p.w [a bad may of acting). (Mli)
t The record of a man's actions and piousrworks;
the prefixed noun ale.... being understood.
(Mgh.) .4Stories of ithe ancients: (M 1N:
[or so C~3 .. :] you say, Ql"5~.uL1
t [Tius is in the stories of the ancients]. (A.)-
[Hence it is used in the present day as meaning
t The mnention of a person or thiing: and t a
matter, or sulject, of discourse.].. Also, as a
law term, (Mgh,) or so [the p].] J`' (Mgli,
Msb, t Military expeditions; or the memorable
actions thereof; (Mob;) or the affairs thereof.
(Mgh.) And they sayj,-.Ot 2e.Jl [meaning t The

gr.eat boopk of military cxpeditions; for 4t
~ )e..JI];using- a mase. epithect in lieu of the

[suppresed] prefixed noun (Mgh.) -
Also, the sing., t Mode, or manner, of being;
state, or condiition; syn. 4 (M, 0, Msb, K,)
and Ma. (0, Msb.) So in the I~ur xx. 22. (M,
0, TA.)~ Also Wheat, or olther provision, that
is browught fr.om a place to be laid upi in store.1
(~, 0, 1g.)

;~, Thtat goes, orjone, muck : or a great
90cr: (IJ, M, N4> and Vj " is applied as an

epithiet [in the same sense] to a hack-ney, and to
an ass. (Az, TA. in art. 6,.)

a~.(,M,,].~,,kc) and .. (TA) [whjichi
latter, according to analogy, should be withi ten- 
ween, but perhaps it is withiout tenween as being
a contraction of the former,] A sor.t of garmnitt, 
or cloth, of the kind called ,'", (Fr, S, M, Mgli,
Mob, 1C.,) having yellow srps ~ Mghi, Msb,h

or mized with4 silkt; (K~;) or mixced wvitht [tiw Z
silk termed], 1i: (AZ, A'Obeyd, Mgh:) or a sort
I,f >M of silk: (A:) or a sortg (f gamn,or*.
cloth, havingy stripes, imade of.ji: or certain gar- o
inents, or clothsl, of El- Yemen; (M ;) which area
now cornirwnly known boy the name of i 
(TA :) or a sort of '3J" mixed with silke liket
thwonqg; and hience its appellation, from ,"a 
thiongr:" it is assrted by certain of the later hI
writer.s that it is a subst., not an epithet; and lieh
whlo says so cites Sb as asserting that a word of
the meautre ;rO is not an epithect, but is a subst.: 0
lheitee, he says, it is useed witht a prefixed noun, as sM
in the ex. gi; AIm.; and is expl. as signify. t(

inig clear silki. (IAth, TA.) - Also The din_ d
pkragm, or midt.iff: (M, K:") metaphorically V

itsed in thtis s;ensG by a poet. (M.) -..And t The ,
wel [or pellicle] adhkering to the stone qf a date.
,M, N..) - And A palma branchl stripped of its 
!eaves. (M, N.) -And Gold: (M:) or clear, 
mure, 90o(1. (1(,1 TA.)... -And A certain plant, 

'M, K~, TA,) not diescribeid by Ed-Deenawaree
'Vi. e. AHn]; as som say, (TA,) resemling thte 

L.[q. V.]: (1~, TA:) so in the Tekmileh. (TA.) .f

see [a

[BooK I.

jS... A journeyer, or traveller: (A)and ijly,
(,M, Mgb, Mab, K~,) for oi - (Mgh,)

or (A,) a conp,a,ni tRf lersons, journey-
iniJ: (S4, M, A, Mgh, Msli, K~:) [accord. to ISa,]
4, Z- !'-. ., ---ij~ is mnade fern. because meaning !h~1 or U~
(M.)...,yI[and lljte'.zJt] t Tlcefive planets;
Afercury, Venusr, M3ars, Jupiter, antd iSatutr,.
(TA ini art. 

*,~l [part. n. of 1, Going, &c. - Hence,] t A
proverb [and a saying] current, or to?nmpordy
known. (TA.)in Also, avid 1;,(,M, K,)
botlh are syni., (1~,) tigi,t~iiayzg Thte rest, or re-
mainder, of a thing: (M :) [iand accord, to some,]
the wiwle, or all, of a thing or of people. (~, TA.)
[See the former word in art.jt.

* 2,

j..:see the next pariigraiph.
0 -

itlan inf. n. of;C. (q,,M, A, &c.).....[Also
A place, and a timne, o,f oipig, or ijourneyVing.]-
And pass. patrt. n. of 'C - (Mwlh, MP;) [anid so

0~ -,i.~.- 0 -
jy~, for] you say j_~ 1:, or

ii ~, (IJ,M,) [A traelled oad1,] and J`4
~ g..[A man made togo or journltey, &C.]:

1I3, M, ]C:) accord. to Khi ,in this case, and in
rthers like it, the LS is chianged into., [so that
j,ea the original form of j"... and of,..,
becomes jj~.., and is then contracted into j'...]:
:M:) or, accord, to Kbi, the U5 is rejected: but
iccor(l. to Akh, it is theo j thatt is rejected [so
haut J0 becomes j....; and theon, and

;he;,...].(TA.)

i~.. pace w,hich one tr-aver-sesin orny
pig */ournecy as tnca.tu.redl by the tlime that it

wCrupies; as in the phriase, ,~Z;.. a mtontk's

oiirkiy; (TA;) and 4,*p .Z L,4.4 [I.etn.een
kiern two is the siffCe`of ada' jone] (,
['A.) ~ ~ [ 'ju,y is tio:eiity.foutr
Ptiles. (MF in art. 4 .

j~ A garment, or piece of clotli, fiyiredl Pith
QrpS (, Il, A, K) like thou qs, (~, Mi%. A,) made

f. silke.: or a mi"ed w.ithi sillk. (TA.) [See
Iso t~~]- And ~ ,ti A tredeagle.
M.). _And . 14, (KJ, or -,iJ 41 (TA,
btit the orthography of the latter word I thiink
ouihtftl,]) A certaint sweetmeat, (1Z, TA,) well-
nowen. (TA.)

,U~ [A place whience one procuires wrheat, or
tiher lprotvis,iont, for sutbs,is,tence, to be laid upl in
ore: from,jtCl in the latter of thie senses assigned

it above, agreeably with analogy, and as is in-
icated in the S]. A riijiz says, [namely, Aboo-
Vejzch, as in a copy of the s,]

1' complain unto God1, the Mighty, the Very
orgiving, then unto thee, thix dlay, the remoteness
r the plzCe wvhence I hat'e to )nrociire provision
,)r subsistence]: or, accord, to some, juI.Jl, in
iis verse, is of the measure 3 5 i from j
Lnd, like it, meaning the journey]l. (S,.)
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1. e, aor. ar, inf. n. and 0', It
(water, and the ,I,; [or mirage],) ran, and was
in a state of commotion, upon the surface of the
.ronnd; ($, 0, K;) as a lo 1J: ($ :) or the
latter, said of water, it ran upon the surface of
the gund; as alsot ~5: and tLlI, said of
a thing in a congealed or solid state, signifies also
it melted; became fluid, or liquid. (TA.)·-3J~ .c.11 , (Sh, ],) aor. as above, inf. n. ,
(Sh,) The camels ner~ left to themselves, without
a pastor; (Sh, Ko;) as also :.&L having j3
for its nor. and t~ for its inf. n. (Sh, S* and ]*
in art. ... ) _ And 'Jl , nor. as above,
The thing berame left, or neglected, or lost; or
it perished. (TA.)

2. _ The act of plastering wvith mud [or

with rt]. (.K.) You say, rSl,.JI ' at I
plastered the wnall with mwl and chopped stran.
(..) - And The act of anointing with fat and
the like. (gI.) You say, Qtji i;,t .. The
wnoman anointed [w,ith fat, or the like, her leathern

wrater-bag]. (TA.)

4. .sLI lie left it, neglectel it, hlot it, or de-
stroyed it. (TA.) [See also art. .. ]

b: see 1. -JL11 .3 The herbs, or legu-
minous plants, dried uv; or became ytllon, . (TA.)

7: see 1, in two places.

ll'ater running upon thie suface of the
" rounld. (Ltl, .)

,%, (.R,) or , (S,) or botl, (MF, TA,)
llud: (TA:) or mnud [miced] iwith ch~ped
stran,, *rith which one iliasters. (Kr, S, .K.) The
saying of thle poet, ($, K,) namely El-.Kutmnee,
(I],) describing his slle-camel, (TA,)

* · 'a' 3; ,S. 3~ a 

presents an invelsion, the meaning being w*
&;/~ a;J ;i. [i. c. And n-hen fatnes exz
tended typn,n her, as when theot plrterest waith
mud and chol,lel straw the araili(n]; e,llJ3
signifying%'-l'. (S, I: [blt in the former, only
the latter hemistich is cited; and in some copies
of the former, and in the 0, we find .. in the
place of -.]) _ Also Fat arith w,hich a j..
[or leather nwater-bag] is anointed. (KI.)_
And t Pitch, or tar; syn. i; as being likened
to mud, because of its blackness. (TA.)

a piece of wood made smooth, used by skiflid
plasterers with mud. (Lth, I.)

; ,2._ A she-camel that goes away in the place
of pasturing: (i :) mentioned by J in art. " ,
q. v.: (TA:) or that bears, or suffers, neglect, or
being lef alone, (bi, lt J!.5 ,i, [for the last
of which words we find in some copies of the K~,,.3
Iaehll, but it is said in the TA that the former is
the right reading, as is shown by its being added,])
and bad superintendence or management; (Ii,
TA;) thus expl. by As: (TA:) or upon whic/h
one journeys and returns; (];) thus expl. by

Sgh, but this is the explanation of t, with
which it is coupled. (TA.)

1. t, nor. , inf n. f : see 4, in art.

1.J& &.": see Ij l.i, in art. t, in
two places.

: see e1., in art. .

L L;C, (S, M, O, K,) first pers. "t,, (S, 0,
Mob, K, [in the Cg, erroneously, c:L,]) aor.
,.ae, (.S, o, Msb, (,) inf. n. :~, (M,) IIe
struck him, or smote him, with the tAC [or
s,word]; ($,M,O,Mab,.;) as also :-.
(TA.) See also 3. -. ~., inf. n. '~ ; ard
. JL.I; [app., as seems to be indicated by the
context, said of palm-trees (jLi) or of palm-
branches (_'), as meaning They had upon
them what is termed LJ., q. v.:] (M, TA :)
and - 4' and t .Jil.l are said of a palm-tree
(;" ) [app. as meaning it had J" upon it].
(TA.)

3. .A't signifies The contenl;ding with another
in..qht, or in smtiting. wvith the swordl. (., Mghl.)

& ;.i .i, a phrase mentioned, without
his adding anytlhing thereto, by Lh, app. means
[Ife contendled with me in smiting wvith the
swrord, and] I was more skilled in the use of
the sword (...l ''.j ) than he. (M.) - See
also 6.

4.. .4 1 . LI The people, or party, came to
the j,. [or sea-x,ore]. (AAF, M.) JLI I

;.lJ. (9, 0) i. T A. (, TA) [expl. in art.
.J.] is said to belong to the present art., in
which it is mentioned by IF as well as J. (TA.)

5: see 1. - [Accord. to Freytag, .43 sig-
nifies IHe was dain nith the roord: but lie men-sLC. C1.aL, mentioned in this art. in the TA: tions no authority for this. Perhaps the pass.

see art. . form of this verb may ha'*e this meaning.]

..,A j' A mirage [running upon the a inrfae B. l,LJ They contended, one mitk another,
of the groud, (se ) and] in a state of mmo uin rmiting with swords; (S, M, ;) as alsoof the grounT, (see 1,) and] i a gate of com l,no.; (1; ) and so !,hJLi., (M, K,) as expl.
tion: (S,* TA:) or, as some say, [in a state of by the lexicologists; but this last properly sig-
exceednl g commotion; for] the form of the epi- i by the le ologsts; but this lat properly sigthet , ;~~~~~ nifies they took, or took hold of, the swords.thet in this case denotes 'aLI . (TA.) |i IJ M.)

A; p ylastc7cr; tronel; syn. 'JL': (S:) 7: see I, in two places.

8. ~ : signifies The act of [putting to the
sword,] destroying, or hiling. (KL.) One says,

.Co1 f,i [app. meaning Tlhe people, or partY,
were put to the snord]: (K :) a phrase mentioned
by Lth. (TA.) - See also 6.

A sword; (MA, PS, &e.;) a certain
thing with which one snitue; (M;) wel hnonmn:
its names exceed a thousand: (1.: in which it is
added that its author has mentioned these names
in [his book entitled] J,:Jjl U1 :) [for the
names of particular parts thereof, see *J. :] pl.
[of pauc.] J(.2 (,M, 0, MO b, O) and ,1

9 f(Lh, M, O, O) and [of mult.] ) j (S, M, 0,
Msb, 1]) and [quasi-pl. n.] t , like ,
(0, 1, TA,) or aU~, like 4· .. (C1S.)
[Hence,] .lJI ,i,. t[The sword of Orion;]
the three stars [l, 0, x, beneath the girdl] of
j).LJI, in a sloping direction, n,ar together,
dislsed in a row. (Kzw.) - t A certain fisth,
(I bn-'Abbad, O, ],) resembling a 4; [or sword];
(Ibn-'Abbad, O ;) as alsot J,. (I.) - t The
,., (M,) [i. e.] the hair of tie tail, (Ig,) of a
horse. (M, K.)-- IJM * t i- q. .s,JI;
(] ;) A certain plant, the stem (J.:) and leares
of which are exactly like those of the sa.fron, atnI
the butlb of which is enclosed in a roaerinty uf
[fibres of tle hind called] ,.; (AHn ;) so called
because its leaves are slender at tle extremnity like
the . [or sword]. (AHn, ]K.) _- 4a. .
[lit. They are swnords] means c:jbJ [i. c. t they
are bodies, or parties, nof en prepared, or ready,
forJiyhtitg, &c.]. (Ibn-'Abbid, O, IK.)_ And
one says,.: l. ,.hi: 4 / . [Bretneen his tn,o
jaws is a starp tongtue; lit., a cleaving .snrl].
(TA.)

'IiThe dsore (J_C1) of the sea or of a reat
river: (.,M,O,Mgli,Mnb,K:) and the side (J~LC)
of a valley: or [tihe nmatryin of the shore of a sea
or of a great river; for it is added;] every J_.C
has a ..,: or h. Jl is applied only to the 
[or sea-shore, or scaboard(l,] of 'Onuiln: (K :) [if
otherwise applied,] its pl. is ts1. (S, M.) On.

*5· .$g jog i,
says, .. %j -tJl ,l .#A [T7hey are people of
the shores of the .sea or of a great rile', and o:/
the tracts nf tonx, or rillayes, and( cultiCutrd
lanul.]. (TA.) ~ Also A thin, that adheres to
the lowe,r parts, or rt't.s, of imbn-branc b e., I;li
[thefib;.ret called] ., but not the same as .- :
(S: in which is ad(de, "this I have taken from
a book, witlhout having heard it :") or the [Jfibrt.m.
substance called] 'J, (.K,) or the thich, or coarts,
"i, (M,) adhering to the loner parts, or root .,

of pabn-branches, which is thenworst sort therwq;
[i. e. of J,] (M, gC,) and the harshest, and
coart. (M.) [See J-.] " See also " .

34: see art. JjS.

itZ, app)lied to a man, Tall and slender,
(Ks, 8, M, O,g,) like the ' [or sworld], (M,)
lank in the belly: (Ks, S, 0:) and with; i applied
to a woman, (Ks, S, M, O, ],) meaning tall;
reembling a word-blade: (O :) or it is pecnlimt

1
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to women; (] ;) [i. e.] acord. to Kh, one does

not apply to a man the epithet ,i.. (o.)

Je.- An owmer, or a posseor, of a . [or

ktord]; (, M, O, g;) as also. A: (M:)

pl. [or rather coil. gen. n.] of the former 1it:

(8, M, 0, O:) or this last signifies a people, or
party, whose ^ [(or fortresss] are their

.iLj [or srord; i. e. whos only means of
d~fence are their sords]. (Lth, 0, ].0) - Also

S A man who is afrequent shedder of blood; or
who sheds much bood (TA.) [An ezecutioner
who days ~itA the sord.] And A maker of

-Jj: [or s*ords]. (TA.) [And A seller of

swords.]

J3 O Striking, or mniting, with the .4 [or

sword]. (g.) . And A man having a J4 [or

sword]: (, O, O :) or having with him a Oh, .

(MRb.)

jJl [More, and most, skilled in the uswe of
the smord]: see 3.

hAr One hAing upon him a .4 [or ];
(S, O, E;) having hung upon himslf a. :
(Ks :) and (It) accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, a coura-

geous man having with him a J4. (O, ]p)-

See also Jte. - And see art. J..
#.... 0. . 0.

ae4..., or : see ..:a

iet-, applied to a [garment ofthe kind called]

N, Jlavikg upon it what r~eble the forms of

Jj.e, [or word~]: (M, TA:) and, so applied,

haring broad strijsn, like the [or sxord].
(TA.) - And, applied to a dirhem, of which the

sides ar pldain, or clear of any imtpre or the like.

(IAgr, O, s.)
Jl A wind (5) that cuts like the4

[or sword]. (M.) - See also art. ~.

1. jl, (S, M, Myb, g,) said of water, (B,

Mub, TA,) or of a thing, (M,) aor. J*4, (Msb,

$,) inf. n. J* . nd ii. (a., IfM,b,,
TA) and J_" and 3Jc, (TA,) It oed, or

ran: (M, ]L, TA:) or, said of water, it roe so
as to becoe excesively copiouw, and floed, or
ran: and JL_ said of thing, it was, or became,

fluid, or liquid; contr. of . (MIb.) - The

Arabs say, j1 1 Xii %j J;J1 JL . [Th7
torrent fo~ed with them, and the ea esuated
with us so as to be unnavigable ;] meaning, t they
fell into a hard cams, and re feUll into one that

rwas harder than it: (M, Meyd:) a proverb.

(Meyd.) - And j~.J,l :i. ..JL t [The hor~

men pored upon him]. (TA. [See also 6.]) -

And ';.t r.Jt., t [The blaze upon the face of a

horse] extended, or spread, long and wide: ( :,
[or, simply, extended down the fac; as appeari

from an explanation of the word ;1, in the 

and ]c &c.: see also il, below. And in liki
manner JL, is often said of flowing, or defluent

hair.] e &ic. for ,pas ofJl: see thi
last word, in art. jl..

2: ee4.

3. -. t: see 3 in art. JL._.

4. ,0bt, (, M, Mgb, V,) inf n. aL, (Mob,)
He made it to tlor, or run; ( M, Mb, ;)

as alo t 'J ($, TA,) inf. n. oJ3. (TA.) It

is said in the Vur [xxxiv. 11], t i Ui
AII (M, TA) i. e. And we made [the sorce of

copper, or of brass,] to flo, or ru, for him.
(TA.) _- And t He made it long, (M, ]C,) and
complete; (M;) namely, the point of the iron
head or blade of an arrow or of a spear &c.

(M, .)

6. °. 1 .L3 t[7t troops of Aorn]

pourd [together from ery quarter. (g, TA.
[See also 1.]) _- Le .- ;a : see 6 in art. JLt.

iJtA torrent, or fo of water; (MA;) [i e.]
much water, (M, 4,) or a colection of rain-
water, (M;b,)~,loin, or ruing, (M, Msb, g,)
in a valley, or mater-course, or torrent-bed:
(Mqb:) or mater that coms to one [ftom rain,

in any case, or] from rain that has not fallen
upon one: iTA:) originally an in£ n.: (Mob,

TA :) pl. Mj,: ( 8, ,Myob, :) t* L, also,
signifies the same as Ji; and its pl. ,S1

[expl. in the M as meaning ~ , or running,

watern]. (TA.) - And they said also, J, i,
meaning t jSlt [i. e. Flowing, or running, water];

(M, 1];) putting the inf. n. in the place of the

epithet. (M.) *e; ' o. jtA i ;.*f-
meaning I found herbs fuUll-rown and lar"e and

tall, and herbs notfull n and therJore nnall,
[and water among tres,fjloring, or rumuig,] is a
saying of one sent to seek for herbage and water;
mentioned by Th. (M.)

a10a A mode, or manner, of flowing or runnng

of water. (].)

j., The ~ [or to~ue] of [meaning that
enters into] the hilt, or handle, of a sword (M,
0) and of a knife (M) and the like; (M, -;)
the part, (S, TA,) in the A the tail, (TA,) that

enters into the hilt, or handle, of a sword and of
a knife: heard by A'Obeyd, though not from a

learned man: (S, TA:) but AA cites the follow-
ing ex. from Ez-Zibrilkn Ibn-Bedr:

· . i. A ; tL; i J '., ; ·
*0 - --.- f-lS

[And I roill not make peace nith you while I

have a horse and my thumb grasps firmly t,ulon

the tongue of the srord]. (El-Jawillcece, IB,
TA.)

j-- J, pi. of it;;, (0,) [or rather the former is
' coll. gen. n. of which the latter is the n. un.,
applied in the present day to A species ofmimosa,
or acacia, mentioned by Forskil in his Flora
Aegypt. Arab., pp. ivi. and cxxiv., and by Delile
in his Flor Aegypt. Illustr. (in tile Descr. de

l'tgypte), no. 96.5: and to a species of thistle;

carduus lactecus; or wild artichoke :] a species of

trees haring t.or;n, of the kind caUed A!,s: ($ :)

certain trees having white thorns: (M:) or the

[thorny plant called] 4;: (AA, M:) a certain
plant; (.K;) said to have whvite thorns, from
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ihich, when these are plucked, therm iu what
emble milk: (AA, M, K:*) c~rtain trees

aving lank brancho and Nvhit thorn of Aehich
he bae r~embl the middle pairs of th toth of
Vrgin: (TA:) or, (1,) accord. to Aboo.Ziyid,
[A1n,M,) ta ,. [or gm- acacia-trs]: (Aa,

M, 1 :) accord. to the A, the tres caled J ,.

now applied to the salix Aegyptia of Linn.] in
he diaL of El-Yemen. (TA.)

jtZ [Ploing, or running, much]. One says,

X~ ~~c 1 1 lHi 1 Wi WeF alighto in a
Ay the herbage wAreof was inclining muc,

by reason of its luxuriant growth, and the water

oktereof was floino, or running, much, by reason

of its copiousness]. (TA.) - [And Ditiling~

mucA: see ~.] Also A certain smode of

alc,dat. (O, 1t, TA. [In the C¢, O '1:j is

erroneously put for ftJl.])

;JI;: see i&t,. -_ Also A bending in a sa or

rmat river. (TA.)

3*L: se J 1. - Also Fluid, or liquid.

(Mb.) - j~! J5l_, in a description of the

Prophet, means t E.~ed in thoefingrs: or, au

some relate it, C5ft, with O;, which has the ame

meaning. (0.) And tL. ; mean t [A bl
spon the face of a horse] extending, or spreading,

tong and wide: (.:) or [extending so as to be]

eq,able, or unform, upon the bone of the ~:

or that has extended upon th extremity of the
nose so as to make it white: (M, I :) or that as
prad ridely~ upon the forehead and the bone of

the nose: (TA:) if narrow, it is termedc:.

(., TA.)

LeL [as a subst. formed from the epithet j31.

by the affix ;]; pl. w.,: sco J,. - [Hence

the saying,] -1l' ~ J i 'd..4,t t I am a

company of men that had poured from '
quarter; and so * M*.. (TA.) - The pl. jS

also significs Valleys [app. Jflowming with water,
or because they flow withl water]. (T in art. ,.j.)

.. ..

4~'.t jl.. [app. meaning Ilavrin ex-

panded cheeks, not e~ ted in the bals tlereof,

like 1, 1 J,.,] is a tropical phrase. (TA.)

-_ -.d~,O A tT,, t o sides of the beard of

the man: (O, and so in one of my copies of the
:) or, of hi, janws: (so in the TA and in my

other copy ofthe S; i. c. ,_.J instead of 1 .J:)

sing. jl.: and pl. ,) . (S, O.) And also

t Tle tnto sides of the man [himself]; syn. t .

O~ .)(8,00)
A plarce [or cliannel in whieh a torrent

flos. (Msb :) or ,*J e and t J_, (8, ],)

the latter anomalous, so much so that a parallel
to it is scarcely, or in no wise, known, (MF,) a
water-course; i. c. a place [or chlannell in rwhich
water flows, or runs: 1)1p. [of pauc., of the

former,] Kl ( ,) and [of mult.] l and

U,J and i (S, M.b,k,, TA;) the seond
1
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BooK I.]

pl. regular, without., (TA, [though written in the
CV with .,]) and the rest irregular, (S,* TA,)
the sing. being likened to , ( Msb, TA,)

which has for its pl. ;aij and .itj (g, TA) and

'la;. (8, M,b, TA.) -It is also an inf. n.
(TA. [See 1, first sentence.]) - Also Rain cau-
ing much long; opposed to ; [q. v.].

(yam p. 632.) [See also what follows.]

1~; Rain that causes the valUeys and water-
oo.r. ( ,o) tolo ; oppeed to [q. v.].

(S in art. 3jj, and ]iam p. 632.) [See also what

next precedes.]

Quasi..,~

a~. and and t;_. and IXte: see art.

;e: seo St_ [of which it is said to be pl.],
in art..*S..

1; * i and Q . an d : see art. qSY

o. One oftE letter of the alphabet: (., M,
L, g:) [i. e., the name of that letter: (see art.
, :)] of the mase. gender as being supposed to
be a Jj.. [or letter], and fem. as being supposed
to be a tLJ [or word]. (L) The saying ij

, J j means Such a one toil not forn
wel one of the three : [i. e. teeth, or cusps,]
ofAh ,., (8, L.)

i., CGertain stone, (M,L, g,) so says Zj,
(M, L,) ell-knon~ : (V:) whence the name of
a certain mountain in Syria. (M, L.)

ar.. A certain tree; (M,L, I;) mentioned
by AI-n on the authority of Akh: (M, L:) pl.

~.0'- (M, L, :.)

1487

v. The curoed part of each of the two e-
tremitis of a bow: pl. l.o;.: (?, ]:) the ; in
the sing. is a sibstitute for j: AO says that

Ru-beh used to pronounce it [1,,] with .; and
the rest of the Arabs, [S..,,] without .. (S, TA.)
[See also art. .L.]

e : see art. Lf'*.

, with the compound e.: see art. L5w
-[Hence, perhaps, because of its uniformity,

and, if so, belonging to art. LS.w ',] w
Much, or abundant, irJ~age: mentioned by glh.
(TA.)

4%/: see art. $ .

S,, Of, or eating to, tAhe of bo. ( S.)





[BoOK I.]

The thirtecnth letter of the ipliphtibet : called
:P,. It is one of the letters tcrned . [or
non-vocal, i. c. pronounced with the brcath only,
without the voice]; and of the letters termed
L.~, (TA,) from .2JI, which means "the
place of the opening of the mouth." (TA on the
letter . See also ' in art. C -.'.) It is some-
times substituted for the affixed pronoun of the
second pers. 1fnm., ); as in -1. for '1~, and
as in the following verse,

,*. &a . ; L '".h

· t _ u 
[And thy t to e!r/es are her twoY eyes, and thy neck
i.S he, ,,e:hp; bu,t the bone of thy shank i slender];
i. c. t and t..l and L. : this substitution
for the nffixed pronoun of the second pers. fem.
is of dial. of Bcnoo-'Amr and Temecm; and
is not restricted to cases of pausation, as is shown
by thie verse above cited, though some assert it to
be so: it is also substitutedl fib the .I of s.,
when with kesr, so that they said ,:.: also for

:, as in ;s.: [or Je ], for C4' [or

.~]: mrand for ~, as in ,~ t, P for tw~ .
(MF. [See also De Sacy's Chrcst. Arabe, sec.
ed., iii. .30-:1.]) [As a numeral, it denotes
T'hrce l,,.lred. J

~,dM. A shon,er, orfall, or wnhat pours .forth
at once or nithout intert,ixsion, of rain (S, A, O,
.K) &c.: (S, O :) or of rnin with hail; tfor other-
wise this term is naot applied to rain (ISd, TA:)
pl. ,,t: (S,A, 0, K:*) this is the pL of
.,w.3 (1., TA) in all its senses: (TA :) or rain
that/fall ulon one p)lace and misse~ annther; like

and '.. (AZ, TA.) -- [A thin, not wide,
cloud, of which the rain ftrll with vehemence.
(Freytag, fiom the ])eewin of the IIudhialees.)]
- A heat, or an unintermitted act, of running.
(TA.) - haar/me, reJhemence,.firce, or strength,
of anything: (:) violence, or vehemence, of
IMlPetis or pushing or dririvig, (S, A, 0, ]5,) of
rain, (A,) or of anything. (15.) Ka.b Ibn-
Zuheyr says, speaking of a he-ass and she-asses,

0

0

Bk. I.

ii A b a*1 ZA . '.

. j 3 , , as~wi C;' S ';- , . , , ,-

U=t;W;1

i. e. WVhen he runs vehemently [tonardls them, or
rather when his vehemence of running ix directed
towards them], tthou seest a Nrinkling [or n,rinkles]
in his a s1di [dual of lt& ., q. v.]. (S, O.)-
Thefirst appearance [or bloom] of beauty. (K.)
One says of a girl, or young woman, ';.L J l
. 1 ,Iwq, V"erily she is goodly in respect of tie

first alpcarances [or bloomin.gs] of beautIy of
countenance in the eye of tihe belwlder. (0.) 
The vehemence of the heat of tie sun. (K.)_-
And The i"L of the sun: (1:) ,.:AJ JWU
signifies the lines, or streakl, ( L3,) of the .un
when it rises. (0.)_- jw: e . Whatflows,

of the [manna, or gum, called] jL [q. v.], and
remains like strings, or threads, between the tres
ad the ground. (T, L.) [See also tZ.]

A horse that hlas a habit of stumbling;
or that stumbles often: (S, 1 :) it has no cortes-
ponding verb: and accord. to As, it signifies (S)
a horse whose hind hoofs fall swhort of reaching
[the spots that have been trodd~n by] his fore
hoofs: (s,K:) [but see :] pl. . (TA.)

[See also j..]

L &"..* , : , (S, 0, 1,) aor. :, (]K,) in£ n.
,.t; (S,O;) and 4. ;:;; (0, 1;) His
foot became affected nith an ulcer, or imnposthume,
such as is terned al;, breahing out in it. (S,
0, .)_ Accord. to some, (0,) C-I J (o,
K, [in my MS. copy of the K UL, and so
accord. to the TI., and in the C4 without ., but
I thintik that the right reading is Jl., and that its
verb is *;, or it may be J1:, and inf. n. of
.:,]) signifies 77te wound's becoming in a corrupt

state, so that it illv hardly, or not at all, be
cured. (0, ls is bosom
bore concealed enmity and violent hatred, or
rancour, maevolene, malice, or spite, against
me. (TA.) -_ wt1 , (Az, 0, ],) or ;
(M, TA,) ]is fingers, or his hand, became
eracked, or disintegrated, in the parts around
the nails; (Az:, M, O, K;) as also , (0,
TA,) and :a.: so say AZ and IAr, and in

l like manner says Th. (TA.)=-': , (, 0,
I,) and 'd i, (AZ, 0, Ii,) aor. ', i,) iit,: iI.

iO , (S, 0, K,) in the Bari' OJl, with fet-h to
the ., (TA,) and ll ;; (0, I ;) and ;L a,

inf. n. JL, omitted in the .; [nnid S, and 0], bInt
correct, as fgih has indicated in tIhe Tekmilell;
(TA;) I hated him; (fi, O, K ;) like ~J "L;
(S and 0 in art. I. ;) namely, a malI: (S, :)
or the first and second si,nify, (.K,) or the first
also signifies accol'd. to IAnr, (O,) Ihf;n,red, 'When
I saw him, nanmely, a man, that I shoMld smnite
him with an cril *ye, or 'htonld guide aynit,st hi,,,
one whom he disliketed, or hated; (0;) or lJi'a7rd
that lhe would smite iwnc ith an ertil ye, or I
guided against him one whom he disliled, or
hated. (..) _ And N. lie (a man, A'Olh,y(d,
0) waexfigrihtened, or afr;aid. (A'Obeydt, 0, Ki.)

10. ., said ofa 1.0, [so in the TA, ain
evident mistrunscription, app. for a;ub., and so inl
the next paragraph, i. e. an ulcer, or imposthlume,]
means L. iy j;o [It bad, or acqulired, ;rot, ori
rootedness, or p)ermanence; as though it became

a t:]. (TA.)

* , [part. n. of. _,, and prolperly mealila,
Iiait,ng an ulcer, or im,lposthunme, such as is termned
itUL,] is applied as an epithet to a heart, in the
following verse, cited hy IItt,

* '91,J,41 L--a; -

[in whlich io.i is doultless a mistranscription (like
that in the next preceding paragraph) for sa p;
the obvious meaning of the verse being, t 0 tho.t
ignorant one, lwherefore nwilt not thou rertet, trhen
thou hast not cured the sore of an ulcerated heart ?].
(TA.)

d An ulcer, or i,p.osthume, (L h,) that
breaks out in the bottom of the foot, and is cat-
terized, (f, IAth, 0, KC,) or is cut, (Ynakoob,
lAth, 0,) andgoes awcay; (Ya.oob, S, IAth, O,
Ig;) and the word is also pronounced witholt .
[i. e. iil']: (IAth, TA:) or an ulcer, or im,tpos-
thume, in the foot of a person, who dliex if it is
cut: (0, k :) and it is also said to be a tunnu.m'
in the hand, and foot,from the entering of a apiece
of wood, or stick, into the lesh of the foot, or the
palm of the hand, and its remaining tierein, so

188
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that the place swells, and becomes large. (TA.) A

W; i JU .! ($, 0, O) is a prov. (, o) (
meaning t Mlay God cause him to go away like as 
the Ll, abore mentionted goes away: (S, O, :) t
or this means may God extirpate him: for -

ale, is also syn. with j.,l [i. e. Root, &c.]: (O,
] :) so says Sh. (O.) [See also 10 in art. J.1:
and see what here follows.] - It is also said to
signify The Jimily and household of a man: and

hence the fonn of imprecation,. M, 01u ) *).
[lnay God extirpate theirfamily and household].
(TA.) - And t Enmity. (TA.)

.,6,
ail,, thus with fet-b to the ., is an epithet

applied to a man, meaning Mighty, potent, po~r-
fil, or strong; inacceuible, or difficult of access.
(TA.)

..... .0
"iL! Jq; . A foot dffected wth an uler, or

impothum, sucAh as is termed ZL., breaking out
in it: (0, :) from ;- i... (o, " , TA.)

_And J1C , from ., Frightened, or
afrnid; (A'Obeyd, O, ];) applied to a man.
(A'Obeyd, 0.)

.;tL~~~~~~~
1. .+_, (8, MA, ,) inf n.;..4, (MA,)

lile (a man, vas, or became, wulucky, or in-
auspicious, (l4j; ;1_, $, p , in the MA :

to them: (9, MA, g;) as also , , and.,*l
,ok, and :. (:) or : (AZ,

Iam p. 224,) or;t.,'(0,) or both of these,

(TA,) nor. ', (9, TA,) inf. n.,l:, (TA,) he drew
upol)n tlun ill luck, or evilfortune; (9, TA;) or
caused ill luck, or evil fortune, to befall them

fromns him: (AZ, Iam ubi suprk, TA:) or;.
as an inf. n. signifies the being unlucky: and the
rendering unlucky: and so ,: [as it is com-
monly pronounced: see ;. below]. (KL.) 

And ., inf. n.;l:, so in the L; in the ],

#~,'U:, inf. n...*4S; but the former is the right;

(TA;) lie made them to go, orjourney, to.AWJI
[i. e. Syria]. (QC, TA.)

2: see what next precedes.

3. 4A1t, J1 Take thou the direction of
the leJft hand with thy companions: (S, I, TA:)

". signifies "take thou the direction of the
right hand." (TA.) - And j,4 He (a man)

if
came to,*UJI [i. c. Syria]: like ly signifying
"he came to El-Yemen." (TA. [See also 4.])

4. tZ1 lie desired tlhe left: like as 'sJ1 sig-
nifies "hlie desired the right." (TA in art. O .)

- And lie (a man, g) came to0.JI [i. e. Syria]:
(8, Ik, TA: [see also 3 :]) or he went thither:

and M.$1 signifies "ho came to El-Yemen."

(TA.) - I L (S, g, TA) lIoro unlucky, or
inauspicious, is hle! (TA:) the vulgar say, to

a . (S, TA.)

5. s .W, (MA, TA,) fromA;jI, (TA,) He

found him, or it, unlucyj, or inauspicious: and

e became unlucky by means of him, or it: t
it

MA:) or.l.U signifies he had ill luck, or evil E
it c

fortune. (KL.) See also 6..-And .W iHe t
took the direction of his left hand: (.K, TA:) 1
and in like manner ',.1~, [whence it seems that .

.W in the sense expl. above may be a mistake ;
for 'j.Ij3,] "he took the direction of his right
hand." (TA.) -And He aserted his relation- 

Ia
ship to [the people of]. .J. [i.e. Syria]: (9, ] :)
a verb similar to j;.c and J,.3. (S.)

6. 4 IyIW3, ($, Msb, g, TA, &c.,) in some

of the copies of the ]g l 1 W.3, (TA,) [and in

like manner it AW, which is often opposed to

O 'h I, (see an instance in Bd xvii. 14,) is used

in the g in art. v,J., and , in the TA
in the same art. as on the authority of IKh,
whence it seems that both these vecrbs are correct
in the sense here following, though the former is
probably preferable, and t V.t_ l is used in the
same manner in "Les Oiscaux ct les Fleurs,"

p 93, as mentioned by Freytag, so that it l,3
and.U.,l are the contr. of O X;3 and a-l,]
Thy augured evil from him, or it; regarded
him, or it, at an evil omen; (Msb, KL ;') like

4t0,i: (M sb:) deemed him, or it, unlucky,
or inau~piou. (KL.) .--. W , thus, with medd,

also signifies He took the direction of.,l [i. c.
Syria]. (TA.) - See also 5.

10: see the next preceding paragraph.

.,l.I, the name of a certain country [i. e.
Syria], is mase. and fein.; ( ;) sometimes masc.:

(K:) and may also be pronounced .l: [as it
commonly is in the present day]. (Msb.) -

[And as this country lies on the north of Arabia,
4 a

.t:JI also signifies lhe northern region; opposed

to --- ]

;;;, (9, Msb, g, &c.,) thus, with ., but always
pronounced A.,, without ., (TA,) is an inf. n.:
(MA, KL: [see 1, first sentence, in two places:])
and signifies [as a simple subst.] Unluckines, in-
aurpicioume, unfortunateness, unprosrouness,
evil fortune, or il luck; contr. of ;; (S, 1 ;)
[i. e.] i.q. _.: (Har p. 158:) evil [of any

Io
kind]; syn. .: (Msb:) [and particularly] an

eil omen: (PS :) and ? i,L: signifies the same

as.U: (TA:) [or, like L', a cause of un-
luckins, &c.:] J is a pl. of .. '~, [or of
y.L sl: if of the former,] irreg., like as its syn.
.Aa. is [said to be] of _. (TA in art.

-. ? It is said in a trad., ; M..4;JI *

S,FtA jl1B;J o 1 meaning If there be

that vwhereof the coneence is disliked, or hated,
and feared, [or if tlere be unluckine.s,] it is in
thew things, the ivffe, and the house, and the
horse: i. c., if any of you have a wife whose
companionship he dislikes, or a house in which
he dislikes dwelling, or a horse that he dislikes
taking for the purpose of keeping post on the
enemies' frontier, let him separate himsclf there-
from, by divorcing the wife, and removing from

[Boox I.

he house, and selling the horse: or, as some
ay, the A.. of the wife is her not producing
:hildren; and that of the house, its straitness, and
fihe badness of its neighbour; and that of the
liorsc, one's not going to war upon it. (JM.)
_ See also ;j &... I Also Black camels: and

L._ signifies "white " camels, (1J, TA,) and is
also written and pronounced;lt. : (TA :) neither
of these has a sing.: (K :) hoth occur in a verse
of Aboo-Dhu-cyb: but accord. to one reading

thercof it is & ; pl. of.. : so says AA: and

IJ says that . ,, [without .,] being originally

_, of the measure ja, may also be pl. ofi.0.¶1. (TA.)

il1 and t V , The efI, meaning the /ft

wide or direction or relative location or place;

9, g;) s.q.,[3~i.q and] c,; (S9;) contr. of
L and 4. (K.) One says of a man, m&

a*tz [He sat on the left]. (S.) And one says,
W1, i j. ..e. [Take thou with them]n the

direction of thc left hand. (S.) And ia; $

31.9 [I looked in a right direction and in a left

direction]. (TA.) And hence? at ,W.31 o,
in the gur [lvi. 9 and xc. 19], (TA,) meaning
[The occupants of the left: or] those ,ho shall
have their records given to temn in their left
hands: or the occuntxzts of the owm, or ignoble,
place, or station: or the havcrs of unfortunate-

.1 ~--.- 2, .0 d 

ness (,* I): and ;tl. I .. ,t .l is expl. as
having the contr. senses. (Ksh and Bd in lvi. 9.)

Also, the former, A mole (k .) upon the
person: thus, with ., as mentioned by lAth:
also mentioned witlout * in art. .. (TA.) -
See alseo .1t as meaning "a black she-camel,"
in art.t.

Ij Nature; natural, natirve, or innate, di,-
p)aition, tempper, or other quality or prolerty:
(1K, TA:) mentioned thus, as with ., by AZ and
L.b, and said by IJ to be sometimes thus pro-
nounced; but the pronunciation thereof with . is
held by ISd to be extraordinary. (TA.) [See
art. -.. ]

o, ($, Msb, K, TA,) without., (TA,) and
t .Ajl, (S, Mel,, K,) of the measure ~jtJ, (S,) an

allowable form, without U, (Msb,) like ,o' and

~, (TA,) and V ;51,, (Sb, S, K,) [Syrian;l
S I~~~a

of, or relating to, awlI: (S, Mqb, K:) one
I.

.should not say,.*U; any instance [of this] occur-
ring by poetic license being accounted for as a
case of the use of the name of the country for the
rel. n.: (S:) the fem., applied to a woman, is

k1;. and ? ilt,, the latter withlout teshdeed:

(S, TA:) the pl. of 6 is.l,, like ... [in
measure]. (TA.) - [Andl hence, Nortlwrn.]

.!,, and ;., the fem. of the former; and

_sU,: asee the next preceding paragraph.

, :l sec;j;.

.tL [More, and most, unlucky, inaut.icious,
unfortunate, or unl'rospcrous]. The Arabs say,

I

x became unlucky by means of him, or it: the house, and selling the horse: or, as sonie
it 
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4-e -; 1 jr5js~,L(Mya, TA,) as some

relate it, or, as others relate it, ., which means

the same, (Meyd,) [app. meaning accord. to the

TA, T77 ,nost unluckty thing of evel man is

between his twvo jams, or the two lateral pwrtionu

of his lower jaw; but it is said that] .L&l is here

used in the sense ofj'. [i. c. the unluckiness, &c.];

and in a similar manner [the contr.] 0. 1 l is used

[in the sense of ia]: so says AHeyth: (Meyd:)

the prov. meaning the tongue. (Aleyth, TA.)

The fem. is S. (TA.)_ - IHence, (TA,) 1l

g. Jl The left hand or arm; contr. of U.ul;

(J,TA;) i.q. JQ2i1. (TA.) It is said in a

trad., respecting camels, e 'l L,'b -
.,lhl C'. [Their goodls coms not savefrom
their lift xide]: i. c. they are milked and mounted

only from thc left side. (TA.) - See also ,
in three places. - Zuheyr, in the following say-
ing,

* · j: ,> ' 

uses it in thin sense of the inf. n. ; (. ;) mean-

ing. .4X: (8, and EM p. 12 4 :) he says,
And it, i. c. war, nill bring forth for yous bois

of ill luct, or evil onen; all of them like Aihmar
of 'Ad: then it 6iUl suckle these lloys, and wean
them: hy Alimar of 'Ad, lie means Ahmar of
Timmood, for Abmar was the surname of him
who hamstrung the she-camel of Sa'lil, and his
name was 1gudlir: lie says thus for the sake of
the measure: or, as some say, Theamood were
called 'Aid-cl-.khlirc.h. (EM.)

.t;t. : se..Al, in two places: and sec also

:U, likewise in two places.

. AI,, (~, MA, i, KL,) and %~., (8, ,)
the Intter like 3,, (TA,) [a contrnction of the
former,] UJnluchy, or inausp)iciotus, (S, MA, K,

KJL,) . [to his people, or party], (,
MA, 1,) and s.-. , [to himself]: (Ksh and

B('! in lvi. 9:) [and so t .; (as in an cx. in
the first sentence of this art.;) this bein. an epi-

thet as well as a sub!t., like its syn. _ .; syn.

with ._. #, like as _. is syn. with . ;

and app., like , used alike as sing. and pl.,
for it seems to be originally an inf. n.:] and so

t.£; (I ;) or this signifies drarwing ill luck,

or evl f,Irtune, upon his people [and upon him-

self]: (S, TA:) and l, a pl., likewise signi-

fics ,nluchlky, or innlapicious; (KL;) contr. of

i.,bl; (., I, TA;) these being pls. of t:,l

and X 1 z: (TA:) the pl. of;.j is , (S,
KL, TA,) which is extr., for by rule it should be

@P$. (TA.) One says also tL j
meaning [An omen] halTpening, or occurriag,

(~t.,) with unluckines, or inauepicioumes; [i. e.

an unlucly, or inauspicious, omen;] (V, TA;)

and [in like manner] va #l l;b: and the p]. is

"11 [as above]. (TA,)

i-I. ·1. 'p 15p -
1. .l. C.AZ i.q. ;.t;. 0. [meaning I

pursued his (another's) nay, or course, doing as

ce did]; (S,L,g: in the VC, -, Cs1 Z and

,J %.;) and in like manner one says,

A11 tjtl;.l (].)-And JA1. Q%I1 Do thou

wlhat thou dost nell (QS, L, K.*) And Keep thou

to thy affair. (IA.r, L.) And , . X C I
lie did not know, or had not knowldg of, him,

or his affair or case or state: (Lb, IA'r, L, ]:)
[from a passnge in the L, imperfectly written, it
seems, accord. to Lh., to be said of one who does
what. another likes or dislikes, app. without

regard to his liking it or disliking it, agreeably
with what here follows :] or (1]) this means, (S,

],) or means also, (L,) he did not care for,
mind, heed, or regard, him. (S, L, ]. [In the e
and L, the verb in the sense thus expl. is in the
first pers.: and in one place in the L it is expl.

.8
by iljl, which often has this meaning.]) One

says also, .n, ij, meaning I will assuredly

wnow, or try, prore, or test, (;Jl'~,) their
affair or case or state: (L:) or this means I
will assuredly corrupt, or pervert, or mar, their

affair or case or state: (S, L, ]:*) and l .

, (L,) or ..- , (K,) means I wiU assuredly
knma, or try, prove., or test, [his, or their, state,
or] him, or them. (L, 1. [In the CIK and in my

MS. copy of the 9K,. ".9, is erroneously put for

**^Zriwe Z&-] _ .t X s means ca [i.e.,
app., lle became a person to whom importance

attached (accord. to the gencral meaning of J

i ) after thou knewest, or sawet, or mette~t,

him; ,J being for d s t , agreeably

with common usage]. (i.) 

[4. ., JU1 is mentioned by Golius as
meaning "Corrupit ac pevertit rorm eorum,"
as on the authority of the S, (the right reading in
which has been given above,) and on that of the
KL, in my copy of which I find nothing of the
sort.]

8: see 1, first sentence.

i1p, A thing, an affair, or a business; syn.

ji; (S, L, .K;) and ".JsL [in the same sense,
or in that next following]: (L, :) a great
thZbng or affair: (gar p. 274:) state, condition,

cace, quality, or manner of being; syn. j.: (S,
L:) [also proplrty, or nature: and importance

attaching to a person or thing:] pl. . S and

~i,., (L, K,) the latter mentioned by IJ on the
authority of AAF, and X occurs in poetry for
the former of these, or as another pl. originally

C.jS, of the measure J. (L.) It is said in the

ur [lv. 29)], t ) _ AP > [Eawery day
He is employing Himself in an affair of some
kind]: expl. as meaning that, of his business

(~, &. [which may also be rendered "of his

property"]) it is to render mighty one who is
brought low, and to bring low one who is
mighty, and to enrich one who is poor, and to
impoverish one who is rich; and no affair occu-
pies him so as to divert him from an affair
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(CtI - 1~ ; iS). (L) [And one says,

I;~ What i thy affair? or what is thy case?

And il;l:, for .il pta1 i. e. Puraue tlhy ay

or course, or thy affair; or do what thou dost

vell; or keep to thy affair: or the like: and to

this is often added, ,' 4G i. c. and what thou

wilt, or oishest, or desirst. And *v &u C

j1 -- ji It it of his business, or of his pro-

perty, or nature, to do, or that he slould do, such

a thing. And s;tji J;; j;; (a phraso occur-

ring in the 1 and 1p in art. ,;A) A mnan of easy

nature. And C dJ, sometimes meaning There

its for him, or he has, a great thing or affair to

perform or transact: but more commonly, great
importance attaches to him, or to it: see 1, last
sentence. And a grandee, or a prince, is said to

be i jSl .; i. e. Of grat importance or ranh

or dignity.] Also [A suture of the skull; i. e.]

the place of junction of the iJ [or princi,al

bones, namely, the frontal, occipital, and tnwo

parictal, bones,] of tlu head: (]s:) sing. of

X l3U, (Mglh,) which signifies the plarces of
jundion, (As, s, Mgh, L,) and of Neet'iYg, (# ,

L,) of the ,j5 (A., S, Mgh, L) of thI het,al;
(8, L;) bet~n every tn,o *f which J.lW3 is a

jt;: (As, L:) [it is fancifully saidl tlat] firont
them come the tears: (As, S, L:) the pl. is alsot

expl. as meaning the J. i [i. e. turtsr as being

likened to the J.)'"J (or lines) of writinag] that

unite the J043: by Lth, as the .i [likewise

meaning sutures resnmblng lines of rritin,] of

the dskull; betw~ the JS,le: by AHutht, as the

[meaning serrated odges] that unite the
,JlU, of the head. (L.)- And The channel by
trhich the tears jflow, or run, to the eye: pl. [of

pauc.] i nl and [of mult.] .: (L,l .:)
[perhaps thus called because suplosed to come
from the sutures of the skull: but they may have
been supposed to come thence because tears are

called l;&41I z (as in a verse cited voce );

for this phrase may have been misunlerstood as
signifying "the water of the sutures of the skull,"
whereas it seems to be properly rendered "the
water of the channels of the tears :"] it is said

that the O4 connect the JUl, of the head
[expl. above] to the eye: Lth says that they are

the ducts (j- ) of the tears from, [the i,nterp;or
of] the head to tihe eye: and Th, tihat they nre

certain ducts (Ja) above the J5W, ,vhich
become strong by degrees as the inan ad,ances in

age: (L: [but it seems that Th has confounded
explanations of ;s_: in two different senses:])
accord. to ISk, (8,) or AA and others, (L,) the

O.uU l are two ducts (O .'t~) descendin.q fiom [thi.

upper part of] the head to thte eyebron's and thenc

to the eJes. (s, L.) - [The pl. - ,J4 is also

expl. as though meaning Tears themselves, in a
phrase mentioned voce )S (q. v.), on the autho-

rity of the .. ] - And jal JI j means t The

e.luvia of wvine that creep (4Jt X 4 e )

in the veins of the body. (L,) - ; also signi-
fies A vein of earth in a mountain, (L, g,) i. e.
a cleft t4rin, (L,) ip which palm-trees are
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planted; (L, ]K;) or in which tree of the kind

0~~~~~~~~~~~1
calekd t grow; or that produe plant, or herb.

J~~~~~~
age: (L:) pl. ;,* : (L,>:) which is said
by ISd to mean line, or streakix, in a mountain:
or, as some say, crackA, or cleft: and to these
cracks, or clefts, the poet ]eys Ibn-Kur4 liken.
[imaginary] clefts in the liver, oceasioned by
love. (L.)

,9 ' ~- e .. ~1 is a saying men-
tioned by Lb, expl. [only] by the words ?! q.1
.0LA tI J.a [i. e. )~ J .. O1, app.
meaning Verily he ig busying himnefy in the doing
of a thinq in order that we may labour in caudin

thee to be in a bad, or corrupt, state]. (L.)

bA0 t[a Peru. word, and also used by the
Aralms in the present day, applied to The chestnut]:

also written J. ,. (TA voce 1j.l and voce

,).)
oft:,

·bA; A rertain well-known bird, (g, TA,)
of thor thtat prey; (Mb,* TA;) it is of the
bird.t called j. [pl. of ; ], as are also the

m a,,, the kS. annd the ' and the ; ;
(AHit in "the Book of Birds," TA in art. dtq;)
[said by Golius, on the authority of Dmr, to be
the white falcon; and to this bird it is perhapl
applied by some of the Arabs; but some of them,
I believe most of them, and I believe also that
they do so meat properly, apply this appellation
in the preent day to the gerfalcon, whiich is not
wholly white; and some, to the falcon gentle:]
the word is [of Pert. origin,] not genuine Arabic;
(TA;) it is an arabicized word: the pl. is
O~.1~ mand sometimes O&t: is used in its
stead, formed by substituion [of U. for j] for
facilitating the pronunciation. (Msb.) - Also
t Tho , [meaning Ibean] of tlhet balane.
(15.) - And i. q. io. [whichl signifies A
balaNre, and a steelyard, and a neight of a
balance]: so in the Expos. of the "Muwatt."
(MF, TA.)

;tz
1..~iJI 'L,, (AZ, 8,) aor. L, (JM, P;,)

or', (yam p. 786,) inf. n. 3:, (AZ, , I,) I
preceded, or outeent, the people, or party. (AZ,
8, ~.· ) Accord. to [several of] the copies of the

Z, ," i. e. like e, in measure, which is in-
correct, [in other copies *~ I, agreeably with
what is said in the 8,] signifies He strove, or
contended, with hiAn to pre~ede him, or outgo him:
or he prtc~ded Aim, or outwent him: but in the

it is said, it[,, of the measure dls, signifies he
strore, or contended, with him to precede him, or
outgo him: and acld like .l1, [the former belong-
ing to art. li, and] formed by transposition, sig-
niifies he 1receded him, or outnent him; and both
of these are used by the poet (El-/i[rith Ibn-
Khlalid EI-Makhzoomee, TA) in his saying,

* ;>F W ;; al. a.> Jiy 0

* , L; ?t# 5W J.il,l AJ,I *

this [passage in the 8], however, is taken from
what is said by A'Obeyd, in [his work] "El-
Ghareeb el-Muannaf," which is as follows:

r l** jst. , like &I. [in measure], and &,UP,

like &jQ'i,, mean the affair, or evnt, grieted
me; and thus in the verse of El-1HArith Ibn-
Khalid, which he cites; and the same is said in
the T on the authority of IA§r, who says that
the poet has used two dial vars.: [accordingly
the verse may be rendered, The camels with their
saddles upon them pased alon/t and they griced
thee not at al; but I see thee thiat tlou art

I grieved by tihe omen borne in the camrel-vehicles:]

it is said in the M, i.l tJI #s means the thing
preced me, or outrent me: and also the thing
grieved me: formed by transposition from .i;,
as is proved by its having'no inf. n.: IAar says
that they are two dial. vars. becalse of his not
being a grammarian. (TA.) [See also 8.]-
And'# 4 &11 g ' 0And l, (Lh, TA,) or)l ' . ; ,, (S,)
inf. n. j., (C, TA,) I dremvforth the earthlfrom
the nwel: (S, I :*) or I drmoforth a basketful of

earth (jl.) or teo ba.ketf'd, of earth (,1U )
fro,n the ll. (Lh, TA.)

3. ld;IL: sec 1. L. t occurs in a verse of

Milhah El-Jarmee, meaning ,L., from jl;

meaning jiL: one says a,I, aor. ,llt, meaning
j~: but the verb of the measure regularly formed

'NJ
from jWllI is td$, ; so that L.jUi is formed by
transposition and by the change of the . into L,.

(1am p. 786.)

6. 'L i LpW, (S., cK, TA, [in the C.K,
erroneously, iLjl,]) like U.c. [in measure],
(?,) Tlhe space betwleen the t,wo became far-
extending. (S , .)_And. Il sj . Tlu enllce,
or party, became scattered, or disxersed. (. , K.)

8. *:,~! le preceded, or outnent: (f, J:)
so says El-Mufamldal. (f.) And IIe gave ear,
hearke~d, or lisened. (;, K.)

3;I The utmost extent, term, limit, point,
reach, or goal. (S, Msb, 13.) - And A lheat, or
sinJle run to a goal or limit: so in tile saying,

;1;, 1~ (.) or 4 Li (MSb) [He (a horse,
TA) ran a heat]. - And i. q. 4a: thus in the

saying, ,1W l :- t [Verily he is far-aiming,
or far-pirn, in psurposc, desire, or ambition]:

(Lb, TA :) and i.. is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)
- Also A [bashet such as is termed] J); and

so t si*.: (] :) or r the latter signifies a .J) in
nwhich the earth of a eUdl is taken forth; of the
measure of bl.*; and the pl. isg ,': (. :) and

;UI signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (]g,) the earth
that is taken forth from. a well (S, OC) with the
lie of the i;L*, (as in a copy of the .,) or such

a fills the [L'.: (so in another copy of the S
[agreeably with what next follows]:) a eo.j of
the earth of a rell. (As, T, TA.) - And hence,
i. e. as being likened to a 0~J of the earth of a
well, t The dung that the ~e-a and the d1e-ass
casts forth: (A., T, TA:) or the dung of the she-

[BooK I.

camcl; (M, ] ;) but the more approved word is

[jt,,] with d . (M, TA.)m Also The no~-rei
:(,*j) of a she-camel. (Lth, g.)

ewe
i7 L; see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

· it: [part. n. of 8, q. v.: - atnd] i. q. t..
[app. as meaning Ditagreeing, dtI.fring, or dip-
cordant]. (TA.)

,t ~~~~~~~~aS
I-~~S-

1. , aor. : , ($, Mgh, Mgb, ]I,) inf. n.
),4Z (S, Mgh, Msb, .) and a~ (8, M,b,
S') and , and , (TA,) Hc became a
youth, or young man; i.e. he attained to the
state termed .,l. mecanin.q ds expl. below; (8,
Mgih, M§b, 1.;) said of a boy. (S, Msb.) [And
in like manner is said of a girl, i. e. Sh

.5 j
elwrame a young noman.] _.._ used as a noun:

sec below. - [Perhaps as an i.f. n. of which the
4-

vcrb is , (as Freytag has assumed,) but more
probably of,., which will be found mentioned
in this lparagraph, for I do not find the former

a-
verb in the requisite sense,] ., signifies Any-
thiing's being, or beconming, raised, or elrated.

(1g.) -_. said of a horse, (8, Myb, 1,)
aor. !, and L (S, ,8 ) inf. n. ..,. and (
Msb, K) and <', (.K,) lie eLas bris, lively,
or sprightaly, (, Msb, ]~,0) and raised his fore
leg. (S, M.b, K) toetiter, (S, M.)b,) as though in

4-leaping, (TA,) and ldayed. (. [See also 
in art. , said of a mare.]) And likewise .lie
nras or became, restitw, or reofictory: one says,

Cz JA. ' 6, _1;w and and "1L! and

: [l an i,res,on.sible to thee fo r his being
resth',, or refiactofy, aid for his biting]. (S.)

_j.;JI .~', [aor., accord. to rule, ,] (M9 b,

.,) an(d _ [pass. of the trans. verb , q. v.
infra], inf. n. ., (whichl is of the intrans.,
TA) and (wlhiel is of the trans. verb, TA),
Tlte fire buraned, burned up, burned briyhtly or
Jiercely, blazed, or flamed. (M b, K. [See also

ro~~~.
5.]) [And hence,] W,a [JI'r, or
the war, burned, or burnedfic recly, between them].
(A, TA.)~ It nas raixed, or elevatedl. (0,
TA.) _aZWl _, aor. ', (S, 0, M.b,) inf n.

5.. ~~~6 J1
,,.. (t;0, o, ) and . (S, .,) or the latter is
the inf. n. of the intrans. verb mentioned above,
(TA,) lIe kindled tithe fire; or made it to burn,
burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or
Jlamc; (S,O, Mb, I;°) as also *t~, inf. n.

; (L;) and t*r.:l: (A and TA in art.
, :) and so ga. (TA in art. .) And in

like manner, y;! tH lIe kindled war, or
thei war; or made it to burn, or burn fiercely.

(S.) - [HIence,] %.., aor. £ , said of the black-
ness of a garment, (Sh, A, TA,) : It hi'ghtened
and incwreasedl, (A,) or made to appear bright
and beautifld, and [as it were] burning, or glo-
ing, (Sh, TA,) the whiteness of the wearer. (Sh,
A, TA.) And t.4-- a (aor. as above, S) t It

1
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(a woman's hair) ed, [or set off,] and ra~
dd beautifal, her coorw, or compleion: (8:)
it (a woman's head-covering, and her hair,) in-
creaead, and oed, [or heAtened, and set off,]
her beauty: (][:) it (a woman's blacdek head-
covering) inc~ her fairnes, and rendered

her beautiful. (TA.) And 'jl aid of
patience, t It giets beauty and oltmtr to the
countenlance. (TA, from a trad.) - Sec also 4,
in two places.

:2. 1 inf n. i se the preceding

paragraph. - lenec,,4J1 $e4 TIe making
the commencement of poetry elegant, or ornate,
by the mention of women: (L, TA:) or the pri-
mary meaning of , is tihe mention of the
days of youth and of play or sport, and amatory
languae; and it is in the commenncing of odes;
and the commencement thereof is so called, abso-
lutely, though there be not in it any mention of

· ,a
youth: (TA:) it meana 1, (9, O,) or

*i...;1, , (1., TA, [in the C e, erroneously,

(1 ,)i. 0,c. - : (TA:) one say.,

i.Li ,. ( , , and , [if this be

not a mistranscription for ], (TA,) meaning
t~ _...;.: (S, O, TA:) [see this fuilly expl. in
art. ,_: i. c.] inf. n.
means, lie spoake of .tch a fetnale in amatory
lanjuage [in the come ncement of his ode],
(Myb, TA,) andl tilltdid to the love of her:
(Mab :) and ,t '- t lIe emeliwil [the
,ommen:femet f] his ode .y the mcnti;On of
womenn: (Mghl, Msh:) and , ` .
: [lIe embellidsed the comnwneement of isa ode by
mentioning, in amatory ln,guane., suchA a femaA,]:
(A, TA:) and V .. A. is used in tie sensc of

; thus a is said to be,.I 
I [lieautif'l in the mention fn xomen &c.]; and

' -- 3 LA
Jereer is said to hlave been t$ L..?t1 J3 1 [The
moat elegant of men in the mention of tvomen &c.].
(A, TA.)-.Hence, i.e. fhom ;;1 1 ,., may
be derived !1 as a conventional term in the
science of the division of inheritances; meaning
t The mention of daughAte acrording to tiht
difent detjrees [of descent]: (Mgh :) it is as
when one says, "he died, and left three daughters
of a son, subordinate one to another, and three
daughters of a son's son, in like manner, and
three daughlters of a son's son's son, in like
manner, and the sons (lied and the daughters
remained." (0.) _ 1! 3 signifies + The
commenc.ing of books, or nritinp: and hence 

&lq.. q ,, occarring in a trad., meaning t Ire
commenced ansrering him: not from the t
of women in poetry. (TA.)

4. 3I ', 1 God madet him, or may God mahe 4
him, to become a youth, or young man; i.e.,
to attain to the tate termed meanig as
eapL bdeow: and ° a 4 1 1G meansm the same: i
(9, A, TA:) the latter [lit. means God made, or
may God mahe, his pqual in age to be~ome a 
~oth, &., (see l;ar p. 572,) and therefore] is a

tropical. (A, TA.) - '- !0: I eU~ited the
hors to be brisk, lively, or sprightly, and to rami
huA fore leg toyether, as though Ain laping, and
to play. (S 1 TA.) -;it _l: see 1..

;jl #,1, in£ n.,,4 P ;alsao t ,; tTAie

man appeared befoire mny upraised eyes wihen not

alt

holpedfor. (AZ, TA.)_ And a and
Such a thing ws mpreparcd, o a nted,

or ordaincd,for mne. (8, ,* TA.) ; lIc
became one whhose child, or childrecn, had attained
to thte state of %,X! [i c. youth¢, or yowng numn-
hood, &c.]: (K:) [or] ;sw Jq. aj _l $ the man
became one wAr~e children had attained to that
state: (S, TA:) and in like manner, t'1; _
is said of a woman. (TA.) - AmlInd said of
[the species of bovine antelope called] the wild
bull, (S, J,) lIe beme wsuh as is termed ,...

[q. v.], i. e., (?,) he became advauced in aye, or

JtrU-grcmn; ( _, >- , K;) one whose state termed
e1 U.- [q. v.] had ended (S.)

5. [J1 TI1cefire became kindled; or
made to burn, burn up, burn brightly orjfercely,
blaze, or.flame: see also 1.] One says on the
ocension of kindling firc,

* .1 . a .

[Be t4ou kindled like the state of kindlinag of the
calumny that Temr brought to Temeemeln: but
to whiat this alludes I know not]: it is like the
sayilng, Ig 411, 1 [Ile kindled a fire with
calumny]. (A, TA.) - Sec also 2.

10. It is said in a trad., .,tZs, o

J,e .=i1 SLa [The boys' giving testimony
against those that arcfull grown is allowable,
whAen th/y (the former) are (kenwed to have
attained to tie state of youtlh, or yIoun/ nmen]:
it is as thoughl it were said that if they take upon
themselves the bearing witness in boyhood, and
grive their testimony when full grown, it is allow-

able: (TA:) or means they shall be
sought youths, nuch dJ have attained to p7uberty,
or maturity, in the case of giving testimoniy: or
the!y sllaU be waited for, in the case of giving
testimony, until the pertod of becoming youths,
or young men. (Mgh.) - And it is said in

another trad., JQe11 Ls,iiwl 2 1t1 i. e. 
Sit upon your shanks as one does when preparing
to rime, not stooping with the n'4ole boly near to
the yround; [having your feet only u7pon the
7rund; in the roiding of urine:] from , .

,iA1t meaning "the horse raised his fore-legs
together from the ground." (TA.)

R. Q. L 4 .e coniplted [a thing]; (AA, c
0, 1C;) said of a man. (AA, TA.) c

, anditsfem.L.* :see vA..iAlsoThe stones %

tl [or vitriol]: (:) or the stonesfrom which
.lj and the like thereof are obtained; the best

whereof is that which is broughit from El-Yemen, i
vhicha is white , and i vry glitening: (TA:) s

a -- a a .3
[but ,. W, Uas also .. alone, is a namre now
commonly given to alum:] or it is a certain
thing resembling . j: (9, M,b:) or a .pc,i
theref: aeeorl. to El-FArbee, the stones from
wAhic/ come Cl and tie lihe: As says, it is one
of tAe mineral prolduced by God in the earth,
wiith widchA one tans, and resnnblin lg, and the
name [correctly] heard is thus, with ,, but is by
some mistranseribed with the three-dotted :.,

[i. e. -. ,] which is a kindl of tree of bitter taste,
and I know not whether one tans with it or not:
accord. to Mtr, in the saying that one tans with
, this word is a mistranscription; for &. is a
dye, and one does not tan with a dye; it is mis-
transcribed for w,i, wich is a kind of tree like
the dwarf apple-tree, whereof the leaves are like
those of the hi.. [q. v.], and with them one
tans: El-Fftrfitbee also says, in the section of :,
that the %: is a species of mountain-tree, with
wilich one tans: 1rom all whiichi it appears that
one tans with both of them; for an affirmation is
to be preferred to a negation: (M?b :) and it is a
well-kno,n nedicine; (K, TA;) as some say:
so aeeord. to the correct copies of the K, in some of
which, f; is put for ,,;. (TA.)

.b and rt, though originally verbsl, are uset d
as nouns, b,y the introdtuction of .a before dithem:

one says, ,,, JI , _- --,l and , ".
T' o [expll. in art. ,)]: ( :) and in liko

mnianncr they are used in alother sayin,,g expl. in
art. ,uJ [q. v.]: (S in that art.:) or, witholit
tenween, they may be regarded as vYe-rs used in
the way of1 ~ [or imitation]. (MF.)

qGa-
., The buning, burning up, burning bI.igttly

or .fiercly, blaz:;ny, orjfilamit, of fire. (TA.)

, nd * a., pplied to a [bovine nntelope
of the species called the] wild bull, (AV, S, .j,)

and to a sheep or goat, (],) and tV .- , applied

to the former, and t , (AR, S, I,) some-
times, applied to the former, (As, ,i,) or to both,

) Advanced in aYe, ord.row
K,) whos statc termed J;L;l [q. v.] hbs endeld;
(As, S ;) and a~' is in like manner applied to

· * . .0 ·
a she-camel as meaning '.: (TA:) or ..

(AA, ],) applied to both, (.K,) as also ,

(TA,) or to a ,ull, (AA,) is syn. with t ?.t
meaning yotltful, or in the prime of ife]:
(AA, ], TA:) and accorl. to AO, ,, applied
to a bull, means that has attained to the end of
.. ; [i.e. youthfulnes, or the primne of life]:

(S, TA:) or, as some say, that has attained to
the end of his full growth and strength; as also
~', , which is likewise applied to the female;
or, accord. to A.iHt and ISh, when he is a year
old, and weaned, he is called ,. ; and then,

[meaning more than a year old]; and the
emale, L . (TA.)

,.I and 1 'a. ~ [both mentioned above as
nf.ns.] (, M qb, )[rnd t .4t~ which isa simple
ubst.] Youth, yoA.fiulne, the prime of man-

tmpieal. 

(A, TA.) u~ the [but u also

�.MIW 

C,11 %,.Z alone, is a name now

bra 

to be brisk, lirdy, or sprightly, and to mim commonly given to alum:] or it is a mrtain

ltis 

fore kp toyether, tu ~ ,A in kaping, and thing rmn&blijvj C:1j: (9, Meb:) or a qwim

---1 W
to 

Iday. ]�,0 TA.) -;W$ %,~'1: see 1. - thereof: acwr(l. to El-Fddbee, the stono

Witicia 

come C:9 and tito Uks: Aa says, it is OM

man 

appeared before iny upraiwd eyes miten nd of tAe minffam protlueed by God in the earth,

1 

1 a i witia which one tans, and r~ blivg Lrg, and the

holpedfo,r. 

(AZ, TA.) -And I.IS and

9 

. name [correetly] beard is thus, with ,o, btit is by

.

: Such a thing am prepared, or appointed,

%t~p 

some mistranseribed with the tlaree-dotted b,

or 

ordained, for ine.. (.1R�, X(,* TA.). tlic A 1

[i. 

e. wliich is a kincl of tree of bitter tute.

became 

one whow child, or chihirete, had attained

and 

I know not whether one tam with it or not:

to 

tite stage of %,A;! [L c. youth, or yowng twin- accord. to Mtr, in the saying that one tans with

hood, 

&c.]: (K:) [or] ��' "I bar~'40 *tite man

%L~, 

this word is a mistranscription ; for Jr,'S is a

bemme 

one witom- children ltad altaipted to ilial dye, and one (loco not tnn witli a dye; it is mis-

stage: 

(?, TA:) and in like maiiner,' tjlg.31 transeribed for wljiclt iet a kind of tree liko

.1 ' 9is 

said of a woman. (TA.) -And '; said of the dwarf applc-trec, whereof the leaves are liko

bf~
[the 

species of bovijie antelope called] the wild those of the %J�& [q. v.], and with them one

bull, 

bemme sucit as is termed tans: El-FIar(thee also says, in the ~ ion of to,

[q. 

v.], i_ e., he becaine adva?wc(i in aye, or that the is a species of mountain-tree, with

one 

termed wiiicii one taxis: l�om all wliicli it appears that

ejU%1 

[q. v.] ha� ended. one tans with hoLh of them; for an aflirmation is

[,s61 

to be preferred to a negation: (Mel):) and it is a

' 

. J'77tefire became kindled; or well-knonw wedicine ; (K, TA;) as gome gay:

inade 

to burn, buris up, burn brightly orjercely, so aowrtl. to the correct copies of the ]�, in some of

blaze, 

or.flame: we also L] Oate says on the wliiela, oli is put for.'!�;. (TA.)

occasion 

of kindling fire,

and 

thouggh originally vcrlw, are used

by 

the introditetion of �a

as 

iaouns, , lx, ore diem

'S 

A . a j a 6,6 a .0 s a

one 

Bays, To> es! and "..Z

[Be 

tlwu ~ led like the state of kindling of th, > 11 [exlil. 11) arL %,oj]: (?:) and`in liko

calun#ny 

that Temr broriqlit to Temeemeh: but nianner they are used in axiother sayiti- expl. in

to 

wiiat this alludes 1 know not]: it is like the art. ,ob [q. v.]: (? in thFtt art.:) or, widiolit

'c 

' ` tenwoen, they may be regarded as YerN used in

sayilig, 

1, �*� ' j331 [11# 7iindled a fire ndth thewayof41�&.[orimitation]. (MF.)

calumny]. 

(A, TA.) -See also 2.

'00 

3, --- 4Z The bundug, burning tel), burning bi.iqlttl

10. 

It is said in a tmd., ;it,.5 ' ` y

orjkpcoly, 

bla--;ny, orjltzmi�W, of fire. (TA.)

1 

Uk& [The boys' gioikmj tottimony

agaiiist 

eho�- lipat aitt faU grown ii allowable & and V applied to a [bovine nntelope

w.lien 

thmy (tlie foriner) are rkented to ha; of the species called the] wild btall, (AV, �, nj

attained 

to tlw state of youths, or ?Iorii�,1 nien] : and to a alicep or goat, and V 4.4.1 1 11 pplied

it 

is as tliougli it were said that if tlicy tnke tipon 1

themst.lyce 

the bearing witnem in boyhood, and to the former, and 'r "-t!, (AR, 8, Ifj sorne-

brive 

their tutimony wlien full giown, it is allow- times, applied to the former, (As, 8,) or to hoth,

able: 

(TA:) or means flicy xliaU Advanced in aye, or row.pi,

sou 

K,) witom state termed ejCI [q. V.] has en(lcil;

ght 

youths, nick a& lsave altainetl to puberty, 0 lb

or 

maturity, in the case of giving tentimotiy: or (Aft, S;) avid V 1~1" is in like manner applied to

.1 

9.2 0 4 j

fit.nj 

sliaU lm waited fipr, in the case of giving a she-camel as meaning a�.*: (TA:) or f

testimony, 

ttntit tito lxrqod of beconting youths, .5 _.

or 

young men. (Mgh.) And it is said in (AA, XC,) applied to both, (1�,) as ztlso V "J-R

another 

trad., Q01 LlU M -",- ! TAJ or to a bull, (AA,) is syn. with V

Sit 

ulum your sltanks as one dom when preparing [meaning yoritisful, or in the priine of jife]:

to 

rim, not stooping with the nyltole bmly ttear to (AA, ]�, TA:) and accor(l. to AO, ' " 4 '

by~ 

applied

the 

g~nd; [haMg pur fmt only wipon th, to a bull, means that has attained to elw end of

a 'in 

the voiding of urine:] from 0.,;1;1 [i. e. youthfulnem, or tioe printe of life]

%~ 

(8, TA:) or, as some any, litat has attaine

,*j01 

meaning 11 the horse raised his fore-legs d to

1 

end of his f411 groyrth and strength; u also

togedier 

from the ground." (TA.) 0 J,

,o 

whicii is likewise applied to the female;

R. 

Q. L 1Te completed [a tliing] ; (AA, or, accord. to Ayit asid ISh, when ho in a yetar

D, 

]�;) said of a man. (AA, TA.) old, and weaned, lie in called and then,

%^,Z 

[meatiing more titan a ymr oldl ; and the

anditofem.4Z:see%,jU.z=AlisoThestom
female, 

L (TA.)

!f 

Lrtj [or vitriol]: (n:) or the sionesfrons which

elg 

and th like tiweif are obtained; the best �,j1A and [both mentioned above as

;Iwtwf 

is that mAich is brouglit fmm El-.Ymm, inf ns.] (?, Mqb, ]�i[rnd V which is a simple

vhicia 

is white %r~" , and io wnj glistening : (TA :) subst.] Youth, YOWAfulnm, the prime of mait-

[but 

as .1. alone, is a name now

commonly 

given to alum:] or it is a mrtain

titing 

resembling C:1j: (9, Meb:) or a qwio

thereof: 

acoonl. to El-Fddbee, the donm~

which 

come C:9 and tito hhe: Aa says, it is ou

of 

tAe minffam protlueed by God in the earth,

witia 

which one tans, and r~ bli.99 Lrg, and the

name 

[correetly] beard is thus, with ,o, btit is by

some 

mistranseribed with the tlaree-dotted ZO,

A 1
[i. 

e. %",] wiiich is a kincl of tme of bitter tastop

and 

I know not whether one tam with it or not:

acwrd. 

to Mtr, in the saying that one tans with

tllis 

word is a mistranscription ; for & is a

dye, 

and one (loco not tnn witli a dye; it is mis.

tmnseribed 

for wljiclt iet a kind of tree liko

the 

dwarf applc-trec, whereof the leaves are like

those 

of the %J�& [q. v.], and with them one

tans: 

El-F.'tr(tl)ee also says, in the ~ion of to,

that 

the %E.1 is a species of mountain-tree, with

wiliell 

one tails: l�om all wliicli it appears that

one 

tans with hoLh of them; for an aflirmation is

to 

be preferred to a negation: (Mql):) and it is a

well-knonw 

wedicine ; (K, TA;) as some eay :

so 

aowrtl. to the correct copies of the ]�, in some of

wliiela, 

oli is put for 63';. (TA.)

. A
%,.b 

and thouggh originally vcrlw, are used

as 

iaouns, by the introditetion of 4�a 1mfore dicm:

one 

oays, %,j,> J1;, es� _~---1 and "..Z

.To> 

Ut [exlil. it) arL and`in liko

A
nianner 

they are used in axiother sayiti- expl. in

art. 

,jb [q. v.]: ($ in thFtt art.:) or, widiolit

tenwoen, 

they may be regarded u YerN used in

thewayof41�&.[orimitation]. 

(MF.)

19Z 

The bundug, burning wj), burning bi.iglttl

orjkp.coly, 

bla--;ny, orjltzmi�W, of fire. (TA.)

and 

applied to a [bovine nntelope

of 

the species called the] wild btall, (AV, $, nj

and 

to 

a 

alicep or goat, QZ,) and V 41.4.1 1 11 pplied

a 

1 1

to 

the 

former, and (AR, 8, Ifj some-

times, 

applied 

to the former, (As, 8,) or to hoth,

(K 

ro*,u.

Advanced 

in aye, or

K,) 

witom 

state termed CJL��l [q. V.] has en(lcil;

j
(Aft, 

S;) 

avid V a~.' is in like manner applied to

1 

. 9.2 0 4 j

1she-camel 

as meaning a�.*: (TA:) or f

'AA, 

]�,) 

applied to both, (1�,) as ztlso V

,'TAJ 

or to a bull, (AA,) is syn. with 'P

meaning 

yoritisful, or in the priine of iife]

AA, 

]�, TA:) and accor(l. to AO, b' npplied

a 

a 

bull, means flint has attained to t/w enel of

e. 

youthfulnem, or tioe printe of life]

TA:) 

or, as some any, fitat has attained to

'he 

end of his fuU groyrth and strength ; u also

0 J,
,o 

whicii is likewise applied to the female;

)r, 

accord. to Ayit asid ISh, when ho in a yetar

dd, 

and weaned, lie in called and then,

[meatiing 

more titan a ymr olil) ; and the

W-
hmale, 

L (TA.)

,,#IA 

and V 1'n~'* [both mentioned above as

nf 

ns.] (?, Mqb, ]�i[rnd V k'.4t'~'4 which is a simple

1
ubst.] 

Yowk, yowAfadnm, the prime of mait-
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hood, or young manhood; syn. :tW; (g ;) or

iLJs.; contr. of ,?: (.:) or the state from
puberty to the completion of thirty years; or
from sixteen years to thirty-two; after which a

man is called ,.b; (TA;) the age before as;Jb:
(Msb :) or the state between thirty and forty:
(Mgh :) or, accord. to Moh. ammad Ibn-.H.abeeb,
the statefrom the euenteent~h year to the comple-

tion of fifty-one years is termed t 1t,; the

period before, from birth, being termed 3 ;

and in the period after, a man being called 

until lie dies. (TA.) One says, _ y dr

t :.' [MAay God freshen as with rain the

tinmes or mornings, or afternoons, of youth, &C.],

and ;,iis [the times, &c., of the sttes of

youth, &c.]. (A, TA.)_[.,.4 often signifies
t The sap, or rigour, of youth oryoung maniwod.]

One ays, t j ;t.i,, as in a verse of Aboo-

Dhu-eyb, t The sap [or vigour] of youth (itL.

.4i1l)fion,ed in her. (IB, TA in art.jo..) And

14; %.t t [1e boameafull of the sap, or vigour,

*f youth or yoaung manhood]. (The lexicons, &e.,

iNsmiim.) [But] ?.tCI 1s signifies [also] t 27w
.fi4hiwn, or brightne, and beauty, of youth.

(Har p. 340.) [And 1 ] ' 5 app. signifies also

t Youtlful fol!y, or the like; (see an cx. voce

_A ;) and so, probably, does .. t-.]_ [Hence,]

.,j1 .also signifies t The first, or beginning, or
the newt, or rcrent, state, of a thing; (Ig, TA;)

Uais 9o te. (TA.) One says, '. j

,:JI (A, TA) t lle came, or arritved, in the be-

,inning qf tel month. (TA.) And . '"
~II le (A, TA) t I met him in the bepnning

!f the day: (TA:) and JI -t W. and

;JI t t Icamc to thee in the beginning oJ

the day: (Lb, TA:) or, ,OI 4 means the

ieriod wvln the sun has risen high, wlhen onm
0

fifth of the day has passed. (A in art. 1j.) And one

says also t : j He did that al

the ommencemnent therof. (TA.)~ See also ,oU
. Anid see 2.

,ts, an inf. n. of . said of a horse. (,
Myb, ~ S.) See also the next paragraph, in twc
places.

* 3-- : see , in three places. -Also A
horse wrhos hind feet pass beyond his fore feet;
(K;) which is a fault: accord. to Th, such ii

termed * : IM says that the correct wor

is , S:: [but] see this in its proper place. (TA.'

~Aiso A thing with which a fire is hindled, o:
made to burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely

bla:e, orfiane; (., ;) and so , (1.
_ And [hence, as also V' . :A,] A thting tha

res [as a foil for beautifying, or setting o0J

(1,) [or making to appear bright and beautiful,
orfor creasing, or enhancing, and strenwtlwninw
[or heigltening, in beauty,] (S, TA,) to anothe

thing. (B, g, TA.) So in the saying, ,., L.A

tI, I This is a thing that serves for increar n

or enanctig, [odr hetightening, in beauty,] to se

AM - A

a thing. (S,TA.) One says of a woman's head-

covering, 1t,.. .S [It isa tizing that .

serres for giving an appearance of additional b

brightness and beauty to herface]. (A.) s
t

: see the next preceding paragraph.

;ee:: see , in five places. 

L ' J .; HlHoney of Slebdbeh (J;4); (A, 
TA ;) or, of Benoo-Shebdbeh, (Mgh,) a people of 
Et-Tf, (A,Mgh, TA,) of [the tribe of] Khath'am,
who possessed bees, and hence it was thus called. 
(Mgl.)

Xie:: sce ,4ac in two places.

.aj LL iq. 1--- [q. v. in art. g.A]. (Th,
TA.)

a 1a
.., part. n. of . said of a boy; (Msb;) 

[Youthful, or in the prime of manhood; a youth, 7

or a young man ;] in the state from puberty to
tie completion of thirty years; orfrom sixteen
years to thirty-two; after which a man is malled

,3; (TA;) in thi age before i4;JI: (Msb:) 

or in tihe state beteen thirty and forty: (Mgh:)
[or in tie state from he seventeenth year to the

completion of fify-one years: (see +A: :)] and

IApr mentions t 4 as an epithet applied to a

man [in the same sense as u : (TA:) a female

is termed Z1l ($, Msb, V) and t i:; both sig- 

nifying tlhe same: (, ]:) the pl. of l' is

c 1 ($, A, Mgb, Myb, ]) and i: (S, A, 1)
and 1 , ($, A, K.,) or the last is an inf. n.
used as an epithet applied to a pl. number, (Mgh,

and ]jam p. 5,) or it is a quasi-pl. n.: (TA:)
females, (Myb,) or women, (1K,) are termed

A.l.. (Msb K) and :, (v:,) the latter said
by AZ to be allowable in the sense of the former,

(TA,) which is pl. of t:, (Mdab,) ;, accord.

to Az, being pl. (not of £$s but) of , like asyl

is of ;y: (TA:) the dim. of a$4 is t Lg", and

some of the Armb say e 'a, clanging the 1S

into I before a double letter [as in 4; for ].

(ISd, L in art. u.) One says, a?4 J4L ;)1

meaning 1y: [i. e. I passed by men that wrere

youths, or perlson. in t/c prime of manhwod].
(S.) Sec also .

d dims. of Atl fem. of:, q. v.

s The scorpion. (IAar, .) -And The

louse; syn. Zi: (1l in this art.:) or the ant;

) syn. : (. in art. n a :) fem. [or perhaps
r n. un.] with ;. (TA.)

; or, and its fem., with i: see , in three

t plcees. Also the former, A lion: (K:) or a

full-grown lion: syn.Jrv a.w]. (TA.)

] .$..: see .

r .1I 1 [or rather.tLM1, pl. of the pl.

; %1 or of o1-,]t Having sharp-pointed nails
, or talons or clanw; as though they flamed, by

, reason of their sharpness. (A, TA.)

[BooK I.

Z* [pass. part. n. of 1]. You say 1;; j;I
A fire kindled, or made to bn .burn up, bhm

'rightly orfiercely, blak, orjfame: at in this
ense is not allowable. (1)-- [Hence,] applied
o a man, (A, TA,) t Comely, (S, TA,) of goodly
ountenance; (A, TA;) as though lighted up:
bright, or fair, in complexion, and of goodly
5untenance; as though his countenance were

ighted up with fire: pl. .1 t. (TA.) A.nd

t A man of acute miund. (TA.) And
--- ,91 .

~l3p* i si;4.jl [or ellu?] t Vrus and
Tupiter, so called on account of their beauty and
splendour, rose. (A, TA.)

II~~ ~~ AaS
[Anethunm gravewon-, or dill, of the

comminon garden-spece;] a certain herb, or eg
ninous plant, neU known: (1]:) it is said that
A. a
; is an arabicized word from .A; but it has

been stated before [in art. ~, q. v.,lthatboth these

are arabicized words from , [or >,A]; and that

1 [i.e. ] is a dial.var. (TA.) [See also:..]

1: see the next paragraph, in two places.

6. s4 He .', or it, clung, caught, clave, or

adha.ed, to it, (S, A, L, M.b, ]C,* TA,) namely,

a thing; (S, L, TA;) as also t*d £, nor. a ,
inf. n. _ A: (L, TA:) or, accord. to Esh-ShihMib,
in the Expos. of the Shita, to a thing in which
was weakness: or, acord. to the 'Iniveych, he, or
it, clung, &c., to it with weaknen; and therefore

1',,, mis used as an epitlhet applied to a spider;

and id: signified a stronger action; and ,:
4 is also expl. as meaning he, or it, tookh fast, or

firm, hold upon it: (L, TA:) and he stuck, or
fiJed, or struck, the clam, or taloni, or nails,

into it: (MA, Pr:) and ;s)l ? h4 1e laid
hold uIpon the thing, and took it: lA.r was

asked respecting somo verses, and ho said, L;

l ,C.' q LA! I k,nov not lhence I laid

ioli upon them [and took them]. (L, TA.)

Q. Q. 1, accord. to the . and L, :-, see
art. t..

-4 The spi(ler: (.K:) or a large pider,
nwith many lejs. (TA.) Also (1K) A certain
rnoaU creeping thing, (., A, Msb, K,) haring

mnany legs, (S, A, ]1,) of the ,~l,-$ [or creeitng
things &c.] of the earth: (., Mb :) it shlould not
be called 4: (S :) or a certain tall creeping

thing, having six long legs, yellow in the bach,
and in the outer sides of the legs, black in the
head, and blue in the eye: or a certain small
creeping thing, having mazny legs, large in the
whead, of the ,~t;.1 of the earth: or a certain

small creeping thing, ivide in the mouth, high in
the hinler part, thitat perforates the ground, is
found where tlere is moisture, and eats scor-

pions; and it is vwhat is called s.; '2,:

(TA:) pl. (S, , Mb, h .) The [marks
termed] .1 of the blade of a sword are likened by

[paw. 

part. n. of 11. You say

1 

fwe kindW, or made to bwWbum up, bww

0,5 '
,rightly 

orfercely, bkuw, orj&ame: aotl in this

enecianotallowable. 

Qp)-[HenceJapplied

0 

a man, (A, TA,) : Comely, (?, TA,) of ~y

ountenance; 

(A, TA;) as though lighted up:

wi.qitt, 

or fair, in comlilexion, and of ~Y

mn~ 

nce; as though Iiis countenance were

ighted 

up with fire: pl. (TA.) And

:A 

man of.acuto mituL (TA.) And

[or 

enus and

Tupiter, 

so called on account of tlicir beauty and

iplendour, 

rose. (A, TA.)

[Anethuns 

graveolens, or dill, of thd

mmiwngar&n-s~;] 

a c~in herb, or kgw

ni~ 

plant, well Awm: (]p:) it is said that

A 

a

ZI- 

is an arabicized word from c.A; but it has

Se��stated 

before [inart. c~,q. v.,lthatboth these

a
im 

arabicized words from 1 [or >,A]; and that

h~ 

isadial.yar.(TA.)[Seealsot~".]

1: 

ace the next pamgraph, in two plam.

5. 

He, or it, clung, catujlit, clave, or

adita.;;1, 

to it, (�, A, L, bfqb, kC,0 TA,) namely,

a 

tliing; 

(8, L, TA;) as also * d4 aor. '- 9

in£ 

n. 

(L, TA:) or, accord 'to F�h-Shihib,

in 

the 

Expos. of the Shia, to a thing in which

was 

weaknew: or, acwrd. to the 'Iniveh, he, or

it, 

clung, &c., to it ivith weaknen; and tlierefore

is 

used as an epitlict applied to a spider;

and 

ix:i signified a stronger action; and..t:�--

..

4 is also expl. as meaning he, or it, took fast, or

firm, 

hold upon it: (L, TA:) aztd he stuck, or

fixed, 

or struck, ilic clam, or taltitu, or nails,

into 

it: (MA, Pg:) and #,.:JI lw laid

lwU 

upon tiw thing, and tuah it IAV was

asked 

respecting somo verses, and he said, L;

65 

a &A

em, 

C."' Lqjbt 1 knmv not mlwm I laid

Itoki 

upon titem [and took tlwm]. (L, TA.)

Q. 

Q. 1, accord. to the $ and L, t~' : &W

art. 

t

4 ---
.tl-4 

The spi(kr: Q(:) or a larqe

with 

many bjs. (TA.)-Also (1�) A certain

xntaU 

meping titing, (�, Ay Mob, Kj hariaq

inany 

legs, (�, A, ]�,) of the LAC~.11 [or creq)i;tg

thit#gx 

&C.] of the earth: (�, Mgb :) it aliould not

be 

called or a certain wtall ~ ng

thing, 

having 3ix long legs, yellow in the back,

and 

in tlw outer sides of tlte legs, black in the

head, 

and blw in the eye: or a certain smaY

creeping 

thing, having ni�zny kgs, large in the

lwad, 

of tlw Atim.1 of tlw earth: or a certain

smaU 

c;.eepiV thing, ivide in the niouth, high in

the 

hintler part, titat perforates tlw ground, is

found 

ivhere tlwm is moijture, and cats scor-

pions; 

and it is ivltat ii calkd '. 9 6 '

0 

to �bjg; a^ - ' :

(TA 

S, A, Mfb, ]�.) The [marks

:) 

pl. 

CAt..

temed] 

411 of le blade of a sword are likened by

ii
1
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a poet, (., TA,) namely, S&'ideh IbnJu-eiyeh,

(TA,) to the tracks of C l.. (S, TA.)

.4 Jq.j A man whose nature it is to cling,

cetch, cleave, or adhere, to a thing. (S, K.) And

; aq ~,b [A tooth, or molar tooth,] that

catches, orfastens, to a thing. (TA.)

1;&, (1g,) or iZf J,', (TA,) A man (TA)

who cleaver to his J3 [i. e. opponent, or adver-

sarj], not quitting him. (g, TA.)

A [erroneously written in some copies of the

19 P:, and in the L A&.,] A certain well-
known plant; (AHn, L, Msb;) a certain herb,

A a
or leguminous plant; (V ;) [i. q. c4 and ':.a,

q. v.; i. e. anethum graveolns, or dill, of the

common garden-specia :] sgh says that t~: is a

foreign word of which c~ is an arabicized form;

and it is made of the measure j because this

measure has many examples; whereas the mea-

sure j;, of which &. is an instance, is extra-

ordinary. (Msb.)

,i.S: see wlat next follows.

J5~ and ' .; [so in the Cl5 and in my
MS. copy of the IS, but the latter is strangely

said in the TA to be with kesr,] sings. of ,

which signifies The flesh-hooks ( 4-) of the

fire. (1.)

a > }see art. .~...

an epithet applied to a spider: see 5.

L , (S, g,) inf. n. -t, (T1I,) said of a

man, .i,) le nwas, or became, broad in the fire
arnms: (8, 15, TA:) or long thercin. (TA.) =
"'; (A, O, Mghi, L, Myb, 9,) aor. ;, (g,)

inf. n. , (TI5,) Hle extended, stretclhed, or

stretched ot, it, or him; (A, 0, Mgh, L, Msb,

K ;) namely, a thing; (IF, L, Msb;) a hidc, or

skin, (A, L, 15,) or some other thing, (L,) between
g, or sta^kes; (1 ;) and a man, (Mgh, L, Msb,)

betnween tnwo things, to be flogged, (L,) [i. c.,]
let;reen two stakes inserted anld fixed in the

ground, (Mgh, Myb,) which are called liQtU,

(Mgli,) hwn he wvas beaten, or crucified, (Mglh,

M1b,) or like hin who is crucified; and tV
is used, accord. to some, in the same manner.

(L.) And l.t lIe extended, or stretched

forth, his arnums, or hands: (L:) or · [alone]

he extended his arm, or hand, to offr a prayer,
or supplication; (] ;) or he extended and raised

hi£ arms, or hands, in his prayer, or supplication.

(A.) And j~1,l .; 'i j.J i l TIe chame-

eon ends (,, A, 0) itsef (, 0) or its fore

les (A) p)on the branch. (S, A, 0.) - Also,

inf. n. as above, lie cut, elwwed, or pared, it,

namely, a stick, or piece of wood, so as to makn

it wide. (0, L. [See also 2.]) - And He clave
it, or plit it, (K,' TA,) namely, another's head,

or anything whatever. (TA.) - W ~" He (E

man, g) tood erect [as though drawing himself

up] to u,. (0,g.) _ And : ' . It (a thing)

appeared, or became apparent, to thee. (L.) _

rt A He e ros, or became, attached, or

addicd , to an affair; orfond of it. (0.)

8* ~a.. a: see 1. - Also, (g,) inf. n. J

(.S,) He made it (a thing) wide. (S, .) - And

signifies also The act of paring, or peeling,

or the like. (O. [See also 1.]) - And The act

of puling, or pluching, out, or up. (O.) - And

(0, ](,) inf. n. as above, (.K,) He (a man,

TA) became aged, and saw a [thing such as i

termed appearing as tlhouwh it mere two.

(0o,.)

: see , in two places: _ and see also

(,A, 0, Meb, 10) and (,0,0

* a.Pe

i. q. : [i. e. The body, or bodily or corporeal
form or fure or subsance, of a man or some

otwher thing or object, which one sees from a

distance]: (., A, 0, Mgb, I:) a man, or some

other creature, of rvhich the .ao [or body, &c.,]
appe)lars to one: (L:) and a thing that is per-

ceived by sense (A, O, L) and by sight: (O, L:)

Pi. t!I, (A, 0, Msb, ;,) which is of the former,
(A, M,b,) and [of the latter] 5e . (I.) One

says, ~ C1 6 meaning , [i. e. A body,

or bodily form, appeared, loomed, or gleamned, to

me]. (A.) And bJI :l , [They are

bodies witlwut sou]. (A.) And ~ ,i ' .. h

~R, (A, O,) and ) 4 ' , a prov., (O,)
encaning [More minute, or ineconsiderable, than]

the atoms that are seen in the rays of the un

entering from a mural aperture in a chamber:
(A, O :) or, as some say, than the thread that

comes forth from the mouth of the spider;

[meaning gosamer;] called Inby thel chilren J;L.;

. UmJ$. (O.) And le l 9,.. '~ l 9.

,Jtl A*. 1, meaning [Nouns are of two sorts,]

the names of things Ierceived by sense, and the

names [of actions, or rather of accidents or attri-
butes, i. e.] of other things; like as they say

A.;- l l,.l and tl&it iLt..l. (A.) And .
3t;,'~ ':
.. I C.1 7Tlewhnomn ones of his canmels, and sheep

or goats, and other cattlc, Perished. (O,g.')
. .,A also signifies A door or gate, of high

structure; (0, 1;) and so Q . : (. ) [but

l the latter may have originated from a mistran-

scription; for .gh says,] and so 4. (0.)-

, Se also a;.

a - A rafter, or timber, (,g,) of twhe ceiling,
or roof, ofa house: so in a trad. where it is said,

e a_ .s 7 E ; A; a # [And he pulld o
the roof of my house, rafter bI rafter, or timber

by timber]. (JM,' TA.)

· ~4 of heores: what is thus called is well

known [as being A rops which it etended from

a horse's fore leg to his hind leg: so in the present
day]. (TA.)

aa. a word occurringain the V, and TA voco

and in the TA voce & c. [app. as mean-

ing A broad pi~ce of rwood].._ - , " lJ I signi-

fies l7e two pieces of mood of the ia, (0, (,)

which is the thing upon which bricks are carried

from place to place: the l. is ,a and
[the coil. gen. n., of which J' is the n. un.,

is] 1. (o.)

1 .AI [whethler with or without tenween is
not apparent, as the fem. is not mentioned,] Tall;
(AA,S,O,0, ;) an epithet applied to a man.
(TA.)

';*-rn sing. of tSl, (O,) which signifies

Pieces of wood, (0,g,) broad, (0,) tlacetl

traneraly, (0, IC,) contrariwise, or on contrary

sides, (0,) in the [camets saddle called] .3

(0, ) that is of wood: so expl. by Shujan. (O.)

·~~, applied to a [garment of the kind called]

L;.S, Strong, or stout: (0, ] :*) or, as some

say, wide. (O.) - And [applied to a stick, or

piece of wood,] Pared, (g, TA,) and cut, or

hewed [app. to as to be made wide: seo 1]. (TA.)

s And A species of Jis.. (TA.)

51.. Wide between tie shoulder. (L.)-

;ecl"4l Hf and clj)l t ' A man

broad in the for arms: (S, .:) or long therein:

but AAF and lbn-El-Jowsee prefer the former

explanation. (TA.) ~,-ja , Attached, or

addicted, to an affair; orfond of it. (0.)

1. '., aor. (S, A, Msb) and ;, (s,) inf. n.
,; (IAr, S, Msb, g;) and t j., inf. n. . ;

(IA9r, g ;) He measured by the o [or s,pan]

(IAgr, S, A, Msb, V.) a garment, or piece of

cloth, (, 1,) or a thing: (A, Msb:) from ". Jl;

like as one says __% from &1. (s.) e L U .
..i ;".j & [IVho will be guarantee for thee

thatthou wilt measure the earth with thy span ?]
is a prov. applied to him who imposes upon him-

self that which he is unable to accomplish. (A,

TA.) - SIyJ,l ;,, inf. n. as above, t lie comn-

prressed the woman. (TA.) -_ , (ISk, S, A,)

aor. ' and ,, (TA,) inf. n. as above; (S,1;)

and ' ;.l, (S, A,) inf. n. ,l,l; (g;) and ,,

inf. n. et4; (TS, TA;) He gave him (ISk, ,

A, TS, 1*) wealth, or property, (ISk, S, A,)

ora sword, (ISk, .,) or a coat of mail. (S, IB.)

s , aor. ', ie exut; or exulted greatly,
or excesively; and behaved insolently and un-

thankfully, or ungratefully. (TS, 1i, TA.)

2: see 1, in two places. -Also j,, (AIIeytll,

1g,) inf. n. s (AHeyth, TA,) Ie magn/iied

him, or inuoured him; namely, a man: (AIIeytli,

]J, TA:) and made him a near companion, a

familiar, or afazourite. (AHeyth, TA.)

4. l He (a man) begat children tall in the

jt'.L, i. e. statures: and he begat children sdort

therein. (IAr, TA.) - j~l: see 1.
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5. ;;J3 Re wa, or became, magnifed, c
honoured: and mad a near companion, a fami
har, or afaourite. (AHeyth, TA.)

6. IW Thy (two bodies of men, f) drea
ear, eacA to the other: (?,V:) as though the:

became a span (j:4) distant, one from the other
or as though each extended the span to th
other. (v.)

s The measure [of the width (see ti)], i
tAe span, of a garment, or piece of cloth: eO ii
the saying, ; [How much is the mea
sure of the widtb, by the span, of thy garment, o
piee of eloth?]. (Myb.) - Stature; (Fr, 6;
amd so t* i;j; whether short or tall: (TA:) p]
[app. of the latter] 1. (IApr, TA.) You may
; jj;; l; ]-ow tall i his stature / (TA.) _

Life, or age; as also t T. (TA, ].) Thus ii

thc maying, , J ai and t *, [MAay Go#
shorte, or God nhrteoned, his lfe. (Tme, TA.

tiThe act of giving: (A, IAth:) like as 
und Z are maid for "g enerosity." (A.) - So
nlso , in two places._ t The duefwr marriage
and Jir concubitux; (Sh, l,* ] ;*) such as wha
eae teped ; an .nd . (Sh, TA.) You say
oas thougJI eIh gave the wnan her duefo
utarriage, or jbr cocditiu. (.) The hirl

thet is !iren ftor tlh stllioname ring oj
t/fefemale. (IAlrd , !T, ,Mb, ,.o) The takin,
of this in forhidden. (T, 6, Myb.) - t afarriage;
(I Ath, ]:) beaue it is accompanied by a gift
(IAthl, TA.) : J- dil i May God b
your narriage is a saying mentioned in a trad,
(I Ath, TA.)

.hA tn; dethe spaece between the etrem it3
f thc tnb nand that of ethe little.fingy er. (Mob,
b) wen extended apart in to usjual manner:

(Mnb:) of the mase. gender: (, :) pl. cll, (S,
M , S,) ter only p. for, . (Sb.) [See abo

0,j 0J~l,..d~ *I ,a th -~a hr&*

_ , and C1w&-] (Hence,] JI j3 (applied to
a man, t Contracted, or short, in mahe: (,
A, f :) or, accord. to some of the lexioons, in
step. (TA.) - As a measure in astronomy, it
is said in several of tho law-books to bo The
twcffth part of thie 5; and therefore twenty-
two minuWe atnd a half, accord. to mniodern usage:
but there is reason to believe that ancient usage
differed from the modern with respect to bothi
of these measures, and was not preci·e nor uni-
form. See a p]a r J t Tue srpent:
(IMAr, :) and so - :I j . (IApr, TA.)
See also,,., in two places.

t A g,f; (t, Mgh, o., TA;) as also ;
(Mgh, TA) and tV e,: (IApr, TA:) and wealth,

or the like; yn. ;.: ( m :) the first is a word
milar to and U ; and he wrho mays that

it is used by poetic licse r,; ( it is aid to
be in the ] is in error: . ndS re id to
be two dial. varn., like ; and ,. (TA.) 
Also A emaiern wthing riA toe Crta gipe,
one to another, ( ajnl J no , TA, ,_n

(IA,T, th) ( s [or . EA Ist],(J, TA,) 

ir seeking to ingratiate the~nmees thereby: (TA:
ior the Eucharist (;i") itslf: (V:) or a tAin

which the Christians give (4sL), one to another
v as thougyh rseking to inrtiate themselos thereby
y (Kh, ?gh, TA:) or (TA, in the V, "and "

bodies: and powers, or faculties: (1, TA:) o
e (TA, in the 1( "and ") the Gospel (P, TA.)

4S: seee:e and see alsojt .

n j A trumpet; syn. jy; (S, ;) a certaii
- tAing in rwhieh one blou: (Mgh:) said to he at
r arabicized word; (S;) not genuine Arabic

(Mgh, TA:) accord. to IAth, it is Hebrewr
(TA:) [app. from the Hebr. u9W, as observet

by Golius.] - Sec also as'1 .

_ - .l.* J ; tA mnan that is a thief
n (Sgh, 1[.)

) j.u ider in span; syn. 1 ;-. (A, TA."

4So in the saying, &d.. > e' jl [He is widei
in span than his companion]. (A.)

0 p#&
t *l1 A ccrtain fish; ((;) called by thl
vulgar t . (TA.)

r ~ sing. of .1±., (TA,) which significi
fCGcrtain notches (Ji. [(pl. of ,;A, in the Cg

e crroneously written j,]) in the cubit, by meam
of whiclh bwying and slling are transacte: (
TA:) of then is the notch (j) of the span,
andl the notci of tlh half of tc span, and of the
quarter thereof: ceery notch of thee, small or
great, is termednnal: mentioned by ,gh, from
Aboo-Sa'eed. (TA.) A also signifies Riers,

or riluet, (jyii,) that are depresed, so that the
wrter eomes to them fmn sevreral places, (J,
TA,) of sch as oromrw from tAhe and: (TA:)
pl. of L andt "_. (I, TA.)

-A : see what next pr/oecs.

,*Aa A liberal, bountiful, or generous, woman.
(IApr, L(.)

tA (AA, g) and t;l, being perfectly and
imperfectly dccl., (AA, TA,) Tle name of a
mo nth i Greek; (AA, ;) i. q. , q. v.
(AA, TA.)

im (/( , i ) and ;", (S,) the latter men-
tioned in the 0 on the authority of Lth, but in
the L on the authority of Lh, and said by him to
be a Greek word, (TA,) [a coll. gen. n.,] n. un.
with ;, and sometimes that with fet-h is without
teshdeed, (v,) i. .eiiP, mentioned by I8d1,
but writh the expression of a doubt as to its
correctness, (TA,) (now applied to A pecies of
c i, or carp: or, accord. to Golius, a fJie
rmRbling the alosa, or shad, but three times
larger; wontto be brought from the "l uph,rates
to Appo :] a pecies of (Lth, , ,) slender
in the tail, wide in the middle part, soft to the
feed, sl the Aead, rcse bliu a .4w [tor
Persian lute]: (Ltb, :) the (ll; when long,

[Boox I.

) not broad, is likened to this fish; and this fish, to

I1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~.L
~~~~~~~~~~0 d

r,

>r 1. :,[aor.: ,] inf n. LA (IDrd, 81 Meb,

rg the Ja~: the pl. is 4$l~. (TA.) (See * ~

]O) and 1, (IDrd, Mqb, TA,) which is a con-
traction of the former, or accord. to some it is a
subseL,. having the signification assigned to it

below, (M;b,) or it is both, (TA,) and 1 (Ibn-
n 'Abbaid, ],) IIe was, or became, satited, sated,
: or satiffied in stomach; 4 being the conltr. of
: y!, (S, I,) and one of those inf. ns. [which are

d of a measure often] denoting natural affections or
qualities [such as L and he &c.]. (.) You
say J. Z .~' .3 A country of which the
shwep, or goats, have become completely satiated, or
satisfIwd,byabundanceoflwerbage. (TA.)And -.

#&.. *a a) /., and l.J, (S, Msb, 1,) and j.. i>., and
gr _J o, (~, 1,) I nas, or became, sa;iated,

sated, or satisfed, with bread, and willt flesh-
meat. (S, .) _ l Hence, metaphorically, 

C ;- I have betome, or I
became, digusted [or satiated to loathing] with
this thing, or aftir. (,* TA.) - [See also
another metaphorical usage of this verb voce
J. -u.] - t H is intdelect was, or be-
cane,fal, lperfect, (K,) strong, or solid. (TA.)

2. [in. ,i, (!,, [in some copies of the
former, erroneously, ]) inf. n. ;e (;)

r and :; (as in one place in i TA;) Hu
~op, oroat, er, e or beame, raearly, but not

quite, satiated, or sati.fied. (?, ], TA.)

* 4. a,Z1 [signifying It satiated him, sated
him, or sati/Jied his stomach,] is said of food and
of abundance of drink. (TA.) - f [I
satiated him, sated him, or satsfied hi.s stomachr;
or] Ifed him so that he became satiated, sated,
or satisfied. (Msb.) And 1 >.j . .. i [I
fed him s as fulby to reliere him from hunger].
(s, 1:) [Hen,ce,] .,4l , (;, TA) .a' JI
(S) S I saturated the garment, or piece of cloth,
with the dye. (TA.) - [Hence also,] ya! lIe
made it (namely anything, TA)full, without eack
or defect, or abundant, or eopliou. (K,* TA.)
It is said of other thlings beside substances; as,
for instance, ofblowing, and ofreading or reciting,
and of any expression. (TA.) You say also,
t.a. v ;5;~i i ' L ([lie carried on,
releting this idea, afuil seetion]. (TA.) [And
it_p 1 le rendered a vowel fjdll in ou,
by inerting apeer it its analogos letter of pro.
lon0gation. And such a letter of prolongation is
said to be inserted, or added, tt to er

the sound full; as in JACi for ', and .jil for
l, and . for And ' is also

used as signifying For the sake of, or by way of,
pl~onasm, or giving fidne of erpr~ on] 
J~!L, 1 1'e man's beasU mre, or became,
cm.pletely satiated, or satisfied, by abundance of
herbage. (TA.)

I
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5. ;t He ate imm,ediately after eatitn. (!.)
- He feid himelf satiated, sated, or satified
in stoinach, not being so. (I1, TA.) - [And
hence,] : lIc made a boaxt of abundance or riches,
(Myb, ],' TA,) or of more titan he possessed;
and investedl himself with that rohich did not
bdong to hin. (TA.) [See e .]

~ a sulwt., signifyving A thing that satiates
one, sates one, or mstisfies one's stomach; (8,
Mbp, ] ;) cotstixtlng if bread, anld of lesh-meat,
'e.; (M.l);) as also *e: (C:) accord. to

Rome, tile ftinnr is an inf. n.: (M )b :) or it is an
inf. n. and also a subst. signifying as above.

(TA.) You Nay, 5 j1i The cake of bread

[is that which] &ati,ltes me, &c. (Msb.)

inl: nl. of 1 [q. v.]. - Also I Thickness in

tile sihaks. (TA.)~-Scc also w . You say,

L 1l A l ind tharini abundance of
herbtige, ,ald plh nty. (Mgh.)

l,t;,i e Sa Tlhe quantity with .which one is

a;i.til, s;terl, or sati.iedl, once, offood. (S, I.)

b,a,: s i.q. c.,b [q. v.]. (MVh.)

;w. ,t:itlntedl, sattel, or sati.*fd in stonmch ;
(S, MIUl,,* ;) as also 1, hbut this is allowable
6nly in po:try: (.K:) fern. of the former :,

(Q, Melh, K,) annld ~l. (.Qglh, OC) is sometimes
u*edl: (,gIi:) the pl. of C$ta.' and of -- is
.t: candL . (TA.) [Hence tie saying,]

[A ]eolvde ni/al, e/hen they! are hIruyr, are
fea/irl and coaatrdl/, annd thtns seet them to be
bIatst of lre nl,hen they ar satinlatld]. (A, TA.)
-_ p[A,d helllc,,] j Jl - :u i A woman tho

.illx u te teanklet Iytreason of her fatness. (8,

K. TA.) Andtl tJ , t Il'lo fill* tp the
braneeht li ,ore.on of fatness. (Q, TA.) And

tCL,l a - ~ A woman large in the belly. (TA.)
And 3! j ,I t A woman b,lky in makhe: (A,

O, L, TA:) in the KI erroneously written UA,
!l.) , an(l expl. as meaning bulky in thefmoe-
arm. (TA.)

Footl that satiates, sates, or msaties tthe
tomnarh. (Fr.) t An arrow tiat hills muchl or

many or often. (Ibn-'Ab1a'd.)-- JMo y -

tA garment, or piece of cloth, [tffall textare,
or] of nany threads: (8, 8, TA:) pl. : ,4 .
(TA.) And ' , , ., (s,) or aTh t , (TA,)
t A rop!e abundant, (k, TA,) and firm, or
strong, in the wool, (TA,) or in the hair, or fJr,

[of which it is composed:] (I[, TA:) pl. p,.

(TA.)--i . J.; +- A Aman fu., or ter-
feet, (, TA,) and strong, or snlid, (TA,) in
intellect; (Q, TA;) from IA9r; (TA;) as also.

--3-. (6.) -Anl , 1 ,t , ~j [or per-

haps Li t ~ L' ] t A man strong, pr firm, in
leart. (TA.)

Is'. A portion of food tiat rmnains, or is
r,dundant, after one is satiated, or satifjid
(Ibn-AbLbul, g.°)

Bk. I.

e: .._t ' A bead that
has attained to eating; an epithet applied to such
a beast until it isu nearly roaned. (TA.)

a-; 3t L, i) [Sa/a a one is in a satce
in rrltich is satiated, or satiatid, with drink
andfood]. (T, A, TA, in art. .Ji.) [See; i.]

tc4 pass. part. n. of 4 [q. v.]. See also
in two places.

F: sec i;:_ 1J WUI [or ,a.Jl]
The letter .j. (TA in art. ,.)

' I One wnho invests hitnself nith, and makes
a lrast of, moru,e than hie posseses; who invedst
himtelf with that whtich he dloes not Iosses; (S,
TA ;) wrho affects goodly qualities more than lh
o~Fws; liCe kim wio feigmt hinself satiated,

or satixJied in stomach, not being so: (TA:) or
he wiho feigns himself satiated, or satifjied in
stomtach, not beiny so: and hence, t a lying
person, who afficts to be commended or praised
for, or bxatst of, or glories in, that which hIe doe
not possess. (Mgl.) Thus in a trad., (;, Mgl,)
in whicel it is said, -I) . I ';J

. s', (~, ( TA,) or -~* t t, (Mgl,)
[lie rwho invests himself nith, and makes a

boast of, more than he p(~se~s, &c., is like the
w~arer of tro garments of fasity: or] accord.
to A'Obeyd, it means [that such is like] the hypo-
crite who wears the garments of the devotees in
order that he may be thought to be a decotee, not
being so: or, as some say, the person rvho wears
a shirt to tit ~ of wrhich he attaches two
other seeves in order to make it appear that lhe
is wesring two sdhirts: or [tw nwcarer of til gar-
meats of tie false wi;ness; for] it is said that
there used to be in the tribe the man of goodly
exterior, and when false witness was needed, he
bore [such] witness, and was not rejected, because
of the goodliness of his apparel. (Mgh.) [See
also art. j, in which this trad. is cited with a
small variation.]

-a

1. S5, (s , , O, Msb, 8,) aor.: , (Mob, ],)
inf. n. J., (S, M, Mgh, O, Mob,) lc rwas, or
became, affected with rhement hlst, or carnal
desire: (S, M, Mgh, O, M9b, ] :) said of a man;
(M, Mb ;) and in like manner one says of a
woman; and also, sometimes, of other than human

beings. (M, TA.) _.And I1 m . He
suffred indistion, or turned away with disut,
fromfjle-meat. (lbn-'Abbad, O, ].)

. Affected with vehement lhst or carnal
desire; (Myb, TA;) applied to a man; and some-
times to other than man: (MCb:) fem. with ;.
(M.b, TA.)

Z A certain ~ooden iplemnent of the baker,
or maker of bread; (];) a baker's rolling-pin;
(MA;) [thus called, and also .s, in the present
day;] an arabicized word, (Ibn-'Abbid, O,,)
from [the Pers.] 4'." [or ~-, or from the

Pers. (T]. (TA.) [see a lsoR, .

1. · , aor. , (g, TA,) inf. n..,; (TA;)

and t ;., inf. n. i.4 ; mle in.~ed, (g, TA,)
and inserted, (TA,) one part thereof into another,
or parts thereof into others: (],TA:) so in the
M: (TA:) [but the latter more usually signifies
he infized, and i~rted, many parts threof into
others: (see 8, first sentence, respecting its quaui-
pass. :) and hence, he made it reticulated, rcti-
form, like a net; and lihe a lattice, or trelis, or
gqrating, or cage: and both signify also he made
it cowmminle k in its everal parts, intricate,
complicated, perplexed, or confused; either pro-
perly, ar when the object is a fabric, or anything
made by art, or created; or tropically, as when

the object is ideal:] primarily, (TA,) 4°!
signifies L.JI [i. c. the micing together a thing
or things]; and [implies] °J [i. e. the
ent.ring of one part of a thing into another part,
or of parts of a thing or thlings into other parts;
or the being intermixed, or interting,lhd]. (Iq,

TA.) HItence, l.l t V,;:, (;, TA,) nacanilag

Tie inserting !f sone of the fingers [i. c. thoe ,y
one hand] amid the other fingers; (Mhl, TA;)
which it is fiorbidden to do in prayer: (TA:) one

says, ["tof ,.d, or] .t~ , ', lie in-
serted, or intererted, his fingers together [so as to
conjoin his twro ands]: (MA:) or, as some
interpret it, '.sL I . j 1 which is forbidden in

prayer is ' the mizb,ag, and entering, into con-.
tentions, or altercation. (TA.) [Hence also,]

V ' J' %-iL, a saying of Mol)nammad

Ibn-Zckereey&, meaning t The wind lhad made
them likte lw a4, [or net], in the interkniting
and contartion of the limb. (Mgh.)-- ·,Z9 '.,
inf. n. as above, means t lie, or it, dierted him,
or occ,lpied him so as to divert him,from him, or
it. (TA.)

2: see above, in three places: ~ and see also
8, in two places.

3. L' &t:, inf n. tl:, [app. t lie caused
an entbroilment betawn then two,] occurring in
a tradition, (TA.)

4. I, 41 Thej dug wels (O, K) suA as are
called 3;Z (0) or such as are calld . (K.)

-_ And A f It (a place) had [sck] nw dug in
it by many pers . (TA.)

5: sec 8, in four places.

6: sec 8, in three places,- _ t'it , ZW
The beasts of pry kaped [the females]; syn.
;ji: (I:) or desired to do so (sj; %:I).

(IAar, TA.) _ %L [app. t They became em-
broiled, ach with the otler;] quasi-pass. of

't ;iL. (TA.)

8. diLI, quasi-pam. of ; , It had one part
thereof inflz.d, (g, TA,) and instrted, (TA,)
into anotiher, or parts thereof into others; as
also t 4J, quasi-pas. of .`,: (g, 'TA:) so in
the M: but V the latter imports mucbness, or
multiplicity: (TA:) [i. e. it signifies it had
many parts thereof ifx~d, and inserted, into
others: and hence, it was reticulated, retiformn,
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like a net; and like a lattiee, or trellis, or grating,
or cage: and both signify also it was, or became,
eommingled in its weoeral parts, intricate, con-
plicated, prplked, or confausd; either properly, as
when aid of a fabric, or anything made by art, or
created; or tropically, as when said of what is
ideal.] One says, j,! -:l, and C?t ~ J,
altd V t, [or the luat Ausly he uaislrntmmcrilation
for V ,C,] The stars were intermi/ed among
thmsnelave, and confued: A(TA:) [or were du-
tred togethAr:] or .J! 1 jlt l signifies the
star' being numerous, and being intrmi- d

among thAemn ; from .Su11 i', [" the net of
the fisherman" or "sportsman"]: (Mgh:) or
their being numerous, and [as though] gathered
[or clustered] together: (Mqb:) or, as some say,
the appearing of aU the stare [which causes them
to appear confused]. (TA.) And ~j.alt Cf l
Thet ns were hit together, commingled, or
intricately intermed or intermingled; syn.
,Z;oj. (O, TA.) And ,;lj J-2l The
mirage became intermnied, or confued. (TA.)
And .I;j Je; I tTh darhkn became con-

fused. (9, o, TA.) And j,a c,4 l, and
.C3W , and < f, (g, TA,) and t - :3,

(TA,) t The ajairs became intricate, complicated,
perp~led, or confius (g, TA.) And :C. 1!
/t .,Jl t The mar, orfight, became intricate,
and entangled between them; syn. ;. (TA

in art. ;.) And " .'l" '0 J..Ul [His
canine teeth locked together, and were dissimilar];
referring to a lion. (0. [See also l£.]) j3 !l

m..I means ? Tte clos [or intimate] connezion
of relationshi by birth: (TA:) [and in like

manner, ^.bl * )Jt~l ncsch conneion of re-
lationships by birth: see an ex. of its part. n.,

.oce aI .]

: s e . -e Also The teeth of a comb;
(0, Ig ;) because of their nearness together. (TA.)

kS Cs (.(,) or 'r h4, (f, Mb,)
Bltween thMn two is [a close or an intimate

conneion of] relationsh by bbirt: (S, g, TA:)
and , A.g21l B lrcteen the peole, or
party, is an intermingling [of relationship]. (0,
TA.)

a The IL- [meaning net] of the c [i. e.
jisuerman, and folebr or stortsman]; ( ;) the
13.;e, (Lth, O, TA,) or instrument of ,!,
($,) that is used in tlw water [i.e. for catching
fLsh] and on the land [i. e. for catching fowls or
wild animals]; (Lth, O,* TA;) applied by some
peculiarly to the .;s-~e of the water; (TA;)
and V 1z signifies the same: (]:) pl. of the
former J4. (s, Mqb, O) and .l4~t (Msb) and
[coll. gen. n.] P ~: (Mb, i g:) and the pl. of

.914 is Jtdl (J1.)_ And A certain thing
for the head; (Lth, O ;) [a smaU net, for the
Iead, a veil of net-work, in order that the face
may not be known. (Golius, on the authority of
Meyd.)] - Also Vells near together, (., TA,)
of which the water is near [to the mouths], com-
mwnicat.ng [app. by jltration] one with another:

so accord. to El-]utabee: (TA :) or wcll sopa-
rate, one from another: (M and L in art. %L :)
and, (],) or as some say, (TA,) wlls (O, K,
TA) that are open to vime, (:, TA,) dug in a
ngged place, of the depth of the stature of a
man, and twice and thrice that measure, in which
the rain-watc r becoms retained: so called be-
cause of tfeir rlemtidll paroximniy, tild cofil,wdm:'l:

a single one of them is not called k5; for this
is only a name for a plural number; but the pl.
~1It is applied to agyre~ates thereof in undry

plac~: (O, TA:) or 3t.;, (S,) or '2&, (Meb,)
signifies relh that are numerou and near together
in a [tract of] land; (S, M.b;) from 1G11I

..jq.JI: (M 9b:) or, accord. to A., 4i, signi-
fies ells, or other pits or hollo dug in the
ground, that are mnmrro; and the pl. is b1i.
(IDrd, O.) And A [tract of] land in whiEh
are many rdlls, (V, TA,) not tracts that exude
wrater and produce alt, nor such as give grovth

to plants, or herbage: (TA:) or [the pl.] 134
signifies placr, of the earth, that are not such as
esde water and produce salt, nor such as give
growth to plants, or herbage; such as the .0.- of
El-Barah. (Lth, O.)- And The burrow of the
[field-rat called] 3,4: (K, TA:) or the burromw
thereof, which are near together: pl. j. (TA.)

;d, (thus in the 'Eyn and O and L and TA,)

or Y .U, (thus in the 1, there said to be like
;i;j,) but [SM says that] the latter is a manifest
mistake, (TA,) A thing, (], TA,) or anything,
(Lth, 0,) composcd of canes, or reeds, (J[, TA,)
or msuch as cane, or reeds, (Lth, O,) finrmly bound
together, (Lth, O, TA,) in the manner of the
manufacture of mats: (Lth, O, ], TA :) a single
piece whereof is termed V t, (Lth, O, TA,)
or i ;'.t~. (So in the A.) And likewise,
(i. e. atS, as in the 'Eyn and O and L, but in

the ] Y Q1,, TA,) What is between the curved
pieca of wood of the [vehicles calld] .4;,
[pl. of ,J., q. v., composed] of net-wnrk of

thong. (iJll 4i-. . [iJ1 being here used as
a coll. gen. n.: see art..A]. (1, TA.)

;1%.:: see the next preceding paragrapll.

,i~l, [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] Contntrion, or altercations. (TA.)

jX1 means toI_j l .J- L t -oa - [app. A
maker of soft nettedfabic of thongsfor JL.t ;;

(see a ,m latter sentence;) supposing 4i'ijl to
be for 'j.l, agreeably with a well-known
license]. (TA.)

3~.: see "S, in two places:-and 0.,
likewise in two places: and .6.t, also in two
places. _ Applied to a ; iq. q . .. [app.
as signifying Woven wll, or well and compactly;
in which sense this epithet seems to be more pro-
perly applicable to a woman's " shift " than to " a
coat of mail;" but z in the former of these
senses is seldom, if ever, fem.; and in the latter
sense, seldom, if ever, masc.]. (TA.) [It is

[Boox L

also a pl., of which the sing., if used, is probably
t !t., accord. to analogy; as a possessive epi-
thet, meaning 1 . H, like meaning tJ .,

6&c.:] one says, lI.ltl WIe uik. %1j I saw,
upon th water, the r~en with the nets. (Az,
Z, TA.)

asI", (5, 0, KT.,) or tJV , (Meli, TA,) A

thingformed of grating, or lattice-work, (t i4..,
S, O, or .k, KL, TA,) of iron, (S, 0, Mqb,
], TA,) and of other material [i. e. of wood k.e]:
(TA:) and [particularly] a window so formnd:
(KL:) pl. J :. (s, O, TA.) One says, ";G

.jL 1 '.! °L [I saw him looking from the
grated, or latticed, wuindow]: (TA.)- See also

J4LU [app. a possessive epithet, meaning 3j

aj] : see b1.. - [Also meaning 'J f j.]

One says qk4A &@ A road, or way, that is
con~ised and intricate. (O, K.) - [Hence,]---a , A 
'1j1J1 !*1 may mean Thte san; as being
the chief of the [confused] stars: or the milky
wtay; [as being comnposed of confiwed stars;]
',JJIl [pl. ofai4tl] meaning * .'-J (Bam

pp. 43 and 44.)_ And R6t; ' : ase .
- And ~41,: applied to a lion, Having the
canine teth locking together, (. Qjl ? V g,

g, TA,. [see 8, near the end, in the CO °^ e

yjl,]) ditimilar: (TA:) and !j4l St
is applied to a camel, (0, TA,) in like manner.
(TA.) [Hence,] 4I.JI is one of the names for
The lion. (TA.) And one says .41 4 j
2., meanino A man whom one ses, by reason

of his skill, thrusting with the t pear [indisri-
'minately] in all the faces. (0, TA.)

JtU4 a: see At. - 4l is A certain rt
offood. (TA.)

':: see 2jt, in two places. _- _,
(A'Obeyd, S, TA) means [Relationship by birth]
cloely, or intimately, connected. (A'Obeyd, TA.)
And one says also, T Uj0 . 1-1l [Be-
tIeen them twvo are relationships by birth closely,
or intimately, connected]: and V Z1; J,
[which means the like]. (TA.)

i4t i .;4,jIa: see what next precedes.

1. J;.:, (g,) aor. ', (T,) inf n. n. , lie
(a boy, TA) became a youth, or young man, (1,)
or grew up, atd became a youth, or younj man,
(TA,) in a state (f ea.se and plentyl. (C, TA.
[In the CK, 4~. j is erroneously put for .

4, .]) Accord. to Ks, one says, U. .;. 

ki, meaning I grew up, or became a youth, or
young man, among the sons of such a one: (S,
TA:) and 4 ~ 1 iJ, l '' ° v The boy
has grown up, or become a youth, or young man,
in tie bed manner: (S:) but accord. to others,
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it is not said cxcept in the ease of being in a state
of ease and plenty. (TA.)

!I.* ---* 

4. Yi ci;;J&4l t The woman bore

with her chiMlren, [tending them patiently, after
the loss of htr husband,] mitlwt marrying: (S,

0:) [and] tl; c zj.1 I She (a woman)

applied herself constantly to the care of her chil-
dren, after [the loss of] her husband, (K, TA,)
and bore with them, (TA,) not marrying: (1,

TA:) and the epithet applied to her is ?

[without ;]. (TA.) One says, i l . -

¥JbI~ `I ,Lb t [She is, in her co~tant

application of berswlf to the care of her children,
&c., like the lioness over her wihelp]. (TA.)-

And I j~M I. lie inclined to him; affected

him; or was, or became, fatwourably inclined
towartLg him: (S, O, K, TA:) and he aided,
heleal, or a.i.sted, him. (J, TA.)

[7. JL.l is expl. by Golius as signifying
" Lv;ter t lcro exivit, eflixit ;" as on the autho-
rity of the KI.; but I do not find it in my copy
of that work; and think that it is some other
word to which this meaning is there assigned.]

.* The whelp, or young one, of the lion:

(, Mgh, 0, Mslh :) or the young one of the lion
when it bhat attained to thel seeking, or tabing, of
prey: (1g, TA:) [and Freytag says, on the au-

thority of Meyl, of any wild beast:] pl. J4Ll

(S, 0, Msl, K) and j.3l (8, O, O) [hoth pro-

perly pls. of pauc.] and [pl. of mult.] Jei and
Jis. (15.)

34,l A lion irhose canine teeth have become
such as lch t.tyether, diaimilar; expl. by the

words ~,i, '' iJ. (1. [Perhaps, in this

sense, a mistranscription for 4 , q. v.]) _And

(1) t A boy, or young man, fil [or phmp] in
body, bIy reaon of ease and pilenty and of youth-

fulnes: (1Ajr, O, 1:') and so C , and

. (lAnr, 0.) - [JI1,, expl. by Golius

as signifying "Di;nituta late camda, pulli
aeptimeltri n mater," as on the authority of the

KL, is a mnistake for ;31;.]

[ 1, expl. by Golius as signifying "Magno
vmretri praTratio camelus," as on the authority of

the KL, is a mistake for Wt.]

A lioness whoswe whelp, or young ones,

accomnpany her, ($, O, Msb,) going writh her.
(., 0.) And A shlc-camcl whse young one has
become st,ng, andl goes with her. (AZ, 8, O.)
- 8ee also 4.

J# -A place in which are lion' whelps or
young ones. (.Ham p. 416.)

1. .. , (~, 15,) aor. ', (1,) inf. n., (TA,)

It was, or became, cold; ( s, 15;) said of water.

(w.) - q.j.JI ;, (15,) aor. , inf. n. .,,
(TS,) lIe put the..lt [q. v.] in the moua of the

Aid; u alo t, , (1',) inf. n.,,3. (TA,)

2: see what next precedes.

o- Cold, or coldne~s; ($, M.b, g1 ;) accord.
to the M, of water: (TA:) but one says I.s

A ;6 '[A g having coldn]: (S:)

and )e A day having coldness. (Msb.)

-Jfureybeh Ibn-EI-Ashyam El-Fal'asee says,

[And they likened our horses to the camels carry-
ing provision of corn; but they found their prori-
sion to be something .having coldness]; meaning,
accord. to Aboo-Riyash, that they found death;

for death is cold; and poison also is cold: but
there is another reading, accord. to which the

last word is ,, meaning " heaviness," such as
results from food. (Ham p. 363.) See also the
next paragraph.

Cold, as nn epithet, (S, Msb, TA,) applied

to water, (S, TA,) and to rain; and one says

.4 l ar-, meaning A cold morning. (TA.)

[A7nd] Fedling cold: (1K:) or .feeling cold to-

gaether with hunger. (AA, S, 1.)- Also A
rapon, or seapons; as being cold: and such las

been said to be the meaning [of .V , I] in the
verse cited above. (TA.) - And Death; because

of its coldness : and Poison; for the same
reason. (1. [But see the verse cited above, and

the explanation of it.]) And i. ,i Afat

ox or cow, or beast of the bovine kind: (, TA:)

but the epithet commonly known is *ai.l, [meaning

" having a large hump,"] with ,,and j. (TA.)
a, .,

see .

;. A certain plant, (AHn, g,) resembli in

colour the .;_. [q. v.]. (AHjn, TA.)

;.' A pice of wood wrhich is put crosswise in

the mouth of a kid, (S, K, TA,) or, as in the M,
in tJe two aides of the mouth of a kid or lamb,

and tied behind its head, (TA,) in order that it

may not such its mother; (S, 1 ;) as also t.:

(K:) and so 31L.. (IDrd and S in art. J,L...)

_-Also, (1,) or the dual, 4iCi, (8, TA,)

Two threads, or strings, attacled to the [kind of

face-vil called] ;$, by which the twoman [drars
and] binds [the tmwo upper corners of] it to the

back of her head: (S, K :) [also called .1 :]

[ pl. . (0 in art. .~..)

; . wsee the following paragraph. Applied
to a lion, it means Having his mouth tied, or

bound; from A.L in the former of the senses

expl. above: (Meid, TA:) thus in the following
prov.:

Ol-i ,·

. . .- a 15.4 .... a

,21 ',1 -~ S,w0

[She is frightned at the cry of the crow, or
raven, and breaks the necA of the lion whose
mout is tied]: (Meyd, 1, TA:) or, accord. to

another relation, .1d:.I, [meaning "the grim-

faIed;"] from q1.1 L .- : (Meyd:) a saying

originating from the fact of a woman's breaking
the neck of a lion, and then hearing the cry of a
crow, or raven, and being frightened: applied to
him who advances boldly to undertake that which
is of high acoouht, [or attended with peril,] and
fears that which is contemptible. (Meyd, S.)

.. [and n d ] A kid, or lamb, having the

pice of trood calJed *. put into its moumh and

tied behind its head, in order that it may not

suck its mother. (TA.)

2. .1 s: and m, (MA, 1.g,) inf. n. '---,

(S, SC, KL,) lie made it to be like it, or to re-

semble it; he assimilated it to it; (MA, KL;)

i. q. 'it [meaning thus: and also meaning he
likened it to it, or compared it rith it; agreeably
with the explanation here next following]: (S,

K1~:) ..JtI ~I put the thing in the

place, or predicament, of the [other] thing, by
reawn of an attribute conecting them [or common
to them]; which attribute may be real and ideal;
real as when one says, "this dirhlem is like this
dirhcm," and "this blackness is like this black-
ness ;" and ideal as when one says, "Zcyd is
like the lion" or" like the ass" i. c. in his strength
or his stupidity, and "Zeyd is like 'Amr" i. c. in
hiis powerand his generosity and similar qualities;
and sometimes it is tropical, as wlhen one says,
"the absent is like the non-existent," and "the
garment is like the dirhem" i. c. the value of
the garment is equivalent to the dirhem. (Msb.)
-4I. a * 0

.,, [app. for a: a: ':,] accorld. to IA;r,

means He made a thing equal to a thing, or like

a thing. (TA.)- [Hence,] -L ~, inf. n. as
above, lie rendered it confused to himn [by nmakbing
it to appear like some other thiwj]; (JS,' TA;)
he rendered it ambiguous, dubious, or obescure, to

him. (MA.) See also 8, [with wlichl it is, in its
pass. form, and in its act. form likewise, nearly
or exactly syn. in one of the senses,j in two places.

-[And J.I. & I , or Jl~JI, Tlw mii;d, or

the case, imaged it to him; like : seC art.
,k..] See also 5, [with which, in its pass. firm,

this verb is nearly or exactly syn. in one sense.]

. [·a.3 used as a simple subst. means A com-

parison, simile, similitud, or mparable: and has

for its pl. ; Hence, 1' l oi BY may

of comparison.]

3: see dithe next paragrapl)h, in four places.

·4. ~:4, [inf. n. :LJ;] and t A, [inf. n.

~t: ;] (8, S ;) lIe was, or becam, , like him;

he resembled him; syn. .J . (1.) One says
·1 Al J-· ---**l

A', f ,JlIl ,, and t 4,Wt, The child [resmbled
his father, or] shared with his father in sm one
of his qualities, or attributes. (M.b.) And

41 * Z2.11; C ', (Meyd, TA,) ort V 1L ti 

41, as some relate it, (TA,) [Whoso re-
seibles his father, he has nsot done that rowhich i
wrong:] a prov., meaning, hlie has not put the
likeness in the wrong place; for there is not any
one more fit, or proper, for him to resemble than
he: or it may mean that the father ha not done
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that which is wrong. (Meyd. [See also ea

pp. 087-8.]) And It. j.t;jl ,, (IAr, :,
and S;, (1J,) [Th man resembbd hi mother,
meaning t the man becam impotent, and mwea
(lAr, !C.) And it is said in a trd. of'Oma,

S ;;i A 4 ' [Veriy one become lie b:
feeding upon mil&]: i. e. the infant that is suckle
often becomes like the woman who suckles ii
because of the milk: (JK:) or s4 ~,UI [app
for S 4°d : 1]: i. e. one acquires a likenes
to the natural dispositions of the woman wh
suckles [him]: or, as it is also related, V 4;'
tapp. for (T A]. ('a.) [C,, l is also
verb of wonder: hence the saying,

J1orw like is this night to yeateigAtl expl. ii
art. CA]

5. a4 : [els became assmilated to him, o
it: and he asumed, or affected, a likenes, o
remmblance, to him, or it; he imitated him, o
it;] ih made himuelf to be like, or to resemble
Aim, or it; (MA, KL ;) i. q. J.3: (S,* TA
[in the former, this meaning is indicated, but no
expressed:]) said of a man. (S.) See also 4, las
sentence but one. -[Hence,] t" 2! dZ de.g
It became imaged to him [in the mind, i. e. il

meemed to Ahim,] that it was so; eyn. j-u, (
anld gC in art. jt.,) and j1;'l3: (S in that art. :
and Ii 2l E, 1 4 ; [signifies the same; or:
it vas imaMd to him [in the mind] that it 
so; syn. j'. (P$ in that art.)

6. it signifies The being equal, or uniform;
syn. ?IJe: (TA:) [or rather the beij conimilar.]

You say, W The/y were like, or they rmembld,
each other. (MA.) And 4L3 t,i Tle line7 s
are like one another; the line reemble one
anoter. . (Mghl.) _ See also the next paragraph,
in two place.

8. and I;jW ey resembled each other
so that tlhy became confounded, or confud, or
d~ubio. (14.) And .%:.1 (;, MA) and t w&
(MA) It (a thing, ?, MA, or an afiiir, MA)
wat, or became, ambiguo, dubo~, or obscure,

(MA,) u [to me], (0,) or 4; [to him]: (MA:)
and 2,,'1 ? &,b the thing, or affair, was
reMered confund, or dubious, to him: (V,* TA:)
and i, ll V &,, also, [mee .',] the thing was,
or became, confu~ed, or dubiou (IAw, TA.)

,? and V are syn., (~, Msb, ],) like J
and J , and J and 31, and and 3',
the only other instances of the kind, i. e. of words
of both these meuures, that have been heard,
having the samne meaning, (S and TA in art. Jj,)
i. q. V ~:, (~, Msb, ],) syn. &, (,) [i. e.]
A like; a similarlpwrn or thing; (MA, Myb;)
[an analog"e; a match;] a feorom: (MA:) pl.
(of all, TA) 42l. (/, TA.) One says, .

[and ' ':], i. e. V : [meaning This is

the like, &c., of him, or it]. (S.) And /4. ' ;J

r and V ii4; and V Ji;. [Such a one is the like
) c., of t/e]. (JK.) [And A t 4; Q" Th2u i
, like him, or it. And hence, in lexicology

k. )LI, 1 17. The words that are alke inform
r, generally applied to rare instances.] - See als
y the next paragraph, in two places.

d 4:: see the next preceding paragraph, ii

three places. -[Hence,] syn. withi j£ [signi
' fying A likess, resemblane, or semblance, a

meaning sometg resembling]; (AA, 1 and TA
o in art. JUP ;) andV5 , ,is syn. with JU. [in thI

same sese]: ( in the present art.: [see ex. o
a the latter voce ;A :]) pl. of the former [in thil

sense, as is indicated in the 8,] t 4Lf., contr. tc
* rule, like ;w and ' ili; (S,TA;) or thii

is a pl. having no proper sing. (TA.) One says
n L t;. [Between thm two is a likeness, &eC.]

(S,) And 4I ,t; Ji i [116 ie inclined t
r hiAsfuter in limen]. (8, in art. tj..) And s

r poet cited by IApr says,

t[le became to that there oas in him a resem.
I blance of his mother, in respect of bigness of the
ihead, and of his nose]. (TA.) And one says

also, dJ t < i.e. jBf [In himis a liktem ,
) or mAnehing ha7)ing a likncss, to him, or it].
](T.) - Also, (JK, $, Msb, V, &c.,) and * .
(JK, $, ,) and l tm, (B, TA, but not in the
Ci,) [A sort of fine brass;] a metal resembling
gold in its colour, the highest in quality ofS.
[or bras]; (Mgb;) yllo ,,.; (K;) a sort
ofi (JK, T, S, M) rndered yellow by thes
addition of an alloy (lit. a medicainmt): (T, M,
TA:) so callcd because resembling gold in its
colour: (M, TA:) pl. XAM. (K.) One says;'
4 and 4: [A mug of s]. ($.) See also

IOf i

s. : ee i.:, in two places. - [Hence,]
Confuedwss, or dubiousmes: (S, >:) pi. ;
(TA) [and t;;nd and aL: nd %: whence

the phrase t: J I t Ivj Tlosc persons who are
of dubious charactrs; thoce who are objects of
suspicion]. One says, a,.: i 7 7 [w7re is not
any confusedns, or dubiousness, in respect of it]:
referring to property. (Mab voce i;;, in art.

3w5.)

s Band t4, (V accord. to the TA,) the
latter on the authority of IB, (TA, [and men-
tioned also in the M voce XlH on the authority
of AA,]) A certain thorny plant, (V accord. to
the TA,) resenbling the~ [or gum-acacia-tree],
(TA,) havoing an elegant red blossom, and grains
like the [or hempseed], an antidotefor
the bite, or sting, of venmou reptils, beneficial
for the cough, lithotriptic, and binding to the
bow. (. accord. to the TA: but see what here
follows.) And t t;Z, (K accord. to the TA,)
or i (so in a copy of the S,) or both, (so in

e, copies of the ]j,) or t o1;, or t 1 ~, (so in
u diffe'ent copies of the S, [the latter of these two I
, find in one copy only,]) A kind of trees, ofthe
: [hind ca/ed] 6*t: (S, ]:) or the.*l. [i.e.

o paniccra]: (s , TA, but not in the C]. :) or
the-,ati [now commonly applied to wild thyme,
thynus epyllum], (, ), one of the sweet-
smelling plants, (S,) harinug an elegant red lower,

i &c., as in the next preceding sentence. (So in
I copies of the K. [See 5'L .. ])m See also ;.
L. . , .' ..

%e o, or oy,Z, or alc.4: see the next pre.
f ceeding parIgraph.

s *L: (Lth, JK, V) and :' (CI [but not in
o my MS. copy of the 15 nor in the TA])A certain

g rain, like that calld J3. (Lth, JK, I.) in
colour, [see J ..L and . h;,,] w/hich is taken, i. e.
nalloowed, as a medicine. (Lth, J K.)

o -: see A.C, in four places.

A.A [Afore, and most, like]. * 
;/JL [AIore liltke than the date to the date] is a
prov.: and so ,IJl .11 > e1 [Mlore like than
!water to water]. (Meyd.)- [And More, or
mnost, suitable. One says, l el Q.. This is

more switable to thee. And J~ l This is the
most suitable.]

- ': [see its verb: - and] seo -e": .
Also, applied to the plant called ~, B6eomin
yellon. (TA.)

&m: [see its verb: -. and] see . ..

7 4-: see ~, of which it is said to be an
anomalous pl.

.,c:. [part. n. of 8, q. v.]. an, (8,) nd

, ~t~' '1 [thus agreeably with an exl)lanation of
its verb by IAar, (see 8, last sentence,)] (JK,) or

J, 4~ a ,..I, and Z mt4 like als , (Q,) Things,
or affairs, that are confused or dubious [by remason
of their resnblinq one another or from alny other
caue]: (JK, S, ] :) [and uncertain: (see an ex.
of . in this sense in a verse cited voce J :)]
t 4. I :, in the lur [vi. 9()], means
resemblig one another so that they become con-
founded, or confused, or dubious, and not re-
sem~bling one another &c. (TA.)

.g.; Consimilar, or conformable, in its several
parts: thus Vl- means in the ]ur xxxix. 24.

(Jel.) And ¾AtC Things like, or r~esmbling,
one another. (JK, ~.)_ See also A.4:._.
; it. in the ]ur iii. 5 means Verses tihat are

equivocal, or ambiguous; i. e. nuceptible of diffe-
rent interpretatiou: (Ksh:) or verses unintelli-

kgibl; such as the commencements [of many] of
the chapters: (Jel:) or the 41 in the ]5ur is
that of which the meaning i' not to be learned
from its roords; and this is of two sorts; one is
that of which the meaning is knorn by refirmng
it to what is termed~ [q. v.]; and the other
is that of which the knowldge of its real meaning
is not attainable in any nay: (TA:) or it means
what is not understood n'ithout repeated con-

a
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d~,ration: (TA in art. .J:) Ed-I)ab.hk is re-
lated to have explained u'I; 4lI as meaning
"what have not been abrogated ;" and ,tvetit
as meaning what ha been abrogated. (TA in
the present art.)

1. '., (l,) [nor. 1 ,] inf. n. ;, (TA,) It mas
or became, high, lerated, or lofty. (]r. [Scc
also 4, first sentence.]) ,JI :, (g,) inf. n.
a above, (TA,) The mare stood upon her hind
leg. (X.) [It is added in the TA that the vulgar
say - ': but see art. ,, where a similar

meaning is ssigned to samid of a horse.] 

9; ~ [His face shone after having ber,co
altered. ($.) .;jI , (i,) inf. n. as above,
(TA,) Hle ikindll the mire; or made it to burn,
burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or

Jlame; (;) a ,lso . (TA.)

4. 44.L: .-e61 (@,) or 41 u i, (15)
inf n. nL.,, (TA,) The tree, (v,) or the trees, (15,)
became tall (, al , TA,) and tangled and dense,
by reaston tf lumriance (15, TA) and aplpineM.

(TA.) _ said of a man, ei begat a boy
[&larp] like the point of iron (^jI 4L ):
(Yz, TA:) or he hnd a son born to him sharp in
intdllct: ($, ], TA:) or he begat generous, or
noble, children, by whom he had sdarp means of
attack and deJince, like the points of spear-heads.

(Bam p. 384.) - j;,l ,l i. q.Z a;.j
7t \e [app. meaning I found the man to have

&har~pnes]. (Iiam p. 38..) - And ;L*tI lle e-
alted him, syn. .aj, (S,) and honoured him;
ilamely, a man. (., g.) -And lie east hinm
into a weall, or into an eril, or a hatefld, plight:
tlus having two eontr. mcaningw. (K.) ~L l
is also syn. with ri [lie impelled, lnuhed,
thrust, &c.]. (]K. [But perhalp this is a mistake
for &;, a syll. of l 1 mentioned before: if not,
it may he from ;4. signifyinF the "point" of

anything.]) lAnd i. q. aI5 [lle gare]. (].
[In this sense, accord. to the TK, trans. without
a prep.; which I think doubtful.]) - And i. q.

j~. ;, (g,) meaning ;i,1 [i. . lie was, or be-
came, favourably iw.lined; &c.]. (TA. [In this
sense, also, both o,t and J~l1, accord. to the
Ti, are trans. without a prep.; but this I think
a mistake with respect to both of these verbs, the
latter of which is well known to be trans. only by
means of ;..]) - [And i. q. i.] One says,

o;;j L~i ,e:l, (S,) or ,,~I . ,, .1, (,)
Iis children resenmbled such a one, or, Zeyd;

syn. (.(, X)

: see is , in two places. ~ Also The green
substanc that orerprenads statnant wrater; syn.

$ [written in my original e,] i. q. kSI [i. e.,

app., jS.I, A state of annoyance or molestation:
or annoyance, molestation, harm, or hurt: or a
thing that annoys, &c.]. (TA.)

iQ5 The point (8, 01) of the extremity (S) of
anything: (., ]:) pl. tL, [or rather this is a

coll. gen. n.] and [the pl. properly so termed is]

.,. (.S,6 I.*) -. And The sting of the cor-
pion; (1(;) [and] so t [mentioned above as
having a pL meaning]. (Sh, TA in art. Jy;
and YIam p. 385.) -And The portion n,ithi
rvhich one cuts, of a sword. (IIar p. 17.) - And

The twvo sides of the 31I [i. e. toe, or tapering
head or foremost part,] of a sandal: pl. as above
[app. in all of the senses of the sing.]. (I.) -,
[And app. t Sharpness, as a quality of a man:]
see 4.. Also The .co-ion: (Fr,TA:) or the
sorpion whn just born: or a yellom scorpion:
(1 :) so in the M. (TA.) [See also the next
paragraph.] - And A mare raing her head
('ab,) in the bridle. (J.) And [A mare]
standing pon her h hind les. (.)

; 1 The corpion; (A'Obeyd, ., 1, TA; [in
the CI, .ijll ig is erroneously put for "j4
'blp ;]) a proper name thereof; it may be from

ljll signifying its sting; (.lam p. 385;) deter-
minate; (TA;) imperfectly decl.: (A'Obeyd, g,
TA:) it is said in the ]g, "and [the article] JI
is prefixed to it ;" but this is a mistake: it should
be, "and Jl is not prefixed to it: (TA:) [but,
although a proper name, it hus a pl.;] the pl. is
.t'qj. (8.) [See also :14, which signifies "a
scorpion," and of whlich .;1. is a pl.] -

;_* A gir4, or youg woman, that is bold, much
in motion, fomd in s~peech or actions. (TA.)

,Z. [pass. part. n. of 4,] Honoured [&cc.].
(TA.) See also what next follows.

.. [act. part. ii. of 4,] A man having a son
born to him sharp in intellect; (Th, 1, TA;)
and so ' , (IK, TA, [in the CV, erroneously,

~,]) accord. to IAir, but disallowed by Th.
(TA.) And the former, accord. to lAr, A man
iTho begets generous off.prug. (TA.) - And

A woman affetionate, kind, orfavourably
inclined, to her children. (TA.)

1. ~,, (S, A, Mgh, .K,) aor. 7, (Mob,) inf. n.

· :z, (Mb, M , ') and ,, (., A, K,') or the
latter is a simple subst., (Mqb,) and c,m= (]g, by

implication,) and z,~; (MA;) and 7 *:1,
(1,) and t ^1, and t ; ; (S, i; [but the
last, app., has an intensive significtionll ;]) It
(the state of aftfairs, 8, or the state of union of a
people or party, A, TA) became dislved, biwken
up,, dscomposed, deranged, dorganed, di,-

ordered, or unettled; syn. j,A3, (S, A, Msb, 15,
TA,) or JjI; (C15;) and of the third and
fourth verbs, [or rather of all,] °.=t. (TA.)
And t* IA3 Thy became separated, diunited,
diperstd, or scattered. (A.) See also 2, in
two places.

2. .(8,] ~,) inf. n. ; ; (S;) and
$ *1; and t V, nor.,, [which is anomalous
in the case of a trans. verb of this class,] inf. n.

-c and met and i:h; (1K;) [thefirstand
second mentioned in the 15 only with referenoe to

God as the agent ;] e dio,~ broke up, di.-
ompo~d deranged, diorga~ f, di~rdred, or

u~ettbd, syn. &3Z, (S, ,) the state of affairm
[&c.], (f,) and the state of union of a people or
party. (TA.) And one says also, I..j j . I

AMy peopk, or party, dimed, broke up, Jc ,

my date of afairs. (f, TA.) And t,:'
IS; 1 Such and such thing dicompo~ed, or

diorg(anized, ( A [which may also be rendered
frihtened,]) my mind, or heart. (AS, TA.)

And I G,z, od ~eparated, diumited, die.
persed, or scattered, them. (A.)

4: see 2, in two plaes - [4l ,..* It (a
thing) was, or became, distinct, or clear, to thee.
(Freytag, from the Deowin of the Hudhalees.)]

5: oe 1, in two places.

7 and 10: see l.
a-
-" an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.] (., M1b, g.) 

And signifying Separation, disunion, or di/per-

sion: so in the saying,. : J,l J 1 .:a,
:, [Praie be to God who ha browght us
toseher fro a state of sparation, dinionm, or
dsperion]: (TA:) a saying mentioned by AA,
as heard by him from an Arab of the desert:
(., TA:) and tV A- is [similar in meaning,
being] likewise an inf. n. of 1; (., A, ];) or it

is a subst from the intran~ verb ', (Mob,) and
signifies a state of sparation or dsnuion; as in

the saying, -t1 .. J;.1 [I/ear for you
selmration, or diunion]. (TA.) 4lsbo i. q.

"j,.e [meaning Diolved, broken up, dism-
poed, deranged, disorganizd, disordered, or un-
settled; and separated dinited4 dispersed, or
scattered]; as also t :, (.,A, Msb,) [and
f t;,A as will be shown in what follows;] or

? *;e; is syn. with "th, [which is virtually the

same as ,]and u: (] :) the pl. of ,
is ;t1 (f) [and , also, as will be shown by
an ex. in what follows]: and ' V is p1. of
7 ~., like as U is of , ; (Jel in xx.
55, and MF;) or, accord. to some, it is a sing.

noun. (MF.) One says * pSI i.e. 3$3 [A
state of affairs diuolved, broken up, &ce.]; (. ;)

and [so] t1 , , the latter word being an
inf. n. used as an epithet. Sgam p. 176.) And
v I _ ;Gi i. e. U [Their company, or

cong ated body, became sparated, disunited,

di~er, or scattered]. (A.) And 6LS, 1A14
They came separated, diunited, di~per sd, or
scattered; syn. eJx, : ($, Mb,]y:) and so
7 ;,l ~,; I j;q. s, ((,) in one copy of the 1g
;l;; $ ; and MF allows V 51, like &4

and ktj; but there is no apparent reason for the
repetition; and accord. to the L, the phrase as
transmitted from the authorities worthy of confli-
dence is 'U i 'd . and P, i.e. The
peple, or party, came s~parated, kce. ' (TA.) And
v ;i ( M, Mb, , TA) A peo~ , or party,
sparated, &c.; sy- -: (MNb, TA:) or
con~ting of ndry, or ditinct, bodi; not of one
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tribe. (V.) And >. j -jl " 

,lAI, (~, TA,) and ,t;! X t V , Verily the
asembly compries undry, or distinct, bodies of
men; (TA;) or men not of one tribe. (?, TA.)

And V ,: 4At l [Thigv of sundry, or difrent,

or distinct, kinds or or]. (f.) I jl
* ' , in the ]ur xx. 55, means Sorts, of plants,
rarious, or different, in colours, tastes, &c. (Jel.)

t . , t,! seeo expl. voce.a. And , 3 t?r

I' 1!, a prov., see expL voce tJ;.

,!El and .jU and 1;;: see ;;, in five

)laces.

.d: see C.:.

t:: see C.*, in four places. - 3
means [Fore teeth] separate, or nwide-apart, one
from another. (S, A, V.) Taafelh says,

[meaning From eparate fore teeth like white
,'hamomiles of the Jands: .* being understood,
andp being for A]. (TA.)

r: me Qs,, in seven places:- and see
also the last sentence of the following paragraph.

L; '64,, (V, TA, but omitted in the Cg,)
with 4lamm to the XO of iep, (TA,) [D/fferent,
or distinct, arc they two: or widaly different or
distinct are they trwo: or how very, or widdy,
different or distinct, are tey two! lit., the union
*f them two is smred: or the interval betmeen
them two is far-tending, or mide: or how
greatly is the union of them two seered ! as will
be shown below.] AZ quotes, in his " Nawadir,"
with net in the nom. case, the following verse:

2 j. 14 A t ' J 

' 1'-' U'r. ~ u1, JO I *

[Differcnt, or widely different, &e., are they two
in etery ledicammt : this fears, and this hopes,
ever]. (TA.) The manyoob form, however, is
also employed (], TA, but omitted in the C])
by some of the Arabs in the above-mentioned

Iphrase, so that one says, Q t:., L being

understood, as though one said, Le Lt.UI 
[meaning, as above explained, Different, or
ridely differnt, &c., are tlAyj two: lit., mspa-

rated, or disunited, or srered, is that rohich is
betnwen them trwo: or far-etending, or wide, is
the interval between them two: or how greatly
eparated, or mvred, is the union beteen the

two!]: IIa ssn Ibn-Thabit says,

S

[And diferent, or widely different, &c., are ye
two in mun/fia~ and in valour and internal
state and etenal appearance]. (TA.) In like

manner also, [but with L,] one says, "I L; L 'A,
(A, Mo.b, g,) accord. to Th. (TA.) This [as also,
consequently, the same phrase without UI] is
disallowed by A4 and It: IB, however,

says that this phrase occurs in the verses of
chaste Arabs: for instance, Abu-l-Aswad Ed-
Duilee says,

* Ui", 0Jl ,si o ,
* ,.* 9l J_ iS -L --
· W 09 1.j 1

·~~~. ~ t.Ii I1
[And different, or aidely different, &c., are I
and thou: for I, in eVery case, go erect, and thou
haltat]: and similar is the saying of El-Ba'ceth,

·, . . . a

[And different, or ridely different, &c., are I
and Ibn-Khdlid Umeiyeh, nith respect to the
supplies for the wrants of life that are divided

among mankind]. (TA.) One says also, Xa,

L. l; (S,A, K;) and Ag.' C ,;''; (S,
I, ;) Differnt, or distinct, or videly different, &c.,
are they two; and 'Amr and his brother: [lit.,
separate, or distinct, are they trewo; &c.: or remote
are they twro, one from the other; &c.:] or howm
greatly, or rwidely, are they tro separated; &c. !
(, A, :) here Ut is redundant; and in the
former phrase, ta, is the agent of ea t; as is the
former of the two nouns, to which the latter noun
is conjoined, in the latter phrase. (TA.) El-
Apha says,

[Di.ffrent, or widely dferent, &e., are (or ere)
my day upon her (the camel's) saddle, and the day
of Ieiydn the brother ofJdbir: in which, for 50a 
and ..,, some read :; and 3]. (S, TA.)
And in like manner, [but without L,] one says,

e,oyj i,t . [Diffrnt, or midey dirent,
&c., are his brother and his father]. (TA.) [See
also an ex. in a verse cited voce,.li, in art.JO).]

-_;. , is a preterite verbal noun, signifying
3,;1, [and so expl. above,] accord. to many
authorities, [including most of the grammarians,]
and therefore they have made it a condition that
its agent must be what denotes more than one:
[for AJl i 1 lr , I read j tj,I
)~1t ,LsU, which agrees with what is afterwards
said in the TA and here; though the former phrase
may be so rendered as to convey essentially the
same meaning: but this condition is not necesary
if we render ?_=t by , :] (TA:) or it signifies
J.1 and i>!; (Ibn-Umm-Kasim;) or;
[and so expl. above;] (S, A, Msb, ] ;) and is in-
flected from V; (S, K;) [which is a verb not
used; in the CV, incorrectly, ;]J the fet-lah
of the X being the fet-bah originally pertaining
to the [final] ;I [of the verb]; and this fet-bah
shows the word to be inflected from the preterite
verb, like as j is from , and 'i 3 from

AI,: ($:) or, accotd. to Er-Radee, it implies
wonder, [like several verbs of the measure j;,
as shown in remarks on Jc &c.,] and means howr
greatly separated, dinnited, or severed, &c. !
(TA:) or, accord. to El-Marzoo]~ee and Hr and
Zj and some others, it is an inf. n.: El-Marzooklee

says, in his Expos. of the Fe, that it is an in£ a.
of a verb not used, [namely .; ,] and is indeL,
with fet-hah for its termination, because it is put
irn the place of a pret. verb, being equivalent to

a:., [for ,:;,] i. e., 1 A~ij ;j :-.; [as expL
above]: and Zj says that it is an inf. n. occupying
the place of a verb, of the measure C6j., and
therefore indecl., because differing thus from
others of its class: Aboo-'Othmin El-Marinee

says that Ct;; and Ot,; may receive tenween,
whether they be substs, or occupying the place of
subets.: upon which AAF observes that ifc t
be in its proper place, it is a verbal noun, mean-

ing :: if with tenween, it is indeterminate; if
without tenween, determinate; and if translated
from its office of a verbal noun, and made a subst.

answering to ';..,1e , and determinate, it is
similar to Oi ' 'in the phrasce X )i ' ~:
d.WIA!, which is a subst. answering to °jg1.

(TA.) The Oj in ;lS (sometimes, TA) receives
kesreh; (K ;) thougll this is contr. to what is said
by AZ and by IDrst: its being sometimes with
kesreh is mentioned by Th, on the authority of
Fr: and Er-Radee seems to infer that its being
so was an opinion of As; and gives two reasons
for his disallowal of the expression O~ to __1;
first, because O;: occurs with kesr to the Oj; and
second, because its agent cannot be otherwise than
what denotes more than one: [but see what has
been observed above on this poiznt:] IAmb says

that one must not say 41e - e L * e ,

because, in this case, Oa [virtually] govyrns
only one noun in the nom. case: but that one may

say, 'lj '6..F u, and 'Oyt .)J~ i. ,

using 1 j, as the dual of ~; though correctly
a' is a verbal noun: MF, however, observes

that the Expositors of the F. seem to say that Fr

makes Xjv\ to be the dual of .; but that he

only mentions it as a dial. var. of ;Us~: the fol-
lowing is adduced as an cx.

[Different, or widely different, &c., are that
which I intend and that which the sons of my
father intend]: in which X1a is read with both
fet-hah and kecsreh: and it is said in"the O that

c), is a dial. var. of iG:, . (TA.) - IJ men
tions u t.? as an accidental syn. of eja,; and
says that it is not the fem. of the latter: therefore
the assertion of some, that it is used by poetical
license in the following verse of Jemcel requires
consideration:

,J , em. -, , a I0

.

[I desire to make peace writh her, but she deres
to lay me: and different, or widdely different,
dc., are slaying me and making peace]. (TA.)

1.. , aor. ', (, M-b, ]&, &c.,) inf. n. .;

(T, ?, A, Mb,a , kc.;) and ; (M, ] ;) He (s
a

!

.
1/I

,J- #.,- u= , -~ W~
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man) had an inversion in the eyelid; (T, 8;)
#Idom natural: (T:) or an inversion of, (A,)
or in, (MIsh,) the loiver eyelid: (A, Mglh,
Mb :) or an inversion ef the eyelid above a nd
below, (M, K,) or above or belonw, (Mgh,) and
a contraction theref: (M:) or a cracking

thereof, (1K,) so that the etlge [for t.'JIl, in

the TA, I read jt.JI,] became separate: (Mgh,
TA:) or a lacrci(dity of its loner part. (.K.)

_ And ,er>l , and ;.', (.1,) and
?2A, ('., ;,) iThe eye had an ineersion in the

lid: (.:) [or in, or ,:f, the lrwer lid:] or an
inversion fy the lid abotve and bel,n, (1K,) aind a
contraction thereof: (TA:) or a craclkig thereef,
(K,) so that the ecdle became eplarate: (TA:)
or a flaccidily of its lower part. (QK.) - And

td, (TK,) inf. n., (1.,) lie (a man) lhad his
loer lip cracked. ( K,· TA.) -- ;)Z, and t ;l,
(.,) or the latter but not the former, (Sli, TA,)
Ie caused himn to have an inversion in the eyelid.

(8.)-And : > , (K,) aor. :, inf n. ;
(TA;) and *t l; and tl ; (I;) lie
caused the e/ye to hare an incersion of the lid
above and belbm,, (]g,) and a eontraction thleretf:
(TA:) or a cracking thereqf, (1[,) so that the
edge became separate: (TA:) or a Jlaccidity of
its lower part. (Kf.)_. also signifies Tle
cutting o of thle lower eyclid: for which a
quarter of the whole iprice of blood must be paid.
(TA.) _ t ., lie reviled hitn; (.;) found
fault with him; blamed him; or censured him;
in tversM or in pros~e: (TA:) and d .j, inf. n.

? i,5 he detracted from his reputation; foutnd
fault with him; blamed him; or censured him;
(.8, TA;) made him to hear what was bad, evil,
abominable, or foul: (TA:) Sh says that it is

, r, and he disallows t 1: but IAr anrid AA
sayp;&; and AM holds this to be correct. (TA.)
[See also 4 w:.]

s: see 1, in three places.

4: see 1, in two places.

7: see 1, second sentence.

A man harving the affection f tthe eyelid
described above, voce -. : (S, A, Mgh, M.sb:)
or having the eylid lit: (IA9r, TA in alt..aj :)
fern. uljo. (Mqb.) - A man having his lower

lip craclked: and Jl : a crached lip. (TA.)

1. :;"-, (MA, Mb, ar,) aor. (Msb, f!
and 1, (s,) inf .n. , (, MA, Myb, ]) and
" .~ and (; , TA( , ,) the last of these
[written a';: in the CIg] with damm to the ;,
or this and the next before it, though said to be
inf. ns., may be simple substantives, as A'Obeyd
inclines to think them, (TA,) He revled him,
vilified him, upbraided him, reproached him,
defamed him, or gave a bad name to him; (S,*

MA, .], TA;) syn. ^,L: (, TA:) or, as some

say,. signifies [the addriting with] fould
spe, without JU [here meaning the ca~ting
an acumtion, though commonly used and expL
as yn. with_]: (TA:) and * it.: signifies
the same as d , (MA, M9b,) being a rare in-

stance of a vcrb of the measure j.j denoting an
act of a single agent when it has an unaugmented
verb of the same radical letters [and the same

signification], as .J I j.;l meaning .4.~,

and '_lj meaning o~j. (Msb.) Hence the

saying, L .i~ C _ * [And if he be
revkdil, let him say, Verily I am fastiog], which
may mcan that he should say tliis with his tongue,
which is the more proper meaning, or mentally:

or .,J , which is allowable, though the
former is the more proper. (MRb.)- _ ,-

t4;:j7: see 3. P., aor. &, (S, .,) inf. n. l;4
(, I13) and., (I3, TA,) t lie (a man, S)
nas, or becamre, di.leasing, or hateflid, in coun-

tenance. ($, I.) -= [., trans. by means of .,

expl. by Golius as meaning He rejoiced at evis,
or misfortunes, of an enemy, is, I doubt not, a

mistake for L '; though it might be supposed

to bce formed by transposition, like 'J1 from

[2. _, accord. to Reiske, said of a camel
when haltered, and of a lion, as mentioned by
Freytag, signifies t lie was hardh, and surly, in
countenance, and uttered a grumbling sound: if
used, it must be_;:, agreeably with the part. n.,
cxpl. below.]

3. it. is syn. with ieL, ($,) signifying
The reviling, vilifying, upbraiding, reproaching,
defaming, or giving a bad name to, each other:

(KL:) and [in like manner] V~tL is syn. with

.. L.3, (S,) signifying as above [but used in rela-
tion to two persons and more than two]: (KL:)

you say, LZL and t 't3 meaning 12 [They
reviled, vilflCd, &e., each otler]: (I :) and
? l =PW Tihey reviled, &ec., one another; like

ljL3. (MA.) [at-: may therefore be rendered
lie reviled him, &c., being reviled, &c., by him:

but sometimes it is syn. with ' , :] see 1, in two
places. _- One says also, a l l , aor. ,
meaning [lie vied, or contended, with him in
reviling, vilifjying, &c.,] and ihe overcame him
[therein, i. e.] in reviliuj, &c. (TA.)

[5-. .- 3 is said by Freytag to signif y He ex-
posed himsefto contumelies; on the authority of
the H.am p. 310: but I there find only the part. n.,
';, signifying as expl. below: so that the
verb, if used, means he became exasperated by
reviling, vilifying, &c., and addressed, or applied,
him.elf thereto. - He also explains it as signify-
ing t Ile contracted the face vemry austerely; on
the authority of the Deew&n of thelHudhalees.]

6: sec 3, in three places.

;1;:: see the next paragraph.

.~_: see , ;. - Also t Displeaing, or
hatej, in countenance; (., ];) applied to a
man, and to a lion; (8;) and to an ass, as mean-

ing thus, and foul or ugly: (TA:) or to a lion
as meaning ~rim-faced; or stern, austere, or

morose, in countenance; as also t..; and

Vt it'; (K, TA;) the, last like 1l [in mea-

sure, but in the C]~ written i;l;]. (TA.) One

says, t Suc a one u dispeasi,

or huateful, in countenance. (..) Also, and

*;:a, Ap obstruction ( o) of the faurces, com,-

bined withfoulnem, or uglinen, offace. (TA.)

a e;:a subst., (S, Msb, 1C, and Ksh in lxxiv.
41, [by Bd, in cxplaining the same passage of thle
.Kur, impl)roperly said to be an iitf n.,]) froni
°dZ, (Msb, .,) in the sense of .,~ [meaning
The act !f recdin,li vilifling, or upbraiding; re-
proach, obloyuy, or ct ntumely]; (S,* and Kshl
ubi supr ;) as also w .,., and t &W.;, or, :s
mentioned above, [sce 1, first sentence,] these two
arc inf. ns. (TA.)

e G.
.;1; [One who rcriles, &c., much]. (1;am p.

310.)

i", One who reviles, &c., [very] much. (TA.)

- See also,.

e act. part. n. of 1, lReriling, &c. - It is
also said by Golius, on the authority of the Mirk;it
el-Loghal, to signify l]joifcing at apwther's eilxs,
or misJMrrtnm: but this I believe to be a mnistake
for ., 1 : see 1, last sentene.]

.1;:,1, withl kesr, [which seems to indicate
that it is .jl,] is expl. by IB as meaning

olSbII ,) [app. % ,AL1 ,,w T7he headman,
or nmaster, ,f the riders: but whene this is
derived I know not, unless it be arahicizc(led, fionm

the Pers..,&t' 1.l (if there be such an appellation),
meaning "the master of the poet-hlorso "]. (TA.)

' and ':: sem ~.

_-? : see. ; and sec also...

.;_" Reviled, vilfied, upbraided, reproacheld,
defamed, or called by a bad name: and so with
; applied to a female, as also V..,; (K, TA;)
this last, without , mentioned on the authority
of l.,. (TA.)

. Exasperated by reviling, &c., and ad-

dressing, or applying, him-jf thereto. (Ilau
p. 310: there expl. by the words JA; .Zt

d LpJ~3 [i. e. d ¢ ; jC.
see 5].)

L tl; Jil 1;, aor. ., in£ n. [ lapp. $,
The wintter commenced: like as one says, ;

LW, inf. n. ]. (TA.) - And.,ll l;, aor.

as above, T/he day was, or became, intemly colb.
(Msb.) _- And & (i, (s,) and # 4: , (S,)

and e U', aor. as above, inf. n. , (Msb,)

lIe, and I, and we, rmai/n staiyed, dwet, or
abode, ($, Msb, 1,) duiring tihe 1;: [or rwinter,
&ce.], (,) or during a !.', (Myb, ,) in it, (,
Msb, ,) namely, a place, (.; M^b,) or a eountry

or town; (I~ ;) as also ' Os;,, (11,) in£ n. °>;
(TA;) and ' ,jE , ,) said by AZ to be

from l.ll, like .. fom ll: (TA:) [and

all are also app. trans. in this sense without a
prep. :] or, as o<me nay, 1 means rprep.:] or, as some say, ,oto.mH L5 meas Ae re-

t
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mained, stayed, deldt, or abo(le, in the C)L~
[q. v., meaning a particular place and also a parti-

cular sort of place,] in the 1.; and V t1t!, he
austured [hi. cattle] there in the I". (TA.)

_ And,4iJl , (s,) aor. as above, (TA,) The
enple, or party, experienced drought, or barren-

ne, or darth, in the ; as also * t;. (QL)
- See also 4. -- like 1; 5 . [in measure],
lie wras smitten by theI .. (I1.t$, TA.)

2. 1 , inf. n. ;43:. see 1. - One says also,

UA 1 I 1This thing rrill sufface mefor

m.y : [or nwinter, &c.]. (P.)

3. Uots /LL (6, O) and fr (o) [He bar-
;ained with him for work by, or for, the season

I- -
eill/ed *L;:]; and in like manner, pt:..t-! [lie
hiued him, or took him as a hireling]: (TA:)

trom tlJI [i.e. the subst.]; (s;) like a/~

from ,jl, &c.: (TA in art. j :) U:t being
here in the accus. case as an inf. n., not as an
adv. n. [of time]. (TA.)

. :1.,, (6, g,) and 1;l,, (Mch,) They, and
we, eRntretl the [season called] .{; (6, M.b, ] ;)

and ? signifies the same as l;:il in this
sense. (Ilam p. 117.) - See also 1, near the end.

5: see the first paragraph, in two places.

a A rough, or rufled, place. (].) - And
The j.~ [i. e. higher, or Ullper, part, or front, or
.fire part,] of a valley. (Az, ]g.)

;3: see i, in three places.

IS.% and S (6, Msb, .,) like .? and

'ji ,, (S,) [signifying Of, or relating to, the
a.son callcd ;j,] are rel. ns. of fa' (8, Moh, O)

rteareld AS pl of I2.9: (Mb):) or it may be
that tlhecy formed the rel. n. from nd, and dis-
cardled that of ,t.'; as is said in time M: (TA:)
or those who regard tt, as a sing. make its rel. n.

to be t al; and t sLa . (Msh, TA.) -

t. 5~Jl, (S, 1,) thus withl fet-h to tdie _ and ;,.
(1I,) significes also The rain of the [seawn called]

.fU; and so * ; JI; (S, 1 ;) the latter occur-
ring in a verse (6, TA) of En-Nemir l)ni-Towlal).

TA.) [See the latter of the tacbles inserted voce
>j; an(l see also :..] - Also The inwrease, or

,lp,in,g, (L;,) of heep and goats in the

[season called] [by whichl is liero meant

the meason called j"' ,CJI and J.I &A, com.
naewing in January and ending in Mlarch: see
the fiormer of the two tables mentioned above]:

(A[bo-Nagr, TA voce a/ [q. v.]:) [and in

like manner, of cameels; for] k~; and Lji. and

t .S are applied to the young camel brought
fiorth by her that in termed V ~', meaning
rr [i. e. that bringsforth in th (aon called)

]- ](TA.)

f= a word of well-known meaning [in the

[BOos I.

sense in which it is most commonly used, i. e. dicelUs, or abides, durirg the seaon] of the 1
Winter]; ($;) one of the qua,rters [bf the circ&] ' [or WIT J. . ]; asuaso ;.: (g:) pl..:1,
of the seasons; (K;) and t ijtl signifies the (TA.)
same; (Sgh, K;) [and so does ' ; (see an a

ex. voee 5 )] and so does t;...: .: see S, last sentence. It is said inex. voce ~sa.j;)] and so does ?i(U:".: (Msb, ·
TA:) [also the half-year commencing at th a trad., as some relate it, 0. ' *' ,,
autumnal equinox :] ISk says, i"I is witlt the. meaning The ~cople being in a state of straitnes,
Arabs a name for twelve months: then they ! or dnarth, and hunger, and lxtucity of milk: but
divided it into two halves, and commenced the

[or year] at the commencement of the tU;

because this word is mase. and the word o
[meanling in this case the " half-year commencing
at the vernal equinox "] is fem.: then they divided
the °t; into two halves; the U.j being the
former; and the j, the latter; [but this is a
manifest mistake, probably attributable to a
copyist; for, as is well known, the former hlalf is
called the &; and the latter, the .t or t . ;]

each consisting of three months; and in like
manner the . and the 4, collnist, each, of
three months: (TA:) also onje of the six seCrSrnx
into whlic h the year is dirided, each rvleoenitf con-
sistr of two months; inamely, the season [corn-
mnencinl in November and ending in Jannary,]
next ofter that called .J1l: (S and K voce

pfj: [ce this word; and see, again, the firmer
of the two tables mentioned above:]) accord. to
Mbr, (S,) . is pl. of *' ; (S, Msb, 1 ;) it
is said to be so by IF on thie authority of Kh,
amid by some on the authority of Fr or sonic
other: or ,;; and t V signify the sante, (s,)
as is said in the M; (TA;) [i.e.] some say tlhat
tI.Jl is a proper name tbr the quarter [&c.]:

(Mah:) the pl. is a;i l, (S, Msb, K,) i.e. l,. of

:1A, (8, MbI,) because ilO, as pl. of jwi, is
peculiar to a musc. [noun]; (Myb;) and

also, (K, TA,) originally $5';f I [a mistake for

f.*]Z, written in the Tekmileh 5., as on the
authority of Fr.: (TA:) the pl. of its syn. t it:.
is ..AZ. (Myb.) - Also, i. e. :tI, Ilail, syn.

-~, (~, TA, [in the CI~ >y,]) thatfalls fromn the
sky. (TA.) - Anid Drought, or dearth: (K,
and .lam pp. 117 anid 150:) this meaning being
assigned to thie :t; exclusively of the x be-
cause in it the people keep to the tents, not going
forthl to seek after her)tage. (TA.)

h,: asee g , S in two places.

a5 : see U.; [with which it is syn.].

and Ls?tzi: seem i.

; .Ente'ring the .t., whichl, with them, [i. e.

the Arab., and alpp. in this case,] means [a season
of] droyight, or dearth. (Ham pp. 149-60.) -
Or:, -.. A day intensely cold: (M.hb:) or a day
in which is >y [i. e. hail (accord. to the CK t)];
and in like manner atI l [a morning in
which is hail], (1g, TA.)

;Ut:: see its syn. '*.

s; The place [in which one resides, stays,

lAth says that the reading commonly known is

OY'::. (TA.)

t;ML~: see lt;;, in two places: - anid I.

..

t. A species of tree, (Aq, IDrd, ISd, M.sb,)
of those tiwtt ytron upon the mnountains, (As,) or
a certain pltnt, (~, IK,) of sn7et od,our, (S, Msb,
I.,) but bitter to the taste, (S, M.s,,) with which
one tane, (f, 1C,) growing in the mountains of
El-Gktowr (A1)), MsI,) and Tihdiehk andl Nejd;
(ADl ;) a kiul of tree like the dwtrf-alle.-tree,
(All,, Mgll,) in si:e, (AlIn,) the leates of wlich
atre like those of the JSj. [q. v.], (Agn, Mgll,)
andl ac usetl fir tanning theroeith, (Mghl,) w/ith-
oat thorns, anl having a nautl ros-ecoloured
[fr.uit of the hind caUll] , in irhich are thre
or fijnr black grains, reembling the [q. v.],
i,hick, when scattered, are eatein il tlhe pigeon:
n. an. with ;. (AHn:) the word occlre in a
trud. as the name of a tall: Az says that it is a
nmistake for ., thoughl he kleow not whetller the

w iere used for tamling, or not: (TA:) [Mtr,
however, says that] _ is a mistake in this cae,

for it is a species of Elj, and is a dtye, not a tan:
(Mgh :) accorl. to some, (TA,) thie t. is the
widl ,rtt (Il j ). (.K [in whichl this last is
mentiomnd as a distinct signification] and TA.)

a 1
[See also .] - The honey-bee. (AA, .)
,I bIYkten p )rtion (f tite iwad o f a mountain,
remainingy in ia forrm like t ue [hkid ef a.rroterial
ornamenpicg t of a wnall ralled] bi4 : pl. 1C1. (s.)

* Also AMay, or much, of ahnythi,ng. (TA.)

1. a r , aor. i and :, (S, Myb, ki,) the former

reg., (Mslb,) [the latter irreg.,] inf. n. , (8,

M.s,) lie broke it, [so as to cletve its skin or its
flesh,] natIely, nnother's head: (S, ° g, TA:) or
he clare his skin of the face or of the head; or
he ltrve its skin, i. e. the skin of the face or of the
head: (Mgbl:) originally he struck it, namely,
the head, so as to sround it and cleav it [in the
shin or flesh thereof]; and then used in relation

to other members: (TA:) or A.l;) . Z and
rA.. , , [he wounded him so as to cleam the
skin or theflesh in his head and in his face]. (A.)
Accord. to some, [contr. to the authority of the

A,] it is from ;L1. 4AL.:l q 1 [expl. below].
(M.b.)_ [Hence,] it is said in a prov., 's

.c .Af j t ~. [Such a ono break a had

with one hand and curce with another]; meaning
t such a one corrupts, or mars, one tim, and

1

1
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rect/if, or repairs, another time. (TA.) And
,4. 0. *.4 A - . ..

bJ j.-"d. j ; t :t Zeyd does, or says,
wrong ote time, and right one time. (A, TA.)_-
And .,a. i JI ':i: t The ship clave the sea:
(;, A, L, Mob :) and [in like manner] .l 5.
I he dave the sea; (K, TA;) said of a swimmer.
(TA.) And ijltQl lie traversed the desert.

(I4, A, g.) And i A-l, 3 o;:l _ tHe tra-
ver,ed ite land, nith his camel that ie rode, at a

. · & a.ehe,tent rate. (TA.) -And ':JI ., (15,
TA,) or *Q,Il ' 1 , aor. ' and,, inf. n.
a., 
, [as above,] (TA,) Iec mixed the beverage,

or the rine, (~, TA,) with wnater. (TA.) lIence,

-. L ~ s, occurring in a trad., means
Aund it was as though it mixed with her odour

of musk the breath of wind that reached my
organ of s,neU. (TA.)

3. [The breaking of another's head
much, u, as to cleate the shin or the flesh: or the
breakingy of heads so as to cleare the skin or the
JflesI. - And hence, perhaps,] t The acting with
penetratire etergy, viyour, or eJffectirenes; syn.
,. -j (0, .)

3. .. (A, 0, 1) and ' (A, TA)
Between them is a mutual breahing of head&.
(A, O, ],TA. [In the CI, b., is erroneously
put for

6: Csee whlat inext precedes.

'. A .sinyle act ,!f breaking of one's head [so
as to leare its shin or its fl&dh]. (TA.) - And
A 'ound by nhich the head is broken (.q,* A,' L,
Meb) so as to cleave its skin or its flesh: (L:)
and [such] a wound in the face: (A,* Msb :) pl.

tn. (8, A, L, Msh) and it;. (Msb.) What
are ternned nt are of ten different kinds, (A,

L,) distingruished by the following epithets: [1]
wt, which peels off the [external] skin, but

does not bring blood: [2] 1.;, which brings
blood: [3] -t, [whlich cleaves the flesh slightly,
and brings blood, but does not make it to flow:
(but in art. ., voce v , q. v., what are here
mentioned as the second and third are transposed :)
4, .,,] which cleaves the fleshi much: [5]

t _, whlich leaves between it and the bone
only a thin skin: these are five ~t for which
there is no retaliation nor any determinate mulet,
but respecting which a judge must give his sen-
tence: [6] /. ,4, which reaches to the bone,
and for which the mulet is five camels: [7] ·& a,
which breaks the bone, and for which the mulet
is ten camels: [8] UiL', from which bone is re-
moved, from one place to another, and for which

the mulet is fifteen camels: [9] A, also
called Z1, which leaves between it and the brain
only a thin skin, and for which the mulet is one
third of the whole price of blood: [10] "A,lj;,
which reachc the brain, and for which the mulet
is also wec third of thec whole price of blood. (L.)

]3k. I,

1 The a4 ' of 'Abd-EI-IHameed, [who was the
goodliest man of his age,] the son of 'Abd-Allah
the son of 'Omar the son of El-Khatt1ab, was the

' subject of a prov. on account of its beauty [and is
said to have increased his goodliness]. (MF.)

._ The mark, or scar, of a wound by whAic
theforehead has been broken. (S, A, C,0 TA.)

The 'aT f [or magpi]; (1,TA;
omitted in the Cs;) [land] so 0 lq.. ' (I.
and TA in art. -.. )

and t.t A head broken [so that

its shin or its jed i clovren]: or a man having
his head [so] broken: (S, TA:) pl. [ofthe former]

U : you say & "`1. (AZ, TA.)_ Each
is also applied as an epithet to a wooden peg or
stake [as meaning t Having its head broken, or
mangled, by blows]: and so ist ., but inan
intensive sense. (S, L.) - And both the first and
t last signify S A wrooden pegy or stake; (A, TA;)
each as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
predominates: because its head is separated, or
uncompacted, in its component parts [or fibres by
its being battered]. (TA.) One says, ,)l,t L;

and t : S There is not in the house
[even] a nooden peg or stake. (A, TA.)

:: see

~t. Itw S A swimmer that cleaves the

rater. tveleently. (TA.)

' A man haring a mnark, or scar, of a round
by hvich his foreA/cad has been broken. (S, A, C.)

~ .a: see e ', in three places.

sb ee .

1. 4.q~, aor. : (; , A, O, Msh, t,) inf. n.
I.:.; (., 0, MO b, M ,;) and ,,.", nor. , (S,
A,O, ],)inf.n. w,. .; (S,O, ;) I£eperished:
(S, A, O, Msb, 1 :) or, accord. to AO, he perished
in relation to religion or the present wnorldly
state: the former verb said by Ks to be the
better: (TA:) or the former, (S,) or each, (O,)
signifies he gie~ed, or mourned; or was sorrow-
fui, sad, or unhappy. (S, O.) [See also :,
below.] - And ., or. , inf. n. S and
~ , It (a thing) msent, went away, or passed

awray. (TA.)_And , , sor. , iaf. n. w_,
said of a raven ( X1l,), It uttered the croak that
is ominous of separation: (TA:) [or it croaked
vehemently: or it (a raven of separation) be-
moaned, by its roa, a k i, fortune: see .]
- See also 6. 4, (S, i,) aor. ', inf. n.
_, (~,) .He (God, g) desroye d him: (S, :)

one says ' ,a, i L , [ What aileth him? May
God destroy him!]: thus the verb is trans. as
well as intrans. (S.) - And He grieved him; or
caused him to mourn or lament, or to be sorro-
fd, sad, or unhappy: (Q, 8, TA:) [and so, app.,
· ,qi; for] one says, J i 1 l

in£. n , i. e. j.., [which seems to meat
T affair ieed him and he at it,] and

[in like manner] r j,l .- L (TA,)

-And He cast, or shot, at him, namely, a
gazelle, (0, ]g, TA,) with a spear, (0,) or with
an arrow, or sne other thing, (TA,) and sevred
one of his legs, so that he could not move from his
place. (0, JC, TA.) - Also He drew, or pulled,
him, or it. (0, X.) One says of a homrseman, and
of a horse, .A41 4. and m, He pulled
the bit and bridle, and he pull it. (0.) And 'Ul

C#.& -C Verily thou draaest me
from the thing that I want. (AI O.)_ And
Hlie occupied him, or busied him, or occupied him
so as to divert his attention [from a thing]. (ISk,

0, O, .) And R,4 : t lie stolnnd it

with a stopper; syn. 1 .s_. (;, O, TA.)

4: see the preceding paragraph.

5. : i. q. Cja'3 [app. as meaning Ire ex-
presed pain, grief, or sorrow, or he lamented, or
moaned]. (0, ].)

6. ,,.W It Can affair, Nh, Msb, TA) became
confused: (Nh, Msb, ], TA:) and (Msb, I], TA)
it (a thing, IDrd, TA) bocame intermixed, or
intermingled, one part of it entering into, or
witidn, another; (IDrd, M.b, ]X, TA;) as also

[aM-. ,, ], inf. n. M [app. ~. ].
(IDrd, TA.)

g Want, or a want, syn. Iab.: and
anxiety: (A, O, :) pl. jap.,. (TA.) -Also,
as an epithlet, applied to a skin for water or
milk, as though a contraction of : meaning
"perishing," Old, and worn out; (0, TA;*) as
also V :~L: (O :) or the latter, so applied, sig-
nifies dryJ. (TA.) - And [as a subst., or an epi-
thet in which the qmuality of a subst. is predomi-
nant,] A skin for water or milk of w,hichl half is
cut o6ff and the lowecr part made into a bucket:
(0, g :) pl. ,,. (TA.) And A dry shin for
water or milh into which pebbles are put atul
then shaken for the purpose of frightening camed.
(L, g.,) Az says, on the authority of an Arab
of the desert, that it signifies An old, roorn-out,
skin for watcr or milk, of rwhich, sometimew, te
mouth is cut off, and fr~sh ripe dates are ptut in
it. (TA.) Suh says, in the R, that A nater-shin
was thus called [app. meaning absolutely]. (MF,
TA.) And it is said in a trad. that a man of the
Anyar used to cool water for the Prophet u)
$.11,l [app. a mistranscription for U., ' ,

meaning in his water-ins, or worn-out watoe-
skins; and cited to show that 411 is a pl. of

* 0 - ~ 68 40~
:,, like as jLi! is pl. of ,] . (TA.) Also
One of the poles of a tent: (A, .C:) pl.
~.<, [agreeably with an explanation in the

S]. (TA.) And [as an epithet,] .4ong, or
talL (g.)

Grief, or sorrow; and anxiety: (R,
TA:) but the word more commonly known is
with · [i. e. ]. (TA.) [The pl. is A,4.Z.
(like OAt,_) occurring in the 0, See also ,
of which it is the inf. n.: apd see ,r.n, first
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sentence.] - And Distress that befalls a man by
reason ofdi~eae or offpght. (g,' TA.)

".*. and 't4 . Perishing: (S,O, :)
[accord. to an explanation of their verbs by AO,
in relation to religion or to the present morldly
state:] or the former, (S,) or each, (0,) signi-
fies, griaing, or mourning; or sorronful, sad, or
unhappy. (S, O.)

_: Th7ree pieces of wood [set up as a tripod
upon which the pastor hangs his bucket (g, TA)
and his skin for water or milk. (TA.) [See also
.. t. (voce & ..L), of which it is said in the

TA to be pi.]

+ : soeo --._ Also A stopper; syn.
;1,. (., O, TA.)

'$$_ A woman affected n'ith anziety, whose
heart is given up thereto. (0, ]J.)

L: see : and . - Also
A raven ($A) croaking vhemently, or that
rroaks themlnently: (S, O, ] :) a raven uttering
the croak that is ominous of separation: a raven
of separation tlat bemoan, by its croak, a mis-
fortune. (TA.) - Also Irrational in talk, and

l,lquacious. (s.) It is said in a trad., Ij j'i
.. t,J ;.t ,,?.L,, i. e. IMen are [of] thre

[sorts;] a qseaker of what is bad, or an uttcrer of
foul, or obscene, language, aidingl in wrongdoing;
and a speaker of what is good, and an enjoiner
tiereof, aand a forbiddler of n/hat is disapproved,
so that lhe obtains good foirtune; and one who is

silent: or, accord. to A'Obeyd, : signifies
perishing, or in a state of perdition, nnd sinning.

(TA.) [Or] the Prophet said, j-i jJI 

I j M; ,L.. , meaning [As~mble are ol
three sorts;] smre from in; and acquiring re-
compn~se; and perisding, or in a state of ri
tion, and sinning. (0.)

' Pieces of wood, (T, Mb, C,) bound
together [at tlhe top], upon which clothes an
spread, (T, Myb,) or upon which clothes are put;
as aso U.; (]s;) ofwhich lattcr the pl. i;

: (TA: [see this last word above :]) pc
of wood, or sticks, of which the heads are joineo
together, and the feet parted ander, upon whicA
clothes are put, and wOmetimes the waterskinm
are hung thercon for the purpos of cooling tlu
water: (Nh, TA:) or a piece of wood pon
which clothes are put: ( :) Suh says, in the R,
that they used to call the water-skin a., and
they used not to hold it otherwise than suspended,
so that *,.-.. properly signifies the piece oj

wood, or stick, to which the wvatcr-skin is u~
pcnded: then they amplified the application o
this word so as to call thereby the tlhing upon whic)
clotho are p~ ded: (MF, TA:) the pL is
,5 ;- (A.)

1. · is an inf. n. of l.1 , and signifies The
bein, or beoming, intricate, complicated, per
pled, confued, or intricately intermixdg as

*i-.# · IS w·- 
also tp'It. (TA.) You say, l! q.',,

iM,b, ],) aor. , inf. n. ~, (M,b, TA) and
j_..,, (~, TA,) The affair, or case, was, or be-
came, complicated, intricate, or confused, so as to

be a subject of disagreement, or difference, between
a J~ .e · ·

them; syn. 4;-l; (Mb ;) and so v. '

[in which )'l is understood]; syn. J1.: (S :)
it fas, or became, an occasion of contention, or
dispute, or of disagreement, or difference, betveen

them. (I, TA.) .L ., t 5 , in the Kur iv.
68, means Repecting that which hath become
complicated, or intricate, or confused, [so as to be
a subject of disagreement, or difference,] between

them: and hence the word _, [" tree," and
"shrubs,"] because of the intermnixing, or con-
fusion, of the branches: (Bd :) or respecting the
disagreement, or difference, tat has happened
between then. (Zj, Mgh.) And it is said in a

trad., jl, l '.,j .j - I Avoid ye the
disagreement, or di.fference, that hath occurred
among my companionu. (TA.) e 7 , (1,)
aor. ', (TA,) inf. n.., lie tied it; namely,

thig. lg. -c~'.5 to~ -

a thing. (s].).-.) *,l lie H thrust, or

.pircecd, him with the spear, (S, A, , TA,) so
that it stuck fast in him. (TA.)_- _.- ,

(S, A, 1(,) aor. A, (TA,) inf. n. .I.e, (,) Ie, or
it, averted, or divertedl, him,from it; (S, A, 1 ;)
namely, an alffair: (1 :) he removed, or put away,
(TS, IC,) him, (K,) or it, (TS,) fron it: (TS,

' 1:) he withheld, or debarred, and repelld, him

, from it. (g.) You say, "Z ,i' C What has
averted thee, or diverted thee, from it? (?, A.)

-_1 _.~ , (S, 1,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(TA,) Ie pr~ ed up the e [or tent] with a
pole. (s, T, TA. [In some copies of the g,

f y is e rroneously put for .]) In like
- manner s _ is said of anything as meaning I

proxd it up with a pole or the like. (TA.) And

·j .-. , (T, g, TA,) and .;J1, (T, TA,)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) lie raised the hanging
branches of the tree, or shrub, (T, K, TA,) and
of th plant. (T, TA.) And .4, 'I4, He
raised the garment, it having gone don. (T, TA.)
Andq '., inf. n. as above, is said of anything as

meaning It rwas raied, u!praised, uplftled, or
acatedL (TA.)_r - ' He opened his mouth
(A, g, TA) writh a stick, or a piece of wood,

(A, TA,) by inserting this into the I trt of the
mouth caUcd its j:, (TA,) , ; [and then
put, or poured, medicine, or water, 4c., into his

mouth]. (A, TA.) And i.mj .. , (TS, ,
TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above; or, accord. to one
relation of a trad. in which it occurs, * V1'1
F 4_14; (TA;) lIe made the beast to open its

f mouth by jerking its bridle to curb it. (TS, ,
TA.) - And H,eJI '_ He threw the thing
upon th,e [q. v.], (S, ,) i. c. the ..

(S.)--', aor.: , t . q app. mean-
ing Its aggreate became large in quantity; or
it became much in the aggregate]: (TS, ], TA:)

e but accord. to A,, [it seems to signify it became
collected together, and then scattered, or diq~ed,

s by someing: for he says that] j.4 [its reg.

part. n.] is applied to anything collected together,
and then scattered, or dispersed, by something
(TA.)

2. i;Ja.l p; i. q. a~', ( Ti,) The laying
of the racemes of the palm-trees upon the brancha,
lest they should break: (g in art. )_:) this is
done when the fruit is much in quantity, and the
racemes are large, and one fears for the heart of
the tree, and for thce base, or lower part, of the
raceme. (TA in the present art.)

3. jlQl j~Il The cattle pynsturcrl upon pjq
[i. e. trees, or shrubs], (ISk, S, A, ],) having
consu,nced tue herbs and legumino plants. (ISk,

s, A _.). _ oUI y..u, (1,) ih,f. n. ;,.
(S,) Such a one contended, dispted, or litigated,
w,ith aeh a ea. (S,*., TA.)

4. i;' ia,..~; The land produced j_ [i. e.
trees, or shrubs]. (..)

6: sec 8, in three places.

7: see 8, in two places, and see 7 in art.)...

8. 1..1 It wnas, or became, hdit, or connected,
together, moe part nith another; as also ,I:
it vas, or became, conmmingled, one part amid,
or within, another; (TA;) and so so j:
(Ilam p. 161;) it was, or became, intricate,
complicated, ypeplexed, confused, or intricately
intermnixed. (TA: see 1, first sentence.) It is
said in a trad., relating to conflict and faction

( )", J1 .. ;, i 4 They
beeomen knit together therein, like the knitting
together of the bones if the head that intnjoin,
one with another, one entering into anotlwher: or
the meaning is, they disagree, or dije, one with

anotlwr. (TA.) You say,,.tLI .jq (TA)
and G t "1 ,W (Q5, A, Msb, TA) Ti,c gbecame
knit together, or commingled, one nith anot.er,
[in conrflict,] wvith tlheir spears: (TA:) or they
thrust, or pierced, one another with their stcars.
($, A, Mgh, M8b, TA.) And l :1 (Z7,j, S, A,
Msb, O) and ? II:J.. (Zj, S, A, Mgh, g) They
became conmingled, or con tl, or ria broiled,
disagreeing, or dffering: (Zj, TA:) thiey con-
tended, or diputed, to_ether; (~, A, Mgh, Msb;)
or disagreed, or differed. (S,* A,* Mghl, Mqb,-
k.) - Also He preceded, otwentt, or out-
stripped; (1g,. TA;) and so * i. (K.)_.
And, said of sleep, It w7vithdrew, or kept aloof,
from one; (,* TA;) as also . (.K.)-
Also (S, 10) said of a man, (S,) lIe put his hand
beneath his j:, against the part beneath his
chin: (S:) or he put his hand beneath his chin
and leaned upon his elbow, (I, TA,) not laying
his side upon the bed. (TA.) - [And, said of a
horse, He was bridled, reined, or curbed: (Frey-
tag, from the Deew4n of the Hudlhalees:) or
perhaps the verb in this sense is in the passive
form:] - see 1, last sentence but two.

'_ A discordant, or complicated, or consd,
affair, or case. (O, .) - Also The part, of a

Ji. [or camel's saddle], that is between the/ O5,

(IC, TA, [this word erroneously written in the

Cl with j,]) which are the L,5 and the ;j.i,

(TA in art. ,:,) [i.e. the ,. , the ;
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belngwha coejoins the ?%"l(in the forepar

'Of the saddle and in lik manne in t e hinder

ar] : the part betwee the in also mcale

she a (TA in ~e present art. (It is ther

said that this part is also called the m weiam

the pi..: but this is a mistake.]) - And The
chin: (A#, ,O,:) or (TA, in the V 1 nd ,

the place of psning(jA,[masin the lgvoce
1.1.,] ia the x here erroneously written..

the meaning being 5~ of the mouth: (,

TA:) or the part betwee the two lower jaws:
(AA, $, :) or the hide part of the mouth:
or theside of the moh, where the upper and

low~ bpe uni : or what hA s op e Of the part
whr the muh close [when medficine or the Ijke

or the plac of meetin qf the $oi~ [q. v., a

word variously explained]: (V:) or the part
where the two sides of the lower jaw unit
beneth the hair that grows betwee the lo e lip
and the chin: and, in a horse, the part betwe
the uppe, main, portions of the two side of the

loerjaw: (TA :~ pl. (of pane.] 4..zi and [of

multi ] and j~.Z (1~.)

(,A, Mgh, Myb, V, &c-) andt ;z and

11,1 (vg,) in which last the Lris changed into 5

likeas the U in changed into m,as in~boi

ginally ~j,or, accord, to IJ, the jg in in

not changed from Lrbecause it remains Lg in the

dim., in which, where it so changed, it should be

chaged back into -,whereas the dim. of 3" is
said t be j Cand and because it has keir

insta of fet-bi to the s-, (whence it appears that

IJ knew not ^ (TA,) [as coll.gn.s,

Tree; and shrubs, or bushes; which lte r

also called, for distinction, jqJit . 1a; and some-

times applied to plants in general; and, as a
gen. n., sometimes meaning the tree, lee.;] the
kind of plant that has a trunk, or ste: (g, A,

:)or the hind that has a hard trntk, orstm

(Mgh, Mqb,) like the j..L 4.c. : (Mqb:) or such
as prouces se-, and does not com to an. end in

its year: (Mghi:) or suwh as rise, or rise high,
of itself, wqhether slender or large, and whete
it withstand the winter or lach sttrength to do so:

(V:) called p~from;q.., because of the inter-
mixing, or conftusion, of the branches: (BdI in
iv. 68, and TA :) n. uin, with I Mb , .e

3;;p.! (m Mgh, lMqb, TA) and? V;q.Z and 
~T A:) he pl ~ is ~ (~,M qb) and [of

Zj*.] zjj. (M!b, TA) and (of Is]~~

(TA:) 1 also signifies the same a

(b:? or it is a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.j of
SqI;a pi. [or quusi-pl. n.] of which there are

few other instances; £ of J of and A;L Of

L,,and I~.L. of i or, accord. to Ay, the

sing. [or n. un.] of 41m. isi#..: and accord.

to Sb, JJq1 is1 sing. and pl., and so ame i
t

g and

x> and ;tii~: (g:) or ;1~ signifies tangled,
or luaurant, or abundant and dens, .,4..?: (A:)

or a coletion or.! (TA) 1w &.:

see in arts. jo Ae. . In the say ng in a tad.,
that the " '.. and the L are of, or %=o,
Pramdie, by the former in mid to be mentl7ie
grape viwe or the tree b eneath which all gi nc

was #m m, to the Prophe; and which, it is said,

was a "' (or gum-sasia-tree]: (TA:) and by

the latter, the 3d. [or rock] of Jerusaem. (TA

in art. jd.., q. vr.) - By hZ J, j4±, men-
tioned in the lgur in xiv. 29, is said to be meant
27w paMtree: or a ~etin tre in Paradise.

and by 'i ,' f i, in the next vers but one,

the m ~o ynh and the [s± i see at v d :

or each may have a more general application.

(1B4 in xiv. 31.) And ~j&i ;.±I, mentioned

in the lgur xvii. 62, m ean 27w tree ca~ d.J ejH:
and some explan it as meaning the Devil: and
Abo. Jah: and B&-Jaham Jibn-Abi4-'4 (B4.)

- " also signifes : The stock, or,orgin of a

man: (O, TA:) [hence,] one says, !pq.. C,"

i~[He isof agood stc or orgi] ; and >

14A-- -O
501I !^q" ( of the prphtic stock, meaning Of
the stok of the Prophet]. (A.) [And tAgeea
lo%cal tree; a pedire.] - Also, (CV,) or

t5q.,(0, and V cord.to the TA, [but pro-
bably thus in the TA onlybhecuse found to be so
in the 0,]) tA sm all spc, or spcl, on the
chin,of aboy: (0, V:) on the authority of IAyr.

(TA.) - And on 4as,"s. zjq >a. L

(so in my copy of the A, and accord. to the CV,)

or tv" V --- & ' (0, andsto acoord. to the text
of the g. as given in the TA, [but Z has, in the
A, distinguished the phrase as tropical, mand hence
! --. .L-,a L. 1LA1 41 L 4.. Z - . f i %m

MOuth of .a kidg oprv n its sucin. (T %l.)
-.. A nd A cet ain br n or m ark M ad wth a

ho r n, u o ca mels M ~ P )

js .I , an .j, I (p, or the fo me, m ~
A ,) b uat not the l t r, ( ) and t;. L .;( i;)

an d 3sqm0 'i lT, and V'-.,(,V

aM .. ,( ,lig , ]L) and V9) Z (AJjn,
;)A vale, and a land, abounding with

or ~ . . [i.e. tree, or s r b ] ~ A ,
M yb, .) jq also mgi flea strange, or a
stranger; apple to a man, (~, A, VJ) and to a
camel. (?, V.) - And An arro that is used
in the ga m ca lld ,4 i , thr o w a m on arroive

noefrom its khid o1f tre: (Q, V:) or one that is
borrwed and frmn the winin of which [on

~lr e occasions] one auy ur go (TA.) -

Also Bad, coru t or disapprve. (Kr, 1.
-...And A companio: (M, V:) or a fred:

(A:) pLi.~ (M, TA.) - And A sword. (l..)

,,4e[pi. of I^.11 fem. Of;q4J: we

- Also Withhld~ ,or debarring, and dierting,

tig. (TA.) You say, ^ t~ £ L~~

[Witholin, or debarring, or diverting, things
wihh ld or deb rred, or dive t d m efro it]. (s.)

I'1;and its femn., l" weel-Ao

(V) Cbntain ng ore jqZ (i. e. tree, or s r b]

(Ti s land is one continig mo e t h nthis].
(§, V.*) It has no known verb. (TA.)

the right,]) i How gody are the shape, (A,) or ~q.L.(,, TA) (mand] Jlgw(Mgb, Meb)

the sie, (O, li) and the apperance, of her A place(Q, gh, M9b,V) ofgiW St(Mgh, If)

uder (A,0, V:) or the vein and shi aud ofi..rl0L¶ etesoshab] 1Mb

fls teef! referring to a she-cmel. (0, 1.) Mqb, V:) or, us some way, the former signifies

see 1 * lst sntene: - nd is ~ man j.± (TA.) The former also signifies

with I,mvc A plac of cj.~[.. contending, dispting, or
- itgting]: PI~. ^t±: and, some may, it is an

and its n. un., with 5: see ̂ .. in .yr.7.-w'-'1-itolcs

&^q..: amejqzj, last two sentences.m* -0 1

iIJ1~.Z, as a quasi-pl. n. : ac ~As . seJq~. Youma uuujq ih
'As meaning A laud givmeim g goth 4 (i. e. trees,

ofjq..t 551. WithJ51'.or shrubs]. (TA. [See alsoj.±J)

4 iiJj Jt [he letersof wich te~ j~~L . q. $4.[i. c. A thing cowp~e of

is the plac of utterance; (in the CV, 2 ')]pes fwood, or stca, the heads of which are

the lette rs and uA and ,b (V.) bound together, and the feet parte asunder,
* Apo wic clothe t. ar put]: IS :' or ltiieee

see~~~a, in two pla~.of wood, or stickss, tied togethe, like the 

see4±a i for lacs.- AsoTheupn which articles of Jkritre, or utensil',ar

wood of a well, (~1KLJ)y mean of which p,ut: (M, M,b:) pl L (M, TA.) -.. And

the bucket is drawn out therfrom: (KL:) P" hence, (MJ) The mwod, (j,) or piece of ,eood

~ (a:) this PI. occurs in a verse, accord. to (Mi,) of the [hin of camel-vehicele (or onmn

J ; but the right reading in that instance is J4..., caled rl;1 (M, XC ;) as also and

as is shown by the rhyme of the poepa. ($h and * jtg,.1.: (L, V:) n. un. 3ja4.! and

TA.) -Also [A wvooden bar of a dwr;] a piece 

of wood which is put behind a door; calle in: ?IIi. TA)o a,vhceuedhywm

Pen. ,.j. (V , TA,) written by Az o male than the rj&, having the head mu-

(TA.)..-..And A pic of nwod with which a' Covered; (AA, V0TA;) as also ?qZ and

couch-frame is repaired, by its being ?Vjb;Z and *ti.." : (V:) accord, to Lth, bm

qf7if4d as,, a4 [q. v.], (?, V,) beneath it. ($) signifies the wood [or frame-ork] Of the L-o

-And A pic of wood which is put in the which when covee becomes a C>j&: (TA:) Ay
4 ~~~~~~~~~~~190 1



says that qi; signifies the pieces of wood of
fjh: AA, that it signifies vchicls smaller tha

l having the heads uncovered; also call

4., of which the sing. is V;Q. (S.)

i4..L: see -: _and see also;* .

j*.. Figured work (TA) having the form q
j 4 [i. e. trees, or shrubs] : (V,* TA:) and sil
brocade (t>) figured with the forms of j

(S, J.)
si [The place of the comminglin

of pars; or of the thrtig, or piercing, the
with]. (l;am p. 161.)

'j. and V ̂ .t! Comminyled [and con

fised]: you sayl- *L. and i an
t?lj- Spears commingle5 and confuwed. (TA.

?1 __-.: see what next precedes, in two places

1. i,, aor. M, (;, Msb, 1,) inf. n. iUl
(;, M,b,) lIe (a man, 0) ws, or became, coura.
geous, brave, valiant, bold, daring, or strong
hrted (., M,b, C) on the occasion of mwar, om

iglht, (?, 9,) making light of wars, by reason of hA
boliness. (M9 b.) AZ says that a1t-, sometimer
denotes a comparative quality in relation to him
wh1o is weaker than the person to whom it is
ascribed. (M9 b.) _ ~-,..Z, aor. ', [which in
this case is contr. to the general rule, notwith.
sta,nding the guttural letter, for by rule it should
be ,] He orercame him, or srpassed him, in
>I.i.: [or curage, &c.]..(s.) [See 3.]- , ,
or. ', (Mqb,) inf. n. , (IDrd, M,b,l,)

lie was, or became, tall. (IDrd, Myb, ].)

2. ], (S, ,) inf n. w (,) He en-
couraged him; or strengthened his heart; (~, I ;)
and emboldened him: (IC:) or he said to him,
Tltou art t4J [or couraeous, &c.]. (Sb, Q, J.)

3. .u ; .ti, [I strove to overcome or
nrpas him, or contended with himfor superiority,
in 3t,t (or courage, &c.), and] I overcame
him, or surpassed him, therein. (TA.)

4. ~.,l C [How courageoum, brave, valiant,
bold, daring, or strong-hearted, is he, on the occa-
sion of war, orfight!]. (TA in art 0-)

5. He aff.ected (.j ) courage, bravery,
alour, boldness, daringness, or strength of heart

on the occasion of nar, or fight; (S, ;) [he
encouraged hinself; made himself, dr constrained
himiself to be, courageous:] and he feigned, or
pretended to have, courage, &c., on the occasion
of war, orfight, not having it in him. (TA.)

:l Penetrating energy; boldness. (Aq.) 
Quickness of tis œhifting of th le kgs, in camels,
(g, ]g,) or, accojr. to IB, in horses. (TA.)

:i; ifem. with ;: see , ;in three places.

_--JSi iS~ Quick in the shifin of the legs,

applied to a he-camel; and so J.a and &t ";~,

a applied to a she-camel. (8, .) And ;
in Quich, and light, active, or nimble, legs. (TA
d Mad, applied to a camel. (Ibn-'Abbd, C.

see

amr.: see lq: _ see also ": RalI
Tall, and uncompact in frame: - and cripple

f by disease; or having a protracted disease
[whence] it is said in a prov., ;.a ; ,' , u

. [A blind man lading one crippled by disease, e
having a protracted disease: but in Freytag
Arab. Prov. ii. 119, the last word is writte

e a Iv, and said to be pl. of * ., and to sil
nify, app., ufering paralysi]. (TA.)

v . .: see 1,. ~ Also Cobmardly, wral
d (Ibn-'Abbad,) lacking str~yth or power c
) ability, ban, or emaciated, and mall in bod3

having no heart; (Ibn-'Abbid, ]K;) as al
s·. . : (Lh, ]g :) the former seems to have th

meaning of a pass. part. n., [i. e. of ., q. v.,
like i,.. and other words. (Ibn-'Abbid.)

, o: see ;e

4 [or · i.aq. or ,;q.zj: see 4.

r ., A buly serpent: or a malignant am
aaciow~ serpnt: regarded by Sb as a quadri.
literal-radical word. (TA.) [See also .]

lt4..: see what next follows.

. 1Z and t 1q: (Lh, ISk, S, Msb, ]O) anJ
l ,, (Msb, I,) which is of the dial. of Benoo.
'Okeyl, being made by them to accord with its
contr., which is 1t1, (Msb,) and V (Lh,

MS , M.bO) and V L I (S, IC) and ' (K
and V ,. (as in sonime copies of the ',) or
; ; (as in other copies of the ] and in the
TA,) [of all which forms the first is the most
common,] Courageous, brav, valiant, bold,
daring, or strong-hearted (S, Mob, .K) on the
occaion of ivar, or fight, (S, ,) making ligfht
of wars, by reason of boldessw: (Msb :) fem. [of
the 1st and 2nd and 3rd respectively] at" and
Lalq. (S, Msb,* K) and c.1t. (Msb,* K) and
E1te. also [without ;] (Msb) and [of the 4th]

ae~' (M9 b, g) and [of the 5th] t ill and
[of the 6th] V ;: : (. :) pl. masc. (of the 1st,

M, Msb) L [a pl. of pauc.] (AO, S, Msb, 1)
and [of the first three, and perhaps of the 4th
also,] ; (S, I) and (of the 1st, S) 1
(Lhr, 8, ]) and (of the 4th, S) ,:.,t4.. (Lh, ISk,
S, O) [or, accord. to IDrd, O l. is a mistake,
as is said in the TA, but the word is there written
without any syll. signs,] and (of the 4th, S, MRb)
V t1 (S, MMb, M .8 ) and [of the 4th, and perhaps
of others also,] j , (],) and also, (but these
are quasi-pl. ns., TA,) z.. (AO, S, ) and
t? l.a. (]) and V s [app. a mistake
for ;·,;..? or taq..]: (TA:) pl. fern. [all of

,or the last of .h or of [ n
and : and 5.Z: (Li, g :) or it" is [an

i-)

so

,If

)r
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i, 
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epithet] peculiar to men: (1,* TA:) AZ says,
" 1 have heard the Kilabees say, t4" Jr, but
they do not apply this epithet to a woman:" (S:)
t Lu.. and t i , however, are applied to a
woman, and signify bold, (Ibn-'Abbad, 1g,) ln
tongued, and vehemently clamorous, towards men;
(Ibn-'Abbad, TA;) audacious in her speech, (Ibn-
'Abbld, ], [but these two epithets as applied to
a woman and signifying "bold" &c. are omitted
in the COf,]) and in fher length of ton.qte, and
veAement clamorousness. (Ibn-'Abb;id, TA.) _
5t1. (S, Msb, }) and t i;. (KC) also signify

t The serpent; (s ;) and so does '.~ I: (TA:)
or the mae swrpent: (Mgh, K:) or a certain
,specioferpent, (Sh, $, Msb, ]g,) as also 1 ;,
(S,) mall, (X(,) or sender, and aserted to be the
bole of til serpent-kind: (Sh:) pl. ;,14.
(Lh, IDrd, K.) and j ", (IDrd, g,) thc former
of which is the more common: (IDrd:) the p1.
of :l is c..iWe; or, as some say, this is pl. of

1, which is pl. [of pauc.] of &t., signify-

ing the serpent. (TA.) [See also , above.]
- Also S The serpent called .. , that prents
itSelf in the belly (S, Il,' TA) of a man, as the
Arabs assert, write fin hha been long hun~ry: (8,
TA:) but Ay says that &>JI l signifies
t velmence of htnger. (Az, TA.)

t : ~see L , in two places.

:; fem. withl i: see ., in three places

iq:t: see an.

.1i; fernm. .: see w , in four places.
You say also, 'L.:. ;J A bold liones. (TA.)

Applied to a mall, accord. to some, it signifies,
,) or it signifies also, (I,) In whomn is ligAt-

t,, or ustveadiness, like what is termned ,
.s, ) by e.n of his strength. (S.) See also

·.-. - Iad ; or possessed by a dervil: (TA:)
Lth says that, applied to a man, it signifies one
Aho is as though the/re ere in him madwness, or
tiabolical poss~eion; but Az says that this is a
iistake; for, were this its mcaning, the poets
rould not have used it in praise. (TA, in another
part of the art.) - Tall: (IDrd, Msb, l:) and
a the fern. applied to a woman. (IDrd, M9 b.)
- Bulky; big-bodied; or stout: or, as some
ey, youtiful; or in a state of youthfid vigour.
TA.) _- The lion. (Lth, S, K.) - It is said in
he 1 that 5..1 also signifies sl [i. e. Tim;
rfortune; &c.]; and J says that this is what the
et means by the expression, ;i e.1I: but

his cannot be the correct meaning, for the poet,
lamely El-Aqshk, says,

,,*, .

by C~.`;l meaning himself, or some other thing.
(TA.) ~ Also, (S, ,) and 1, (1,) or the
latter accord. to some, but this was not known to
Abu-l-Ghowth, (S,) sing. of C~tl, [in some
copies of the S written CtL,., but the former,
which, as is mentioned in the TA, is found in the

l

b1w

.
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handwriting of J) is that which is commonly
known,] which signifies [The tnuckle nearat
to the wrist; this being what is meant by]

ii
the banse (Jyt) of the finglers, which are
connected with the tendons of the outcr side of
the hand: (., g:) in the T, we find the heads
(j;) of the ingers, instead of J -l: (TA:)
or 1. in the hand and foot [but see what
follows] signifies the tendons extended above the

V0k., [here meaning the metacarpal and me-
tatarsa bones] from the wrist to twhe bases

J'
(J.I) of the Jingers or toue, wahich are caUld

t., * L 1, above the outer side of the hand:
or the bone which conects the fngr with the
wrist; [i. e. the metaearpal bone;] every funger
having to it a bone thus called: he who says that
the [so here instead of Fl as above]

are the tendons calls those bones the s l.
(TA.) Aboo-Bekr is described as .LL $S)t
Lt.! l 't s, meaning Havin little J lh
upon what are thus termed: or having their
tendon apparnt. (TA.) [See also tl; and

>.] _ 4 ' I1 [More courageous
than a coch] is one of tie proverbs of the Arabs.
(Mghl.)

a, like ·j;., (1P, TA,) i. e. having the
form of a pass. part. n., (TA,) [in the C1C 4~,
like J4",] In the utmost state of madns, or
diaboical possesion: ( :) so says Ibn-Abbd;
and hence, accord. to him, 4l. [but in what
sense he does not say]. (TA.)

eg, Overconme, or surplssed, in L.. [or
courage, &c.]. (V, TA.)

1. . ,-:., (1, L, g,) aor. '; (v ;) and O,
aor. &; inf. n. [of thebo former] e;e.Z [in some
copies of the K '>] and [of the latter, or of
both,] Xl,;; '(L, ;) lie grieved, mourned, or
lamented; or was sorrowf, sad, or unhappy;
(S, L, ]g;) and was anxious: and t X'. sig-
nifies the same: (L:) or this last signifies, (1,)
or, as Lth says, it seems to signify, (L,) he re-
mmbered; syn. LjU. (L, V.) And -
iL; , [app. both , and - , inf. n.

,. pige~ cooedI a t ai.iy and plain-
tive manner. (L.) [See also X o below.]o
,. (S, L, ]1,) [aor. , accord. to the usual
rule of the l,] inf. n. ei and X4sq., (L, K,)
signifies tlhe same as ' 'a.,l, (S, L, 1C,) i. e. lie,
(another person, S,) or it, (an affair, or an event,
or a case, L, 1,) caused him to grieve or mourn
or lament, or to be sorrowfil or sad or urhappy.
(.8, L, ].) _ m ..JI , (8, L,)and ;,,
(L, k,) aoer. ', inf. n. O , (, L,) Iant, or
the want, detained, or withheld, (S, L, I[,) me,
(S, L,) or him. (L, g.) And d; ': C. What
detained, or withheld, theefrom us? (L.)

4. w;1.$: see the preceding paragraph. -
.bl Ao 1 Thle grapvin~ had a branchlet ofa
bunch of which all the grapes came to maturity.

(L, V. [See ' .])

56: see 1, first eentence. -- /l ' : The
trees lre, or became, tanged, or lururiant, or
abundant and dene. (L, J.)

· a (S, L, V [in the CV ' , but expressly
said in the ~ to be . ]) A road of a valley;
(?, L;) or a road in a valey: or in the upper,
or upperonst, part thereof: as also t 'l.:
(]:) pl. of the former i~ ,: (S, L, A :) and
of the latter . l: (1 :) or t a..X; signifies
a ~ley in mhich are manytrees; (., L;) or a
plae in which are 0J , which means tanged
trees; (yam pp. 761-2;) and i.e is its pl.:

(., L, and lam p. 762:) or V ;., signifies a
sort of valley producing good herbage: or, as
some say, C.l, signifies the upper, or upper-
most, parts of a vallU,y; and its sing. is t
[thus written in the L in this instance], as ISd
mentions on the authority of A'Obeyd, but adding
that, as such, it is irregular, and that it is more
properly to be regarded as pl. oft 4L.. (L.)

_ [Hence,] one says, X ,j :,;l,, (.,
Meyd, L, V,) .j._ being pl. of X, with the

quiescent; (Meyd;) a prov., (Meyd, L,) mean-
ing t The story is involved, or intricate; (8,
Meyd, L;) or ha several ways [in rwhich it may
be understood]; (Meyd;) or ham severai mode,
or mannr; and objet of aim: (L, K :) applied
to a story by which one calls to mind another:
(A'Obeyd, Meyd, L:) the first who said it was
l)abbch Ibn-Udd Ibn-Tabikhah: he had two
sons, named Sa#d and So'eyd: and some camels
belonging to him ran away by night, so he sent
his two sons to seek them; and they separated;
and Sa~d found them and restored them; but
So'eyd went on seeking them; and El-Hirith
Ibn-Kab met him; and there were upon the
young man two [garments such as are called]
burds (l), which El-Harith asked him to
give to him, but he refused to comply witl his
desire; whereupon he slew him, and took his two
burds: and J)abbeh, when he saw a dark object
in the night, used to say, ;.~ t;. ,I1 [" Is it
Said or So'eyd?" (see ~,)]; and this saying
of his became current as a preov.: some time after
this, having gone on pilgrimage, he met El-
.lirith Ibn-Kaab at 'Okadh, and saw upon him
the two burds of his son So'eyd, and asked him
respecting them; and he answered that he had
met a young man wearing them, and slain him,
and taken them: D)abbeh said, "With this thy
sword ?" and he answered, "Yes :" and he said,
"Give it me that I may look at it, for I think it
to be sharp :" and El-I.arith gave it him: and
he took it, and shook it, and said, 3 J..M.l iJ 

,; and slew him with it: whereupon it was
said to him, "0 lpabbeh, in the sacred month ?"
and he said, W,! XJ! J,, [" The sword pre-
ceded the censure"): these three proves. he ori-
ginated. (Meyd.)

and ;p.: ee the next paragraph.

, Grief, mouing, lamentation, sorrow,
sadne, orunhappinesm; (.,L,];) and anxiety:
(L, j :) pl. Oh.. (., L, 1) and O;.p; (L,

J; [in the latter of which these pls. are men-
tioned after all the explanations of the sing. ;])
the former a pl. of pauc., and the latter of mult.
(I.am p. 404.) [See a verse cited voce ~/c, in
which it means A caume of anxiety.] - And The
sou's love, or its inclination, or its blamable in-
clination: (L:) [or] love that is foloted by
ansiety and grief. (Kull p. 165.)_And A
want, (8, L, Myb, ],) as also t eP , (L,)
wherever it be: (8, L, V:) pl. , (S., L, Mpb,

_) and eiOjt,l; (L, Mqb, ] ;) the latter being
pl. of efte. also. (L) A rjiz says,

[I have two wants; a rant in Nqjd, and I have
a want in the country of E-Sind]. (?.) Also
An intriately-intermisgling branch of a tree;
(L, K ;) and a 4aZ [i. e. branch, or branchlet,
or the lihe,] of anything; (s];) like t i". and
' ';I and t L ' (L, O) in the former ;ense:
(L: [accord. to the ,, app., in the latter sense:])
or, accord. to IA~r, one says ' i41 and V - A 

meaning a branch of a tree, [or the latter app.
means branches, for it seems to be a colL gen. n.,]
and ' ' and 't , and [the pl. of ' j.;.

is] ;l4A and ;,: (L:) or, accord. to J,
(L,) "L and .* A signify roots of trees in-
tricatdy intermingling: (.8, L:) [but] the pri-
mary signification of and ' £*: is a

brancidet (a &a of a .^b) of a tree: (L:) or
t ;'. signifies tangled, or lwuriant, or abun-
dant and dene, tre. (MQh.)_-See also ..
_ And see :.._, - Also, (g[,) or tnb, (L,

[thus written without any syll. signs, perhaps fem.
of , i. e. A;.Z, but it seems to be indicated
by the context in the L that it is 'P A4,]) A
she-camel compact in miake, of which the several
parts are interknit, one writh another, (L, K,*)
like the parts of a tree. (L.)

a;<.Z: see the next preceding paragraph.

L,.Z: see e.b., in six places: and a. --
Also, as some say, Leanness; or enderness, and
leanne; or leanne, and lanknes in the belly. (L.)

:: see X O-, in five places. - Also, i. e.
with kesr, (Y,) or ' `. and * , (L,) A
branchlet of a bunch of a grape-vine of which aU
the grapes come to maturity. (L, I.)_
signifies also t Relato~hip clo~ely, or intimatel,
connected. (L.) One says, .-.j .:R M;W,
and..v 'P ii., t Betwen me and him is a re-
latioship closely, or intimately, connected. (S.)
And it is said in a trad., X, e 4.. a.l i. e.

l is derived fro~m J: (8, L: [see

.A j:]) or, accord. to AO, (L,) the meaning is,
[ a 1 is] relatiowsip,from God, closdy, or in-
timately, connected, like the root# of trees. (,
L.) -_Also A crack, or cleft, in a mountain.
(Lb, L, hr.)

#- ' see the next preceding paragraph.
1 a
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;_ ' # is saying of the Arab like

their saying c. ; [i e., app., Mfy with
Aoder i. d h, or srAl be death alone; for

o*;,&mem ma;y be rendered DastetAh m

hAi, like U i rendered "death sepa-
nted him "]. (L)

i0: 8eO toot*0

, Ga,resng, or~ ing,, or hlam in,; or
orroymid, ad, or unappy; (f, L ;) and amo

(L.) See also an ex. of its fem., with 5, voee

LiSQ [an ubt.]; pl. 1 j.: se 1!, inn
fivw Ulae.

L , aor. , inf. n. t H, e wu choked;

or Au troat, or fauc, bam obhructd; (
VI;) ! by it; i. e. a bone or the like. (V.) One

,ay1k, Kj io L; [Keep t h
to ~f-trait though to be cAoAked by the

bone]. (TA.) And, [henoe, by a metaphor,
(aee ar p. 88,)] aor. and inf. n. u above, t He
gie,d, o~ , or lamented; or m aorrof ,

md, or mun :ppy (?, Mb :) and h was, or b-
came, a ou or di~ps in mi. (e.) -
Also, aor. and inf. n. u above, said of a creditor

(., ), He went away, . [frm i As]. (V.
[See 4j]) ,i 1 It mm, or beame, a
occaon of contsti, or dipte, or of disgr

onot, or difeec, betsvee them. (i.) _-

(M, M ]b, :,) aor. i, inf. . ;.;l, (g, Meb,) [app.

originally a yeiA th4,1i in the first of the nses
amigned to the latter in the next ppharaph
and hence,] t It (anxiety, Mob) gri d Ah; or

caued im to mou~ or lnsmet, or to be orro~.

or sad or unappy; (, Mb, ] ;) as also t 4 l.

(i.) And, mid of wealth (Mtl), inf n. ;;,
It ecited Aigs rif, wsurning c, , and his

daire. (TA.)- Also, and t tq.l, t It caued
hi,, tb be mi~j, (K, V, TA,) and eied

inm. (Ks, TA.) Thus each of these verbs has
two contr. significations. (0.) But MP observes

that 'l, the expluntion here given in the V,
is mid by the author of the ] [in art. ,b] to
denote a lightner arising fromjoy or grief. (TA.)
[Generilly, however, it meansuu rendered above.]

4. otq.I, in£ n. £;&J, It choked him; or

caused his throat, or fauo, to be obstructed;

syn. 6l:&; (f, TA;) mid of a bone lying acros
in the throat, or fasome. (TA.) [This is clearly
shlown to be the meaning inAhe ?, as well u in

the TA, intended by dht; with which it is also
syn. in another ense; for] -It signifies [also]

t It, or he, cased him to fa into grif, nour
ing, lamation, aorrow, dsu, or hapi
(]S.) See also 1, in two places.-Also t He

ebdued, overpowered, or overcame, Aim, (],
TA,) wO that he griesed, or wsu orforofiL (TA.)
- And t He a~d him. (KJ, TA.) - And

t He mde him to go awray. (Az, TA.) And

L - $4; tI aVe his (i. . a creditor or peti-
tioner) what connted him, wo that he wnt away.
(TA.)

. &: . (A4, T, ],* TA,) mid of a
woman of the desert with refrene to a young
man who had been dallying, and holding amorous
converse, with her, (Aq, T, TA,) t She rit
Aim, and prd gri, or unap , to Akm,
or on acon~ of him, [ie. on, ao~ of hi
adanes,] saying, As, my grif, or my ~u-
Aappies! (A4, T, ],* TA.) And said of a
woman with referenco to her husband, meaning
t h ewsprgri ., u above. (A, TA.)

, A bone, or ome other tig (, ) of the

ike sort, (L,) tickingfd, (m,) or lying aro,
orforming an obtrctio, (]) in tAe tAroat, or
fauca, ($, j,) of a human being, and of a beast;
(TA;) a thing in the troat, or fauwce, that
[chokes one, or] pr~ fro s oing: (car
p. 69 :) an in n. used us a subt [properly thus
termed]. (1r p. 33.)_ 8ee also the next par-
graph.

,t Aniiey, or diqui of n ; and
grief, mouning, lamrntation, sorro, s,dnes,
or usappin~s; (Q;) [and] so VI : thus
termed because a man is choked thereby. (Var
p. 33.)_ And t A want; an o.ect of want.
(Az, ], TA.) One says, 4,35 3i ~ C[app.
meanin t SuchA a one wptforAi object of want]:

and 'a;;!. u;l.,i .i [app. t The pgeon ca
for it o~ect of wan]. (TA.)

. t Grieving, moning, or alm~. ; or

orrowing, sad, or thappy; applied to a man;

(, Mb;) and iga, of the meuem ial, ap-

plied to a woman: one says, '. 

",lJI Imentioned and expl. voco Jli., in art.

wL, where each of these epithets is written with
tehabdeed to the ,.; and likewise in another say-

ing there mentioned]: ($:) or, in this saying,
(TA,) it signifies occ d y aniety or g~ f];

(V, TA; [ip the CV,-,'JI is erroneousldy put

for 11;]) nd mens "free [there-

from] :" so says AZ: and in this inUtanoe .l
may mean oc~pied by a boe choking, or ob-

tr~i, his throat, or fauce, or by a~ziy,
and not havingfod a way of ecape ther~ ;
or by his oppon, or adwMary, om hm Ads
bMn ~ble to withstand: (TA:) and sometimes

one says like u one says eJ- and

.; though this is rare; (Myb;) it is men-

tioned in the 'Eyn; but is more known; and

is said by Az to be the chaste form: (TA :) Mbr
says, the 1 j of L.LJl is with &shdeed, and the

j of 1 f l is without tebdeed, (,) and some-
times this is with teshdeed in poetry; (f, ] ;)

but if you make it to be from *t-, it is t

only, yn. with j*.-. [i. e. gr~ &c.] (l ;)
and so it is said to be by Az and Z: and Az adds,
the second way of accounting for it is, that they

often lengthe J. with a g, saying, ' IJ
IA and a, nd and ", and , and

S : and the third way is, that they amimi-
lated one word in meusure to another, as in Qi1.bl

t1~1, the [proper] pL of ;1 being only

,.s. (TA.)

Bo I.

a.~,: se the next prooeding purgmp in 

two places.

aiT4. ijt; [A dmert, or atrb~ &dert,]
di t to trav (, ].*)

S.3s, rith fet- to the t; rel. n. of . (.)

0'4, , (s, ]M,) of the mearre 3*;i [and
therefore .- ith tenween], (Mz 40th f, and MP

and TA,) like LJ, &c., (,' and Mz ibid.,)

and ta ', (s,) applied to a man, ($,) Long
in the lgr: ($, I:) or ery tall: or ry tall,

with bigs, (.., in the CV l/,) of the

bonre: or long in the back, ahort in the leg; (] ;)
thus in the M; but Az mays the reverse, i. e. lg
in tah lgj, short in the bacL (TA.) -Also,

(],) or the former, (TA,) A blky hore. (].)
_ And The ' [or magpie]; ( ;) [and] so

_~;; (1j and TA in art. ;) fem. with 

[i.. ct. ]. (V.) _ And A,ind conmtia

obiny; us also 11;4. . (V.) All this is in
the M. (TA.)

4i~;: aem the next preceding paragraph.

t:.( An affair, or event, gr;ig o
ca~r y to mour or la nt, or to be aorrof~J or
md or Aappy. (TA.)

L ~, (Mob,) sec. paer. , aor. ~

nd , (1, 0, Mb, ],) the latter of theso

tom agreable with analogy u the verb is
intranr., and the former deviating therefrom;

(MF;) and sec. pere. - , - or. ; (f , 0,

M9b, 1 ;) [the first of which, having for its aor.

is the most common;] inf. n. (, A, 0,

Mqb, V) and ·and , (ISk, O, ],) of which

three inf. ns. the first is the most approved; (TA;)
He was, or became, niggarl, enaciou, gy,

penr~, or arnious; syn. IL: (Mb :) or

Ju4 relates to single things, or perticular; and

Cz, to things in general: or Jd. relates to

wealth, or property; and , to wealth, or pro.

perty, and to kindnes, or beneficenoe: or ,

signifies he w, or became, niggardy, &., as
above, in the utmo dgree: (TA:) or Ah mu,
or became, niggardly, &c, au above, ($, A, O,

],) and coou, or ehm~tly or gredily or
~cosmib*y or clpb dsirou, (s,) or with
cowtoue, or vheo~dt or greedy or eaweewe

orcupbedr (f, A, O.) You my, &4

andd ;&; (T, M, ];) by the former meaning

He wa~, or became, niggardy, &c., of it, i. e., of
his property, or the like; and by the latter, JA
wa, or became, iggardy, &c., to Aim, i. e., to an

asker, or a beggar, or a seeker, or the like:
(MF :) or [in some caes, u will be seen from

phrases mentioned below, (aee ~ ] meaning

by the latter the same as by the former. (L.)

[Thus] one says, .dJ.w 34 [He is nggardly,

., of his property; and sometimes, in the same

sense, oi1. U " ]. (A.) And~ -a
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y i [Lom of them wre ardly, &c.,
to ome; meaning the we nigard^, &k., one
to &~hr]. (Myb, ]1)

8. 1 j?t; [He isu ~ ardly, tenao~ ,
&c., as above, mw me, of msc a thing]. (A.)
[The inf. n.] ZL?. [in the C1 erroneo~ y
written 4a.l ] is yn with "b: (], TA:) hence

the saying, .., j : 9 [There all
be no acti im a nigardly maner, of one with
another, m the m ~ , of p , ne

aO ist tow u.qf "scA a oMe; syn.

a -M L)

d. Jo W The peopl, or party, were g-
gardy, nwu, &., as above, [see 1,] one to
another, (M#b, 15, TA,) jI ) [in the ffair],
0(, TA,) and 4 L[for it], (TA,) and ein
A ig to it, (TA) fearing et it s beo
co~me mattaiab~. (, TA.) And u. a.,W
Q,4 &l ,;,,: . j,: (, o, , TA) They

two (i. e. two men, f, O) o d~ toge~ err
th thing, or aflai;, each Of them ng u
that it should become be~ d kis rc, or attin
m~nt. (TA.) And dll ,.W [or ;1] i q.
*Q43 [i. e. Thy triteed cach other in pr~e
*W to te ater, and vied, eah with the other,
is ~da to satisfy their thirst]. (TA in

t .)

R. Q. L .; [in£ n. of &; ,] The bing
ous, mary, or vigilant; orfearng. (O,.)

_The crying of the [bird called] u. (1.)
You say, C_1 ' ' The ). utterd it C.
(O, TA.) - Th mamers reiterating of ~ ,oic,
[or hi bei not cler, or his bg paring,] in
his braying. (1.) You ay of the camel, '.

· [He r~itrated his voice, or] h a
not clear, (v,) or he wa paring, (L,) in hi
braying. (~, L.) - And The fying wifly.

wee

- )_ } --mean [He made s
wi durig his audate of aund , or health, and]
in hi tate of which h i tencio [or the state
which he is rductant to quit] ( j 1

* .:: me the next pLaragraph in four places.

. (f, A, Mqb, ]5) and t t (;, A, 1)
andt andt and
( a,) applied to a man, Niggardly, teraciu,
sty, penriou, or aaricious: (Myb:) or nig-
gardy, &ce., a above, in the mos~ deree:
(TA:) or nigardy, &c., as above, ($, A, L,)

and covetous, or vemetly or yreed or exce-
s or cdpably deirou, (15,) or waith Cet
~, or hemm~ or greedy or ezoesnive or cu-
pale deire: (?,A:) and V La w.J signifies
th ame as [a so that is ar, e.]:

(IAr, TA:) the pL (ofW , , b) is '3 I,
[a pl. of pauc.] ($, A, Mqb, .) and ;: (, A,

1) and ;1l;.. (Mb, ].) You sy, [5: ,

a nd] H e ig gardly, c.,

of a ting. (L inrt .. ) J ;; ;imi, in
the ]ur [xxxiii. 19], means [Tey beig nig-
gardly, or emently duirs. of t good thing,
i. e.] of the wealth and spoils: (TA:) and C11&

.;, , in the ame vere, mean. [Tey beng
iggardly of aid [to you]. (Jel.) - [Hence,]

i zje tJi, [in which the latter word is pL of

i. _:,1 (0o, ) or , (A,) t Camels that

yidlib m i. (A, O,, TA.) And C , ji
A pece of dick, or *wood, for prod~ucing ire,

tat doe not yield fre. (, A, 1.) And .;

1, t W'at,er litlb in quantity; no opiosw.
~(10) A·andt ., tLand that will not
ro with water uwns _ in cone. of mwuh

rain; (, 0, ;) u se ta l s : (0, 1:)
and also, (I8k, L, TA,) or t the latter word, (so
accord. to the g,) t Land that in co~
quge~ of the ad rain; (ISk, , TA;) as
though it were niggardly of itself to the water;
(TA;) like t.i [in this, or in the former,
sense]: (ISk, L:) thus having two contr. mean-
ings. (1) And cord. to A}n, C: signifies

t [Small water-coures such u are termed] ,t.
any one of mch i made to jflo if a ~kiid of
water is poured into it. (TA.)

see - m c, in three places. - Also

Evil in dipoition; (0, 1;) and so 
(TA.) Yey jealsou ; (Fr, , 0, 1;) also

-and * 0; ' . (Fr, O, .1.)-
C~,uogeu; ( ;,1];) and so * tC .h (TA.)
_ Also, (%, O, ], TA,) applied alike to a male
and to a female, (TA,) and 9 ,, (] , TA,)

or * , (8,0 O,) One who keeps, attends,
or appe , onstantly, perev,eringly, or
assiduosy, to a thing: (Q, 0, 1, TA:) who
strie, labour, or e~ert hi,aclf, therein: (TA~:)
or, as some say, (, O,) penetratin, sharp,
vigrous, or efctio, therein: (g, O, TA:) the
first, (;, 0, 1, TA,) and * second, (TA,) apllied
to an orator, or a preacher, (g, O, ]1, TA,) in
this last sense, (g, O, TA,) or u meaning do-
quent (, TA) and por : (TA:) and both,
as epithets of general application, penetrating,
sharp, igorous, or effective, in speecA, or in
going or jousying: the fimt is also applied to
an orator, or a preacher, as meaning rsilfi/:
(TA:) and V the last of these three epithets is
applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh to a driver of camels,
who urges them by singing to them. (?, O, TA.)
,Also the first, applied to a ravep, or crow,

(..'!,) That croak much. (0, ].) - And
Light, or agile; applied to an ass; as also

t (O, 1,) as some say. (O.) - And

s6ift injlight; applied to a ul3;. (s, 0, g.)_
Also, and 1* i.1 ., Tall, or long, (Fr, O, 15,
TA,) ayd strong. (TA.) - And the former, ap-
plied to a [desert such as is termed] 'j-, Wide;
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(O, 1, TA ;) in hich the pahe of alighting are
far apart, and in which is no erbage. (TA.)

0~9~: see the next preceding paragrph.

: see :: __and see abo'. ,

in five phce - Also, applied to a woman, Re-
embling a man in her strength, (O, 15,) and Aer
~eiertion, or enmrgy. (O.)

t se :..am.and sseeealso a a,
in four places.

Niggardly, tenaciou, dingy, penu-
riou, or avaricious; [like : ;] (TA;) pos-

sming little, or no, good. (0, , TA.)

1. ,~,, aor. & (8, A, O, 15, &c.) and , (A,
0, 1&, &c.,) but the former more commonly
obtains, (TA,) inf. n. $ .; (0, O, 15;) and
,,..i, (Fr, 1, A, 0, 1, &c.,) inf n. S, (Fr,
?, O, 15,) but this form of the verb is disapproved
by AZ and 'Iya4; (TA; [in which, however,
nine authorities for it are mentioned;]) said of
one's body; (Fr, g, O ;) or of one's colour, or
complexion, (A, [,) and so s ", (A, 0, ],)
inf. n. .r ; (A;) [It was, or became, altred
[for tAe worse, vran, or hlajard], (Fr, g, A, O,
1 , J c.,) in eonsquence of emaciation, (1,) or
hunger, (A, ],) or sleplemsnesr, and the like,
(A,) or trael, (].,) or work, or diease, or im-
patience, or disretress orfatigu: or, accord. to the
author of the " WA'ee," 7P signifies emacia-
tion itself: (TA:) in this sense, it is of the dial.

of Bcnoo-Kilab. (A, TA.) _ ,o l -"-. ,
(IDrd, O, ],) aor. ', inf. n. a,, (IDrd, O,)
He pared the ground, or scraped off its super-
fical part, ith a shovel, (IDrd, O, I,) or me
other thing: of the dial. of El-Yemen. (IDrd, O.)

,Z: see what follows.

~.t/ A man having his coou, or comp~exion,
altered for the worse, wan, or haggard], (TA,)

or so lJ!I '., (A,) in con nce of diease,
or travel, or the like: (TA: [see 1:]) and erna-

iated, or lean; (TA, KL;) u also V ....

(KL.) It is said in a trad., l '4;jl u. ')

hg/~ [Thou 'lt not find the belieer otLemie
than wan, or haggard; or emaciated, or lean];
because 's is one of the effects of fear, and
of paucity of food, and of little enjoying of plenti-
fulness and pleasantnes or easiness, and softness
or delicacy, of life. (TA.) - It is also applied
as an epithet to a sword, meaning Altered in it*
colour by blood that has drisd tpon it: used in
this sense by the poet Taibbtaba-harrL (TA.)

1. ., aor. and :, inf .n. : , ])

and itm. (AY, $, 0,1 ]) and I (0, 1g)

and ~l.;(O,L;) and .. ; and tV a- ;

(L, TA;) He uttered Ahi voice or cry; [brayed;
1
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croaked;] maid of a mule, (;, O, 1l, &c.,) and o
an an, (I8d, O,) and of a raven, or crow; (;, O
1&, Cc.;) and sometimes, S of a man: (L:) o

. is used in relation to a mule; and I,la,.
in relation to a raven, or crow: (T, TA:) or th
former of these two signifies the reiterating of th
voice or cry of the raven, or crow; and when i
stretches forth its head (and croaks], you sa;
%,Aa: and accord. to the L, the first and secon
inf. ns., used in relation to an ass, signify th
uttering certain of his woices or cries: Th i
tbought by 18d to have mentioned also -

but the latter doubts its correctness: and 
is also expl. as signifying the raising of t/e voice
but as used more especially in relation to the mul
and the ass. (TA.) - is also said of a raven
or crow, meaning He, being advanced in age
had a rough, or harsh, voice or crJ: (O, ] :) [h
croaked roughly, or harshly, by reason of age:
it is said in the M that u and signifj
the crying of a raven, or crow, when advanced h
age. (TA.)

5: soe the preceding paragraph.

10. i [He desired a raven, or crow, tc
roak]. One says of ravens, or crows, ' i

Ci - [They 7ere desired to croak, anti theq
croaked]. (O,14.)-_8ee also 1.

tl , applied to a mule, an ass, and a raven
or crow, that brays, or croaks, or raise its voice,
much: and by Er-lI'ee it is applied to Ia

-- I4A-. (TA.)-. ;i, , A, , ,) and
cro.ak , (Ji,) Mules: (, A, 0, 1:) and asses
(A, TA.) And t iand t m The anil:
am: (e, O, r:) in the L said to be the wild
pigeon: [but ar is evidently there a mistrans-
cription for jlis:] each an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. predominates. (TA.)

1 ; r 5;': see fins - [pl. of
iL ] nRas, or crows: which are also called

togt ; y ISand t h1- , meaning desired
to croak and croaking. (0, c.) Dhu-r-Rummch
uses the phrase 1ainf ; j [Ravens
croaking by rea of separation]. (0, TA.)

: see 1_.

anlw-d- -: a~.see the next but one of the pre-
ceding paragraphs, in three places.

La aro: (8 A, M(B , ic,) aor. :, (O, Msb, :,)
inf. n. ai, (,) le tharpened (8, A, Msb, g)
a knife, (r, A, L, r,) and a sword, and the like,
(L,) or an iron implement, (Msb), with a whet-
stone or other similar thing; (TA;) as also
t Jl I; (K;) and , inf. n. ---
(KL-.)_-[Hence,] dred a ra e, o r rw [ntU
hast sharpened against ur thy tongue]. (A and
TA in art. .M .) And aLo3 J 1l
r [Sharpen thou for it the edge of thine intellect]
(A.) And 4a (,) or (A,) S He

,f lookd sharply at him. (6,* TA.) And i
, dJ-.L t1 t Hunger made his stomach keen,
r and strengthened it, (L,) and inflamed it. (L,

], .) - Hence also, i. e. from ;- . in the sense
C first exptlabove, (Har p. 377,) ,-,..L W, , L,
e (in£ n. j..Z, Jr,) 1 Such a one begs importunately

Lt

i of men: (A, K," and Har ubi supra:) and J -
y I begged importunately of him. (Msb.) - And

ad S: t He drove him away; namely, a man;
e (1;) as also V * (Cli, and so accord. to the

]

0,) or ;, (]g accord. to the TA,) inf. n.
. Li_;. (TA.) [See also 5 below.] And ZSLzA,

: (0, TA,) inf. n. as above, (k,) t I drove him
; vehemently. (0, K,0 TA.) - .L. also signifies
e tThe being angry. (V,.) You say, i;

,t loe wa angry with him. (TA.) And i. q.
jr [The act of parein, or peeling, &c.]. (0, .)

e You say, .J.... H, i.e. f4i [He pared it, peed it,
] dc.]. (Ts )

2f: see above, in two places.

3. in£ n. , e asisted me, by
alternating with me, ( j,,) anl did iiHke as I

edid, in sharlning a sword and the like. (yham
P. 533.) r * ;j 'o, Th(b. e she-camel raised
her tail, and theen twisted it veTAemently, when in
labour, being near to bringing forth. (0, '

4: see 1, first sentence.

b,j 11 a him l a apgplying himse. (.-Anf
to importunate begging]. (A, TA. [In both this
meaning is indicated by the context.]) -

t Such a one drove me away, and subjected
me to troubl, or difficulty. (TA.) Sc also 1.

ej" O t [Having a keen appetite;] huwngy.
($, M, L, -) - And t A vement driver. (1g,
TA. [See also w ]) - And t Liglt, or

active, in hiJ tork ( a)- (s0, .)

f ba.., applied to a man, i. q. $ t [Light,
and unsteady, or lig twitted; &c.]. (TA.)

I applied to ad knife [&c.], Sharpened;
(Lth, A, TA;) as also V &*. (Lth, TA.)

; An importunate beggar: (A, g :*) one
should not say , : (V:) tde latter is said by
IB to be a vulegar corruption; but several authors
assert it to be correct, because i is changed into
,±, without any error in speech, as is asserted by
El-Khaf.jee oand oters; and accord. to ithe A,
both these words signify as above: (TA in at.
.- , and partly repeated in the present art.:)

[it is said, however, that] I i meaning a beggar
does not occur in the language of the Arabs.
(Har p. 377.)

B to eA vhetatone; or thing with vrhich, or
upon wthich, one isapens. ($, g.) _And [hence,]
A rough, seere, or violent, driver: (0, g: [see
also l,,:] and applied also as an epithet to a i
driving. (O.)

3.S..; [A cause, or means, of sharpening: a
word of the class of 4." &c.]. One says, l t

,f. .,; ~t _- - [TAis it discourse that iJ a
cause, or means, of sharpening of the
standing]. (A.)

.;1. An [elevation uch as is termed] 4b1,
wide nithin, (0, JC, TA,) not rough in the stones
[thereof], but extending long upon the earth, not
having in it trees nor soft ground: (O, TA:) or,
accord. to ISh, (O, TA,) level ground, (0, k,
TA,) in which are pebbles like tmose [that are
strewn in the court] of the mosque, and in which
is no mountain; but he says that AD1 disapproves
the word: (O, TA:) accord. to Fr, (O,) the
head of a mountain, (0, K, TA,) vrhen sharp, or
pointed: pl. ~. (O.)

, ;9_: see ;._4e ~i i^ Such
a one is an object of anger. (O, TA.)

L C)a aor.$ :, inf. n. Z (S8, K) and
(O) and t.. (S, K) and law.L; (I;) and

_a, aor. '- (g,) inf n. ; (TA;) It uas,
or became, distant, or remote: (S, . :) or L
and J, signify the being distant, or remote, in
all states or circumstatest. (TA.) You say,
J3.JI 'L The lplace of visiting Vas, or became,
distant, or remote. (S.) And "I- . S '
IJI I wviU not forget thee notwithstanding the

distance of the dwelling. (TA.) And EI-'Ajjaj
says,

[And distance is the trerer of the hope of Aim
who hopeth]. (TA.) _,Jl f i Ie nt
far, or far from what was right, and ezceeded
the due limit, in the demanding of a price. (TA.)
- Hence, (TA,) ,J.i il £. . , (IC,
TA, [ir the C/(, and in a MS. copy of the t ,
l;-l,]) ,aor. :, inf. n. ", (TA,) lIe went to
the utmost tf the value of the canel in the demand-
ing of a pr.ice: (g, TA:) or he went far fnom
what was rigiit, and exceeded the due limit:
(K:) and . signifies the same; (K;) or is
thought to do so by ISd. (TA.) Hence, also, what
is said in a trad., by Rabee'ah, respecting a man
cmancipating a portion of a slave: s; 6 '

i * * ,O a. -a .

2 [77e value of the portions of his copartners
shalU be imposed upon the emancipater;] the
price of the slave shall be carried to the utmost;
[tlhen e lthal emancipate the wlhole ¢f him:] or
the meaning is, the price of the slave shall be
collected; from s' 1l m., which sce below.

(TA.) - 9J lie preceded, outwent, got
before, or passed beyond, such a one, and became
far from him: (4, TA:) and in like manner,
J5 JI [the horses, or horsemen]. (T, TA.) One
says also, 4 i -. zl l m The usn of
lidhim surpas, and outstripped, the Arabs
[in general] in excellence. (TA.) ,= 'Ull
Ile filed the vessel (Fr, ].) m See glso 5.

2. i;J. , inf. n. , (S, ,) He made
him (a slain man) to struggle, or flounder, s2

;�k& 

: [TAii it discourse that 4 a

cause, 

or means, of sharpening of the

standing]. 

(A.)

An 

[elevation mch as U.' termed]

wide 

ni;hin, (0, 19, TA,) not mugit in tAe stona

[th~fl, 

but extending long upon the earth, not

having 

in it trm nor soft ground: (0, TA:) or,

aewrd. 

to I8b, (0, TA,) level grottnd, (0, kr,,

TA,) 

in which are pebbks like tium [that are

strervn 

in the court] of the m~, and in which

is 

no mountain; but he says that ADt disapproves

the 

word: (0, TA:) accord. to Fr, (0,) the

head 

of a mountain, (0, ]�, TA,) when gharp, or

f 

11

pointed: 

pl. (O.)

0 

A 0, :B j . a',* . 6,

I^.:- 

ee C..£. ^119 1-*-i- Such

a 

one id an oNl�ect �f amjer. (0, TA.)

1~11

L 

i��l, aor. 9, inf n. (8, K) and L_5

(v.) 

and ty�l QS, K) and (1�;) and

1 

aor. '- 7 (g,) inf n. jL-" (TA;) It mu,

or 

berame, distant, or remote: (�, kz:) or lw��&

and 

JZ��l signify die be�big di~t, or remote, in

all 

states or circuinsfatuw. (TA.) You say,

!.;.I 

The lplace of visiting was, or became,

distant, 

or remote. (�.) And

ilit 

1 miU twt forqet thm notwithstanding the

distance 

of the divelling. (TA.) Asid EWAIQ

sayey

&cp. 

1,4-i t

[And 

distanre is tAe mr ~r of the hojm of kim

who 

hopak]. (TA.)

far, 

or far fr^ what was rigite, and exce~

tito 

due limit, in ilw demanding of a price. (TA.)

Hence, 

(TAJ & t 1 ;.�il !L", Q(,

A
TA, 

[in the CZ(, and in a MS. copy of the

aor. 

ig, in£ n. (TA,) lle went to

tlit 

utmost tf the valw of the canwl in tite demand-

ipay 

of a pi.ice: (1�, TA:) or he imit far fmm

what 

was rigiit, and exceeded the due limit:

(1�:) 

and £~" iBignifies the same; (1�;) or is

thoughttodo;obylSd. 

(TA.) Hence,also,what

is 

said in a tmd., by Rabee'ali, respecting a man

emancipating 

a portion of a slave:

21 

[77&e value of the Portions of his copartners

*IsaU 

be imposed upon tAe einanripater;] the

in*e 

of the slave #hall be cairiM to the utmost;

[Ilwn 

lte xltaU emancipate the tvliole tf him:] or

the 

meaning is, the price of the slave shall be

colkcted; 

from X11 which ace below.

(TA.) 

- dW lle preceded, o.~ t, got

before, 

or pawd beyond, 3uch a one, and became

far 

from him: (1�, TA:) and in Uke manner,

,Iea;.JI 

[the horses, or horsemen]. (T, TA.) One

Bays 

also, ��i -. ztl m wm of

Ildshim 

3U and outstr~ the Arabs

[in 

general] in extellence. (TA.)wma'Ull

Ile.fflkd 

the vessel. (Fr, See gloo 5.

2. 

in£ n. 4,. IJ, M R.4 He

Wm 

(a slain man) to airvggk, or jlounder,
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'd, (TA:) or he was, or became, abundant in the fat art. .. 4 :) and a' ;l '& the heart (;;L )
of his person. (Mob.) And 4 ; (K ) of the palm-tree. (M, TA.)hel .
His camels were, or became, fat. (TA.) And L*" [or mar·4-ui]. (. _ '' '-~~~~~~~~ [or mars-mallow ]. (). ,

, ;'J1 J and , aor.; ofthe clas Tle truje; as a gen.n.; syn. ;: (TA in rt.oft -- - *: in, .sn-anoft ;andj.; inf. n.,_: and ... ; LThe i. -:)and J. j ,a..thetrU. ffle; a a n. un.;
sAe-camel became fat after leanness. (TA.) - syn. ;In1t: (s:) or the white tr%/e; syn.

Or _,,, (.8 g,) aor. ,, (K,) inf. n. , (TA,) i Il 5l1. (S.) [It should be observed that
thatHe was, or became, eagerly desirous of fat. (S, l%l is generally held to be a n. un.; and ;;L ,

)r ], TA.) And He ate muckhfat. (TA.) - ', to be a coll. gen. n.; contr. to analogy: but they
he (s) or at...... . , (S,) aor. , (g,) inf. n. are here evidently used in the reverse manner.]

,d * , (TA,) He fed him, or his companions, --v j9l -; also signifies A certain white
:) nwithfat; or gave him, or them,fat to eat. (S, K.) nwnm: or is of (. [which is omitted in some of

e4. _ He had much fat in his possession: the copies of the g;) the [l worms, found in· · ~~the copies of die I~]) taw [long oms, found in4 . "moist mchfa iearthmwn: 1, and in gthe mud of rivers, called]like as ,.JI signifies " he had much flesh in his moit ar, and in ta mud of rier, called]
possessio." (TA.) .1 : (1], TA:) or a white itfa [n. un. of

of . :i', q.v.], not big: or, as some say, it is not
_- _, (S, Msb, .,) ofan animal, (Msb,) a word of the [pc~ies called] ;t ; it is more pleasant

of well known meaning, (S, Msb, 1.,) Fat; [to the taste], and better: and [becaue it dnvells
(MA, KL;) the substance of Jatness: (ISd, TA:) in t sand-hills,] he [i e ca it] also
,a*" is a more special term, (S, M.b,) [i. e. a m te as the i;. ca it is h

f n. un.,] signifying a piece thereof: (g :) the UI like a they say Ul t: (TA:) it is thl
of the former is.4. (Mob, TA.) It is said of [reptile calledJ a_, which divs into tah sand,
the Jews, in a trad., ic1 ' ' . and to vhwh th fingers (Ot) o yiins are

a ll;, [Fats hare beenforbiddent to the ;khened. (TA in art. tjt. [See iiA.: and see
but they have sold them, and hawve devoured the also ) is an apltion of Tes.al . of.a scle ;t~ . (TAprica thereof: see Ley. vii. 23]: the fait that is small speces of what is called 1 e. (TA
forbidden to them is that of the kidneys and of in art. h.J, q. v.) - [See also '" below.]
the stomach and of the intestines into which the ,s
food passes from the stomach; but not that ofthe _ : with t.lamm, [as though pl. of_..l,-" 09which I do not find mentioned,] Wrhite; appliedL JI [meaning the "rump," and also the "tail of to men. (IA i, TA.)
a sheep,"] nor of the back. (TA.) One says, Ee 
;~t~ eXS : ;, [lit. I met him, or found him, E er dro of at. ( .) One
witih the fat of his kidneys,] meaning, : in pi says, a.nJ o A man eagerlt dsirow af
s tate of brixskn, livelines, or prighitln~s. (, fat and of fes. (TA.)-~ .- Grape
TA.) And of him who is deemed weak, one says, having little juice (K, TA) and thick shi;. (TA.)-·~ *.,~' 5¢ I IllS. $ucli a on~ is/at .for . . *·o~ "5'
,Z~o .A ,_: IS [lit. Suc a one is. fat for - And . Utoj A pomegranate having thick
the walrower]. (HIam p. 771.) - Also The ; [or Imlp amid the seed]. (TA.)
hI,mp of the camel: (TA:) heard by Az from . . .o 
the Arabs in this sense. (TA in art.,_..) - And [n. un. of , lch e trouglout.
The whitenes [app. meaning the white part] of Also] A certain bird. (.K. [For)lj, which I

;tu bU.(o, o. regard as the rigrht reading, in the CK, I find intits bell TA) CS'l '.,[A /b,o 
th ly. (TA.) - [Te lobe, or other copies of the X~ ( lJl as an explanation oflobude, qf tthe ear;] the part, of the ear, to which . t - And A ertain ame f t c-

the 1J [i. e. ear-ring or ear-drop] is smpeadedi; dreen of thA Arabs of the deset (,* TA.) ci
(S, Msb, 1 ;) i. e. the sof portion of the lonwe .,
part of the ear: or the place qf the perforation *., Fat, as an epithet applied to a man:
for the IJ.. (TA.) - Oa1 ; /77w &i"l of (ISk,S, I:) or abundant in tAe fat of hit person.
the eye; (TA;) i.e., what comprie thlte white (Msb.)
andl the black of the eyje: (Zj in his "Khal k el- .. l_ A ler offat; (8, 1 ;) as also *.
Insin ;" and 8 and Msb and K voce oe"L:) (K.) _ And One who feeds men much with at.
[this is what is generally meant by it; i. e. the (TA.)
globe of the eye:] in the T it is said to be the .
4.i. [i. e. black, or what is in the middle of te One o ee it fat. (, TA.)
white,] of thte eye: and some say that it is the _ And A man having, or pouesing, fat; like
a*, [app. meaning the wihole substance] that " signifying "having, or possssing, flesh :"
beneath [or behlind] th J... (TA.) _ possessive epithets like 0. and .M3. (TA.) 

f'~.JI [and a.., as in the K in art. J_.,] See also. i y..
The inner part [i. e. the pulp] of t/e colocynth, .. _, (S, [so in my copies see 4, of which` A '- it i~s tlikert n.[ino
exclusive of its tseeds. (.) - t it isthe part. ,, like ~o [in
thin yelow [pulp] that is amid the seeds of the measure], (]C,) [both perhalps correct,] A man

npomegranate; ([ ;) or, as in the M, the sub- having much fat in his house or tent. (S, g.) -
s tanc e that separate s thee of the pome- And the former, Aman wholwsecamels arefat. (v.)
granate. (TA.) - Te heart ,

pith, oi cmrbrum, ()1q,) of palm-trees: (S in a,: c see °. .
191

in hia blood: ( :) or l,e besmared, bedawbe
befouled, or defiled, him,wJJJ, ivith blood. (]g.)

4. ~.&,1 He made him, or caused him, to b
or become, distant, or remote; he put him, sa
him, or remoed him, jar away. (S, lg.)

5. ZcJ He (a slain man) struggled, 
loundered, in his blood: (S :) and t L.

[inf. n. of i>a,] also signifies the struggling, 
Jlundering, in blood: (Lth, ISd, i :) or th
former signifies he struggled, orfloundered, an
roled, or allomed, & ) in his blood: (TA:
or became besmeared, bedawbed, befouled, or de
Jfiled, (Mgh, Ig,) and he roled, or wallowed
(Mgh,) or strugwgled, or undered, (g,) d,:
in his bood. (Mgh, J.*) And It (the f*etus
strggled, or foundd, UlJI j in the mem
brane enclosing it. (I..)

,tt : see what next follows.

3;4 J,. A distant, or remote, place oj
abode; asalso t? t . (TA.)_ lLI.4
[the former word being pl. of i~,L,] The dis
tant, or remote, parts of the vaUllej;. (TA.)

;b~. Certain trees, (g.,) a ~e of the tree
of the mountains, (?,) meaning of the mountain
of the ;ia,, [the mountain-range extending from
near 'Araft to Nejrau in El-Yemen,] for then
ihey grow, (TA,) of which bons are made: (,
1 :) AHn says, One acquainted with [the kind
of trees called] the _&.. has informed me that
it rows in the manner of tat jjl [or pine-tree],
many rots qroning from one stern; it leavre
are thin and long, and it has a fruit like tate long
grape, [the word here rendered "grape" is a_;:,
but it has been altered in the MS., and may
thereforc be incorrect,] except that its extremity
is mnore slender, and it is soft, and is eaten:
(TA :) or i. q. : (IB :) or a siecies of the

J, (g,) of which bows are made: (TA:) or
the .k., and t and O; are one; the name
varying according to the excellence of their places of
growth; what is upon the summit of the mountain
being called w; what is upon its bas, or foot,
or lowet or lower part, ejtZ; and what is in
tle dqesed tract by its base, Jaa.: (Mbr,
As,1]:) IB says the same with respect to the

but that the Jao-Z is that vwhich is upn the
loet part of tite mountain; and this is confirmed
by what is said by AZ and others: EI-Ghanawee
El-Apbee says, the & and la: and ;p. are
one: as to the eij,t, no one holds it to be of the

except Mbr: Aboo-Ziyad says that bows are
made of the X O, and they are good, but of a
black colour tinged with redness: and AIn says
in one place, that tht and am, are yellow
in the wood, Aeavy in the hand; and when they
become old, they become red: (TA:) the n. un. is
with ;. (1g.)

1.,,, (S, Mob, ,) aor. , (]~,) inf. n.
;i~, (MA, Msb,) iHe (a man, a, s) was, or

bcame,fat; (S, MA, ~;) as also aor. ;:
Bk. I.
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p,a-.. Food, and bread, into which fat ham

been put; (TA;) [and so ,, for] one says

'~.. ~',; [a cake of bread, &c., into which at
Am ben put]. (l in art. j;j.)

1. ~o_,, (8, L, Mqb, K,) aor. ', inf. n. b.,
(L, M;b,) He jfiled (S, L, M9b, .) a ship, (8,
L, 1],) or a house, or chamber, &c.: (Mb :) he
fiUed, [or laded,] and completely equipped or

furnihed, a ship. (L.) And in like manner, It
(i. e. what was in it)fded a ship. (L.) And, (.,
L, ,) as also Vt '.I, (g,) He Jiled a town or
city (9, L, 10) 0)JL [With horsemen or the

horsmen. (., L) m Also, (L, Mb, g,) aor. a
above, (L,) and so the inf. n., (L, Mqb,) He
droe away (L, Myb, OC) a people, or party, (L,)

or him. (Myb.) And (L) one says, r,
(Q, L,) inf. n. as above, (9,) Hle pased along
driving tAhem away, and pursuing them. (.,L.)

AZ heard an Arab of the desert say, , J I

WIJ, meaning Rem~o thou, and 1 ut far away,
from thee ch a one. (L.) And one says of a

thing that is intensely acid, 463.MJI .;dI
i. e. Verily it dri away the fie. (TA.) -

" also signifies The rnning m emently. (L)

And :_, Ble mw~ far, or far away. (i.)

And one says, t9J! ;. , (L,) [and ' ,'

a apear from wrhat followe,] or. °i* and
J, (L, l,) like *and L,a and 1 ., (a,)

inf. n. S, (L,) khe dogs went far in pmrit
without catching any prey, or game. (L, ]) 

,' _, aor. ', (L, M,b, ,) inf. n. ;

(L, My;) and aoS, aor. ', inf. n. :;
(Myb ;) lIe bore rancour, ma ence, maliee, or
spite, against Aim; (Myb, XC;) and (Myb) bore,
(L,) or showed, (Meb,) enmity towards him.

(L, Myb.)

[I. * I He made him, or appointed Aim to

the ofice qf, a , q. v.; occurring in poet-

clatical works.]

3. ;,s , (L, M,b, g,) inf. n. ', (L,
Myb, KL,) Hle regarded im, or treated him,
with rancowr, maleolsece, miKce, or #pite;
(Myb;) or with erity; being o regarded, or
treated, by Aim: (L, Myb, ]V, KL:) or, as some
say, L..Lt is sch mii and bla~ng, up
braiding, or reproaching, reciprocally, a dos
ot amont to figAting oe another; from ;_

meaning " enmity." (L.)

4. e:1: ee 1.. Alo, (i,) inf .n J. I
(L,) He d~athed the sword: (L,* ,:) and Le
drm the sword: thus having two contr. sigailFa-
tiona. (I.) - Also, (t, L, ],) inf. n. au above,
(f, L,) He (a boy, or child, 9, L, and,u some
say, a man, L) wa ready, or about, to wp:
((, L, V :) or his ey matered at tAe approac~

of mwpi. (L.) - And ~._ i ,t He

prepared himdlf to hoot hid, or to shoot at his,
with an arrow. (JC)

6. i.tj The regarding, or treating, oM a
other [with rancour, malevolence, maice, or spite;
(see 1, last sentence; and3;) or] w~hmity. (L.)

a:~z [thui written, with fet-] to the ;v., but I

incline to think that it is correctly V i:L,] The

contents of a sip, thatfil it. (L.)

L;_.: mee what next precedes. - [Also] A

body of men suffing fr the guarding, control-
lng, orfinnrm olding, of a province, or city, on the
part of the Sul;n. (Az, L, .') And (O) A
troop of horemen p ((, L, ) in a
country or town. (9, L.) IB says that the

vulgar usage of this word as syn. with j,; [i. e.

A commander or commandant, &c., being used
app. only in pot-claical times, from the Perm.

~, meaning in Per., and hence in Arabic
also, a ceroy, prefect, cif of th police, or the
like,] is a mistake. (L.) - And The quantity of
fodder appointed to bea as ufci~ them for
a day and a night. (As, L, I.) - See ao what
next follows .

M., Rancor le , ali, ce, or spite:
(L:) or h~nt hatred: (M,b:) and enmity;

(9, L, M9b, u ;)ualso. L". (8, L, ].) Hence

the saying, J1; e ' "'j ' lb i. c.

[Tmre mm beteen Ai and Ais brother] enmity.

(L)

O~ in the following verse, cited by ISd,

0 .. .. . a ---

C" _: Ca .

may be, accord. to him, an inf. n. of ., or an

extr. pl. of 'iL: (L:) [but I rather think that

it is a pl. of , like ;s isof ; and

accordingly I would render the verse (which
evidently relates to ships) thus: They kept eido
in the port, then they left it, and ladrer had per-
sisted in contention by reason of their burdens,
i. e. the burdens of the ships, because of the
labour that they occuioned.]

j^lC [act. part. n. of t;.]: ee the next
preceding paragraph. - 8see so ;. -
Also A dog going far in pursit without catch-
ing any py, or game: pl. ;,,.,. (L.) ~And
Bearig emity [or ranc r c. (se 1, lpst

sentence,)] towards another: one says, -p,Lr 
tj is brig enity &c. torwards thee. (L.)

Cj,,m± A ship (JiU, so in the Xur [xxvi.
119 4c], 1, L, or Z,1 , V [in the L, errone-

ously, ,bj],) Filbd [or uded, and completely
equipped or fniWed: ee 1, first sentence];

(, L, s ;) also -, lke. in the sense
of j;., (L, g,) mentioned by Kr. (L.)

Becoming anrd; or ade angry.

(·)

,y.. . [An enemy wsho rgards, or traits,
another with rao, &c., being o regarded, or

treated by Ai: me 3]. (, L.) U: as
used in a trad. means The schismatic inoator
in religion: (L, ] :) so says El-OwsA'ee: or the
trangrsor: (L:) or it means he who has in his

Aeart rancr &c. ;) toroards the Con-

panons of the Apostle of God: or hb Aho
forsakes the institutes, or rui and uag, of Ai
prophet; who peahk against his pople; wo
sheds thir blood (TA.)

L ~1, (],) or S1_ tL , (Ks, $,) aor. ', (K,

TA,) or , (,) inf. .n. ., (Ks, Q, TA,) aid
of a man, (TA,) He opened hi moth; (h, ]4,
TA ;) u.abe o V .l [or ap, . t..l], (],)

and , V . in£ n. n- . (TA.) 6 t1 -
[meaning ar above] is also said of the am when
about to bray. (TA.) And one says of the bit,

! l.~J L,.- [It opened tAe mouth of the beast].

(TA.) [See also art. .] And ;j l ,
(Q, g,*) aor. L, (,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) Hia

mouth opened; (,C;) as ualo j t .;
(TA;) but one should not say s9j L.~d. (IAp,
TA.) - And t1, in£ n. as above, He stppd,
paced, or rwalked. (TA.) Hence it is related in a
trad. of 'Alee, that, having mentioned sedition, or
conflict and faction, or the like, he said to 'Ammir,

meaning Thou Ashlt asumredly go [or tep or pace]
quickly, and advance, therein [eo that the mift
man shaU not overtake thee]. (TA.) And it is

said that .1i t; signifies He went far; and
took a wide, or an ample, rane; in it. (TA.
[Sec also 5.])

2: see the preceding paragraphl, in two places.

4: see 1, first sentence.

5. g. , accord. to Aboo-Sa'ccd, primarily
signifies i£e took a wide, or an ample, rage in
anything. (TA. [See also 1, last exl)anation.])
_ [Hence,] 5 He pread out, or
tretched out, his tonu, [or he gae wide range
to his tone,] r~pectg him [or againt Ahim].

(Kc.)
li, (I.,) thus with the short 1, (TA,) Wiade;

applied to anything: and tV '., applied to a
well, signifies the same: (X :) or the latter, thus
appl)ied, ide in the head [or upperpart]. (TA.)

;l A atep, pace, or single art of stppi or

pacig. (s, g.) One says, ;,1 ,A " A
hor having a far extent of tep: ( a, r ) and
;Uj, b; (e; in art. s..4i) a horse R,'de of
stp; that takes a large pace of gro~nd with Ais
lgs. (TA: but there, X:1 [which is the

:[A man who strides alo in his pusit].

(TA.) _And ;,.:* rs i.e. [A vs
Widc] in the inror. (TA.)

.iL: see the next paragraph.

see t.. - Also A cu mel wide of
tp: and it is said in a traL that the Prophet
had a horse named il.., thus related, with

medd, (app. ['t,J, like t'l,] expL us meaning

the wide of tep: so says lAth. (TA.)

[act. part. n. of 1: fem i.1; pl. of the

latter a nd ..sji . On ays, J;l -

;:

a

1

1

1
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1_13: The hAonr cane openi their noutAh:
(9, A, I, TA:) and so ?4~ ' 0tJI l 4".
(M, TA.)_And l.1 U1St. He came to us
steing along. (TA:) .And t He came to w
w,thout any wpant. (TA.). .. lI1J is applied
by the vulgar to Tae large pies of wood rem
blig columns: but [SM says,] I have not seen
any mention thereof in the [classical] language.
(TA.)

1. j.., like . , inf. n. u, is said by
I8d and in the 1f tobe a dial. var. of _:, inf. n.
.. :, i. e., as ISd says, meaning He opened his
mouth; but the latter, he says, is the better
known: this, however, requires consideration:
for it is said in the Telnkmileh that O s:,
aor. . , inf. n. &~, is a dial. var. of [tl;,

aor.] ;., inf. n. ,, on the authority of Lth.
(TA.)

1.; ,, (Mgh TA,) aor. [rand '], inf. n.
, said of milk, (Mgh,) and of anything, It

flwed. (Mgh, TA.) And ; I made it to
fJo~. (Mgh.) You say, -1' , aor. i

and , '(.s O, CV,) inf. n. :, (, O,) The
milk flowed in an extended stream from the udder
when milked; (., 0, Cs ;) and t in like manner
one says of blood: (O:) or jJ! , aor. 
and :, he made thel milk to .flor in a continous
streamfrom the udder (. accord. to the TA [and
accord. to the context in the 1I, in which it is
immediately added .. L, showing that

, :; has the former of these two significa-
tions as quasi-pass. of ;, and the like is said
in the A,]) between the vesel and the teat. (TA.)
Hence, i. e. from .lI s ..~., the saying of El-
Kumeyt,

[And he who lay upon his side nith her, or her
bedfellom, breathed audibly, by reason of the cold,
in the bosom of the young woman, and themre 
not, among the she-camels that had no young ones
ling, and that should therefore abound with
milk, becaus not suckling, any jlpoing of milk
in a continuou, or an extended, stream, or any
time, or place, thereof, for , may be, agree-
ably with a general rule, an inf. n. or a n. of
time or of place]. (s.) And some expl. &.L,
as signifying The sounding, or sound, of milk
Mhen it is being drawn from the udder. (TA.)
One says also, L; j! I lj;l - . ^- i.e.

( [The externaljugular inu of the slain person]
streamed, or f.oced mith blood: (M 9b, TA:*
[and the like is said in the Mgh:]) and U;l '.
t [I made it to stream, orflow]: the verb being
intrans. and trans. (Mqb.) And 1j; %4, ... j i
t He, or it, J [or reams] with blood; the
last word being in the accus. case a a speoifi-
cative: and he, or it, pou forth, or mahk to

jflo [or stream], blood; the last word, when
this is the meaning, being in the accus. case as
an objective complement: but the former is that
which is commonly known. (Mgh.) And

l c wL, I L. : t [HJis handsfo ed, or
streamed, with blood, until he died: or poured
forth blood, &c.]: said, in a trad., of one whose
knuckles, or finger-joints, were cut. (TA.)
*t ;1~.~I, also, is said of blood [as meaning t It
fwed, or streamed]. (TA.) And ' V t,,''
said of a vein, means t ItSed, or treamed,
wit/h, blood. (S, I, TA.) And it is said in a
trad. respecting $he L,p,. [or pool (of the

Apostle)], aJl X - t [7°
spouts wl pour forth into it from Paradise].
(TA.) And one says, CUlJl I, milaed tAu
mikch camAb. (A, TA.) _ And ci / iL 

bfJl t He ient, or passed by, (O,) or ran,
(E.l-Fiuk, TA,) iftly [in the land, or upon the
ground]. (El-FPik, O, TA.)

7: see the preceding paragraph, in three places.

.d: see the next paragraph. Also
tBlood. (K.)

S- Milk coming forth, (A,) or milk that
ua come forth, (i,) from the udder, (A, .,)
when draawn therefrom; (TA;) and so , ;

(A, 19 ;) which is also an inf. n.; (TA;) or this
latter is an inf. n., (S, O,) and the former [is a
subst. properly so called, and] signifies an ex.
tended stream of milk, (8, A, 0,) like a thread,
or string, (A,) when it is drawn from the udder;
(S, A, O;) of the measure J in the sense of the
measure J'aL: (A:) or the milk that comeC
forth from beneath the hand of the milker at
each ~eeze of the udder of the ew or she-oat.
(TA.) It is said in a prov., 1-l- ! A

,.&''l ) j., (S, Meyd, A, 0,) i. e. One
eended stream of milk from the udder into the
essel, and one &c. upon the ground: (Meyd:)

applied to him who hits the mark one time and
misses another time (S, Meyd, A, O) in what he
says; or says right one time and wrong another
time. (Meyd.) And in another prov., 
An extended stream of milk from the udder that
has falln upon the ground so as to be unprofit-
able; for such is the meaning of e in this
case: applied to a man who has made a slip,
or mistake: or it means a good hap that has
escaped one's opportunity to avail himself of it.
(Meyd.) See also the next paragraph.

;' A single ream of milk from the udder;
(A, I;) p1..e [q. v.]: (lf:) or it signifies, (1,)
or so *,, (TA,) an ex~nded stream of mia
(i, TA) wAhen it is drawn (TA)from the udder,
streaming continuoudy (i, TA) betwen the

t and the teat. (TA.)

· * ' Milk oahn it is drawn from the udder:
(A, If: [in which latter it is also said to be pL
of J., :]) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

C t [An ezternal juwjular ein] cut
so that it blood ha. foed, or streamed, forth.
(TA.)

,., Tz , T h e trdming of r milk.
(, O, .) -[And it seems to be used u an
epithet; for it is added that] one says, 14

. .1,'1 ,o". [app. meaning Veri he is one
whereof the ori,ifs of the teatu p~e a and
by the streaming of the mil]. (S, O.)

: see the verse in the first paragraph.

1 ~. , (.% g,) aor. ;, inf. n. 15~, (K,)
said of a man, (a,) [and app., in like manner, of
anything,] He [or it] wu, or became, thin, or

ed~r, (., L, IC,) lan, and lau in the belly, not
in conequnce of emaciation (L, V.)

2. The bringng, conwyng, or caunng
to come; syn. .. (i.) One says, sl 
He brought it, &c., to him. (Tf.)

and ,, (9, A, I,) the former also

pronouncedt :,i, (]g, TA,) by some, (TA,)
applied to a man, (S,) Thin, or slender, (S, A, L,
,) kan, and lank in th bdely, not in con ence

of emaciation: (A, L, g :) dlenr in the body:
fem. of the first with; : (TA:) pl. !QZ: ($,
A, :) or : signifies thin, or lender, as ap-
plied to anything: thus it is applied to him who
is thin, or slender, in the neck, and in dithe legs:
one says, [of a beast,] ljJ! ,lJ 4 Verily
he is thin, or slender, in the les: (TA:) and
-AL& o.51, 1i isles are thin, or dender: (A:)

and : ;:M Slender fremood. (TA.)_
[Hence,] ,UW . J1m --- t V rily li is one who
givs little. (TA.) And 4 , ZJ .!J
S &yd is lo, ignoble, or m,an, in natural dip
ition. (A, TA.) _ Some say that it is arabi-
cized, from the Pers. .. (TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

:-..,: sec C-. :-and also what here
follows.

and -e, and ~ a; Dast (;l.)
ris,ing, or .reading, r dingit '. (i.)

;." !- : see what next precedes.

1. , or. -, in£ n. (S, f) ad'',
( H,) He raised his toice, with snorting; said of
an ass: (S :) he uttered a sound from the fauces:
orfrom the noe: (. :) orJrom the mouth, with-
out thenose: (TA:) li (a horse) neighed: (1:)
or uttered a sound after nighing: (TA:) or
uttered a 6oundfiom his mouth, (i, TA,) withlout
tbe nose: (TA:) Aq says that among the sounds
made by horses are those termed ue and 
· · o -·

and l!6; the first of which is from the mouth;
the second, from the nostrils; and the third, from
the chest: some say that '., is like 'j;i [he
snoted]. (TA.)

The first period or stage ofyouth; (if,
TA;) and the sharpness thereof: like ~ . (TA.)
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- The part, of a J. [or camel's saddle], that
u bet,wn the .,st and the T.i, (O, g, TA,)

which are the Qj : (TA:) [said to be] also
called the ,, [which is an evident mistake,
perhalps originating from its having been said that
ja.;. and are syn., meaning in another sense,

mentioned above,] (0, TA,) and the .& [q. v.]:
(TA :) or the pace between the upper part of the
truo extremities [at the fore part and hind part]
of the [saddle called] .. (JK.) - And The
chink of the buttocks. (JK, 0. [In the 1V, for

t,;:.L 2,? °' , the reading in the JK and 0,

is put

:e That utters much, or often, the sound
termcdjeo:: (I :) or, as in some copies of the
1( [and in the 0], v..~ : (TA:) [see i; and

j::] applied to an ass in this sense, (0,) or uas
signifying vociferous. (TA.)

1. G-., aor. :, (g,) inf .n. ,, (8, A, 0,
,) It was, or beame, conficting, non ,

or dinibilar, in its sicetral parts; ~ being
ejn. with and t1 [here used in the
mnme, or nearly the same, sense]. (8, A, 0, 1.)
- Also, (15,) inf. n. as above; (Lth, 0, I ;) or
t ,.U. ; (so says Lth, TA; and so ina copy of
the A;) and t ,.,.W ; (O, g ;) said of an ass,
(Lth, A, 0, 1,) He opned his moh on the
occaion of gaping (Lth, 0, 1) and m ing the
urine of a sheas: (Lth, 0 :) or he opened hAiS
Mouth, raisiy his head, after m~ling the dug.
(A.) It is said that the primary signification of

L"C"$ is The openn of the mouth to gape.
(yam p. 196.)

3. 4 .zt said of time, It caued hi teth
to become incongruous; (18k, A, 0;) ome of
tlhm being long and some of them being broken:
(ISk, 0:) this is the ease in extreme old age:
(A, TA:) . S and aL .l, [as inf. ns. of the
pass. verb,] in relation to the teeth, signify their
being in auch a condition that some of themn incline
and some of them havefallen out: (JK, TA :)
one says, lmt , or 1_u , and]

V; , (A,) or O, 1 W ,
His teeth became incongruous, (8, A, O, J,) and

ome of them inclined and some of them fell out,
( 0, o ,) by reaOn of extreme old age. (, A,-
O, 13.)_ 1 w.i.1, said of the repairer of a

wooden bowl, He made the crach of the bowl to
incline, .* that it remained not closed up. (0,

-.) See also 1.

4. :i.., t IHe showed a sour, a crabbed, or
an austere,face, (Aboo-Sa'eed, 0, I,) 'J to him,
(Aboo-Sa'eed, TA,) ja 1 in speech; as also

, .(A Sa'eed, 0, TA.)_And IL"l,
(0, n,) and m .. 1, (TA,) t He pokh evil of
him behind hi bach, or in his absence, or other-
wise, with truth, or though it might be with
truth; syn. A1;$ ; (0, 1, TA;) as also ,a.l
~. (TA.)

6. .d.3: see 1: and 3. - It (a crack in a
wooden bowl) mas made by the repairer to incline,
so that it remained not closed up. (TA.)-It, said
of the upper part of aman's skull, (i. e. said of his
.Jj, IDrd, O,) or said of his head, (K,) became

serered in twain, in consequence of a blow:
(IDrd, O, :) or said of the two [lateral] bones

ofhis head (.. CJ3), meaning 1J.s1. ti3W;
[but the former of these two verbs is app. a mis-
transcription for 41. ; and the meaning, they
became sparated, each from the other, apl not
fitting together:] and it is sometimes said of the
thumb; and of a vessel. (TA.) .. I ,..:.W
t The people, or party, became distant, or remote,
one from another. (JK.) - 1 iJ .1 ' .&.l
t The state of affairs of the poplC, or party,
became divided, (0, 5,*' TA,*) and conflicting, or
inoicent. (TA.) And .l 'i 1. u.& W

t The date betwee the p keop, or party, became
bad, or corrupt. (ISk, S, O, 1.")

* .
:.t"d t An a fair, or a state of affairs,

dioai~ed, disordered, or unettled; syn. j,.
(15.) t Speech in Awhich is a sour, a crabbed,
or an autaere, look: (JK: [like , /:]) cr
t ino , ordiscordant, speech; (0,1, TA;)
asalso ? 1 .LLi (A'Obeyd, TA, in art. ,,)

and s.L . (1 ibid.) - [A man] adcrse to
that mhch he is co,amanded to do. (TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

1. , (. , A, Msb, 1g,) aor. , (A, Msb,
I,) inf. n. ., ($, Mab, 1,) lie, or it, rose;
or became raised, or elvated. (S, A, Mgb, 1].)
- [Hence,] It (a star) row. (1) And .

jam. Z [A fiure een from a distance rose to
his view]. (TA in art. j.) _ (.,
Mgh, Msb, k(, [in some copies of the 1], ej..,
but this occurs afterwards in that work,]) is said
when a man opens his eyes and then does not
move his eyelids; [and signifies t His eyes, or
lit., his eye, became Jixedly open :] (S, K :') or it
signifies his eye became raised: (Msb:) or his
sight became stretched and raised. (Mgh.) [See
the KCur xiv. 43, and xxi. 97.] You say, 

t4 £I4i I [My eye, or eyet, became Jixedly
open, or raised, or my sight became stretched and
raied, towards thee]. (A.) And I ,
(A,) inf. n. as above, (lAth,) I [Thle eye, or eyes,
of the dying man became fi~edly open: or] the
eyelids of the dying man became raised upnwrda,
and he looked intently, and became disquicted, or
disturbed. (IAth.) _ *'i X I ; ,

Thte word, or sentence, rose [from the mouth]
towards the palate: this is sometimes natural:
i. e., one's raising his voice, and not being able to
lower it. (1].) - .JI : (inf. n. as above,
Msb,) I The arrow roe [so as to deviate] firom
the butt, or object of aim: (K:) or the arron,
passed beyond the butt, or object of aim, going
above it: (A, Mb :) or rose in the sky. (ISh.)
_- .~ (nor. as above, Mob, and so the inf. n.,

S, M?b,) also signifies He went, or went away,
from one town or country to another: (A, A, 1:)
or he went forth from one place to another, (Mqb,)
or from his place of alighting or abiding: (TA:)
or [so accord. to the TA, but in the K " and "]
he journeyed upwards. (, TA.) You say also,

X ~. H w ivent forth from hiA pople:

and.Jt ' he rured to them. (TA.)
Also, (M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) It
(a thing) rose; or snelled; or became swollen:
(M:) it (a wound) roms, and became sollen:
(M, .i :) [it was, or became, p,otuberant, or
prominent.] w ,",, (Msb, K5, TA,) or

.t . ,J'W , (Mgh,) or both, (TA, [in which it
is said to be tropical,]) and J.1 i ,
,.tJI, (Mqb,) or m: [alone], (so in a copy of
the A, [in which it is mentioned among proper
expressions,]) t He raiwd his eye, or sight, C(,
TA,) towards the sky, and did not move his
eyelids; said of a dying man: (TA:) or he
stretched and raised his sight: (Mgh :) or he
opened his eyes, (A, Msb,) and did not moe his
eyelids, (A,) or [looking fJiedly,] not moving his
eyelid. (M9 b.) ; A 'J 9 , 

t [Ile raim Ais i, and not able to
lower it]. (.K.) - j :?, (S, I,) coordinate

to f, (6,) or ,, [alone], (so in a copy of

the A,) or, . t , , coordinate to a, inf. n.
,,:, (Msb,) [lie was disuieted by a thing
that happened to him: or] a thing that disquieted
him happened to him: (S, A, 1K:) or a thing
happened to him and dijquieted him: (Msb:) as
though he were raised from the gronwd by reason
of his disquietude. (TA.) [See also 4.] e

_f;~., aor. i, (S, K,) inf n. L i,, or this is a
simple subst., [for] ISd says, I have not heard a
verb of which it may be theinf. n., (TA,) [if used,
siglnifying] tIe (a man, S) mas, or became, big,
bulky, or corpulent. (%, kI.)

21. 0j1 t, (A,) i.l. n. . (TA,)

t lie individuated the thing; syn. . (A, TA.)
[From ,,., q. v.]

4. :.. [IHe made him, or it, to rise, or
become raised or elevated]. You say, ,, .1.' 
[lie raised himself; or dmrew, or stretcied, him-
self up]. (8 and K1 in art. J.a.) -_ .1
dor i IHe made his arrow to pass beyond the
butt, or object of aim, going above it. (A.) -

And ! 1i He made him to go, or go arway,
from one town or country to another: (S:) or to
goforth from one place to another: (A,' M?b :)
or to go, orjourney: (A in art. ,w:) or to jour-
ney upwards. (TA.)-:. lie dicquieted him,
(K, TA,) so that he rent away from a place.
(TA.) [See also 1.] s~ aa, 1 His (an archer's)
arrow passed beyond the butt, or object of aim,
(8, A, Msb, K,) going above it. (S, A, Msb.)

The time of his journeying, going away, or
departing, came, or arrived. (S, 1, TA.) -

W1, ,.1.l i He showed him a sour, a crabbed,

or an austere,face, or countenance; looked at him
in a sour, a crabbed, or an austere, manner; (A,
TA;) or so 2d .a1l, (TA in art. .~._,,)

;i4jl i! in peech; as also; 1. (Aboo
1
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Sa'eed, 0 and TA in art. ;.) - .I
~ lice spoke evii of uch a one behind his

¢ah, or in his absence, or otherwise, with truth,
or though it might be with truth; syn. t,l;
(Yaltoob on the authority of AO, S, A, .;) as
also w..1. (AO, Yayoob, ;.)

5. : [quasi-pas. of 2; t It was, or be-
came, individuated; it, or he, had, or assumed,
the quality of individuality or prsonality; syn.

The body, or bodily or corporealform or
fgure or sutance, (,t,) of a man, (8, A, Mob,

1 or some other ol,j&t or thing, (S, A, .K,) which
one sefrom a distance: (f, A, M.b, ~ :) apply-

ing in common to what is termed 4. and what is
termed ',, in relation to a man; i. e., in relation
to a man sitting or seeping [or lying down], and
in relation to a man standing erect: (M.b, voce

:) or it is applied only to a body, or material
bstane, composed, [not simple,] and having

Aeight: (El-KhattAbee, Myb, TA:) or any body,
or material thing or substance, [that is somewhat
higa, and conspicuous, or] having height and
appearance: (IAth,TA:) pl. (ofpauc., 8) ., A
(, 1) and (of mult., O) , [which is pro-
perly another pl. of pauc.] and ~ ' (S, A, ]~)
and 1 . (TA.) -Then used as signifying
t A man himself; a man's self, or person; his
s.d4; (Mb ;) [i. e.,] a person; a being; an indi-
idtal; syn. ,; [aho syn. with Li.i]; (L, TA;)

aa in the following verse of 'Amr Ibn-Rabce'ah,
cited by Sb:

t [And three pers, namely, two girls wole
breasts were beginning to well anad one who had
attained the age of puberty, were my shield
against nch as I was.fearing]: meaning Li;j
u,.l: (L:) [the poet making the word in question
fem. because it relates here to females: but] Ru-
beh is related to lhave said .1 i ., meaning,

of women. (M, voce ,Z.) A ,* [meaning
a person] ceases to be a : by its being
divided; whereas, when a,.: is divided, no part
of it ceases to be a..r.. (Er-Raghib, TA in art.

.,-q-.) It is said in a trad., dil 1 .. : -
[There is not any being more jealous than

God]; ,z. being here metaphorically used for
%:I: or the meaning is, a person ( ) Mhould
not be more jealous than God: but accord. to one
relation, the words are dl "" , '

~ V' [whlichl
has the first of the two meanings mentioned
above]. (lAth, TA.) [It is also used in a pl.
sense: see a verse of Ziy6d el-Atam in art. .]

J Big, bulky, or corpulent: (S, i, TA:)
or great in wm [or perwson] and make: (TA:)
applied to a man: ( :) fernm. with 3; (S, A, g;)
applied to a woman. (S, A.) - A lord, master,
chief, man of rank or quality, or a perswnage.

(AZ , - t Sour, crabbed, or

austere, speech. (Ibn-'Abbid, A, K. [See also

:i..Z Bignes, bulkiners, or corpuleac.: or
greatness of .I: [or person] and make. (TA.)
[Said to be a subst.: but see ,,;.]

k,,: [part. n. of the intrans. verb m,].
[Hence,] ,a.. t [An eye ficedlly open: or
raised: or sight stretched and raised: see 1]:
you say, Ll-4 0 M 4J la_

6 *~;-.. -- t 1; 1 [I have
heard of thy coming, and my heart is throbbing
between my two ides, and my eye beneath my
bone of the eyebrow ~xedly open, &c.]. (A, TA.)

With the pl., ;,, you say i;, (A, Msb,

TA,) and ,l, (A,TA,) or a:. . [liko

an as pl. of.l; if not an inf. n., as which it
may be applied, in the place of an epithet, to a
pl. subst.]. (Msb.) -_ ~ : t X An arrotv
passing beyond the butt, or object of aimn, going
above it. ($, A.) You say, : ,
' [lIe nas shot at nwith arrows wrhich pasied
beyond him, going abore him: perhaps doubly
tropical, meaning he wmas assailed wtith invectives
whith did not harm him]. (A.)- ,. also
signifies A man prosecuting war [durinj three or
more days togetitr,] not on alternate days: and
of such it is said in a trad., that he may shorten
prayer. (TA.) ~a/ ass the act. part. n. of

the trans. verb, [for ;j ,:dl.,] (Msb,) t [A
man raising his eye, or sight, and looking jfiedly;
as does a dying man: or stretching and raising
his sight: (sce 1 :) or] a man opening his eyes and
not ving his y (,· My9b.)

[~m~~, as though signifying The place of a
:,.,a used in the sense of ;j.: accord. to

modern usage sing. of] ` dLec&ndrs [or pieces
ofgold]jfigured [or stamreld ith e~igir]. (TA.)

Xad-14 t A thing individuated. (A, TA.)

uLa,, Discordant; (A'Obeyd, 1;) applied
to language, or speech; (A'Obeyd, TA;) and to
a thing, or an affair; (TA;) and iLLk signi-
fies the same. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

1. ,., as an intrans. verb, aor. , inf. n. .x,:
see 8; and see also #.?. _ [Hence,] L is an
expression used in the same sense as C jJ- (A
and in art. j) and t ,jJ: (A and TA in that
art.:) [and in like manner without the J: thus]
one says, ,nll 1UJ;l J.' ,., meaning ,l 'ill a.
r[i.e. It is distresing, or it distresses me, that
thou art goin away]: and if you please, you may
consider .a as similar to ,; as when you say,

~JJI O; ,h1 'al As [Excellent, or most
excellent, is the deed, thy saying the truth].
(Sb, TA.) [And it is also used to render intensive
a verb following it; as in the saying, t C.

o~$il 1 Much indeed, or greatly indeed, did he

hate m ,]__ ?.4e , :aor.- (S L) and -,(L,)
int. n. ,:. (S, L) and ;j.:, (L,) He charc,l, or
made an assault or attack, upon him, in war, or
battle. (S, L.) You say, i.t iaL l .,

;ilj, and ;;e. ; I, InIe ade one charge, or
assault, or attack, uplon the enemy, and nmany
charges, &c. (L.) And ;; > ;ile,,, or
L", lie made an ateault, or attack, upon hi;
adversary, withs a hknJfe, or with a staff; as also

. tl. (Mgh.) And irl : X .c U 2i
Tite wolf a.multed, or attacked, the sheep or goats.

(L.) In the phrase:,; .s , the meaning is
.. &. ·

~IT 1I: [Titey made a char?!e for the purpoe
of a snuden attach upon an enemy, or a predatory
incursion]; and therefore ;jl~t is puit in the
accus. case, not as an objective complement.

(Ilam p. 8.)...,, (R,) aor. - and,, (T],)

inf n. .. , (s, L, ],) also signifies lie ran; (R,
L,' IC ; ) and so? l. (R, L, l.) i Z ; '
j4>I [.Many a run is i, the sack] ih a prov.,
originating from the fact that a man ridling a
pregnant mare was pursued by an enemy, and
she cast her foal, which ran with its manother,
whereupon the horseminw alighted, and carried it
off in a sack; and the enemy overtook him, and
said to him, "Throw to me the foal;" and he
replied in these words, meaning that the foal was
of generous race: it is applied to him whose
internal, or intrinsic, qualities are commended.

(Meyd.) And one says, alIl %. .Z, (A, Mgh,

L,) inf. n. J; (L;) and ? J:,i; (A, Mgh, L;)
lie hastened, or wax quick, in rwing: (Mgh,
L:) and &..'l ,: [meaning the same]. ($ in

art. Al.) ._;lJI ..Z, ($, L,) and 0a.1, (L,)
a-1

in£ n. . :; (L, X; but in the latter, 1l'l is erro-
neously put for jll; TA;) and t a,I; (L;)
The day, and the morning, became advanced, the

sun being high. (s, L, X..) [See also x, below.]
.at, aor. ' (S, A, L, Msb) and., the latter

anomalous, for the aor. of a trans. verb of this
class, of the measure izm, should be . only, and
that of an intrans. verb of the same clan and
measure should be , and this is the only instance,
or almost the only one, of its kind, with both of
these forms of anor., except Jt [and .4] and 
:.OJJ_ , but there is one trans. verb of the same
ciass having the latter form of aor. only, namely,

,,~, (Fr, S, L,) inf .n. a, (L, Mob, I,) lie
made it, or rendered it, hard; used in relation to
substances and attributes: (L:) he made, or ren-
dered, it, or him, firm, comnpact, or sound; nnd
strong, powerful, or forcible; vigorou·, robust, or
sturdy; syn. s I, (L,) and 'O1; (., A, L, ;')
as also V .Z, [inf .n. 0 1J,] i. e. as syn. with
;,1_.I (L) and l S: (S , A L:) he bound, or tied,
him, or it, firmaly, fast, or strongly; syn. dIl:
[which may also be meant to convey the signifi-
cation immediately preceding this last:] (?, L,
Mob, ] :) and [simply] he tied, bound, or made
fast, him, or it; syn. Jj. (S and Msb and I
&c. in art. j.) One says, e; " i.e. ie

I 1
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this religion, and ,withstandeth it, or opposeth it, came tied firmly, fast, or strongly; or became

and tasketh himedf with religious service byond tight]. (A, Mgh, Mqb.) Andj.a '.ial %1I
his power, it (the religion) nwil overcome hiumi a The time, or fortun, became hard upon then;

trad. (L.) And Y4 ,.-ql* l 4 No or ere, rigorous, distreful, aflictioe, cala-

one hall contend for superiority in dstrength with mitous, or adverse, to them. (L. [See also 2.])

religion, &c. but he mil be overcome by the reli- And l .' ,1 [Theaizir, or event, distressed,
gion. (l,* TA.) - See also 5. -.

or afflicted, him; like Xcs .;:]. (L in art. ,.,

trAgth~ed [his fore arm, or perhaps his upper
arm, but the former is app. here meant]. (S, L.)

And *., j iz He strengthened him, [lit. his

arm, or hand,] and aided him. (L.) And ,Z

;; I1, and t G, God Jtrengthened, or may
God strengthen, his dominion. (S, L. [See also

a similar ex. voce .]) And i.iil ~ [He tied
firmly or fast or strongly, or he pulled tight, or

tightened, the hnot], (A, Mgh, M;b,) and jU3l

[the bond]. (gur xlvii. 4.) [And 4t.lJI .J.U He
bound the saddle on the beast: see an ex. voce

j -- A..,);.] J.-0i % [lit. The binding of the camel'
saddles upon their backs] is a metonymical phrase
for 5 the going a journmeY. (Mgh, MSb.) And

A,i a, occurring in a trad., [lit. The binding

oft/e eaist-wrapper upon the waist] is a metony-
mical phrase for ! the avoiding of wome: or the
ezerting oneslf, or employing oneself vigorously
or laboriously, in work: or for both of these

together. (L.) .; . 'l 1 [lit. I
poses not power to tighten nor to slacken] means

I am not abl to do anything. (TA.) [And ..AZ
also signifies He pressed, compressed, or seezed,

it: and he pulled, or strained, it.] u. A

.,v..i1, in the lur [x. 88], means And put Thou
a sal upon their hearts, so that they may not
heed admonition, nor be disposed, or directed, to

that which is good. (L.)~ I- ; dd JW ~j .J1,

as also .,1 without teshdeed, means hJl [q. v.]:
(1 :) a strange saying. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph, latter half, in

two places. - :, in£. n. .. j., also signifies

lIe made it, or re~red it, namely, a beating, and
anything, hard to be borne, heavy, vehement,
violent, intene, serere, strict, rigorou, or ex-
essive; he intensified it, or aggravated it: (L:)

.bjA is the contr. of j [in this sense and

in other senses here following]. (S.) [Hence, the
objective complement being understood,] one says,

i,s.Z , (A, Msb,) which is the contr. of . .

[i. e. of l J"L ; thus meaning He rendered his
burda, suffering, distres, uneasiness, or the like,
hard to be borne, heavy, wvehement, violent, intense,

evere, strict, rigorous, or e rve; intensified it,
or aggravated it; or he pressed hard upon him;
treated him with hardness, strictnes, ~erity, or

rigour]: (Msb:) and v0L Al j ia.. .
[Whoso treateth others hardly, God will treat

him hardly]. (A. [See also 8.]) _ [ u. ,

opposed to J,5 A, also signifies The character-

izing of a letter by a lengthened pronunciation
equivalent in grammatical analysis and in prosody
to doubling, denoted in writing by the sign called

$ ;O, i.e. by the sign over that letter; as also

_]- See also .-.

3. ;, (A, L,) inf. n. Jtl and ;t, (L,)

He vied ith him, cotende with him for p-
riority, or strove to surpass him, in strength,

power, orforce. (A, L.) [Hence,] w . 'L i,
(A,)or ' jll la 'bi i.e.

W;hoso contenth for superiority in strength with

4. .11, ($, A, L, K,) inf. n. ;' , (K,) He,
(a man, S, L, l,') or they, (a company of men,
A, L,) had, (A, L,) or had with hi, , L, , ,)
[or had with them,] a strong beast, (S, L, I,) or

strong beasts. (A,L.)[.= How " ard,
hard to be borne, vehement, violent, intense, or
the like, or hoN great, is such a thing!]

5. i:.J le acted, or behaved, with forced
hardness, firmness, strength, igour, hardiness,
courage, vmemence, severity, strictness, or rigour;
he ezerted his strenth, force, or energy; strained,
or straineft himself, or tasked himself serely;

syn. 4. ; (A and TA in art. ".o ;) and 4.
... ,; (L;) [jIll L) in the thing; as also

& .t,.; for] ,ljI ;U.IJl and v. J. l
signify the same: (S, L, g :0 [see an ex. of
,.±3 in the first paragraph of art. .s:]) [and]
both of these phrases signify the showing hardness,

&cc., in the thing. (PS.) You say also ;J., i -3

lie applied himself with hardness, firmn~es,
rigour, hardiness, severity, or rigour, to the

affair. (MA.) And ;il ;j T.e dave-

songstress strained hersef, or tasked herself
sevrely, in raising her voice in singing. (L.)-
Also lIe (a man) wa, or became, hard, or di/fi-

cult: you say, I; J" ad- j1 j- U. [We
asked of such a one a thing reanted, and he was
hard, or difficult, to us]. (TA in art. oj.).-
And He rwa, or became, niggardly, tenacous, or
avaricious. (MA, KL.)

6. 13;W [They vied, cont for upririty,
or strove to surpass one another, in strength,
power, or force: see 3]. (TA in art. ~.:

there coupled with l,.) - See also the next

paragraph.

8. A,tl; ($, A, L, Msb;) and V i,, aor ,
(L, Msb,) the only form of its aor., (L,) inf. n.

;3., (S, Msb,) whence the former verb; (S;)
and ;W3 ; (L;) It was, or became, hard, (L,
and MA and KL and PS in explanation of the
first,) said of a substance nnd of an attribute:
(L:) it, or he, was, or became,firm, compact, or
sound; (L &c. as above;) strong, powerful, or
forcible; vigorous, robust, or sturdy; (L, and
A and MA and KL in explanation of the first,
and Meb in explanation of the second:) [also it
was, or became, bound, or tied, firmly, fast, or
strongly:] and the first of these verbs, [and the
second also,] it was, or became, hard to be borne,
heavy, velement, viosnt, intense, pressing, severe,
strict, rigorous, tight, strait or difficult, distress-
ing or distrsl, alictive, calamitous, or
advers. (MA, L, KL.) It is said in a trad.,

,* . I 1 1' ' i.e. [Ye shall not sell
grain] until it become~ hard, or firm, or strong.

(L.) And you say, i~ll ,.4;I [The knot be-

&c.) _ See also 1, former half, in four places.

.,: an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, L, &c.) 

[Hence,] jtJl .,, and ! , Tih time

when the day, and the morning, is advanced, the

sun being high. (L.) One says, ~.I AZ 4I,.,

and .s_dl i, (L, and the like is said in the

A,) and I; % J , and '"JI Z 1i, (L,)

I came to thee in tlte time when the day, and the

morning, was advanced, the sun being high.

(A,' L.)

;.x [inf. n. of un. of 6.t: as such signifying]
A ingle act [of making, or rendering, hard,firm,
compact, or soundl; strong, powerful, or forcible:

and] of binding, or tyin,.firmly,fast, or strongly.

(Myb.) - See also 2, last sentence but one. -

Also [inf. n. of un. of the intrans. verb j,: as

such signifying] A single cltarge or assault or

attach in war or battle. (S, A,* Mgh, L, 1I.)

i.L inf. n. of V J (L, MSb) as syn. with ,Z;l:

(L:) [and] a subst. from [i. e. syn. with] )I.!:

(K :) The attribute denoted by the spit~het ..L:
(S :) hardnes, (A, MA, L,) in sublstances and in

attributes; (L;) Jfirmnes, compactnes, or sound-

ness; strength, power, or force; rigour, robust-

ns, sturdines, or hardineM; (MA, L; see

,.Zl, which, accord. to some, is a pl. of #.A;)
courage, bravy, firmness of Ieart: (L:) "ig-

gardliness, tenacioumsness, or avarice: (A: [see
also 5, last sentence:]) vehemence, violence, in-
tensee~ , stress, rresure, severity, strictne,

rigour, tightness, str,aitness or difficulty: (MA:)
hardship, rigour offortune: (MA, L:) famine,
dearth, wvant of victuals; hardness, straitnes, or
d~i$culty, of subsistence [&c.]: (L:) trouble, dib-
tress, a.ffliction, calamity, or adversity; (MA,

L;) as also [' 'L.¢., in these as well as in some
of the preceding senses, and] t ,i:, [rather

meaning a hard, or distressing, event, an a.fflic-

tiosn, or a calamity, and rarely used,] of which,

(L,) or of l4, (MA, L,) the pl. is ;1, (MA,

L,) agreeably with analogy if of 2.j., but

extr. if of !5z: and this pl. also signifies sditions,

discords, or dissenions, whereby men are put into
a state of commotion: (L:) and the rigours, or

pangs, ( ,) of death: (S and MSb in art.

.. :) accord. to Sb, the pl of i;.Z is ;., which,
he says, preserves its original form [without
idgham] because it does not resemble a verb.

(L.) One says, i.A ~. . [Iendured,from

him, hardnes, &c.; orfrom it, hardship, &c.].
(A.) And yi $ k$ A meaning ,3.

S 
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Boox 1.]

[i. e. Ifeared the hardness, &c., of such a one]:
so mys AZ: and he cites this verse:

a, . 1 Ji- b

* - .J . IJ....

[And, orfor, I will not become gentle for a lard
saying, (lit. a saying of hardnes,) though it

should be harder than iron]. (L.) And

t LS', meaning #; [i. e. Hardship, &c., befell
me]. (AZ, .. ) [And ;.Z also signifies A strong,
an intense, or a great, degree of any quality &c.]

Is:..: see the next preceding paragraph, in
four places.

.: Possessing the quality of E:: ($, L:)
i. e. hard; applied to a substance and to an attri-
bute: firm, compact, or sound: (L:) strong,
pocerful, forceful; vigorou, robust, sturdy, or
hardy; (A, Mgh, L, M9b;) applied to a thing,
(Mlb,) and to a man; (A, Mgh, L;) as also

jSil ~,;: (Mgh:) pl., applied to men, zl`l
and [applied to things and men] .1,: (A, L)
and 4.5, (Sb, L,) which last preserves is original
form [without idghim] because not resembling
a verb: (L:) also courageous, brave, firm of
heart: (L, I :*) and niggardly, tenacious, or
avaricious; (A, L, M,b, XC;) as also V ;-":
(e, A, L, .C:) and [as is implied by the first ex-
planation above, and shown by frequent usage,]
veement, vioient, intens, pressing, severe, strict,
rigorous, tight, strait or difficult, hard as mean-
ing hard to be borne, troublesome, distressng or
distresful, afflictive, calamitous, or adverse. (L,
KL, P?, &c.) You sayv, S' if ( j) [ lie

is hard, or severe, or rigorous, to his people]. (A.)
[And %CL ! .A_ Niggardly, tenacious, or
avaricious, of such a thing.] Aboo-Dhu-eyb
says, using JA in the sense of A,

a -
0 03~. .. 1 1 3a 'c k

· r r"L; 
· ~~j~ ~t~l L~Ci~~i Li;·L~cl~

[We lowered him, with the grave-clothes, into the
bottom of a cavity in the ground, the sides
whereof were tenacious of wvhat was comprised in
the lateral hollow which was the place of the
corpse]. (L.) And die words of the ]Cur [c. 8],

J4J jeJ .1.mJ C3, accord. to Zj, mean And
verly, on account of the love of wealth, he is

niggardly, or tenaciowu, or avaricious. (L.)

aul .A,Z applied to a man, and, . ; ,.z

;1, metaphorically applied by a poet to a she-
camel, mean Whom sleep does not overcome.
(L.) And J,.jlI means The lion; (K ;) because
of his strength and hardiness. (TA.) [,xi
with a subst. or an inf. n. following it in the gen.
case, the latter having the article J1 prefixed to
it, or being prefixed to another noun in the gen.
cae, supplies the place ofan intensive epithet; as in

) :j.1 Intaesly, or wy, blach; and .. Z
iJl Vchemently, or ezc~dingly, or ery, angry;

(;d]- )Z .L. Strongsmeing musk;
(L;) [and ,Jl uA w; Ad man itensely

0
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white in the ye.]__ i .Jl ja.JI [The
strong letters] are those letters vwhich, in a state of
quiescence, prevent the current of tle voice in
their utterance; namely I, J, ~, J, ., b, 3,

and jt; (TA;) the letters comprised in the words

,1. . (#1 .)
*i,.. [as a subst. from .,, rendered such

by the affix ;]: see ;L:.

.%:l [Possessing the quality of ;i., in a greater,
and in the greatest, degree; i. e. more, and most,

hard, &c.]. See an ex. in a verse cited voce l.A

,).1 *x- .- ._, or .JI I.' , is a prov.,

expl. in art. J.e. And a,l Ci. ' [Te7 hardest
part of it has remained] is another prov., applied
to him who attains a part of that which he wants,
and is unable to attain the completion thereof.
(TA. [See also Freytag's " Arab. Prov.," i.'169.])
[With an indeterminate subst. or in£ n. following
it in the accus. case, it supplies the place of a
simple epithet denoting the comparative and

superlative degrees; as in l1. ,sl More, and
.. .It

most, black; and Lr ,J.1 More, and most,

angry.] _jj.1 ,.,I T27e time wthen the day is
most advanced, the sun being at the hihest. (L.

[SeeJ- rl.])

.. l, (S, A, Mgh, L, 1], &c.,) also pronounced

,.1, (Seer, 1g,) but the latter form is rare, (TA,)
is both mase. and fem., (Zj, TA,) and as used in
the 1~ur it has somewhat different meanings: (Az,

TA:) in the phrase a, / iS (8, ] ,) and
other phrases in the Kur, (TA,) ,I1 is expl. as
meaning The state of strength; (S, Mgh, L, 1 ;)
which is fiom eijhteen to thirty years: (., L,

or:) orfrom about reventeen to forty: (Zj:) or
from thirty to forty: (Zj in another place:) or
puberty: (Az, Mgh, L:) or firmnss, or sound-
ness, of judgment, produced by eperience: (L:)
or puberty together writh such maturity as gives
evidence of rectitude of conduct or course of lifc;
(Zj, Az, Mgh, L;) nwhich may be at, or before, the
age of eighteen years; accord. to most of the men of
science, and among them Esh-Shiifi'ce; (Zj, Az,
L;) and the extreme term of which is three and
thirty years: (Mgh:) or the age of forty years;

as in the l]ur xlvi. 14: (L:) :1 [originally

;h,1] is a sing. having a pl. form, like .l; and
these two words are [said to be] the only instances
of the kind: (S, 1: [but see .i1:]) or a pl.
having no proper sing., (S, M1h, .K,) like

jC and el and *lF andebl ; : (S :) or

its sing. is ?* IU, (AHeyth, S, Mgh, I,) accord.
to Sb; and this is good with respect to the mean-

ing, because one says, i. l &; (S;) but

;ii does not form a pl. of the measqre ail;

(., i;) for as to .;I1, (S,) which is said by
AHeyth to be pl. of 4;ai, (TA,) [and respect-

ing which Mtr says that] ,Z, is said to be pl.

of 6.x like as. It is of A4a, formed by regard-
ing the; uas elided, (Mgh, [and AHeyth says the

like,]) it iy only pL of a in the phrase ,'. i:

(S:) or its sing. is ,i, like as ;.' is of

or ., like as ,- is of ,Ji.; (S, K ;) accord.

to some; ( ;) but neither AZ nor .Zl has been
si'

heard from the Arabs [as sing. of jZI]; and they
are only deduced from analogy: (8, 1 :) or it is

pl. of oIt; and the i is not regarded in the for-
mation of this pl. (IJ, from A'Obeyd.)

1azJ" .a. [The 'place, or part, where the
ficlet, or the like, is bound, or tied]. (A.)

I .#

.a.* A man having, (A, Mgh, L,) or having
with him,(L,) a strong bcast,(A, Mgh,L,) orstrong
beasts; (L;) contr. (f a..; . (Mglh, L.) It is

said in a trad., . , &..-blc ~ [1le
among themn who has a strong beast, or strong
beasts, shal give back a portion of the spoil to him
of them who has a weak beast, or weak beassl;
meaning that the strong warrior and plunderer
shall share with (_C 4) the weak in the plunder
that he gains. (L.)

1. , (;, A, Msb, &.,) aor. ', (Msb, -,*)

inf£ n. n. , (., A, Msb, ]5, -c.,) He broke, or

crushed, syn. b , Mb, a,) and ,

(TA, and Yam p. 363,) or., (TA,) a hollow
thing, (S, A, L, TA,) or a soft, or tender, or an
easily-broken, thing, (A,) or a moist thing, (]C,)
or a moist and soft thing, sucl. as the .l# and
the like, (L, TA,) a person's head, (., A, L, Mulb,
TA,) and a colocynth, and an unripe date, (A,)
and any hollo'v bone, and a rod, (Mqb,) or, as
some say, a dry thing, ((,) with the hand, or
with a stone &c.: (.Ham ubi supr :) or he pressed,

or squeeze~, syn. ji, [app. so as to crush,] a
hollow thing, or a soft, or tender, or an easily-
broken, thing, as a head, and a colocynth, and asi
unripe date. (A.). -[Hence,] ,.. it..,

, 1t He made their blood (lit. bloots) to go for
notingj, or to be of no account. (A, ](.*) And
[simply] s..IJl t He made the blood [of

men] (lit. bloods) to gofor nothing, unretaliated,
or uncompensated by mulcts; or to be of no account.
(Ham p. 91.) And 'r'I. ; ~.,t1l ;,;.

t ] matle the bloodn'its to be of no account [so
that they /should not be exacted]. (.Ham ibid.)_

And '6 Hle hit, or hurt, his Cf , i. e. the

part of the neck so called. (K.)_And C;

aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. 4 (]g, TA) and it,'

(TA,) IIe, (a man, Tg,) or it, (a thing, or an
affair, TA,) deviated, or declined, (J1, TA,) fronm
the right course, aim, or aope, (TA,) or from the

[proper] way. (AO, TA.)- _I,I , (i,
TA,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. t, (.K, TA). andl

t Y,, (TA,) Tte blaze on the horse's foreuetad

spread widely upon the face (S) [from thefore-
lock to the nose, nitl out reaching to the eye.':

see a'..,]: or spread, and extended downwartx,
(1C, TA,) filling the forehead, inithout reachingI
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to the eyes: or covered the face from the root oJ
the forlock to the nose. (TA.)

9. ujw.J31> ; I broke, or crushed, the
heads; or did so much: the verb is with teshdeed
to denote muchness, or frequency, or application
to many objects. ($, TA.) - [And Zl .:Z He

praesd, or sueezed, the unripe dates, so as to

crsh them: see t ]

5: seo what next follows.

7. t:i.l It was, or became, broken, or

cruhed; (, A, Myb, o , TA ;) said of a hollow
thing, (?, A, TA,) or a soft, or tender, or an
easily-broltken thing, (A,) or a moist thing, (],)
or a moist and soft thing, (TA,) a person's head,
($, A, M cb, TA,) a eolocynth, and an unripe
date, (A,) and any hollow bone, and a rod,
(Myb,) or, as some say, a dry thing; (Q;) and
so tv : [but app. implying muchnese, or fre-
qprency, or relation to many things, as quasi-pass.
of 9, q. v., whereas the former verb is quasi-pass.
of l]: (,:) or it ws, or became, pressed or
qwezed [app. so as to be cushed; or it was, or
became, crushed by being preAsd or sueezed: see
5t]. (A.)

th An abortivefatus, (L, ]g, TA,) in a soft,

or tender, state, beore it has become firm. (L,
TA.) - see also th, in two places

, A so.ft, or tender, or n cculent, plant:
(6:) applied in the M as an epithet to the species
of plant called al.. (TA.)

M A child that i soft, or tender; (i;) as
also v J[:t (IApr, L:) or uhe, signifies

a youth: (A:) accord. to lAyr, a boy is called
n/e; tlpen, so then, tmhe; t n, orand dien bei, (L F, T s

and then, 4aso . (TA. [See also p.]) 
Also A thing, or an affair, deriatingfrm the
i.;!lht court, aim, or tsope, (, TA,) or fs n it
[proer] way. (AO, TA.) -See also the next
paragraph.

UAL>, [as a subst.,] (8, L, 1i, TA,) or

t al, (A,) A blaze on a horse'sford~ead
s/nraling [witdely (see 1)] upon the face, (f;)or

ronerinq thel face, (A,) from the forelock to the
,wse, (8, A,) without rcaching to the eyM: (8 :)
or spreading, and extending downwards, (if, TA,)
.fiUing the forehead, without reaching to the eyes:
or cotvering the face from the root of the forelock
to the nome: (TA:) or msch as is long; such as
is round being called ie3. (AO, TA.)-
[Hlence,] t A nwtorious, and a bad, or an evil,
an abominable, or a foul, deed. (8, TA.) A r6jiz
says,

. .. 8 ,.

---- . I - --1
A13 .. .. . x. jj

&km1m;J 1 1 4,

0

0

i. e. [0 God, (,j being for,,Ji,) verily El-
Xlcdrith Ibn-Jcbelh straitened, or oipresd, Ais

f father, (k'i being for tj;,) then sen, him,] and
committed a bad and notorious deed in slaying
him. (S.)

1 ,l A horse having a blaze such as is termed
' avt;: fem. t,. (8, L, TA.) _ - l
c Th lion. (I.)

t. Unripe dates pressed, or sueezed, ( j.,
in some copies of the 8 and i and in the L and
TA ,j, [but the former I think to be evidently
the right reading,]) until they become broken or
rushd (A), (8, A,' L, i.,) and drid for

the winter, (A,) or tlhen dried in the ninter.

) (L.) - lI i. q. 4!aIl e" [app. meaning

7Th part of the neck where it is cut up by the
butcher]. (i.)

j tl3 [A post-classical term] A surgical in-

strunent writh mhAich the head of the faetus is
crushed [in the womb]. (Albucasis de Chirurgia,
p. 342.)

L dO, inf. n. j~., said of a man, lie was
widc in the ,j. [q. v.]. (M, TA.*)-_ And lIe
ma elouent. (TA.)

5. 33. He tnisted hits ou6, [i. e. the t,wo
aides of his mouth, or the quitet~i fl of his
mouth, inride his cheehks,] in order to affect clear-
ness, or distinctness, of speech, or to be more clear,
or distinct, in speech. (J.) And . 3j:
HIe opened his mouth and wma diffue in his
speech. (M, TA.)

j;.%: see what next follows.

js (Lth, S, M, Mgh, O, M!b, F) and ' js
(Lth, M, O, M9 h, 1) The quireringflesh ('iL)
of the mouth, inside the tro cheeks; (Lth, O, 1f ;)
or so the dual of each: (M:) or the side of the
mouth; (S, Mgh, Mqb;) so says Az: (Msb:) pl.
(of the former, 8, Myb) , 1 1 (Lth, S, M, O,
Mob, if) and (of the latter, Mob, TA) j,.
(M, Myb, TA.) One says, e, . [He

blew in the ides of his mouth, so as to distend
them]. (8.) And t,,tJ!l b ! £!, meaning

[Verily he is mide] in the j.; using the pl. as
a sin.; a phrase mentioned by Lb. (M, TA.)
L,it US., means Tha chink of the mouth of the
horse, to the ertrmity therof at [the place of]
the bit [on eacA side]. (M.) 1 S;
bL:.l' [app. meaning t She goes at random, (like

b ,.',3~,) by ra~o of bris~nss, livelinres, or
srrightliness,] is said of a woman and of a she-
camel and of a mare. .(] voce j;! .)- And

t The two side of a valley; as also t sm. ,: (K:)
or the duals, ejidU and Qi, have this signi-
fication; the sings. signify the side of a valley;

(O;) or so j.?s, with kesr; (Mgb;) and so
. (o.)

3jJ. [mentioned above as in£ n. of 1] Wide-
nss of tle js,: (8, g :) or, as in the T, wide-

nes of the jU.Z. (TA.)-.And Eloqnce.
(S,' TA.) And t A bending, or winding, in a

alley. (TA.)

sl., A certain brand writh which a camel is
marke, upon the 30. (M, TA.)

vJ: seae XJ, in two places.

I,:J, and ~,:: see the next paragraph; the
former in three places: and sec also art. ,jS.,.

j. R1 A man wide in the j..Z: (M:) or a man
wvide in the 5;.: (Mgh, M,/ :) or ,vide in the
3j., and inclining therein in any manner:
(TA :) fem. ii;,O: (M, i :) and pl. j,;: (] :)

and t,i., and Vt .> signify the same as
j.%l; the.. being au,gmentative, as in;'..i and
,..; or, accord. to IJ, it is radical: (M, TA:)

whence, i. c. from .J, in the sense expl. above,
(I'Ab, TA,) one says also f,J. 4t, meaning

a niide 3o.: (I'Ab,M, TA:) and U .;J.A means
a lip n,ide in the part woher each ;j. is cleft
[I,y the ext,emity of the mouth]. (M, TA.)_
It is also applied as an epithet to an orator, (S,
M, K, TA,) meaning Eloquent; (M, ]g, TA;)
good and eloq~t in peech; (M,* TA;) and so
?i,j. (TA.)

3S~." One who tvists his Olj in order to
afiect clearnoss, or distinctnscs, of speech, or to be
more clear, or distinct, in spench (S. [See b.])
- Di,fusC in speech, without preparation, or cau-
tion, or precaution: or one wrAo ridicue men,
twitting his QU: witL then and against them

(TA.) And ^;1 " jj. Dieffe~ in his
speech. (TA.)

Quasi J.~.

.J3.A Wide in the OhZ [or side of the mouth];

(8, ;) applied to a man; as also ' o.kz;
(TA;) and I.l: (1i, TA:) [mentioned under
this head in the S and if, but] the., is augmenta-
tive. (Az, S.) It has been erroneously said that
it is with the pointed S. (MF.) See also
j.-:.__Also The lion; (i;) and so I.
(IB, TA.)- And A certain stallion-camel be-
longing to En-Noa.rdn lbn.lF- nlltir : whence
v ;Q..,j. Certain camels, so called in relation
to that stallion. (S, .)

~..~ :: and coW.A;: see the preceding para-
graph.

.j·10;: see the first paragraph, in two places.

1. ~J,, (S, kJ,) aor. , (S,) inf. n. .,, (S,
.K,) said of a gazelle, and of the young of any
cloven.hoofed animal, and camel, and solid-hoofed
animal, lie became strong, and in no need of his
motcer: (i :) or he became strong, and in a good
state of body, and active and grown up, and vied
vwith his mother in his faculties [so I render

a
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pal
^l JUI; of which I do not find any explanation]
so that he rent alog 7ith her; and [in this sense]
it is said of a colt also: (TA:) or, said of a
young gazelle, he became strong, and his horns
came forth, and h became in no need of his
mother: and sometimes it is said of a colt [in a
similar sense]. (..) Hence, it is said of a boy,
meaning He became strong, and active and gron

up. (Tlar p. 56.)

4. : She (a gazelle) had a young one that
had become such a is termed Ot. (S, .)

* : A hind of tree, (V, TA,) having weah,
or sof., and thich stems, (TA,) the Jloer of nhich
is let the jasmine (V, TA) in form, but tinged
with redness, and more pleasant [in odour] than
the jasmine; said by IB to be of pleasant odour.
(TA.)

W J , Certain she-amel, so caled in relation
to a place in El-Yemen, (S, J., and EM p. 229,)
named C;) : (TA, EM :) or in relation to a
certain stauion. (IAgr, 1, TA. [In the CV,

J is erroneously put for J .])

13t A young gavlle that has become strong,
and whose horns have eome forth, and thrat has
become in no need of hi mother: (A'Obeyd,
TA :' [see [ :]) when used alone, [not as an
epithet, in which quality it seems to be applied
also to the young of any cloven-hoofed animal,
and camel, and solid-hoofed animal, (see 1,)] it
means [simply] a yountg gazdl. (.8, TA.)

X.~ [without T] A doe-gazelle whose youig
oe has become such as is termed ;l:: (., 1,
TA:) or who ha a ;7C folUowing ;er : and in
like manner applied to other animals ofthe cloven-
hoofed kind, and of the solid-hoofed, and to a
camel: (TA:) pl. &l~ and ' . , (8, g,)

like jJAU and JU;, (.,) [pIn. of J.J,] the
latter pl. anomalous. (TA.)

a,.s.., applied to a girl, i. q. % [i, e. That
hAs newjly attained to puberty, and has not been
married; or that is betnween the periods of puberty
and middle a£e; &c.]. (IAr, ,.)

1. ;.J, (JK, 8, ],) inf. n. *H, (8,) He (a
man, JIK, O) became confounded, or perplexed,
and unabble to see his right cour#; or became

ber of his reason or intellect; i. q. ; : (JK,
fi :) and also, (],) or, accord. to AZ, only,
(A,) h was, or became, busied, occ~ied, or
empoyed; or busied, &c., so as to be dit~ d
from something; or div~erted from a thing by being
bwu,d; syn. j: (.,I :) and he was caued to
become confoused, or peplemed, and tunable to
see his right course; (i;) as also V t.,il, or
* IJwh1, (l9, accord. to different copies: the
former accord, to the TA.) Acord. to As, :

is not from L 1, as it is thought to be by some
[and as is implied by what here follows]. (TA.)

A, ., He confounded, or pplezed, him, so

that he as ~abl to ee his right course; or
Bk, I,

bereft him of his reason or intellect; syn. &:>l1;

(];) as also t..l1: (A'Obeyd,]V:) or the
former verb, in the act. form, has not been
heard: (Har p. 64 :) and [it is asserted thatl one

does not say * 1.. (JK.) _ ,Ij ,.s. i. q.
., [i. e. He broke his head]. (1.)

4: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

7 and 8: see 1, first sentence.

,.: see what next follows.

. ($, O) and t Z;. (S, and so in some
copies of the V and in the TA) and t Vj, (so in
some copies of the K in the place of the second,
and in others together with the second, and in the
TA) [app. A state of c sion, or perplexity, so
that one is unable to see his right course; or a

state of alienation of mind;] substa. from ;Z. :

($: [but in the K they are mentioned after ,

and :; meaning ;&1, and #Lt meaning
.ti:, as being the substs.; so that they may

signify as above, and also business, occupation, or
employment, &c.; agreeably with renderings in
the T J:]) and t ,1, is a subst. from ;. [app.
in the former, or in both, of these senses]. (.I.)

·. · see the next preceding paragraph.

#>A.t A man confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to ee his right cour,; or bereft of his
reason or intellect. (S, TA. [But accord. to

AZ, it seems to signify only J , i. e. e, ied,
occupied, or employed, &c.: see 1, first sentence.])

;2 [a pl, of which the sing. is app. ~La;]
7Thins that cause on to be buied, occupied, or
employed; or busied, &c., so as to be diverted
from something; or div~rted from a thing by

being bused; syn. J4 [pl. of bai ]. (Z, V.)

1. ,S, (M:b, ,)first pers. aor, ($,) aor. ,
(Msb,) in£ n. j; , (., Myb,) He drove camels:
(S, :) or he collected and drove a detached
number of a herd of camels (Myb.) - Hence,
(Msb,) I,l, (M.b, ],) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
t He acquired somnehat of polite literature, (.,
Myb, g, TA,) or of science, and guided himself
thereby to the knoledge of somewhat more,
(Msb,) and likewise of son; (TA;) as though
he drove it and oollected it: ($, TA:) or >.. 1u

tail, and TU% ;, (MA, TA,) C ¥, (TA,)
inf. n. as above, (MA, TA,) he acquired some-
rwhat of science, and of song: (MA:) or he knew,
well some sort of cience, and of song; and so of
other things, (TA.) J.z signifies t A man's
doing el/, or knoing well, somewhat of a, thing
or an affair. (TA.) And 3',*J. J y ; , . ,
means I knew [somewhat of] him, or it, [but] not

dl. (TA.) - Also t He recited a verse, or two
verss, (8, ],) singing, (V,) or prolonging, or
straining, his woice, as in singing [and as is com-
monly done in the driving of camels; whence,
app., this mfening of the verb]. (8.) And I.,
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,(, (, ,) or :U, (.,) t e my poe, (H8,
,) or a ong: (s:) or he recitd it with a

triing, or quavring, or prongi and modula-
ting of the voice. (.) And ;S l% i. q.
'i-. t+ [He tended, repaired, beooh a imsdf,
or directed his course, towards him, or it; agree-
ably with the explanation in the TI :. or ha pur-
posed his (another's) purpoe]. (V.) - And
US t. I.J. t lle assimilated such a one to mch
a one; or he litted such a one to such a one; syn.

°elI '. (ISd, K, TA. [In the Ci, 6I is not
repeated.])

4. $Z:l t He became a good, or an ecellent,
modu~tor of his oice, or maker of melody. (V.)

I;, A remnant of strength; and a portion, or
somewhat, thereof- (I:) a dial. var. of 1a;5.
(TA. [See l, in art. .$.]) A remnant, or
remainder, of anything. (TA.) A small quantity
or number: (TA:) and so t jj,, (M, ,) what-
ever it be, (M, TA,) of much or many, (M, V,)
whatever the latter be. (IC.) And The extremity
of anything: (] :) a dial. var. of l.,. (TA.) _
Also Heat. (V.) ~ And Mange, or scab: (I:
[in the CIV, I1,JI is put for w,aJI :]) a dial. var.
of ]~. (TA.)

3:: see the next preeeding paragraph.

, act. part. n. of 1; signifying Driving, or a
dr,v of, camels: &c.: (V, TA:) pl. ;l,.
(TA.) - [And partioularly] t One who acquirm
somehat of polite literature, (., Msb,) and of
science, and guide himlf thereby to the know-

dge of somewhat more. (Myb.) - Also t A
reciter of verses, who sings in reciting, or prolongs,
or strains, his voice, as in singing: a singer of
poetry: (TA:) [and simply] a sinver. (.8.)

1. .~,, (8, M, A, &c.,) aor. and', (8, M, L,
Myb, V,) the former agreeable with analogy, and
that which is mentioned by tho leading writers on
inflection, and the latter anomalous, (TA,) and
Esh-Shihab ntentions -, but this is not known,
and there is no reason for it unles Ja be estab-
lished as a form of the pret., and this has not been
mentioned, (M_F,) inf. n. .J (-, M, Mgh, L,

Msb, K) and Z, (M, L, ,) It (a thing, M, L)
nwas, or became, apart, (., A, L, Mqb,) and it
fell, or ent, or came, out, orforth, ($, M, L, [,)
from the generality of things, or the general
awemblage, main body, bulk, or common mas,
(., M, A, L, V,) to which it pertained, (M, L,)
orfrom other things: (Mb :) it (anything) was,
or became, apart, or alone'. and he (a man) was,
or became, apart from his companions, or alone:
(Lth, L:) and t he [app. a beast] toohfright, and

ran away. (Msb.) You say, .c ji, It nwas, or

became, apart, &c., from it. ($, L) And .:

JI XJ >; XHe mw, or bcame, apart from the
colctive body [or getramlity] of people. (Mgli.)

And '%5. 4 L. t[Nothing is out of his
way, or sphere, or compa.ss]. (S and ]~ in art

,_.) And ,Jl J1l The pebble became scat-
192
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tered, or ditperd. (L.)- , aor.; and ',

inf. n. j~.li and ,!, also signifies t It (a word,
form or measure, construction, or government,)
deviated from the common, or constant, course of
speech in pect of analogy, or rule; deviated
from common, or constant, analogy, or ride; wasu
extraordinary, or eceptional, as to rule; or as
anomalous, abnormal, or irretular: and it (the
same) deviated from the common, or constant,
course of speech in respect of usage; deviated
from commn, or constant, usage; was extrao'di-
nary, or texeptional, as to usage; or was un-
usual: [the verb is used absolutely to express each

of these meanings; the context in general showing
clearly which meaning is intended: the former is
that which is most frequently intended: and] the
former meaning is also expressed by the phrase

U/lI ~ A: or ,4tl X: and the latter, by

the phrase J;l 1 . L t .4. (Mz, 12th p.)

[See also the contr. jl: and ee , below.]
- See also 4.

2: see what next follows.

i. .l1; ($, M, v ;) and * J.A; (i;) and
· .,, aor. ', only; (M, g ;) but Ay disallows
this last form of the verb; (IJ, L ;) He, or it,
caused it to be, or to become, apart, (S, L,) to
fall, or go, or come, out, or forth, from the
generality of things, or the general assemblage,
main body, bulk, or common mass, (~, M, L, ],)
to which it pertained: (M, L:) and the first
signifies he removed it, and put it far away;
namely, a thing: ([ :) and he set him, or eposed
him, apart from his companions, or alone: (IJ,
L:) and he scattered, or di~perd, it. (Itt.)
A poet says,

* a·ell ; ,ll

[And he, or it, (perhaps meaning fortune,) ex-
posed me apart from my companions, to their
passing by, or by reason of their passing away,
so that I was as though I were a branch that
should become a prey for the first lopper or
stormy wind]. (IJ, L) And one says of a she-
camel, u JJl Z1.d SAhe scattered, or dip~ed,
the pebbles [with her feet]. (TA.) - JUI also
signifies .' t, ) /T. t [H e said what
deviatedfrom the common course of pech]. (g,
TA.)

OI./: see it, in four places.

IIW.f The [es of lote-tree caled] j.. (i.)

1t A thing that is, or becomes, apart, ($, L,
Mqb,) and that fall, or goes, or come, out, or
forth, fron the generality of things, general
assemblage, main body, bulk, or common mas,
($, L,) to which itpertains: (L:) anything apart,
or alone: and a man apartsfrom his companions,
or alone: (Lth, L:) and [app. a beast] taking
fright, and running away: (Mb :) X zd is a pl.
thereof, like as XOh, is of nt;a; [and so is WUJ,
agreeably with analogy ;] and V Jl'; is used in

a similar sense, but is an epithet of the measure

a not a pl. of WL. (L.) 'J I3l X ) e L

r ,I9 ! l.1 [Such a one does not leave any one
apart from his companions, nor any one taking
fright and running away, but he dslays him,] is
said of a courageous man whom no one encoun.
ters without his slaying him. (IAgr, L.) And
one says.9i OjId Those, of a people, who have
become apart, or separate, from their companions.
(L, from a trad.) And r,Ci1 il Those wito are
among a people but do not belong to their tribes
($, L) nor to their places of abode: (L:) and
those who are scattered, or dispersed, of people;
(A, L;) as also ,,l V '1'~, (S, L,) and,j :'.

(L.) And *l.i A people not among their
own tribe nor in tAeir own places of abode: (L,
1 :*) or a people among another people, not
among their own tribes nor in their onn places of
abode. (M, TA.) And 1Sl )1 i'S The strangers.

(Iar p. 352.) And Il,lS 1'.& They came few
in number. (L,& .) And J"l" t JlZi and

j41 Those that are scattered, or di,l.ercd, of
the camels. (L.) And rJl ul (M, L) and

l* t' X i*' (S, IJ, M, L, 1() What are scat-
terred, or dipwersed, of pebbles; (S, L, 1 ;) what
have flown about, and become scattered or dis-
persed, thereof: (M, L :) and in like manner one
says of other things, (L, 8,) or of similar things.
(M, L.) - Applied to a word, form or measure,
construction, or government, it signifies , Deviat-
ing from the common, or conmtant, co.iursc of
~peech in r tpect of analogy, or rule; deviating
from common, or constant, analogy or rule;
extraordinaty, or excelptional, as to rult; or
anomalonu, abnormal, or irregular: sucll a word,
&c., though itself admitted if agreeable with
common usage, is not taken as an example to be
imitated: also, applied to the same, deviating
from thae common, or constant, course of speech in
respect of usage; deviating firom common, or
constant, usage; extraordinary, or exceptional, as
to usage; unusual: [used absolutely to express
each of these significations; the context in general
showing clearly which signification is meant: the
former is that which is most frequently intended :]
a word, &c., may be St in respect of usage but
agreeable with common analogy or rule; as the
pret. of ;_ and .; and the regular phrase

Ji4 ij , the epithet more commonly heard
being J31: and Li in respect ofanalogy, or rule,

but agreeable with common usage; as &,;

i~l, and ;..l -I: and Il in respect of
analogy, or rule, and of usage, together; as ,jY
Xj.~, and Jj;j1.9 : (Mz, 12th : [and
the like is sd, but less fully, in the Mb :]) the
pl. masc. is 3lh..; and pL fem. Sl. (Mz, ib.)
See 4, last sentence. [See also the contr. >A:
and see 'i, latter part.] - Applied to a tradition,
t Having a single ascription, attested by a [single]
sheykh, whether he be trustworthy or not: in
the latter case, not accepted: in the former case,
one hesitates respecting it, and does not adduce it
as an argument, or evidence. (KT.)

1. i.rj, aor. - and L, (1K,) inf. n. .,JU,
(TA,) He stripped off, or removed, the bark of a
tree; as also t .o.l, inf. n., .: (.1:) he cut
off portions of a tree, or the bark thereof. (TA.)
He cut, or cut off, a thing; (0, }I;) aor. ;,
inf. n. ,ji. (O.) He cut, or lopped, a tree: or
he divested it of its bark. (A.) Hle pruned, or
pared, a. tree by cutting off its ,J1, i. e. its
straggling branches, or its thorns, or its bark;
aor. :, inf. n. _..:; and Vt.,., has the like
meaning, but importing muchness, or relation to
many objects: and _.i: also signifies hle trimmed,
or cleared, anything by removing another thing
from it: (Msb :) or he pruned a tree by lopping
qff its bramncls so that it became apparent: (V,
TA:) and he pruned a palm-tree by cutting off
fiom it its 3., meaning its branches: (TA :)

and [in like manner] t .i , (S, TA,) inf. n.
: .;. (S, (.S , TA,) lie pruned a tree by cutting

qff itJs r , meaning its straggling branches not
in the choire, or best, part thereof: (S:) or he
trimmed a palm. trunk (1K, TA) by lopping off the
stumps of the branches: (TA:) "_ 1 V
[likewise] signifies the pruning, or cutting of;
the Xupeifluowi portions of the straggling ex-
tremities of thte spris of weet-smelndling plants:
(Mgh :) and s . a,, said of anything, signifies
it was removel fironm it, namcly, another thing.
(TA.) - See also 2, in two plaees.

2. .Z, inf. n. W.a : see above, in four

places._ [Hlence,] .L.3 signifies also The
shaping an arrow by the .first operation: (AHn,
.~:) the second operation is termed 3...
(AlVn.) _- And &,2,, (Sh, TA,) inf. n. as above,
(Sh, ],) He drove anway him, or it, (Sh, .,-
TA,) from a thing; (TA;) as also t ti, aor.
inf. n. .i: (Sh, TA:) and , i. : he re-
pelled from hin, or defended him. ( K, C.)_
And j1JI :, (]t, TA,) inf. n. as above,
(s,) tI dispersed, or scatteredl, the iproperty.
(l.t, K,* TA.) - [And accord. to Golius, on the
authority of a gloss in a copy of the KL, .i
also signifies lie mnade long.]

5. Ij/.. They became dispersed, or scattered.
(A, K.)

.ji, Pieces, or cuttingsx, of trees; (As,
A'Obeyd, I ;) n. un. with ;: (An, A'Obeyd:)
or barIt of trees: (1.:) pieces of bark, and pieces
of wood, or sticks, or tn'igs or brautnches, in a
diTswpersed, or scattered, state; (0, ] ;) pl. . lj :
(] :) wvhat fall from, or of, thw branchles of a
tree, [when it is pruned,] in a dispersed, or scat-
tered, state: or, as some say, the thort ns: and the
bark: (Mqb:) the stumps of the cut branche
upon the trunk of a palm-tree, and other portions,
which are lopped off; (0 ;) [i.e., also] the
branclhes thercof which are lopped off: (TA :) and
in like manner, (0,) as pl. of A,j2, (S,) [or rather
as a coll. gen. n. of which the n. un. is with ;,]
what are cut offfrom, or of, the branches of trees,
(S, 0,) otwhers than palm-trees, (0,) i. e. of the
straggling branchts, (S,) such as are not in the
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oice, or best, part thereof: (1,O:) ao the
s~pe o portiou of the traggg ~t it
qf the p~ of sweet-smelling plants, wAich are
prm~ or ct of. (Mgh.).--.Anythm n a
catt, , or die~ d, tate. (it, TA.) -
S mewhat remaining of herbage [&c.]: (0, A,

0, V: [in the first and third of which is added

J)31i.t 4; app. referring to the herbage of
which the remainder is thus called, meaning, "it
being what has been eaten :"]) pl. as above, i. e.

aUM. (?o, 0, .) One says, e; 
· ;>t I te land i somewhat rm ining of
era . (A, TA.) And one says also, e.y

>)t; ;U0 X [There remained in hi. posesion
a remnant ofroperty]. (A, TA.) And u. 
Jp"t cI. %,i; U '# st [Ther. remained not to
Aim ave a rei; of the army]. (A, TA.) . Also
t.Iou~d goods, or fsr~ re and ults,
co~ating of what are te~med .j [q. v., per-
hap here mcaning the manr sorts thereof,] c.:
(A'Obeyd, O, ]:) pi. as above. (g,* TA.) -
And A dam; or thing contructed, or raisWd, to
hkeep back the water of a torrent. (?, O, L.)

43.0 " 0 1 .J4:j tA man whose veim are
appart. , And . [app. i] s
syn. with X, mcaning A man aliglting, or
abild~, in places of dried-up herboage, and in a
wateries daeert. (TA in art. eJ.)

, Going, or being, alvay from htis home,
or place of sttled abode. (~, K, TA.)_ t So-
tary, or aeins , and rwhose proyrity is d~pazired
of; (g, TA;) as though stril)pped of good (TA.)

.. a-,
sec %V-'-, in three places.

y.. A pruning-hooh. (0, K, TA.)

Zi.U A palm-trunmk pared (S, 0, TA) of its
prch~ls (TA) [or of the t)..ps of it* branche or
of it lower branches: see the verb of which it is
the pam. part. n.]. - $ Tall; (S, A;) as also
t ; ( ;) dthc former as an epithet applied to

a horsme, (S, A,) from the same epithet as applied
to a lmin-truitk: (A:) and tall, and goodly in
make; (A, .K;) and so * ; (Mgh, ;) ms
though pruned: (Mgh :) and t the latter, applied
to anythinig [menning any animal], t tall, and ex-
cellent or f hiAgh breed or strong and light and
mift: A'Obeyd nys that the former signifies
t erceiiely tall, and is applied in this sense to
anything [i. c. a man and any animal]: Jt says,
after explaining jlJIl ,.. as it has been expl.
above, that he wiho is excetsively tall is ua though
his frame were disconnected, and not compact;
and thierefore he is thus termed: but IAmb says
that ]Kt has made a mistake in asserting that this
epithet signiifies t tall, conspicuous for tallnes,
and that it is from the palm-tree from which the
branches lhave been lopped off, (in consequence of
which, as is said in the FiFi], it becomes taller,
MF, TA,) and that he who is t conspicuous for
tallnem is not thus called unless somerwhat defi-
dient inJlaed: it is applied to a horse as meaning
S tall, and not wryflehy. (TA.)

8. ;i2i; )S, inf. n. i,kS, He divided the
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drung bead with other bead& (0. [See ;, [or ;'juI;. or (.) And i.q. 4j ;(A, ,
below.]) - Hence, by wayofcomparison, (TA,) TA;) i. e. A [garmmut of tAe hd calld] s,

^ iL j J [He ib p Ais laage which is *l [in the middle], awd wr by a
withA poetry]: butthis is pot-clmical. (O, TA.) woman, who tho~ it upon her eck, [Putting
-~ J He rnered him notorious, or i hr n hed through the;] hag her [a eare
famou: or made him to hear what m bad, r an at the bos: (TA:) or [a g
evil, abominabl, or fould: (O, TA:) and in like mnt] lik the jt., [which is said by sme to be
manner d4. (TA.) the same au the ri,] worn by a you~g ~man:

5. jJ.3 It (a people, or party, TA, or a (glar p. 65:) a garmnt which a oman ears
collected body, V, and a flock of sheep or a herd beuath her : (Pr:) a certain gar which
of goats, TA) dipersed, or became di~,ed a woman and a girl wear, etending to the eare-
(A, g, TA,) and went in eery direction. (TA.) mity of the per hAf of the arm. (Lth.) [The

.o . modern lta. of Peria and El!-'Ir emme to be
__ I 3 He turned back the etremty of generally what is commonly called in Egypt a

the .gam~t be~M his ie9% and stuc it in the itA garment mbetwoen hiu es, al astu it bin the "mil/yeh," correctly "mul1 ih" (l/), figured
part were it w bod rods, and dewcribed in my work on the Modern Egyp.

(S, s) And J M - He put th tail be- tians: or, in some instances, a similar covering of
twee his thigh, makn it to cleave to h belly. plain white, or dark blue, cotton; the former of
(S, TA.)_ Hence, (TA,) .Z- :3 Hemonted which is now called in Egypt an "isir." (See
hi horne fro behid. ($, ].) _- Also, A.p , Dozy's "Diet de Nome des V4tements ches le
He prepared him ffor fight, (S, ], TA,) and Arabe," pp. 216.219.)]
for a charge, or an aawkt; he equipped, or -

Zjl.4 A ver jeao man; (K~; sasaccoutred, ~ fa,or it. (TA.)- e threat- . A ery jeau man; (;) as alo
ened; (.,A, ];) and became ansered: (15:) ;lJi andl (TA.)
A'Obeyd says, I doubt not its being with S; but ' j l The li: (4 :) ecaue of his brisk-
some, he adds, say ;:3, with j. (S.) [See a
verse of Lebeed cited among the exs. of the pre- ne or qu(TA.) cne to act, or redine to p.
position ,.] - He wa, or became, brisk, lively,
or prightly. ([.)_.He hastened to do a thing; J,
(TS, ]1, TA;) or in a thing, or an affair. (So in - s·. . .- . LL:, eaor. i: see 4. mmAbo .He l~fumed
some copies ofthe a.)-, ,J$ ) 1.W. i q. a a,- 
ijtlf [app. as meaning Thlcy betared ovrbear- Ai(dsf( ) wth muk, (]~, TA,) which is

~~. ), ~ termed;.Z, or, as in copies ofthe M,;.t (TA.)
ingly in war]: (P, ]J:) or J sibgnifies the And J , (, TA,) in .. , -- ~~-And ;~J , (1~, TA,) inf. n. J,
p'otracting of ar. (KL.) J_ iJI .J3 The or, accord. to the Tekmileh, J1, t LV,, there
dse-camel padsred upon herbage (, TA) that written with teshdeed; (TA;) .IIe knew the
rtjoiced her, (TA,) a nd h sook hAr head by information, or story, and made it hnoa, or
ron ofjoy thereat. (Q, TA.) And The h- underjtood (g, TA.)
camdel dre togher her two sidex, and raised her
tail. (TA.)-._ And J~JI - The whip/ in- 2: see the preceding paragraph.
clined, and became hin motion. (I..) 4. ,C.LI lIe annoaed, ~olted. harmed. or

> Pieces of gold thiat are picked up from the
mine (~, A, O) without the mnelting, or nmelting,
(S, J,) of the ore: (P:) n. un. with ;: (S,:)
and pl. ,i,.. (A.) And lBead made of gold to
form divisions between pearl and jewes : (TA:)
or beads bny means tf which other beads of a stri;g
are divi,d: (g:) or Jnmll pearts: (S, K:) or
small things of gold, like the heads of ants, nlhich
are a.ixed to a [ring of the kind called] :
(Sh :) or, as some say, green beads: Hear p. 00 :)
n. un. with ;. (V.) J.L. [app. j.'] signifies

Aill·*
[also, like jj;±,] Bris,nes., lelines, or spright-
lineu: and quirke~ in an affair. (Iam. p. 54.)

S tJ5 , and , Thy [i d,
or became dispred, or] went, or went away, in
every direction: (S, L, . :) it is not said of a
people coming: (L:) the_, in j." is sometimes
changed into .,,; or, accord. to some, 1 is the

original, being froml.~;.JI; but MF thidlks that
jJ. is the original, as it is only an imitative
sequent, in which no regard is had to the meaning
of" dispersion." (TA.)

3ai e [garment of the kind catlld] 1: an

arabicized word; (S, ];) from the Pers. J1 

Ahrt: or he did what aun~ed, molested, Aarmed,
or hurt: syn. LiT: (8, Mgb, TA:) and (TA) so
| t .I{ , (,) aor. ', inf. n. IU`, (TA,) or .
(T]~ [acord. to which ithe latter verb is trans.].)
-- And ' Ij:l, (],) in£f. n. 4:!, (TA,) lie
put aside, or away, and removed far off, him, or
it,fro7 hi,n, or it. (1(, TA.)

1,J Annmjoyance, molestation, harm, or hurt;
or a thing that annoys, molsts, &c.: (f, Myb,
]K:) and eril, or mnilhief; (S, Msb;) u also
6I.U; as in the saying ,:i'j 1*= 5 &Y J

i. e. [T'rily Ifear, or dread,] the evil, or mis-
chif,; of sch a one. (TA.)--Dog-i; (~,
g;) which also sometimes light upon the camel:

(S:) or flies in general: (]K:) orlarge bile flies
thtat light upon beasts, and annoy, or molest, or
hurt, themn: (TA:) n. un. t j,. (~. [It is said
in the Masb that 1,, of which the n. un. is l,,
is also with kesr (i. e. e.t I); but in what sense
is not specified.]) One says of him who is vehe-
mently hungry, A,J .* [lit. His flies have
become vehem tly hungry, or burning with
hunger]. (S,) - And [app. because of the an-
noyance that it occasions,] Mange, or scab: (ISd,

:) and so 14., (V in art, j.)..) _ And [app.
192 ·
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because of its pungency,] Salt: (t, ]:) said in
the M to be pl. [but properly coil. gen. n.] of
* IJ:., which signifies a pice of salt. (TA.)_
See also ;j. _-Also Fragments of alo rood
(.8,' g,' TA) with which one p~rfcmes himself
(TA. [The same is also indicated in the S.])-
And harpne, (S,) or trenth, (Fr, T, 1g,) of
pungency of odour; (Fr, T, ;, ]g;) accord. to the
M, of mnwt odour. (TA.)._See also ;I5j.-
Also The extremity of anything: (TA:) and so
I.Z. (Q and TA in art. o.) m And A sort of

tre, (., V,) ued for aC41 [i. e. sticks witA
whlich the teeth are cleanmed], (v,) grwing in the

&rdh (;lJIt) ad Aavring gum. (TA.)i And
A sort of srips or boats: (Lth, , I:) n. un.

KU1i:: (Lth, S:) [or] tG *j11 signifies one of a
sort of snal ships, or boats, like thoss onled
fI,j [pl. of ~j']: and its pL is ;ljj. (M 9b.)

,:,: see the next preceding paragraph.

).U, so accord. to the C, but written in copies
of the M with kesr [i.e. t Jz], (TA,) Musk;

(IA,r, 1~, TA ;) as also * l, :'(IJ, TA:) or the
odour thereof: (AV, T,. gh, ]:) or the colour
thereof. (.)

;.J: see the next preceding paragraph.

t1j :'see Ij,, in three place .. Also Sharp
ness. (TA.) - And Strength, and boldnesa, of a
man. (Lth, TA.) - [Or] A remnant of strength:

(S, g :) pl. ,;j, (TA) and [coll. gen. n.] ' lL.
(S, TA. [See also Il, in art. q..]) - As an
epithet applied to a man, (TA,) Evil in d~pod-
tion, (I, TA,) sharp in temperament, that annoys,
or molests, or hurut, by his evil, or mischief: in

some of the copies of the C, .JlI ll . 11 is erro-

neously put for #~Jll r5 l. (TA.) _ see
again CI, last sentence.

;j,$: see :J1, last sentence.

1. , , (L, J,) sec. pers. 4V, ($, M,b, ]i,

MF,) aor. .:; (L, Msb, MF;) and see. pers.
t., (8 accord. to some copies, L, Myb, ],

MF,) aor. ,±d; (ID, Mb,I,'*MF ;) and sec. pers.
t,j, (.S accord. to some copies, M, V, MF,)

nor. ,A; (M, 1~, MF;) of which three vars. the
first is the best known; and the last is strange,
and disallowed bly most authorities; (MF;) inf. n.

[of the first or third] ., (S, O1) and [of the first]

,; (O) and [of the second or third] ·fj,, (8, IC,)

and "" also is an inf. n. [syn. with .]; (S;)

lie (a man) was, or became, evil, a wrongdoer,
uwjust, bad, corrupt, vicked, mischievous, vitious,
or depraved. (,·' L, M 9b, I,* &c.) The manner

in which the 1P mentions a: with the two aors.

. and ad [only, omitting the most common

aor., i.c. ,:,] obviously demands consideration.
(MF.) One says, .j; Q ' * [Thou hast been

til, or a wrongdoer, &c., 0 man], ($, K,) and

so ;. and ;;,. ($ accord. to different copies,

and ]m.)_&, ao. , also signiafes He in-
creased in oevil, wrongdoing, &c. (L.) It is said

in a prov., A L' I . [In proportion as thou
groest old, thou increasst in evil, &c.]. (AZ,
L.)_ - L: see 4, laat sentence. -- '', (O,

,) aor. , (O, TA,) inf. n. .0, (0,1,) with
pamin, (g, [which is said in the TA to indicate
that the aor., not the inf. n., is with damm, but
this is inconsistent with the common practice of
the author of the ]g, and is evidently wrong,])

He blamed him; foundfault with him; attributed
or imputed to him, charged him with, or accused
him of, a vice, fault, defect, blemish, or sxomnething
amia. (0, J, TA. [See also 4.]) One says,

JjeiJ .5 1 said not
that to findfault with t/hee, but I only said it for
a different purpose than that offJindi.qfadult with
thee: (., TA:) or this has a different meaning,

a,
which see below, voce . (TA.) One says also,

.4, meaning [I have accepted' thy gift; then I
have given it back to theil] without rejecting it to
thee or blaming thee [and v witwout in.juring. thee].

(IAr, TA.) . Also L, (s) or *- 1 'u ,
(A,) [aor. and inf. n. as in the next sentence;]
and 'V,Z, (A,) inf.n. .,; (S;) and t,At;
and t *V ; (A;) lre spread it (i.e. a garment,
or piece of cloth, S, or some other thing, TA) in
the sun: ($, A, TA:) this is the primary signifi-

cation. (TA.) And [hence,] , (S, ,) aor.

, (S,) inf. n. .; (S, ,;) and t ;l, (K,)
inf. n. j ; (TA;) and *j, (I,) inf.£n. as
above; (TA;) and ;l~ [or ;l, without tesh-
deed ?]; (s ;) lie put it (i. e. [the preparation of

S
curd called] hlI, and flesh-meat, S, an, and the
like, and salt, s, and a garment, or piece of cloth,
and the like, ]) upon a al.., (S, g,) i. e. a
mat, (TA,) or som~ other thing, (s,) to dry.
(S, ]g.) And > He sprinkled it; namely, salt.
(R, MF.)

2. ,t inf. n. He, He rendered him not-
rious, or infamous, among men. (Yz, S.) See
also 1, latter part, in two places.

3. *;l:, (K,) in£ n. ;U.*, (S,) lIe acted with
him in an evil manner; (K;) he treated him
with enmity, or lhstility: (L, TA:) he contended,
or dirputed, with him: (.8, L, TA:) he did evil
to him, obliging him to do the lilae in return. (L,
TA.) [See also 3 in art. U,.: and see an ex.

voce;.]

4. d,1 He attributed, or imputed, to him evil,
wvrongdoing, injustice, or the like: (S, l:) but

some disallow this. (S. [See also 1.])w--
They banished him, or drove him away, and
caued him to be alon. (TA.)~See also 1, latter
part, in two places..[Hence, app.,] .±- signifies
also lsIe manifested it, revealed it, published
it, or made it knowrn. (S, A, ](.) Thus in a verse

of Imra-el-l~eys, where he says, p.~ . _.
t. [that they might publish, or make knorwn, my
slaughter]; as related by As ; but it is better with

,.. (.) _, , l, and t L , [the latter of

[Boox I.

which is extr. with respect to form, but more
commonly used than the former, meaning How
evil, rongdoing, unjust, bad, corupt, ed,
mischievous, vitious, or depraved, is he!] phraes

similar to Ceil . and 'e L; [which have the
contr. meaning]. (TA in art. ji-.)

8. ;J, said of a camel, [and of any cloven-
hoofed animal,] i q. '-1, i. e. He ruminated, or
chewed the cud: t and . being from one place
of utterance. (lAth, TA.)

10. 1j I He became poasor of a great herd,.

such as is termed o;l f, of camels. (i.)

IR. Q. 1. , ,, (A'Obeyd, K,) inf. n. ;AS,A
(S,) He split it, or clave it: (A'Obeyd, S:) and
cut it much, or in many pieca. (A'Obeyd, .,
.) -- He bit it, and tlen shook it; namely, a

thing. (0, K, TA. [In the CK, b ik is erro:

neously put for 2:.e

serpent bit him. (L,g..)_ ¢,':.1 ;r,t ~

The cattle ate the herbage. (Q.)..."I- l Aj
lIe sharpened, (g,) or rubbed, (0,) the kne ,upon
a tone, (O, K, TA,) so that it edge became
rough. (O, TA.) - See also 1, latter part. 

'. j, inf. n. as above, It (a bird) expanded and
flapped its wings, without alighting; like ,..lj.
(TA in art. Ah.)

R. Q. 2. . It became separated, or scat-
tered. (A.)

p: (S, A, Mob, ]K, &c.) and ,_, (Kr, ],) the
former of which is the more chaste, (TA,) and 
([am p.0 29) Evil,[moralandphysical;](L, Mb;)
wrongdoing, injustice, badness, corruptness, wicked-
nes, mischievousnes, vitiowsne, or depravity:
(Mqb:) [and evil fortune, misforune, woe, or
unhap,pip,,:] on~tr. of,j.: (s, A, .:) p)1.;5.
(M9 b, .K.) It is said in a trad., in a form of
prayer, (TA,) used by the Prophet, (Msb,)

· it IJI "I4 :'P je';J, (Msb,* TA,)
meaning [And all yood is in thy hands, and evil
i. e.] nrrongdotn.y, or injustice, or corrul)tne., is
not imputable to Tlee: (Msb, TA:) or eril is not
a means of advancement in thy favour, or of
obtaining thine alpproval: or evil speech does not

ascend to Thee. (Nh, L.) -r also signifies

t Poverty. (]K.) - And t Fever. (]C.) - It is
also an epithet, applied to a man, (Yoo, S,) and so
is *t ., (Akh, S, A, Msb, ],) meaning Evil,
wrongdoing, unjust, bad, corrupt, wiched, nis-
chievous, vitioeu, or depraved: (Yoo,* Akh,* S,

A,* Msb, K:*) [fem. of the former i,, like as

,*c is fem. of its contr. ·,v ; and ft., fem. of
.l, is used in the same sense, as will be shown

in what follows:] the pl. of ,, (Yoo, S,) or of

tj.,, (Akh, S, Msb, 1,) is ;,.l, (Yoo, Akh, i,
Msb, R,) and of the former ;l; ((yam p. 514;)

and you say 111 ..*3 [pl. of or of tA].

(S.) A woman of the Arabs, (S, L,) who, accord.
to some, was of the Bcnoo-'Ximir, (L,) is related to

have said, t LS5 ' Le$~ ui Cj" dbtt , itl,
meaning [I charmn thee by involking G(od, against
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tbirdy sa, and] an el, or a malignant, eye:
.(, L:) or an eye that look at one with vehement

htred. (TA.) And j.l [Ta evil one] is an
appellation of Ibbl. (.) - [It is also used to
denote the compartive and superlative degrees;

like the contr.,,.] You say, .l. a. [e is
ors, or more evil or wronodoing &c., than thou].

(g) And .il £r[TM3 is swore, &c.,
than that]. (M9 b.) And ,W% 'l , i [Such a
one is the orst, &., of mankind]; ( ;) and

*tAj; (S, Mgb, ] ;) this latter being the original,
(Mgh, M,b,) but rare, (19,) or bad, (9, K,)
peuliar to the dial. of the Benoo-'Amir, (Myb,)

or unueed. (Mgh.) The fem. [ofS is , [like
as the fem. of its contr.,j*e., is ;ji,] (],) and

;rs I. &rs
(of ,, u,* or of j,, which is used forA ,, Kr)

_ ~. (se, Kr, ]i.) And [using the dim. form
o5,1] you say, .J *t p& [i1e is a little
worw, &e., than thou]. (Ibn-Bazurj, TA in art.
j,c. [See k.])_~ . for_; l: see 4.

jo A vice, fa,it, d.feet, blemish, or something
amiss: (TA:) a ting disapproved, disliked, or
Aated. (K, TA.) You sav, &l ' 1 I ; j; Li
? ;£ I did not give this back to thee on accontal
of any fault &ec., in it, but I preferredl to give
it to thee. (TA.) Antld DJ 1 ijM G I said
not thnt on aotnunt opf a thing that thoAn dis-
approrest, &c.: (g, TA:) or this has a dlifferent
meaning, exlpl. anove in the first plaragraph. (TA.)

_ See also ¢., first sentcncc.
*. II
, e: ee .,, first sentence. Also The in-

ordinate desire, or eagernem, (S,) and sprigtl,lies,,
of youth: (S, K :) and in an absolute sense, in-
ordinate desire, or eagernenr; and [simply] desire;
and sprightlines: (TA:) [and] sharpness, and
angrinen . (Iar p. .5.) It is said in a trad.,

-9 - @ ! s; - .I'pl 'w oz [Vcrily
there is an eagernes for tiMs .Kur-dn: then men
have a wearines of it]. (L.)

Z; n. un. with;: see what next follows.

;j,j, (S, A, O, M9b, TA,) accord. to the ]~

j;1., but this is a mistake, (MF,) and t , (9,
A, O, Mbh, I,) which is a contraction of ;,
(MNb,) Sparks of fire: (9, O, Myb, g :) n. un.
of each with a. (9, A, O, Mqb,* ].) See an ex.
voca e ,

;Zg: Bseej,, in three places. 1 Also The side
of the sea, or of a great river; (AHn, ] ;) the
shore thereof: (Kr, TA :) or the part that is near
to a ea or great river: pl. ,:i: (AA, TA:)
which signifies also seas or great rivers [them-
selves]. (TA.) - And (as some say, TA) A kind
of tree that grons in the sea, or in a grat river.
(1, TA.)

j~i dim. ofj: see the latter, last sentence
but one.

J '; A [ar needl ch as is tmed] 
(1B, TA) of iron. (TA.)

|h. [Emitting many rpar/u]. One says, ij)
it :, :lj *;1 ,:6 _;,u [Thy father is afire

that emits many #parks, and thou art a park
from it]. (A.)

ijit Certain insts (%) resembling v0eb [or
gnats], (8, ],) Awhic corer the face of a man,

but do not bite; otimes called L$5 l: (9:) of
the dial. of the people of Es-SawMd: (T, TA:) [it is
with tenween; for] the n. un. is with ;. (g.)

d? (s, A, O) Abounding in - [or evil or
wrongdoing &c.; wvryevil &c.]; applied to a man:

·
(S, A:) pl. . (O) and j,1, which latter is
anomalous. (g.am. p. 099.)

a ., (IAp, S, 1g,) or (so in the 8., but in the
I "and ") t , (Ibn-Ziyad, S, g,) A certain
plant, (s, g,) wkiirh extends along the ground lik
ropes, (Ibn-Ziyid, Ajn, ],) in the same manner
as the .JI, but having no thorns t/hat hurt any
one: (Ibn-Ziyfiul, AIHn:) Az says that it is a
well-hnown plant, seen by him in thte de&ert;
that itfattens the camels, and *nakes their milk
plenteifl; and that it is mentioned by IAar and
others among the plants of the desert: t .? is
expl. in the K as though it were the name of
another plant; but it is not so; for .& is the
pl. [or rather col. gen. n.] thereof: it is a lherb
smaller thtan the .,, having a yeJloftoner, and

twrigs, or shoots, and large duast-colomed leaves:
it groms in Ipltin, or soft, ground; and spreads
wide, as thouglh it were rol)es, by reason of length,

Jf the measure tf a man in a standing poture;
and has berri ( ), like th/ oJ the ,..ta.
(TA.) j i,o, i llastedfied,-meat, of whibh
the grease, or grary, drips; (S, K ;) like i
and ,l. (TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

i, ,/, ('Inayeh, anid so in some copies of the (,)
or t ', (so in other copies of the K, accord. to
the TA,) sing. of..ljZ,, (]r,) which signifies The
frin~e-like extretnitie of a tail; (S,* K,* A, TA ;)
and of wings. (TA.) - Hence, metaphorically,
[or synecdochically,] the pl. is used as signifying

I The whole: and hence the saying, 0i j]
#,AI t lIe betook himself altoyether to it; as
though, says An, by reason of his eagerness, he
threw himself altogether upon it: accord. to Esh-
Shihab, it means he betook himseldf [to it], openy
or secretly: or j' signifies t the whole body;

(K;) and .,A sIc ji3J and t1lp! and d ,l,
provs. mentioned by Meyd, all signify the same
[app. t he threw upon it the nweight of his body:
see Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 409 and 410: and
see art. *.^,]: or the first of these means t he
loved it so that he courted death, or destrurtion,
(;.a.kZ,) in his lo~ of it: (TA:) or he loved it
with a love that he would not give up, Lecause of
his necessity: (Lth, TA:) or t he deired it in-
ordinately, or eagerly, and loved it. (A.) [See
also Ij;l i e.snil, voce 3j. Accord. to dif-
ferent authorities,] j,l also signifies t Burdns,
or necights; (S, K ;) sing. i.t,: (S :) and it is so

expl. as used in the saying mentioned above: or
it there signifies t weight, and whole person: or
the reduplication implies intensiveness ; as though
this word originally signified weoiht of eril: but
F, in his comments on the Preface of the Ksh,
objects to this, as the word does not imply the
contr. ofpL, but dispersion. (TA.) Also Se&If:
(], TA :) and the saying mentioned above is expl.
as meaning t He thrrw himnuef upon it, through
inordinate, or eager, desire, and love. (9, TA.)
And t Love: ( :) or t love of self (Kr, TA.)

ij~, : see the next preceding paragraph.

; p A piece of anything. (.) See also

;jAP A certain bird, (g, TA,) of mall size;
said by A. to be thw called by the people of E/-
Ilijdxz; and by the Arabs of th desert, J 1 [a
mistranscription for t.i;J.]: it is said to be dust-
coloured; in legance, like the i..; and to be a
little larger than thc .G,. [or sparrow]. (L,
TA.) [Freytag, on the authority of Dmr, says
that it is the same a is calU jJ _wtl: (hut see

:) and describes it as being of an ashy
colur, with some mitwse of rednets; and of the
paserine hind.]

.. l; and its fern., jI : wC.., latter half, in
three places. - 5 is also applied to a woman
as meaning A grat imputer of vices, faults, or
the like, to others. (AA, L.)

A a ei., (.s, K,) i. e. mat, (TA,) upon
which [the preparation of curdl called] JaI (,
.O) and other things ($) are spread ($, ') to

dry; (TA;) [us also . or V:-, as written in

different copies of the B voce z- :] or a piece
of cloth, of those whereof a tent is copo~ed, ued
for that pn rpoxe: (TA :) or a tablet of stone or
wood, upon wlich .le-meat is dried: (Lth,
IAr :) pl. L5,;: or this pl. signifies piecs of
flesh-meat cut into xtrips and dried: (B :) or the
sing. signifies also fleJ-4-meat eut into strips and
dried. (gi, TA.)~ Also A .great herd of camels:
(g :) because scattered. (TA.)

, or r:: see the next preceding paragraph.

1 The lion: (Sgh, :) from d;,jl "the
biting" a thing "and then shaking" it. ($gh,
TA.)

and ~, ($, A, MNb, g, &c.) and A,~, (;,A, g,)
agreeably with three different readings of the K5ur
lvi. 05, (B, TA,) the first of which (with !lamm)
is that generally obtaining, (Fr, TA,) and is the
only one admitted by Jafar Ibn-Mol)ammad,
notwithstanding which the second form (with
fet-b) is said by MF to Ib the most chaste as well
as the most agreeable with analogy, (TA,) or the
second (with fet-h) is an inf. n., and the first is a
simple subst., (A0, S, Msb, K,) and so is the
third, (AO, B, 1,) and . ,. ($, II,) which is1

Boor I.] lb26
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abo a n. of phe [and of time], (§,) and ;,
(Q, 1], TA,) a form used when muchnem of the
act is meant, (TA,) and ,, w, which is noma-
lous, (TA vooe ~, q. v.,) He drank, (KL,
P., Tr,) or e sea ow~d, syn. ,, (A, 1, [but

the former meaning is evidently intended by this
explanation, and such I shall mume to be the
case in giving the explantions of the derivatives in
the A and &Ic.,]) water, c., (8,) or a liquid,
properly by scking in, or s~pig; and otherwi~
tropically; (M9b;) [generally, glping~ it; for]
you s, ; 41 , [He drank the water

at once, or at 4 sing draught]; and u t °3
154 [He drank it linurdly, or gently, or swy]:
fMgh:) S signifies the coneying to one's
iside, by se of Ai mouth, that in the case of
rwhic cwing s no t prcticable: (KT:) [but]
E-Sarntuee says, one does not say of a bird
lW$lj , but ;.. (Mb.) In the saying of
Aboo-Dhu-eyb, describing clouds,

[which is evidently best rendered Ty drank of
the water of tah e,, thn ros aloft, agreebly
with what has been stated respecting . in the
sense of Oq. in p. 143, it is said that] the , is
redundant, or, Us ; is rendered trans. by
means of V, [though I do not think that this is
the case unle n be used as meaning " by means
of," and I do not remember to have met with an
instance of it,] ;& is thus rendered trans.
(TA.) [See a similar ex. in the 28th verse of the
Mo'allnkah of 'Antarah, EM p. 232. One says
also, 'UI ' ., meaning He drank outof a
visel; agreeably with an explanation of 4L,
in thoe 8 and V, ua meaning h ,,;, lUM.] And

one says, .o b l .!, mean-
ing :IL lrI .,O tL [i. e. Verily I tarry the trwo
da.r not driAnking in them water]. (0.)_ [,w

dSi,l, in the conventional language of the phy-
sicians, aU is indicated in the Mgh, voce

(q. v.), on the phrase 1 ,s, and ua ishown
in many instances in the V &c., means He took,
i. e. swallowed, tAhe edicine, whether fluid or
solid..- And in the present day, they say, .

t&s.j, meaning He inhabd, properly imbibed,
nsmoke of tobacco; or he smoked tobacco, or the

tobacco.] - One says of seed-produce, or corn,

when its culms have come forth, 1, i . J
-ml t [The e ,d-produce or corn, has

imbibed into tha ecdms]: (O, TA:) and when the

sap (*.J,) has aome into it, ;ajll -. t ..

t [The culm of the seed-produce, or corn, Aaw

imbibed]. (TA.) And one says, .. 1 "..,
i3JI [The ears of corn imbibed thefarina ; or]
became pevaded by the farina; (En-Nadr, A,
O ;) or had in thm the aliesntary ~ ance;
as though the farina were water which they

dranlk. (TA.) And JI1 l - , occo r

ring in the story of Obod, (O, TA,) as some
relate it, or t s,, as others relate it, means

t [And tla rdprod , or corn, had imbibed or
had ben made to bib, the Jarina, or] had
become hardned in its grai, and ner to

trit,y. (TA.) [And t ,,1 means the same:

for one says,] ,1 ,F [The ed-produce, or
corn, was made to inbibe the farina; or] became
pervded by the farina: and in like manner,

j,l jll I , i.e. t [The dpro ce, or
corn, wa made to imbbe tMe farina, or] its
almntary 'b/tance. (TA.) - One also says,

u,. ' .i.I [tHe ate the flesh of my sep,
or goats, and drank the milk of them]. (TA in
art. Jbl.) And [in like manner] JL;. Si JS
A(A i [Such a onefed upon, d ured, or consumed,
my property]. (A.) And %;;; ,I fi t

[7me wasted him, or wore Aim away; u though
it fed upon him]. (A.)- And. b *t .r

[1 lit. Thou hast made me to drink what I
have not dr~ ,] meaning ! tu hmat charyed
against me, or accused me of donty, what I have
not done; (S,A, ;) like jl
(~ in art. J.I.) _ .f also signifies He was,
or became, sati~ed with drinking: (TA:) and in
like manner ,:~ is said of camels. (A'Obeyd,
., TA.) And Hie nw, or became, thisty; (],
TA;) thus having two contr. significations; (TA;)
as also Vt ;,,;. (], TA.) - Also, and V ,v,jt,
fib camels were, or became, satisfie with drink-
inq: and, i.e. both these verbs, Ai camel were,
or became, thirsty: (.J, TA:) or the former verb
signifies, or signifies also, (accord. to different
copies of the ],) his camel seas, or became, weak.

(, TA.)e,~ t and v t R ,e,, Ze id
againS Aim. (] ) . , aor. A, (O, ], TA,)
inf. n. *. ,z, (O, TA,) He under~ood: (O, ,
TA:) on the authority of AA. (TA.) [In a
copy of the A, the verb in this sense is written
.vgs; and app. not through the fault of the
transcriber, for it is there mentioned as tropical:
but in the O, it is said to be like , aor. t,
inf. n. .4; and in the V, to be like..] One

says, 4e1 jil 1 .,., i. e. He understood [what
mas told to him]. (TA.) And one says to a
stupid person, ,~..;. Kneel thou; then
understand. (O, TA. See also 1 in art. ,._.)

2. [s,, inf. n. , He made hiim to drink
water &c.; and so, as is indicated in the S and l
&c., and as is well known, * ,~,1: and] ...
4u1I gave to drink the water; as also L

(TA.)_[Hence,] one says, J.4 j. U* >
w,A. [lit. My cattle passed the day made to eat
and made to drink,] i.e. tpasturing as tiey
pleasd. (S, TA.) And Z'1 j- ; j l, [lit.
He made people to drink my property, and made
them to eat it; or to drnk the mik of my cattle,
and to eat th fsh~ thereo;] i. e. t he fed people,
(s,) or gave people to drink and to eat, (TA,)
[of] my property, or cattle. (S, TA.) - And
, · . · .j

,o.t.3 j o ,.jA t Heg ave drink to the land
and tha palm-tres. (TA.)-And ";i .y.

,.J t [He imbued, or soaked, a morsel, or
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mot , ith gres, or gray]. (TA in art.

-.)-- And *ll ,~f , (A'Obeyd, g,) inf. n.

'xt,, (A'Obeyd, ,) tr I 'mded the water-
eet; (v;) I put into tM waterski, it

being new, clay and water, in od~e to r its

avor et. (A'Obeyd, .)-- And ;jl .0
jz11: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

3. *,wf, (8, A, V, TA,) inf. n. al,li and
.l(*, He drank nith him; namely, a man.
(TA.)--[And He atered hAir camel, &c. with
hi, i. e. with another's: or Ah drew water with
Aimnfor the watering of camnl Icc.:] see an ex.
of the latter in£ n. in a vere cited voce ,~.

4: see 3, in two places. One says, 

Q. 1 j JI'jl [I made Me camels to drink
until ty were satijd mith drinding; or I
watered the camel, or gave them to drink, &c.];
(8, TA ;) [for] Ef, is syn. witAh . (-.)..

[Hence,] tjuI ." : ee 5. And *tl

;j*~. . 1 The garment, or piece of cloth, mas
imbud, or saturated, with rdnes. (A.) And

,AtpI ,1 He satrated the colour [with dye].

(V, TA.) And " t It wa intemed
ith a CO r; as also V - (TA.) And

J,.. s1 < 1, t The white was sfusd, or
tingd oter,ith rdnes. (., TA.).-[Hence, ",,uI
is also said of a sound, as meaning tIt wms mied
with another ond; as appears from the words

here following:] , - - . 1,d

,j,.5 e, fl ;3i t [Tkteftint, or gentle,ond of
the ice in the mouth, of suh kind as As no
mix~re of the oice of the chet]. (K in art.

_.'.) .... 4[Hence also,] 5,jj QAt: s)e 1, latter

half._ And d, i- I ,1 (.,) or ,

(IC,) or L;5 WM (A,) t [.He ma
madk to imbibe into hix heart the lov of him, or
of such a man, or of such a female;] meaning
that the love of him, or of her, pervaded, or com-
mingled with, his heart, ($, A, .K, TA,) like
beverage. (TA.) Whence, in the gur [ii. 87],

J, wjI.l l ) I tiM,. for Jnfl (g,
TA,) i. e. t And tlhjy meM made to imbibe [into
their hearts] the love of th calf. (Zj, TA.)_

And ,iiU jU 9 I sI,J, i ..u
t [lIe raisod his hand, and made the air to
stwallow it up, (i. e. raised it so hliigh and so
q.uickly that it became hardly seen,) tlen gave a
bloo with it upon tlwhe back qf his head]. (A,

TA.)- And -r,,,I a l see 1, latter

half. - And one says to his she-camel, 
jJ%t t [1 will a&uredly put upon thee the ropes,
or cords], and jtilI [the cord, or rope, with
which tit fore shank and tite arm are bound
together]. (A.) [Or] ~..! means Ile put the
rope, or cord, upon his neck; namely, a man's,
(]K, TA,) and a camel's, and a horse's or the like:
(TA:) and J5 .. JI .. s21 he put the rop, or
cords, upon the neck of the horses. (l.) And
4&. .r'.hl I He tied his camels, every one to

a
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another. (15, TA.) _ <.l u an intrans. verb:
see 1, last quarter, in twro plaees. - Also He (a
man, TA) attained to the timefor the drinking of
his camela. (V,* TA.) _ ,#jZ1: see 1, near
the end of the paragraph.

5: see 1, first sentence. - Hence one says,

(Mgh,) Jgll 4lt ,,,3j, ([t, Mgbh,* ,) and
pIh1, (A, Mgh, L,) I Th garment, or piece of

cloth, imbibed, or absorbed, (8, A, Mgh,* L, ,)
the mat, (?, Mgh, 1,) and the dye; (A, Mgh,
L;) as though it drank it by little and little:

(Mgh:) and [in like manner] one. says, 1
.,#Aw;e [app . <~,o (like as one says

;,1_ 4,;., as shown in the next preceding
paragraph,) meaning t The garment, or piece of
cloth, is made to imbibe, or absorb, the dye].
(TA.) [It is said that] the verb is not used in-
transitively in the [proper] language of the Arabs.
(Mgh.) (But] one says, ,j,Jt JI k 
meaning The dye prvaded the garment, or

p of cothS: (*,TA:) and , I ,. °00
t The dye pervades the garment, or piece of

coth]. (TA.) [See also the explanation of a

vero cited voce t']

10. £; L ,1 tHis, or its, colour became
· . ,

ie (1.) And 5 - E1 "4^L1 t The
bow became intensely red: such is the case when
it is made of the [tree called] 01£. (Agn,
(TA.)

11. +'- ee 4, near the beginning.

Q. Q. 4. 4,,, (L, A, 0, 15,) inf. n.
(0, 0,) t 1ie raied lis hlead lile the camel that
has atisfJied his thlirst on the occasion of drininkg:
(A:) or he stretched forth hiu nck to lok: (

A, O, ],:) not improbably, from .,1 in its
well known sense, as though he did so when
preparing to drink: (O :) or, as is said in the L,
from . as syn. with p: (TA:) you my,

. ;.t!, (?,A,) or 4 I1, (15,) or both; (TA;)
[the former of which may be rendered Ile raisd
his head at it, or he strtcihed forth his neck at it
to look; or, as also the latter, he stretchedforth
hui nech to look at it;] namely, a thing: (?:) or
.:tjZI originally means he stretched forth his
neck in preparig to drink water: and then, in
eonsequence of frequency of usage, he raised his
had, and atetched forth hAi neck, in looking;
and hence is trans. by means of .Jr: (Har p.
152:) or he raied, or exalted, himelf. (Y,* TA.)

C3A.A , occurring in a trad., means t They
ia raie their heads at his voice to look at hitm.

(TA.) And 4,,11; jkI Jv lI "r !, in
another trad., means t Hypocriy exalted itself
[and the Arabs apostatized, or revoltedfrom thieir
relo]. (TA.)

,p an inf. n. of 4 [q. v.]. (S, A, Msb, K,
&c.) m And a pl., (S, Mb,) or [rather] a quasi-
pl. n., (ISd, TA,) of ,,, q. v. (?, ISd, Msb,
TA.) ~ [Golius assigns to it also the meaning
of ",Linu, tenue," as on the authority of Meyd.]

.,* an inf. n. of 4a [q. v.]; (?, A, M9b, ],
ce. ;) likne V 3: ({], A, 1 :) or a simple subst.

[signifying The act of drinking]; (AO, {, Msb,
as;) as also *t ... (AO, ,.)19 )In the phrase

. 0it. it is used as [an epithet,] meaning.j

e.I [which may be regarded as virtually syn.
w ,ith ,d or as similar to this latter but intensive
in signification]. (am p. 194.)

0,a : see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places. - Also Water, (;, TA,) itself; so some

say; (TA ;) as also , I, accord. to the
TA,) with kesr, (TA,) or & 'J.:, (so in the
C]5 and in my MS. copy of the 1,) i. e. water
that one drinks; so says AZ: pl. of the former

1.1 (TA.) [See also &.],- [And A
draught of milk: see an ex. in a verse cited in
art. ;lk, conj. 4.] - And A share, or portion
that fall to one's lot, of water: ($, Mgh, Myb,
1:) or so l oj- . (ISk, TA.) It is said in

a prov., to t1J;Li [The last of thenm is the
one of thmc that ha the leat sare ofater]:
originating from the watering of camels; because
the last of them sometimes comes to the water
when the watering-trough has been exhausted.
($. [8ee also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 61.) -
As a law-term, it means The ue of water [or the
right to ue it] for the watring of aon-fil
and of boast. (Mgh.) - Also A watering-
place; syn. n": (AZ, 1]:) pl. as above. (TA.)

AAnd t A time of drinking: (1]:) but they say
that it denotes the time only by a sort of tropical
application; and they differ respecting the con-
nexion of this meaning with the proper meaning.
(MF, TA.)

---: see -J,, in two places.

' A single act of drinking. (.) _ And
A single drauyght, or the quantity that is drunk
at once, of water. ($.) It is said in a prov.,

1 a0Jit Jim .; a [Execllent, or mot excellent,
is the tradeler's drinking-cup, or bowl, titat will
hold a single draught, namely, this 1]: the Jim..
is said by As to be a drinking-cup or bowl which
the rider upon a camel suspends [to his saddle]:
(Meyd:) it is said in describing a camel: (TA:)
and it means that, to the place of alighting to
which he desires to go, he is content with a single
draught, not wanting another: (Meyd, TA:) the
prov. is applied to him who, in his affairs, is
content with his own opinion, not wanting that of

another person. (Meyd.) ,.. ;J 1 & [The
drauglht of Abu-Wahm] is said of a thing that is
sweet, or pleasant, but in its result unwholesome:
(MF, TA:) Abu--Jahm was a frequent visiter of
the Khaleefeh El-Mansoor El-'Abbusee, who,
finding him troublesome, ordered that a poisoned
draught should be given to him, in his presence:
which having been done, Abu-l-Jahm, pained by
'the draught, rose to depart; and being asked by
the Khaleefeh whither he was going, he answered,
Whither thou hast sent me, O Prince of the
Faithful. (MF.) - In the Mo'allukah of Tarafeh,
it is applied to A draught of wine. (EM p. 87.)
- [In the conventional language of the phy-
sicians, it is a term applied to A dos of medicine,
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acA au is drwan and ablo sac a its a] 
Also A palm-tree that grow from the date aom:
(ic:) pL ;l. (TA. [It seems to be there
added that . and ' aIre al so its pb.:

the former may be like . pl. of ~.P: the
latter is app. a mistranscription, and should per.
haps be;4 , hr ;Jl; like for;i,

&c])

ai,, (i,) or L ,#. JiXg (%,) The quantity
of water that satiue thirt. o(, ].) is
also s. with t.,JI [(originally an in£ n.]
meaning t A coour tiuyed oer with anrothr
colour; as in the saying, v .r > J & t [In
hin is a colour tiuged ith redns]: (~ , TA:)
[and] somewhat of re~ ; as in the phrase,

k, 9 : [In him is omewhat of redns] : (A:)
or ta r~dn in th fac: (1 :) or t hiteness
mized with red~ . (IA%r, TA voce &~. )

(i. [The act, or habit, of] mwch drinking.
(V-) One says, 4 j. 4il, meaning Verily he
is one who drns muck. (, Ala, TA.) ~
It is also allowable as a pl. of *S [q. v.].
(Mhb.) - Also A small trough, (f, 1, TA,)
made, (ff,) or dag, (TA,) around a palm-tree,
($, K, TA,) and around any other kind of tree,
and fied with water, (TA,) holding enouga to
rigatoe it fuy, (6, TA,) o that it i pntifully

irrigated thereby: ($, TA:) pl. t [ (or rather
this is a coll. gen. n., of which the former is the
n. un.,] and [the pL properly so termed is]
;pZ . (v.)_ . And i . q ;, (3, TA,)
which is sn witAh i-;: :TA:) [from a com-
parison of the explanations of all of these words, it
seems to mean A channa of mater for the irri
gation ofa plot, or tract, of sown land: or, if the
explanation ;t:;, in the TA, be conjectural, the
meaning may be a portion of such land, having
a raised border to retain the water admitted wpon
it:] p]. ,t3 and [coll. gen. n.] * . [as
above]. (TA.)~ Also Thirt. (Lb, T, O, K..)
One says, .JIl ai J ji Ioe AM not ceasl
to hare thirst to-day. (Lh, TA.) And . '.

:1 'It4l Tle camel came thirdty. (T, O.)

And ; A, l, Food wherenith one luu not
siffiiient water to sntixyi thiret. (O, TA.) Ac-
cord. to the L, aS signifies The thirt of cattle
after the being satifwied wit frti pasture; be-
cause this invites to drink. (TA.) - Andl Ve-
henmence of heat. (1g.) One says, . J ; A
day of vehement heat, in whirsa u drunk more
water than at other times. (TA.)

·a£ One wai drinhk much; (ISk, $, ] ;) as
also' ?,j and t1 4. (S.) One says &;

>. ka.lt A man who cats and drinks mucA.
(ISk, .)

. -, applied to herbage, i. q. L i; (0, ;)
i. e. Tangled and dense, one part above a.wther.
(O.)

ate, [said to be] the only word of this form
except Q., (1g,) [but to this should be added

'?inf. n. of ,] A w.ay, mode, or manner,
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of be/ig, or acting &c. ($, O, ].) One says,

;iJ Ia LV .Ui j& Cl. Such a o c csed
not to be [mpltoyed] upon one affair. (S, O.) m
And A tract of land, (]$, TA,) soft, or plain,
(TA,) producing herbs, but having in it no trees.
(]J, TA.) - [And] The ide of a raUey. (Mgh.)

.1~ A beverage, or drink, (Mgh, L, Msb, J[,)
of any of the liquids, (Mgh, Msb,) or of anything
that is not chewed, (L,) or of wchateer kind and
in whatever state it be; thus in a copy of the X1:
(TA:) and syn. with a., are V * and
'~ ., (1g,) accord. to a saying attributed to
AZ: (TA:) or these two have another meaning,
expl. in the next paragraph: (14:) the pl. of

.;I,. is ~41; (Mgh, TA;) or it has no pl.,as is
said in the X1 in art. . [accord. to one or more
of the copies; hut seo lS, where it is shown that
in copies of the ]C, as well as in the ;, the word
to which this statement relates is w1.", with the
nnpointed jl]. (TA.) The lawyers [and gene-
rally the post-classical writers, and sometimes
others,l mean thereby [IWine, and] such beverage
as isJfrbiddn. (Mgh.) [Also Sirup : pl. Al4,1:
so in the language of the present day.]

qa: and t are Jn witth ;, q. v.:
ot both signify Water infmeior to the .,3J; [or
sneet]: (g:) or [brachkih water; i. e.] water
betnwen the salt and the s~t : (AO, :) or water
drinkable, or fit to be drunk, but in which ih
disagreeabenss: (Mb :) or the former signifies
water that has some degree of swcetnes, and is
somnctimes drwk by men notwithstanding what is
in it; and t the latter, water inferior to what is
mwet, and not drunk by men save in cam of
necessity, but sometimes drunk by cattle: (IY4tt,
TA:) or * the latter, the sweet: and the former
is said to signify water that is d:rnk : (TA:) or
* the latter, water that has no sweettwss in it, but
is sometimes drunk by men notwithstanding what
is in it; and the former, water inferior to tihi in
swrreetness, and not drunk by men sare in cases of
necessity: (AZ, T, M, TA:) or, accord. to Lth,,
t ,. and V * signify water in which are
bitternes and saltness, but not abstained from as

drink: and are :' and are syn: and

* .4 :ti is syn. with '.': this last word is
used alike as masc. and fem. and sing. and pl.
(TA.) It is said in a prov., originally in a trad.,

,.f', ' & 1 *.1 a,>. [expI. in art.

tj]. (TA.). Also, j, A man who drinks
rehen,aently. (TA.) See also ·it: and , .
- And t A she-camel desiring the stallion. (1.)

: see ac j,t: and Z':; the latter in
five l,Iaces. Also One who dinkt with aother:
(., 1. :) and one nho naters his camels with those

,f fanother: of the measure i in the sense of
the measure it'iL: (S:) and one who dran.u
i'rater, or is given to drinh, writh anotther. (IAar,

15.) You say, - j& [11e is my companion in
drinhin;a ; or in watering his camel with mine:
&c.]. (TA.) And a rijiz says,

,., .. . * ,

[Many a one who waters his camels with thine,
or who draws water with thee for the watering of
camels, having an evil disposition, his watering
&c. is like tihe cutting writh razors]: i. e., thy
waiting for him at the watering-trough is [a cause
of] killing to thee and to thy camels. (TA.)

aw is expl. in the S as meaning A sheep, or
goat, wrhich one drives back, or brings back,from
the nater, when the sheep, or goats, are satisfied
with drinking, and nhich they follow: but in
some of the copies is a marginal note stating that
the correct word is w, with the unpointed ,.

(TA.)

cbz, A cupbearer: or a butler: and a seller
of 7uine or ofsirup. (MA.)

t.~1:, a subst. (O]) from a.:1 [q. v.; as such
signifying S A raising of the head like the camel
that ha satisfied his thirst on the occasion of

drinking: &c.]: (S, 1, TA :) like "',U [from

;O;;!]. (IS, TA.)

e1 : se ar : and what here next follows.

Addicted to .slI [i. e. drink, or wine];

(kTA e;) like ; ( .;) as abo t .Z and
? , and (TA.) - See also b.J

A tasel: so in the language of the
present day: probably post-classical: pl. ",'A.]

"IlJ Drinking, or a drinker: pl. ;$4l:

(Msb) and t ,j,, like as J, ~ is of 4ek,

(S, Msb,) or, accord. to ISd, (TA,) ,>., which
significs eople drinking, (1, TA,) and aembling
for drinking, is a quasi.-pl. n. of ,1:, being like

A;S and &; and " w*, which is said by
lAar [and in the S] to be pl. of .. ,, is pl. of

,.jt, like as .i is of A1;; (TA ;) also

is allowable as a pL of , like as tij is pl.

ofjl4.; (Msh;) and ,P,I is pl. of .-', or it
may be an anomalous pl. of A,tL: (MF:) the
pl. ,W' occurs in the saying of El-A4shi,

[lle is the gier of female singers to the drinkre,
some clad in silk and snome in linen]. (S.) - Sc
also . - [Hence, The muatache; i. e.] the
defluent hair over the mouth; (M8b;) or so
.1O , (Lb, A, g,) which is the pl., (Lb, ;,
M.b,) as though thc sing. applied to every distinct
part: (Llt :) the two [halves] are called j;ti:
(S, TA:) or, as some say, only the sing. is used,
and thc dual is a mistake: (TA:) accord. to
A1at (Msb, TA) and AAF, (TA,) the dual is
is scarcely ever, or never, used; but accord. to
AO, the Kilaibees say Q~J+j, witlh regard to the
two extremities: (Mob, TA:) and the pl., (A,
K,) or, accord. to tle T &c., the dual, (TA,)
signifies the long portions [of the hair] on the tno
sides of the ' [q. v,]: (T, A, ]5, TA:) or (15,

TA) .. t signifies the a. altogether, (A,],
TA,) as some say; but this is not correct. (TA.)
Onc says, .*4ik 4u *, [7Th mustache of the
boy, or youn* man, grew fortlh]. (S.)_ And
hence, as being likened to the two long portions
of hair on each side of the AL, the 4st; of the
sword, (T, TA,) i.e. 7wo long projections

(sigtka ,i;l) at the lower part. of the kilt,
(A,' I, TA,) [ertending from the guard,] one on
one side and the other on the other side of the
blade, (T,* TA,) the age [or eathe covering
of the scabbard] being beneath them: so says ISh.
(TA.) - ,4$t3JIl also signifies t Te 3,j [or
ducts] of the.sj! [or windpipe]: (A:) or cr-
tain ducts ( J ) in the ,J;L [i. e. fauces or
throat], (g, TA,) that imbibe the water [or
saliva?], being the channe therf: (TA:) and,
(.,) or, as some say, (TA,) tlh channels of tihe
water [or salira ?] (S, ]k, TA) in the J.L [i. e.
fawue or throat] (S) or in the neck: (], TA:)
or certain ducts ( , ) adhering to the windlipe,
an ti th lower parts thereof to the langs: so says
IDrd: or rather, some say, the hinder part
thereof [adhering] to the ,>) [or aorta], having
tubes from which the voice ise., and in whicA
choking takes place, and whence the saliva issu:
and those of the horse are said to be [certain

ducts] by the side of the t EjI [or esteral
jugtlar vians], where th veterinary sureon
dranw blood by cutting the ..l.1: the sing. seems

by implication to be :vl. (TA.) Hence the

phrase 0.I ;l, ;C t An ass that brays

,eheme,tly. (S, TA.) And V;t 1 ~ [A
man] having a disagreeable roice: thus likened
to an am. (A, TA.) - Accord. to lApr, J)li

signifies [also] wn . ,J! 5j;, which AM
supposes to nmean The channel.' of rater in the
spring, or source; not in the eye. (L, TA.)

.[ ~r*l? JZ means $ Ea s of corn becoming,
or being, pervaded by the farina: (A, TA:) or,
in which the grain has hardened, andul nearly cone
to maturity. (TA.) Also t WVeahkness, or
feeblenes, in any animal: (K,* TA:) or a strain
(.a)thcereof; asinthe saying, 'j i .a

pS. u O! t [EzeUllent, or most excellent,
nwre the camne/, this one, were there not in him a
strain of wveaknes orfeebleness]. (TA.)

kl, rn [a subst. from t, made such by the
affix ;,] A people, or party, dnceUing upon the

side (a__, in some copies of the g .O,) of a
river, (8, A, },) atnd to whom belongs the water
tlwrcoJ: (S.)

as syn. with c: sec thc latter.

.,., is a noun of place, [and of time,] as well
as an inf. n.: [i. e.] it signifies [A place, and a
time, of drinking: or] the quarter (.. j) whence
one drinks: (.S, TA:) and a place to vwhich one
comes to drink at a river or rieulet : (TA:) and
t 4L., (S, Msb, ]g, TA,) not, as is implied in
the 1, 2. also, (TA,) signifies [the same, as

I

I
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Boor. L.] 
1

is indicated in the A; or] a place whkence people
drin; (Myb, TA;*) i. q. ' (1~;) or like a

~4 L. (~,TA .) One isays,..4ii 4 L i. and
'A.L[7This is thse people's, or party'st, drinking-

place, or p14cc whence theyj drink]. (A.) And it

is said in a trad., 'P JUL J;I0J1 C&.'J)3
(~, TA,) i. c. [Ctir4'd is he] wrho take.s entirely to
Aimseff, debarring othersr from it, a place whtence

people drink. (TA.) - See also 

i>m.a :;. 1 A man wrho.m complexion is
tinged over [or inemxd itih redness. (TA.)

[See 4: and see also

t..y Jipj A mnan whose camels hame drunk

[until sati.!fltd with dr.inkitig: see near the
endl of the first paragraph]. (TA.) And A mnan
whtoe camels are thirsty, or wrho is himself

thirsty. (TA.) '.ji - is a sarying

mnentioned by IAtir, and expl. by hiim as meaning
II::it means [Give thou mne to drqink, for] I

am thirsty or nmy camels are thirsty. (TA.)

-A: ae : and ace als

see ,ij in tharee plItces.... l lence,
(A, TA,) An tippemr chamber; syn. k*,' (8, A,

Melnt, K, TA;) and ( ; (* K;) lbotht of whichl

s4ignify tlin same; (MF, TA;)beas people
drinik therein; (A, TA;) asg also 'P L:

Mh,l,1~, TA:) pl. (TA,) syn. withiJ t

(Cl, and (TA.) - And the former,
(Ii, TA,) not, as; is imiplied in the K, thbe hatter

also, (TA,) A 310 [i. c. roifed rextibutle or tkec

like] : (kZ, TA:) or tine likc oif a M ini the front
ffa A4.IA [expl. above]. (TA.) - Also the for-

mer, (Ii, TA,) not, as is imiplied in the ](, bothi
WOrds, (TA,) Sq/?., or plain, landl, in ickicis is
alwasys herbtuye, (1~, TA,) i. c. green and juicy
her.ba ye. (TA.) - See also 3.. [Also A

causte of drinkinq: a word of the class of a~.r
&c.] One. says ~ sa Food [that is a couse
(if dr.ininiig, or] mipon wrhich one dri.nkis muckl

watmr: (T, TA:) or a j ..sLab.food upion
hichti the eater drinks. -(A.)

a-. see the next preceding paragraph.

1~,(,A, 15)and MF says thbat a'O'4.±.. is
allowable in tine same sense, mentioning it as on
the authiority of Fei, [in my copy of whiose lexicon,
the Msb, I do not find it,] (TA,) A drinkindig-
vessL. (R, A, ]g.)

~p.e.,....A man whose complexion is muchs
tinged over [or much intermnixed] wvitht redness.

(TA.) [See also ..Jtii .] - ~...is an epithet
applied to Certain letters thte utterance of which,
in pausinig, is accompanied writh a sort of blowing,
bnut not with thte samke stress as the [gneality of
those that are termed] ,.31 .: they are LS1 and
Ai and Jjl and >L~ [and Lumsden (in his Ar.
Gr. p. 47) states that fj belongs; to the same
class, likewise: and, as some say, et; when
movent:] Sb says that some of the Arabs utter
with more vehiemence of voice than others.
(TA.)

Bk. I.

1. &.:se4 ---...Also, (S, A, O, TA ,) [aor. ,

iinf n. Q5 0 K TA,) lHe pnit, or set,to

gether bricks (es>i), ini ordcr, sidle by side, or one
upon anotheri, compact.ly; (S,,A, 0, ~, TA;) and
(0) so V ~(0, Mgh, Mal) 'withx teshdced,

(Msb,) inf. n. CJW (0,Mg. An li

collec-ted ,r eter (0, K~,) or put itogethier, or
joined, (Li,) any thiing or things%, one part to
anothter, or one thing to another; (0, L;) as also

'P~ (L.) - [And app. lie meore palm-leaves:

see below ; aind wee als J- An
lie miredx (A, 0, K) beverage, or wine: and in
like manner li~,, e rni.red hioney &c. withi

inf. n. as above, (IS, TK~,) le wvas, or became, a
lparptner, or sharer, (1~, TI~,) with, him in the
atffair. (TI~.) -~Also, (0,) inf. n. as above,

(Jr,) If'e lied; (0, 1~;) liko and (0.)
(0, TA,) with kcsr to thecJ, (0,) Hie

was, or became, beautjifully fat. (0, TA.)

2. 5. , inf.n. 5i . : see above, i he

llac. .- Also, said of pastuire, or lierbage, It.
carused thte flesh of an animal to be intermiixedl

owith fait. (L.) And ' ,said of the flesh of an

ualnimal, It incas inter,nppi.red with fat: (~, 0:) or
was miadle to be t!f twro colours by rcuson of theo

fat andl theflesh: (TA:) and A..4 PpJit

(tie fleshi) becamne interknixed wcith fat. (,0, 

]g.) ~AnalC_J1 also signifies The sewivng with

stitchiesfatr alpart. (5, 0, I~) - Sec also 4.

3. I jIi Th qen like, one to a ot helr. (0 ,
ki.) Onte says 1"t l1Ie teas likte to htim; or it,
to it: and tiL Thy twco were like, each to thte

4. At (AZ, S, A, 0, Meb,) inf. n. :A
(Ii;) and 'P ,(AZ, 0,) inf. n. QyJ;(Ii
and 'P~ (AZ, 0,) inf. n. ~;(Ii; lie

clo.ed, or mpade fast, the [leathemn receptale
called] aZdJg. (AZ, 0, 15) or 4Z,(,A,,
M 9 b,) by inserting its 1 o oos n into

anothter. (g* A,* 0, Mob.) - [Hence,] Z:A

se 1*ji [lIe closd his bosoms upon it]. (A,
TA.)

5 : see 2.

7. C:.d (1~,) or ~.qju,said of a bow,

(ISk, S, 0,) It srplit.. (ISk, S, 0, I.

A place in which wrater flosfom a
[stony tract such as isr termed ~ oasft, or

pl4ain, tract; ($, Is;) as also 'P ac.,Z: (TA-.) or
the latter signifies [simply] a place ina which water
.flows.,; and some elidle the 3, saying .u (Mob:)
pl. ~tZz m Mgh, M8b, ]JC, expl. in the Mgh
agreeably with the former explanation above, and
said in the Msb to be pl. of and

( -0) Also .A party, or distinct bojvo

clam [of men]. (5, ]~.) One says,#)l*..i

~ ,.A~i .5.' i. e. [Thiey becamec, in this
a/i,]two parties. (~)And it is said in a

trad., JA.JI Ut [The people,

or mnen, beramne tiro) parties in the journey];
nmeaninig, hialf of tiiem fastisng, arid Ihalf of thteni
breakinag the fast. (TA.) -Anad Thc lilke of
another; (5, ]C;) as also (O, I~>) tho

latter from tine same word a; ineaning "1a piece
of wood [or a branchl thiut is split intto two
halves ;" eaich of whticha is thc of the othier.

(0.) One says, U& C IJA This, is the like of
thisx. (,5.) -And A sort, or species. (,5, 1]C.) One
says, j.a.3 t L They twro are onte stort, or

spxcies. (~)-And 1 Any two dfet'ii

colours: (,5:) [aind] V signlifies [theo same,
i. c.] tiro diffcrent coloursx (IS(, TA) of anythting;
or, accord. to IAkir, two mitaed colours, not black
and white: (TA:) rind V thais latter, also, theo £,..o

linest of lhe Cj [or twoo ornantental borders] of
a [jgarmptent ff theo kindl calledl >j~ (0, ]~,) one

of~vhch is~..¶[htere nican.ing of a dterk, or apt

ashy, dustt-colonir], and thte other. white or red.

(0.) -And 5!uJ, like ,-.i [in measutre, not to
be conifousnded with Jl ], signifies The [peni.

ta'uin., or] liart beitween the anusx andt the testicles.
(I4,TA.)

Theo loopm (S, Mgh, 0, MRb, 1~) of theo

[leathern receptacle called] (.', Migh, 0,
Msil,) anid of thte [tent called] 41 ,(0, TA,)
and the like, and of the Am [or copy of the
J~tir-A'n, &c.]: (TA:) [theo loops hiere meant
beingr suchl as arc iniserted one inato aniothier, to

0 0~~~~~~ '08

close a bag &c. : see 4:] pl. 1 (R, meb.)

[And it seems also, from whlat Trofollows, to
sigrnify A single loop).] .. t.jThe antus:(Mb

TA:) or hence ~J signifies t the apiim'.

(Mght.) - And t The vulva of a womnan : (0,

K:) pl. as above. (TA.) - And ? l;

[Theo pupicfmn. money]. (M and JZ in art .0 y: in

the C]K, 5.,)iAlw A place of er-pandii.g ol
a valley: (~,O, ,K':). pl. as above. (~)...And

Theo Pilky WVay in the skty: (~)or so 1

(1. Also A siplitting, or crcig, (LWIit,
S,and so in some copies of thte g, or OUZ so in

Other copies of the g and in the 0,) in a bow..
(,5, 0, K~.) -And in a beast, The ha ving oneo qf
the two testicles; laryer than the other.. (,5, 0, I.

., .- ' 0
see ~. -Also A hollowi dugy in the

ground, ina nhich a piece of itlin ix spread, anid
*from, whtich camiels are watered, (0, 1g,) water
beinq lpoured upon the skin. (0.)

6 -

.A brancht, or rod, that is split inito two

hialves: and ? a bow that is Pnade thtwre!f':
(g, 0, ]~:) or the fbriner, a branth, or ;rod,fr,n.oj
wthicht are split tivo bows: and either tf the! boirs

thus made : or a slplit bow: pl. ' accord. to

AA, a bow that is spjlit froom a brancnh, or r-odl,
in two halves; also called : accord. to 1.1i, u
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bow in wAich is a splitting (.Z, used as an inf. n.)
and [such a is] a ., by which is meant th,
subit. [i. e. af of a branch or rod divided legt
wie]; 4:j being used by him as an epithet:
and some my that t a. signifies a bow thal
u not [made] from a sound, or whole, branch;
like jl. (TA.2_ Also An anrrow ed in th
game cabd .1it baboni to the person wA
plapy with it, mot borrowed (TA in art. jq.:.

8 e alo , , in three plaes-ew o·

PjAj-*.9,b i a tropical saying [app. mean
ang t iaxn is be~ the two different conditio
ofgrf and appi ]. (A, TA.)

iq'm A ti (., Mgh, Mqb, g) that i
Woven (8, Mgh, M,b) of pabnm-la (., Mgh,
M9b, ]) and the ie, (Mgb,) in which arn
carrid mou and other thing (., Mgh, Mob,

) 'of the like hind: (, Mgh, :) pl.
(Meb.)-.A door, (Mgh,) or a thing like a door,
(MNb,) made of ro,d, or canes, for a shop.
(Mgh, Mb.) - A cage, or coop, (,4,) of
reeds, or oanm , (0, 1, TA,) made (TA) for
pigeomn. (O, , TA. [The explanation in the ]
is strangely misunderstood and rendered by Frey-
tag u meaning "Zona ex arundine facta, qua
utuntur in balneo."]) _ And The in with
wolich tefeatArs of an arrow are attached: (0,
I :) if it is feathered by means of glue, the glue
is called i;. (O.)- [Also, accord. to Golius,
a on tho authority of Meyd, The tie, or band,
(" ligamentum")ofa book.] - Se also ',
in two places.

~:, (Mob, TA,) or .§, (so in my copy of
the Mgh,) or the latter is not allowable, (M9b,
TA,) vulgarly pronounced Fej, [q. v.,] with
, and keer, (TA,) an arabicized word, (Mgh,
M9b, TA,) from [the Pen.] i.e,, (Mgh, Myb,)
Oil of smame, or esanmum: (Mqb, TA:) and
white oil (Mgh, Mvb, TA) is sometimes thus
called: (M9b, TA:) and e d juice (~'),
(Mgh, M9b, TA,) or [beverae of the hind caed]
.ji, (Mgh,) bejbfr it a/lter; (Mgh, Mb, TA;)
as being likened to oil of esame because of its
clearne. (Mfb, TA.)

.Ii A beasut having on of his teiclb larger
than the other. (., Mgh, F.) - A man having
one teticb. (A, TA.)

[t ' Anl arw having cracks. (Frey-
tag, from the Deewin of the Hudhalees.)]

', 1:t. ,4ti [in the CXI, erroneously,
4.;t;,] Yog wome n equals in age. (0, 1.)

1. , aor. ', (g,) inf. n. t, (., O,) He
uncowred, laid open, diplayed, poed to view,
discovred, r,ealed, or disclod. (P, 0, $.)-
[Hence,] one mays, ' s He showed, dip-
oovered, disclosd, or madi apparmt, his affair,

[Boox I.
, or case. (A, TA.) And kt. ; (A, TA) He

e Pained a q~eston; (TA;) he =plained, or
made manifest, the ansr to a qution. (A.)

: And c:t Z tHe expounded, eplained, or
in~tprted, what woas obscure, recondite, or ab-
;tue. (Q, O.) And t inf£ n. as
above, t He exponded, epained, or inte~preted,

o the tradition; showed, or made apparent, its
) meaning. (Mfb.)- And ., aor. as above,
(1,) and so the inf. n., (0, TA,) He opend (0,

- 1, TA) a thing of any kind, of any substance or
material. (TA.) - t He defloured a virgin:
((O, , TA:) or Ahe comprsed a woman, (A,
L,) or a virgin, (g,) y~g on Aer bach; (A, L,

;) or he threm, or laid, upon her bach, and
then compressed, his female slave, or young
woman. (0, L.)._HRe wi, or dilated, a
thing. ( -.)_ Hence, (TA,) ';, ~ I t; 
(.8, A, Mgh, 0, Mob, TA,) aor. as above, (TA,)
and so the inf. n., (Meb, TA,) t God dilated his
bosom, (Mgh, 0, Myb, TA,),!II .j,; [for th
acceptanc, orfavowrable accepantce, of what was
good], (0, TA,) and . (Mgh, Mrb, TA)
for the acceptance, orfaora~ble acoptance, [of
El-Isdm, or] of the truth, (Mpb, TA,) as in the
g ]ur [xxxix. 23]. (TA. [Said in the TA to be
tropical; but not so in the A, being mentioned in
the latter as proper.]) [And hence, an objective
complement being app. understood,] 'P'O
0 1 isl t Such a one manifests desire for the
thinp of the p~ t world: (A:) or s~ch a one
beom dilated in th boom at the proet f
the thinp of the pres,t orld, and de~ u of
aciring them, wth large deire. (O, · L) And

XJ > @ c.,t.tJ ;t What aibtA me
that I theA manifesti desire for ~erything
occasioning doubt, or upicWon, or re opinion?
(A, TA.). - Also He u; and so I C. ( .)
You say,.. .l t , (A, 0, Mqb, TA,) inf. n. as
above; (0;) and V W:, (A, 0, M1b, TA,) in£ n.

5L; (9, O, TA;) the former meaning He aut
the J at ngthwse [or into an oblong
dslice or into ch d~ic]: and the latter, Ahe so cut
it much or into many [such] piec~ [or s~]:
(Meb:) or the former, he cut the Jle-meat from
the joint or limb: or both signify he cut theJflesh-
meat upon the bone: (L, TA:) or "a1 .t

signifies - ; and so ' .: (0:) or

, tLI is a kind of C ',t ; i. e. the cutting a
piece of flesh-meat thin, o that it is translnt
by re~a of it thi~as, and then thro~ing it
uOpn the lv coal. (TA.) - Also, (],) in£ n.
as above, (0,) He utood (O, O) speech, or
language. (T..)_ And t,w also signifies The
act of keepi~g, prsring, or guarding. (TA.)
[And particularly The guarding of seed-produce
from the birds; (see C:t ;) as also aa.:; (see 1
in art. yl, fourth sentence;) each an inf. n., of
which the verb is .]

L The in£ n. * signifies The expounding,
eplaining, or ierprm;ting, e, language, or

discourse. (KL.) -See also 1, latter half, in
four places. -[Also The disecting, or anato-
miing, a body.]

7. 7L t:jt (S, A, 0) His bosom became

dilated, (0,) [with joy or the like, or] .i,'
[for the acceptance, or fawourabl acceptance, of
,E-I&m]. (g.)

10. . I He asked for lanage to be a-
pounded, esplained, or interpreted, to him: or
for fshf-meat to be cut for him in tle manner

termned t. (O.)

t inf. n. of 1. (S, 0, &c.) -. [An expoition,

exGpRnation, or interpretation, in the form of a
rwrning commentary, comprising tlw entire tezt
of the work which it expou#ns; distinguished
from a e1i, which is a commentary only on

particular words and passages: pl. c:lt.]

m.jz: Csee J. 1t - a
meat of ga~ze eut in the mamr. termed t
[i. e. into oblog dices], (TA,) such as is brought
in a dry state, just as it wa, not i~iW [which
means cut into strips and then dried by ezpo~re
to the mn]. (ISh, O, Ig, TA.)

The discovery, disclosure, or erplanation,
of an afflir or a case: so in the prov., tl 1

1tJI [The accomplihm of one's want ii with
the discovery, or diclomsure, or etplanation, there-
of]; meaning, discover thou, or disclose, or
explain, to me my affair, or casm, for the doing so
is one of the means of acoomplishitig my want:
thus expl. by As. (Meyd. [In the TA, C> is
put in the place of C.. See a similar prov. voce

tc;.])
5,p , applied to fleshmcat, i. q. t t [i. e.

Cut into obloy ~ices]. (0.) - ee also ,
in two places.

( : The mvla of a woman; (0,]V;) and
() so t tC.: (A, Mgh, V :) or a proper name
for the vuloa of a woman; like as 5, is a
proper name for "the penis." (TA in urt. p.
[Golius appears to have found in the .1JI in
the place ofllJ.])

'.~ : A cut piece of~-ethmr, (?, A, O, 9,)
as also and s uc (,) cas is
[or cut into oblong dices]; (0 ;) [i. e. an oblong
slice of flsh-meat :] or a thin piece, or slice, of
flsh.meat: (L, TA:) and any ctendedpiece of
fatk~neat; (8, O ;) as also t V :: (8 :) pl.
of the first '1*S. (A.)

;t [An epositor, esplainer, or interprtr,
of a book or the like. - And] A heeper, or
guardian. (TA.) In the dial. of El-Yemnen, (0,
TA,) A guardian of ~d-produc from the birds
(0, K, TA) ,c. (0, TA.)

C.;.: see . - [Also] The i [i.e.
podes, or anus,] ofa man. (O.)

a
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t: ee . Also The .1,; [or

mirage]: (IC: [In the CIS, 1 is put in the

place of 4s.Jt:]) mentioned on the authority of

Th: and _ [q. v.] is a dial. var. thereof.

(TA.)

1. tj, e(6, A, L, p,) aor.:, (L,) inf. n. , 

(8, ) and (L,Kr,) said of the .,i [or

tush] of a camel, It clavc tele,(, ( A," L, (,)
aud cameinorth. (L.) - And , J inf. n. *

(S, L) and , (L,) said of a boy, lIe became a

youth, or young mai, such as is termed

(0, L)
} The rising, protru(ling, prominent, or

prqjerting, ertrecnrity or etlge of a thinlg. (L, K.)

[Hence,] 4I U.i, (ISIa, S, A, TA,) or 1*

,;JI, (Meb, TA,) both alike in meaning, (TA,)

Tihe .;,Lj, (ISh, A, Msb, TA,) or two edgcs or

etremtC itifs [or cusXM], ($, TA,) of the arvro,
(I8h, TA,) [i.c.] cf thc notcl of the a7ro7, ($,

A, M9 b, TA,) between whichl is the place (of the
bowstring. (ISI, $, A, Msb, TA.) And iln like

manner, (9,) , m.l I signifies The ;iI. and

Lt; o.f tle caeltcrs sadidle; (8, L, M9b ;) the two

etrcmities *f the canaies saddle; or, as some say,
[more 1prcciscly,] its tIro [tuprilht] lpies of nw)d,

[corrcelspondding to the i (;) of the horse's

saddle, rising fra,n it] 1ehiind and ,etfire [or at
tbhefore andl hind pasrt.] : (L, TA :) [wllhence] one

says of lim wlho joullneys mucll, ; ,j 51,j '

*L. U.j [Such a one cncas not to be between

the tiro plnriyhltx of his caatnes sadllle: for between

them the rider sits: sce :JI 1l, voce ;].
(A, TA.) Tie %,P [or tush] of a camel. (L.)

-A snordl-blade (J t) that has not yet been

tenpZered ( J. j), ir hdul its hilt nffixed to
it: (8, l9:) pIl. t (a.) -TIc o0igin, sourLe,

or root, syn. J1 and j3, (L, Is,) of anytlhing;

like .. (L.) Tlle b;ginnint ug, ,icnemcit,

orfitrst leriod or state, (R, A, L, Msb, 8,) of a
thilrng, or an affair, and also, (S, A,) of youth;
(i, A, L, Mib, ;) the piri,te and best part or

yperiod of youtlh, (A,) alnd its bentaty and brighy/t-

ness, and its strength. (L. [See also .. ])- A

youth, or young man, surhl as is terned ,U; and
youths, or young imen; originally an inf. n., and
[tierefore, wlhen usejd as an eplitet in which the
quality of a subst. is predominant,] applied to one
and to two and to a pl. number: (L:) or it is a

pl. of tl in the sense of ( L, ],) or

[rather] a qnusi-pl. n., (L,) like us _ is of

a_lnd, ($,) [i. c.] a noun used as a pl. in the sense

exipl. alove: (ShL:) or, accord, to some, it signifies
strong young men, pro.itable for srrice: and

accord. to othlers, young children: (A'Obeyd,

L:) it has also for pls. j and Ct : (L :) and

ifi f~j is an expression used in an intensive
sense. (L, l.)_The offpriy of a man: (1T ,
TA:) or the sperma by hfich offsrin s prom
duced, (TA.) The inera, or offri, or

1531

brood, syn. J, (AO, S, L, M,b, ],) of camels,

(Msb,) [i e.] consisting of the young ones of 
camels, (., g,) in any year, (., Myb, $,) or of
camels 4c., of one year, while they Continue mlL 

(L.) One says, 'ej . & 1, This is of th 

increase (&:W) [of the camels 4] of such a on.

(AO, L.) - An equal in age, a contemporary in

birth; (Pl, A, g;) an equal, a match,felw, P-~~r,

or compeer; pl. t . (, .) You say, .

.rlIe is my equal in age, (A, TA,) or my
-$~ .0, .R

equal or match. (TA.) And ,& l 7 /ey·

two are eq als [in age,] or matcle. (S, V.) -

[ThIe pl .] t3S also signifies [Tres of the hind

called] .1%. (J.)

t: see the next preceding paragraph. You
3 .-

say Cu' or, meaning A young boy. (A.)

L ;.~,, aor. ', inf. n. 3,4 (S, L, Myb, :) and

;i, (.8, L, .,) or the latter is a simple subst.,

(Msb,) and 15Z (1O) and ,, (L,) said of a
camel, (g,A, L, Mgb,) anid of a horse or the like,
(L,) lie took fright, or hied, and fled, or ran

awray at randlom; or became refractory, and
irent away at random, or ran away, or. broke
ltose, and went hither and thither by reason of

Itis *prigtlinm; syn. U, (S, L, Mqb, ],) and

.%: (Myb :) and [simply] h ledt, or ran away;
said of a camel &c. (Aboo-Bekr, TA.) The

saying of the Prophet, pai J iA % II t [Does

not thy camel take friit and run away with
thee?], addred by him to Khowwat, who

answered, 6 .) dt (, [As to the

period since El-Iddnm shackled him, no], men-

tioned in the A, points to a story related of
Khowwat Ibn-Jubeyr, (TA,) that, being found
by the Prophet sitting by some strange women,
he endeavoured to excuse himself by saying that
lie had a camel whichi took fright and ran away,

and lie was seeking for something wherewith to
shackle him: the Prophet used afterwards to
taunt him by inquiring of him respecting the
running-away of his camel: what Kr says, and
J in the 8 [in art. ]' is incorrect. (lAth,

L.) You say also, i;: -; i SucA a one

fled, or went away or aside or apart or to a dis-

tance,from me; syn. .I. (A.) [Or];. saidof
a man, inf .n. ., mcans He departed, driven

away. (L.) And you say, b1 > Aj, meaning

lie departed from obedience to God, and ecded,

r or separated himslffrom the community [of the
f faithful]. (L.)

e a. r;,, (L, Mqb,) in£ n. ; , (., L, Msb,

,) He made him to takefrght, andAe, or run
away at random; or to become refractry, and to

9o away at random, or run away, or break loome,

and go hither and thither by reason of his spright-

biness; namely, a camel [and a horse or the like:
see 1]: (Mb :) or h droe him away, or ~peled

him; (?,* L, ] ;*) as alsoit ,,l; (L;) [and so

r ) ; 4r) you say and d CobA

[I drove him aray from me]. (A.) And *;

dignifies also The act of di~perng, or scattering.

(~.) [Hence,] ;. ,> ~ ,, in the 1(ur
[viii. 59], means Disierse thou, or catter thou,
by tkem, tho~e [who shall come] after them: (,
L:) or terrify thou, by them, those [who shall
come] af'er them: or make thlou them iwtorious
to those [who shall come] a.Per them: (L:) [for]

- e d, (inf. n. as above, TA) signifies 1,e
rendered him notorious by exlposing his vices or

faul (L, ],.)

4 i}bl lie made him to be drive away, or
~peled, (L, J,) and not recived into a place of

r efu, covert, or loding. (L.) Sec also 2.

5. ,.91 .±. The p~ole, or party, went away,

or departed. (L.)

f.. 0
v.: 5c O¢,.

;1, an inf. n. of. [q. v.]: ($, L, ]:) or a

simple subst. from ;., [and as such signifying A
taking fright, or shying, and fleing, or running

away at random; &c.: or a disposition tlhreto].

(Myb.) You may, of a camel, ;1 ? 4 [lHe has a

dispotion to take.friglht, or d,y, &c.]. (A.)

;.,: see ,1;,, in five places.

Drive away, or espelled: ($, L,] :)

or, accord. to Aboo-Be3ckr, when following %,

it signifies Jfeeing, or running away: or, as Ay
says, alon, or olitary. (TA.) - Ao A re-
mainder of anything; as of water in a vesel, and

as of property, or camels and the like; pl. .1.S,
deviating from rule: or 3. isa sn. [or rather

fem.] of. [and Il3 is its reg. pl.]. (L.)

';il and V ; ,, ($, A, L, ],) applied to a

camel, (S, A, L,) and to a horse or the like, (L,)
Takingfright, or shy , , and fl~g, or ruing
away at random; br lefractory, and oing away

at random, or running away, or breaking looe,
and going hitler and thither by reason of spright-
lines: or that takaes fright, or dies, &. : (g, L,

] :) [or] the latter [signifies wont to take fright,
or shy, &c.: and] is applied to a male animal and
to a female: (L:) [the fern. of the former is with

; :] pl. of the former; (A,* L) and ;., ($.,

L, ]-,) [or rather this is a quasi-pl. n.,] like as

... is of;..t; (8, ] ;) [and the pl. of i:j,tl is

;J and a;, ] and the pl. of ;. is , like

astj is of d. (., L, ].*) You nay t 9
A horse, or mare, refractory towards the rider:
and t ;* L A dscalmd that rans away, or

breaks looam and goes hither and thither by reawon

of her"pihltth~. (L.) _[Hence, ;j : AL*i

$ A rhyme, or verse, or poem, current throgh the

countrim, lands, or regions, or through thAs citie~,

or tor. (., A, V,) -And ,.1 JIj (. in

art. Iqt) and ;.S J1ji (1 ibid.) [pla. of HlW

,j1] Strange, unuu al, unfamiliar, or wtra-

ordinary, rhym~t or verse or p~m; syn. clj.

( and I~ ibid.) 4nd tin like manner] sIt?S ¢ s
193' 

�I 

drove him atray fmm me). (A.' And

dgnifies 

also The act of 0.~. or scattering-

[Hence,] 

in the ]�ur

[viii. 

50], meam Dislierm tha, or watter thou,

5y 

tkm, ih~ [who aliall come] a.fter them:

L:) 

or terrify thou, by thm, those [who sliall

mme] 

aj'?er them: or make tliou then iwtorioui

to 

thm [who aliall come] a.Per then: (L:) [for]

(in£ 

xi. u above, TA) signifies .71,e

reta~ 

hiyta notoriou by exposing his vices or

fauU 

(L, ]�,.)

4 

#">At .71e made him to be driom away, or

~do 

(L, ]�,) and not remived into a plate of

~, 

covert, or "jing. (L.) See also 2.

jZ 

The ~, or party, went away,

or 

departed. 

(L.)

f.. 

0

;1,;Z 

an in£ n. of [q. v.]: ($,L, ]�:) or a

simple 

subst. from ;.;! land an such signifying A

taking 

frigiat, or shying, aid~g, or running

away 

at random; &c.: or a ditimition tlwmi(p).

(Mqb.) 

You my, of a camel, ',1> ,!� [He has a

di,t~ion 

to takefright, or diy, &c. I. (A.)

0 

J. 11

>.,A: 

ace >JG, in five places.

0 

' Driven, amai

J0 

jj, or en;elkd: ($, L,

or, 

aowrd. to Aboo-Bekr, when following %d

it 

isignifies JWing, or running away: or, as Ay

says, 

aku, or mlitary. (TA.) - AWo A re-

mainder 

of anything; as of water in a venel, and

as 

of property, or camels and the like; pl.

deviating 

from rulo: or 3 [or mther,

-%te 

as a syn.

fem.] 

of [and is its reg. pi.]. (L.)

'>ill 

and V A, L, V,) applied to a

camel, 

(g, A, L,) and to a liorse or the like, (L,)

Takingfieight, 

or A , ' , and~, or running

away 

at random; �i�i�finctory, and ping away

at 

random, or ~ng away, or breaking loom,

and 

going hitlwr and thither by reason, of spright-

linm: 

or that takafriqltt, or dtim, ke^: (go Ly

]�:) 

[or] the latter [signifies went to take fright,

or 

shy, &c. : and] is applied to a male animal and

to 

a female: (L:) [tlie fem. of the former is with

pl. 

of the forrner (A,* L) and V 1 ($1

L, 

l�,) [or rather this is a quasi-pl. n.,) like as

is 

of;>t,;. 1� ;) [and the pl. of ic;jtl is

and 

the pl. o like

anA 

is of "d. (g, L, ]�.0) You nay

A 

horse, or maiv, refractory towards the rider:

and 

t * "' j16 A d~md that run3 away, or

>3jz
brealm 

loom and goes, hitlw and thithor by reawn

.fher"ltth~. 

(L.)_[Hencej AL*Zi�

1 

A rhyme, or vem, or pwm, current ~ the

countrim, 

lands, or rojiont, or througk tAs ~,

or 

towm. (g, A, V*) -And in

art- 

iqt) and >A JI.4 (5 ibid.) [pla. of Md

j 

Strange, unwu al, unfamiiar, or mt;a-

ordinary, 

rhy~ or corsm or p~; sync

and 

1� ibid.) And tin like manner) sNIS

imo1
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[Boox I.

in lexicology, signifies t A barbarism; or a
strange, or an uncouth, unusual, unfamiliar, or
extraordinary, nord or e~prsion or phrase; as

alo# M n ' o,--aalso 4: aIi and and 4.'_; opposed

to '~a_- ul. (Mz, 13th p,.)

a..i.i: see the art. here following.

Aita A party, or company, (a;3tL,) of men,
or people: (S:) or a small company: (TA:) or a
small numbr of men, or peqole: (Ii:) and so
L.£j, with the unpointed ), on the authority of
AA: (IB, TA:) the former occurring in the ]ur
xxvi. 54. (TA.)_-A piece, or porti, (, f,)
of a thing, (?,) of a quince &c.: pl. ~lj. and

,,_. (:.)-[[Hence,]. ;s,9 .;~, (8,) or
4;1. ;mL, (1,) A garment, or garments, old

and worn out, (, g,) much rent. (g.)

1. t,,p, aor.:, (Mgb, TA,) inf. n. 5 ,i (Mtb,
TA, TIO) and ..a, and , (TI/, the first and
second also mentioned and explained, but not
said to be inf. ns., in the . and O and 15, and
the third in like manner in the I.,) or the second
is a simple subst., (M.b,) or an inf. n. of
which the verb is with lamm [to the medial
radical letter, as shown below], (TA,) He ras,
or became, evil in disposition, or ilnatured, (.8*
A,* M 9b, 1,* TA,) and mery perer~ or cr~ or
re"gnnt, (.,* A,* ,* TA,) and averse. (TA.)
And U ,., (Msb, TA,) inf. n. ,.w ; (TA;)
and Z-, (Msb, TA,) in£ n. L,bi; (TA;)
[His mind was, or became, evil in dispo~stion,
&a :] ISd and others make this distinction [in
respect of the inf. ns.] in the usages of the two
verls. (TA.) - And ,"A He showed, or mani-
fedsted, or he made hAimsIf an object of, love, or
affection, to mn. (IAa, O, 1.) [Thus it has
two contr. meanings.] ~ Also, ,A, .He kept
continally, or constantly, to the pasring tpon
the trees called ," t. (IApr, 0, .) ~And
'tO, _2., (AZ, AIjn, 0, g,*) aor. -, (AZ,

O, 1,) or, as Written by EI-Umawee and Alin, ,
(TA,) in£ n. a.I, The cattle ate vehemently:
(AZ, Agn, O, V :) thus expl. without the par-
ticularizing of the ?.w, [as the pasture eaten].
(TA.) And e-,,, (Ibn-'Abbad, O,) inf. n.
k,, , (1,). lie painted him, or distressed him,
(Ibn-'Abbld, O, ]1,*) namely, his companion,
(15,) with speech, (Ibn-'Abb&d, O,) [i. e.,] with
ro,wh ~ech. (1.)

3. Lwj, (A, TA,) inf. n. ,1;. (A, O, 15) and
U.*, (0, 1g,) lie treated him, or behaved

towards him, or dealt with him, nwith hardness,
(A, O,' ],* TA,) or harshness, or illnature. (A,
TA.)

6. IjCjW T7hey treated one anotler [with
hardnes, or harshnes, or illnature, (see 3,)or]

wih enmity, or hostility, (S, O, 1,) and co-
trariety, or perrs (TA.)

I ttC, (., O, TA,) and t , (8, [both
of these forms I find in my two copies of the .8,
the former in a poetical ex., andf therefore it may
perhaps be a contraction of the latter by poetic
license,]) and t ,15, (TA,) A place that is
rugged, or rouh, , 0, TA,) and hard: or, as in
the M, rough to the fed. (TA.) And ,l

i.,, and ' .yl , and t 1,ate, (0, 1, TA,

[the last written by Freytag L.1L,]) Land that
is ~ , or rough, (0,) or hard, (.K,) or hard
and rggted or rough. (TA.)

,p 6Such as are small, of tlwrny trees;
(Mgb,* ;) as also V ; (1;) the latter word
thus expL by AI[n: (O:) or the 't,L of the
mountain, which are the small hind of thorny
tres, (., O, TA,*) having ylo tor, or, as
some say, suck as have slender thorns, growing in
depesd trat, and in the deslrt (.Jl,),
but not in the plain, or soft, tracts of aloys;
(TA;) such as tho. and '- (, O) and
,danda. (O. [8ee .]) ee also

,mj: see next preceding paragraph.

,-d, (8, A, O, Myb, 15) and ' (A, O,
) and r t , (8, O, ) A man (S, 0o) ev in

diposo or inatured, (, A, 0, Myb, 15,) and
Very perve or crOs or repgant, (., A, 0,
1 a,) and aver: (TA:) and L ; and V t
[both fem.] ab ding e of dispo or
inature, and in ee~ per &c. (TA.)
One says also 1' v-i A mind evitn dis-
posion, &e. (A, TA.) And * t. '5, (TA,)

.or 5 t,li, (O,) or the latter also, (TA,) i. q.

,[A e~caml evai in dispoi~on, c.]. (O.)
8ee also 9t. _ ,,L.J ,;, (0, 1,) or, ao-
cord. to A]n, Vfi t J#.9, (TA,) Vehement
in ~pect of ai. (A.n, 0, 1.)- See also
,, . _ iiimL.& and * [A land (,)]
abounin witoh r [or i. e. the trees thus

called];(TA;) [and}t 3Lj. .. alandabound-
ing wit &. (Ya4oob, g.)

*:see a S m in two places.

o-,: ~.see

,,: see e S, in six places: and sr

~p,,_t: see s~'. Hence, (O,) w,)l The
lion; (0, ;) as also , , (o,) or V , -,1;
(K;) because of his evil disposition. (O.)
And Bold, or daring, ink./ht: (O, 1 :) or this is
a mistranscription for l, mentioned in the T

as having this meaning. (TA.) -Also i. q. 1
[More, and most, ei in dispition or ilnatured
&c.]. (TA in art. Ji.) .- isl ; -,
meaning t [He stumbled upon, or chanced to meet
with,] hardship, calamity, or adversity: a prov.
(0, K. [In Meyd (and so in Freytag's Arab.

Prov., ii. 96,)j~ t t pq bo and expl. as

lit. meaning the trees called h,J.]) _ See also
0 --

. ." Wlhos camels pasture upon the [trs

,cala;l ed . (6.)- _ Z c_;: see e l

ia, Badness of natural dispoition; ill.
nature. (Ibn-'Abbid, O,'1.)

j,~j The ,J; [or cartilage] attacedl to
eact rib; (S, o, ].;) like the i. of the
scapula: (S, O:) or the e,trcnity of the rib,
projecting over the belly: (S, O, l :) or the had
of the rib, next the beUy: (IA*r, O:) or a rib
having a J2 tor cartilage] at its etremity:
(ISd, TA:) pl. . (S, O.) A camel
hackled. (IAr, O, g.) -_ nd A camel hoced,
or hamstrung, in one of his le. (IAp, O, ].)

And A captive having his arn bound behind
his back. (IAtr, O.) ~ Calamity, or mirfortme:
and the commrencment of ha,hip. (14.) One
says, bi ! i 1 4Lo Thel commencements

of hardships befell the peope. (IF, O.)

W, At! A shep, or goat, having in it sides
a whitewss covering the 1 [pl. of >,

q. v.,] (Lth, O, .) and the J .li, [pl. of ia:,
q. v.]. (Lth, O.)

1. ,tjS i;a L, , (S, M,b, k,) aor. and ',
(S, Mah,) inf. n. Lj.; (M ab;) and 4. 1,=1i
Ij.b; (S,' Msb,' g,*TA;) both signify the same;
($, Mab, K;) [Ile imnlued such a thing as a
condition, or by stipulation, upon him;] he made
such a thing a condition agaimt him. (TlC.)
And Eell )£ S. : He imposed a thing as
obligatory ulpon him in the sale, and took it 2pont
himelf as such. (TK.)- -~, aor. -and , (S,
Mab, .K,) inf. n. L;A, (Msb, K,) ]Ie (a cupper)
scarifed; syn. j;; (S, K;) as also f k., inf. n.
Ld, . (JK. in art. . and TA.') [Hence,
and from the verb in the sense first mentioned,
the saying,] t 69 A a 1 ;
[Many a condition of one making a condition is
more painful than the &sariifying of a scarifie.].
(TA.) -- Ie slit the ear of a camel. (TA.)-
He slit, and t/en twisted, [or wove toyether, (see
/i,)] palm-leaves. (TA.)~ -f. Hefellinto
a momentous, orformidable, case. (0, 1.)

2: see the next preceding paragraph.

3. .tL, (K,) inf. n. a.j ", (TA,) He made
a condition, or conditions, or ie stipulated, with
him, mutually; each of tihm made a condition, or
conditions, or each of them stipulated, nwith the
other. (0, L, IC.) And 2 * JjW is like i.j.
[app. meaning He made a condition, or conditions,
with another, or others; or they (a party of per-
sons) made a condition, or conditions, together;
against him]. (TA.)

9 i

Prov., 

ii. 96') ytop�q U'jo�Zo', and expl. u

lit. 

meaning the trees called See also

06,

WAM 

camels pasture upon the [trm

caU;d] 

J1: see ,�l.

M.oA 

Badnm of natumi di~ion; G_

nature. 

(Ibn-'Abbid, 0,']�.)

jy�;1 

The J1�11 [or cartikjge] attacked to

eacb 

rib; (�, 0, ]�;) like the i�� Of the

wapula: 

(�, 0:) or the ewrmity of the rib,

~ing 

omr the belly: �, 0, 1� :) or the Amd

of 

the rib, ~ the beYy: (IAqz, 0:) or a rib

having 

a J2;-U to r cartilage] at its ewremity:

(I8d, 

TI:) pl. O.) up A camel

dackW. 

(IA*r, 0, g.) -,&nd A cael hocked,

or 

hamdrung, in opm of hit km

g 

(IAqr, 0, ]g.)

And 

A captive having his arnu bound beAM

his 

back. (IAqr, O.) ~ Chkmity, or mi~ :

and 

the commmce~ of haiybhip. (1�.) One

& 

' a ' A

says, 

b�Isi %:4Los The commencement#

1
ofhardihipsbefeUthopwpk. 

(IFO.)

W.,U 

A! A dwep, or goat, having in iU ddo

a 

mlii~ ~ng tu '4-1;£ [pi. of JAg,

q. 

v.,] (Lth, 0, XC) and the J51.;S [pl. of

q. 

v.]. (Lth, O.)

Mqb, 

k(,) aor. and 4,

Mob,) 

inf n. J. and #,01& Y1j=1

I-LEb; 

Mob,' g,1TA;) both signify the eame;

Mob, 

K;j [Ile ijnlmwd mch a thing as a

: 1
conditiopt, 

or by stipulation, ujmn kinj he mads

such 

a "thing a condition aqaimt kiix. (TkC.)

And 

1 j *--- S*

&-i 

�.� ;£ He imposed a thinq as

obhgatorpj 

ulpon him in the sale, and. took it t"

himmlf 

as such. (TK.) ~ 1,;!, aor. - and

Mqb, 

11(j in£ n. 1.;!, (Mqb, ]�-,) ]It (a cupper)

scarifled; 

syn. �;; M ]�;) asalsofk.;Z, in£ n.

lgj-j-. 

(J1� in art. k, and TA.*) [Hence,

and 

from the verb in the setise fimt mentioned,

the 

saying,] t, 69 A a

A 

i�,- ! 1 J.

5M 

cC C3 �j

[Many 

a condition of one makin a condition is

more 

painfid titan tite &-a7.ifyiiig of a scari#&.].

(TA.) 

--- 71e slit the ear of a camel. (TA.) -

He 

dit, and tlwn twisted, [or move "~, (see

palm-leaves. 

(TA.)~ f. Hef

,�Z 

ell into

• 

momentous, orformidabk, cam. (0,

2: 

m the next preoeding pamgmph.

3. 

�bjL", (g,) inf n. a"b'j' "", (TA,) He made

• 

condition, or conditiou, or lie dipulated, mfth

him, 

mutuaVy; each of tlwm made a condition, or

conditions, 

or each of them 3tipulated, with the

ot,Fwr. 

(0, L, lg.) And AC2&' * JjW is like i;jt�.

[app. 

meaning He made a condition, or ~tions,

with 

another, or othm; or iky (a party of per.

sons) 

made a ~ition, or conditiow, toqethm.;

against 

Itim]. (TA.)

1.: - Ob
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4. ;''I blt He marked himelf, and pre-
pared himelf, (9, 1,) 1. () or ib y.3, [for
such an affair]. (g.) -- He (a courageous man)
marked hi,sdf for death. (TA.) _- 1A

UJI 1 eJLj He put forward, or offered,
himelf and his property in this affair. (TA.) -

;i,.!r Ie made known that his camels were
for sale. (K.) And oa e ; J 
lie .et apart a portion of his camel, and of his
dseep, or goats, and made known that they wre
for sa. (TA.) And I '. i.tA, (9, g,) and
. , (S,) He prepared for sale ome of his

ae., (9, *,) and of his s~, or goats. (s.)_
1 b 5.bi =J 1~ I prepared such a on

for ch a work, or mch an age~ y or employ-
ment, and made him to haae the eharge, or
managemet, thereof (AA.)_ - J ll ' a

lIe lastened to him the mcner, (K,*TA,)
and sent himforward: from b1.51 signifying the
"beginnings" of things. (TA.) - 4j ,l, and
1e, lle held it to be, or made it, a thing of mcan
account, and perilled, hazarded, or risked, it.
(TA.) [It is not said to what the pronoun refers.]

6. 4 ) J.:3 lie acted, or performed,
well, oundly and skilfully, or, nicely and exactly,
in kii nwork, (0, L, ],) and constrained himself
to obsertv whatever conditions were impolnd upon
him. (L.)

6: see 3.

8: see 1, first signification. - [~4l It was
made r(nditimonal, or a condition. And He, or it,
was madle to be conlitionally intended, in, or by, a

saying, ! *' exclusierdy of any othe-.]

10. jiQI b%.- TIe camels, or the like,
blcame in a badtl state ofter having bee in a good
state. (gh, IC.) [See £A.]

i [A condition; a term; a stipulation; said
to signify] the imposition of a thing as obligatory
[upon a 1prson], and the taking it utpon onelf as
suck, in n snle and the like; ( ;) [but this is a
looso explanation, as is observed in the TI; the
meaning being a thing impoed tpon a person as
obligatory, and taken upon onesf as such: in the
9, it is merely said to be well known:] and
' ;L signifies the same: (S, Mb, , :) pl. of
the former, .;l: (9, Mqb,15:) and ofthe latter,
Li!l:. (Mqb, TA.) It is said in a trad., . 3

&W ;14 [lwo conditions in a sale are not
a~owable]; as when one says," I sell to thee this
garment, or piece of cloth, for ready money bfor a
deenar, and on credit for two deenirs." (TA.)

--- 85 61 . 1 8
And it is said in a prov., iI ;1 i l * ...C1
(TA) The condition is most valid, or binding,
[whether it be against thee or in thy favour:]
(Mgh in art. L.:) relating to the keeping of
conditions between brothcrs. (Sgh, TA.) [1;3
also relates to other things beside sales and the
like: forinstance, you say, .iL l j"l s ,,
meaning What is rerd tojust/y the appica-
tien of the termj .. is such a thing, and mch a
thh.]-,, LS The two ban,s of a river.

(TA.) - [The pl.] 3,; also signifies Roads
leading in diffeent directions. (TA.) - See also
L;9i, in two places.

iP;p A sign, token, or mark, (S, M 9b, 1,)
rhich men appoint between them; (TA;) as also
t'P i: (TA:) pl. of the former, i 1.. (Mab,
1.) And hence, (Myb,) ;aLJIt 1 %1 T7h signs
of the resuretion, or of the time thereof; (S,
Msb, TA ;) mentioned in the 5ur [xlvii. 20]: or
the small events prior tusreto, which men deny:
(El-KhattAbee:) or thi means thereof, eczluive
of the main cicunumstances thereof, and of the
event ielf. (TA.) - [Hence also,] ejt1 The
two stars [t and fi] which are tie two horns of
Aries; (w, ,!Dw;) the brighter whereof is
called &.it; (Vzw;) [and the otler, ;]

the irst Mansion of the Moon: (5zw;) to-
wards the north of them is a nuall star which
some of tie Arabs reckon with those two, saying
that it (namely this mansion, 1) consists of tlree
stars, and calling them I ll: (S, ] :) IApr
mentions an instance of the use of the sing.,
L.11; but the dual is more approved, and more

commonly known: (TA:) the two stars above
mntioned are the first ater of thc pring.
(ISd, Z.) [Sec .JIl jjt, in art. jj..] 1Itass,n
Ibn-Thibit says,

0 -11 j j 1 1 - a, q 

* ~ ~ *tJ~Jih5JU 4l

0

meaning [Among fair-facdl, generous cup-com-
panions, roucd from sleep after] the setting of
the l1j l: thougll another meaning, which see
below, has been assigned to the laht word. (.Sgh.)
- And hence, (ISd, Z,) .,f, also signifies t The
beginning of a thing; (ISd,* Z,* I ;) as also
t LPj.: (Ibn-'Abb(d, K1:) pl. of the former,

b lp, which is applied to the beginnings of any
event that Iappens because the it; , are the
first asterism of the spring: (ISd, Z:) the pl. of
t b:jt. in the sense hero expl. is g41 . (g.)

Hence, accord. to some, lo;l 'l_l,cxpl.above.
(TA.) ~ The refse, (S, MSb, , TA,) such as
the galled in tih back, and tit emnaciated, (TA,)
and the young, (g,) and the bad, (A'Obeyd,) of
camels or the like, (9, 1,) or of goats, (Mob,) or
of goats also: ( :) used alike as sing. and pl. and
mane. and fem.: and applied particularly to the
young of camels, as a pl. and as a sing.: also, to
a she-camel and to a he-camel: and to asuch, of
camels, at is brougaht, or driven, fiom one place
to anotherfor sale; as the aged se.camel, and the
camel that is galled in the back: (TA:) also the
same, not 'P$. as in the g, [without restriction
of its application,] lro, base, vie, or mean; (1,
TA;) and so t b l: (TA:) pl. Jt,1, (, ,)
and pl;. p1., 4d,1l. (,' TA.) You say , i1
QJ11I i.jlt [Sheep, or goats, are the refsue, or
meat sort, of beats that people po ]. (v.)
And Jbs is also applied to men; (S, TA;) L,
qW,'1 signifying he r~f, or lowest or basst or
meanest sort, pf mankind or peopl. (TA.) In

the verse of Hassln Ibn-ThAbit cited above,
.8 w

;bld,1 is said to mean The guards, or watchmen,
and tJhe lon~st or basecst or meanest wort of people;
($, .gh;) [so that La must be understood in
the sense of" a light sleep in the first part of the
night;"] but the correct meaning is that expl.
before. (?gh.) - Also ;l1 , The noble, minent,
or honourable, sort of men: thus the word has
two contr. significations. (Ya4oob, g, ~.) -
And A small oater-cours coming from a space
of ten cubtU: (AHn, O, I :) or whatfls from
even tract, of ground into the [larger water-
cours, caUle ] . (TA.)

A single act of scarifn~g; a scarica-
tion. (Mob.)

a;~ A thing which one has made a condition.
(fh, g.) You say, 5 .i ,M Take thou that
which thou hast made a conditi. (.gh, L) -
Also, and ' .,, (Mgh,) or i, (1,) whllichll is
the pl. (Mghl, 0) of the former, (I,) The choice
men of the army: (Mgh:) and nsch as compose
tit first portion of the army that is prea~nt in the
war orfight, (Mgh, ],) and pr'eare for death;
(1.;) [the braves of an army;] they are the
Sultdn's cwhoice men of tihe army; and the term

/L, is applied in a trad. to a party making it a
condition to die, and not return, eu victorious :
(TA:) or this appellation, and ' AJ,, which is a
rare form, are applied to a body of soldiers; and
the pl. is t.,: and the pl. is applied to the aidt
(O1j91 [here app. meaning guards]) of the Saul-
.tn: (Msb:) Zbjw, also, is applied to a well-

known body of tithe aids (I [here meaning
armed attendants, officers, or soldiers,]) of the
prifects [oftipotlnie]; (l(;)pl. 5,: (TA:) the
li,, (A9 , S, Myb,) or the aL4, ((,) are so
called because they assumed to themselves signs,
or marks, whereby they might be known (A9 ,
9, Msb, 1() to the enemies: (Msb:) or the kJ.,
are so called because they were prepared: (AO,

:) or as being likened to the I4,, or "refuse,"
ofgoats; because they were low persons: (Mb :)
[or, probably, because they were prepared, or ex-
posed, to be slain :] a single peron of the it l is

called ;, (S, MMb) and tu b, : ($:) or

' ,;, and * ? are applied to a sin,le person

of/. t ,;,: (s j:) ' isV a rel. n. from i;
and such also is t ibj., from ZjJ; not from

J., because this is a pl. (Mgh.) 5J,j.1J 
signifies Te goror, or pr~ ct, (Mgh, Mb,)
[of the police, or] of a town, or city, or district,
or pronce;. to whom formnerly pertained both
religious and civil afiiirs; but now it is not so.
(Mgb. [See j;#.]) [In later times, this title
has been commonly applied to The cief,, or
prf~ict, of the police.] _- Also The bet, bet part,
or choice, of anything; as also ' Lp: the latter
occurring in a trad., as related by 8h; but As
thinks it should be the former word. (TA.)

i1; s:ee , in two places.

.. Of, or relating to, [the asterim called]

1
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the C,1 and the J1s; as also V ,1.1; the

latter being formed from the pl., (IB, TA,)
because the stari 'thus clled are regarded as

composing one thing. (TA.) You say, L.b

t ebt11,, meaning [A garden, or meadow, &c.,]

rained upon by the , [q. v.] of the o~.f. (C .

TA.) In the A we find V ?' :j,: but pro-

bably it should be ,i,. (TA.)

~ : aind *,n : see 'i,S, in five places

4r, A rope, or cord, of tvisted palmnltavea:

(., Mb :) and threa&d of wool and of fibre of

the palm-tree [twied together]: (TA:) or palnm-

leaves twidted together, with which is woven

(t, as in the ]1, or, as in the 0, accord. to the

TA, $1, [app. a mistake for t ,]) a couch, or

bier, [app. meaning the part thereof upon which
a man or corpse lies,] and the like: (0, V1 :) so

called because its palm.leaves are split, and then
twisted together: if of fibres of the palm-tree, it is

called ;jCj: (TA:) or a niule rope [or flat Iait]

wove of fi;lre or leav of the palm-tre.: (Mgh

in art. k :) or a rope of any kind: pl. 1;1j

and fi,. (TA.) Also Threads of silk, or of silk
and of gold, tmwited together [or woven, so as toform
a kind of flat lace, like tale]: so called as being
likened to the threads of wool and of fibres of the

palm-tree [twistedl together]. (TA.)- Also The

[sort of basdtet, or small box, ca/led] ;4. in

whick a n'oman louts ler peruines (IA*r, O, ]K)

and her utensils or apparatus. (IAar, O.) And

The [sort of receptacle called] aft [q. v.].
(IAtr, O.)

a: see ; : - and see also i;S, last
sentence. -_ Also A she-camel having her ear

dit: (4, TA:) of the measure aiin the sense

of the measure iiak. (TA.)- And A sheep
or goat having a sdigkht scar made upon its throat,
like the carification of the cupper, without the

severing of the [vein calged] li;, and without
makin the blood to Jf copio~y: thus they
used to do in the Time of Ignorance, cutting a

little of the animal's throat, (1, TA,) and then
leaving it to die; (TA;) and they considered it a

lawful mode of slaughtering it; but the eating of
such an animal is forbidden in a trad.: (], TA:)
or one scariJied on account of wonme disea; and
when such died, they aid that they had slaugh-
tered it. (TA.)

;1j,, applied to a man, Tall: (0, V:) and,
applied to a camel, (Ibn-'Abbhd, O,) or to a he-
camel, (],) eiwft: (Ibn-'Abbid, O, :) or it iE
applied in the former sense to a man, and is also
applied to a camel, male and female alike, ('Eyn,
g,) as meaning tall and ender: ('Eyn:) or il
means tall, #pare offlesh, dender; applied to a

man and to a camel, and to the female likewise
without ;. (L.)

.J4lt 1il. l Sheep, or goats, are the vie

ort of beasts that one pose~s: an ihstance of i

noun of superiority without a verb; which is
extr.: (1, TA:) this is from the." I.sah el-Al-
fidh" of 'ISk: but in some of the copies of that

work, we find Jl0j. in the place of bJ,l. (ISd,

TA.) See C.

Ilj,A: fem. with ;: see , in two places.

t;,L A lancet (9, , TA) with which the

cupper scarifis; (TA ;) as also tl ,i. (S, 1,
TA.)

l.: ,[pl. ;:] see 4i: ~and see

i;, in two places. - _ I He
tooh his apparatus, [or prepared himndf,] for the
thing, or affair. (Ibn-'Abbid, ].)

1. f~, ~s .,,11 ?c>, (.8, g,) aor.:, (S,)
inf n. and r, [the latter of which is the

more common,] and t 3p:, (TA, [there said to

be syn. with 'j', like as ~ is with i,])

The beasts entered into the irater, (., ], TA,)

and drank of it: (TA:) and :, aor. a above,

and so the inf. ns., he (one coming to water to
drink) took the water with his mouth: (TA :) or

1JW1 )s p;a, inf. ns. as above, I drank the

water with my hands: or I entered into the

water: and JQ, j the cattle came to the water

to drink: (Meb:) and t1J1 V te. [if not a

mistranscription for .] the beast was, or

beca;e, at the wateing-place. (TA.) _- [Hence,]

,.1 ) :, (S, Msb, a,) or. as above, (Msb,)

inf. n. ,?j, (., Msb, 1,) He entered into the

affair; (~, ]1;) hw entered upon, began, or com-

meneed, the affair. (Msb.) - jl 4,¢, ~.

O .qimI, inf. n. ~ ,, T/e door, or entrance, com-

municated with the road. (MNb.) And Jit .,

T7l dnelling was upon, (S, 1,) or had its doo
[oipein] utipon, (TA,) a road that a a tiworough-

fare. (S, 15, TA.) - (j. said of a spear, It

pointed directly [towards a person: see an ex-

planation of the trans. verb in what follows]. (S,

f : but in the latter, ,, said of spears.) See

also· . - And, said of a road, (Mgh,) and of

an affair, or a case, (TA,) It wras, or became,
apparent, manifst, or plain. (IApr, Mgh, TA.)
_ j,I E, aor. as above, [inf. n., app., ,]

He brought the cattle to the wateringplace; as

also t ' 1: (Mb :) and the former is trans. in

this sense by means of i: (H.ar p. 21:) or 

(TA) and ? ., inf. n. of the latter S'-, (,
s TA,) te made the beasts, (S,) or his camels,

(TA,) to enter into the water [to drink]: (,
TA :*) and J3t * he made his s-camd to

enter into the watering-place: (TA:) or .
signifies the bringing camels to the waterW-
place to drink reithout requiring in doing so to

draw with the puley and its apprtenance nor

to give them to drink in a wate~i-trough or

Ltank. (0, 1.) It is said in a prov, (,) C;

vLtzjIt LPJ1I (S,V) The easiest mode of

watering is the making of the camels to enter into
the water: applied to him who takes an easy way
of performingan afflair, and does not exert himself
therein. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii.

)889W.]) "JI JlI &l W Iie made the

door, or entrance, to communicate with the road:

(Msb :) and jo., 1 1 s V e..: (S, Msb, 15, TA)
signifies the same; (Msb, TA;) or he olpened it

(i. e. the door, or entrance,) to the road. (.,

Msb, 1, TA.) And jw& Jl t vl JIsl
lie put the tL. [meanling pr,.!ijcting roof] to.

wards the road. (Msb.) - And , (1) and

t c,' (S, 1, TA) and V f (TA) lle directed
(S, 1, TA) a spear, (S, TA,) or spears, (15,) and

a sword, (TA,) X,, (S) or ;. (TA) [i. e.

toward, him]: or V p1Z) signifies ie inclined a

spear. (Mob.) - And S, (Mgh, M.)b, TA,)

aor. as above, (Mmb,) inf. n. ,, (TA,) lie

mnado apparent, manifest, or plain, (MgIi, Myb,
TA,) a road; (Mgh, TA;) as also ? ),1; and

t i, inf n. 4- ; : (K, TA:) and in like man-
ner, an affair, or a case; and religion. (TA.)

Accord. to Az, this meaning of ,Z is from

.,iIl p [whichl see in wlhat follows]. (TA.)

One says, tj. 1 Wi j, God made apllarent,

manaofet, or plain, to tu, such a thing. (Myb.)

And '
,L Such a one made al/pmrent, manai-

fest, or plain, the truth, or rig,ht. (TA.) - And

,) J: i. q. " [i. e. lie in.titetd, estahbiuted,

or lprecribed, for them, or to them,I a religious
ordinance, a law, &c.]: (S, . :) whence [accord.

to some,] A' and i.. (TA.)--.. &J;,

(S, 1,) aor. as above, in£ n. ,, (,) lie tripped

off the hitki: (f;, K :) or, aceecornl. to Ya9oioob, as
heard by him from Umm-El-Homi'ris El-3ek--
recyeh, he slit the hide in tits part between the
two hind Igs, (S, TA,) and then trippeld it off:
or he slit tiw hide, [and then xtrillped it off,] not

making of it a 3j [q. v.], nor xtril,,in it of

[entire] b,y comnencingfroon one hind log. (TA.)

-_ 1.J1 f. lie loosed, or undit, the rope, or

cord, or the dip-knot thereof, (-'i1,) [then, app.,
doubled it in tihe middle, to put that part round
something to be carried,] and insoerted it two

haZlms (/IJ) into the loop. (0, g.) - And

~s:,I i Ife raised, or elerated, the thing

much; (g ;) as also * j 1. (TA.)

2: see 1, in six places. . -i- 1 : ,, inf. n.

~.,;, le made, or put, a sail (~,.±) to the

ship, or boat. (TA.)

4: see 1, former half, in two places._

[Hence,] one says, ;'4JI1 Jl . i 1 t He

put his hand [to and] into the ;~j [or vescl

for purification]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.

(respecting the [ablution termed] .), Oj-

'.jl s! r l meaning Until, or so that, he

made the upper haf of the arm to rcach to (lit.

to enter) tie ater. (TA. [This ex. is elliptical
9
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and inverted; for stIl 0 ;OiI u I _l .])--

And 31J Ii tThe man suffeiiced me; or

gaw me what sufficed me: and iS I j At

t 2e thing su ffced me. (TA.) - And (l

said of a plant, or of herbage, [app. for ,J, 1 ;]

t It became full-grown, and tateia d te camrds.
(TA.) - See, again, 1, latter half, in six places.

8. a,, ,: i [meaning Such a one

originats, or embraces, or follnw, his way of

rdigion] is similar to the phrases jLi 14 and

jz 3; from c1 b and, ;. nd n.
(TA.)

, originally an inf. n.: - then applied as a

name for A manifest, a plain, or an open, track,

or road, or way: - and then, metaphorically, to

The divine rwy of rdigion; so says Er-R"ghib;

(TA ;) syn. with £:, q. v. (Myb.) _ In the

saying i- ;o t, (so in the ,) or Jy

& ' l .1 )4, (so in the $ and 0, [for

Js i,]) with kesr and with damm to the t [of

JL.], (TA,) i. e. [I passed by a mnan] srf,cing
thee [as a man], (?, 0, 2,) the meaning is, of the

sort to whicA thou directest thyself and which

~tl ou ceitt ('~; 4; ~' ~ ): (., 0:) and the

word in this sense is used alike as sing. and pl.
(f, O, O) and dual, because it is [originally] an

inf. n. (S,O.) You say, j1 .i;i>, [and J.I1
and ,'~,] i. e. Suicient for thee [is this and are
tltse tmo and are these]. (.: and the like is said
in the Mgh.) And it is said in a prov.,

0 'a- ." *--

thus correctly, for it is a hemistich; not jL~.,
as in the 8 and 2; (TA;) i. e. Sufici~nt travel-
ling-provision for tlee is tlat which swill caues
thee to reach the ilace [of alighting] to which thou
repairest: (25, TA:) applied to the case of being

content with little. (8, 5.)-- See also p-, in

two places. - And see ai.

~' [in the C2g, erroneously, g,] The MiAe of

a thing; as also t1: (I5, TA:) [but the former

is mas. and V the latter is fern.; for] one says,

)ij k &lI,2 7lis is the like of thAi; and so *Jl
Mt S;S: and ~. ; Ut tlJse troo are likl.

(I, O, TA.) [The pls., or rather coil. gen. nus. and
pls., following this meaning in the ]1 belong to

.>A and i, in another sense; as is shown by
exs. in the O and TA.] _ Also The chords of the

J;;, (O, ], TA,) which is the [Persian] ..
[or lute]. (TA.) [In this sense, a coill. gen. n.:]

see its n. un. a'. - And hence, as being likened

thereto, (TA,) $ The [thong called] dj1 of a

sandal (0,]2, TA.) It is related in a trad. that

a man said, 'S s. L jt JI 

(O, TA) i. e. [Verly loe clgnce, e~, ] in
t lu JIA of my sandal. (TA.)

se: e . -~One says, I" .;aI
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C Aj l and t , (?, Msb, V,) the latter a
contraction of the former, (Msb,) allowed by Kr
and $z, but disallowed by Ya*toob, (IDrst,
TA,) Tih peopb are in this affair equal: (8,
Myb, :) in this sense, used alike as sing. and
pl. and fem. (., TA) and masc.: (TA:) [of

,e;] Az says that it seems to be pl. [or quasi-pl.

n.] of V ,, like as ;J is of;..li; i. e., [the

phrase means] the peopb center into this affair

(d ~. ) together. (TA.) One says also,
_1; f ..USI and ~1 $t meaning 17w

peopb are one sort. (14.)

,-A : see the next paragraph, in two places.

ic': see aQZ&, in two places. -Also A

cstom. (TA.) - See also f, first sentence, in

three places. - Also A mare for the birds called

ti, (Lth, O, JI, TA,) ith rohich to capture
them, (0, TA,) made of sin~: (Lth, O, TA :)

pl. ,Z. (0.). Also, (,0, o ,) and *iA,
(12,) A st,ing, or chord: (.0, O, 1, TA:) or such
as is slender: or mhilb continuing stretched upon

the bow; (TA;) and so * * ; (Lth, O,I S;) or

upon tlw lute; and so V j: (TA:) the pl. [or

rather coil. gen. n.] (of L ~iS, 8, O, [i. e. of this

n. un. meaning the " chord of a lute," as is shown

by cxs. in the O and TA,]) is * e (8, o, ])
and (that of* ,, TA) t j, (0, ], TA,) like

asA is of i., (0, TA,) and [the pl. properly

so termed] (of .A, 8, 0) , and pl. pl. o:

(., O,2 :) and the pl. of V 1 as a sing. syn.
with ,&A, is f. (TA.)

as i. q. taL [i. e. A roof, or covering, such

as projects over the door of a house !c.; or a

pl~ac roofed orer]: pl. Aj* 1. (O, .)

[A, Of, or relating to, the relion or law.
- And Accordant to the rcligion or law; legal,
or legitimate.]

.t A plant, or herbage, fsI-~rown, (0, 1,
TA,) that satiates tite camelL (TA.)

am: see a.e The I of a ship or

boat (.8, Mgh, O, Myb) is called in Pers. Ott

[i.e. A sail]; (MA, Mgh, KL ;) i q. ~.; (MA,

TA;) a taig like a wide. ; [q.v.], (o, .,
TA,) of cloth or of matting, (TA,) [raisd, or
attachWd,] upon a piece of wood [i. e. a mast or a

yard]; owhich is beaten upon by the wind ('d :
,..~1,) and causes the ltip, or boat, to go along:

(0, 1, TA:) so called because it is raised (i :

i. e. ,X) above the ship, or boat: (TA:) pL

a,'i and t_; (O, ] ;) the former a pli of paue.
(O.) - And hence, as being likened thereto,
(TA, [and the same is implied in the S and 0,])
t The neck of a camel. (S, 0, ], TA.) Sometimes

they said of a camel, A'! ;j, meaning : He

raisd his nechk. (., O, TA.) - One says also

tI l to 1 j4;, meaning tA man having the

nose extended, and long. (TA. [8ee hf.])_
See also ' , in three places.

A Courageous; (O,, TA;) applied to a

man. (0, TA.)m Also Good, or ez~slnt,~z.
(25.)-- And The .4 [or fibres that grow at the

base of the branchA of the palm-treC] of which the

prickl (&.0) are stron, and suc as, by reason
of their thi tnic , are fit for te sming of lather
the~m.it/. (TA.)

a1s4 Courage; (0, ;) a an attribute of a
man. (0.)

',:~ and , iA;. (, , Mob, 1,) and t i ';
(Myb, ]2) and t;'j. (TA) and 9 S (0, TA.)

and *, t (XA) A mwatriung.lace; a reort

of drinkers [both men and b ]sts; (?, 0, 2,
TA;) a pllace to which men come to drink there
from and to draw water, (Myb,' TA,) and into
wrohich they soetimns make their beasts to nter,
to drink: (TA:) but the term *t? .o.., (As,
M.b,) or MIOl, (TA,) is not applied by the
Arabs to any but [a watering-place] such as is
permanent, and apparent to tle eye, (As, Myb,
TA,) like tih water of rivrs, (Mqb,) not water
friom which one draws with tit wel-rope~ : (As,

Myb, TA:) tle pl. of ag is C1m; and t of
& j. !or t [or of both] i ; which

is also expl. as meaning gaps, or breache, in the
banks of rivers or the like by which mn or beasts
come to water: (TA:) and [in like manner it is

said that] I' signifies a place of desct to

mater: (Lth, TA:) or a way to water. (Bl in
v. 52.) ..- And hence, (Lth, Kr, Myb, TA, and

Bd ubi supra,) 3i.1, (Lth, Kr,., MNb, X., &c.,)

as also ? J;, (Msb, 5, &c.,) and t?,;

(Myb,) signifies likewise w ,1; (Myb, and Bn

ubi sup-I;) because it is a way to the means of
eternal life; (Bd ibid.;) or because of its mani-
festness; (Msb ;) [i. e.] The rdligious law of God;
(Lth, Kr, S, O, ]5, TA;) constng of mcih ordi-
nances as those of fasting and prayer and pi
grimage (Lth, Kr, TA) and the giving of the poor-
rate (Kr, TA) and marriage, (Lth, TA,) and
other acts (Lth, Kr, TA) of piety, or of obedienee
to God, or of duty to Himn and to mn: (Kr,

TA:) pl. as above. (Myb.) All signifies also

[A law, an ordinance, or a statute: and] a
reigion, or way of belief and practice in respect
of rdigion: (Fr, TA:) and a way of belief or
conduct that is manifest (Ibn-'Arafeh, Mgh, K)
and right (Ibn-'Arafeh, J) in religion; (Mgh;)

and so V ?4.. (.)

&l, as an epithet applied to A spear-head

and a spear, of Shurda, (TA,) which was the
name of a certain man who made spear-heads and
spears, (2g, TA,) as they assert: but IAr says

that it may be a reg. rel. n. from , , or an

irreg. reL n. from some other name of which the
radical latters are &I : and [SM says also that,]

applied to n spear, it signifies long: (TA:) or

tv ·d thus applied, lhas this meaning, a rel. n.

[from iA']. (, 0.) 1.eL and V &I [in the

1
1
1

C-. . ~ 1, X--, ..P -- P/ ---- -q. 

[i. e. A rwf, or ~ ng, mch 'Lw

(Mqb,) 

signifies lilkewise ` 11; (Mqb, and BO

a# 

projects omr the door of a houw !�c.; or a cw '

0 

'#IT ubi i;up-l;) because it is a way to the me~ of

pl~ 

roofed omr) : pl. eA%. (01 IS.) etemal life; (Bd ibid.;) or because of its mani-

festnew; 

(Mqb [i. e.] The rdigiom law of Goti;

[LtA 

Of' or relating to, the religion or law. (Lth, Kr, S., 0, TA;) con~ of sucia ordi-

-And 

Accordant to the r~ or law; 1,jal, nanw as th~ of fasting and prayer and pib.

or 

legitimate.] Lth, Kr, TA) and the giving of the poor-

6,3 

rate (Kr, TA) and marriage, (Lth, TA,) and

A 

plant, or herbage, full-grown, (0, V,

other 

aeu (Lth, Kr, TA) of pietvp or of obedience

TA,) 

that satiates tite camelt. (TA.) to God, or of duty to Him and to mm: (Kr,

0, 

' TA:) pl.asabove. (Mqb.) "' signifies alw

il;-,- 

: am The e>, of a ehip or AN�l

'Q 

[A law, an ordinance, or a statute: and] a

boat 

(g, Mgh, 0, Mqb) is called in Pers. cite.)

4 

a ~ on, or way of belief and practice in r"ct

[i. 

e. 

A 

saffl; 

(MA, Mgh, KL;) i. q. EU,; (MA, of religion: (Fr, TA:) and a way of belief or

TA;) 

a tising Rh a wide.;;�� [q. Y.i, (0, ]g, conduct that is manifest (Ibn-'Arafeb, Mgh, 1�)

TA,) 

of cloth or of matting, (TA,) [raiwd, Or and riqht (Ibn-Arafeh, V) in ~ n; (Mgh

aft~ 

,] upon a ~ of wood [i. e. a mast or a and so V QP)

yard]; 

mlticit is beaten upon by the wind

and 

caum the iritip, or boat, togo abW: �.oljZ, as an epithet applied to A spear-head

(0, 

]�., TA:) so called because it is mised and a opear, of Siturda, (TA,) which was the

j,*J 

E-11�i

i. 

e. �! ye the ship, or boat: (TA:) pL name of a certain mau who made spear-heads and

osi 

spearo, Qg, TAJ as they amert: but Uip says

aoj'wl 

and tj�; (0, ]�;) the formera A Of Pauc. that it may be a reg. rel. n. from or an

(O.) 

- And hence, as being likened thereto, irreg. reL n. from some other name eA

(TA, 

[and the same is implied in the ? and 0j) of which the

: 

The nwk of a camel. (�, 0, V, TA.) Sometimes radical latters are and [SM says also that,]

they 

said of a camel, 't'bj', meaning : He applied to a spear, it signifies long: (TA:) or

V 

thus applied, liu this meaning, a rel. n.

raiwd 

his neck.. (9, 0, TA.) - One says also

.4 

' 

9 0 '

1 

tlo� J-C-J, meaning tA man having the [from O.) actIA and V 4& [in the

tA 
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CI5 without teshdeed], applied to a she-camel,
signify X Lonec ked; (0, J4, TA:) thus expl.
by lSh: but Az thinks the latter to be the mor
probably correct; the neck being likened to the

lj. of the ship or boat, because of the heighl
therof. (O.)

51j,'; Band its fem., with 3: see the next pre-
ceding paragraph.

i A seller of theflaz called . (IA'r,1.)

. Entering into water [to drink]: pi. PI

and t£*:: (KL:) these pls. are applied in this sense
to camels. ([, 1.) [Hence,] Entering into an

affair (~r1 s). (Az, TA.) See Cj.. And sing.
of ' in the phrase 4-, (TA,) which
means Fishda lowring their heads to drink:
(Aboo-Leyl!, TA:) or raiking their heads: (Q,
TA:) or directing themselves, or repairing,
(.;L,) frm, th dep rwater to the bank, or
ide: (S,TA:) and Ot ;s1;' signifies the

same: (TA:) or t*: in the ]Vur vii. 163, re-
ferring to fish, means appearing upon the ns,face
of the water. (Bd, Jel.*) - Also, applied to a
lplace of alighting, or an abode, (J i,) Situate
wpon a road that isa thoroughfare: and a%:

applied to a house (1l;) signifies the sume; (];)
or having its door [opening] upon sch a road;
(TA;) or near to the road and to the eople [or
paengers]: (Mgh,* TA:) and j; 3 houses
having their doors opening into the re: or

sj, a expl. by IDrd, houes upon one open

road. (TA.) It is said in a trad., 4,4l1 tb
J1q 1 a_# Lt, 7Je doors were opening towards
the mosque. (TA.) -And Anything near (15,
TA) to a thing, or overlooking it: whence )tz
applied to a house (jl.) near to the road and to
the people, as expl. above. (TA.) [Hence,]

. q., . Stars near to setting. (S.) - [Also
Pointing directly towards a person; applied to a
spear.] One says l j and 514! (1, TA)

and as in some of the copies of the ~ (TA)
Spears pointing directly: and V ao.3. C:Lj and
V L.;U spears directed. (15, TA.) - Also [used
ms a subst.] A main road: (,R, 0 :) or it signifies,
(Mgh, TA,) or so : J, (M,b,) t a road, or

way, into wleh people enter (,,iJI ZiJ, Msb,
or u,,il , Mgh, TA) in common, or in
general; (Mgh, M.b, TA;) by a tropical attri-
bution; (Mgh;) [i. e.] tj in this case has the

meaning of t [or A ,.S]; (Meb;) or as

meaning 4J 'J , j; [having an enr-

i, of people]: (TA:) or it signifies a manifest,
plain, or conspcuous, road or way: (Mgh, TA:)
rin the present day, .1 commonly signifies any
great street that is a thoroughfare:] the pl. is

jl. (Mmb.) ~-j. also means The leared
,nan who practits vhat he kows and instructs

others: (1g, TA:) orso &. l Il.Jt. (O.) And
hence it is applied to designate the Prophet: [or

, l as meaning 77w legislator: or the announcer of
the law:] or because he made manifest and plain

e the religion, or religious law of God. (TA.)

e jfl A nose of which the end is extended (' ,
TA) and lerated, and long. (TA.)

*. f.: see y', in two places.

~.~: see its fem., with ;, voce U.

) i.s and Us4:: see ;r, in four places.

, A high, or lofty, house or tent.
(TA.)

X' :_.: rsee its fem., with ;, voce Lt:: seee
also 1, first sentence.

1. J~, (;, O, Msb, ],) aor. ', (1],) inf. n.
j,Z (, O, Mob,. k1, TA) and ;,~, (TA,)

said of a man, (S, O, TA,) He was, or became,
Ahigh, dsmted, exalted, or eminent, (, Q O, Mb,
]g, TA,) [in rank, condition, or estimation,] in
rsc of ~rligion or of ,wordly things: (K,
TA:) [generally meaning he mws Aigh-born, or
noblc:] part. n. .%S [q. v.]. (S, o, Msb, g,

TA.) [See also d,*, below.] - [Hence one
says,] s.Ja ll X H ais soul was above
th thing; disdained, or scorned, it. (L in art.

, l.)_ uWl ,i , and C-J, (0, 1,) aor. of

each :, inf. n. J,L, (K,) reg. as of the former
verb, and irreg. as of the latter, (TA,) 7e she-
camel mrs, or became, such as is termed SJt

tq. v.]. (0, j;.) , aor. , (IJ, o, O, O ,
TA,) inf. n. h -.*, (TA,) IHe owrcame him, or
surpassed him, in j'A [i. e. highness, delevation,
or eminmce, of rank, condition, or estimation; or
nobility]; (IJ, , 0, .K, TA;) and so ,v; Jr:
(Z, TA:) or he exslld him (dil, K, TA, in the
C]5 [erroneously] ilUP,) in the grounds of pre-
tension to respect or honorr ( .j 1 ). (1,
TA.) See 3._j;l , , (lg, TA,) aor. ',
inf. . J,, (TA,j He put to the wall a ll

[q. v.]. (15, TA.) [See also 2.] oYsl 'i" ,

and al , .ij, aor.:, ( T, TA,)inf n. Jr,
(TA,) 17e ear, and in like manner t/e shoulder,
was, or became, high, (1., TA,) and prominent:
or, a some say, stood up. (TA.)~ And .- ,
[from . signifying the " hump" of a camel,]l
(0, :,) said of a man, (0,) He kept constantly,
or continualy, to the eating of the [came's]
hump. (O, g.)

3. J.i, inf. n. & , He (God) rendered
him high, e.leated, ealted, or eminent, [in rank,
condition, or estimation; or ennobled him:] (S,
KL,* P$ :*) and he held him, or esteemed him, to
be so. (MA, P..) ISd thinks that the verb may
also mean He regarded with more, or e~zeeding,
honour. (TA.) [And Golius explains it as mean- j
ing He decked iath a royal garment; on the
authority of the KL; in my copy.of which I find
no other meaning assigned to it than the first

mentioned above.] One says, i;'Ol i (i'., (O,
1], TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) [God rndered, or
may God render, the Kaabeh an object of owur, or
glorious,] from OJ1I, (0, 1, TA,) i.e. e.JI.
(TA.) [cyi4 is also used asua subt. properly
so called; and u such is expl. by itself in this
art.] Also He pWt to it ,J: [pl of 4i5,
q. v.]; (O, 1;) namely, his house, (15,) or $
[palace, or pavilion, or other building such as is
called] y, &c.; inf. nas above. (0.) [See alsQ

L;l_ll o ~z.]_l l . >A, expl. in the . as
syn. with hj,l and j4tZ, is a mistake for OI:

(q.v.]. (TA.)_-i3WI iSJ , inf. n. u above,
means He almost severed the teats of the she
camd by binding them [tightly] with the jlp

[q. v.]: (IAqr, O, TA:) this being done for the
preservation of her [stoutness of] body, and her
fatness, so that burdens may be put upon her in
the coming year. (TA.) _E [. , app. for J.>
;j.I, is also said by Reiske, as mentioned by
Freytag in his Lexicon, to signify He (a camel
going along) raised the neck: but his authority
for this is not stated.]

3. t )X, (8, 0, 1,) inf. n. i;.U, (TA,) He
vied writh him, or contended with im for
riority, in ,. [i. e. highne, emation, or
eminence, of rank, condition, or s~tiation; or
nobility]; (0, O, K, TA;) j and Ahe or-
came, or surpamsed, him therein. (TA.) - See
also 5. - Also He mam, or became, ear to it;
he drew near to it, or approached it; namely, a
thing: and he was, or became, near to attaining
it, [and in like manner U; Lj1t, as used in the
$ and K; in the beginning of art. , he mwas, or
became, at tihe point of reaching it, or attaining
it, namely, a placc,] or of obtaining it, or getting
possession of it: [and he mas, or became, at the
point of eiperiencing it, (See Bd in lxxviii. 14,)
and doing it; followed by ,$1 and ab aor.:]
and, as some say, he looked for it, or expected
it; his mind told hi,n of it; he looked for its
coming to pass. (TA.) See also 4, in two places.

4. JjI It rose; or it was, or became, high
or elervated; [so as to overtop, or overlook, what
was arotmd it or adjacent to it: overtopped, ar-
mounted, overpeered, overlooked, overhung; mas,
or became, protuberant, prominent, or projecting:
and ros into view, came *ithin sight or vierv, or
became within a commanding, or near, view :]
said of a place [&c.]. (Msb.) One says of a
piece of ground, i Ui; o w [It rose
aboec, or orvertopped, what was around it]. (Sh,

TA.) And ,I tJ i A K JLf 
j1; [An eminence ross into view to me, and I
ceased not to urge on my beast until I ascended,

or mounted, upon it]. (TA.) _ [Hence,] =-J~
I; looked upon it, or viewed it, (S, O, Myb,

9,.*).frn above; (S, 0, g;) [I overlooked it, or
looked down upon it: and I came in sight of it:
got a view of it: and got knowledge of it; became
acquainted with it; or kneo it: all of which
meanings may be intended to be conveyed by the
explanation in the MIb, which is 4:A; .:]

I 8mentioned 

ibove.] One says, CUO' (0,

]�, 

TA,) inf 'n. u above, (TA,) [God re~, or
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and s,JI t I 6 signifies the same as uli ;J
[app. in the fint of the seses expl. in this sen-
tence, as well as in another sense expl. in what
follows]: (., 0:) and 9tjt signifies the same
an .,*U 1dW,. (TA.) .And ;i1 s s.,-l
He (a sick man) wu, or became, on the brink, or

erge, or at the point, of death. (O, .) And
·. 11I Uk ~ ,J1 [He made hir. to be on the
brink, or erge, or at the point, of death]. (T and
] in art. .J3.) _And , "1 JU `;il,
His o was veht ently eager for a thing.
(Mgh. [ee also 10.]) JLp1 signifies The being
eager, and the being ow ~y eager: and hence

the aying, in a trad., y" JA, WAl1 ,Uj.I 0 P

Ig; d .j h; [W hoso takeh th enjoyments of the
prent world writh eagernes, or vehement eger-
nu, of swl, he will not be bleed therein].
(TA.) - And 4 J.1 He regarded him with
solicitos affection or pity or compasion. (0,'
K.) - [And ~.J H li e, or it, came writhin
sight, or vier, to me; or came within a command-
ing, or mar, vie of me: see an ex. voce .;
and another voce l.] _ And [hence,] Ji .j1

1.JI The thing became, or has become, within
ty-.power or reach; or possible, practicable, or
eamy, to thee. (TA.) ~ See also 5, in two places.

5. J;.:3, said of a man, is from J'I, (O,)
and signifies ; [He became eleated, or
e=alted, in rank, condition, or estimation; or

nnoblbd]. (IC.) __ L 4'3 He became elevated,
or ecalted, in rank, condition, or estimation; or

obled; by, or by mean of, him; or it: (MA:)
[or he gloried, or prided himelf, by reason of it,
or in it; i. e.] he reckned it, (8,) or rejarded it,
(o,) as a glory or an honour [to himtef], (8,

O,) and a favour. (O.) - t;t :.3, (8, 0,
TA,) in the ], erroneously, d.>; (TA;) and
* j,^ui; (8, O, ;) and t jU, (QC,) inf. n.
1;j1..; (TA;) He (a man, ., 0) ascended, or
mounted, upon thd elevated place of observation.
(8, O .) And tJ I and 
signify the same as [j.,3 and] ;i; J.±3, i. e.
He aseended, or mounted, upon the tding. (TA.)
- It is said in a trad., with reference to certain
future trials, or conflicts and factions, ( ,) .

s' J i,J jj.3 i. e. Whoo finds a place of
ref'ge [for escaping, or avoiding thei, let them
invite him, or cause him, to seek, or take, ref~ge,
virtually meaning] let him eek, or take, refuge
therein. (0, TA.*) - m1 j,± The people,

or party, had their OJl* [or eminent, or noble,
men, pl. of , £,] slain. (O, g.)

8, J=, He, or it, stood up, or upright, or
erect; (8, O, TA;) and (TA) so * J..l [if this
be not a mistranscription, which I incline to think
it may be as the former verb (of which see the
part. n. below) is not mentioned in the 81]. (],
TA.)

10. s J.jlI J .l (I, O, M.sb, ],) and ,S.U,
(Mqb in art. _wb,) He raised his eye (S, 0,
M 9b, J) towardl the thing, (0, 8,) or to look at
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the thing, (Msb,) or looking at the thing, (8,)
and epanded his hand over his eyebrow like as
doe he who shade [hii eyes] from the (8,
o, V.) A poet says,

[I stretched up myslf, and raised my eyes
towards him, eapanding my hand ovrr my eye-
brow like inm who is shading hit eyes ~om the
sun; and I said to ham, Art thou Zyd-d-

Ardmil?]. (O.)_ Hence, (TA,) ,i U,

,O: j l It :, (Mgh, 0, K, TA,) in a
trad. (0, TA) relating to the sheep or goat to be
slaughtered as a victim on the day of sacrifice,
(TA,) means We have been commanded to pay
much attention to the eye and the ear, and to
ezamine them careflly, in order that there may
not be any such defect as blindness of one eye or
mutilation (Mgh,* 0, V, TA) of an ear: (TA:)
or, (Mgh, O,) as some say, (O,) [in the j "that
is,"] to sek that they be of high estimation, by
being perfect (Mgh,* 0, I) and sound: (Mgh,

O :) or, accord. to some, it is from ;tiJ signify-
ing " the choice ones," or "best," of cattle; and
the meaning is, re have been commanded to elect

them. (TA.) -And 3 il Jj l t He
desires, or eeks, [or raises his eye to,] the means
of attaining eminence. (Myb in art. Si-.)
-3 Jy ..tJ; means He (a man) smote their
cam with the [el] eye; syn. 5;: (., TA:)
or he looked at tlem (t,i) to smite them with
the [evil]J eye. (TA.) ~ ;l. He de-
frauded him of his right, or due. (0, K.)m See
also 5: l and 8.

Q. Q. 1. S I acut of the , @
[q. v.] of the edproduce; (, 0;) and so
si w : (O and ,g in art. ./U :) of the dial. of
El-Yemen: but Az doubts whether the word be
with i; and the LS and O are both held by him
to be augmentative. (O.)

.0,: see the next paragraph, near the end.

R Highness, edlation, .alt,tlion, or emi-
nence, [in rank, condition, or estimation, in
re~ct of religion or of nsorldly things: (see the
first sentenee of this art.:)] (S, O, Msb, .:)
[generally meaning hIigJ birth :] glory, honour,
dignity, or nobility; syn. .. : or not unless
[trantted] by ancor: ( :) [for] accord. to
ISk, j. and .A. may not be unless [tran-
mitted] by ancestors; but _ and.jb may be
in a man though he have not ancestors [endowed
therewith]: (0:) or, (1K,) accord. to IDrd, (O,)

it signifies highnes of _. [which means
grounds of pretsion to retpect or honour, con-

isting in any qualitie (eier of onesAf or of
one's ancestors) which are enumerated, or re-
counted, as co of goryg]: (O, g:) and
't signifies the same as Jj,; (TA;) or the
same as J.U and jiA [meaning a favour and a

glory or an honour]; as in the saying,.it. 3 ti
ar [Ire ~on your coming afavour, and a glory

or an honour] ; (O, ;) and LA ikJ) (JiI [I

regard that a a faoour, and a glory or an
honour]: (0:) the pl. of j~ is JIp, like u

that of --- is ;X,!. (TA.) J;, it; l,
means Spoil, or booty, of high luelw, at rohich
men raise their eyes, and look, or which they

smite with the [il eye: [seei ; jI. :]
but the phrase is also related with -.. (TA. See
lJ~,.)- See also i, writh which, or with
the pla of which, it is said to be syn. - Also
An eleated place; an eminence: (S, Mgh, O,
19:) accord. to 8h, any picc' of ground that
overtop~ what u around it, whether eltsd or
not, only about ten cubit, or ite, in legth, of
little or much breadth in its upper srface:

(TA:) pl. jl: (TA voce °° :) and J'. 
ej1)l signifies the high, or etvated, places, or
parts, of the earth or ground: (8, Myb, ]:)
sing. tjL;, with fet-b to the., and j. (Meb.
[8ee also Jf.]) A poet says,

* L5 t .i )il ti 41 
[I come to the aembly, and my itting-place it
not made near to the chief person or persons, and
I lead to the high leated place my as]: he
means, I have become unsound in my intellect in
consequence of old age, so that no profit is gotten
from my opinion, and I am not able to mount my
ass from the ground, unles from a high place.
(S.) - [Hence, t The brin, erge, or point, of
some event of great magnitude, or of any im-
portance: not well expl. as meaning] the being on
the brink, or verg, or at the point, of some event
of great importance, pod or evil: (0, .:) one
says in the case of gold, ; t t.~S i 

4a . .; [He is at the point of accomtplshing tlu
object of his want]: and in the casoofevil,'

SJI ; ,. ..p t [He is on the brink, &c.,
of destruction]. (O, TA.) - And : The hump of
a camel. (O, ], TA.) And app. sing. of
jJl5 in a sense expL below: see the latter word.
(TA.)~And A heat; a ingle run, or a run at
once, to a goal, or limit: (O, I :) or, (]K,) accord.
to Fr, about a mile: (0, l:) or about two miles.
(TA as from the 1K and on the authority of Fr.)
One says, :.; t .1 [He ran a heat, or

two heats]: (0:) and [in like manner,] : .l
L_A .1 4A, (0, iC,) occurring in a trad., said
of a mare, or of horses. (O.) . Also, (O, TA,)
accord. to IAr, (O,) A red clay or earth: and
i. q. 3,,* [i. e. red ochre]; as also V j.: accord.
to Lth, a kind of trees, having a red dye: and
said to be the same as [the Pers.] Xej j1I [i. c.

OAe, ;li, meaning .Brazil-wood, which is com-
monly called in Arabic ,O]. (O, TA :* in the
former of which, the Pers. word here mentioned
is written without thc points to the o ; and in the
latter, X YjltjJ.)

Mi 0: see the next preceding paragraph, first
quarter. - Also The choice ones, or best, of JG
[meaning cattle]. (8, 0, Th.)_ The U of a
[palace, or pavilion, or other building such as is
called] J (, Os, Msb, g) [and of a mosque] is
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well-known; (s;) [An acroterial ornament,
forming a singlb mnember of a cresting of a mal
or of the crown of a cornice, generally of a
fancfurlform, and pointed, or mall, at the top:]

pI. 4 , (1, Mgh, O, Myb, 1[, TA,) a pl. of

multl, and I;4 and ;iU; and lj.;, which
are plb. of pauc., or, as some say, z#U [i. e.

; ] is pl. of V5S, with two dammehs: Esh-

8hihib says that z;1 is expl. as meaning the

hight portios of a J i; but what are thus
ternned are only what are built on the topl of a
wall, distinct from onu another, [side by side, like
mnerlon of a parapet,] according to a ell-known

form: (TA:) the jU:w is what is called by the

[common] people ? aS: (lam p. 824:) the

£I, of a mosque is a word used by the lawyers,
and is one of their mistakes, as IB has notified:

so says MFP: its pl. is s1$ (TA.) - The

.Ul ((tlius with two Oammehs, 1) of a horse

anre The neck and ;t1i [i. e. croup, or rmp, or
part between the hips or haunch,] thereof.

(0,1 .)
....
.UA: see the next preceding pragraph.

J1$* High, elated, e~ted, or emit, (f,
O,6 Myb, V, TA,) [in rank, condition, or estima-
lion,] in respeCt of religion or of w y things:
(TA:) [geonerally meaning high~orn, or noble :]
possessing glory~, honour, dignity, or nobility:
or uch, and having alo [snch] an~c y: (TA:)
[using it as not implying highnes, or nobility, of

ancestry,] you sayn. or ll o [He is high, or

noble, tosday], and Q .it tls u meaning

one who wi be [ar a littl t while]: (Fr,

][, I:) the pl. [of pauc.] is J1.L and [of mult.]

iiJ: (?, 0, Myb, 19) andV J,, so in the J6, app.
denoting that this last is one of the pl. of ~a,

and it is said in the 0 that o is syn. with

or i but in the Lit is said that it is syn. with

b.N o; and hene the layeing J5 s 

meaning lIe is the ^# of his peopk, and

and meaning the irm of tlem; and thus it

has been expl. as used in a trad.: (TA:) [buT
both these asertions are probably correct; for it
seems to be, agreeably with analogy, an inf. n.
used as an epithet, and therefore applicable to a
single person and to a pl. number, and also to two
persons, and likewise to a female as well as to a
male.] - [By the modern Arbe, and the Tarks
and Persians, it is also applied, as a title ol
honour, to Any decendant of th Prophet; like

o. And, with the article Jl, particularly to the

decendant of the Prophet who is Th governor
of Mekkeh; now always a vassal of the Turkish
Sul4in.]

J19A, applied to a [lizard of the kind ealled]

, and to a jerboa, Large in the ears, and in

thc body: (TA:) and so :* applied to a she.

camel; (o, , TA;) as also o WA*. (TA.) And
an -- i is -3
mea n)1 i. q. ki:ju [q. v.], (i, TA) or An
ear that is high, mog, and having hair upon it.

A~~~~

(IDrd, O, TA.) See also t;U JS1, voce 1.
_- Also A hind of white garments or cloths:
(O, Z :*) or a garment, or piece of cloth, that is
purc~ d from a country of the foreigners ad-
jacent to the land of the Arabs. (AV, O, 1.0)

UI,; pl. i : see I .

J Z (0, 0, ) and J (0 and 6 in art.
tAij) [but see Q. Q. 1] The lats of seed-
produc that have become so long and abundant
that one fears its becoming marred; wherefomre
they are ut o. (. , · )

Ji,;: see jq. - Applied to a she-camel,
tHigh [app. meaning much advanced] in q"e:
(A, TA:) or advanced in age; (S, O, g ;) de-

crepit; (IA*r, ;) as also Ujti: (K:) [see

j;,) in three places :] pl. .t, like Jjt and ;

ps. of Jt and i1, (?, 0O,) or J , like ,
(],) or the latter is allowable in poetry, (O,) or
the former is a contraction of the latter, (lAth,

TA,) and J], [also pl. of jl~] (0O, ]) and

w and Jj: (]g:) it is said that J}t is not

applied to the he-camel; but it is so applied, as
well as to the she-camel, accord. to the Towsheeh.
of El-JelUl. (TA.) Hence, as being likened to
black decrepit she-camels, (Aboo- Bekr, TA,)

O 1. JAJI, with two dammehs, [which I think
a mistake, unless it mean with a dammeh to each

word,] (V,) or ~ .%JI .1JI, (O, IAth, TA,)
occurring in a trad., meaning t [lWals, or con-
flicts and factio,] like portiom of the darh
night: (O,I,* TA:) thus expl. by the Prophet:
(O, TA:) but some relate it otherwise, with j,

(i,) saying oe -Jl `* A, p1. of j, 1 , (0," TA,)
meaning "[trials, &c.,] rising (O, ], TA) from
the direction of the east." (O, TA.) - Also
applied to an arrow, as meaning Old: (., O,
g:) and applied to a garment or a piece of cloth
[app. in the same sense]: (A and TA voce q :)

or an arrow long dnce laid by [expL by 

I .--- ; but I think that the right reading

isilJ . ,I , j,, and have assumed this to be

the case in my rendering]: or of which the
feathers and the sinew [whereih they are
bound] have becm compact: or ender and

L/ng. (TA.) j_ ; [A wanear] of which
the wines okL (TA.) And Jjtl [alone] A

~reptacl for wine, such as a a . and the like

f thereof. (0,1.)

J 3 Wll A hind of cord or r ; syn. :
[so in the 0, and in one of my copies of the Q:

in my other copy of the $, and in the :, -,
i. e. the name of a certain mountain:] a post-

classical word. (8, O.)_ And JjjtZ also signi-
fies A broom: (80, O, :) a Pers. word, (S,)

arabicised, from 1 (0, (,,) originally 1

;,. which means "a plae-sweeper." (O.)

Jr; [More, and most, high, elated, ezalted,
I or eminnt, in rak, condition, or estimation;

; Jc.; generally meaning more, andmost, high-born

or noble; (see )] surpas in g. (i.

O.) _ Ail J c 5 A high r0 ; ($, 0, ;)
ruch as has a goodly riing; which implies what

is termed .r! [inf. n. of ,;i, and here app.
meaning the " being curved in the back"]. (TA.)

And [U5 *. A long ear; (., 0, ];) standing
up; rising above what isn to it: and so 511

A IS.· (TA.) - See also .- [J;I also

signifies Having a prominent, or an apparent,

ear: opposed to k1, q. v. - Hence,] J;1 in
an appellation of The bat; (O, K, TA ;) becaaus
its ears are prominent and apparent: it is bare of
downy and other feathers, and is viviparous, hot
oviparous: so in the saying of Bishr Ibn-El-
Mo#temir,

·*S · "'*;4 ;t" ·

[And a.flying thing that has promient and ap-
parnt ears and a dded body, and aJly~ng thing
that hau no nest]: (O, TA:) in the 1B is added,
and another bird, that ha no nest, &c.: but this
is taken from an explanation of the latter hemi-
stich of the verse cited above; which explanation
is as follows: (TA:) the bird that has no nest is
one of which the Babranees [so in the TA, but
accord. to the O "the sailors,"] tell that it does
not alight save while it makes, of the dust, or
earth, a place in which it lays its eggs, and which
it covers over; then it flies into the air, and its
eggs break open of themselves at the expiration
of the term thereof; and when its young ones are
able to fly, they do after the habit of their parents.
(O, L, TA: and the same is said, less fully, in the

-I.)-M1 h _j..; 4A city having r, (Mgh,

0, K,*) pl. of UA [q. v.]: (0 :) the pl. of j.,%

and of atc, accord. to rule, is J;S. (Mgh. [In

the copies of .the K, ij:J is erroneously said to

be pl. of st.lJll.]) It is said in a trad. of Ibn-

'AbbAs…, l . -~r-.. aS . 1£11

i. e. We have becn commanded to build cities

.with o>, and mosque~ without J,. (Mgh, 0.')

,Ir;l The ears and noe of a man: (0, K,
TA:) its sing. in this sense is not mentioned: it

is app. .-? ; like s, sing. of , 1- . (TA.)

s.~~ ^inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. (8 &c.) - [And
I also a post-classical term applied to An honorary

i .rent, auch as a garment 'c.: and a letter, i. e.

an cpitle, considered as conferring honour: pl.

3J,.: see J,,, in the middle of the para-
graph: and see also what here next follows.

: jf, (o, I,) like k., (g,) or t$ iJ
[q. v. voce JA], (so in my two copies of the S,)
A placefrom which one overloola, i. e. looks upon,
or views, [a thing] from above. (S, 0, K.) -
Hence the saying in a trad., I" X. .tl. tW

i. e. [What comes to thee of this property] thou
not coveting nor looking for it [nor asking it,

take it]. (O.)

J4 _ [part. n. of 4;] igh; (?, Mgh, Mb ;)
15
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[or ortoppi; &E.;] applied to a mountain,
(v,) or a place. (Mgh, M9b.)

3.) ji ;. Certain swords, (S, 0, ,) so
called in relation to J,4L, (t,) or in relation to
.,dB J,,.., (0, M#b, 15,) i.e. certain towns, or
villages, of the land of the Arabs, near to the

A) [q. v.]: (?, 0, Msb, 1 :) so says AO: (?,

O :) or, as some say, this is a mistake, and they
are so called in relation to a place of El-Yemen:
(M#b:) [or, accord. to some, in relation to Jjt 4 1,

certain towns, or villages, near ljowrin: (see
De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., seo. ed., iii. 63 :)] and it is

said that . . was the name of a blacksmith
a · e O·

who made swords: (TA:) one says o l-, ,
a -- "0t i-

( 0, O, Myb,) not kjti , because a rel. n. is not
formed from a pl. of the measure of J;t~.

(S, O.)

J±.i [El,vated, or exalted, in rank, condition,
or estimation; or ennobled]; (r., TA;) an epithet

applied to a man; from J.Jt1. (TA.) Also A
garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with the red clay

or earth [&c.] called j... (IAIr, TA.)

J3. (?, TA) and 4 s/. (Z, TA) 
come, or mto?..tcd, in J;J [i. e. highnes, elva-
tiof, or eminience, of rank, condition, or estima-
tion; or nobility]. (S, Z, TA.)

tf A horse high in make. (S, 0, Y)

1. ,.,.1J . , ,(8. M, Mgh, Myb,g,) aor. :,
(S, M, Msb,) inf. n. .% (;, M, Mgh, Myb, 10)
and ~,, (S, Myb,) The sun rose; (t, M, Mgh,
Myb, 1 ;) a also * -,j: (1 :) the sun ros frm
the east; and in likc manner one says of the
moon, and of the stars: (M:) or the mun roe so
that its l;ght lbean to fall upon the earth and
trees: (T and TA in art. , :) and .JjZl signi-
fies, as distinguished from " (, (, M, Mgh,
Mqb,) or signifies also, (1g, TA,) for both verbs
are correctly cxpl. in the 1] as above, (TA,) it
shone, or gave its light, (?, M, Mgh, Msb, ],
TA,) alnd spread (M, TA) upon th earth, or
ground: (TA:) or, as some say, Jr, and
V ;.. l are syn., (M, Myb,) as mcaning it (the

sun) shone: (M:) and j.. [as inf. n. of the former
verb] signifies the shinnrg of the sun. (S.)_

And jil jj, and * JfI, The palm-trees
showed redes~ in their fruit: (M, ]J:*) or
sho~ed the colours of their dates. AIagn, M.)

[See also , in what follows.] l! I , (S,
O, Msb, a,) aor. 2, (S, O, Meb,) inf. n. ,w'
lie slit the ear of the sheep, or goat, (S, 0, Msb,
g,) in the manner epl. voce r. (Myb.)-
And ; &i j,i, (Az, ]I,) inf. n. *,, (IAmb,
Az, TA,) lie plucked the fruit: (Az, ], TA:)
or cut it. (IAmb, Az, TA.) One says in crying

i, [or beans], ," T7u cutting of
the morning, fresh ! meaning what has been cut,
and picked, in the morning. (IAmb, Az, TA.)

_ 4j., [aor. ,] inf. n. *, It (a place) was,
or became, bright by reason of the sun's shining
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upon it; as also t jAl; (M, TA;) [whence,]

~ ;. ~ t v , occurs in the gur
[xxxix. 69 as meaning And the earth shall shine
with the light of its Lord]: (M:) [in other in-

stances,] e.8l .,.1 means The earth was, or
became, bryit with the sunshine. (TA.) -
[Hence, perhaps, or, though not immediately,
from what here next follows, some other applica-
tions of this verb, to denote redness.] -
i.Aq#, (i, M, Myb, ]1,) and 't, and the like,

(M,) aor. ', (Msb,) inf. n. 3,., (M, M§b,) He
(a man, M, Myb) was, or became, choked with
his spittle, (~, M, Msb, 15,) and with water, &c.

(M.) [And et. and, ic and are some-
times used in the same sense in relation to spittle

&c.] _[Hence,]A.40t 5JI 3g t The wound

became [choked or] filled with blood (Msb.)
And s.Lut-'*jjL : The place became [choked
or]fi~ed and straitened by its occupants. (TA.)
_ And Li, .JI j, : [The body beme
choked in its p with perfume]. (TA.)_-
[And Z;J? 4;$1 j,* t The garment, or
piece of cloth, became glutted, or saturated, with
the dye of saffrmon: see the parL n. 3..] __ And
qc >>- X His eye became red [being surcharged
with bloo]; as alc t a 1: (M, TA :) and so

d.,Z, ;jA Q,A : (], TA:) or this last signifies
the blood appeared in his eye: (M:) and

uI, it (the eye) had the blood apparent in it,
[as though it vwere choked therewith,,] without itU
runningfrom it. (TA.) - And "'~ j,, in. n.

,, t His colour, or complex~ion, became red, by
reaon of sham, or shame.and confusion. (TA.)

- And [hence, app.,] j 11 j3i, inf. n. as above,
t Th thing became intensely red, with blood, or
with a beautjid red colour. (M, TA.) - And
also tThe thing became mixed, comminjled, or
blended. (M, TA .)-, 2 1 > , in£ n. as

above, means : The sun had a dulkiness blended
with it, and it [app. the duskiness] then became
little: (TA:) or it was near to setting: (M, :)
or became feeble in its light; (0, 1 ;) app. from
jA applied to flesh-meat as meaning "red, having
no grease, or gravy," and applied to a garment,
or piece of cloth, as meaning "red, that has be-
come glutted, or saturated, ( w.s,) with dye ;"
because its colour, in the last part of the day,
when it is setting, becomes red. (0.)-The

phrase 1 "Jt j Jcill X , (, M, 0,

1g, [in the C.K, erroneously, .,]) occurring in
a trad., (g, M, 0,) in a saying of the Prophet,
(0, 1[,) is expL as meaning Who postpone, or
defer, the prayer until there remains not, ($, M,
0, 6[,) of the sun, ($,) or of the day, (M, O, ],)
save as much as remains (, M, O, 1) of the lif,
(.,) or of the breath, (M, 0, K, [but id the Cl,

, is put in the place of ]) of the dy~
nwho is choked with his spittle: (?, M, O, ] :) or
the meaning is, until the n is [but just] abovw
the vwals, and [d~ffig its feble light] among
the graves (M, O, *) as though it Mere a grat

xpanse ofwater. (M, O.) AZ says, ij JA

Swhl ;n means Prayer is disapproved hAen

the sun becomes yeUow: and 3i j a

veJl I did that rhen the mn wa, becoming
yeUomv. (TA.)_WIl c,,1 ($, Mb, n,) aor.,
(Myb, 15,) inf. n. ij%, ($, Mqb,) The sheep, or
goat, had its ear slit ($, Mqb, ]O) in the manner

ezpL. oce si . (Myb, 1.)

s. ,j,, (TA,) inf. n. -, ($, 0, ],) He
took to the direction of the east, or place of sun-
rise: ($, 0, V, TA :) he went to the east: he came
to the east: (M, TA :) and he directed himself to
the east. (TA.) -And He prayed at sunrise:
and hence, app., te' performed the prayer of the
festival of the sacrifice: (TA:) or this meaning is

from 1. ,-. (Mgh: it is also mentioned

in the M.) - ,jl z.Aj, inf. n. as above, The
land became affected with drought, and dryneg
of the earth, being [parched by the sun and] not

reached by water: whence the termn 

[q. v.] in the dial. of Egypt. (TA.)--.
also signifies The bein beautiful, and [sunny or]

shining inface. (Sh, O, 15.) ~, 1JI J., (M,
Mgh, Myb,) inf. n. as above, (S, M, Mgh, O,
Mqb, j,) He cut the J~ls-mneat into strilp, and
dried it in the un, or rpread it in the mun to dry:
(?, M, Mgh, O, Mqb, g :) or [simply] he cut it
into pieces, and into strip. (Mqb.) [In like

manner also] )a11Jt J' signifies The throwning
barley in a sunny place in order that it ,may dry.

(Mgh.) And one says of the [wild] bull, 3i 
_--, meaning He exposes his back to the sun in
order that ohat is uton it of the dew of night
may dry: in this sense the phrase is used by

Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (M.) --jq± ;.¥ is an ap-

pellation of The thre days next after the day of
sacrifice: (S, M, O, Mb :) [i. e. the eleventh and
twelfth and thirteenth days of Dhu-l-iijjeh:]
these days were so called because the flesh of tho
victims was therein cut into strips, and dried in
the sun, or spread in the sun to dry: (S, M, Mgh,
O, Mqb, 1 :*) or because the victims were not
sacrificed until the sun rose: (IA*r, $, 0, ] :) or
from the prayer of the day of sacrifice, which
they follow: (Mgh:) or because they used to say,
[on that day,] (S, M, 0,) in the Time of Igno-

rance, (M,) ' a C. (M, M, , ,)
which means Enter tAou upon the time of sun-
rise, Theber, (addressing one of the mountains
of Mekkeh, M,* Mgh,) that we may push, or
prss, on, orfornard, (M, Mgh, Meb,) to return
from Mini: (M: [see also 4 in art. .j :]) Aboo-

aneefeh used to hold that ;iJp l meansmi, l

[i. e. the saying ;jI ii]; but none beside him
has held this opinion. (TA.) It is said in a trad.
that the days thus called are days of eating and
drinking, and of celebrating the praises of God.

(O.) -,; JI ' 3 t He made [or dyed] the
garment, orpiece of cloth, yello: (Ibn-'Abbd,
0:) [or he dted it red: (see the pa. art.n.,
below :) or 3 signifies the dyeing aith saf-
fron, (M, L,) so that the thing dyed it satrated,
(L,) or not so that the thing is saturated: (so in
a copy of the M :) it is not with safflower. (M, L.

194"
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[See also 4, last signification.])~/l,Jl . is
sometimes said for r',, meaning He platered

the wateringtrough, or tank, with j3j [q. v.],
or CjL. (M in art. ,..)

4. 3j:l: see 1, in six places. One says also,
'd.J jj,l, (v,) and &i, (M,) ii.sface, (fa )
and hisu ror, or complezion, (M,) shone, (.,
M,) and was bright, with beauty. ($.)_ 80Some
allow its being made trans.; [meaning It caued,
or made, to hine ;] a in the saying,

· * 't4 a l ' La ijJi S

* . . ' a '0. '. *e 

[There are thrL thing, ith the beauty of wlich
the world is made to shine; tah ma of the bright
early morning, and Aboo-Is.hd#, and the moo]:
hut there is no proof in this, because [the right
reading may be jpjW, and so] 1j.JI may be an
agent; therefore the making the verb trans. [in
this sense] is said to be post-clamical, though it is
mentioned by the author of the KiL (MF, TA.)
- It signifies also He entered upon the tim oJ
munrie: (f, M, Mgh, M 9b, 1]:) similarly to

~;t and 1, and ;;. (TA.) se S. _

,,~ jAl Ie caused Ai emy to bcome chkde
[with his spittle, or with water, or the like: see 1].

(O, ].) And &A d1 . -; t [I choked the
wtterancs, or impded th action, of sch a one;]
I did not allow sdc a one to say, or to do, a

thing. (Z, TA). ' ' JI~ i1 (2/"040
A, O,) or ,I . , (i,) : H ea dd th
uma l dgree im dyeig th garment, or pioce of
clth; [raturated it awith W;] or dyed it th
roughly. (]~, TA. [8ee also , lt ignification
but one.])

5. ; HJ3 He mt in a ~y pc (1, 0,1)0 [at
any ason, (see i;;,) or perticlarly] in in-
ter. (O, ].)_ And 13;.t3 y looked through
t.he .t ' of the door, i. e. te cAhin tlrwof into
wrhich the ligt of the rising safaUl (O.)

7. 4i1, Jl l M b1 ow split (Ibn-'Ab-
bid, O, ])

II. C.;j ): me 1, latter half - li

C."o t %He becam dr in tear. (Ibn-'Ab-
bid, 6, V, TA.)

j.i [an inf. n.: ee 1, fint entence. - Also]
The n; (, 0, ];) and so t J: (], and thus
in one of my copies of the $ in the place of the
former:) [or] t i.~ ha this signification: (M,
Mob:) and i> signifies the rising nm; (M,
TA;) u some say; (M;) thus aecord. to AA
and IAir; (TA ;) and so * 3:, (M, MRb,) and
* ii, and t£r, (M, V,) and ., (TA,) and

* ,l, ($,* M, ,) and t 5j : (M, 1 :) one

says, J;.1Jt -,1 2w s ros; ($, M, O; in

one of my copies of the $ * 1 ;) but not
J ,t,,: (a:M :) e rnd *' i J i I 

come to tA every day tkat ta - a rim: or, as
some say, ): signifies the er li (0j) of

the sun: (M:) and one says, , i ci. - -j
[I will not come to thee a long as a sun, or the
uppsr limb of a sam, rim, or -b~, to rie].

(, M.)- See asbo j;, in three places._
Also A place where the sa kinsa (jf 

o'J,)* (1) See ;J.-The warnt of the
sun. (TA.) -The light that entersfom the
chink of a door; (IA*r, Th, V;) as abso t , .
(s.) In a trad. of I'Ab, (TA,) it is said of a
gate in Heaven, called t Jll [q. v.], > 

;J,~ § 1 l;~ L (O, 1, TA) i. e. It had
baen clo~d o that there remained not rare its
light enteringfromt tdh chink thereof: so says
I'Ab. (O, TA.)_And A chink, or fmure.
(,, TA.) One says, tS v. 3j Js i
Noting ctered the chink of my mnnth. (Z,
TA.) Also A certain bird, (8h, M, /,) one of
the birds of prey, (M,) betwMe the kite and the
hawk, orfalcon, (Sh, L,) or between the kite and
the Spcies offalcon caled] ~So [q. V.]: (O:)
pL j:. (M.)

,: see the next preoeding paragraph.

is [inf. n. of h!, q. v._. Andalsoa subst]:
see ., in three plahm. Also A tOn [sch
as spittb and th like (mee jp)] obstructing, or
choking, th thrat, or fauces. (, and ljar p.
477.)

$. A plaoe brgAt by ro of the su's
d,inig vupo it; as alot l. (M, TA.)_- A
man chAoked with his spittle, or with water, or the
like. (M, TA.) - t A plant, or herbage, Aavg
plntl irgatio"; or Jlou ing and fresh
or s.y, by r~ of p/it irriation~ ; sy.
O * (TA.).. t A garment, or piece of cloth,
red; that is gltd, or msrated, [to I render

* : dye: (0:) and
applied to a gament, or piece of cloth, [app.
signifies tglutted, or aturated, wt the dye of
saffo, : ce also 6:, and ee .] (TA.) One
says also '. ~ S I ; t [Prosrated,] dyed
with it blood& (M, TA.)-: Flesh-meat (C, M,
O, TA) that is red, (M, 0, TA,) Aaing no
gr9a, or gravy. (?, M, 0, TA.).- t A thing
intenl rd, bloo, or with a beat red
colour. (M.)_ And t A thing d, com-
mingled, or bd~ (M.)

X : ee ,, in two places: - and see ;,
in two places.

·F t A Oety, grief, or an~h; syn. in Pers.
i.l. (KL)

X:: gee nj;: -and see ;k. _~Also A
brand with wlaich a s~hp, or goat, such as is
tUerd `.i, is markd. (0, O)

,;! $L3 A shep, or goat, having its ear slit
(~, Mgh, 0, O) egthwie, (],) without its being
~s rated: (TA:) or Aaving theear lit in two,
(Ay, M9b, TA,) as thomgh it were a A.j [q. v.]:

(Ay, TA:) or "",i applied to an ear signifies cut
at its extremitia, without having anything tl~rf
separated: and applied to a she-goat (;QjA),
havitl its ear dlit lengthwise, without its being
separated: aml, as some say, applied to a it1,
having the inner part of its ear dit on one side
with a separatin. slitting, the middle of its ear
beinj left sound: or, accordl to Aboo-'Alee in the
"Tedlikireh," [, U signifies haoing it ears slit
with two. lits paMing through, mo as to becomn
three distinct pieces. (M.)

~A [Of, or relating to, the east, or place of
sunrie; e ern, or oriental.a l- j .. s ,
(.z, TA,). in the .lur [xxiv. 3.i], (TA, means
Not such that the sun shina upon it at its rising
only (Fr, IS, TA) nor at its stting only, (Fr,
TA,) but such that the mun light upo it morning
and vemig: (Fr, ], TA:) or, accord. to El-

asan, it means not of the trem of the pople of
the pr~ent orld, but of the tro of the peopl of
Paradis: Az, however, says that the former ex-
planation is more fit and more commonly re-

ceived. (TA.) And ' ;, signifies A place,
of tah earth, or ground, in, or upon, which the
sun rises, or shin. (TA.) See also J% [and
; and 3,>L].m_ Abo A cartain red dye

(TA.)

: ee *,,--.Also A boy, or young man,
~goodly, or beautfu4 (V, TA, i,n face: (TA:)
pl. j~, (], TA, [in the C% t., but correctly])
with two tn mehe. (TA.)_-And A woman
mall in the ua: (Ibn-'Abbid, O, ]:) or
having Aer aa and rectum united by the
rending qf the ~prato betwe them; sy.

3L' . (M, .)_ .And . 1 is the name of
A certain ido. (M, TA.)

[A4 Tb.efirst psrt of the rising sun. (Frey-
tag, from the Deewan of the Huadhalees.) See also

voce S

oj~ [The land/ that are not reached by the
water, or inundation, and that are co~ uently
parched by the s]: a word of the dial of Egypt.
(TA.) See 2.

see: ,,. in two place. Als_ o The
ide that is next the ad; (0 ;) the eastern sid;
(I;) of a hill, and of a mountain: you say,
J*.11ojLZ lU and V &g" [This is the east

side of the mou tain], and Q J;1 4.t! U* and

.• [in the opposite sense]: (TA:) pl. p..
(0, I.) Hence, in a trad., as some relate it,

~OJI .JlI [meaning t Trial, or conflic and
faction, like portions of the dark night, ritsi
from the direction of the mat]: but it is otherwise
related, with J [in the place of the 3: see

0tj]. (TA.)_ And ll is the name of A
ertain idol, of th Tine of Ignorance; (IDrd,

M, ] ;) whence t.JIl ~Js a proper name [of a
man]. (IDrd, M.) ~Also [ifnot amistranscmip-
tion for 1j,t, q. v., app. C/ay, or some other1

A [BooY I.
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~btane or mt-~, with which a place is

~ -bed,] ~I 2 :ZQ ;. (Ib-'AbbUd, O.)

bp,j signifieu [The ~d of plaster called]

j-!, [q. v.,] (Kr, N,) j. g. uk3t (]p [See
this last word: and see also the last sentence of
the next preceding paragraph above.])

10** 

,..,: see what next follows.

j,.. (f, M, O, M,b, ],) which by rule
should be t 9j, , (M, Mb,) but this latter is
rarely used, (MCb,) The place, (M,) or quarter,
or direction, (Mqb,) of unrise; (M, M9b;) [tho
eat, or orient;] and I Ji siFnifies the same;
(, M, 0, M,b, ! ;) as also j ;.i: (S&er, M:)
the pl. of the first is ; ; and the pl. of ,
is 1,. (M.) The dual, 9i, means T7
place of sunrixe ,f summer and that of winter
[E. 20' N. and E. 20 8. in Central Arabia]. (8,
O, TA.) And also 17e place of snrie and the

place of sunmt; [or the east and the ~;] (M,
O0;) the former being thus made predominant

because it denotes existence, whereas the latter
denotes non-existence: (M :) thus in the saying,
(M, O,) in the ]Kur [xliii. 37], (0,) u; ;' t

ifJ±I.M~ .IJj [0, would that betweem me
and the were tAe distance of the east and the
~t]. (M, O.) And [in like manner] one says
t L..J ' a,l meaning W'hat is bet mn

the place of svnrie and the place of unset. (M.)
- See also -i.r .- The saying, cited by IAp,

· ~~~~~ ·
* W 4 I Ig j i 9 .

he explains as meaning [I said to #Sand, he being
at El-Ardr;A (a certain water in the a%t, TA
in art. jj)], Keep thou [to pure mik, anl] to
the mn [or the placms of sundhine] in ~inter: but
[I8d says,] in my opinion, jjt lI is here pl. of

* y,.- applied to flesh-meat that is "[cut into
strips and] spread in the sun [to dr)y] ;" and this
is confirmed hy his saying l,, each of them
being food. (M.)

top : see kA. Also Entering upon the
time of nmriJe: the pl. occurs in this sense in the
~ur xv. 73 and xxvi. 60. (TA.)

al ; and .;; (M, M, )O, and U;~, (M,
O, ]C,) the last mentioned by Ks, (O,) A place of

sitting in the sun; ( , O, ] ;) accord. to some,
peculiarly, (TA,) in the winter; (0, /, TA;)
and,I J and * '5( , O, 1) and t'V
(O, ]) signify the same: ( , O, ]l :) or a place
upon rhich the tun shines; accord. to some,
peculiarly, in the wnter, (M,) as abso 0 b, and 

U., (M, TA) and t Vj (M) and 3. [app. 
O J..l of the pl. of which, or of one of the first 

three words in this paragraph, ee an ex. in a
vers cited voce v,i. if the explanation of thatt
vere by IAr be correct]. (TA.)

u - (Myb, TA) and tJ.p both [applied 

(Mgh, .) .- s, z, (,. Mgh, Myb, ~,)
in£. n. AI, (1, ,) io put a Z,tI to the
sandal; (~, Mgh, M9 b, 9;) as also t I j1, (1,
TA,) in. n. f, (TA.)

.& ¢;6 .jtS , (9, TA,) inf. n. , (Tn,)
[I shared, partici,~ted, or partook, with such a
one;] I was, or became, the A [or cop*rtner
&c.] of asch a one. ($, TA.) EI-Ja9do says,

·

[And me shared with Kurejsh in their piery and
in their several grounds of prtnon to relwt,
with a hduiring ezclduie of other properties].
(8.) See also 1. [And ae 8.]

4. e*9 .:. I mad haim a JA [or
copartner ] to me in the affair: and V "

J,.1I '.s [I made them coartner in the
o~rty; and,'h., occurring in this art. in the

TA, on the authority of Esh-Sh[di'ec, means, in
like manner, he made tne compartners; and

1jJ,l is used in this sense in the present art.

in the ]]. (M9b.) '' . . , *, in the lur
[xx. 33], mean And make Tlou him tny iJt
[or copartner, or amsciate, or colu~,] in tmy
affair. ($.) And one says also, J °;S ,,I

H1 He made him to enter [or engage] with hia,
in te affair: and 1 t U W Jj..l Ue ,nads

sueh a one to eter [or share] ~t ia, in the
sale or mr~hase. (TA.)._[Hence,] 4a j1,,I
He attr~ to God a Jq [or opartner
&.] (Mgh, TA) in hix domioni: (TA:) [or he
attributed to God LtS-' i.e. copartner e,

such as the angels and the devils: (see Vur vi.
100, &c., and any of the expositions thereof:)
i. e. he bied in a duality, or a plurality, of

god#:] and [in a wider sense,] he didlieccl [or
mibelieved] in God: syn. ': ($,'M,b,], TA:)
used in this latter sense because A)Il is not free

from some kind of ,tZ.. (Kull p. 49.) . See
also 1: m and 2.

6: sce the next paragraph, in three places.

8. 15.& l and t I.*jJW, (Mgh, Meb,) and
Z%ZI and t IbjUJ, (],) and .l%,J I and

t :LjW, (s,) [They, and they two, and w,
Jared, participated, or partook, one with anothler,

and each w the other; or were, or berame,
opartne, &,c;] " L [in suh a thing]. (v.)

- [Hence,] jit' in lexicology signifies The
oing homonymou; lit. the being sared, or par-

icipated, in by several meanings: [used as a
ubst., homonymy :] (Mz, 25th ; and Intr. to
he TA:) one says of a noun [or word] that is

ermed A [q. v.], j 1;# j
Many meanings sare, or participamte, in it].

TA.) - And ;x1 JJj.pI t The affair, or case,
raJ, or became, confused, and dubious. (TA.)

m: ee what next follows.

is an in n. of m, as mentioned in the

to a man] signify Of the east; or eastern: (Myb:)
pl. Utl. (TA.)

A.! place of prayer; syn. g .~ ; (A, ,
M, Mgh, ] ;) i. e., in an absolute sense: (TA:)
or the place of prayer of the festivl (a I):
(TA:) or the place of wrayer of the two festivas:
and ~.9jl is said to mean the place of prayer of
the festival at jlekkeh: (M, TA:) and the mosque
of lEIl-Khleqf (S, .) - And The festival
(.aJ1) [itself]: because the prayer thereon is after

the a, i. e. the [rising] sun. (M.) _ Also
Flesh-meat [cut into strips and] ~read in the mn

[to dry: see its verb, 2]. (M.) See also 
last sentence. - And A garment, or pice of
cloth, [dyed yeUoow: or with ajron: see, again,
its verb: or] dyed with a red colour. (0, 1.) -
And a lbfortress [or a watering-trough or tank (sec
2, last sentence,)] la~tered with '`. (0, )ox~t. (o,)

Oj- Taking to the direction of the east, or
place of sunrise: one says, ?;, Z
?0 [Dij~rent, or widely diferent, are one

going towards the east and oneA going towards the
s~t]. (S.)

j : ,see ,5-.. ~Also A man accutomed
to make hs e~nmy to be choked with his spittle.
(Z, TA.)

.A .: see > : - and ga. _- Also,
(M, O, 4,) of a door, (M, A,) A chink into
whieh the lightt of tle ridyn sun falls. (M,* O,

.*) - And j'..i is the name of A gate firn
repentance, in Heavwn. (I 'Ab, O, ].) See 3j.

!3 and its vars.: see art. 

1. 40CJ A , aor. , inf. n.fi Mgh,o

Myb, O) and 5.5, the former a contraction of
the latter, but the more usual, (Msb,) and X.,
(Mgh, M,b) and ,p,, the former of these two a
contraction of the latter, but the more usual,
(Msb,) or jI* [q. v. infr i] is a simple subst.,
(, ],) [He shared, partiipated, or partook,
with him in it;] he ms, or became, a 4 [or

copartner &E.] to himn in it; (Mqb;) namely, a
sale or purchase, and an inheritance, (~, ],) or 

an affair; (M sb;) and a t &' t1Z [signifies the 
same]. (Mgh, M9b,* .' [It is said in the TA,
after the mention of abZ with its inf. n. , .

that it is more chaste than t bj,l; by which it A
is implied that this latter is sometimes used as t

qyn. with the former; for which I do not find any s
expres authority.] And He entered with him t
into it; [or en aged with him in it;] damely, an t

Lifair. (TA.) . jSl , aor. ~, The sandal [
had iti brokm; (Ibn-3uzud,V ;) in£ n. b
JJ. (TI: ) ,Ibn-Bumu , tn .

2: see 4. [ [The in£ n.] Ji ; also signifies
The selling a part [or dsare] of what one ha
purchasd for that for which it was purchased.

l ,#a 

.

to 

a Man] BiblnifY Of the ~ ; or eastern: (Mqb:) (Mgh, ]K.) &sss W-; .0

01 

. Mgh, Myb,

PI. 

U)tl�. (TA.) C,) 1,0 put a j);

in£ 

n. to the

94---*j..t- 

A place of pm sandal; (�, Mgh, Meb, 9;) u also

yer; 

syn. TAJ inf n. (TA.)

M, 

Mgh, ]K;) i. e., in an absolute sense: (TA:)

or 

the Pkm of prayer of the fastiipal &

(TA:) 

or the place of lwayff of the two fegivab : %:.%jtl, (.9,, TA,) int n.

[I 

shared, pariki~, or partook, witis such a

and 

Ci�; is said to incan the place ofprapr of one;] 1 nw,, or bwanw, the Adj! [or Copartner

thefedival 

at.Afekkeh: (M, TA:) and tise movlue &c.] of mch a one. ($, TA.) El-Jagdoo says,

Of 

E I-AlKmf (�, ]g.) - And The feaival

(it�1) 

[itself]: because the prayer thereori is after *

the 

i.e. the [rising] sun. (M.)~ Also .

Flesh-meat 

[cut into strim and] ~ in the imn

1 

1 - [And me shared with �Curejiah in eAdr piety avad

[to 

dry: ooe its verb, 2]. (M.) See alsoor"p in titeir several groun& of pmkndm to ruiwt,

last 

sentence. -And A garment, or piem .of with a Adring ezdusiw of other propertiol.

cloth, 

[dyed yellow: or with wffron: BM, again#

its 

verb: or] 4rlyed witk a red colour. (0, V.) � (Q.) See also 1. [And am L]

And 

a fo~ [or a watering-troubrh or tank (ace as

2, 

last sentenceffl ~ ~ with jJ1. (0, 5ZI I mad* him a 4li�£ [or

to, 

0 copa~ totne in the qffair.. and V 1�-�

jp~' 

Taking to the directim of tim east, 6r QQi j'Or;W [I made thopj& coliartnm in tlo

place 

of sunrise: one sa

Ys., 

q�.� CW C;1Z 1~ y; andmvfi�A, occurring in this art. in tho

ltJ"j 

[Dij~ , or ~ dTerent, are one TA, on the authority of Ech-Shifilec, means, in

going 

towards the md and one going towards tim like mann r, he made tion CO rt er, ; a d

e 

pa it

Agto 

in used in tJiin sense in tho present art.

5-6. 

~Also A man accustomed in the 1�]. (Mqb.) uAl in the ]�ur

to 

make id# ~my to be chobd with [xx. 331, mmu And make Tlwm hins tny J41PS

(Z, 

TA.) [or ct"rtiwr, or amciate, or coU~ ,] in my

0 

a affair. ($.) And one says also,

see 

and Also, all

M'�3 

H# made ltitpi to enter [or engeige] witit hita,

(M, 

0, of a door, (M, ]p A chink into in tits aJair: and 01 ` "'

which 

the light oj� tlw ridwj sun falk. (M,* 0, UW 4JjZI U# inads

And 

j�� l is the name of A gate fin. sue.4 a one to mter [or Mare] with kins im tio

relxntanm, 

in llea wn. (I'Ab, 0, See sale or lm~ . (TA.)_[Hencej 4K WAI

He 

attr~ to God a ikiii [or 'cop'artner

&c.] 

(Mgh, TA) in hi# dominion: (TA:) [or he

attributed 

to God ' ' ' A

and 

its vars.: sm art. c. copartners &c.,

such 

as the anbmls and the divils: (me lgur vi.

100, 

&c., and any of the expositions tlicreof:)

i. 

e. he be~ in a duality, or a plurality, of

4%j 

A%Z, aor. 9, m£ n. akm,& M M9h) god#:] and [in a wider sense,] k� dkWiectii [or

Meb, 

1P and M"eUewd] in God: i;yn.;!!.: (?,'Mfb,g, TA:)

the 

foriner a contraction of

the 

latter, but the more usua used in this latter sense bemuse A I is not tree

1, 

(M,bj and WA

(Mipb- 

Mahl n�A #"3-1� *1k- from some kind of ZZ. (Kull p. 4f). 1

1
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first sentence of this art.: (Mgh, M 9b:) or a

subst. therefrom: (g:) and is ryn. with * ;.,

[aignifying A sharing, participating or partici-

pation, partaking, or copartnership, and men-

tioned before a an inf. n.,] (Is,) as also are

' J4 and ? b, [likewise mentioned before as

inf. ns., asnd '* 3 and ' ibU , (MF, TA,) and

so is '* li;, with damm, (],) this last said by

MF to be unknown, but it is common in Syria,

almost to the exclusion of the other dial. vars.

mentioned above. (TA.) An ex. of the first

occurs in a trad, of Mo'idh, HI ,i : t jClw.

.4Jl, meaning [He allowed, amoy the people
of E-Ymnen,] the sharing, one with another,

(a!;L'1f,) in land [and app. its produce], by its

ownrc giving it to another for the half [app. of

its produce], or the third, or the like tewreof: and

a similar ex. of the same word occurs in another

trad. (TA.) See also an ex. in a verse cited

above, conj. 3. And one says, ; , t,' .. ,

meaning We are desirous of sharing with yo in

afinity, or relatiohip by marriage. (],* TA.)

- And A share: (Mgh, O, Myb, TA :) as in the

rsa,ying, ir. , ; [A share of his house

ws sold]: (Mgh:) and as in the saying, j;li

. s J ,. H [He emancipated a share be

longing to himn in a sae]: (MYb:) pl. 1 .

(O, Myb, TA.) [See a verse of Lebeed cited

voco i;j.] , It i also a subet. from sJ I"'i;
(Mgh, Myb, 8, TA;) thus in the ]ur xxxi. 12;

(Mgh, TA;) meaning The attribution of a AJ

[or copartner &c., or of .,1; i. e. coparer
&c., (see 4,)] to God: (Mgh :) [so that it may be

rendered belief in a plurality of gods:] and 1in a

wider sense,] ~n [or ~nisbelif]; syn. j.

(., Myb, ], TA.) And it is also expL as meaning
hIypocrisy: (Mgh, TA:) so in the saying of the

Prophet, ;>)y 1 Lt JU.r t ... 01

[Verily the mo fearful of what I fear for mj

pe is hypocrisy]: (Mgh:) and s in the trad.

crisy is more latent in nypeo than the crepin

of ants]. (IAth, TA.)_-See also A , in twi
places.

);5 The aiii, [properly a sing., meaning
mare, but here app. used as a gen. n., meaninj

sares, as will be seen from what follows,] of th

,3L. [i. e. sportsman, or catcher of game, or il

animals, or birds]; one of which is calle

' 3.a: (0, O :) the meaning of the dj of th

iLo is well known; and the pl. is .JEi; lik

and .,i: or, a some say, J;i is the p

of * 1;l&, [or rather is a coil. gen. n. of whic

ih,1, is then. un.,] like 4ui and :;.i

(Mb :) [i. e.,] ;i1 signifies the J31; [or mare

or by this may perhaps be meant the cords con

posng a mare, for 51;; is an anomalous pl.,

J,] for catching id animab or the ike; ax

,what i, or are, set up for [catching] bird

(15, TA:) one whereof is said to be alled t ij
[a term usedt in the , i art. J,, u the expl

1
I

g

d
d
he

pL

i :

5,

I-

of
nd

.i

J4,

nation of w4i, which means a net]: (TA:) and

the pL of .~, is .;!, with two dammehs, which

is extr. [with respect to analogy, like j, pl. of

j.]. (1.) Hence the trad., 4t .4 .1

.; , Sl t, meaning .,ett_; it,m [i. e.

I ehS protection by Thee from the mischief of

the Devil, and his mares]. (TA.) ji I .,i
means The main and middl parts of the road;

(, ! ;) syn. .lj-: or the trachs that are [con-
spicuow and ditinc,] not obscure to one nor

bleded together: (i:) pl. [or rather coil. gen. n.]

of t ib : (s.:) or the l1-I of the road; (Ay,

TA;) i. e. the furrotm of the road, made by the

beasts with their legs [or feet] in its surface, a

;t 5! here and another by the side of it: (TA:)

or J3lZI [is its pl., and] signifies the smnall trachs

that branch off from the main road and thlen stop,

or terminate. (Sh, TA.) [See #,w.]

o .: fisee f, irst sentence.

|_~5 
r s: ee .3r, first sentence. - Also A

piece of sh-neati; Of the dial. of El-Yemen;
originally, of a slaughtered camel, in which peoIl

share, one with another. (TA.)

aib: see r,, in six places.

L4: see me , first sentence.

I -, J a.
J b,j.r and quic A q , or ift, pace:

(:) so80 says ISd. (TA.) And A

quick and consecutive lapping, (S, 0, V,) like
the camel's slapping when a thorn has entered

his foot and he beats the ground with it with a

consecutive beating. (;,* 0.) Ows Ibn-lJajar

says,

iS@ s ed 01 o; GQ...,a. j , 

, jo .0, # %l ~ 1 *zw -Tr- job *&

[And I am none other than one oho is ready, as

thou eet; one in the habit of quick and consecu-

tire coming to water; not one who is dilatory]:

i. e., one coming to water time a time, conaeu-

tiely: he means, I will do to thee what thou

dislikct, not delaying to do that. (Q.)

.l1j, The thong, or strap, of the sandal, (Mgh,

Myb, 1], TA,) that is on the face thereof, (TA,)

upon the back [meaning upper side] of the foot,

(Mgh, M9b,) [atendingfrom the thong, or strap,
that passes betmw two of the toes, towards the

ankle, and having two arm (its Q1 i), which

are attached to the 5i5j (q. v.), or pas through

these and unite behind the foot: see also ,

and "., whence it appears to mean also each

arm, and the two arms, of the a )1 properly so

calld: and see "., where it appers to be used

as meaning a thong or strap, absolutely:] the

, of the sandal isweiknown: (0:) pl. -jr,

(0, g, TA,) and accord. to the V Ob, also, but
this is a mistake. (TA.) Tc this is likened, in a

[BooK I.

ad., the shadow at the base of a wall, on the

stern side thereof, when very small [or narrow],

bowing that the sun has begun to decline from

o -meridian. (Mgh, Msb,) - [Hence,] t A

reak of herbage: (S, 0, g:) pl. .:,, (0, 0,
A,) expl. by AHn as meaning herbage in

,raks; not continuous. (TA.) Onie says, j$l!i

9 1 t c t The herbage among the ons
r uch a one is composed of streah. (Aboo-

[agr, S, O.)- [In the K voce W it is used as
teaning t A ro of shoots, or ofliets, cut from

aim-trees and planted, such as are termed, when

lanted, , and .] _ [Hence,] one says,

.4l A1a A h I. [Tlcy went away in one

unform line or manner]. (TA.) And ai!
~ ,; z r;: t Make thou the affair, or

ase, [uniformn, or] one untfomn thiny. (Fr, TA

in art. t-.)

idp act. part. n. of ; (Mgh;) i. q.

t1 [A sharer, participator, partaker, or

Partner, with another; a copartner, an asOciate,

or a coleaguw, of another]; (]~;) and t 1**

ignifies the same: (Az, ]R, TA:) a dsarer in

shat is not divided: (l and T]~ in art. "1.k:)

or a sharer in the rights of a thing that is

old: (Mgh in that art.:) pl. i% and _.O~

(S, O, Msb, K, TA,) like XjtL and Jl.l1 pl. of

;A (S, O, TA;) or the latter is p. of V A:.
:Az, TA:) a woman is termed i4 ; ($, O, ;)

which is applied to a man's ;t. [i. e. wife, or

object of /loe]; (TA ;) and the pl. of this is JLB/j.
(S0, O, .) Az mentions his having heard one of

the Arabs say, C;W 4S$.a j meaning Such a

on is married to the daughter, or to the sister, of

Ach a one; what people call the .. [of such a

Mo]. (TA.)

.,3! and * jS, (S, O, 1,) like as one

says j. and L5;' and i~ and _J , ($, O,)

One who attributet to God a J1, [or copnrtmr

&c., or ld.w i. e. copartner &c. (see 4)]: (O:)

[i.e. a bdiever in a duality, or a plurality, of

gods:] and [in a wider sense,] a disbeliever [or

misdb~ver] in God. (0, O, .) Abu-l-'Abbfs

explains [the pl.] -J4PL in the J4ur xvi. 102
as meaning Those who are ;j,A- by their

obeying the Devil; by their worshipping God

and woshipping with Him the Demil. (TA.) -

[In one place, in the C1d, the former word is

erroneously put for .j;:', q. v., last sentence.]

t. ~.,: see the next preceding paragraph.

A4±;.it LWJt, (0, V, TA,) or JiL.J.l

i44.>:l, (Msb,) for 14, bi;.i:, (Msb, TA,) is
That [assig~d portion of inheritana, or the

qustion relating thereto (i . j t.JII being

for ik il l " ioill] in which the brothers

by the mother's side [only] and those by [both]
the father's and the mother's side. are made to

share together; (O, Msb, IY, TA;) also called

V ':,1i [that mahes to share], tropiclly;

ea
sh
ti

T

P
p

it

c
ii

(1

C

I

(

Im

4

t

E

11

j

j

m

OLC�, 

ur �.~jd 9. C. LX",-&ywfo ~ k- -jj 1 X_ 17

[i. 

e. a believer in a duality, or a plurawy, Of

go&:] 

and [in a wider oense,] a divbeliewr [or

mi~ 

ver] in God. 0, ]�.) Abu-VAbbfa

explains 

[the pi.] �PJ4P!.: in the RCur xvi. 102

as 

meaning Thow who are 0..�5j.Lo by

obeyin.q 

the Devil; by their worshipping God

and 

~iffing with Him the Dmd. (TA.) -

[In 

one place, in the Cl�, the former word is

erroneously 

put for q. v., lut sentence.]

ace 

the next preceding pamgraph.

lt 

-&

(0, 

Vg TAP) or AJOL.J'I

1 

ia,i

(Mqb,) 

for W £5oW1, (Mqb, TA,) is

That 

[au~ pmion of i~anm, or the

1 

' 

Z .46

quWion 

relating thereto L.JI being

' 

'I' # ' ' 06.

for 

�k� 1 " ol in whicia the brothers

by 

the no~& side [onlYl and those by [both]

the 

father's and the mother's sidu are mad# tO

share 

together; (O,M!b,IY-,TA;) also called

V 

j ` l [that maka to share], tropicOy

:

i

1

R
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(Mb ;) and called also t Al,11 [for .. 1J
I;e i.e. that is shared in]: (Lth, 1], TA:) this is
the case of a husband and a mother 'and brothers
by the mother's side and brothers by the father's
and mother's sides: (0, K, TA:) for the wife is
half; and for the mother, a sixthl; and for the
brothers by the mother's side, a third, and the
brothers by the father's and mother's sides share
with them: (0, TA:) 'Omar decided in a case of
this kind by assigning the third to two brothers
by the mother's side, and not assigning anything
to the brothers by the father's and mother's sides;

whereupon they said, X % __ -; 
I , , ..- . --

t;1 X1,* 6IiS¢U lto_ XJb Ul 4l [O Prince of
thle Belierers, suppose that our father was an am,
and mahic us to shIare by reason of the relation-
ship of oir mother]: so he made them to share

together ( ,a5U [thus in the O and ]K, but

eorrectly^. 9A, or, as afterwards in the TA,

;.,p,6]): (O, ]K, TA:) therefore it (i. e. the
Alj, TA) was called .e.~'t [and AS*] and

ai=, [in the C., erroncously, l%; ,] and

also ia;.: (K, TA:) and it is also called , .

becausoe it is related that they said, l6; 4' ,A

i _ )1 ,- ) [suppo thtat our
father nas a stone throrn into the sea]; and

.1 ..
[therefore] some called it 4,j: and it was called

also X,.. (TA. [More is there added, ex-
plaining different decisions of this case.])

&."P..1 : see the next preceding paragraph.

see sco . -j)j- 5a means A

wind to which tthe i [q. v.] is narer than the
two winds betnwn which this blows. (v.)

.OJZ' , applied to a road (;d1, Mgh, Msb,
TA), is for q , (Msb,) meaning [Shared

in: or] in n'hwh the people are equal [sharers)].

(TA.) - Hence, .i);.L 1 j [in my copy of

the Mgh, erroneously, j", jl,] The hired man
[that is shared in; i. e.,] whose work no one ha
for himself exclhuwively of others, but who works
for reery one who repairs to him for work, lik
the tailor in the sitting-places of the markets;
(Meb ;) or who orhafor whom he pl~eas: as to

J,st.i1g!1, it is not right, unless the word thus
governed in the gen. case be expl. as an inf. n.
(Mgh.) - See also J J ,I2i i, above. -

,~j .- [in like manner for 4 31 4
oun shlared in by several meanings; i. e. a hwmo-

, ; a noun shared in by many meanings, uch
as Om and the lE: (Mz, 25th &; and TA
in the present art. and in the Intr.:) or
signifies a word having two, or more, meanings;
and is applied to a noun, and to the pret. of a verb
as denoting predication and prayer, and to the
aor. as denoting the present and the future, and
to a particle: (Mz ubi supra:) [.14 used as
a subst., meaning a homonym, has for its pl.

-.AbM.]_ [~'i, ',.-,?, for 41 jJ',, o
dignifies, in the conventional language of the
philosophes, The faculty of fany; so called

because "participated in" by the five senses:
but it is vulgarly used as meaning common sense.]

- J,j- applied to a man, [for 4. J ,]1

means t Talking to himself, like him who is af
fectedwithanxiety; (Aq, S, 1g, TA; [in the CK,
erroneously, AF ;]) his judgmnt being shared
in; not one. (TA.)

AM:
1. :d~, (S, g,) aor., (g,) inf n. - , i. q.

i: [meaning IIe dit it; or rent it; and perhaps
also he clam it, split it, &e.]. (S, If.) It is

also said in the t that .1jl! signifies X L 'lx 

L.;Jjl: but X .w t should be struck out: and the
passage, moreover, is defective: it should be, as

in the M, .. !J and Vt lJi! signify The cutting

(~ [or rather j; i. e. slitting or rending]) of

the end, or tip, of the nose, and of the jiA [here
meaning the vulva, or the orfice of the vagina,]
ofa she-camel: specially said of these two things.

(TA. [See also 2; and see,:.]) _-' ,
nor. and inf. n. as above, and the latter, by poetic
license,.., IIe ate of the s, or of the edge,
of tAhe .,J [or mess of crumbled bread moistened
with broth]. (TA.) _- dJiC X. : . (, ,- )
nor. as above, (],) and so the inf. n., (TA,) lIe
gave him little of his JLd (i. e. property, or cat-
tle]. (S, .) jA, nor. ', is quasi-pass. of r;

[i. e. it signifies It was, or be,ame, slit, or rent ;]
(TA;) as also .,jt-.tl (?, TA. [In the fonnor
it is implied that the meaning of the latter verb is

Li J.]) _ Also, aor. as above, (M.b,) inf. n.

.. ~, (.,e Msb, H,) lIe (a man) had his nose
dlit: (Mb :) or lee had the end, or tip, of hit nose
cut. Mqb, ]')

9 ... i. q. J0 [meaning The slitting or
rending, and perhaps also cleating, splitting, &c.,
much, or in ueral pl]: (, , TA: [see 2 in
art. .j#. :]) one says, ,j [he sit it &c.], in re-
lation to the ear &e.: (TA:) [it is used in relation
to the end, or tip, of the nose; and to the orifice
of the vagina of a she-camel; as shown above:]
see 1, second sentence. ~ 'l A ;d. is [T/e scari-
fy,jing of the vlva, or of the orifce of the vagina,
for the purpose of] the mahing a ds-camel to
affect and suckle a young one not her orwn [by
causing her to imagine, from the pain thus oc-
casioned, that he has recently brought forth that
young one]; (TA ;).t;.. in this phrase signifying
jel. (T in art. jU1.) It is said in a trad. of
Ibn-'Omar, that he purchased a she-camel, and,
seeing in her what is thus termed, returned her:
(.:) in this instance, ,jLlt~ .,.j; 3 means The
laceration of the two edges of the vua on the

occadon of jWb. (T and TA iu art. jU: see 1 in

that art.) - .e:I" .Z' is The wounding of the

shin of the animal of the chase without piercing
into the bely, or inside, (L in art. j., [see 8
in that art.,]) so that the an l ecapes wod~ .
(~, g.'*)

5. .f. 3 , (S, K,) said of the skin, (TA,) or of
a thing, (i,) It ws, or became, rent, or dit, in

several places; (S, ], TA;) quusi-pass. of ,_.
(TA.) It is said in a trad. of Kanb, ;!

teml,J i:; 3 i 14 i. e. ' [meaning
lie brought to '0nar a book of whi the sideS
were slit, or rent, in several places]. (TA.)

7: see 1, near the end.

;>. A canal, or cut, ,) from ay; [i. e.

sea, or large river]: (S, ] :) [now aipplied to a

creek of a sea:] or the a, [i. e. numain body, or
fathomles dep,] of the y. [or sea]: (1-:) or
the deepest part thereof: (TA : or a ;., [or
submerging (deep] thereof: pl. ,. (1 B, TA.)

And Any Jisure in a mountain or rock, not
paming through. (TA.) - Also A rertain khiul
of tree. (J.) _ Also, (g,)or. * ,M., (", [in
one of my copies of the S. .,J,]) Abundant her.bs

or hlerbage, of which tihe uppelr parts are eaten,
the middle parts not being required , (S, ,) nor
the lon er parts. (.)

* ',

;.i): see what next follows.

,s! A woman havitng her vagina and rectuA
united by the rending of thie separation bet,ren
t.um; syn. ', ;A; ($, Mg, g ;) a- also t*;',-

(J, ,) and t Aj.~ ; (I ;) or the last of these in
this sense has not been heard, though mentioned
in the sense here following. (Mghl.) - Also A
she-camel having her P [here meaning the vdea,
or the orifice of the vagina,] cut [or rather sit
or rent]; and so t lb,, and*t .: (M,TA:)

o, t it,' applied to a bhe-camcl and to a she-na,
accord. to the Tekmilch, means having thw rulra
slit, or rent: therefore the first-mentioned mean-
ing of this cpithe*, Rpplied to a woman, if correct,
may be tropical. (Mgh.) - Also The j~ [or

vuva]; (s ;) because of its being cleft. (TA.)

;: An arrow that slit, or rends, (. . ,) the
side of the target. (S, IJ, TA.)

.~,1, applied to a man, (IAr, S, M9b,]~,)
' o.-i. q. A. t -,:.; (8, ;) [i. e.] laving tihe

nose lit; (IA~r, Msb, TA;) like.*S.jl: (IAUr,
TA:) or having the end, or tip, of the nose cut:

(Mb :) and having the lorwer lip slit; like 1:

and having te upper lip slit; like ,Wl: and
having the ear dlit; like .: and havr;ng the

eyelid &lit; like ,ll: it has all these meanings:

(IAsr, TA:) fem. tZ&, applied to a woman.
(Msb.) - For the fem., see also . , in three
places. - The fern. is also applied to an ear

(Ol), meaning IHaving a small portion cut from
the ul)per part; and so · A... (TA.)

.... Slit, or rent, in several placs: so in a
trad., where it is said, ,*. t .i.f

I 1';Jl [And he brought him a copy of the

Ifur-dn having the exztremities slit, &c.]. (TA.)

- See also_.t,l, last sentence.

.. Ijj: see.,jl: - and ace also ;.
1

l
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AAHut says, I think it to be originally tlA,1 1 l
[which is inconsistent with the Hebrew]: and
Ibn-Buzurj says, they said l& lQ and 1& Q in
speaking to one from a near place. (TA.)

.V IIoneJ: (K :) oi' white honey: mcntioned
by Sgh: fonnrmed by transposition from #'.: (TA:)
and also written * j?. (g.)

t*

*: see what precedes.

Sj originally 1 

> originally 1 J:see art. ki.

j, is [said to be] a dial. var. of J :
(1 :) IAmb says that Es-Sijistlinee mentions his
having heard some of the Arabs of the desert say
Jtj~ for Jl.; but that it seems he heard them
use the Pers. word, [which, it appears, is JIjJ.
as well as uI;I,] and knew it not: (O, TA :*)
JltZ is a vulgar word, [now commohly pro-
nounced Jl,a',] and some of the vulgar any

wjl, with fet-hb to the .. (TA.)

XstA: see the next preceding paragraph.

,A)l ,l ,l;, with kear to the .in lt, and with 1. -
fet-l toU the .in Al, and to the L, (V, TA,) and ' c ' b
with the j quiescent, (TA,) [mentioned in this ') m. n. (, Mgh, Mb, TA) and .',
art. in consequence of the supposinlg At with tel (. ,*Mgh, Mb,* TA,) the former inf. n. the more
nfter it to compose one word,] but this is not its in repute, (Mb, TA,) and this is of the dial. of
proper place; (], TA;) so says ghl; (TA;) an Nejd, the latter being of the dial. of El-Vij6z, or
ancient Greek expression, (], TA,) or Syriac, the latter may be said to be with medd for the
or, more correctly, Hebrew; (TA;) [the truth is purpose of assimilating it to a preceding word,

acoord. to El-Mun!dee, or it may be regarded asthat it is a mode of writing the Hebrew words aor
T " I shall be that I am " in an inf n. of aljt, (TA,) i. q. [in the sense,'V~q ~ ~ "I shiall be that I am," i

v s v v n r r in which this is generally ed, i.e. lie sold it];Exod. iii. 14, rendered in our Authorized Ver- (, Mg, ;) itfor a pce: (Mb:) and(.8, Mgh, ~ ;) he9gave it/for p r/ce:(, : nsion " I am that I am ;"] said in prayer; (TA;) i. q. in the sens in which this is generlly
(virtually] meaning lThe exiding from etarty, p;q tS [in the sense in which this is genemalytvirtually] m not eaning to e: (Vtin from etsa itys, th oneused, i. e. he bought it]; (., Mgh;) i. e. . sig-

nifies also he took it, or acquired it, for a price:of the learned men of the Jews pronounced it to J
me in 'Adan Abyan: and some say lpt, ,i&, as (Mb :) or this and t *1.1t both signify &o [as

athough abridging it, m meaning hA ols it]; (T,0 ], TA;) but the former
.though abridging it, meaning _..9 Q l t is more used than the latter in this sense: (T,

[whtich may be rendered O Evertliing, 0 Self- TA :) and both signify also [le bouglAt it; i. e.]
subsisting by Vhom all things subist; but the he possessed it by ale; (];) which is the more
latter epithet is variously explained]; so says usual meaning of the latter: (T, TA:) thus the
Lth: (TA:) the people now say tatlZ gtl, (so in former has two contr. meanings, (., Mob, ~,)
some copies of the ~,) with fet-b to the . in egl, and the latter also: (]K:) for the two persons
and dropping the , in what follows this word, selling and buying sell and buy the price and the
[which, however, probably means that they say thing upon which the price is put; so that each of
ta A 1;t1,] or, as in the handwriting of ?gh, the things given in exchange is sold in one point

with medd to the .in the former; (TA;) [in my of view and bought in another. (M,b, TA.) It

MS. copy of the ] , ; in t he C, is said in the Ciur [ii. 200], 0 .L'hI, '.,5 , -~~~~1 .i -t , _ .S~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~si~ - a;ie-Adofmni ~1AJ, ;] which is said in the 1] to be a mistake *0 L sWd .-A; i. e. [And of men i he]
accord. to the assertion of the learned men of the who sls [himself in the endeavour to obtain the
Jews: but this, which is said to be a mistak i appral of God]. (S, TA.) And in the same,

· ' ' t' ~"
what commonly obtains in the books of the [xii. 20], . * sp j i. e. And theJ sold
people, [i. e. of the Jews,] and they seldom, or him [for a defiiet, or an insfficient, price].
never, pronounce it otherwise than thus: An says (., TA.) And in the same [ii. 15], X~w "I3.',,
that the vulgar say lo i, which is post-celassical; Ji t , originally .- * (E,)
correctly ;1 1 [or Q 1]J, with fet-h to the ,: [lit. Those are they who ham p chased rror

wiith right direction,] meaning, t who hame taem
idl in exzchange for LSjl: (Ksh, B!, Jdel:)

or t whoae prnefcrrrd aJlai to $~J: (Ksh,
Bd :) [for] of any one who relinquishes a thing
and lays hold upon another thing, one says st.l;1
(I(, TA ;) which is thus tropically used [as mean-
ing Ash took it in exchange *ei by giving up
another thing]; (TA;) and hence this saying in
the Vur-an. (.K, TA.) - [Hence,] -;, j

1 C t He advanced before the pople, or
party, (Ig, TA,) to their enemy, (TA,) and fought
in defence of them: or :he advanaed to tAe
S .dn, and spoke Jfrr the pcople: ($, TA:) [a
though lie sold himself for them; the o in &4L
being app. redundant:] or,'as, in the Tekmileh,

>,# 4 A. L t he advanced to the people,
or party, and foughAt them. (TA.) - And k.S
'JJ, (K,) inf. n. ., (TA,) t lie mocked at,

scoffed at, law~hed at, derided, or ridiculed, such
a one: (g :) [and] so t1,z. (TA voce '.
[q. v.: thus there written, perhlaps for the purpose

of assimilating it to ss.].) - And i. q. 4..;j

t[lie angered suck a one; or did evil to hinm,
and angered him]: (Lh, I, TA:) and so 1,'6 t
and .;I [or perhaps .U&s, for both are expl.
alike]: all said of Cod. (Lh, TA.) And J;

iL ^ 4 t be did to hin that which occasioned
evil to hi$m; or that wrhich displeased, grieed, or
vezed, himn; syn. d_. (TA.) And , W I; e;l..j
t [May God remorse hin far from good or pro~-
perity, or crse him, and do Cril to him, or di*-
pleae or griv or oe him]. (TA.) -

U"j, (],) in£ a. D.¢~., (TA,) also signifies God
smote himn, or may God nmite him, with the
eruptwn terned [q. v.]. (], TA.) - And

.w, (]i,) aor. ,, inf. n. g ,, (TA,) i. q. ,
(g, TA,) i. e. lie spread it [to dry]; (TA;) [in
copies of the I(, in art. jA, written, in this sense,
t .,;] namely, flesh-meat, and a garment, or

piece of cloth, and [the preparation of curd called]
(g.) - - aor. ', in£ n. (S, g,)

said of lightning, (., ], &c.,) It shon, or
gleamed, much: (S:) or it shone, or gleamed,
(g, TA,) and spread in ths face of the nods, or,
as in the T, became dispersed in the face of the
clouds: (TA :) and t k.:l signifies ithe same;
( ;) or it ione, or gleamed, consecutitdy: the
latter verb mentioned by .gh. (TA.) - And
hence, (S,) said of the nose-rein of a camel, (1,
TA,) It was, or became, in.a state of commotion,
(TA,) or, of much commotion. (S, TA.) [See
also 12.]) Also, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(TA,) lie (a man) was, or became, angry: (g,
TA:) or he was, or became,flurried by reaso~ of
anger. (S, TA.) - And, said of evil, or mis-
chief, It spread,..'4 among them: (g, TA:) or
became great, or formidable; and in lik. manner
said of an affair, or event. (Nh, TA. [See also
10.]) - Also, and I L :., He (a man, .)
persed, or per red, ,) in an a.air, (S,)
or in his error, and his corrupt conduct: and the
former, said of a man, is like -jq in measure
and meaning [i. e. he pessrte~ , or perswed, in
his anger]. (TA.) One says of a horse, LO.
~, (S, ],) inf. n, as above, (TA,) He per-

Quasi 'Aw
,.a ....

~jjit ,;.f,, mentioned under this head in the
O and K: see Q. Q. 4 in art. j.Z. The Oj is
held by Az to be augmrnentative, if nrot a mistake
for . (O.)

UJ : see a, rt, in .

;,M (.;, MA, Mgh, Msb, 1 , U (MA,

Mgh, Mgb) ,i, (M§b,) or A&JI ji, (TA,
[perhaps a mistranscription,]) aor. ', (Mob, ],)
inf. n. .,-, (., MA, Mgh, Msb,) said of a man,
(.,) lie was vehemently desirous, or greedy;
(MA;) or very vehemently desirou, or vey

y; (Mgh, M9 bh;) or owrcome by vehUment
desire, or gredine; (8, 15;) of the food (MA,
Mgh, Mh) .J'e.: (Mb :) or, as some say, he was
affected mitA the worst of vehement desire, or of
greedies. (TA.)

$ (8, Myb, O) and t &jZ (Lth, O) [Vehe-
mently deirous, or g dy; (se 1;) or] vy
vrelemently deairous, or wry gre~dy; (Mqb;) or
orercome by hement dire, or gree : ( :)
or, accord. to some, affected with the tmt of m-
hement deire, or of greedis~ . (TA.)
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sisted, or perse red, in his pace, or going; as alsb
V p.lt:.,: ( :) or he exceeded the usual bound
therein, (]C, TA,) and went on witho:t languor:
(TA:) and o t 5V j.- he (i. e. a horse)
penisted, or perseered, in his running: (Mgh:)
and Alq.J , t, he (a horse) strained AiJ
bridle. (A, TA.) And Hfu &;c ;: l Hi
eye persisted, or perseewred, in the lding oJ
tears, the tears pouring fourtoh cowectidly.
(TA.)iAnd S~p, (g, g, TA,) aor. :, inf. n.
LS,, (],*TA,) lie, (TA,) or his skin, broke
out with the eruption termed : [q. v.]. ($,
1, TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraplh, in two places.

3. ;1;tl, inf. n. ;l and , i. q. "'l [aS
signifying lie sold and bought with him: and he
banrtemd, or e.changed eommodities, with him:
that ,ljt has both of these meanings (like .a/4t)
is shown by the fact that j1;l is also expl. in
the TA, on the authority of Er-Rfghib, as sig-
nifying the same as m,]. (k.) - Also, (Mgh,)
inf. n. t;l., (TA,) lie persisted in contention,
litigation, or wranjling: (Mgh :) one says, j

4Qtl (T, M, ]) lie perrists in contention, liti-
gation, or wrangling, with himn: (M, TA:) or he
?ontenls in altercation, dilputes, or litigates, with
hinm; or does so rehenently, or obstinately; syn.

.;:~ (]K, TA :) and it is said of the Prophet,
in a trad., is,l; y ~ LSq 5 W [lie usd not
to persrid in contention, &c.]: (Mghi, TA :) mean-
ing accord. to Th, .11 ' ;' [h
used not to peroixt, or peremmr, with evil con-
duct]: (TA:) from ... [xpl. above
(see 1 near the end)] us said of a horse: (Mgh:)
or, accord. to Az, (TA,) originally 4/L; one of
thejs being changed into U. (,* TA. [See 3
in art. j.: and se also 8 in art. .])

4. L.gls, said of lightning: ee 1, latter half.
-Said of a camel, LHe sped, or rent quickly.
(I(t,h TA.)- . i t.L le excite discord,
strife, or animosity, beteen them, or among them.
(Az, ].)- ;j l sI (j accord. to the CGi,
[which, I think, evidently gives the right reading,]
in the TA and in my MS. copy of the ] J~.J,)
i. q. ; :; [i. e. The lamb had its rool
clearing opn, or becoming cde:t]: (V: [Freytag,
following the TkI, and reading jl.l, explains
the verb as said of fruit, and meaning " difflloe
habuit nuclew ;" but I cannot find any authority
for the signification that he thus amigna to eU J:])
mentioned by §gh. (TA.)__ t- ;q.l z The
plant [crept upon the ound , or] was like the
cucumber and the mlon ; as also * ;j. . (TA.)

see also 6. - ;bz He filled it; (;, V;)
namely, a watering-trough: and in like manner
;;; . he filled a bowl, (S,) or M4 us
bowls for the guests. (TA.) - And He made it
to incline, (g, TA,) liS .4.5 t. [in thc di-
rection of such a thing]. (TA.) Hence the say-
ing of a poet,

·* s;; Ui ;. 0 5r
Bk. I.

, [And that I, whecrter love makes my eye, or
r- CCes, to incline, wherever theyl travel, approach

and look : J"JU being for "tliU]: or, as some
relate it, JjJJi* ; [i. e. turn myself, or my

) cyes, and look]. (TA.) - [Also le put it in
motion; namely, a bridle. (Freytag, from tie
Deewln of the Hudhalees.)]

5 6. :J It became scattered, or dispersedl:
(I :) accord. to the M, said in this sense of a
company of men. (TA.) - Also, said of a man,
(S,) or of a party, or company of men, (TA,)
lie, or they, became like thie t;, [pl. of1tl q. v.]
in his, or their, actions; (S,* TA;) and so t a:t.
(IAth, TA.)

6. ItW Thecy sued each other; or cited each
other bfore a judg; syn. I 1W. (A, TA.)

8: see the first paragraph, in three places.

10. ISj1Z.l: see 1, latter part, in three places:
and se 3. - Also lie persisted, or per''erered, in
conidsretton, or examination. (TA.) - And
~ M. ~L1, IeI strove, or exerted himielf, or

wat dilipent, or studio~, and na careful, or
mindful, or reardful, in his redliion. (TA.) 

And °* j4 C.,j- The affairs, or events,
were, or became, great, or formidable, between
them, or among them. (1(,' TA. [See also t~ '])
- And see 4.

12. D, It was, or became, in a state of
commotion. (V. [See also j.])

Lj, The coloeynth: ($, V:) or it signifies,
(O,) or signifies also, (¢,) the Mant thereof: (S,

:) n. un. with ;: (S:) and t j:, also signifies
the coloeynth; as a dial. var. of ,S : or the
lats therof. (TA.) One says, C ,i. j

[ n o L.a. .s
'Ot. 0 ~l1 5.LSjl [He, or it, is neeter than
honey and mnore bitter than colocynth]. (TA.)

And ,. rSoI C4;5L d' 1-/ [Suc, a one as
twao Jaour, that of hony and that of colocynth].
($, TA.) - And Any kind ofplant that spreads
pon the grond, running [or creeping] and ex-

tendin~; such as the mLdn and the cucumber.
(Agn, O voce 1 ,, q. v., and TA in the present
art.) - And Palm-trees that row from the date-
tones: (I :) and withb [ asthe n. un.] one of rds

palm-tree. ($.).- And, accord. to IJ, A kind

of tree of whhic bows are made. (L voce -_,
q. v. [See o ~ See also ,
And see iSs ,

t35 A road, (;, TA,) in a general sense.
(TA.) And,. (,) with the article Jl, [particu-
larly] A road of Selma, (, 6], TA,) the moun-
tain so calld, (TA,) abounding with lions: (, J]C,
TA :) whence they say of courgepus men, .n t;

j1). : ) i [They are no other than the lion
of Es-Shard]. (TA.). _And i. q. 'a.U [as
meaning An adjacent tract or region]; ($S, ;)
as also V S: (Q:) acord. to some, of the rigAt
hand: (TA:) pl. ,. (~, ].) Hence, --
,;j l 7he adjacent tract (4a;) of the Eu-

.
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phrates: (TA:) and --sl- s the adjacnt
tr of Satcred Territorjy; syn. ay.l. (S.)
- And A mountain. (K..) Also Tl;h bad, or
ivorse, or worst, of cattle: accord. to J, [in the

.8,] t ~ ,, [said in the i to be like J1jl 5,,]
which is [said to be] a mistake: (I:) but El-
Bedr El-Xarifeo questions it being so: (TA:)
and the good, or better, or best, there!if; as also

;t;j.: thus having two contr. significations:
(4 :) and so says ISk: but ISd says that It

i ;!j~, like ;1,, means choice camels. (TA.)_'
And A certain eruption upon the body, ree~nblinj
di,rlhens: (TA:) or small pimples or puruldent
pustules, harigj a burinwj property,: (S:) or
small pinmles or purulent ptstdles, rel, itckinj,
and distremin, Cene.ally originating at once,
(g, TA,) but sometimes gradtally, (TA,) and
becoming [ore] severe by night iin conequlence of
a hot vapour breaking forth at onee upon the
body: (]K, TA:) thus in the "1 noon" of Ibn-

Seenh [or Avicenna]. (TA.)~ L5.E 1 A
certain idol of [ te tribe *f] Dows ( (g,
TA,) in the Sardl (5;JIl): so says Nar. (TA.)

j, IIaving the ertption termed ;, decribed
in the next, re~eding paran h. (p, g.)

t.:t (S, TA,) an in n. of £Z, aor ir.
(TA,) [when used as a simple subet., signifying

A ale and also a purchas,] has for its pl.,
which, as pl. of a sing. of the measure Ji, is
anomalous. (;, TA.)

;t~,: see .Z, in two places.

45 Sold: and also bouAht: applied in this
sense to a male slave; and 4p to a female slave.
(Mqb.) -Also A horse that persists, or pere-
wres, in his pace, or going: (S:) or that exceeds
the usual bounds therein, (]g, TA,) and goe on
wtitiout languor: (TA:) or a choice horse: (A,
TA:) or an excellent, choice horse. (TA.)

~ .A way, courm, mode, or manner, of
acting or conduct or the lie: and a nature; or a
natural, a native, or an innate, disposition or
tomper or the like. (g.) Also, of women,
Such as bring forth femalt. (/g.) One says,

l j ,.sj3 IIe married among womnc
wuch a b.ingJforth.femaes. (TA.)

-SS, in which the j is a substitute for .S, as
it is in LSji and the like, (TA,) The like (S, XC)
of a thing: ( :) because a thing is sometimes
bought with the like thereof: (TA:) [used alike
as sing. and pL: and, accord. to the TA, it seems
that t ' signifies the same.] It is said of
Shureyh, Ui.t .,pt g., ;l.1 M 

,,1 [He used to make the washer reponsible
for the like of the garment, or ~iece of cloth, that
he destroyed]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad. of
'Omar, relating to the [collecting of the] poor-

rate, 1 iS i;3i[. c
And he shall not taic any sace of that age, oj' tle
likes of his camels]. (TA.)
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LS.2.¢ in which the 3 is a substitute for iS,

and V 1;t, [both signifying Of, or relating to,

sieling, and also of, or relating to, buying,] are

rel. ns.; the forrner, of the inf. n. g:; and the

latter, of the inf. n. tl... (Mqb, TA.)

Ii s1;see am : _ and see what next fol-
lows.

;J1i: and t (, , 15,) the former of which

is the more in repute, (TA,) the former said to be

quasi-quadriliteral, like JlT+, [and therefore

mentioned also in the TA in art. XA,U] but held

by IB to bo of the measure i9, (TA in art.

X L.,) A kind of tre, ($, 15:, TA,j of the AIa
[q. v.] of the mountains, (TA,) of which bowrs ar;e
made: (g, , TA:) n. un. with a: the tree thus
calld grows in the manner, and of the height and

width, of the [pi of lote-tree called] j_, and

has a yellow, sweet ail; [or drupe]: so says AHn:

and he adds, Aboo-Ziysd says, bomrs are made of
t/ue and the bow made thereof is good, but
black tinged with redness; its wood being of thoe
wroods of which good bows are [commonly] made;
and thly assert that it seldom, or never, becomes

crooked: Mbr says that the& and J .3 [q. v.]

and ej1sp are one kind of tree, but diering in
name and estimation according to the place oj
grotlh; such thereof as is upon the summit of the
mountain being tlhe &; and uch as is at the base,

or foot, or lowest or lower part, thereof, the

ejA.A. (TA. [But see -u.]) Also sing. of
* *,lr signifying The arteries; i. e. the pubs

ing veins; (?, ];) which spring from the
heart: (6:) but the anatomist assert that they
spring from the liver, and pass by the heart.

(TA.) _ , with kesr, signifies also A crack,

r

or fiJure, [in a rock,] such as is termed ll.
(Az, TA.)

a, a.
U1A, : soe eS.

: Selling, or a sekr: (Mglh, TA:) and

buying, or a buyer: as also VA [in both senses,
but generally in the latter sense; whereas 3U. is

generally used in the former sense]: (TA :)'pl. o:

the former ;!L (Mgh.) - Also, (6, TA,) and

*t 51, in which latter the S is not the LS of o

rel. n. but is an affix corroborative of the epithet

as in the cases of and Lqjad [or j*.i1 an

9_1tI] and and , (TA,) One of thi

eople to nwhm is applied the appeation Ily:JI
($, TA,) which means the [heretics, or schis

matics, commonly known by the name of)] :tlj

[pl. of j .IL., q. v.]: ($, M, Mgh, 1., &c.:) s

called because they said, We have sold ourselve
in obedience to God, i. e., for Paradise, when w
separated ourselves from the erring Imams: (S:
or because they sold themselves for the sake c
what they believed: or because they said, Veril,
God has purchased us and our possessions
(Mgh :) but IBk says, because of their vehemen
hatred of the Muslims: and the author of the X

says that it is from L signifying "he wa

anngry," and " he persisted, or persevered ;" and
he charges J with error in his explaining it as I
above, from their saying "we have sold our-
selves" &c.; but this charge is senseless, for J 
has followed herein more than one of the leading 
authorities: the author of the ] has followed ISd, 
who, however, adds, as to themselves, they say

" We are the il. " because of the saying in the
1ur ii. 203 [cited in the first paragraph of this
art.], and the saying [in ix. 112] "Verily God
hath purchased, of the believers, themselves" 
[&c.]; and the like is said in the Nh, with this

addition, that olA is the pl. of,;t; i. e., it is from

, aor. S, ; or it may be from olLtil.

meaning ar. Jl: moreover, the part. n. of j

is;; and this has not OIr for its pl. (TA.)

L;5W: see the next preceding paragraph.

s: ee A.l- WER A certain star, (S,
5,) welt-knovn; (1 ;) [Jupiter ;] one of the Seven

Stars. (TA.) inAnd A certain bird. (K.)

1. 4,-, (S, A, 0, K,2 and ,, (0, K,) aor.
of each , (15,) inf. n. ~, (S, A, 0, 2) and

f I ,t (15,) He uas, or became, such as is termed
¢1 meaning as expL below: (S, A, 0, 2,:)

[mostly] said of a horse. (S, A, 0, TA.)

9 . ', (0, 15,) inf. n. Ji, ( H,) He, or
it, caused it (a rod, 0) to wvither: (0, K, TA:)
and he, or it, made him to become lean, or light

sofflesh; slender, and lean; or lean, and lank in
the beUy. (TA.)

; ;4: see what follows.

wyg Lean, or light of jcles; slender, and

kan; or lean, and lank in the belly; applied to a

horse: (S, 0:) [or] V 4" signifies thus, applied
to a she-ass, (g, TA,) and a she-camel: (so ac-
cord. to the Cl;:) and i5, lean, &c., as above;
and togyh; (A, ;) applied to a horse, (A, TA,)

vand to a man, &c.: (TA:) or lean, or light of
f Jleshd, though not emaciated: (Ay, TA:) and, ap-

aplied to a man, ory ender or sim or spare :

(A:) pl. , (e, A, ,0 1,) applied to horses,

t , A, A0,) and [as also of jiln.] e;l . (15.) And

, ii A she-gazelle lean, or light of Jlesh; or
slender, and lean; or lan, and lank in the belly;

e in conseq~nce of her having come from afar: pl.
Ijl.q . (TA.) - And Rough; ($, y5f, TA;)

applied to a place. (S, TA.)

o 1. *, and e !Jn , aor. , (R,) inf. n., , 
e (TA,) He looked askew, or sideways, at him,
) (IAmb, 1,) not turning his face towards him,
Xf (TA,) [or with a elight turning of the face, (see
I IjLi,)] by reason of hatred or of ae: (IAmb :)

:,or he looked at him Owith a look of aversion: or
It he looked at him from the right and left: (1:)

or from the outer angle of the eye: generally, in
a anger: or with hatred and anger: (TA :) or,

(g,) as also 1; 1l Ai;, ($, A, Mgh, Msb,) he

looled at himfrom the outer angle of the eye, (A,
A, Msb, 15,) with anger, (S, ],) or with aersion,
like as one looks who hates another, (A, Mgh,) or
'ike one who is averse and angryJ : (Mgb:) or

i signifies ae looked at him with the look of an

enemy. (TA.) The saying of 'Alee, I1 J1

l.~J IJIj jtljl, is expl. as signifying Look ye
from the right and left [and thrust ye straight

forward 1. (TA.) - Also ,, (Fr, I5,) aor.
and inf. n. as above, (Fr,) He smote him with the

[evil] eye. (Fr, ].) - Also 7Z, HIe thrnu him,
or pierced him, (1K,) with a spear-head. (TA.)

And .IL He thrust him, or pierced him,

sideways. (A.) - ,.JI j. , aor. and L, (1,)

inf. n. j., (TA,) lIe twisted the rope, or cord,
from the left [by rolling it against his body from
left to right]: (ISd, 1 :) or he twisted it upwoard
[by roUllin it upwards against hi; thigh or body]:
(AV, AM:) or he twisted it from iwithout [by
rolling it aainst his thih], awlnd turned it towards
his bUly [contrarily to the usual manner, which is

termed -, and which is the twisting down-
wards, by rolling the rope or cord dqwnwards
either against the body or against the thigh];

(ISd, 15;) as also V -:;. (1p.) [See alsoj,
below.]

3. jl.:, inf. n. ;jl, T He treated him, or
regarded him, vith enmity, or hostility: whence

[the manner of looking termed] jj.Ul. (AA.)

4. i' ojj.al God cast him into an evil cae
from which he could not extricate himself. (TA.)

5. v;: Ie was angry. (15.) [See also JZ.]1

-_He prepared himself, Jlii for Jight, (g1,)

and . U.J [fUr prostration in prayer]. (Mgh.)

6. I%jWt T 7 /il looked, one at another, in the
manner termed , (S, from the outer angle
of the eye. (TA.) [See 1.]

10. j.k1: see 1, last sentence but one. -
Also It (a rope or cord) wras twisted in the man-

ne. described above, in the explanation of jj

;v 4> A tharuting, or piercing, fiom the
right andfrom tiwe left: (S, M, TA:) or n'ith the

right hand and the lft. (TA.)- j. .. A
t,visting upwrrards, contrarily to the manner in
which tie spindle [usually] turn. (S.) [See 1.1

._,; j5 Spun threal [app. twisted in a man-
ner the reverse of that which is usual: (see 1; and

sec also e;:) or] that is uneven. (15.) ;

I;fi ;'to, [in which Ijj appears to be an
inf. n., though its verb is not mentioned,] He
ground writh the hand-mill turning it from his
i.ight: [i. e., making it to revolve in the same
course as do the hands of a watch:] ($, A, K:*)
the contrary [wvhich is the common way] is termed

. . (A, TA.) -And ; jl . H e ceased not
to be taking the wrong way- (IA§r, TA.)~
j: also signifies Dilulty (0) in an affair.
(TA.)

Z £l&aJ, U) ; (In his glance is a sidelong and

ijjz 

�,Jo

,1�,) 

u also "' 1 ;A;, (8, A, 'blgli, Mob,) U

�oolied 

at himfrom tlw outer angle of the eye, (?,

ky 

Mob, ]�,) with anqer, (?, ]g,) orwith awrdm,

ike 

as one looks ivho hates anotiter, (A, Mgh,) or

'ike 

one tvho is averse and anjmj : (Mqb:) or

1, ---
5iZ 

signifies lte looked at him with thd look of an

memy. 

(TA.) The nying of 'Alee,

' 

6, 1 .9 j 6,0, ' 6.1

.V~J 

jl.:jlp is expl. as signifying Look ye

from 

the right and le.ft [and thrust ye straight

fomard 

1. (TA.) - Also "' ' ' , (Fr, ]�,) aor.

and 

in£ n. as above, (Fr,) He mole him with tlw

[evil] 

eye. (Fr, ]g.) - Aloo j He ti~ him,

or 

pierced 

hina, Q(,) with a spear-head. (TA.)

"' 

" He thrust him, or piffeed him,

And 

ljiz

ridmays. 

(A.) - J.&J1 aor. ; and L,

inf 

n. 
&S, (TA,) lle imbW lito iope, or cord,

JJIW
fmm 

the k [by rolliiW it aqainst kis body ft^

.ft 

to right]: (I8d, k(:) or he twisted it ulimarch

[by 

roUiiaq it upwards against h'u' thkjh or body] :

(AV, 

AM:) or he twisted it from without [by

rolling 

it aqaipad hij thiqh), awl turned it towards

his 

beUy [contrarily to the usual manner, which is

termed 

"", and wliieli is the twisting down-

J-.t
wards, 

by rolling the rope or cord dqwnwards

eitlier 

against tlio body or against the thigh];

(I8d, 

]�;) as also V (1p) [see also`

below.]

3. 

' IZ, i n f n. ' ;j'j' "", He treated him, or

11A
regarded 

him, ivith enmity, or Amtility: whence

j 6.1
[the 

manner of looking tenned].jj.Ul. (AA.)

3
4. 

21* #jjZI God cast ltitti iiito an evil cam

from 

which he could not extricate himsey. (TA.)

5. 

j;Z He was angnj. (1�.) [See also jjZ.1

-He 

prepared himself, for fight, (1�,)

and 

[for prostration in pmyer]. (Mgli.)

6. 

ISjjUJ Thokil looked, one at anotlier, in the

manner 

termed from the outer angk

Jilld

of 

tite eye. (TA.) [See L]

10. 

jk�t : see 1, last sentence but one.~

Also 

It (a rope or oord) ivas twided in the man-

nn. 

dwribed above, in the explanation of

CP)

A 

tlamti;tg, or piercing, fiom the

right 

andfrom tise left: (?, M, TA:) or ki.ith ifi c

40, 

46,

right 

hand and the 14..ft. (TA.)-j.;' hP A

tivisting 

upwards, contrarily to the inanner in

which 

tlte spindle [usually] turm. (�.) [See 1.1

J54 

Spun threwl [app. twisted in a man

ner 

the ~,rse of that which is usual: (see 1; and

0 6,
secalsoei.�j:)or]thatisunevcn.
06, 

00,

[inwhicli 

tjjZ appearatobean

inf. 

n., though its verb is not mentionedj He

ground 

ivith the hand-mill turning it from Itiv

�.i.qht: 

[i. e., making it to revolve in the same

course 

as do the hands of a watch:] (?, A, V:')

the 

contrary [wliich is the common way] is termed

4, 

"' jlj C He mawd not

U�. 

(A, TA.) -And 1JJ;Z

to 

be taking the wrong way- (I A§Lr, TA.)~

)A 

also eignifies Di~,y Q0 in an affair.

(TA.)

ub 

[In his glance is a siddonq and

1

li6
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anwry look, frm the oter angle of the ye: ee

1]. (s, [ signifies [also] Disquietude.
(Mgh.)

*0 .** O- *0* ,* eJO ,.(
t y) ;. , Jd J I,t1 [Tvme, or fortue,

brotjht im a calamity from which he as not to
be trcated;] meaning, destroyed him. (TA.)

J; Z Redness in the eye, and, or with, (so in
the V accord. to the TA, but in the CV "or,")
what is tersd;j in the glance thereof. (V.)

;:, ;. i tRed milk. (Tg, ]V) --i j t
An eye that is red, and (so in the 1. accord.

to the TA, but in the CV5 "or,") with what is
tlr,ned, in the glahce tereof. (s.)

b'~; ;J~ A rope, or cord, twisted fiom the
lft; (Lth, A, Mcb, TA;) which is the stronger
way: (Lth, A:) or upwards: (As, T, :) [see 1:]

and, &;.W.A;1h, (S, TA,) and t.tj '' ,
(TA,) [Pcdent locks of hair] so treisted. (S,
TA.)

:;_: see the next preceding paragraph.

1. ,,11 -, ($, O, Myb, K5,) aor. -, (Meb,

1,) inf. n. '. , (0, K,) IIe put a 5 [q. v.]
to the sandil; (,*Mb, 1;) as also t. ,

UL~~S~i· · ,* Og .I*~Gl~;al · * 

and v tal;l. (S, O, K.) : .a.11 , aor. ',
T27, sadil had i ts broken. (Ibn-Buzurj, O,

]1.)__- ,j -, aor. as above, inf. n. ,
Thie hore' had a gop, or space, between huis cn-
tral incisor aUl the tooth n.ext to it. (Aboo-
Malik, l1)rd, 0, O, K.*) s ., aor. as above,
inf. n. '' and ,, It iras, or became, distant,

or remote; saitl of a pllace of alighting, or abode.
(1].) And, said of anything, i. q. q.tiW [It was
or bernme, far from another thing]: and W
[it rose, &c.]. (TA.)._- - Ire put, or
sent, or renmoved, him, or it, anay, or far away;
as also ' -:l. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

4: see 1, first and last sentences.

; (9, O, M,b, 1K, &c.) and . (O) and

CO* , so in some of the copies of the , (TA,)

[thuls in my MS. copy of the ], and also in the
0,] with an augmentative O,, (O, TA,) The Jlt
of tAhe sandal; (S ;) [i. e.] the apertenanee of
the sandal that is attached, or tied, to its j;
( ;) [meaning] one of the thongs, or straps, or
strips qf leather, of the sandal, being that rvhich
passes betnween tho toes, oJ which the [lower]
end enters the /wle, or perforation, that is in the
fore part of the satulal, and which is attached
[at its ulpler end] to the .G') [or, as it is also
called, the jJJ*, a thong, or strap, or strij) of
leather, extending towards the ankle, and hating
two arms, (its l ,) which are attachud to

the QUOt (q. v.), or pass through thes and unite
behind the foot]: (lAth, TA:) a poet says, re-
ferring to camels,

. &d j* - ~
t ., a " tr j a 

0

[I urge them on by singing to them, mwith the
interdigital thong of my sandal broken]: (Lth, O,
TA:) the pi. of is : (., O, Mqb, 1,

TA) and CL'l: (O, V, TA:) I8d and Z affirm

that it has only the former pl.; but A.Vei contra-
dicts this: (TA :) the latter pl. [a pl. of pauc.]
occurs in the saying of 'Obeyd Ibn-Eiyoob El-
'Amberee,

* Phil '_ t;>1_;... ."
[He turn round his sandal, in order that thlc
may not be kow by their prints upon the ground;
putting the interdigital thongs thereof in the
direction of the back of the neck]. (0, TA.) -
[Hence,] aJ?l OJi signifies t The setpent;

mentioned by IAWr with lJl ;3w. (TA.)-
And & also signifies tThe extremity of a

place. (O, V.) One says, ~,jl . i.
t[lVe alighted in the extremity of the sandy
desert, or of the desert called /id-Dahnd]. (O.)
- And t A narro tract of land. (0, 1.) -
And I Somewhat remaining of property or cattle.
(IAyr, O, ], TA.) And (V) £ A nsnall quantihy
or number of property or cattle. (Mobdrib, O,

, TA.) One says, ,JI ) J I He h a small
quantity of property, or a small number of cattle;
(Mobirib, 0, 1, TA;) or a small collection of
camels and of sheep or goats: (1, TA:) and Pr

adds )1t f ; [app. in the same sense: but see
another explanation of JL 5.C in what follows].
(O.) - And 1 The greater portion or number of
property or cattle. (El-Mufaddal, O, 1, TA.)
Thus it has two contr. [?] significations. (15.)
One says, aJL c. Ai 1 The greater portion
of his property, or the greater number of his
cattle, rent, or pasd, away. (El-Mufaddal, O,

TA.) And Jb O.i t Such a one is a
good manager of cattle or camels 4c.; (8, O, V,
TA;) one who keeps aiduouly to the tending, or
pasturing, thercof: (A, TA:) and Fr says, %

t; e y, as syn. with 9a t. (TA: [but
see above.])

0'-- f: see ~, in two places.

J3L :e': see ., in two places.

j A man having his broken. (0, V.)

-Also Distant, or remote; and so t

(., O, 1 :) both applied to a place of alightmng, or

abode: (0, ] :) pl. [of either, irreg.,] *.. (i.)

One says i.aw U [Distant countries or town].

(Msb.) And jlJ;1 it Ji A man whose
house, or abode, or country, is distant. (TA.)
And b: ' Afarjourney. ('A.)

,&JZ, mentioned in the 1V under this head
and in art. ~: see the latter art.
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L ;., (A'Obeyd, O,) aor. l, (0,) in. n.
a,:, (A'Obeyd, ?, O, 5,) He swAed (a garment,

or piece of cloth, A'Obeyd) with wide stitches, or
with stitches far apart, ($, O, V,) as in the
manner termed JA!. (A'Obeyd.) -_.

.I , ($, O,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (f,) lie
d up the eye of tAe hawk. (?, O.) - ,

itlI, (M, O, V,) aor. 'and,, (0, V,) inf. n. as
above, (?, M, 0, 1,) He tranm~ d th side of
the ~h-camens ouldva with small sharppointed
piece~ of wood, or prickle, (M, 0," g,') and
twisted round behind tA~em inews, (M,) or a string
made of hairs from Akr tail, (M, O,' ,") on
account of the protruding of her womb on the
occasion of her bringing forth; (M, 0, 1;) syn.
of the inf. n. jcij.. (p.) 8ee lso ;L ., below.

_ And tiI , (,) inf. n. as u above, (TA,)
signifies also He inmrte the piece of wood called
j~ betwen the notrib of the de-camc ; and so

'!1 (1A,) in. n. fJ. (TA.) -

W ., (O, g,) in. n. as above, (1,) A thor,
pricked, or pierced, him. (O, V.) 

C.L, (0,) inf. n. as above, He per~d him

(0, V1) witA the spear. (0.).. also signi-
fies A bull's, (0, 1,) and a gazglle's, (TA,)
mmiting (O, ,TA) a man (O, TA) mitk his horn.

(0o, , TA.)_ and _;, (IAr, O,) inf. n. as
above, (V1,) He leaped, or klaped upwards; syn.
;£C/~. (IA+ro0, lt.") _ ; ..$, aor., (o,
1, in the L ,) inf. n. `j , His eye, or eyes,
became ~fiedly open, or raised, or stretched and
raised, or his eyelids became raised and he looked
intently and became disquieted or disturbed, (syn.
,m,) and the ey became inerted; at the time
of death: (0, :) thus, nearly in the same words,
expl. by Lth and IF and Ibn-'Abbld: (0 :) or tho
correct word is La:, or ;J; (so accord. to
different copies of the ]1, the latter being the
reading in the TA;) or both; for Az says that
this explanation of *o. ya is in his opinion a
mistake, and that it is correctly , L1 and
i;,, meaning that e was as though he looked at
thee and at another. (0, TA.")

2: see the preceding paragraph.

yi, and its dual: see ;t.

ya:. (A'Obeyd, 8, 1) and t.L£ (Lth, $, V)
and *,j, (O) The young one of the gazelle,
mlhen he has become strong and actire: (A'Obeyd,
., L, &c.:) in the V1, whrn hes ha become strong,
but not'active; but this is a mistake: (TA:) or
that has become old enohug to smite writh hi
horn: or that has become a month old: or that
has not yet cropped the lerbage [bt only sucked

his moth/er]; expl. by °. ~ Sl: (K:)
A'Obeyd states that it is said by more than one of
the Arabs of the desert that the young one of the
gazelle is called ~,; then, i;d.; and when his

horns come forth, lj t; and when he has become

strong and active, ;., of which the fem. [as is
also said in the V] ais , '; then, '4 ; and

3" coo 
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then, , which name he continues to have
until he dies: (v :) [perhaps correctly correspond-
ing to our six terms which are as follows: a fawn
(applied to a buck or doe of the first year), a
pricket (to a buck of the second year), a sorel
(to a buck of the third year), a sore (to a buck of
the fourth year), a buck of the first head (to one
of the fifth year), and a great buck (to one of the
sixth year):] or tj.; is applied to a young
gazelle when hi* horn has come forth: (Lth:)

'~~~~~~~

pl. [of,:,] t.>;. ( p.) ~: alo signifies
A certain bird, smaUer than the j~ [or spar-
row], (AA, 0, IC,) of the colour therof. (AA, O.)

;jL& The nmaU harplpointed p of wood,
or pricke, (1i,) or the small shapointed pieceu
of wood, or pricklae, (IDrd, ?,) with wvhich the
operation termed .ji [which is that described
above in the explanation of a3WI j..,] is per-
formed; (IDrtl,;,;) asalsot * S: (V:) or

or in, a isaterm applied to two
piece of wood, wohich are thrst through the edge
of the rectum of a she-camel, and then bound with
a strong string of tit fbibw of the palm-tree,
behind them: this is done when they desire to
make a she-camel affect die young one of another:
they take a stuffed 4j [q. v.], and insert it into
her rectum, and transfix the rectum with two
sharp-pointed pieces of wood, which they bind as
above described: this operation is termed ?;:
and e)j (ISh.) [See also 1.] -Accord. to
the T, A piece of wood, which is bound between
the twO edges of a e-camets aula. (TA.) -
And A piece of OOd, whck is ins betwe
the nstril of a de camel. (15.)

,~' -:A prick of a thorn. (0, 5.)

see yj., in two places.

jt: seej4.

;"1: One of the snares tvitt which beasts of
prey are caughJt. (0, 1g, TA.)

.Z and ,S

1. s-t 1., (S, 1W,) aor. , (S, TA,) inf n.
p~ (!, TA, and so in copies of the 15, accord.
to the C. yLIZE, [and tlhis, though wrong, is
agroeable witlh a rule generally observed in the
, as it is not there followed by any indication of

a~~~~~~~~~~

the form,]) like IW, (TA,) Hij eye, or enjes,
became fi1edly open, or raised, or stretched and
,raised, or his eyelids became raised and he looked
intently and became disquieted or disturbed, syn.
:, (S, 15, TA,) [at the time of death, (see

em though he loohkd at thme and at another.
(TA.) -And . L aZl Thie clouds roe, or
ros high, (T, g, IC,) in their first appearing.
(T, TA.) And L^B said of anything, It rose, or
ros high. (T, TA.) - [Hence,] 34A :,
(Kg,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) The water-shin being
.filled ,vith wrater, (15, TA,) and in like manner,
being inflated, (TA,) its legs became raised, or
raied high. (1:, TA.) And thus abo, A. L;,

)~

[BOOK I.

Tlte nine-skin being filled reith wine, its legs be-
came raised, or raised high. (TA.) - And
~ra,, aor.,; (Ks, , TA;) or .l,, aor. L; and
and U-, aor. ; (];) but this last requires
consideration, differing as it does from what is in

f the $ [without any allusion to the latter's being
wrong]; (TA; [see also ;]) said ofa corpae;
(Ks, S, ;) Its arms and l rose, or rose high;
(1];) or it became inflated, or swollen, and its

) arms and leJs rose, or rose high. (Ks, S.) - And
o. aZ Hez raised, or raised high, his leg.

(TA.)

J- --
4. e y sa l [He made his eye, or eyes, to

become opn", or raised, &c.: see 1, first
sentence: or] he raised, or he raised high, his eye,
or eye. (S, 15,' TA.)

;j* i q. i, [app. as meaning Hlarddsip,
distress, or adversity]. (Az, ].) ~ And A .0114.

r [or piece of stick with which the teth are ckansed].

(IAr, Az, TA. [See also o.])

v; ; fern. 4OLS, pL of the latter 'y.l and

,l ; part. n. of 1 (S, TA) u said of the eyes
[i. e. Fixedbly open, or being raised, &c.]: (TA:)
and of a water-skin, meaning F'iled, or inflated,
so that its lgs are raised; and of a wine-skin,
meaning f/ed, so that its legs are raisd: and of
a corpse, meaning InJflated, &c. (S, TA.) It is
said in a prov.,
I *,~ ' e *. a 1 - a-

[expl. in art. a~/., q. v.]. (S, TA.)

1. L--, aor. and , (S, Mob, g,) [the latter
contr. to analogy,] the pret. like ,. .. and 3,
(M 9b, [and the like is said in the TA,]) inf. n.

and l, 1.L, (S, 1:,) It (a house, or dwelling,
$, Msb, TA, and a place of visitation, TA) wa.,
or became, distant, remote, or far off. (S, Msb,
15.)_ ..' I , (Myb, [5,) aor., and ;,

(Msb,) inf.n. L and La.; (TA;) or4f t,Lt;
( ;) or both, (Msb, K,) but the latter is the more
common; (15;) and JZ1; ($;) lic went far,
(t, g,) or beyond thel due bounds, in o.ffribig a
thlingfor sale and demanding a price for it, or in
baryaining for a thing: (S, Msb, K :) the verb
in this phrase is also followed by di [against
him]. (TA.) IB says that L. signifies 
[meaning lIe, or it, was, or became, distant, &c.]:
and that t ,ll signifies ^.' [meaning he went

far, &c.]. (TA.) You say also, u4 ) 1
Theyd went far, or ve far, or to a great or an
extraordinary length, in s~eking me. (S, 1..)
And lt4 1ili V L'a.! The people, or company
of men, sought us walking and riding. (TA.)
And !j%iJ V ?LaJ He went away in the
desert: (I :) as though he went far in it. (TA.)
And .,L .i , inf. n. ., .1ie exceeded the
due bounds, and wentfarfrom what nwas right, in
repect of his commodity, or article of merchan-
dise. (1.) And ., - , , (Mob, g,) aor,

(K, TA,) only, (TA,) or, and ', (Mob,) the
latter aor. is mentioned in the L, (TA,) inf. n.
iL, (Msb, TA,) in the 1, erroneously, ;,W

(TA,) and , also; (Msb;) and t L.±1; (M]b,
ll ;) and V Lt; ( ;) or *-; (S ;)
lIe acted unjustly, wronwfully, ijuriously, or
tyrannically, (S, Msb, 1g,) in his judging, or
exercaising jurisdiction or rue, or passing sn-
tence, (Msb, K,) or in judging, &c., (8,) A'J.
against him. X(.) And (, sL,)

aor. , (L,) and * ,- &L ; (., L;) I actedl
unjustly, wrorngfilly, injurioudsly, or tyrannically,
against him: mentioned by A'Obeyd. (S, L.)
It is said in the Kur [xxxviii. 21], - j& , or
1 £J.', or ' °4, or V .:kL, accord. to dif-

ferent readings, And go not thou far from what
is right: (IS, TA:) all having this meaning:
(TA:) or exceed Iot t/u due bounds. (Bd.)
J" :signifies The exceeding thel due bounds
(AA, S, Mgh) in selling, and in demanding or
seeking, and in exercising jurisdiction, &c., (AA,)
or in everything. (8.) It is said in a trad. 
Ji" . -j i'~ [Slhe shaU have the dowmry
of her like:] there sIall be no falling short nor
exceeding. (S.) And you say of a just sale,

Jm yJ b 4 y~, (f in art. . ,) or 
O1>, (T and TA in thlat art.,) [There i no
deJiciencyj in it nor excess.] You also say -
JJII .i, aor., and ', inf. n. .and ,!,
lie wvas rough, Aarst, or coarse, in e~h. (Myb.)
~ . used transitively, [aor. g,] lie pasued, or
passed beyond, [or, probably,passedfa,r anayfroion,]

a place. (TA.) - -5i L., (15,) aor. , (TA,)
inf. i. and j ,, (K,) ile dixtresaed, or
aqlicted, such a one, and treated /hit, or used
hio,, i,justly, wrongfully, itjuriousl!, or tyran-
nicall/: (.K :) so say AZ and Aboo-Malik. (TA.)

.L.~-_~ ,bWi: see 3.

2. ik:, inf. n. Ia3, Ie strove, laboured,
exerted himself; or did his utmast, in eacting
u,:justly, i.ron.f, I#, ii,ur,iously, or tyrannically,
and exceeding the due bounds. (1,* TA.) See
also 1, in thc latter half of the paragraplh.

3. beZ, (1K,) inf. n. &h., (TA,) IIc ried
wt-ih him in J.Lt& I [i. c. going far, or lbyond the
duw bound,, in offering a thing for sale and de-
manding a price for it, or in bargaining for a
thing; or' acting unjustly, wvrongfully, injuriously,
or tyrannically, in judging, &c.]. (Xg.) You
say, v ;..i ,1,, [11e vied with hin in so doing,
anul sur~ssed him, or overcame himn, tierein].
(TA.) See also 1, in the latter half of the para-
graph.

4: see 1, in nine places.

8: see 1, in two places.
IS.
1; The bank, or side, of a river: (., Msb, :)

and of a valley: (S, Mb :) or, of the latter, the
rising ground text the bottom: (AH.n:) pl.
JL_.. (M9 b, I) and CtL ; (]g;) the latter
occurring in a verse, accord. to one relation; but



aceord. to another relation, it is pl,l, Il. of wife. (.K.) [And U. and 1t. signify the same.]

:~J, lwhich is syn. withn . (TA.)-- The _--iWI Uia, (AA, S, I~,) aor. z [as in other
side of a camel's hump; (6,1 a ;) anp aide thereof: senses], (TA,) inf. n. :L',, (AA, 8,) ie bound
(v:) or the halfthereof: (C:) pl. b , (S, ~.) the saddle upon the she-cameL (AA, K, X.) -

And &.1.I.J. ie burdened henaily, or over-
3 : asce tLS. burdened, the camel with the load; (. ;) inf. n.

, in t places. as above. (TA.) [But see what follows.] -
Accord. to ISk, (TA,) this last phrase signifies

I :-, for -I- k (M611,) anzl - j i, also, (g,) or , as in the L, (TA,)
(Bl in lxxii. 4,) An action, or a.ffair, (Mgh,) lie, (a man, K,) or she, (a camel, L, TA,) had
and a sayinj, (BIl,) that is extrarayart, or strengtl, or power, to bear the load. (L, ]g, TA.)
exrorbiant, or ecee~di;u the due bounds. (Mgh, : ; .s Sihe (his mother) cast himn forth
B!.) [See 1, of whicd it is an inf n.] [f0m her oo ]. (s.)[ffom hrtrombl. (.) One says, - 2 x ' -

1;1 Distance; remotenem; (S, ], TA;) as

alesbtliand t -, withkesr, (Kl,)and yji.
(TA.) It is said in a trad., ', 1A 'a ' a,.tJI

' - l i J, ie. [o
flod, veril. I weei protection hy Tee lu fiomn

trouble of trartl, and yrievouness] of distance of
tite slpce to be journeyed over, [and evilness of
return to mny lonic.] (TA.)-And Distance,
orfari,wrc, betIAen t/he trno extremities of a man;
as also V U/ and, 'a"I . (g.) And ',Ull-
ne, and baut;y of stature: (! :) orj,utn,u of
stat;lre: (I.l)rd, S, 5 :) as also t (;.t , (S, 1,)

in either scense. (1I.) ~ Also, and V iti, F,ru.-
nments of baitedl bricks. (Q.)-[Freytag erro-
neeouly assitns the first atlid last meanings in this
Imnrgranph to °aw: and lhe adds, from Reiske, a
mcnniilg belongging to U:Z.]

iULt: see 1bt, in four places.

;~C~ A sllhe-camel Iavin a laryge tump; (AI,
, . ;) as also t oiiy: (C:) or large in the

two sides of the hu,nl): (TA:) pl./,. (g.)

£itL: see 3j.LU.

Is,tki see/,ff.
g1 i A certain bird: (g :) IDrd says that

it is asserted to have this meaning; but is not of
established authority. (O.)

tC Anything Distant, remote, or far. (TA.)
- A man whos~ two etretmities are far from
each other. (g.) _-,l ';G., (?, ]g,) and
· i;i, (1,) A girl tal, and of beautiful stature:

(1:) or of jut stature. (f, ]) - iW .i
Verily thou art acting uj,utly, wron~fadd, in-
juriouy, or trannically, towards me in judging:
occurring in a trad. (A'Obeyd, As, .)

i ;see ,U;. _ Abo Diiulty, distres,
a.ffiction, troubl, or inconvenience. (TA.)

ta"

1. m: see 4. -Also He rwal/ed on the
·o6, i. e. bank, or aide, of the rior. (5,*

TA.) And He cut kenthwr [into slies, or
strip,] the hump of a camel, and a skin, or hide.
(TA.) He srbdwd, oc*rcame, oterpowered,
or mastered, a man. (15.) . He compressed his

a# iU&Z, and so sO 1tA6, AIay God curse a
mother who cast 7him forth [Lfom w er wnomab].
(TA.)

2. tL;, inf. n. , It (a valley) had its
two sitld (oe. 1;, TA) flowi,g [wit hi water].
(IAXr, 5.)

3. ZtMtl I ralled ulon one *1t [i. c. bank,
or side, of a river or valley,] whvilee h ae rllied
ulon the other Ol . (S, 1.')

4. UIl.l; (., Msh;) or U ltS, nor. ', inf. n.

' , and l; (Il;) or both; (TA;) It p1t
forth its .d [or spwouts, &c.]; (8, 1;) syn.

Ai; (Mob;) said of seed-produce; (, Msb, ;)
and in like manner said of palm-trees (O.; );
and the former verb, said of trees ( ), they
put forth sprouts around taeir bases, or sterns.

(15.) And JI ;W1 ZA"l Tket tree put[
forth its brmnclr. (TA.)-And the former
verb, t He (a man) had a son awito had attained
to manhood and become lilte him; (Agn, K;)

like _lf. (TA.)

Q. Q. .1. , (1, TA,) said of a man,
(TA,) i. q. t;, (V, TA,) meaning lie was
rwek (TA) in his opinion, or judgment, (]i, TA,)
and in his affair. (TA.)

L.: (S, Mqb, 1g, &c.) and V 1. (TA as from
the Xg [but not in the Cg nor in my MS. copy
of the 1g, though a known dial. var. of the former
as will be shown in what follows,]) The 't l [or
sprouts] of seed-produce, (IA§r, 9, Mob, ,) and
of plants, or herbage, (S,) and of palm-trees: or
the laes thereof; (]. TA;) i. e. of seed-produce:
(TA:) and the dwots that come forth (Mob, 0)
from, (Mqb,) or around, (]J,) the bas, or stnj,
(Mqb, 1],) of plants, or herbage, (Mob,) or of
trees: (XC:) pl. iil, (g,) or l (6.) SL1
OL,, in the XCur xlviii. last verse, means That
ha put fort/ its t1) [or sprouts]: (Bd, Jel:)
or, accord. to Akh, its extremity: (S:) or its
ears, (Myb, TA,) accord. to Fr; each grain, he
says, producing ten, or eight, or seven: or, accord.

to Zj, itu plant: (TA:) and some read IL3,
(Bdd, Jel,) which is a dial. var.; and ad, and
;full,, an¥ l .;, and *jiK. (Bd.) - [See also
;I;a.]mAndsee .

Ut,: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

;lLE, [app. a n. un. of :L, q. v. - Also] A

green .palm-branch: one says, ;i.J ,t$ QI Site
/as a figuri liite the green palm-branh. (A,
TA.) - And A sice, or strip, i. e. a pire cut
lengtlhwie, of a camel's hump, and of a skin, or
hide. (A, TA.)

"bi. (6, Meb, O) and ' !J (K) The bank,
or side, (I.s, .S, IC, and ,.i4., 6, Mqb,) of a
valley (S, Mob, 1X) and of a river: (] :) and
some say that the fornmer signifies the extrenmity,
or e&ae, or aide, (J,J,) of a river; and the shora
of the sea: the pl. of the latter is ° , ; and of the
former, ;t~! and U;b; (lJ, TA ;) or this last,
as is said in the M, may be pl. of U;j. (TA.)

Accord. to the ,, one says also 4;,I : 91
[meaning The sides of the valleys] ; not assigning
to 1bt any pl.: but the truth is that the pi. is as
stated above. (TA.)

1. /", (.g, TA,) aor. L, (TA,) inf. n. .,
(AZ, TA,) lIc eat (I, TA) into oblong piecsl, or
stril,% fleshl-ment, and a camel's hump, and a
hide, or leather: (TA:) or he cet into xtrilp, but
writhout lsearati;mj thenm, a camel's hump. (AZ,
TA.)_And J &~ .! 'j, [aor. ',] inf. n. ,,
Slie (a woman) split the palknstic)k, or palm-
branches strilplel of their leaves, to nnke of theta
mats: wlich being done, says A'Obeyd, [or
when tllhey have been peeled,] the I;4L [q. v.]
throws them to the -l.;. (1.) [Or] ',
nor. ', inf. n. , Sh re orved the upper elX
of tbe A,, or [fresh, gnea] palra-bmncha.
(ISk, TA.) , 1 also signifies It inclined, or
declined, . tumed aside or away, deflected, or
deviated, and became distant, or remote ; (A, O,
];) and so lJ; and both signify it went
away. (A9 , TA.) One says, ~z % It turnc l
aside or awjay, and became distant, or remote,
frJom him, or it. (X.) Tbus, in a trad., 4i;3

; T s'pear fl tdpdfrom, and
failed to reach, his oital part. (O, TA.*) And
one says also, ;,IJI lL. dwilling u, or
became, distant, or resote. (O.)

7. .. jl Itlowed; (S, g ;) said of water,
1c. (P)

;.. pl. of V U£, (0, MNb,) [or rather a
coll. gen. n., of which the latter is the n. un.,] like
Uas is of ;j,; (Mb ;) FrAh, (A,) or re"n,
(Meb,) or gren and fresh, (S, ,) palm-branch
(S, A, Myb, g) stripled of their earv: (A :) or
they are las than what are termed ;41S , of
which the sing. is V *amlm; and the 4Uvtl are
less than the .41,~: [i. e. the JUl. is the
thickest part of the palm-branch; next is the
J.;Je; and next to this, the 34 :] or * ;;

signifies a wen palmbranch. (.) _.) b
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t ,a4, in a trad. of Umm-Zar%, [as expl. in art.
J., q. v.,] means Like a green palm-tick drawn
forth from its skin: or like a mord drawn forth

[from its cabbard]: (TA in art. J.:) [for] -
Vt 1; signifies also A sword. (Aboo-Sa'eed,

]L.)_ [Hence, app.,] ;, is used also as an
epitlet, meaning t Tall, and wellcU made; (A, ],
TA;) applied to a man and to a horse. (TA.)
And, applied to a boy, or young man, t Plump;
orat, oft, ttin-kinnsed, and plump: and so

* i;L, applied to a girl, or young woman: (A:)
or the former, applied to a boy, or young man,

ell made, and neither tall nor short: (TA:) or,
so applied, light, or actioe, in body, and sharp-

headed: (IAyr, TA in art. _., voce :)
or it means, so applied, log and men (;) in

the bos, bligt of fJeA; likened to the palm-stick
that is split: but this epithet is mostly used with

i, i. e. t V;L, which is applied to a mare: (lam
p. 28 :) or this epithet, a,=, applied to a mare,
means lank ( ,;) in/~s; (V, TA;) or tall;

(TA;) as also ? *.Z in the former sense, (],
TA,) or in the latter; and the mase. is not thus
used, applied to a horse: (TA:) and ;; , (m,)
or *V 1a , (],) or both, but the former is the
more approved, (TA,) beautil; plump; orfat,
afi, thin-inned, and plmp; (8, TA;) and
tall: (g:) or simply tall; (g, TA;) as also
1 j and t, applied to a man. (TA.)

*2: ee the next preceding paragraph, in
seven placer: - and see what next follows.

L'. (g, ]) and t UfZ (V) and Vt '; (TA)
and V aL, (g,) which last is said by some to be
a n. un. of , [mentioned in what follows as a
pl.], (MF,) A [raised] line (i , ,0, or

Jqlf, g, [meaning a rid~, and sometimes also

a leprsed line, as shown voce ... i. e. a
clhannel,]) in the C. [i. e. broad aide, or middle
of the broad ide, of the blde] (g, O) of a sword:
(%, 0, :) pl. ! and O 0, (, O,) or
and Z and Q: (]: [in which it is said

that the pl. is $ , and 4 like SJ and
4B : but I think that 5.q is a mistranscrip-
tion, and that the right reading is SL. and
~ , like J. and Z1 :]) hence it would seem

that 4l and %; are pls. of one sing.; but
Ibn-Hish6an El-Lakhmee expresly states that the
former is pl. of Lt *; and the latter, oft ;;V- e ;

(MPF;) ot rhich ,US also is a pl.; (L in art.
.A ;) and which signifies [the same as n ,
i. ce.] the riing j. [i. e. the ridge] in the ,,'
of a rord. (I8h, TA.) [See alsoo : and
asec ) and * .]

__iL~: see (eear the end in two places:
saned e also Zl :_..and 'k.,, in three

places.

· .Z~: ee k.^.

ZU., The insment with which a I-tj- [or
lot/h put beneath a camde? saddle] is qu~iltd (.)

*L' -BOI

S.k A slice, or .strip, of flesh-meat: (TA:)
or a piece cut kengthwmie of a camel's hump; (.,
0, , TA;) as also tV' : (O, :) or a pie
cut in theform of a strip, but not eparated, of a
camel'o hump; and so V the latter word: pl. of the
former $S,. (AZ, TA.) - And A piece cut

gthwis of a hideor of leather; (., O ;) as also
t . (O.) - And A piece of [the tree called]

of which a bow is made. (s, O.) - See also

;L. - And see ;._ Also, applied to a
she-camel, Tough; syn. l4. (]g.)- And [the
pl.] LC& Different, or various, parties, sects,
or classes, (V, TA,) and sorts, of men &c. (TA.)
- And D/ca/ties, or distresss; (Abu-l-Faraj,
0, ;) as also ,:. (Abu-l-Faraj, O, TA.)

oaIm, (as in the TA,) or * Z4-f, (as implied
in the (,) A quilted ~ [or cloth that is put
beneath a camel's saddle]. (g, TA.)

$1L A butcher. (Fr, TA in art. j"1.)

4Ml, [act. part. n. of the trans. verb ,3,]. -

[Hence,] ,1.1£ [the pl. of Lls] signifies
Women who cut shin, or leather, into strips,
aJr having shaven it or measured it: so accord.
to different copies of the IC; i.e. 'm C. W'or

· ". (TA.) - And Women who pit palm-
leaves, and peel the [palm-branches tripped~ of

their lears, or the portionsthereof terme] ,.
to make of thm mats, and the throw them to the

;.le;': (TA :) or the sing., ·a £, signifies a
woman who peels the , (A, TA,) or who
splits the pa-sticks, to make of them mat, (~,)

and the throws them to the ., (A, S, TA,)
who remoe all that is upon them with her knifi
untail she has made them ilnder, when sh thrws
thm back to the "tU: (A4, TA:) or a woman
who maes mats of , i. e. [.gren, freh]
palmbranchs [stripped of their leawes]: (ISk,

TA:) the pl. occurs in a verse cited voce .sJ..

(S, TA.) _ Also, [from the intrans. verb 44.,]
,JL J ' A road inclining, declining, or
turningai*eor away. (9, .) - And iltS. 1.
A shot, or thro, that dject, or deiates,frotm

a vital part; as also 'Zt.L. (TA.) - And J.;
J i , D i. q. LS [ti. e. A man remote, or

distant, in repect of the place of alighting or
abode]. (TA.)

A sword (s, A, ~) hamng,. [pL of
'; 1 (A, ( ,) i. e. (A, TA) having L,J. [here

meaning ridg~ , as expl. above, voce U S], (S,
A, TA,) in its A*d; [or ridges and channels,]
these being in som cas eleated and depreed
[linr]; (TA;) as also t S.C .?.: (1., TA:) said
by some, [but .not so accord. to the A,] to be
tropical, as being likened to pieces of a camel's
hump cut in stripS. (TA.) And in like manner,
A garment, or piece of cloth, having ;l; [as
meaning linw, or streaks, or stripe]. (~, TA.)

And '. w:1 Land that is furrowed (A,

Msb, 1q) a little, (],) not much, (Mqb,) by a
torrent. (A, M9b, V-) - And t Fowing. [water
&c.; because of the streaks, or lines, with which
its surface is diversified]. (TA.) - See also

·~..-- laAnd see s,, last sentence.

,~;: see the next preceding paragraph._

4$lt; j jl R;C j:means A hore solen
with fat ine he two portions of le and 
next tae back bone, on each side, [and in the
rump,] (0, 1,) and hoe creases of the skin are
far apart. (0.)- Sec also ;J, last sentence.

1. jJI, (A, MA, O, TA,) [aor. £,] in£ n.

;X&; (MA ;) and t ;, (1,) inf. n. ;
(TA;) He halved it; dividd it into hals. (A,

MA, 0, ], TA.) - tlj, aor. ', (9,) inf. n.

;,, (S, I,) He milWed oneL of her, (namely,
a camel, or a ewe or goat, S, [i. e., in the former
case one pair of teats, and in the latter case one

teat,]) and the other j. (s, a .) -- ;1
and -tj , aor. L, (Q,) inf. . ;n. :, (TA,) Sbe
(a ewe or goat) had one of her teats dred up:
or had one teat longer than the othef. (i.)

[t ; seems tobealso Syn i L , as expl.
in this Lex.: se also the latter word in Freytag's
Lex.: Reiske, as cited by Freytag, explains the
former word as meaning "quando latu un

de pe altero propendet."]- (
K, TA, and so in the O voce , q. v., [in
some copies of the g and g and in a copy of the

A, erroneously, J,1) aor. ', (,) inf. n. ;

( ), ) and ;, (TA,) e wra as tough he er
looking at tise and at another: (g, A, ]~:) on

the authority of Fr. (TA.) - ;ji ;L He
repaired, or betook himncf, in the direction of

him, or it: or ,JI in the sense of IJ and

·a~l has no verb belonging to it. (i.)--

IJ,. ; Tshe house, or abode, ws distant, or

remote. (Mgh, M.b.) -j, , ( a, 2,) aor. ';

(K;) and ;, aor. 1; inf. n. a,jLi, of both verbs,
(S,K,) or this is a simple subst., (Msb,) and
;.; (L;) [and t*.bW; (A in art.M ;)] He
nas, or became, or acted, like a.J-J. [q. v.]. (f,

].) And 4;i1 .j ; , (A, Myb,) or. L ,

(M,' K,) aor. L, (Msb,) inf£ n. ;n. and ;

and !j'L, (s,) or this last is a simple subet.,
(Mqb,) lie rithdre far away (S,* A, ( *)from
his family; or brohe off from them, or quitted
them, in anger: (A, K :) or he disagreed with his
family, and owearied them by his ickedness
(M.b, TA) and base. (Mgb.)

2: see 1, first sentence. _- 't. ,, (?,) or

a;iL, (K,) inf. n.; 5J(, (S, g,) He bound tvwo
of the teats of his slw-camel with the jlv. [q. v.],
(S, ,) leaving [the othAer] tro [unbound]. (.)

3. L .isl I hal,ed nth him my roperty

(, ;) I retained alf of my property and ,are
himn the other half. (M, TA.) - And ;j
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/ Ilft for my lamb, or id, one teat [of the

mother], having milked tJe other teat and bound

it vth the Aa [q. v.]. (s.)

6: see 1, last sentence but one.

;. Thehayfofa thiing; (S, A, Mgh, M9b, 1K;)

as also t;: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.],;lZ (g,15)

and [of mult.] I.. (15.) It is said in a prov.,

;4a i 14 ( ,i [Aili thou a milking of
which Ahalf shall be for thee]. (g.) And one says

,L,jZ .', Iair [half] black and [haff ] white.
(A.) Accord. to Ibriheem El-Ilarbee, (O,) the

saying of the Prophet, tIl, ' -l- UU 

-- 1 [Whoso refues to render a poor-rate,

veriy we tahe it from him, and half of his pro
perty], thus related by Bahz, is a mistake, and

the right wording is, #l" i:j, meaning and hiS
property shaU be divided into two halves, and the
collector of the poor-rate shall have the option
given him and shall take that rate from out of the
better of the two halves, as a pumishment for the
man's refusal of the rate; (0, ] ;) but it is said
that this law was afterwards abrogated: (0:)
Esh-ShAfi'ce, however, says that, in the old time,
w'hen one refused the poor-rate of his property, it
was taken from him, and half of his property was
taken as a punishment for his refusal; and he
adduces this tfrd. as evidence thereof; but says
that in recent times, only the poor-rate was taken
from him, and this trad. was asserted to be abro-
gated. (TA. [More is there said on this subject,
but I omit it as unprofitable.]) - It occurs in

.41
two trads. as meaning IIalf a .0J. [q. v.], or

wif a v ' [q- v.], of barley. (TA.) - [In pro-
sody, llalf a verse.] _- Also 1 A part, or por-
tion, or ~omewhat, of a thing; (Mgh, 15 ;) and so

?*. (TA.) In the trad. of the night-journey,

t,L &-n means t [And lie remitted] part, or
omewhat, thereof; '(]g;) i. e.,of the prayer.

(TA.) And similar is the saying in another trad.,

,?t( l l ;j3 LI t[Purifwation is part of
faith]. (TA.) - Either the fore pair or the
hind pair of the teats of a shle-camel: she has two
pairs of teats, a fore pair and a hind pair, and
each pair is thus called: (S, ] :) and either of the
two teats of a ewe or she-goat: (IAgr, TA:) pl.

,%,:1. (., TA.) Hence the saying, ($,) 

;* b 1 jI t. :Such a one has hnovn, or
tried, varieties of fortune: (?,* TA:) has ex-

perienced the good and evil of fortune; (S, R,
TA;) its straitnes and its amplenes: being
likened to one who has milked all the teats of a
camel, that which yields plenty of milk and that
which does not; the fore pair being the good;
and the hind pair, the evil: or, as some say,

,L; means streamJ, or fo~, of milk: and [in

like manner] one says, irt , .(TA.)

And, as is said in the "K/mil" of Mbr, one says

of a man experienced in affairs, C Si X,

*j#;CJ tSuch a one has endured the difficultie
and [enjoyed] the ampleneM of fortune, and
ma~ hit affairs in poverty and in wealth:

lit., ham milWd his pairs of teatb, one pair after

another. (TA.) -_Also A direction in which
one looks or goes or the like. ($, A, Msb, 1..)

One says, ;' .i He went in his, or its,
direction; towards him, or it. (S, A.) And it is
said in the .Kur [ii. 139 and 144 and 145],

I_ .ji Then turn thou

thy face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque.
(Fr, .. ) The noun in this sense has no verb
belonging to it: or one says, o : ; [expl.
above: sec 1]. (1..) - Also Distance, or remote-
ne.s. (TA.)

J": see l- [of whichl it is both a syn. and
a pl.].

*ph 'A jj .0J7he offspring of such a one are
half mnales and iaf females; (, A, 1K. [In the

IIam p. 478, it is written ;,1,.])

i j1, (., A, ]],) fem. I Q', (K,) A bowl,
(., 1,) or vessel, (A, 1,) haff dl. (., A, g.)

A ewe, or she-goat, having one teat
longer than the other; (., O, 1 ;) like ' in
this sense [and perhaps in others also, agreeably
with wlat is said of ;jL in the first paragraph of

this art.]: (. in art. X a..:) and (so in the { and
O, but in the ] "or") one havin one of her
teats dried up: (f, 0, V:) and a she-camel
hav~in two of her teats dried up; for she has four
teats. (., O.) And A garment, or piece of cloth,
having one of the two extremities of its breadth
lnjer than the other. (0, .) - See also the
next paragraph.

;ea: see;>, in two places. - Also Distant,

or remote; (As, S, A, Mgh, M9 b, 1g ;) applied to
a town, or country, (A9, .,) an abode, (A, Mgh,
Mqb,) and a tribe. (A.) And so j,fa in the
phrase ;.~ t.y [A distant tract, or region,
towards which one jou-rney]: (C, V4:) so too

in the phrase ;3, i,J [which may mean

as above, (like ,) or a remote, or far-

reaching, intention, or aim, or purpose]. (TA.)
._Also A stranger; (S, O, Msb, ;) because
of his remoteness from his people; (TA;) as in a
verse cited voce I1 : (S, O :) or one who is alone,

or solitary: (A:) pl.J. (TA.)

! Mi [One who withdraws far away from his

family; or breahs off from tlhm, or quits them,
in anger: (see 1, last sentence:) or] one who
disagrees with his famnily, (M9b,) and ,vho
~aries them by his wickednes (?, Msb, 1) and

baseness (Msb) and guile: (TA:) i. q. 
[meaning as above, and having other similar
meanings; generally vitious, or immoral; bad,
evil, 0iched, or mischievous]: (A:) accord. to
some, it is post-classical: Aboo-Is-hal) says that
it signifies one wvho takes a wvrong course: it is
also expl. as signifying one who outstrips; like
the [messenger called] i, who takes a long
journey in a short space of time: and hence, [as a
conventional term of the mystics,] it is applied to
one who outstrips, and is quick, in attaining
nearness to God: or as meaning one whoe has
weariW4 his family, and withdrawn far from
thlnm [in spirit], though wvith tlunm [bodily], be-

cause of their inviting him to carnal lats, and
accustomed ways [of the world]: (TA:) [in the
present day, it is applied to a sharper, or cletvr
ltief: and to any clever, or cunning, person:] pl.

JtU.. (TA.)

;" Lll/alved. _- And hence,] A verse of the

metre termed ji..l, (0, 15,) and of thiat termed

r '.Jl, (TA,) having thtee of its six fet wanting;

(O, 15:;) properly, hanring half tireof .tahen
awaray. (O.) Also Bread done oier with [tle

seasoning, or condiment, called] . (0, 1g.)

ijtl . They are persons whose houses

adjoin ours. (0, g.)

(O,L, M,b, ) and ; (L, Mb;)

some say the former; and some, the latter;
(Msb;) the latter said to be of established au-
thority, as a dial. var., though disallowed in the
1I [and in the 0]; but the former is the more
approved on account of its being eontformanblo
with Arabic words, (M9 b, TA,) such as - ;,
(TA,) which the latter is not; (Msb, TA;) and
sometimes it is pronounced with the unpointed

0.a, (O,) this being a dial. var.; (15 ;) A wel-
hnown ga,ne; [namely, cesm:] (O, L, 15:) a
Pers. word, (TA,) arabicized; (Myb, ]I, TA;)

[said to be] from eq ,_ "a hundred strata-

gems;" or from .5 : "trouble departed,"

meaning that trouble departs from him who plays

at it; (TA;) [or from .L ;1 "the royal care or

sorrow;" or from e.j , "six species or
ranks," because the pieces are of so many species:
(Richardson's Pers. Arab. and Engl. Dict.,
Johnson's ed.:)] or [accord. to some] it is fromn

;dJs,, (0, 1,) or tiLI, referring to the

word i..,; (TA;) or from 11, (O, 1,)

referring to the word .Ji.; so says Ibn-HishAm
EI-Lakhmec: but, as lB and others havo said,
these derivations are only partial, making the p
and the to be augmentative letters, and are

manifestly incorrect. (MF, TA.)

L '1;, (S, TA,) [aor. ,] inf n. 
(P?,) lie wan, or becanme, distant, or remote, (8,

TA,) 'i [from him, or it]. (e.) And -

Ji41, (Msb, TA,) aor. as above, (Msb,) and so
the inf. n., Tlh abode, or dnwelling, wvas distant, or
remote. (Mob, TA.) - And t lie ras, or be-
camne, remote, or far, from the truth, and froin

the mercy of God. (Msb.) - And .

%? 19i, (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) It entered
into tlie earth, either t.1; [spp. as meaning
becoming frmnly fi~ed therein], or 9~; [app. as
meaning penetrating, and becoming concealed].

(.K.) m "a. l=, (8, 1g,) aor. , inf. n. '., (S,)
lie turned away in oppodtion to him (namely,

his companion, ])from his des~n, or aim, or his
direction that Aw was pursuing, and his way, or

4

I

I
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course; expl. by the words . s 

(liSk, XC.) m And , (S, ](,) aor. ', (S,)
inf. n. ', (TA,) lIe bound him ,vith the O>C.
[or rope, or long role, &c.]. (S, g.)

4. ai.. lIe made him, or caused him, to be,
or become, distant, or remote. (S, I.)

Q. Q. 1. " r le acted as a ;1 · [i. e., as
implied in the context, a devril; or one excessively,
or inordinately, proud or corrupt or unbclievibj
or ebelliouJs, or one insolent and audacious in
pride and in acts of rebellion]; (g ;) and
t :; (S, ];) both signify the same; (1K,
TA;) he becane, and acted, like the CM;.
(TA.)

Q. Q. 2.. .L : see what next precedes.

A rope, (8, Myb, 1],) in a general sense:
( :) or a long rope: (Kh,;, 1. :) or a long and
Jtronly-trwited rope by means of wrhich one
d,a,w ,water: (TA:) pl. OUSI. (., M9 b, ].)
Mention is made, in a tned., of a home as being
'~,~ i;~ [i.e. Tied with two ropes, or lon
role, &c.,] because of his strength. (TA.) And
onc says of a strong-spirited horse, A . !
',.LU [Verily he ap betwoeen two ope, or
long ropes, &c.]: a saying applied as a prov. to
him who exults, or exults greatly, or exessively,
and behaves insolently and ungratefully, and is
strong. (TA.) An Arab of the desert described
a horsme (, Msb) that did not beeome abraded in
the solo of his hoof (so in a copy of the S) by

saying, U_.., ,. 4 s. [As tou~dh he
were a deild in ropes, or long ropes, &c.]. (,
Myb.)

sL Si (O or ej*k k (V) [A place to
which one mpurpo journeying] that is distant, or
emo-e. (8, 1) And :L 33j. [A warring
and plundering expedition] that is distant. (i.)
And Cki,i < [Ditant ivar: or] + war that
is difficult [because distant]. (TA. See an ex. in

a verso cited voce a..) [See also Ck., and
deep well, (S, ]~C, TA,)

curving in its interior: (TA:) or a weU from
which the bucket is drann out by means of tro
ropes,from its two aides, wide in the upper part
and narrow in the lower part; (XC, TA;) so that
if one draws out tih bucket from it by means of
one rope, one draws it against the casing, and it
become rent. (TA.) And ; j t A long
andu crooked specar. (TA.)

JO Distant,; or remote. (TA. [See also

O an, d O,.])

· ~ [Ditant, or remote, in respect of the
place of alighting or abode]; i. q. t, [q. v.].

(TA in art.. [See also , and CM,.])
- And t Far from the truth [and from the

e,r?j of God: r ee 1], (TA.) .. And i. q.
t [Bad, corrupt, &c.; like ;lJl]. (..)

Umeiyeh (., TA) Ibn-Abi-,§Wat, referring to
Solomon, (TA,) say,

[Booc I.

.L% ;L. . M L-..it *

[lflatuer bad one disobeyed him, he bound him
in irons; then he was cast into the prison and the
shlackles for tih neck and hands]. (., TA.)

Ot~ ,la word of well-known meaning [i. e. A
s deril; and with the article JI, the devil, Satan]:

(e, (, :) any that is excssively, or inordinately,
proud or corrupt or unbelieving or rebellious, or
that is insolent and audacious in pride and in
acts of rebellion, of mankind, and of the jinn, or
genii, and of beasts; (A'Obeyd, 8, Msb, .K ;) as
is shown in relation to the first and second of
these by what is said in the l]ur vi. 112, and ii.
13 and 96: (TA:) the 0j is radical, (S, MNb,
TA,) the word being of the measure Ji, from

Cp, (Msb, TA,) signifying "he was, or became,
distant, or remote," (TA,) or signifying "he was,
or became, remote, or far, from the truth, and from
the mercy ofGod;" (Msb ;) as is indicated by the
pl. 'cbj.; [for] the reading of El-gasan in the

,ur xxvi. 210, O jl,JI, is anomalous, [like

iL;4 for ~?li,] and is said by Th to be a
mistake: (TA:) or, as some say, the Ci is aug-
mentative, (S, Myb, TA,*) and the US is radical,
so that the word is of the measure 'Ii, (Msb,)
from Ll:, aor. "4, (Myb, TA,) signifying "it
was, or became, null, void, of no account," and
the like, and "it burned," or "became burnt,"
(Mqb,) or signifying "lihe burned with anger:"
but the former opinion is the more common:
(TA:) [in the 1]ur, the word is always perfectly
decl.; and so it is said to be by SM, in art. IJm
of the TA; unless used as a proper name: but J
says,] if you make it to be of the measure 0JQ
from ;L said of a man, [or rather because
they say of a man i a:3,] you make it perfectly

decl.; but if you make it to be from L; [" he
burned " a thing], you make it imperfectly decl.,
because it is of the measure 'Ij. (S.) - Also
The serpent: (S, 1.:) or a certain species of
serpents; (Fr, S, TA;) having a mane, of foul
aspect: or, as some say, a dender, light, or active,
serpnt. (TA.) - Respecting the saying in the

.ur [xxxvii. G3], C,1,=l &,~.,j o..lb v
[Its fruit is as tho,ugh it wrere the heads of the
C>ele ], Fr says that there are three ways in
which it may be explained: one is, that the &
is likened to the heads of the cmb;lZ [meaning
devils] in respect of foulncss, or ugliness, because
these are described as foul, or ugly: (S:) or it is
likened to the evil in disposition of the jinn,
because these are imagined as foul, or ugly: Zj
says, in explaining it, that one says of a thing

deemed foul, or ugly, ;U ., . j S [as

thow.h it were the face of a devil], and w,.- lS -
U, IS [as though it were the head of a devil];
(or though the OttU- is not seen, he is conceived
in the mind as the foulest, or ugliest, of things:
(TA:) the second is, that [the meaning is foul,
or ugly, serpents; for] the Arabs apply the name
Oth; to a sort of srpents, having a mane,foul,
or ugly, in the head and face: (S, TA :) the
third is, that a certain foul, or ugly, plant is

namned ;'o *l .ej,Z; (., TA;) whicll is expL
in the 1 only as meaning a certain plant. (TA.)
_ jI ,tkI [lit. The dvil of te watlerk
deserts] means t thirst. (1K.) i- st signifies
also t Any# biamable faculty, or poner, [or pro-
ensity,] of a man. (lkr-Rdghib, TA.) One says,
U4i . t,P i. e. t [IliJ anger got the ascndmcy

orcr him; or] he n.as, or became, angry. (TA.)
And Uilac ,ji' t Ile plucked out his pride.
(TA.) _- Also, [probably as being likened to a
serpent,] t A mark made nwith a wt ir-on in the
uspper part of the haunch of a camel, perpendicu-
larly, upon the thigh, extending to the hock; (V,
TA;) from the " Tedhkirell" of Aboo-'Alee;
(TA;) likewise called t . ~. (AZ, 15, TA.)

actl:4J A certain sect of the extravagant
zealots of [the schismatics called] the i:.;; so

named from [their founder] jdltl ;", (TA,)
an appellation of Moliammad Ibn-En-Nogmitn.
(1. and TA in art. di.)

One who draws ott the bucket from

the wvell m, (Qg, TA,) i. e. 7tith two ropes.
(TA.)

L s.ewe l ! see last sentence.

1. ,;t,qJI kZ, (s,) or sl, (1.,) aor. ,

inf n. i, (TA,) liefatened its IuiJ, [q. v.]

upon the sach: (S :) or he put the Jilt: into the
bag; [meaning into its loop, or handle;] as also
V 'i-i: (1. :) or the latter signifies he lnut to it,
or madefor it, (namely the sack,) a Jit. (8.)

4: see the preceding paragraph.

~iU The stick, or piece of wood, nwhich is
inserted into the leoop, or lutande, of a sack; ($;)
a curved piece of wood, (K, TA,) with a pointed
extremity, (TA,) nwhich is put into thl two loolps,
or hand'es, of a pair of sacks, (15, TA,) when
tlhy arc boundl upon the camnel: (TA:) there are
two such pieces of wood: (.,o TA:) pL "I..
(15.) And A piece of nwood, or pe, wirth wthich
they make fast the rope of a burden. (Ibn-
Maaroof, as cited by Golius.)

1:Li. A sack nadle fast, or bound. (Fr. 1.)
- A stick, or piece of wood, split in several
places. (Fr, 1.)

L '. l . (, 0O, K,) aor. i; (K;) and
;,O, ( g,) aor. ;; (]g;) inf. n. A~LS, (O,

15,) of the former verb; (O;) The trees, not
being nfficiently watered, became hard, vithout
losing their ,noi.,ture. (S, O, ]K.) - And -&
- WIls hlutnd became rough, or coars. (ijar p.

70.) - And 1, r '..2la The means of sbit
nce became d,Y and hard. (g,' TA.) -,

.eJI (., Msb, K,) aor. ', (K,) The arro,
entered betneen thle skin and the flesh. (, Msb,

[g, Omitted in the TA.) - SJl ,
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Boox I.]

(O, TA,) inf. n. j.7, (0, 1,) I nithheld, re
strained, or debarred, him from the thing. (0
1g,* TA.)- And J. signifies also The draw
ing fnrth the testicles of a ram: (0, g:) or the
compresing them between two pieces of wood, oi
stick, and binding them nith sinen (., in the
C]g [erroneously] ,r',) so that they' wither,

(T.)

5. .. lie surbjected himself to a hard, or
difficult, life. (L in frt. .~J.)

! US A splinter, or piece split off, of a staff,
or stick. (IAir, 0, ]f.)

a14 Dry bread. (0, g.) -And A small
piete of wood, or stich, lilJe a peg: pl. ui..
(Ibn-'Abid, O, I.)

jL, and t JL Straitness; and hardnesu,
or dMfcultl , or distress; (AZ, 8, 0, 1 ;) like
~ : (AZ, ., 0:) ISd tllinks that the second is
a dial. var. of the first; and IB mentions that, in
a verse of EI-Kumeyt, as related by some, it is
with kesr, i. e. JtLt [which see in what here
follows]: (TA:) and (1C) as some say, (TA,)
dryness, and hardnes, of the means of .bsistence:
(]. ) or Bi signifies hardness, and straitngs,
of the means of subsistence: (M9 b:) oe hardness,
and coarsene, or roghlness, thereof; from
;;. -,. [expl. above]: (Har p. 70':) pl. JO,t.
(b.) - Also A disintegration of the flesh,
separating it fiomn the border around the nail
(TA.)

jkiS Dry and hard means of subsistence.
(g, TA. [See .])- Enil in displition. (0,

-L) Velhement in fight. (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, ].)
- A man alighting, or taking up an abotle, in
places where the herbaye is dried up, and in a
desert wlhere is no water (ai). (TA in art.
> .)_ 2 JI 5h [A stalUion-camcl)
rveiment in leaping, or compressing, the dw-
cameen. (S, O, .) LI Rough, or
rugged, land or grounld. (Ibn-'AbbAd, 0, g.)

l Bread that has become burned. (IAsr, O.)

J . see PC.

1itk; Distance, or remoteness. (0, P.)

jigi j Trees that, not being sificiently
natered, have become hard, without loaing their
mnouture. (9, 0,g.)

J* One wrho utters oblique, indirect, or
ambiguous, ~peeh or language, deriating from
the riglht way or course. (0, 1. Omitted in the
TA.)

1. ', [aor. and inf. n. as in the next sen-
tence,] said of a stick, or branch, or piece of
wood, [&c.,] It was, or became, split. (A[n,
TA.) 8Said of a horse, (As, S, Mgh, AC,) aor. ,
inf. n. i, (g,) 'is ul ,: (As, 8, Mgh, K,)
i. e. the small bone called UJ (A9, 8s, Mgh,)
moved from its place, (As, ., Mgh,) or became

Bk. I.

o~~~~~~~ 8

- dixplaced, syn. .i , (A, TA,) or became un
, steady, or nabbling: (g:) and so8 * ,L. ; (g.
TA,) this latter on the authority of ISd: (TA :
or [the inf. n.] . , accord. to some, significF

r the sinews' becomting split, or slit: (As, S, Mgh :)
e or U. has this meaning also; (1;) and sc

.* ? ;i>. (ISd, 1f, TA.) - Accord. to the 1,

, said of a corpse, is syn. with ~.- : but
r correctly, the former verb is ~. , aor.:, inf. n.

i",9 and the latter verb is tL . [q. v.], as they
arc said to be by Az: and in like manner, U.,
nor.,, is said of a .i,U [or skin for water or
milk], meaning It being filled, its legs became
raised, or raised hiyh. (TA.)

2. :, (TA,) inf. n. 4:LI, (9, TA,) lie
separated into several, or many, portions or
divisions; or disper~d, or scattered; (K,* TA;)
[a thing; or] t a company of men. (TA.).
And lie made [a horse] to be such that his
L" (a&.) becamn unsteady, or wabbling.

(TA.)

4. UI.,I lIe, or it, kit, or hurt, his LY"
(D'Ul): (g:) Sgh says, by rule it should be
OUL [i. e. the verb should be thus, being derived
fi-om LUi'q, like ai; from QUl]. (TA.)

5. k: -, said of a stick, or branch, or piece of
wood, (A, M.b, 1, TA,) or of a thing, (S, TA,)
It split, or became split, in pieces, or in several
or many places: (A, Msb, TA:) or it became
scattered, or disl~rsed, in plintert, or pieces
split off: (S, 15 :) and it [i. e. anything, nothing
in particular being specified,] became eparated
into several, or many, portions or diviions; or
dispersed, or scattered. (TA.) One says also,

>X1 X I y.JI Y_ X [7he pearls became
separated, or scattered, fron the oyster-shels].
(A, TA.) See also 1, in two places.

7. tI.q It broke, or became broken. (TA.)
One says, kla,t 1; The [tooth called the]
;~t0 broke, or became broken. (TA.)

, of a staff, or stick,'The like of a 4J
[i. e. a piece, or sharp piece, of the exterior por-
tion], that enters into the hand, and wounds it.
(Ham p. 474. [But !iLu is more commonly
used in this and similar senses.])_A smal bone,
(Z , ], TA, [in the Ck (.;£, i. e. a bone, and
so in my copy of the Mgh,]) or a slender smaU
bone, (As, S,) adhering to the 1! [here app.
meaning the arm-bone of a horse], (As, 8, 1f,) or
to the bone of the .tlj3, (Mgh,) which sometimes
movares from its place; (As. S, Mgh; [see j;])
or to the knee; (1 ;) thus in the M; (TA;)or to
the 1j [app. here meaning the fore #hanh of a
horse]; (i;) thus in the A: (TA:) or certain
small siners ( ) therein; (1g;) i. e. in the
.il. ; thus in the T. (TA.) AO says that

-1 ;! ,3 [i. e. The motion of the l, from
its place (see 1)] is like what is termed jl:;"I
-. l, efcept that the horse has more power of
endurance of the latter than of the former. (T,

TA.)_And Portions of a thing that are sepa.
rated, or dislprsed, or scattered. (IHnr p. 100.)
It is said by ISd to be a pl. [or rather it is a coll.

s gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is o.
(TA.) Also A yoiotion of fur upon the mark
le.ft by a gall, or sore, on the back [af a camel],
such as reaches the utnost extent thereof: (K,
accord. to the TA: [gsi!J1 being there expl. by
the words t&il nI j. ;Jt I i. j:

in the Ci, and in my MS. copy of tle 1g, ; 1l

which Freytog renders "sulcus ad latus alterius
in arvo ductus, ut ejus cxtremum attingeret;"
but which, I think, evidently presents a mis-
transcription and an interpolation:]) the pL is

a :l't: and sometimes there are ten [?] portions
of fur [of this description, app. meaning, upon one
camel: the word that I here render "ten" is
more like &1& than.:; but the final letter, as is
often the case in the MS. of the TA, is written in
a form differing little from a common form of j]:
meationed by ISh, from E-Tsiifee; as is said in
the T. (TA.) - Also t Tho follon, and in-
corporated confederates, of a people, or party;
(8, g ;) cont,'. o(f the .n. thereof: (S:) or the
freedmen andfoUollers. (M, TA.)

1 and A : see the next paragraph.

.• 3 A splinter, or piece split off, (T, e, M,
Mgh, Mqb, f,) of a staff, or stick, and the like,
(S,) or of wood, (T, Mgh, Mqb,) and the like,
(Myb,) or of a reed, or cane, (T, Mgh,) or of
silver, (T, TA,) or of bone, (T, Mgh,) or of any-
thing: (M, 1,:) pl. QtCi (S, Mb, , &c, .) and
t ., (g,) [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,] like

as S. is of -', (TA,) or a quasi-pl. n., like

,,, improperly said by IAgr to be pl. of iL,

(ISd, TA,) and t .L', (i , TA, [in the latter
as omitted in the 1f, with kesr to the ' on
account of the same vowel-sound following,])
mentioned by Sgh, from Ks. (TA.) AO terms
the ;pl [q. v.] at the head of the elbow [of

the horse] a aiL adhering to the l;l, but not
[forming a portion] of it. (TA. [8ee .]) _
Also A bowr: (If:) because its wood is split: on
the authority of AHn. (TA.) And The shank-
bone. (K.)_And A great mas of rock wrenched
from the side of a mountain; (g, TA;) as though
it were a piece split off, broken [off] but not
parted so as to form an interstice, or a gap: and
also a piece cut from a mountain, like a house or
a tent: and it is said in the copies of the Ig that
· k, witlhkesr, signifies the same; but the word
is correctly Vt Iu:, with an augmentative Xi, as
in the T, and mentioned also by Hr in the
"Ghareebeyn:" pl. of the former QklU. (TA.)
_ See also E .

li: part. n. of ' [q. v.] said of a hnre.

(TA.)

DlU.A The head, or top, of a mountain, (V,

TA,) [and so t 1ii,, (Freytag, from the Deewan
of the Hudhalees,)] re~embling the Iu j [q. v.]

1961
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10d

of a n -qe: pl. ain: and *J.iJ V u4ll-
[likewise] signifies the heads, or tops, of thi
mountains. (TA.)

i1,12: seea 1, near the end.

[i; p1. U I, A fragm of wood:
(Preytag, from the Deewin of Jereer:) but the
pl., when indeterminate, is correctly JtL' :..]

1. ., (0, ], TA,) aor.,, (0, TA,) inf. n.

,(e O0, I0 TA) and p, (TA,) It became

cattered, or diers~ed; (~,0,1], TA;) said of a
thing; like t o,, or. ; (TA;) of the urine

of a camel; (0, 1l;) and of a people, or party;

IA*r, O, ;) [like t ;] and [in like manner]
1m is used in relation to blood, &c., as meaning

the being scattere (, 0, , TA. [See also

,a below; and 1;]1 _ &I (-1 0,1)

aor. ', (8, 0,) inf. n. (0, TA) and e l

(],h TA,) iHe (a camel) eattered hi wurine; as
also 'C at: (,O, 0, :) or both signify he scat-
tered his urine, and opped it. (TA:) And

.; ,Wl WI , (01, TA,) inf. n. a; and

· "ln~; (TA;) He poured pon them the
horsmen making a nuddn attack and engaging
in co~lict, or wying on their hortss; (],TA;)
and in like manner, j.Jl,. (TA.)

4: see 1. -~.e2 J .l The sn spr~ed, or
di~iued, -i [or beamn], (?, ],) or its tight.

(TA.) _ jl pl lA comn put forth its t ,

(., 1,TA, i.e., its awn. (TA.) -And 
J 1 le sn earof corf became compact in their
grain, (], TA,) and dry therein. (TA.)

7.,l , 23JI pi Theu wolf made an
incursion among the ~ or goat. (0, ], TA.)

R. Q. L :-i- , (.8/0, ]p,) in£ n. L2l ,
(TA,) /He miemd it, namely, wine, (., 0, 1,)
with water. (0.) And He miaed one part of it,
namely, a thing, with another part, (0,* A,) like
u one mixes wine with water. (O.) And '

siJ,l .He mixed the 4l;, [or mess of crumbled
bread] with olive-oil: (0:) or he put much
claried butter to it, (ISh, 0, ,) and much
greas, or gravy: (14:) or h raised its head;
(O, V;) u some say: (Sh, 0:) or he made its
head high; (0, ;) as some say; from U: as

an epithet applied to a man, meaning "tall."
(O.) But the verb is used more in relation to
wine than to NJ. (TA.) . See also L

R. Q. s. , aid ofa man, is from t lai

applied to a man as meaning ; t[ i. e.
"such as is excited to briskness, liveliness, or
sprightlines, and esteemed pleasing in the eye,
and is light, or active ;" so that the verb may be
rendered He waJ, or became, such as is ecitd to
brike, &c.: or he ma, or became, such as is

termed t, q. v.]. (.Ham, p. 24(.) _- Said of

the month It nearly came to an end; little
remained of it: (Ig, TA:) occurring in a trad.:
but accord. to one relation thereof, it is ;

from ;11i "the being distant, or remote :" and

accord. to another, a., with two ,.s. (TA.)

: see tla, first and last sentences. Also

Haste: (IAr, g, TA:) and so e accord. to
the ,; but this is wrong; the meaning of the
latter word being only that given below, voce

La. (TA.)

p A sioder's web. (AA, ]g.)-- See also

~tS [an inf n. (see 1) used as an epithet, and

therefore as mase. and fem. and sing. and pl. ;]
&cattered, or di~pred; and di~rderd, or un-

jettled; syn.- ,A ; (., .;) as also , like-
wise an inf. n. used as an epithet,] applied [like
the former] to anything, (], TA,) such as blood,
and an opinion, and a purpose, or an intention;
(TA;) and ~. ,, which is wrongly expl. in the

/ as syn. with & in another sense, as stated
above; (TA;) and V t1Sa. (S, I.) One says,
t; ,, 4.a1 His blood went scattered, or dis-
persed: (TA:) or wtl applied to blood signifies
qpirtlng from a wound made with a spear or the
like; as in a verse cited voce ,,W. (Az, TA. [See
also 61,.]) And 1, 1 i They aay
scattered, or dird. (9) And * 1t A
nation, or pople, scattered, or dipn~ed. (TA,
from a trad.) And t;l Lt;L,, 4,t The staff,
or stick, broke into scattred peces; as when one
has broken it by striking with it upon a wall:

and in like manner, &.aWJl the red, or cane.

(TA.) And tl k1 A disordered, or an mu-
settled, opinion. (., J.) And Ia '' A mind
of which the purposs, or intentions, (tr , as in

the $ (and 0], for which, in the 1, t. is
erroneously substituted, TA,) and the opinion,
(Z, TA,) are disordered, or unettld, (8, I.,
TA,) so that it is not directed to a decided affair.
(Z, TA.) And t1 1 1 ;lti [His mind~led in
a disordered, or an unsettled, state, as though

disspated; expl. as] meaning d. W '31 [a
mistranscription, as before: correctly & 'z.
i. e. his purposes, or intentions, became disordered,
or unsettled: see also .Ham p. 44, and Har p.
366]. (~.) And a rajiz says,

' I t ti,ijt ,lJI j~ ,* ;S18 - p; - l''' 

meaning [Firm, or teady, in encounter, or con-
flict,] not diorded, or unmettled, in respect of
purpose, or intention. (.8.) - Hence, app., (TA,)
Milk mi.ed with much water; (ISh, O ;) syn.
5.l. (ISh, O, Il, TA.) - Also [as a subst.]
The arwn, or beard, of the ears of corn; (.8,
O, ];) and so lt, and 'tP a. (.) and

;.: (TA:) or the awn, or beard, when it ha

[BooK I.

become dry, at ong as it remains on the ears; 
also t,ZG. (Lth, 0.)

ht: (8, O, OI) and ' . (AA, ]) [The rays,

or eamw, of the sun; or] what one aees, (.8, O,
to,) of th light, like rod, (.,) or tending
like spears, (0, Ig,) at thi rising, or thI beginning
of the riing, (.,) or a littk after the rising, (0,
k(,) of the sun; (., 0, g ;) or what one sees, like
cords coming towards him, when looking at th
mun; or the dipensing light of the sun: ( :)
n. un. with ;: (., O, ] :) (and Freytag states that
$ \;''" is said by Jac. Schultens to signify

rays: but this I do not find in any ldxicon:] the
pl. (of tl., O) is 3a:1, (0,1g,) accord. to
analogy, (O,) [a pl. of pauc.,] and &E. (0, 1)
and t? eL; (yg;) the last anomalous. (TA.)
Hence, in a trad. respecting [the night called]

, U1I, it is said, ';4 >f " L1 'a n

.. ', [(Verily the sun will rime on its morrow

having no rays]. (.: in the 0, l k -. )% In
the verse cited voco J,W, Aq is related to have

read ka:.l instead of e&;JI, as meaning 17w/
light, [or brightner] and rdns, and scattered
state, of the blood: IS18 says, I know not whether
he said it meaning by original application or by
way of comparison. (TA.) - See also ;, last
sentence, in two places.

1 ,: see t , last sentence:- and sec also

:: esee tL , first sentence.

, (S, O,) or V le, (I,) or both, (TA,)

and * ' A, (., TA,) Shade that is not thick,

or dense; (S, 0, 15, TA;) or which ha not nwholy
shaded one, havi,g in it interspac&s. (TA.)_
See also *ea, in two places.

•. ': see the next paragraph but one, in two

places: and see -i,.

"i1: see f.:.
, -

se: see t, in two places: and .
- Also, (8, O, l],) and * . (0, 1;) and

, &i: (IDrd, , 0, , ) and *t .,i',, (0,
I,) in which last the relative US is without cause,

as in .LSa.l and ln;Ijs, (TA,) applied to a man,
(S,) Tall: (0,I :) or tall and goodly (S,TA)
and light ofjflcIl; applied to a man as being
likened to the thin [or much diluted] wine termed

;t-.2: or the first signifies long-neclked; and
so ? the third, and * the fourth; applied to any-
thing, or the last, accord. to the R, npplied to a
man only: and the first, long applied to a neck:
(TA:) and light, or active: (0, K:) or so in

journejing; as also 't? like ,.A, applied
to a man, or, accord. to Th, to a boy, or young
man: or light in spirit: (TA:) see also R. Q. 8:
and (.J) as some say, (0,) the first signifies
Igoodly, or beautiful, (0, ]:, TA,) infaco: (TA:)
and Vt , (so in the 0,) or V t., with

damm to the A., (TA,) a boy, or young man,
4
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goodly, or beautiful, in face, light in spirit; (0,
TA;) on the authority of AA. (TA.) Alsbo
Certain tre; or a ind of tr. (TA.)

_-g;:_- see , - , in two places. With ;,
applied to a she-camel, meaning TaD: (?,* 0:)
or large in body: (TA:) pl. 2#;:f . (;, O.
[In the TA, ;l1a3. is maid to be mistran-
scribed in the g CiCt'&: but it is not so in
either of my copies.])

jb1": ee se e a in two place Also
Long and thin; applied to a camel's lip. (TA.)

'~ : aee '.. _ With t, applied to wine

(v.), Mied with rater: (0,* EM p. 183:)
accord. to some, [mcWA dited; i. e.] miaed o as
to be thin. (TA.)

1. , ($, Mb,) aor. :, (Meb,) in£ n. ,
(A, Mqb, ~,) He coUlected; brought, gathered, or
drew, together; or united; (Q, A, Mgb, ;) a
thing, (g,) any thing or things, and a people or
party: (Mqb:) and he parated; put apart, or
asumder; divided; diunited; or diperosed or
pcattered; (Q, A, Msb, 1];) a thing, (1,) any
thing or things, and a people or party: (Mb :)
thus having two contr. significations: (v:) so
expressly state A'Obeyd and Aboo-Ziyad: (TA:)
but accord. to IDrd, it has not two contr. signifi-
cations [in one and the same dial.]: he says that
the two meanings are peculiar to the dials. of two
peoples, (Mpb, TA,') each meaning belonging to
the dial. of one people exclusively. (TA.)
[IIHence, as it sems to be indicated in the eand
A, or from 4.1 meaning "a tribe," as it seems
to be indicated in the Iiam p. 638,] one says,

; ,3,h3 (v,) or _ a t, (A, Oam,)
l [Thir union became dissolved, or broken up; or
tAeir tribe became separatsd;] meaning they
became separated after being congrweated: (M,

1[am:) and '. . 10 (, A, l[am) T [Teir
separation became csed up, or their tribe drew
together ;] meaning tey drsew together ajter being
separated. (Q, Ilam.) And j I;l -;-a Death

arated them: ($:) and Z, (t [Deat
eparated him from his companions]; (TA;)

said of a man when he has died. (O in art. JcO:
in the V, in that art., *t ' 1 [perhaps a mis-
transeription].) And it is said in a trad., h t;

-,a-ta U ji leM i.e. [What is this
judicial decio] ith wic tou at diided
the pp? ( [In the TA, on the authority of

IAth, .t l s- U;JI, which means,
"which has excited evil among the people."])
One says also, *jl J-j0 t T he man broke
up, dscoposed, deranged, or diorganzed, [or

rendred uond, impaired, or marred, (agree
ably with another explanation of the verb in what
follows,)] Air sate of affairt: (A, A'Obeyd,
TA:) whence the saying of 'Alee Ibn.EBl-'Adheer
El-Ghanaw.e,

0* ,-.1 s;;" I9' ;.;l -0

* *;s als LI; 1 ' a:

* gi
0 r lr r J

t [And wahe tAou est tte man break p Ahis
state of affairs as wit tAe breaing up of the
dtaff, and per re in disobedience, or relio].
(A'Obeyd, TA.) -Also, aor. as above, (Mqb,)
and so the inf n., (Q, A, M9 b, ],) He repaired
a cracked thing [such as a wooden bowl or some
other vesel, by eo/ing up its crack or crack, or
by piecing it: see , which ha a similar signifi-
cation, but implying muchness]: ($, Mb :) and
[in a general ,] As repaired, mended,
ameded, adjustsd, or put into a rigAt, or proper,
date: (A, 1], TA:) and it signifies the contr.
also [of the former meaning and] of this, in the
same, or in another,'dial.: (TA:) [i. e.] he craced
a thing [such a a wooden bowl &c.]: (A, Mb :)
and he compted, re d unoun impaired, or
marred. (A, ]L TA.) 1 , b a a. ,
occumring in a trad. of 'Omar, means A little
rtpairig, of, or amid, muA impairing. (TA.)

e [He gave a portion of property; as though he
broke it off.] One ay., S,l ; i - .- !

iwe tAou to me a portion of the prperty. (TA.)
-- He (the commander, or prince, $) sent a mes
senger (Q,.) [to him], .,) or ItS 8 b. j
[to such a place]. (t.)-- e turnld, or sent,
him, or it, away, or back: (%, TA:) aor. and
inf n. as above. (TA.) And Xjlil .i ,
The bride turned away or back, or itld, or
retrained, the Aorserom tAe direction towards
ahich he a going. (g.) - He, or it, dierted
a man by occpying Aim, busyin~ Aim, or en-
gagig hi attion. (], TA.) One apy, 

s i;;, [(AWat diverted thee, or what Am
dierted tAee, &c.,.fr me?]. (TA.) It is
also intrans.: see 4. [Thus it signifies He
quitd it companions, desiring oth]r One

nay%;1 (1V, TA) GL 4 2 (TA) .e
yearnd toward them [(witA hduc a number of
men], and quitted is companions. (], TA.) -
And He, or it, appeared [distinct from others]:
(], TA:) whence the month ['tsl, q. v.,] is
[maid to be] named. (TA.) iAlbo, (g, TA,)
aor. and in£ n. as above, (TA,) said of a camel,
He cropped ( 9 the ppr, or uppermot,
Parts of tret [or hrus]. (g, TA.)_~:,
aor. :, (j,) inf. n. aS, (},'* , TA,) He (a
goat, {, TA, and a gazelle, TA) id, (iC,)
or ~ry wid, ($,) beten the orn, (?, ],) and
be~t n the houlder (, TA.) [See also
:,, below.]

S. ,,: [app. signifies He collectd several
things; or he collctd mu: and] he sarated
several things; or he separated much. (0.) 
Also He rpaired a cracked wooden bowl [or
some other veel] in eral paces [by cloing up
its cracks, or by pi~ei it]: (g, O:) [and app.,
in a general sense, he repaired, mded, amended,
adjutd, or put into a right, or proper, state,
several things; or he repaired, ., much: and it
seems to signify also the contr. of thens two
meanings: i. e. he cracsed veral thingp; or he
craced in seral place: and he oymrtd,

re,dered unsound, impaired, or marred, sveral
things; or Ae coom &c., much.] _ It is also
intrans.: see 4... Thus, said of eed-produoe, It
branchedforth orforhd, after being in af, or
bd; (TA;) like * ". . (,* TA.) [Hence,]
one say, . ;1 l J, g i, t Veriy I se
the evl to ha gron meed-produ~ Aem it
branchfort]; like uo ne says, nd 
(TA in art. .)

3. ~4U He became distant, or remote, from
him; (V, TA ;) namely, his compnion. (TA.)
[Henoe,] it~JI ,&t t [H quitted mif]. (TA.)
And j &.; (VE, TA) Hi soul [departed,
or] quitted lifp; (TA;) meaning he died; (],
TA;) u also .: [i e. [i.e. ] (I.)
[See ablo what next follows.]

4. ,.I l died: (Jd,: [e ealo 8:]) or (so
in the ; and TA, but in the ] " and ") hsepa-
rated Ainsf from another or others, ~r to
return; (1, 1 ;) aalso V, or a c, accord.
to different copies of the ]C, the latter a in the L
(TA.) A poet says, (,) namely, En-Naibighah

lF4Jadee, (IB, TA,)

(1, IB, TA,) or ,6-t ; tO Itja, accord.
to different readings: [app. meaning, And thy
wer mm of diidd race or triba, or were
diidd race or tribe of mme; so t perished;
or separated, ner to return:] IB says, after
mentioning the former reading, i. e. they were of
men who should perish; so they perished: having
previously mentioned the latter reading, and
added, i. e. they were of those whom ",:
should overtake. (TA. [IB's explanations seem
at first sight to indicate that he read S and
14*; neither of which is admisible: each of
his explanations app. relates to both readings; as
though he understood the poet to mean, they
were men separated from different tribes, to be
overtaken by others; so they perished.])

5. %.13~ and t V 1j are quasi-paml. verbs,
the former of and the latter of .~,: (TA:)
[the former, therefore, is most correctly to be
regarded and used as intensive in its signification.,
or as relating to several things or persons: but it
is said that] both signify alike: [app. It became
colsedl; it became brogAt, gathered, or drawn,
togeter; or it became urited: and also] it became
separated, put apart or ammder, divided, die-

~uited, or dip~erasd or cattered: (?, ]:) and
it, or Ae, becare distant, or remote. (J.) One
says, .Ik,J1 . j [jy became sepa-
rated, &c., or thy parated theAdsae, &c., in
search of the raters], and e;l1 ;lt (in pro.

datory ~rcwro]. (TA.) And V? -1J

Such a onse became distant, or remote, from
me; or withdre to a distan, orfar away,from
me. (TA.) And jzR * v,a-' [and t3]
TAe road sepa ratd (, A, Mqb.) And ,,,LJI
;1 and t M.. rier ratd [or bra~nced
fortA] into otAer riera. (TA.) And t .- :'1

4ji . L Oa (f, MYb, TA) and 3 (TA)
TAe brand~w of th tree rated, diidd,
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straggled, or spread out di~ y; (., TA;)'or
branchd forth from the sm, and eparated,
divided, &c. (Mob.) 8ee also 2. One eays also,
y1hml W 1.at3 t [The state of afairs of the
man became broke sup, dicompoMd, deranged,
dioranisd, or (agreeably with another explana-
tion of the verb in what follows) r~dre nn-
sound, impaired, or marred]. (A.) - Also t the
latter verb. [or each,] It became closed up; [or
repaired by having a crack or cracks closed up,
or by being pieced;] said ofa craeked thing:
(TA:) and t both verbs, i. q. C'.S ! [which

meaen, in a general sense, it became retwtifed,
reqpaired, mended, amended, adjusted, or put into
a right, or proper, state; &c.; but I have not
found this verb (iJl) in its proper art. in any
of the Lexioom]: (], TA :) and V the latter signi-
fiee also it became cracked; (A;) [and in like
manner the former, said of a number of things;
or it became rached in wMeral place when said
of a single thing: and hence t both signify, in a
general sense, it becamnu corrupte~ rdered -
wund, impaired, or marred; a meaning which
may justly be asigned to the former verb in the
phras mentioned in the next preceding sentence.]

7: eee 5, in nine places: and see also 3.

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

inf n. of ,.-- [q.v.]. (Meb.) -[Used
as a simple esubst., it signifies Collection, or
unwton: and also eparation, divion, or disunion;
and] a stats of eparation or divisom or di/nion;
(, TA;) a also 'a;;: (., TA:) pL of the. 'S

former .a (TA.).-And [hence, perhaps,
as implying both union and division,] Such aJ is
di~ided [into ib~ ], of th tribes of the
Arab and forene~ : (.: [in my copy of the
MNb, ,.,,aJ JSJ s ,Je;_l A t, as though
it meant the tribes of the Arabs collectively,
agreeably with another explanation to be men-
tioned below; but I think that there may be a
mistranscription in this cue:]) pl. : (.S,
Mb :) or it signifies, as some say, (Mqb,) or
signifies also, (.,) a great tribe; syn. L ,i A4,j,

(.,A, ]P,) or . I a,.th(, A, ~,) or>;, L,; (M b;) the parent of

the [trib ca~ed] ,4, to whAich they refer their
origin, and which comprues them: (f:) or, uas
some say, a great tribe (. h; u) forming a

branch of a lB: or a itsdf: (TA:)
A'Obeyd says, on the authority of Ibn-EI-Kelbee,
on the authority of his father, that the S is
greater thaa the 4 ; next to which is the ai.;
then, the 5 ; then, the 1pL; then, the 
($, TA:) but IB says that the true order is that
which Ez-Zubeyr Ibn-Bekk/r has stated, and is
as follows: (TA:) [i. e.] the genealogies of the
Arabs consist of six degrees; (Mb ;) first, the
,...; then, the Aii; then, the ;I., (Myb,
TA,) with fet-! and with keer, to the t; (Msb;)
then, the ; then, the J.i; and then, the
4.i: thus, Khuzeymneh is a .,z; and Kincneh,

a 3I; and ]ureysh, an Ljt; and ]uyet, a
.OK; and Hahim, a .J; and El-'Abb6s, a
£ie: (Myb, TA:) and Aboo-Usumeh says that

these classes are agreeable with the order obtain-
ing in the structure of man; the ,.s is the
greatest of them, derived from the * [or
suture] of the head; next is the _.k, from the
a;. [which is a term applied to any one of the
four principal bones] of the head; then, the ;jLt,
which is the breast; then, the es [or belly];
then, the J,L [or thigh]; and then, the Jia,
which is the shank: to these some add the ' ,
which consists of few in comparison with what
are before mentioned: (TA:) and some add after
this the Jm': some also add the before the

a,: (TA in art. > :) the pl. is as above.
(TA.) It signifies also nato, people, race, or
family of mankind; syn. Jw; as expl. by IM
and others: in the V, [and in a copy of the A,]
erroneously, j.; [a mountain]: (TA:) but it is
[strangely] said by Aboo-'Obeyd EI-Bekree that
accord. to all except Bund.r, the word in this
sense is f ,a, with keer. (MF.) And the pl.,

, is [said to be] especially applied to denote
theforei~e (J.I) (TA:) [thus it is said

that] the phrase, in a trd., X

LI means [Verily a man] of the forei~

(.,11t) [became a Mus/im: but see e jJl]
(p.) - Also, [as implying separation,] Distanc,
or remotenms. (A, I~.) So in the phrase ,a

.13JI [The distance, or remoten, of the abode, or
dwg]. (TA.) - And A crack (S, A, ],

TA) in a thing, (.8,) which the .,At repairs.
(g,* TA.) _- And The plac~ ofjwnction [i. e. the
sure] of the ~JOU [or principal bones] of the

head; ( ;) the which conjoins the J.Lt of
the head: the J.1, in the head being [the frontal
bone, the occipital bone, and the two parietal
bones; in all,] four in number. (.) - [Hence,
perhaps,] ;; l;; t They two are like [or lihe
each other]. (s.) _- See also ..- Also
Distant, or remote; (X;) as in the phrase :L*

[Distant, or remote, vater]: pL , .
(TA.)

0 O., 50 P ,#

.. : see the dual Q4,a,Z voce a-%.

%.ZA road: (Msb:)or a roadin a mountain:
(, A, O, L, Myb, ],:) primarily a road in a
mountain (Igar p. 29) and in vaUlys: (Id.p. 72:)
afterwards applied to any road: (Id. p. 29:) [see
also L:] pL a.. (8, O, Msb.) And A
water-course, or place in which water floms, in [a
low, or dep~ , tract, such a is caled] a O;
of land, (ISh, A, 0, i.,) having two eevated
borders, and in wridth equal to the stature of a
man lying down, and sometimes beteen the two
face, or acclivities, of two mountains. (ISh, O.)
Or it signifies, (1,) or signifies also, (A,) A
ravine, or gap, [or pas~,] bet~een two mountains.
(A, XL.)- Also [A reef of rocks in the sea: so
in the present day: or] a k;j or a;j (accord. to
different copies of the g in art. X~ [but neither
of these two words do I find in their proper art.
in any Lex.]) in the sea, nsuch as is connected with
the shore: if not connected with the shore, a bow-
shot distant, it is called :. (: and TA in art.
Cn.)- And A brand, or mark made wnith a

hot iron, (S, g,) upon camel, (i,) peculiar to
thc Denoo-Mintar, in form resembling the
[hooked stick called] ;> -.: ( :) or a brand
upon the thigh, lengthwise, [consisting ofj twoo
lines meeting at the top and separated at the
bottom: (ISh,TA:) or a brand united [at the
upper part and] at the lower part separated:
(Aboo-'Alee in the " Tedhkireh," TA: [but there
is an omission here, so that the reverse may
perhaps be meant:]) or a brand ulpon the neck,
like the ' a : (Suh in the R, TA:) in a mar-
ginal note in the copy of the L, it is said that

:mw signifying a brand is with kesr to thc e
and with fet-h [i. e. e and ' ,4]. (TA.) -

See also . _.. [And see the pl. >l;Z below.]

va jjidtA, or distance, (A, K,) or great
width or distance, (S,) betwen the horns (., A,
5) of a goat (8, TA) and of a gazelle, (TA,) and

between the shoulders, (A, J],) and between two
branches. (A.) [See also 1, last signification.]

Lra': see O ,, second sentence. - Also The
pac~, or interstic, betee two horns: and

betmwG two branches: ( :) pL Z-*- and ;..',
(1,* TA,) in this and all the following sense.
(TA.) - And A cleft in a mountain, to whicl
birds (;jIl, for which jpjl is erroneously sub-
stituted in [several of] the copies of the V, TA)
resort: pl. as above. (Ig, TA.) - Also A branch
of a tree, (., A,* Mgh,' Myb, TA,) groming out
apart, or divaricating, therefrom: (Mqb,* TA:)
or the extremity of a branch: (V, TA: [said in
the latter to be tropical in this latter sense; but
why, I see not:]) pl. ,a (S, Mgh, Msb, TA)
and jt;it, as above. (TA.) And -";h l
The divaricating, or straggling, [branchlets, or]
extremities [or shoots or stalks] of the branch.

(TA.) And [hence] 4;A:t " ; Lt..! [A
staff having at Ais head tn,o forking portions or
projections]; (A, TA;) and Az mentions, as
heard by him from the Arabs, t CjG, without
;, instead of ,t:' ' :in this phrase. (L, TA.)

And 91u.; . a~4 [A sprig, spray, bunch, or
branchlet, of weet basil, or of sreet-smeling
plants]: and i~ X. L: [and . y A
lock, or flock, of hair and of wool]. (JK in art.
,je.) And Ai X .s; Ul t [I am a
branch, or branchlt, of thy great tree]. (A, TA.)

And -t j; X1- t [A question having
many branches, or ramifications]. (Mgb.) And
[the pl.] -. [as meaning] I The ngr: (K,
TA:) one says, A . _rL: t Ie laid
hold upon it with his fingers. (A, TA.) And

;Z~.' em .3 t He sat betvn her trwo legs:
(A:) and & i;'l ;>e tu [Hc sat (in the Mgh

i, as implied in the A, and in the Msb ,..,)]
between her arms and her legs; (A, Mgh, Msb,
K ;) or betwen her leg and the O.t1 [dual of

:, q. v.,] of her C-; (A, Mgh, K ;) occurring
in a trad.; (Mgh, Msb;) an allusion to eQ.

(A, Mgh, Myb, 0.) And 0.2j U~4 t Te
~,;A.~ [or two upright pieces of wood] of the
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cames saddle; its g,, and its ;&ii. (Mgh.)
And J wa 2 t [Ir*; thou
the fies-meat upon the pro~sr of the roastin.
intm~]. (A, TA.) And & & t t[A
tooth of a reaping-hook]. (] in art. O>.) And
· JI ~ 1 >. ~ a: t [A tooth, or cusp, of the
teth, or cup, of the ,,-; the ,a of the ,,
being three. (? and L in art. ,.) And ,
¥dfJI The outer parts, or re*ios, of the hors

(.LJIt, A, or ,Am.., O); all of thm: (g:) or
the pomient parts (, 1) of thm, (V,) or of
him; (9, and so in some copies of the 1,;) as the
neck, and the .~ [or withers, &c.], (8, TA,)
and the erets of the hip, (TA,) or such at his
head, and his jt. [or witthers, &c.], and the
cres of his Ahilp. (A.)-_Also A small water-
court, or channel inA which water flon; as in
the phrase Jt. 'a a malU water-courefied
eith a torrent: (9:) or a water-cour in sand;
(] ;) or in the eevated part of a der tract
into which sand has poured and remained. (TA.)
And A small portion of a [water-course such as
ui called] &;; or what is maUer than a ;
accord. to different copies of the 1K; QaUI being
expl.a.u meaning laJ 1p 'i- ' t , and, in one

copy, ItaI 'os. (TA.) And Such qs is large,
of the channeld for irmgation of valleys: (Qg,
TA:) or, as some say, a branch from a &I, and
from a valley, or torrent-bed, taking a dierent
coure therefrom: pI. as above. (TA.) - And
A portion, mpart, or piece, of a thing; or some-
what thereof: (., Mb, ]g, TA:) pl. as above.
(TA.) One says, JlI ' I' i J .1 Give
thou to me a portion of the ~operty. (TA.)
Ande * 4al # t [In hi. hand is somewhat
of good, or of 7ealth]. (TA.) And it is said in
a tad., Otlt a,4 4 i £lo.JI t Modesty is a

part of faith: nnd in another, ~ ' 4.1;1
,.JI t [Youth is a part of insanity]. (TA.)

In explanation of the phrase, in the 1ur [lxxvii.

0]0, J11 & ji [Unto a shade, or
shadot, hlaving three parts, or divisions], it is

said that the fire [of Hell], on the day of resur-
rection, will divide into three parts; and whenever
they shall attempt to go forth to a place, it will
repel them: by jk being here meant that the
fire will form a covering; for [literally] there
will be no Jb. in this case. (Th, L.) - And A
piecm ch as ' called 4j., with' which a wooden
bowl [or the Uke] is repired. (.) - Accord. to
Lth, (T, TA,) a.J .aL means I 7he changes,
or eiitude, of time or fortu; (T, A, TA;)
and he cites the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,

*-1 l*3 ; - ; -- ~-- ~0
0

which he explains by saying, i. e. I thought that
one thing, or state of things, would not be divided
into many things, or states: [i. e. Nor did I think
that the ~vitude of fortune would divide one
whole body of men into many parties:] but Az
disapproves of this explanation, and says that

, here means Intntions, d~igns, or purpos:

he says that the poet describes tribes assembled

together in the [season called] ;, who, when
they desired to return to the watering-places,
differed in their intentions, or designs; wherefore
he says, Nor did I think that various intentions
would divide [one whole body of men who before
had] a consentient intention. (L, TA.) - [See
also the pl. tL; below.]

iaZ, imperfectly decl., (Msb,) The name of
a month [i. c. the eilghth month of the Arabian
year]: pl. !-Uea# (S, Meb, 15) and ; 1:
(Meb, 1;]:) so called from ' - "it became
separated ;" (1, TA;) because therein they used
to separate, or disperse themselves, in search of
water [when the months were regulated by the
solar year; this month then corresponding partly
to June and partly to July, as shown voce Oj,
q. v.]; or, as some say, for predatory expeditions
[after having been restrained therefrom during
the sacred month of Rejcb]; or, accord. to some,
as Th says, from , "it appeared;" because of
its appearance between the months of Rejeb and
Ramad a. (TA.) _ w Ji j A cetain in-

ect, (1,' TA,) a speci~ of the . , or of the
+,- (TA.)

4 pi. of : (, 0, Mb:) and of 

(1, TA.)- L,.Z 1 , :.iiZ is a prov.,
[expl. as] meaning The abundance of the food
[that I have to procure for my family] has occu-
pied me o at to divert me from giving to people:
(9, TA:) [Z considers .,oa.:, here, as pl. of aa:

"a branch," and as meaning duties, and relations:
(Freytag's Arab. Prov., i..53 :)] but EI-Mun-
dhiree says that is 'a mistranscription: the

other reading is i.t, meaning " my ex,pending
upon my family." (Meyd. [See also ;a.,, in
art. aw and ,.])

,.i3 a., (S, A, Msb, 1,) without the article Jl,
and imperfectly decl., (Mob,) and ,g. :JI, (A,
Msb, 1,) with the article, and perfectly decl.,
(Mqb,) but several authors disallow this latter,
accounting it wrong; (TA;) a name for Death;
($, A,* Msb, ] ;*) so called because it separates
men: ($, Msb:) the former is a proper name:
(Msb :) J says [in the S] that it is determinate,
and does not admit the article Jl: in the L, it is
said that ' ' : and , ,- :11 both signify as above;
and that in either case it may be originally an

epithet, being like the epithets J3 and ,v o;
and if so, the article in this case is as in ,,tidl

and X...J and 0.JI: and this opinion is con-
firmed by what is said of its derivation: but he
who says , ,t., without the article, makes the

word a pure substantive, and deprives it literally
of the character of an epithet; wherefore the
article is not necessarily attached to it, a it is not

to ,A4a and 4..; yet the essence of an epithet
is in it still, as in the instance of'- .. 1" , a

name for "bread," so called because it rein-
vigorates the hungry; and as in l..,, [a eertain
own] so called, accord. to Sb, because midway

between Bl-'Ir4 ['Ir 4 el-'Ajam] and EI-Ba§rah:

thus in the L. (TA.) One sayp of a person when
he hbas been at the point of death and then escaped,

2 ,jI [Death became near to him]. (TA.)
· ·o , · · - Jo ·And it is said in a tra&d., 1.. lj .Jj t,

, ., j,.J ;;, -- , -
Z ajJI o: .u -' U ',l i.e. [And Ic d

not putting my foot upon hi. chek unatil I made
death to visit him. (TA.)

A [leathern mater-bag sch at i called]

;.j [q. v.]; (A'Obeyd, S, g;) as also ' and
[LsJ': (A'Obeyd, Q:) or one that ha. bean
repaired, or pieced: (TA:) or one that is made
of two idda: (15:) or one that iu made of two
hide facing each other, without ,,4i at their

corner; .A in [the making of] oIj being the
taking of the hide and folding it, and then adding
at thc sides what will widen it: or one that iu

pieced (.. ) rith a third shin, betwen the two
skins, that it may be relered wider: or one that
is made of to eces joined together: (TA:) or
one that is wsed (aQ5,0d, ]P and TA, in the
C]~ ;'jj,) on both side: (15:) called thus
because one part is joined to another: (L, TA:)
pl. :. (g,* TA.) - Also An old, wornout
skin for water or milk: (1 :) because it is pieced,
or repaired: (TA:) pi. as above. (1.) _- And
A cameds saddle; syn. J.;: because it is joined,
part to part: so in the saying of EI-Marrur,
describing a she-camel,

* ·
..· t tou ' * ',a .; 

[When dhe fa/ down, or fedl dorwn, tlwre fJiL
down, or fe down, from her ri.ht side a sa(dde
by reason of which was her fe~vd and jaded

state]. (TA.) _ And .a, ; i
[A man who is a stranger, &c.]. (AA, TA voce

a. The art, or craft, of repairing crachk [in
wooden bowls 'c., by pdecing then]. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

,a%J i A sect which does not prcfer, or exalt,
the Arabs aborv the 'Ajam [or foreneri or
Persians]: (S:) or a sect which prefer, or
exalts, the 'Ajam above the Arabs: (Mb :) or
thos~ who despie thle circumstances, or condition,
of the Arabs; (A,* 1 ;) one of whom is called

kt .~t ; (A, g ;) a rel. n. formed from the pl.,
(IM, M sb, TA,) ,, being predominantly up-

. 1 _%aZ g a1 *.
plied to the 'Ajam; (IM, TA;) like U5LkA
[from L ;]. (IM, M:b,* TA.) In the phrase
...'4,1 "*$ ' - G

_1, , , e ;,, *, occurring in a trud.,
[and mentioned before, voce ,,] , ... l may
mean .1; or it may be [used as] a pl. of

l, like as j1 nd . J are [used as]

pls. of t.$ e! and . p .(lAth, TA.)

A repairer of craca [in wooden bonwl,
c., by ~ ecing them]. (S, Mb, TA.)
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4 AllI Te two souldr: (i:) because wide
apart: of the dial of El-Yemen. (TA.)

al A goat, ($, TA,) and a gazelle, (A,
TA,) wide, (A,) or ery wide, (i, TA,) betwen
the hor: (, A, TA:) [and app., btwen the

shoulders: (seeam :)] fem. Zs.: (TA:) and
pl. ..1 . (;, A, TA.) It is also the name of
a certain very covetous man [who became pro
verbial for hi covetousnes, and hence it is used

a an epithet]: (?, ]p:) so in the saying, D 

-i 4.z 1 [Be not tho an Ah'ab,for in that
camm tho wil become fatigued, or wearied, by thy
endeavour.]; Q(;) a prov.: (TA:) and so in the

prov., watl > IL; [More covtos than
AsWab]. (f.)

0',t A way, road, or path, (?, Mqb, ,)
[in an absolute sense, or] branching off from

another. (M4b.) ;jJI . means The way

[of trhu, or] that dtinguishs between truth and
falsity. (V.)

* i An iustrumn t by means of which a
crack in a [woodn borwL or asoms other] thing is
repaired [by pieing it]; an instrument uwed for
perfrating, a drill, or the lke, (V, TA,) by

meamn of which the .41i repairs a e (TA.)

;;h a a [ wooden bowrl repaired in
several p [by closing up its crack, or by
piecing it]. (?.) - See also what follows.

:,!p; applied to a camel, (V.,) and 't £; 
applied to a number of camels, (TA,) Marked
with the brand called . (V, TA.)

Q. 1. ,and its in£ n. 4a : aee ;a; and
&lyuZ in art. .La.

Iap r: ofee d in artl .T A.

1. , aor. 't, (M,b,) in£ n. gee, (A, Mgh,
M9b,) It (hair) wa, or became, haggy, or
dis ld, (A, Mgh,) and frouzy, or atered in
odovwr, (Mgh,) in consequence of is being seldom
dre~sd: (A, Mgh:) or it an, or became, defiled
mith dut, and matted, or compacd, in con-

qncce of its being eo anointed: (Myb:) or,
aocord. to El-Ghooree, it wanted oil, or oinbment:
(aur p. 50 :) nd : T signifies [the amine: or]
it wa, or became, matted, or compacted, (,
TA,) and dty. (TA.) And the former verb,
[and app. * the latter also,] It (the head) wa, or
became, duy, not being renovated [by dreing
or a~ting], nor cleaned. (Mb.) Alo the
former verb, sor. a above, (L, , and gam p.
48,) inf. n.,d (, L, ], andt am) andi, is
(L and am,) He as, or became, y, or
dishev/d, in th hair, (JM, P,) and frouzy,
or al~ered in odour, in co ~ece of its being
~dd drejed: (JM :) orit signifies (or ignifie
also, JM) he had a dsy head, (Q, -, d, JM,)
and plucked hair, ;unan e; (L;) or he had
matted, or compacted, and duy, Ahir: (L, and
I.an p. 49:) and in like msnner Yt& ee. (L.:

- .1,, (M,b,) or n* a- , (], TA,) [o

each,] also signifies The being separated, or
dismited, (f, Myb, ], TA,) and spread out,
(MOb,) and uompoced, (TA,) ih am is the

head of the .1i [or tooth-ick, by its being

bri~d, or battered, or mangled by blows].

(Mob, TA.) You say, .1aj1 u" -, _,

(Mqb, TA,) and ,jl (A, TA,) t TAe ead of th
tooth-stich , and of the wood.n peg or stah,
became dintrated; or separated, dinated, or
uncompacted, in its component parts [or itsfibr~ ;
or rendered brwlsy; by its being br~ sd, or bat-

tered, or manged by blos]. (TA.) And * I:3
They [meaning men] became eparated, dis-

united, di d, or cattered. (.) -And

..,, aor. as above, (T],) inf. n. %StU, maid of
the tate of affirs, t It was, or became, dissord,
brokn up, dicompaosd, deranged, disrganied,
disordered, or ettled (0,* A,* ],* TA, TI.
[In the $ and A and ],, this is placed a the first
of all the meanings in this art.; and in the A, it
is mentioned among the meanings that are proper,
not tropical; but in my opinion it is tropical. 8ee
also : below.])

S. a:Z, in£ n. He, resm~d it (i. e.
hair) [aggy, or dish ed, andfrouy: (ase 1 :)
or] matted, or compacted, and dwty: or he
rendered him [shaggy, or disheelld, and fro~y,
in Ahi hair: or] matted, or compacted, and dusty,
iA his hair. (TA.) - alo signifies t The

separating, disuniting, dip g, or cattring,
a thing. ([.) And t The maaing to eparate
liLke a do riers and branche (L.) [Hence,]

j1"1 :l s tt[He made the head of te
tooth-stic to become disintate~d; or sa~rated,
diunited, or n~ompacd, in its compont parts
or itsibr; or renderd it brushy; by bridsng
it, battOrir it, or mangling it by blo,s: see 1].

(A.) _ ;JI ^ He took of the traggling
branches, or sprigs, of the sena, without pulling
it up by the roots. (TA, from a trad.).....See

also 5, in two placel.- ' ¥JJ*1 ,,W, d

. t7he pteopb tooh, or began, to impugn kis
character, csmmre , rproach him, or ~peah
againgt him, by bof uin reputati~ (

£.bj). (TA, from a trad.) - And ,. `

t He detracted from hi reputation; yn. 
a.; and r: from s1 [as in£ n. of 1 in the
last of the senses asigned to it above,] meaning

,d1~ J)I"t. (L.) - And also, in£ n. as above,

' t e rqpeld from him, or defended him: (.:)
or he defendd hi reputation. (TA.) [Thus it

I has two contr. meanings.]

4* cSUe. Such a one waa angry by

reaso of me; syn. . (A. [But this I have
not found elsewhere; and I almost think that
,^a1, in my copy of the A, may be a mistran-

; scription for .; and .md, , for u..])

i : see 1, in six places. - - also signifies

I tThe act of taking; syn. i.l; (g, TA;) and sc

) J . (TA) One says, 1.:&,;j t ime,
r or fo~e, took him. (TA.) And ZJL; C

He took hi pr~ y. (TM.) And t Th
catg little of food; , TA ;) and so t 'A-:
whence one ap,A11 > = I ate little ofwhence one says,.~ l Z -
thefood (TA.)

s: se the next paragraph.

2 inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (L, Myb, &)) - -

[Hence,] /ijg iiJ, (.,) and ; -, (A,) i. e.
1 [May God rectify, or repair, and conodatme,
what is discomped, deranged, disorganid, dis-
ordm~, or tled, of thy, and you, afairs T
(see art. ;) or] co date thy, and your, di-
organe disordered, or unsettled, state of af-
fair: (?, A:* [in the latter expresly distinguihed
as tropical:]) [and so a nd-, and. ; per-
haps by poetic license; for] Ka*b Ibn-Mdlik
El-Anree says,

---, * S 4 -
a -. ,g, , ,

i~, ''u e S 0

t [God rctified and molidated, by him, a dis-
composed deranged, disoranized, diordmtd, or
setrtled, state of affairs, and repaired, by him,

the affairs of his peole, hen the sat of affairs
was br~ up]. (TA.) It i said in a trid, as
form of prayer, t; JAI i .;Le.

1 I ash of The mc]y whereby thou shat con
solidate what is discomposd deranged, dior
ganized, diordered, or ustted, of my state of
affairJ. (TA.)

,f, applied to hair, ha~ y, or disheselld:
(MA:) [or shaggy, or d/iddl~d, andfroway, or
alered in odour, in consequnce of its ~
seldom dresed: (see 1, first sentence:)] or debd
with dust, and matted, or compacted, in cse-
quen of its being seldom anointed (M9 b.)
And in a similar sense applied to the head of a
J1st. [or tooth-stick, meaning t Di~interatd;

or separated, di~ited, or uncompacted, in its
f~bres; or rendeed~ brusy; by its being bruised,
&c.; and so as applied to the bhead of a wooden
peg or stake; as indicated by an explanation of its
verb]. (MA.) [And in the TA it is applied to a

plant, as meaning t Straggling.] See also t:^_.
And t A man dirty in the body. (Mob.)

1; ; place of [or in] the hair that is -^.
[or aggy, or dished d,~ &.]. (TA.)

a, and j s: what next fol-
lows.

1, (, Mgh, NIb, V,) and IAl ~.,

(1i,) and * ., (Mgh, TA,) [and .i ;t ]

and t 0t, (TA,) and *ij s1 , (i,)
applied to a man, (A,Mgh, Mob,) Having the
hair shaggy, or disheld , andfruy, or alterod
in odour, in cone ce oqf its being seldom
dressed: (Mgh :) or having the hair defSd with
dust, and matted, or compacted, in conaequa of
its being seldom anointed: (Mb :) or having the
head duty, (S, A, ,, TA,) and the hair pluciked,

and unanointed: (TA:) fem. of the first s'l,,
applied to a woman: (A, Mb :) and : [is its
pl., and] is applied to horse, as meaning [having
shaggy coats,] not curried: ( :) or duty by

!
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rson of long journeying. (gam p. 130, 8ee
an ex. from a poet, vooe 1.]) The first [or
each] is also applied to a head, as meaning Dwuty,
aot rovated [by dresing or anointing], nor

leansed. (M 9b.) - -Jl : The wooden peg or
stake: (A, ], TA:) so in a verse of El-Kumeyt
cited in the first paragraph of art. q.: an epithet
in which the quality of a subet. is predominant:
(TA :) so called because its head is disintegrated;
or separated, disunited, or uncompacted, in its
component parts [or its fibres; by its being bat-
tered by blows]. (A,* TA.) _ And t What has
dried up of the [barley-gras called] : (,
TA:) [or] it is so called when its prckles have
dried (TA.)

JAL6

Q. Q. 1. Q , (A, Msb,) in. n. (VA, (A, L,
Mvb, X,) He practised the art termed 6 ,
expl. below: (A L,Myb, :) as aslso Ja ,
(Msb, ],) inf. n. ea.,.: (A, Msb, :) so some
say. (Myb.) [See what here follows.]

3;~. Legerdemain, or seight-of-hand, (A, L,
J,) and falt miracles, (TA,) and fascinations,
(s,) or facination, (A, L,) or a kind of play,
(Msb,) like , (A, L, Msb, g,) making a
tung to appear differnt from what it really is,
(L, g,) or showing a man what has no real exit-
we: (Mb :) or mauing what is fales to assume
theform of rwhat is true: (TA :) also :
(A,Msb:) vulgarly termed °4. (TA.)_
Also Quickness: or ghktss, or agility, in any
affair. (L.) - It is not a word of the language
of the people of the desert. (Lth, L, Mgb.)

IS?yC A mmenger of princes or goverors,
(L, g,) who journeys on affairs of importance
for them (L) upon post-horses or other beasts
appointedfor their coneyance: (L, ] :) so called
because of his quickness. (L.) It is not a word
of the language of the people of the desert. (Lth,
L.) - See also what follows.

~-'. and j A man who practises the art

termed n ; (L, .;) as also * &Da: (TA in
art. ~m :) improperly called E,. and sur-

named ,1j!,*.- (Eth-Tha'alibee, TA.)

1. y,;, (., Msb, 1], &c.,) and dj. , (i,)
which latter is disallowed by some, but both are
correct, though the former is the [more] chaste,
(TA,) aor. 1 .(1, Myb, I,) inf. n. ;j (8, Mgb,

&c, &c.) and a.p (,, TA? and Oi., (TA, and so
in the CV in the place of;;!,) but the first is the
most common, (TA,) and Za: (Msb, 1) and
;a and ;'S, (],) of which last three the fitst
is the most common, (TA,) and UgaZ and Cj;
(!) and t" (TA) and , (Msb, g) and
;j~=, (1,) which is said to be the in£ n. of J,
(TA,) and L; ; and LtbS (L4, ) and
itj1, (i,) which is of extr. form, (TA,) IHe

knew it; kmw, or had n~ , of it; as
cogn t of it; or u drstood it; (v,0 A, Myb,
J, TA;) as also jaS: (Lb, TA:) or he kne
the mi~ute particular of it: or he perceived it by
meamns of [any of] the senses. (TA.) 'I4 mentions
the phrase ec l; Ui p1 and 1; y FIl
4.. [I Ano what iuch a one did or has done],
and k.. . ji ; L [I hkew not what such
a one dd], as on the authority of Xs, and says
that they are forms of speech used by the Arabs.
(TA.) [See also ,:, below.]_ :, (A, Mgb,

,) aor. ,, (Msb, j,) inf. n. ,. and ,Z, (],
ITA,) or a,, (so a,cord. to the CV instead of
J :j,) He said, or spohe, or gae utterance to,
poetry; poke in rme; poetised; or versWifed;

syn. 1;L jl; [for poetry.was always spoken by
the Arabs in the classical times; and seldom
written, if written at all, until after the life-time
oftheauthor;] (A,M b,].;) as alsoj.;: (]:)
or the latter signifies he made good, or excellt,
poetry or er; (Qg, MF ;) and this isthe signi-
ficeation more commonly approved, as being more
agreeable with analogy: (MF :) or the latter sig-
nifies he wa, or became, a poet; (v;) as also

, aor. . (TA.) One says, Xj Z"ZI I
said, or spohe, poetry, &c., to ucl a one. (TS,
O, TA.) And · , g :[ ad: , [Had he

n hi d~iency, he had not poken poetry, or
versefied]. (A.) - ; ;Zel^: see 3. -:
as a trans. verb syn. with yC.: see 4. _ As syn.
with 1 ts: see 3. --- , aor. , (,) inf. n. yZ,
(TA,) His (a man's, TA) hair became ab~ndant
(1., TA) and lg: (TA:) and said lilkewise of a
goat, or other hairy animal, his hair became
abundant. (TA.) - Also t He poe~ dala.
(Lh, ,.)

2. jaZ as an intrans. verb: see 4: - and as a
trans. verb also: sec 4.

3. 't 4' l, (S, .,) aor. of the latter ',
that is with fet-h, (9, MF,) accord. to Ks, who
holds it to be thus even in this case, where su-
periority is signified, on account of the faucial
letter; or, accord. to most, ', agreeably with the
general rule; (MF;) He vied, or contmnde~, tith
him in poetry, and he surpsed him there~ . (,
., MF.) - And ,t, (s,) and Ib..t, (A,
M!.b, ,) and V L , (A, ]P,) He sept ~ith
him, and with her, ( 4-U, S, and Mn jli, Msb,
]g, or A1, A,) in one jlaZ [or innm t
garment]. (S, A, Myb, V.) - [Reiske, as men-
tioned by Freytag, explains *& as signifying
also Tractavit, presavit, velicavit: but without
naming any authority.]

4. ioal He made him to know. (S.) You
say, . #a.l, and ... (V,) the latter of
which is less usual than the former, because one
says d 4~ but not -- , (MF,) le aquainted
him with the affair; made him to hknow it. (S.)
And i 5'1 ; f.a I made hkwon the affair of
such a one. (A.) And U ;a I made such
a one notorious for an evil deed or quality. (A.)

- Also, (in£ n. jl.LC, M9b,) He marked it,

namely a beast destined for sacrifice at Mekkeh,
(C,' Mgh, M,b,' ], TA,) by stabbing it in the
right side of its hump so that blood ed from
it, (~,) or by *nahing a slit in its skin, (]g,) or by
stabbing it. (, TA) in one aide of its hump with
a t or the like, (TA,) so that the blood ap-
peared, (P, TA,) or by making an incision in its
hump so that tih blood floed, (M.b,) 'n order
that it might be knowrn to be destined for sacri-
fJic. (~, Mb.) - [Hence, app.,] t He wounded
him so as to cause blood to come. (TA.) It is
said in a trad. respecting the assassination of

'Othmin, l.iL . , t 1He rounded him so as
to cauae blood to come with a a.. [q. v.]:

(TA:) and in another trad., ^O .j l .1 .1
t [The Prince of tie Faithful was nounded so
that blood came from him]. (?.) - And I He
pierced him with a spear so as to ahke the spear.
head cnter his inside: and iL. I l I he made
the spear-head to enter into tie midst Of him:
[but this is said to be] from 0 a,Z1 " he made

it to cleave to it." (TA.) :, 1 is said specially
of a king, meaning lfe was slain. (A, TA.) -
Also He made it to be a distinguiding sign: as
when the performance of a religious service is
made, or appointed, by God to be a sign [whereby
his religion is distinguished]. (TA.) - And
Ila l They called, uttering their j;: [whereby
they might know one another]: or they appointed
for themselvs a jl; in their jourmey. (Lb, g,
TA. [Seo also 10.]) -om: t [Ilow good, or
excllent, a poet is heI]. (TA in art. j. : see

,. in that art.) _a:L [from,a: oraS signi-
fying " hair "] It (a fcetus, Q, A, J], in the belly
of its mother, TA) had hair growing upon it;
(9, A, .;) as also ,423; (;, ! ;) and 1tr,
in£ n. )' ; and 'tV- . ( ).) And .aZ$l
She (a camel) cast forth her fetus vith hair upon
it. (.tr, ].) _ And !aZl He lined a boot, (A,
9,) and a 4, (A,) and the $;A of a horse's
saddle, and a 4_j., and the like, (TA,) with
hair; (A, ];) as also Vt' ; (Lb,A,l~;) and

at, ([,) in£ n.- ja.: (TA:) or, said of a
;e, he co~red it ith hair. (A.) - And
!wLt l Ee clad him with a [i. e. an innermost
garment]. (S, A, ].) And He put on him a
garment as a jti', i. e., next his body. (TA.)

[Hence,] .Xj ,! i 1 Such a one involved

him in evai (S, A.) And lt _.jl M s*t
t [Loe involed him in diseae]. (a.) And
j .JaZl t He made it (i.e. anything) to cleave,
or stick, to it, [like the jtb. to the body,] i. e.,
to another thing. (].) [And t It clam to
him, or it, u the jt; cleaves to the body.

Hence,] .Jl1 e& 1 [tAnxiety clam to him as the

1: cleave to tho body]. (A.) And,J1 a:.

U 4; An~iety clave to my heart ([, TA) as the

j., clearc s to the body. (TA.) And ji.,jl ,;
t$ X The man clam to anxiety as the jIZ cleave
to the body. (~, TA. [In one of my copies of the

S, ja, aecord. to which reading, the phrase
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should be rendered The man was made to hatm
anxiety clearing to him &c.])_ ; jazI
He pt a $,! [q. v.] to the hnife. (, A,K)

8: see 4, in the latter half of the paragraph.

[6. j&W He affected, or pretend, to be a
poet, not being uch. (See its part. n., below.)]

10. J,~ ,r - :1 The cow uttered a cry to
hAr young one, desiring to know its state. (A,
TA.).And Ija.j" t Vey caUed, one to another,

uttering the j; [by which thy were mrutally
non], in war, or fJight. (TA. [See also 4.])

uj; as syn. with 1:, and j.;:: see 4, in
the latter half of the paragraph. - Also, (A,) or
tj1aIpba1.1, (Jr,) He put on, or clad himslf
with, a jb& [i. e. an innermost garment]. (A,

V.) [Hence,] eif ;1L 1 IMake thou
the fear of God to be .aL j; [i. e. tle thing
next to thy heart]. (TA.) And Ug; ,a;..I

l ie coneived in his mindfear. (?, A.*)

Ja and , (A, Mgb, ], but only the latter
in my copies of the . and in the O,) two well-
known dial. vars., the like being common in
cases of this kind, in which the medial radical
letter is a faucial, (MF,) [but the latter I have
found to be the more common,] Hair; i.e. what
grows upo tihe body, that is not Jye nor ;
(] ;) it is an appertenance of human being~ and
of other animal: (8, A, Msb:) [when spoken of
as used in the fabrication of cloth for tents &c.,
the meaning intended is goat' hair: (sce 4 in art.
t. :)] of the mase. gender: (Msb, TA:) pL (of
the former, Msb) ; and (of the latter, M,b)
;1, (8, M9b, O) and (of the latter also, TA)
;.~.: ((, TA:) and t;;, properly dim. of

;la, is used, accord. to Aboo-Ziyad, as dim. of
;j.: (TA:) the n. un. is with;: (?, A,* Msb,
V~:) and this, i. e. i [or 3], is also used
metonymically as a pl. (], TA.) One says,

fj;&W JS j'Wl . .;and a. .j, t [Te
property its, or shall be, equally divide betwee

me and thee]. (TA.) And S&AJI X vi 1Such
a one &an, or ha seen, hoarines, or wiite hairs,
(Ya4oob, S, A, TA,) upon his head. (TA.) -
[The n. un.] 5pa, is also used, metonymically, as
meaning 1 A daughter. (TA.) - And t? (Jr,
and so accord. to the TA, but in the CV tyL,)
signifies also 1 Plant and trees; (V, TA;) as
being likened to hair. (TA.) - And the same,
(A, (, TA, but in the C: t*a.,;,) : Saffon
(A, ) before it is pulverized. (A.)

s: ee the next two preceding sentences.

[an inf. n., (see 1, first sentence,) and used
as a simple subst. signifying] iKnonledge; cog-
nizance: (V, TA:) or knon ledge of the minute
particulars of things: or perception by means of

[any of] the enses. (TA.) One says, 

'C I, ( LS (Ks, Lh, ?,- Mb, 1],*) and

- , and L;~
(Ks, Lh, I],*) i. e. Would that I knre what such

a one did, or has done; (S,*M,*M b,*TA;)
for would that my kno~bdge wnere psent at, or
comprd~ending, rohat such a one did, or has done;
the phrase being elliptical: (TA :) accord. to 8b,

Spa,Z X,J is for J.' %J, the; being elided

as in I j; f [for jj;1 j],(S, TA,) the
elision of the ; in this latter instance, as 8b says,
being peculiar to the case of the words being pre-
ceded by ~1; [but see ;j ;] and as in aI51

when used as a prefixed noun; though ,~' -J

is not now known to have been heard. (TA.)
One says also, ; iS LSW - ; Would that I
kn w what happened, or has happ~n (A.)-
The predominant signification of * is Poetry,
or verse; (M9b, ];) because of its preeminence
by reason of the measure and the rhyme; though
every kind of knowledge is'& : (. :) or because
it relates the minute affairs of the Arabs, and the
occult particulars of their secret afflirs, and their
facetidm: (Er-.Rghib, TA:) it is properly defined
as lanuag qualijfied by rhyme and measure in-
tentionally; which last restriction excludes the
like of the saying in the ]ur [xciv. 3 and 4],

);i.~ Ji;L Xt~ I~, IJ# Lq Si, because this
is not intentionally qualified by rhyme and mea-
sure: (KT; and the like is said in the Msb :) and
sometimes a single erse is thus termed: (Akh,

TA :) pl. ;bl;. (8, .) Also t Falsehood;
because of the many lies in poetry. (B, TA.)

! ,.: seew:, in two places.

.:: eee * 1l.- [The fem1. sj signifies
[particularly] A sheep or goat () having hair
groing betae~ the tno hald of it hoof, which
in consequnce bleed: or having an itching in its
knees, (], TA,) and therefore always scratching
with them. (TA.)

jaYg and w, ns. un. of'a. [q. v.] and .

Ms. The hair of the pubes; (T, Myb, . ;) as

also V . , [accord. to general analogy with

tenween,] or V .5,,a, [and if so, without tenween,]
accord. to diffcrent copies of the ]; (TA;) of a
man and of a woman; and of the hinder part of
a woman: (T, Mb :) or the hair of the pubes of
a woman, specially: (., O, Mb :) and the pubes
(h1tg) [itself]: ( :) and the place of gr~rth of
the hair beneath tke navel. (,* TA.) -Also

A portion of hair. (g,. TA.)

,~!tI [The star ~irius;] a certain bright
star, alo cal/id .. j.; (TA; [but see this latter
appellationj;]) the star that ries [arorally]
after .IJ! [by which is here meant Gemini],
in tih time of intense heat, (S, TA,) and after

aitjl [app. a mistranscription for A j]: (TA:)
[about the epoch of the Flight, it rose aurorally,
in Central Arabia, on the 13th of July, O. S.:

(see ji)1i and see also.l jt, in art. Jj3P:)
on the periods of its rising at sunset, and setting
aurorally, see w; and ; :] the Arabs say, It-
9 L.1 'r ja 1pa~J w U [When
Sirius ries aurorally, th owner of the palm-trees
bgits to see what their fruit will be]: (TA:)

there are two stars of this name; ;jl1 ';5 J1
and ;z'.iil 5.!JI, (, 1:,) together called

,X 1: the former is that [above mentioned]
which is in [a mistake for "after "] .Ijl t, and the
latter is [Proeyon,] in the ti [by which is

meant is ),t1i,3 , not ai ,ijJl]; ($;)
and both together are called the two Sister of
Suheyl (J., [i.e. Canopu]): (~, 1:) the
former was worshipped by a portion of the Arabs;
and hence God is said in the lur-6n to be Lord of

! L.JI: (TA:) it is called j'.I because of its
having crossed the Milky Way; and the other is
called .L."il 1 because said by the Arabs to have
wept after the former until it had foul thick
matter in the corner of the eye: (] in art. c :)

the former is also called ai;wl 1J [the
Yemenian, or Southern, tS.]; and the latter,

jl l a.tJI [the Syrian, or Northern, Lja.].
(Izw.) 

i;J" fem. of al [q. v.: under which head it
is also mentioned either as a subst. or as an epi-
thet in which the quality of a subst. is pre-
dominant]. _- See also ;aZ.

· /(' [app., if correct, with tenween]: see

U,~ ,[Of, or relating to, poetry; poticaL._

And also t Fabe, or lying]. One says a J hI
t Fale, or lying, evidncm or argumments: because
of the many lies in poetry. (B, TA.)m [And
Of, or relatuing to, .J"I, i. e. Sirius.] You say,
ffs~it4 * 4;j We pastured our cattle upon
the herbage of which the ~oth was coent
upon tih .7 [i. e. the auroral rising or stting]

of .jajI [or Siriu]. (A.)

;C.!:, The young ons of tA ,; [i. e. vutur
percnopt~rus]. (14.)

X1'jI: see !.- -lj [app. without ten-
ween, being probably originally an epithet, also]
signifies t The [shrub calld] t, (J,) or a
specie therof, (Tekmileh, TA,) green, inclining
to dust-colour: (Tekmileh, ], TA:) or a species
of [the lkind ofplants called] E, dust-coloured:
(TA:) or , _ upon which hares feed, and in
which they [make tiwir forms, i. e.] lie, cleaving

to tiw ground; it is like the large at;,I [here

app. used as the n. un. of i, i. e. hali, or glas-
rcort], has slender tgs, and arpears from afar
black. (AHn, TA.)

a: [A poetaster]: see aLl. Also, accord.

to analogy, sing. of jyq., which is t Syn. with

',: [as pl. of i5"r, q. v. voce Al], meaning
the fYies that collect upon the sore on the back of
a camel, and, when roused, dirperse themselvfrom
it. (TA.) [Hence the saying,] ,j t,I. .~

t Th7 people di/persed themselves, or became
dispersed: (s:) and O!1 , tX ($,) or

!, and 1 ,,, (TA,) and J._ , (i,)and

law
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I; A, (TA,) t The went away in a state of
dperio, likefiei: (0 :) .Wot thus used being
pL of :'; (TA;) or hkaing no sing. (Fr,
Alkh, f, TA.) And ' .. ,, and

*~ · * · a ,*~,l~ ·.. d m .p; a
~..4i., and ,--, and . , and j.:,
t They became beyond reach, or power. (Lb, TA.)

And the same pL 4t, having no sing., also
signifies t A certain game (~, ,TA) of childr.
(TA.) You say, )p&1 l.- [We played at

the game ofyjb%.Jt]: and,sIJI 4 %,iU [ThM
is the game of/b:JI]. (.) _. And tA sort of
women's ornaments, like barley [-corn], made of
gUld and of ilver, and worn upon the neck. (TA.)

.-And 3;,1, [n. un. of j,] signifies A mall

[or cucumber]: pl. [as above]. (, .)

l n: eeeja.l. ' - ala i A hare that

feed upon the J;I1 [q. v.], and that [make its
form therein, i. e.] lie therein, cleaving to the

g d (Agin, TA.)

T es; (ISk, Er-Riyhshee, $, A, .;) as
alo t, .: (As, ISh, t:) or tanged, or lu
riant, or abundant and dense, trees; (T, V;) as
also ti ;1: (Sh, T, J :) or (TA, but in the l
"ind") trees in land that is soft (., TA) and
depsd, between eminenes, (TA,) wekre ole
alight, (1,, TA,) such as is termed tai, and the
like, (TA,) warming themselves thereby in wointer,
and shading themselves thereby in rummer, as
aleo t;' : (, TA:) or this last signifies any
place in whieh are a..d,. [or coert of trees, &c.,]
and [other] trees; and its pl. is t. (TA.)

One says, " -;e2 t A land abounding
in tr [&c.]. ( -.) -See also the next para-
graph, latter half.

;1SA sign of pople in mwar, (S, Msb, ],) and
in a jouey (J) c., (TA,) i. e. (M9b) a cal or
cry, (A, Mgh, Msb,) by meam of which to lknow
one another: (S, A, Mgh, Mb :) and the ). of
soldiers is a sign that is set up in order that a man
may thereby Anow his companiofu: (TA:) andjat
signifies also the banners, or standard., of tribes.
(TA in art. .t.) It is said in a trad. that the
jIt of the Prophet in war was c I1 ,j 
[O Manfoor, (a proper name of a man, meaning
"aided" &c.,) AiU thou,ki AU tou]. (TA.) And
it is said that he appointed the jQ1 of the re-

fugees on the day of Bedrto be , 1 

and thejlaS, of El-Khazraj, d ul Q l: and

that of El-Ows, dlIl 04s ; : and theirjt on

the day of El-Azb, . (Mgh.)
-And Thunder; (Tekmileh, I;) as being a
sign of rain. (TV.)_ . 1 J'C means The re-.
ligiouw rite and ceremonis of the pilgrimage;
and the signs thereof; (I;) and, (TA,) as also
t* Q$, (,) the practices of the pilgrimage, and
wkat~r is appointed as a ign of obedience to
God; (f, Meb,* TA;) as the halting [at Mount
'Arafdt], and the circuiting [around the Kaabeh],
and the j [or tri~g to and fro between

Bk. I.

Efi-afj and El-Marneh], and the tArowing [of
the pebble at MinW], and the sacrifice, 4'c.;
(TA ;) and V and t eQ and t*' e signify

the same asutsa: (L:) t ;e is the sing. of~.?
meaning as expl. above; (As, f, Msb;) or, as
some say, the sing. is t Sjlat: (As, Q:) or ' V

and V ;L, by some written i j;j , and ~-,
signify a place [of the performance] of rdeio~
rita and ceremonies of the pilgrimage; expl. in
the V by 'tJ1l, which is a mistake for " ;
(TA;) and l , places thereof: (:) or
.5-JI ty signifies the/,,a [or characterstic

practices] of the pilgimage, to which God has
invited, and the lperformance of which lie has
commanded; (C;) as also t?1 ` l: (TA:) and
d ' H t , all t, t rel'ios services which God
has appointed to us as signs; as the halting [at
Mount 'Arafat], and the UL [or tripping to
and fro betroen Ela.afd and El-Mar~h], and
the sacrificing of victims: (Zj, TA:) or the rites
and ceremonies of te pil~gimage, and the places
mhere those rites and ceremonies are peformed;
(Bd in v. 2 and xxii. 33;) among which places
are EF-a~ and EI-Marweh, they being thus
expressly termed; ([ur ii. 153;) and so accord.
to Fr in the ]ur v. 2: (TA:) or the obligatory
statuta or ordinanees of God: (Bd in v. 2:) or
the religion of God: (B( in v. 2 and xxii. 33:)
the camels or cows or bulls destined to be sacri-
ficed at Mekkeh are also said in the ]ur xxii. 37,
to be #1 jlX, i. e. of the sign of the religion
of God: (Bd and Jel:) and [hence the sing.]
1 ;je.a signifies [sometimes] a camdel or cow or
bull that is brought to Mekeh for sacrifie;
(8, ;) such as is marked in the manner axpl.

"oce ; (Msb;) andl Q is its pl.; (V ;) and
is also pL of .;at: and the [festival called the]

is said to be a jt of the j,J [i. e. a sign
of the sign of tihe religion] of El-Islam. (Msb.)

.... JI ;L is said to mean : The piec of rag:
or t the vulva: because each is a thing that indi-
cates the existence of blood. (Mgh.) m Also
The [innermost garment; or] garment that is
next the body; (S, Msb;) the garment that is
next the htair of the body, under the jO1; as also
ti ]; ( ;) but this is strange: (TA :) pl. [of

pauc.] Ep' and [ofmult.]'a,. (V.) [Hence,]

one says, ,,;1j I t [lie involed himsef in

anxiety]. (A.) And jI;S ji;1JI ' . t [He
made fear to be as though it were his innernost
garment], by closely cleaving to it. (TA in
art. ?,.) [Hence, also,] it is said in a prov.,
jJtfi1 i .1.' 1 .. , meaning t lwy are near
in respect of love: and in a trad., relating to the

Ans.r, jU,.dl ~.t lj ,21h JI, t Ye are the pecial
and clo~ friend [and the peo~ in general are
the lm near in friendship]. (TA.) - Also A
horse-cloth; a coveringfor a horse to protect him
from the cold. (g.) -And t A thin writh
rwhich vine [app. while in the vat] is protected,
or preservedfrom injury: (L, ]: [forj.lJI, the
reading in the C], the author of the TV has
read '.Jl (and thus I find the word written in
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my MS. copy of the J) or '.JI, pL. of O;fi. ;
and Freytaghas followedhisexuample: but,J, is
the right reading, as is shown by what here fol-
lows:]) so in the saying of El-Akhlal,

[evidently describing wine, and app. meaning

t And the jta of the ne, (wine ,. Z:IJ,
i. e. ,i j,l1 ;t,,) while yet in the vat, inter-
ening as an obstacle to them, kept off the wind and

the rains, or dew, or day-de~ , from it, namely, the
wine]. (L.)-See also j;t, in two places. 
Also Death. (O, V.)

.:, .(g, Mqb, ],) which may be also pro-
nounoedjsa, agreeably with the dial. of Temeem,
as may any word of the measure am'j of which
the medial radical letter is a faucial, and, accord.
to Lth, certain of the Arabs pronounced in a
similar manner any word of that measuro of which
the medial radical letter is not a faucial, like

jmb and J. and +B, (MF,) [and thus do
many in the present day, others pronouncing the
fet-J in this case, more correctly, in the manner
termed iJUL, i. e. as "e" in our word "bed:"
Barley ;] a certain grain, (, Mb,) well known:
(M9 b, :) of the masc. gender, except in the
dial of the people of Nejd, who make it fem.:
(Zj, Mqb:) n. un. with a [signifying a barby-
corn]. (F, ;.) Also An accompanying ao-
ciate; syn. , # , ,;: on the authority of
En-Nawawee: (], TA:) said to be formed by
transposition: but it may be from i&·$ meaning
" he slept with her in one l, ;" [see 3; and so
originally signifying a person who sleeps ith
another in one innermost garment;] then applied
to any special companion. (TA.)

;h:~, and, as written by some, ;~t,: see ,"t;,
in four places

0, ' A sign, or mark. (Mgh.)-See this
word, and the pl. pbZ, voce j;l, in seven places.

Also n. un. off [q. v.]. ( -, .)-And
[hence,] t The iron [pin] that enten into the tang
of a knife which is in~erted into th handle, being
afastening to the handle: ( :) or a thing that is
moulded of silver or of iron, in the form of a
barley-corn, (V, TA,) entering into the tang of the
blade which is inerted into the handle, (TA,)
being a fastening to the handle of the blade.
(], TA.) - [And t A measure of length, defined
in the law-books &c. as equal to siz mule's hairs
placed side by side;] the sixth part of th th
[or digit]. (Myb voce *E.) - [And t The weight
of a barley-corn.]

[.TeaL dim. of r and : pl. ;lpa: .]

5tCr [dim. of laa. fem. of ,rl. - Also] A
kind of tres; (fgh, ] ;) in the dial. of Hudheyl.

(?gh, TA.) - See also a.l, last signification but
one.

;. C A sel.er ofj [or barley]: one does
197
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not use in this sense either of the more analogical

forms of;it and jt. (8b, TA.)

j Asoet: (T, B, Mlb, :) so called because
of his intelligence; (?, Mb ;) or because he knows
what others know not: (T, TA:) accord. to Akh,
it is a possessive epithet, like X'` andlj: (6 :)
pl. Ama'., (6, M;b, ],) deviating from analogy:
(I, Mlb:) Bb says that the measure &Jl is
likened in this case to sJa; and hence this pl.:
(TA:) or, accord. to IKh, the pl. is of this form
because the sing. is from .j, and therefore
should by rule be of the measure 0ted, like jA
[from J,]; but were it so, it might be con-
founded with j,~a meaning the grain thus called,
therefore they aid. , and regarded in the pl.
the original form of the sing. (Mvb.) A won-
derful poet is called j'. .: one next below

him,,lS.: then, ft' [the dim.]: (Yoo, 1 :)

then, i ,: and then, ?t.{l. (S.)_ Also

t A liar: because of the many lies in poetry:
and so, acoord. to some, in the l]ur xxi. 5.
(B, TA.) h;, B mlnt poetry: (Sb,
T, g:) or mown poetry: but the former expla-
nation is the more correct. (TA.) One also says,
sometimes, 3i2 .jb, [by *41b] meaning
ij;.,t: but generally in a phrase of this kind the

two wordsare cognate, as in .lJ; m andjS i.
(TA.)

jS: see the next preceding paragraph.

jlZI [More, and most, nowing or coizant or
understanding: see 1, first sentence. - And,]
applied to a verse, (T,) or to a poem, (p,) More
[and mos] potica (T, .*) Also, (?, A, ],)

and *', (A, ,) and1 *i.A, (,) wrhich last

(SM says) I have een written .l.j , (TA,) A
man having msch hair upon his body: (., A:)
or having hair upon the whol of the body: (IAth,

L voce ;;i! [q. v.], in explanation of the first:)
or havi much and long hair (1, TA) tpon the

ad and body: (TA:) and the first and seond,
a goat haing much hair: fem. of the first X!O:
(TA:) aqd pl. of the first jp. (., ]-.) One

says p ; . ;,, meaning Haming hi head un-
saean and not combd nor anoi'td (TA.)

And !j4 ,1I $* [lit. Such a one is hairy in
the neck] is aid of a man though he have not hair
upon his neck, as meaning I ch a one is strong,
like a li (A,- TA.)- [The fem.] .r, also
signifies A teicle, or scrotum, ( h,) having
much hair: (TA:) and the i4. [or pudendum]:
thus used· a subsLt. (IA#r, TA in art. J.)
See also . - And A fursd garment. (Th,

-.) And as an epithet, t Evil, fod, or abomi-
nable: [as being likened to that which is shaggy,
and therefore unseemly:] (],* TA:) in the I,
':L ' is erroneously put for i l1. (TA.) One

says, u': Ai1;, (, A, ]A,) and £., (6, A,)

and itj, (TA in art. "j,) : An evil, afou, or an
abominabk, (TA,) or a aevere, or grat, (],) mla-
mity or mi~frtune: pl. j.. (], TA.) And

one says to a man when he has said a thing that
one blames or with which one finds fault, -4.i

ij ;JI3 %ial 1 X [TlTou hast said it as afoui,
or an abominable, thing]. ($, A.*) - And a:I
signifies also The hair that surrounds the olid
hoof: (s:) or [the ,ctremity, or border, of the
pastern, next the solid hoof; i. e.] the extremity
ofthe shin surrounding the solid hoof, (7, TA,)
where the small hairs grow around it: (TA:) or
the part betwen the hoofof a horse and the place
wrhere the hair of the pastern terminates: and the

part of a camel's foot wAhre the hair terminates:

(TA :) pl. ,aSl, (S, TA,) because it is [in this
sense] a subet. (TA.) - Also The side of the
vulva, or external portion of the female organ

ofgeneration: (I :) itis said that the CQ5a:;1 are

the j,11 , which are the two sids [or labia
majora] of the vulva of a woman: or the two

parts net to the i1lJ,, which are the two borders

of the l: or the two part beten the I

and the ~1 : (L, TA:) or the two parts next

to the ;l, in the hair, particularly: (Zj, in
his " Khalk el-Insdn :") the lt,Xl of the f't. [or
vulva of a camel &c.] are the parts wh~re the

hai terminataes: (TA:) and the ,t: of a she-
camel are the sides of the vlva. (S, L, TA.)-
And A thing that come forth fsm [betmeen] the
two halves of the hooaf of a sheep or goat, r-

~bling a j [or wart]; (Lb, V ;) for which
it is cauterized. (LIh, TA.) -. And Flesh coming

forth bmeath the nail: pl; , C, TA,) with
two dammehs, (TA,) or '.. (So in the CId.)

-And [the fem.] Ia: also signifies S Land (.,jo)
conta~ ng, or having, tres: or abon~ng in

trea: (A, 1 :) [and so, app., t X i,; for] there
is a mountain in [the province of] El-Mowyil
called i ', said by AA to be thus called be-

cause of the abundance of its trees: ( :)or i!,a

signifies many trw: (A'Obeyd, :)or i. . I1~
[i.e. a thicket, wood, orformt; &c.]: (TA:) and
a meadow (c*, A1ln, A, 1,, TA) having its
uper part covered with tre, (AlIn, ]* TA,)
or abo~ g in treeso, (TA,) or aboun~i in
hrbage: (A:) and a tract of sand ('j;) pro-
ducing [the pant called] ~sa (Sgh, L, 1) and

the lie. (gh, ].) And tA c~rtain tree of
the ind cad (,, , TA,) not having
leae, but haviWng [what are trmed] ¥,.U [q. v.],

y eager~ly dired by the camel, and that puts
forth strong t~ or branches; mentioned in the
L on the authority of A.n, and by ~gh on the
authority of Aboo-Ziy(d; and the latter adds
that it ha fiJ wood. (TA.) - And t A c~rtain
~rit: (Agn, TA:) a ~peci ofpeach: (,1 :)
sing. and pl. the samie: (Agn, , ]:) or a single

peach: (I>, MF :) or/9tl is a name of the
peach, and the pL is a.. (Mtr, TA.). -Also
t A hind offy, (, V,) said to be that which hAs
a sting, (?,) ble, or red, that alights upon camel
and a a~nd dog ; ( ;) as also *T';,: (TA:)
a kind offJly that sting the a, so that he goes
round: Ayn says that it is of two ~eci, that
of the dog and that of the camd: that of the dog

is nell known, indina to sendes and redm,
and touchd nothing but the dog: that of th
camel inclins to yelormnes, is larger than that
of the dog, haa tin,g, and is dony undr tAe
wings: sometimes it is in such number that t
omns of the camels cannot mia in the day-tis
nor ride any of them; so that they leare d g
this until night: it stings the camd in the st
parts of the udder and around them, and bemath
the tail and the bdUy and the armpits; and they
do not protect the animal from it awm by tar:
it lies over the camels so that one hears it to
make a humming, or buzzing, ound. (TA. [See
also ';j , under which its pl. t is mentioned.])
-And [hence, perhaps, as this kind of fly is
seen in swarms,] tA multitude of smn. (].)

jt.:1: see j:.

-?.j i. q. *LZ [meaning A place m a
tAing is known to be]. (TA.) -And hence, A
place of the performance of religiou serices.
(TA.) See this word, and its pl.jl:L , vocel,ej ,

in four places._ [The pl.] s:L1t also signifies
The f J sense; ($,'A,*TA;) the hearing, tA
sight, the meU~, the taste, and the touch. ($ and
Msb in art. U,~.) Sec also ;ta.

---11 ;4 TAe bloodit that is eacted for

killig kings: it is a thousand cames. (A, TA.
[See 4.])

~tl One who affects, or pretends, to be a
poet, but is not. (C L,* ,S TA.) Sce,>t.

1. ~, ($, O, 1~,) aor. ', (1,) inf. n. ,
though it is implied in the ], by its being said
that the verb is like e, that it is J,L, (TA,)

.ie meared, anointed, or oerspread, a camel
[suffering from the mange, or scab], with tar,
($, O, ]C, and Bd in xii. 30,) and burned him by
so doing. (Bd ibid.) Imra-el-]eys says,

5s fJ * · O p*- * **

[That he s sld say me, I having overaspread her
heart with love of me, like as the man awnointing
ovespra her (meaning the camel) that is
smeared mwth tar]: but it is also related otherwise,
i. e. ; tl;lp ,, : (O, TA :) Aboo-W'Alee
El-y6.lee says that she [the camel] that is smeared
with tar experiences, by reason of the tar, a
pleasurable sensation with a burning. (TA.)

Hence, [as indicated above,] l_ t5 , ,1; [He
ha overpread and burned h heart with oie];
as some read in the ]ur xii. 30; others reading

'Z: (Bd:) [or he has burned her art with

loe; for] eJI _ l a means oe burned his
hart: ( :) there are two readings of the words
of the lur above; (O, ] ;) [as well as two other

4 * ,*.

readings mentioned in art. i i;] . 'A .,
(6, O, j,) one, a reading of El-.a,an (l, O) and
others; meaning [as above: or], accordL to AZ,
he has diseased her heart wih loe, (* O,) and

[Boox I.15M02
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melted it: (O0:) or, accord. to El-Hasan, he ha
p~etrated into her with kne: (.:) the other

reading is &I. 'a; , (O, X,) meaning he has

becotme attached to her with love, and loved her

ecsively: (O :) [but it is also said that] i

. means The lo7 e of him overspread my heart

from aboe; (O, ] ;) from : signifying the
"head" of the heart, "at the place of suspension
of [or from] the M,; ;" (O,' 1 ;) and in like man-

ner, & and ..~, (O, and so in the CXC,)

or -A. L: (so in other copies of the 1, in which,
and in the CId, the verb in this case is said to be

like Ci: [but this I regard as a mistake:]) and

;4i,Ji1 liHe, or it, struckh, or smote, the
a", or upperm~t part, of the heart: (Ham p.

M45:) As, however, says, I know not any one

that has assigned to the heart a Ii;, except Lth;
and vehement love takes possession of the core

(~1v) of the heart; not of its extremity: [hut]

acordl. to Fr, 'j4 ' ;, like , means The
S -

loer of such a one rose to the highest places of his

heart: others say that .1IJ [app. ; 1] signi-
fies the beinj fightened, and di.squieted, like thc
beast when it is frighltened; and that the Arabs
transferred its attribution from beasts to human

beings: (TA:) Abl-l.'Alk says that ia.UI signi-
fies a thing's falliny inuto the heart: (IB, TA :)

one says also, bp'JJl s. Dia.aste melted him:
(TA:) and accord. to AZ, IJ$ ;, means liHe
became di.sa.med by xuch a thiny. (S.)

*. .5 5- 

~a,: see aA&~, in two planes. - Also The
upper, or Wpaermt, l, rt of the Itumup of the
camnel: (0, 6 :) Lth says that it is like the heads
of truffes, and the three stones upon which tihe
cookring-x)t is placed, that are round in their
uppjer, or uppermost, parts. ((.) 1 Also Vehe-
mence eof lone: (L :) [or simply love: for] one

0 - - 0· s*t

says, $ ,.L iI, meaning [lie cast] his loe
[upon him, or it]; as also ~e. (TA.)

a,. Thle head [or summit] of a mountain:
(S, , .:) at,d tlhe upper, or uppiermost, part of

anything: (l.],m pp. 130 and 545 :) pl. t 
[or rather this is a coll. gen. n., and accord. to
Freytag it is used as a sing., in the two senses
above mentioned, in the Deewin of Jereer,] and

[the pl. is] . and 1.;aP and ,IU,: (S, O,
.K:) and t h is also expl. as signifying an

elevated part of thie earth or ground. (TA.) -
Also A loch of hair (.) upon the head, (X,)
or upon the upper, or u/:lr,m~t, part of the
head. (0, TA.) And .4 (its pl., TA) siqni-
fies The hair of thie head: so in the phrase ,. j

.Jl;JI ~e [A man whose hair of the head is
red, or red in the outer part and black beneath,
or of a red colour tinged over with blackness,
&c.]. (g, O, X..) - And The [pendent lock of

hair ter'med] Qj of a boy, or young man. (S.)

- And 11 li.: signifies The head of the

heart, at the place of ~upnson of [or from] the
tWe [q. v-]. (0, TA. [But see, in the first

paragraph, what As says respecting this mean-
ing,)

J,, like . ,, Love's making away with
the heart. (TA.)

jr Insanity, or madness. (0, V.)

[;4[ dim. of lt: pl. &(a.] One says,

*~~.-,- ,is -AAa Y1 1, , W is not "m his

head aught save some stmall hairs of the [pndent

lockh of hair termedl ;. (S, O, ].)

j i [Burned in the heart by love: (see l :)
or] diseased [therein]: (AZ, 9:) or struch, or
smitten, in the iii of his heart by loe, or by
figi#t, or by insanity, or madnes. (0, .)
Insane, or mad. (0, K.) Breft of hi heart.

(TA.) [See also j.A-I.]

J~~~~~J.
1. J.W ".,: see 8.-._ [Hence,] j.ai.JI .

JtI ; t [The horsme became spread or dis-
persed, or spread or dispersed themselvs, in the
hostile, or pr&datory, incursion]; quasi-pass. of

V~l:.. (Ham p. 715.) - And ,e ,J, aor.',

(K,) inf. n. J1.1, (TA,) t lIe ,ovnt far in it;

(K;) namely, an affair. (TX.) ,~;l J.a,:
and 4g_JI: see 4.- J_ i, aor. ', (v,) inf. n.
J, (TA,) He (a horse) had the whitene~

termed JP and lsh, [expl. below]; (K5;) as

also t Jbla, (Mgh, K, TA,) which occurs in

poetry with the I made movent, i. e. t !,
inf. n. j ,I; (TA; [in my copy of the Mgh

written J'.".l.;]) or t j.1, (S,) or'this last also,

(TA,) inf. n. $j:!. (8, TA.) Among the faults
in the" Khidznet el-FiI 4-h" is 't 'l, [expl.

as meaning The having] a rhiiteneu of the jIlI
[or edye of the eyelids]. (Mgh.)

2. jt jLZ .: see what next follows.

4. ;JIJa.l; (AZ,S,O,Msb, ;) and ,
(AZ, O, Ms), K,) aor. ', inf. n. J,h; (TA;)
and [in an intensive sense] tl, (K.,) inf. n.
,3e"; (TA;) Ie kindled the fre; or made it
to burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or

.flame; syn. 1~;.., (S, O, TA,) or L.Ot, (M 9b,

by implication,) or .JI; (j, TA;) Ci1 .JI

[in the fireood]. (S, O, TA.) - [Hence,] one
says also, 49_jt ;.IiD t [I hindled war, or

tlu rear; or made it to burn fiercely, or to rage];

and t 1;i.~; mentioned by Abu-l-'Ala. (yJam
p. 715.) 'Amr Ibn-El-Itnibeh says,

* ^3tj .... -- , I· ~~~ ·
·~~~~~. ·* V~ a W~ %.. t , .1 ,, p.Il 0,

(, O, and ]am ubi supra,) t T7ey arp nt per-
sons in whom is no good, nor such as are not firm
on their horses: [when war is hkindled,] they make
to burn fiercely, and ewcite, that twhch is dightly
burning: such may be the meaning; for it may
be that the ..o in J&Wl. is pleonastically inserted,
and Jl&WI may mean as above: or jzUJtt may

mean vy him who makes it to barn fercely, [as is
implied in the ? and 0,] or by that which does

so. (yam.) - And . a;3i (O, TA, and
Ham p. 194) I ecited him, or injramed him,

with anger. (TA.) - And Q'; l' 1 J

t He smeared his camels much nith tar; (9, O,
1], TA;) [which has a burning effect;] smearing
them generally, and not merely the scattered
scabs exs3sively of the other parts of the body.

(TA.) - And i ~j1 t J,j.jl J.I1 Hie spread,
or died, the horsmen in the hostile, or pre.
datory, incursion: (0, V, TA:) and [in like

manner] one says J1"1 I.a1~u t [They spread, or
dipersed, thetnsdwls, or their horsemen, in the
hostile, or predatory, incursion]. ($ and 1K in

art. ^Z.) And ti. , I dispersed or
scattered, their cangregation. (O, TA.) And
j94l Ja:I t He dispersd the camels. (Li, .,

(TA.) -And J atl t Hemade [the rwater-
ing or] the water [of te irrigation] abundant.

(IA4r, V, TA.) I;WI ; t ie horsemen
making a hostile, or predatory, incursion became
dipersed, or dispersed ~themse . (9, 8.) -

I l " -.AI 1 tI pear-ond, or the lie,
emitted its blood in a scattered state. (Ibn-'Ab.

bid, 0, g.) And ,.fil --A t, and Z;j./,

t The water-skin, and the leathern waterbag,
shed it. water in a scattered tate. (9, X.) And

'e.'l -':n1 tThe eye ed its tears copiously.
(O, ~.) -- See also 1, last sentence.

6: see what next follows.

8. ',tc l&-CI; (Lb, , 0, Mqb, ], TA ;) and
'..J~i, aor. '; (Myb;) and [in an intensive

sense] - I1-; ([, TA;) The fire became
kindled; or it burned up, burned brigltly or

fitry, blared, or jla.hed; syn. Cn.U , (Lh,

TA,) or ~,!, (., 0, TA,) or ;.*y, (M9b,)

and !; 0' TA ;) ,r.*t [in the fire-

wood]. (Lb, TA.) - Hence, 1; jal1 $ He

became excited, or i/tlamed, with anger: (TA:)
or hIe became filed ith oratA. (M9 b.) - Hence

also, ,'91 ] I ' J.a1 Whit~s of the

hair became glistening in th head; including the

hair of the beard. (TA.) And 1C;. u°1i1 Jah:
[in the ]ur xix. 3, expl. in art. .5,n]. (I, Mtb.)

9: see l.

11: see L.- - J jb:I,(O 0, ,) inf n. J t,
(TA,) His hair became separated, or loosend,
and ru~led, or bristling up. (O, I.)

Q. . & y5!: ee t

t A man light, agile, or active, and cl!eer,
ingenious, acute, or sharp: (O, :) and so Ja.
(O, TA.)

j £ [infrn. of j. (q. v.)] and ti'S [properly
a subst. as distinguished from an inf. n.] t A
whiteness in the tail of d horse, and the forlock,

and the J,lj [orplce weAtre tjheI!, i. e. oach

of the to chek-straps of the headstall, is tied,
behind theforelock] : (] :) or in some part of the
fordock; or, u some say, in a ide therof: and
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sometimes in the JIJJ: but mostly in the tail:
(TA:) or the former signifies a whiteneu in the

rextremity of the tail of a horse: or, accord. to
Lth, a whitenen in the forelock and the tail: or,
as iome smy, in th head and the forelock: [or the
qutality of having sch whiteness: for it is added
that] the subat. [app. signifying suc whitenes
itsdf] is t : (Mgh :) or the former, a white-
new in th ide of the tail: [or,] accord. to Aa,
t °i. is a term applied to a whitenes of the tail
when it intermizes with any other colour; and
the horse is said to be 11 l ~ i. e. one that
exhAibits the qality of haring suh whitenes]. (..)

JaY A firebrand; a piece of wood in which
fire is kindled; (Az, K, TA;) like ;W. and

and d j : (Az, TA:) [this is what is
meant by its being said that] what is termed

gL ;ts L. [the only indication of the meaning
in dthe and 0] is well known: (Mqb:) pl. J,;

(0, TA;) erroneously said in the J· to be like
,4.. (TA.) [Hence,] one says, iU ie e'

t [Such a one is a firebrand]. (Er-Righib, TA
vocoe hi, q. .) ._) And [A lighted wick: o in
the present day: (seeo also ! :) or] the bwnt
[or lighted] extremity of a wick. (8 voce 11;3.
[And the same meaning is intended there in the
I; and also in the TA voce ; ..])._ And

The Jlame offire; as also . (,* TA.
[In thf CS J0; as though it were a second pL
of aJ.]) - And 'a.,, (O, g9, TA,) without
Jl, (If, TA,) is the name of A mare of Keys

.lbm-Sbda; (O, I, TA;) likened to the kindling
of fire, beeause of her swiftness. (TA.) - See
also ,, in three places.

J e: e the next preceding paragraph. -
Also A party, division, ect, or distinct body or
class, of men &e. (TA.) [See jlZ, below.]

Jwa The like of stars, at the bottom of a
cookiang-pit; and in tinder, or burnt rag into
, Aihuh fire ha. fallen. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA.) -

See the next paragraph. - And see also Ja:l

ale, [A lighted wick; i. e.] a wick in wehic
is .ire; (., O, g ;) a wick soahed with oil or
greae, in which is fire, used for giving light, and
not thus called unless hintled with fire: (TA:
[see also ;i; :]) or the fire that is ki~dled in a
woich: (1C:) pl. J*.,like as'. is pl. of °a';
(T, .8, O, TA;) in the ~ erroneously said to be

J, [which, however, may be correct as a
coil. gen. n.]. (TA.)

J5 · l3 [a pl., of which the sing. is app. Jjla,
q. v.; T/insg, andpersons, scattered, or dispersed].
Aboo-W(jzeh says,

*~~~. e1 - -i a ;1.s __

* . J ' ,J , j; · . WJ,

[UTntil, or until when, those of them that out-
stripped approached him, and there were escat-
tered portion of foam upon his two sides]. (TA.)
And oine says, Jlt (., O, 1,) like teJ.,

i. e., (S, 0,) [IT7y nwent anay] in a state of dis-
peraion; (1;) [or] they dispersed themsclsa, or
became dispersed (., 0.)

j.l as used in a verse cited above (see 4)
[may be the part. n. of the intrans. verb in the
phrasoe l ;z4a, and thus] may mcan [Burn-
ing &c.; or] slightly burning: (.Ham p. 715:)
[or] it signifies Jal:! 3j [hrating the quality of

, a
kindlig, &c.; being said to be a possessive epi-
thet],, 0, O, ,) like .. U and 049, having no
verb: (S, O: [but see 4, first seentnce :]) or it
may be for )Jx .3, meaning .- '. (I.lam ubi
supra. [See, again, 4.]) - See also the next
paragraph.

JA.I A horse having the whiteness termed
U ,Z (As, S, Mgh, O, 1B) or 3J [q. v.]; (Mgh,

;) asalso al and ?* jl: (O,8 :) fem. of

the first ;rj,. (S8, ].) - And i ;. [A
blaze on a ore's foread or face] taking in,
i. e. including, one of the eyes. (Mgh, TA.)

Ja-. A [lamp of tAe kind caUd]J 3
[q. v.]. (F)- See also .

j.-- [pass. part n. of 4, q. v.]. One says ;I
ta.,- [A fire kindled, &c.; or] burning up,

burning brigjltly or jiercely) blazing, or laming.

(Lu, TA.) And lja v.JI ~ i ;. i. e.
[S/h/ a one came like the fire that is] kindled,
&e. (S, O.) See also the next pagraph.

J~l ';1 t Locust~ that are numerow, ($,
TA,) preading, (S, 0,) in a state of dislersion,
(O,) running in eoery direction. (S, O.) One
says, (S, O, TA,) of an army, (TA,) Il,.
j.u.l .,11JW (S, O, TA) TheTy cane [like
locusts numerous and spreading, &c.,] cominy
forth from eeney direction: thus the last word is
written accord. to Az [and J] and .$gh; and thus,
and also V'.-"q, accord. to Z. (TA.) And

Al ;:' t [ A military force] sproading, or
in a state of dilrsion. (S,0.)

j: A ~crtain thing, (, O, Jg,) ued by the
Arabs of the desert, O,) mnade of skim (S, O,
If) sened together, like the 1;; [q. v.], (8, 0,)
having four legs (S, O, I) of wood, to which it
is bound, so that it becomes like tie watering-
trough ; (S, O;) [the beverage calle] t' is pre.-
pared in it, (S, O, If,) because [generaily] tAey
have not jars: (8, O :) also called j j.:L (0,

I :) pl. l.. (S, O.) ;: -A occurs in a
trad. ras meaning I£e drank the quantity that
illed a J,.: of .]. (O.) _ Also i. q. a".e

[A clarifer, or strainer, for wine &c.]: (O, 4 :)
pl. as above. (TA.)

iJ; A particular sort of large support for a
light: (KL:) [i. e. a sort of creset, consisting of
a staff nith a cylindrical frame of iron at the
top which is filld with flaming pine-rood or tle
lie or tarred rags, or, as is sometimes the case,
having two, three, four, or five, of thesw recepta-
cl/e for fire: it is borne before travellers and

others at night; and is thus called in the present
day, and also, more comnmonly, tJA : (two
cressets of the sort thus called are figured in my

"Modern Egyptians," ch. vi.: see also ;,
below:)] the place in which fire is kindled: (TA:
[a loose explanation, meaning a crcsset:]) what
is thuims called is the thing of whirk tlw pl. is
Jt:' (S, O0:) [accord. to El-W4idec, it is

f'L:; for he says that] l~liI with kesr to
the a means the instrument in n'hich fire is car-
ried: and Ui.r; [thus, with a fet-h. ah over the.,]
mcans.fire kindled; or made to burn up, burn
brighytly or fiercely, blaze, or ,flame; syn. ji
;j.-. (W p. 51.)

!kwt: see the next preceding paragraph.

Ji sce ;se .

I i
[ t..~, a reL n. formed from ,l pl. of

ia.f'-, is a n. un. of which the coll. gen. n. is

5 tAi&l, and signifies A bearer of the cresst called

aI .: hence applied also to a nightmnan : and
hence, to a clameanr of wes: a scavenger; or
renmover of off.l and the like: and to an execu
tioner. (See De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,
i. 201-203; and Quatrem6re's "Hist. des Sul-
tans Mandlouks," sec. part, 4 and 5.)]

4. jIl ..EJI l . I, (f , K,) inf. n. iCI, (s,)
T/te leopl, or party, spread, or dislxrd, ,witn-
selecs, or their horwemcu, in thit hostile, or preda-

tory, incursion; syn. j&~l. ( , 1.) And
,t l, (g,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) lie was,
or became, grieced, or disquiected, by it; syn.

!. (Ibn-labeeb, Sgh, 1.)

lln }jt A raid, or hostile or predatory in-
cur,ion, spreadi n widely aund dispersedly. (.,
If*) [See an cx. in the last of the verses cited
voce .j.] - And -l--,; ;', ,t A tree having
spreading bratcites. (ISd, 1.)

l- j;'l ;JI , (., ,) and '/, from

which .l~ is [said to be] formed by transpoli-
tion, (S,) Thte lwrsmen camne scattered, or dis-
prsed, or in a state of dilspersion. (S, K.)

1. .. i ,:, (., A, Msb, K,) and ., (S,

Msb, g,) and ,., (TA,) and M, o (., Msb,

]~,) aor. ', (A, Msb, I~,) in£ n. >;, (.,* X," I,"
TA,) with which : is syn., (A, K,) a syn. some-
times used, (A,) or this latter is not allowable, (.,
g,)as some say, (g,)and is ascribed by lAth to the
vulgar, and said by El-Iareeree in the "Durrat
cl-Glowwv " to be a mistake, but IB says in the
commentaries on the "Durrah" that it is correct,
mentioned by IDrd, and MF says that it is
mentioned by IJ, as well as by Z in the A;
(TA;) and one says also *e , [and it
seems to be implied that one says likewise 

1
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., and a,,] aor. u above, ($, ,) in£ n.
w,..A; ($, TA;) but this latter form of the verb,
with ker, is of weak authority; ($,' TA;)
[whence it seems that'"k.t is correct as inf£ n. of

/.i, but disallowed by some who knew not this
form of the verb;] He excited, or stirred up, (6,
A, Mgb, 15, TA,) [against them, or] among them,
(Mgb,) evil, or mischief, ($, A, Mgb, 1g, TA,) and
conflict, faction, seditieon, or discord, and conten-
tion, or altercation, and opposition: (TA:) and [it
is said that] : is like signifying the ex-
citing, or stirring up, evil, &e.; (V, TA;) [but]

,, in£ n. 3, signifies he ecited, or
stirred up, evil, &c., much, or ofpen. (0.) A trad.
mentioned in [the first paragraph of] art. * is
quoted by lAth thu: -, jl l M L1

-WM~I ). [What is this judicial decision which
has exeited evil, &c., among the people?]. (TA.)
- [See also : below.] - The saying of
'Amr Ibn-luamecuh,

. -, * . ... ..

means t And if thou oploe, or contravene, me,
and do that whirh is not agreeable to me, [know
that oplomition, &c., is a natural di*l~ition ef
mine; U15 being unlerstood nfter o:, as ap-
pears from what hliere follows.] (TA. [Sec also
3, and 6.]) Accord. to EI-Bdhilee, - .ll
[applied to a shc-ass] means t liavinjA the quality
of olpoi,ng or contrarening [thi male]: so in
the sayinig of EI-'A.ij;'ij,

· ~~~~~~~~~ ·- .19* ·

t [As tho,tyl benleah me nwere a she-ass] sucha as
opwmes or tcotrateses [the male], long~iboded,
long-necked, [tIhat wrould not bear in her womb
aught save a J;.tx imnperfectly formed;] mean-
ing, . 4*.j . l;3 ' [i.e. that she (the
beast that lie was riding) nwouonld not comnpl.y with
his de,irc, and was eontrarening hinm]. (TA.)
[Accord. to J,] . ,dJ ,1;, [in the TA
n.oj, nnd so in a copy of the A, an cvident

mistranscription,] applied to a she-ass that has
not conceived during a year or two years or some
years, means t liefractory, or incomnpliant, to
the strong, or bulky, male. (S: there expl. by the

-*, . ,, ., .. ..* 

words Z141 6lea- ;: : 1 [which
have been misunderstood by Golius, and ren-
dered by him, and by Froytag after him, as alp-
plied to a woman, and meaning respuens maris
conrj~um, aut pica laborans].) - And .i
signifies also t lIe declined, or detiated,from the
right way or course: (Sh, TA:) or sC>

at , or. , (1V,) inf n. :,, (TA,) t lie
decdined, or deviated,from the road or way. (V.)

2: see 1, end of the first sentence.

3. dL:, (S, A, , TA,) in£ n. a.£LU and
..,Mi, (TA,) lIe acted with him in an evil
manner; treated him with enmity, or hostility;
contended in altercation with him; or did evil to
him, obli~g him to do the like in return: (A,
V, TA:) he opposed, or contravened, Ahim. (TA.)

or demanded, of him nch a thing, and he mani-
fe~ted inmp (in), and re~d (A,

.TA)

~, i nf n. of .. : [q. v. passim]. (,* A,*
1,' TA.) - Also Clamour, or a confusion of
cries or shouts or noises: (Ham p. 5r :) or much
clamour and conf~sed or indistinct speech, leading,
or conducing, to evil, or michief. (.ar p. 311.)
One says qJI and [7The clamour, &c., of the
army]. (6, and Iam ubi suprL) - [Hence,
app., this word, or the next, is used by some post-
classical writers as signifying The plaintive cry of
the J. (See De 8acy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,
iii. 500-r0.)]

in£ n. of [q. v.]. (s, TA.)

1 , (6, O, 1, TA, [in the CV, erroneously,

S *,]) like Ab, (O,) and V ~LZ, ([, O, ],)

the latter in an intensive sense, (TA,) and V "*,

(0, 1g,) [also in an intensive sense,] and t 
(0, O, ,) [likewise] in an intensive sense, (O,)
and t , [also in an intensive sense accord.
to the explanation of its verb in the 0,] (S,) and
o tr, and V tL: ., (1],) One who excites,
or stirs up, eoil, or mischief, (S,* k, TA,) and
confict, faction, sedition, or discord, and conten-
tion, or altercation, and oppontion. (TA.)

, a: see the next preceding paragraph.

,,VwZ: see - _.'.4.. 't A she-camd
that does not pursue a direct course, but deviate#
[therefrom]. (A, TA.)

see A.. ... ~. .. tuewe S-*t- sce X)fi tSuch a
one is a person wvho deviates from ,ohat is right,
orfrom the truth. (0, TA.)

. ,. E

-L J

L The inf£ n. Z.,, accord. to Ibn-Nul)Itch,
primarily signifies The raising the leg or hind leg,
without restriction; and then by a metaphorical
usage, the doing so for the purpose of coplulation,
andfor mahiuj wvater: but the explanations of J
[and of Z in the A] and of Fei and of F are at
variance with hIis assertion. (MF.) [Accord. to
these autiloritics,] ui, (S, A, Mob, Kl,) aor. ',
(6, Msb, .,) inf. n. as above, (Myb, TA,) significs
lie (a dog) 'aised one of dAi hind lejs (S, A, Mob,
1) to mnake water, (S, Msb,) or and made water,
or hlether he made water or did ,ot: (A, :)
and J-jHe ', he (a dog) raised is Iti,ui leg, and
made mater. (TA.) And .1 ,She (a camel)
raised her hind leg, and struck [with it, or hicked,]
the young one. (A.) And, said of a woman,
(Mob, g,) She raised her leg, (Msb, and so in
some copies of the K,) or her legs, (so in other
copies/of the 1,) for the purpose of copulation.
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(Mqb, K.) And the verb is also trans.: you say,
Owl JI.p, (M9b, 1,) inf. n. ;:, (/, [but this
is a strange form in the case of a trans verb,])
IHe raised tih woman's leg, (Msb, and so in some
copies of the K.,) or legs, (IDrd, O, and so in
some copies of the k,) for the purpose of copu-
lation; and so ' t&A/l. (IDrd, O, Mqb, 1.)
And *i as the act of a stallion [camel] signifies
His striking with his head benath the she-camel,
at the part next th udder, and so raising her,
and throwing her down [app. for the rrpose of
copulation]. (k)- j _5Lq. X1 o sj h'
means t I overcame the people in guarding, or
protcwting, the stranger. (AA, O, ].) - And
j'A signifies also t The being distant, or remote.
(Pr, .) One says, ,ijl S, (' , Mb, ],)

aor. L, inf n. j;k, (Myb, [accord. to the ],
app., ti,]) t The country, or town, ws, or
became, remote from him who should aid it
agaimrt the enemy, and him who should exercie
overeign sway, (15, TA,) and from him who

sould manage its affair ith prudenc, pre-
caution, or sound judgm t: (TA:) or destitute
of a guardian, or protector, to defend it: (Myb :)
or destitute of peoplt: [and so, app., ',l ' )
.t. ; for it is immediately added,] one says

'.- ~.t , meaning as expl. below: ( :)
and e ;. that land had not remainig in
it any one to defend it, and to manage its affairs
with prudenoce, precaution, or sound judgmennt.
(1!.) Also, i.e . *, The mahing [another, or
others,] to go forth [from a place]. (1.) One
says, ');I! ds PU: I made himn to go forth
from the land:. (AA, TA:) and ti uj4

iJ.b .~., a -I madle theat sn of sc a one to
goforth from suci aplace: (6:) or 15 ' I.,

*' T7ey drove away, expelled, or banished.
such a onefrom his country, or town; and the
inf n. is a, and til. (TA.) - And i. q. U
[The act of scattering, or dispersing]. (1J.)

3. #U:, (Mgh, M,b, 9,) inf. n. ;l, (~, A,
Mgh, Meb, k,) He gave him in m,arriage a
weoman on tlh condition of his giring himn in
marriage another, witl out do~jry [fromn either];
concubitus with each of the said nomen being [in
lieus of] the dowry for the other: or it appllis
peculiarly to female relations [of tha men so con-
tractang]; (1 ;) so that the meaning is only he
gave him in marriage his femab relation on the
condition of his doing the like to him: (TA:) or
he gave himn in marriage a feutale under his
guardiansdip, the other man doing to him the
like, on the condition that copcubitus with each
one of the said females should be [in lieu of] the
ido,r.y for the other: (Mgh, Mb :) or he garve
him in marriao his iter on tit condition of
receiving in marriage the other's sister, without
any dowry beside this: (A:) or he said to him,
(ive me in mnarriage thy daughlter, or thy sister,
on the condition of my giving tlue in marriage
my daughter, or my ster, concubitus roith each
one of tte said females being [in lieu of] the
dowry of the other. (9.) The practice ofjt"i was
common in the Time of Ignorance, (Myb,) but is
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forbidden to the Muslims. (6, A.) ;.j// also
signifies T7o men's going forth into the jield
from two armirn, and, when one of them has
almost overcorm his fellow, two men's coming to
aid one of them, whereupon the other cries out,

;U '1 j: (TA:) or two men's acting wrong-
fuily, or injuriously, toward another man: (1,
TA:) thus expl. by ISd. (TA.) And The acting
mith enmity, or hostility. (TA.)

As' iool
4. llJlk~l: see 1. ~ Aiw1 Zu1l [and app.

t :jA.l also (see the last sentence of this art.)]
t The party journeying toJjether withdrenr by
themselves from the beaten road. ((, TA.) -
See also 8, first sentence. - z,i,l said of a she-
camel, She sent with wide steps, and quickly.
(TA.) - See, again, 8.

5. )..U lie (a camel) seerted his u~ost power,
(s,) or spared no exertion, (A'Obeyd, S,) in his
pare: (A'Obeyd, S, ! :) or ran vehemently: (V :)

or went a pace abore that termed itJh1 l. (TA.)

- G 1s Al ) jtJ He (a man, 0) permsreds
in an evil, or afoul, alfair, and rcent deep into it.

(0, P.-)

8. 1jAL, (JK, T,) or ?til, (S, K,) It (a
watering-place) was on one side of the beaten
track: (J K, T, ., ! :) [both verbs may be cor-
rect: that the former is so appears from the fact
that] a poet, cited in the T, [describing a water-
ing-iplace,] use the phrase t) i. ` i [app.

meaning far off on one side of the road]. (TA.)

See also 4. -__il pt,l The number was, or
becanme, large. (P, J[.)_- JA) l p l The camels
nwee, or became, many and various. (Q.)-

-:-:+ v ; j. 1 i. q. , (A,) i. e. Hlis
a.ffitirs became disordered so that he knem not

,irth which of them to beyin. (TA in art. pi.)

-,.'! 1A.Sl The affair became confused: (K:)
or became large, or wide, and great, 9,hz [wnith

sturc a one]. (AZ, TA.) _- .JI l The
,anr, or battle, became rvide and great. (TA.)_

L_. .3 A.1l, (T, g, A,) in the 1~ tj, but
the firmer is the right, (TA,) IWhat he had to

erhelon mar, or became, too diffue and numerous
tI him; (T, g ;) such that he could not find the

w,ay to sum it up. (C, A.) -_ s" ,' "
2.) , ]> i;D r Such a one went to number
the sons of such a one, and they nwere too nume-
rous for him. (TA.) _- hl 9 ;j.l He went

far into the desert. (f, I.)_ ji.,l lie
exalted himelf abote us, and boasted against
,. (g.)

'.. pi i j a nd;i They dispesed th-
selt.s, or became diql,rsed, in every direction:
(6, g :) and in like manner one says of sheep or

goats, w AL ;J3: (TA:) sat .U is a
compound of two nouns made into one, *and
indecl., with fet-b for the termination. (6.) The
like is not said in the case of [persons &c.]
coming, or advancing. (TA.)

LS.'iL A stone at mhich dogs raise the hind lek
anan wake water, or to make water: (> :) so in
the Tekmileh. (TA.)

jtz Empty. (8gh, Mb, g.) - Also, used as
sing. and pl., A well, and wells, having mnuch
water: (1 :) or, as is said in the Nawadir, thus
used, hatving much water; )vide, or spacious, in
the adjacent part rhere the camdels lie deowvn.
(TA.) - Also, accord. to the K, Trw vetis, or
ducts, (Q,:J,) in the side of the camel: but cor-

rectly, as in the Tekmilch, the iJj: are the

oi t., i. e. two veins or ducts, (OUJ.s,) in the
two sides of the camel. (TA.)

· j.
A tal she-camel, that raise her legjs

(;;..5 . ~i) when she is taken to be ridden

(4, TA) or to be milked. (TA.)

;jti: A she-camel that rai.ses her legs to strike
[nith them, or kick]. (TA.)

,;:t A dog raising one of his hind legs, and

mahinqg water, or n/hwther making water or not.

(A.) - . A country, or town,
that does twi defenad itself from a hostile attack
((, A, ]g) made by any one, (S, g,) by reason of
its being destitute (K, TA) of any to protect

it. (TA.) And jI t A land hav'ing no

one remaining in it, to defend it, and to manage
its affairs with prudence, precaution, or sound

judgment. (Jg.) One says also, i>kA6 t",
meaning t The land, or the earth, it wide, or
ample, for you. (TA.)

-;: sec 8 [of which it is app. an inf. n.].
.~-, ,.*. .

;;S 'a 1j A party journcying together far

from the beaten road. (TA.)

Q. 1. ': i. q. ' , q. v. (AZ, TA.)

5 l.i (TA) and () i. q. U and
s,j:. (R, TA.)

h~~~~ - ~q.- ,

Q. 1. a.M, in£ n. j.':, He threw. him

down by the trick called ', expL below;
(S, K ;) and signifies the same. (AZ, TA.)
Accord. to IAth, the primary meaning of ji
is A twiisting, in a neuter sense; and art/irce.
(TA.) - Also lHe took him, or seized him, vio-
lettly. (V.)

Q. 8. 1iI Wjb:3 The wind whirled (3)
in its blowing. (]K.)

.i:see aci.

r .,0. Dfficult; (JC;) anything deemed d/if-

cult. (IAth, TA.) - A [watering-place such as
is termed] J.. lying out of the way. (I, TA.)

] _..j&i:JIT7ejackal; syn. 5jl J $. (IAth, TA.)

~)a ndC6(, K) and , , as also a . (1C)

and bp, but more chastely with j, (TA,) A
sort of trick in throwing down [or wrestling];
(S, TA;) the twisting of one's leg wvith th leg 

of another, (S, T, TA,) and throin'r him dhom

( T, TA) in the mann tannd b~ [or ide-

ways]: (TA :). and one says also, a

(T, TA, [in one of my copies of the ; a: ,ll,,])

meaning the same: (TA:) and a+ 5y d.,:

(AZ, TA:) [the pl. is 4,ji::] Dhu-r-Rummeh

says,

~* IA .Iit -. a at

t-. .I- ,: ._
Jl_lj El2; ll

[And he inolved affairs in confusion betvecn
parties, so all prepared for him tricks by rvhich
to overthrown him, and artifice]. (S, TA.)

t,ti:h X uja- occurs in the "11 Sunan" of

Aboo-D&wood, in the chapter on the Lil and

i;e; but it is thought by El-Ijarbee that the

last word is for '~j, meaning Firm inflesh, and
thick, big, or bulky. (L, TA.)

1. '~, (S, O, Mqb, g,) aor. ', (Mgb, V,)
inf. n. j./, (Msb,) He, or it, struck, or snote,
his .jl; (0, If ;) like i, meaning " he, or

it, struck, or smote, his b*:f'" [or "liver"];

(0, TA;) so says Yoo: (TA:) or it (i. e. love)
rent the .i.; of his heart: (Fr, TA:) or it

(love) reached his Jt: (lISk, ,, TA:) or

,J j ,bit (love) reached the . Jlo of his heart,
i. e. his plricardium. (Msb.) I'Ab read, [in the

]ur xii. 30,] _` tiU: .i, and expl. the mean-
ing to be [lle lua afficted her so that] the lore

of him has ent~ed beneath the jU:: (S, TA:)
or the meaning is, the loas of him has struck, or

smitten, her Ji: (Lth, O, TA:) or he has rent

the ij, of her heart, i. c. its e,, [app.
meaning her midriff,] so as to reach her heart,

toith love: (Bd:) Abu-l-Ash-hab read ·ti. 0.

I, with kesr to the &, [meaning he has became

attached to her, or hat loved her,] like the read-

ing of Thhibit El-Bunyinee, 1tia~, with kesr to

the unpointed ,: (O, TA:) [for] &hk, aor. ,

[inf. n. app. J, ] signifies he became attached
to him, or loved him. (P, TA.) One says also,
j,.l °i , meaning The property became em-
bcllished to him, [or pleasing to him,] so that he
lowd it. (Msb.) And t , like

I£e was, or became, vehemently desirous of the

thing; or fond of it. (TA.) And t.oi.i i,

like 6., He became disqnuited, or disturbed, by

the thing. (TA.)

5. ,i.l ii lU ' JI oiM L, a saying of

I'Ab, means [ What is this judicial sentence] that
has put tzin suggestions into the minds of the
P1ople, and separated them? as though it entered
the J.i of their hearts. (TA.) [See also 1 in
arts. : and vi;.]

7 ,: see lt; in two places.
1
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ji: [app. inf. n. of jg: and accord. to Fei,
app., Lowe reaching to thepericardium; or heart-

felt loe; see an ex. in a verse cited voce a; and

see also ,.,., and ~- ;] a subst. from 3 ..A,
said of love. (Msb.) See also J'i , in two

places. Also The bark (., A.Hn, 0, or

pJ, g;) of the hind of tree calld Jlk. (AIn,
d, .*')

jlji The pericardiwnum; i. e. the .i, (S, 0,
J,) or otAL, (Mgb,) of te heart: (., O, Msb,

Is:) or [app. a mistake for "and," as will be
shown by what follows,] its -r' . [generally

meaning the midriffJ, (1K,) [hero said to be,]
accord. to AHeyth, a certain fat that clothe the

heart: (TA:) [J seems to confound the 3J.t of

the heart with its ,tA.; for after " the 3J9 of

the heart," he adds, "and it is a skin beneath it

(0.;), like the ',.1 :"] or the . (0C) or

the ·ljq [both generally meaning the core]

thereof: (0, g :) or the place of entranc (e )

of the phegm: (Lth, 0, Ig :) and tV ~ and
* JI/I signify the same in the two senses, (.K,)
or in the first and second senses: (TA:) or

I t *~ and t / signify the same as

*i'I, accord. to AHcyth: (O :) the pl. of the

J&iS of the heart is j ; which is metaphori-
cally applied in a saying of 'Alec to the place
of the fletis [in tlse belly]. (TA.)m Also,

(A'Obeyd, S, O, K,) and ? J.i', (],) the latter
agrecablle with analogy as the name of a disease,
(TA,) A certain disease that attalcks one, beneath

thte .l [pl. of jJJ, q. v.·], in the right
side: (Ai'Olyd,t, S, O, K:) and (some say, TA)

a pltin of the belly: (lC, TA: [in the CR,j.il is
erroneously lput for Jp.fl:]) and (some say,

TA) a lpain of te jtL , f the heart: (K, TA:)
accord. to As, JtLi signifies a certain dixease in
the leart, ,citirc, if it reaches to the spleen, kilts
the patient. (TA.)

%jA.: see the next preceding paragraph.

J~. Insane, or mad; (O, K;) like ~.

(O.) And Jdw ~ One to n,ltom property

is enMbelithit [or renulered yleasinr,] so that he
loves it.. (Msb.)

1. · U, ($, O, Msb, g,) aor. , (O, K, MS,)

inf. n. .LS (Myb, 1g) and &i/, (CK,) the latter
on the authority of Sb, (TA,) le, or it, (a wan,
S, or an affair, Msb,) busied him, occupied him,

or employed him; (IK;) i. q. ol,t [signifying as
above; and particularly hc, or it, bu.ied thin, &c.,

so as to divert him from ('c) something; or
diverted him from a thing bly bu.yig him, &c.]:
(S and Msb and g in art. ~J, and Bd and Jel in

xv. 3, &c. :) [t : signifies he, or it, busied
him, &c., much; i. e.] with teshdeed it denotes

muchness: (Bd in xlviii. 11:) V Lit, is a good
dial. var. of ' ; or is rare; or bad: (1:)
accord. to IDrd [and J], (0,) one should not say

1567

.1; (;, O;) for itis bad: (S:) acoord. to IF,

they scarcely ever say t, [thius in the 0, but

in the Mob j '. ,!,] but it is allowable: (O :)

none of the leading lexicologists is known to have
pronounced it good. (TA.) [Hence the saying,

.l; . ~j. rl .J.kI (see art. . and ),
or, as some relate it, l.S ' ~ A. W A (see

art. a).] See another cx. voce JIt. One

says also d j , (Msb, 1,) meaning . [i.e.

lIe was, or became, busied,' &c., by it], (Mslb,)
and d4 t s /I [meaning the same]; (Az, Msb,

1;) and l.i4 kc tit [I was, or became,

busied, &c., so as to be diertedfrom thee, by such

a thing], (S , 0,) and t 1 [in the same

sense]: ( :) and V JU 1, (TA,) which like-
wise signifies a_ [meaning as expl. above, or
he busied himself, &c., so as to divert himself
from him, or it]: (TA in art. PQ, and Bd and

Jel in lxxx. 10:) some disallow Vt ';tl, in the

form of an active verb, but say ,) i, in the form

of a pass. verb; but it is originally quasi-pass. of

like as are t and j of ^i

and 1.. ; [though why of mi. rather than
of ", I do not see:] Az mentions the usage
of its act. and pass. part. ns.: (Msb :) accord. to

A.Hit and IDrd, one should not say V 'i;;l

but IF mentions, as transmitted from the Arabs,

S J-0Ji J:l, and the pass part. n. (O.)

_One says also, >.t c i t [IVe
occulny the place of pasturage so as to keep it

from thee], and QI% [the water]; meaning, it is
sufficient for us without being more than sufficient.

(S in art. a:.) And 4,c JA ; $t[W/hat

re had tras emplmjed so as to be kept from thee].
(JK in that art.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

4. j.l1: see 1._-_~ to [meaning Hlowv
much is he buxiedl! &cc.], (Th, S, K,) denoting
wonder, (Thl, TA,) is anomalous, because one
does not [regularly] form a verb of wonder from
one in the form of a pass. verb. (Th, ., ].)

6. ·r;c JA3: see 1. [Accord. to Golius,
l/;tW. signifies They occupied one another, on
thec authlority of the KL; in wlichl, howevcr, I

find only )j.t: exld. as meaning 5j,~ . Lq >

C. J> S _ i. e. To make moneself busied, &c.,
with a thing.]

8: see 1, in five places. - One says also,

,4JI -i-;.lI The poison crept into him, or

prxitdid him; syn. L;.1..: and i13.di ^4 e "i

Tie med' icw entered into hnim, and p;vroduced an
lffuct upon h;lm, or showed its e&ct upon him;

syn. .. (TA.)

an inf. n. of 1. (K, Msh.) See the next
paragraphl. - And see also jtj-.

J k and ' Ja and ,' (8, O, Msb, )

and *t (8, 0, 1K) Busines., occupation, or
employment; (PS;) contr. of ilj: (Ii:) [and

particularly business, &c., that diverts one from a

thing:] or an occurrence that cau~ a mas to
forget, or neglect, or be unmindful: (Lr-Righib,

TA:) pl. [of pauc.] Jli:l (S, O, 1) and [of
mult.] JsA`: (1 :) J. is mentioned by Sb as
an instance of an inf. n. having a pl., namely,

VJI:; like li; and s,.. (TA in art. u.,'.)

[See also J" l.]

*.:: see the next preceding paragraph.

jb. Buns, or busied, occupied, or employ.ed:

(15:) [and particularly bujsy, &J:., so as to b
diverted from a thing:] thought by ISd to be a

possessive epithet [meaning ,i j], because it

has no verb to which it is conbformable: (TA :)

it is an epithet applied to a man, from 'j.l [or

'b,'"1 : (IAr, in 0 :) and t sig nifies the

same; (Myb, TA;) and V Jhl. (Az, Mb, 1)
and * ;?, (Az, IF, O, Mqb, ],) the latter
[said to be] extr. [meaning anomalous, for

J,:i is not mentioned by F]. (O.)

ec: OA:P

;ii Raped grain or wheat, collected together,

in the place where it is trodden out; syn. ~

and -;, (IAir , ,) and 1-c; (lAar, 0;)

as also V 'a.: (lAth, TA:) pl. [or coil. gen. n.]

of the former ' j,i, (0, K, TA, [in the C1,

erroneously, ,i1,]) like as i is of 1J4. (O,
TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.
J1, a. A 

jLL? signifies i:lj [i. e. Hatim9 much

businem or occupation or employment; or who
busies or occupies or employs himef much].
(TA.)

,ti act. part. n. of '; [Bu g, ocupy-

aing, or employing; &c.;] (.8 Mb ;) applied to a
matl, (S,) or to an affair. (Myb.) [Hence,] one

says, ,jI (Busying aff.airs

busied ,he, or have butied me, so as to divert me

from thee]: the last word being pl . of Jl:.

(TA.) );. j: [lit. BuJying business, or the

like,] has an intensivo meaning: (1 :) the latter·$..

word in this case is a corroborative, as in Ji

&-). (.8)
J.. 1 [Mfore, and most, buy &c.]. s$- O&

'b."1 ?A6 [.fore bay than she who ras the

orwner of tile tw skins of butter] is a provey. [men-
tioned in the TA]: she wa a woman of [the
tribe of] Teym-Allah: she used to sell clarified
butter, in the Time of Ignorance; and KhowwGt
Ibn-Jubeyr EI-Anslree came to her, demanding
to buy clarified butter of her, and saw no one
with her, and he hargained with her: so she
untied a skin, and he looked at it: then hlie said
to her, "Hold thou it until I look at another :"
and she said, " Untie thou another skin :" and he
did so, and looked at it, and said, " I desire
other than this; therefore hold thou it :" and she
did so: and whlen her hands were [thus] occupied,
he assaulted her, and she was unable to repel the
him. (Meyd.)

1



MC:1 an instance of the measure JJaMj from affair, or case: (K1:) as though taken from 'it

~1JI [simiilar to i~JI and aa.Jl, and to 14J, 0t,. (TA.)_See also 2.*---. TA-. __ a . ee- _ ---1 - 2.
wm.; app. meaning A rnang tnm wanca one u
busied, &c.: and also yn. with ,3]. (0, ][.)

iii' A thing that cause one to be busied,
&c.: ( r,6 TA:) pl. 't;. (TA.)

J3 ,: see :. - [Hence,] 1 S

3, Such a one is devoted to that wrhich is
unprofitabb. (TA.) .. And aJi, : yl A
young nwoman having a husband. (TA.) - And
3, SjL Property devoted to commerce.

(TA.).- And ijA! ij; A houe in which are
inabitants. (TA.)

, an sed am: .

,U and

1. a j, aor. , inf. n. IS, [signifies accord.
to some] JlI (a man) had a tooth, or teeth,
exceeding the other teeth: and [accord. to others,
agreeably with what is said to be the right
meaning of 41,1 below,] he had a tooth, or
teetA, djering in the manner of growth fron the

otler teeth. (8.) [And] & -I, aor. ; (M?b,

g ;) and;l :.i, aor. '; (I ;) inf. n. (of the former,
Mbh, TA) l (Mqb, g, TA) and [of the latter]

iar, (lx, TA, [in the CI( ;, but]) like j.;
(TA;) [accord. to some] The tooth exceteded the
other teeth: (Mqb:) and [accord. to others]
(Myb) the tooth differed fpom the other teeth
(Myh, Js, TA) in an absolute sense, (TA,) or in
respect of its dplace of growth, (M.h,) or in its
manner of growth, in length, and uwrtnesx, anl
receding, and projecting: (I, TA:) or, accord. to
the A, l' stignifies the differing in r&spect of tlhe
manner of growth and of collocation: or the
uPl'r teeth's not falling utpon the lower: (TA:)
or, as IF says, the advawncing of the uplper teeth
beyond the lower. (Myb.) The epithet applied

to a man is t '1 ; and to a woman, 'lp'".; and
the pi. is _": (9, Mb :) [and] the epithet ap-
plied to a tooth is JlJ: and A"ei; (1;) or

* aePilt; (~, Mb ;) whichl last is said by Az to
have two meanings; one whereof is xceeding [the
other teeth]; and the other, being longer andul
larger, and diffcring in repect of the place [or
more probably the manner] of its growth from
theoe next to it: (Mbh :) or, accord. to a marginal
note in the 'q, in the handwriting of Alow-Zeke-
reeyk, this signifies die:ering in the mnanner of
its growvth fromn the manner of gronwth of the
others, whether exceeding or not exceeding: or,
accord. to a marginal note in the copy of Aboo-
Sahl El-Iarawee, croohed; not exceeding. (TA.)

2. "A.3 signifies The dribbling of.the urine,
(Lth, g, TA,) little by little. (Lth, TA.) One
says of a man, :, (TI.,) and Ws V :,
(lAth, TA,) He dribbled his urine, (lAth, TA,
TV,) little by little. (IAth, TA.)

4. e I 1: t They disagreed with, diJered
from, or opposted, the people, in respect of his

t/ inf. n. of : said of a man, (S,) or of
.,a. said of a tooth. (Msb, 1g.) Also a
subst. signifying A dribbling of the urine; and so

ji.a.sl: see ji-a , voce il.

i:: see li:.

ik,;s: sec 1, last sentence.

Uil; fem. il,i" and £lli,; and pl. .:: see
1, last sentence. - l_i:, also signifies An eagle;
(S, Mqb, ( ;) because its upper mandible exceeds

the lower: (9, Msb:) and so ~ ; . . (T in
art.lAI.)

,.,Cp~ One who eparatea hinuf from every

yoke-fellow, or familiar : and one whose age
jA

(".) is deficient: -_in both of these senseeexpl.
as an epithet applied by Ru-beh to a &5 , [or
boy four spans in height]. (TA.)

1. _U:, aor. ;, inf n. J1./ (S, Mgh, O, M.sb,
]g) and . (S, O, O) and t1i , (CB, [but
not in my MiS. copy of the ] nor in the TA,])
It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) wa thin, fine,
or delicate, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, ]g,) so that lwhat
wets behind it wa tisible, (S,* IB, Mgh, [for
; in some copies of the S, and 'i in others,
I read 'l t., which is the right reading accord.
to IB and the TA, agreeably with the reading in
the Mgh, which is G;j i,]) or so as to tell wiat
nwas beneath it: (0, k :) [and it, (a gem, or the
like,) uas translucent: or was transparent. (See

tU .)] One says, i %.. [ . Ii garment
n,as thin, &ec., upon him. ($.) And J
'~--, aor. , inf. .n. ji , lis body became
lean, or emaciated. (S, O, K.)- aoi, aor. ,

inf. n. ji,, It (a thing, O, Msb) exrcedtid; or
was, or became, redundant. (S, O, Msb, ]~.)
lIence, in a trad., Gil; .. ls %. It e .reeled

Iy about a J1,. (Sil, O.) And one says, JL

e4i4, aor. , [so in the L and TA, contr. to

rule, probably a mistranscription for b.j,] inf. n.
Jj:t; and V j.i;, and t *.-; [app. meaning,
ns seems to bh indicated by the context, It ex-
ceeded it:] and &; I.1 :. ' [app. a mis-

transcription for ; ] I gained in, or upon, the
the article of merchlandise: (TA: [and so, app.,
ti;: see U5 C:]) and 41qJ s Y .t; 1

[ lie obtained what is termed hi: in his traffic;
i. c.] he made gain, or profit, in his traic; syn.

&j. (S and .K in art. ~.)__ And sometimes
(Meb) it signifies also the contr.; i. e. It fell
short; or wax, or became, deficient. (Msb, K.)
One says, (O, Msb,) of a dirhem, (0,) I..

. Thtis falls short, or is deficient, a little.

(O, M4b.) And aoI . J, aor.., The gar-

ment nas too short for him. (TA.) - Also Ok:,
(O, K,) aor. , (0,) It (a thing, 0) was, or
became, in a state of motion, commotion, or
agitation. (0, A.) And A 1 1 J .q.'

;lA and ,3 [app. meaning The thing belonged,
or pertained, to thee permanently, or constantly;
or may the thing belong, &c.]. (TA.) -a

($, M, 0, K,) nor. , inf. n. wU ($, M, TA) and.
ji, (M, TA,) It (anxiety) rndered him lean,

or emaciated; ($, O, g;) as also t :i. ; (S ;)
both are also expl. as meaning it rendered him
lean, or lank in the belly, so that he became
slender: (TA.:) or, accord. to the M, it (grief,
and love,) pained his heart: or rendered him
lean, or emaciated: or deprived him of his reason:
and it is said of grief as meaning it man/fated

what he felt f impatience. (TA.) And ,_j

~,,S1, as used in a verse of Towbeh Ibn-El-
.Homeiyir, It hurt and melted the souls. (.Ham
p. G94.) - See also 8, in two places.

2: see the preceding parraph, in two places.

4. ,ia;. Ipreferred them, or judged them to
ercel (I.) You say, " -;

,,4 I preferred some of my children above
en,me. ($. [And the like is said in the Mgh.])

And i i Ul Ie ;%:M 1 I prefr.red this abow

this. (Msh.) - And. 1 l J _il Such a
one made tte dirhtem to exeed~: or, made it to
Jfill sdort. (TA.) - 41 .1! [if not a mis-

transcription for J.kl, which I rather think it to
bc,] IIe exc.lled him, or surpassed him. (TA.)
:,,1l -l; The mouth had in it a etid odour.

(Ibn-Buzurj, TA.)

6. _-aiW I took awvay his or its, _J, i. e.
exess, or ridundanGe. (O, K.) - See aLo the
next pargraphll, in three places.

8. ;It; L i -;_a (S 0 K0) U (K) ire
dranh rbhat 7rana in the veel, aU of it, (S, O, ,)
eve,' thc ;AI [or last drop or remains], (O,)
not &arinfg any of it remaining; (S ;) [anid so

,iA.l- ;] as also JW: (, O, g :) and t J.I.,L

sLJI lie drank the water to the uttermost, not
baring ony of it remaining; as also t &A, aor. !,

inf. n. %.": and l11 * i` I drank much of
the ?vater irithout har1ing my thirst satsifed.
(TA.) [Henlce,] in the trad. of Umm-Zar,
I.it .A j ;~ [And if he drank, lhe drank up
all that iras in the vessel]. ($, O.) And it is said

in a prov., ' jt~i O.; I' y (S,O,TA)
i. e. The sati..fying of thirst is not from the
drinking up all that is in tlhe t~esl; for it is
sometimes effected by less than this: (0, TA:) it
is applied in forbidding one's going to the utmost
in an affair, and persevering therein. (S, 0,
TA.) Accord. to IA;r, one says also C.%j
rai1 I exhausted the water; which, ISd says, is
ori6inally t 1."_'Lj. (TA.) 'Abd-Allah Ibn-
Sebreh El-.Harashee uses the first of these verbs
metaphorically in relation to death; saying,
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meaning t [I vied ,tith him in giving tie draught
of death] until Ie drank the last of it, i. e., the
last of death. (TA.) - And ;lt 'eaJt Jl tl

means T7he camel filled, and loolr up wholly,
the girth, (0, 1], TA,) so that nothing remained
of it redundant, by reason of the largeness of the
middle of his body. (TA.)

10. Z,L,, (0, ,) or *,:J t j,-, , (s,
Msb,) lie awm what was beltind it. (O, Msb, 1K.)
[Thus the former signifies lie saw through it:
and it is used in this sense both properly and
tropically.] - HIence the saying to the seller of

cloths, ~,I l" i:.', !, [which may be rendered
Look thou th,ougqh this garmncat, or piece of
cloth; but is expl. as] meaning make thou thix
garment, or piece of cloth, single, [by unfolding
it,] and raise it, or hold it up, in shade, in order
that I ma.y e wrhether it be close in texture or
.finmuy. (TA.) _ j."l also signifies [agreeably
with the explanation of ;ij; 't '£. men-
tioned above] t Ie diLtin.quished a tlling plainly,
lihe as one distinnlisies plainly a thiing behind
gla.. (iJar p. 244.) - And one says, ;

2,U meaningir t [I wrote a letter, or
writing, &e., and] he eramined nttentirelhl whst
wsu in it. (TA.) _ Sec also 8. ~ And sec 1, in
two places. _ [Freytag mentions as a significa-
tion of tD ; "'Des;lerio alicuijus rci inplerit;"
with J.l befire the olbject: libut he names no
authority for this; and I doubt its correctness.]

R. Q. 1. 'W : see 1, lhatter part. -Also,
accord. to IAor, (O, TA,) inf. n. ;", (]g,
TA,) It (heat, and cold,) driedl it utp; natmely,
a thing, (O, 1~, TA,) suach as herhage, (O, TA,)

&e. (TA.) And accor(l. to AA, aakaI signifies
The hoar-frost's burning [mening blasting] the
herbage of the earth: or tihe burnig of a medica-
ment that is sprinkled upon a wouud: (O :) or it
has the former of these two meanings, and signi-
fies also the sprinkling of a medicament upon a

wound. (1g. [But I think that, for ;j.JI tj in

the 1], we should read jjl j;, and thus re-
concile the I] in this case with the 0: see, how-
cver, what next follows; which may be regarded
either as confirming the reading in the ]V, or as
having misled its author, in this instance.]) 

lii.ls_ significs also The sprinkling of urine

and the like. (s.) You say, 5i'.gI He
rprinkled his urine. (0.) - Also The trembling,
and the being confisd ( ), (0, ]g, TA,)
reilting from intenrs jealotymj. (TA. [See

* *j])_ And .. He mu solicit-
oudy affectionate, or pitiful or compasdonate,
towards him, (TA.) [See, again, -'i .])

R. Q. 2. ; , said of herbage, It bejan to
dry up. (TA.)

. A thin, fine, or delicate, garment or piece
of oloth; (AZ, ., Mgh, O,* Mb, ;*) aus also

, A (AZ, q, 0, Myb, 1) and ,V,.5: (Msb :)

you say J · M (, Mgh, M,b) and 1 , (S,
Bk. I.

Mqb) and * g. (Mgb:) [see also JI,:]
and the garment, or piece of cloth, itself, is termed

and t J.: (gar p. 70:) [i. e. each of these
words is also used as a subst.; and this is perhaps

meant in the 0 and Jt: or] %. signifies also
a certain tiln,.fine, or delicate, eil or covering:
or, accord. to Aboo-Nyar, a certain thin, fine, or
delicate, veil or covering, of wool, through which
one sees what is bdsind it: (S:) pl. Jj. (0,
MHb, K.) Among the verses of" the Book" [of
Sb, cited as exs. therein], is the following:

* · & ,.. s... 0s

[Verily the weearing of a woollen cloak, my eye
being t!herenithal uldeated by tears, is more
pleasing to me than the wearing of thin, fine, or

delicate, garments]. (O.) - See also .,S.

j. [app. ] also signifies Pimple, or nnal
putules, that come forth and thnm go away.
(Ibn-Buzurj, TA.)

a 3.
..U,: see , in three places. ~ Also, (8,

Mgh,, 0, ,) and t -, (I, 1,) but the former
is tllat which is well known, (L, TA,) and

'· *., (TA,) Gain, or profit; increase ob-
tnined in trq.flic: and excea, surplus, or redun-
tdance: syn. t-' [q. v.]: and j; (8, Mgh, O,

R;) and a&I. (Mgh, TA.) Hence (Mgh)

:i. 2 t ~, 'C c c, meaning ilHe (the
Prophllet, TA) forbade] the . [i. e. gain, or
profit, of that for which onemas not made him-
#elf responsible to the purchaser]. (0, Mgh.)

And one says, L I,; U & u J [Ther is, or
pertains, to this, an eGcess above this]. (Ksh in

ii. 15.) And Wj jU He &aid a saying that
was a reduanca . (TA.) - And A deficiency:
thus having two contr. meanings. (ISk and .
and O in explanation of the first word, 1B in ex-
planation of the first and second words, and TA
in cxplanation of all.) - Also, the first word,

i. q. Lt;: one says to a person when regarding
him with a wish for the like of a thing that he
has attained, or that he possesses, without desiring

that it should pass away from him, Q4 A A.t

&i; [Mfay it be an unalloyed gratiction to
thee, O such a one]. (TA.) - And A thing that
is little, or small, in quantity; mean, or paltry.

(TA.) [See also JigA, last signification.J

,AU: see JeA, last signification. - Also

i q. ai& [Lightness, &c.]. (TA.) - And some-
times it signifies Eviln~ , or narroness of the

cimrumstancs, (,) of one' state, or. condition.
(TA.)

5~:; ee aj .

~:t see L.U, in two places: and see

-S:. . Also Cold, as a subst.; (ISk,S, 0, M 9b;)

thus in the saying, ' t[; L.l ..~ [Hefdt,
or ep~nced, in his teeth, cold]; (8, O ;) and

so *t : (ISk, M,b:) or, as sope say, (0,)

the hurting, or paining, (J [in the C1; j1,]
of cold: (S, 0,:) and in~ cold, with rain
and wind; and J.t is its pl.: (TA:) or inten
cold [alone]: (Msb :) or a cold wind in which is

moisture: (0:) and * VIL signifies the cold of a
wind in ,ihich is moisture: (:) or ,L4 has

this last signification; and * OI,.tho significa-

tion next preceding it: one says, iJ t ,A UZ elJ$
A cold and moist wind, having [much]

cold and moisture, made him to betake himself to
a covert: (IDrd, IF, Meb:) or Jl signifies

rain and hail: (O :) or so t~ Ol,; [or rain and
cold: for .~ is written in my original without
any syll. sign ;] wherefore some of the lawers
say that it is rain and more: (MJb:) or .
signifies also rain in vwhich is hail: (Q, TA:) or
rain in thaicl is cold: (C :) or a cold wind;

Qg;) as also t JLUt: (0, g :) or this lut signi-
fies a wind of mild cold: (, TA:) and V --,

cold and wind: (0, g:) o6nesays, U y lj lb.
a morning having cold and ~d (8,° O, g) with
moisture. (S.) - And Intense at (IDrd, E-
Sargustee, O, Msb, 0) of th sun: (IDrd, O,

:) thus having two contr. significations. (10)
- Anil Pain in the stomach. (Aboo-Sa'eed,
0.) _ [Also Affected with pain: or with hurt,
or grief (Freytag, from the Deewln of the
Hudhalees.)]1 Also Small, or littl, in number,
quantity, or amount; m'fso t* ,.i. (O, V.)

[See also J4, last signification.]

alab A portn of water r ain 7n a
eemd; (f, O, ] ;) and likewise, of, /: (TA :)

or the last drop remaining in a ve~el: (iam p.
239:) IAth says that some of the later.writers
mention it as being with v,. (TA.) Dhu-r-

Rummeh uses the phrase ll '. Jli, in a verse,
as meaning In the remaini~g portio~n of the
day. (O.)

Jh. Ezxtremely [or wery] thin or fine or
ddicate, so that a thing bed it is visbb:
(KL:) [trands e :] transparent; applied to a
gem, or the like; and to a garment, or piece of

cloth. (TA.) [See also A,.]

s: Wee , in six places.

jla A garment, or piee of cloth, not elU
or strog~ly or coSpac?tly [(~o or] made. (O,

]) S ee also , .A.

%.U" Vehement thirst. (O,C .)

[kl [a noun denoting exess]. It is sid in a

trad. of Rafi', . I j. ' j,
meaning [And the ankht; or pair of anets, tul

mnor than they [in value or eiht]; (syn, J.--
and ,jI ;) i. e. more [in value or weight] than

the dirhems. (Mgh.) And one says, '-' i
-, a

e5 a, meaning Such a one is a UUitl grater,

or older, (,-,) than such a one. (TA.)

J oaid by Ibn-Buzu to be elile J ..
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[part. n. of 'q.; i.e. Collected; or collected
togyther and taken away]. (TA.)

*til (O, O) and t i :', (],) the latter
on the authority of IA#r, (TA,) Slender, shallow,
or rweak, in intellect, and evil in disposition. (0,
V1.) And [both words agreeably with different ex-
planations of the verb] One in whom is, (l,) or,
accord. to Satd, one who is as thoujh there mere
in him, (0,) a trembling, and confusion, (0, lk(,)
reslting from jealouwy, (V,) or from vehe7nent
jealousy, (0,) and solicitous affection, or pity or
compasion, for his *,. [or wies, or wvomen
under covert, and household, (in the CK his
,js,)] as though jealousy wasted his lieart, and
made him lahmk and lean: or evil in disposition,
and very jealou: and t the latter word, solicit-
ouldy affectionate; or pitying, or compassionating.
(TA.)

°hU.": asee the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

1. The ,rimary signification of [the inf. n.]
JL [i. e. ji", of which the verb is app. U,]) is
The act of cutting, or cutting off; syn. i.

(8am p. 57.) -- 1L, (i,) inf. n. ~, (TA,)
ie struck her (a woman's) ) (1, TA) in U om-
prsing her. (TA.) - And ,; [or app. ;t:

U.Lil ] Ife annoyed, molested, harmed, or hurt, a
man. (IApr, O, TA.) - ;, aor.', inf. n.
i;;:, She (a woman) was one whose gratfication
of er venereal lust (0,;3) sown took place:
(1i:) or she emitted; [or, app., emitted soon;]

syn. Jj;lf. (TA.) And i,, aor. ', It de-
creased, diminished, or became defective or de-
ficient. (IA:r, V.)

8. tIj,, (V,) inf. n. ~_3, (Ibn-'Abbld, O,
1,) Ie compr her (i. c. a woman, Ibn-'Ab-
bid, O) on the .i ofiAu, h . (Ibn-'Abbald, O,

-.)-- And s,Jl ; z , inf. n. as above, I
eradicated, or extirpated, tie thing. (TA.) -
JlyjI il, (0,; ,) inf. n. u above, (g,) 177
property became little: (0, l :) and went away:
(V:) from IAar. (TA.) - And : said ofa
man, He gave little. (yam p. 242.) - And

' ,t Z -,: (o, 0) .,. (0) t 77e sun
became near to setting; (0, V ;) being likened to
a man whose property has become little, and gone
away. (TA.) - And in like manner, (TA,)

j.1 t Si (Ibn-'Abbid, O, 4) and "9,
(Ibn-'Abbil, 0,) said of a man, t He was, or
became, on the brink, or verge, of the affair, or
event, or case. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, 1.)

4. A.l is said in the Tekmilch to signify He
(a camel) strove, or ex~erted Aindf, in running:
but perhape it should be .ulI, Inentioned before
[in art.,.w]. (TA.)

s,;: Me the next paragraph, in four places.

~, The place of growth of the ela~h, (8h, T,
, , MA b, b1,) which is the edge of the yelid;

(M, Mb ;) as alsot v' (Kr, A, V) and t ;:
(IV:) or, accord. to some, this last signifies the

upper side of the inner angle of the eye: (TA:)
and with the vulgar, the first signifies the eye-
lash; but this is [said to be] a mistake: (IKt,
Mob:) it occurs, however, in this sense, in a
trad. of Esh-Shaqbee; (IAth, TA;) and in like
manner the pl. occurs in another trad.; but the
word r; should be considered as understood
before it; or what grows is thus called by the
name of the places of growth, and the like of this
is not rare: (Mgh:) it is of the mase. gender:
(Lh, K. :) and the pl. is jilt, (Sb, S, Mgh, Mob,)
the only pl. form. (Sb, TA.) [Hence,] one says,
f:' ,1Jto It, (Ks, Fr, T, S, Msb, K,) and i;,
(Lh, Mel, I,) but Sh disallows this latter, (TA,)
and *f ;, (Fr, Sgli, K,) t Tltere is not in the

hou~s any one; (S, Msb, , &c.:) and '; "'
o ~ ·9·o

{ 1^ t I saw not ofthem any one: from the
,jA of the eye: meaning one having aAj : (A :)
and *U is also used in this sense without a nega-

tion. (TA.) One says likewise, i-Jl . ; k
,1 .,j ;p 1 The year of drought left not
anything: and sometimes they said* ( i,, with
fet-h, and in this case they said (;;, for assimila-
tion. (A.) - Also, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, 1K,) and
?h:, (S, A, Mhb, ,) The edge, border, ,nargin,

brink, brow, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or side, (A, 15,) of
anything; (., A, Mgh, M.b, 1 ;) as of a valley
and the like, (S,) or as of a river &c.: (Mgh and
Msb, in relation to the latter word:) one says,
A1V ,,pA " sI t, and JI, and 1 They
sat upon the side of the river, and of the well, and
of the grave: (A:) and both words signify the
side of the uper part of a valley. (K.) _ And

jI11, (1V,) or c .l , (Mob,) and 4! s:,
(TA,) The edgie, (Msb, 1,) or border, (TA,) of
tih vulva, or external portion of the organs of
generation, [meaning, of eachA of the labia majora,]
of a woman: (Mob, 1, TA :) pl. jill: (Mb :)
the Oi. .a1 are the two sides [or labia majora] of
the vulva of a woman; and the O Ij are ithe
twno borders of the said etA,l: (AIIeyth, Mgh,
TA:) Lth says that the V QII.l are [two parts]

of the pudendum muliebre: (TA:) and, " 'I
and ' t1u. signify [in like manner] thi ecges of

ti vwlva: (.:) and a, y and 1 i , the
two go of the.o.; [or vduva (for_j}l is here

used tropically, for C.l1, as it is in many other

instances,)] of a woman. (TA.)

.: a see em i, first sentence.

e: see CJ>-, first sentence.

jZ [an epithet of which the fem. only is men-

tioned]. and ' !4 signify A woman who
....rance the gratieation of her enereal lust

(l,J'_) in her em; so that she eaits (J, )
~dily: or [in the CK "and"] who is content

with the least of coitu: (g, TA:) contr. of
;fJ and ;*. (TA.)

i;. A large knfe; ($, A, ;) as alsoo '.: ,
though this is mentioned only by the author of

the Mgh; (MF; [but it is not in my copy of the
Mgll; and Golius mentions V e'y as having this
signification, on the authority of Meyd;]) or a
broad knife: (Mgh, M.b:) pl. Z=i (Myb, O)
and aitj (M.sb) and [coll. gen. n., of which
;i: is the n. un., or it may be a quasi-pl. n. of

?i',,] ft°. (TA.)-And hence, (Mglh, TA,)
I A servant; (S, Mgh, TA;) because of his
utility. (TA.) It is said in a prov., ,iJl a.s l
.m.3~ : The least of the party is their servant.
(M, Mgh.)_ Also A shoemaker's knife. (S,

-.) And A piece of iron made broad, and
edged, or pointed. (4.) - A broad blade: so
says the autllor of the Mgh. (TA. [But not in
my copy of the Mgh.])_ The edge, or cutting
part, (o.,) of a sword: (S, Mgh, .:) or the
edge of thl cutting part of a sword. (TA. [See

ttj.L]) The side of a blade: (i:) or each of the
two sides thereof. (AHn, TA.) [Each of the
two starp sides or edges of a spear-head and of an

0eJ
arrow-head.] -See also : , , second senitencie.

sce the next precedfing paragraph.

i. q. y.j The hlornet, or lhornets. (Go-
lius, on the authority of Meyd.)]

se: ce ,i, in three places. - Also The
edge of the lip of a camel. (em.).ei: se
;, voe).

5l t~ A jerboa having hair upon its

ears: (S :) or hlaving large ears: or having long
cars, and bare toes, [in the CV, for A1e.II IJl,
which is evidently the right readin'g, we find
l >J! I JWI,] not quickly overtaken: (1:) it

is [of] a sp~ie of jerboa caUed et' ' ,
the fattest and the best, with ears somenwhat long:
(TA:) or having long legs, and soft and fat
Jie&: (15:) it is said that it hs a nail in the

middle of its shank. (TA. [Se 5e .])_

t$ .,. A long and bulky [li:ard of t/he kind

calld] .. (.Ham p. 242.)_. ,l , (ns
also ai, [q. v.], TA) A larye car: (h :) or a
bulky ear: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or a long c,': (AZ,
TA:) or a broad ear, sojf in the uppxr part:
(TA:) or an ear having much hair and fur.
(Ham p. 242.)

j;, The possessor of a ;'LZ [or lare lhnife].

(A,' TA.)

hti, and its dual: sec .Y,, last sentence, in
three places. - Also One wvho destroys, or makes
away with, his property: so in the Tekmileh.
(TA.)

~t.': see what next follows.

k.& The lip of a camel; (S, Mgh, Msb, V;)
as also v LL* : ( :) and : of a horse: (8, TA:)
and t of a human being: (1], TA:) or t of an
Abyssinian, as being likened to that of a camel:
(A'Obeyd, TA:) pl. ti. (S, 1V.) It is said in
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* Prov. jL; l; ft J1 [lit. Ex a shin

A ~ ow tlhe what a lip hath tranmitted to

th domach;] meaning, te external appear-
a at re red thee in no need of inquirg

r~ig the intral state: (., ]:) originally

said of a camel; (TA;) for when you see his

external skin, whether he be fat or lean, you take
it as an indication of the quality of his food.
(V, TA.) - Also The mvula, or eternal portion
of th organs of generation, of a woman: (R,
MF:) but this is strange. (TA.).-And I A
iece of land: andof sand: (J, TA:) each by

way of comparison [to the lip of a camel]. (TA.)
- Also A state of resitance; inaccessibleness,

or unapproachableness: ( :) strength, or p~r;
(Ls TA;) mehemence, or hardnes, or firmness.
(1, TA.) -And A state of perdition or de-
struction: and thus it is expl. as used in the saying
mentioned by Meyd [in hIis Proverbs, perhaps

the origin of this explanation], j.. u fj
, 4.,' . [which may be rendered I l him

at the like of tie lip of the lion]; (TA;) applied
to him who is exposed to destruction. (Meyd,
TA..)

'~ j.. Strait, stanty, subitence. (0,!C.)

A tray (.L.) on which are smaaU s&a-

ce, or cups, A-w_ and q.S: (O,1:) a
Pers. word, (., 0,) arabieized; (.8, O, I ;) from

or 10 (16, TA) or ;i; (as in

some copies of the 1 ;) or what people call
:) t i. or .~L olrj49: (Yaa.oob, 8;:) ti. C. ; oiJ 9t

"p!h par," and " pdsh pArah," meaning" sweet-
meats presented to a guest:"] accord. to El-

Jaw1eeletee, it signifies dirent kinds of flsh-
meat in &L: [but what this means I know

not: I suppe it to be a corruption of some word
signifying saucers or the like:] in the "Kitab el-

Mobeel," ', is said to be pl. of '.lL, signi-

fying a kind ,'food. (TA.)

L , (.8, Mgh, Msb, ]V,) aor. ', (Msb, ]g,)

inf. n. , (, Msb,) lIe made it to be a ;

(~, J, TA;) meaning (TA) he made it (a single
thing) to be a #j [i. e. he made it to be one of a

pair or couple; and sometimes, he made it to be a
pair or ouple together]: (Mgh, TA:) or he
adjoined it to, or coupled it with, that which
was a single thing: (Mosb :) accord. to Er-Rltghib,

! signifies the adjoining a thing to its like.

(TA.) You say, aaA { lpi j1. , (.,) or pL4

l, 'Z". p i.e. [It m a single thing, and]

I made it to le one of a pair, or couple, with

another. (Mgh. [In lJar p. 194, I find the

phrase .l.t t l * iJ !P. Orb, expl. in like

manner; but :I thus used I do not find in any
lexicon: it may, however, be correctly thus used;

for ~.3, which has the form, app. has also

the significeation, of its quasi-pass.]) [And ~,

JAi A d.Ji The posnio (here meaning

hous, or pice of land,) as coupled by purchase

with anothr po ion: and L & It
had a possessi coupled with it by purchase: see

aa.I.] You say also, it.jl 1 °, I made the
aabj to be two. (Msb.) And a poet says,

* iH1 -. s l Xtfi G r c.*Ar r I A · r·c

[Howr clear was my eight wit th t inadvetnci
of youth ! but to-day, objects have become doubled
to me]: i. e., I see the object [as] two objects, by
reason of the weakness and dispersedness of my
sight. (O, .*) - [Hence,] one says of a she-
camel, (., 0,) and of a ewe, or she-goat, (0,)

;A:, (,O0,) inf. n. i (,) meaning She

became such as i trmd l [q. v.]: (, o:)

she is thus termed :i- t1 l sJj O? 

[becausa her young one as made her to be one of
a pair, or couple, with itself, or because she haJ
made it to be one of a pair or cou))l, with
another that is in her belly], (s , O, 1C,) inf. n.

, or the in£. n. in this case is _:, with kesr.

(0, V.) One says alsos .-;% a - :4 d i

(I,) or l, (0,) i. e. : Veriy he aids [another,
becoming to him one of a pair, by enmity] against
me, and acts injurio~ly to me [cojointly with
another]. (0, I, TA.) Accord. to Er-R6ghib,

means He jou hI~sef to another, and
aids him, becoming to him one of a pair, or a

[i. c. an interceuor], in doing good or evil,
so that he aids him, or partakes with him, in
[procuring] the benefit or the harm thereof; and
thus it means in the saying in the gur [iv. 87],
£z:; li, ',:. -A [and in what follows the
same]: (TA:) or these words mean Whoso adds
a [good] ded to a [good] deed: (0, :) or, as
some say, the ac~ here is a man's intituting,
or prescribing, to another, a way of good or eil,
so that he [the latter] imitate him, and thus
becomes as though he were to him one of a pair.
(TA.) [But accord. to the expositors in general,
and accord. to the general usage of the inf. n.

3;U as distinguished from L, what is here

meant is Intercssion.] - [Hence also,] di

9i J1, (,s '.,* TA,) or .M% Jl, (MA,)

aor. , (V, TA,) inf. n. 1,IU; (MA , TA;)

and J t V :, (MA,) or s t W; (, TA;)
lle made petition, or intercession, for him [to
such a one, or to the prince or the lihe; thus
adjoining himself to him as an aider]; (MA,

TA:) and u,.l u & [He interceded beteen

the peopl], inf. n. &iC,: (Jel in iv. 87:) and

iX! ~ '~- s (Meb,) in£ n. LtU (I]t$, Msb,

TA) and s (M9 b, [but the latter is scaroely to

be found elsewhere thus used,]) I pleaded, [or
intercedd,] in the affair, or cae,,[ii favour of
another,]for some mwans of aces or in~ratiation,

or ome right or due: (I]t.,* Myb, TA :*) a&U/
is mentioned, but not explained, in the ]: (TA:)
as distinguished from & meaning as expl.

above, it signifies the joinig oneself to another

as an aider to him or apetitioner re~petintg him
[or for him]; and in most instanes the former
person is one of higher etation than the latter:

(Er-Raghib, TA:) or the spahng of the
[or int~rc~msor] to the king [or Wtne other ~son]
respecting some object of want which the speaher
asks for another person: it is also expl. as signi-
fying the passing over rwithoumt pishment, or the
forgiving, [or rather the askitng, or requesting,

the pasasing over &c., (for the word ,Le, pro-
bably accidentally omitted by the transcriber at
the commencement of the explanation, should
doubtless be supplied,)] of sins, crimes, or mis-

deed (TA.) Hence, in a trad., t ` ; - l-

[Intercede thou: thou shalt hawe thinse interce.
don accepted]. (TA.) The saying in the ]ur [ii.

117], AL.L, ' [Nor shall intercesion

profit it] means that it shall have no ed [or

intercessor] for his L1.; [or interession] to

profit it; being a denial of the &S; (Ibn-

'Arafeh, 0, I ;) and the smune is the case in the
]~ur lxxiv. 49, (Ibn-'Arafoh, O, TA,? and xx.

108. (TA.) s inf. n. m and a,L, also

signifies He prayed, or spplicated: and thus
Mbr and Th explain the words of the ]ur [ii.

2056], b l; YSi.I1 01 [}VI is he
that shall pray, or spplicate, in his presene,
,ctpt by hi perm~ ?]. (TA.) - Accord. to
El-utabee, (Mgh,) [i. e.] El-Juteybee, (TA,) one
says also, of a neighbour of one who desires to

sell a dwelling [or land] &t t a.I u, mean-

ing lie made a demand to him, i. e. to the latter,
repecting that which he old [for the rigit of

pre-emption]: and of the latter person, t 
[and he admitted hit right of pre-emption, i. c.]
and he pronounced him to ham a better right, or
title, or claim, [as a purcha~er,] to that which
was sold, that he rweo connexion Ms more

remote. (Mgh, TA..)--' inf.n. ', sig-

nifies also He, or it, uas, or became, ta/l, or high.

(TA.) _ And 1: like H; , H (a man) wma

smitten by the [er;l] eye. (IStt, TA. [But seo

~, last sentence.])

2: see 1, near the beginning._ s , a.,

inf. n. 3, I accepted his interc sion ( )

[for him]. (.0, O 1.) See, again, 1, in the nlast
quarter of the paragraph. - And see nnother sig-
nification of the verb in a later part of the samine
paragraph.

5. 5_ [signifies It was made a pair or

couple, accord. to the 1] voce ; thlis word
----- 5. #.G:

being there expl. as meaning 1 i .:
but in the M and A, in the same place, instead of

we find A &3, and i : ce 1,
near the middle of the paragraph. _ [It is said

in the TA that ., also is quasi-pass. of
:ir ~S1: but &-M: is evidently, here, a mis-

transcription, app. for , meaning lie was

granted intereion.] _ Also lHe becarme a

: [i. e. afollower of tAe Imdm Rsk-Shd icc]

in persuasion: but this is post-classical (TA.)
198

I
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10. Vj 0j1 "~! I ashd him to make

intercessionfor me (Uj A: ,;,) to such a one.

(, , O, .*) And - - I soughAt, or de-

manded, intercmtion (itil) [by means of him].
(Myb.) A poet, cited by Aboo-Leyl, says,

0 ' .2 ' U, ,5 ,* .a,
,,, . ,, a.,, ,

;~91 *wjjl z :

i. e. Companies of men asserted me to be seking
interession ( :.I 1, -sj) for the object of
eulogy, [wnhen I went forth. reairing to visit
him,] by mean of thlir writing-reeds ( .I),
meaning by their letters ( ). (0, TA.)

eontr. of*i?; (, Mgh, O, 0;) i. q. 'j
[i. e., like j, it signifies One of a pair or

couple; and sometimes, but rarely, a pair or
couple together; and sometimes, (sce for instance
1tj) an een number, a nunber that may be
divided into two equal numbers]: (O, ]:) also
one nith which another is made to be a pair or
couple: (TA:) [and, as will be seen in what
follows, one with which an odd number is made
to be an ten number:] pL , (TA,) and app.

1;, ,whenco it )IX . i,idl, meaning
Ct?Op [9[q. v. vo ~ce ;]. (Mgh.) "'

also signifies T7he day qf the sacrificc; (0, g;)
thus in the words of the 1ur [lxxxix. 2] l"JIj

~IL; by 3V1 being meant the day of 'Arafat:
(O:) or in this instance it means the creatures of
God, (0, 1,) because of the saying in the lCur
[li. 49], " and of everything we have created two
of a pair;" (1 ;) 3 1l meaning God: (0, !~:) or
Adam's rwif; j3 1l meaning Adam, who was
made a pair with her: (I'Ab, O, TA:) or Adam's
children: (TA:) or the tnwo days afltr the sacri-
fice; 1j; meaning the third day: (0, TA:) or
God; [and J91t, those who compose an odd
number;] because of the saying in the lur [lviii.
8], "there can be no secret discourse of three,
but IIc is the maker of them, with Himself, to
be four:" ( :) or the meaning of 3Sl!; · i.t is

the prayers; of which some are c [i. e. an even
number of rek'ahs], and some are1p [i.e. an odd
number of rek'ahs]: (O, TA:) [for] it is said that
all the numbers consist of~ & [i. e. evn] and j
[i. e. odd]. (TA.)

aia: see the next paragraph, in two places,
near the end.

is used in relation to a house and to land;
(i, TA;) and V "ia, with two dammehs, is a
dial. var. thereof thus used. (TA.) It signifies
A 4.. [here meaning hoe, or piece of land,]
that is couled (od LL:) [by purchase] with one's
4,L [i.e. Ihous, or piece of land, priouly

posseed, and adjoining tereto]; (Mgh, Meb ;·)
from the phraseo "; ;i bl] [expl. above, in
the seeond sentence of this art.]; (Mgh; [and the
like is said in the Mqb;]) a noun of the same

~ss ma i.'a; being of the measure tW in the

sense of the measure 3 (Mgh, Msb :) this
is the primary signification: then it was' applied
to denote a particular kind of obtaining posse
sion; (Mgh ;) [i. e.] it is also used as meaning the
obtainin possession of that JL [or house, or
piece of land, by purchasing it, and coupling it
nwith that premioutdy possessd, and adjoining
thereto]; (Msb;) or one's makhi a demand
respecting that ruhich he seeks [to posses, .for the
rigiht of the pre-emption thereof], and adjoining
it to that which he [already] has: (0, k :) and
with the lawyers it signifies the right of obtaining
possession of a piec~ of land, [i. e. the right of
pre-emption thereof, or of a house,] against one'A
co-diarer whose possesion is recent, by compid-
sion, for a compenation: (V:) or the right of
obtaining possion of a piece of land, by corn-
pulsion, for [tle payment of] what it cost the
[former] purchaser, by reason of partnerdlip or
of [imnmediate] neighbourtip: (KT:) or the
right of [immediate] neighbolursdilp with rcsect
to [pre-emption of] a house or land. (P'S.) [Sec
1 in art. ... ] El-]utabee says, in explaining
this word, in the Time of Ignorance, when a man
desired to sell a house, his neigllbour used to
come to him and to make a demand to him (&:
4l i.e. 4; .) respecting that which he sold [for
the right of pre-emption], and lie pronounced
him to have a better right, or title, or claim, [as a
purchaser,] to that which was sold, than hlie whose
connexion was more remote: as thouglh he took
it from ti.ll : but the [right] derivation is that
first mentioned. (Mgil.) We Imve not heard,
(Mgh,) or there is not known, (MYb,) any verb
belonging to it [in the classical language]. (Mgh,
Myb.) Esh-Shaabee uses it in the first and in the
second of the senses expl. above, [or nearly so,]
in his saying, .I; 1. j -,' '~ .

J 5 ii iij [a[i.e. lIe mlwos claimed
possession to be coupled by purclume nith one
already belonting to him is sold when le is present
nitout his demanding that possession, there shall
be no obtaining po~ssion for him by his pur-
clasing it for that purposev. (Mgh. [And the
like is said in the Mhb.]) Esh-Sha3bee says
[also], -. 3il bj3J Ls ;aaA 1 [Te possession
that is coupled by purclase nrith anotler po~sst-
sion is apportioned according to the head of the
men entitled thereto]: i. e., when the house is
shared by a company of men whose shares are
different, and one of them sells his portion, what
is sold to his co-sharers is to be apportioned among
them equally, according to their heads, not ac-
cording to their [former] shares: (O, ], TA:)

so in the Nh. (TA.) - ll ;i S Tshe two I
rek'ahs (O('.aj) of the [prayer that is lpr-
formed in the period of tle morning called the] 
.iOs; as also L~Wl * ;,L: (0, g :) occurring i

in a trad., thus accord. to two different relations. l
(O.) Also Diabolical, or demoniacal, posses-
nion; or madness, or insanity; (AA, O, g;) and
so V ?AL,; the latter expl. in this sense by IAar;
and as syn. with i2 and as and isJ and ;JiU,
[perceived] in the face: [see these words; the
second and third of which generally mean an c
unmlinss or uglinw ; and so, sometimes, does z

[BooK I.

the last:] the pl. of L;- in the sense here expL
on the authority of AA is e;. (TA.) - And
IF states that it has been said to signify The
[evil] eye, by which one is smitten: but he doubts
its correctness; and thinks thalt it may be with
the unpointed ,. (0.) [See LAL, not i;.]

;: see als , first sentence.

q;C A she-camel that fills two milking-tcessel
in one milking. ($, .) -- See also ;.

~:&;.q UT ; i.q. ; (,,T ;) i.e
(TA) An intercessr; as also t il:: pl. of the

former iL."i. (Msb, TA.) [See otUL Il, in art.
J;.]_.Also i. ..;Also ($, i ;) [mean-
ing A possessor of thel right termed a.,; or]
one trwho demands, and is granted, as a neighlbour
[or a partner], in prfcrerwe to himn whosre con-
nexion is nore remote, the right of purchasing
a house [or piece of land] rtat is to be sold.
(TA.)

e;, Sorts of pasture, or herbane, that grow
two and twvo: (Ibn-Abbid, 0,]~:) or twins
(.4 ~ [pl. of.,4]) of plants (O, ].)

i1 [act. part. n. of 1, q. v. -Hence], applied
to a sthe-camel, t laving a young one in her
bell, and anotherflloowing her: (Fr, Sh, S, Mgh,
g, TA:) or applied in this sense to a ewe or she-
goat: (K :) or, thus applied, having her young one
with her: (A'Obeyd, S, Mgh:) thus called because
her young one has made her to be one of a pair
[with it], or because she has made it to be one of
a pair [with her]: (A'Obeyd, ~, :) andt V j,
thus applied, signifies the same as : and one
says also, LJI 1 J, like as one says 

iJyl and .t4.JI '". (TA.) - Also A
he-goat, (O, K, TA,) himself: (0 :) or a ram:
or such as, nwhen he impregnatnes, imipreynates
,ith t .in.S. (0, .K.)--; u.4X. An eye [that
mahkes a thing to liappear a iair, i. c.,] that sees
ioubl/y. (0, g.) - ^'j L r; means
Such a one treats me with enmity, and has one

rho aids him to do so. (A, TA.) -See also

h and '.

1A Tall, or high. (L, TA.)

eA A eire, or sit-goat, that uckles any
animnal (IAqr, TA.)

One whose intercession is accepted:
hence the K~ur-an is termed by Ibn-Mes'ood

V " L, i.e. An interceror of nwhich the
ntercemsion wiU be accepted, for him who follows
t and does according to what is in it, that his
munpremeditated transgressions may be forgiven.
0O, TA.)

.;/ One who accepts intersion. (L, TA.)

.i ' A poession (.1. [here meaning house,
or piece of land,l) coupled [by purchase] with a
nan's possession [previously belonging to him,
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upon certain conditions expl. voce £L.!]. (Mgh,
Mqb.)_ Also Affected with diabolical, or de-
~oiacal, po m;on or rvith madness, or insanity;

(O, ] ;) and t_;, with the unpointed .,, is a
dial. var. thereof. (TA.)- And 1i is said
to signify A woman mnitten by the [evil] eye:
(IF, O, L: [but see a im L, last sentence:]) the
masc. is not used in this sense. (L, TA.)

1. iJS and ii: see 4, in five places. -
i signifies He was niggardlyof it: (TA:)

[thus] the saying [of a poet]

means [Like as the household] ara niggardly of
the provision: (IDrd, M, 0:) because he who is
niggardly of a thing is; *:ij '± [i. c. fear-
ful, or cautious, on accost of it]. (M.)

3. j;i/: signifies 1 The making [a gift or the
like (see ~il)] scanty, or little in amount or
quantity; as also t SJ;l. (O, 1, TA.)__ And
t The wearing badly. (V, TA.) You say, j,
'i 1J I le wove badly, (M,) or so as to make
it seantiy in the yarn, or unsubstantial, (TA,) the
[kind of wrapier called] iA.L. (M, TA.) 
See also 4, last sentence.

4. j&l signifies lIeJeared, or sras cautious;
as also i iJi [in the. C]g ;L]; or only the
former: (I, TA:) [accord. to ISd,] * iLS, inf. n.
ia, signifies hefeared: (M:) IDrd says, V*

[in one of my copies of the 8 %JL; ] and Qai.'a
are syn., (8, O, TA,) as some assert, (0, TA,)
but the lexicologists disallow this, (S, 0,) saying
that one should only say ~,,&,l: (0:) accord. to
Er-PRlghil), J1Ul1 signifies [the being affected
roith] care, or solicitude, mi.ved with fear; and
when it is trans. by means of .., the meaning of
fear is most apparent in it; bui when trans. by
means of ,', the meaning of care, or solicitude,
is most apparent in it: (TA: [and the like is said
by Bd in xxi. 29:]) or it signifies [the being
affected with] figh t [or fear]; sometimes mired
aith faithful or sincere or lonest advice; and

sometimes divested thereof: (Ham p. 179:) one
says, , l (8,) or 1 h, , (M 9b,) I

feared, or ws cautious of, (8, Meb,) .im, or it,
(8,) or wch a thing: (M 9b:) or j u1 he
feared him, or it: (MA:) and v ; , (",
[in which it is implied that this differs from
& c1JA*I]) or LE, I ms affectionate,
kind, or compa~onate, and favourably inclined,
[towards him, or] towards the little one: (Msb;
[and a similar explanation is given in the MA :])
and * 8~. , aor. ,, is a dial. var. thereof [i. e. of
~,.,I when trans. by means of U:, and perhaps
also when it is trans. by means of 41: (Mb :)
or 4. j;e1 signifies [he was solicitously affc-
tionate, t., towrards him; agreeably with the
erplanation of Er-R.ghib above, and with that
hero following;] he was affected mitpity, or com-

passion, and tenderness, and fear,for him, at the
same time giving himfaithful or sincere or honest
advice, ej.t -dJ,1 0jt [lest some didliked or evil
event. sd Uld betide him]: (TA:) or he feared, or
was cautious, for him: and l Jl he was

impatient of him, or it: and V Ji is a dial. var.
[of jAil when trans. by means of j., and app.
also when trans. by means ofo u ] . (M.)_ See
also 2. Also lle entered upon [the time of]
the jS [q. v.]. (M.) And He came in a [tine
of] j;i: and so t ,i:. (M.)

JiA Fear: (. :) [see also .;A, (of which it is
the inf. n.) in the next preccdiiig paragraph:] or
fear [arising] from wtritctnem (;.?.) of faithful
or sintcere or honest advice; (M, TA;) as also

; : (M :) or t the latter signifies the fear of
him who givc faith.ful or sincere or honest advice,
in consequence of his doing so, for him to wrhom
such advice is given: (0:) or the former, (1g,
TA,) and t the latter also, (TA,) the eagcr-rs,
or striving, of him who gives such, advice, to
rwtijfy, or amennd, the state of him to whom that
advice is given: (I, TA: [said in the lattter to be
a tropical application of the words; but why, I see
not:]) ~? ; is a subst. from ji"t'l, (S, Msb,
TA,) and iJU is syn. therewith (S, O, gII, TA) as
being also a subst. from 'tAl: (S, TA:) [it is
said that] the primary signification of t iii-, is
weahneas: (1Ham p. 179:) and it is conjoined with
J.s [fear]; therefore it is not applied as an
attribute to God: (Idem p. 722:) [generally] it
signifies affectio, kindnens, benignityi, conpas-
sion, or favourable inclination: (MA:) [or
solicitour affection Bc.:] or pity, or co,massion,
and tenderness, and fear of the betiding of some
disded or evil event, together with faithful or
rincsre or honest advice. (TA.) -JiS also
signifies The rednss (Kh, S, Msb, g) in the
horizon (J) from sunet until the time of tihe last
.;C [i. e. nightfall], (Kh, ., Msb, ](,) when it
disappears, (Kh, 8, Mqb,) and the white ,i:
remains until the middle [or rather until a late
period varying at different seasons] of the night:
(Mb :) or until near that time: or until near the
4. [q. v., generally meaning the same, or nearly
so]: (1 :) or the redness that is seen in the sky at
nmrt: (IDrd, O:) or the remains of the light
and rdnes of the sun in the first part of the
nigAt, ~til near the 4A: (S:) or the light and
redness of the sun, een at mnet, until the time
of the prayer of nig/tfall: (M:) or the mixture
of the light of day with the blachnss of night at
sunset: (Er-Righib, TA:) accord. to Zj, the
rednas that is in the rejion of sunset after the
etting of the sun: this is the meaning given as of
common repute in the books of lexicology; and
Mtr says [in the Mgh] that it means the r~dnes
accord. to a number of the Companions of the
Prophet and of the people of the generation next
succeeding them: but accord. to Aboo-Hureyreh,
it means the rhitene~ [after sunset, which, to
distinguish it from the cJU commonly so called,
is often termed the white jiu, as in an instance
above]: (MIgl:) IAth says that this word has
two contr. meanings; being applied to the rednes

that is meen after sunset; and to the whiten~e
rmaining in the oestern horizon afler the said
ra. (TA.) Fr says, I heard one of the
Arabs say, :I Z'I ,; 4i [UPOAn him is,
or was, a garment as though it mre the ,LJ]:
and it was red. (?.)..-[Hence,] t A garment,
or piece of cloth, dyed red. (AA, TA.) - And
Day. (Zj, M, ].) Also i q. a.U t[A aide,
&c.; or a remote side]: pl. 1II. (0, ]g.) One
says,r.~s l.~r c ; : 4 t U cl i. l. i [mean-
ing t I am apart, or aloof, from this affair; as
though in, or on, remot sides th~reof]: (O, TA:)

Ji
and in like manner .;. tl', [app. a mis-
transcription for 'c i. . ie.L] and 

,o 1,sl~ i. e. -J. (TA.)_And :A /bud
thing; syn. ';:: (Lth, $, M, O,,, TA: [in the
TA said to be written by J with kesr to the J;
but not so in either of my copies of the :])
applied to a garment, or piece of cloth, (Mglh,
TA, and Iam p. 179,) [in this sense, or] as
meaning bad and thin: (Mgh in art. 5&.:)
[said to be] from i~i- signifying "weakness:"
(IHam ubi supra:) seldom pluralized: (0:) and
used alike as mase. and fem., being aplied as an
epithet to a &i.., (M, 0,) meaning 4;. (M.)

,j^: see S :, in two places.

A: see ;i;, in five places.

3j,:,: sec the next paragraph.

j, is syn. with 1t jL' as part. n. of 4 [i,g-
nifying Fearing, orfearid, or cautious; and also
afftctionate, kind, or compassionate, &c.]; (S, 0,
Mab,* i ;) as also * i (Myb) [and in an in-
tensive sense _ ,Ji_; and, from what follows, it
appears that J also is used as an intensive
epithet]: or t C significsfcaring; and its pl. is
ori:: (M, TA:) and cj , one gi,'ingfait/,ful
or sincemr or honest alvice, eanger, or tritig, to
rwecitjf, or amend, the tate of him to whom ithat
advice is given. (M.)

[Verily the affectionate, &c., or the very affec-
tionate ce., is addicted to evil opinion,] is a
prov., applied in the case of the man who fears,
for his friend, the accidents of fortune, by reason
of his excessive Ai. [or affection, &c.]. (TA.)
And it is said in the ]ur [xxi. 50], & ,
v XC;i', _LLji [meaning And who are fearful
of the time of the resurrection]; the signification
of fear being most apparent when -J4I is thuls
trans. by means of ,. (TA.) See also an
instance of? :i:. [in a similar sense] in the firvt
paragraph of this art.

Lie: see the last paragraph. ~ [Accord. to
Freytag, it signifies also Fear: but he names no
authority for this.]

jL': see UA, in three places.

iiEc t A gift made scanty, or little in
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quantity; (8, TA;) as also t i'.

1. d a, or. , (],) inf. n. dS, (T],) He

struck his it [i. c. lip]. (K.)._ , [said of
a water, f It had many lips of drinhers applied
to it; i. e. it had many drinkers: (see its part. n.:)
and] said of food, t It had many eaters: (K, TA:)
or [as a conseluence thereof] it became little in
quantity. (TA.)-And [hence], said of property,
t It had many sekers. (J4.)- And, said of a
man, t lie had many ashers, or bCars, (Q,
TA,) so that they coansmed what he had, or
posseed. (TA.) [Or ttie nus importuned by

l~i9g, so that what he had, or ponessed, was
ctmnsmed as pass. of what next follows.]_

4 t lie importuned him by begging, so that he
consumed what he had, or possssed. ($, .)
And one says, 1 , JQW1a ;L t Th

family, or houehold, almost conmumed my ?ro

Icrty. (,* TA.)-Also, (S, K,) inf. n.. &k,
(S,) i. q. ti. (., 15.) You say, Ij. i
t lie, or it, occupied me so as to divert me from
such a thing; syn. t .' (.8') And ei;

,ijI jA liA , and "tl1, meaning t We
orr*py the place of pasturag so as to keep it
fro,n thee, and the water, ( ° .:,) i.e. it i'
sntficient for us without being more than sufficient.

(S, TA.) And U~ , L iL Z t What me

bad was employed so as to be kl)t from thee;
nsyl. Jds 0AZ. (JK.L) IAqr mentions the

ihdimoo ~ -, with fet-/, without ex-
piaining it; but Th says that it is , [i. e.

~, with up', and with kesr to the J,] meaning

"I forgot [my share, or portion]." (TA.)

3. ;tjZ, (],) inf n. yL.., (TA,) He put
his lip ('AZ) wear to his [another's] lip. (K,

TA.) And "i'l ,~ (M,b, TA) and aUIg
(Myb) lle spoLe to him putting. his lip near to
his lip: (TA:) [or mouth to mouth; for,] accord.

to J, (TA,) ;lLlt signifies the talking with
another mouth to motdh: (S, TA :) but the usage
of the inf. n. of a verb different from that which
it is thus made to qualify is, as Sb says, re-
stricted to instances that have been heard: the
phrase AjL3 ;B [has not been heard, and
therefore] is not allowable. (TA.)_[Henee,]

.. 1It Sh,, and ..- 1, He was, or became, or
dre, near to the tomn, or country, and the affair.
(A, 1, TA.)

li,, (T, ., Mlb, 1, &c.,) also pronounced
t I, (!,) is a word of which the third, i. e. the

final, radical letter is elided; (T, Meb;) and
accord. to some, (Myb,) this letter is ,, (T, Myb,
]1, TA,) so accord. to all of the Bareer, (TA,)
the word being originally Vt 3A, (T, $, M9b,TA,)

i.e. C. h, (so in copies of the f,) or 3kZ, like

4C, and ,~, (MCb,) because it has the
former of the dim. mentioned below, and the
first of the plc. mentioned below, with ,, (.,
Mqb,*) and it is sometimes pronounced A:;

(T, TA;) or, as some assert, the deficient letter is

, (8, Mqb,) the word being originally }'S:, like
;i,Z, (Mqb,) because it has the last of the ph.
mentioned below, (S, [but omitted in one of my
copies,] and Mqb,*) and the latter of the two
dime. mentioned below; (Msb;) both of which
assertions are stated on the authority of Kh; (IF,
Mqb;) [The lip of a humanu being;] L.'l"il 1L

meaning the tewo corers of the mouth of the
human being: (K:) it is [properly] only of a
human being: (M.b :) but it is sometimes, meta-
phorically, of the horse: and in like manner, of
the ;1 [or leathern bucket] as used by A'Obeyd;
but ISd has expressed a doubt whether he had

heard this from the Arabs: (TA:) the pl. is ,1~

(, Mqb, K, &c.) and zij (Lth, M 9b, TA) and
j1~i5, (Lth, 8, Mqb, K,) the second of which is

said by Lth to be more agreeable with analogy
than the third, though the third is more common,
as being likened to ;.l., [pl. of L.]: (As,

(Myb, TA:) and Ks mentions the phrase, &i
oli:Jl AIM [as meaning Verily he is thick in the

lip], as though the term 'A applied to every

portion of the i;: (TA:) the dim. is 't *,

(, Mqb) and 4". (Msb.) - [Hence,] A 
a.:JI tThey are those who hav the right of

drinbing with their lips (... ) and of watering

tleir beasts. (Mglh.) - And LiZf A word;

( Mb, , TA ;) as also ;i &l. (TA.) One

says, ;i: ; 4', C 1 ; poke not to him a

word: (S :) or : ,; , iSt tlHe "kec

not tome a word: (TA:) and ~ c; .~ A..a L 
t I heard not from him a word: (lMsb:) and

ai0 ,ij L$ i :b i t I spoke not to suh

a one a word. (AZ, Tvocej'.)-.And `ji

aiJIl J,A. 1 Such a one is a person who asks, or
be, littl of pople: (ISk, 8, 1,* TA :) and also,
t importunate, (1, TA,) one rho asia, or begs,
much of people: (TA:) thus having two contr.

meanings. (1.)-And ti t /! dJ t /U
has praise, or commendation, among the people:

(S:) and -^ Ui / dJ t lie Iate a good cport,
or reputation, among us. (A, 1K, TA.) And

"L'J ' .. Mt1 Cj 51 t Verily the peoples
speaing of tha is good. (Lb, TA.) And l.
/i 4 ,l' i: e. & How good is the people's

speaming of thee! '(K, TA.) -See also t/, in
art. i, and

A, and w ee the next preceding par--

ii or : J graph.

UjA and . are both allowable as rel. ns. of

ti, [i. e. as meaning Labial: and so, accord. to

some, is aS 1] () 5 ' .ll (K,h T,

g, Myb, ]) and `19A.I, (Kh, T, Mqb,) or the
latter is not allowable, (.,) [i.e. T7A labial
letters,] are and J and.e: (T,.,J]:) [or,
accord. to Lumsden (Ar. Gr. p. 28), , and .
andj: and, it seems, accord. to some, (see Do
Sacy's Gr. Ar. sec. ed. i. 27,) ~ and u, and ,,

' which is strange:] so called becaus their place of
utterance is from the ZU, rithout any action of
the tongue. (T, TA.)

;A: dim. of ULZ, q. v.

a t, A man (S, Mgh) large [in some copies

of the 8 thick] in the ;Jti [or lips]; (S, Mgh,

K ;) as also V 1. (Mgh. [But see this latter
below.])

.J1L Thirsty, (K, TA,) not finding water
enough to moisten his lip: like iL, mentioned in
rt. ,L. (TA.)

1d/I: see O . -- [Accord. to some,] l;
signifies A man mhose lips do not clos together:
(.,1 :) but there is no proof of its correctnem :
( :) the fem. in this sense is /"%kZ. (TA in art.

;, i A water at which there are many lips

(.lat TA, and iar p. 00W,) of those coming to
drink, (Har,) so that it has become little in qua
tity; (TA;) or water at whLch are many people :
(S, 1 :) or water that is soyht: or, as some my,
forbidden to those who come to drink of it bscaum
of it being littk in quantity. (TA.) And
hence, (.Har ubi supra,) t Food upon which are
[put] many hands; (P], TA, Iar;) having many
eaters: or that las become little in quantity.
(TA.) -And t Property sought by many: (TA:)

[or little in quantity; for] one says, ll,dt i61
b3" ; ! He came to when our pomons
were lttl in uantity. (K, TA.)_.And't A
man of nhom people have asked, or b~eed, much,
(M,) or importuned by bingy, (C,) to that al
that he had, or pozssed, is c~mued: (., 1 :)

like , and and j and 4 .; : (so in
one of my copies of the g:) and sometimes it
means t one wahose houehold and gu haa
consumd hi p rty. (IB, TA.)

j and uA

1. 1I , aor. , [inf n. app. Qi, but
said in the T1g to be L,,] The un was, or be
came, near to setting: (K. in art. _iO:) and

:,, (K in art. Cui,) [aor. -,] in n. ,
(TA,) it (the sun) st; as also :..A: ( :) or,
accord. to IKltt, set save a little; and the like is

said in the T. (TA.) tilt ,J means A litt
before the aettin of the sun. (TA.) [See also
tiL below.]- And ti said of the Je [or
moon a little after or before the change], It roe.

(].) And said of a *,, [or bodily form or
figure seen from a distance, or a person], It,
or he, appeared, or became apparent. ()

- I;i, (., Msb, K,) aor. ,, (M,b, V,) in£ n.
f, (.8, Msb,) He (God, , Mb) rcored
him, or rcstored him to convalescnce, syn.

#!01, so in the M, but in the V :l, (TA,)
namely a sick person, (M:b,) dI. tfo~
his disease, or sichnu]. (,, TA.) -[Hence,

· ", in art. ~ in the ., said by a person
respecting one who atked him concerning a
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question,as meaning t I rliet him from doubt:

and &J._l IS in the same art. in the n, as
meaning t He relieved him from doubt reepectinJ
th qustion. See 8 as quasi-als. of the verb
thus used.] - And Ji el J t [He will
plase thee if he speak; i. e.] hi speech will please
thee. (jar p. 433.)_ also signifies lie
souAght, or demandied, or desired, for himn, reco

tery, or restoration to convalescence; and so
t· , l: (, TA:) thus in the M. (TA.)

2. S. IL 1:, inf. n. 11e, Ie treated
him medicaly, or curativdy, with everything
whreby he might attain recovery, or restoration
to convalcence. (TA.) -JU t

t i. e. ljI Le and c [meaning The

gain of such a one (.s being here what is termed
as .j and are intrans.,) is more

excdlent than tly gain] is said to be an instance
of subsatitution, [originally S and c.'/,] like

[,. and .~a; and] ;i [for i and
; iand ,~ ]. (TA.)

3. IiIt [an inf. n. of which the verb, if used,
in 1j.i]: see 3 in art. SA/.

4. e4 , li Le was, or becanme, on the brinh
of it; ($, M9b, ], TA;) namely, a thing; and
death: (l, Mb :) mostly used in relation to evil,
but also in relation to good: so says I6tJ. (TA.)
[See U.] - And LJ,l [alone] t le was, or
became, at the point of [giving or receiving] a
charge or an injunction, or a trust or deposit.
(TA.) - And t lie was, or became, in tlw last
part of twhe night; whlichl is termed !t Iz.
(TA.)~ AJ --j& ! ' (J~ and TA in

art. J.) and 4i ~LDl (TA in the same) i.e.

l~ i A .s; [meaning t He caued himself to
be on the brink of destruction]. (TA ibid.)-

ti:,l He gare him a rmedial medicine. (Az,
TA.) And lie prescribed fln. him a remediy in
which should be his recovery, or restdoration to

convalcn. (TA.) And * .$,6! (S, n')
I ga the the th ing in ordir that thou &Jwd~lt
attain, or eek, recovery, or ratoration to on-
valescence, thereby. (~: in two copies thereof,

9c m..e: t in two other copies thereof, and in
like manner in the ], 't l_.-.) And lU.:l
5U, Xi God made hon&j to be his remedy.
(AO, S: and the like is said by Itt as cited in
the TA.) - See alo 1, last sentence. - uAl
also signiies tHe gave [a person] sometudn.
(TA.)

. t.s7: see 8 [with which it is syn.]._
tHence,] J > k 13 ($, MA, ) tHe re-
covered from his anger, wrath, or rage. (MA.)
And .~. : U 3,, (T, TA,) or .. , and

t ,l, (M#b,) t He inflicted injury upon
hiA enm y [or the enoy] in a marer that re-
joiced him [or rie~ d hin fom his anger]: (T,
TA:) [or he attained rhat e desired from his
mnemy or the enemy, and mso app~ed his anger:]
becaue latent anger is like a diseue; and when
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it departs by reason of that which one seeks to
obtain from his enemy, he is as though he became
free, or recovered, from his disease. (M9 b.)

6. Ejtl % . a phrase mentioned by IAcr as
meaning I exhaudted the water: said by ISd to
be originally ';I. (TA in art. -.. )

8. L1k ,fit (., I:, TA) He attaind re-
covery, or restoration to convalhcenc, by means
of mch a thing; (TA;) andsotV *. : (T]:)

and 4 .~a . 1 ' l [if not a mistranscription

for hel] he became free from his disease, ich-
nes, or malady; recoveredfrom it; or became
convalescent. (TA.) See 4, latter part. -_ And
see also 5. - [Also t He was, or became, content
with such a thing; or relieved from doubt thereby:
and] t he profited by such a thing. (MA.) One
says, jAZ z1 CUM5 l t was, or be-
came, content with that wrhich such a one told me,
[or reliev~ed from doubt thereby,] because it was
true. (IB in art. JI., from Az.) And e,l

U JA;U C: t [Such a one gave him ir!forma-
tion] and he profited by his veracity. (TA.)

10. L,a I l1e sought, or demanded, a remedy,
or cure. (TA.) See 4, latter part. _- And see
ablso 8.

1ti The point or extremity, verge, brink, or
edge, of anything; (S, Myb, 1K, &c.;) like t 5a;
for i..Jl li (Ksh in iii. 09) or Ai1 1 (Bd

ibid.) and ' both signify the same, (Kabsh, Bd,)
i.e. t._ (Ksh) or ; (Bd;) but the final
in the former is changed into 1, and in the latter
[accord. to those who hold a,T1 to be originally
s:] it is elided; (Ksh, Bd ;) IL. being originally
*:: (Bd :) [but C generally signifies as expl.
above; and af; almost always signifies the "lip"
of a hIuman being:] the dual is oIl,: ; this being
known, as Akh says, by the fact that ;L6I in the
word 1 is not allowable: (s:) and the pl. is
:'IZ. (TA.) It is said in the kur [iii. 99],

-'e' .Ia …U 1V4!)l ,W; C." *',tb : i;; [nd
ye ere on thw verge, or brinh, of a pit of the fire
of Hell, and He saved, or rcued, you from it].
(g.) And one says, 't',l J1 t I I [lle is
on the brink of dtruction]. ' (TA.) - Also S A
little; (?, A, C, TA;) a small part, or portion;
omewhat; (A, TA;) somvltat renaining of the

moon when near the change, (., TA, [ jl in
the CkC is erroneously put for J0Jl,]) and of the
sight (j.yl!), and of the day, and the like, as in
the T. (TA.) One says ofa man on the occasion of
his dying, and of the moon at [the last period of the
month called] its 1_, and of the sun at its
setting, (a,) 1; 9 5, i . [and when
said of the sun] t 2lwre has not remained of him,
or it, save a little: (], 1 :) and [in like manner]

1. .; [of lie]. (.) And one, says, ,3!

4p. ,>. ; t [I came to him in a time
whien tthere wa little remaining of the liglt of the
sun]. (TA.) El-'Ajjaj says,

· ·* - .3:! · * ·, l 1. L i, (. M, Mb, ,) aor. ;, (M, Msb,)

meaning [Many an elevated place of obseration,
higA to him who ascends it, I hae ascended]
wmen the sun ltad set or when ther wa m omerwhat
of it remaining. (S.) One says also, L & ;1u
.*ill meaning t lia was, or became, in thL last

part of the nig)ht. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,
(in relation to [the temporary marriage termed]

& at---l , ' ' -ru 0.
";S)W U Ui jll C-J L 9 '
accord. to the T meaning [Were it not for his
(i. e. God's)forbiddin it, none would need haoing
recourse tofornication,] awve a small number of
men: (T, TA:) or, accord. to 'A#, it means, but
iould be on the brink thereof, without falling

into it; t1 being thus used in the place of the
inf. n. .UlI: so says IAth, as from Az. (TA.)

°aL, in which the deficient letter is j, (K, TA,)
for it has for pl. .iU,, (TA,) or a, (J~,TA,)
for it has [also] for pl. ,1,, (TA,) has been
mentioned before, (li, TA,) in art. a; [q. v.].
(TA.) - See also li above, first sentence.

fti., (g, TA,) like fr..h, (TA,) [in the CK
erroneously written UA/,] primarily signifies The
becoming free fromn disease, sicness, or malady;
recovering thtrefromn; or becoming convalscent:

-and then, Afedical, or curative, treatment:
(TA :) the giring of health: (KL :) inf. n. of hi.,
[q. v.]: (?, Mob, TA :) and [then], (TA,) A
medicine, or remedy: pl. A:1, and pl. p. Jl. I.

(], TA.) [Hence, lJI 1jl Tis hospital.] _

[And hence,] one says, !jiJll Mi.l :ti S [Tle
remedy of inability is the ashig infor;nation].
(TA.)

: see art. A/.

it., [Recovering, or restoring to convalescence;
rem'edial;] health-giving. (KL) - [Hence,
Jt ~Iy.. t An anser that relievesfrom doubt.]

.. U1 allore [and most remedial or] health-
giving. (KL.) - Also A man wlhse lips do not
clos together: fem. ;tL. (TA.) See , in
art. a,.

A' IAn instrument for perforatitg; (i ;) a
thing prtaining to the makers or sewers of boots
or sdws or sandals ,c.; (S ;) [i. e.] the awl u.,cd
by them: (MA, KL:) and the instrument with
which leather, or shin, is seedl: (Mgh, ]:) or,
accord. to ISk, it is [an instruenit umd.] for
water-skin and water-bays aid tht likea; and the

,A"wu. is for sandals: (S :) [see also art. ,-l :]
masc. and fem.: (K,* TA:) pl. JLA. (Mgh,

TA.) - Th mcntions the saying, "L 5,
71 -A,I , [If thou conte,ul mith him i,

slapping, thou wilt do so wnith the ~ u:l]; meai-
ing that when one does so, it will be against him-
self. (TA.) - And L.p! i#I, a plrase used
by a poet, means t Slurp in the elbon,. (TA.)

l
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inf. n. ,,, (., M, Mqb,) He cut it [or dii~d
it] lengthnwise; (TA in art. .";) [i. e.] he clare
it, rpit it, rived or r/ied it, or slit it; so as to
separate it; [i. e. he clave, plit, red or rifted,
sit, rent, ripped, tore, broke, or burst, it asunder;]
or rwithout separating it; [i. e. he cracked, chap-
ped, inided~ or incsd, gashed, wslahd, furroned,
or trenhed, it; or clave, split, &c., or cut, it

opme;] syn. '_ ; (];) or [more explicitly]

.tl, eignifies 'A5,1 I [the claving &c. that

sparatea]; or l,1 Je [that rwhich does not

separate]; or I [tie ekaving, &c.,] in a

geal sess: (M:) and in like manner, [but
with an intensive signification, or implying fre-
quency or repetition of the action, or its applica-
tion to everal objects, generally meaning he clae
it, kc., mack, or in piece, or in several places,]
, : (M, ]:) you say, ;J. xi (.,1 g)
w;f (.) ie. o. L[but properly meaning He

cldae in the fir~ewood c.]. (g. [In the
CV, 4 JL!I X is erroneously put for EL

- [,,]) ~' jl O generally means lIe
dw A ead, orhi per~ anium: and sometimes,

u in an instance in the V vooe IL,, he divided

thi Air of his Aad.] - L;IJI - [lit. He split
the staff] means he separated himndelf from the
commuity; (.,, ], TA;) and particularly, that of
the Muslims: because the staff is not thus called
but when it is whole, not when it is split: accord.

to Lth, LE.?4 ~ ~Ja and v,^J, signify
alike: but they differ in meaning, as will be

shown hereafter. (TA.) >. jl l.; j,, (-,

TA,) aid of a ~,? [i. e. heretic or schismatic],

also means tHe effwcted disunion and dissinson
in#t o the body of th Mu . (TA.) And one

says also, 11 1; . a t [He broke the compact
of al~gane, or obe~ ; became a rebe. (M.)

_s2i,1 j9ciJI4s1 A, isizl a isw,3'i 
[app. meaning t No, by Him fho clare m for
the riding upon horses, and the mountains for the
flowing of the torrent,] is a saying mentioned by
IAr, but not expl. by him. (M. [It is there

added, MJ11 3I;;JI JJ j l e5 &

an exprmion of opinion which is, to me, by no
means clear, though reconcilable with my render.

ing.]) -_ .A J U ': jQI and .4;)l [The
property is divided bteen um as in the div~i
of the AQ1; or the cattle are divided &c. ;] means
we are equal in respect of the property, or cattle:
for the ..*l4 means the [kind of leaf called]

j._,L, which, when it is split lengthwise, splits
in halves: (M:) or, accord. to Aboo-Ziyad, the
L.l$ is a herb, or leguminous plant, (°a,) to
which there come forth pods, like [those of] the
bean; and when you split them lengthwise, they
split in halves, equally, from the.firt part to the

laut thereof: i is in the accus. case as an inf n.,
ji£,; being understood. (gIar p. 632.) [See

A #
also ,;.] - -- , (., M, ],) aor. ', inf. n.
j,L, (iM,) said of the canine tooth of a camel,
t It [dlat tMe gm and] came forth: (?, M, V,

[Boox I.

TA:) [said to be] a dial. var. of :. (S :) and t The journey was [difficult, hard, or] far~.-

said of the canine tooth of a child, (M, TA,) in tending. (Msb.) _- h.i, said of the solid hoof,
like manner, (TA,) meaning it made its first and of the pastern of a horse or the like, It as,
alpearance: (M:) and said also of a plant, [as or became, affected with the disease termed 3 ,
meaning it came forth] on the ground's first occasioning cracks. (M, TA.)
cieaving openf~m it. (M, TA.) - Also, aor. a,

a, 2: see 1, first sentence. J,, ,
inf. n. tJ, said of the dawn, It ro.w; as though see 1 , first sentence. _ Heutl e, (or p
it clave dithe place of its rising and came forth TA,) inf. n. j , (TA,) t He uttered, or pro-
therefrom. (TA.) - Also, aor. ;, (TA,) in£. n. nounced, spe , or the speech, in the best manner:
aa (S, V; TA:) and he Aought with reated efforts,

-, said of lightning, 1 It [clave the clouds, and] in speaking, to ut']r, or pronouce, the speech 
extended high, into the midst of the skhy, wvithout th best manner. (TA.)
going to the right and left: (, TA :) so says . , 

A'Obeyd: (TA: [see J 4:]) and t J.I and 3. JtU, (M, Mgh, Msb,) in. n. 1il. (S, M,

1 Ji.3, said of lightning, signify J l [probably Mgh, Msb, K) and MU,, (S, , Myb, ],) the
- * .. latter inf. n. occurring in the Jur ii. 131 and iv. 39

meaning the same; (see ai. c;) or, as expl. in the [&c.], (TA,) t He acted with him contrariowuly,
and also in the 0, in art. s, it was, or became, in or ad'ersly, (v, , Mgh, Msb, ,) and inimi-

a state of commotion, ( i na3,) in the clouds]: cally; (g ;) properly, each of them doing to the

(M, TA:) or t jLW3 said of lightning means it other that which was distresswing, grievous, or

spread wide and long. (JK.) --_ .1 (~ troublesome, so that each of themn oa in a j.
in art. j..) t He passed along the way; as though [or side] other than that of his fellomr; (Mqb ;) or
hlie cut it, or furrowed it. (TI in that art.) And as thoug he became in a j, i. e. side, in rpect

.JI a tHe crossed the river by swimming. of him: (Mgh:) accord. to Er-Righib, the in£. n.

(TA in art. C .) -X l I tHe opened a signifies the being in a j [or ide] other than

way, passage, rent, or channel, for the water to that ofone'sfelloro: or it is from ~ L&M %

fow,forth; syn. ',.. (A and V in art. .. ,.) i,.L. ,,C i [meaning " the effecting diunion

._,j a 1j o, aor. , in£ n. 0w, t IIe, or it, and dissension between thee and thy fellow "], so
discomposed, deranged, or disordered, so that it that it is tropical: (TA:) or the primary meaning
became incongruous, or inconsistent, his affair, or of IlJl is the being [mutually] remote. (Ijam
state of affairs. (M, TA.) [A phrase similar to p. 326.) See also 1, in the first quarter of the

L. iI aj, mentioned above. And so, app., what paragraph.

next follows.] -. iMJI ,w, i . q. * [also expl. 4. JL1 jI T7 pa~ -tre put forth their
as yn. with ,Z., which generally means t He 2J14, pl. of ;t [q. v.]: mentioned by Th, on the
cut short, or broke off, the spe~ch; or ceadfrom authority of some one or more of the Benoo-
speahing; but sometimes, and perhaps in this case, Suwaih. (M.)
he articated spech~ , or the peech: compare a
signification of 2.]. (M and L in art. .)- See 5. JL; quasi-pass. of ': (8, M, ] :) said of

ablso 8. - 1 . i q. j I. e. Th firewood (S, ) &cc. (O) [as meaning It became
eye, or eyes, of the thdying man became fia~ y c~ in piecc]. See 7, in two places. - Said

ope; or a id became raieduwards, a of lightning: see 1, in two places, in the latterpe;or his eyelids became raised upwards, and
he looked intently, and becane die , or half of the paragraph. .- 8aid of a horse, IHe
disturbed]: (M, TA:) and (TA) the dying man was, or became, lean, or light of Jfh; slender

looked at a thing, his sigh/t not recoiling to him: and lean; or lean, and lank in the beljy.
(., ], TA:) said of him to whom death is pre- (A'Obeyd, TA.)
sent: (;, TA:) or [simply] th eyes of the dyng 6. 4tlX, said of two adversaries, or litigants, as
man became open: (TA:) one should not say also t I, They wrangld, qarrled, or con-

j.W ' # ,: (, M, I :) and u i, with dsmm tended, each with the other, (M, TA,) and took
to the '., is not approved. (lAth, TA.) - to the right and left in contention; (TA;) 

.--- a * f al1J

v[ t, (M, ], in the $ UJ, and in the Msb , J I [in rspect of the thing]. (M.)
~*--~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~A . A.5b.,~

L;;,) aor. , (S, M, Msb,) int n. . (;, M, 1) 7. J 1; quasi-pass. of ,i as expl. in the first
and "L , (., [,) [or the latter is a simple subst., sentence of this art.: [i.e. it signifies It bwecame
as seems to be indicated in the M and Msb,] t It divided lenthnise, cloven, split, riven or rifted,
(a thing, S, or an afifair, or event, M, Myb, ) slit, rent, ripped, torn, broken, or burst, anader;
affected him werely; had a severe effect upon or it became cracked, chapped, incided or
him; dist~ed, aflicted, troubled, moldted, in- incised, ga.shed, hed , furrowed, or trenched;
conneienced,fatigued, or wearied, him: (M :) it or cloven, or split, &c., or cut, open: or it dame,
ms difficult, hard, dist~resing, grievous, or swvere, split, &c.:] (S, M :) and in like manner, t JL
to him; (, TA;) and onerous, burdensome, . -ti 
oppressive, or troublesome, to. him. (TA.) And is quasi-paos. of dd i: [i. e. it signifies it became

ovenree, c or o split &cc., or it clam or split 4c., mch, or
;d &,, [inf. n., app., ~ only,] t He caused in pic~s, or in several or manyplaces:] (M ;) or

Aim to fall into a diffcult, hard, distrasing, the former signifies [sometimes] it opened so as to
grievou, or severe, cas: (6, TA:) impoed upon have in it an intC (Msb.) >lb p ,

him that which was onerou, burdentome, op- in the Igur liv. 1, means And the moon hath been

~pre, or troublaso~e. (TA,) And ,& 1 clon~ (B#, Jel) in twain, (Jel,) as a sign to te
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Prophet: (B4, Jel:) or shall be cloven on the dal
of resurrection: but the former^is confirmed bj
another reading, °,JI ' T d.i: (Bd:) or
accord. to Er-R lghib, the meaning is, t the cas
Aath become manifest. (TA.) One says, ;:i

rJl [The thintt became cloven, &c., is
alves]. (f.) [And j :Jl It became clove

&c., from it: and it branched off. from it; as a
river from another river, and the like. And

I.. *
JIAs It clave asunder fromn orer it, so as to

disclose it: *e also 8.] [Hence,] jI. J;ti;
VUl . t Such a one iras as though his inter;or

re f~illed nwith anger so that le split. (TA.).
And l"I % JI t The affiair, or state of affairs,
became discomposed, derantiged, or disordered:
(;, I(, TA:) and .tl lG l , .. ,t, and
t C .- , (Lth, M, TA,) t th' affair, or state of
qffairs, became discomposed, deranged, or di.-
organized, by separation: (Lth, TA:) and ,;
j*'l t tihe aqffair, or state of affairs, becanme
discomposed, deranged, or disorganized, being
incongruos, or inconsistent. (M, TA.) And

.s1 I. ~ . ; t [The compact of allrjiance,
or obedience, became brohen]. (M.) - L- . said
of lighltning: see 1, in the latter half of tlc para-
graph.

8. JIi! signifies The taking the .j of a
thing, (9, ],) i. e. the half thlereof. (S.) One
says, UUI SLl He took tbe j [or hualf] f
tAhe thing. (T4.) - And t The taling [or de-
rivin!l] a word from a word, (.;, 1.,) with the
conditiot of reciprocal rdlation in meaning and
[radical] complition, andl ef reciprocal difb.rence
informn: [and it is of thre kinds:] .AIl j 't 1
is that derivation in which there is a recip;rocal
relation between tiw two words in the letters and
in the order [thercof]; as in ,.firom .n Jl:

j3I UtlI is that in whitch there is a reciprocal
relation between the tno wrords as to the letter
and tle neaning, exclusirely of the order; as in
4 from 4 1: jU=* 3%i;:8l is that in

which there is a reciprocal relation betveen tlw
two wordl in the place [or places] of utterance;
as in * from =t. (KT.) [You say, l
I;. or hS or L, i, and tIi, lIe derived a

word, and a name, -.1 'p. from another; and
t 'L sometimes signifies tile same, as is shlown
by a citation voce..j.] _ [And, as jn. with

L"-!, (see 8 in art. tj",)] The construceting, or
founding, (ea,) of a thing of, or from, what is
originated witlwut premeditation. (M.) - And
S The taking to the right and Ifti, (9, V, TA,)
not pursuing the right, or direct, course, (9, TA,)
in speech, and in contention, or disputation, or
litigation: (S, ], TA:) or.o.0 jti;,l signifies.
the taking to the right and left in peech : (so in
a copy of the M: [but I think that the right
reading is .fil j. ~ ?l, agreeably with
what here follows:]) you say,, l u b -l, and

.Z.S,.J ;i. (T..) See also 6. And [in l;ke
manner] one says of a horse, .. 1. .l t He

Bk. I.

rent to the right and left in Ahit rmning. (M.
Y [8ee also Jid1.]).. j1 j;i thT/e
,road went [or branched off] into the desert.

(TA. [See also 7.])

10. jtlqJtjl :.wl He turned thie sack upon

one of hist two sides (eLs ,~1 L,c), in order to

pass through a door. (TA.) _- [ 1, as stated
by Freytag, is expl. by Jac. Schultens, but on
what authority is not said, as signifying "Prodiit,

I man fe.ttus evasit."]

R. Q. 1. ;" (JK, S, ,) inf. n. ': . , (S,)
said of a stallion [camel], 1Ie, brayed [in his
ai=, i or faucial bag]. (JK, S, K.) [It is said
that] the primary meaning of ~;. is Loudss
of voice; or the bein loud in voice. (JK.)..
And said of a sparrow, It uttered a cry: (K,
TA:) or one says of a sparrow, ?' i LJ. -
[app. meaning It maes a loud twittering in' its
Cry]. (S.)

A ; sing. of j,i,; ($, Mgh, Mhb, 1;) origin-
ally an inf n.; (S, Mqb;) An openingforming an
inxtcrXtice in a thing: (Msb:) or a fimure, cleft,
ch ,k, eplit, slit, rent, crack, or the like, syn.

S,,, in wood or a stick, or in a wall, or in a
glass vessel [&c.]: (T, TA:) [or] a place that is
j_ [i. c. cloven or cleft, split, &c.: (sec 1, first

sentence: and see also ,.L :) and often signifying
an incision, a gasl, or a furrowr, or trench]: (M,
.1 :) as though an inf. n. used as a subst. in this
sense: pl. as above, 3J: (M:) it differs from
,li.U, (S, Mglh,) by having a general significa-
tion: (Mgh:) accord. to Yailoob, one says,

)iJ i' Q (S, g Mgh) and t. (S) [i. e. In
the Aand, or arm, of sucl a one are cracks, or tihe 
liAc, and in his foot, or lej]: but [it is asserted
that in this case] one should not say vlit: (S,
Mgh: [see, however, this word:]) and hence,

. ..JI.i 7TAe trench, or oblong excavation, in the
;niddle of the grame: and accord. to As, s~i.
signifies . [i. e. fssunres, &c.,] in mountains,
and in tle earth, or ground. (Mgh.) - The
ri/na muldw of a woman; i. e. the gap [or chink]
betrween the two edges, or .borders, of tle labia i

majora of er tulva: as also j... (M, L.)_
And I The daybreak. (S, gI, TA.) See also
the next paragraph, first and fifth sentences. -
And see the last two sentences of the same para-
graph.

v The half (S, Mgh, M 9b, 1) of a thing (S, 
M,b, ) of any kind; as also V J: (V,:) or the
half of a thing when it is cloven, or split, or
divided lengthwise; (M;) as also ? i:. (A.in, '

,. M,1,0) One says, ;1t1 , .'." and &t
S;tl I took the alf of tf e sheep oj goat: (S,
TA:) the vulgar pronounce the &, with fet-*h.
(TA.) And XjIU JIa Take thou thi s (
[i. e. half] of the suep or goat. (TA.) Henoe i
the trad., ;j,.3 . ., Iia. i. e. [Give ye I
alms thougl it be but] tlwe half of a date; meaning n
deem npt anything little that is given as alms. ]
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(TA.) And !,Z. !j jjl and
:JI f j, (0, 1, [in the Cs and in my MS.

copy of the ]g ;, but the former reading appears
to be the right, ~' being an inf. n. as in a similar
saying in the former half of the first paragraph of
this art., and Lj: being a subst. uied as an inf. n.
or for gl,l) rmeaning [The property is betweea
us] two halva, equal [in dioision]. (.)_
[Hence,] A certain kind of thejinn, orgenii; (Ibn-
'Abbid, O, I;) a species of diabolical beings
having the form of the half of a human being.
(Izzw in his Descr. of the Jinn.) - The lateral
Ialf, or half and aide; as when one says that a
person paralyzed has a .j inclining; and as

when one speahk of the ~j of a JA [meaning
eitlwr of the two dorsers, or panniers, or oblong
chests, shicA are borne, one on eitler side, by a
camtd, and hich, it a mall tent over them,
compose a w J : see this last word, and i,].
(Mgh.) - The side of the body; as when one
says of a person that his left ~ wau grazed, or
abraded. (Mgh.) [Hence,] one says of a horse,

,g-i ur J d.a [lHe inclines, or leanu, upon
one of hit two . (0.) [And ;j ; .
and , l. ie Jnt, or walled, inclining upon
one de.] _ The side, or lateral part, (Lth, Mob,
I, TA,) of a thing; the two sides of a tllinga-

being called ;t1;: (Lth, TA :) or, as some say,
(TA,) the side of a mountain. (S, TA.) [Hence,]
one says, ,e & '1 e I ~ '> .
t [Such a one is of the collateral clas of thl
ki,sfolk, or tribe, not of the main stock thereof].
(Mgh in art. .) I. q. t L ; (, Mob,
];) [which primarily signifies The cloven-off
!alf of a thing; i. c.,] when a thing is cloven in
halves, each of the halves is called the J;. - of the
other. (9, I.) [And hence, t The counter-
part of a person or thing: and this appears to be
meant by J, and accord. to SM in the ]C, where

it is said that ' is syn. with t ;eU; for they

add immediately after:] ono says j L J j3
0- i t [lie is my brotler, and the counterpart of
,nycelf]; (S, TA;) as though ho were cloven
from me, because of the resemblance of each of
us to the other. (TA.) One says also, JiL

it :e:, meaning t This is the lile of him, or it.

(TA.) And [hence] it is said in a trad., i'Cl

Jlal SL j, [in which SU: is the pl. of t JL
as fem., or of iJ-- in the same sense,] meaning
t Women are tAe likes oj men in natural dispo-
sitions; as thoughi they were cloven from them;
or because Eve was creoted from Adam. (TA.)
. And A man's brother; (M;) and so t i;
(S, M, O, J., TA;) meaning a brotler by tihe
fatler and mother; (TA;) from J as meaning
'either half of a thing that is cloven in halves;"
(, TA;) or as though the relationship of one
were cloven from that of the other: (IDrd, O,
i :) pl. of the latter sli,I. (M, M.h.) - Andl a
iame for A thing at n,lich one loiJs: (Lth, O,

[:) [but this is app. taken from the following
19'J

1
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J:
saying of Lth, in which I think JI is a mis-

transcription for ;JI, meaning "the crack," &c.:]

J11 it the inf. n. of -;, and ,1 is a name

for that at which one looks [i. e. for the visible
effect of the act signified by the verb], and the pl.

is 9 J [which is well known as the pl. of I.1].

(JK.) Also i.q. t ' (, M, 0, Msb, ]) i.e.
DiSiculy, hardship, distress, a.fliction, trouble,
incovenisce, fatigu, or wearines; (M, TA ;)
and languor, or lack of power, that overtakes the
mind and the body; (Er-Righib, TA;) and so

?,; (IJ, 9, M, O, K;) thus it is sometimes
pronounced with fet-h.; mentioned by A'Obeyd;
(1 ;) and by AZ; (M;) or this is an inf. n., and

a~~~~~~~~~~~et
p. is the subst.; (0, 1 ;) and V YI and f ib

also signify the same as , (1,) or such as
oraia a man in cons~ence of travel; (TA;)
ana the ps. of theme two are ;, (1, TA,) men-

tioned by Fr, (TA,) and L', (1, TA,) men-
tioned on the authority of some one or more of

[the tribe of] ](eys: (TA:) the pl. of t i; is

,).t and t- :;. (TA.) Hence, in the ]ur

[xni. 7], V Y~ _to 41 %MQ l ,JO [Which

ye sdu not reach sav with dfficulty, or diu-

tres, &c., of the sms]; where sozo read t .

(%' TA.).

it primarily signifies The half of a garment
[cotuting of two oblong ~ pie nseed together,
side by side]: then it was applied to [such] a
garmenlt as it is [when conplete: in both of thcse
senses it is used in the present day]: (Er-Rrghib,
TAj.) or a pice (1.1) of a ga,ment : (Mgh:)

or the & of .1. [thus, and thus only, in the ~,
meaning of garments and of cloths, for it is of

both,] is an oblong piece; syn. 1i ela'- I -~:
(My 15 :) tit is often applied to an oblongpiece of
cloth of those pieees of which a tent is composed:]

pl.- and 0j'.. (M, Mgh, TA.) One says,

*A s&1 e1; X si[Such a one sell pieces,
or oblong pie, &c., of linen]. (Mgh.) _- Also
A piece of a ;j..1 [q. v.]. (B, TA in art. ,.)
- And A piece, or plortion, [or tract,] of Hell;

likewie pronounced t " . (Ham p. 816.)

And A far journey; as also t ', (9, M,1],)
sometimes thus pronounced with kesr: ( :) afar,
longjoerney: afar-extending space: (TA :) or a
road diefficult to him roho travel it: (Mgh:) or
[simply] a journeJ: and i. q. IW [so in my copy

of the M9b, app. a mistranscription for 4., i. e.
a mountain-road, &c.]: pl, . (Mb.) And
A part, region, quarter, or tract, (Ibn-'Arafcl,
Er-lRghib, K, TA,) towards which one dranw
near, (lbn-'Arafelh, TA,) or towards which the

trareeUer directs himself, (]g, TA,) [like ,,]
or in the rvachinlg (f which one is overtaken by
difliculty, or distress; (Er-Riighib, TA;) And

t i signifies the samc. (K.)_And Distance;

and so V . ( .) - See also &, last sentence
but one.

spli/;nter (9, ) that splits of, ($,) or a
piece (M, Mgl, TA) split off, (M, TA,) of a

plank, ($, M, 15, TA,) or of wood, (TA,) or of a
piece of wood, (S, Mgh,) or other thing: (M,
TA:) a piece split, or diided, lengthise, of a
staff, or stick, and of a garment, or piece of cloth,
&c.: (IDrd, O, 1 :) and a piece split (15, TA)
from anything; sach as the haf: (TA:) pl.
.;:,. (O, TA.) One says of him who is angry,
.1 01 r - ;. * ja ;a - a

t [He became excited by sharpness of temper, or
angriness, and he was as though a bit flew from
him upon the ground, and a bit into the sky].
(S,* M, TA: in the S, wij1 i &c. is omitted.)

See also J,, first three sentences. -See also
eS, '3
AiA, in four places. - And see Lj., again, last
sentence but one.

3J The quality, in a horse, (M, ],) and in a

man, (M,) denoted by the epithet J;l [q. v.].

(M, k.)

,.iA [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]
Enemies. (TA.)

jUi. A cracking in woeral places, (j':J, S,
1,) or cracks, (Mgh,) or a certain disease occa-
sioning cracks, (M,) in the pasterns of horpes or
the like, (S, M, Mgh, ]1,) and in their hoofs, (M,
Mgh,) and sometimes rising to their shanks: so
says Yayoob: (S:) and, accord. to Lth, (Mgh1,)
and Az, (TA,) a cracking in scveral places

(Ji3) of the skin, from cold or some other cause,
in the hands or arms, and the face: (Mgh1, TA:)
or it signifies also any crack, or slit, in the shin,
from dimase: (M, TA:) A9 says that it is in the
hand or arm, and the foot or leg, of a human
being, and in the fore leg and hind leg of an
animal: (Mgh, TA:) but this is inconsistent
with what is said by Ya.koob [as stated voce

Ci,, first sentence]. (Mgh.) See also o.,1: and
.,.

td: see {, in five places. - 4,, " [so
in a copy of the M, but the right reading may be
3.1 i1J,, which occurs in the next sentence of
the M,] i. q. °; 5 [expl. in the 9, in art. .. ,
as meaning Lightning that cleaves the clouds, and
extends high, into the midst of the sky, without
going to the right and left: but see UiC_]. (M.)

Also A adlf that has become firm, or strong:
(O, ] :) and applied likewise to t a man [that
has become so; by way of comparison]: (O :) or
a bull such as is termed [i. e. in his second,
or third, year]. (JK.)

iL,i A certain bird; also called t ; (M,
1 :) and t °Q is the dim. thereof: (K :) AHat

says, the v ai,i is a very little thing, grayish
( j), of the colour of ashes; ten a,d,Jflcen (if

what are thtu called congregate; and I think it

to be the , which is a U.s of the 
[q. v.]; it is somew,hdt dusky; and itsfoj,rm,n is the
Jbrm of these, but it is smaller than they: it is
called V "a4L becanse of its smallness: IDrd, in

the class of J. I, mentions t JI as signifying
a certain splecies of birds [app. as a col]. gen. n.,
of which the n. un. is with ]. (O, TA.)

ki'e; [accord. to Golius, A frse; as from

the lCL; but not so expl. in my copy of that
work._] An intervening space or tract be-
twn tro elongated, or extended, tracts of sand,

(S, M,* O, K,0 [in the last of which J 11 is
erroneously put for ' ,,Jt,]) thus expl. to ABn
by an Arab of the desert, (TA,) producing herb-
age: (?,M,O,15:) or a rugged tract betwCen
two elongated, or extended, tracts of sand, pro.
ducing good herbage; (M, TA;) so in the T, as
expl. to its author by an Arab of the desert:

(TA:) pl, ;,, (T, g, O, 1, TA,) expl. by
some as meaning sands themselves: (TA:) or a
great piece of sand: or a piece of sand betwcn
tno pieces thereof. (Ham p. 282.) - [In the A

and TA voce Li, it is used as meaning A dice cut

off of a melon &c.] _ A rain, (M,) or a /iolent
rain, consisting of large drops, (I, TA,) wide in
extent: so called because the clouds cleave asunder
from it: (M, IS, TA:) pi. as above. (TA.) -
The p!., ,,tU, is expl. by Az as signifying
Clouds that harve clovern asnder rith cpio~w
rains. (O,TA.)-_*.iU ', (0,]5,)and 'e.1;,
both as expl. by Aloo-Sa-ced, (0,) A fl,a of
lightning that ihas ~rl (0, ]O) in the izon,

(0,) or fron the horizon: (]5: [but see 

1ji :]) or '4 signifies aJl~ of lightning that
has spread in the breadth of the clouds, and Jlled
the shy: pl. as above. (nam p. 5.57.).A head-
ache, (JK, T, TA,) or a pain, (S, O, ],) or a
certaib disease, (M,) in the half of the head, (JK,
T, , M, 0, .K,) [i. e. hemnicrania,] and of the
fce: (JK, T, ?, O, ]:) or, accord. to IAth, a
sort of headache in t!e fore part of the head and

towards the sides thereof. (TA.) ~Q t.a.LiI t.,
Iused alike as sing. and pl., (9, 0, K,) having no
proper sing., (M.b,) or its sing. is ; ; (M, O,
Msb;) [The red, or blood-colourwe, anemone;] a
certain idang; (M;) a certain red jlw,er; (Lth,

0;) tet lknown; (F, 15;) thei.; (Mhb;) or, as
AHn says, on the authority of AA anil Aboo-
Nasr and others, it is the i [n. un. of ];

and the sing. of ki is *; : (O, TA:) it is
called l,J;JI i.fU because of its redlnetss, as
being likened to the a1A of lightning: (M, ] :)

or from Cl,al as meaning" blood," as resenbling
blood in colour; (Msb, TA;) so that it signifies
"pieces of blood :" (TA:) or in relation to En-
Noomin Ibn-EI-Mundhir, bcenuse he prohlibited
to the public a piece of land in which it abounded:
(9, K, TA:) or becausc hc alighted upon 4.;1
of sand that had produced red itS, and Ihe deemed
theni beautiial, and commanded that they should

be prohibited to the public; so the i. were called
the tUl of En-No~mnAn, by the name of the

place of their growth. (TA.) Sce also a .

.j&, and with : see . i. ,, in four places.

~1 2, meaning One who glories, or boa~,
vainly, and paises himself for that which is not
in him, is not of the [classical] language of the
Arabs. (L, TA.)

Li: A horse with rrwhich hi rider e-11
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periencs difficulty in striving to master him.

(J .)

;, A certain mode of bq, (p, TA,) in

which the roman lies upon iher [or ide].

(TA.)

il". [The bursa faucium, or faucial bag,

,viicl iC placed behind the palate of the he-camed,
and whicAh, lren excited, he inflates, and blows
out from the side of his mouth;] a thing re-
senbling the lungs, or lights, which the he-cameld

1rotrnudae from his mouth when he is excited by
lust; (~, O, 15;) a skin in the fauces of the
Arabian camel, which he inflates with wind, and
in vwhich he broays; whereupon it appears from
the side of his mouth; so says En-Nadr; and he
adds that it does not pertain to any but the
Arabian camel, [as is said in the M, and] as Hr
says; but this requires consideration; (TA;) [also

expl. as] the ;j [q. v.] of the he-camel, (M, and
lar p. 10,) which he protrudes from his mouth

when he brays: (H.ar ubi supra:) pl. oSUZ.

(TA.) - To this is likened the tongue of the
chaste, or eloquent, and able speaker; himself
being likened to the braying stallion-camel: (0:)
and hence they say of an orator, or a preacher,

tl;at lie is ;ii j 3: (,R:) one says likewise of an
orator, or a preacher, that is loud in voice and

skilful in speech, ;'i ' I Z. A [lit. le is wide,

or ample, in respect tf tius 'a~ ]: (TA:) and
one says, --': s [meaning Itis utterance

wvas sonormts andfluent]. (A and TA in art.
j.aI.) ()rators, or preachers, are also termed

LeU: [for ;i' j,]: and one says, ;i~

.4i aL'.., meaning t SucA a one is the noble,
and the chaste in speech, or eloquent, of his
)eplte. (M.) And in a trad. of 'Omar, (M, 0,

TA,) accordl. to A'Obeyd and others, or of 'Alee

accord. to lir, (TA,) Ljt are assigned to the

Devil, in his saying, i. 0 LJI 4 :, 

Q,tUa~ll 4.i [lit. Verily ',any of the orations,
or harangces, ar from the j:U: of the DerilJ;
because of the lyiag introduced into them. (M,
O,' TA. e)

i ; l:G i.l1 an appellation applied to a

certain .; [i. e. oration, or harangue, or ser-
mon,] of 'Alee, becaluse of his saying to Ibn-
'Abbais, (0, I5,) on his having cut short his

lpeecll, (0,) in reply to a remark of the latter
person upon his not amving continued his speech

uninterruptedly, UdZ 1k-,i [That
was a ;; that uttered a braying, then became

still. (o, 1.)

3L, Dfficut, hard, distressing, grieous, af-
flicting, troubling, molsdting,fatiguing, or rreay-

ing. (KL.) One says jl? j,. [An affair, or

event, that is diffcult, &c.]; from j'l !; j.

(Msb.) And ai; aiJ (;, M'b) A longjourny
[that is di~ cult, &c.]. (Meb.)

OlU The *padix of a palm-tree, that has becom
a span in ength; so called because it cleaves the

envelope: pl. lj. (M.)

ij,l, ($, M, 0, ]g,) fem. n;, and pl. ', (1,)
applied to a horse, WVide between the hind legs:
(IAar, Th, T, O,' 1,' TA:) and the fem. signifies

wide in the t1i1 [or groin, or similar part];

(TA;) and is applied to a mare: (IDrd, O, TA:)
and wide in the vulva; (IA§r, O, K1 ;) applied in
this sense to a woman. (IAyr, 0, TA.) And

Lp4o 1.itl j, applied to a horse, Wide in the

mnorils. (Lth, O, TA.) - Also, (0,K 1,) Tall,
or long; (T, $, M, O, ;) applied to a horse; (T,
$, M, 1;) thus expl. by As; (T, TA;) and so
too applied to a man: (M, TA :) and the fem., as
above, applied to a mare. (.) - And, applied
to a horse, That goes to the right and left in his

running, (JK, 0, 1g, TA, [in the CK, ;. is

erroneously put for Xt.i., and in like manner in
my MS. copy of the Il, with the additional mis-

trnscription of *.; o* for . i),]) as
though (O, TA) leaning upon one of hi a:ide
(JK, O, TA:) so ssys Lth; and he cites as
an ex.,

[as though meaning And I moved my posterior
in walking, like as goe thl horse that inclinew to
the right and left in his running: but this may be
rendered and I stepped wide, like as does the tall,
or long-bodied, lurse]. (O, TA.)

J1 [properly A place of cleaving, plitting,

&c.: and hence a fisure, cleft, &., like k;: pl.
&.& l. .p

see . _ - -'lo 3-* [The slit of the
yce]. (TA in art. v..)

"1I [said in the ? and 15 to be an inf. n. of

SJ trans. by means of i.L]: see A , in the last

quarter of the paragraph, in two places.

1. US, (1q, 15,) aor. ', (15,) inf. n. 'j: and
g, said of the ,P, [or tush] (e, 15) of a camel,
(9,) It gr~ forth; (, : ;) it appeared; (TA;)
as also ¶. (l in art. I:,.) [Sce also .. ]

,l , with the . softened [or changed into S],

occurs in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh [for the

part. n. UtJ]. (TA.) _- ,; U: le divided
his head; syn. .i: [meaning, his hair:] or he

separated it ( [.) [i. e. his hair] wih the AuL-L [or

comb]: (]V :) or l ,a. U;, in£ n. '~,, he

separated his hair with the comb. (AZ, S.)

_- And 62:, (S, ],) inf. n. ',J, (S,) He hit

his tiU, i. e. the place of the parting of the hair
of his head, (S, 1,) with a staff, or stick. (S.)

e t l Camel of the age hen the ,l 6 [or

tush gro~sforth: and so Z : (As,TA:) [or

aj, q. v. in art. 4jZb.]

;t (S, ] and * , (Fr, O, TA,) like

,&. and j'., (0, TA,) The place of the partg
of the hafr of the head. (Fr, S, O, 1:.)

1L A comb; (IAr, ;) as also fL
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and ;i, and tL [or *'.]' (] : the lut

also mentioned in the 1 in an. .s.)

see Li.

~..s: see Lt4 -- Also i.q. il;O;j (g;)

[i. e. A thing, or an iron instrument, with which
the head is scratched; or a thing lie a large
nedle, with which thefemale hair-drasr adjuts,
or puts in order, the locks of a woman's hair;] or
a piece of mood, or stick, [like a iskeer,] which a
woman inserts in Ier hair; or a horn prepared
for that purpose (TA) [orfor adjuting th locks

of a wmoman's hair: see ;l;.]

d: see tA.

1. JLI C and t ;:, The paLn-trea

ere, or became, oody ith ther fruit. (TA.)
[980ee also 4.] LiU J Ci;, [inf. n. i,

accord. to AZ, is syn. with &bl .ia4 [i. e. God
remored such a onefarfrom good, or prosperity,
&c.; or may God remove &c.]: (TA:) [or, as
may be inferred from what follows, the former of
these verbs is used by some as an imitative se-
quent to the latter of them:] and accord. to Sb,
(TA,) ', (e , TA,) inf. n. [ti and] tI-,

(TA,) is syn. with C [i. e. He, or it, was, or

became, bad or evil, foul or ugly, &c.]: (, TA:)
[but in this case also it seems that the former of
these verbs may be used by. some as an initative
sequent to the latter of them: for] one says,
1- ;, j J l_. [May mrmoal far from good, or
prospeity, &c., betide him], (,0,0, ), in which
t.mS is an imitative sequent to .iJ, or syn.

therewith; (S, 1i ;) and [in like manner] 1_..

J2 j i~; (0, ;) and, of a man, : ~,

inf. n. of the latter as above and in like manner of

the former; ( ;) and .I Jlj a.tpl .t[He
did, or said, ,what wra; bad or evil, &c.]: (l9:)
and V Lc ejh [Il i bad or evil, foul or

ugly, d&e.]: ( 0, o, .:.) and t-~ 1i;1 .
[He sat, or remained,far removed from good, or
prosperity, &c.]: in like manner: (15:) but Sb

intimates that 1 : is not an imitative sequent,

by his stating that the Arabs say e.3 i~

[Bad, or evil, &c., and blamed, &c.; or, more

probably, . $j 6 , meaningfoul and yly]:

(L, TA:) and [it is said that] t i signifies

Recovering (.'~ [for wlhichi Freytag appears to

have read il])fi,om disease; (0, 1, TA;) and

hence one says, *. - - s [as though

meaning Such a one is unsightly, being just
recoering from disease]: (TA:) and accord. to
AZ, ' t is [not an imitative sequent, but]

syn. with .: (L, TA:) in the phrase above-

mentioned', - is said in the 'In&yeh to mean
broen: or far removed: (TA:) or it means

reiled. (O.) [As indieated above,] &..,

aor. :, (LB, 0, 15,) inf. n. , (Lb, O,) also
109 
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signifies le broke it. (Lb, 0, 15.) One says,

o,ksJJ 5,t.JI eL iAaJ:,,, i. e. I wio as-
nrsedly break [or crush] thee [as in the breaking
of the walnut] with tones: (0, TA:*) or I wilj
assuredly extract all that thou hast [as in the
extracting of the contents of the walnut by
nmean of stones]: for -j;-.JI ;;Z, inf. n. as

above, means Hl extracted what ras in the
roalnut. (TA.)

3: see 1, first sentence: and see also 4, in three
places.

&. ,il: lie reviled him; or contended with
him in reviling; (15, TA;) and contended roith
hitn in annoyance. (0, TA.)

4. j.l : 1; (;, A, Mgh, O, 1;) as also

t iZ, (;,0 A, Mgh, 0,) inf. n. ; (S ;) i.q.

,rjI [meaning The palm-trees showed rednss, or
yellowness, in theirfruit]: (Q, A, 0, 1 :) or their
datea became altered from greennems to yellooneas:
(Mgh:) the former is said by AV to be of the
dial. of El-HIij6j: and V the latter verb is also
said of the [kind of treeo called] 1jJ1 , meaning it
becrame coloured in nits fruit. (TA.) And l

JI, (O,) or .1ll, (g,) inf. n. UtliZ; (TA;)

and i (0, O , ) inf. n. as above; (TA;) The

dates, or the unrilpe date., becnme coloured, (0,
.[,) red, or yello: (0, TA:) or, as some say,
became rweet. (TA.) The Prophet forbade the
selling of dates before their becoming in this
state. (,' A,' O, TA.)i i- . 1 Hse removed
him far away. (0, ].*) _ . ;; t 51 [app.

Howfoul, or ugly, or the like, is hel as seems to
be shown by what here follows]: IDrd cites,

* *g;j -- 0 * 0

[How foul is he, as offpring, and how uglyl
like the littl whelp of the dog; nay, rather, more
foul!]. (0.)

[an inf. n. of &S, q. v._ - And,] accord.
to AZ, i. q. r [i. e. Niggardline, &c.; or the

being niggardly, &c.: see 1 in art. e]. (TA.)

0LZ,: see what next follgws.

34 a and V : An unripe date altering in
re , (]V,) or altered to redness. (As, TA.) -
And the former signifies The [ruddy] oour

termed s;;. (o, ].)
i 1L.~ A red [dress, or garment, such as

is termaed] At: ]: ) the latter word being a
rel. n. from LaA meaning "an unripe date
altering to rednero." (TA.)

fS: see 1, in three places.

Jf Re,ds; (TA;) or [of a ruddy colour;]

i. q.p: (I , (0 ,TA :) o oay& A t. (TA.)_
[Hence,] Ai' $y_hj [Froth, app. of milk,] that
is not of a pure hite hue, (O, , TA,) but
coloured. (TA.)

~:,a;-;: see 1, in two places.

1. jLS, aor. , (~, M, L, ],) inf. n. ',:(S,
M, L,) He scarcely ever, or never, dept, and Irad
a malignant eye, affecting, or hurting, others,
therewith: (f, M, L, JC :*) or he had a stronJ, or
ponerful, eye, quickly ajecting or hurting [others
therer~ith]. (M, L,].)_-- And ", (S, M, L,
15,) aor.'; ( a;) and i, aor. (L, 1 ;) lie
went away, (M, M, L, g,) and rent far o, (S,
L,) being driven away. (S, L, 15)

3. ..Uti, ($, L,) inf n. ;.JU., (1,) lIe re-
garded him, or treated him, with enmity, or hob-

tility. (M , L , 10

4. i;.I, (in£f. n. 1U5I, L,) He drov him
araay. (S, M, L, ].)

JU,: see s1 ,;, in three places.

J s;: BCee Oi., in four places:- and Csee
also Ji.

JLZ: see I't, in three places.

J.Z: see i ;;. j b There
is not in him any motion. (IAar, S, L.)-And,

(L , in the Ca J. i .. ~ .b,) as also .
.J' $j ': ., (f,) Tere iu not in it (namely,
a commodity, or household furniture, L) any
fault, or defect: and tilere is not in it (namely,
language, or speech, L) any defect, imperfection,
or unsoundness. (L, 1.)__ And ; J b
i.U I£e i~mes not anything. (L, 1p.) And
1 .W JUJ, s L C There is not anything to be

feared, nor anything to be disliked, in the wray to
the attainment thereof. (Meyd, TA.)

m: see 1;, in six places.

.uz: see l,i;-, in two places.

L&: see IUUA, in the latter half.

;.;U and ;J: nsee 1Jlj., near the end;
latter, in two pfaces.

LS.Z,: see what next follows.

the

&i:A A1 An eagle vehemtly hugry, (S,
M, L,/ I,) and eager in seeking food; (M, L;)
as also t Vjit. (]C.) A poet likens a horse
thereto. (M, L.)

mml k, as a sing. n.: see I1J1; (of which it is
also a pl.), in two places, near the end.

Ijl' , One who scarcely ever, or never, seeps;
(, M,L, ];) as also * ¶2;t (, M, 1;) and
oho has a malgnant eye , ( M,) afti, or
hurting, others therewit; as also ? L (V , M,
], in the TA L,,) and V J-: (M-) or who
has a strong, or powerful, eye, quickly affecting
or hurting [othe thereith]; (M, L, ;) as also
V 1, and v J. : (M:) and ";e1t &ji one

Ao scarely eer, or neer, ~eq; ,komh dro-
nss do not oercome. (T, L.)_Also Driven
away, andremote; and so t i. (L.),And

[Boox I.

l A light-spirited woman: (Th, M, L:)
foul, or obscene, in her peechA; clamorous, and
foul-tongued. (T, L.) Also The ma e.hame-
leon; (M, L, 1.;) and so V aond V iand
t jU: or all these words signify a slende and
compact nmale chameleon, with a snall head, that
cleaves to the trunk of the hind of tree called

#lU: (M,L:) pl. i~ (M, L, K) and k¢L,:
(M:) the former pl. like lIj., pl. of OI1 ;
(L;) and also tiqod as a sing., meaning a male
chameleon; (Th, M;) thus used by a poetes:
(M:) also t ;; (S, M, L, K) and . (M, L)
and t j. (M,L,.1) and Vjii; (1.) the young
one of a rhatneleon: (Lh, g, M, L, lk:) pl.

ejU" (S, M, L, ) and &ISa: (M, L, 19 :) the
A

former pl. like Ol_'~ , pl. of M. (S.) A poet
says, describing asses,

--a a i4 I -

* J; L1Jl,'* ui-

And thfey ipsturel therfei until th hecat became
vehemnent and they sam the male chameleons
thirsty, desiring to go to water, and repairing to
the sun: some say, that kSiU here signifies
mot!m, (v,l.), but this is a mistake. (M, L.)
O1u 1 also signifies The animas called . and

J1 n an d 1.. and and Id;: and
the sing. is * ti: (M, L:) or any small aninals
tAat ereep or walk upon the earth, and tvomou
or twxous reptils and the like: (M, L, ] :) sing.
; t ;;(M, L) and ? ,i, (M,) or ;J;, (L,)

and ; (M,? or_ V .i;; (L;) but it does not
appear how t .;J can be a sing. of ,tW.
unless the augmentative letter be regarded as
elided. (M, L.) _Also The wolf; (M, L, ] ;)
and so t l.,i: (Th, M, L, 1) and $ ?&$, (M,
L,) or $ i;, (s,) or ;. (TA.) _- Also The

hawk; syn. ',; (M, L ;) and so * i (Th,
M, L) and * J! ,, (M, L,) or V Ji. (TA.)-
And 1 ;j [the pl.] also signifies The young
ones of the kin, of birds callcd 5 . and ,,J
(M, L, 1) and te lihke. (M, L.)

0 . ..
-,;;: see O! ' . , in two places.

li. ;bi A driving far awray. (M, L.)

-U

1. ;;, aor. ;, inf. n. ;U (M, L, Mqb, ]~ [in
the Ct and TA ·i, which is evidently wrong,])
and ;:, (Lth, ,,) or the latter is a simple

subst.; (M;) andS.Oe; and tU!; (M, ;) He
was, or became, of the colour t~rmd . (M,
L, Msb, ].)

9: seeL

.;: aee iS~.

i [The red, or bbood-cour~ anmo;] i q.

s1; : (t, M, A, M4b, :) it is not a
sweet-eo~entqd flower: (Mb :) n. un. with ; (1,
M, Mb, 19 ;) pl. [of the n. un.] (4;: ( :) 

1
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Boox I.]

also t ; and ili, (so in some copies of the
j,) the latter so written by IDrd and Sgh, and

thought by IDrd to be a place or a plant, (TA,)
or t X I;y, (so in some copies of the ] and in the

TA,) and t .;$U and Vt s;LU: (](:) or,*: is
the name of a certain other plant, not the jtiU,
but red like it: (M,* ],* TA:) or it signifies
cinnabar: (A:) or 3ip. has this signification, (T,

u,) as well as that first assigned to it above:
( :) and accord. to AyIn, (M, TA,) 1t q;.$ is
the name of a certain plant (8, M, TA) that
grows in sands, having a pungent odour, which
is tasted in theflavour of mi/: and he adds that,
accord. to some, it is the same as the jL.; but
that this opinion is not well founded: (M, TA:)
it is also said that it is a certain plant having
a flower of a dingy red colour, the seed, or grain,

ofnhaich is cuUcd ,: (TA:)andthaty S ;j.
(M, TA) and t .;It, (M,) or ,;1 , (TA,) are
names of a certain plant, Aaving a fioer~ of a
colour somewhat of that termed , with slender,
or delicate, dust-coloured leave, which growr in
the manner of . [a kind of trefoil], is ap-
proved in pasturage, and grows only in fruitful
years. (M, TA.)

$I dLJ se.: sewIi Ol a1bm 4, in art.

t;: The co rs described in the explanatiomn

of tJe eqithetji,l, bblov. (8, M, Msb, &c.)

or mjl;L: see J$.

jl: and its vars.: see in art. 3jj.

;j:A: see the next paragraph, in four places.

);, (AHeyth, Fr, A'Obeyd, 8, V) and ';,i
(AHeyth, As, Abu-I-Jarrah, 8, K) A want; or a
needful, or requisite, thing, affair, or budnes:
(8, ] :) or the former signifies wanU: (Iam p.
710:) A'Obeyd says that the former word is the
more correct, because j; signifies thing, or
adfairs, that cleave to the heart, dituieting it;
and is pl. of t ';; and that t,i, with fet-,
has the signification of an epithet [meaning
clearing to the heart and disquieting it]: (8:) or,
accord. to some, this latter signifies grief, mourn-
ing, sorrow, or sadna; disquietde of mind: or
disuietude of mind that causes one to be sleepless:
the former is also expl. as signifying a man's case,
and his ecret: and V both are also said to signify
tidings: and a man's state, or condition. (TA.)
One says, kSg) j*l I acuainrtd hi wit
my want; like as one says " - 4 ,l .";

Si;~ : (v:) or I aeq~ainted him with my
tidings. (TA.) And 'g I ac· 
qudinted him with my case, and with what I kept
secret from others; (TA;) and so Ii l
LSJ; : (.am p. 716 :) or I reealed to hit my
secret, and acquainted him with al my affairs.
(Mgh.) And * * , and , He com-
plaind to him of Ais state, or codition (M,
TA.)

| U5 : see; 'L., in two places: and see also

'1 Aid l i., in art. ji.

jtl: seee ':, in two places.

LSJUl: see i;, in three places.

,lI1, applied to a man, [Of a ruddy complexion
combined with fairness: or] of a clear ruwly
complexion, with the outer skin inclining to white:
(8':) or haring a red, or ruddy, tinge, over a white,
or fair, complcxion: (M, M9 b, I~ :) and applied
to a horse, [of a sorrel colour ;] of a clear red
colour, (8, IF, Msb,) or of a red colour inclining
to [the dull red hue called] i, (M, 1,) w,ith a
red mane and tail: (8, M, 5 V:) when the mane
and tail are black, the epithet ,...b [meaning
bay, or dark bay, or brown,] is applied to the
horse: (8:) the ji,l is said to be the best of
horses: (IAar, M: [but it is said in Har p. 399
to be regarded by the Arabs as of evil omen:])
and applied to a camel, intensely red: (8:) or of
a colour resembling that of a horM thus termed:
(M :) fem. £li'( : and pl.iZ~. (Msb.) - Also,
applied to blood, That has become thick, (j;l i?
Ui, M, Msb, TA,) and not been overlrwead writh
dust. (M.b, TA.)-And the fem., ilpij , is used
as (a subst.] signifying Fire. (IlIm p. 718.)

,1¢- and 01', (S, O, Myb, ],) the former
accord. to IA%r, (Th, TA,) the latter accord. to
Fr, (TA,) but disallowed by IIt, and asserted by
him to be a mispronunciation of the vulgar,
(Mb,) and JC9' , (Mhb,I ,) and l(i:, (accord.
to the CId,) and, (8, 0,/ ,) as they sometimes
said, ($, 0,) o (8, o, ]',) and u and

.~j~,, (]g,) [the first and second now applied to
The green ood-pecker, picus viridis: and to the
common roller, coracias garrula :] a certain bird,
(8, O, Myb, 1,) well known, (8,) among the
Arabs, (Fr, TA,) called ~J, (Fr, $, O, M.b,
TA,) [a name likewise now applied to the green
wood-pecker,] and regarded by the Arabs as of
evil omen; (8;) lts than the pigeon, the colour
of which is green, and the beak black, and having
blackness in the extremities and exterior of its
wings: (MYb:) accord. to IAyr, the ,j is
with the rabe the , 1 [q. v,]: (TA:) accord.
to the 1], or j!li, and j3!J, accord. to Lth,
(TA,) a certain bird speckled, or spotted, with
green and red and white (g, TA) and black,
(TA,) and found, accord. to the copies of the 1g,
in the land of the 1aram, but correctly, as in the
words of Lth,..Jt. !1,~, thus, with :, [perhaps

rightly.4 .JI ¥jI1, in the land that is hot, or very
hot,] in the places in which palm-treesgrow ; of the
size of the *.[or Ahopo~]: accord. to Lb, 3j;
is of the measure J0'i: i1ijW.P is mentioned by J
and 8gh [as well as in the ]] in the present art.;
but should, properly, be mentioned under the head
of j3&l, as it is in the L. (TA.)

a >L, (L, T,). i n. j.." (eL, Mgb,

~,) Hle divided it into parts, or portions:
(Mgh:) or he cut it up, and wparated its mem-
bers (A, L, J ) into jt prtions among the
sharers; (L, ~ ;') namely, a slaughtered animal,
(],) or particularly a slaughtered sheep or goat,
and a pig: (L, A, TA :) or he divided it (namely,
a pig,) into parts or portions, and member, for
eating and selling. (Mgh.) Henoe the trad. '*.

i- ?&t! Co ,iJI (L, A) He who sel
wvine, let him cut up smine and divide their
members, as is done to a sheep or goat when its
flesh is sold: meaning, he who holds the selling
of wine to be. lawful, let him hold the selling of
swine to be so; for they are equally forbidden.
(L, TA.)

A piece, or part, of a thing; (8, M,
Mgh, Mb ;) as also ., : (M, Mgh:) or a
little, of much; (M, TA;)as also the latter:
(IDrd, M, ] :) and the latter, a little, or paltry,
thing: (TA:) and the former, a piece of land:

(s:) or a share; syn.:, (A, j,) or L, (M,)
and , (A, Mgh, ],) and W , (A, g,)
which signifies the same as ; (Sh, on the

authority of Khlid,;) as also 1 .i; (Sh, M,
Mgh, ];) like and ,.: (M:) as, for
instance, in property; (IDrd ;) and of a slave:
(TA:) or a certain dare not dicded: (Esh-
Shafi'ee, TA:) or if divided it may also be thus
called: (Az, TA:) pl. [ofpauc.] ;.oLll (M, Msb)
and [of mult.] j . (M, TA.)

,gii : see o , throughout. _ Also A
sharer, or partner. (., A, I.) You say, '

He is my sharer, or partner, (., A,) in
a piece of land. ($.) _ And A fet, or mft,
and exelent horse: (]:) but an epithet not
known to Lth. (TA.)

,;" A broad J, [or iron head] (IDrd,
M.b, K) of an arrow: (IDrd:) or an arrow
having msch a J0 , (Lth, IF, ],) with which
wild animnals are shot; (Lth;) but Az says that
this explanation is at variance with what has been
heard from the Arabs: (TA:) or it signifies, (M,)
or signifies also, (J,) a long J..m; (M, g ;) not
a broad one: (M:) or an arrow having ^eh a
J..a; (M;) with which wild animnal are shot:
(]g :) or a long and broad JLas: ( :) or it is of
haW thesize of a J., and is worthless; children
play with it, and it is th wrorst kind of arorw
[-head], and i umsed for shooting at objects ojf the
cha~ and any otherthing: (TA:) pl. . (..)

A butcher. (A, J.)

1. M6b, (., Myb, 1,) originally :, (S, TA,)

aor. , (, Msb,) dual thereof ,LA'0 ., (~,) in£. n.
ijU and ijl, (,' ,) the latter accord. to a
reading of the ]Fur xxiii. 108, (S,) and lt; and

¥j_ and ': ( a8,) and i:, (K,) or the last
of these is the inf. n., and ;jU: and YZ, [and the
rest, none of which is expressly specified as an
inf. n. in the .,] aie simple substs., (Msb,) HeA
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was, or became, unproPru, unfortunate, un-

happy, or mierable; (S, Myb, TA;) is; being

contr. of ,a; (Msh;) and I;tU &c. contr. of

b;-.: ($, ¥TA:) or he was, or became, in a state
of straitms, distres, adversity, or difficulty.

(As, g, TA.) [See also j1li: below.] - Also

t e suffered, or experienced, fatigue, (TA, and

Ksh and Bd and Jel in xx. 1,) I.ij ,. [in such
a thing]. (TA.) i 1;U: see 3: - and 4.

3. ;uUt, (g, TA,) inf. n. *lDL, (1, TA) and
,r, (TA,) lie laboured, strove, or struggled,

nith hi:n, to pretail, or overcome, ($, g, TA,) in
war, or battle, and the like; (18, TA;) so in the

T; (TA;) he struggled, or contended, with, or
against, the dificuly, or trouble, or inconvenience,
that he eperienced from him; (S," TA;) syn.

4i;; (]g, TA;) or "'.; and A.l. (., TA.)

_ And Vt ;:J sU,, aor. of the latter verb ',
eIs endeavoured to surpass him in mutual labour.

ing, or striving, or struffling, to prevail, or

otercom e, dc, (;.LJ, l ) J6, [in the CJ, 

,i&1, but the former seems to be the right
reading, and may be best rendered in the mutual
striving against di~iculty,l) and he surpased kim

[th~rein]. (. [In the $, ;i '~9 .S¢l,

aor. i:1; and only the latter verb as thus used

is there explained.]) -J signifies also t The
treating[one] with hardnes, harshnm, or ilnature.
(TA.) - And S The vying, one with another, in
patience, or endurance: a rajiz says,

[When the two patient ones vie in endurance, he
does not lag behind, almost, by re~on of the
weakness of powers,failing to hasten in pace]: he
means a camel vying with the attendant thereof
in endurance of going. (TA.)

4. W tUl God caused him to be unpros-
perous, unfortunate, unhappy, or miserable;

rontr. of .l: (1 , Mqb, TA:) or God caused
hin to be in a stats of straitness, distr, advr-

sity, or dj~ y: and so U. .) - And

oUU lie combed. (AZ, V. [See UL.])

a£/ n inf. n. of ; ,, as also ,: ($,* ~ :)

or a simple subst. (Mqb.)

Unprosperous, unfortunate, unhappy, or

miserable: ($, Myb, TA:) [or in a state of strait-
eass, distress, adversity, or dfficulty: (see its

verb :)] pl. ,tj. (TA.) t,a. .;b' '-iA,'

in the l]ur [xix. 4, And I have not been, in sup-
llicating Thee, my Lord, unprosperou~], means

I have been one whose prayer has been answered.
(TA.)

jl1U an inf. n. of 1 ,; (,' g ;) or a simple
subst.; (Mb ;) signifying Unprosperousn , &c.;

[see its verb;] contr. of tj : (., Er-RUghib,

TA:) it is of two kinds; 3.j&.i [relating to the
O-.n , , ---

world to come] and ~l.j [relati/g to the pr t
norld]: and the latter is of three kinds; 4-£

[relating to the oul] and a5. [relating to tle

body] and A;l [relating to ezternal circum-

stance]. (Er-Righib, TA.) - Also t Fatigue;

syn. .- ; but the latter has a more general sig-
nification; every ;plU, being , but every 
is not ;3U:. (TA.)

-.e
_t.1 [More, and most, unprosperous, &c. _

And] Jfore [and most]fatigued. (TA.)

15aA A comb: a dial. var. of U.. (AZ, .C.)

1. ,, inf. n. 5i., said of the .,j [or tush]

of a camel, It grew forth: a dial. var. of .
(]p in art. v,. [but belonging to the present art.:
mentioned in the TA, as not in the l, on the
authority of ISd].) - [Freytag states, as on the

authority of Abu-l-'Ala, that is used for Od
He dclave, or split, &c.: - and that Reiske has
explained it as signifying He opened the mouth
with a rwide grinning (" amplo rictu").] 

jl A long prominence, or projecting portion,

or ldge, (1# IU 4.,) of a mountain, (K,
TA,) that cannot be a~nd : (TA :) by ru!e it

should be with . [i. e. · ,, as being derived from

U:]: ( gh, TA:) pl. J1;' (K [correctly 41 ])
and iL (TA. [Mentioned in the 1 in art.
:, but belonging to the present art.])

a:

1. , is intrans. by itself, and trans. by means

of the particle 1 : - one says y,)l 4j, aor.

t [contr. to analogy in the case of an intrans.

verb of this class], inf. n. ,P, The thing, or case,
or affair, nw, or became, dubious, or con~fued:

(Mb)_ and ,, 1'., (MA, g,) first pers.
,. 'g , (S, Ms:b,) aor. as above, (JM, Pi,
&c.,) and so the inf n., (MA, &c.,) He doubted,
wavered or dvaciUated in opinion, or was nce-
tain, re~pecting it; (MA, Myb, and so accord. to

explanations of [q. v. infrk] in the ? and

Myb and t &c.;) syn. 4;t; (Msb;) and

V :; signifies the same. (~, ~.) _- J J 

.,jl means ;Sj [i. e. The case, or affair, w
d~ dtl, hard, distrsing, &c., to me]: (O, TA:)
or, as some say, [was such that] I doubted

(-d -) ~e ing it. (TA.) _ A' said of a
camel, (IAvr, 8,1,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(S,) He limped, or halted; or had a slight lame-
ness, (IAar, 8, TA,) of his hind leg: (IApr,
TA:) or his arm stuck to his side, (], TA,) and
h had a sight lamna~ in conseq~~nce tlereof:
(TA:) and V A,l, likewise said of a camel, he

had a slight lamn~; (Ibn-'Abb6d, O, TA;)

like . (Ibn-'Abbld, O.) also signifies
The claing or sticking [of a thing to another
thing]. (;, O, TA.) So in a verse of Aboo-

Dabbal EI-Jumabee cited voce 44. (S.) And

one says, _.Ja , T' o relationship was, or

b ecame, closely united. (0, TA. [See 3 _or,

voce Q;.]) _ Jl ;) , (1s TA,) aor.

and in£ n. as above, (TA,) HIe put on [or around
him,] or attired himself with, the arms, or wea-
pons, completely, not leaving any of them; (TA;)
[as though] he entered amid them. (.K, TA.)_

..~ f, (0, O, Mob, in the a ; d,) and

-J(t, and the like, aor. as above, (TA,) and so
the inf. n., (Msb, TA,) I pierced, or transpierced,
him, or it, ( , Msb, or ;.j 0, O, and in like
manner in the TA, but in my copies of the. S

3~. [meaning I made a hole in him, or it],

and thus in one place in the TA, and Sk, S,

O, and in like manner in the wi,) nith the spear,
(S, O, Myb, K,) and with the arrowv, &c.: (TA:)

but I Drd says that, accord. to some, 1: is only
by the conjoining two things with an arrow or a

spear: (0, TA:) [thus,] Itij . .a. 15

means And le clave and transpierced his leg, or
foot, together with his stirrutp. (Mg.) -

[Hence,] il JI .1 .- I tratw'od, or crssed,
or cut through, the countries, or districts, to him.

(0, TA.) - And ,' I vi 4 Tithe garment

was put [or drawn] tojetiwr upon him, and
fastened with a thorn or a wooden pin: or was
let down, or made to hang down, upon him. (TA.)

.,^3M~. IjAS Thtey placed their tents in one
rowv, or seris, (O, M.b, K,) in one regular order,

(T, TA,) near together. (Myb.) - Hence, I_J.

,,1 1 Thtey made the relationships to be clwdy

connected. (Msb.) And s He was made, or
asserted, to be connected with the lineage of

anothel. (IAar, O.) - And ; said of any-
thing means I drew anml.joined, or adjoined, it
[to another thing]. (Msb.) [And I infid it

in, or thrust it into, another thing.] - J ...

1 l.; f 4 [or, more probably, A tX,] a

phrase in a verse of El-FarezdaJ~,] in which it

forms an apodosis,] means ci 1 [i. e., npp., Its
friend (the sword, or tte spear, both of which

are meanings of J.Il,) n,oldd not be conjoined

(or gra~d) with my hand]. (TA.) - L.

,.i;itI He (the sewer) made the stitch-hols far
apart [in sewing the garment, or piee of cloth].
(O, TA.) [Thus the verb has two contr. mean-

ings.] - 1 with kesr, and 'i, (Ibn-

'Abbld, O, and so in the ]P accord. to the TA, as
also in the TK, in the CK and in my MS. copy

of the K and 4Jl,) I inclined to him, or
it; or trusted to, or rlied upon, him, or it, so as
to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind; or
leaned, rested, or relied, upon him, or it; syn.

~j -;. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, g.)

2. 0 ; ,(S,O, ],*) inf'n'. .(0',)

He made nme to doubt, to wav~r or vacilate in
opinion, or to be uncertain, rpecting it; ($, V,
TA;) he threm me, or made me to fall, into

doubt, &c., rpecting it. (O.)

see the first paragraph.

. : [used as a subst.] signifies Doubt; (Mb;

[see 1 i]) or the contr. of> -; (8, O, Msb, ;,

by which explanation is meant a roavmri ow

I
sAu- '.
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Uacsation in opinion bt two things, hethder
they be qual [in probabilit] or such that one of
thae outweigh [taerin the other; or, as the
expositors explain its meaning in the ]ur x. 94,
uncertainty: (Mqb:) or a avesring or vacil/a-
tion in opinion, bAw two inconsistet things,
without maing either of them to outeig the
other in the estimation oj him who con~ceit the
i4~: or, as some say, a pausing, or hesitation,
betwe~e two extrema that are equal [in proba-
bility], without the minds inclining to either of
them: when one of them is made to outweigh,

without the other's being rejected, it is
(KT:) accord. to Er-Raghib, it is the alternation,
or confudnsb , of two inonsistt things, in the

ju~dgn t of a man, and their being ~a: this is
sometimes because of there being two indications,
equal in his judgment, of the two inconsistent
things; or of there being no indication thereof:
and sometimes it relates to the question whether a
thing be, or be not; and sometimes, to the question
of what kind it is; and smetimes, to some of its
qualities; and sometimes, to the accident that is
the cause of its being: it is a species of J;.; but
is more special than this; for ,. is sometimes
the utter nonexistence of knowledge of the two
inconsistent things; so that every .L is J,.
but every J is not L: (TA:) accord. to
some, the primary meaning is a state of commo-
tion, or disturbance, of the heart and mind:

(MOb:) pl. J,. (].) - [Hence, iII &W ,
The day of wiah one doubts whether it be the
last of one month or the first of the next month:
and generally, whether it be the last of Shaabdn
or the first of Ramaddn; and to fast on this day
is forbidden.]m Also A small crack in a bone.
(4(.)_ And A seam, or line of sewing, of a
garent. (L in art. Cs.) - [And accord. to
Freytag, A coat of mail compo~ of nanrow
ings: but he names no authority for this.]~

And [Arsenic;] a certain medicament, that
destroys rats; brought from Khurdsdn, from the
mines of iler; (4, TA;) of two kinds, (TA,)
whit# and yelow; (K], TA;) now known by the

name ofjWl.. [ratsbane]. (TA.)

ds A covering (C) that is yut upon the
backs of the two curved extremities of the bow:
(g :) so says ISd. (TA.)

;. [an inf. n. of un.] A singyl piercing through
two men on a olrse. (}Iam p. 271.)

i.q. aij: (0,g:) so in the saying, s1

t' ,j [Vily he is one is whoe region to
which he directs himsef isfar distant]. (O.)

21 , Aru, or weapons, (S, K, TA,) that arc
worn. (TA.).-And A broad piece of wood,
(g,) or smal broad piece of wood, ($, 0,) that
is put into the hole (i''i) [in which is inserted
the end of the handle] of the axe, or adz, and the
ae, in order to narrow it. (IDrd, S, O, 4(.)

'Jt1 AL W.. ; means A man discordant in
ral dispositions. (TA.)

J1C A camel having a light lamness; that
'lips; or halts. (TA.)

L, with two 4ammehs, [a pL of which the
sing., in the sense here indicated, is not men-

tioned,] i. q. l,; [Persons who make a dlaim in
repect of rdelatiothip; or who cldaim to be som of
perso not their fathers; or who are claimed as
om by pronm not their fathern; or adopteda-.
ou: pl. of L ]. (IAr, TA.) - [Also said to

be pL of R4;, q. v.]

JIt Tena arranged in a ro: (0o, :) one

says, Ih4S:. j tt..& They pitched their tent
in one row: but accord. to Th, it is tL4L, [q. v.],
fronk tJI. (TA.)

J3 I A she-camel of which one doubt
whether d be fat or not (g, ]g, TA) in her
hump, g, TA,) by reason of the abundance of
her fur, wherefore her hump is felt: (S, TA:) pL

- (.)

; Sides; syn. - (Ibn-Abbd, 0,

TA.) [Perhaps pL of 1Lk (q. v.), next after

which it is mentioned in the O; like as 
(originally &,L.:) is pL ofL..]

1,, A region, quarter, or tract, syn. ~U,
of the earth. (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, .)

° A party, ect, or distinut body or clas,
(AA,, 0, I5g,) of men: (AA, 9, O :) pL ,St;

(AA,;) tandapp. also, for,]accord. to iAr,
Ml signifies distint bodies of soldiers. (TA.)-

A way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or
conduct or the like: (IDrd, O, ]:) thus in the
saying, &XQ U& A&; [Leavo thou himn intent
on pursuing khis may, &c.]: (IDrd, 0:) pl.
,iSE (IDrd, O, O) and A', (so in copies of
the I~,) or "; if the latter of these two, extr.
[with respect to analogy]. (TA.) wAnd Natural
disposition; syn. jU.. (TIY, as from the 1I.
[The only reading that I find in copies of the 1K
is with C in the place of , i. e. ;L; and t!us,
but without any vowel-sign, in the TA: but I
think that the right reading is evidently that in
the T15.]) Also The [kind of ba.set called]

aL, in which are [mput] friuits. (Ibn-'Abb&l, 0,
.K, -)= And [the pl.] .5lE signifies The piecCC
of rwood with which, they being joined together,
are fiJrmed the tent-lihe tolp of the vehicles called
.E). [pl. of 5;]. (AA, 0, TA.)

a., applied to a woman, meaning Just in
p,roportion, or lcautiful, and slenier; or light, or
active, in her work; and clever; is vulgar. (TA.)

,%;, (so in the O, occurring there in three

instances,) or , (thus in the ], [but if this
were the righlt reading, the rule of the author
would require him to add "with damm," there-
fore I suppose it to have been mistranscribed in
an early copy of the .K,]) applied to a.Atm! [i. e.
bit, or bridle], Dfficult. (0, K.) [See also

in art. m C and .]

.I%: Bec l.
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kiLd Sharp arm, or eapown: (IAqr, O, :)
or the sharpess of arms or weapon: (k :) or
the latter should be the meaning accord. to ana-
logy. (O.)

jL [act. part. n. of )]._ Jq;
and JI i [A man completely armd]:
the former expl. as meaning a man wearimng a

complete set of armnu, or weapons: [pl. Ji,
agreeably with analogy:] you say ) " : "-

,jslA [a people, or party, completely clad in
sets of iron arms or weapons]. (S, O. [In one
of my copies of the ., .) [Accord. to

the TA, one says JV s X tJIS : but
1 seems evidently to be a mistranscription for

j~. See also JI jl . and blJ 5J1z in

arts. jzp and J.] - ,4bi _ Near relation-

ship. (O, TA. [8ee.)l .]) - See also
what next follows.

s·
a.tL A tumour in thefaucet; (0, .;) mostly

in children: (0:) pl. J l.: or, accord. to Abu-l-
Al-

JarrA, the sing. of .I1 is 31j, meaning the
tumour. (TA.)

"'; The thong with vwhich the coat of mail is

[in certain parts thereof ] conjoined (er AiL):
'Antarah says,

· Aj,# ,4 - L; ·

(0, TA:) [but in the EM it is il:., thus with

b,., and with fet-h to the .; a word which I do
not find in any lexicon: it is said that] L_
signifies a coat of mail narrow in the rings: and
the poet means, AJl of many an ample coat oJ'
mail [narrow in the rings] have I rent open the
middle parts with thie sord, from oter a man
who was tihe defender of those who, or that whtich,
it w*as his duty to defend, who was poiated to as
being the cavalier of the army. (EM p. 243.)

,A J'A [ror Ael I;] An affair, or a
case, in which there is doubt. (TA.) ~jp.

wj~ , i. q. >.: [i. e. A pulpit made Jirm or
strong &c.]. (TA. [See also L 4.])

1. L;, nor. (S, L) nnd ,, (L,) in£ n. ;,;
(S, L, (;) and * Il, (M, L,) but this latter,
which is erroncously said in the copies of the K

to be syn. with 'ti, instead of ;, is, accord. to
ISd, notof high autllority; (TA;) liegathe im: (,
L, :) or hegave him a thing as afree gift. (L.)

4. H,ffl lie gave him of dates on their being
cut, and of wheat on its being reaped. (L.) He
gave him of a heap (rf ,eaped corn on the occasion
of measuring, and of the bundles (.) [of corn]
on the occasion of reaping: of the dial. of El-
Yemen. (L.) lie gave himn food to eat, or milk
to drink, after it had been deposited in the house
or tent. (L.)_ See also 1.
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10. :¢- He sought, or danded, what is
termed , [q. v.]. (L.)_And o . [.

He came ek/ing, or demanding, of me ;
meaning what is gimr of a heap of reaped corn
on the ocaon of meamring, and of the bdle
(.J.J) [of corn] on the oc~so of reaping: of
the dial. of El-Yemen. (L.)

A gt: (., L, V:) or a fro gift: pl.
ldtf. (L.) A recompense. (L.) [8ee, 2 in

two places.] What is given of dates whaen they
are cut, and of wrheat rvheAm it is rcaped (L.)
What is g~en of a heap of reaped corn on the
occason of the measuring, and of the budl~
( 4i_) [of corn] on the occasion of the reaping:
of the dial. of El-Yemen. (L.) Travei~
V~sion with whia one is frnished, consisting of
milA, or [the preparation of dried curd called]

Jl1, or clarifed butter, or dats, and ith which
one go~ fort f~ th abodes of a pe~ple. (L.)
And Meat and drink dpoited in a houe or
tent. (L.)

1. J :$, and '.# , (., Mgh, V,) but the
former is the more chute, (a,) and the latter is
for d $, (A,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. . and

~tJ (., A,' Mqb, ]) and ;, (,,) which
last, in the Vur lxxvi. 9, may be either an inf. n.

or pl. of;. [used aU a simple subet.], (,) He
thanked Aim; or praisd, emdo~ or commended,
Aim,for a benfit or b~ : (:) he w grate-
f.d, or thaankf, to him; or he ackno d his
be~ cene~ , and poke of it larg : (,8 ]g: [but
in the g, the verb in the former sense has ,
only for its inf. n., and it is implied that in the
latter sense it has for its inf. n. only 'Ul,, as
will be seen below:]) and , S., and ui ,

(Lb, MNb, ],) which latter is less common than
the former, and even disallowed by Ay in prose,
though allowed by him in verse, (Mqb,) and
; A nd 1 3 ,: ;, and dzku a,,L ,,

(Lb, 1V,) and ;z" 'I ;, (A,) inf. n. ;a and
XkL ; (M,b) [and ], He thanked, or praised,
Godfor his beemience: (A:) he wst grat,f, or
thankful, to God; or acknoledged his befience,
and spoke of it largely: (i:) he acknow~ed
thel beecence of God, and acted in the manner
incumbent on him in rendering Him obedience
a"d abstaining frm disbed ; so that j4 is

in word and in deed: (MNb:) and Z V
signifies the same as 3i: (., A, M#b, ] :) you
say, ' I £ tG , .; [I thanled him, tc., for

rhat he did]: (A:) and ;8 : ,t, [He was
grateful to Him, 4c., i. e. to God,/or his ~a

lion]: (~:) and X r,' J2l.1 [I praie to
thee, or mention to thee with thans, the fawours
of God]: (L in art. ,.:) [but there are many
explanations of S beside those given above: its
meanings will be more fully shown by what here
follows:] .L is the thanksing a ben,e,tor; or
praiing, muog~ , or commending, him, (.f, A,)
for a beeflt or beneJiUsb: (. :) or the bein grat~
fud, or thanAkif; or acnw~ig bens~c c;

and speaking of it larly; and [in the copies of
the ], "or," but this is evidently a mistake,] it is
only on account of favour receied; (,;) and
!', £is [the same, being] contr. of l,L:Y ( :)
,2 [sometimes] differs from .. ; (M,b in art.

r_;) for . is only on account of favour re-
ceived; whereas x~ is sometimes because of
favour received, (Th, Az, TA in art. ,)._, and
Msb ubi suprA,)and sometimes from other causes;
(Th ubi suprA;) [and thus] the latter is of more
common application than the former; (. in art.
.,_.;) therefore you do not say i li,"
, t,a4, but you say .:t., . .: (Mob
ubi supra:) or .Z is more common than 
with respect to its kinds and means, and more
particular with respect to the objects to which it
relates; and the latter is more common with
respect to the objects to which it relates, and
more particular with respect to the means; for the
former is, withl the heart, the being hmnble, or
Illy, and submissirn; and with the tongue, the
act of praising, e~oging, or commending; and
acknowledgg beneficence; and with the members,
the act of obeying, and mubmitting one's self and
the object to which it relates is the bencfactor,
exclusively of his essential qualities; therefore
one does not say ;tlea. i di %5'; [ire thanhed
God for his tience, or praised Him,.,yc.]; but
He is & on that account, like as He is for his
beneficence; and; is also for beneficence: thus

relates to every object to which, as an object,
; relates; but the reverse is not the case: and

everything whereby is .~.., thereby is ,A; but
the reverse is not the case; for the latter is by
meansm of the members, or limbs, and the fonrmer
is by means of the tongue: ; is of three kinds;
with the heart, or mind, which is the forming an
[adequate] idea of the benefit; and with the
tongue, which is the praising, eu~izin, or
commending, the benefactor; and with the mem-
bers, or limbs, which is the requiting the benefit
according to its desert: it rests upon five founda-
tions; humility of him who renders it towards
him to whom it is rendered; his love ofhim; his
acknowledgment of his benefit; the eulogizing
him for it; and his not making usc of the benefit
in a manner which he [who has conferred it] dis-
likes: it is also explained as devotion of the heart
to lm of the benfactor, and of the members to
obey him, and the employent of the tongue in
mentioning him and euo~iz him: [and there
are several other explanations of it which it is
unnecemssary to add:] some say that it is formed
by tranmposition from ;.t, the "act of uncover-
ing, or expoing to wiew:" others, that it is from... ' 0i

q % "a full fountain, or eye;" accord to
which etymology it would signify the being fug
of the prais of the benefactor. (B, TA.) -

on the part of God signifies X The requiting and
commending [a person]: (1 :) or t the forgi
a man: or the regarding him with content,
at/factio%, good wi, or favour: and hence,

necemarily, $ the recompensing, or rwarding,
him: the saying %W ii signifies JMay
God recomense, or reward, his work, or labour.
(TA.) '~ s aor. ', (.;' ],) inf n. ; (S,)

r Her (a camel's) ~dder became full (, V, TA)
of mill: (8, TA:) or she (a camel) obtained a
good share of bguminow herbage, or [other]
pasturage, and in consequence abounded it
milk after having had little milk: (T, TA:) and
he (a beast) becanmefat, (Q, TA,) and Aher udd

became full of milk. (TA.) _ And '; X He
was, or became, liberal, or boufid, (A, ],)
after having been niggardly: (A:) or he gave
lar.y f after hazing becn niggardly. (].) -
;5 said of a tree (;.), (Fr, 8, A, V,) aor.,
inf n.j, (8,) t It produced, or patforth, what

are termed , (Fr, (F , V,) i. e. what grow

around it, from its Jo1 [i. e. root, or base, or
stem]; (.;) as also V l, (Fr, TA,) and
?t ;jst:. (4;gh, TA:) or its , i. e. sappy
twigs or hoots, from it tem, or smaU ka*r.
beneath te larpe, became abundant. (A.)-._And

!;`, aor. ', (sJ,) in£ n. ;, ; (TA;) and .,
aor. '; and t,*tI; (4;) said ofpalm-trees (~j),
t They had many j,g i. e. offJts, or such.kers.
(Aln, ],0 TA.) - And Ai and VS l and

t p:! are all verbs from ;J. (].) [It is said
in the V that these verbs are from J.S in all of
certain significations there mentioned; app. mean-
ing, all that are there mcntioned after the next
preceding verb: and hence they seem to have
the significations here following: _- said of palm-
tres (J), t T/ey put forth bava around
their branchet: -_ and, said of trees in general

(^Z), t They pt forth brancAn: -and t Tey
produced bark: - and, said of a grape-vine, t It
grewfrom a shoot planted: ._ in the TA it seems
to be implied that, said of a vine, they signify t it
putforth long dshoots, or upper shoots.]

3. JS I showed him that I mas thankfl,
or gratefsl, (A, O, ],) to him. (A.) _ And
4vqj_J I aSi: I commenced with him discos.
(0, g.)

L *jJ1 AI tThe people's camels had their
uddersf of milk ( ! 14): (1(:) or the
people's camels became fat: (TA:) or t/e peopi
milked a camel or sheep or goat having her udder
fuil of milk, i.e., such a is termed ;;: (:)
or the p~op milked camels or heAp or goats
having their udders full of milkt, one such after
another: (O,TA: [but for s;L ; j" 1X1 in
the O, and ; ; in the TA, I read .~.-I
;S 1,, agreeably with what here next pre-
cedes:]) or the people, having alighted in a place
were their came fmund herbs, or egumiou

plants, had abundance of milk from them. (T,
TA.?) -- jI said of an udder: see 8. - ;CI
ve;l t The land produced fh herbage aftr
otlhr herbage that had become dried up and
dusty. (TA.) . See also 1, near the end of the
paragraph, in three places.

5. .Z: see 1, in three places.. .Also [He
affected, or made a show of, thankfulness, or

gratitude: (see ja .:) or] he seemed, or ap.
peared, thanful, or gratefuL (KL.)

8. j :X It (an udder) bewmeful (P, ], TA)
of milk; (., TA;) as also , . (V.) --Q.;l

1

.
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toi t tTe rain fol vehmetly: (s:) or the
sky rained much. (M)&jJ ; : tTh

brought rain: (i :) or blw violntly: or,
as is said on the authority of A'Obeyd, were cos-
trary; but ISd says that this is a mistake. (TA.)
_ Also .;S:I t It (heat, and cold,) became
ne . (V.)- t He (a man) strove, rted
hsel, or did hia utmost, in his running. (,
TA.) Also t It became what is tcme je
[q. v.]. (TA.).-See also 1, near the end of the
paragraph, in two places. - [Hence, app.,] t It
(a fcetus) putforth downy hair. (A.)

; The vuav, or puddm, of a woman: (,
M, Mb, ]5 :) or the~ tbeof: (M, ], MP :)

also t , in either of these senses: (V:)
pL;IL: (M,b, TA:) 4.J, in the ], as the
second explanation, is a mistake for °. (MF.)
It is said in a trad., '*!oIj ' . , meaning
Heforbade the giing hire for prostiot n; the
word l? being understood as prefixed to A,.
(TA.)-Also i. q. cl' [i. e. The act of com-
preing, or of co~ actiy mrage wit, a
roman]. (T?, 5.)

a; n inf . of : ($, A,. M0b, ]:) and ii
may [be used as a simple subst., and, as such,]
have for its pl. (. [See 1.])

a ee .

.t [F of the udder of a camel; and so
? * is expl. inthe T 5;] a subst. fromj;
· 0'- *5J · ,*, -,j*;1I [q. v.]. (I.) One says, ;j1& Od.j t.s , so

in the L and other lexicons, (TA,) or V [J', (so
in my copies of the ?,) or t 44JI, (so in the O
and ],) t [This is the ti of the~ of the
udr,] when the camels abound with milk, or
have their udders full, ( 1.1 i q. v.,) from the
[herbage called] 0. (l, O, L, ].)

i',: see the next preceding paragraph.

:' I A she-camel, (AV, f, A, ],) and ewe or
she-goat, (A,) having her u~ fail (A, , A,

) of milk, (M,) whatewer be thefodder, or Aerb-
age, she hAs eaten; (A;)au also * 1&: (g:)
or the former, that ha obtained a good share of
l~minu herbage, or of [other] paure, ansd
in co~ ce abo~ds ith milk afer having
had little m/k: (T, TA;) and the latter, that
abounds with milk though havig had but a maU
share qf pasture: (TA:) or that abouds with
miak in mmer and ceases in ter: (IAgr,
TA:) pl. of the former , (, ,) applied to
camels and to sheep or goats, (?,) and L.L (0)
and ;Q,: ($,V:) and *SIt is applied to
ameb, and sheep or goats, as meaning abom~
with milk, or having ther efl ( 4 )
from te[hrbage called] TA ( ) TA-) 2 
is abo a ing. epithet, having a similar sgnifi~-
tion: u well u a pL] One says V i An

der abndiing milk: (A Q or having
mscA mi. (?.) And V ~. tA .fia

ke or eye. (B, TA.) And t 
Bk. I.

fat piece of/ Ji -meat: ( :) or [apiece of , fia-
Imeat] pow with grease, or gravy: (A: [but in
my copy, >3 is erroneouly put for ;i:]) pi.
·~4, . (A.)

UA : see the next four preceding senten ese .

a.C: ee iJ, in two place.

, ,> an intensive epithet, (TA,) signifying

AJ t4! [i. e. One MAo thanks much; or rho is
ery thankfld or gratefWl: see 1]: (1 TA:) and

one who i eamrt, or does his utmost, in thanking
h I Lord, or in being thanfiul or gratefl to Him,
by obedice to Him, performing Ais aponted
reigiou servics: (TA:) or one who doew his
utmos in hoing his thankf e, or gratitude,

itA Ahi Aeart and his tongue and his member, or
limb, wt firm bsief, and mit acknowldgn
[ofbeneft raciesd]: or who Ahis inabilit to
be [~lently] tAankfid or gratudil: or Awho
render tha"Jk, or is thankfW or grateJ, for
probation: or, for ohat is denied im: (IT:)
pL ;-. (TA.) : A beast that is sujfied by
little fodder or herbage, (., A,) and that fattens
upon it: (A:) or that fatten upon liiti foddser
orh erbage: (I:) as ihough thankful for that
small benefit. (TA.) _jll, applied to God,
: [He who approes, or ard~ , or orygms,
much, or largdely:] H who gi~e large reward
for ~al, orfera, works: He in twAoe estmation
small, or few, works performed by his rant
increase, and who mdtiplie his remards to them.
(TA.)

The shoots that gtro arounsd a tre,from
iJ e [i.e. root, or base, or stm]: (?:) or

sappy t~s or ~hoots, that grow from the stem of
a tree: or smal leaves beneath the larg: (A:) or
f~ and tender tgs or soots, that grorw among
sch as ha become tAick and tough: and what

grow at, or upon, the JyI [i. e. roots, or base,
or ~ ,] of lar troe: or sma leaes that

grow at, or upon, tAhe root, or base, or ~em, of a
tree: (IAr, TA:) and offset, or uckers, or
~r , of palm-treem: (J:) and the leav that
are around tahe branches of the palm-tree: (YaW
koob, ]:) and plans, and hair, and feathers,
and abundant orich-feather (l.!, ], TA, in
the C]5 AiA), such as are small, groing among
sch as are large: or thefirst, of hAerbage, growing
after othAr herbage that has become dried up and

duty: ( :) and downy hair, or dows: and any
of,fineA hair: (A;) or hair groing among the

plait: pl.;: and meaA hair: (TA:) and hair
at the roots of a hne's mane, (], TA,) lk
down, and inthe foreloc~k: (TA:) and the hair
that isnet ~ to the face and th back of the neck:
(A,~:) and branchs: (Ayn, ]: [in the Cs,

1 s1 erroneously put for :]) and
the bark (t..i) of tres: pl. : (]:.) and the
pL also signifies the long soo~ of a grevine:
or its Aiher, or higheta, shoot~: (A., TA :) and
the sing., a grap-~ gwing from a ~aed 

~se. (Agn,; , TA.).AAlSo t YoW m: i:
(A:) or you~g o.pr. (TA, from a trad.) -
And The young ono of camels: (]g, TA:) as
being likened t thej,C of pal~-~trees. (TA.)

.,i t Foralo~: (V, TA:) u though pL of
' [rwhich may be n. un. of..f]. (TA.)

[~ipi a name applied in the present day to
chorm~, intybu and endivia; wild and gar.

den-succory, and edie; u abo , correctly

, 1tS A hired man, or hireig; one take
as a ant: an arambicied word, from [th
PerL].;L(i. (O,10)

' ity: ee the next pargraph.

v.X' (I,V) and l s, (V,) in the CV,
erroneously, 1 and with damm to the j,]
or the correct form is n s, with damm to the
.0, a Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee and El-F"rbee
have expresly affirmed; (TA;) or it is corectly
with o,o (],) unpointed, and so it is mentioned
by Akn; (TA;) [but see a I .;] or correctly
t l1S, (5,) as Sh holds to be the case,
(TA,) [and thus it is written in several medical
book, from the Pers. 31;&b; accord. to Golius,
Ccuta herba, and applied in the present day to
coni, i. e. hemlock, or a pe thereof; and
this is probably what is meant by Goliu, u the
onium maculatum, or common Ahmlock, is adled

by some ic~ta;] a ~ertain plant, (, ,) Qf the
kind called .~., (so in a marginal note in a
copy of the ;,) te tem of which is like that of

Wthe p [or fend], and tAe laves of wohi
are lke tho t of te [ e of cucumb cald]
. or, or, as ome say, like thoofth C [q. v.],
and nsmaler; having a white er, and a rlender

m, itout any fruit ; and its d is like [that
of] the 3i ... [or ammil, or [of] the ;J [or
anite], it tasrt or odour, and milai
(TA.)

j; [More, and most, fi, than or gratfi,
se: o an ex. voce, j.].

j;g 42. (O, , TA, in the CV ;'~,)
tHerbage that causs milk to be cop~ . (0,
]g, TA. [In the C15, 1tI1 1 is erroneously

put for I;p. 5-])

; se: ee ;, in two places.

i*g*. 5.g t Aio/nt r wind: (0, 1:) or, as
home ay, a contrary wind; (O, TA;) but ISd,
say that this is a mistake. (TA.)

L b.o, (T, , Mb, TA,) aor. , in£. . ;
(T, Mtb, TA) and L1IC; (T, $, , Mqb, TA;) or
;d, aor,. , p (O, 1 T,) inf n. L;t; (O ;)

Re mam, or became, rao~ , mrctabW ,
peroew, ubborn, or obstinate, dipotio:
(1, O, 1 :) or hard in dipoitio or ihatr,
in behAaiour or dealing: (TA:) or eil in dis-
position, or iltaed, and very perwr or co~
or rePgant and averse; qyn. b'AJ. (MNb,
TA.*)
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3. Lb-: He treated Aim, or behavd torards
him, writh hardnes, harhness, or illnature. (0,

g.)
6. IjS.3b They treated, or behaved towrards,

one another rith hardness, harshness, or ilbnature;
or disagreed, one with another; in buying or
selling: (IDrd, O, TA:) or they treated, or be-
hatved torwards, one another with contrariety, or

opWMition. (,* TA.) [Hence,] ;,ll bJI
QLt.1 t The night and the day are opposed to
each other: (TA:) or alternate. (Az, A, O,
TA.)

,i: see L.I ,.Li. iL; tA strait
place of alighting or abode. (TA.) jl.JI A
day, or two days, before the nero moon; i. q.

ot. l. (AA, O, )

ac see the next following paragraph.

c,>, (Fr, ?, Msb, g,) or d, (s,) and
· ~,, (I(,) the first agreeable with analogy,
(A,) A man (9) refractory, ~ntractable, pervese,
stubborn, or obstinate, in disposition: (, 4 :) or
hard in disposition, or illatured: (TA :) or eil
in disposition, or illnatured, and very peraers or
cross or re nant and avers; syn. ,: (Msb:)
and ' ,i and V are likewise epithets
applied [in the same ense, but the latter having
an intensivo signification,] to a man: (IAsr,
TA:) pl. .:; (; , 4;) a pl. of the first or
third; (s;) or of the second, like as s~ is
pl. of_~. (g.) Also the first, S Niggardly;
tenacious; avaricious. (4..)

l.t.: see the next preceding paragraph.

.s29.o. (gur xxxix. 30) Disagreeing, on
with anotlwr; (A,* ,* TA;) and behaving with
kardncs, harshness, or illnature: (A:) or dis.
puting, or contending, toyether. (TA.) [See the
verb, 6.]

1. j&, as an intrans. verb: see 4, in three
placea. _ And see & - QS1i,;- .l ij , (S,)
or tlJl djdS, (Myb, ],) aor. ', inf. n. J,I,
(MIb,) lie bound [the horse or] the beast, with
the JJl.; (Msb;) [i.e.] he bound the legs of
[the horse or] the bed wit thw e roe called Jl%w;
as also t ;2lt, (19,) inf. n. .I's. (TA.) And

jWmIl , . [app. I bound the legs of the bird in
like manner]. (S.) And jtgal , I
bound the canmers J1t betn the fore girth and
the hind girth; (s;) [i. e.] I put [or e ded],
betrcoen the hind girth and the fore girth qf the
camel, a cord, or string, called Jtl, and then
bound it, in order that the hind girth might not
become [too] near to the sheath of the penis.
(TA in art. -..) And [hence, i. e.] from
the J.' of the beast, (TA,) Ali. ji,, (Agit,

M, Mb, 1K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (Myb, TA,)
i He restricted [the meaning or pronunciation of]

the ~riting, A(: At, < , TA,) or he marked

the writing, ( i, Mob,) with the signs of the
desinential ya (Al.it,* ;,* Msb, TA*) [and
the other syUllabical sigu and the diacritical

POi],: or i q. .~l: (. :) but Alst says that
ol;lS1 j a bas the former meaning; andZ ~' l

signifies he dotted, or pointed, it [with the dia-
criticalpoints]: (TA:) and .1tl t IJ ,1 signi-
fies the same as u i; (C, Msb, I5, TA;) as though
[meaning] he remowd from it dubousess and
con~ on; (C, i,* TA;) so that the i in this case
is to denote privation: (TA:) this [J says (TA)]
I have transcribed from a book, without having
heard it. (s.) - And 6i : ,.C, (O, TA,)
aor. L; thus correctly, as pointed by I14tt; accord.
to the ]I tV ; (TA;) t She (a woman)
plaited two locks of her hair, of the fore part of
her head, on the right and lft, (O, ]j, TA,) and

then bound with them her other ',4) [or pe-
dent locks or plaits]. (TA.)_And ,J [thus
in the TA, so that it may be either ij or t JS,]
t He (the lion) comrauwd the lionaes: on the
authority of Il1. (TA.)~ -, aor. :) (1g,
TA,) inf n. (J, (TA,) Sie (a woman) used
amorous gesture or behaviour; or such gesture, or
behaviour, ith coquettish boldness, and feigned
cOines or Oppoiio; displayed what is termed

J, i. e. e and and gJ; (J1, TA;) and
-t o1{: [signifies the same], i. e. c.i' [and in

like manner 3; is said of a man]. (TA.).
See also J below, in two places. - And

1ij ji "¢,, with kesr [to the ,.], i q. -"
[i. e. I inclined to such a thing; or trusted to, or
relied upon, it, so as to be, or become, easy, or
quiet, in mind]. (O.)

2. u,, as an intrans. verb: see 4: - and see
also 5. - _J, inf. n. s.j, He formed,
fashioned,fa ~ , shaped, sculptured, or pictured,

it; syn. ,;).; (1, TA ;) namely, a thing. (TA.)
See also 1, in three place.

3. li.L' signifies The bng confonnablc,
suitable, agreeable, similar, homogeneow, or con-
genial; syn. WMl1.; (S, ];) as also *.t UJ:
(IDrd,, .I:) Er-R&ghib [strangely] says that
iibl.1l is from 3JJIl signifying " the binding,"
or "shackling," a beast [with the 0Jlt]. (TA.)
You say, : j [HTe, or it, is conformabe,
&c., with him, or it; or r~smbles him, or it].

(Msb.) And ~L t ll i. e. .. I .
[This affair will not be suitable to thee]. (TA.)
And *t '.L l ky resembled each other. (MA.)

4. J t1 [primarily] signifies S Ij 13 
[meaning It, or he, was, or became, such as had
a likeness or resemblance, or a like, or match, &c.].
(TA.) - [And hence, app.,] said of a thing, or
case, or an affair; (S, Mgh, O, Mob, . ;) as also
t j , (0, ( , TA, [in the Cg, erroneously, ,j;,
evidently not meant by the author of the 1[, as it
is his rule, after mentioning a verb of this form,
to add .ib or the like,]) inf. n. ;X ; (TA;)

and V :, (s,) inf n. jge; (TA;) t It ras,

or became, dubious, or conf~ed; syn. Wi (t,
O, Msb, 1I,) and i;.t, (O, TA,) or .'at:

(Mgh :) [and t . is mentioned in thisense
by Golius as on the authority of J (whom I do
not find to have mentioned it either in this art. or
elsewhere), and by Freytag as on the authority of
Abu-l-'Ala: acceeord. to Sh, J,lI in this sense is
from iL signifying "redness mixed with white-
ness:" (see .:) but] accord. to Er-R4ghib,

l in a thing, or case, or an afrair, is meta-
phorical, [and] like ;,'t. from Z,lt. (TA.)

One says, J*.pi i I.I J vil t [The thing,
or case, or affair, ,ra, or became, dubiou, or
confuised, to the man]; and t j means the

same. (Zj, 0.) AndtiL.*1t g4 ,1szI t [The
tidings were dubious, or confused, to me], and
; ..; both meaning the same. (TA.) And
one says also, jl .; and i1 '1 
[meaning There is doubt, or uncertainty, and
there are doubts, or uncertainties, repecting it:
thus using the inf. n. as a simple subst., and there-
fore pluralizing it]. (Mz, 3rd j; &c.) - It is

also said of a disease; [lappr. as meaning t It be-
came nearly cured; because still in a somewhat
doubtful state;] like as you say j5l.;; and so
? j&.U. (TA.) j & JSl 2T7e palm-tree
becamne in that state in which their dates were
sweet (Ks, $, A, O, F) and ripe, (Ks, ?, O, Mgb,)
or nearly ripe; (A, TA;) and t Jb3 signifies
the same. (O.)-And ;.I - l.: l The ejye
had in it rowhat is termed [q. v.: see also
J$t]. (K)-),0 . l : see 1.

5. j,t.3 It (a thing, TA) was, or became,
fonrmed,fad,ioned,fdured, sIalpd, sculptured, or
pictured; syn. . (g, TA.) - And He
became goodly in shape, form, or aspect. (T] in
art. jh.) -.. J:- , (S, l,) and V ji, and
t J±,:, (K,) The grapes became in that state in
rwhich sme of them were rife: (S, IC:) or became
black, and begtinning to be ripe: (J :) thus in the
M. (TA.) -Seealso4,near the end._-And
see 1, also near the end.

6: see 3, in two places.

8: see4.

[10. _LCtl is often used by the learned in the
present day as meaning lie deemed it (i.e. a word
or phrase or sentence) dubious, or confaused.]

X, i. q. ·a. las meaning A likeness, res-
blance, or semblance; a well-known signification
of the latter word, but one which I do not find
unequivocally assigned to it in its proper art. in any
ofthe lexicons]. (AA, ,TA. [In the CK, and
in my MS. copy of the ]~, in the place of JI as
the first explanation of jL.I l in the 1 accord. to
the TA, we find ";;q; but that the explanation
which I have given is correct, is shown by what
here follows.]) One says, . c 9 u,
meaning s, [i. e. In suchA a one is a likeness, or
resemblance, of his father]: (AA, TA:) and

. . J and * (AA, O, , TA)
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and V 3L , (0, 1,TA,) [likewise] meaning

:, (AA, 0, , TA,) and i1ti: (T :) and
*aJbLbt£ also is yn. with J~ [in the sense of

r,]; (Q, TA;) [for] one says, I 1 I % .i
AIl as meaning ., [i. e. Thui is accordant to
the liam of his father]. (TA.) - And I. q.

.: you say, s .a u & tM , meaning tL

Al. [i. e. This is according to the modd, or
pattern, or the mode, or manner, of this]. (TA.)
- And The shape,form, orfigure, (;j,) of a
thing; mch as is perceaied by the n~; and such
as it imagined: ( :) the form ( i.), of a body,
caued by the cntire contnte' being included by
one boundary, as in tew case of a sphere; or by
several boundaris, as in those bodies that have
rweral angles or sides, such as hame four and such

as har six [&c.]: so says Ibn-El-Kemil: (TA :)

pl. [of pauc., in this and in other senseas,] j ;

and [of mult.] J,. (S.) - [It often means
A kind, sort, or variety, of animals, plants, food,
&cc.] - [And The likeness, or the way or manner,
oftlae actions of a person:] it is said in a trad.

respecting the description of the Prophet, %' 1

4:' C& Jt, meaning [I asked my father
;specting the likene~ of hi actions, or] repectin
what was like his actions; accord. to IAmb: or,
accord to As, respecting his particular way,
course, mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct:

(O:) and t i. [likewise, and more com-
monly,] signifies a particular all, course, mode,
or manner, of acting, or condcti; (?, O, K, TA ;)

as in the saying, .;ibL. j. r J, J (, , 
TA,) in the Bur [xvii. 86], (0, TA,) i. e. Every
one does according to his particular roay, &e.,
(Ibn-'Arafeh, i, 0, B, Jcel, TA,) that is ritable
to his state in respect of right direction and of
error, or to the essential nature of his soul, and
to his circumstawncs that are conequent to the
constitution, or temperament, of his body: (Bd:)
and according to his nature, or natural disposition,
(Ibn-'Arafeh, Er-ltighib, 0, TA,) by which he is
restrkted [as with a Jt.]: (Er-Righib, TA:)
and his direction tomards which he womdd go:
(Akh, , , , 1, TA:) and his side [that he
takes]: (.latdleh, 0, ,* TA:) and his aim,
intsntion, or purpose: (]~atAdeh, 0, 1, TA:)

and ~J [likewise] signifies aim, intentio or

purpose; syn. ,I.. (TA.) - Also A thing that
is uitabb to one; orfit, or poper, for one: you

say, L ,j I, -; 1 ([This i of what
it loed by me and of what is umitabb to me]:

(J, TA:) and S k t [WWhat is
suitable to him is not of what is suitabb to me].

(TA.) [And hence, app.,]one says, Si; L,,
meaning What is my cas and [what is] Ais, or
its, case? because of his, or its, remoteness from

me. (T and TA vooe l.) - And sing. of J1,1
(L, K, TA) signifying Diwordant affairs and
object of want, concerning tins on accout of
rwhich one impost upon Aimslf di~ulty and for
which one is aniou: (Lth, TA:) and dubiou,
or con~fsed, affairs: (TA:) or discordant, and
du~bioa, or confusd, affairs. (K. [In the C1,
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~.II ;is erroneously put for 1.]) - Also
A like; syn. 5; (, Mgh, O, Mb,K;)andso

f Jid: (O, ]:)or, as some say, the like of
another in nature or consitution: (M.b: [and
accord. to Er-R&ghib, it seems that the attribute
properly denoted by it is congruity between two
persons in respect of the way or manner of acting
or conduct: but in the passage in which this is
expressed in the TA, I find erasures and altera-
tions which render it doubtful :]) pl. Ji:, (e,
Mgh, O, Mqb, *') and 3,h [as above]. (S, O,
Msb, K..) One says, Ii Ji 1 This is the
like of this. (Mb.) And J; i` Such
a ont is the like of uch a one in his several states
or conditions [&c.]. (TA.) In the saying in the

u;i [xxxviii. 58], 4.k > 0lj, (O, TA,)
meaning And other punishment of the like thereof,

(Zj, TA,) Mujihid read * &I. i X. (O, TA.)

_ Also sing. of Jt i signiying, (0, V,) accord.
to IAgr, (O,) Certain ornaments (0, I£) con-
sisting of pearls or of silver, (],) resembling one
another, wo as r-drops by women: (O, K:)
or, as some say, the sing. signifies a certain thiing
which girls, or young women, used to append to
their hair, of pearls or of silver. (0.) - And A
specis of plant, (IAp, 0, l,) divr lfed in
colour, (i,) yeUow and red. (IAp, O, V.) -
[And The various snJUabical sugns, or vowel-poinUt
c.,t by which th pronunciation of words is idi-
cated and restricted: originally an inf. n., and
therefore thus used in a pl. sense.] See also
the next paragraph.

;4'i: see the next preceding paragraph, latter
part, in two places. _ Also, as an attribute of a
woman, Amorou g~sure or behaviour; or suck
gesture, or behaviour, combined it coquttiuh
bodness, and feied coynss or opposition; syn,

J, (S0, Mqb, g,) and ;A, and .; (1;
[in the CB, ,J,, which is a mistranscription ;])
or her h, and comely or pzasing 3, whereby

a omnan renders hersf comely or pleasing;
(TA;) and V signifies the same. (g.) One

says L& : 3! [A woman having amoou
gesature or behariour; &c.]. ($, 0, M9b.)

iCd, in a sheep or goat, The quality of being
white in the a . (B, 0. [See X1 .]) [In
this sense, accord. to the TIV, an inf. n., of which
the verb is V J$ , said of a ram &c.]. - And
in an eye, The quality of having what is termed
4L,f [q. v.]. ($, O.) [Accord. to the T]., in
this sense also an inf. n., of which the verb is
jg, said of a thing, as meaning It had a red-

ess in its ,whitan]ss.

i ,: see Ji, , first signification. - One says
also, f5 A J [In him, or it, is an
adnmi.ture of a tawny, or bronnuih, coour], and

1l.. ;> Z [an admixture of blahnes]:

(TA:) [or] it, signifies rdness mixed with
white~ : (Sh, Mgb, TA:) in camels, (g, TA,)
and in sheep or goats, (TA,) blacknrm mixed
w7ith rednes, (g, TA,) or with dust-colour: in
the hyena, accord. to IApr, a colour in 7which are

blacknes and an ugly yellowmn : (TA:) in the
eye, a redness in the white: (Mgh:) or, in the
eye, i. q. *L.# [q. v.]: (1 :) or, accord. to AO,
(TA,) the like of a rednos in the white of the
eye; (', O, TA;) and such was in the eyes of the
Prophet; (0 ;) but if in the black of the eye, it is
termed S: (S, O, TA :) and the like is in the
eyes of the [hawks, or falcons, termed] ,jg and
31;': accord. to some, it is yellownss miingy with
the white of the eye, around the black, a in the

eye of the hawk (,fsJl); but ho [i. e. AO] says,
I have not heard it used except in relation to
redness, not in relation to yellownes. (TA.)

.;)* C LU;; X means In him, or it, is a little
(or a mall admiture] of blood. (TA.)

;; A woman uing, or displaying, what is

termed J, i. e. and and i [meaning
amorous gesture or behaviour, &c.], (V, TA,) in
a comeyc, or puasing, manner. (TA.)

i,t' fem. of 3 01 [q. v.]. (S, O.) ~ Also A

want; syn. ;_..; and so t Ia, (m, O, ,
[both of these words twice mentioned in this sense
in the s,]) and *t bIS,; this last and the second
on the authority of IAr; (O;) accord. to Er-
Raghib, such as binds, or shackl, (, ,) a man
[as though with a jti.]. (TA.) One says,

Vt Xid'U ; W [Ec] i. e. .[ We have a want
to be snmlied to us on thy part; meaning me
want a thing of the].. (P, 0.) - Also i. q.
i;~l. (So in theO and TA. [But whether by this
explanation be meant the inf. n., or the fem. pass.
part. n., of .1.%, i not indicated. Words of tho
measure ;r..i having the meaning of an inf n.,
like itW%, are rare.])

XJO , of which the pl. is ., (0, O, Mb, V,)
the latter also pronounced JS, (TA,) i. q. jib
[A cord, or rope, with which a came's fore
shank and arm are bomd together]: (?, 0:) [or,
accord. to the TA, by JUc is here meant what
next follows:] a rope with which the legs of a

beat (,l;) are bound: (:) a bond that is
attached upon the fore and hind foot [or feet] of
a horse [or the like] and of a came.l: (KL:)
[hobbla for a horse or the like, having a rope
extending from the shack of the fore feet to
thoe of the hind feet: o accord. to present
usage; and so accord. to the TKI, in Turkish
L.,ls : Fei says only,] the J0 of the besat

(atb) is well known; and the pi. is as above.
(Myb.) In relation to the [camel's saddle called]
J;j, (], TA,) accord. to A,, (;, O, TA,) A
sring, or cord, that is put [or ~tended and tied]
betw~en the c [or fore girth] and the 
[or hind girth], (S, 0, K, TA,) in order that the
latter may not become [too] near to the sheath of
the peni; also called the )j1, on the authority of
AA: (?, O, TA:) and [in relation to the saddle
called ",,3,] a bond [in Eike manner extendd and
tied,for the same purpose,] between the ,m [or
hind girth] and tihe t;, [by which is meant the
fore girth, answering to the tj, of the XIj]:
and a bond [probably meaning the rope men-
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tioned in the explanation given from the ] in the
preceding sentence] between the fore leg and the
hind leg. (1C, TA.) - Also, in a horse, I The
quality of having thre les ditinguihed by [the
whitenest of tah lor~ partu which is termed]

aJ., and one bg fre theref,om; (, O, J:,
TA;) [this whiteness] being likened to the J3t
termed J.: (0, 0:) or having three ls free

fro, Je'tt, and one hind lekg ditinguised
thereby: (;0, O, 4,* TA :) accord. to A'Obeyd,
it is only in the hind leg; not in the fore leg: (?,
O:) or, accord. to AO, (TA,) having the wAite-

es of the J J in one hind leg and fore Ig,
on the oppoite sides, (Mgh,* TA,) wevlu~r the
whitenes~ be little or much: (TA:) [when this is
the case, the horse is aaid to be '% & 1 - :
see 3 (last sentence) in art. Ls:] the Prophet
disliked what is thus termed in hores. (O.)

! Foam mixed with blood, appearing
upon the bit-mouth, or mouth-pe of the bit.
(Z, O, K, TA.)

JbI: see ie , first signification. -_ Also A
*ehit&ness beteen the jI,j [which see, for it has
various meanings,] and the ear. (~r, Q, O.
[See also i'L. .])

>bj5: seo LL ,. - One says, F'I 1
l,.-;j ~.S , meaning Make thou the affair, or
cae, [uniform, or] one uniform thing. (Fr, TA
in art. .)

li;-l,: see J, former half, in two plaes.

_ '&b l, also, signifies The ,fanh; syn.

_1ij. 1, i. e. 1" 1: ($, 0:) [or,] in a horse,
thesh that is bet~ the side (~;) of the
;"U. and the , (], TA,) which latter means
[the stiJffjoint, i. e.] the joint of the t and

L-: or as some say, the Qt are the two
e&trior part of the t; [or two fl,ank]
from the place to which the last of the ribs
reaches to the ede of [the hip-bone called] the

_ on each Side of the belly. (TA.) One
sap, 31 Lbt .,td. , meaning [ie hit] the

6--~- [or Jlank] of the 4 . [or animal shot at].
(TA.) [Hence,] one says, t 3.A6 4A,J
: [He hit the point that he aimed at, of th thing
that w right]: and jl r L ; , , 

t [He hits, by his opinion, or jud~nt, the right
pos~]. (TA.) Ibn-'Abbid says that [the pl.]
J;I5 signifie [also] The hind legs; becauee
they are shackled [with the Jlt]. (0.)_ Also
The part betwee the ear and the temple. (IAFr,

C, TA.).._And JI.' (which is the pL of
3 tL, TA) t Roads branching off from a main
road (V.) You say > Jk'I. tAroad
ha~g many roads braig of from it. (O.)
_ And ,jhi t: G mema The two des of
the road: you say Q$1m 11J k :b [A road
of ~ the d are apparnt, or cony u ].
(TA.)

3.ilb, (so in the 0, as on the authority of
IA9r,) ort ,j , (so in the ](,) thus says Ez-
Zelijee, but Fr says the former, [like IAsr,]

(TA,) i. q. ;t;t [as meaning The footmen of an
army or the like]: (Fr, IAar, Ez-Zejjljee, O, ]C,
TA:) or i_ [meaning the right ,ving of an
army]: or ; : [meaning the Left wing thereof].
(Ez-Zejjijee, ], TA.) - And i. q. ig- [pro-
bably as meaning The side, region, quarter, or
direction, toward#s which one goes; like °iibt,
as expl. by Akh and others, in a saying men-
tioned voce j.]. (IAy r, O, g.) Also i. q.
, ~. [i. e. A tr the rpecie calld ,

q.v.]. (IAr, O, .)

j : see j, above.

Xj l tiMore, and most, like; syn. A1: so in
the saying, A .if 1 [Thi is more, or
most, like to sch a thing]. (8, -.*)_ Also Of
a colour in which whitenes and rednes are
intrnmi.ed; (?, Msb, 1g ;) applied to blood; and,
aocord. to IDrd, a name for blood, because-of the
redness and whiteness intermixed therein; (S;)
[and] applied to a man; (Msb;) or to anything:
(TA:) or in which is whiteness inclining to red-
nu and dukinea: (I :) or it signifies, with the
Arabs, [of] two colours intermixed. (TA.)
[Hence,] it is applied to water, (II, TA,) as
meaning ! Mixed with blood: (TA: [see an ex.

in a verse cited voce L :]) pl. J. (18.)
And the fem., fL, is applied as an epithet to
an eye, (S, 1,) meaning llavig in it wrlut is
termed ii, which is the like of a rednesa in the
white thereof; like ;i; in the black: (S :) pl. as
above. (V.) A man is said to be oJl .1 . l,
meaning Having a redness, (Mgh,) o; the libe of
a rednes, (0,) in the white of the eye: (Mgl1,
O :) the Prophet is said to have been "il J x;:
and it has been expl. as meaning lo;g in the slit
of the eye: (I:) but ISd says that this is extra-
ordinary; and MF, that the leading authorities
on the trads. consentaneously assert it to be a
pure mistake, and inapplicable to the Prophet,
even if lexicologically correct. (TA.) - Applied
to a camel, (.K, TA,) and to a sheep or goat,
(TA,) of which the blac/knm ij mired nith red-
nes, (V, TA,) or with dust-colour; as though
its colour were dubious to thee: (TA:) pl. as
above, applied to rams &c., (]K, TA,) in this
sense. (TA.) - Applied to a sheep or goat,
WAite in the "iL [or flank]: (?, 0:) fem.

.j.j,; ( ;) applied to a ewe, as meaning white in
the "ibL, (1, TA,) the rest of her being black.
(TA.) - Also The mountain-speces of o) [or
lote.tree]; ( 0, O, ;) described to AHn, by
some one or more of the Arabs of the desert, as a

sort of tree like the ,o [or jujube] in its
theorn and the crookedness of it branches, but
smaller in leaf, and having more branches; very
hard, and having a smal drupe, (AiA_, [dim. of
JAj,, n. un. of wj, which means the "drapes of

the j,"]) whic is y acid: th places of i
grorth are lofty mountains; and bows are made
of it [as is shown by an ex. in the Q and 0]:

(TA:) [app. with tenween, having a] n. un. with
i: (S, g :) Alin says that the gtroth of tih
J£.C is like [that of] the trees calUld OjZ (of
which likewise bows are made]. (TA.)

a,tW: see JS,, first signification. - Also
i. q. u. [meaning t Dubious , or conf~s ].
(g.) = See also Ei5S, in two places. Also
A single tree of the specie called JCi [q. v.].
(S, g.)

';, from jci in the first of the sens
assigned to it above, signifies Entering amnng
[meaning con,fused with] its likes. (TA.) 
And [hence, app., or] accord. to Sh, from L
meaning " redness mixed with whiteness," it
signifies t Dubious, or confused. (TA.) [Used
as a subst.,] it has for its pl. ,, [and J G

also: for] one says, jl l a, meaning
t [lIe solres] the things, or affairs, that are
dubious, or confused. (TA.) - Jc. [app.
j°t ], applied to a horse, means Having a
whviteness i his flanks. (AA, TA in art. ,e%.)

Jl* Enduloed with a goodiy aspect, or ap-
pearance, andform. (TA.)

A horse bound, or dshackled, with the
JIt. [q. v.]. (O, TA.) - And t A horse dis-
tbiguished by the whiteness in the lower parts of
certain of the lg which is denoted by th tem
jtg [q. v.]: (S, Mgh,* O, TA:) such was dis.
liked by the Prophet. ($.) [See also ,;.]
- And t A writing restricted [in its meaning or
pronunriation] with the sign of the dein
syntax [and the other sylUabical signs and tim
diacriticalpoints]. (AHat, TA.)

1. ~, aor. L, inf. n. ;, He bitted him;
[namely, a horse or the like;] he put the bit
(g) into his mouth. (TA.) - [Hence],f

&'41, (S, ;,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)
t le bribel the k.t [i. e. prefect, or the like];
as thoughl he stopped his mouth with the a,
(S, ], TA,) i. e. the [bit, or] iron thing of the

l.~J. (TA.) And ;5tUI7 *U ', i.e. t [He
sto,ped (lit. bitted) his outh] with the bribe.
(TA in art. j31.)- And" *t I. jd
t Such a one did a thing, or performed an affair,
and I settled, or established, it. (Lth, TA.)_ -

And 'C, (S, 1,) aor. as above, (;,) and so the
inf. n.; ( ;) and * ,t1; (Th, ;) He paid,
requited, ompensated, or recompensed, him; ($,
1;*) or gave him what is termed .C [q. v.]:
(1 :) he gave him his hire, or pay. (S, from a
trad.) - And, as some say, ($,) 4., inf. n.
. and . , He bit hAim. ($, .) -. ,
aor. ', (g,) inf. n. . , (TI,) He wa, or be-
came, A~hunry. (V.)

4: see the preceding paragraph.

, & (6g, tc&c.) and t ; (J;)ofthe latter,
ISd says, "I think it to be a dial. var., but I am
not certain of it i" (TA;) A repaymet~, req~,al.

I
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o0mpeatfion, or recompense; (El-Umawee,
A'Obeyd, $, ;) and ' :,is a dial. var. thereof:
(TA:) when the gift is initial, it is termed ,.:
($:) or a Mubtiht; or thi nggiien, receid,
put, or done, by may of replacement or czchlange:
(1, TA:) and (g) a.gif; (AV, 4, TA;) as also

,; (AV, TA;) or the latter signifies a gift

without compensation: (TA:) or, signifies a
bensfaction, bounty, or gratuity; syn. ,..s
(Lth, TA.)

.4 A lion: (] :) expl. in this sense as occur-
ring in a verse of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudbalee: or,
accord. to Skr, as there used, quickly, or soon,
angry; or violently angrJ. (TA.)

js: see4S;S.

, S: see , in three places. Also The
loop.shaped handles of the cooking-pot. (S, I.)

[L.d expl. by Golius as meaning "Malitia
indolis, contumacia," as on the authority of the
KL, is app. a mistake for L._,;, which I find
expl. in the KL as signifying the " being evil in
nature, or natural disposition," but not OLK:. -
Freytag explains it as meaning also Likeness; a

signification of ted, also mentioned by him;
but for this he names no authority, and I know of
none.]

L.a, in the .t-J, [The bit-mouth, or mouth-
piece of a pit; i. e.] the transerse tiece of iron

in tte mouth of the horse, in lhich is the' ,,U
[q. v.]; (;, ;) as also * . .: (8:) [see also
;4J, and jj :] or .t. is pl. of i , as

also .5>i and ,, (], TA,) this last with two
lammehs, [but written in the Clg.,] or [rather

, is a coll. gen. n., and].E, is said by some
to be p1. of*S, not of . (TA.) - Hence,
[as used in phrases mentioned below,] (TA,)
* Resistance, or incompliance: (?, TA:) disdain,
scorn, or disdainful and proud incompliance or
refusal: and elf-defence from wrong treatment:
(.g:) and self-magnification, pride, or haughti-

mm; syn.; ; .1J in the copies of the C being

a mistake for A..t1J : (TA :) firmnes, strenyth, or
ehemence, of spirit; (TA, and Ham p. 140;)
and evilness of n ature or disposition: (yIam
ibid:) strength of heart: (IA*r, TA :) hardiness;
courage, or courage and mnergy; or determina-
tion; syn. ial: vigoroums, strenuounme~, or
energy: (TA:) also [simply] nature, or natural

di~pation; syn. ~. (J, T~: in the C] &'wL
is [erroneosly] put in the place of fLl.) One
says, * j Ij 1 Such a one i reistant, or
inconmpiant: (0, TA :) or disdainjl, or scornful;
resistant, unyielding, or incompliant: one wio
dqfends himelf from wrong treatment: proud:
hardy; courageos: one possessing prudence or
discretion, or firmness or soundness ofjudgment.

(TA.) And 41 ji .- ij, meaning [in
like manner] Such a one is firm, strong, or
vehement, of spirit; (?, TA, and Yam p. 140;)
disdaiflJi, or eonfid; resistant, unyilding, or
ieompliant; (?, ;,TA;) so says I8k: (TA:)
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or, as some say, one possessing strength, or vehe-
mence, of tongue; and perspicuity, or eloquencs,
of ~peech or language; or per.sicuity of speech
with quikness, or sharpness, of intellect; and
much hardines, or courage, or courage and
energy, or determination. (yHam p. 140.) -
Also t Likeness, or resemblance. (v!.) - And
t A compact, or covenant; syn. o: (1], TA:)
in some copies of the ], .iI! is erroneously put
for ;1!. (TA.)

,J and ji

1. F,, (1i,) first pers. ,;, , (S, Mob,) of
which X is a dial. var., (g in art. .AJ,)
aor. ', (S, Mqb,) [and of the latter, ,] inf. n.
;a, (8, Ms.b,) or gS., (i,) or this is a simple
subet., (.8, Mb,) also pronounced LsSf, (I,)
and (;./t, ( 8, 1,) witlh kesr, (]g,) in which the
kS is [said to be] substituted for . because most
inf. ns. of the measure i1tD of verbs ending with
an infirm radical letter are of verbs of which that
letter is kS, (TA,) or this also is a simple subst.,
(Mob,) and ;t~, (S, R,) or this too is a simple

subst., (Mob,) and ;C, (Ig,) and AC, (8, 15,)
is a trans. verb; (S, M.b, J;) and tgiJL;I sig-

nifies the same; (S, g ;) as also *t UZ3: (R:)
one says, A Jl 1 I1 and ' S.lI [i. e.

;d! (:,], and 5Z [i. e. ,jo ;], (.
TA,) meaning [lIe complained of his case to
God; or] he told to God the nwcaknes of his
condition: (TA:) and U' fi£ and t 4 5!
[I complained to such a one of his conduct to
me]; (S;) [or] *jj I.t means he told such a one
of his evil conduct to him: (TA:) and l i,a

J&j oj tte conplained of such a one to suck a
one: (MA:) [and .iS 1ell , I complained
to him of such a thing:] see 4: and [in like man-
ner] Li& i t I* ' l e complained to hkim of
such a thing: (MA:) and '. :1. [I con-

plained of him, or it; like c;]: (Mgb:) Er-
Raghib says, .l...JI is Tie showing, or revealing,
of grief, or sorrow; whence the saying in the

lur [xii. 86], Xit S . 3. ! [I
only show my grief and my lamentation to God];
and in the same [lviii. 1], Ir1 j1 t ';j [And
shoketh her grief, or sorrow, to God]; the pri-

mary signification of .JI being the opening of
the small skin for mater or milk called 'i, and
shoeing what is in it; so that it is as though
originally metaphorical [though what is termed

.. ii; . (expl. in art. So.)]; like the pluases

;sel s Sand Ltl>e 5O W i 
meaning " I showed him what was in my heart."
(TA.) .- t is also said of a cameles meaning
He stretched out his neck, and madc much moaning,
or prolonged utterance of a complaining voice,
being fatigued by journeying. (TA.)-- And
*;,, (MA, g, TA,) inf. n. _U, and l and

kS.U, (MA, TA,) is said in relation to a disease,
or sicki,es; (MA, 15, TA;) meaning He (a
diseased, or sick, person) complained of it, namely,

his disease, or sickness; (MA; [accord. to the
TV, followed in this case, as in many others, by
Freytag, it means it (i. e. disease, or sickness,)
aflicted him; which I think to be indubitably a
mistake;]) and Vt . and V LS.l signify the

same [as tL&h . L he comliained of his dimase,

or sickness]: (TA:) [or] these two verbs (i-:3
and l,1) signify [or signify also] he ms, or
became, diseased, or sick. (TA in additions at
the end of this art.) One says also, t* t.l

.1;i; *. I;.s and Vt .. ,J, both meaning the
same [i. e., originally, He complained of a pain,
or disease, in some one of his members; but
generally meaning he had a complaint of, or a
pain or a disease in, some one of his members;
and lc& IS. not unfiequently occurs used in the
same sense]: ( :) [thus one often says of a brute;
for ex.,] A9 says, in explaining i'l as meaning
"a certain disease that attacks the camel,"

, .1 t J [hce has a pain in conseuence
thereof in his heart; in which 41, though
determinate, may be considered as an explicative,

like : in the phrase j, q. v.]. (; in art.

.. ) _ One says also, Ij. .;&, meaning
ie is accused, or swpected, of uch a thing; syn.

,y/~.: (VI: [there mentioned as though it were

from .t~1, and held to be so by the author of the
TIl; but it is from J1; as though meaning he
is complained of by reason of such a tkinj:])
mentioned by Ya4oob, in the "Alfa4h." (TA.)

_J> X ... [thus in my original, app. 1 or
0~A,] is mentioned by Az as meaning The nails
of such a one becamne split in several, or many,
places. (TA.)

2. d~JII 't, inf. n. "iC3; andt -%'= t; and
t t..;,± (k ;) or, accord. to Th, only this last;
(TA;) The romen took for themselres, or made,
a ;js [q. v.] for the churning of milk; (I,
TA;) because it was little in quantity; the ;f.
being small, so that only a small quantity can be
churned in it: (TA:) or, as in the T, gU. and
Vt, he took for himseIf, or made, a;j:

(TA:) [or] so t..;l: (s:) and so t , 1.
(I14tt, TA.) _- btl inf. n. i, expl.

in the V as meaning 4/ and A , i s
a foul mistranscription: correctly, 4;S J:,
meaning "He comforted his complainer, and
consoled him for that which had befallen him ;"
as in the Tekmileh. (TA.)

3. OLt, inf. n. tl5l, He complained of
him, i. q. *,: or he told of his deceit, guile, or
circumvention, and his ~ice, orfaults. (TA.)

4. Olf.lI [He made him, or caused him, to
complain;] he did to him that which made him,
or caused him, to have need to complain of hIim.
(g, Msb.) He increased his annoyance and com-
plaining. (Az, ], TA.) - And He removed, or
did away with, his complaint; or made his com-
plaint to cease; (S, Mglh, Mb, g ;) he caused
him to be pleased or contented [and so rdelied

him from his complaint]; syn. %*Q. .;, o ;
(1, and lIar p. 337 ;) i. e. #UA; (]ar ibid.;) and
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he desisted from that of rwhich he complained:
(C,* Mb :) thus it has two contr. significations.
(1, L.) Hence the saying, (Mgh, Myb, TA,) in
a trad., (TA,) .I 1 . lJ ;3 j$ t v

Aii ,U 1 [We complained, to the
Apostle of God, of the hIat of the burning
ground, in our fasting,] and he did not remove,
or cause to cease, our complaint. (Mgh,O Mb,
TA.) And [hence] one says, X. tCio of ,l,
meaning He tookfor such a one,from such a one,
what pleased or contented him [and so releved
Aim from complaining of him]. (ISd, ]C, TA:
omitted in the CK.) - Also I1e told him his
omnplaint, and the desire, or longing of the soul,

that he endured. (TA.)._And i. q. 1t, e.*.

[which may mean lie found him to be complain-
ing, or, as seems to be indicated by what imme-
diately precedes it in the 1], he found him to be
'omnplaining of a disease of the sligtest sort]:

(1 :) or, as in the T, ,lI [app. meaning ,l:l
'..] signifies he found the object of his love, or
his friend, to be complaining; expl. by j;l

.4 'e.. (TA.)_ 8ee also 2.

6. Utl 3le e~zpraed complaint or lam,nenta-

tion, pain, grief, or orrow; syn. n,3 ; (Msb

and g in art. 3.;) he made complaint or

lamentation. (MA, KL.) See 1, in four places.

-[Hence] one says, J.b uJ,= t . , I%',
mieanning t [My shcep or goats] forsook such a
land, [.a though tley complained of it,] and did
not go near it. (TA. [But I have substituted
j.. for what is there written .sbL , an evident
tistranscription.]) ~ See also 2, in two places.

6. t'b1:3 They complaiked, one to another.

(O.)
8: see 1, in nine places: and ee also 2, in

two places.

. inf. n. of tL. (?, Msb.) - It is also used

in the sense of .j. [meaning Grief, mourning,
or sorrow]. (TA.)- Also, and J , and

* t6, and t L.', and t *ii , (],) this last
mentioned by Az, (TA,) [but it is omitted in
some copies of the ],] A complaint, meaning a
disase, malady, or sichness. (]i.) Also, the
first, A small, or young, lamb: or a small, or
young, camel: (B accord. to different copies: in

some, JI1 having for its explanation J..J

.. I-I, and thus in the TA: in others, J.JIt

Jld. :) mentioned by I8d. (TA.)

iC , an inf. n. of lt; (V, ;) or a simple
subst., like .$q.b. (MNb.) - See also ;. -

Also i. q. * [A vice, fault, &c.]. (TA.) [See
a verse cited voce tU6.]

is, The hin of a sucking kid, (T,' S, M,*)
for milk: that of the tJ4. and of such as is

above that [in age] is termed .Lj; (?;) or that
of the ,- is termed i; and that of such as is

weaned, $.: (T, TA :) or a receptacle of skin
or leather, for water and for milk, ($, TA,) or,
as some say, in wAhic water is cooled and in

which milk is kept close: (TA:) or a mall skin
for water or milk: or a smaUll reptacle in
which weater is put: (Er-R6ghib, TA:) the dim.

09-----
is t a3 : (TA:) and the pl. is itu and :'.

(Q, TA) and Q [like as ,O* is a pl. of ;j.4,

being originally , like as (P of ) is

originally W1]. (TA.)

L J an inf. n. of L, a also 5.q; (1;)or
a simple subst. [signifying Complaint]: (S,Msb :)

pL k$lf. (TA.). . See also .

,r }' see -
R5: J
~:i. q. ,f61 [i. e. Complaining; (Mob;)

[or a complainer; i.e.] JJ'l signifies L$JI

, (S,) or jA .JJI. (JM.) - And
Pained; syn. e.*-; (], TA;) in this sense an

instance of , in the sense of J,.L: (TA:). J
or causing pain; syn. q.: [thus accord. to
both of my copies of the S: and this appears to
be correct; for it is there immediately added,]
El-Tirimm6i says,

* '
[which is inconsiderately cited in the TA imme-
diately after the former of these two expla-
nations: I say "inconsiderately" because the
meaning evidently is, not that thus indicated in
the TA, but, AMy branding, or st;igmati.ing, by

satire, (for one says I e...u,) is such as

caues pain, and my tongue is vehement: or U
may here have the last but one of the meanings
expl. in this paragraph]: 6T_ is from i-Jl.

( -.) _ Also Affected with a complaint, meaning
disease, malady, or sickness, [app. in an absolute
sense, (see ;L,) and also] of tlh least, or lightest,

or slightest, sort; and so t ,.,. (M, 1].) - And

i. q. tA_, (;, M. b, ,) which is a pass. part. n.
of Lt,; [and therefore signifies Complained of;
and also complained to; but mostly seems to be
used in the former of these senses;] as also

, >. (s, M,sb.)

adt an inf. n. of 6; (], ;) or a simple
subst., like dS (Msb.)

an inf. n. of C. (S,l~.)_Andalso(TA)
a subst. signifying A thing complained of (.,.!

-J); like ,' a subst. signifying "a thing

cast at orshotat" (¥,.r,): (M,b, TA:) pl.

Qt. (TA.), Also A remainder, or remain-
ing portion, (Q and TA in art. UQ,) of a
thing: mentioned by ,gh. (TA.)

; dim. of B3 ,, q. v. (TA.)

(thus in copies of the ,) or with
damm to the L, (TA,) is mentioned in art. s,
[q. v.], and J has committed a mistake (0, TA)
in mentioning it here, as ggh has observed:
(TA:) [accord. to F, it seems to be a rel. n.
applied to a bit, or bridle; for it is said to be so

applied in the K, as well as in the 0, in art. J.i,
in which both explain it as meaning Difficult;
and also to a skin; for immediately after asert-
ing that J has committed a mistake, F adds,] and

s.3, like ,, is a town in Armenia, whence
[are brought] bits, or bridles, (.j,) and skins,
(.,) [and SM adds that they are termed IaS:
but what I find J to have stated is as follows :]

.JI, [thus in one of my copies of the S,] or

c 1?, [thus in the other of those copies,] in re-
lation to weapons, is an arabicized word, and is in
Turkish ii or ~J. (S. [But in the JM, this
last word is written, as from the S, ;j,: it may
therefore be correctly >Ij, or C.:, which, though
used in Turkish, is a Pers. word, meaning
smooth.])

1jJ: see u:, in two places. m In the phrase

~ $ t.l j) , (S,) which means A man

whose weapon is sharp, or whose weapons are
sharp, (S, IK,*) Akh says that -L is formed
by transposition from ", [q. v. in art. A,]:
(S :) and accord. to AZ, one says also o .iL.

LII. (TA in art. -.)_And ;thJI [Cs

app. formed in like manner from 'dl!?l, and]

signifies The lion. (QK.)

1.. A niche in a mall; i.e. a hole, or hollow,

(t;-,) in a wall, ntot extending through; (Fr,
S, M, .K, &c.;) in which a lamp, placed therein,
gives more light than it does elsewhere: thus expl;
by the generality of the expositors [of the ]ur-kn];
and this is said by Ibn-'Ateeyeh to be the most
correct explanation: (TA:) said by Aboo-Moos~ to
mearn the iron, or leaden, tldng in which is the wick
[of the lamp]: thought by Az to mean the tub
wh,ich is tle place of the wich in the glass lamap,

as being likened to the 4A which is thus called:
(TA:) some expl. it as having this meaning in
the lgar xxiv. 35, and say that the C there

mentioned is the lighted wick: (Bd :) accord. to
Mujahid, the pillar, or the like, (, dl,) upon
the top, or head, of wrhich tihe [meaning

lamp] is put: or the iron things by wieam of
which the jt.j [or lamp] is uspmaded: IJ says
that its Sis originally j, and hence it is [often]
written ; : and Zj says that it is an Abys-
sinian word, and used in the language of the
Arabs: (TA:) [the pl. is J.J., like st pl. of

to~ J Kalb says that, in the verse of the lgur
[xxiv. 35], by the ;td. is meant the breast of

Mohammad; and by the t -., his tongue; and

by the 3.1t.j, his mouth. (TA.)

j.>. and >;: see ,, last sentenoe.

1. ,, (S, O,) or a, (Mgh, TA,) or

,41t, (Myb, ],) originally : (Mgh, Mb,

TA,) aor. .:,;, (8, 0, &c.,) inf. n. 3i 0 (S, O,*

Mgh, Msb, 1) and J, (M.b, Ig,) or the latter
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is not allowable; (lRam p. 80 ;) this is the chaste

form of the verb; (Th, TA;) and t V, 1 ; (Th,

I ;) and ', (Th, O, I,) but this last is bad,
(Th, O, TA,) and is disallowed by Fr; (TA;)
His right hand or armnn, or his hand or armn, or
the hand or arm, rwas, or became, unsound, or
vitiated: (S, O, TA :) or dq7rived of the pomerof
motion by an unsound, or a vitiated, state of its

3.~g [meaning veins or nerve]: (Msb:) or
dried up; or stiff: or it noent [or wasted] away.
(1~,TA.) One says, in prayingr for a person,
Ji.a J.J-5 9 [Jly tly handm, or arm, not become
unsound, &c.]: (S, Msb,* :") and 4.U '~ and

· J. ~j, which mean the same; the last word

like.tLi. (g.) And 4;. J, and , [lies

ten Aingers became unsound, &c., and his five

fingers,] and some say , but this is more
rare; i. e., the suppression of the fem. ;: is more
usual in a case of this kind. (Lb, TA.) To one
who has shot or thrown, or who has pierced or

thrust, well, one says, a c.j ~ ' [Mayest
thou not cxperience unsoundn,au, &c., nor blind-

e]; and .i) ,~ 'j [May tly, ten fingers not
beconme unsound, &c.], meaning i4Lt. (. , O.)

He who says ,tJ! i and O'91 : is a
foreigner. (Mgh.) The lawyers [improperly] use

J,.J in relation to the 5-i. (Msb.) One says
also, ,4 t [Toun hast beco,eC unsonl ,
&c., in thy Ihand or thiine arm, 0 man]. (S, 0.)
And JL ', meaning 'J. 9, because it occu-
pies the place of an imperative. (Lth, TA.) In
the saying of thle ijiz, (S,) n amely,Abu-l-lKhu.rce
EI-Yarbuoo'ce, (O, TA,)

* ssi 

[Colt of Ablt-l-]Ilab.hib, wna;lest thou not become
u~ound, &c., in the fore leg], (., TA, [in the 0,
.JJ.JI h", for ti. tl1,]) the last word is

thius [for *0. '] on account of the rhyme: (,
O, TA:) [for] the next hemistich is

[God bless tltee as one pose~ing fleetness, or
swoJhs~]; (O, TA;) jt k.l in this instance

meaning a * L5. (. in art. Jl.) - ,; (I ;)

and jo'-l i, (S, 0,) and jl,; (M;b;)

aor.-', (S, Msb,) inf. n. i (S, o, MUb, ~')
and J,, (I,' and Ksh in xii. 3,) like as 0i
is inf. n. of f, (Ksh ibid.,) or J. is a simple
subst.; (., 0 ;) lie droe him aroay; (g ;) and
I drove away (S, O, Msb) the camnel, (S, 0,)

and the man. (M.b.) And t.h , .J .

Such a one passed along ur~gi thm on, and
driving tlm, with the sworL (8.) [See alo 4.

- Hence,].;.,LtI J C5.WI I The dawn drives

away the dark^s (TA.) - And 'all 

ti. tThe eye mnt forth [or shed] its tears:

(Lb, I :) like ^'';: (Lb, TA:) asserted by Ya-
toob to be formed by substitution [of J for J].

(TA.) - And .n. (, ( TA,) and to/t

aer. inf n. J., (TA,) He put on himsef the

coat of mail; on the authority of IShi. (O, TA.)

_-_. .1. , (., O, Msb, TA,) inf. n. ,
(0,) I se,ed the garment, or piece of cloth, (S, O,
Msb, TA,) slightly; (8, 0, TA; [omitted, pro-
bably by inadvertence, in my copy of the Msb ;])

[previously to the second sewing termed Ji} ;]
strangely omitted in the I: ' - is [app. a

subst, not an inf. n., signiring The act, or art,.of
so sewing;] the contr. of &."b. (TA.)

4. & 'J1, (.,) or ;~, (Fr, K.f,) lIe (i. e.
God, S) mads his right hand or arm., (s,) or his
hand, or arm, (K,) to become unsound, or vitiated:
( :) or to become dried up, or stiff: or to go [or

waste] away: (1 :) or 1 j:1 He (i. e. God)
made the hand or arm to become deprived of thc
power of mnotion by an unsound, or a vitiated,

state of its j,j [meaning veins or wner].
(Msb.) And o; hV J:I is said by way of
imprecation [as meaning May God render his
hand or arm unsound, &c.]. (O. See also 1,
first sentence. ~ [It is said tlhat] JI1, signifies
The driving away a camel, and a troop or com-

pany with the sword: [like j,: see 1, latter
half:]-and The making soar. (KL.)

7. j,tl He became driven away. (], TA.
[In some of the copies of the If, e J.:il, mean-
ing IHe became driv away by, or with, him, or
it.]) And T5e1 "l : h camels became driven

away. (8.) And .$.. 13.1:J [They w ent
driven away]; referring to a company of people.

(TA.)- [Hence,] ,_,I . ,, . 0.1 j l The
wolf made an incursion among the sheep or goats;
as also ~,Jl: mentioned by Az in art. t:.. (TA.)

_And j;,; J:.l t torrent began to be im-
pled, before its becomng ,ehement: (Sh, O, I :)

and so ).;. (Sh, O.)-AndQ ,il %.g tThe
rain descended. (]..)

R. Q. 1. s1 ol I made the water to
fall in drops; ( ;) in conseutive drops. (TA.)
And 2.a A , (K, TA, [in the CI, erroneously,
jI',1) and 0J, (S, 0, I, TA,) in. n. n.eUL

and j,l.:,, [both incorrectly written by Freytag,]
(l, TA,) He (a boy, S, O, TA) scattered his
urine; emitted it disjpera~ dly: (, TA:) the

subst. [signifying the act ofdoing so] is t'

with fet-h. (Ig.) And.,iJl JI . j', [in the

CIf, erroneously, .,JR?,] and ' t ju, 7 The
sord pouredforth the blood. (J(, TA.)

R. Q. 9. j"': It (water) feU in consecutive

drop. (TA.) And L, --- It (a wound)
drilpped with blood in consecutive drops. (TA.)
See also R. Q. 1, last sentence.

Jb: see the next paragraph.

i.. q. [app. as meaning The thing, or
place, that one proposes to himslf as the object of
his aim]: (., O, If:) the place that a comnpany of
men have proposed to themseles as the object of their

aim or jony: so in the M: (TA:) or the 
[in the sense thus expl. in the M and TA] in

journeying: (T, I:) and thus also * t , and
likewise in fasting, and in Warrinq: one says,

t.va ,m- [Wh/re is the place that they pro-
pose to themselves as the olject of their aim in
journeyjing, &c. ?]. (TA.) - And A remote
aJir (S, O, I) that one edu; (i-;) as also

; axe. (O, I.) - Sc. also . And see

Ji: An unsoundnes in tho hand or arm, or a
ritiated state thereof. (S, O.) [S&e also 1, first
sentence, where it is mentioned as an inf. n.] -
And A stain, (S, 0,) or a blacktwe, (f,) or a
dtust-colour, (TA,) in a yarment, or piece of cloth,
that does not become renoved by washingJ. (S, O,

g, TA.) One says, 0a= i J.:JI 1 , (S,

o,) or , (TA,) t [ what is this stain, &c.,
iu thly garment?]-Also The act of driving
aroay: (S, O, I :) a subst.: (S, O :) or an inf. n.,
(Ksh in xii. 3,) [see 1, lattcr half,] i. q. ;;, like

[tlhec inf. n.] J,, (IS,) as also t L,. (TA.)

and i e: seo J .
J0 'J: sea 1, second sentence.

*. it.g.& They came driving aroay the
camels. (S, O.) -And + **1 .3 1 The

peope went drive away (j j; ;;).
(TA.) - And J'. signifies A conmpny of ,men
in a scattered, or dispersed, state. (., 0.)

)Ji.b, of she-camels, and of women, (0, ], in
the latter of which, in the place of ;'t lI, is found

tJ1j [i.e. and of sheep or.goats], TA,) is like
Ju, [meaning Aged]. (O, ].) . See also ,

in two places.

j0h., (S, 0, g,) accord. to AO, (?,) or
A'Obeyd, (O, TA,) An innermost covering for
the body, worn beneath the coat of mail, (S., 0,
i,) whether it be a ~P or some other ting: (S.,

O :) and, (S, O, I,) sometimes, ($, 0,) a dusrt
coat of mail, ($, O, ]1,) worn benath the wpper
one, (;, 0,) or worn beneath the lare one: or iu
a general sense: (J :) [i. e.] a coat of mail itself

iscalled Je.; (ISh,TA;) andalso ti·: (TA:)

pl. 3'X; ($, O, TA ;) in the 1~, erroneously, ii.
(TA.)-Also ($, 0, g) A [cloth such at i,
termed] ., ($,O,) or ., of woel or of

[goats'] hair, (1,) that is put upon the rump, or
crouj), of the camd, (S, 0, J,) behind the [saddle
calted] J,.. (g.) [See also .;m.] And
The part, of a valley, in which the rwater .fos:
(i :) or the middle of a valley, (., O, ],) mhere
flowos the main body of water: (., 0 :) so says
A'Obeyd, on the authority of AO; but the word
commonly known [in this sense] is wj0 , with

the unpointed p,. (0.) And The t [or
~spinal cord]; (, TA;) [also called the J, ;]
i. e. the white dja [or nerve] that i in the

vertebrae of the bach: mentioned by Kr. (TA.)

_ And Long streahks, or strips, of fleA, etending
with the back: (I, TA:) n. un. with 5: also
mentioned by Kr: but the more approved word

1
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is with [theunpointed] ,o. iTA.)inAnd Clouds
n which i no water; syn..,-- (AA, 0.)

e: 1, lut sentence.

: ee M, in two place.

JIL Water, and blood, f~al in consecutive
drops; also * W1 . (, TA.) - A3ji [or
skin for wine &c.] loin~ [or baking]. (TA.)
And Routed fles-meat (*. ;) of which the

gr-,s, or gray, dr; like and
(TA in art .) .. :; (1, O) and
* jLI (f, o*) Water having a dr4;pi;g. (),
O.)m See also the next paragraph.

J1L A man light, activ, or agile; (;)

[and] so ? i (O,) and V J S: (O, TA:) or
the first, a boy, or young man, harp-headed;
li;ght, or actie, in pirit; brisk, lively, or sprightly,
in Ais work; and so .. , and JZ (IAVr,
TA:) or a man cbwr, ingenious, acute, or harp;
light, active, or ajile: (O :) or light, active, or
aib, in acomplishing that mhich is wanted;
qsickh; a good companion; che~ l in mind; as

also t J , and V * [in the CV (erroneously)

and V JpU, andV JIE, andV J ,L, (V,
TA,) of which last tho pl. is .L , it having no
broken pl. because of the rareness of J as the
meaure of an epithet: (Sb, TA:) and having
litteb f~sh; li*gt, active, or agi, in that which
he commnm , (V, TA,) of worh 'c.; (TA;) as
abo t , : (V, TA:) or this latter [simply]
lean, or having littl [lh. (., 0.)

Thefalling of water in drops, (., TA,)
necutively. (TA.) [If an inf n. in this sense,

its verb is moeat probably j .±]

j see R. Q. 1: and see also 1

k1 applied to a plant, or herbage, FreMs.
juicy, or sappy. (TA.)

JZ A man wahoe hand, or arm, has become
unsound, or vitiated: (., TA:) or deprived of the
oIvr of motion by an unsound, or a vitiated,

state of its j3j [meaning veins or nervs]:
(Mqb:) or dried up, or stff: or whos hand, or
arm, has gone [or wasted] away: (, TA:) fem.
; .. (., Msb.) - And ,~ . (Mgh, TA) A
hand, or an arm, that will not comply with that
which its po_sor dsires of it, by reaon of di-
eae therein. (TA.) - And ~'L ; An eye of
nRhich the sight has gone. (0, Msb, ].)

5-
J. A [spear of the kind caled] ;L [q. v.].

(TA.).-.And A he-ass that drives away [his
she-asses] much. (V. [In the CI, in this sense,
erroneously written j... See 'L.]) - See

also ,, in two places. - One says also a!
C; J.. [thus app., but written in my original
without any syll. signs,] meaning Verily he is a
writer oundly, or thoroughly, learned; or skilld,
iUtelignt, and e~pi ced; and t{ffcing. (TA.)
mAlso A garment with which th. neck is covered:

mentioned by the sheykh Z7deh in his Commen-
tary on El-Bey,ldwee. (TA.)

L,' A he-ass much bsied by the care of his

sh-a^ e (IApr, O, L, I. [See also ,.])

see and ee also JFL.

~,~~ A well-known plant; ($;) [eolza: see
,. ":] mentioned by the author of the L, and
other leading lexicologists, following J. (TA.)

Sparhs of aer: so in the saying ;

, [Hii sparks of anger .fy about]: (1 :) and

so .. (TA.)

3r': } see what follows.

.i The lj; [now applied to darncl-grass
(but see this latter word oIjj)] that is [often
found] in wheat; also called V.iAt (Msb, g) and
?~;,; (18;) of Pers., or foreign, origin; ('I*

S ~ 1;)) and it is said that one of its two ex-
trenities is sharp and the other thick: (Mb :)
of the dial. of the Sawid: accord. to IAgr, i.q.
o l.j [sic.] and ~: An says that it is a
small, oblono, red, erect grain, resambling in form
the ,y [or grub] of wheat; and it does not
intozicate, but renders the wheat vry bitter: and
in one place he says, the plant of the . spread.
upon the ground, and its laes are like thoae of
the J .b [or sali/ Aejtl,tia] that is termed

very green, andjuicy, or tader; people eat
its leawes when they are fresh, and thety are
pleasant [to the taste], nitwouW bitterness; but its
grain is more intensely, or naueoudly, bitter
(.U.l) than alos. (TA.) [Forsil, in his Flora
Aegypt. Arab. p. 199, after describing the il3j,
says, "A4,e etiam agri vitium; a priore tamen
diversa species: decoctoplantse obtunduntur ensus
hominis qui operationem chirurgicam subire
debet; Avicenna sic referente." See also f;'.]
I [Golius says, on the authority of a gloss in a
copy of the KL, that it signifies also A short, or
little, avaricious, man; "vir curtus, avarus :"
a meaning, if correct, app. tropical.]

1. IS,, aor. L, He went, or journeyed. (g.)
mAnd He raid, uplfted, or took up, a thing;
syn- e)- (IAqr, Az,)

4 LsU, (8, Msb; , &c.,) in. n. .j, (Msb,)
He called a dog, (AZ, 8, M.b,) &c.: (Msb:) and
he caled a she-camel, (ISk, 8, ],) and a ewe or
she-goat, by her name, (ISk, S,) to milk her.
(Ik, S, g.) And ; Ut, lIl lHe showed the
;; t or o~-bag (in the CV erroneously

~jI1)] to his beast in order that it should
come to him. (].) [See also 10.] Accord. to

IAgr and several others, one says, .,l i .11i

.1 il ,i;, meaning I inited, or urged, the dog
[against the object, or objects, of the chase]; like
"a- l in measure and in signification: (Mgh,*
Mob, TA :) but this is disallowed by ISk, (.,
M,b, TA,) and by Th; (S, Mgh, TA;) and in
like manner, 4.jt s.:1 in the same sense;
though they are allowed by others: one says,
however, [by common consent,] .MI 4 '
,iaJ, meaning I called the dog to the chase.

(M6h.)

8: see the next paragraph, in two places.

i0. a:;,1, ($, ,) and V ::, ($,8V,
[accord. to my copies of the former, ~lt, but a
verse immediately following as an ex. shows the
right reading,]) He called lhim in order to avm
him, or rescue him, (S, V,) or to make him come
forth, (8,) from straitness, or perdition, (V,) or
from a place: ($:) phis is the primary significa-
tion. (TA.) -And [hence] the former, (g, ]C,
TA,) and thdie latter also, (S, TA, i. c. ;l,
[tlhus in this instance in the copies of the $,])
I lIe saved him, or rescued him. (S, 4, TA.) _
And ,.vi! Hle (a man, TA) was, or became,
angryj. (., TA.)

i: see the next paragraph.

4 A limb, or member; (Myb, g ;) as. alo

· ;l: (TA:) or a limb, or memnber, of fl
meat: whence, in a trad., ' . !
[Bring thou to me itu right limb]: ( p :) pl.. 
($, Msb, TA) and J.I, [originally .;,] like

J;l pl. of 31. (TA.) ...' And The body of any-
thing [i. e. of any animal]; as also V ':); (1 ;)
which latter is expl. by ISd as signifying the sin
and body of anything; and is applied in a trad.
to the inner side of a haunchl as meaning having
no fesh upon it: (TA:) [or,] accord. to IDrd,

Ot-a~l k signifies the body of the mnan after its
wasting, or decaying: (Mgb, TA:) [or] -IMs
jl.~l means the members, or limbs., of the man

after wasting, or decaying, and becoming di-
sundered: (S, TA:) and (hence, Mob) one says,

~.sJ ii ~s ,1 t~.j~k;,, meaning t The wso
of such a one are remnains among the sons of msch
aone: (8, Mb :) and&.l ,.1 a , t He is

of the remains of the people: [for] ; signifies

t a remain, or remaining portion: and _t, lapp.

a , said to be like , but this is, I doubt not,

a mistranscription for , i. e. originally of the
measure J,A, is another pl. of ¢ L, and] signifies
t remains of any thing. (TA.) [See also Z,]
- Also Any skinned animal of which somewAhat
has been eaten and a portion remains: (]:) or
a portion remaining, whether much or little, of a
sheep or goat of vwhich part has been eaten: (L

voce t.l:) pl l. (V.) - And. J t
tThe traps, or thongs, of the bit or bri:
(A, :) or such as have become old, and of which
the iron appertenance has become slender, (V,

;

1 a
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TA,) or, as in the M, [of which] the iron
appertenances [hame become dander], without
straps, or thong.: app. likened to limbs, or mem-
bers, of flesh-meat. (TA.)

il;4: see the next preceding paragraph.

;>11 A piece, or potion, of flesh-meat &c.
( ,'TA.) - And tA remnant, or remaining
portion; (]~, TA;) only of property: (:, ,*
TA:) pl. li:. ($, TA.) One says, aaL J...3

3-v4 t[T cJ t [ThLe catte of uch a one
went away, but a remnant remained to him].

(AZ, .) [See atlo ' .]

U Lcean, or light of eh: ( T, TA:) an
epithet applied to a man. (TA.)

$QC, in the dial. of El-Iijzs, The thins, or
instraments, rith which sarification is perforsed

upon the cheekl: app. pl. of r%. (TA.)

slieJ A certain northern constellation, [namely,
Lyra,] consisting of ten stars, tlhe bright star

[(] of which is called 'i J ; i: the Arabs

liken it to a vulture (.) which has contracted
its wings to itslf, as though it had alighted upon
a thing: the rvular call [the thre chief stars in]
it )l¶.l: and before the bright star is a dim

star which the Arabs call /j16' [i. e. the talons].
(1zw. [Not in any of my Lexicons.])

1. o, aor. .It; and '-,-, nor. .I;
(9, Mgh, Mbh, ;) the latter mentioned by AO;

(9, TA ;) third pers. of each .. ; (Mgh ;) inf. n.

(8s Meb, g) and. . (, ( ,) which are of
both verbs, (TA,) and ~.*, mentioned by Z
(], TA) alone; (TA;) I ne/lt, i. e. percired
by the nose, (14,) a thing, (?, Mqb, ]~,0) or an

odour; (Mgh;) andl % l signifies the same;

(9, Msb, g, TA; [ '-i in the C1 is a mistrans-

cription for '" L!;]) and * ' also, (]I,)

and ' ",:, thus in the copies of the ], but

correctly t ' : (TA: [both, however, are

mentioned in the C.: the former like 4j for

:]) or s0.l 1· signifies o:

I [.I smelt the thing leisurely, or gently]: (,

TA:) or ;jt A:'3 and t l', both signify
he put the thing near to hAi nowe in order that he
might drar in its odour. (AHn, TA.) - See an

ex. in a prov. mentioned vocejL.;.. - [Hence,]

te ras tried, or proved by trial or experi-
ment or r~ericnce; syn. 41. (IAvr, ].) 

A a, se. pers. ,,aor.,, (Mqb,) inf. n.£ .,,
($,' Meb, ,,*) 1Ie (a man) am high, or elevated,
in the no. (9,* M!b, .*) - [And hence,]
,, (,) [ec. pers. :'-,1 inf. n.., (TA,)
I He (a man, TA) ma~nipfed himdf; or behamed

Bk. I.

proudy, or haugAtily. (Q, TA. [And .:l has a
similar meaning.])... [This verb is also probably
used in other senses, said of a mountain, &c.: see

, below.] - 8ee also 4, near the end.

2. _ and #4,;S: see above, in two places.

3. L.L, 0,) inf. n. iA, (9, TA,) They nnt
each other; (,* ;) as also GW, (p,) inf. n.

jW. (.8.) - [Hence,] : Look thou to me
' hat iJs ,ith him, or in his mind, (; L;, 9, ",
TA,) and draw near to him, (V, TA,) and ~wA
after the hnowl/ ge of what its with him, or in
his mind, (s;~ tL,) by means of information and
dicloure; as though each smelt what was with
the other in order to act according thereto. (TA.)

And hence the saying,,alU, § ,LLt. t [We
endeavoured, or looked, to acertaim their codi-
tion; then we ngaged them in near, though not
cloe, conflict]. (TA.) You say also, ,

j..l meaning [simply] tI drew near to the

man. (g.) CL£ [used tropically] signifies t The
loohing into a thing. (KL.) And t The ap-
proaching the enemy o that the two partie ee
each other. ('.)

4. 61. d*.1 He made him to smdl it, or perceiwv

it by the nose. (V.) You say, ;,g11 ' ; [I
made him to sml the perfime]. (9, Mb.) -
And [hence] one says to the prefbct, or governor,

or prince, or commander, l .Jl Lr4 :~.
t [Suffer me to approach thyhand tAat Imay kis
it]; (9,* TA;) a phrase like .N jis , (TA,)
but better than the latter phrase: so ays Kh. (-.)
- And tI .Z,, and j;l S:l, : He, and
the, i. e. the operator, took, (], TA,) or cut off,
(TA,) a maporti~ of th prepe, nd of the
j. [q. v.]: (V, TA:) or the latter signifies she
cut off a portio, of the [q. v. ], not ,tipating
it. (TA.) - And Jlt,.S, (9, 1,) in£ n.
; #, ($,) t He made the conotnant to have a
amnack of the dammeh or the kereh, (lit., made it
to smeall, , or to tate, V, the dammeh or the
kesreh,) in such a manner (s, l) that th
.- zlT, (p,) or that the dammeh or k~hreh, (,)
was not heard, (9, J,) vhat is termed .A1!

J,.JI bei/ng l than w/hat is termed . :JI ,
the formr being apparent ony byIn the motion of
the lip, ($,) or of the u~per lip, (so in one of my
copies of the ?,) no account beingt taken of it,
(9, 1,) i. e., of the dammeh or hekreh, (L,) it not
being rec~oned a a aj because of its feness,
the consonant in this came being quieacent or like
that which it quiescent, (?,) and the prosodical
mmeare not bein/ broken thereby: ( :) for ex.,
in the following verse,

.0

0 L-D1 #-`' ---s;
L. :3 m .. i-S

uM,~d Al 
c~ bi:*

0

[meaning ji" Jl and ; tjl, (as is said in one ofmy
copies of the 9,) i. e. When I Ilep, he who lets
beasts on hire not trader me waheAa by night,
nor do ; hear tAe bell of the camelh on which
peole rid], the Arabs [or, as is said in the TA,

some of the Aabs] make the 3 [in U;h`k] to
have a smack of the dammeh; but if you took
account of the a of the . & [in thi case,]
the meaure of the verse would be broken, [the
foot] I..l U.j becoming, in the scanning,
['1, which may be only in the cJ.b;

hereas this vere is of the,;;: (8b, :) another
ase of . l4l is that of the LS in £%;v, [in which

that letter is quiescent, but made to have a smack
of kesreh,] as is the same letter in every similar
eae, in a dim. noun, when followed by a doubled
letter. (Zj, T in art. ~.) Also He promo
the conuonant with a iA,. [or vowl ound~
bet~mn damm and ker, apparent oy i uter
anc, ot in iting; as in J,. and ,; in tho

utr xi. 4& (I'Ak pp. 130 and 131.) [See ao
.'.;. , voce;l.] - [Golius expl~anls a

signifying als "Red u , fecit ut conrteret a
ab ~a re ;" as on the authority of the KL; in
mycopy of which, however, I do not find this mean-

ing.] .1t, (8, i,) inf n..i , [as an intran.
verb,] said of a man, (?,) alo signifies He pad
by, or along, raiing i hamd; (9, ], TA;) and
magn.fled, or wated, i~uf; behawd prouly,
or di~in.da0y; or lated hisno, o pd
(TA. [See also 1, near the end.])... And He
turned away from a thing. (i,) One say
I&A ;l 3 ; )) ;i, i. e. [While they ere in

a certain direction, lo,] thy t d wayi; (9,
TA, as from AA ;) or * tl. (Thus in one ofmy
copies ofthe Q [but I think it to be a mistraorip.
tion].) And >li .t T, l peopb, or party,
deviated in their direction to the right and If:
a phro heard in this mene by AA. (

8: ee 1, in three placer.

6: see 8, firt sntennee.

8: see 1, in two places.

10. ;A:.1 He dir to mell. (KL) - And
He pereiwd a Uell, or an odour, from a thing.

(KL) - _ W I j;
'i.a, said of a man, means d.L- l [i. e. $ T7b
jcu entered hi# noe, and he syfied it up, and

made it to pam into hit fauces]; the verb being

metaphorically thus used, like as jt.l is

metaphorically used for.tll. (Mgh.)

,. in£ n. of the intran. verb ,: [q. v.].
(Myb, TA.) - [Used as a simple subet.,] High-
nes of the nose: (Mb :) or highness of the bone
of the no, (S, B,) and beauty thereof, (V,) with
emnnew, or straightness, of its upper part, (?, ],
when there is in it a gibbousnes it is termed
lt, S,) and pqrigltneu of the end, or lomt part:
(.K:) or, as some say, this la quality [alone]:
(TA:) or length of the end, or ler part, of the
nos, so that it etends over the middle of the
mustache, (. .'jl1 j,) with beaut fdl evm~ess,
or straightness, of th bone, and hsigh threof
greater than the highlues that is termed 3:
or length and lender off the noe, and a
downard artending of it aj; [i. e. end or tip,
or part where the blood that o~rrw from the
nostrils drops or drips]: (J :) or [,nimply] enygth
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* - a"
in the noe. (Ham p. 789.) _- And, in a man,
The quality of having what is termed A of the
nose. (.) - [And hence, 1 S&lf-magnification,
or pride, or haughtiness: see 1, ncar the end.] -
And S Generosity. (UIam p. 728.)_ Also High.-
n, (1],) or tallnesw of the head, (.,) of a
mountain. (8, 1~.) - And 1 Nearnes: and
:tremotens: thus having two contr. meanings.
(, TA.) It has both of such mcanings in the
phrase ', I *j S [His houe, or abode, is near:
and, remote]: (~, TA:) and in the phrase

t [I saw him, or it, from within
a hrt distance: and,from afar]. (TA.)

, A thing [odorous, fragrant, or] fit to be
melt. (KL.)

, Hegh, or elevated: ($, 1 :) applied in
thi sense to a [camel's saddle such as is called]

% . (.8.)

;L:! A ot of meln resmbling a small
colo"yth, [or rather a small melon r~ ling a
coloc~ntk,] strealked with redm and greenne and
yellownem : called in Pore. d.g [i.e. "per-
fume"]; (i;) originally wq -Ai [or ~,;)
., J
At]: (TA:) its odour is cool, pleasant, lenitive,

and narcotic; and the eating of it is laxative to
the borels: (1> ) [The eucumis dudaim of Linn.;
called by Forsdl cucumis schemnmam: the latter
thus describes it (Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. 169):
"Caules 5-ulcati, setis rigidis, scandentes,
cirrlhosi: folia cordato-oblonga, acuta, subsinuata,
dentato-repanda, hispida: calycea villosi, molles:
fr~ lavi, conferti in alis: fructus globo-
ovatus, glaberrimus, magnitudine citri, flavus,
maculis inwqualibus, fulvo-ferrugineis, versus
poloe in lineas confluentibus; pulpa aquosa,
seminibus tota plena: fructus juvenis villosus;
maturus glaber: odor, fortis nec ingratus; eamque
ob caussam cultus; non edulis :" in the present
day, tihe same appellation is applied in Egypt to
severad species of medon, of pleasant odour and
taste; but this application I believe to be of very

61·

late origin: see also {W: and see De 8acy's

"Re. de 1' ,Iypte par Abd-allatif," pp. 126-7.]

L:! Smet odour. that one . (g.)

L;! Ripe dates remaining upon the raceme.
(AZ, g.)

[(,* Smelling, or pereiving by the now.] 
L.Lal 7 1: [O on of her who m the

t^,] is an expression of reproach. (.)
A-s
.,l, applied to a man, (Msb,) HIaving that

quality of the nose which is termredm ; (Myb,
.5 A's

];) or so b.)l .; 1, thus applied: (.:) fem.
.41, - a,

it: (Msb, TA:) and pl. ... (TA.) - And
[hence, S &lf-magnJing, or proud, or haughty:
or] a chief characterized by disdainfulness, scorn-
fl/ms, or disdainful and proud incompliance,
(], TA,) and high-minded. (TA.)_ - Also A
mountain tall, (., TA,) or high, (TA,) in the
head. (., TA.) [And High, as applied to a place
of ascent in a mountain: see an ex. of the pl. in a
verse cited voce . -_ And A shoulder

high in the head of its bon& (g.) - [Freytag
mentions two other meanings: - " Ventus ex
alto veniens, qui pentrantioris est odoratus: -
[and] fem. .t Jugum extensum in monte :"
from the Deewin of the HIudhalees.]

.[Turning awva.y, or averse]. One 'says,
-8:; ) IAs Xe - - [I offered

to him such a thing, and lo, he was averse, not
desiring it]. (S.)

[a An instrument of smling; liltke as 
signifies " an instrument of hearing." _ Hence,

its pl.].*L signifies Noses. (KL.) - [This pl.
is expl. by Jac. Schultens, as meaning Pertfumt
(odora~nta): so says Freytag.]

;-.* A thing that is mdt; such as any

s~et-sneUingq plant: like as J#I signifies "a
thing that is eaten:" (Msb:) [and] mmusk: (S

1. , aor. (S, A, M,b, fr,) inf. n. sil
(8,10 and t;S , (1g,) or the former is a simple
subst., (Mgb, [in which no inf. n. is mentioned,])
lie (an enemy) rejoiced: (TA:) or he (a man,
TA) r#joiced at the affliction of tlw enemy: (.1,
TA :) you say, ~ . He rejoiced at his [an
enemy's] affliction. (, A, Msb.)

S: see 4 > is so.ithlynerrit: · [i. e.]
o.,,Wt, dl signifies Te uttering a prayer
for th anower; (S;) when he has, in obedience
to an injunction of the Prophet, said 'Jl
[Praise be to God]: (Har p. 20:) you say,

4. Z~_l ;, (ISd, A, TA,) and ic ~s ,
meaning [as expl. in art. ...: or] lie prayed
for thie erer that he mighkt not be in a state in
which his enmy might rejoice at his affliction:
(18d, TA:) : is better and more common
than C;_: (A'Obeyd, TA in art. : and in
the present art.:) but the latter is said by Th to
be the original word: or the meaning is, he said
to the sneezer, May God put aray, or avert,
from thee that on account of hlich one would
rejoiwc at thy afuiction : or it is from _l..tll as
signifying " the legs" of a quadruped, as thougll
meaning ie prayedfor the sneeer that he miyjht
be firm, or steadfast, in his obedience to God.
(L and TA from the Fa4 &c.) And A %:_
and e;, inf. n. as above, He prayed for what
waU good for him; prayed for a blesing upon
him; as also c.;, but the former is the better
and the more common. (L and TA from the T
and Fik dc.) _ Also i q. .- : (P1:) you
say, ;SJ 4, meaning dj [(Such a one dis-
appointed him; or cauwd him to be disappointed
of attaining what he desired or sought: or denied
him, refued him, prohibitd him from attaining,
or debarred him from, that rwhich he desired or
sought]. (TA.) - And i q. ~ [The act of

collcting, &c.]. (1. [But SM says that he had
searched to the utmost for this meaning without
finding it in any other lexicon.])

[Boox I.
4. &i04 , ±1 I God made him (i. e. the enemy,

A, Mob) to rejoice at his aqfliction. (A,* MNb,

1, TA.) For l.l1 fr [-i(Therefore
make not thou the enemias to rejoice at my aolic-
tion], in the Kur [vii. 149], MujAhid is related
to have read V Q*:-;U WU: but the correctness of
this is doubted. (TA.)

5. .;Wj sig. ..es A people's returning disap-
pointed of attaining their desire, without spoil

( .)

8. ; ! [A camel's] beginning to be fat. (g.
[See the part. n., below.])

t; Dioappointment; fruxtration of one's

.ndearour or Ilpa: (IB, TA:) a subst. from
:c;z ns signifying '. (TA.) Also,
tlls written in copies of the ], [and in the 8,]
with kesr, (TA,) [but in the C( z.i,,] and
t U.i_;, (Kr,) Personls suffering di.sappointnent;
or feiling qf attaininj their desire; (1K, TA;)
P,itbout spoil: (TA:) [pls.] without any sing.;
(K :) or the latter has no sing. known to ISd:
(TA:) [but] Vt ;_" has this meaning as a sing.

part. n., and ..4 [lapp. ,.:}I is its pl. (IB,

TA.) One says, V ~. I~, (IA.r, TA,) or
6QZ, (8,) They returned suw#cring disappoint-
ment; orfailing! of attaiing their dcsire; (lAar,

8,TA;) ivithout poil; and so tV and

t :. ('rTA.)

[ Reproach (" convicium ") so Golius,
as from the KL; but I do not tind it in my copy
of that work.]

: see i,lt, in two places.

%~.. One rejoicing at the qfflirtion of an
ewemy;: [fem. with ;: pl. masc. it: aed fem.

,; or the latter may be anomalously masuc.,
like .l; &c.; and as such it is evidently used
in the L, in one place; but in another place,
where it cites an explanation by AO, as fem.:
both are mentioned in the M and L and TA, and

the latter in the · and A also.] One saye, .,i
I;~ 1 i y~ [0 God, conlZy not nith the

desire of one who is to me a rejoicer at my afflic-
tion]; meaning, do not withi mc that which one
who rejoices at my affliction likes, or approves;
for in that case, Thou wouldst be as though Thou
obeyedst hinm. (ISk, L, TA.) And *J. at,

( .1 4 Such a onepassed a night such as
would mahe to rejoice those, or those females, that
would re.joice at tle affliction of an enemy; (?,
A, L, TA;) i. e., a distreming night. (A.) [And
a verse cited in the next paragraph presents, as
some read it, a similar ex. of S;.e.1e1.] See
also ;ti.

1.t [fern. of, q. v. ~ Also], as a subst.,
sing. of ,;j1 , (., TA) which signifies The legs
of a beast. (8, A, I, TA.) One says, di iJj '
a.l. W, i.e. [MJfay God not lave to hin] a lg
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of a beast. (AA, ., A, TA.) And En-Nubighah
[Edh-Dhuby&nee] says,

* *1 11 .
&~~~~~

[And that has been fiyigtened at the voice of a
Auntsman nwith his dogs,] anl passed the nitjht in
consequence thereof standing, (lit. obewing the
legs,) by reason of fear and [also] of Cold; the
poet describing a [wild] btull: (AO, L, TA:) but
some read I1. (instead of i;); and accord. to
this reading, the meaning is, and passed the night
having, of fear and of cold, nwhat tuas agreeable
with the desire of such as ,vould rejoice at his

affliction; the plhrnse being like the saying Ji
I1, i "el 'j meaning as expl. in the next
preceding paragraphi: (ISk, L, TA:) or he almsd
the night havring [t!ffear and of cold] what would
rejoice the ,~;1e that heard theref: (AO, L,
TA:) [andl in like manner, Z says,] m t

[without 1, amild with b in the accus.
case, lit. he paed the night obe!yng those, or those
females, tiat rejoiced at hi. ti.flirtion,] means, as
tose that rejoiced at his aj}liction liked, or ap-
proredl. (A.)

0 a.#
-. A king praled for (g, TA) with the

rayers thuat are oj.iredfor hings. (TA.) See
also ;.*?, last sentene.

Any one praying, or 1ho prays, for
wlut i .good; as also ;. (i.)

' .i Camels beginning to be fat. (TA.)

'~:: see its p1. voce st~, last sentence.

1. ~~ (L,)*
1., , L,e aor. :, inf. n.

It (a mountain) was hligh, or lofty. (8, L, g.)
- Hence, (lIar p. 442,) ;Al, , (8 A L

/,) and *Ail .; , aor. and inf. n. as above, (L,)
le (a mr:i) magn.i/ied, or exalted, himsdlf; was

proud; (8,A, L, l ;) behaved proudly, or dis.
dainfully; elevated his nose, from pride. (L)
[See also .j.]

i a (L, I) and ? (L) A distant,
far-reachinq, or fir-aimning, intention, rpose,
or design; [in an action or a journey &c.;] (L,
1 ;) D8.also tj and 5 (L.)

~, ;h A. dAsert, or waterluss deart, far-
extnding; ( ;) as also j. (TA.) -See also

~t: se wlhat follows, in two places.

&l j... A high, or Ity, mountain; (,

A, L a) as no V t1 * [but in an intensive sense,
i.e. a ery high or lofty mountain]: (L:) pl.

.ign (f , A) and ., (A.) - Hence,

g.t signifies also Proud; (L, TA;) elevating

* --~ -Jc'

the noe, from pride, or disdain: [like . :] pl.

-;: (L, 1:) and Vtl a man nwho magnifies,

or exalts, himslf much; or elevates his noe much,

from pride. (L)_ And J. [Noses

eklevated, from pride]; like .j. (S.)_And

~t ., _ [A proud, or high, lineage]. (TA.)

.L , aor. , inf. n. A: see the next para-
graph, in five places.

2. I, (S , M, b, g,) inf. n. 'JS, (S, g,)
lie raised, (8, Msb,l,) or tucked up, or contracted,
(A,) his garment, (M;b, P,) or his waist-wmrapper,
(S,) [or his sleeve,] or his skirts. (A.) One says,
3L Os _ [He raised, or tucked up, his gar-

ment, or waist-wrapper, or skirts, from his hank].
(S.) [And in like manner, ?V, signifies He
raised, or tucked up, his gqarment, &c.: for] one
says also, e4ji '& J*3 [le tucked up his
skeeve from hs fore arnm]. (TA.) It is said in
a prov., e i ' 'tI. · i. e. [lit.] Ie con-
tracted, or drew up, his [or a] skirt [and clad
himsef with night as with a tunic]: (TA:) or

s 1 ~ j , J meaning lse thou pru-
dene, or precaution, or good judgment, and
journey all the night. (S and I in art. .. ) -
[Hence,] + He stroe, or laboured, exerted him-
Wsf or his power or ability, employed himself
virou or laboriously or with energy, or took
ea~raordinary paim, (AA, Msb, TA,) and wsas
quick, (AA, TA,) S'l ) [in the affair]; as

also ., inf. n. : (TA :) and iWlfl 3 [in

religious servic]: (Mqb:) and [in his

pac, or jourying]; like ., and , !. (L
and TA in art. jq..) Also, (1i,) in- n. as above;
(TA ;) and t., (!,) aor. ', inf. n._,.; (TA;)
and and t'+.j ; (1;) t He pased along
striving, or esrting himseaf, or vigorously: or

ihe passed along with a proud and self-conceied
gait; (g;) [and] , r, inf. n. as above, has

the latter meaning. (..) And-l. S., tile
was, or became, light, or active, (., Msb, ]p,)
and quick, (Myb,) in, or for, the affair: (.,
Mqb, V:) andpFj A, and :,lt (A,

TA,) and sJC ' ~4, (TA,) :fe nas, or
became, light, or active, and he rose, or hastened,
to do the thing, or affair. (A, TA.) And ,

>;.jl and l;i ; [T1e war, or battle,
became vehement; like JC a ] (A.)
-Also He contracted a thing; syn.
(TA;) [and so, perhaps, -t ; for].Jl signi-
fies ,!JI " , like g.1l : (]:) [or the
author of the TA may have misunderstood this
explanation in the ], and the meaning tnay be it
(a thing) contracted, or became contracted; for

is trans. and also (like p,i) intrans.: that
, has this latter meaning, whether it have also,
or have not, the former, is shown by the statement
that] one says, "I eJ" meaning tJi [i. e.

1595

The lip became contracted, or became contracted
upaards]: (M in art. ua :) and '.,; [in like
manner] signifies it (a thing) contracted, or be-
came contracted; syn. ,;. (TA.) - Also,
(inf. n. as above, Aq, 8,) He launched forth a
ship, or boat; let it go; let it take itU course; (A4,
IAgr, S, A, i ;) and in like manner, a hawk;
(A;) and he discharged, or shot, an arrow: (A4,
IAar, .S, A, Mb :) and hence, (A4, .,) i he sent,
snt forth, or sent away, (As, , M, A, 1],) a

thing. (M, A.) [See alsoe.] And J'l,
inf. n. as above; (TA;) and V t .j,l; ( ,;) t le
hastened the camels; made them to hastrn; syn.
'~ pI, [which seems to be either syn. with, or a

mistranscription for, , (see .. ,)] and
V. (o,p,TA.)-And J";JI ;, SI

cut off the iruit of the palm-trs; syn. -..y;
(A, TA;) or so * A, (Ibn-'Abbd, O,) [for]

.lJ osignifies J ll.!. (-.)

4. ! l j,l.t: see 2, last sentence but one.-

3jl j;.JI lI loe he-camd impregnated
the she-camel covered by im. (O, g.)_;-1
,1Jl, He destroyed him with tAe nord; syn.

;.;' (o, g.)

5. .:t3: see 2, third sentence. -[Hence,]

. ~j.J:, (., 1g,) or J.S 1 (A,) and .til

. (,) t are epared him lf (, A, ]g) jor
the affair, ($, ],) or for the ortk. (A.) [Frey-
tag mentions jr41 jZl in a similar sense, " Par-
tus fuit ad rem peragendam," as on the authority
of J; but I do not find it in the J.] - See also 2
as syn. with 1 and 7. _ [Also, app., as quasi-
pa. of 2, It (a garment, &c., wu, or became,
raised, or tucked up, or contracted; and so signi-
fies t)..l.] - 8ee 2 again, in the latter part of
the paragraph.

7. j.g1: see 5, in two places. _ See also 9
as syn. with 1 and 5. - Also He (a horse)
hastened, or went quickly. (., O. [Accord. to
Freytag, the verb in this sense in the ? is jel,1;
but this is a mistake.]) -And i. q. 5 and
. l [app. as meaning t It, or he, acted with a

penetrativeforct or enrgy (see & and tl ]
and so t/,2l. (TA.) - And It (the water of a
wall) wcent away. (A, TA.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph.

tj-, applied to a man, t Light, agile, or active;
acute, or sharp, or quick, in intelbet; cletvr,
knowing, or intelligent; syn. jj; and p.; (El-
MuMrrij, 0, ];) and ;i; (0, ] ;) thus accoord.
to the copies of the g [probably from the 0];
but in the Tekmileh &c., MU, [which I regard as
the right reading, meaning one who acts with a
penetrative energy, or wrho it sharp, vigorous, or

ffectiwe,] (TA,) in everything. (0, TA.) See

also - Albo tLibral, bon04 mtm-
ticent, or generous; (0,1 ;) and courageous.

(TA.)

._: seejr:.
5 The gait, or manter of walking, of a
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vitiow, or depravd, man; (O, g ;) or, accord.
to IAlr, of a man who goes to andfro, and rowund
about. (TA.) [See also .]

_ ~ Sevre V. (e , 0, ].) It is msid in a

pro°., s.t; Jl, ,(TA,) or #4-,
(so in a copy of the A,) [Fear compelled him to
betahe himnsefy to that which was a evrer evil:]
i. e. he feared an evil, and fear reduced him to a
greater evil. (A.)

; i. q.. , * in the dial. of Egypt, (O, g,

TA,) also [and more commonly] called tj.*
[applied to the Anethum graveolens, or common
gardm-dill, and to its eed; and also to the anc-

thum faeniculum, or fennel: see also 'j..,].

(TA.)

;[in the CK , without teshdeed to
th.c.,] t A man, (S,) penetrating, or acting with
a )pcnctrative enr.y, or sharpl), vigorous, and
qfltctice, in the )erformin.q of affairs, and expert,
or exrlperienmed; (,* , TA;) mostly with respect
to travel; (TA;) as though it were a rel. n. from

_.; (si;) as also . (, 1) and 0.. [in

the C1 C nnd A [in the Cg 41PJ
anld .~ and ? ., (](,) the last an intensive

form, (TA,) and t Qj,: ((:) or cleverr in the
psrforming of affairs, and quich: (Fr, TA:) or
one n'ho stri es, labours, or exerts hi?Mslf, and is
clever and skilfdi: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or quick
in eril, and in whdat is vain, or false; who strives,

labours, or ererts him,elf, therein; from J'O
menning " lie strove, laboured, or exerted himself,
and was quick :" (AA, Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or one
who goes his own way, or pursues a headmqg, or
rah, course, and will not refrain. (Aboo-Bekr,

TA.)_ - A 1iJ, (S, 1,) and , and

, and Q, , (], TA,) [all in the C]~ with-
out teshdeed to the...,] and *g, (S, 1,) t A
she-canel that is quick (S, J) in pace. (TA.)

0 &.
j~, oceurring in a trad. respecting 'Ooj Ibn.

'Unui, [or Ibn-'Ook,] as meaning somethling
with which a mass of rock was hollowed out
according to the size of his hcead, (TA,) Diamnond:
(Ig:) thoughlt by EI-Klaitt.thbce to have this
meaning; but he says, "I lhave not heard respect-
ing it anything ulpon whichl I place reliance."
(lAth, TA.)

t One who strivesr, labours, or exerts him-
self; who employs himelf vigoroudly, laboriously,
or with energy; (1J, TA;) in the performance of

ajliirs. (TA.) See also LS , in two places.
0t, and - v

r..*., and rp:, A ewe, or egoat, having
her udder drawn up to Iher belly: (S,:) an
epithet having no verb. (TA.) - *- A. , and

, .A contracted lip (TA. ) -- ,

(A, an,) and & ' , (i,) or 1 ip , (so in a
copy of thc A,) A gum cleaving to the roots of
thei teeth. (A, 1.)

[ : e ,e 0andeealso t.j...: soe iS. :and ace also pl.I.,

- ;-: seo its fem. voce,.~l, in two places.

Q. 1. iLLil .1 He striped off the unr.)c

dates of the palm-tree. (L.) And 3JkI j

Strip thou tae t "t, [or fr.ui-stallk] if the

raceme of the palm-tree wiith the , cuttin,
o.f [the dates]. (L,* I. [In the formnner, in the
place of t~, the last word in the explanation in
the g, is put I~, app. by a mistakc of the
copyist.])

A w (?, Mgh, Msb, V) and t (S
Mqb, 1) A [fisit-] stalh of the raceme of a

pal-.tree; (Mgh;) the jldi, (S, L,) or thing,
(Msb,) upon which are the dates; (L, Msb;)
[i. e. any one of tie stallkx that branch off from
the main stem of the raceine, and on nwhich hang
the dates; each of tlese stall.s conp?rixing a inum-
ber of dates, one below anotherj:] pl. of botl
&A;t: (Mb :) the j.i, or 'b, [q. v.,]

comprises the i1.t*: (Mab voce S.:) or an

iJtt upon which are unripe dates, or grapes:

(. :) originally relating to a raceme of dates; but
sometimes, to grapes: (L:) anid the former word
[or each] signifies a small bunch of gralveS,
growing apart, but attacheil to the lower ,portion
of(the stal of a larger bunch. (T, TA.) Also,
1j>., The head of a mountain: (S, g :) or a

round, tall, slender hcad, or peak, of a nmountain:
(L:) accord. to As, [the pl.] btLa1 signifies the

heads of mtountains: (TA:) or it signifies the
upper, or ulpermost, part [or parts] of a moun-
tain; and in like manner, of trees. (yI.am p. 78G.)
And t The uplcer, or uppermost, parts of clowls:

(1s:) or [the pl.] &tL* is metapllhorically ap-
plied to the upper, or uppermost, parts of clouds.
(IjIam ubi supra.) - And A blaze upon the face
of a horse, when it is narrow, (., i, TA,) and
long, (TA,) and extending so as to cover tlhe [part
of the nose called] b4 , but not reaching to the
lip: (., g, TA:) or a blaze, upon theJaice of a
horse, extending downwards on the nose. (Lth,
TA.) [See a.JL ;!, in art. Je.] Accord. to J,
The horse itself [that has such a blaze] is also
thus called; but this is a mistake: (g :) it seems
that le meant to have said kl. js; but this, in

a verse which he cites, is the name of a horse of
Malik Ibn-'Owf En-Nadree, as is said in the ].

(MF.) - [The pl.] .t-l Jl is also a name ap-
plied by the Arabs to t h7e stars of Centaurus

(.,,i ~) . and Lepus ('.JI) colctively. (Kzw.)

5;.: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence. - Also A slender, and soft or tender,
branch, that has grown forth, within a year, upon
the upper part of a thick branch. (L.)

'~ (t;J1 A sect of the heretics, or schismatics,

(rjltJ;,) the companions [or followers] of 'Abd-

Allah lbn-Shimrdkh. (S, g.)

· J> j A youth, strong and hardy; and in the
like sense applied to a camel: (Lth, TA:) or

tall; as also 1t J? : (IRnam pp. 728 and 789:)
or a bulky canicl: (IApr, TA :) or, of camels &dc.,
(.;0, O, K,) the ar,ft; (S, O ;) or youthful, mi'ft,
and goodly in make: (]g:) and with t, a she-
camnel goodly, beautiful in make. (A'Obeyd, 1,
o,01.)

OJs. Z_: see the preceding paragraph.

J)A', a dial. var. of Jj,_ [q. v.]. (Lth,
o,15.)

1. ·~ U s , deaor. , (T],) inf. n. ,
(IAar, 1K,) Aly soul shrank .fron it in didike or
hatred. (IAar, K, TKg.) [See also 5, and Q.
Q. 4.]

5. , j. : H: is face became changed, or
altered, (T, 8, 1,) by anger, (g,) and contracted.
(T, S, 1.) See also wlhat next follows.

Q. Q. 4. jL.l, (8, 1,) inf n. jl t, (S,) He
(a man, S) shranik, or became contracted; (S, K,
TA;) as also t:3: (TA:) he quaked, or shud-
deredt: (IAnr, K :) or hs was frightened (AZ, .,
1;) at a thin-g.. (AZ, S.) It is said in the ]ur

xxxix. 46, JIfiI ej_L j 3;41 ) 

s5 .iLL X s> And when God is mentioned
alone, the hearts of those who will not believe in
the world to come become contracted, and shrink
with avernion: (BQ.1, Jel:) or quahe, or shudder.

(7j, TA.) And you say, .L j~ iU iS .J %.U
[1 said to him suck a thing, and he shrank from
it; or quakled, or shuaddIered, at it; or vas fi.ight-

ened at it]. (A.) And ~.JI j~L.l, (g,) without
a prep., accordl. to Kr, (TA,) He disliked, or
huated, the thing. (1..) [See also 1, and 5.]

;<> [a subst.] from Q. Q. 4, [A shrinking,
or contraction: a quahing, or shuddering: or
frig#ht: and disilte, or thatred.] (S, 15, TA.)

You say, ;j. j J _; [A man in whonm is a
shrinking, &c.] (TA.)

'.j.;* Sluhriing writh aversion; syn. p:

( ) disliliug, or hating, (1,) a thing: (TA:)
frihy,tened, or afraid. (K.)

1. ._A~, aor. t and , (S, Msb, 1,) inf. n.

-j.A; (TA;) and ,/ , aor: (}1) and . also,
like ,j, aor. 0b, accord. to the lexicologists,
as ISd says, but he holds the aor. of _ to
be ' [only]; (TA;) and V . _l1; (S, ;) It (a
day) was, or became, sunny, or sunshiny; it had
sun, or suishine: (S, M9b, 1 :) or it had sun, or
sunsdine, all the daytime: or it was, or became,
clear, or unobscured: (TA:) or it sam was, or
became, ehernent. (IF,M sb.)_, (S,Myb,

a,) aor. t (Msb, TA) and , (Msb,) inf. n. -- ;
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and M (6, Meb, L,) He (a horse) refused to
be rn or montev : (M, 15:) or took fright and
broke loos and ran away, reJuing to be ridden,
by reason of the rehmce of hisforce of resist.

z~~~~~~~~~~

anee, [for ^c 3,J in the TA, I read ;4.J
di,] and his shares. of temper, so that he

would not remain still: (TA:) or became rebIlious
against his rider. (M9 b.) - [Hence,] J
;W>JI t The roman abstained from looking at

me, and from exriting their desire. (TA.)_
And 1 J 4 Sc..h a one showed eamity
to me: (1 :*) or showed his enmity to me, (T, S,
A,) and alost made it to take effect, (A,) or as

thoug he pursd to act: (T, TA:) or
J signifies, [unless u be a mistake for

, anvid for Jj W"] he showed his enmity
[tonwrdt sueh a one], and could not conceal it.
(M in TA.) [See also L3.] _-And .JI

;~; t ll';in overcomes, and runs awvay with,
it drinker. (TA.)

2. P, (TIC,) inf. n. .3, (s,) Ie eor-
shipled the suln. (15, T..) - And lie srad a
thing in the sun, or sunshine, (AC, Tk1,) in order
that it might dry. (TA.)

3. l:, inf. n. and QZ He op-
ped him, and treated him with enmity or ho-. ;

tility. (Tlh, TA.) [See also 1.]

4: see 1, first signification. -[Also lle as-
cended a mountain towarsls te sun. (Freytag,
from the Deewai'n of the ludhalees.)]

5. .4 Ic lIe (a man) sat in the sun, or sun- t
shine: (TA:) he set kimself up [or erpoed lin- 1
sef stanuding] to the sun. (S, TA.) _ IZ
j,lo lie sais niygaidly, tenacious, or ataricious, a

to him. (TA.) [See also the part. n., below.]

v_ t l [The sun ;] the body of the# solar lighit, n
thiat runs its rourse in the firmainent: (Lth,* t,

TA:) it is fern.: ( S, Mshb, K:) and has neither
dtal nor pl.: (Mob:) or it has a pl., [thoughi this n

is not used in tL pl. sense,] namely, : (3, tE
]KJ as though they called every part of it a .. t[

like as they said j)1 for j,. (.) W hen it o0
is ma(le determinate withiout the article Jl, [as] rd

in the name , . P meaning The Servant of r'
the Sun, (M sh, K1,) i. e., of this luminous object, (
(M tb,) thi e of heaven, because they used al
to worship it, (R,) it is imperfectly dcl., (Aboo- ar
'Alec, M sb, K,) because it is determinate and of aJ
the fem. gender, (Aboo-'Alee, V,) or because it is ti
a proper name and of the fem. gender and altered
from _:11: (M sb:) and a poet says, b

a t -.,, .?" . . -14)~vt1 -z 1
[Nay t'erily, b the sun, w wnll assuredl / dye
them with blood], making ~ imperfectly decl.
because he means the art. ji to be understood:
( lAr, TA:) but some say that in the former
instance, (Mqb, TA,) and in the latter, (TA,) the
word in question has a different signification,
which will be shown below: (Mqb, TA:) and Sb
says that none of the A rabs made ~ determi-
nate without the art. Jl, except in the proper

name mentioned above, in which all of them made
it so. (TA.) The dim. is * . (, TA.) 
[Also The sun, or sunshine.] You say, aW
-_:JI ) [lHe sat in the sun, or sunshine].

(TA.)._Also, (K, TA,) or &,, (M9b,) A
certain ancient idol (Msh, ]g.) Accord. to Ibn-
El-Kelbee, it is this that is meant by the proper
name mentioned above; and if so, it is perfectly
deel.: (Msb:) and sonic ay that it is this also
that is meant in the words of the poet cited above,
and that he makes the word imperfectly dccl.
because hlie uses it as a proper name of the image
(;o5.l). (TA.) = also signifies A hind of
necklae or eolar: (S, :) or a pelant, or fus-
ptnded ornament, (,3.,) of the necklace or coUar
upon the neck: or dithe collar of a dog: (TA:) or
a kinl of womnen s ornanent: of the mase. gender:
(Lh, TA:) jil. ,._:,. (TA.). - And A kind of
comnb, (}g,) wcith wtich women in the first age

edtl to comi; titena.wlres (TA;) as also t V ,.
(IDrd, TA.)- ; : sec -* .

see J.

.......
_o: see m, last sentence but one.

a .
[Of, or relating to, tie sun; olar].

*A .j -1
ae l.l IJ Tie solar year. (Mgh.) -It is

also a term applied by some of the Arabs to The
first [annual] increase [of slhep and goats].

(Aboo-Nayr, TA voce SJ-, q. v.)

T ihe distosition, in a horse, of re fuing
to be ridden, or mnounted. (S.) [And hlence,]
t The d ipotion, in a woman, of abstainingfrom
lookiny at men, and from exciting their desire:

subst. from '-:. . (TA.)

.~ A horse that reCfts to be ridden or
nounted; (S,K;) as also 1 .t : (.:) or that

asesxfright and breaks loose and runs away, re-
rtsing to be rididen, by ream of the vehemence .

f his force of resistance and his sharpness of
emper, so that he will not remain stil: (TA:
see 1:]) or that wiU hardly remain still: (A:)

r that rebes against his rider: (M sb:) or that
'~ies to be ridden or mounted, and will hardly #

enain still: (Mgh:) also applied to a she-camel: h
TA :) . , with (,, applied to a horse is not nI

lowable: (M sb:) pl. L r_r (A, Mgh, Mjb, O) t
id A. .. (1.) -[Hence,] t A woman who t

bstains afrom looking at men, and from exceiting h
eir desire; as also 1. 3,: pl. of the former, nc

,; and of the latter, t and] ," 
TA.)- _Hence also, (M sb,) : A man refractory, 

·tractable, perverse, stubborn, or obstinate, in ~

~position: ( S, Mqb, TA:) and a man hard,' 
r ih, or ilinatured, in his fnity, rehnaent in g
atraroun to him who' ot o4s him: (TA:) a
,4*. [with .,] is not "biowable. ( .) _ thl

Hcnce too,] j..0.t TWine: (AHn 1 :) be- (
use it overcomes, and runs away with, its m
inker, like the horse to which this epithet is A

plied. (. n.) 

L..5.m.i dim. of ' ' , q. v. us

kJ

ut,

di

c0

[E
cai
dri

hap

aPl

1507

. n,-1 One of the heads of the Christianm, who
dshares the mniddle of his head, and keeps to the
church: (Lth, A, Mgh, 1 :) [in dithe present day, a
deacon: see "xS.:] not pure Arabic, (IDrd,)
or not sound Arabic: (M:) [probably, as Golius
says, from the Chaldee W,td:] pl. ,.

(Mgh, AC: [in the TA, 31t:; and in a cop)y of'
tile A, btL; but the righlit reading is that in tile
Mgh.])

L,.L' A sunny, or sunshiny, day; a day hatring
sun, or sunshine: or hlaving sun, or sunshine, all
the daytime: or clear; unobseured: and in like
mainatiner, 1 _ and ? _, a clear, cloudles,

day: and .~C also sibgnities intenely iot:

(TA:) and V , applied to a day, signifies

the samne as J,..; (A ;) and so t ..;. (Th ,
TA.) A neck havinq [ornaments of the kinul

callefl] , [pl. of _ q. v.]: a possessive
epithet. (TA.) m See also , in two places.

v_"I 1fiore, and mnot, incompliant or resist-
ing. (IyIam p. 324.)

see

· Mr~ lade [or spread to d ry (see 2)] in the
sun, or sunshine. (s.)

A woors.li,per of the sun. (0, TA.)

Se_see ,u

.. _ [Sitting in or] settinq himself up to
[or exposing himsef stading to] the suin. (g.)
- A man wiho defends rhat is behind htis buckh:

1(ISh, TA:) a man strwg (IShI, ]i, TA) in that

which sustains or supports him; syn. L.: 5S

a4,l: (ISh,TA:) .gh says ;I ~..xZ; b,tt
the former is the right reading: (TA:) and nic-

lardly, tenacious, or avaricious, to the utAmost
dgree. (Q.)

1. !L,, aor. :, inf. n. t-;P, .Ie (a man, S,
TA) wvas, or betane, gri-zzled in the hair of his

ead; he had whitenest in the hair of his head,
nixecd with its blackne~s: ( $, Mgh,* 10:) as also

L.1,i (;, but wanting in one copy,) andl
ilL, and? Lat't, and t/,',: (A :) [or he

rad hair of tmo different colou,rs, black aund
ktite: or he had whAiteens of the hair, or hoari-

is, mixed with the blacknes of youthA: or he
a id w itenes, or hoarines, in his becard: but

, said of a woman, he had rwhitenen, or
oarines, in the head: see i ;. , below.]i -
a:, aor. ,, (, 1g,) inf. n. i, (,) He mimice

t hling; ( S, K;) he mixed together any two
ings: (., Mgh:) and V I4 signifies the same.
lZ, ].) You say, . c'; ; m . ' , ; le
Led together the water and the milk. (TA.)

nd i.i: ;.. JV J, t M x thou thy work
ith alms. (AZ.) A nd Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-.'AllI

ed to say to his companions, l , [t .[i.e. either

nme 

mentioned above, in which all of them made IZ :, One of thd heads of the CVri.,tiam, who

it 

oo. (TA.) The dim. is TA.) diares the inidtik of his head, and keepst to the

[Also 

Tio sun, or sunshine.] You gay, ~55 citurcia: (Lth, A, Afgh, X(:) [in die present day, a

0 

.1 0 1 1

[He 

sat in tlw sun, or supultinel. deacon: sft jA4.J not ptire Arabic, (WrdJ

U! 

0 a or notsound A'mbic: (M:) [probably, as Golius

(TA.)-Also, 

(k�, TAJ or (Itfqb,) A

certain 

ancient idoL (Mal), ]�.) Accord. to I bn- IsaYsi, from the Chaldee VOCJ pl.

El-Kelbee, 

it is this that is nicant by the proper (M9h, [in the TA, J-1PPitz; and ita a copy oi'

naine 

mentioned above; and if so, it is pc tite A, but the riglit reading is that in tlbe

deel.: 

(Mob:) and sonic Ray that it is this also

that 

is meant in the words of the poet cited above,

and 

that he makes the woid imperfectly deel. ,�L& A sunny, or sunshiny, day; a day ha ring

because 

lie uses it as a proper name of tli i 1 '

c 

Image sun, or sunshine: or ltaviikg nsn, or iru;Wtipie

(TA.) 

=m also signifies Akind of the daylikne: or Prioar; ~ &cured: and in like

necMace 

or coMar: QS, or a pettlant, or sus--- itiatiner, V and a clear, clou&xx,

Itendedornament, 

thenecklace or collar day: and j.... y liot:

upon 

tite neck : or die collar of a dog: (TA:) or (TA:) and V

a 

kiwi of iropnen's ornainent : of the mase. gender: V-" P applied to a day, signifies

the 

itaine as (A0 and so *J,`PP, 'I'

(Lh, 

TA:) 131. Jw' -And A kiptd of j~ . (Tit,

contb, 

QgJ icitit Peltich impten in the first age .)z=A neck ltavip�q [ornaments of the kiiul

itwtl 

to condp then?.wl?.es, (TA;) as also calle'll W."Z [PI. Ofv-*Z, q. v.]: a poomive

(1 

Dird, TA.) see epithet. (TA.) ~ See also ja in two lilactm.

v-*ZI 

31ore, and nwit, incomWiattt or resijtt-

AN 

: see J_

ing. 

(yam p. 324.)

&-*P% 

: m last sentence but one.

see

Of, 

or relating to, ilte sun; mlar].

*A 

j-1 v-~ Alatle [or spread to dpy (see in the

a�.� 

l " I Tite solar year. (Mglj.) - It is sun, orviimltine. (.5.)

al;o 

a term applied by some of the Arabs to The 0 .. j

fij.st 

[annual] iptcrease [of slicep and jgoats]. w-t "rdt�lp of the sun. (0, TA.)

'Aboo-Naqr, 

TA voce Lq q. v.)

The 

dilmsition, in a liorse, of rofwitjg [Sittinq in or] wtipkq himm�lf vil) tt)

PO 

be riddeki, or inounted. [And lience,] [or eximsing himWf &eapi&ng to] else sien. (1�.)

h 

The 

~ tion, in a woman, of abstainingfmm ~ A man wito d.,fen& mhat k beliiptd his btirk :

bokin.q 

at men, and fr~ excitinq thdr desire: (181i, TA:) a man diwtq (ISli, ]�, TA) ipi titat

Loubst.fromt"O"'. 

(TA.) J 1 a 1

which 

mgains. or siipporU him; syst. Ld.$P.Z LS.

j, 

a 1 �J91

ho 

Or a&! J -1i.

**Z 

A liorse tlint rCfttvs to be ridden _4kl: (ISh,TA:) �gh says !AI 0 %£; hilt

mounted; 

an also t i-ti: (]K:) or that ihe former is the riglit reading: (TA:) and n�f�

altexf.right 

atul breakv "m and runi away, re- garelly, tenacious, or avaricious, to the utAnoxt

rimipig 

to be ritiden, by rmum of the vehemence dtyree. (1�.)

f 

his force of re-vistance and Itis sharpness of

,mper, 

so that lte will not remain stiU: (TA: I*Z

;eel:]) 

orthat miU hard],y remain still: (A:)

r 

titat rebek aqaipid hijr rider: (Msb:) or that 1. aor. j�, inf n. L;l, Be (a man, 8,

~ 

to be ridden or mounted, ani will hardly TA) wais, or betapne, grizzled in. the Itair of h'is

imain 

still: (Mgh:) also applied to a alie-camel: head; he had ivhite~ in tlw hair of hijr head,

rA 

with ,o, applied to a horse is not inixcdib*laiu black~ : (?,Mgii,Ol�:) u aloo

�lowable: 

(Mab:) p]. Lp.*Z (A, Mgh, Mqb, 1�) 1, QZ, but wanting in one copyJ antl

id 

(1�.)-[Hence,] * A woman wlto v !,;11, and 1, and

L~ 

. iptz IUI: (1�:) [or he

58tainsfrom 

4whing at mm, and froul eMting had h�i,, of two diffemt coloi;rs, black aiul

eir 

daire; as also pl. of the former, ioltite : or h'e had whitenen of the hair, or hoari-

and 

of the latter, and] nen inixed with the blackwm of youtit : or he

I

re���net 

of the 4eads of

the 

ey#rijttiam' Who

'dtlk 

Of ltis heady and keein to vP4e

church 

: (Lthp A, Afgh, X(:) [in dle present day, a

deacon 

: sft h":] nOt Plire Arabic, (WrdJ

or 

not sound A�ab'c: (M:) [probably, as Golius

says, 

frOm the Chaldee pl.

(M19hp 

[in the TAP and ita a copy oi,

tite 

A,

M1911.1) 

but the riglit reading is tilat ig, tibe

J-U- 

A ninny, or mnshiny. day; a day ha ring

sun, 

ir jc?indiiite: or havill-g sun, or iru;mltipi�, all

the 

dafflikne: or Prioar; ~&cured: and in like

itiatiner, 

and a ckar, clou&xx,

day: 

and

L~Cd 

alsO sibrnifies intenel liot:

(TA:) 

and V-!-*P aPPlied to a day, signifies

the 

saine as i-ti; (A;) and so * ' ' C (Tit,

TA.).=A 

nec'k ltatip�q [ornaments of tl

callefl] 

ii 0 0, e kiJ

,--"Z 

[P1. of v-0zp q. VJ: a poomive

ePithet. 

(TA.) ~ See also ' `

W-5-z, 

in two placeiz.

LM.0ZI 

31ore, and namt, i4cOmWialit or ruist-

inV. 

(Yam p. 324.)

see

bp,~ 

llfa,k [or spread to dry (see £)] in the

sun, 

or 

xiinsitine.

"rs"�)Ter 

Of glic sun. (0, TA.)

U 

'n Or] W61k17 himmy til,

"1"i'W 

&imWf danding t.] tl,, sa,P. (ip)

A 

inan `110 d-feA& mhat iv beliiptd his btlek :

�IS]i, 

TA:) a man stilwtq (ISh, ]�, TA) i#

Pvltich 

~aini. or siipports him; siln.

a 

LSO

(ISh,TA:) 

�gh says !AI hilt

te 

former is the riglit rcading: (TA:) ali(l n�,�

lar,U!lp 

tenacious, or avaricious, to tit# utAnot

kyree. 

QC)

1-0-Z

aor- 

9, inf n. L;j, lie (a man,

IA) 

ivas, or becapne, qri----led in 94# hai, of

ead; 

ho had ivhite~ in the hair of Ai, 1,ead,

IiXed 

n-ith iU black~ : (?, Mgilpo aa also

QZ, 

but wanting in one cOpyJ antl

and 

* and 1 VUl: (1�:) [or he

ad 

h�ir of tmo diffemt C0101;n, black aiul

"4'te 

: or h'e had Whitellem of the hair, or hoari-

In 

Inixed with the blacknm of youtli: or he

whiten~, 

or Awrimm, in his lleard: but

said 

of a

woman, 

Me had Whitenen, or

7aru~l 

in the head: WC below.]

aor. 

-, P 05, ]K,) inf n. ZZ, (?,) He mi.1

tliing; 

(.51 K0 he litiwd together any two

ings: 

M Mgh:) and V signifies the some.

lz, 

]�.) You my,

iXcd 

109other the water and the Milk. (TA.)

nd 

ij.Z�v 

U� 

V 

V work

'tit 

(AZ.) Aid Aboo-'Amr Ibn-M-PAII

ed 

to say to bh companions- I.L-2t r. -
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'A ~,! or t If*:,] meaning t Betake your-

slves at one time to reading, or reciting, some-

what of the Kur-dn, and another time to some

tradition, and anotlrr time to something strange

[that is to be elucidated], and another time to

poetry, and another time to lericology ; i. e., mix

ye these [subjets of study]: (TA:) or, accord. to

one relation, t J. (liar p. 177; where it is

expl. in a similar manner).

2: see above, last sentence.

4: see 1, in four places.

see 1, first sentence.

i ', Whiteness of the hair of the head mixed

with its blackness: ($, Mgh, .K :) or difference in

the hair by being of two colours, black and white:

(M, TA:) or mixture of whiteness of the hair, or

hoariness, with tihe blackness of youth: (Mgh :)

or in a man, wnhitenesn, or hoariness, of the beard:

(Lth, Mgh, TA :) but in a woman, whitenm, or

hoariness, nf the ewad. (Lth, TA.) [See 1.]-

Also ;a , which is its pl., Wlhite hairs that

are in the head. (TA.)

Je: Mixed; as also tJj;: (8>) mizes

togethir; ($,TA;) applied to any two thins;

(S;) or any two colours. (TA.)- _ i
in the ]~, 2,, which is a mistake; (TA;) A

tamil (TA) in which are blackness and whiteness

(g, TA.) And 4i.l ~ ~) A horse i,
whose tail are two colours. (TA.) And ~ ;t

.g i;I A bird having a ewhiten~ (Lth, I:

and blackness (Lth) in the tail (Lth, ]I.)-

4 A plant of whrich part is dried up

or dried up and yellow, (Lth, S, ],) and par

gren (Lth,1.)-4 Jl, [in a copy of th

Mgh, t il, which is probably. a mistranscrip
tion,] S The davwn: (S, I :) because of the mixtur

of its whiteness with the remains of the darknes

of night: (., Mgh:) or because its'colour is

mixture of darkness and whiteness. (TA.) -

L.e !i t Milk which is such that one knon

not whether it be sour or what has been coUecte

in a skin, and hadfresh milk poured upon it, b

reason of its pleasantnes. (JA, TA.) - 4. .

S Children of thom half are males and half a
females. (L, 15.)

: see S _ S ee also >".

L;;, A man (O) having the hair of his het

grizzled; having whiteness in the hair of A

head, mixed with its blackness: ($, VI:) [or who

hair is of two differnt colsurs, black and whin

or having whiteness of the hair, or hoarine

'nixed with the blacknes of youth: or harvi

nhiteness, or hoarinss, in his beard: see ;

above:] or whose hair of his head is white in o

place, the rest being black: (Mgh:) fem. iU&.:

(Lth, ., Mgh:) one should not apply to a wom

the epithet t'k : (Lth, M&h : ) pl. !O .: (S, ]

and Lj.. (J1.) -L li, A she-canl hari

rwhite lip. (TA.) L.; j [Flaeh-at mar-

bled withfat]. (Az, TA in art. bA,$.)

: see J.

1. , aor.' inf. n. t: and ty and

;*.i, IHe plyed, sported, gamed, jested, or

joked: (S, O,:) or he was mirtfal, and

laughed: and; :, aor. as abovre, inf. n. t:

and s, She cheered by her discourse. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., , will aa. 2 A4C1 -$i-

(S,* 0) IIe who folloms the practice of play, or

sport, or unprofitable play or sport, with men,

(g, 0,) and derion and laughter and enjoyment

with them, God will requite him for that, (0,) or

God will cause him to be in a state in which the

like shlaUll be doue vith him. (9, 0.) - And

, inf. n. , It was, or became, cattered,

or dispersed. (Ibn-'Abb&d, 0, .)

2. 2A- , (1,) inf n. ,t3, (0, l,) He, or it,

made him to play, slxnt, game, jest, or joka

. (0,. 1.) n m 1 & lIe di)ped the garment,

or piece of cloth, in liquifwed p [i. e. wax].

(0,~.)

i4. eJl p The lanp, or lighted Nwick,

dji.ffued it light. (S, Ji.)

a nd pa , both chaste accord. to ISd:

(TA:) accord. to Fr, (S,0, Msb,TA,) the former
is post-classical; (S, 0, Msb, V, TA;) but ISd

says that this is a mistake: (TA:) accord. to ISk

one should say the latter, and not the former:

) (TA:) or accord. to hlim, the word is with fet-h

to the ^, and some of the Arabs make the ,

quiescent: accord. to Th, it is with fet-h. to the.e

t and if you will, you may make it quiescent
accord. to IF, the J is sometimes with fet-h; s

e that he gives one to understand that it is more fre

C quently made quiescent: (Meb:) A kind of tkinm

m with whrich one lights himnucf: (8, 0, Myb, :

or i. q.j [which, or rather ., in Pers., signi
fies both wax and the wax-candle; both of which o

_ rather theformer and a-candles,are meantby:

rand .:]: (ISk, TA:) or the ' of honcy [i. 

ly bee' wax]: (Lth, g:) the n. un., (CK,) or wha
idenotes a piece, or portion, thereof, (so in colpie

of the J and in the TA,) is with ;, (8, TA,

rc and U4Z, (TA,) [i. e.] aZ has a mor

particular signification. (S, 0.)

:or ,a; ( [as there mentioned ayl

d meaning A dealer in wax or wax-candles, lih

?iu t in the present day,]) a rel. n. from p 

Se p. (TA. [The latter said in the 1J to be tl

correct form.])

m.*,

ing

1n
a:

an

O

[Boox r.

).' Mirth and laughter and jting orjokins

as also V c;k. (TA. [Not mentioned there

inf. ns.])

j, _ applied to a woman, (S, $,) Thatjes

or jokes, much; (,, TA;) pleasant in discours

that kiss one, and will not comply with on

desire otherwise than by doing thus: (TA:) [or]

playful, tportful, or gamesomc, and woRt to

lauyh; (8, I, TA;) and in this sense applied also

to a man: or, applied to a woman, that chers by

her discourse. (TA.)

* ;: see ;.

~ , A manufacturer of p [meaning wax.

candles]: (TA:) or a melter of p [meaning

wax]. (KL.) See also a.,±.

2i, iA candlestick: pl. tt. (MA.)

: A garment, or cloth, dipped in liquifed

5 [i. e. wax]. (TA.)

& Z* Musk mixed with ambergri.

(0,1 .)

Q. 1;. j,(0, K, TA, [in the CK ; ,])

inf. n. , (TA,) It became scattered or dis-

persed. (O, , TA.) ~ And signifies The

reading, or reciting, of the Jews, (f., 0, ], TA,)

when tley assemble J.. u.: (TA: [but I

know not what this means:]) one says of them

, 'J.a [i. e. j *l l]. (TA.)

Q. 4. ~ 1 lie hastened, made haste, or went

quickly; syn. ,. l: this is the primary significa-

tion. (Ilam p. 282.) One says of a she-camel

c:1, meaning She hastened, &c. (S.) - And

: Jt'l -,. -IThe canole rwnt, or went away,

and scattered or dispersed themlves, by reason

of briskness, liveliness, or spriglhtliness: (Kh, .,

; O, I :) or spread themseles, or became scattered

: or dipersed; as also ,-la- . l: (Aboo-Turlb,

o TA:) or became scattered or dispersed, going
[away] quickly. (TA.) And in like manner, (Kh,

, O,) J1 WI :, (Kh, $, 0, ,)
) meaning The horsemen making a mdden attack

- upon tle enemy scattered, or di~ d, themtdves;

r (Aboo-Turib,I],*TA;)andso -, ,a"l. (Aboo-

_ TurAib, TA.) And &i JI v .1 ja.l The

e. people, or company ofmen, hastened, and scattered

Lt or dispersed themslves, in seeking; (Aboo-Turab,

s S, O, 5;) as also 1.,. (Aboo-Turab, TA.)~

) And iq. O.l [q.v.]. (O,..)

J 34, and with;: see the following paragraph.

p. Ja..t..Aswitiffshe-camel; (Az,8;)orso·L 3 :

e (O :) and * L& and* X ,(O,.) and J(s ;a
or (1) a she-camel brisk, lively, or s.rightly, (0, V,)

ae ,nd .ift, (IK,) and light, active, or agile. (TA.)

U t4." in the first of these senses is [said to be]

from the phrase s- I A water-skin of

Y; which the rater fions out. (Ij.arp. 111.)-Aleo
as A man quick and penetrating or laving a pene.

tratite energy: and with ;, a very active woman.

(TA.) A man light, active, or agile; ecellent,

ts, or elegant, in mind, manners, &c., or clever, in-

s; genmous, or acute in mind: or tali (.) A man

e' vigorow, strmnuous, or nerg~etic, and light, acti~,

9:

11:

Q.Q.4:

I
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or agile. (I:Iam p. 384.)- Also applied to milk,
meaning Sour, (Q, TA,) overcoming by its sour-
ns. (TA.)

. s .
1. j ! ', aor. '; and.,_, aor. ; (8,

Mqb, 1] ;) but the latter verb was unknown to AC,
(, TA,) and is said by I to be rare; (TA;)

inf. n. J.;,, (Mb, 1,) which is of the former,

(M,b,) and J,:, (Mqb, ]g,) and .:'; (1(;)
i. q. .~a [i. e. The evnt, or case, included them
in common, in general, or universally, within the
compass of its effect or effects, its operation or
operationu, itu i:/uence, or the li/e]: (C, Msb,

r or J or r ". and , (aord.

to different copies of the ]~,) like i, (in the

CId, or like t) [app. means he, or it, caused

that] good or evil, or good and evil, betided them
[in common, in general, or universally]: and

l,,s t "~4 !. [means] o. , [i. e. he, or it,

included thenm in common, in general, or unitwr-
saly, with, or by, evil]: (]g:) but one should not
say, 1.,1. (TA.) [Whether what precedes,
or what next follows, should be regarded as
giving the primary signification of 4~, is un-

certain.] a- 5, aor. , inf .n. J and ,
le covered [or eloped] him with the a4, (Ii,
TA,) or, with the iiL: such is thoughlt by

18d to be meant by the explanation given by Lh,

which is, "1l,1l ( . (TA.) - .4&

-, means . [i. e. Tlhis isa al. nfficient
in its dinmensions, or su liCently large, for thee].

(TA.) You say, 4 ; ,.t1 [I bought
a al. sm!ff.ient in its dimesions, &c., for me].
(ISk, S, O.) - lt.t t,. , nor. ;, (S, O, K,)
inf. n. J 8, (f, 0,) said of a she-camel, (,., O, 1],)
She admitted iml)regnating seed, (1K,) or she
coneived, ;' ).F &, [.from the stallion of

sch a one]. (m, 0.)- _ '..L:I '
Your camels eonealed among theln.a he-camel be-
longing to us, by his entering amid their dens mul-
titude: (IS, TA:) so in the M and the Mo.eet.

(TA.) _- ;% ).*Z, aor. ' (9, 1) and , (1g,)
in£f n. )..,, (;,) Ile slpended upon the ewe, or she-
goat, the kind of bag called JLt, and bound it
upon her udder: (S, K, TA:) and some say,
h3ut J..1, he suspended a Jt upon the she-

camel. (T, TA.) Also, and t L,lI, He put to
the ew, or sie-gtoat, (]g, TA,) or he mnade for
her, (TA,) a JL:. (1K, TA.) -. , (K,

TA,) inf. n. .,, (TA,) IIe took [in it, i. e. in
travedling it, (see the pass. part. n.,)] the direction

oft/e left hand; syn. Jl .JI P ! J: (V., TA:)

so expl. by IAar. (TA.)-- il ,a aor. ,

inf. n. J 0 (s, O, TA) and J0 , (0,) or #J,
(TA,) The wrind shifted to a northerly direction

('41); (S, TA;) so expl. by LI: (TA:) or the
wind blew northerly; syn. ,J, , ; as also

t,: . (0. [In the TA, I find .Jl Z.:1

".4. J:± JlL.1 ,e: but this, I doubt not,

is a mistranscription of the passage in the O,
---. *

which I have here followed; i.e. 0Ji C.-I*Z,

' J:.. ')lt, D, .; or of a similar passage in

which 15.L is put instead of alone.])
One says bf two persons when they are separated,

't 8. t [Their wind has become north,
or northerly]. (TA voce , q. v. [See also
J;:.])--_D . ,, (K,) aor. a, in£ n.

J., (TA,) Ie 'expoed the wine to the Jl.
[i. e. north, or northerly, w7vind], so that it became

cold, or cool. (K.) - And ,.,(, and in like

manner in the Ham p. bo5,) or 1i1.:, [expressly
said to be] like 1i ., (K, [but this I think to be
a mistake, the weight of authority, and the form
of the part. n., which is jjia., being against it,])
They rcere snitten, or blown upon, by the wvind

calld tilc Jlt. (S, .) "'I j ', , (]i,)
aor. ', inf.£ n. J., (TA,) He picked the ipc
dates that ner uron the palm-tree; as also
t 3.L*I, and 4 .t.,: (C :) or this last (which
is mentioned on the authority of Seer), accord. to
some, signifies he took of the Jtl4 of the palm-

tree; i. e., of the few dates remaining upon it.
(TA.)

2. J ; [properly inf. n. of j..]: see , of
which it is an anomalous inf. n. (TA.) - And
for its proper verb see 7. l Also The taking by
the Jt: [or Ieft hand]. (TA.) - And J,

'i'1 He bound pices of [the garments called]

;-1 [pl. of L..] beneath the racemes of the
palm-tree, because of it ihtaking off its fruit.
(TA.)

4. ,. : see 1, first sentenec. _. ,
' ' j 'i, (AZ, , 0,) inf. n. Jt2 1; (8;) or
a.-W I IJ_* J*.Z; (1;) The stalUon-canel got

with youngfrom half to two thirds of the number
of his J* [or she-camels that had pasted sren
or eight months since the period of their bringing
forth]: (AZ, , O, K :) when he has got them all

with young, one says, 4, ; (AZ, S, O, TA;) and
of the J.Z one says, C_3, inf. n. ,. (TA.) -

'1J_ ~ J*lI Such a one picked the ripe
dates that were upon his .i [or palm-tree of
which he gathered the fruit for himself and his
aousehold], except a few. (., 0.) - See also 1,
last sentence. -1 lI.Z. He gave him a

[q. v.]. (K., TA.)- i_lJI j.:1: see 1. _ J.*Z
lie became possessor of a ., (Lh, TA,) or, of
a J ('.- (.') 194I They entered upon [a time
in which blew] thie [north, or northerlyj,] wind

termed JL1Jl: (., O, ] :) like as they say,; 1
in thie case of the .J?q.. (TA.) 

see 1, latter half. - See also 7.

5. ¢a4.:J- j. , [and ' J:, , J. , (see 5 in

art. w.oj,)] inf. n. J* and t e ; '1 ;) the
former reg.; the latter, which is mentioned by
Lb., irreg., an instance like that in the saying [in

the lur lxxiii. 8], H l ° ; (TA;) He

covered himself with tlw 'lz [q. v.]. (g.) [See
also 8.]

7. J, 1 i. q. ., (~, TA,) or -- i- , (O,
TA,) [both of which signify lie passed along

st;.iving, or exerting himself; and the latter signi-
fies also he acted with a penetrative fore or
energyj; and he hastened, or went quichkly;]

·- .g ) [in hi needful affair]. (0, TA.)

And i. q. t.,! [lIo hastened; went quickly; or

mus quirk, swift, or j.et]: (1i:) or so .:
(thus in the 0, as on the authority of IDrd:) or

so t ?j1, inf. n. JL:'l: (thus accord. to my

copy of the Msb :) and likewise (0O, 10) t J ,

(S, O, ,) inf. n. * _:: ( :) and so V i,
(K,) inf. n. ,. (TA.) And i. q. -- l (O,

TA) and 1, (TA,) [both meaning It became

contracted,] as used by a poet in relation to a
she-camel's udder. (O, TA.)

8. LJ*;: Hel wrapped, or innralped,

himself with his garment; syn. , 0;: (, O :) or

at1JtD J..;l signifies he wrapped the garment
around the whole of his body so that his arm, or
hand, did not conme forth from it: (IJ:) or, as
some say, hw wralwped himtself with the garment,
and tlhew [a part of] it upon his left jide. (TA.)

[See also 5.] ;'tl_ JtIj l, which is forbidden
by the Prophet, is, accord: to Ay, The wrrappin!g
onesef with tit ge r.'amu so as to cover with it his
body, not raising a .:idc thereof in such a manner
that there is in it an opening from which he may
put forth his hand, or arm: ( O:) this is also

termed 'U.JI: and sometimes one reclines in the
state thus described: (TA:) but A'Obeyd says,
accord. to the explanation of the lawyers, it is the
nrapping oneself with one garment, wnot having
upon him anotitelr, then raising it on one side andt
putting it upon his houlder: [so says S1gh; and
he adds,] he who explains it thus has regard to
the dislike of one's uncovering himself and ex-
posing to view the pudenda; and he who explains
it as do the lexicologists dislikes one's covering
his whole body for fear of his becoming in a state
in which his respiration would become obstructed
so that he would perish: (0:) or it is one's
covering his whole body with the ,L t- or with the

jlj; (S, Msb;) to whlich some add, not raisinj
aught of thi sides thereof. (Mb.) [See also art.

.. ] One says also, ,?;l, ,U j. [HC
wnraps his garment over the srcord; or] he covers
the sword with his garment. (9, O.) - [Hence,
fL 1, ,J).l.Z1 It compreended, or compried,
such a thing.] One says,.Jjl u J. ;_jl

t The nwomb comprises [or encloses] the young.
(TA.) [And in like manner one says of a woman,
..2hiJ ' '.~. z t She became with child by

him. And lij I. L. & :.01 ,t. t The
book, or writing, compr~s uch and swuch things.
And hence the phrase in grammar, Jl;t. j

t A substitute for an antecedent to indicate an
implication therein.] - One says also, j..;1

Al I , meaning t The event [such as a mis-
fortune or an evil of any kind beset him, or beset
him on every side, or] encompased him; (1,
TA;) like as the t.' encompasseo the body.

7. 

Wi 1 i. q. TA,) or , (0,

TA,) 

(both of wliich signify 11e passed abn

giriving, 

or exertinq hiinmlf; and the latter signi-

flee 

also he acted with a penetratite forre or
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around 
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some 
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and 
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by 
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that 
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to the explanation of the lawyers, it iis the
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him anotiter, giten raising it on one side antl
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it upon his &houW": [so says S911; and

he 

adds,] he who explains it thus has reprd to

the 

dislike of one's uncovering himself and ex-

posing 

to view the pudenda; and he who explains
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as do the lexicologists dislikes one's covering
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whole body for fear of his becoming in a state
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so 
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; (S, MC1i;) to wliich some ada, not raitiwj

aught 
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One 

says also, bA:lt OU j [,UC
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And 

hence the phrase in grammar, Jt.:M
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or an evil of any kind bewt him, or beset
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like a3 the encompano else body.
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t is 
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which 
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or 

of a similar panage in

fies 
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copy 

of the Mqb :) and likewise (0, 1�) V

cold, 

or cool. And and in like J"zt

V,) 

in£ n. and so * J.;zp

manner 

in the Ham p. W5J or 1j*L~, [expressly (151 01 .11
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inf n. & ' (TA.) And i. q. ;�� (OP

said 

to be] like [but this I tliink to be
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mistake, the weight of authority, and the form TA) and (TA,) [hotli mcanitig It becants

of 

the part. n., which is U, being against it,]) contracted,] a; used by a poet in relation to a

Thmj 

irero sinitten, or bl~n upon, by the mind she-camel's udder. (0, TA.)
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-, in£ n. J*Z, (TA,) He picked the i' A-

'?Pe 

himmlf with his garment; syn. -." : (�, 0 :) or
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that nem �imn the pahn-tree; as also i1� jo=l signifies he mm~. the garynent
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mentioned on the authority of Seer), accord .to around the tvhole of ltis body so that his arm, or

some 
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some Bayt lw wral4wd himsetf with the garment,
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(TA.)
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2. 

[properly inf n. of j see 5, of by the Propliet, in, accord: t� AI, Tite irrapping

wliich 

it is an anomaloui; in£ n. (TA.) - And ommif with tite so as to cover with it hi.*

for 

its proper verb see 7. som Also The taking by body, not rabing a zl;dv tliereof in such a manner
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[Boox I.

(TA.)- One says of wine, JJI u1 Ji
' _r.LUj °i t [It compasses the intellect,

and so takes posesion of it, and makes aray n itl
it]: (Ham p. W:) or e "ll J;c i&

-p t [It compaces the intellect of the man,
anul conceal it]; and thus one says of the present

world or its enjoyments (iJsl). (TA.) [J,lZI

l..I -- often means t lie took, or got, pos.
session ef a thing; got it, or held it, within hi.,
gra.p, or in his pose.:sion.]- [Icrnce,] one
says, W ,a.iU iJ Uj. J.1 t lIe mounted a
she-camel and wvent anay with her. (AZ, O.) -

And .,:l, t lie sltruded, cotered, or pro-
teted, hini, with himnelf, or his ow'n persown.
(TA.) ... Se also 7

R. Q. 1. j-i: see 1, last sentence: _ and
sec also 7.

,J. A 1state of union or com)posedne.ss: and a
state .f disnnion or discompxsedneo : thus lhaving
two contr. sigrifications: (MF, TA :)or a united,
or )comlmed, state *f the aflfhii), (.8, Myb, TA,)
anlld qf the number, (TA,) of a peolple, or com-
Ia ny of m en: (S, Mhsh, TA :) and a disunitevd, or
di.romlousd, state of the ajffiirs [&c.] thereof.
(S, Mhgh, Myb.) In imprecating evil upon ene-
miiis, (0, TA,) [or ulon an enemy,] one says,

,""""""""-1 a (O, TA,) or > ,
(Mt:h,) or ' 4 ,l 3, (s,) i.. . [lay God
ulimsolre, break up, dirnomnx, derange, n dism,
!Iani:e, disorder, or unsettle,] their, (Msh,) or
his, (S,) united, or comnnuel, state of affairs;
(s, Mh1 ;) antd ';1 - i. e. [Aa:1 their united,
cir COmnpsedX, state of saffri,'s &c.] become dis-
sodrel, bhroken up/, diwompol)nmel, rc.: ((), TA:)

nnatd [in tihe contr. case] o,ne says, d i4'
(,, O, Myb, TA,) or 4.i., (Mglh,) i. e. [Mahy
('od niite, or compose,] their, (S, M.b,) or his,
(Mgh,) disunited, or discomposed, state of afhairs
(&e.]. (~, Mgh, MMb.) And Vt 1j signifies the
same: EI-3Ba'ceth says,

* * .I . . . l aaa a .* .1 . a

[.omletines, or often, God raises the young man
after a stnmble: and sometimes, or often, God
unites, or romlx~es, what is dissolved, or broken
up), Of the state of affairs previously united, or
,rmposel]: (., 0:) AZ cites this ex. in his
"Nawatdir:" (s:) but Aboo-'Omar El-Jarmee
says that ihe had not heard the word thus except
in this verse: (S, O:) Ibn-Buzurj, however,
cites another verse as presenting an ex. of the

same. (TA.) - ,I. ) 1J and l lj;, said
of a lhe-camel that ilas become concealed among a
herd of [shle-] camels, means lie entered amid
their len.e mNltitude: (Q, TA:) so in the M
and the Mo!eec. (TA.) Also, (AHn, O, g(,)
and so j* , and J:, , (g,) A raceme of a
alma-tree: (Agn, O, :) Et-TirimniAl likens

thereto a camel's tail: (TA:) or such as hos
little fruit: (14:) or of which sonme of the fruit
has been pluched: but AO used to say that it is
the produce [or spadix] of the male palm-tree,

wnhile not abundant and larye. (TA.)i See also
, J. = And 9 . , ~jAn sipLifies Fear, or
f ri,ght, like insanity: and so Vt I. [used alone,

a and thus written]. (TA.)

t .t: see the next preceding paragraph, near
the end.

.): see .. , in two places. Also i. q.
x j [as meanllilt Quarter, or shelter or pro-
tection]: %. 1 in the copies of the ]g being a

mistake for A.U1 : one says,, ° ) L '~ i.e.
";~ ~ [WVe are in your' quarter, &c.].
(TA.) = And A snall quantity (S, .K) of dates
upon a palm-tree (S) or of ripe dates: (1 C:) and
of rain: (S, K:) anid a small nnmber (S, K) of
Imen and of camels (S) or of men &c.: pl. jL;,l:
and in like manner jt j, [app. in all of these
applications]; (K;) [or] as me;aning a light
quantity of firuit of tile palm-tree; (TA;) and the
pl. of the latter is j1~: (1; :) one says, b

,i '1 '1' s and ' 'Ci and tJ&lC
Tlhere i not ,lpon the palm-tree sace a nsmall
quantity remat;nin, g tf its fruit: (S, TA :) or
V -i-; I1 a sa , andt J'jJ: Tthere
remained not upon the palm-tree save somelvhat
in a slarc .state [of its fi.uit]: (TA:) and Lo$l

* Z A small quantity of rain felU upon

us: and jel; U ,1 - ; lj I sa1 w a
smal nub,ner of men and of cameL,. (g.) 
Sec also Jtl,, in two places: And seo e ,
last sentence.

t Wrapping, or inwrapping, himself

(* ' ) mwith, a -i-2, [q. v.]. (TA.).m And
Tlhin, syn. LP: thlus expl. by Shi, as applied in
this sense by Ibn-Mukbil to a she-camel's tail,
which lie terms id. l (TA.)

;!,; A [garment of the hind callel] tS,
wvith which one wraps, or in;wraps, himset f
(d. j4~), (S, Mgh, g,) snaller than the

iai ; as also J , L, (K) and * ; (8, i;)
the last two expl. by Lth as a 'l-, haring a
.sarse villous sub.tance, writh which one wvraps
himself, smaller than the ikj: (TA:) or tihe
first significs a smtall ;L 7t'hich one nears in
the manner ,'e the ljl [or wraixt-wral)l)r] : (Msb:)
or with the Arabs it is a Jj; [or waixt-trrai,pe,r]
of vool or of [,fats'] hair, whic., one nraps
round him,: and t :', tnch as is mnade of tno
pieces sened twjjether, nith vwhicih a man wraps
himself waen he sleep by night: (Az, TA:) and
this last, accord. to Meyd, signifies a ,.' com-
pri sing the steel with wh7icih one stries Jfire, with
the apparatus of this latter: (IIar p. 628:) the
pl. of the first is jtL (Myb, TA) and ,m,j,.

(Msb.) [See also JL...] .. [Hence the saying,]
X ;iJl 4JSeII . ? [The night contracted upon

him its covering of darkness]. (TA.) - And

.a : Tthe present rorld, or its e,joymcnts;

.,3
syn. YW1A: (IAar, V, TA:) so called becaume
compassing the intellect of a man (, J.
&U,.), and concealing it. (TA.) - And t Wine:
(AA, K, TA:) so called for the same reason.
(TA.) - And The un. (Z, TA; and T in
art..,l).

A.. mode, or manner, of Jt;:l [or wrap-
ping oneself wtith a garment as expl. above: sce
8]. (K, TA.) LL,t.I .Jl is That [mode of
wrapping one-elf] which is without a Jhirt and
wint thont dravwers beneath; in the case of which,
prayer is disliked. (TA. [Sec 8, and see also
art.. o])

: sec Js , in two places.

,y.: see o,Ji.,
a10So

: sec J.*, near the end of the paragraph.
= Also, (TA,) and a.; (S, O, , TA;) the
f1rmer nplplicd to a he-camel; (TA;) and the
latter to a slh-camcl, ns also * j3, and ? ~.l ,
(V, 0, Msb, K, TA,) whichl arc liicwise applied
to a lie-canmel, (TA,) and V J,.Z; (.K;) Liglt,
active, or agile; (S, 0, Msb, ] ;) or mwft. (Msb,

K, TA.) Hence the phrase * i .l ' U1 [I
ha.stenedt my light one, or my mn,fi one]: or,
accord. to AA, he means his hand, or arm, called
the Jl.; [i; e. I lo,wred ny left hand or ann;]
jd_ and Jlz meaning the same. (S, O.)

JL., (S, O, Msb, ]K, &c.,) the most common
form of the word, (M.b,) and t Jit., [a form
whichi I think oldjectionable as likely to cause
confusion, though it is probably the original form,]

(1,) and V Jl.Z, (S, O, Msb, K,) and ?tJt,
(, 0, IK, [in one place in the O crroneously

9 1.
written J.,,]) and tj.'U, (.,O, Mob, ],)
whichi last is formed by transposition, (S, 0, Msb,)
and * j.L, without ., (MF, TA,) and J.j.i,
and t J and f eJ , (O, I,) and J
(z;,) and V j.J , (S, 0, MIl,, g,) and t ,j (.,
M.sb, .K,) the last said by 8Id not to have been
heard except in the poetry of EI-Ba'eeth, (TA,)

al
and t J.Z, (MF, TA,) [every one of these] used
as a suibst. and as an eplithet, (],) [so that one
says jl.ll C &c. as well as J;£ q &c.

and Jl &c. alonc; The north nind: or a
no,thel,l wripul:] the wind ithat is tlhe opposite to
the : Ms.b :) the nwind that blonms from the
dircttion of ite J [or ]plc-.star]: (8:) or the
wind that bl,lnr.sfrom the direction of the 
[which is on what is called the north, but what is
rather to be called the northi-west, side of the
Ka.beh]: (M, .K :) or the wind that blows from
the direction of the right hand of a person facing
the .Kiblel [by which is meant the angle of the
Black Stone; i. c., correctly speaking, from the
north]: (Thi, M, K :) or, correctly, the wind that
blonb from between the place of sunrie and the
constelation of tihe ear ( z i): or from
between the place of unrise and the place of
tetting of the consteUllation of the Eagle (jal

l ,64
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,51.II) (IA~r,~:)[i. e. the iwin 1tlat blows
from som point of tha. north-east quiarter, or
nearl,y so: but it was probabily thius named as
being the wind that blows frontt thte direction of
the jLQ, (or 191 siele) of a person faicinig the
risig sun; and therafibre the north wind or a
northerl winid:] it seldomn, or niever, l,lom.s in the
nighit: (1~:) whien it blows for sevent datys uapon
the peop)le of Eggypt, tlhey prepare the grave-
clothes, for its nature is deadly: it is cold anid
dry: (TA :) [see also A2i :] thle 1)1. of jl~ is
.,%1*J; (SI, 0, 1) anld which is anomalouis,

am thoughfi PI. of iiiz: (8, 0:) JLA£'t also
oeccurs, coupledl with i in a verse of Et-

Tirinmm(ah and [as 4 .iis a reg. pl. of 4,;e1

whlich is a pl. of 1 Sd thjinks4 thait tlmes

formned fromn J..i the PI. j.;and then fr-om
thjis last, the 1,1. JUZI (TA.) - [1Ience,] one

ceived from suck a sine an odour, appl. mieaniing a
foul odouir]. (TA.)

jL:- (,5, 0, MAhs K, &c.,) applied to one of
the hanst&9 or arins, (,S Ms,)'hcl/ onptr. o~f

(8, 0, MMIh, K;) as also tJI, (1~, TA,
[in tIie CIX, jl. a aid Jt*i I a me erromacomslyi
put for jt*Jit and J~J )tile laktter- thought liv
lsd to In. uid'f oilvy by potclicenlse, fi,r 
(TA,) and i l (AA, 8, 0, K~,) this last niot
kniownt to Km nior to AM : (TA :) of the fein.

genlder : 0~, ( ,Ml pl. [of pailc.] I (,
0, MIbII, 1~)bcueit is fi. (.0) anld [of
snubl.] 'et;!, 0, MAls, 1~)whieb is amioma-

1010Kl, (O 0) anid 0-Z and -L like the sinig.
(K~.) -And The direet.ionp [or se/c] oif theg hanid
UP cailled: yout say, ' USLe4 L. C£.06 i. e. [liec
looked, or turnedI his fa!e,] in thec direction of the
C~ andt in the dfirection i,f thed Jt.,: and the

1,1. in lthis sense also is JwZI. and 5.i:(r)

you say, yL.,jJI~ 4 ~ lewent
to the right sides, iLy' the cakniels and the lift sides
ther.eof. (TA in tart. - [1Ience,] 1 1ll
luck, un;lutckiness, or eril fortun?e. (1~, TA.) ' '
ot;.~t means 1 Birds of ill luckt: (A, TA:)
everyj bird, from, wchich one avegurst evil. (0,
TA.) Onec says, 3 I L eain

t Whtat was disliked, or hated, h&appe-ned to him:
as though the bird [to whichi this is likened] came
to hiim from the JQZ [or direction of the left
hand]. (TA.) And whien the place that a person
occupies is rendered evil, one says, L

1J-J t [Suich a one is wvith me, or in my esti-
mnation, in an evil plight]. (TA.) - See also

- Also E7very hand.ful of corn, or seed-
produce, whtich theo reaper grasps [app. because
grasped with hiis left hand]. (15.) - And A sort
of bag that is put upo the udder of thte ewe or
goat (g, 0, ]g() when it (i. e. the udder, TA) is
heavy [with milk] : (J~, TA:) or it is peuiar to
-the sthe-goat : (15:) PI. J .". (15 voe 0 ;.
And A similar thting that is put to the raccin of

Bk. I.

a pal,n-tree, made with pieces of [the garments
calledi] Z..i[pl. of Lb,int ordler that thte
fr-uit ina iut lbe sliahen tpiff. (,5, 0.) [In thlis
sense it may perhaips bc fromn the same word as
pi. Of iA dA mark mtadle ovith a loot

iron ( )upojn the vidert of a ewe or_goat. (.
~Also A ntieirie; or a natural disposiflon or

truiper or 1l1e l.kr: (0, M.Rb, ]~ :) accord, to Er-
R ghl,so called becatuse [it isuas thioughi it were a

thing] iiiwruppling, tte manii [and restrictinig Ihis
fr-eedomi of actioti], like as the [garments calle(l]
J1,* [pl. of al*Z] inwrap th c bodly: (TA:) the
pl. is 15A1 (0, K, TA,) andl JL., also, [whiicht
seems to be rarely utsed as a singg. in thlis selisc,]
may be a pL., like (TA; and Hjam p. 489,
q. v.) 'Abdl-Yaghiootli EI-W~urithce says,

*~~~~C.

[Know not ye lpieo that. the fiti;l;~ of cenure is
litlteI, andl my! cnring m brother is not of mny
natitre, or 9' miy natural dlisp)ositions?] : (0,
TA:) here it may be a pl., of the class of j&
aniitl~ b or it may be [(Jt.;,] an instance of

transposition, for (TEA.)inSce also J.!.~i

it*.Z and itz see jtL..
* j,

sel ae jLl - Also Wine:(,1) or
w.ine that is cool (K~, TA) to tlwe ta.'te; butt this is;
not of valtid authtor.ity ; (TA;) as also 'tX
[winie is said to hec] thuis called because it envelops

(j.)men withi its odour :'or becauise it hias a
st rong puiff (3~) [whien opened,] like thant
of the [wind called] jtl. [in the CK JLA..±]
(Is, TA.)

see

JJL.*, [thius in my original, without any syll.
signs, probably SI,like !5~ &c.,] Thelrisg
placre (ij;) of a hunater or spotmawn: PI. 
(TA.)

~jL.. Of, or relating to, ithe quarter of the
J ~[or ,wrth, or northerly, wvind]. (KL.)_...

And A cold day. (KL.)

' 0 0 1~
see J..., in two places: m and see

JL..o.

_ j4 ; and itB pl. amt~ seeJ..Z, in thiree
places--- jJL;1 also sig'nifies The shoots that
diva ricate at tihe heads of branches, like the fruit-
stalks of thte racemne of the palm-tree. (S, 0.) -
[Hence,] jj; lj. ' 7They went away in distinct
parties: (15>.) or thmey dispersed themtselves. (5,
0.) - Anid `5 L~ & A garmnent, or piceC of
clotha, rent, or slit, in several places; (0, TA;)
like (g, 0.) - SiI j in. eans

'O4tl; [i.e. The remains of L$#_AIt: but I doubt
whether this word be correctly transcribed].
(TA.)

J a ;'

0J~dand tL.U : see )L;l.

6 &4. &
J!t1.,.. i. q.s[i. e. An event, or a cawe, that

includ(es persons5 or thiings in common, in general,
or up4irersutlly, i?rithipt the compasts 9' its effect or

~/rt,its opera lion or operations, its influence,
or the like; or theat is commona, general, or soni-
rersal, ini itsl eff.ct &c.]. ( ,0 ALib, TA.)-
J ~ Ci_A blackl colour overspread iwith anwthwr
co,lour. (0, TA.)

~~~:see

see &. Also A A/ort sivord, ,
0 5)or a shorts andt slendter swo)rd, like the
;Z.,(TA,) oicer which& a mtan covers hiimse(wf

wi#.th htis garau. t,0, 1.

A- The jilaice [or vluarter.] ir.hencre bloprs the
[niorth, or northerly, wrind cailledl] JL". (I.Iumt
p. 028.)

see al..Z, in two place.

JL*.* A [garmewnt of the kindy called]Li.L
(IS, TA;) ielt irk wich& one iviraps, or tinwamitj,
kiiise?f (.L JzI. (T. See also £4:1.]

A mnn smitten, or blown, upon, b#i else
[niorth, or itor.thei.ly,] ,eindi called J"~: (S5, 0 :)
a.nd in like maniner, a meadowv, mavd a pool of'
water left by a torrent; (0 ;) or, applied to this
last, smittfen b,j the wind thuis called so asr to be-
conme cooil: (,5:) and( hentce, withl 5, winle 1 cool to
the taste; (~,p 0, TA ;) or winec exr,sosed to tloe

JL~andl so rendered cool and pleautnnt : (TA
see also J3*Z:) and flire uempon whsich the wrind
called Ihw J1..Z~ has blown:(i 0:) anid a niighit
cold, ntith [wvinil that is called] jt~. (TA.)

-[Heceic,] I One whose iaatursal dipoiton 
liked, approved, or jinuid( pleasant : (15>:) fronm
[thie sanie epithet applied to] water upon whbichi
the jL; hias blownt, and whichl it hias cooled: or,
as ISd thiniks, from J~ [q. v.]: (TA:) or.

0t J o a inan wciot o naturatl disposititmus
arc coinwiied;na being- likented to wine that iis

commniided: and also whose muaturpal disoitmii ins
are discommendled; as thiouigh from JLo2Jl, be-
cause thecy do niot coanneied it whien it disperKse

i ' ,.9
the clouds: (kiar p. 285i:) [for] J.id 3YI
[somietimes] meains di.,riccon&epded, evil, niatural
disposmitions*. (IAglr, ISk, TA.) The saying of
Aboo-Wejzelh,

4 *~~~~' j~-, t . - , - ' -
- w-r" W"-

is ex pl. by IAQr as meaning t Her familiarity
passes away wvith thte j t,.i, and her proinises piz

away with 1/sw j s,q. [whiich is the opposite of the
J1*]:or, as some relate it,

-i~&--- 6 !A8 J, P a
0

[meaning in like manner, as is said, in the TA, on
the authority of IApr, in art. ~oq:or,] accordi.
to ISk, mneaning her familiarity is commended,
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because the o, with rain, is desired for
abundance of herbage; and her promises are
not commended. (TA.)- _ai]j Yj,, a phrase
used by Zuheyr, is expl. as meaning t [A tract,
or place, towards which one journeys,] that
separates friends; because the [wind called]
J;it disperses the clouds: (TA:) or it means
quickly [or soon] becoming elxpsaedl to vieow;
(ISk, O, TA;) from the fact that when the wind
called the JL.. blows the clouds, they (delay not
to become cleared away, and to depart: (0:) or,

accord. to IAar, it means J.JI . 1l t. ,&.t
[in which the direction of the left hatnd is taken].
(TA.) - In the saying,

* as;. i ,t·

the meaning is, ,1.s [i. e. One in a state offrigkt
became pregnant with him in a certain nikht].
(TA, referring to the phrase ... ' >.)

O: see . One says, 4 s
.-.. like as one says Jn [i. e. le came
hanring his tnword hung upeon him]. (TA.)_
And ;l& * [Sucl a one
came conceiving a calamity]. (TA.)

1. ;Q1 , (S, Mgh, .K,) aor. t, inf. n. e:,
(Mghl, TA,) lie scattered the water; (S, Is;) or
poured it scatteringly; (Mgh ;) or poured it and
cattered it; or, as some say, poured it in a

manner like that whichi is termed C [i. e.

sprinkling]; (TA;) { 1 i,c [u,pon the wine,

or beverage]: (l, ]P:) : signifies "he poured

it gently." (TA.) And eh, 'idl The eye
poured forth its tears; (TA;) or sent forth [or

shed] its tears; like ', (Lh, TA in art. J,,)
which is asserted by Yan7koob to be formed by
substitution [of J for O]. (TA in tlhat art.)

And, from the former, jWI t ., (S, Mgh, Msb,
!i,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Msb,) : lie scat-
tered, (f, Mgh, Msb, TA,) or poured, (A, TA,)
the hwrsemen makitang a raid, or suddet attack,
and engaging in conflict, or tlte horsemen urging
their horses, ijWI meaning i ,L*Jl '.JI, (Mglh,

M9b,) fromn every direction, .ck [ulpon them];

(?, V ;) as also V tv:1,; (S, Msb, 1. ;) the latter
mentioned in the Mj, (Msb,) by IF, but disap-
proved by the people of chaste speeclh. (TA.)-
And ~ . * (AA, ,* TA) lie cast forth his
excrement, or dung, in a thin [and scattered]
state: and one says of the S.L~s. [or bustard]

t >, t 0. [It casts forth its dung in a thin and
scattered state]. (AA,TA.)_-And c[s e ;.
lie put (lit. poured) on him his coat of mail.

(TA.) -~ ' p. Ll C JIt ' , [nor. accord.
to general rule, ,] Thc camel became dried up
[like a ,;, q. v.,] fromn thirst. (TA.) Aqd
iD.~ JI . The rag became dried ul). (TA.)

2. '-;" and ltA J [inf. ns. of C1] The drip-
ping, or dropping by degrees, of water from the

L" [or old and room-out rvater-skin or tte like].
(TA. [Seo also 4 e;])

4: see 1: -and sec also what next follows.

5. -i,l : and t -(W, (S, 1K,) and

t 1 and t- - 1' , (1,) Th7 vaterskin be-
came old, and worn out: (S, K:) or tsu,
said of skin, or a skin, does not signify thus, but
signifies, (AA, S,) or signifies also, (K,) and so

CZ, (S, AC, TA,) said of the skin of a man, in ex-
treme old age, (S,) it contracted, .srank, shlrivell.l,
or wvrinkled; or became contracted or lshrun
&c.; (f, g, TA;) and dried upl: (S, TA:) and

t -;wj.l is likewise said of the skin of a man,
meaning, it became old, and norn out, lile tle old,
and worn-out, . (IHnar p. 675.) It is said in

a trad., * tl. '. S ,. 9 l~iJI [expl. in art.
i;]. (TA.) See also a tropical ,usage of V : .
in a trad. cited in the first paragraph of art. ~1.

· lJ; is also said of the skin of a manl as
meaning It became alteredl [fJ;r t/h! worse] in
odour, in extreme old age. (TA.)

6. t,.3: see 5, in three places. - Also It was
or became, mixed. (1..)

7. [>1 It became pour,ed out, or forth; it
flowed. (Freytag, from the Dcewin of the Hu-
dhalees.) - Hence,] . I s .,.. .s. I t Tle

wolf 7made an incursion among the dweel) or goats;
as also ~j±t: mentioned by Az in art. -t.
(TA.)

10. . 1: see 5, in three pl:ces. -Also,
(Kh, 8, K,) said of a man, (Kbh, 8, TA,) and of a
camel, (TA,) i lHe becktme Clean, or ecaciated,
(Kh1, 8, K, TA,) like the ,'rter-skin that h,s
beNon cold, antld orn out: so says A l)oo-Kheyrehl:
(TA:) or, said of an animal, he becau~w dried lup,
atul lean, or emaciated. (Ilar p. 530.) - And

I ! j. l " '.1 i. q...t1, (tK,) i. c. Ic betook
him,df to milk, or the milk, and desired it eagerly,
or louJcd for it. (TA.)

R. Q. L ':* [an inf. n., of which the verb,

if it be used, is :,] The motion of paper, and
of a new garment: [or rather the making a kind
of craoclinu sound by the motion thereof:] men-
tioned by Az in art. ~M: (TA:) and Ui sig-
nifies the same: both thus expl. by IAgr. (TA
in art.

C,. A skin, (Mgb,) or a water-shin, (S,
Mgh,) or a snall water skin, (],) or, as some
say, any vessel made of skin, (TA,) applied
by a poet to a 3; [or leathern bucket], (Alam
p. CO2,) that is old, and worn out; (S, Mgh,

Msb, g, TA ;) and so ',; (S, ;) but app.
one that is small: (S: [in which this addition
to the explanation seems to relate peculiarly to
the latter word: see an ex. of this latter word in
some verses cited in the first paragraph of art.
,t.,:]) or both signify an old water-skin; as

also 1 a : (MA:) and V ̀ , also, signifies
an old, wnorn-out, water-skin: (TA:) pl. (of the
first, Mgh, Myb) 3k~,: (S, MFh, Ms b, :) and

Lh. mentions the phrase s;c l 4 , as though

they applied the term O.: to every portion of the
jj and then pluralized it thus; but he says that

he had not heard .;$ as a pL of C; except in

this case: (TA:) the water in a jZ is cooler
[than that in a skin not so old]. .(Mgh.) It is
said in a prov., i J [A conf~ed
and clattering noise will not be made to me with
the old and worn-out water-skins to frighten me]:
(S in the present art.: [in the $ and AC in art.

7, with Ct in the place of 's; and in the g in

that art., with di in the place of J :3) i2 
.itl;J is applied to him who will not be abased
by imisfortunes, nor frightened by that which has
no reality: (Sgh ancd I in art. t :) or it means,

he will not be deceived nor frightened: O i,

being pl. of 0j, a dried np skin, which is shaken
to a camel to fiighlten Ihirm. (L and TA in art.
e.) AAn old man is likened to thle skin thus
termed. (Halr p. 67,5.) And * a;" signifies also

I An 'fn-out eol rwoman; as being likened to the
skini tllus termned. (IAtr, TA.) And one says,

.JI 5i . , ellilen g tScurh a man raised
h;Ii/S.f boeri si uRpon the lpalm of his hand. (lKh,
TA.) - Also i. q. np [npp. -,,, i.e. A butt,
at Nlich on,e Cshoots or casts: prolbably becaue
an old water-skin was sometimes used as a butt]:
pi. as above. (Ishl.) - [And, as Freytag states,
on the authority of Meyd, t Dry herbage.]
Also ll(,eahk . (TA.)

L,: see , in two l)laces.

· ;: see ;.Z, first sentence.

W a nl dial. var. of ;:j [inf. n. of ;] (8 ,
K,) signifying latr,tl; [or the hating of another;]

(S;) mentionetl by AO. (S in art. i;;.)

3U; WWater in a scattered state, or being scat-
terml. (, K.)_ And (I) Cold water: (AV,
Skr, I8l, KI:) this explanation is preferred by
Aboo-Nasr. (TA.)-And Clouds (wA;.;)pour-

ing (Ot. i. c. e. ) water. (Skr, TA.)

Cols; A camel in a state between that of the
lean, or emaciated, and that of the .fit; (S;) so
called because some of his fatness has gone:
(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) one says Jji.4; then
jz., when he has become a little fat; then O &;

then tL; and then, b_, when fat in the utmost
dcgt,r: (Lh, TA:) so sayvs AlxK-Ma'ndd El-Ilili-
bee. (TA inart. .) [But itissaid that] it signifies
also Lean, or emaciated; (]C;) applied to a beast:
(TA:) and fat: thus having two contr. mean-
ings. (.K.) -Also HIungry: (S, I:) applied
in this sense by Et-Tirimm&! to a wolf, because
this animal is not described as fit or lean. (S.)

, ; Poured forth: applied in this sense by

the Hudhalee poet 'Abd-Menaf to thick blood

(i1c). (TA.) - And Pure milk upon vwhich
cold water has been. poured: (IAar, TA:) or any
milk, whether fresh or collected in a skin at
different times, upon which water is poured.
(K, TA.) e And The dropping (S, .K, TA) by
degrees, (TA,) of water ($, 8, TA) from a skin,
(TA,) and of tears. (S, TA. [See also 2, and see

"i..])
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iai. lYater that drops (., 1) from a skin, or
from a tree. (8.)

51: The [channel caled] x. [q. v.] of a
emaU valey: or a small &b. f a rnall/: (TA:

[the want of a vowel-sign in my original renders
it doubtful which of th se meanings is the right

one:]) or 01~, its pl., si,gnifies the channtel.s '
tater, of mountains, thalt l,ntr forth into tvilleyx
from a rygjedl lace. (AA, TA.)

LZ_-': A nature; or a natutral, a natire, or an
innate, di,position or temrlner or the lihe; syn.

.;a, (;, Mgh, i,) nd ,l , (S,) and a,.:
(TA :) and a custom, habit, or wvont: (Mghl, i :)

[plt. (ne says , , l - i hi tn
tre habits [or naturvl -dispoition s inherited]
fto 4his ftiher. (TA.) llenee,

· · l · g q·' p 0 ·

%"*5 3 9yjI 
[A natural dlisosition, or a habit, -nhicrh I hnow,
as inierited from Akhzo m]: (S,, Meyd, Mgh:)
or, accord. to one relation, ;:i', wlhich is app.

formed by transposition from 1't;: (Meyd:)
a provy: (Meyd, Mghi :) [of its origin there are
different exlmainations: see Freytag's Arah. Ireov.

i. (i58, nnd .Iar pp. 591 antl 5!X;:] ..jl is the
proler name of a mna: (Meyd, Mgh, &c.:) or
accord. to Lt.l, it is an epithet applied to a penis;
one says Stb.s <>5. "a glanls of a penis having a

short frwnuin," and .j.l.; and 3 means
the dr,l)l,pig of wate,r [i. e., in this case, of the
seminal fluid]: (Meyd :) tile prov. is applied in
relationl to nearness of resemblance. (Meyd,
MghI.) _ AIo A bit rf./lfte-weat, as mnucl as is
cheNed at mnre; svn. 'ai : or a pyiece offleh-
meat; (li, TA ;) and so " ±'t: on the authlority

of AA. (TA.) -And [the pl.] o ,1a signifies
Bones; like , :. (IA0r, L in art. .~.)

">-.: see CA, first sentence.

4.-
1:' A tMing like the J: [in the present

day, a round stll,v biasket is thus called: pl.

Cj".] (TA.)

1. ;, (Thi, , Mgh, Msh, ]5, &c.,) and et:.,

(]g,) but this is said by AHeyth to be a bad dial.
var. of the former, (TA,) aor. :, (Msb, ],) inf. n.
, (AO, P, MNb, 1) and ,, and 'j (Aboo-

'Amr Eshi-Sheybtnee, , ]) and t (], TA, in
the CIK &4U [i. e. et:.;, which is afterwards added
in the TA, not as in the 1, and mentioned in the

h but not there said to be an inf. n.,]) and Lz
(TA from Eq-4afhusec) and :. (TA [as from J,
but perha~s from Az, for I do not find it in the

S,]) and t;o (., C1, and TA as from Ey.af~ L
]usee, not as from the 1K,) andl it. and }'.
(I1, TA, the last in thile CK so, [i. e. ];;],)
.and i_L; (TA from EX-Safgifusee) and C'tI,
(.8, ],) which is anomalous as being of a measure
regularly employed [only] for the inf. n. of a verb

lo03

signifying motion and agitation, as 0i'i and

lii., (.S, TA,) for though it has been said that
[hlatred (which it signifies) is attended by anger
and] anger is accompanied by agitation of the
heart, there is no necessary connection between
lhatred and anger, and it is anomalous also as being
of a measure not proper to [the inf. n. of] a

trans. verb, (TA,) and U; (S, Mel, Ms ,) which
is also anomalous, and [said to be] the only

instanlce of its kind (S, TA) except , though

some few others have been mentioned, as * s. ,
but this is not well known, [and iOle , of whicil

the same may be said,] and l [plerIhaps a

simple subst.], and 0'9 . whicIh is said to occur
in a verse [perhaps contracted from Oj j/ by
poetic license], (TA,) and AO mentionls jtaZ,
without,, as lbeing like ) #;2 (S ;) these ilif. ns.
being fourteen, whlich is said by 14 to be the
greatest num ber of inf. ns. to anly one verb, only
seven other verlb, he says, having this mimbcr,

amelv,;, jj i, j, >j ,i, ,, , and ,4 ;
but E.-Safi.kusee makes the inf. ns. of to be
fifteen, [though the fifteenth form (which is per-
haps et.) I do not find mentioned,] and this
is the greatest number known; (TA;) lie hated
hidm: (IK0oot, IF, S, 1Sd, IJitt., Mgh, Ms , I~,
&c.:) or, as some say, he hatet hiin vehemlently.

(TA.) &-' , [app. ~ , for ;it,] with the
hcinzel changed into J, occurs in a trad. (TA.)
And &Z signifies ie (a man, S) was hated, (.8,
and so accord. to some copies of the IJ,) or 7ras
rendered hateful, or an olijet of hatred, (so
accord. to other copies of the I,) erven if beautiful

or comely. (f, i)==) a. ` . , (g,) so says

A'Obeyd, or, accord. to Th, , like [in
form], and this is the more correct, aor. of each ,
(TA,) He gave him his right, or due. (A'Obeyd,
Th, ], TA.) And liHe acknow gledye it:
($, Mo.b, (:) or le gave him (O5) his right, or
due, (TA,) [or the meaning in the V, may be he
gave it,] and declared hiimsef clear, or quit, of

him or it; as also It,: (] :) [but accord. to SM,
this is wrong, for he says that] the author of the

g should have said, or 4* ;sJ, like t2, aor. ,
he gave him, and declared himself clear, or quit,

of him or it. (TA.) And ',itl '2. He produced

the thing: (;,TA:) or, as A'Obeyd says, .u i :
he acknmo~l d his right, or due, and produced
itfrom his possession. (TA.)

6. ljb. They hated one another. (, 0, ]J)

I ' a and ': and ' tall mentioned above as
inf. ns., when used as simple substs. signify
Hatred; and thus Vt 3t, likewise mentioned
above as an inf n., signifies accord. to the S;
and so t accord. to Freytag, as on the
authority of Meyd; and app. also ;a,4, q. v.; or
all signify] vdhement hatred; in which sense the
first is expl. by AO: (TA:) or t t~, signifies
hlatred mied with enmity and evilness of di.poi-
tion (yIam p. 108.)

Vp: see eS9;, in three places.

4;Z: see ', in two places. Also, and
Vt i;M , epithets applied to a man, Rendred hate-

ful, or an oldjct ofhatred, evil in disposition. (Lth,

O, TA.) [See also the latter word voce ;"1;

and see a, and ,-.]

L/. The remoring oneelf far, or keeping
alfif/ ;fom ,iwlean thingJ; (8, g, TA;) and tile
continual doing so, or the continual ,lnrifJcation

,:f oner,tf; as also t ,; and accord. to thle K,
;tyb, but this is not found elsewherc. (TA.)-

Hence, ($,) ,"f, )jl, thile appellation of a tribe of

EI-Ymenc; (,., ;') sometimes callhtle ;, j;l:
(ISk, o, K :) [or] this tribe was so called because
of JcU amoing them; (18, TA ;) i. e. because of
mutual hatred that occurredl among thelaci: (TA :)
[whence it seems that L.i signifies also Iatred:]
or because of their removing far from their
[original] district: or, accord. to El-Khafaijee,
hbecause of their high lineage, and good deeds;
fromi the lilnrse ;4 jj, meaning A man of
pumre liumnee and 'f nmantly virtue; and AO says
the like. (TA.) - [And accord. to Roiske, as
stated by Freytag, (who has written it t V iu
all its senses,) it is expl. by Meyd as meaning
Ihr tt is cAtetowd sor(lid, of nwords and of artions.]
~ Also Onle who removes hiinmedfjfr, or keeps

alioJ; fron .unclean thiny; (1, TA;) and so
*t . (TA.) Thus both of these words are
epithlets, as well as sulwts. (TA.)

lU;, of whicll tlhe fernm. is 1at and q;U, [do
that one may say cither O or Ot:,]j is an
epithet applied to a man; (I ;) [signifying cithler

ZIating or (like :"' .) hated; the former mean-
ing seeming to be indicated by what immediately
precedes it in the C; but the latter appears from
what here follows to be the riglit meaning, and
perhaps it may be that which is meant in thie ] ;]

as also *a.jl; or 1 ikt [q. v. voce oLU]:
so accord. to different copies of the 1P. (TA.)_
In the 1]ur v. 3 and 11, it is accord. to some an
inf. n., and some read there Jt;,: [sce 1, first
sentence:] accord. to others, it is an epithlet, sig-
nifying . or .jr [i. e. Illted or odious].
(TA.) -... ;I Ot1, in a trad. of Kabg, is said
to be a metaphorical expression for ;l;Jl ' t
: [Tle cold of winter]; beeause it is hated: or, as
some say, by the . thereof is meant ease and
repose: and the meaning intended is either
mutual hatred or eas and repose. (TA.)

3;t;: see ir, and J.4.

& IZ Hating, or a hater, (Fr, ., Mgh, Meb,
TA,) and an enemy: (Fr, TA:) fem. with ;.

(Mgh, Mob.) -_ JW , 8as also ilJ.I j,

(, O, [but in my two copies of the 
which perhaps expresses the general pronuncia-
tion, and in the TA JW tt l *') and ,i.j (tl 1,])

means ja.J [i. e., lit., May tere be no fathier
202*
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to thy haterJ; and is said by ISk to be a metony.
mical expression for i fi l ,j [q. v., lit. an im.
precation, but generally meant as an expression ol
praise]. (S, 0, TA.)

JO'l i.1' means [Camebl, or the like,] noi
avaricioushy retained; as though hated, and there.
fore liberally given away: (IAar, JI, TA:) &lt.~
being app. an act. part. n. [in the pl.] used in the
sense of a ss. part. n., like thle instances in

tJI; i; and !;i J.. . (MF,TA.)

", applied to a man, (A'Oheyd, S, 0,) like
0..1 [in form, and perhaps in meaning],

(A'Obeyd, TA,) FOld, or ugly, ion a.lpect; as also
t :;: (s, o:) orfotul, or uly:/, (, TA,) in
face, (TA,) eren if made an o4jert of love [by
ood qualities]: (.K, TA :) [originally an inf. n.,

and tlherefobre] sed alike as sing. (S, 0, O) and
dual (S, 0() and pl. (S, 0, .K) and masc. and
ferm.: (K :) so says Ltlh: (TA:) or one who hatex
imen; (K;) and so ' ' ., accord. to 'Alee Ibn-
Ilnmlzel l l-lslalhiinee: (A :) or t this Inast sig-
tlifies one whom men late: or it may be well
rendered one who d&es much for whichl be i. to be
hated; for it is one of the measures of the act.
part. n. [used in an intensive sense]. (A'Obeyd,
g·)

;t'._: see the next preceding lparagral)h, in
three Illaces.

'.;:, napplied to a man, (S,) IHated, ($, and
so in sonmc collies of' the ], [see also "il;;,]) or
ren',,rtld hateftil, or an ol}ject of hatred, (so
accordl. to other copies of the .K,) even if beau-

tIful, or comely; (S, 1;;) and . and A ;.
signify the same. (It in art. ,;.)

iI.;*:, occurring in a trad. of 'Aishllel, [A kind
off?,dl that id supiel, or sipped;] i. q. IL. and

'Le.J': [see these two words:] said by IAth to lbe
irregularly formed from Lx; , ly changing the
, into 5 [so tlhat the word becomes 4;4_, and
tllhen, by rule, ae;:.L, wllich is mentioned in the
TA, in art. ,, as occurring thus in a trad.,] and
then lVy restoring the . [in the place of tle second
S], tlhe meaning being hated. (TA.)

..&

1. 4.:, nor. , (g,) inf. n. _, (TA,) He
hald the quality termed meaning as erpl.
lel,nw. (4.) - And It (a day) was, or becane,
cool, or cold. (A, K[.)

b Lu,tre, and fineness, or delicacy, or thin-
nem, and coolnebs, and sweetness, in the teeth:
(A,i:) or lustre, and·finen·c, or delicacy, or
thinne.,x, in the fore teeth: (TA:) or these two
qnalities, together with coolness and nteetneas, in
the mouth, accord. to As, or in the teeth: (TA:)
or coolnes and sceetneas in thl teeth: or sharip-
nesx of the teeth: (S:) or sharpyness of the canine
teeth, like , so that they appear lile a sare:
(1i :) or rehite slwcls in the teeth: (A,IK :) or the
state of the teeth wihen they appear nsowwhat
tinged nith blackness, like the appearance of

C

blackness in hail; ,i; signifying the "lustre"
of the teeth; and,*i, their " whiteness that is as
though there were over it a blackness:" (ISh,
TA:) Abu-l-'Abbas says, It is variously expl., as
a serrated state of the teeth: and tlwir clearness
and cleanness: and their leing separate, or apart,
one from another: and the snweetnes of their
odour: (TA:) El-Jarmee says, I heard As say
that this word signifies coolness qf the mouth and
teeth; and I said, Our companions say that it is
t/heir sharpims 1when lthey come forth ; by which
is meant their ner', or ireent, anlJfr'sh state; for
when they have undergone the lapse of years,
they become abraded, or worn: but he said, It is
nothing but their coolness: and the saying of
Dhu-r-Rummcll,

[which should be rendered And in the gums, and
in her canine teeth, iY cooloew.s], corroborates the
assertion of As; for tlhere is no sharpness in the
gum: (S, I, TA:) it is also related of As that lie
said, I asked Ru-lbeh respecting the meaning of
,..;, and he took a gnrin of pomegranate, and
pointed to its lustre: (Mz, TA :) [and V ;': sig-
aifies the same:] a poet says,

I
, J ' 3l * 4 .4 *

-.;dJJs V

[I[er emen set of front teetll are s.lender and white,
xide teeth in which are cooln~ and ltwite a(lorn.iq
tlenm]. (0, TA.)_ [In the present day, it signi-
fics The mutstache.]

,. and * ,,,, (A, K,) the former regular,
the latter on the a;uthority of usage, (TA,) A cool,
or cold, day. (A, IK.)

4.4,
4a; Coob0.i, or coldnes, of a day. (O, g.)

- See also _, near thdie end.

_tu: sec_l.

: see : _ and what here follows.

1 Having the quality termed meaning
as ecpL above; (A, 0, ;) as ablo t ,_ 1 , (,)
which is irregular, (TA,) and V , (.K,)
[which is likewise irregular;] but the first of'
these three is the most common: (TA:) applied
to a man, (0,) and to the j. [or front teeth],
(A,) [and to the mouth, as in a verse cited voce
ijj :] fern. [:ti, (S, O, K,) applied to a woman,

(0, 0,) and also written atL, (II,) the , being
changed into,o because of the following ¥, and
in like manner [the pl. 4 is also written]

S,~,. (TA.) - ;(. also signifies A pome-
granate (aL,J) such as is termed' 'I2, havintg
no grains, but only juice within the riid, (A, ],
TA,) in the form of grains tithout stones. (TA.)

, , A young boy mhose teeth are sharp and
serrated by reason of his youthfulness. (IAar,
O.)

l;j_t Sweet mouths (0, g.)

[Boox I.
& .4

Q. Q .1, a $J , (S and L in art.
as Q. Q., and K. in the present art.,) inf n. 3 ',

(S, L,) Loe clarm to his heart. (8, L, I.)

c-. l* The lion; as also V ,: .ult. (:.)

:t-1: Thick, ~rou, big, bulhy, coarse, or
rough; syn. e4. (a.)- o See also .:1.

J~ it: see the former word in art. j&..

e
1.. , aor. -, inf. n. and V t , (;,

A, Mgh, g,) and t (, ,) nd 
(TA;) said of the skin (S, Mgh, O) in conse-
quence of the touch [or proximity] of fire [lc.],
(Mgl1,) and of the face, and of a member or limb,
(A,) of a finger, &c., (TA,) It contracted, shrank,
*JhritUted, or vrinkled; or became contracted or

.shrunk &c. (S, A, Mgh, 1, TA.) [t 5 is often
used as meaning Spa.mnodic contraction of a
muscle &c.] And one says, V $ ; .Uhs

and 1 j: [In h]is limbs, or member, is ac
traction]. (A.)

2. , inf. n. , lie [or it] contracted,
Shr'un, shrirdlled, or wrinlcedl, it; namely, the
ski,l [&c.]. (S, g.) Sc' 1, last sentence. One
Bays also, 1I J;l J [Tl tailor pkerd

the tunic]. (A. [In tlhe Mgh, thle wrinkling
arouind the anus is said to be like the ; of the

4: seel.

5: see 1, in three places; and see ...
7: see I.

.inf. n. ofl. (SS&c.)=Also . camel: (Lth,
[Drd, Ig:) or a heary camnel. (L in art. .)
,.. 5k 5. is a hralec of the tribe of Hu-
lheyl, meaning A man u!jsn a camcel: (Lth, IDrd,
O:) or a man, or an old mnan, Ulton a heary
antel. (L in art. .) It is also said, in the
L, that it signifies An old mna,, in tho dial. of
ludheyl. (TA.)

', B applied to the skin &c., Contracted,
htrunk, sdritrlled, or writtkled. (TA.) And,
pplied to i man, Contracted, &c., in the shin,

nd in the arm, or hand; as also t 1l. (M,

'A.) And a.. means .1$l aa;_- [i. e. An
,rm contracted, or narrow, in the hand; or a
and contracted, &c., in the palm, or in thepal
nd fingers]. (TA.) L-iJl means Co.

racted in the j3 called L.;I [app., in this
istance, the sciatic nerve]: (TA:) it is an epithet
f commendation applied to a horse; because,
hien he is contracted therein, his hind legs are
ot relaxed: ($, I :) or it is an epithet of com-

i
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mendation applied to a horse of good breed; bu
not so when applied to a hackney: it is ale
applied to some other animals, that do not wall
with freedom; to a gasel5e, and to a wolf: (T
TA:) and sometimes to the raven, or crow
(T, S,) which hope as though it were shackled
(T, TA.)

a...i ., ,.5eg. .,....0
61: we P _ rl .and ? 

are expresions sometimes used; '1 bein I

syn. with 5, as shown above, and in this cas
a corroborative; and] t [when thus used
meaning Intenely c ontracted or swrunh &c
(Lth, TA.) Also Having one of his testicle
smaller than thl other; like '1, which is more
approved. (TA.)

r' ee 5", in two placs . - i
[A puckered tunic: se 2]. (A, .gh) M - ',

, mentioned in a tr(ld., in which they ar
forbidden, are said to be Such [dranwr, or tro~
ars,] at are so ample that they f.ill down upoz
the boot so as to cotrr ha!f of the fi,ot; as though
meaning that, being ample and long, they eeae
not to rise, and becomc puckered ( .... ).
(TA.)

. &: A, inf n. I;, lie blamed Aim;
found fauldt with kimn: attributed or imputed to
kin, or accued him , a vice, orfai.at: ( :)
or the ume, (i,) or W S, (0,) o?;,. (TA,)
h rendMred Aim iefa x~; e hipod Ai vies,
fals, or evil qulitie or actions; di~cd kimn;
or p Aim to same. (0, t, TA.)

;.1 The gait, or manner of alking, of a
rigAteous nan. (O, J.) [See also . ]

; A vice, or fault: (?, 0:) or the forest
vice or fidte: (I :) and a disrace, or thame, or
thing that oreasions one's being reviled: (S, O,

:) or a dimpracrefl rice or fault: seldom used
unlem conjointly with ;l: (TA:) accord. to Sh,
(O,) a thiny,, or a,n aftair, notorious for badness
orfoulnes: (O, K:) pl. t~,. (TA.)

t..i; one of the names of The cat. (O, ]K.*)

A certain n'hite bird,found in rater: of
the dial. of Syria. (TA.)

- and $ (0, 1.,) [the latter having an
intensive meaninlg,] applied to a man, (O,)
Abounding in eril or misc.ief, and in vies, or
faults; bad in di.position. (0, ~.)

see what next precedes.

i A liberal, bountJfid, or generous,
woman: as also w (IAXr, T in art. ,
TA.)

j~,, (Mgh, ],) so called by the Persians,
(TA,) [and generally by the Arabs in the present
day,] and je;,t as in the "Towsheeh" of El-

Jcell Es-Suyoolee, (TA,) and 3 , (AHn, L, or rentryic, syn. 'JI, (S, O, ]:, TA, [in the
and so in some copies of the 1,) without hemz, C/, erroneously, :'1,]) and t?S , and
(AIjn, L,) the proper form, for so the Arabs i
called it, (IAyr, TA in art. ,_,) orl; , (as in 1.P1, (O, ],) in pace, or going; (O,/ ' ;) as also
some copies of the K, and in the TA,) with heminz, t C;;I (K) [and 1t e:,l]: thus is said of
(TA,) and ;j5,4, or Ij;, (as in different copies a man, meaning He strove, laboured, or eerted
of the 1],) and .;, (ADJ5 , I,) A kind of .. el, Aimself, and was quick: (TA:) and in like man-
(L,) or grain; (Mgh;) the same as ul4.JI ;al n,mr ; is said of a she-camel, (As, A'Obeyd,
[the black aromatic seed of a species of niiella; S, 0,) and of camels, (0,) as also t - : (8,*
a sort ofall-pice]; (v;) or said tobe so: (Mgh:) 0, cxpil. in tkhe former by .,. only,) and
or it is of Persian origin: (1:) so it is accord. * :. l 1; (O ;) in pace, or going: (;, O:) or
to Ed-Deeniiwarce [AHnI]: (TA:) but son, say t;,:.a l said of a she-camel means she was quick,
that ol>,Jt ;e1 JI is the same as llJ)l .Jl. or snPft. (K.)
(TA in art. ,.) 4: sec the next preceding sentence, in three

places.

i 1. :, aor. 2, inf n. as; (S, O, Msb, g)
, and ~ and ti, but this last, occurring in a

verse, may be used by poetic license for Ai ,
(TA,) It (a thing, S) was, or became, bad, evil,
abominabl, foul, or usmemnly; (?,' 0,* M4b, V ;)
syn. C.. (Myb. [In the S and O and 15, it is
said that aLs signifies the same uas /i;i ; but
the latter seems to import more than the forner.])
-_ij 5; lie rej^arded such a one as bad, evil,

abominable,foul, or tuneel.y, (= 1'i, , S , O ,1,
TA, in the CI~ ,lJI,) and reviled, or viliJild,
him, ( , 0, O , TA, and so accord. to one of
my copies of the 1,) or loathed him, (·;,) thus
in some of the lexicons, [and accord. to on;e of my
copies ofthe S,] but [SM says that] ',.: is shown
to be the right reading by the sayingof lAr that
;, in£ n. :, means ~. (TA.) [See also
10.].... Also, (O, V,) inf. n. :, (TA,) He
di~raced such a one; put him to d/ame; or
e.posed his vices, faults, or cil qualities or ac-

(tions (0, K, TA.)_ And 4Jl e
r frayed the torn-off piece of cloth so that it be-
came shag (gy,( as. '): (O, A: [in the
C14, in the place of the last word of the explana-
tion, which is for bz.3, is put J:]) and in
like manner one says of a thing similar to a

i ... (10.

2. -- Jl signifies Atl;_ ;_" [app. meaning
The uttering, or saying, much, or often, vwhat is
bad, evil, abominable, fol, or unseemly: and the
doing what is bad &c. much or often]: (g:) or
the uttering, or sayi~ , tv/at is bad, evil, abomi-
nable, foul, or unseemly, (KL, PS,) against any
one: (P :) and the representing, or regarding, as
bad, &c.: (KL, P :*) and the committing [an
action that is bad, &c., or] a fault, or vitious
action. (KL.) You say, -t :, inf n.
*:J, (S, 0,) I uttered, or said, wrlat wvas bad,
evil, abominable, foul, or uns.emly, against kim:
(Pr:) from U--:JI. (O.) And .")1, .,
inf n. as above, lIe showed, or declared, to him
that the affair was bad, evil, &c.: (TA: [see also
5:]) or charact~rized the affair to him as bad,
evil, &c. (Msb.) ~ And TAe striving, labouring,
or euerting oneelf, and being quick, and vigorous,

5. .,;itl 3: lie Ihonwed, or declared, the cas
of the people, or party, to be bad, ril, abomnin-
able, foul, or uns ly, by reason of their dis-
agreement, and the unwsound, or musettled, state of
their opinion. (TA.) _ And : lie (a man)
Inrpl~ed to do a bad, an sail, an abominable, a
foul, or an unseemly, thing or affair. (TA.) -
See also 2, last sentence, in two places. - Hence,
(IApr, TA,) He pri)ared himself for ight:
(lApr, X, TA:) or, said of a party of men, they
prepared thelmsel for Jiht: (0:) and accord.
to AA, .U Hi iec prepared hisdf fuor vcril,
of michief (O, TA.) _ And It (a garment, or
piece of cloth,) became rent, or lit. (0, ].) _
ioWI ;:3 Hle spread, or dispersed, the horemcne
makiny a raid, or sudden attack, upon an enemy.
(AA, 8, 0, , TA.) _ And it ;:3 lie
mounted the horse. (S, , .) - And

kJl Hlle put on the rwapon, or wuepos. (S,

0, °g.)

10. ! He reckoned it bad, evil, abonin-
able,foul, or un~emly. (O, TA.) And accord.

to Lth, (0, TA,) one says, v * : 's Ub;,
meaning ; l, (O, 15, TA,) i. e [lie sta a
thing] which he regarded as bad, evil, &c. (TA.)
- And accord. to him, one says also, _.,__

¥, (O, TA,) meaning llis i~nnce
has rendered such a one light, incontant, or un-
steady. (TA.)

&: see .

l,a. the subet. from :; ( , O, ;) [i. e.]
Badnes, evilne, aboninableu, foulne, or
uneemliness; syn. ; (ilar p. 196;) as also
t j,v : (0, ]. :) thus in the saying, !jY 

~ , [In such a one is unseinmes, or uli-
nes]; as also XJ and i; [or rather ;3]: (TA:)
and one says also, .a". ~ and oj and o
[app. meaning In his fac is unseemlines, or
utgliness]. (lAr, TA voce a .) _- Also Din-
bolical, or demoniacal po ion; or madnes, or
intanity. (IAr, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

MS Dad, evil, abominable, foul~, or unseemly;
1

1
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(., 0, Myb, ;) as also (0, ;( ) and t ,

(S, 0, j,) tho laut like 41 in the phrase Xi

j.5, meaning ,0? , acord. to one of the two
interl)retations of this phrase: (O, TA:) pl. of the
first .:. (Mob, TA.*) It is applied to a day, in
this sense: or as meaning disliked, or hated:

(TA:) and so is t ;; 0, ( 1 , O, ,TA,) in the

former sense, (TA,) or in the latter. (0, ], TA.)

And you say ,[ and .t. [An aspect

that is bad, evil, &c.] and -. **j. i,. meaning

', [i.e. An unmeemly, or ugly, woman]. (TA.)

And 1 [An el, or abominable, name]:

and ,.LYl ... j [A peoyle, or party, having

cril, or abohninable, names]. (A, TA.) And

$ jla; ; [An evil, or ahominable, or a foul,
story]. (TA.) And V At1 31 Abominable,
e.rcesire.jealnoy: (0, I, TA:) in [some of] the
copies of the If, erroneously, jqb. (TA.)

" Incongruous, unsound, weak, or faulty,
[aIZ therefore unseemly,] in make; (IDrd, O, I,
TA;) as also jLA.JI -;1; applied to a man:

the firmer is from ' 1 : and some say that it
signifies tall. (TA.)

M,; and its fern. Ah :

places: and se also t :.

see ., in four

see : .,e , in art. U.

and its fem., with : see ,in two
ilaces.

. i q. ; [Well, or commonly, knon;
notorio; &c.]. (O, L,g.)

.;,). oil , (S,) aor.., (0 , Msb,)
inf. n. *, ($, O, ,) I lookhed in a state of op-
position, or raistance, (w,,slb I i,') at the thing;

like ,9: (L, O:') or ,,11 signifies the looking
at a thing, (0,) or the looking at a thing like him
who is opposing it, or resisting it, (4 .,eC
1, TA,) and the raiting of the eyes in looking at
a thing, (TA,) like him who wonders at it, or
like him rlho didlikes it, or hates it; (0, g, TA;)

and so .1 J, as AZ says. (TA.) [See also 2.]
_ i j.,, ($, O, 15,) and a also, or, correctly,

accord. to ISd, this verb is trans. in the sense
here next following without any particle, (TA,)
[but two exs. are cited in the O from trads. in
which it is trans. by means of J,] aor. ', (S, 1,)

inf .n. U, (e, 0,) IIe hated him, ( ,) and
net himn in a morose manner: (8, O, 15: [in the

1, the latter meaning is expressed by #; , for

i ~L: in the ~ and 0, the former meaning is
expressed as above, on the authority of ISk; and

it is; also said that UJI$ is syn. with ,,.-1 and

It.!:] in the former of these two senses it is

like ', with o: (?, O0:) or .. I1 [i. e. .I]
is a subit. signifying vehemnc~ of enmity. (YSam

c.4 ".4

p. 108.) _- And 4i J, (IAar, ISd, 0,' 1g,
TA,) and ~, (ISd, TA,) i. q. b [i. e. lie
hnwu it; knew, had knowledge, or wvas cognizant,
of it; or hkeu it instinctively; &c.]. (IAtr, ISd,
0, 1, TA.) And J,, (1f, TA, [in the former
of which it is erroneously implied that the verb is
followed by dJ,]) His upper lip turned uprwards;
(g, TA ;) inf n. ; ; (TA ;) or this is a subst.,
signifying a turning uprards of tIe up)per lip:
so says AZ. (0.)

2. '4, inf n. e, lIe adorned her (i. e.
a woman, S, or a girl, or young woman, 0, 1)
with tlw [ornament called] *;l; ; (0, ,iK;) like

as one says, tYu; (S, TA;) as also t V,.L

(7Zj, O, If.)- [llence,] Al,,j &S4. j: S [Ile
adorned and cnbelliswdl his language]. (TA.) =
91 ~i ., inf. n. as above, lie looked at him, or

it, from the outer corner of tti eye. (Ya]oob,
TA.) [See also 1.]

4: see the next preceding paragraph.

5. *4Z 3 She adorned herseltf with tlhe [orna-
ment callcd] 0,; (S, O, 1 ;) like as one says,

--~. (S.)

b." (incorrectly pronounced with damm,
IDrd, 0, I, i. e. ;, 0, TA) The upper JP
[i. e. ear-ring or ear-dro)]: (S, O, g:) or a

pendant (j ) in [or suspejled from] the J)
[app. meaning the uplper part, or perhaps, the
helilc, in the CK erroneously written j",] of the
ear; (Lth, 0, K;) and likewise such as is attacled
to necklaces: (Lth, O0:) or such as is suspend~el
from the ulpper part of the ear; what is suspended
from the lower part [or lobe] thereof being termed

,; (IDrd, 0, ;) or this latter is termed &;j:
(IAar, TA:) or, as some say, i. q. : (TA:)
pl. [of mult.] J. (IDrd, S, 0, 1) and [of

pauc.] tL· (TA.)

H £ating, (0, O, ,) and meting in a
mros~ manner. (1.) IB cites, as an ex.,

[And thou will not cure the hating heart]. (TA.)

1i~, aI [A lip, meaning an upper lip] turning

upards: (0 :) or hl 3tl [A sheep or goat]
having the upper lip turning upwards. (TA.)

.Jta Turning away, or averse. (O, g.) One

says, ' .r. ..tJi l l What ails me that I
se thee turnin away, or averse, from me? (0.)

_ And iAl, ;4 C&I:i .-b1 .Verily he is raisiw
his nose [in aversion]from us. (0, 1_.)

3.U t A she-camel havinag a .* [or nose-
rein] attached to her. (AA, O, ]f)

1. JI ~, aor. M (S, M, Msb, If} and ,
(M, 1,) in n. ,, (S, M, Mob,) He curbed
the camd by mean of his .j [or nos~-r], (,
I,) or p~d the . tor haler, or leading-
rope,] of th camel, (i,) while riding him, (f,

[Boox I.

M,) in the direction of his [om ] head, (M,) o
as to make the prominence behind huis [the

camel's] ears cleave to the upright piec~ of wood
risingfrom the fore part of t1e addle: (M, g :)
or he raised the camers head (M, Myb, 10) by

puuing his -.Aj, (M, M9b,) while riding him,
(Msb, 1.,) like as the rider of the horse does with
his horse: (Msb:) and t -l'- signifies the same:
(S, M, Mob, I :) or t 1.; is intrans.; you say,

sJI :;;, and & t ' t, the reverse of the usual
rule; (IJ, M ;) or the latter is intrans. also; (S,
Mob, g1;) signifying he (the camel) raised his

head. (~, M, M.b, Ig.*)- IIence, '1.:, occur-
ring in a trad., referring to a female hare, inf. n.
as above, means, as implyinge restraint, I cast, or
shlot, at ker, or I strnck her, so as to rendler her
i,,n,,b,le of ,notion. (O.) - And .. l " or

Il, (M, Ki,) inf. n. as above, (M,) 'IIe bound

tlte he-camel, or th1 she-camel, with tlhe 1U.

[q. v.]. (M, K.) - And 4,~, ,.i ti, 'M)",t- 
or ;,~1 ~ , (K1,): lie bound (Mf, 1) the head
of tithe beast, (M,) or the head of the horse, (9,)

to the t)pper part of a tree, (M,) or to the head of
a tree, or to a tree, (accord. to difficrent copies of
the 1I,) or to a peg, (M,) or to an elevated peg,
(K,) so that his neck beramw extended and erect.

(M, TA.) - And ii1 jJ, (IDrd, O, I,)
aor. £, (lDrd, 0,) inf. i. as above, (TA,) t He
bound the imouth of tiw ,ater-ski/n with the bond

called ,t4?, and then bound the extre,nity of its
Ma.3 to its fore legs: (IDrd, O, 1g, TA: [in the
C]7, bJ1l is erroneously put for .liM., or, as

in some copies of the 1, tj :]) or he suspended

it: and [in like manner] ~4.i? t d : !, inf. n. as
above, he su)pended the weater-skin to a peg:

(TA:) or the latter signifies he put a 3ta. to the
water-shin: (M :) or he bound the vater-skin

ithl a ., ( , I, TA,) i. e. a cord with which
its mouth is bound. (S.) - [Hence ' , as used
in the present day, and in post-classical works,
meaning t le hanged himn by the neck, till he
died: (see the pass. tpart. n., below:) whence
V I;L, meaning A gallows; pl. L L.] -

'~a l ~S, (M,i, $,) nor. -', inf. n. ; (M;)

and t V&, (M, K,) inf .n. ; (TA;) I1e

put a piece of nwod, which is caled ( Mj , (M,
15,) pared for the purpose, (MI,) into the hivw,
and with it raised a portion of the honey-comb in
the width of thew hitre, (M, 1K,') having fized the
;r beneath it; and someftines tno portions of
the honey-comb, and three: (MI: [accord. to which

one says also, J! ' ' " t ])

this is done only when t1w bees are rearing their
young ones. (M, 1.·) - Accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed,

s.,JI v, l and ;' - signify the same: (TA:
[in which the meaning is not expl.; but it is im-
mediately added, app. to indicate the meaning
here intended ;]) EI-Mutanakhkhil El-Hudhalee
says, describing a bow and arrows,

* ;},H9l 

i. e. I put its string into [the notchd of] arro~s
[broad and long in the heads, made sharp or

1

1
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BOOK I.]

pointed]. (0,* TA.) -- j, (M, K,) aor. s; t

(1 ;) and , (M, ]g,) aor.,; (1 ;) He loved a 

thing, and became atta ched to it; (M, I, TA;) t

said of a man: (TA:) and , inf. n. , is

said of a man's heart, (O, TA,) meaning as above:

(O :) oro ; signifies the heart's yearning to-

wards, or longin for, or desiing, a thing.

(Mgb.) - , also signifies The being long: 

(M:) or the being long in the head, (JK, S, TA,) 1

as though it nwre stretded upwards: (TA:) one
says of a horse, inf. n. X5, meaning ]He

was mlong in the head. (JK.) -_- .! J1: , signi-

fiesA..kll X I tl,;.I [app. meaning The woman's
beeoming dleek, liake O (or whetstones) by

reason offitt: see jLl ,1 t, in art. 010:
and the epithet applied to her is t ai;, pl. ;A .
(JK, Ibn-'Abbid, O, TA.)

2. i' Jl , inf. n. .': see 1, in the latter

half of the paragraph. - J4 also signifies The

cutting [a tiling] in pieces. (O, ]. [See the
pass. p)art. n.]) - And The adorning [a person or
thing]. (K. [See 5.]) - See also the next para-
graph, near the end.

3. :, inf. n. i;l and I, He mixed

his cattle with his [i.e. another's] cattlek: (,
TA:) this is when [contributions to the poor-rate

such as are termed] 3jC; [pl. of J;] are incum-
bent on a man, or two men, or three, when their
eattle are separate, and one says to another,

'i. e. AMix thou nuy cattle and thy cattle;

fbr if tlhey are separate, a J; will be obligatory,
or incumbent, on each of us; and if they are
mixed, the case will be lighlt to us: so the 4t3X

signifies the slharing in the "J' or in the QP .

(L,TA.) [See also what follows in this paragraplh:
and see ,;4.] One says also t la, ' [for

Il~ , ~1] Ye shall not put tog,thetr wltat are

emparate [of cattle]; ,v=l being syn. with

Ai&tl:. (TA.) - 0tZ. signifies also The taking

somnevwhat fromn the : and hence the trad.,

J.i ',: (K, TA:) this means There shall not be
take from the ; [any contribution to the poor-
rate] unle.s it is complete [in number]: (A'Obeyd,
S, TA:) the ;a being, of camels, such as exceed
five, up to ten; and what exceed ten, up to
fifteen: (A'Obeyd, TA:) Aboo-Sa'eed Ed-l)areer
says, up to nine; and up to fourteen: but this is
pronounced in the L to be wrong: (TA:) [Mtr
also says,] it means tlwere tisall not be taken aught
of what exceed fire, up to nine, for example: or,
accord. to Aboo-Sa'ced El-1?areer, it is like the
mixing; but this requilres consideration: (Mgh:)
Aboo-Sa'eed says that 0t~. 'j means a man stall

not adjoin (t "0. 'j [thus written here and thus
expl. in the TA]) his dseep or goats, and his
camels, to the slwep) or goats [and the camels] of
another person, in order to annul what is obliga-
tory, or incumbent, on him, of the poor-rate:
this is [for instance] in the case in whlichl each of
them has forty sheep or goats; so that it is in-
oumbent on them to give two sheep or goats;

1W07

but when one of them adjoins ( v..,.l * ,
[thus in this instance in the TA, perhaps a mis-

.,t
transcription for l,1,]) his sheep or goats to

those of another, and the collector of the poor-
rate finds them in his [tlhe latter's] possession, he

takes from them one sheep or goat. (TA.)

4. j.l : se 1, in five places. .- , [as
inf. n. of Ej from 5ti1 -1 expl. in the first

paragraph,] also signifies The having the hand
attached to the nech by neans of a Ji [q. v.].
(AA, TA.)_-Sce also 3, in the latter half. -~
Accord. to IAr, (0, TA,) ~j! also signifies

He tooh (0, I, TA) the d , i. e., (0, TA,) the

[fine termed] .,jl: (0, 1, TA:) or it was, or
became, obligatory, or incumbent, on hips to give

the .,!; thus having two contr. meanings [as-
signed to it]: (1v :) or it signifies also, accord. to

IA$r, it was, or becanme, obligatory on hin to gire

wvhat is termed a ,; and this is the case until
his camels amount to five and twenty, when what
is due of them is [a she-camred such as is termed]

ult. a;l. (0.) A man of the Arabs said,

t:1 1 ., which may mean Of us is he Iv who

gives the L , i.e. cords, pl. of jt, : or it may

mean, wvho gives the 1 , i. e. , . (O.)_
;U Ibl XHe eamlted htimself abowe him; do-

m;ineered over him; or ol~ d him. (O, J.)

5. ,.3 He adorned himsnelf; or was, or be-
came, adorned: (JK, 0:) and he clad himself
wvith garments. (JI.)

6: see8.

What is between one aLi and the next

&i ', (A'Obeyd, S, M, Mgh, M.b, 1], TA,)
[meaning a number tihat is between two other
numbers whereof each imposes the obligation of

giving a due termed aw;,] of camels, and of
sheep or goats, (M, TA,) in relation to the poor-
rate: (., Mgh, I, TA:) so called because nothing

is taken therefrom; so that it is adjoined (_

i. e. 1.b) to that [number] whichl is next to it
[of the numbers below it]: (JM:) accord. to
some, it is syn. with pj; (Mgh, Msb;) but
some say that it relates peculiarly to camels; (M,

Mghl, M9b ;) and ,*., to bulls and cows: (Mgh,
Msb:) used in relation to sheep or goats, it is
wvhat is between forty and a hundred and twenty;
and in like manner as to other numbers [that
impose the obligation of giving a La.;ij]: (.i,
TA :) Ahmad Ibn-H.ambal is related to have said

that the , is what is above the i , abso-
lutely; as,for instance, what is aboveforty sheep

or goats: (TA: [I here render the word .s>
"above," though it also means " below,'" because
nothing is due from sheep or goats fewer than
forty:]) as A'Obeyd says, it is, of camels, such as
exceed five, tup to ten; and what exceed ten, up to
fifteen: (O,* TA: [see also 3 :]) Ks states, on
the authority of some one or more of the Arabs,
that it is up to twenty-five; and says that it is
what does rot impose the obligation of the a.j;
meaning what is between five and twenty-five:
(Fr, TA:) [but it is also expl. as 'applied to the

due itself that is to be contributed to the poor-

ratesfor certain numbers of camels: thus] Aboo-

'Amr Esh-Sheyba.nce says, the ~ _ for fiv
camels is a sheep or goal; for ten, two shep or

goats; for fifteen, three scheq or goats; and for

tnenty, four sheep or goats; the term t.Z being
applied alikc to the sheep or goat, atid to the two
sheel) or goats, and to the thiree sheep or goats,

and to the four sheep or goats; what cxceeds this

last being termed a .i.: (TA:) or, in the case

of the ploor-rate, the lo,cest -- (-}i I ; JI) is
a slwepor goat for five camels; and the higlhest

j(L,Js'&I G~JI) ;s a w * 4Qforf and.. ~~~ ~~ ·d~ .. & 
'

tiventy: (0, 1K:) the pl. of i is - (
Msb, TA) and jt,;. (M.) - Also What s

abore the bloolvit (.i eJ L6): (A s, ~, O,

Mb, K:) the term ;. , ($, M, Msb,) pl. of

O"-', (M,) being applied to the fines,for mounds,
tluatt are scint with the complete bloodwit (P, M,'
O, M sb) by hinn upon nwhom rests tlhe obligation

to send such; (8, 0, Mhsb ;) as though they were

attacihed to the main, or greatest, fine: ( 1, M,*
0:) and an adldition, in the bloodwit, (M, Mb,)
of five, (M,) or ,f six, (M, M,,) or of eve,,
(M9b,) to tite huuldred camnels [which constitute
the complete bloodwilit], (M, Mel,,) in order that
it may be described as ample: (M.sb :) [for,] as
IA r and A anid EI-Athiram say, the man of

rank or quality, when hlie gave [tihe bloodwit],
used to add to it five [or more] camels, to show
thereby his execlleneo and his generosity: (TA:)
a redundancy [in the case of tlw bhloodnit]; (0,
I ;) one of the explanations of the term given by
AX: (0:) or in ti case of bloodicits (;.A i), the

lon~St _ (J.}.o95 ' ;1) is tnwenty camels whereof

every one M a tL. ; ; and the highest J

(~ 1'I JJt) is t,venty camels whereof every one

is a . : (O, (:) and some say lhat.;jLJI 'l
means thie sorts of bloo(dwits; the bloodvit Jbor
purely-unintentional homicide being a hundred
camels, which those who are reisploible for it
undlertake to gice in f.fths, consisting of twenty

w,hreof eery one is an , a:,j and twenty
wchereof every one is an ;L; ;., and twrenty

whereof etvery one is an al ,2!, and tnenty

whereof everry one is a ;a., and twenty whereof
ever, one is a .J. ; t~ese alo being termyned

t_l. (TA.) - It signifies also A fine, or
mulCt, for a wound or the lie; (O, Msb, 1g;)
as, for instaaoe, for a butrn, (0, TA,) or such as
a wound on thi head that lays bare the bone,
(Msb, TA,) and othier wounds, (Msb,) and for a
tooth [knocked out], and for an eye blinded, and
for an arm or a hand vitiated, or rendered un-
sound and motionicss, or stiff; and for anything
short of what requires the complete bloodwit:
(TA:) or, as some say, afinefor that which does
not render obnoxwious to retaliation; as a scratch,
or laceration of the skin, and the lihe: (M:) pl.
j:l. (M, M9 b.) Also A burden borne on

one side of a beast, equiponderant to another

borne on the othother side; syn. Jop: (g, TA: [in
the CV, and my MS. copy of the 1, J.LI is

G
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rrroneously put for JJ,Wl:]) .ll signifies
. lijlt (JK, Ibn-'Abbi,d, O, TA.')_And A
roenl, or cord. (1bn-'Abb;S(, O, K.) -And A
bofnmtring; (O, TA;) as also V LI; (0, ],*
TA;) so called because it is bound to the head
of the how: (0, TA:) or, accord. to Sh, a good
hbo~inring, i. c. strong and long. (TA.) [See
what follows.]) mj':J also signifies j.JI [The
matting a thing]: ( :) thus aecord. to some in
the saying of Ru-beh, describing. a sportsman
[and his bow],

[ns though meaning Ite prepared for it, or them,
a how such thait the part wherhy it was held
filled the land, .tlspringinfg in the maliing by reason
of its elasticity andl strength but the word which
J have written , and whichl is tius in one place
in the TA, and in another place in the same,
where the verse is repeatedl, I', is illegibile in
the copy of the 0, nnd may be a mistranseription]:
accordl. to others, however, the last word, J*1,
lhece means the bon-striuq. (0, TA.)

,, apiplied to a heart, Loming intense?ly, or
ery pasionately or fonrl/:!; syn. ,L4. (M,

TA.) Accord. to Lth, t J ? j .;j signifiesI
U - J. Ji t [app. meaning A heart
aspiring to evnjthing]: (0, L, TA:) in the K,

but the right reading is A 1 t j;. j
.,j., andl the signification as above, primarily 
relating to the eye. (TA.) Applied to a man, b
Cautiots; orfearful. (TA.) _ ', applied to 
a woman: see 1, last sentence.

3l. A row, or cord, with nhich the head of a
he-.anel and of a she-camel is pltdld: [see 1, first
sentence:] pl. [of pauc.] aLi2 and [of mult.] 
t . (M, TA.) - A cord, (A'Obeyd, 8, K,) or 
tho7q, (A'Oheyd, K,) woith which the month.Aof a 
water-shin is bound, (A'Obeyd, S, Mgh, I,) and 4.
that of a leatlern water-bag, and which b unttied
in order that the water may pourforth: (A'Obeyd,
TA:) or the suspensory cord of a wnter-kin:
and any cord by which a thiny is suspended.
(M.)-S Seo also .. , in the last quarter of the
aimr graph. As an epithet, Tall: (ISh, S, g:)
used alike as mane. and fem. (ISh, .K) and dual
(1Sh) and pl., (ISh, g,) not dualized nor plural-
ized: (ISh:) applied to a m an, (S , TA,) and to
a woman, and to a h e-camel, and to a she-camel:
applied to a she-camel as meaning tall, and long- o
' ecked; as also V[l : and to a he-camel as i.
maning tall and nder: (ISh, TA:) also, and m
* -, appulied to a h orse as meaning tall (T, w,
TA.) See also jol,. (9

One nthose origin is .spected; syn. .Sj :
a poet says, 'e se

' . . · as

')J:~ ~'1 .*in,
[ 1 am he who enters the door that the i~gnobe seeks

JZ - 1

A~~~~~~~

not, and to which one whose origin is td is
not invited]. (@.) - Seo also 1, latter half.

; iA A man evil in disposition: (M, L:) or a
I.eey-conreited young man. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, 0,
! .) And '4 , like i-t [in some copies of the
K ;i;:, like iv.,] A woman talking, or con-
versing, or who taks, or converss, in an amorous
and enticing mantnr. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, 0, K.)

jUi;: a name for A calamity or mifortune
(;eCi): (In-'Abbid, 0, ]K:*) or, as some say,
a name of Thc.chief. of the Jinn, or Genii: (Ibn-
'Abbad, 0:) or also a certain chief of the Jinn.

(11.)
'-si:l Long; applied to a neck. (M.) And, as

also j,.:. Long in the head; applied to ahorse and to a camel; and so l oi [the fem. of the
former] and V -C applied to the female. (M.)For the fem., see also 1tj., [The fem.]
iU;:. signifies [also] A female bird that feeds lseryoug ones with her bi, ejecting th food into tlteir moutlhs. (0, K.)

.i. : see 1, in the latter half of the para-

graph.
v 1 Flesl-meat (Ks, S) cut in pices: (Ks,

S, IC:) applied to flesh-meat, (M,) it is from thets [pl. of of the [or bloodwit]. (Ks, S, aM.) - And Doigh cut into pieces, and prepared ,rith oil o' lives: (El-Umawee, S, M, :) or arough cut into Thimps, or pieces, on tn the tabl, t'efci it is *pread out; also called otj;h aind j
,;apl i ta. .(IA r, TA.)

jL .see .
aj,4A... [as pass. part. n. of J; means Curbed Vay nas of his nose-rein, &c. - And] t langed:

oe says, to3 a.me t n Hewas ptt to death t [by
cing] haned. (TA.). -See also jti,: and

id

y.;.u. and ase he .b. , in art. th. n

'a/..: see 12, in art. h ae

g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~raph

iv,L : , (S, M sb, b ],) aor.: -, (M , b,) inf. n D.
. (, lMgh, Ma b, 8b) It (a thin g,g S ) s,r became, of the colour termed , (M , tfmb, )e
e. of a [gray] colur in wtoh whiteness, predo-p iated or f blacknes , (S , Mgh, MM b,) or in r`hich thi nte wa ointeupted by blacknes;
q,o T TA;) as also aor.ll ar and M
,;) the last, in£ n .(1I , said in the former Ai

nse of a horse; as also V in,t, inf. .n. ,4,Si we;) and thi s last verb, said of the head, its aay

so

h itea s peo minated ore r its bacnes; (TA;) ( 

~~~~~~~r.&)

s also W :( , TA.) + H , aor. det [ bT(
f n. (T TA) sa d of heat and of cold, It
t ed his colour; as allsoo &' : (:) or, einrtalh

[Boos !.
accord. to A'Obeyd, (TA,) Vt t,z (0,
TA,) inf. n. , (0,) emid of cold, It atrd
the colour of thetrees: and ,4'l tf,, i like-wise said of cold [as meaning It altered the colo
of the mea or peopk]. (O, TA.) _- And 
jiit L;JI The year of drought destroyed the
cattk (JI~) of the people or party: (so accord.
to the C/~ and my MS. copy of the :) or theverb in this sense is t :l. (So accord. to the
text of the 1 as given in the TA.) - [Freytag
erroneously assigns to this verb, as from the ],
another meaning, belonging to 4.]

2: see the preceding paragraph, in three places.
4. l, said of a stallion, He had offpring

of the colour termed ' born to him: so accord.
to the K: but accord. to IM and the other
lexieologists, it is said of a man, meaning theo.fq7ring of his horses were of the colour termed
'.h: IApr says that there are not, among horses,
such as arc termed , [pl. of ,.4l]: A'Obeyd,
however, [as will be seen below,] explains 4
as meaning a colour of horses. (TA.) - See
also 1, last sentence but one.

8 and 9: see 1, first sentence.

11: see 1, first sentence. _- Also, said of sed-
p roduce, S It dried ul;, or became yellow, (J , A,)
put with sonmewhat green rtmainig in i i~tices: ( :) or was nar to y~e g, and became
Lhite, and dried up, but ith a little greenne~
'emaining in its interstices. (TA.) - Accord. to
he L, one says also ;t '.fl [app. meaning
Tlis lip bwcame of an ahy hu]. (TA.)

* .,
. A mountain over,pread wit mow. (0,
-.) And a boy, or young man, light, or

ctire, in body, and dsarp-eademd. (IA#r, TA
o ce, . [See also ,.])

.: see what next follows.

A [gray] colour in which hite pre.
m inates over blackness, (S , M9b,) or in whichhiteness is interrupted by blacknemu; as also

·.. g; (A, 1~;) which latte' is [properly] an
i£f. n., of ' : (S,Mb:) or nwhiten~ mi.ed
ith blackne s: (.H ar p. 150 :) not pure whitenes,
is some have imagined it to be. (TA.) And in
o rses, A colour in which the main hw i in ter
'pted by a hoarine, or by some~ white hairs,iether the horse be [in his general colour]
. or ,izi or,,I. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

A kind of plant (; ), rcsembling the
,., [or panic grass]; (s;) like 0t, (TA.
lut see this last word.])

.,tE (AIjAt, S, I.) and t lt (A.H at, Kr, )iAlk mixed with much water: (AH.it, S :) or a
i ture of which one third is milk and the rest
ter: (K , TA:) Az h eard several of the Arabs
ply the former term to milk mixed with water:
called on account of the alteration of its colour.
A.)

1 .,t, in its primary acceptation, A a'i [i. e.
her brand or.fane (app. the former, agreeably

not, 

and to mAiM ou mh~ origin is m~ is

not 

invited]. (�.) ma Seo also 1 latter half. accord. to A'Obeyd, (TA,) o�.ut V

TA,) 
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t4e 
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LiA 
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11 wise gaid of cold [as meaning It a~ the

l.�conreited 

yoitng man. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, 0,

And 

ii ' , like [in some copies of the 0,fa tA# m, am or peopkl. (0, TA.) - And ...

akl-zz 

%�~"
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*UJI The year of droiight &jtrqed thd

like 

i�C,] A woman talking, or con- cattLe (Js. 1) of th ~ or party: (no amrd.

versing, 

or who taVa, or converms, in an amorous - the CV, and iny MS. copy of the V:) or the

and 

enticin . .) verb in this iBense is * c.' '.# .q mantwr. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, 0, K j..A. (So acwrd. to the

text 

of the 1� as given in the TA.) - [Freytag

jU,�Z 

a name for A calamity or mifortune

(I1)n-'Abbid, 

0, ]K:*) or, as some say, erroneously aseigne to this verb, as from the ]K,

a 

r;ame of Tite.cliief.,c of the Jinn, or Genii: (Ibn- another meaning, belonging to C]

'AbUd, 

0:) or also a certain cliief of the Jinn. 2: see the preceding pamgmph, in three placm.

(1�.) 

4. eaid of a stallion, He had offi~

i,og,i�ZI 

Loy; applied to a neck. (M.) And, u of the colour te~ to i a rd.

to 

the K. but accord. to IM and the other

also 

Long in elte head; applied to a

Itorse 

and to a camel; and so A52 '. [the fem. of the lexicoloffists, it is said of a maii, meaning th

M)q#17)rinq 

of his horms iwre of the tokur termed

former] 

and V jCZ applied to the female. (1 oj

2 

Z".' : IAgr says that there are not, among borees,

For 

the fem., se� also otil. ~ [Tiie fem.]

sucli 

as are ter

---

61 med [pl.of J'51:A0beyd,

iU;.! 

signifies [also] A female £ird that feeds lser %W'�

youtV 

ones irith hor bW, ejecting Wfood into tlteir however, [as will be emn below,] explains

inoutlts. 

(0, K.) as meaning a colour of honm. (TA.) - See

als 

1, last sentence but one.

ai��* 

: sce 1, in the latter half of the para- 8 and 9 : see 1, first sentence.

graph.
CZ. 

0 n: see 1, first sentence. - Abo, add of ned.

j41* 

Flesli-meat (Ke, S) cut in piecm: (Ke, pro(luce, : It dried ul), or became yeRom, (�, A,)

A(:) 

applied to flesh-meat, (M,) it is from the

0 

g but with soinewhat green r~ ing in ik

U 

1 [pl. of of the a;.) [or bloodwit]. (Ke, S stices: (�:) or was nmr to ~ , and became

K.) 

- And Doiigh cut itato pieces, and prop~ white, and dried up, but mak a littk grwm~

rith 

oil oj' �liva: (El-Umawee, S, M, ]�:) or remainbW in its in~ icw. (TA.) - Aowrd. to

ioii.qh 

cut into Itimps, or picces, upon the tabk, the L, one aays also CZ&M [app. meaning

Aef~ 

it is *pread otit; also called alld .7Iis Iiiu b(wame of an a#hy km]. (TA.)

(1AtLr, 

TA.)

S-vtd 

A mountain overipread with mow. (0,

]�.) 

~And a boy, or young man, 4ht, or

see
actire, 

in bod headed. (IA#r, TA

(as 

pass. part. n. of J� means Curbed [See also

y 

ineanq of his nose-rein, &c. - And] t Hanqed:

me 

says, U3.�� �3 tHe~ ptittodeatli[by see what next follows.

cing] 

hanqed. (TA.)~See also !t�Z: and a".' A [gray] colour in whic.4 mhi~ pre.

dominateii 

over blacknm, (�, M9b,) or in which

ivhitene.m 

is intempted by blacknew; as also

(A, 

�F.;) which latO is [properly] an

in£ 

n., of ' 2: (?,Mqb:) or mhi~ miwd

and,.,~.-: 

ace;.p�, in art. 11.

rvitA 

blacknem : (Xlar p. 150:) not pure whitenew,

w 

in art. as some have imagined it to be. (TA.) And in

horses, 

A colour in WAWA thd main AM is

rupted 

by a hoaKneu, or by some white hairs,

ivhetl#or 

the horse be [in Ais gemml c~]

'011 

'641

Mqb, 

]�,) aor. -, (Mgb, ]�,) in£ n. or j*Ul or,."1. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

Mgh, 

Mqb, V,*) It (a. thing, S) mas,

ejt"' 

A kind ofplang rcmmbling the

r 

became, of tla colour to~ m i�s b, KJ

e. 

of a [gray] cokur in mAkA whiteness, predo- -. tj [or panic graas]; (1�;) like (TA.

,inated 

orff blacknen, (�, Mgh, Mab,) or in [But see tiiis laot word.])

hich 

whit~ mm in~ ted by blacknm; 4L.Z (AH6t,Kr,

��t;l 

(AVAt, S, X() and

�c,o 

TA;) as also aor. and Mia lniwd with'mucA ivater. (AH6t, 8:) or a

said 

in the former mixture of which one third is milk and the rest

C;) 

the last, in£ n. �1 1 1,

nee 

of a horse; as also V int water: (K, TA:) Az beard oevemi of the Ambe

apply 

the former term to milk mimd with water.

wid 

this last verb, said of the head, its so called on account of the altemtion of its colour.

Ftite~ 

~ inated omr its Nacknesir; (TA;) (TA.)

also 

TA.),m "'- aor.

r 

n- -- & IT1W ) ... A ^ir k . --- 1 ^1

accord. 

to A'Obeyd, (TA,) V (0,

TA,) 

int n. ""vlj, (0,) oaid of cold, It a~

the 

colour of i'A;t;rees - and J06 1 V "-Z in Ue.

wise 

aaid of cold [as meaning _rt altered th ~

Of 

the mm Or PeoPkl. (0, TA.) -And ...

'O' 

.0,4

A_491 

*UJI The year of drolWht jtrqed the

cattk 

of th ~ or party: (no acwrd.

to 

the CIK and Iny MS. copy of the V4 or the

verb 

in this iBense is * --- * &

%: 

"'I (So acwrd. to the

text 

of the 1� as given in the TA.) - [Freytag

erroneously 

aseigne to this verb, as from the ]K,

another 

meaning, belonging to 4.1

2: 

see the preceding pamgmph, in three placm.

4. 

said of a stallion, He had offi~

of 

the colour te~ ;Q".' ' bom to him: so amrd.

to 

the K. but accord. to IM and the other

lexicoloffists, 

it is said of a mm, meaning me

q#17)ring 

of his horses iwre of the tokur termed

L,Z 

: IAttr says that there are not, among borees,

sucli 

as are termed [pl. of J '-51: AP0beyd,

however, 

[as will be emn below,] explains

u 

meaning a colour of honm. (TA.) -See

ilso 

1, last sentence but one.

8 

and 9 : see 1, first sentence.

n: 

see 1, first sentence. - Alw, add of ned-

)roduce, 

: It dried ul), or became ye-Row, (�, A,)

put 

with soinewhat green r~in� in im ~

ticei: 

(�:) or was nmr to ~, and became

L4ite, 

and dried up, but mUA a li" grm~

emaining 

in its in~im. (TA.) - Aocord. to

he 

L, one aays also [app. meaning

Trit 

Iiiu b(wame of an airky km]. (TA.)

0 

6,

S.vtp 

A mountain overipread with mow. (0,

Z.) 

~And a boy, or young man, light, or

ctirey 

in body, and diarpAm4d. (IA#r, TA

oce 

[See also

.1: 

see what next follows.

C.6j 

'.

Z 

- A [gray] in lphic.4 mh~ pre.

minates 

omr blacknm, (�, M9b,) or in whick

bitmen 

is inteffupted by blacknm; as also

(A, 

]�.;) which latO is [properly] an

i£ 

n., of ' 2: (?,Mqb:) or whiten~ miwd

itA 

blacknem : (Xlar p. 150:) not pum whitenew,

i 

some have imagined it to be. (TA.) And in

wries, 

A colour in mh" the main AM is

tpted 

by a hoaKmu, or by 3~ white hairs,

liether 

tAe horse be [in Ais gerteral col~]

'011 

'641

or 

�,izi or,," 1. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

A 

kind ofplang (;'"), rcmmbling the

"i 

[or panic gram]; (1�;) like (TA.

lut 

see tiiis laot word.])

.�t;l 

(AVAt, S, �.) and

WA 

mixed ivith much ivater. (AH6t, 8:) or a

xture 

of which one third is milk and the rest

der: 

(1�, TA:) Az beard oevemi of the Ambe

ply 

tLe former term to milk inimd tvith water.

called 

on account of the alWmtion of its colour.

A.)

in 

its primary acceptation, A aliU [i. e.

her 

brand orjbnw (app. the former, ag~bly



BooK I.]

with what follows,)] offire: (TA:) or a AM
offire gleaming or radiating: ($, V:) accord. to
ISk, a firebrand; i. e. a stick in which is fire:
or, accord. to AHeyth, originally, a piece of wood,
or stick, in rhich is fire gleaming or radiating:
(Az, TA:) pl. , (1, ],) and some allow ,
(TA,) and O ,, (Akh, 9, a) and Cb, (g,)
which is strange, (TA,) and 1, (],) which
last is [a pl. of pauc., but] thought by IM to be a
quai-pL n. (TA.) The reading c I',instead

of ; ,-if, in the lur [xxvii. 7], is an
instance of a word prefixed to another identical
therewith. (Fr. L.) -Hence, [A shooting, or
falling, star;] a star, or the like of a star, that
darts dow [or is hurled] by night; and particu-
larly aJter a deril; as occurring in the gur [xv.
18 and] xxxvii. 10; and in a trad.; rcspecting
the attempt of a devil to hear, by stealth, words

uttered in heaven. (TA.) - [Hence also,] k11
signifies The shining, or brightly-shining, stars:
(s:) or the scen dars [or planets; meaning,
not the Pleiades (which are called ,1l), but
the Mloon, Mercury, Venus, tihe Sun, Afars,
Jupiter, and &aturn: the first three of which are

aid by Freytag to be called '1 ' (TA.)
For another meaning assigned in the K to

see, ee ;$I, voce ; -. - t' also sig-
nifies S One who is penetrating, sharp, or energetic,
in an affair; (]K, TA;) as being likened to the

[shooting] star. (TA.) One says, l4' i15 el

r. : Verily suh a man is one who is penetra-
ting, sharp, or en tic, in wrar. (S, A.) And

';4,JI Ot* .J; t [These a,e the bravas, or
heroes, of the army). (A.) -Also the name of
A certain devil: occurrinlg in a trad.: hence the
Prophet changed the namni of a certain man
[originally] thus named. (TA.)

:,: see ,~.

9 ; : see _lX.

se: se .- 1v, first sententce.

,-~ The helyc-hog; syn. .M.. (g, 1.)

; Of the colour termed a.; (S, M 9b,
;) as also o hl, (],) occurring in the poetry

of Hudheyl: (TA:) fom. of the former AC~:
($, Msb, { :*) and pl. : (0:) the former
epithet is applied to a horse, (S,) [contr. to an
amertion of IAVr, (see 4,)] and to a he-mule,
(Msb,) and t~ to a she-mule. (Mgh, Msb.)
[Golius, on the authority of Meyd, explains

.s;l ;.44, applied to a horse, as meaning Sub-

niger, spadicees: and .r l .v1 as meaning
lucid leviterre ririlis: the correct meaning of
the former secms to be of a blackidh, or browniah,
gray: and that of the latter, of a dark dsut.
eoloured gray: scea;; and yail.] LJI was
the name of a mare belonging to El-Kattkl El-
Bejelee. (O, g; in the Cgl El-lBejlee.) Applied
to a she-goat, £it". signifies Of a white colour
intermixed writh black: thus applied, it is like

;1. applied to a ewe. (1g.) Apl,lied to a ;/
[or blaze on a horse's forehead], it means In

Bk. 1.

which are hairs differing from the whiteness [tf

the blaze]. (S.) And 4As)I is [a pL formed

from ,1j as though this were a subst.] applied
to the Bcnu-l-Mundhir, (K,) or one of the troops
of En-Noamin Ibn-EI-Mundlhir, consisting of the
sons of his paternal incle and his maternal uncles,
and their brethren; (TA;) so called because of
their comeliness, (K,) or because of the whiteness
of their faces. (TA.) -Applied to ambergris,
(g, TA,) t Of an excellent colour, i. e., (TA,)
incliniuj to whiten^m. (1g, TA.) And applied to
an iron head or blade of an arrow or of a spear
&c., W That has been filed so that its blackness has
gone: (8, A, TA:) or that has been filed liyhtl.i/,
so that all its blackness has not gone. (AIHn,

TA.) [Hence,] . : ~ t AAgreat troop haring
numerous realson; (.I;) so caled because of
the iron; (S ;) or because of the whiteness of the
weapons and iron, intermixed with blackness: or
a troop of which the iroh [(f the weapons antil
armour] is white and bright: (TA:) or, as also

t'1 .& "-, a troopl ulpon which is [seen] tthe
whiteness of the iron [wea)poJ .Jr.]. (T, TA.

[See also "l LA, voce ) And

,1 A stron~g army [app. becanse of its numerous
weapons]. (TA.) ..[.s,,t t A lad in which
is no verdure, by reason of the paucity of raitn.
(TA.) And [hence,] t"' T A year of
drought, or sterility, white in cone~unce thereof,
(TA,) in which is no verdure, or in nwhich is no
rain: (g, TA:) next in degree is the ,AU ; then,

the w*., which is more severe than the ' ;

(TA;) and then, the l..,: (TA in art. _:)
or a year that is white by reason of the abundame
of mow and the want of herbage: (IB, TA:) or
a year of drought, or sterility; because the seed-
produce dries up therein, and becomes yellow:

and ,, signifies the same. (liar p. 150.)

And OejAl t 2wo white years (CjLt1 ;,L)
between vhich is no ,erdure (., TA) of herbage.

(TA.) And l. I A coldi day: (A, 1:) or
a day of cold wind; thought to be so called on
account of the snow and hoar frost and hail
therein: (L, TA:) or a day of /war-frost: (Az,
TA:) a day of cold roibud and hoarfrost; and

[in like manner] the night ( 1) is termed 5t'.
(s.) In the following verse, cited by Sb,

*il--4 -,'st 1; '
[May my de-camdel be a ranwom for the sons of
Dhuld lbn-Sheybdn wecn there is a day of di.i-
cadties, or distrese, . . .] the meaning may be
,.,,l [or whitish] by rea~on of the whitenuss of the

weapmn, or by re~on of th dust. (TA.) And

(i,) [but the former, I think, is evidently the

right,] t The white nights; (j' ]l ` tJl ;) [i. e.
the thirteenth and fourteenth and fifteenth Rights
of the lunar month; so called because lighted by
the moon throughout; (see art. , ;)] ( 0;)
three nights of the month; (g, TA;) because of

the altedatio0 of their colour. (TA.) - - ,, [or

,$~, yet] also signifies t A hard, or d.iffcult,
affair or case, (l, TA,) such as is disldiked, or

hated. (TA.) And J I, t A hard, or d/f-
cult, a.#uir or a.se, that is beyond onw's lixner
[of accomnplixshment or euluranee]: termed Jj4
because the camel thus termed is one that hbas
attained its utmost strength. (O, TA. [Sec also

art. 0.]) -_ Anld ,. signifies The lion. (0,
K.) [And in thle Deewan of Jereer, it is appliel
to The swine. (Frcyt.ag.)]

1. 4, (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K,) aor.; (I ;)

and 4%, aor. !; (K;) also pronolunced and written
:, (Akh, S, K,) and j.:, and n.z, accord. to

a rule applyiing to all verbs of the measure Ja of
whichi the medial radical letter is a faucial; (MF;)
inf. n. !; (S, A, Mbgh, L, Msb, 1) and .4;
(TA; [there written without any syll. sign, and
not found by me in any other Lex. ;]) llce told, or
gave informantion of, what he had N'itne.sed, or
seen or beheld ,with his eye: (Mgl, L, Mb :) this
is the primary signification: (L:) he declared
what he knew: he gave testimony, attestation, or
evidence; he bore witness: (L:) he gave dcisive
information. (S, A, L, ]V.) [See also ;>l, be-
low.] You say, tj ,, in. n. as above, (S,
A, Mgh, L, M.b, Jr,) le told, or gav in!forma-
tion of, such a thinj, as having witnessed it, or
sen or beheld it with his eye; (Mgh, M$b;) or
declared such a thing as knowing it; (L;) or
gare his testimony, attestation, or revidnce, re-
specting it; or bore witnes of it, or to it; (,5, A,
L, 1.;) , .'l;1 . [in the preence of the judge];

;9YU [or, or in faour of, sch a one], (S,
Mgh, L, K,) and .J i [against, or in op.
positinn to, such a o,w]. (Mgh.) And 5s .,
Il. lie gaine ,cisire information [respecting
such a thinJ (as in the l]ur xlvi. 9, and in many
other instanices); Ihe test.ied respecting it]. (4S,
L. [See also nnother mcaning of this pylrase in

-, 'a -- ' .e-- of -
what tollows.]) [IHence,] M 1 ,'X ') A1 ..u N ,,
in the Kur [iii. 16], means God hath qicen
evidence tluhat there is no deity but He: (Abu-l.
'Abbls, IAmb, Jel :) or God kno~h &c.; (Ah-
mad Ibn-Yahyk, I ;) and so "2:, throughout
the 1ur-in: (Ahmad Ibn-Ya4y :) or God saith

le.: or God hath mritten le (].) And .4m

4iir t ;O 'i 5 , ;I knom, (Msb, ~,) [or achnow.
ledge,] and I declare, [or testdify, that ther is no
deity but God:] (4 :) [Fei ays,] the verb is
trans. in this phrase by itself [i. e. without the
intervention of a prep.] because it is used in the

senseof,il. (Mb.) [And hence, ;j1l ii1
means The sentenma declaring that thre isu no
deity but God and that MoAammad is God's
apostle.] --. h4, (Mgh,* Mb,) aor.:, inf. n.

j;:l, (Mgh,) means He sworo by Ood . (Mgh,

Msb :) and l.k "It I sm,r by such a thing.

(6 .-) IAS ;sIS ;; ,: Iosr b God
that such a thing happened, or took place, eom-
bines the meaning of witnesing with that of
swearing and that of informing at the time of

2ao
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uttering these words; as thoughl tlhe speaker said,
I swear by! God that I nwitnesed such a thinig,
and nov I inform of it. (M1b.) Accord. to
some, whien one says only .y~i, not adding 21,
it is an oath. (TA.) - 1b ; li a,, a lphrasc
of which one meaning lhas been expll. above,
means also lie became a witness (O.Ms) of, or to,
such a thing; (, K;) e hae d hnon'ledge o.f such
a thinig, and nitnessed it, or saw it or ,bcheld it
,fith his eye: (Mb :) and o.T, (Mgh, L,) inf. n.
;.~L~, (L,) [likewise] signifies hbe t n ites.d it;
or tsav, or beheld, it, or hin, writh his eyfc; (Mgl,
L;) and (Mgh, L, Msb) so * oj.x , (A, Mgh, L,
Myib, k[,) inf. n. loil.t.. (S, A, L, Myb. ) [l1cnce,]
one says, . i t [A conely, or
pleasing, state, or condition, of him awas wit-
ne.ed]. (A.)- Antd ;4, (nor. :, K,) inf. n.
$, lie waxs, or became, present at it, or in it;
(~, A, Mglh, L, M.b, ° 1;) namely, a lplace,
(Mgh,) or an assembly. (Myh.) lienee thie
saying, (Msb,) " ·t'tI , ?. C , in the
lur [ii. 181], Therefore nwhosoever of ym shall
be prement in tihe month, and stationary, not
4ourneying, hle shall fast therein (Mgh, Mylvb) as
long as he shall remain present and stationary:
(Myb :)jytJI being here in the accus. case as an
adv. n. of time. (Mght, Mob.) [And hence,]
7JI . ;I . He attained to [the being present at]

the ~ [here meaning, as in many other in-
stances, thie pnayer of Friday]: (Mgh:) and
,3.a:l '4 he attainetd to [the beiig present at] the
,.h [or festivoal, or the prayer thereof]. (Myb.)
[Hence also,] it is said in a trad.,. ',I
.,kIj .J [Swrearing, and unprofitable speech,

attend your selling]. (TA in art. ac: se 1 in
that art.)

2: see 4.

3: sce 1, latter half, in two places.

4. CL ub 4J;, I made him to be a wit-
ness (Os) of, or to, unch a thing: (?, Mgh, L:)
[and in like manner,] I,.Jl &;£ l I nade him
to have know~ e of the thing, and to wuitna it,
or see it or be/wid it with his eye. (M9b.) See
also 10. )tlVl in relation to criminal matters
means [The causing one to take notice of a thing
that threatens to occasion some in.jury, with a
vei to,the prevention of such injury; as, for
instance,] the 3aying to the onmner of a house,
"Tf 7his thy wall is leaning, therefore demolish it,"
or "feared, therefore repair it." (Mgh.)-
J:1l also signifies Ie caused him to be present.

(1..) You say, s.g li. e caused me
to b present [at, or on the occasion of, his being

8
put in posseion]. (S.) _ o.: see 10.~
,.1M [as intrans.] t lumorem tenuem e pne
emidt vir propter lunuvs amatorium vel osculum;

(8, ;) as also v %:, (]i,) inf. n. 'e.: (TA:)

[from Z signifying "honey;" for] ii. is a
term for Sj~. (S.) t lie rendered hisj:. [or
'aist-wraqpper] of a reddish hue and of a dark

dust.colour (j./) [by the act above-mentioned].
(L.) t ile (a boy) attained to puberty. (Th,

TA.) And ;,1 She (a girl) menstruated:
and attained to Iuberty. (IK.)

5. .JlI in prayer is well known; ($, K;)
Tihe reciting of tre Jfrm of words.c rn,,m,neing

n ith 1 ,C..l1l: [see art. . :] rn,oil the occur-
rcncel thcrcin of thie words,O ;. Q ) - 0:1
,.' ''"'"'np,f.'!",:"~"f;',~ii '' S ;t , e
,J~./ ,. I,. el . .s. (3Igl3,* TA. [See
also IIar p. 611.])_And '.l also signifies ile
souglht, or desircd to obttain, martyrdom. (L.)

10. ..a'1--" IIe ashked him, or required him,
to tell ehat he had witnessed, or seen or beheld
with his eye; to declare tvhat le knenw; to give
taestimony, or evidence; to bear nitness; or to
give decisive information. (S, Mgh, L, Mob, .)
You say, *%i IA Ws o._.;; I asked, or
required, [or cited, or summoned,] such a one to
give his testimnony, or evidence, or to bear witness,
against ,u,ch a one. (L.) And ,jl £..1

/'~1 .jl" u.i; and */.lt I asked, .or re-
quired, [&c., and made,] the man to bear witnevs
to, or to be nitnesa of or to, the eonfsi.inn, or
achnorle,1 gmnent, of the debtor. (L.) - [Hence,]
1J.b 2 1 is If ;.a4 t [lce adctiedl, or
urged, or cited, a verse as an evidential example
of the meaning of a word]. (A phrase of frequent
occurrence in the larger lexicons.) - (~,

1) and .%f, (]K) lle ras xlain a martyr in the
cause of God's religion. (S, 1. [See .. ,J])

i;: see :,M, first sentence. =Also, and
V .%Z, ($, Mqb, ],) the formef of the dial. of

Temeem, and the latter of the people of El-'Aliyeh,
(Myb, TA,) Honey: (.:) or honey in its wrax
[i. c. its comb]; (S, Msb;) honey not exre~ed
from its wax [or comnb]: (TA:) pl. ;J: ($,
M9 b, g1:) i: is a more particular term, ($,
1p,) the n. un., [signifying a p,ortion thereof; and
a honey-comb, or a portion of a honey-comb;] as
also';.. (TA.)

.~: see the next preceding paragraph.

;_,see: so l, in two places.

.e is also written and pronounced .e:, with
kesr to the '.: (15, TA:) and in like manner is
every word of the measure j.a having a faucial
letter for its medial radical, whether an epithet,
like this, or a subst., like JbA. and jen: El-
Hemdanee says, in the " Iarab cl-gur-kn," that
the people of El-Iij6z, and Bcnoo-Asad, say
e and J· and j!, with fet-b to the first

letter; and 1]eys and Rabee'ah and Temcem say
and 2 and ';, with kesr to the first

letter: Suh says, in the R, that Temeem pro-
nounce every Jej of which the medial radical
letter is hemzeh or any other faucial with kesr to
the first letter: and En-Nawawee states, on the
authority of Lth, that some of the Arabs do the
same when the medial radical letter is not a fau.
cial; as in je.b and . and a jnd . and the
like thereof (TA.) [This last pronunciation ob-
tains extensively in the present day: and so, in
similar cases, does the intermediate pronunciation

termed .Jl ill., (i. e. the pronouncing fet-b
like "e" in the English word "bed,") which
may be justly regarded as the best to be followed
because intermediate and because sanctioned by
the usage of the classical times, except in cases
that are pointed out by the grammarians as pre-
sentingobstacles to the pronunciation thus termed.]
-. %e is syn^ ith Wszl [in several senses, as
shown below]: and its pl. is ---. ($, (.) See

l:, in six places. - Also Possusing much
knowledge with respect to external things:
is used in the like sense with respect to internal
things; and ^I, in the like sense albsolutely.
(L.) [Hence, perhaps,] g,&.S I.;, in the
]iur ii. 21, [as though meaning And call ye to
your aid those of you who possess much know-
ledge: or] the meaning here is, your edpers:
(Bd :) or your gods whom ye wortsdip. (Jel.)

ty.JI as a name of God mcans T7e Faithfid, or
Trusty, in his testimony, (Zj, L,) or in testimony:
(]:) and (Zj, 0.) as some say, (Zj,) He from
vho~s knowletlg nothing is hiMden; the Omni-
c,ant. (Zj, L, 15.) -Also, derived from l;it,

or from ,Ml.l, or from ,.±I, [all inf. s.,]
accord. to different opinions; (TA;) and of the
measure .A; in the sense of the measureu J
(Mqb, TA;) or in the sense of the measure ;
(TA ;) A martyr who i slain in th casum of
God's religion; ($, IC;) [i. e.] one who is sain by
unbelievrs on afJield of battle; (Msb;) on who
is sdain fujhtinmd in thi cause of God's religion:
(IAth :) so called because the angels of mercy are
present with him; (i;) because the angeb are
present at the washing of his corpse, or at the
removal of his soul to Paradise: (Myb:) or be-
cause God and his angels are witnesses for him of
hisVtitle to a place in Paradise: (IAmb, Mgb,-
] :) or because lie is one of those who shall beo
required to bear witness on the day of res~rr-
tion, (.K, TA,) with the Prophet, (TA,) against
the people of past times, (I, TA,) whio charged
their prophets with failsehoeod: (TA:) or because
of his falling upon the ;.tL, or ground: (1:)
or because he is still living, and present with his
Lord: (ISi, Mgh, K :) or becaus hlie witnesses,
or beholds, God's world of spirits and his world
of corporeal beings: (Q,* TA:) [and several other
reasons are assigned for this appellation :] the
primary application is that expl. above: but it is
also applied by the Prophet to one nwho di of
colic: one who is drowned: one who is burned to
death: Ote who is hiled by a building falling to
ruin upon him: one wio die of pleurisy: (lAth,
L:) one who dies of plague, or paestilence: a
womnan n who dies in a state of preynantny: (L:)
and to some others: (lAth:) the pl. is ;1-i.
(A, M.lh, K, &c.)

;St [see 1:] Information of what one lua
wvitnessed, or seen or beheld with his eye: (IF,
Mgh, L, Msb:) this is the primary signification:
(L:) said to be a subst. from ;.tll: (Msb:)
declaration of whtat one knows: testimony, at-
testataion, evidence, or witness: (L:) decisive
information. (S, A, L, g.)- An oath: pl.

l: so in the .Kur xxiv. 6 [and 8]. (TA.)
- Martyrdom in the cause of God's religion.
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(8, [s8ee -t.]J) _ Also i. q. ';. as expl.

below: see the latter word. _. And it is used in

the sense of .t: thus,] tl5tJI. 5ill j ], in

the 1~ur vi. 73 &c., means iM AKnoer ofwat is 
umssee and of what is n. (Jel.)

gierS A roasted lamb: or [the kind of food

calued] 4 [q. v.]: pl. ;1.b. (Har. p. 600.)

t4 Always pr~ent. (Freytag from the Dee-
win of the Hudhalees.)]

~,1 (8, Mgh, L, ]) and tV (C,* Mgh, L)
One who tdls, or git/s information of, what he

as itnessed, or ee or beheld with his .eye :X
(Mgll, L:) one who declara what he knoms: (L:)
one who knows, and declares what he knors:
(I8d, TA:) a itss, u meaning one who gives
tstimony, or evidence; who bears it : (n,*
L, :'*) [one who gies decisir information: (see 1,

first sentence:)] pl. of the former t C, (Akh,
8,1 ,) or [rather] this is a quasi-l. n., (Sb, TA,)

like as _ is of .. , and ~ of M), (8,)

but some disallow this; (TA;) and t ; [but
ee what is said of this in the latter half of the

paragraph] and ;ltt are also pl. of .t1, (Mgb,

or,) or of;;: (., K:) the pl. of' . is l;'~.

(8, Mgh.) [Hencej,] t &. ,; 1c , in the

lgur 1. 20: see art. jt. -- [Hence also] '4WI

a name of the Prophet; (4;) meaning The
witness against those to whom lie has been sent.

(Jel in xxxiii. 44.) - And ,1: An angel: (,

L, 1:) or a guardian angel. (Mujiahid:) pL

;:1: or this means the proplnet. (TA.)-
And The tongue: (?, L, KI:) from the saying,

P;>.. .1L Ci!j sM uch a one has an elegant

di~tion (L.) vne say also, , 'M ' i 'i tC;
Such a one has neither goodline of aspect nor
tongu. (Aboo-Bekr, L.) [As a conventional
term used in lexicology &c.,] An evdetial
xanmple, generally poetical, of the form or meaning

of a word or phrase: pl. ,~4i,: the sciences that

require , i being those of IAiJI and J; and

land and and anSd ' and &.u, and

,b,j l and J.1Ii. (MF on the Li of the

].) [One says, ,1 .l:I ," and ,. c. 1
This is an oeidential a'mple of nuc a thirg.]
With respect to the, classical language, absolutely,
OIS aare taken, by universal consent, from the
]ur-an, and from the language [both verse and
prose (Kull p. 348)] of those Arabs who lived
before the period of the corruption [in any con-
siderable degree] of the Arabic tongue: [see

ji:] also, accord. to the general decision of the
learned, from the Traditions of Mo?ammad;
[which last source is excluded by some because
traditions may be corrupted in language by their
transmitters, and interpolated, and even forged;]
and electively from the language of those Arab
who lived after the first corruption of the Arabic
tongue, but before the corruption had become ex-
teniive. (Mz, 1st p;; and MF ubi supri [See,

again, JJ..]) The classes of the poets from
whose poetry xIlpS are taken are the Pagan
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Arabs, the Mukha~rams, the Islmnees, and the b

Muwelleds: [see ,.' and ,~u and i a Jnd

and jJy:] with respect to all the soiences above o
mentioned, they are taken from the poetry of the h
first, second, and third, classes; from that of the d
frst and second by universal consent, and from t]
that of the third electively: (MF ubi supri:) but o
they are taken from the poetry of the fourth class n

with respect only to the sciences of .kjI and t

AsI;l and rj41. (Idem, and Kull p. 348.) t

[The age of the earliest existing classical poems t,
(though some older fragments and couplets and
single verses have been preserved) is only about (
a century before the birth of Mohammad: that of t

the latest, about a century after his death. (See J
the Preface to this work.)] - Also Knowing, I
(Mqb,) and witnessing, or seeing or beholding X

with his eje; a witness, as meaning an ey.

w/itnes; (L, Msb;) u also t ,S: pL of the 1

former [or, as is said in the L in art. , of the

former or of the latter,] ;tr, and jS; [but see
what is said of these pls. in the first sentence of

this paragraph;] and of the latter d;;&. (Myb.)

[See an ex. of * ,JI in this sense in a verse

cited voce $,i.] _[Hence, in the present day,
applied to A notary, who hars and writes and
attets cass to be sbmitted for judgment in tihe
court of a CAddes.] - Present; a witnes as
meaning on personally present; (S, L, Msb, 1 ;)

as also t ' , : (Msb:) pl. of the former *' (9,

L, O) [and . i, as above,] and t ; , (],) or
this last is used as a pl. but is originally an inf. n.

(S, L.) One says, 'WUi I; G 1,
meaning The prsmt knows what the absent know

not. (Myb.) And '; ; People, or pern,

present. (, A.) And 41h. 3
[I spoke to him before witnesss, or person
pre t]. (A.) - [Hence, app., being opposed

to ,tl,] A rmning in which a horse exerts his

force untparingly; (A, L;) as in the saying,

,MU .jtA ; Ati The orse has a run which he

rcserr [ for the time of ned], and a run which

he perform unparingly; like the saying, Z

j,% a; (A: [see 1 i art. JJ:]) or, M1
means a rumnning thatestmifia the eellce of a
horse, (IAr, ],) and his quality of outripping
others. (IA~, TA.) - A star [app. wn visi-
bb]; (Aboo-Eiyoob, ];) as being present and
apparent in the night. (TA.) . [Hence, accord.

to some,] !fi 1,;" Th prayer of unset; (A,

L, Msb, ] ;) because it is the prayer that is per-
fored when the star becomes visible; (Sh, L;)

also called I ·;i , because the stars are seen

at the time thereof: or, accord. to some, the
prayer of daybreak; (L;) [and so, accord. to

some, l t!.; (sce art. y;)]as also '; l;
(TA;) and it is said to be so called because he
who is travelling must perform it without
abridging it, like him who is present at his home:
Aboo-Sa'eed E4-p~aeer says that the former
prayer is so called for this reason [as is also said
in the A and Msb]: AM asserts that the first
reason assigned above is the right one, because
the prlyer of daybreak, in like manner, may not

be abridged, and is not thus called; but it is thus

alled by a poet. (L) - And .t!JI is namne

f Friday; (Fr, ];) u also t;,,j : or the
ltter is the day of rsuction: (V:) or th

bay of 'Arafch: (Fr, : [see l*1 :]) because of
he presence and congregation of people on each

of those days. (TA.) - , also signifies

Iatter rem bling mucus, that omes forth oith

hefwatu: (8, C:) pL ,~: which latter, arecord.

o ISd, means the y,l! [pl. of ,mp q. v.,] upon

he head of a young camd at the time of its birth.

TA.) And gI'U ;,: means The mars lt by

he blood, or by th membm~ that enclosd th

f'etu, of the de.camel, in the place where he
,as broughtforth. (re,I.)-Also A quack, or

an epeditious, thing or affair. (.)

;IlI ThL earth, or grond. (]p) 8ee, .,

ast sentence.

A p lace mbre people are present or
ssembled; a place of as blig; an asemby;

(, L, ~ ;) as aso,t ;'; and i ~;" (1) an

, }.: (L:) p. .i. (A.) [Hence,] J ;

i The places of reios ation, w th
ceremonies of the pilg g 4c. are persfored,
at Mekkeh. (L.) - [A f~eral a*mbly or
proceom - A place where a martyr has died
or is buried. - And The a~ect, or out~eard

appearance, of a person; like I$1, : se an

instance voce ]

4; Slain a martyr in the case of God's

regi (Jc [See ao a .l )

.s,. ... , (8, A, ],) without 5, (.,) and

*.~, (A,) A woman whose husband i pr~sent

wvith her: (, A, : ) oppo~ to I4* , ;3p; (S,
A;) this last with ;. (8.)

a and ;. see .

;4.. =; [A place of ass ling at which

numerou person are prent]. (A.) And Am

>j.l [A day on which numerow peru are
prest: and particularly] a day on which the
inhabitants of heav and earth w be prent.

(TA.) And ' ;;;, i A prap er at the
performance of which the ae are r~t, and

tle recompmes of which, for the performer, is
written, or rester. (L) See also :*1, in

two places, in the last quarter of the paragraph.

- )9;j -* ._ . Past and ~ and
f-ure; the tenses of a verb. (Kh, L in art .)

, (1 accord. to the TA,) with fet-b to

the , and kesr to the Xj, (TA,) nd . ;,

( a ccord. to the TA,) or (Mgh, Myb,

and so in the C], except that it is there written
as though imperfectly deeL,) with fet-1 to the X,

(Mqb,) and elIAS, (CO,) arabicised from [the

Pers.] at; 16, which meas "king of grains,"
203'
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(Ibn-EI-Kutbee, TA,) The seed of the % [or
hemp]: (Mgh, Myb, g :) it is useful as a remedy
for the quartan fever, (]C,) prepared as a beverage,
(TA,) and for the [kinds of leprosy called] 
and h.;, (g,) applied as a liniment, (TA,) and

it kills what are called ,A'1 bIl, (]g,) which are
worms in the belly, [tape-wormns,] (TA,) when
eaten, and also when applied to the belly ex-
ternally. (g.)

·~~~~~~~
Ln , (, A, g,) aor., (XS, ,) inf. n. '

and ; (1 ;) and * ~,, (j , A, O, ]g,) inf£ n.
e,3; (s ;) and t #P.j ; (8, g ;) lie made it

apparent, consicwu, manifes, notoriou, notable,
cornnmnly knonwn, or public: (S, O, MF :) or [it
generally means] he made it apparent, &c., as
Ired, evil, abominable, foul, or unsemly; he ex-
p,los it as such; or rendered it notorious in a
lbad ee, or infamous. (A, ]C.) You say, ;.5'
~.o1J, inf. n. as above, I dirulged the story, or
d;i;urse. (Myh.) And t'. IJ. l " ,'i.q I

.,lJI [Such a one has an excellent quality rwhirh
the peple7 have made commonldy known]. (S.)

And .tA1 ' t I rendered him conspicuous
[or notorious or cedbrated or renoned] among
the peopl. (M!b.) And l.t ,.j ;, and

4 ;Z [I renderd &yd conspieuous, notoriowu,
celebrated, or renowned, for such a thing];
(Mgh,* Mb ;) [but] the latter has an intensive

signrifieation: 'P , with 1, in the sense of
&3: , has not been transmitted: (Mb :) or is
not of emtablished authlority. (Mgh.)One says also,

' , , and jp'!, [generally, but not always,
in a bad sense, meaning] Hle was rendered, or
bierame, s,toriou, or itfamous, for such a thing:
(A:) the latter verb being intrans. as well as
trans. (TA.) And [hence one says,] t'P
t;k mneaning II held such a one in light, or
little, estiinatihn, or in contempt, and eps&ed his
~ ,.finlts, or evil qualities or actions. (A.) -
And , (i, A, Mqb, kg,) aor. , (~, Msb,
g,) inf. n. (a, Msb,) Hle drew his s,or,d (,I
Myb, TA)from its ~cabbard: (TA:) or he drew
his sword and raised it over the people; (A, 1 ;)
as also ' ,. (g.)

2: sce above, in three places. [In modern
Arabic, *_ often signifies lie paraded an of-
fender as a Imblic eample; and it occurs in this
sense in the g and TA in art. u-]Lt, &c.: the
offender, in this case, is generally mounted upon
an ass or a camel, and often with his face towards
the animal's tail.]

3. . , (]g,) inf. n. ; (S, 1g) and ,
(g,) Ife hired him, or took him as a hired man
or hir.eling, for [or by] the month: (LI, V :) or
he made an enga,oement, or a contract, with him
for work or the like, by the month, or month by

j- .. pt
month: (TA:) ;,Al.I from,;JllJ is like i;l
from LWI. (.S, TA.)

4: see 1. _Ut1, (1, Myb, fC,)'inf. n. ;l,
(M?b,) A month pased (lit. came) ovr . (u , 

J%lX - %Z

Mqb,° s.) And aI l ! [7h7e child became a
month old; or] a month pased (lit. camne) oter

the child: similar to j_l, (A,) or to .Jl.
(Msb.) And j 1J1 ;.,,t1 The hunse became
altered, or changed, and menth pased~ over it.
(TA in art. J .) - Also We remained, stayed,
dwelt, or abode, a month in a place. (ISk, S.)
- And We entered upon the month, i. e., the
lunar month. (Th, S.) _ And z ,l 1She (a
woman) entered utpon the month of her bringing
forth. (Mob, g.)

8. j;:1 It was, or became, aplparent, con-
npcuous, manifest, notorious, notable, commonly

known, or public: (S :) or [it generally means] it
as, or became, aiparent, &c., as bad, evil,

abominable,fodul, or uw7nly; it mat, or became,
exposed as such, or rendered notorious in a bad
sense or infamous. (A, ]C.) It (a story, or dis-
course,) became divulged, or public. (Msb.)
I,i W_ul: see 1. As a trans. vcrb: see 1 in
three places.

0e,
j* The new noon, when it alppears: (IF, A,

Mgh, 0, Msb, . :) so callcd bencause of its con-
spicuousness. (Mghl, Msb.) This is the original
signification. (Mgh.) [See the last sentence of

this paragraph.] You say, :J 1.;, meanin,g
I saw the new moon of the month. (Mgh.)
Hence it is said in a trad., '~ I~j,~, mcaning
Fat ye tile firt &ty of the lunar mont/i. (Lh;,
TA.) And hence thc trad., % : - ;
meaning The utility of watching for the nec
moon is on the nine and twentieth night. (L,
TA.) [Or the meaning is, that the lunar month
is a period of nine and twenty nigihts.] - Also
The moon: or the mnoon mwhen conspicuous, aund
near to beitng fUll. (].) - And [A lutnar month;]
a certain ncdl-hArwn number of days: so called
because made manifest by the moon: (ISd, K :)
an arabicized word; or, as some say, Arabic;
(Msb;) and so called becaise ofits being mani-
fest: (M1b, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] vl (Mob, ]K)
and [of mult.] ;j,. (S, Msb, JI.) The following

are the modern names of the months: 1..,iI
[to whichl the epithet .sJIL is often added]:
2. · o [to which the epithet s lJI is often added]:

5*i -* ' ll] 55 .3. j;bl M- : 4. v 1 [or L. ]: 5

ji,t A~.: . ;O: 1: i [or A,]:
7. ,.-. [to which is often added the epithet

w~¥, and that of ;diI]: 8. ijL.a [to whichl we
often find the epithet &',eJt added, and some-

times that of ' 'a I]: 9. X [to whichi the

epithet .Jl.J1l is appropriated]: 10. Jl3, [to
which the epithet j,4Z1! is frequently added]:

11. aWlIj1: and 12. laq.l j : [see the second
of the two tables in p. 1254:] and the following
are the names by which they wrce called by the
tribe of 'Ad, agreeably with the foregoing nu-

meration: 1. j.4: 2. j.: 3. ild_.: 4. OI,;

[q.v.]: 5. oO: 65. ,*_ ._,1: 8 5

D. ,U: 10. Jc: 11. ;;: and 12. , [or

't?]. (Ibn-EI-Kelbee, in TA, voce 4 .

[Boot I.

[But authors differ respecting some ofthese names,
as will be seen in other articles.]) ; t ,. *i,
said, in the Iur [ii. 193], to be the period of the

A .
pilgrimage, for by .JI, which immediately

precedes, is meant £I j, (Mgh, Msb,) or
51 X 4j, (Msb,) applies to Slworodml and Dhu-

I-.Ka.adh a.d ten days of Dhu-l-l.liWeh, (Mgh,
Mph,) accord. to Aboo-I.{aneefelh (Mgh) and
most of the learned, part of Dhu-l-yijeh being
called a month tropically, as is often done by the
Arabs in similar eases, relating to time; for ex.

when they say, i sl, La . , the period of
separation having been a day and a part of a day:
(Mbl:) or [and] nine daysof Dhul-Zi7eh withthe
nkjght preceding the day of the zacrif%, accord. to
Esh-Shdfi'ee: (Mgh :) or [and] all Dhu-lIf£i.t1 ,
accord. to Mdlik: (Mghl, Mp :) [in these two ex-
planations the two montihs next preceding being
meant to be included:] or Shomwdl and Dhu-.-
Ki.andet and Dhu-l-Iijjche aund Joharram, aecord.
to Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sl"bee. (Msb.)_-Also tA
learned man: (0, 1C:) [because of his celebrity:]
pl.I . (0, TA.) _- [And accord. to the g, it
signifies also The like of a nail-paring: but this
is app. a mistake, perlhaps originating from a
mutilated transcript of what here follows:] a poet
says, describing camels,

0 .W 0.0 ' t '69
S1 -

>,J.JI ' A~~l.,~t.::~ ~ i1a .

[Tley rent forth from N3jid in a state of onfi-
deuwe, the new nmoon being like the nail-paring].
(0.)

. a subst. from j;Q,l, (Mgh,) signifying
The aolppearatnce, eonsiiruou~nes, ,nanifectne.,
noto,r oU.Qiezxx, notallenees, or ptdublicity, of a thing:
(8, O, Msih :) or [generally] its appearance, &c.,
as had, evil, abominable, foul, or unAwm!y; its
notoriousnews in a bad sense, or infarnoumnae.
(A, .K.) - Any eril thing that exposes its author
to dijrace ; any disvjracqf id, or xlamne.ful, thing;
a vire, or faitt, or the ilhe. (IA$r, 0, TA.) -
A dres if the -most excellent or .ulrb kitnd; and
one of thie rilest or mneawest kind: both of which
are forbidden. (Mghi.) _- [It is also used in the
sense of ;j:.L..] One says, ;,# aq t []Ie
rendered himn notorious, eitlwr in a bad or in a

goold sene]. (A.) And o Lo, (., in art. J,)
i. e. t [lie becamne notorious, &c.]; said of
a man. (TI in that art.)

L5. 0 1 A O3y [or hackney] betneen the
a.*j [or mare of m,on breed] and the lhor of

generous breed: one says, , J. JI and

1,VJI [lelc did not ride hackneys of the sort
above mentioned]: (A:) or .. signifies Cw~.0

[or hackneys]; and its pl. is jt,: (Mgh:) or a
sort of .J* [or haclney.:]; (Lthi, O, I~;) a

horse of which the dam is Arabian but not thc
sire. (Lth, O.)

. 0,* O .O .see:M j,*v. - .;e,.' A woman, and a she-
ass, broad (0, ]O) and bulky. (O.)

.r aMqb,- 

IL) And ..&I %ZI [77&e c/tild became a [But authors ditTer reopectino- some of these nmee,

month 

od; or] a mmd passed (lit. came) over as will he seen in other articles.])

--- 
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the 

child: similar to J^ t, (A,) or to jt.;jl. said, in the ]�ur [ii. 1931, to be the period of the

(Mob.) 

And ;1JJ1 The hmise. became pilgrimage, for by A 1 1, which immediately

CJaltered, 

or changed, and months ~ over it.

Precedes, 

is meazit 1 (Mgh, Mob,) or

(TA 

in art. U".) -Also 1Ve remained, stayed,

c' 

C ndDhu-

dnvlt, 

or abode, a month in a place. (ISk, S.) j j, (Msb,) applies to &'.�l&oivmtil a

And 

TVo miered upon the month, i. e., ;h� 1-Kaa&h and etn day, of Dhit-1-�liUeh, (Mgh,

lunar 

mwah. (Th, S.) - And z��il &9he (a M§b,) accord. to Aboo.�lancefelt (Mgh) and

woman) 

entered itpon the month of her bringinq most of the learned, part of Dhu-l-yi h i g

forth. 

(Mob, called a month tropically, as is often done by tJie

8. 

jCZ1 It was, or became, all)arekit, con- Arabs in similar cases, relating to time; for ex.

1 

1 

Jog. '

#~ 

us, manifest, notorious, notable, commmdy when they say, CjL4y*. &;�lj La, the period of

known, 

or public: (�:) or [it generilly means] it sepamtion having been a day and a part of a day:

mu, 

or became, aliparent, &c., as bad, evil, (Mql):) or [and] nine days tf Dha-I-ZjiUeh with the

abominable,foul, 

or uimmnlq; it mas, or became, tikjltt preceding the day of the azeriAm, acwrd. to

ex~ 

as iturk, or rcwkred notorioits in a bad Esh-ShaWee : (Mgh :) or [aK all DAU-1-Zlf ,

sense 

or infamous. (A, ]�.) 19 (a story, or dis- accord. to Mdlik : (Mglj, Meh:) [in these two ex-

course') 

berame diculPed, or public. (Mob.) planations the two montlis next preceding being

1.1i� 

W: see 1. ~ As a trans. verb: see 1 in meant to be included:] or kl�homwdl and Dhul.

1 ~
tliree 

places. i�a�idelt and Dltu-1-Zjiycli alkiAloharram, aowrd.

46, 

to Aboo-'Arnr &h-81"bee. (Mob.) -Also t A

j*Z 

Tibe mm inoon, wlwn it al)lwars : (IF, A, learpwd man: (0, ]�,:) [bmause of his celebrityj

Mgh, 

0, Mob, I� :) so called been use of its 0 . A

con- 

1 (0, TA.) - [And acwrd. to the ]g, it

P
opicuousness. 

(Mgli, Mob.) This is the original signifies also Tite like of a nail-ixzrinq : but. this

signification. 

(Mgh.) [See the last sentence of is app. a mistake, pcrliaps originating from a

this 

pamgmph.] You ety, jV= mcanitip- mittilated tmnseript of wiiat here follows:] a poet

5
I 

sayo the new moon of the month. (M910 says, describing camels,

Hence 

it is oaid in a trod., meaning

04 C)I.AO;Fast 

ye thefird &ty of tlw lunar montli. (Lh,

TA.) 

And lience the trad., CJAP";tj i�.i jytj 1 L'Bi 1, 6

a 

1

meaning 

The utility of watching for the nem

moon 

ii on the nine and tmenliet4 night. (L '[77&ey went ftsrtlt from Ntjti in a state of op��

TA.) 

[Or the meaning is, that the lunar montli depire, the new moon being like the nail-paring].

is 

a period of nine and twenty niglits.] -Also (O.)

The 

moon.. or the inoon when rompicuow, atul 0, #.# & ' a

neartobeitagftill. 

(1�.)-And[Alu;tartitopith;l a subst. from j4�ill, (Mgh,) signifying

a 

certain ncU-kpwm nu~ of days: so called The olppearatice, consipicuou~ , inanifextneu,

because 

made manifest bv the moon: (1 Sd, K:) notoriousnem, ?iotalple;teu, or publicity, of a thing:

(8, 

(P Msi) :) or [generally] its aplearanre, &c.,

an 

ambicized word; or, as some Bay, Ambic.y

(Mob;) 

and so called k-catise of its being mani- lpad, evil, abuittipi-ahk, foul, or unAwm�y; its

notoi.iouwwx* 

iti a bad wnw, or infantousness.

feat: 

(311b, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] (Mqb, V) (A, Any evil titing timt expospi ity author

and 

[of mult.] (E5, Msh, ]�.) The follow' to diwjiace ; any (ii&yractft41, or xl#ain�.ful, thing;

M-0 

ing

are 

the modern names of die months: 1. a vire, or fatilt, or floe lilie. (IA�tr, 0, TA.)

[to 

whicli the epithet added]: A dtem fj'tlte Pkt(xt excellepat or...tilwrl) hitad; and

'O' 

one qf tite rdest or ineapwd hited: hoth of wliich

2. 

jo [to wliich the epidict Itai.JI is often added]:

I.i 

- ' [or jtli]: 5. are forbid(len. (.Mgil.) - (It it; altRo used in the

3. 

�l 4. 1

sense 

of One says, [lie

ji�)t 

UA~: 6. ;OL-Js [or iCAS I rendered hin; notorious, cither its a bad or in a

to 

wiiieh is 6ften added the epithet good mn".]. (A.) And jt.-o, (1� in art. J3.Q

i. 

e. [Ile becaine notoriorm, &c.]; said of

,~191, 

and that of 8. [to whicli we

J1.Ye 

ciLAA- a man. (TI� in that art.)

often 

find the epithet ;&;�t added, and sonte- a

times 

that of ' 'a I]: 9. [to wliicli the A Cj33.w [or hachnerj] betneen tlw

epithet 

OjL..JI is appropriated]: 10. jl.*tp [to iS.*j [or nwie of mwn breed] and the hom of

---

1 

a . ' 6, 6,

which 

the epithet j*4jZQ1 is frequently added] : ge~ us breed: one says, kjVJ&I and

'O' 

. .1 j . ---1 ' ' '

1 

1. ;J%AW1jj: and 12. aqaJ1 ji : [see the wwnd Lqjtv.�JI [Ilc did not ri& bacitneys of the sort

of 

de two tables in p. i254:1 and the following above mentioned]: (A or signifies Cwl

aem 

1W

are 

the names by whkch tlaey vrere called by the [or hackneys]; and its pl. is it;!: (Mgh:) or a

tribe 

of 'Ad, agreeably with the foreiroinLr nu-

a, 

- a, sort Of epi-�W [or hackney.,.] ; (Ltit, 0, ]�,;) a

meration: 

1. 2. 3. 11_#,&: 4. itw

5 

A it 1^ of nhich the dam is Arabian but not tk

[q. 

5. 6. 7. 8. jia: xire. (Lth, O.)

&i 

em�-

9. 

10. JUS: 11. and 12.

11WO 

� [or

(Ibn-El-Kelbee, 

in TA, voce * * ̀ ;jtt'w A woman, and a abe-

am, 

byoad (0, and bu&y. (O.)
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t[ More, and most, appawrent, conspicuous,
manifest, notorious, &c.; better, and best, known.

_ Hence, j.'EI The drum and tiue banner.
(Gol., from Meyd.)]

tl: [in the CI. ,e tbl] The nhiteness of the
arciaus. (1(, TA.)

A child a month old. (0, TA.)

Jr-i
s: see the following paragral)h.

,;s Of known place or station; (K;) well
known; tell spoken of; celebrated; Iwll in re-
pute; reputable; notable; eminent; (0, .K,

TA ;)applied to a man; (0, TA;) as also t,,

(0, 1., TA,) and [in an intensive sense] v~v~.
(TA.) [And Anything apparent, eonpicuous,
manifest, notorious, notable, conmnuly known, or
public: lit. rendered apparent &c. Applied to a
word or phrase or meaning, Commonly known or
obtaining or receicedl; nwell Lnorn'; or keld in

repute. clences"J,l _ Arcording to corn mon,
or wnell-known, usage; or according to common
repute.]

1. 3j,, aor.:, (S, M.s,) inf. n. j.., (Msb,)
[said of a mountainl, and of a building, &c., (see
Ol&,)] It rose high; or became hih., or levated,
or lofty. (S. Mb.) -. , aor.: nn(d;, inf. n.
j, [and 1], said of an nass, [lie uttered tie

ending of his braying, or the final .wounm there!f;]

(.8 ;) [for] ~j signrifies the ending, orfinai part,
of the crying, or braying, of the ass; (.S, 0;) and
to this the cries of thdie punished in llell are likened
in the Xlur xi. ]08; (0;) and tni j significs the
"beginning, or commencing part, thereof:" (s:)
or j signifies the dranfing bacur !f tle breath;
and Aj the "emitting thereof:" (Ltl, 8: [but
the reverse is said by Lth and in the S in art.
ji:]) aud Otr. signifies tile same as ;?;:

(.8:) or Ib)th of thlese wonls signify [ansolutely]
the crying, or braying, of the ass: (0, :) Zj
says that v as denoting one of the cries of the
afflicted [in liell] means a rery high-sounding
moaning: andl that, accord. to some, i; [as used
in the lur ubi supri] is similar to the beginning
of tile cry of the ssam, termed 0, ; and that je

is in the chewt. (TA.) [Said of a man,] ~j,
aor. ' and,; and J,, aor. -; inf. n. : and

j1; (0, JI) and b, (0) and JYli; signify
ThL [sound of ] weeping became reiterated in his
chast: (0, ] :) or, as in the L, he reiterated thL
[sound of] weepng in his chtest. (TA.) [Or]
;., aor. ' and , inf. n. ei,, signifies [or signi-
fies also] lIe reiterated hiA breath, making his
voice audible, naturally. (Mgb.) One says also,

a Suchr a one uttered a ingle

cry and died. (, TA.)-Andtlul * e;
~; :ThI eye of the looker smote him with evil

infJuence: (0, ], TA :) or, was pleased with him,
and therefore continued looking at Aim. (A, TA.)

. --

ai A single cry. ($, TA.) [See 1, last sen-
tence but one.]

403*

'a,. Height, elevation, or loftiness. (TA.)

jLS H£igh, or lofty; applied to a mountain,
($, 0, Mb, K,) and to a building, &c.: (0, :)
or, applied to a mountain, high and inaccessible:

(JK1,TA:) pl. jat: (JK,Msb,TA:) you say

;L; J. and ;jUtIM and ;IlS. (Myb.)_
Applied to a vein [or an artery], t Pulsing up-
wards: (O, K, TA:) a term of the physicians.
(0, TA.) - al;j I A man wlnose anger is
Whem,ent: (JK; A, 0, L, TA:) wrongly expl.

in the . by tlhe words M.; j: (TA:) and
so JLG S. (A, TA.) And : A stallionii [camel]
Exrited bly bIt, assaulting [the de-camel], and
causing a uound to be heard from his inside; as
also >L. (TA.)

an i,if n. (S,* 0, 1g. [See 1.)_ [And
also nn epithet.] OneC says j [a
meaning t A loted latghing, likened to the 3t,t3
of tilhe ass]. (., 0.)

1. j,., aor. -, (g,) inf. n. . ,,, (,. o, TA,)
lIe (a man, o, 0) had tlat quality of tih eye
vwhich is termnetl " [cxpl. below]; (S, 0, g ;)

as also 1 j~tl, inf. n. ,"t (Q.) [And in like
manner each of these veIrbs is probably used as
said of the eye.]

2. j~. is a vulgar dial. var. of k [inf. n.

of J0,-, q. v.]. (TA.)

3. Z,u, (g,) in£ n. 'la , (S, 0, TA,) Hre
acted with him in an evil manner; or contended,

or disputed, with him; syn. l:,; (s 0,.o,
TA;) and .1.;. [which has the latter of these
significations]: and opposed him, being opposed
by him; syn. jtc: (TA:) he reviled him; or
reviled him, being reviled byj him: ( :) he ea-
changed bad names with him; syn. : (,*

TA: [in the 0, a,ili is put for LJ. I :]) he
bandied words with him. (S, O, TA.)

5. .3J, said of the freshness, or brightness,
and beauty, of the face, ( L.; ht ,) It went
away, or departed, (O, g, TA,) by reason of
emaciation. (TA.)

9: see l.

,. A mixture of two colours. (ISk, TA.) 
Hence, (ISk, TA,) one says, C) and

~,J (ISk, 0, I,') or J 0;J. / , (JK,) t Ina* (1Sk, O, SceV1mcha one is lying. (lSk,JK,0,1.)_Seealso
a~..

JrZ [properly in£ n. of j ]: sce .

ae, A middle-aged, inteligent woman: an
epithet peculiarly applied to a woman: (S, 0, :)

.,., .,., .1,. ...
one says Ulmh akiZ il, but not * J, J
J ; though IDrd mentions jS J:. (TA.)
.-. And An old woman. (].)
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!4 A tinge, or mixture, of iij [i. e. bluenes,
or graynem, or a greenish hue,] in the black of the
eye: (S, 0:) or, u also t j,l, [this latter men-
tioned above as inf. n. of ji, a tint] Ism than

, [in the CK1 ijJil is erroneously put for

pjjil, which is here used in the sense of aU1jil,]
and nwore beaut afi than this, in the black tf the
eye: (.I, TA:) thus in the M: (TA:) or a tinge
of redne in the black of the eye, not in lines, like

!~., but [consisting in] a paucity of blacknewss of
thi black of the eye, so that it is as though it in-
clined to redness: ( :) or a hue of the black of
the eye between rednest and blackness: or a lack
of purity of the blackness thereof: or a redness in

the black (f the eye; !i.ti being thile like of a
redness in the white tliereof; thus expl. by
A'Obeyd; and in like manner by Es-Senimmk.
(TA.)

AirJ fern. of JV1 [q.v.]. (., 0, ].) Also
A want; syn. t..: (S, 0, K:) said by I: to be

originally [1J. (O.)

ak40 Aj;, [app. meaning a silver coin] of
the ,neasure of tl, breadth of the hand. (Mgh.)

JA1, applied to a man, ($, 0,) laring that
quality qf the rcj which is termei d ' eb : (S, O,

I :) accord. to AZ, njn. with Xj l: (TA: [but

see this latter epithiet:]) fem. tI4f; (] ;) which
is aplplied as an epithet to an eye. (S, 0.) - Also
A mountain, and a wolf, dust-coloured irnlining

to n.hitenesu. (En-Nadir, TA.) - And J:.1l is
thie name of A certain idol. (Ibn-EI-Kelbec, 0,

1. a ' , nor. , (, ,) inf n. ;1,4? (., TA)
and , (TA,) me (a man) w, or became,
hardy, strong, sturdy, enduring, or patient; ( ;)
[or] acute of mind or intellect; ($, ];) clever,
ingenious, sharp, or penetrating. (K.) - And
lie (a horse) was, or became, snifi; brisk, lively,

sprightly, or agile; anti strong. (I., TA.) -
[And app. It nws, or became, rolujh, harsh, or
coarse: for] i~. signifies c g±. (I-amn p.
600.) :, (, , (, ,) aor. and ', inf. n.
and; , (Q,) Hefrightened him, or made himn
afraid; (S, ;) namely, a man. (g.) - And
,ji,l .,E, aor.:, (s,) inf. n. ,, (TA,) He
chid the horse; (];) or incited huin to quickness.
(JK, K], and Ham p. 699.)

., applied to a man, Hardy, strong, sturdy,
enduring, or patient; ( ;) acute of mind or in-
telect; ($, I ;) clerer, ingenious, sharp, or pene-
trating; and t .;L signifies the same: pl. of the
former;.t (OC) [and app. _ also: see.,
and see whut here follows]. A chief whom
judgment, or judicial decision, or exercise of au-
thority, is e.ffectual in affairs; (J,' TA;) cou-
rageous; or sharp, or vimorous and effective, in
affairs which others are unable to accomplish:
or, accord. to Fr, forbearing, or clement; who
performs mell that which is imposed upon him;
whom one finds not otherwnis than forbearing, or
clement, and pleased, or content, with thlat which
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is impoed upon km: and in like manner applied
to other than a man: (TA:) pl.. (1]) [and

app. ~]: ~e , with which , is qn. (TA
in art.,~.) _- And, applied to a horse, : S!fil;
briak, ively, hty, or agil; and strong. (1,
TA.)--Also A tone rohich it placed at the
entrance of a trap ( Z or e in different
copies of the O) for a lion, and which falls upon
it whmn he enters: as also : (] ,TA:) the
latter is the word [better] known to the leading
lexicologists. (TA.)

;.4, i. q. r*._ [app. meaning The kind of
goblin, or dmon, ths called]. (Aq, g, 1.)

,M The -J., [q. v., i.e. ~hedgehog; or a
certain "peces of hedgog; &c.]: (1r:) [see also
the last sentence of this paragraph :] and, (1,) or
accord. to AZ, (TA,) the male hedgehog: (., P,
TA:) or ch as ha large pric'd or ~pnes, of
mal hed~phog, (V, TA,) and the lihe. (TA.)
.~ il,~ occurring in a verse of El-Apha,

is said by AO to mean t In a state of fright, or
fear. (TA.) - 4, An old woman: (J :) or,
accord. to IAr, a hA~ og. (TA.)

. .: seeZ^Z. - Also Frighten, or made
afraid. (, TA.) -And, applied to a horse,
Chidde; or incited to quicknm. (TA.)

i. q. i+, (ADt, V,) and i , i. e.

uIJI .J. (ADt, TA.)

1. and w: ee ~ t_ , aor. ; and
U¢ aor. '; inf. n. &.%; It [food &.] wam good,

sweet, pleasant, or the like. (MA. [But this, the
only meaning there amigned to these two verbs, I
do not find elsewhere.])

2. [I made him, or caused him, to der,
to long, or to desire eamgerby]. (Myb.) - [And

It ezcited duire, longing, cager desire, or
appetence. For ex., in art. j~. in the U, '

is said of the Or., or berry of the sumach,

meaning It excites appetence.] _ And oZ! u
lie, or it, caused the thing to be detired, longed
for, or desired eagerly: made it to be good,

weet, pleasant, or the like. (MA.) One says,

.*1X.1 ,, :i 1 i. e. [This is a thing that
cause the food to be desired, &c.; that makes it
sweet, &c.; or] that inites to desire, or eager
desire, of the food. (8, TA.) - [And accord. to
an cxplanation of the inf. n., i>, in the KL,
1; seems to signify also He said to him, I roill
give to thee rwhat thou desi~t, longst for, or
eagerly de st; agreeably with a rendering of
the verb alone, as on the authority of that work,
by Golius.]

3. ;t ,(V, (,TA,) inf. n. LLt, (TA,) He
was, or became, lke him; he resembled him.
(14, TA.)m Also He jested, orjoked, wit him:
(IAqr, TA:) [and] so ;t.. (1 in art. .)
- And accord. to IAvr, it is also.used in relation

to the smiting action of the [evil] eye [perhaps
meaning He tied with him in smiting rowith the
eil eye: see also 4]. (TA.)

4. ot~ He gaw hin what he desired or
eagerly dosred. (I.) - And He smote Aim
with an [evi] eye: (.:) in this sense [said to be]

formed by transposition from &L.ZI. (TA.)i

JI WIl t means that she is desired, or eagerly
desired, [i.e. How great an object of daesire is
she to me 1] as though it were from j, though

this was not said: and ,J t,:,t ta means that
thou art desiring, or eagerly desiring, [i. e. Honw
dsirou, or mearly diesiros, am I of her!] so
says Sb. (TA.)

5. u; lie demanded wit repeated desire.

(], TA.) So in the saying, (TA,) U L>
1 "' ($, TA) [He demanded with repeated
desire, of such a one, mch a thing]. - See also
what next follows.

a. A;t,, (s, &c.) He desired it, or longed for
it: (Msb :) he loved it; and desired it, or whed
for it: (s:) or he desired it ~eagerly, or in-
temudy: (M in art. ,..j: [see an ex. in a poetical

citation voce , j :]) and t1 , (;, Myb, K,)

aor.:; (Mb,h,;) as also l a;, aor.-; (AZ,
Myb, ;) inf. n. ,, (S, TA) and '6, which

last is an inf n. [ofa rare class] like ZI.;; (TA;)
signifies the same: (S, Msb, 1 :) and so does
t 1Z. (].) [See what next follows.]

~j% [mentioned above as an in£f. n.] is a word
of well-known meaning; ( ;) Desire, or longing,
or yearning, of the soulfor a thig; (Er-Raghib,
MNb, TA;) [meaning for a thing gratifying
to e : or cager, or inte, dedire; particularly
for mch a thing; for] it ha a more intenive s/i-
nification than ;;1; ; and the intelligent agree in
opinion that it is not commendable: (M in art.
,,*:) [being either lawfid or unlawfid, it may
be rendered as above: or appetite: or appetence:
or lust: or carnal hust:] in the present state of
~itence, it is of two orts, Ul> [i. e. true], and
ait. [i. e.falbe]; the former being that without
which the body becomes in an unsound state, as
th ;I. [or desire &c.] for food on the occason
of hunger; and the latter being that mitttout
rwhich the body doe not become in an unsound
state: and sometimes it is applied to the object of
desire &c., or thing desired &c.: (Er-Righib,
TA:) and agreeably with this last explanation the
first of the following pls. is used in the kur iii.
12: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:) sometimes also it is applied
to the faculty to which a thing is made an object
of desire &c.: (Er-R6ghib, TA:) [also, to the
gratification of renereal lust; thus in the 1 in
art. j;; see .i .:and ;A :] the pL is i1*

(Myb,TA) and 2e.; and ; the lastmen-
tioned by A Cei, and a rare instance of a pL of the
measure ji from a sing. of the measure Liai
having an infirm letter for its last radical, like

spl. of [and like i p1. of ].
(TA.) [g)iJt means The two appetites, that
of the stomach and that of the generative organ.]

[BootI,

4"J1 r>1 [ la taent deire kc.] mentioned
in a trad. is said to be any act of diobdie~
which one concei in his mind, and on whic
he resolve: or ones seeing a beautifid young
woman, and lofing his ey, the looking w it
his heart, and imaging her to his mind, and so

tempting himslf. (JM.) [;JI l, lit. The
longing for day, is app. used as a gencral term

for malacia: see -wt~]

J ';3 (s, Myb, 1, TA) and * u,l and

· ~s, (1., TA,) applied to a man, Desirous, or
longg; (S,0 M9b,' 1,* TA;) or very desinou
or g; greedy; or voraciou: (TA:) fem.
(of the first, Msb) '* : (Msb, ], TA:) pl. [of
the first] LjCt;l, (], TA,) like LL; [pl. Qf
I1ff]. (TA.) [See an ex. of the pl. in a verse

cited voco jq.] One says, kAt11 o19J j1i
[A man dcsirous &c. of the thing]. (S.)

_ Zl : see the next preceding paragraph.

ur i.q. *; (s, Msb) [i.e. Desird,
lofngd for, or eagerly desired:] or pbasant,
deicious, or nveet: (Msb, TA:) applied to food,

(S.) and to water. (TA.) - [Hence,] ,4Ji ,
tT 17e J, [or Persian lute]. (KL.) [And
Golius adds, as on the authority of a glom in a
copy of the KL, t The roater-mlon (anguia).]

See also i w.

:, A man fhaving much, or equent, deire or
longitn or eager desire. (TA.) [See also l..]

,: [act. part. n. of 1; Desiring, or g;
&c]. (Sb, TA.) -- , r A man sharp of
sight: (S, ]:) formed by transposition from

, 1 [More, and most, desirable, or pleasant

or dliciowu or ne]. One says, i.s -

lji ;. [It is more desirable, or plasant t.,
to me, or in my etimation, than such a thing].
(Myb voce .il.) See also another ex. in a verse

cited voce ul, in art. pl.

ae see; - . [Used a a subst., its pl.

is ~ln;fi.]it

1. jd;, formed by transposition from .:,

aor. ly.' and .*i', [but the latter form of the
aor. is disallowed by MF,] Ie preceded me, or
outent me. (g.) ~And He grieved me. (V.)
- And He pleoasd me. (18.) Thus it bears two
contr. significations. (TA.) And 4jj, aor.
e3glX I pleaed him. (Lth, O.)_And4 &jL I

wras pleased with, and rejoiced in, him, or it.
(Lth, O, J.) [See also art. ,;.]

;, n. un. l;: see art. ,,.

tAS., (], TA, and Lin art. t,) in formlike

the dual of , [except as to the final vowel],
(TA,) [erroneously written in the CV. ;" j,]
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and te:, lilke et and [q. v.], (L in

art. C,) [applied to a man,] Far-ighlted; (K1;)

either in the proper sense, or metonymically apli

plied to a man characteried by Ideliberation, and

reflection, and looking to the results nf aflfiirs.

(TA.) Each is also applied as an eplithc:t to a

horse. (L in art. t . [The radical letters of

this epitlhet are either Li or le; therefore it is

mentioned again in art. tA; and another form

thereof, without ., (1,) is mentioned in art.

L a :n , aor. a:(d, A, Mqb,) inf. n. 

($, A, Msb, 1) and .1Z, (Fi,) Ie mured it;

(f, A, Msb, [;) such as milk with water; (M.b;)

or honey with water. (A.) [And It mingled

Toith it: for] one says also, as; 'j ig t Jo
Jft [As thougl her salivta nere wine mith which

honey mingledl]. (A.)-[It is sometimes used
in a good sense, but more frequently in a bad
sense; and often means le adultrated vitiated,

or sophisticated, it.] It is said in a trad.,

L-It o.M aO.i, . ( ~,t Smwnaring,

and snplrot,able spereA, attend .your elling;
tierore mix ye it with nialt]. (TA.) And it is

sahl in a prov., 4ioe mI. t He mixes, or
confoundt, or uaIes a confusion or disorder, in

speech and in actions: (f, TA:) or he ays r igl t
one time and wrong anotlwer tiane: (Ays, TA:) or

he defeos without energy: (TA:) or he is some

lmnes incuited to motion, or action, and defends
himnose.lsf, b ut wiout nrgy, and fonetime hle is

w;tioness, and does m not become excited to noution,

or action; anvd it is not from [tlhe wor(ls 44. and

or appllbied to] milk: so says Axx-Sateed [i. c.

As]: and lhe says ulso tlhtt . ,o r %,d means
hc efeeifoed hia ft iie thme, at;nd was sluggiyh, or

indolent, ant ao the r tine: and that . TA:9 ,
inf. n. mcails ho defended hin i ithout

cnerg~y: mitd tlus this latter is cxpl. in the K, as

is likewise t u .,.: nlso that the Arabs say,

;wo c* an d not i b eera meaning 1

found such a one to-diy detfrolmding his e,oml anions
in some merusnre. (TA.) [See also art. . -

".i. also signifies lIe acted traecherousaly, er-

fidiusnl, or unfaithifully: (Fr, TA:) he lied:
lhe deeivned in aelling or bueying: aid he acted
dinfhonestly, insicerely, or with dissintulation.
(IAnr, TA.) - [See also Har p. 448; whero it is

implied titat it signifies also lIe slokec truth, or
was wveraciots .]

2: see the preceding paragraph.

7: see what next follows.

8: ,plt It was, or becane, mixed; (0, K;)
as also ' t. (g.)

.;5 inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (., A, &c.). [Hlence,]
,; '.) ~. ), occurring in a tradl., means
There is, or sitall be, no dishonety, ininnerity, or

dissimulation, nor mixing, in the selling, or
buying: so says 1Ayr: or I am irre)sponsible witli
repect to this commodity: or, as he is related to
have said, thou art irresonsible for its bein9

faulty, or defletite. (TA. [Sce also £ ])

Antd .2 (TA) and t .:.i, (S, TA,) [each an

inf. n. used as a subst. properly so termed,] or

· iet:, (so in one copy of the S,) signify A

mixture; an admixture; or a thing mixed nitht

another tin,g. (.,, TA.) Thlus l. signifies in

the Iur xxxvii. G;: (TA:) or, accord. to one

reading, thc word tllerc is lt (t, meaning a thing

wvith which another thinj is mixed. (Bd..) 44,l1
also significs [particularly] llhat is mixed [with
something els,], of nater or of milk: (I:) one

says, ..jJ! otL lie gave him to drink

htoney wvith water, or milk, mixed [ttlwrecwith]:

(TA:) or , .J,1 ,I elL He gave him to

drink mill [mixed] with lwney. (IDrd, TA.)

And AMied honey; as in the saying, .~. Ia

.' % 1 have not mixed lwny nor milk
such as is termted ,15 [q. v.]: (IAXr, TA:) or

[simply] hoIwney &c.; (A, Msb, TA;) so called 1e-
cause they mix it with beverages; (Msb ;) as in the

saying, a.JI j :1 e L Ie gave himn to drink

honey with clarified butter, or with milk. (A.)

And Broth; as in the saying, ,sij .j O . ; , .
lie has not broth nor milk. (8, ]: but in the

latter, J tb.) And J, signifies also A piece of

dotgh. (1K.)- And [the pl.] ) 1t_ signifies

t A mnedly, or mimed multitude, of sundry sort:

a les particular term than J , which signifies
a medley, or mixed multitude, of the low, or
lower, or lowest, sort: (TA, from a trad.:) accord.
to El-Jawaleckee, it is an arabicized word, from

the Pers. (TA in art. ,j)

.r'y: se m in the next preceding paragraph.

c-*,
ajj Deceit, delusion, guile, or eircumention:

(V-: [see also ~4: :]) [or, app., somewhat there-

of:] one says, , [In sch a one i;
decei, &c.]. (TA.)

ine A virgin in thle night of her devirgina-

tion: (Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed, MF:) [either from

r ti having for its aor. , signifying "he

mixed," or from 4l: having for its aor. ,

signifying "he became white-headed, or hoary ;"

as shiown by what follows:] one says, ,

/A' 4, (S and A in art. , and 1 in the

present art.,) and ;ZJI 2 ;i,, (f.,) Sh/e passd
the night of a viryin then der,irginated, (.8, A,
J ,) and of the viryin thelwn devtirginated: (Q,

TA:) said of a virgin-bride when slhec is devirgi-
nated by the brideg~room in thc night in which
slie has been first brought to him: (A, ]~, TA:)
in the contr. case, whlen she is not devirginated,

one says, S. 3ie4 *z,i: (?, TA:) and one says

)alo,c aland · l *' ,: (TA in art.j~.:)

Z, in the A, mentions the first phirase in art. ,

and makes it to be tropical, as though the bride
were in that night afflicted by an evett so severe

r ns to catuse the locks of liher Ihair to become white:
r in the L it is said tlhat the kS in ·.t is substituted
i for ., because of [thc allusion of the phrase to]

the mixing of the sperma genitale of the man with

that of the womani; but that .t has not beer

heard instead of A.e.: ISd, in thle M, mentions it

in arts. _ . and ., ; observing that the Lj is

said to take the place of .: J, as well as Z and

others, mentions it in art. . [q. v.]. (TA.)

.A± and qIt: see .

.lt sing. of ;15 meaning The rhAiteness

[1mixlg] with the darhness of night. (Har p.

58.)TlThc saying ¢. i;SA 1t ' may be

from tl; "lie mixed it ;" mcanlg Tlhere is not

in it anything [(f owne'sxlilp, or right of lpomse-
xion,] nixed tlwremith, thonughl small, or ho;reer

small; like as one says, ai ,, i; - ; it

being an instance of the measure i.L in tho

sense of the measure aiJ, as in aH 1 j U#:
tius the lawyers use it. (M§b.). - .;t is also

sing. of 'Il. meaning Uncleannesse, fil/tl, or

pollations; or unclean, Jilthy, or fotl, thlins. (g ,

Msb, Ig*)

:. (S, Msb) and .;A, thoe latter from 
[" it was mixed "], Mrixe (., Msb.) A 1pot
says, (namely, Suleyk Ibn-Es-Sulakeh Es-

Sagdee, TA,)

i. c. [And tha twater of cooking-pots, in thl
tooden boals,] mixed with seeds for seasoning and

with sauces. (S.) -- oj i'a.jt i JI means
[Tl fet-Ankh titat is mingled wit e Aesr~a; which

is] tIl fethl.a tahat preceds the I of aIlit; as in

~.t and tohl [when they are pronounced

"'dbidun " and " 'drifun"]; for aIJlI consists in
inclining [the sound of] fet-bah towards [that of]
kesrch; whereby [the sound of] the I that follows
it is inclined, and is not a pure I; for like as [the
sound of] the fet-hah is mingled [with that of

kesreh], so is [the sound of] the I [luinigled with
that of ]. (L, TA.)

.Dj.~, with .damm [to the.*], and fet-l) to the
[, [not with both of these vowels to the j as

supposed by Freytag,] The cam (ji.) of ajl(asl

or bottle; (g ;) because it is mixed with redness
and yellowness and greennesd; mentioned by

A.iHt on the authority of As: (TA:) pl. .:
(AJHit, .:) or the pl. signifies [receptacles of the

sorts called] bli, [pl. of L _] and Si. [pl. of

'a-.] malc of lalm-leares. (A.)

2. .Z. JI . 4.JI -- Tiw clouds covered tue
sun, ,) as though it roere turbated ,with a dust-

coloured taze inclining to yellow; as is tihe case

in a year of drought; i. e. (T, L) t/his cloudb con-
taibning no cater surrounding it, (T, L, ]s,) ha'ving

the hue above esecribed. (T, L.)--. J .

[thus in the L and .K, not ~.?, nor ;-6:,]

The sun inclinedl to setting, (T, L, .K,) anti beerame

covered w'ith such clouds [as those abore dcetribedl]:
(T, L:) becaunw turbaned with clouds. (AHnI, L.)

__ , , (inf. n. ^,I3, L,) t lie turbaned him;

attired hiMm with a turban: (AZ, T, L, .K :) app.
a 1
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from ~.,J ; .&:. (T, L.) And ; lj ~ t i
turbaned his head. (Msh.)

6. 3_.3 and V 1;: t lie turbaned himsel
attired himselnf with a turban. (AZ, T, S, L, K
[See above.]

8: see what next precedes.

5J1 ~ O. t Such a owne is goodly in h
manner of turbaning. (K.)

3j1:t,1 'j. t The best nf the rreation, or i
mankind, or people; syn. *11Jl . (K.)

.·
_ t A turban; (IAgr, S, Mgh, L, Mob, g.

as alsnlo * l; : (.K:) Pl. of the fomer inir

(8, Mgh, L, Msb, 1 ;) and of the latter ,l. 
().)- t A king: (K:) a crowned king. (TA.
- t A lord, or chief, (K,) to nwowm obedience
pmid. (TA.)

;l ' d : see the next preceding paragraph.

Ji-

1. jS, (.5, A,Msb, ,) naor. j , (M ,) in
; (M.s, 1,) and j': and "le and ,Ll; an,

LjtI,; (K ;) and t t;1, and tjJl, ( a, 1,) am
I j* -:1l; (A, I;) lie gathered honey; (S, Msb;
extracted it.from tt smtall hollow [in the rock ii
which it had bee1 deposited by the nwild beeo]; (A
I ;) gathered it from its hivs and from othei
places. (TA.) -Ij, inf. n. *, lie exhibited
xaio,oed, or ditplayed, a thing. (IAth, TA.).
A01~J1 jtZ, (s, A, Mgh, M.BI, K,) inf. n. (S·'&~~~~~.

Mgh, MbI, A) and J$3, (], TA,) orjl,,; (CId;
and t tja2, (A, f,) inf. n. y ..; (TA;) and
* L&jUl, (Th, 1k,) hut this last is rare; (Th, TA ;)
lfie exhibited, or displayed, the beat, .for sale,
(S, A, Mgh, M.b,) going to and .fro with it, (S,
Mgh,) or making it to run, and the lilke: (M,b:)
he tried the beast, to knon, its pace, or mannwr oj
going: (A, Mgh:) he made the beast to run, that
he mi.qht hnon, its power: (TA :) he broke, or
trained, the beast: or he rode it on the ocrasion
of ezhihitin!, or displaying, it to its purchaser:
or tried it, to sme its powers: or hwe e.a nined it,
aJ though he turned it over; and in like manner,
Z.;l thefemale slave. (K, TA.) [Hcnce] l' : ,
lle diisplayed his agility, to shorw his ponwer.
(TA, from a trad.)-And A. I ornamented, or

rlcra otedl, it. (TA.).jU lie (a man) became
yomdl.q in countenance. (Fr, TA.) - lie (a
horsc) became fat and goodly: (S:) and so
,:1., said of a she-camel: (TA:) [and t ;,'.
sanid of a woman: (Freytag, from the Deewin of
the Iludhalecs :)] or ;.jA said of a she-camel,
she became fat; (] ;) and in like manner t.l
and fjl, said of a he-camel: (S:) and t .11t:l
ktl the camels became somewhat fait: (S:) and
t ;:jU...t they became fat and gooily: (K :)
or this last signifies I they became fat; because
their owner points to such with his fingers; as
though they desired to be pointed to. (A.)

2. ~l.JI j.,, inf. n. Y.,i : see 1.. _ j"
lie did to him a deetd of which one shi,ould be
IshI,u,nwd: (Ya;gooh, Th, A, 1 :) or he made bare

[Boot I.

re his pudenda: (O0:) or as though he made bare A
pudenda. (S.) And , (Lh, S,) and ,j

r. (Lh, TA,) le made himn to be confoundedw, 
; perplexd, and unable to see his riygt course, 1

reason of shame; or ashamed, and conJ;wuuled, (
peicrexed, and unable to see hi ri-iht course, i
consequenc of a deed that he Ahad done. (Lh, S

'is - j c- 1l He turned over [or se7arated an
loosened] the cotton by means of thel 4 [q. v.
(TA.) - See also 4, in two places.

3. *1t:, (inf. n. ol and jl_-, TA,) an
*oi' ;1 b hoth signify the sanme, (S, Msb,) In

;) consulted him, or consulted with him; he debate
w ith him in order that he miglht see his opiniton

. (Mob;) ;.'1 ) resrpecting the thiig or afir
) (S, Mgh,0 Msb :) or t the latter, (A, 1,) or both

(TA,) he sought, desired, or asked, of him counse
or advice. (A, IC.) See also 6.

4: see 1, first sentenec. 'L ; (K,
or -J-I Ls, (SI, Sgh, L,) lil/p thtoa' me t
collect honey, or the IawneJ. (Sh, Sgh, L, kZ.) 

n iIJttIl: see L-.. .WI jtl, and t 1., (4,
d and Lj.l, or lt '1, (accord. to different copie
of the 4, the former accord. to the text of the #
in the TA,) and 1 tc, (IC, TA,) lIe stirre.

n up the fire, or made it to burn ulp; syn. i
,( 4.)~ = ! ~je, (S, Meb, N.,) inf. n. l:l, (Msh

r lIe ma(lde a sign to him, with the ihand, (S, Msb
* 4,) or with the head, (Msb,) or with tlhe eye,

or with the eyebrow, (s,) or with a thing serving
to convey intelligence of what he woulld say; a,
) hnen one asks anotler's permision to do a thing,
andl the latter make a sigp nwith his hand or nwitA
his head, meaning that he should do it or not dc
it; (M ,b;,) as also jl V S , (ISk, S, M1h,, K,)
inf. n. I3. (Mob.)- [And lie, or it, )inntel
to it or at it, pointed it out, or indicated it.
lleence, in grammar, ;jU! !t A noun of indica-

tion; as 1; &c. And] ^ h atJI ii,i:1t
[lie indicated the vowel by a somewlhat obcure
sound;] meaning he prbnounced the vowel in the
monner termed jl. (I'Ak p. 351.) And jU

Jjl u! < I ~Jl [lie indicated tle case-
ending by the pronuncition termed A3I in
pausing; as when you say SI with a slurring of
the final vowel-sound to one who says to you

c. * Ij ]. (S voce -SI.). . :lJ He made it
Rnohn. (.Har p. 357.) or as jtl He made
known, or not. ied, to him the manner of accom-
plishing the affair that was conducive to good,
and guided him to thlt wshich tas right. (clar
ibid.)-"Lj *ajSs [in the CJ$ tJI] LIe
counselled him, or advised him, to do such a thiny;
(S, Msb;) showed him that he held it ight for
him to do such a thing: (Msb:) or he comnuznded,
ordered, or enjoined, him to do such a thing.
(g.)

5. j._ le had a deed done to him c!f hi.ch
one lshould be ashamed. (Ya (oob, Th, A, K.)
[It occurs in a saying of Yaacooh, respecting an
indecent action of an Arab of the desert, app. as

is meaning lis pudenda became eposed; (see 2;)
:, but some disapprove it, and say that it is not
or genuine Arabic; as is stated in the TA.] BHe

ay nas, or became, confounded, or peTpilee, and
or unable to see his right course, by reason of samc;
in or ashamed, and confounded, or prplxed, and

.) unable to see hit right course, in consequnce of a
d ded that he had done. (Lh, S.) Seo also 1,last sentence.

6. IjW and t 1= (A, Mgh, Mqb) Tey
cownrtnted One aniother, or consulted together; they

.d debated together in order that they might see one
e anotrer's opinion: (Ih:) 3JW signifies the
d eitracting, or draing forth, opinion; as alo

,; t sL and av and t at, from t " ho
* extracted honey;" (Bd in ii. 233;) and t S
I, signifies the same as cno. (Bd in xlii. 36, and
4 Mgh.)e s We h r occurs in a trad. as mean-

ingaed t jha! [app. The popl. reded hin
) conpincozuas, or notorioau, by their looking at

thim]. (TA. [There mentioned in the present art.;as though the 5 were a substitute lbr .])
8. jl;l: see 1, first sentence. -And see 10.
, See also 1, last sentence, in two place.

* a...i^ v1;: i. q. St;1 [IIe (a horse) raised Ais tail

in running]. (.Sgth, TA.) 1JJ2I : see 6.
10. 1U:L.1: see 1, first sentence. - See alsp 3,

in two places. - iiCit 1 ; sl He (a stallion.
camel) s5ielt the she-camel and eramined her, to
know d ose had conceved ordr not; (K/;) as also
¢ thl;:. (A'Obeyd, TA.) - It (a man's ease
or afltir) beame maniJfest. (AZ, j.)- He put
on, , or clad rinmsf writh, goodly appare. (10

See also 1, last sentence, in two places.

) ;1: sees, in two places.

: hioncy gathered, or extracted, from it
place: (g, TA:) originally an inf xi. (TA.) -
See alo ] (T , with which it is syn. in several
senses accord. to the 0 and some copies of the 1.

. t:,see Z, with which it is syn. in several
senses accord. to the L aid some copies of the g.

mI se e s sene, in tiree places.
· 1. 4. . _ 

) -:: see ij, in three places: and see
- hAlso i. q. r [i. e. Coifion, or

perpleity, ani inability to .e one's right courase,
by reasn of shcame: 8c.]. (.] .)

i, (; , IAth, 0, L, Rs,) with damm, (lAth,
L,) and * as, (TA, and so in some copies of the

,) nd t V (, 0, L, K,) in which the l is·.)

changed from j, (TA, and *; so (oin_theL
and in some copies of the eg,) or (so in
other copies of the lg and in the 0,) and Vt hIJ,
(S, 0, K,) and V ." (0, .,) Form, or appear-
ane; fglure, person, mien,feature, or lineament;
external state or condition; tate with restp to
apTarel and the like, or garb. (8, 1Ath, 0, L,

K.) One says, t O,t L, . - and whJhI
Such a one is goodly in form or appearance, &,c.
(TA.) And 'l j 1 1 J;, ( i e i
a man goodly in respectom of form and of ,ppear-

i

t



ane, cc. (Fr. 8. [See also below.)) G- oodlines, (Zj, :) accord. to Zj, you may say ' 2ij;
or beauty: (lAth, L, .:) so w;j is expl. by [Three Saturdays, using j. as a pl. of pauc.]:

IAgr: (O :) end t ;*j, with fet-b, isexpl. assig- so in the Tekmileh. (TA.)
nifying pleasing beauty: (TA :) app. from; ., the .
"act of exhibiting, or showing," a thing. (lAth, je, One's consulter, or counseler tith whom
TA.)_ Clothigj, or apparel: (8, 0, L,g :) t -j', he consults: and one's j' [q. v.]: (.1:) one
with fet-h, is said to have this signification by qualiJdfor consmtation: (, TA:) pl. ;it.
Th: and' t il, is also expl. as signifying goodly, (..) One says, .jj j 3 Such a one is
or beautiful, apparel. (TA.) - Orna,nent, or- [good,] qualiled for consultatinn. (S,TA.)-
nature, or finery. (V-.) - Fatnss. (I.) - A man goodl.y in respect of ;'tl [i. c. ap,earance,
And }, with dammn, and tjl., Aspect, or or alparel, &c.]: (Fr, S, A:) or beautiful, or

plasing asJect; syn.; .: (and Internal, or good: in this or in the former sense, the fem.,

intrinsir, state or quality; syn. .. (.,' TA. ) with T, is applied to a woman. (TA.) One says,
One says, telr, ' i i. e. I& [Such a J Je d' Verily he is goodly in frm, and in
one has not a pleasin aspect]. (TA.) And appearanceorapparel &c. (Fr, S, A.) - A man
. . .j.-- goodly in his inter.nal, or intrinsic, states or

r-l . ' O, J Such aone isgoodin qualties, when tried; as also ;l: one says
repect of form, and of internal state or qualities, ..- , . . .
when tried. (TA.) And 1jli i ; 0' and . * J. man gooly inhis

Suckh a one is god e n ri hm A internal, or intrinsic, states or qualities, and
TA.) -For fr worod oe , s s, e, . qalaly so in hi* outn'ard appearance. (TA.)

TA.) For the first word (;oZ), see also F)*. [Fat: (TA:) or fat andgoodly: (S,K, ,TA:) pl.
And-c. ac e*" .

, zl, applied to horses, (, .K,) and to camels.

j , A certain marine plant; (1 K;) a sort of
trees, of the taes of the shores of the sea: (Sgh,
TA:) [it is, as supposed by Freytag, the plant
called by ForskAl (Flora Aegypt. Arab, p. 37,)
smra marina; of the class tetrandria, order mono-
gjynia; foliis lanceolatis, integris; Jforibus fulvis:
&c.: said by him to be called in Arabic "schura"
os5; and by the people of Masla.t, "germ"
Aij:] a ort of trees growing in inlets of the sea,
in the midtt of the rater of the sea, resembling
the ,1) in the thickness of its stem and the rohite-
ne~ of its bark, and also called..;. (0.)

LJ: see ;j., in four places; and 6.

Oll,5 [whether with or without tenween is not
shown] i. q. [i. e. Saf!lower, or bastard
saffron]. (Q.)

j;1,: see ;j. - Also, (ISk, 8, Myb, 1,)
and ,;,, and ,;I,, (Msb, g,) The furniture
and utensils of a houe or tent; (ISk, $, Msb, i;)

ekh as are deemed goodly: (.Iam p. 305, in cx-
planation of the first:) and of a camel's saddle.
(, M,b.) - And the first, (S, Msb, I,) and
' second, (Mqb, 1],) and t third, (v,) The pu-
dendum, or pundenda, ( C ., MS b,) of a woman
and of a man: ( :) or a man's penis, [see also
;lj,] and his testicles, and his posteriors or anus

(;l!). (1g.) ; : a *2 5,;I is a form of impre-
cation, (TA,) meaning M'a God make bare his
pudenda. (S, A, TA.) j -- A ft, or

gentle, wind: (§gh, 1 :) of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(.gh, TA.)

* s } eej pj; eachl in two places.

;t:: see . -. Also a name given by the
Arabs to Saturday, (t in this art., and kC in art.
_J,) in the Time of Ignorance: (TA in art. , :)

pl. [of pauc.] . and [of mult.] e and &:
Bk. I.

(S.).j_... .... i A beautyf;l ode; (g;) an
excellent ode. (TA.)

1 [Mlore, and most, distinguishetl by ijj or

{ij,, i. e.,form, or appearance; &c.]. ,J,, l

j; [Thke comeliest bride that was to be seen] is
a phrase occur,'ing in a trdtl. relating to Ez-Zebbl,
[a queen of El-lieerch, celebrated for her beauty].
(A, TA.)

;l A Jfk& [or habitation of bees, generally
a hollon in a rock,] (S, K,) fromn vich one
gathers, or extra.rt, honey; (S;) a bee-hit'; as
also tIjf.. (KL.) Sec the next pargrapll.
[And see also ;l -.]

;L. 5jIG White honey (TA) gathered, (S,
TA,) or which one has been assisted to gather.
(I~, TA.) AA cites the following verse, (S,) of
El.Jluti,nee, (accord. to a copy of the $,) or of
'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, (O, TA.)

0

0

;L p> A Z ' j· ~ · a · .·;e : ai~ 3L 
?4-

[And a singing, or a musical performance, (or,
instead of And, the mcaning may be MIany,) to
which the old man would lend ear, and a discourse
like gathered white honey]: but As disapproves
of this, and says that the right reading is ,5C
V ;t; [white honey of a habitation of bees. fion
rhich it lus been extracted], the former of these
words being prefixed to the latter, governing it in
the gen. case, and the latter being with fet-1 to
the.,. (S, TA.)

'4;- A thing ornamented, or decorated. (1.)

a; , (S,) or t;e, (.,) or both, (TA,) The
wooden implement nwith 1rhich honey is gathered:

(S, I,' TA :) pl. of the former ,li.. (8.)

}jL;*: see ;j.. = Also A rivulet, or stream-
let,for irrigation; syn. Z.iGL: (TA voce .s; :)

or a channel of iater: (TA voce ~.j :) or a ;~.;

[i. e. either a small channel of water for irriga-
tion or a portion of ground] in land sown or for
sowing: (S, K :) or a i; [app. hero meaning a
portion of ground] cut o., or separated, from

the adjacent parts, (-i;-,) for sowing and for

planting: it may be of this art., or from $jl:
(ISd, TA:) or what is surrounded by dams [or
by ridges of earth] nhich confine, or retain, the
water [for irrigation]; as also ;. and J~&:

(n, TA:) pl. ':; and i. (1.)

;jy": sec the next paragraph, in four places.

f;3: and ' and V a signify the
same: (S :) the first and second are substs. from
*:;l, and the third is a subst. from Iltj:
(Mab:) or the first (Lth) and second [which is
written in the C~K ij·] (Lth, K) and third (.1)

are from ;l' (Lth) or 4Ic ;j:l: (If:) [they
signify Consultation; or mutual debate in order
that one may see another's opinion; or counsel, or
advice: or a commanul, an order, or an injunc-
tion: or] the exctracting, or drawing forthl,
otpinion: (B.i, as mentioned above: see 6:)
* Bj;.i [in the CK ijL] is of the measuro

Ri.2a, [originally j.L, in the C]C ia/io,] not
3J-JA., (K, TA,) because it is an inf. n., [or
rather a qgtasi-inf. n.,] and such a noun has not
this llst measure: (TA:) it is like i; (Mb ;)
and is a contraction of ;'~: (Fr, TA:) and it

is said also to be from ll,J jt.,; or, accord. to

some, from J:Il L; good counsel or advice
being likened to honey. (Msb.) One says,

j ,l ~ ;,j , ,J5. and ,tjpL.0, [Keep,
thoul to consultation, or take counsel, in thine
a#,i,qrs]. (A.) And 1 ~ ~l .s j and

;ll [Such a one is good, or excellent, in con.
sntlation, or counel]. (TA.) And t '5i
,.t, like , . .5.*,l, [Their affair, or
case, is a thing to be determined by consultation
among themselves,] i.c., none of them is to ap-
propriate a thing to himself exclusively of others.
(Msb.) It is said of 'Omar, V $ .a'JI j
(A, Mgh) Ile left the offic of Khaleefeh as a
thing to be determninc by consultation: for ho
assigned it to one of six; not particularizing for
it any one of them; namely, 'OthmAn and 'Aleo
and Talhanh and Ez-Zubeyr and 'Abd-Er-Rahmi.t
Ibn-'Owf and Sagd Ibn-Abee-Waklfli. (Mglh.)

And one says also, t .1 ,. Z,l' [The people
are to determine by consultation respecting it].
(A.)

;'tJ I The forefinger, or pointing finger.
(A, g.)

;i .i; A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed
wnith ijI,, mcaning ~as [i. e. saflon'er]. (},
TA.)

1.: see ~.. - Also The string of the

.J,L. [q. v.]: (1~, TA:) because the cotton id

turned over [or separated and loosened] (jf.

i.e. , Uj) by means of it. (TA.) Also A
place in which beasts are exhibited, or di.ldoyfetl,

2O4
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($, A, Mgh, Msh, .K,) for sale, and in wvich
tlyj run. (Mghi, Msb.) Hicnee the saying,

,&1>;8< YI6 tj .li $i! t [Avroid thou
orations, for theI are means of dixl)lay in w hich
one often stumbles]. (S, A, ]C.) _ And The pace,
or manner of going, of a horse: one says s.,
)lj.it ;>. [A hor,e good in respect of pace, or

mnanner of going]. (A.) See also J, latter
part, in three places. -One says of calnels, (1K,)

or of a beast, (&l;, TA,) l ;i l1 andl

* ;t;l Tlhey, or it, became fat and yoodly (K,
TA) in app~earance. (TA.) l [It occurs in the
O and ], in art. j_.., as signifying T4le penis of
a horse: perhaps a mistranscription for jlj', q. v.:
I find it expl. in this sense in Johnson's 1)ers.,
Arab., and Engl. Diet.; but he may have taken
it from the ].] _ [It is said to signify] also A
portion that a beast has left remaining of its
fodder: (O,n, TA:) but Ki says, "I asked

ADI,, Is it;lJ ora;l. ? and he said ;.li, and
asserted it to be Pers. :" (0, TA:) it is an arabi-
cized wordl, (I,) originally j(..I: (0, 1: or,

as in the Cl, j1i,": [correctly ;c," or
:) one says, 11,!j i1.J1 ej41. (TA.)

3;1. A place in which bees deposit thecir
honey; as nlso *It*; (K;) or, as written by

¢gh, the latter word is [t ;,] with fet-lJ. (TA.)
[See also ;l.]

j1S A gatherer of honey. (, TA.) - See
also ;jl.

;-- : Fat; (AA, .;) as also t V/, withl
~lammn, npplied to a she-camel: (I :) or the latter
signifies of generou race; or excellent. (TA.)

[See also e.] - And A stallion-camel (El-
Umawee, T, 8) that lnors the female which has
#lot conceived, and distinguishes her from others.
(El-Umawee, T, 6, .K.)

L- , ,) aor. ,;, (TA,) inf. n. ~/~;
(, A, I, TA;) and u,t, nor. .. (Lthl, K,
TA,) or ,Ay; (H.am p. (8;) le lcoohedlJ 'om
the outer angle of his eye, by reason of pride, or
of anyer, or r,age: (B, A, 1 :) or, as in the M,
he looked with otw ojf his eyes, inclining his face
towards the sidfle of that eye; doing so naturally,
or by reason of Iraide and self-onceit and anger:
or he raised his helad in pride: (TA:) or he 7Ndde

the eye smaUll, contracting thw lids, to lohk: and
t lwJ has the first of the meanings above
mentionedl; (A, ]g;) or the last: (A:) or one
says, -- ,, ,_., meaning he looked with
the look of the haughty, or proud: (TA:) or

gj ,,#j1: he looked at him from the outer angjle
of his eye, inclining his face towards the side of
the eme mith which he looked: (AA, S, TA: [see
also 3:]) or r,jL: signifies he looked tonards
the shyl with one of his ejes: or it means he
shmon,edl, or maniJf.ted, pride and self-conceit, aund
haughtines; agreeably with the general analogy
of verbs of this measure: and ,, is in the
natural disposition. (TA.) - Also lie was such

-. 59
as is ternmed 'I meaning bold, or daring, to

engage in figaht, and strong. (TA.) ;-=
[inf. n. of.,l.] in rclation to the .l)4. [or tooth-
stick] is a dial. var. of ,e.: (1Aar, .K, TA:) one
says, Il - oi , , likc &;1, [q. v.]. (Fr,
TA.)

3. .jLd [lHe looked at him in thel manner of

him who is termed .4,1; like . o jtj: sec

6: sec the first l)aragrap)h.

".j.1, al)pplied to a man, (S, A,) lfho looks in
the manner exl)l. above, in the first sentence of
this art.: (S, A, . :) or in whose look is knownn
anjer; or raiwour, malerolenew, malice, or spite;
and pride: (TA :) or raising his head by reason
of pride: (AA, TA :) fern. tL : (A, TA:) and

pl. ,, . (S, A, .K.) [Hence the saying,] 
; I vp lA 0v $ [Sfuch a one nts tried

with terri/ifi,;g, or set"ee, ralitnitie(. or afflic-
tions]. (A, TA.) -Also lold, or datring, to
engage in fight, and strongi. (TA. [See also

: and see l

~9.ol: t Water hardly to be seen, bl reason of
its paucity, and the depth to whrich it has sunk;
(A,* 1;) as though it looked at him whlo came

~.$
to it in the manner of him who ia termed o,,b.l

(i,4l at). (A, TA.)

La

**S I

a. y7 t X J--, in£ n. u A-3,lHe ren-

dered the affair, or state, or case, confuwed, dis-
ordered, or prpleed~, to him: (El-F6rabee, 8,*
Msb: the inf. n., and that only, mentioned in tbe
8 in art. .p::) or, accord. to certain of those
skilled in the abstrusities and niceties of science,

4 is a post-classical word, and the clasto word
is uSM: accord. to IAmb, the leading lexicolo-
gists hold that one should only say A,;^ ; and
Az and others say the same: IMqb:) [F also

says,] u & is a mistako for . (C.) See

also ,A,Z.
S

6. s Ul i LA ,J3 Thet affair, or state, or
case, became confutsed, or pe7,le.rcd, to himn: (El-
FAr6bee, S, Myb: mentioned in the S in art.

:) or this is post-classical: (Msb:) or ,
5---

is a mistake for ~,. (1].)
J.-

6. .. il k W The people, or company of
men, became mixed, or confounded, together; syn.

.jV. (6gh, KI.*)

h.W. in the pmhrase w JIl i. q. ,~ [pl.
of ,.1, q. v.]. (o, P)

tl:. and 1 , (Lth, O, I,) or the former is
a mistake, (TA,) the lattrr said by Az to be that
which he heard from the Arabs, (O, TA,) applied
to a she-camel, Light, or agile: (Lth, O,K :) or,
so applied, smfi: (A'Obeyd, O :) and applied to
a woman as an epithet of discommendation. (O.)
A poet, cited by AA, applies the epithet t 1 ,

with hema, by poetic license, to a Ct. [properly

meaning a camel upon which water is drawn from
a well]; originally from 1t4;, (O,) or U.,
(TA,) meaning " Light," or "agile," applied to
a she-camel: so says AA. (O, TA.)

J,la,~. , (0, and so in the TA as from the
K,j or L.1l, (so in the CK and in my MS.
copy of the I(,) Between then is disaqreement,
di.ension, disclrd, or d,iffc,eacce: (0, K:) the
vulgar say t j.;A3. (O, TA.)

±11Z, (so accord. to my copy of thle KL,) or
Li, (so accorl. to Golins from the KL,) 
s,all tur,an (j; to). (KL [Comp. jl*])

.5jL" Water not to he men, (1~,) or hardlfy to
be .sen, (TA,) by reataun tf its renftenes. [.froem
the Nsface! ,f' th/e ground] or it., lMpauity: (K :) a
dli;l. var. e o L .e [q. v.]. (TA.)

1. ut, a,or. S.. (S, A, Mgl, M.b, .K) and
,, in all its senses, (0, 1,) inf. n. ( ,) (o,

Mghl, Mig, K,) [e set up) a thing with his hand:
(Maish, K :) or he int it into a state of commotion:
(Msh:) or it signifies also hes moved it violently
;J]m its place. (Ilrd, K.) - lie r?bbel a
thing with his hand. (IAnr, .)-- ]le twashe
(A'OI,eyd, f, Mgh, Msb, K) a thing, (MNb,) or
anything: (A'Obeyd:) he cleans,d (AO, 8, ]~)
a thing: (AO :) as, for instance, his mouth, with
the 1l., [or tooti-stick]: (8 :) he rtbbed and
cleansed the teeth and tie side of the moutlt.
(IAgr.) You say i l li,. leansl antd washed

his teeth, (Mgl,) JA [weith the tooth-sti(k].

(M,b.) And &;", ..otZ, (A,) or :L, (TA,) for
app., .~L, alone, accord. to tihe JK,] lJ le ansted
his teeth with tlhe J01: (AA, K, TA:) or he
did so lnj lam.ing it acro,s his teetilt: (A, TA:)
or from bel/,, uplt'ards: ( K, TA:) or ly thrus'-
ing it into themn, or between them: (TA:) and in
like manner you say, li t ., (TA,) inf. n.

3t!; (Fr, K, TA;) and , t #U. , (TA,)
inf. n. . (K1, TA.) - Also lie chewed a
.1 , [app. to sepalrate the fibres at the en(d and so
make it like a brush, to prepare it for cleaaning
his teeth with it]. (K,' TA.)

see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

,)IJI .j The ao ashings (i.~) oqf the tooth-
stick: or what renains.fro(rm the tooth-stick when
one cleans his teetth with it : each of these mean-
ings is assigned to it in explanations of a trod.:

,;,; , 2;I'! [ye inde,

pendent of other men, if it be only by means of
possessing the washings, &c., of the tooth-stick:
i.e., as long ye possess anything]. (TA.)

s,

1. bl,, aor. q., in£ n. e Il ran a heat,
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or single run, or a rn at once, to a goal, or limit.
(TA.)

2. 1b , inf. n. ;e3(, lIe (a man, .IAr) mnade

a longjourney; his journey vwas, or became, long.

(IAr, li.) _ UI b~,: sec 6.- _ :;c: JI.

He voyaged with hi shi)p. (TA.) a Also h_;
lie made a cooking-pot to boil. (El-Kilibee.)
- He cooked thoroughly flesh-menat; (Ibn-

'Abbid, .gh, ];) as also - : (Iln-'Abl)id,
Sgh :) or l,otll signify he smoked it, or made it
smoky, anm did not thoroughly cokh it. (TA.) 

tIt (i,hor-fiost, or rimce,) urwted (d t-I, q. v.)
a plant, or helbnge: (IK:) and in like manner one
snys of me(licillc whicih is sprinkleld upon a wound.'
(TA.) Sec also 4 in art. 4:, in two places.

5. ;.r 1l o;3, [in thce C]g, t 9,1but as this,
in the nmanner in whiclh it is there mentioned, is a
needless repetition, being ibnplied, if correct, it is
doubtless a mistranscription,] lie continued to
drive, or urge on, the horse, until he was tired, or

fatigued. (1K, TA.)

i A haint; a single run, or a run at once, to

a goal, or limit; (Mgh, Mob, K ;) syn. hp!:

(., Mbl:) pl. ,;1 . (M, Mgh, Msb, $.) You
say, d: CI, He ran a heat. (.8.) And %JtU

&1.191 _ .. (,: lie performed seven eircuits

sound the l]Iov,e [of God, i. e. the Knibeh]: (,
TA:) from thc [Black] Stonc to the [Black] Stone

(again] is one J"&: ($, Mqb, TA:) but some of
tic lawyers disapprove of this applicution of the
term (11 F. (IF, :, TA.)- [It is also, app., an

inf. n. used as an epithet: for one says, L. , .

t.WJI ;.: see ,", in the latter part of the

erigrailI)li.] It is sometimes used in relation to the
wind: so says Lth: and hlie cites the following as
an intance in which the wind is meant:

0l
· ,*s S C,U

[app. meaning And a wind, or many a wind,
exhauxting, or drying np, tie waters, the blasts
thiereof bringing dust]. (TA.) - And it is also
[used as meaning A bout] of shooting arrows.
(T and M in art. ±y.) - Also The space of

ground orer whic h a herrse runs; such as a Jl~,
and the like; whicll is [said by some to be] the
primary sigmitltation; [but the primary significa-
tion is said by others to be the first given above;

(see I.ar p. 574 ;)] and so V Lad43. (TA.) _

Also t A wcope; an oblject to be reached, or accom-

,iitshed; syn. 1.sI: whence the saying, ;j1JI

Se*l t ;71w ecopn/ is remote: (Har p. 574:) a
prov., reliLtingr to the long extent of hope. (TA.)
_ And t A plate etnieen ttwo elevated tracts of
grmond, thrnmtlgh which water anil men pass, as
though it n-ere a road, extending as fir as the
voice of a caller can be heard, thlen ending, (ISh,
0, K,) o'f such depth that it c'ill conceal the
camenl and his riler, found onl!/ in lplain, or sft,
g,.otnl, and producing good herbage : (18h, 0 :)

I1. *%; (IShl, O, 1 ;) originlally t1.. (ISh,

0.) Z writes it with ,. (TA. Sec L.)-
, 0, L, i. . i o ! [lo ' o jut.e bl,,: (IDrd, S,

Z, O, L, K :) or some other beost. (L.) = 

see 1 ; J-, in art. g.: accord. to

IDrd, it is not of established authority.. (O.)

;.:~: see ie . _ It is also, metonymically,
applied to I The pllague, or pestilence; and otlwr
destructive diseases. (TA.)

J1i. and il,, (S, K, &c., [but inmone copy of

the 8, I find only the former, whicl is the more
common,]) occurring in thile Kur [Iv. .5], where

Ibn-KRctheer read iil, (TA,) Flame (S, Bd!,

Jel, J) without smoke: (S, Jcl, I :) or smoke of
fire: and heat of fire: (ISh, ., :) and heat of the
sun: (I, TA :) or a piece f fire in which is no
smoke:. or flame of fire: or only of .fire and

something mired tlerewith. (L.)- [And hence,]

: Vehemence of thirst: (B, TA:) or simply,
thirst. (A, TA.) You say, 1 ! ).. t A

thirsting camel. (A, TA.) - And 1 Clamour.
(11, TA.)

1. A:?, (?, O , V,) aor. "'j,(O,)inf. n. 
(0, 1,) I polished it; (S, O, ;) namely, a
thing, (?, O,) or an ornament of gold or silver.

(Mgh.) - [Hence,] atJ,11I :'e, (S, O, 1,)

also written '~,, (thus in one of my copies of

the S, in the other written ;..ii, and thus only,)

aor. JL:, (S, O, ,) inf. n. as above, (S,) Th,e

girl, or younwj woman, was adorned. (S, 0, K.)

- And [hence likewise,] M.s also signifies The
nmearing of a camel witlh tar. (K.) One says,

.iiea Jh: Smear thy camel with tar. (O.) _

[The inf. n.] ',; as syn. with J:- [but in
what sense is not said] is vulgar. (TA.) - So

too is [the inf. n.] ,J as meaning Tlhe act of
seeing [and of looking]. (TA.) [JU, is much
used in the present day as meaning He saw, and
he looked at, a thing.]

2. 1.,JI jy inf. n. j H , He adorned the

girl, or young woman. (TA.) a= ,JJ .,. He

mnade the medicament to be w/at is termed J,t

[q. v.]. (Ibn-'Abbid, O, I.) [The kS in this verb
is substituted for .]

4. i;. JU,I i. q. ""1 [meaning lie was, or

became, on the brink, or verge, or at the point, of

it], (S., O, 1p,) namely, a thing; like Lsi1l; (,
0 ;) from which it is formed by transposition.
(S.) _ And ,ae, iIefeared. (Ibn-'Abbad, O,

$.) You say, .its lie feared him, or it.

(K.) 1 See also 5, last sentence.

5. jj3 Hefadorhimself: (K:) or ,j
sithe (a woman, IDrd, O, or a girl, or young
woman, 8) adorned her.slf. (IDrd, ., O.) One
says of a woman divorced by a sentence that

admits of her returning, .1 . .4jy3 i. e. She

adorns herself for her husband, by making her
.fitce clear, and polishing her cheels; from 1 in
the first of the senses assigned to it above.

(Mgh.) a ji ;j 1i Tel mountain-goats
asce.'ded uupon the tops of the mountain, (Lth,

O, Mqb,) and looked down, (Lth, O,) to see the
plain country and its freedom from those whom
they feared, in order thiat they might repair to
the water and the pasturage. (Msb.) - Hence,

lI J!3j IIe (a man) raised, or stretched and

raised, his eyes, or sight, torards suach a thiy:
and hence the verb became used to denote hope,
or expectation, and desire, or seeking. (Msb.)

And C...JI j;.3 lie stretched himself up,

and looked, and overlookhed, or looked down, from

the /houn,top. (K.) One says, .>. C. :L.lt

t J' TRhe women looh, [or look lon'n,] stretch-

ing themselces up, from the house-tops. (S, 0.)

[See also 8.] And one says also, 1Jt J j

(S,) or .1. 1 , (0, ( ,) or #,. i1, (CI,)
lie looked for [the thing, or good, or the news or

tidings], (S, 0, l,) &c. (TA.) - And 4;.:3
ist.ll The thing rose, or became high or elevated;
as also vt .1,. (TA.)

8. Jl.;l lie (a man, ., O) stretched himself
up), and lboted: (8., O, J :) and in like manncr
onc says of horscs. (TA.) [See also 5.] - And

i.I JU=l lie looked at the lightning, or at the
cloud thereof, to see whither it Vwas tending, and

whtere it wouldt rain; syn. :. (q, O, .) -
Also, said of a wound, It became rough, or
thick; (AZ, O, ];) and so * .l, thus without
hemz. (TA.)

10: see what next precedes.

J* The -- , (0, I.,) i. e. a wooden imple-

ment, (0,) [meaning a harrow,] by means of
which t pclouttghed land is made oen. (0.)

,L.4: see UL,, in art. JL:. (TA.)

JQZ, Medicame~ for the ye and the like:

(O, ] :) from 1 in the first of the senses assigned

to it above: originally doJ . (O.)

A Jhaa7-shtedg man. (TA.)

a_ A scout, or couts, (I,) employed to

look out for a party; (IAr, , O, V.;) as also

' 31~.;. (IA.nr, O, .)

't / : see what next preedes.

J~i Polished: applied to a tj3 [&c.]. (.,

0, Ii.) 'Antarah says,

[And verily I have drunk wvine, after that the
vehement twonm-day-heats of summ er had remitted,
purchased with the polilhed, charactered deenar]:
(S, 0, and EM p. 237:) he meanis the deenir
polished by the minter thereof: (TA:) or, as
some say, ho means the bright, charactered, or
f.igured, bowl. (O, TA.') - Also A camel
meared with tar; (0, .;) becausc it polishes

him. (TA.) - And (1.) accord. to AA (O, TA)
and A'Obeyd, (TA,) as used by Lebced, (O,
TA,) A camcl in a state of excitement by lnsxt:
(0, ] :*) but as some relate the verse in which it

occurs, the word is with u., and means "smelt"
204
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bY the (othter] camels becuse smeared withi tar.
(0, TA.) - And, (s~,) as some say, (0, TA,) it
means [A camel] decorated wvith wools of various
colors, and withi other. things. (0, J~. [In tIme
CJ5~ 'COJ is erroneously putt for

4hj 91 4; like L lime. [in nmeasure], A woman
911ho expose herself to view in order that mnen
may mee her. (Aboo-'Aec, TA.)

inf. n. an b; (Myb, TA;) an 4,(,Myb,0
is) im. n. GwcA 3; (TA;) It (a thing, ? and

M 9b in relatiosn to thte former verb, or thte love of
a female, ]g, and the mention of her, and hier
beauty, TA, or time latter verb is said of a man,
Mfb,) excitd my desire, or 11w yearning or
longing of my souL (?, M!b,6 Jr,' TA.) [Hence,]
one says, UJJ i '3. meaingy Render thwu
d esiro s, re de thou d esiro u )s, .uch a one ( d , i

for the ultimate abode or ultimate state of existence
in the world to come (~I..~) j;). (I Ay, If., TA.
[Se,. also 2.]) - And ~~ j Ji JZ (.,
nor. sJ:1 , inf. n. 1 ~ ,(TA,) 1 lie tied, an,d
mandefast , the tent-rope to tise tent-pe;(,TA;
as also iJL having for its in£ n.J~ (TA in art.

j~ ;) lke ~ ~ iraf. . j. : m entioned also
by Z. (TA.) - And a"iij.,(, nf .a
above, (TA,) 1 lie met up the ivater-s.kin, leaninig
it oagaint the mvall: (]K, TA:) mentioned. by Ibn-
Buazurj. (TA.)

2: see above, in two places. A poet says, (0,)
a inan of the tribe of Kelb, (Ijam. pp. 145 et seq.,)

0
00--- 0 ..

' m M , A h 5'L- J, =

[Antd*my asme-camnel uittered a yearning cry, bpy
reason tif lively emotion, a cad desire; whiereupon
1 said, 1,or qvhomt, by ise ycarni,lg cry, dost thou
render rne desirous?]:L3 4~ being for
(0, avind 11am p. 146, q. v.) Lth says that
jdN ~I1 in relationA to reading or recitation [of
thme lu.nm and [sacred] narratives, is as whjen
one sBays, C,W I~ J [lit. Do tlwu render tus
dexiirous., 0 such a one.], meaining do thiou me~n-
tion [to us] Paradise and whiat is therein, by
narratives, or reading or recitation; may-be we
shiall beowme desirous of it, and thecrefore work for
it. (0, TA.)

4. J.JW signifies d3L #~,j [app. meaning,
t- i . e found Aim to be apt excessive, or

attached, or admiring, love]. (IA~r,* TA.)-
-. . --- 06 -One says also, jy.gIL 'J'.l L* [hIow great is mny

desire, or the yearning or longing of msy soul, for
thee!]. (TA.)

8. 3;3lie a", or became, excited by desire,
or yearning orlogn of the soul; quasi-paxs. of
J, Z(~, TA) and J1.1. (TA.) See also 8.-
And (TA) lIe showe, or made a shom of, (0,
]~, TA,) and affected, (0,) or affecting, (1~,

TA,) desire, or a yearningq or longing of the sou.
(0, L,TA.)

8. 4.J. 31=, (MA, 0, M 9b, g,) and si1ui,
bothl signifying thle same, (MA, 0, g,) as also

.Q . '3,:3, i. v. l1Ie n as, or becuine, desirous of
it; or a/Jeted nith desire for it; (MA ;) [or 1w
yearned or longed for. it in his soul; for] ,jZt is
syn. with j3Z, (q. v.) as expl. below. (.

j3*, Desire, or yearning or longing of theo soul,
(,0, M 9b, V, :... I for a thing; (~, Mob;)

as also ?'~:(: [or] the motion of love:
(IA9Lr, 0, IC:) pi.jtL. (Is.) One says,~,

A'I [Desire, &c., distressd me] : and CALi

L'J'lg [meaning in like manner Desires,
&c., distree mne]. (TA.) 3 1J %:oW means
t Thewf eelsc of j#JtI [or desire, &c.]. (V~ain p.
639.) - Also inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Mlb, TA.)

s;:ee whiat next follows.

in r1 t The thinig rith which a ithing is extended
inodrto itsekqtidt thing; (0, Ii;) like

Lt;3; (~ in art. jel, 0, TA;) originally. !4.e
and -Z,originally signifies the same.
(TA.)

-E xciting one's desire, or the yearninig or
longing of t/se sould of a person. (S, TA.)- Also
[a possesive epithet, meaning jli, jj. And
hience,] An excssve, or attached, or admniring,

loe; y. A n s A4~: (Ilar, p. 142:)
or ? the latter signifies one whoe. desire, or yearni-
ing or longing of t/lw soul, is excited: (?, TA:)
the former is sing. of Jj_qZ, (TA,) which is syn.
with j L! [p]. of 4t~] (IAqr, 0, X(, TA) as
well as pl. of J:1L (15.)

-. ' q. i.c. Desirous, or year1ning
or longing in the sosl]l: (0, Msb, K:) or i. q
j,:..[q. v.voce -Jz in two places]: (JK:)
origrinally j3cZ, of the measure j~ (0, TA.)

jtS, [Very desirous,; or deirLin.tg, or yeapl?$ninq
)r lonqing, i's 11wesoul, much]. (JK anid Msb
voce

j_Z Tall; (1Drd, 0, Ki;) applied to a mazi;
)ut niot of established authiority: (IDrd, 0:) pi.

see ~ . m c s. .O.L* LMU,i.1two PS. ac,,
A itater-shin- set up, leaned against a wcall.
1Ibn-Buzurj, 0, K, TA.)

ju :see '3 til, (so in the S,) or

~4,bec-ause is origrinally of the 
neasure JaLL, (0,) is used by poetic license for 

.L(,0,) as' Sb says; (S;) for the poet, 1
equiring to make the last letter but one movent, v
nakes it so by the original vowel. (0.)

1. i4"-jt ; (A 9, S, 0, g,*) aor. fi

(

r

r
I]

L S~',~ (A , 0 ,) inlf. nl. bZ jZ T A ) T
t/.ntc'n entered i'nto [or pierced me, or] my bod or
person. (A9 , ~, 0, ].*) And e.a..I ~Z.L.it
(a thorn) emtered into [or pierce4 hit igr
(TA.) And 13J ' _ i (V,,) aor. ua above,
(TA,) The tiorin hurt me, or vrounded me; syp.
~Lr.-.et. (~, TA.) And J)j.J ab~ or.

The thorns hurt, or nwoudd (~
my akin. (Myb.) [Hence,] t iL ' L:

No harm, or hurt, shall ensue to thee fro me,
(TA.) Z,aor. ~~1 (Ipiece hima with
a t/wrn;) I made atlwm to enter into his body

albt. 1: (TA:) the former verb from Ks; (T, 1
0;) ua though lie made it to be doubly trans.
[meaning that b is to be understood]. (Az,
TA.) And ~ (il and JI ' 1 'iC 
as is meant by its being added] 4.~ ~ He
did not hurt tisbn iwith a thorn; (V, TA;) ma
expl. by IF: (TA:) and 1 '$I hurt him with
thorns: (TA:) or v~t &Zj n 0

h hurt himb, or wounkded htim, Wivii thorns, or' the
lhlwrn.t. (Malb.) - Accord, to IA9,, (TA,)
i?,ji .ziL, (]g, TA, [in the CIP, erroneously,

nor. 4~ (TA,) signifies .5I
[appl. menning lIe pierced (lit. mi.red or bledd
liiiit.wcf wsith the thwrn: unless a&4A£ be im-
properly used in this instance, by poetic license,
as a coll. gen. n., as sccmns to be implied in the ?
axnd () by ati explanamtion of a verse cited voce

,. ,q. v., in whiiclh case the mcaniing is, he
eniterced ullumg 1/se 1hons]. (]K, TA.)- [It is
also said thiat] 1 .LU~, aor. %I..1II, inf. n.

signifies 1ie (a man) extracted the thor
frots hi foot. (MA.) - .i., aor. A4,i£n
i.4Z, lIe (a inasn) i".as, or became, piece by a

(.5, 0,) nor. .6JG, (I., natd the like in thc ? and
0,) itf. n. a!.C antd h~ 0, ]K,) Rie, (]L)
nr I, (8,, 0,) fell, or l,Iqhtcd, amnong thorn.:
0, ]g: [witenc(e, acecord, to the ? and 0, the
recse. above. referred to, voce 1JZ.:]) and ~

i4jt or. 414C14 I fell, or liqhtted, among the
!hornts: (]g:) accord, to IB, aor. is

t
5
. j, iinf. n. and ? CLAS ; (Mob;) or

p c e . in some of the
Drpies of tlmc ]K ('TA; [in the Cg,

uf ) nd? %CI.kA; (IK; The tre %a.
hon,or po.whily; abounded with thorns, or

Prickley: (Msb, g, TA:) [and] I z.4L ad Of
L palmn-tree hias the like signtifliation. (?, 0.)

hlence,] 1 ~a.J jJ t The two jaws of the
arnel put forth his canine teeth; (~, 0 ;) as also
l4ip, (~, 0,) inf. n. liq ZE: (s:) or the phrase
vitl ttme latter verb means The camel's canin
cfeth becamse long. (1g.) - And 'S2 iL1.
.7'I breast of the girl wvas ready to twell, or
Ceume protuberant. or prominent; as also V ?
rif. n. lq.;(; and, accord, to Z., like

TAJ 

desire, or a yearniiiq or lonqinq of the soul. Cp (Asi, 8, 0,) inf. n.

(0, 

TA.) Lr J - - JJ.9,Z, (TA,) .TM

tlturn 

entered into [or Idereed me, or] my " or

8. 

�.J.1 j=l, (MA, 0, Mqb, g,) and JUI, Person. (Ao, �, 0, ]g.*) And �" t cj%L&, It

both 

84,11ifYing tile same, (MA, 0, g,) as also (a thom) entered into [or pkr�4 Ait

C. 

1Ie was, or became, 4,ripous of (TA.) And iii#m�'jl 1"- ti, (V,,) aor. u above,

U",,hit; 

or a ted itith desimfor it; (MA;) (or lw (TA,) 77w tliorn hurt me, or irounded me; VU.

yearned 

or longe(lfoi. it in itig soul; for] 1 is And

TA.) 

aor.

syn. 

will, jot,, (q. v.) as expl. below.

The 

titw-M hurt, or 00~

Jj,l 

Desire, or yearninq or longing of the sotd, my sikin. (Myb.) [HenceJ t L

0, 

Mqb, ]g,) J1 for a thi�ig Mob;) 1 No harm, or Aurt, shall ensue to thm from me.

as 

also to2�'Ul: [or] the motion of low: (TA.) aor.

a 

thorn;] 1 made a tlwm to enter into his body

(IA9Lr, 

0, g:) pi. One says, i�!t t.0,0,5

1, 

orpmm;(?,0,g;)ualso

js> 

[Daire, &c., distr~d me]: and CA41 , ' . I].

abIZI: 

(TA:) the former verb from Ke; (TI �1

t 

[meaning in like manner Desii.es, O.)

6.1 

0 --- ' U though lie made it to be doubly tram.

2 

11;1 is to be understood]. (Az,

&c., 

dijt~ tne]. (TA.) t�01 %ZoW mean [meaning that

0, 

6,

t 

Tito eff�cU of j#W [or desire, &C.I. (yam P. TA.) And aib�o V [and J11*

5M.) 

~ Also inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Mlb, TA.)

U 

is meant by its being added) I;#

1 

, He

L;A: 

em wliat next follows. did not hurt ltitn ivit4 a thorn; (V,* TA;) u

expl. 

ky IF: (TA:) and t hurt Aim m&/&

jtA 

t The tltipig irith mAich a ilti#ig is extended

1 

thorns: (TA :) or V &Zk*Z and '04

in 

order to iU beikiq tied to a tlting; (0, g;l !ike

4 

' 1 h upt him, or monksded ltim, Wim thor;;, or' the

,bW; 

(� in art. jel, 0, TA;) originally.,31"' thtprtit. (Mob.) - Acmrd. to IAV, (TA,)

and 

tJA ofiginally signifies the same. i?,�l JU, (19, TA, [in the Cg, erroneously,

(TA.) 

nor. Q9A1;, (TA,) signifies

El 

xciting one's desire, or lhe yearnitig or [alil). nicalling 1Ie pietted (lit. mi�wd or b~

liiiitw!f 

with the thorn: unless al;£ be im.

lonying 

of tlte suid of a person. (S, TA.) Also

properlyttsed 

in this instance,bypoeticlio~,

[a 

pommive epithet, mcanint., li," jj. And as a coll. gen. n., as sceins to he implied in die ?

lience,] 

An e~ tv, or attarked, or asid 0 by ati explanation of a verBe citedvooe

"w; 

syn. " t�; ind so t J*

O'll 

A4: (klar, p. 142:) J.Z, q. v., in wiiicli case the mcaiiing is, he

or 

V the latter signifies one whose desire, or yearn- opiteped unumy ilw thorns]. (]K, TA.) - [It is

ing 

or longinq of tlw wul, is excited: (�, TA:) --- & 2

4 

1 also said tliat] 1EDY:J1 JU, aor. t;&11;, in£ D.

the 

former is sing. of j& sypt.

,Z, 

(TAJ wliich is go,

with 

' 'L!! [p]. of 4t�] (IAqr, 0, ]�, TA) as 0JZ, sighifics 1Ic (a man) extracted the th^

front 

Ux fot. (MA.) aA, aor. A.' :Q', in£ n.

well 

u pl. of JAL (1�.) 1It. (a inast) ii.as, or became, p~ by a

1i. 

q. V OLL1 (i. c. Dexiroui, or yearning Meop-lt. (.�, O.) (IS,) or [first pers.)

L;SZ 

(.5, 0,) nor. JG, (9, attd the like in the ? a;d

or 

longing in tite soul]: (0, Msh, K:) or i. q.

J 

0,) iztf n. a-,czU aitd 0, X(,) He, (]L)

[q. 

v. voce -tZ, in two places]: (JK.)

*E 

"r I, (,S,, 0,) jell, or l�,llited, aikaong thorm:

originally 

j3cZ, of the measure (0, TA.)

0, 

]g: [witesi(,e, aLecord. to the ? and 0, the

vense. 

above. referred to, voce JZ:]) and

jt.S,Z 

[Very duirou.,t; or titLcit.itig, or yeap.)?$'pig ' & - &

)r 

lo"ing, i's tlte sou4 inucAl. (JK aiid Ms'� aor. 1i4C1, Ifell, or l�qlttcd, among tio

voce 

thorits: (]g:) accord. to IB, aor. is

igitially 

1 aor.

or 

(TA.)

je,ZI 

Tall; (1Drd, 0, K;) applied to a mazi;

)ut 

iiot of established autli'ority: (IDrd, 0:) pi. itii, iiif. n. aiid (Mob;) or

TA,) 

inf n. kjI U; in some of the

j., 

copies of the ]g ('TA; [in the Cg,

jo,l*: 

see LMU, i-1 two Places.

A 

nater-skin'.wt up, katwd agabut a icalL und kzt; (K0 The tm %W

'Ibn-Buzurj, 

0, g, TA.) thorny, or po.iciely; abounded with thorm, or

9,63 

lprirhl(.,v: (Msh, ]�, TA:) [and] njd Of

cw' 

t&

ju.: 

see jutil, (so in the SJ or

a 

palin-tree lias the like sibntifimtion. (?, O.)

bee-ause 

is oriainally of the [Ilence,l 1�aJ AU t 77w two jam of the

1 

', 0 � -C j,

neasure 

Ja�L (0,) is used by poetic license for minel put forth hiq canim teeth; (S, 0 ;) as also

0,) 

as'Sb Bays; (S. ;) for the poct, 'r ip, (�, 0,) izif n. ii or the phran

equiring 

to make the last letter but one movent

pwitli 

the latter verb means The camel's canbu

nakes 

it so by the original vowel. (O.) feeth became long. (IS.) -And � ii 'S2 otz

t 

7%e breast of the girl ivas ready to avel4 or
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ti: (TA:) or C;, t VJjt signifies her brast
became pointed in its extremity, (IDrd, O, K,
TA,) and its protrusion appeare. (IDrd, O,
TA.)_ ~.I1 JL, aor. .0, inf. n. , : The
man eehibited his Ab, [i. e. vehemence of might
or strength, or of valour or prowess, &c.], and
hi sharpnss. (., O, Mgb, ], TA.) [And The
man was completely armed; (as though meaning
he brittled writh arms;) for] the inf. n. , smig-
nifies a man's being completely armed. (KL.)_
And A*. i He mas, or became, affected n,ithl the
diaease trmead 4a. [q. v.]. (g, TA.)

9. 1jJ;E 9s:.b : ee 1, former half.£--
lj1i, (., ~,) inf. n. Aq, (TA,) He put

thor,t upon the wal. (S, J.) - See also 1,
latter half, in four places.__ - 4l ~ * Th e
eed-produce, or corn, became white, before its
lpreading: (1 :) or camsforth [pointed,] writlout

forking, or shooting fort/& into separate stalkl,
($j..,) and became white, before its .lrreading;
as also t l 1: (TA:) [or beyan to comeforth:
sce -,...]_-_ Jt; ,ogz t [Tlhe canine toot,
of the camel gret forth]. (TA.) 

ijl, (IDrd, 0,) and l ..iJl , (IDrd, O, ,
.Ikefeathers qf tle young bird, (IDrd, 0,) and

the eustacr/c of the youny mana, became roug/h to
the feel (1Drd, O, K1, TA.) And .i*1 t,i
tTIhe youn.q bird put fortih the headis of its
featlher: (S, 1K, TA :) in [some of the copies of]
the 8 and A, .ill 4,$, thus with e, cxpl. by
iJ.*. (TA.) And L;JL I .1 1j tTIte

head put forth its hair after the sharing. (S, 1,
TA.)

4, as a trans. verb: see 1, former half, in four
places:_as intrans.: see 1, latter half, in three
places: and see also 2.

.; .a1i3 The havingy thorns; expl. by ;i. 
O.S. (KL.)

Sl:; and its fem., with i: see !OC., in four
places.

~,J, ($, Msb, ., &c.,) of a tree, (Mgb,) or of
a plant, (TA,) Thorns, prickles, or spines; (PS,
TJ ;) the hind of thinj that isslender [orpointed]
and hard in the head; (TA ;) well known: (Msb,
] :) n. un. with ;. (S, O, Msh, ]~, TA.) [Hence
the saying,] U& & j. JilsA ': see 1, near
the beginning. [The 4. of the palm-tree are

commonly called I 1.] 'J*i : [ThL sarp
prick that compose the awn, or beard, of the
ear of corn]. (AkIn, TA in art.~. ) - [For
other significations of L6:, see this word below.]

,b~,; and its fernm., with ;: see a33, in three
pl 

SB.5 n. un. of A.Y [q. v.]. (S &c.) [Hence
various meanings here following; all of which
seem to be tropical.] --- % Uiii _io [app.

Tll point of the sear hit, hurt, or wounded,
theA]. (TA. [There expl. only by the words

eiYl 4: ;s, i. e. i. 'I .i;L as though

relating to a pl. number.])_ - 11, jt.

;J 1ij t They came with multitude [app. mean-
ing of armed men]. (TA.)- .;.. itl -
t The sting of the scorpion. (m , O, .) ;.j

ol JI; 1 t17he wearer'j implement vith which he
maleh the warp and the woof eve: (S, O, TA:)
i. e., (TA,) h..1 signifies a 11J, (0, K, in
the Clg Q-L ql,) as having this meaning: - and
also as meaning I TIe spur of the cock. (0, TA.)
-And if:J, (Lth, O,) or O11 'c , (},
TA,) t A piece qf clay, (Lth, 0, ]g, TA,) in a
moist state, (1, TA,) made into a round form,
and having its upper part pressed so tlat it
becomes expanded, then (Lth, O, TA) prickles of
the palm-tree are stuck into it, (Lth, O, lg, TA,)
and it dries; (], TA;) usedfor clear'ing [or
combiny] flax therewith: (Lth, O, ], TA:) men-
tioned by Az: and also called Q1jl 1 , .
(TA.)_, also signifies tA nweapon, or
,veap)ons; syn. _; (K, TA, and Ham p. 526;)

as in the phrase - [Such a one is a
l~&usex.or o(f a wveapon or weapons; thoughl this
admits of another rendering, as will be shown by
what follows]: (TA :) or sluzrpness thereof: (.1,
TA:) or t the point, or edge, in a weapon. (8,
O.) And t Vehew;ence of might or strength, or
of ralour or prowess, (S, O, Msb, ]V, TA,) in
respect of fighlting: (.K, TA:) and t vehlemence of
encounter: and t sharlness: (TA:) and t the
infliction of iravock, or vehement daughter or
wounding, syn. ~ 'i, [app. meaning efectiveness
therein,] among the enemy: (., TA:) and
tstrength in weapons [app. meaning in the use
thereof]: (Mob:) and [simply] t strength, or
might. (Iam p. 526.) One says, , :i . j

)JI t [They havce velhmene of might or
strength, or of valour or prowess, in mar]: and
;.I.! jI _. A t [He has eectiveness in
the in.fliction of havock among the enemy]. (TA.)
And it is said in a trad., ias, - - .1l 
t [Come to a war in the cause of religion wherein
is no vdwmence of migfht or strength, &c.]; mean-
ing the pilgrimage. (TA.) -Also 1 A certain
disease, (IDrd, O, 1, TA,) well hnonna (Kg;)
namely, plague, or pestilence; syn. Ou1.
(IDrd, O.) And t A redness that arises (A,* 0,
O) upon the body (I) or upon the face, and part
of the body, and is [said to be] allayed by means
of charms, or spells: (O :) because the sting of the
scorpion, which is thus called, when it strikes a
man, mostly produces redness. (A, TA.) - [In
one instance, in the CRI, a. is erroneously
put for l., as an epithet applied to a tree.]

lly, applied to a [garment such as is called]
b;;, (., O,) or to a [garment or dress such as is
called] ai.., (A, 0, I,) t Rough to the feel, be-
cause newo: (AO, 8, 0, .(, TA:) but 4# said, " I
know not what it is." (O, L, TA.)

,Jt ubLi and C>JI Jj: sce e ,
in three places.

;" 'i5: see

J.G~, like 4. [in measure], amcord. to the
]5, A certain species of camels; and thus in the
Moleet and the Mobkam: but the correct word
is that which here follows. (TA.)

a j JJ, (8, O, TA,) thus [says gh] I have
seen the latter word in a verse in the Deewir of
Dhu-r-Rummeh in the handwriting of 8kr, with
a distinct sheddeh to the [latter] U,, but in the
handwriting of El-Bujeyrimee without a sheddeh;
(O, TA;) t Camels whose canine teeta ha
grown forth: (?,* 0, TA:) some my that it is

., with ,, and is for 'i& [q. v.], the 3
being changed into .0. (0, TA.)

ai;l vV (S, O) and V J5 and t .lS (0)
Tres having tAho ; (., O ;) and *t :iC i.
a tree haing thorns: (TA:) [or thorny having
many thorns; for] * .1 , 3, signifies a thorny
tree, or a tree having many thorns, (, 0, , ,)
accord. to ISk; (., 0;) as alsot V. ij; [in
the CI~ (erroneously) .w] and i1: (lx, TA)

and t 0. ( 0, O,] TA.) And; . W1j
A throny land, or a land in which are many

thorns (1, TA:) and [in like manner] .
at .:. (o 0, O, ) a thorny land, or a land

abounding with thorns; (0;) a land in which are
the [thorny trees called] e.1_ and )li and ,dmt.

(8, , s .), - ,l JSt (S, 0, Myb, 0) and
tC .l V ,V, (Fr, (, TA,) with ref4 to the .01,
(TA,) [in the CId, erroneously, jt,] and I.

JI, (g,) which is of the dial. of El-Yemen,
(TA,) and .JI t , (Fr, $, 0, Mqb, /,)
this lut formed by transposition from the first,
(0, M, b, TA,) or, as Fr says, ..Jsl ,L,s
and L..JI ASL are like j J,. and ;j, (TA,)

A man rwho exhibit his [i. e. hen~ of
night or strength, or of valour or promess, &c.],
and his sharpnes: (., O, Mb :) or a mamn whoe
weapon is sharp, or whose meapons are sharp:
(], TA:) or .. JI V US.L, as some explain it,
a man whose spear-head and arrowhead and the
like are sharp: (TA:) [or all may be rendered
bristling mith armn :] and accord. to AZ, one says
:J1 i ? !JI;) and ;I. (TA.)

3;t Affeted with the disease, (,* TA,) or
redness, (0o, ,.) termed 11.; (0, g, TA;)
applied to a man. (0.)

·3I: see its fem. voce LX£, in two places.

e: s its fern. voce Sls.

tjj &ed-produce of which the firs por-
tonhas comeforth. (A, TA. [See also 3.])

L jl:, [aor. j,:,] (S, 0, M,b, j1,)'n£ n.
J,, (TI,) It rose; or became raised, or eletated;
(, 0, M,b, I ;) said, in this sense, of a she-
camel's tail; (8, 0, ] ;) [and in like manner of a
star; (see lIam p. 239;)] and t Jll signific: Lhe
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same, (O, ],) said of astone, (15,) and so .ti

said of a jar (Q .); (0 0;) and likewise V ut
(TA.)-[Hence,] jtZ Tlhe balance htad

one of its two #cales higher than the other, (,5, 0,
Msh, TA,) by reason of its lightness. (M 9b.)
Whtence the saying, 1ei. c) LI,nr

inf. n. meaninig : Sutch a one was, over-
come in contendfing with a not her.. jfi, superiority

i-a
in glory or thec like. (TA.)- Anjd atol 1 J

aind jo2 JlU, Theo legsj of the water-shin, and of
the skin for wim'n ~5r., became raised, or elevated,
ona lte occasion of its beingl filled, or inflaed.

(TA.) - And t th[eaig e ml
becamne dran,n tsji, or toithiditipn,,] is said of a

(ZIine]. (TA .) - One says mulso, s...a. 
hlmeuning. t lie. wras, or became,jlur'ried, agitated,

or excited, and angry, awd then becamne

calken. (15:) And -V. al z.4tl t Their migiht

(.ajs) d pate.d: (0,15::) or their abodes becamne

clear okf thie n, as though lightened of thema, (z.

.,~ ~ 1K: TA,) andi the,, meent awvay:

(TA :.) or their cx.rpre.vion of olpintion was, or be-

came, discrt;dant: (- ~ zio 15:) or they
died: and they becamke scatterel, or dIispersed; a.,
though, there remained njot of thema save a rem-

(TA:) or the, 1 becapno irresolute, byl reason ofj
fear, and l ied: (M si):) or they w refi ht n d

and fled. (M in art. jtj.) [See also aAaW: and

see a verse cited voce d.I.]ind.? nd ZU

(,Mh;)andV & 1 ;(0, Met);) or

for whiichi one shiotld not say [whiichi the

vulgur say in the preent daty, makinag it tmans. by

and' ,JLI, (15:,) inf. n. JA£1 ; (TA;) and V J3Z

(K;) aor. of the first as ablove, inlf. mm. &~ S
0, Mob;) I raised, (~, 0, Msb,) or hie raised,
(15:,) it, (0, Mob,) umamely, a thiingr, (0,) or the

yz,(8, 0,) or the stone. (K~.) And 

(8, ), Mnih, 15,) aor. as above, (~, 0, 15,) iif. n.

(0, M elb, 15:) anid 9y4 .; (0, 15;) and

(TA;) She (a cmecl) raised her tail, (,5, 0, Mob,
1IS, TA,) having becomne pregniant. (Msb. [See
,~U and see also 2.]) And t4.jj ZJ It (a

seo)i.)ion) raised its* tail. (TA.) And 6'i JLU
lie raised his arm or hand; like L~ J1,. (Msb.)

And JtA lie. raised his [gener-ally

Cxiii. as meanting time upper half of the ar)i,from
the elbpon to the shouldekr-bladec]. (TA.)

2..~ said of a shec-camel, (~,0,15K,) Shec
became suchi as is termed aii, 1 0, A i

one of my copies; of the f8, •4jL.P is erroneously
put for ZA 'c :]) or her uple of' mi/he

dried up; (yyliw5: TA; [but perhiaps the

righit readingy iso..h. meaning became scantyi;
for SM acids,]) and beca,ne little in quantity.

(TA.) And J1 %z~ Thte camels became in

sruch a state that thirci bellies [wvere drawn up as

thtough they] reachted their backs:(1, TA:) or

becamne such as to have [only] a jj! [or small
quantity remnaininy] of mtills: like as one says,

(0, TA,) ij.h The [ or leathern
water-bag] hiad little irater remaining in it : (0,

~,TA:) one should niot say %:JU (TA.)-

[Hence, app.,]J oth signifies Its

being int a relaxed state on the occasion ~ 
(0,15K.) And J;Z said of a hiorse means, like

ire put forlth hisv reretrun n'ithout beinig
vigorous.l,y lt4,cffil. (TA in art. 

said of' a j,i[or large bucket], Its ,,'ater becamekt
little ins qtuantitq. (0, g.) Said of a she-eamnel's
milk, It brecame de/fiicint : (15, TA :) asid it be-
camtie,,ihrn. (TA.) Anid said of water, It

becamne little int quantptity. (15:.) - In the fifllowv-
ing saying, (8, TA,) of Abn-n-NecJm, (TA,)

tIme poet meanis, .,..S anid..e.. [i. C. Until, irhewn
the c lininitg to imater. on the tenthi day after- the
next precedlig period opf abstinence ceasecd fi.ons
hec,' or them. .. referringr to a camel or to camels].

T A. 1 ~~- lle left somewh&at

remaining (9~Z ~ qf Ivater in the b;.%! . [or
k,lea them wat erci-b ag]. (15:,* T A .)

3. ~Jj3t: see 1, latter hialf. - Also, and J,3jI±

,,and 'a i t~ JjL U, [ i mif. n. i;d ,] lie
cOntendled wviith him, its thrusiting [witlz time spear].

(TA.) Sec also 8.- And J 1 .IJ,
'J'lz stalliont [catknei]l] / ught evith, or comi balted, the
stallion [canmel]. (ilanil p. (WA).)

4: see 1, latter lmalf, in five places.

6. t#JISW They~o reached, or smiote, one another,
E e0, 0' j e '' 

(L~ ai ~ J~ L J,) in fig hit, vieth thec si !pears:
and V,* ~ haJ iia sgnification [to J;WU,

as shown above by an explanation of its verb, 3].
(AZ, 8, 0.)

7: see 1, first sentence.

8: see 1, first sentenice. - dijL Ito op-
posed hi~nsw(f to himu, andl reviled himi. (0, 1:
TA.) 

10: see 1, imear the enid of the paragraphi.

j£A rertain fish& of the sea, or of great rivers

X~~~s4) (TA:) [in Eggypt thtis name is

applied to a fish ef~the! genussiurs found in the
'ile : it is well dlescribed by Sonuimiimi, int p. 407

of the 4to Engl. cd. of htis Travels in Upper aLnd
Lower Egypt.] =Also A certain hindt of 
[liere meaning shanl], madle in Gashmnerce atnd
Idi hore, andu brought/or sale to othter couintr.ies.
[erroneously] said to be made of camels' fur ; and
so called because raised to the shioulders, if it be
an Arabic word [whtich is not the case, for it is
from the Pers. ~t,wincour word "1 shiawl"]:

pl. and jjjt. (TA.)

see L1J, voce j3L~: = and Wj,Z.-
Also Somewhat remaiining of water in the skin
and in the hucket, (15:,) and of milik in the udder.
(TA:) and a small quantity of water (8., 0, K,
TA) in the bottom of the water-skin (,S, 0, TA)

and of the leathiern water-bag: (TA:) [in the
CI5: J- 3LJ,t is erroneously put for iWI

jegMIi:] pl. ~jtlj.. (,0, 1.)It is said in a
prov.,

(Mcydl, TA,) i. e. Hler small quantity of water
[thait is, hunig Iponfliher does not harmi an aged

she-a ,nl]:or ~U[my agedi shte-camiel] : applied

to the caec of carrying, that wliieh will niot harm
thece if it be withi tlhce, and will he useful to tlhee
if thiou bc in want of it: (M%eyd:) or applied to
hint who is enjoinecd to takc thc p)rudlett courso
and to supply hiimself witlh travelling-provision
tlhough hie bc going to suchi provision. (TA.)~

And Light, a(ided, or agile; syn. "i..A,6..

so in the M. (TA.) [See also the next para-

J91One lthat raises atig. (TA. [See also

-And A man lighit, actiec, or agile,

ina wrork, and in service, (5, 0, 1K,) and
in respelct of irhiat is, wvan.ted; and quirk:. (K:)
thius in a verse of El-Aolsha: (0, TA:) [ but
accord. to the readlingr of AO of thbat verse, it is

?,,,whichi las a similar, but intensive, mean-
ing. (Dc Sacy's Clhrest. Ar., 2nid ed., ii. 484-5.)
See also whiat ntext follows.]

Jj~,like ,.[in mneasure], One weho aidit, or
assst, urkorwel;syn. yoj (0, TA.) [See

also whiat niext precede.,.]

JJ-z: see J,~.

~4DThe partf that it ra~sof the tail of the

scorpion; (.5, 0, k;;) and so : (_Ijamn P.
64,9 :) or., accord, to Sbi, its stii"1 , withs whichi it

xtrikes. (TA.) - [lhence,] JJ* Z t Two bright
.ctairs, near toqether, [A and v,] (8., 0,) int the end
oif the tail ~,f Scorpioe, (K5ZW,)?,eAicht are one qPf the
iljiti.sioitis (f the 3lfoon, (,~, 0, K5zw,) natmely, the
NVineteentth M1ansion; (Kzw; also called4.

,..j.aaI. ~, .) [See,.J JJ in art. j.]-

Anid a'9± i poe anme for 2the scorlpion;

(0, TA ;) [anid] so V . (1K, TA.) =Also A

foolish, or stupid, wonuan. (IA.~t, 0,1I:.) X"
was; thte imame of' A ceti foivh fmale. sl/are,
b~elonging to [thec tril,c of] 'Adw.vleh, and shec used
to give advie to lacir masters, anId it resulted in

evil to thecm; whience the saying, Cit 

[Thsou arpt hn:ehthe giver of advice]. (,5, 0,
kZ.) -Also the name of Thse azurie of Zeyd-el-

,1 A ertain plant, (AI.In, 0, l~,) men-
tionedl, buit iiot described, by Ati; of the kind

termed ~ growing int plain, or ,cfft, land,
(AHI, 0,) used as a ?inedlicapient, (AI 'n, 0, 15:,)
and well kiowvn: (AHi., 0:) [$hsays,] I have

seeni it: it is dust-colopured,.v,ad upon the
qlroundit, hasx no thorns, and the cattle eagerly1
desvire it: (0 :) it is called (0,15K) soeie,(1K,

b1y some of ithe people of E-rk,(0,) 

like 1LC1 [in measure]. (0, 15:.)

The tail of the scorpion. (TA. [So called

1
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because oftecn raised.]) - Also, (S, 0, Msbh, 1,) | tJ. (, , 1,) an anomalous pl., (K,) [or Smnite not thou me with an [evil] cye: (Q :) or,

and sometimes it is called 3l4JI, (Msb,) The rathier a quasi-pl. n.,] expl. by some as aplidc to accord, to Ahu-l-Mek;him this menans say IOt,

month of the festival of the breahi,g of the fast; shlc-camels whtose mnilk hus beconw deJicient, which llo elquent art thou ! (Az, TA,) or say5 not,

(Myb, 1K ;*) the mont/h next after l ;; (TA ;) is the case wihen thicir young are wcancd at the llow bcauit;}id art tI/u ! (I Sk, 8,) anid stl doiny

the.first of the months of the 1)ilgrimage; (S, 0;) period of thc [auiroral] rising of J. [or Cnino- s.ite i,e; P'ith tle [evil] eye, or nrith an [evil] eye.

[the tenth month of the lunar year:] as some pus, a period whicih commeinced, in Central Arabia, (I Sk, Az, g, TA.) * t.t signifies l[: practised

assert, (IDrd, 0,) 0so called because [when first tiabout the beginning of' the cra of the Flight, on artice to smite ,e°ople with the cvil eye. (J. .)~t ,01 ".
thus named] it coincided with thc season when the 4th of Agliist, 0. S.], and they cease niiot to And one says, CjJ. .l

the she-camels [being seven or eight months gone bc thus termed until the stallion is scent ainong i. e. lie raises his look towarts the cat/t', or / -

with young] raised their tails: (IDdtl, 0, Mh, themli ; (TA;) thie 1p. pl. [or pl. of ] is 1S; ssfL oJ the peoplh to snite them n ith tte [eii]

TA:) [for the camels generally couple in winter:] (;) ad is a pl. ofL mei [ XI. ey. (TA.) [e also 1 in art. .] Alo, Ie(.K ~~;) in 2t s a pl. of;OWt nwme ngi) lag expl. .l.(A)[c

or because of their milk becoming then with- al,)ve, or] a she-camel wlsc ilk has bc frightened o, , or trr.

drawn; such being the case with the camels i withdra,n. (Tto And lie envied suc h a one. (K.) - And l:,

the time of vehement heat and of the coming to an - i
Anything that is raisev,d, or drawn ieq~, or wtith- .,jl lider bcneraw olrs

end of the juicy fresh herbage: [see a table of the Antig tt i rad, or drawn (h such a thing. (AA, Ii.)

months voce C j:] the Arabs used to regard the
making of marriage-contracts in this monthi as of - said to an Abys- 2. (, ,) inf n. , (TA,) ll (God)t"~. luitutzt; syn. '~': said toube an Abys- M''J'~("'K'in'' ~ (T')l(Gd
evil omen; and to say that the woman [then] aL rendereedfd unely, or ugl, his ae: (, ,
married would resist him who married her, like sinian word. (1-'Abid, TA:) and it, i. e. the conformation of the face.

as the she-camel resists the stallion and raises her jy:. A smnall J [or r.eaping-hooh: in the (TA, from a verse of El-Hotei-ah.) And ;

tail; but the Prophet abolished their thus augur- ;K.) 2' rendered foul, unseemly, or ugly, theCK, erroneouisly, .]. (SK, TA.) I rentlred foul untemly or wjly, the
ing, and he married 'Aisheh in this month: e( J910 a

, . ,reft. (M.sb.)-_And.>jZ. d}~ ;1 Godren
(TA .) the pl.ai s-nd iQl (S, Mel), 10 ji act. part. n. of 4. See an ex. in a verse dered, or may God render, wide your throats, or

A the pl. ise a act par . n

and Jl;£,, this last formed by rejecting the aug- cited voce od. ; cited also in the present art. in fauces. (TA.) c- U * '- : see 1, latter half.

mentative letter [in the second]. (TA.) the S and 0. _ a 

: see i .

ai13. [not (as is implied in the 1) 'ail] A

ertain bird, (A.HAt, O, ],) a 1.; [n. un. of

3.> q. v.], of a dusky colour, vwhich, wlhen it
alijhts upon a stone or a tree, moves utip and down
its tail like as does the camel; so called because
it raises its tail; and in its belly and its hinder
part is somewhat of rednes^ (AIIat, O, TA.) -

See also ii~. - [Hence, as being likened to the

scorpion, whence also the phrase e4#u ,na. e,]

JJLj, ld1 t A womnan wont to calumniate. (JZ)

, A shc-camel raising her tail, (S, O, Mqb,
~,) haring conceired, (Msb,) or by reason of

having conteired, and having no milk whattvr:
(S, O, ] :) or a she-camel that has conceired, and
raises her tail to the stallion as a sign of her
having conceived, raising her head therewnith, and
elevating hwr tnose: (Az, TA:) the word is without
; because it is an epithet of peculiar application

[to a female]: (Msb :) or it is without; ano-
malouslty; for the male also raises his tail: (ISd,

TA:) the pl. is J.L (Az, S, O, Msb, ~) sad an

and je and jly.. (g.) Also, witlh , applied to

a mare, as meaning Raising the tail. (TA.) -

And 'i3,, which is anomalously with because
it is an epithet denoting an attribute not shared
with the female by the male, (ISd, TA,) A she-
camel that lhas aLsed seven months, (8, 0, 1,)
or eight, (S, 0,) since the leriod of her bringing
forth, (S, 0, k,) or of her becoming pregnant,

(1,) and whose nilk has drie d p (c, ~,-
*·, and so in a copy of the S,) or wkoe
mnilk has beconw scanty, (14. ji., 0, and
so in another copy of the S,) and her udder
drawn up, (S, 0,) there remaining in her udder

no more than a J,.A, a third of the quantity of the
contt~ thereof trhen lher brin.ing forth was

recent: (TA:) she-camcls in this case are termed

aj. is said by Yz to signify A certain thing
with which one plays. (0, TA.)

J1. A stone that is raised. (Lh, K.)

1.& a.r.;, aor. ; (K;) and -:

aor. oI; (, Mesb ;) inf. n. , ($ , K) and 
K,) or the latter is a simple subst.; (TA;) and

h'. ;:, (K,) inf. n. : ; (TA;) Hisface was,
(.,) and the faces were, ($, Msb,) foul, unseamly,

or ugly. (S, Msb, K.) And ol, (Mqb,) and
',~ , (Mgh,) inf.. n.*, (Mgh, Msb,) He, (a

man, Msb,) and she, (a woman, Mgh,) was, or

became, foul, unseemtly, or ugly, (Mgh, Msb,) in

face, (Mgh,) or in make. (Mb.) - -. is also
syn. with i_ [app. as an inf. n., of which the

verb is , signifying He was, or became, beauti-
fil: thus having two contr. meanings]. (TA.)-
Also, (IK,) as an inf. n., (TK,) The neck's being
long, (K, TA,) and high, and the hiead's over-

topping; whience * 0_! applied to a horse: (TA:)
and the neck's being short: thus [again] having
two contr. meanings: (K :) one says, [app. of a
horse,] i. : m/is neck was long [&c.]: and

his neck was short: (TK :) or 0" said of the neck
[of a horse] signifies the being extended: and said

of the j.i [or side of the mouth], the being wide,
(JK. [It probably signifies any of the attributes

denoted by the epithet °;, q. v.]) - Also, [and
app. in this sense likewise an inf. n. of which the

verb is ,] The being quicit to smite with the

[evil eyje. (S.)_ And one says, U", #U, (K,)
inf. n. * , (TA,) lIe smote such a one with the
[evil] eye; (1K, TA;) as also t tl: (TA in art.

_%:) and in like manner, di~ [his cattle, or

property]: (Ll., TA:) or *. signifies ithe .sniting

vehenetly thereith. (TA.) And sl ' j

arm, or hand. (JK.)

4. ~&1:: see 1.

5. di o lie becanwe altered in countenance to

him, so as to be not known by him, (syn. ;, ~,
],) and assumed various alqearances. (.) -

See also 1, in two places, near the end._ Li 0o-

He hunted a ol [app. here meaning a wild bull,
as seems to be indicated by the context in the S].

(.8, kg.)

'U: see the next paragraph.

:l, (~, Mab, g, &c.,) originally ,, (S, Mb,
TA,) A sheep, or goat; [each and either, but move

commonly the former; see an instance voce

JS ;] i. e. one of what are termed . ; (S,
Mgb,* .K ;) applied to the male and to thefemalc;
(S, Mob, ]I ;) so that one says of the male, a: 1.,
(Msb,) which is said by Kh to be like the phrase

;5;j > ,- l, J; (Sb, TA;) and of tbe female,

L .1; and L' and 5:1 ;L£: (Msb:) or it

may be [one] of sh,eep and of goatst, and of
gazelles or antelopes, and of the bovine kindl [app.
of the wild bovine kind i. e. of bovine antelopes],
and of ostriches, and of wildt asse.cs; (1~;) it is
applied to a wvild bull by Tarafch, in his saying,

~~b, ~ ~ ~ t- -- ;- 

(S) i. c. Like the two ears of a nil/d bull, in
I.oowmal, solitamy; the poet likening thereto the

ears of a shlc-camel in respect of sharpness anti
erectness; (EM p. 76 ;) and likewise by Lcbeed,
and by El-Faxrezdak: (IB, TA:) and it is also
applied to [a wild cow; (thlough said in the K in
art. 5j.. to signify the wildl bull, specially the
male;) and hlence, as being likened thereto,] ia
wvoman; (.R, TA;) tlis by EI-A.aslia; and thus
also by Antaral, in his saying,

.- ... ;.. ...,* 4 i3;3L ,LtaI; 

i * ~ , , :~ o' I,,;^ ~Sc' "' '~~~~~~ 
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(TA) 0 ;ti [i. e. wild con] of the chae (t1 bein{
redundant) for him to fwhom she is law,ful: sh,
has becom forbidden to me, and mould that slu

ere not forbidden: (EM p. 246:) pl. t fiU, (e,
Myb, I,) originally #,1, (81,) used when they arn
many in number, (.,) [but this is properly terme&
a coll. gen. n.,] and .1, (S, Mgh, Msb, 1g,) with
s, which is used of a number irom three to ten
[inclusive], for more than which it is with ;.
[meaning ;, i. e. $l,, agreeably with a genera]
rule], ($,) and [14, [the original of :E ,] (1,)

and t 5, (V �,, TA, [in the C]~, erroneously,

St..~,]) which is pi. of fi, (., TA,) or rather a
quasi-pi. n., originally itp, the a being changed
into I. like as it is in jS for ., (TA,) and
,;tl, (!,) and * a,, (o in copies of the ]1, [in
the TA said to be like ., which is a mistake,
(perhaps for ',) for it is there said to be a
guai-pl. n., which could not be said if it were
e,,,]) and t' ?, (C¢, [but this, which is another
quasi-pl. n., is not in my MS. copy of the .K nor
in the TA,]) and ?* eA, (],) originally #:`, but
this, also, is a quasi-pl. n., (TA,) and k 9'4 also is
syn. with Ci,: (IAir, ] in art. .q. :) it has not
a pl. formed with I and zo, [i. e. it has not for a
pl. u;1J,] whether it be used as a gen. n. or as a
proper name: (TA:) the dim. is V 3 .. (.,
Mfb.) The sing. is also used in the sense of the
pl., in the saying l;lj iI . Xj4 [Sac/h a
one is o r Qf a laire numnber of dheep or
goats, and of canels], because the article JI
denotes the genus. (?.) And it is said in a trad.

, z . (j.lh t U [And he ordered that sheep or
goats sould be given to her]: #,t being prefixed
to. ~,, governing it in the gen. case, for the sake
of distinction; because the Arabs [sometimes]
call an animal of the wild bovine kind ;L. (IAth,
TA.) - t.A i also the name of t Certain snall
stars ( in art. Lf.*t) betwen 4.li [or ae..l1,
thus in the work of gsw, in his descr. of Cepheus,
and there said to be the star in the breast of
C~phes,] and q.~JI [i. e. the pol-star]; (TA
in that art.;) (the same that are described by l~zw
as certain mall stars, called by the Arabs ;lclI,
between th legs of Cepheu and the star jj.]

j.I *La, and 1.ZJl &l: see ;.

: an inf. n., of ;I. (Mgh, Myb, TA. [See 1,
in several places.]) Also a subst. meaning
lrnluckinsu, or inaupiciousnes, of a woman.
(TA.)

%Z and a,-/ and ' ee: see 5t.

, Reote~: (V, TA:) and so lal: one
says, in dispraise, L.$ j b . [i. e. Ia, lit.
Ramotmes to him I meaning may God alienate
him or stra,ng him, from good, or prosperity!
or, curse him]. (TA.)

.oriinll
$,?, originally :a,,: ae L.

": dim. of ,, q. v. (8, Msb.)

:t , Envrying: pl. .: (As, Lh, TA:)'or the
latter signifies persons practising artifwe to smite
men with the [etvil] eye. (JK.) Andjy l It; ,
(JK,, S, K,) and j. t ;t, (JK, 1,) and Lt£
r, lI, (JK, TA, and 8 and 1Z in art. .:,) the
last formed by transposition from the first, ($ in
art. ,,) A hmn sharp of sight. (JK, $, fg.)

I- .: } see the next paragraph.

tL and t V .; A man poss ing :1. [mean-
ing sheep or goEat or both]: (1 :) the former is
the rel. n. of :1 ; and the latter, that of L;: but
used as a proper name of a man, it is 'V &1 ., and,

if you will, 5?;I?. (S, TA.*)

: see the next paragraph: and see Sl..

oll, applied to a man, (Msb,) Foul, unseemly,
or tgly, (JK, MRIsh, 1,) in fice, (JK, K,) or in
aspect, (Msb,) and, as also V Z, of which the pl.
is in nthke: (JK:) fern. zla,: (JK,
Mglh, M.b :) and pl. *j.. (Msb.) Any created
thing incongruous in its several parts; as also
t .) . (TA.) And the fernm., A woman fronwn-
ing, or morose, inface; (K,*' TA ;) foul, unxeemly,
or ug!/ly, in make: (TA.:) and also beautfud,
oody, or comely; (1, ° TA;) that excites admnira-

tion and alprotal by her beaut!l: (TA:) thus
having two contr. meanings. (.1, TA.) Also,
the fim., Unhucy, or inatusiicious. (](.) - And
the masc. applied to a man, (Lth, S, TA,) and
the fem. applied to a woman, (Lth, TA,) That
smites quickly mith the [evil] eye: (Lth, S, TA:)
or that smites people effectually with his, and her,
[evil] eye. (TA.) And JI 1 l alEaing an
evil eye. (Fr, TA in art. jj..) - The fem. is also
applied to a mare, (JK, T, $, 1],) as an epithet of
commendation, but not the masc. to a horse,
meaning, it is said, I'ide in the ;lUj.? [or tvo
sides of the mouth]: (S :) or lony in the head, and
wide in the nostrils: (JK:) or tall, and such as
ezxcites admiration and appnoval byl her beauty or
excellence: (J,'* TA:) or exceedinyly awide in tlhe
0%U: [or two sides of the mouth] and the nos-

trils: (, TA:) or, as some say, wide in the
mouth: (TA:) and small in the mouth: thus
having two contr. meanings: (V, TA :) or sharp.
sighted: (T, TA:) or sharp in rpirit: (TA:) see
also 1. -Also, the masc., Proud, and self-con-
ceited. (1.)-- And iL , L iL [An oration
from the putpit] in which a blesaing is not invoked
on the Prophet. (TA.)

,AL.A t; A land in which arae d:; (A'Obeyd,

], ;) like as one says atl; wl : (A'Obeyd,
:) or in which are many thereof. (..)

o* RendRered foul, unsemly, or ugly, in
face, by God: (TA:) or foul, &c., in shape.
(1].) See also Z11, second sentence. - And
Bad in intellect. (TA.)

[BooK I.

1._UI, i >, (aor. -, TA,) inf. n. o , (,
MA, MSb, K,) lle roasted, broiled, orfi, the
fJlesh-meat; (MA, KL,* P.;) and t 'lj',l signi-
tfies the same; as also t l;,l; (Msb, TA;) or
this last, (TA,) or _$ l [alone], (., MA,) sig.
nifies he prelpared, or prvepared for himelf, (.,
MA,° TA,) 51*, (., TA,') or roasted, broiled, or
friied, .flesh-meat. (MA.) _- And s'hJI .S',
(IAar, .K,) aor. as above, (TA,) He heated th
water. (I Ar, ]g.) - [And accord. to Freytag,
5, signifies also le cut off from (C>) roted
flesh-meat: but for this he has named no autho-
rity.] See also 4.

2: see 4. - Also t:I J4el He gave hAm
fle-meat [app. in an unrestricted sense]. (TA.)

3. , for sete: me 3 in art...

4. *. l q5_,l: see 1. --. l,l; (., Myb,
1i;).and $ *^^, inf. n. Q:;(I ;) He fed
them with ,1 [i. e. roastdl, or broiled, or fried,

cflesh-mieat]. (S, Msb, .K.) And (both verbs with
their complements) lie gave them JleXh-meat that
they might roast, or broil, or fry, thereof. (AZ,
K.) - Anitl L._ ?1 t lc left a portion remaining
ofj lis supper: (S, ., TA:) or he leJt some roasted,
or broiled, or fjitd, fJlesh-meat of his supper. (A,
TA.) - And i 5,9.1 The wheat became Jit
to be rubbe(d 7ith the hawds anul to be roasted.
(ISui, A.)_ And *.II1 Lsl t The palm-
batnches became yellow on the occasion of their
drying up; (1K, TA;) as though a roasting
afibeted them. (TA.) Also lie got, or ac-
quired, the worse, or vile,r, sort of cattle. (1.)
olj,l said of a shiooter or caster, lie hit (.,"
Msb,* K) his L5Y, (g,) i.e. [one or more of his]
extremitie.s, (TA,) nwt a [vital] place witere .
wound would occasion dleath; (S, Msb, .;) and
so t as in the Tekmileh: in the ]g, erro-
neously, olj.,. (TA.) - [Ienee, lie missed it,
i.e. tihe object of his aim. See .5 .: and see
also lIam p. 91.] - [HIence, also, app.,] Hr
says that 5I,l is allowable in the sense of L ~ 1
t [iHe droppedl, klft out, omitted, &c., anything];
like S.~.,I1 [q. v.]. (TA in art. .S - In the
saying #le1 l,l I.. (S, ]g, [in some copies of
the .k t1 LJ,]) and so in o; *. , (.,-
I,,*TA,) thie latter verb is an imitative sequent
to the former [added only for the purpose of
corroboration]. (8, K, TA.)

7. ;:AI k.g.I The fleh-meat became roasted,
broiled, or fried; (MA;) quasi-pas. of .Sj,
,.mUI; (./M, Msb, g ;) as also t LSjl; (M,
I ;) [or] the latter in this sense is not allowable.
(S, Msb.)

8: see 1._ , -.[Hence,] . ,, referring to a
she-camel, t I journeyed upon her until tie heat
of the middays of summer emaciated her and she
became as though she wt burnt. (.am p. 783.)

-See also 7.

,!: see what next follows: and see more in
art. dir,1
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S i. q. M [q. v. in art. :]; as also t s ;

(IA!r, ;) the latter is like :, [kisJ in the
CV as syn. with 11jl being a mistranscription,]
and is said by IAth to be a quasi-rl. n., or [what
lexicographers term] a pl., of it, [n. un. of
f]. (TA.)

is originally .?. (ISd, TA.) One says,

1 J x; J s (, (S, ,) using the latter noun as

an imitative sequent to the former [for the purpose
of corroboration: see art. .c]. (TA.)

$SL is pl. of i): [or rather the former is a
colL gen. n. of which the latter is the n. un. :] the
latter signifies The skin of the head: (S, TA:) so
[accord. to some] in the gur lxx. 10: (TA:) or
the exterior of the skin of the head, in whichl
gros the hair: (Aboo-;afwin, TA in art. jt :)
and some say, the exter~or of all, or of any part,
of tAe shin: (TA in the present art.:) and the
former signifies the arms or handr and the legs
orfeet, or thefore and hind legs, (9, I~,) and (I)
the extremities (Mb, ) collctively, (g,) and
the head of a human being, (J,) or the 3aJ of
the hd [i e. the bone abooe the brain, or a
msparate portion of the skull, or a distinct bone of
the dull], (I,) but of a horse the gs, not the
head, because one says t.Jl ~J [i. e. thick in
the legs], for this cannot relate to the head of the
horse, (e,) and any part that is not a [vital]
place [i. e.] where a ~ound caum death (9, Myb,
I4) such [for instance] as the legs. (Mob.)
LS;iJI t. means A woman having cracked, or
chapped, feet. (S and k( in art. ,4.) - It is
also a subst. [apl). meaning a quasi-inf. n.] from
·1%,_ [q. v.] as said of a shooter or caster: (TA:)
[and hence] the saying (9, TA) of the Hudhalee,
([, [accord. to the TA, Khalid Ibn-Zuheyr,])

· *an t [ . oLJ j. @ j i 

meansm t [And, or for] verily of ~eech is that
aentence (4L, a word understood,) which does

not hit a place where a wound will not occasion
death, [i. c. which does not miss its object, when
it ecapingfrom the upper surface of the tongu
is quick,] but which kills. ($, TA.) And tS. 
is usod [app. in like manner, as a quasi-inf. n.,]
in tile cue of anthing that has missed an object
of aim, though there be to it [really] no place
where a wound would occasion death nor any-
thing that is [properly] termed '., [as meaning
a place where a wound will not occasion death].
ITA.) And [hence] it signifies t A mistabe; syn.

.L (TA.) - Also ! A thing, (9,) or an affair,
(i,) that is paltry, man, despicable, or of no
accout or. eUight or worth: (S, I, °TA;) in
this sense, from the same word as signifying the
"extremities" [ofan animal]. (IAth,TA.) Hence,

in a trad. of Mlujhid, 5 3LI .;5 i i. JS
.ai 41: [Everything that befaUl the faster

is a matter of no account, except absence of mind];
i. e. nothing that befalls the faster annuls his fast
except &?hi, for this does annul it. (TA.)-
And tThe worse, or iler, sort of cattle, (S, }i,

Bk. I.

TA,) of camels, and of shep or goats; and the
small, or young, thertof. (TA.) [See also .'l,.]
- And t A remainder, or remaining portion.
(TA.) [See, again, a -A.]_Also i .q.
t [The aking, or causing, or suffering, to re-
main; or, perhaps, to continue in life, and if it
mean thus, it may be from the same word in a
sense expl. above, for the animal that one hits in
a part that is not vital is suffered to continue in
life]. (TA.)

;fi~: see what next follows.

. Roasted, broiled, orfrieda,h-mn at; (S,'
MA, Msb, 1,' KL ;) as also t i; (Ks, 9gh,

;) but the former is more usual and more
chaste: (TA:) a subst. from, 1:tl ULS: and
t s~i. [as its n. un.] signifies a piece there-

Of (9.)

S (g) and S?an (Msb) [Roasted,
broiled, or fried], the latter originally AtL.
(Msb.) [In the K the former is said to be like
U:J; but it has the signification of the latter, i. e.,
of a pass. part. n.] - See also ki. _ Ks says,

($,) in the phrase ., and so in t ,
(9, I,) some say (O) the latter word is an
imitative sequent to the former [i. e. a corrobora-
tive: see art. o]. (, K.)

iittZ: see:

;-; }see the next paragraph.

a1i, What is cut off from, or of, f~h-meat:
(1, TA:) or what the slaughter cuts off from,
or of, the remities of a ~ or goat. (TA.)
- A small thing [or portion] of that which is
large; as a piece, or detached portion, of a dseep,
or goat: one says, ilZ yJ 3l2 La
[7hTem remai~ned not of the saeep, or goat, ame a
piece]. (9.)-_-Also, (9, ],) and t klj' and
t z, 3, (i,) A ,.A [or round cake, or small
round cake,] of bread. ($, ].) - And, all the
three, A remaining portion of pcop, or of cattl,
that hame pe~ d; uaho t ; (i ;) or this
last, a. remauining portion of pcaple that have
perished: (,:) pl (of the last, O) Qi,. (?,].)
[See also kj..] - And I The bad, or vil, ort,
(1, TA,) or worse, or /iler, sort, (TA,) of camels,
and of sheep, or goats: (,[, TA:) in this sense
written by ISd with kesr and with fet-l. (TA.)
[See, again, UZ] -[And accord. to Freytag,

",ll klt, (i. e. a,l Zl:) is expl. by Meyd
as meaning Cooked milkh cast upon a hot stoe, so
that only a mal portion remains.]

l: se the next preceding paragraph.

A sUer of roasted, broiled, o; fried, feh
meat. (KL.)

J*Z [mentioned in this art. Us though origin-
ally ~jt4.] / . q. X .. ;l. [The red, renon,
inslssnated juice called draon's blood: see art.
.. ]. (S. g.) a- And Far~se g. (., J .)

U;t, A posor of .1, [meaning dsmp or
goats or both]. ($, I. [In the CV. without
teshdeed. Mentioned also in art. .s, q. v.]) _

at:) I MA.. (with teshdecd to the r, TA, [but in
the C] without teshdeed,]) t A palm-branch that
has becomn yellow in drying up. (i. [See 4.])

i . , (, 1, [in some copies of the 'l t..,
but]) like Als., (9,) A mnJft she-camel. (E, lI.)

1;.S~ a pl. pl. of:p , q. v.

LS-O;, like Sj-,, (g, TA, [in the Cg,

&S6., like ,.., erroncously, as is proved by
a verse cited as an ex. in the TA, pass. part. n. of
4,]) applied to a portion of a living serpent, (TA,)
That has been mised by the stone [cast at it].
(Q, TA.)

iS. (K( in art. Js) A fryin-p~ n. (TV
in that art.)

I ., a 
L5.: sce eSp.

L [`A place of roain, broiling, orryng,
flesh-meat]. (S in art. tJ.)

4. 1;1 an imitative sequent to l"aI in the
phrase ol.l ,Il t: see 4 in art. Uj5.

aA, syn. with ft£: see art. $S.

L: and wJ CI ;5 'e °, in art. ;.

I I
an imitative sequent to isa: ee art. Sq'.

an imitative sequent to uca: see SS*.

,:C: see art. LSZ.

1. ,:, (Msb,) [originally ',] like i,L,
[which is originally jih,] (MF,) first. pera.

'9, ( a, ],) aor. at, (Mqb,) [and by poetic
license , without .,] first pers. sa. , (9. g,)
inf. n. :' (Myb, g) and i'>, (S:, ,) or this
is a simple subst., (Mab,) and its. and Ai;jl.,
([,) [or these two also are simple substs.,] He,

and I, willed, i~d, or deired, it; syn.;,]1
(Myb) and sa;i: (S,· 1 :) most of the seholastic
theologians make no difference between i'*:I
and ;hjli, though they are [said to be] originally
different; for the former, in the proper language,
signifies the causing to be or exist, syn. ) .
and the latter, the diling, vishing, or desiring;
syn. ,.1l. (TA.) A Jew objected, to the
Prophet, his people's saying 4j ai I; t
[Wlhat God hath wilked and I hae ~illd], as
implying the association of another being with
God: therefore the Prophet ordered them to say

a -I CL LaG [WhAt God hath willed, the I
hae willedl. (TA.) [t3iij sit as signifying
IVhat hath God illed! is nsed to express ad-
miration. And as signifying What God villed
it is a phrase often used to denote a vague,
generally a great or considerable, but sometimes
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a small, number or quantity or time: See Dc
Sacy's Relation de l'Pgypte par Abdallatif, pp.
24 and 394 &c.] See also 1 in art. lj.

28.'e .9 I jA; .. ;z [in some copies of the 1I
(erroneously) 1] I incited him, or made him,
to do the thing, or affair. (As, SE, L, K, TA.)~

And a 2d 't, (18, TA,) and i., (TA,)
(od rendered, or may God render, .foul, un-
semly, or ugly, his face, (1., TA,) and his make.
(TA.)

4. .l oI,l lHe, or it, compelled him, con-
strained him, or necessitated him, to have recourse,

or betake hime.lf, to it; syn. soJl; (S, ;) a

dial. var. of tl 1, (a ;) of the dial. of Temeem.

(TA.) Temeem say, .0,, 'i .X '.0 .i Zd,,
meaning ' [q. v., i. e. It is an evil thing
thnt com)nlxs thee to have recourse to the marrow
of a hock]. (S.)

5. ?r; llis anger became al,peased: (V:)
said of a man. (TA.)

zt [A thing; anyt1hing; something; some-
n!hat;] a word of well-known meaning: (.1:)
[sometimes, in poetry, written and pronounced

: see an ex. in a verse cited voce 4a0I: see also
the last sentence but ono of this paragraph :] t.JI
properly signifies what may be knomn, and that
wrhereof a thing may be predicated: (Mgh, KT:)
accord. to Sb, it denotes existence, and is a name
for anything that has been made to haw being,
whetuer an accident, or attribute, or a substance,
and such that it may be known, and that a thing
may be predicated thereof: (KT :) MF says that
it is app. an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass.
part. n., meaning what is nilUed, and meant, or
intended, [in which sense Vt "' (pl. ,l"e) is
often used,] mithout restriction to its actuality or
possibility of being, so that it applies to that rwhich
neceJsarily is, and that which may be, and that
which cannot be; accord. to the opinion adopted
by the author of the Ksh: [or, as an inf. n. in the
sense of a pass. part. n., it may be expl., agreeably
with what is said to be the proper meaning of the
verb, as signifying what is caused to be or exist;
accordingly,] Er-R4ghib says that it (lenotes rhat-
over is caused to be or exist, whether sensibly, as
material substances, or idoally, as sayings; and
134 and others expresly assert that it signifies
peculiarly what is caused to be or exist; but Sb
s4ays that it is the most general of general terms;
and some of the scholastic theologians apply it to
ir'hat is non-existent; such, however, are over-
come in their argument by its not being found to
have been thus used by the Arabs, and by such

passages as 4 .9j! .1J O . jS [Everyllthig
is subject to pers excpt Hini,u lf (.Kur xxviii.

last verse)] andl ;.Z, .- :o :t' O !.
[And there is not anything but it glorifies Hlim
n'ith pra ing (.1ur xvii. 46)], for what is non-
existent cannot be described as perishinlg nor

imagined to glorify God: (TA:) the pl. is -t-l,
(8, Mbh, V, &c,) imperfectly decl., (M.sb, TA,)
or rather this is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb,TA,) respecting

the formation of which there is much difference
of opinion [as will be shown hereafter], (Mob,

TA,) and ;jl(l, (8, X,) a pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of
tfAl], (MF, TA,) and ;.lj,l, [a contraction of

that next preceding,] (1.,) and ks.S, (g, K(,)
with fet-l to the j, (MF, TA,) and it is also
mentioned as withi kesr, (TA,) [and is written in
both of my copies of the S 's,, thoughl if with

kesr it shiould be either 1 or kti, but Ws)l~
only is meant by J, as is shown by what here
follows,] originally ,O.Zl, withl three ss, not
A. g
J11. as J says, [or rather as the word is written

in copies of the S, for J may Ihave held it to be

k.ull or it l, as hlie says that the . was changed
into ks, thus occasioning the combination of three

s, so that he held its se'ondary form to be

tJ., as will presently be shown,] because the
first 5 is radical, not augmentative, (IB, i,) the
medial k of the three being suippressed, and the
final one changed into I [thoughi written ks], and
the initial one changed into , (S,) and another

form of pl. is %t.'l, (S, Mob, I.(,) with the k

preserved, not changed into [as it is in kS.,1],

(TA,) [likewise] a pI. of i%A,; (M.b,) and 1Q1Al
also is mentioned, (K,) as formed [from 1:] by
the change of . into kS and adding I, (TA,) and
;:l, whichi is strange, (Lh, K,) as there is no 

in 4"l:, (Lh,) or in :Uw.: (1. :) with respect to
the first of these forms, [the quasi-pl. nii.] :, the
most probable opinion is that of KlI: (M9b,
TA:) accord. to him, (S, Mob, ],) it is originally
of the measure 6.i, (S, ],') in lieu of 3 p
(],) and therefore imperfectly deel., (S,) [i. e.] it
is originally 14Z, (Msb,) and the two hemzehs
combined in the latter portion being found
difficult of pronunciation, the former of them is
traniisposed to die beginning of the word, so that
it becomes of the mcasure .;i, (S, M.b,) as is
shown by its having for its pls. USjI. and l,I
and ~.1l llt: (S :) accord. to Akh, it is [origin.
ally] of the measure [~kl; (S, K ;) but if it were
thus a broken pl., [not a quasi-pl. n.,] its dim.

would not be tt:,, as it is, but .,e,: (S:)
accord. to Ks, it is of the measure jlail, and
made imperfectly decl. because of frequency of
usage, being likened to isW ; but were it so, ;41

and llt~l would be imperfectly decl.: (S, KC:)
accord. to Fr, ., is originally :,and thcre-

fore has a pl. of the measure --- il, afterwards

contracted to d.W; but were it so, it would not
have for its pl. kj;1. (S. [Much more respecting
this pl. is added in the TA, but it is comlparatively
unprofitable.]) The dim. of , is f :,, and
t ; (S, K, TA, but only the former in some
copies of the K, the word being written in othier
copies :c, 0;) not V Lq,, or m ; (tie former
accord. to my two copies of the S an(l accord. to
the copies of the .g followedl in tihec TA, in whiicil
it is said to bIe withi teshdecd to the k, and thc
latter accord. to the CV. and my MS. copy of the
] ;) or this is a dial. var. of weak authority, (K,)

used by post-classical poets in their verses. (MF,
TA.) _ When a man says to thee, "What dost

thou desire ?" thou answerest, t1. ' [Nothing]:
and when he says, " Why didst thou that ?" thou

answerest, ° J [For nothing]: and when he

says, "What is thine affair?" thou answerest,

: ~ ' [LNothing]: it is with tenween in every
one of these cases. (AY, AI.It.t, TA.) [When one

says 5% 'Y, he means thereby There is nothing.]

-- 'l~. ,1- means [It is nought, of no account
or weight; it is not worthlly of notice, or not rorth
anything;] it is not a good thing; or it is not a

thing to be regarded. (W p. 27.)--[r,l'1, o. 

., is a phrnse of frequent occurrcnec, mean-
ing /He has no concern with the n.ffair; see two
exs. in the first 1)arat,rnl)h of art. . -

JPI e. .f si occurs in the TA roce AiL.,
meaning In it is somewrh at, or some degrew, of
lenth; i. c. it is somewhat long; and is used in
the presenit day in this sense.] - In the phrase

I:~ *,$t .a. j, the last word is for
[i. e. le is better than thou in something; mean-
ing he is sonen,hat better than thou]. (IJ, L.)._.

I5 z ,iOdl t. is a phirase of the Arabs [app.
lit. signifying l[ow unmnidftl of thee is he as to

anything!] mentioned by Sb as meaning U.JI
£;c [Ditsmnist doubt fSom thee (resxcting Aim
as to anything)]: IJ says that le. is here put in
the accus. case as an iinf n., as though the saying

were ~ AL;. 1, 1% because the vesb- of
wonder does not require to be corroborated by the
in£ n. [proper to it]: (L, TA:) [or it is a specifi-
cative:] IF says that it is a phrase of dubious
meaning; and that the most probable explanation
of it is this; that La is here lit. interrog,ative, but
in meaning denotative of wonder; and that %4 is
governed in the accus. case by some otier word,
or phrase, as though the saying were dismisn a
thing by which he is not occupiedl in mind, and
dismis doubt as to his being occupied in mind by

it. (TA in art. t.)_ - [4. means Thing
by thing, part by part, bit by bit, piecemeal, inch
by inch, dnrop by drop, little anl little in nc-
cession, by little and little, by degree¢, or grad-

ually.]-_ k Sj [meaning What thing?] is,
by dithe alleviation of the S [in 51] and the sup-
pression of the . [in &, ], made into one word,

istl.: so says El-Fairibee: (MIb:) or, [as is
commonly the case in the present day,] by reason

of frequency of usage, it is contracted into ,..
(TA in art..,-.., as on the authiority of Ks.) -

in the Kur lx. 11 may mean Any one (BDd,
Jel) or more. (Jel.) - [It is also applied to
t The penis of a man; as in thdie explanation of a

phrase mentioned voece h,.; like as its syn. .
is to the same and (more commnionly) to thie
"vulva" of a woman.] In algel)ra, it signifies
[A square root;] a number that is multiplied into
itself; wliich in arithimetic [and in algebraCin also] is

called j.. [i. e. ;]; and iu geometry, 

[i. c. or ']; (" Dict. of the Teclin. Terms

used in the Sciences of the MIisalmans," p. 202;)
an un/norn number that is nultil)lied into itsf.
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(Idem, p. 730.) It is also said, on the authority
of Lth, to signify Water: and he cites as an ex.,

* · Jj , 

[l7ou seest, or wilt see, his company of riders at
the water in the midst of a desert]: but AM says,
I know not o.:jl in the sense of "water," nor
know I what it is. (TA.) , "S l; is an ex-
pression of regret, (El-Ahmar, Ks, TA,) or of
wonder, (g, TA,) [or of both,] meaning [OA ! or]
O my wonder ! (Ks, Lb, TA.) One says, I. t1

.. , (El-Abmar, , L, Ks, L , ) and J t .
i. e. with and without o, (Ks, TA,) and C s,u I

J, (LI, K,) or J LI I. t, and L b. l ,
(El-A4mar, Ks, TA,) neither of these two with
., (Ks,TA,) [meaning Oh! or O my wonder 
What has happened to me ?] in all of these, (Ks,
TA,) Lt being in the place of a noun in the nom.
case. (Ks, Lh., TA.) - Some also say, %s &'

and .a 1 and j X', and some add t;, saying,

s5 it and ; u' Q and & j QI, meaning
HIow good, or beautiful, is this! (Ks, TA.)

Zi , [Will, wish, or desire, a subst. from ;lt,
(Lb, $,) [and] so is t Z;*. [which is mentioned

in the 15 as an inf. n.]. (Msb.) One says, .
- a1 :, (E;, j,) i. e. t "· [Eyrthing

i by the will of God]. (..)

and , and aSJ. or :5or : see :
in the middle of the paragraph.

: ek and X s;: see art. l.

4il dim. of /' : seo ;i., in the latter part
of the former half of the paragraph.

aw: seBe :, in two places: and see also

:; , near the beginning of the paragraplh.

Incongruous, unound, (K, TA,) foul, or
ugly, (TA,) in make, orformation. (1, TA. [See
IlIam p. 192.]) - And accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed,
A child born preposterously, the legs coming forth
before the armt. (TA.)

1. t, aor. ,, inf. n. ~ and ;: (M 9b,

TA) and ,v's, (TA,) He became wvhite-
haired, or hoary. (MYb, TA.) And ,1t
&j, (S,) and l-,, (Myb, TA,) inf. n. 
and a":, (S,) hIis head, and her itad, became
white, or hoary. (8, Msb, TA.) - [Hence,]

.ibS3l ,j~3 ~t:l I [The heads,.or summits, of
the hills became white, or hoary]. (A.) - And

W,sljl .s It whitened the head: so exp!. by
ISk as used in the following saying, (6,) ascribed
by J to 'Adee, but it is of 'Abeed Ibn-El-Abra4 :
(IB, TA:)

0

0
i,1 b= y

t 1 ~4 W *1*
£ ~ I g J 3J t

[l7ou inclinest to silly and youtlful conduct: but
whnae comet/h to thee t/)e inclining to such con.

duct mlwhn oariness, or the entering upon the
period of woariness, hath whitened te lhead?].
(S,. IB, TA.) [See also 2.]

2. e',1u ,4, (Ks, S, A,) and ij.ii 

&"1;, and lj, (Ks, S, Mgb, 1,) which last is
a strange phrase, as it exhibits together two means
by which a verb is rendered trans., [namely, the
doubling of the medial radical letter of the verb
and the introduction of the prep. ,,] (TA,) Grief
rendered him white-headed, or 1hoary-headed; (Ks,
S, A, Msb, 1 ;) as also * "jtl, (A,) and ? l

_1; and AwW. (Ks, S, Mob, .K.0)

4. .,l, said of a man, iie had children that
had become white-headed, or hoary. ($, TA.) -
See also the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

The hair (1, TA) itself: sometimes it is
thus called: (TA:) [but app. only when white,
or hoary; in which sense it is often used; as in
the TA in arts. "& and ~ &c. :] or (I, TA,
in the C]5 "and") whiteness of the hair, or
hoariness; (A,1g,TA;) as also V.~.: (1,
TA:) both signify the same [and are thus used as
simple substs. and are also inf. ns.]: ( :) or the
former has the latter of the two significations
given above; (A4, S, Mgh, Mb ;) and is little
and much [whitenes of tle hair]: one says,

11 aLs [Whiteness of the hair, or hoarine,
came upon him]: (TA:) but signifies a
man's entering upon the period of whtiness of
the hair, or hoariness: (As, 6, Msb :) see an ex.
of this latter in the first paragraph. In the phrase

in the lur [xix. 3], lt ,l, ljl ja~L, (S,) mean-
ing And whiteness of the hair of the head hath
spread therein like as the radiance of fire spreads
in firemood, (Jel,) [or the head has become
glistening mwith hiteness of tht hair, or hoarines,]

: is in the accus. case as a specificative: or,
accord. to Akh, as an inf. n., as thougll it were

said lt ,W5!1 .$ (S, TA.*)

, of a whip, a genuine Arabic word of well-
known meaning; (S;) The thong (15, TA) at
the upper ztremity (TA) of a whip: (15, TA:)
there are two of such thongs, called Ae:-. (TA.)
- Also A word imitative of the sounds made by

the lips of camels (, ) in drinhing. (S.) - And

pl. of ,4 [q. v.]. (S, ]g, &c.)

a pl. of which the sing. is doubted: see
l.

a" an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, Msb.) - And
accord. to El-1hafGjee, A wrhite, or /hoary, beard:
but MF says that this is a conventional post-
classical meaning. (TA.)1 [Also, in the present
day, applied to A species of artemis/a; (ForskAl's
Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. lxxiii., no. 439;) the
artemisia arborescens of Linn.: (Dclile's Flor.
Aegypt. Illustr., no. 799:) - and Lichen;
(Forslal ubi supra ;) the liclhn prunastri of Linn.
(Delile, ib., no. 976t.) And .al,J a.' Lichen
scyphifer. (Forskil, p. lxxviii., no. 559.)]

.: pee p ; near the end of the paragraph:
- and see also the paragraph here following.
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:,,%, and , (S, A,) thus in a verse of
El-Kumeyt, as related by Ibn-Selemeh, with
kesr to the ., and ., (S,) or the former word is
written t it, and sometimes X ", and thc
latter is as above, (15,) and sometimes JtjS,
(TA,) t The two montul of winter; (A, TA;)
[as though moaning the second of tihe Six Seaons,
commencing two months after the autumnal
equinox; (see the former of the two tables in p.
1254 ;)] i q. .t3 it , (S, A, 1, TA,) which are
the two coldest ,month; (S, T, TA;) so called
because of the earth's being then wlhite with snow
and hoar frost; (S, TA;) falling at the period of
the [auroral] rising of tiw Scorpion and the

Vulture, (qiaJI and jJI, [by which latter is

meant ei4lj ,; I, i. e. the star a of Lyra,])

mid by hin who hows not to be the two Kdnoons

[i. e. J, 31X and l jlt3Sa, corresponding
to December and January O.S.]: (TA:) [it
appears that they nearly agree with the two
Kanoons; for El-lazweenee and others say that

.iWI (i. c. the heart of the Scorpion, which is
the 18th of the Mansions of the Moon,) and

,3j, ,iJ1 rise together, and their auroral rising
in Ceptral Arabia, about the commencement of
the era of the Flight, accord. to my calculation,
(see t, ,ji). in art. j,;,) was on the 25th of
November 0.S.: see also , and t:

it is also said that] X [used alone] is a name
of [the month] JJ'l ;1 jlS, because of the white-
ness of the earth by reason of the hoar-frost and
snow. (Mgh.)

.,tz and ile: [the former erroneously written

by Golius 14']: see 4., in art. ~,.

.,.e:: see .

l:i [Being, or becoming, whitehaired, or

hoary]: see 1'll.. ; .1 is a phrase like

,;s J;, (S,) or like k : L a: it means Intse
vwhiteness of the hair. (TA.)

4.IV Whitehaired, white-headed, or hoary:
(S,A, Mgh, Mhb,]5:) [it is said to be] anomalous
in form; (S, Mgh, Msb;) for an epithet of this
measure is only formed [by rule] from a verb of
the measure J., aor. j.; ($, TA;) and it is
a condition of the formation of such an epithet
that it must denote a defect or the like, or a
colour: but N.1 signifies white-headed, or hoar!-
headed; [so that it does denote a colour;] and El-
Khafajee says that it is reckoned among epithets

denoting defects, or blemishes, like t.cl and
.l: (MF, TA:) it is said in the 1 that it has

no oS.m, i. e., (TA,) the epithet lt.: is not applied

to a woman; (Msb, TA ;) Ul., being used in its

stead; (TA;) thouglh one says 1 ; : (M.hb,

TA:) [but see .Har p. 418, where lC.Ct is men-
tioned, applied to a woman, as meaning aged, and
rowhite, or hoarty, in the head: and see lIe in art.
", :] the pl. is ; (S, A, Mgh, Mqb, ;)

with which is syn. ,; (TA, as from the K;
[but not found by me in the copies of the .1 to
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which I hae had aceet;]) and t .e: (i,
TA:) this lut is aid by IM to be allowable in

poetry, ._a ! Ui [here meaning as though it
were a word compo~ed of sound letters]; and this
is the asertion of the lexicologists [in general]:
18d thinks it to be pl. of t JS [q. v.], like as

is of jj; orpl. of * :, [which app. means
v,ry white or hoary in the had], accord. to the

dial. of tho people of El-H.ijs, who say a.4;.
b and Ij. (TA.) _ [Hence,] one

says, to J JI ,I I maw the m~tais
white withow an d hoar frodst. (A, TA.) And

4.A [used alone] signifies t Mowntaism upon
· hich mow falls, and which are white, or hoary,
therewith . (, L:) or mountais white with snow
or with dut: and, some amy, white clouds: sing.

· 4.1. (L, TA.) And, applied to truffles (;t. ),
t f'hite and large: (TA:) or simply white. (Id.

·.. · ~~~~OS OS
voce , ,W.) - -l t A day in aichd are

cold anl clouds and .i, [correctly 1)., meaning
thin c&ntdc, or cold and humid clouds, in which
is no water]; ablso * ist ". (i.). ' i

;1, (],) or d;I il, (TA,) and is4 &,
so

(TA voce .,) t The last night of the [hmar]

month: (]g, TA:) its first night is called &i,

;Pr and vjam. ocej..) d a4 ;

and ,Xt1 i · ,4: see in art. .,.

se: * , in two places.

1. o see 4. -. [Also, acord. to Freytag,

on the authority of the "Kitib el-A4did," He
sira brave, or bold: thus having two contr. signi-
fications. - Another meaning asigned to it by

him, in common with and --, as on the

authority of the I, i. e. "Diligens fuit," is a mis-
take.]

* . n . *9. em.s~, (0,) in£ n. g (i,) He cautionod

him; or made him tofear, or be in fear. (0, .*)
- And lie removed him, or it,far away. (O.)

And r,, (O, TA,) in£. n. as above, (i1,) IIe
looked at his adve ry, or antagonist, and
straitened him, or treated him with hardnm or
harshnesa: (O, ],0 TA:) from IAr. (TA.)

3: see the next paragraph, in two places. 
Also I fought. (T, ,.)

4. lC,, (?, A, I,) inf n. Lit, (IA§r, TA,)

He wasm cautiou, or in fear, ([, A, f,) , [of
it], (A, TA,) i. e. a thing, or an afrair, (TA,j and
*'-.tm. 0 [for the thiu that he wanted]; ( ;)

and V 11: ( :) or he was cautious and infear,

endivouring to repel death. (L) - But in the
dial. of Hudheyl, ( He trove, laboured, toiled,
or ~eerted hinws,srt U6 [in an affair]; and so
'1 :.. (f, A.) - And He continued journy-

ing, or going on. (0.) _- :' I l e turned

away his face, ($, A, TA,) from a [person or]
thing, or from the heat of fire, or a hot odour, and
from something hurtful: (TA:) or he ecerted
himscf in aversion or turning away. (IAwr, TA.)

One says, d . A !i I spoke to him, and

he turned away his face. (A.)_ t- : also signi-

fies He advanced, or came forward; syn. Jit.
(Fr, 0, TA.) [Thus it has two contr. meanings.
See also the part. n., '.]-And He defended

t mu bdehind his back. (IAth, TA.) [See,
again, the part. n.] -- a,;i t1, said of a horse,

He let his tail hang do&n loosely. (Lth, S.) F, in
the 1f, following Az and Sgb, says that this is
a mistranscription of the verb, for .LutI; but his

assertion requires proof. (MF.) [See the latter

verb, in art. j.g] _ ~l W 1 The land

produced the plant caUed . (Agn, O, V.)

Cautious, or fearing; (A, l;) as also

t '., (A, TA,) and V s: (A., O:) or this

last, cautios, or fearing, and at the same time
striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting hinelf:
(Az, TA:) or all signify prudent; dir.aeet; or
having, or uing, precaution, or good jwujment ;

(yam p. 281;) and so V ~. (Id. p. 43.) 
In the dial. of Hudheyl, (., O,) Striving, halbour-
ing, toiling, or e~xrting hinkilf, (S, A, 0, 1,) in
affirs; (, O, I-;) and so t, (A, 1f,) and

9 s: (At, O, :) pl. of the first [and app.
of the second also] 51z: (8, O.) 1 Also [The
artemisia Judaica; and absintiunm Ponticun;
species of wormwood;] a certain plant, (AIjn,
8, A, 0, I,) elleU kown, (AIln, O, 1f,) of eral
~pecie, (Ain, O,) of some [speci] whereof

brooms are made, (L,) [and which is also ued
for fumigation,] the leavr of which are [of til
kind called] ; (An, 0, L;) it has a swet
odour, but its taste is bitter; is pasture for horses
and camels; and the placa of its grooth are the
plains and the meadows: (AIn, O, L:) pl.

1;1.*&. (Fr, O, L) _ Accord. to the ], [pro-
bably on the authority of Lth,] it signifies also A
[garnt of the kind callad] j, of El-Yemen:
but Az says that there is no kind of garment so
called: the correct word is C", with [the un-

pointed] s, [and with fet-b]. (TA.)

615 [and probably with tenween also]: see
:. -_Also ery jealou; (S, 0, ];) because

such is cautious for his wives, or women under
covert, or household or family; (;, O;) and so

t . (.) - Also, (0, ( ,) and j ,
(As, O, ,) Tall: (O, 1]:) or goodly in tallness.
(L) - And the former, Tltat makes, or uttem, a

low sound in running; [so I render Ij;~ '''
in the I and TA; in the O and in my MS. copy

of the If, ~; obut the former I think the
right reading; app. by reason of quickness, or
smiftnss; for it is added,] quickness, or swiftness,
is meant thereby: (0, TA :*) mentioned by Az,
on the authority of Khtlid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.)
[In this sense it seems to be with tenween: for]
3;btA [is its fernm. and] means A quick, or sn,e,

she-camel. (S, O.) Also A horse strong in

spirit; syn. i ,&l .. 6; (O, ,TA; in the

Cif, W-h11 [i. e. in breath] ;) and so V '1ts':
thus expl. by Skr. (O.)

0i ._: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

*lQ Mutual caution or fear. (And The

act of striving, labourumg, toiling, or e~erting m
elf, in anything. (1.) [But in both of there

senses it seems to be an inf. n. of 3, q. v.] - Also
(O) Drought, dearth, scarcity. (0, 1.)

1 e: sce , in two places: and see also

£': see , in two pl1. It is also expl.

as meaning Striving, labouring, toiling, or eert-
ing himself, and lmerering in his work: (A:)
and striving &c., and hastening, or going quickly.
(TA.) - Also Advancing, or eomingformard, to
one. (Fr, O, g.) -. And Defmding what is be-
hind one's back. (Fr, O, ].)

5.1 is expl. as meaning Striped; applied to

a garment: but Az says that there is no uch

word, so applied: the correct word is wte , with

[the unpointed] ,. (TA.)

~,*1 : tasee the following paragraph.

; (.8,O, 0,1g) and t V _ (O, ) A

state of haste: (., 0,1g:) or a state of confuon:
(1i:) the latter meaning mentioned in the L:

(TA:) you say, h.- o hI., i (.8, o0,
) and, h.l j u (o0, ) ley are

in a state of haste in re~ect of their affair:
(8, O, If:) or in a state of conf~ion in their
affair: (L, If:) u having the latter meaning,
Ibn-Mglik says that it is .1t4., with c and

medd, of the measure ;~'i, not o.Am; but this
requires consideration: Ibn-Umm-Milik and
others, following Aljei, may that 1 .:L, - '.

, means the people, or party, are in a
state of striving, abor, toi, or exertom, and
determination, or reolution, in r~pect of their
affair. (TA.) ~ " also signifies A land
that ~pro ej the lant cad ; (.8, o, ;)

andso - : (0, 1:) or it Iignifies many
plants of the kind so caled: thus in the T, on the
authority of Ay and A'Obeyd, and so says Aun,
as is stated [in the O and] in the R; (TA;)
Aln saying further that it is like " ,Id mean-
ing a company of [or elderly men], and

31'. meaning a herd of [or asses], &e.;
(O ;) [so that it is a quasi-pL n.;] but this is
disallowed by EI-Mufa44al Ibn-belemeh. (TA.)

1. (8, A, MbI,) aor. (Eb,

$,) in. n. w, with fet-b to the , (8., ,) ant
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'~, (y) aadL (TA)and; *' (p) and
4 s (Zbd, TA) and L,i [the mct com-

mon form, re~peting which pe what follows,]
(C, A,M b,) and .,; (i;) and ,
infn. m ';, (,A, ;() and (_ ;) He

became a . [i. e. a. old, or e , man;

&..]: (f,A, Mb,]V:) in .a.:, the Lj is
originally movent [with fet-b], and afterwards
made quiescent, for there is not in the language
a word of the meure u J [except #j~.,, as
is mid in the I inart. ~.]: as to the similar
words whose medial radical letter is , as 

0- J 0. ~ 
and , and &.~ ) and ~jIa, these are

oriinally L'3 [for b, of the measure
~J ,] and the like, and are contracted; for

were it not so, they would be b,ii. and the
like. (, L.)

. 2 : 0 me the preceding paragraph. ,
(, ], inf n. , (TA,) He caled hi, by

th ape/lation, of , to pay him honow, or
repect. (8,, ,TA.) - And 4 . l p He at-
triued or impted to hin, or charged him with,
a vice, or fatdlt; blamed, or reproached, Aim;
(V, TA ;) ca"t a bad, an ei, a foul, or an e-
c/eiy bad or eil or Jid, ispitaton tpon him.
(TA.) And I[and sow acord. to an

explanation of ~, . . ast on the authority
of AZ, in the TA, but this may be a mistranscrip-
tion for H#I, ; He eposed hi vies,
faults, or evil action; disgraced him; or pt
Aim to same. (V, TA.)

5. .: see 1..- [It signifiesalso] IHefeig~ed,
or mae a so f, o ld age. (KL.)

~.; (~,A, Mgh,L, M,b,,&c ) and,* S ,
(I,) but the latter is a strange word, mentioned
by some of the expositors of the Fa, as expressing
more than the former word, (MF,) [An old, or
ed~rly, man; an elder, as meaning a man whose
age giem him a claim to revernce. or respect; a
wsior;] one advanced in age, (Mgh,) uch as isJ

beyond Aim wAo is termed ,., (14gh, M!b,)
whmi u Ais h who c.., [i. e. youthf,la~ ,

or prime of manhood,] is ede: (Mgh:) one in
hom age has become apparnt, (L, R,) and

Aoari.em: (L :) or a man from the age of Jifty,
or fift~e, to the end of his life, or to the age of

ighty: (L, :) also expl. as meaning a man
advanced in age but havng stregth, or rigor,
to fight: and an old and mmh, or p decrepit,

man, who i of no serie: (Mgh:) [in the present
day, is i used in the scrnes above mentioned;
and i also especially applied, as an appellation of
honour, to a doctor of religion and law; a Aiad,
or ~cJ of a relou co.fraternity; a chief of a
tribe or tke Me, and of a fillage; and to a re-
puted saint:] fern. . , (, A, M,b, ]g,) an
old, or aged, woman; syn. .: (A:) [and
applied in the present day particularly to a learned
woman; an instrctre~; and the libe:] the pl. [of
pauc.] of ;. is ',: (?, A, Mgh, Myb, 1) and

L*: (Kr, ISd, A, Mgh, Mpb, 1) and [of mult.]

5e.: (?, A, Mgh, Mpb, 1) and Qi (1, with
kear, to agree with the LS, TA) and ~i ' (t,

A, M,b, O) and Mig (f, Mgh, I) and '~
(A [there said to be like 1;,]) and * '4, (I,
and so in one of my copies of the ?,) or this last
is a quasi-pL n., (Mgh, Meb,) and [so are]

a'8' '1 and V Li and t '4 (TA) and
li ; (eg, and so in one of my copies of the

8,) andi ' , (8, g,) the last like j.i.
and s1¥L. and i;UT and lij$z and ,itj.~
which are said to be the only other instances of
this form, (TA,) [but to these should be added

uljr . and AS92 and AL1 and perhaps

some other instances,] andt iWt., (Ig,) and
another pl. is ? &L, (S, A, ],) or this last is

pl. of '£4', (Mgh, MCb,) and is disallowed by
IDrd and Jz (TA) [though very commonly used
in the present day, especially as applied to doctors

of religion and law]; and the pi. of L.;i is
~ft~, alike t.. pl. of ,,,: (Z, TA:) the

dim. of 5e; is t: . (Q, A, ] g) and t' ,
($, ,) with ber to the %A: (W ) i n, i no t
allowable, (g, A,) or is rare. (1_.) [- l,
The tmo 8eby/h, is a title peculiarly applied to
the,irt two Jhaleefes, Aboo-lber and 'Omar.]
- also signifies t A roman's husband, (],)
though young: and in like manner, a man's wife,
whether old or young, is called his jj. (Az,
TA in art. .. ) _ [And : An an~tor. Ac-
cord. to a copy of the A that seems to have been
used by the author of the TA, one says, ,. tp

A.;j1 ld.U. and ? ; ; 0"*, which is tropical,

meaning -l-T l;: but the right reading is evi-

dently t - a a, and., l; and the meaning,
I lie inhraited,from his ancestors, generosity.] 

A'I p, means r Ibers: because he was created
of fire, or because his ultimate place will be the
fire of Hell (gar p. 130.)._ And 1l t T7'e

mountainoat that is advanced in age, or fili-
grown (TA.)- And t 7The ilk-sin. (TA.)

~__ '1 o i i. q. Mel, (1I,) i.e. t The
ven [orfive] planets; (TI;) or the gjt1;; [also

applied by some to the five planets, Mercury,
Venu, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn]; accord. to
IAr, .lgql &tIi , (TA in this art.,) or tC

._.Jdl as is related by Th, (TA in art. ,)
means the stars that do not make thetir [tem-
porary] abode in tAhe Masian of the Moon, rhAich

[latter] are calld .J;l..: ISd says, I think
that he means, by the A., the fixed stars: Th

says that they are called only .t .. t; i. e

the J.l thereof, around which the [other] stars
revolve, and pursue their courses. (TA. [See

also , lst sentence.])-p signifies also

A certain tree; (AZ, [, TA;) abso caibd 3;,

i:, th.hfruit of vAhich is a . . v.] li
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that of the 4, which is the barard sar.on

(Pul l ); it grow in th meado, and
the ;0j [or places Are , rater mN to, or in,
or into, madow, &w.]. (AZ, TA.)

*i42 fem. of p, q.v. (8, A, M b, M .)

,and 4 and 5 : dirs. of S

q. v.

and &i&c.; and the pl. W: see
fe, in seven places.

L ;;6, aor. ., (M, Y,b, ],) inf. n.,
(.,) He plaered it (a wall) witlh a.Z, (., ],)
i.e. gyp~ , or tAe ih: (I:) he built it (a
structure) with ,SZ, meaning gy3~n. (M?b.)

See albo S. _U 2e t 1r;e t Thty d hd
and exalted the rlig: from ;, in the first of
the enses expL above: (garp. 5:) [or rather

from this verb as syn. with a and ;1:;.]-
ece albo 4..-As in£ n. of .l in the phrase

J)t. ~i, aor. as above, (T],) '; signifies
t The calling camels, (Ibn-'AbbAd, O, ], TA,)
as also V t6,, (Ibn-'Abbad, O,) raitag the voice
in doing o. (TA.) - Albo, (I,) as inf. n. of
the same verb, (TIg,) t The rubbing perfume with

the skin; S] ;) as also * ; in some copies of
the ~, * P.:3: (TA:) [the former of these two
seems to be the right; and the meaning seems to
be, the rubbing the shin with perfume; for,]

accord. to AA, one says oi i.* t? v,,
meaning Rub tAy ski,n itA this pm . (O.)
_j-l, (maid of a man, TA,) aor. a above, (],)

inf. n. ., (TA,) also signifies He perished, or
died. (]4.)

2. W: , (A, L, Myb, TA,) inf. n. ,~I3, (L,
M9 b, TA,) He raised it Aih; (A, Mb, TA;)
namely, a palace, (A,) or a building; (Mqb,
TA;) as also V WtM, (A, L, TA,) and V 'l :
(A: [this last is app. included with the two other
verbs, in the A, as having this meaning, which is
confirmed, as pertaining to it, by an explanation
of its pas. part. n., ,.%;, q. v.:]) or .z, [im-
plies a repetition of the act of building: (see
;e: ) or] signifies Ae built it.~fmly, or rmongiy,
and raised it AigA. (L.) - See also 1.

4. .,l :- see a. _ Hence, (L,) i;'wL signifies
S The rairing tAe voice in saying a thing (Lth, S,
L, ]) [of any kind, or] such u one's companion
dislikes; like .i;. (Lth, L.) See also L You

say, ;3; j and 4r I He raisd his voice.
(A.) And , 2t:1 f He proclaimed it, or cried
it, raising Ai ~oice; namely, a stray, or any other
thing: (A, L:) the made it hno ; (AA, 9, A,
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] ;*) namely, a stray. ($, ](.) And o,-j .l.,
I He raised his good fame, by praising him;
raised a good report of him: ($, A, L:) and he
raised his ill fame, by dispraising him; raised an
evil report of him: and A.ll and t ojL he raised
his notoriety or fame. (L.) And vL ,wl i lie
publisited againt him something disliked, dis-
approved, or odious: one says, 1. ^cl .l!
anld [lie published against him something

had, evil, abominable, or foul]. (A.) - And
as~,l also signifies t The act of datroying: (g,

TA:) from the same word as syn. with ,3.
(TA.)

0: see 1, in two places.

c#,
.. , a Pers. word, [or rather of Pers. origin,

from 1j,] Posmed; or mad, or insane: or
intoxicated. (TA.)

Anything with which a wall is plastered,
(., A, K,) consisting of gypsum and the like;
(A, ] ;) J says, of gypum or vI; but this last
word is a mistake, [probably originated by an
carly transcriber of the .,] for bJo, i. e. mud, or
clay: ( :) or [peculiarly] gypsum. (Mob.)_
Az says that some of the Arabs sometimes call
thus A C>_. [i. e. fortress, fort, or fortiJied
;ulacc]. (TA.)

JA Plastered writh g*!; and so, as some say,

~i ,: (T:) or built with gypsum: (Mb :) or
mnade withs j, (., A, ][,) i. e. ggpsum; and so,

some say, V ; : (A:) or the latter signifies
raied high, or made lofty; (A'Obeyd, ., A, Kg ;)
and so the former, applied to a palace, (A,) or
building: (TA:) the former has this meaning in
the .Kur xxii. 44: (Jel:) J says in the 8, Ks
says, 3. * is applied to a sing., from the saying

in the K(ur, [ubi supra,] .; and t 

to a pl., from the saying in the same, [iv. 80,]

;.j. ., ~ ~: but this is a mistake: what Ks

says is that , with ; and teshdeed, is a pl.
[i. c. a lexicological, not a grammatical, pl.] of

,:: (IB,V:O) or the saying of Ks [if as quoted
in the .] may be expl. accord. to the opinion of
those who hold that ,i! and %% both signify
plastered with ,tZ, on the supposition that the

Arabs did not use [e; as applied to a pl., but
only to a sing.: (Az, L:) [for] Fr says that the
pass. part. n. of the unaugmented verb only is
used when applied to a sing. and not denoting
repetition, or muchness; but either this or the

pass. part. n. of the verb of the measure may
be used when applied to a sing. and denoting
repetition, or muchlness, and when applied to a
pl.: thus you say t A.Z. [" a slaughtered

ramin"]; but not 5jk; but you may say y
5a, .
m.., [as meaning "a garment in which holes

have been repeatedly madc," or "in whlich many
holes have been made," or "much pierced with
holes," a well as , . S meaning "a gar-
ment in which a hole has been made," or "in

which holes have been made,"] and I S' .jA
[" slaughtered rams "]: and hence you may say

)tk y aj; ibecause ,.5.i denotes building, and
the act of building is repeated, and a building
becomes high by degrees. (L.)

.%L: see the next preceding paragraph, in
four places.

6. tW3 : see 8 in art.j .

J.e: n. un. with;: pl. of the latter z.!1tZ: and

dim. ; and ;S.i: see .

. see art. t.

? and t tS A hind of black wood, of which

bomnls (tL) are made: (S, g :) or the latter is
a certain blach wood of which combs and bowls
(, i.) are made: (Mgh:) or ebony: or ,PZC
[a certain wood of vwhich bows or arron~ are
made]: (AA, g:) or walnut-wood: (L, Ed-
Deenawarce [AHn], Mgh, 1 :) A. says of the
L , by the name of which the Arabs call
bowls (jV. and tLaj) and the heaves of pul

leys, that it is walnut-wood, but it becomes black-
ened by grease, and therefore is thus called, and
it is notj,: so says A.Hn: and he adds, the case
is as he has described it; for the j&Z does not
become thick so as that bowls may be carved
from it:.($gh, TA:) of this latter, only combs and
the like are made; and it is black: it is also said,
in the T, that bonls made from the walnut-twe
are called S · (TA.)

: see the preceding paragraph.

LA

4. 'l _WD, The palm-tree produced dates
such asaare termed '9. (O, g.)

J, andt ' Ve; A sort of dates which do not
organize and compact tones; (Fr, 0, 9;) or, if
they do so, they do not become hard; and vhen
they dry, they become such as are termed * ~,

not sweet: (0, 1 :) dial. vars. of .Ae and :LO:.
( :) accord. to AIn, (TA,) of Persian origin.
(O, TA.)

2e. ': see the next preceding paragraph.

2: see the next paragraph.

4. aIliJI .o~lt The palm-tree was not fecun.
dated by the floers, or pollen, of the male tree:
(A, g:) or its dates dried up: and it bore dates
such as are termed *.c: (Msb:) or it became

bad, and its dates became such as are termed
;,,; (TA;) as also t ;S. (Kr, TA.)

5. jIl u 3J The dates became such as are
terned ,, . (S-)

W% Dates of which the dones do not becomn
hard; as also t ; (S, A, ;) which is only
the case when the palm-tree has not been fecun-
dated by the flowers, or pollen, of the male tree:
(S:) and sometimes, having no stones: (Fr, TA:)
or bad dates: (A:) or the worst of dataes; (IF,
Msb, ] ;) as also * the latter word: (Mqb:) or
the wvorst of dates when full.gron but unripe:
(Lth, TA:) called in the dial. of Belharith Ibn-
Kaib, ,s; and by the people of El-Medeeneh,

J~: (El-Umawee, TA:) and said by some to
be a Persian word, arabicized: (TA:) n. un. with
;; (A, Msb, Ig.;) i. e., La' and s1L'e.i. (A,
Msb.)

L:at. : n. un. with e: see h ', in two places.

1. I1, (S, Msb, ,) aor. ', (Msb, ,)

inf. n. L and iL4Q () and L 1 ,(Lth, g,)
It (a thing, Mob, TA, or, as some say, particu-
larly, olive-oil, and rob, TA) burned, or became
burnt; (Msb, , TA;) as also t 1Z, (1,) said
of flesh-meat: (TA:) or both, said of flesh-meat,
signify its upper part became burnt by the cotact
of Jire: (Lth, TA:) the latter is also said of wool;
and the former likewise, of wool, and of hair:
(TA:) the former also signifies it waJ near to
becoming burnt: (TA:) and, said of clarified
butter, and of olive-oil, ($, ],) it became cooked
so much titat it burned; ($;) because, in that
case, it perishes; (O ;) [whlich implies that a sig-
nification hereafter to be mentioned is held to be
the primary one;] or became thick; or became
cooked so much that it almost per,ised. (K.)
You say also, jiO;I ': The cookin-pot
burned, and lad something stickinh in it: (S:)
or had something burnt sticking in the bottom of
it. (0, .g.) - gO, (S, .,) aor. as above, (S,)
also signifies He (a man) pershed, or died. (0,

.) [The art. in the S commences with this sig-
nification, which, as remarked above, seems to be
regarded by some as the primary one.] -. Also
lHe burned with anger. (TA in art. 1:.)-
And It was, or became, null, void, of no account,
or of no force. (Myb, TA.) - His (a man's)
blood, (S,) or it, (his blood,) (Mgh, Myb, ,)
went (S, Mgh, Msb, I)for nothing, unretaliated,
and uncompensated by a mulet; it was, or became,
of no account. (S, Mgh,' Msb.) - And It (any.
thing) went away; passed any. (TA.)_ -
j JI !t The slaughtered camel became dipnwued;

syn. -.:. ;. (S, K, TA;) the re remained not of
it any portion that was not divided and given:
(A., S:) and ~,j& J L l T'he J~ of the
sla?ughtered camel w7ent avay divided and distri-
buted, nothing thereof remaininfg. (A, TA.)-
itl also signifies I ie hlastened (S, ], TA) in an
affair. (K, TA.) ~ [;t, seems to be a dial. var.
of &h,, as siganifying Hle mixed it. - And
hence,] [,.I bl, I He mixed the bloods; as

thougth he shled, or poured forth, the blood of the
slayer upon that of the slain. (S, g, TA.) A
poet, (S,) namely, EI-Mutalemmis, (TA,) uses
the expression 6ICjl L1 i [If our bloods were
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~ied; ($, TA;) accord. to one relation; but
accord. to another, the verb is with ,. (TA.)

S: see the next paragraph, in five places.

4. ;1:t1, (Msb, 1g,) inf. n. Zi1i, (Msb,) He
burned it, or made it to burn; (Msb, 15 ;) namely,
a thing, (Msb,) as, for instance, olive-oil; (TA;)
as alsou t 1;, (I,) inC n. i-n . (TA.) t The
latter also signifies He burned its wool, namely,
that of a sheep, in order to cleanse it; and so

~i4: (?, TA:) and each of these, he (a cook)
set it onfire, namely the foot of a bull or cow, or
of a sheep or goat, and the head, so that what

au upon it, of hair, or wool, became burnt.
(TA.) You say also, jill sl lie made the

cooking-pot to burn, and to have something
sticking in it. ($.) And Jll , t 1la He made
the cooking-pot to boil; as also L~. (El-

Kilabee.) And _Jl * 1.; He cooked thoroughly
the lh-meat; as also .bib : (Ibn-'Abbad :) or
he smohed it, or made it smoky, and did not
thoroughly cook it; ( ;) and so the latter. (TA

in art. hw.) And & O 1; and

C: I SIjjJI.; The year of drought burned the

herbage; and the medicine, the wound. (A,

TA:) [See also P,q.] - Also, (1.,) inf. n. as
above, ($,) .le dedt~oyed him, or it. ($, J.) -

o, btl, (S, Mgh, Msb, 15,) and , ($, g,)
.ie (the Sultan, Mgh, Msb) maude his blood to go
for nothing, unretaliated, and uncompenated by
a medet; made it to be of no account: (Mgli,
Msh, K,* TA :) or the latter, (TA,) or both, (K,)
he laboured to destroy himn, or to kill him: (K,
TA:) or bothl, he exposed him to daughter: (S,

15:) or, accord. to IAmb, you say, "* t llt,
meaning he exposed him to destruction. (TA.)
You say also, J' 1 j; 1l ile shled the blood
of the camel that wtas to be slaughtered. (As, K..)

__..A1 .L1,Vt I lIe distributed the fJles, (K,
TA,) i. e. the flesh of a slaughtered camel: (TA:)
or jjil J1.L1 he dispe~ d the last remaining
portion of the dasaughtered camel, after all besid
had been distributed. (., TA.). Also t lie cut up,
or cut in pieces, the fle sh of the slaughtered camel
before the distribution. (ISh.)

6: see 1, first sentence.

10. I1*..l t He became inflamed by anger;

et against him: (g, TA :) or he became as
though he were inflamed in his anger; accord. to
AV, from i as applied to a she-camel: (S,
TA :) [or] he burned, and became inflamed, by
vehement anger. (TA.) - t He (a man, TA)
became brisk, or sharp; (,o TA;) he burned;

(TA;) .~l Xpa by reason of the thing, or affair.
(K, TA.) _ t It (a pigeon) flew briskly. (K,
TA.)_ - lie sought to be slain in war or
fight. (TA.) _ lie became at the point of
destruction. (TA.) - S lIe (a camel) became
fat: (S, TA:) [as though he desired, or demanded,
that he should be slaughtered, and that his flesh
should be distributed :] or faitness spread in him.
(TA.)

C1.i [i. e. j,li or Us.4, accord. to dif-

ferent authorities, as shown below, A devil; and
with the article Jl, the devil, Satan;] is, accord.
to some, from fl, (Mob, ], TA,) as signifying
"it was, or became, null, void, of no account;"
and the like: (Msb, TA:) or "he perished:"
(1I, TA:) or " he went away :" or "it burned,"
or " became burnt :" two reasons given for this
derivation are, that among the names of the devil
are ,j1ll and JI.Q : and another is this; that

several read, in the ]gur xxvi. 210, OttIJ ll

[instead of 'ex Iqll: but some say that it is from
LO., signifying "he became distant," or "re-

mote:" Sb gives both of these derivations:
respecting the former of which, it should be ob-
served that if from kLl as signifying " it burned,"
or " became burnt," it is proper; but if from the
same in any of the other senses mentioned above,
it is tropical: and if belonging to this art., it is

imperfectly decl., being of the measure OH:
(S in art. >Ja,, in which see it:) [but in the
1]ur-in it is always perfectly decl.: and SM says
that] it is perfectly dccl., unless used as a proper
name; in the latter case being imperfectly decl.
(TA.)

b: The mell of a piece of cotton burning, or
burnt. (S, g.) See also b1 .

iLt; and kJt, like tIS and jtb, [the latter being

forn;ed by transposition from the former, J1. and
tl being for ot and kSgl,] Flesh-meat [&c.]

burning, or being burnt. (TA.)

~ja Fl,eh-meat roasted, (V,) or made good,

and roasted, (TA,) for a company of men: ( :)
a subst., like ekj 3 . (IS, TA.) [In the CIg, for

se;l .A, we find X;Lb

L1; : S A she-camel that quickly becomes fat:
(As, S, A, g :) applied also to a he-camel: (TA:)
pl. ]t. g; (S, ;) in some of the copies of the

S, a1~.: and you say also * bl:Z j [app. a

mistake for j1o., which is fem., like )j, as well

as masc.]: AA says that JLt.4, [or m.1.,]
applied to camels, signifies assignedfor slaughter;
from L;, said of a person's bibod. (TA.)

L±~.t~ tA fat camel. (1g.) [See 10.]-
ILaughing eccadingly; (15;) laughiny rche-

mently, like one exerting himself in his laughing.
(ISh.)

1. :, aor. ",(S,0, Msb, K,) inf. n. s..

(O, Mob, 1) and ~a&a,4 (, 0, , ) and : (1)

and t!; and iLlO, (0, 1g, the last, in the CK,

ILs,) said of information, an announcement, a
piece of news, or a narrative, or story, (TA,)
or of a thing, (0, Mob,) It became spread, pub-
lished, divulged, rerealed, made known, or di/-
closed; (S, 0, 1, TA;) or it became apparent,

or manifest; (Msb, TA;) /wl w s [ among the

people]; so as to reach every one, becoming
equally khqwn by the people, not knonm by some

exclusively of others. (TA.) - [Hence, app.,]
ao, aor. as above, said of a thing, signifies also

tIt became scattered, or dispersed; like p.

(TA in art. .) You say, ,WlJI C O,4l t&,

(Mb,) or ,-I USl - ja P s , and
t , (TA,) t The milk, (Mob,) or the drop
of milk, (TA,) becamenu dirperscd in the water,

(M.b, TA,) and mixed: (Mqb:) and M V t ,

likewise signifies it became dispersed in it. (TA.)

And tJI L:, inf. n. ; and tl and eip 4

and y. and &, and 5 ., t .llhitmenst of the
hair, or hoariness, appeared, and became scat-

tered: and JI % t1 :, inf n. as abo c,

t Vhiteness of the hair, or hoariness, spread upon
him; as also * ; [or & -t;J, agreeably with

what has been said above]. (TA.) And E:

at... i UJ ,JI . tT/i crack spread, and be-

came dispersed, in the glass, or glass vedel. (Th,
TA.) And ,Jl t .;^.W t The camels became
scattered, or dispersed; or they scattered, or dis-
persed, tlemselves. (TA.) - As trans. by means
of j: see 4, in two places. 1 [It is also trans.

by itself.] .t.7.Jl M=. is like the saying ,~;
.,.JI1 [Safety, or peace, &rc., be, or light and
abide, on you]; (S, 0, 1 ;) but is only said by a
man to his companions when he desires to quit
them: (S, 0:) or it means [may safety, &c.,]
follow you: (0,1:) or, not it you: (.1:)
whence, (TA,) one says also ,JI .jl may
prosperity not quit thee; and in like manner
Lebeed says of praise (X_): (0, TA :) [and J

says that] otI, inf. n. il:, signifies he, or it,

follwed him: (8 :) or.a JLS.Ict:,L (Yoo, 0, K,)

aor. . !, inf. n. ';, (Yoo, 0,) means [may

wfety, &c.,] fill you: (Yoo, O, 1 :) [app. from
what next follows.] _ One says also Lt1I ,J,

(g1, TA,) aor. : l, inf. n. &*p, (TA,) I filled

th/e essel (K, TA.)

2. ei see 1. = said of a pastor, lIe

blcw in the reed-pipe [callcd Et, by m,eamns ,

which the camels are called togeter]. (Lth, 1i,
TA.) - , ;l Z : He (a pastor) called to the

camels, whereupon they followed one another;
(Msb;) in [some of] the copies of the K15, i.q.

t, .1, [in the C. tl,i,] but correctly qt t 1:1,

(TA,) which means he called to the camlcs, (Z in
another part of the art., and TA,) wrhen some tf'
them remained, or lagged, behind: (TA:) and [in

like manner] tL I t2,, (5, 1,) inf. n. ia,sl

and h, e (S,) he (a pastor, S) shouted and called

to his came&, (S, 1,) wlun some of them rema ined,

or lagged, behind: ( :) or '.l 5 he (a pastor)

called out among his camels, whereupon they went
along, following one anothwr: (Mgh:) and.p

;ill he urged on the sheep, or goats, (K,* TA,)
because of their lagging behind, (TA,) in order
that they mightfollow the others. (1g, TA.) [The
last two phrases are app. from the second of the cx-
planations here following.] - S4. , inf. n. ~j,
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also signifies He sent, or sent on, him, or it. (TA.)
- Anl lle made him, or it, tofollow. (TA.) -
(And lie made it to befoUllo~d hy another thing.]
One says, Jl, 'b . '~ 6l; [or rather
a.] t I ;ad. [th; t'ating of] Bamaddn to be
jollowed by [the fasting of] six [days] of Show-

wdl; expl. by kl -; .a. well-known phrase, of
frequent occurrence, but one which I have not
found in any of the lexicons, except in explana-
tions; the approved phrase used in its stead being

I4t *AA-I, lit. meaning" I made them to follow
it;',tliis being virtually the same as" I made itto be
followed by them"]: (Mlb:) [and in like manner,

the elliptical phrase] i1 e5,, (Xk,) or 

,1;,, (O, TA,) means IIe fisted after Rama-
ddn, or the month of Ranmaddn, Ji: days; (0,

., TA ;)i. c. ~ -.. (TA.) _a e ';
(I.th,* ;, O, M.b, .k') I nent forth with him
(Lth, O, Msh, IK) on the occasion of his departure,
(O, Mbh,) namcly, a guest, (Ms.b,) in order to bid
him farewell, and to conlduct him to his place of
ali'hting, [app. meaning, to his first place of
aliqhting,] (Lth, 0, g,) or to show honour, or
onrtesay, to him; and I bade him farewell:

(M3b :) or hid l signifies he followed the
nuest [app. on the occasion of his departure, in

o,rtler to bid hint farewell, &e.]: (Mgh:) or
.. , ^; i he went forth with him on the

occasion of his departure, desiring to cheer him
by his company to wome place: and t 1U signi-
lies the same. (TA.) _ [-. sometimes signifies
lle follo~ed him, not coming up with him, but

aln,ys going behind him]. See ':1a, , voee ' -.

- [And lie followaed, or imitated, him; con-
J;,rmed, atred, or complied, with him; like
iagL]. See 3, in three places. UiJ & He 1
encouraged such a one, and emboldened him, (0,
1i, TA,) and strenthened him. (TA.) One says,
J.J ;a -a... o$ : Such a one strengthens

him to do that. (TA.) And i ." C, t le

strengthened tlhis with this. (TA.) ,_A1 C6

i lie threm, or put,firemood upon tle fire to make
it blaze or flaes, burn up, or burn brightly or

fiercely. (ISk, T, JC, TA.) _ And /Jt! um
t lle burned him, or it, with fire. (W, 8, TA.)
Of anything that has been burned, one says, i'.
(TA.)

3. iaLi primarily signifies The folloowin
another, or conforming with him, in, or as to, an
nafir. andn an nnininn . a. altn Lt.. rnn inf n nf

affair]. (TA.) And jLI L LI* Ls;,L GW

My leg does not conform with [my wish] nor aid
me to walk, nor does my shank. (TA.) And
iu "L ;' ; .U His s conformed [or
complied] with him, [i. e. with his wih,] and

encouraged him, to do that; as also t -"Z (L,
TA.) - Also (0, 1) le befriended him, or mwa
friend(y to him; syn. ;)l., (8, 0, ,) from

Jjl. (..)-_ .. d'A:: see 2, in the
latter part of the paragraph. _- . : see 2,
near the beginning. [Hence, app.,] one says

also, 54-'l lij% AJ5 t . l4 The guida
called to them [and they saw the right direction].
(TA.) -_I occurs in a trad., as some relate

it, and is expl. as there meaning , ;Uip.il
~l.qJI: but AA says that it is a mistranscription

for .JI, with h. and ,.; or that it may be from

1 , signifying "a wife." (IAth, TA.)

4. JI 1W, (.8, 0,) or s 1.J1, (Msb, I,) or

rather .Jt, as in the L; (TA;) and 4 tC:W; (0,'

a; ) also ~ * tt, first pors. - ; (Mb,
H;) He spread, publiahed, divuled, revaled,

made known, or discloed, (., O, :,) and (.)
made apparent or manifest, (Msb, J,) the in-
formation, announce , neo, narrative, or
story, (S, O,) or ti thing/, (Msb, ]C,) or the
secret. (L, TA.) And ,'l SJ % Ht made

the mention, or fame, of the thing to fly [abroad,

or to sprd]. (TA.) _--E 1 :I .ji " 

t I dispersed, or distributed, the property among
the pople, or party; and /.J 5 ,,il tae
[contenu of] the cookina-pot among the tribe.
(A'Obeyd, TA.) [See also its pass. part. n.] _

1, .s ; WU t She (a camel) ejected her urine,
($, ~,) scattering it, (i,) and stopped it; ($,
]; expl. in the ] in two places;) but this is only
when the stallion has leaped her, and is only said
in relation to camels; and Va t 1 1 sig-
nifies the same: and in like manner Sl is said

of a he-camel. (TA.) --. '.1 ,i .t,, ($,
O,) or ..-. J., (i,) or both, (TA,) as also

.i.to atI > L~, (,) AMay God make safety,
or peace, &c., [to lUght and abide upon you, or]
to accompany and follow you. (S, O, g. [See
also 1, latter half.]) - J. l.l: see 2._

[:.,c;I is also expl. in the TA as meaning ,.q.j.:
but I smspect a mistranscription or an omission in
this case.]

ajU, like the former;] and so too signifies 5: see 1, in two places._ t;3 said of a man,

v ?3j [if not a mistranscription for V S, (S, O,) lIe asserted himelf to hold the tenets f
which I rather think it to be, agreeably with what the 1a [q. v.]: (6, O, ], KL, TA:) or he
follows]: and the agreeing, or complying, h ecam ' : a verb similar to j and
him, or obeying him. (TA.) You say, . -- d to 

r. r, (Lth, O, Meb, 8,) inf. n. n. (Mb): (A.)rd.t 
in the KL as meaning lie left a portion of a

[and H1e], He follonxd him, or conformed with thing undistributed: but this explanation is not

him, [cc.,] in, or as to, an affair: (Lth, O, in my copy of that rork.] - I !) 5:3 ie
AIgb :) or he did so, and strentthened him; and strove, or laboured, or he distressed himself or he

likewise 5 l in, or as to, an opinion; as courted death, (iJ,,) in his love of the thing.

abeo & * , referring to an opinion [and an (TA.) I 43 Anger ezited him to
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lightness, levity, or unsteadiness; or'flrrid, or
disqu/id, him. (TA.) _- See also 3, first een-
tence.

6. hli ;.aW: ee 1.-- yIyW is from

£",, (, o0,) and signifies Thy became 

[i. e. separate partie, &c., pl. of 2:, q. v.].
(TA.)_ And They wnt, or wment along, to~ er.
(KL.) - [See also the part. n., voce .]

8. yJh' ,;:.: l, said of a she-camel: see 4.

- [See also the part. n., voce .]

S, originally 't£: see the latter word. -

Also The urine of the she-camel, that bcome
scattered mhen the stallion leaps her. (A4, O,
].) And, (As, O, [accord. to the 1C "or,"] The
urine of th hA-cameld rohn he is excited by lJust.
(As, O, -.)

A space [of time]. ($, O, ~.) One says,
333 S .. 0 -, -

- · ji 1 ;JJ Atll ($, O) i.e. Such a onM
remained, or stayed, a month or the space tAhr-
of: or nearly th space thereof. (TA.) - One

,.. .8 as -, -
says also, aez 1 1.b &PI I wil come to thee
to-morrow or afjer it: ($, O, ] :) or to-morrow
or the tday afj%r it. (L, TA.) _ And "i. &S 1& 
This is he that w born next after thi; like
do : (S, O, k], all in art. ez :) or this is the

lie of this;. (A'Obeyd, O and g in the present
art.)_ - : signifies also A folUower: and a

fried, or a amnrade, or an asritant. (KL.) -
And A lion's wAhelp: (Lth, IDrd, $, O, ]:) or
rwhen h has attained to taking prey; so in the
L: and some say the lion [himself]. (TA.)_
See also *t1.

,L ~ Ono who follorws after womn, and

miza, associates, or conerse, with them. (,-
TA.)

;.6 A wife: beeause sic follows, or conforms
with, [the wishes of] her husband. (Sh, 0, j,
TA.) - See ablso .

a'tZ A certain tree, (0, g,) below the statur
of a man, having knotted, or jointed, rods, and
tnmall, dark-red blosm~, smaller than the jas-
mine: (0:) the bee feed upon it; (O, ] ;) and
men eat its tender extremitieu, being rend~ d

healthy, or sound, thereby; (s - ;) and
it has a lot quality in the mouth; and is nt in
odour: (O:) clothes become seet-sceted by ad-
hering to it, (O, ],- TA,) i. e. to its blo,
agreeably with what is said in the "Book of
Plants," not to the tree, to which the pronoun
refers in the O and ]; (TA;) and its ho~y is
ciar, (O, 4,) very clfar, andis wll knons: it
is a pasture; and ,romrs in the plain, and near
to sed-mroduc~ . (0.)

a,, A separate, or distinct, party, or sect,
(0, ]g, TA,) of men: this is the.primary signifi-
cation: so called from their agreeing together,
and following one another: or, accord. to some,
the U is originally j, and it is from is l,,
which means "he collected his people or party :"
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(TA:) the followers and assistants (, O, Mb,
V) of a man: (f, O, ] :) any people that hae

mbin d in, or for, an affair: (M9b, TA:) ac-
cord. to As, persons whofolo, or conform with,
one another, [t~hoyh] not all of them agri
togeAtr: (TA:) and any assistant and partiuan
of a man: (0, TA:) [for] the word is applied to
one and to two and to a pL number and to the
male and to thefnale, (IS, TA,) without varia-

tion: (TA :) the pl. is and l,1, (;,* 0,

Myb, ],) the latter a pi. pl.; (Mb ;) and the
former is applied to any peope, or party, whos~
4ffair, or cae, is one, whofollow one another's
opirion. (g.) The saying, in the l]ur [xxxiv.

last verse], J, 1t jJ means As
was done with the likes of them, of the same per-
suasion as they, of th peoplu that ha go~
bmfore: ($,* TA :) and similar to this is the saying
in the Pur liv. 51. (TA.) - Afterwards, i1JI
became a name of A particular party [or sectj;
(Meb, X1;) being predominantly applied to all
who took as their friends, or lords, 'Alee and the
people of hi house: (I:) tAhoe who foro~ed
'Alee, saying that he was the [riglhtfJ Imdm
aIcer the Apostl of God, and believing that the
o_ice of Iminm hould not depart from him and
hi descendants: (KT:) they are an innumerable
people, who are innorators; the ectravagant
zealots among them are the Imdmeeyeh, who
revoi the Two S ekjJau [Aboo-Ber and 'Omar];
and the most extravagant of them call the Two

heykks dibelieers: e of the rie to the

pitch of [that misbeief which is termed] aJ3iU
[q. v.]. (TA.) [It is also applied to A ingler
person of thij party, or sert; agreeably with what
ha been said above; and such a person is likewise

called t ,; : see 5.]

La.: see thb next preceding sentence.

[l;r;S and 4a'A The sray of doctrine and
practice, or the slstem of tenets, of tA ect called

iti: see the next paragraph.

t The reed-pipe of the pastor; (IA*r, O,

;) the instrument with which the pastor blows;
so named beeause he calls together the camels
with it: (A, TA :) or the sound of the pastor's
recd-pip. (p,O,i.), And Callers, or sum-

moners; syn. I;ti, (0, ,) pl. of I;: (. :) in
the Teknileh, s..b [a call, or caUing, &c.]. (TA.)

I Also, (?, 0, (,) and t t ;, (0, I,) but the
former is the more chaste, (O, [and the same is
implied in the g,]) Slender firewood, with
which a fire is made to blaze or ftaIme, burn up,
or br brightly orfiercely: (S, O, 1], TA:) and
t . signifies [the same, i. e.] slenderfiretood

(Ajn, O, OC) that is quickly kindled by a meak
fire, mo that it prenails over the tAhick, or larc,
firewood. (An, O.)

e.:: see next preceding sentence.

A sharer, or partner: (TA:) pL AtW.
(O, , TA.) One says, i .lre _ [They are
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sharers, or partners, in it, i. e. a house (,() or
land;] i.e. every one of them is a ; to his

follor [orfe/mow]. (O, .) And A _.l _*

l; "., (0,]V,) or *1; (0;) and t*A.L,
(0, TA,) in the copies of the g, erroneously,
~ k- i; (TA;) Tlley two are sharirs, or part-
ners, in a house, (0, ,) or land. (O.) _ And

w;d as tei The hou e is undivided [i. e.
shared) among the; syn. t . (O, Y, [See

also -.])

i Information, an announcement, a piece

of news, a narrative, or a story, spreading; or
becoming prad, published, divuged, revealed,
made known, disclosed, apparent, or manfest;

-Wl UI [among the peol]; so as to reach
every one, becoming cually knorwn by the peop,
not knmron by som exclusivly of othcrs: (TA:)
and V Atlt [is app. a pl. thereof, like as tL is of

.li, signifying, or so ;;"i. ] news, or

tidings, &c., spreading, or becoming spread.
(IAr, O, g.)_- [t A thing scattered, or dis-
per~d, or in a state of dispersion: fem. with;:
pL of the latter 1;S; which may also be pl. of
the former applied to a rational being, likc

.;, pl. of ,g.] One says, 'i u ~1 4.
t The horsmm came scattered, or dispersed, or
in a state of dis in; as also ,s4, formed
by transposition. (TA. [But the latter is also
mentioned as belonging to art. S.]) .-Also A
lot, lshare, or portion, ( 0.., S, O, Msb, 1K, and
w.s, TA,) tndi~ided; and so V 5., (?, 0, f,
TA,) like as one says %. t ;t and .; (%.
O;) and t iLt; (9, K;) [i.e. shared in conmmon;
as though] sprad; (TA;) so called because
mied, not being parated: (M.sb:) [and it
seems, from the usage of a phrase in art. s. of
the , (tveJl ) .QQ41,) that t p as sing.
of Os, sgnifies an ~divid po7rtiom.]_ -Also

Anything that is a suppement to a thing: or an
addition, or angment, thereto. (TA.)

; and its fem., with;: sec and :.

Filed; (0, ];) applied to a vesseL (J.)
- [Hence,] t Very rancorous, malevolent, ma-
liciouJ, or spiteful; filed with baseness, meanness,
or wordidnsa (1, TA. [In the C.(, erroneously
said to .be, in this sense, , like ; instead

of t a, like J .]) Hence also, '. tq.

t tie u [like a lizard of the kind called 4
that is] very rancorous, &c. (TA.) IApr says,
I heard Abu-l-Mckirim revile a man, saying,

a * 1, [perhaps correctly , but see
tia word, which is used as a syn. sequent to

.e.4,] meaning lIe is like a tlut is very
ranmorous, &c., and unprofiable; (0, TA;)

., here, being with fet-h to the-*; (0;) from

- ' I filled it." (0, TA.)
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other things: (IDrd, O, L, K1 :) so called because
it accompanies and follows her. (TA.)

1;'. One who will not kep, or conceal, a
scret; or one who is unable to conceal his in-
formation, nema, or tidings; [a babbler of secrets

e.;] syn. ; . . (S, o,.)

:.* 1 CourageoW: (, O, 1, TA :) as though
he were encouraged and emboldened and strength-
ened by another, or encouraged and emboldened
by the strength of his heart: (O, I :) or nwhos
heart is encouraged and emboldened by every
formidable affair in rwhich he has embarked. (A,
TA.) -And I Very quick or speedy or hasty.

(Ibn-'Abbad, Z, O, ]..) _i , in trad. re-
lating to sheep or goats to be slaughtered as
victims on the day of sacrifice, in which trad.
such are forbidden, (0, M;b, 1],) means the sheep
or goat (Mgh) that rpwires one to urge it on
after the [other] sheep or goats, (Mgh, O, Mob,
g,) becaue of its weaknme (Mgh, K) and lean-
nat, (Mgh,) or beaaus of its lack of srength to
foUow them: (0 :) or, as some relate it, the word
is t 'awe1, (Mgh, O, Myb, .,) meaning that
ceam s not to follow the [other] ,s or goats,

(.)' ' 'L hi9 o, O, i. e. '-, V,

0, g,) or that cea~ not to lag beAind the [other]
sheep or goats, (Mnb,) not coming up with the7n,
(Mgh, T, ) but always going behind them, (TA,)
because of its eanne~; (Mgh, Msb, Ig ;) from

irwit . [expl. above (see 2)]; (Mgh;) or as
though urging on the [other] shleep or guats.
(Mtb.)

: see what next precedes.

l. Overtaking, or coming up with another

or others; or one that orertahes, &c.: (S, K,
TA:) as in the saying of Lebeed,

* Jt o~,LD6b -"'-

[Like as he
last of thow
(TA.)

t 

o -:dL.

that overtakes collects together the
cattle that go behind the others].

see the dual of each, voce C?.

2. stjJl te [from %A:]: seel in art. Jy.

J The prickle. (sJJ ) that are at the back of

the c [or leoalcs portion, next above the
loest and thichest part, of tlw branch] (f tire
palm-tree: (0,K i:) so says AHlt: (0:) but
Lth savs that the word is [e.-, q. v.,] with the
unlpointed ,. (TA.)

3it, originally J '?: 
see art. IJ.

a; and ' ti:.

)~

i , . A a .

1.;ov] .t!%,,1l ,k. , (s,) inf. n. ~,
iLeZ A iA [or kind of banlete, of palm- (TA,) is like "i. (S.) [See 1 (last sentence

eaves,] id rhich a rvoman puts her cotton andi but one) in art. j,4,.]
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d. A mountain: (IAar,S:) or the highest
part of a mountain: (Skr, 0, :) or a part that
is even, (Lth, 0, V,) and small in breadth, in the
face of a mountain, resembling a wall, (i}

(Lth, 0,) that cannot be ascended:
, 0, .:*) or the most dicult place in a

mountain. (S, O, yi.) A poet says, cited as
using it in the last sense,

[An eage dneUing betwveen the most difficult
place in a mountain and the highest part thereof].

(, 0.l. See also a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited
voce t&., in art. ..j .._ A long, or tall,
nountain; (Ql j.;) (s;) thus accord. to

some in the verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (TA.) 
And accord. to some, it signifies in that verse
(TA) A narrow cleft in a mountain: or in the
head tie,ff: or a clk between two rocks. (J,
TA.) A sile; syn. ij. (Skr, 0, g.) One

says, h;jJ, l i j ;- It becae filled
fiom side to side. (TA.) _ The head [or glans]
of the penis. (IAIr,0, ].).-*The hair of a
horse's tail: n. un. with 5. (IA#r, 0, ]K.) A
slwries of jish. (IApr, 0, I.) - The aVattic
bird [or rather birds] called j) [pl. of Lby,
. v.]: (4:) n. un. with 5. (TA. [In the ],

a4Z is mentioned in another place as meaning a
certain aquatic bird: and in the 0 as meaning a
species of aquatic birlds.]) And accord. to Ibn-
'Abbhd, i. q. . A [A riting, or book, &c.].
(O.) See also art. 3j.

se art. jJ.

1. Je is a bad [or vulgar] dial. var. of 3j.:
one says, 4 %t!, [and now, more commonly,

"U, like °', meaning I raised it; and, as
now used, I ijied it; and hence, I removed it,
or took it away; and I carried it; and I loaded
it, namely, luggage upon a beast &c.;] aor.

,,t;, inf. n. J,A and J;., the latter [in
measure] like ,A~. (TA.)

ilJt The occulpation of t he JIe, i. e. porter,
or carrier of burdens. (TA.)

. and jie pls. of JtU. ( in art. JZ, in
wllich see the singular.)

jit:, from a. . [expl. above], A plorter, or
carr,.ier o.f burdens. (TA.)

J;la t jil t- i j A horse incongruous, un-
sound, faulty, or weak, in make: (AO, O and
TA in the present art.:) mentioned in the L in
art. J,,. (TA.)

I. .LjJI ~. ,us .li, (1,) [aor.-e,] inf. n.
, eS, (TA,) lie hid, or concealed, the thing in
the thing: (1§, TA:) and he inserted the thing in

A. - a~ -

the thing. (TA.) [Hence,] i.U, (g,) first

pers. /.Z, , (S,) aor. as above, (.1,) inf. n. ,,
(TA,) lie sdeathed his sword; (S, ;) and [in
like manner] &W .-1 [He put his arrows into
the quiver]: (TA:) and the former signifies also
lHe drew his sword: thus having two contr.
meanings: (S, I :) A'Obeyd doubted of the latter
meaning; and Sh knew it not; but the verb is
said to have this meaning in a verse of El-
Farezdal. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of Aboo-
Bekr that a complaint was made to him against
Khalid Ibn-El-Weleed, and he said, i;t .AI 

X 4;.JI ~Di;o s11 I i. e. I will not sheath a
nvord [owhich God has drawvn against the be-
lievers in a plurality of god]. (TA.) [Hence

also,] one says, ?* t l I.I (. , TA) i. e. [Ife

sheathed] thecJ; (TA;) meaning t he attained
his desire of the virgin. (C, TA.)- And_*U

tn t,oI HI e struck the mars with his
shank to make her run: (.K:) or hw inmpressed
(lit. inserted) his leg [or shank] in tlw bel/l. of the
mare, striking hwr [witht it]. (Aboo-M(lik; TA.)

a.1 - -, .
s, s:1 J . i;_ I directed m look to-

tards the indications, or symptoms, of thw thing,
waiting, or wvatching,for it. (S.) - And [hence,
or the reverse may be the case,] j.,1 , (p,
M.b, Jg,*) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Msb, TA,)
I looked at, (., ,*) or watched, or observed,
(Msb,) the lightning, (Myb, ],) or tie cloud
thereof, to se where it would rain, (S,) or to se
wlwre it would pour, or bring rail, (M.l),) or to
.ve whither it tended and vwhere it would rain:
(]g :) this is done only when it flickers and dis-
appears without delay: and [it is said, but, in my
opinion, fancifully, and with little reason, that]
the drawing and sheathing of a sword are likened
to lightning flickering and disappearing. (TA.)

[Hence the phrase, j'j c. t I looked
hoping for the benefitj of such a one: mentioned
by Freytag on the authority of Mcyd: and the
like is said in l,ar p. 819.] And I;.,, 1-lie
looked at tce clouds from afar: and [in like
manner,] jIl thefire. (TA.) It is said in a
prov.,

a. .s .#a *, - - , .%WI J3. t.LU 10

i. e. [Look not thou hoping for rain, .for] the
lambs have perished: addressed to him who
mourns for that which has past. (Meyd.) And
one says, Ii s[Su
a one is nealthy, and I do not look at him in
/lpe by reason of posr~ty]; meaning that he is
independent of him. (Z, TA.) - [Hence also,]

' C .A t Compute thou, or estimate, or
consider, (1g, TA,) and look, or see, (TA,) what
[relation, or di.fbrence,] iw between them two.
(1, TA. [In the CK, A is erroneously put for

A¢; and Z.VX, in the explanation, for o;v.])

A, also signifies It (a thing, TA) entered,
1r' ~. into a thing; (1K, TA;) quasi-pass. of
the same verb in the latter of the two senses expl.
in the first sentence of this art.; (TA;) and so
?t.t:, (S, KI, TA,) and o.:1,I, and ._l,I, and
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*.~_:, and t . (1, TA.)_ Also, (K,) nor.
as above, (TA,) inf. n.: and,s, He made a
valid charge, or assault, or attack, in mar, or
battle. (Kg.) Also, (Ki,) aor. as above, (TA,)
He (a man) had a black h" [app. meaning
spot, or mole, i. e. aL,] apparent in his kin.
(g.) And , inf. n. , [perlaps a mistran-

scription for .,] He ivas marked with a i1:
[or mole]: or, as some say, [the pass. part. n.]
.~.o [signifying " marked with a aLZ "] has
no verb: and AZ says that V , signifying the
havin. upon him a 1.,, has no known verb:
(TA:) or , is an inf. n. signifying the having
uyon him .,* [i. e. moles]. (IHam p. 3 6 1.)m
U;...,, (.,) aor. as above, (TA,) lIe soiled the
legs, or feet, of such a onue with duat, or earth:
(K,TA:) in [some of] the copies of the K,

.4_ t/ ~t .]'e; but correctly, [as in the C]

and in my MS copy of the ,] ,; and accord.
to the M, from ,a.tJI, [meaning that the verb is

derived from this word,] i. e. 1.;AJ1. (TA.)

2: see 1, in the latter half. £- L

;or . I, lie sized his head, or his garment,
fighting him. (g.)

4: see 1, in the latter half.

6: see 1, in the latter half. _.._,.; ~ The
kindling of fire entered it; namely, a wood; as
nsed in a verse of Sa'idelh: or, as some relate it,

W;_i [q. v.]. (S, TA.) And ; l p.;JI,_e3
Twe fire cntered, and mixed with, the reeds, or
cane*. (TA.) -_And H °;; X hoar
came upon him, (.K, TA,) and became intermixed
upon him: or, accord. to IAor, became abundant
upom him, and slinead; (TA;) as also s..

(IAar, M and TA in art. .,d.)i *t. eJ He
resendlled hid father in ae. i. c. nature, or
natural disposition. (IA.nr, 1, TA.)

7. .sWI: see 1, in the lattcr half. - Also He
(a man) became one lw w nw looked at. (S, 1.)

8: see 1, in the latter half.

.;l: see 4t,, in three places. = The country

of._,l:I [i. e. Syria] Is been mentioned in art.

.-U [as originally., :.].

A certain species of ph. (S, g.') ~ Alo

pl. of,.j [q. v.]. (S, TA.) And pl., in one
sense, of;. [q. v.]. (g.)

see 1, near the end. =Also Any land,
or ground, in ivhich one has not yet dug, re-
maining in its [ori!inal] hard state, (Aboo-
Sa'eed, K, TA,) so that the digging therein is
more di.icult [than etlsewhere] to tiw digger.
(Aboo-Sa'eed, TA.)

LOU A mole, syn. J ., (S, Mqb, TA,) upon
the person; (Msb;) [i. e.] a nimpl)e inclining
to blackness, upon the person; (Mgh;) or a
[natural] mark dffering from the colour of the
person upon which it is: (g,* TA:) its medial
radical letter is originally j: (S, TA:) and it is
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also with ., i.e. aLL,: (IAth, TA:) pl. Vt.l,
(., Mqb, ],) [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,] and
[the pl. properly so termed is] ;l. (Msb, 1.)

h,iLJI 2 h.Ib, 1 ytA w [So that ye may
be as though ye mere a mole amid the people],
occurring in a trad., means [that ye may] be in the
goodliest garb or guise, appearing like the 1.A,
at which one looks exclusively of the rest of the

person. (lAth, TA.) And one says, f I'1 1l

*l . ., meaning t T7wy became scattered [in
the countries] like the ."L [or mola] upon the
person. (TA.) -Also A black mark upon the
~ron, [an explanation which seems to apply, like

the former in the 1], to a mole, though given as
differing therefrom,] and upon the ground: pl.

[or coll. gen. n.] tl:,. (V.)_ It is also [A
mark, or pot,] upon a mare, upon a place that is

disapproved, and sometimes upon herjl; [which

means what are termedfeather, pl. of til, q. v.].
(ISh, TA.) - And A spot (I) [uplon theface]
of the moon. (l.) - And t A black si-camel:

'-I-
(IAgr, 8, 1g, TA:) accord. to Nilaweyb, U',
with .; but ISd says, I lkow not the reason of this,

unless it be extr., like.#i.Jl and.;IWl. (TA.)

One says, ljLJ 'Lj L, ii b, meaning, I lie has
not a black she-camel nor a white oe. (Q, V,
TA.)

Nature; natural, natirve, or innate di
position, tetnler, or other quality or proplerty;
(i, Msb, 1] ;) as also i°.*, (I,) whichl is an extr.

dial. var.: (TA:) pl!... (Mqb.)- Also Dust,
or earth, dlviy fi'mn tlhe ground; (As, S, V;) and
so t,. (8, as on the authority of As; but only
in one of my two copies of the S.)

;e &Stft, or plain, land; (AA, g, TA;) of
whiich the earth is soft, or uncompaet. (TA.) -
See also the paragraph here following, in two
places.

.;Z Dut, or earth, (K, TA,) in a general
sense; (TA;) as also ':,: (i :) see also .:

[or,] acoord. to Kb, a hollow dug in the ground:
or, as some say, land of which the earth is soft,
or uncomipact. (, TA.) - And A [covert such
as is termed] w,: so called because of the wild

animal's entering (X;_.lA 3' ? i.e. J,..) into
it. (Ag, f, TA.) _ Also The rat, or mous; syn.
*L
ju: (IA;r, V, TA:) but written by Aboo-'Amr

Ez-Z6bid t 1A,, and said by him to be the &-
[generally meaning a larefjld-rat]: (TA:) pl.

t. (li.)
0 .. ***

* ) A peopl, or party, in a state of
security: oocurring in a trad.: and it is said that
~ is an Abysinian word: but, as some relate

the trad., it is n e. [q. v., voce .; of which it
is said to be pl.]. (TA.)

.. _l A man (., Mgb) havuig a k14 [or mok]
upon his person; (AZ, S, Mgh, Mfb, ] ;*) and

t (S, ) and t;, (V) and ; , (S, I)
signify the same [or rather marked with a mole]:

(,* V:) or ,& signifies haring upon him Ali
[or mols]: (Ham p. 361:) fem. AiLt: (TA:)

and pl..?.. (?, TA.) - And A beast, (Lth, AO,

TA,) and anything, (Lth, TA,) having upon him,

or it, a [mark such as is termed] iLt:, (Lth, AO,
TA,) or [marks much as are termed] Al. (AO,

TA.) -And tI e t Such as are black, of

camels: sing., mase. and fem., as above: (TA:)
occurring in this sense in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-
eyb, as related by AA: but as hebard by As, in

this verse, ityl*', and thought by him to be a pl.
0· ·.0

[originally .] of eMl. (S.) See also .lff (in

art..A:), last sentence.

.:.s: see the next preceding paragraph. -
And seew;. , in art.4..

: sce,e : - and see also the paragraph
here next following.

IeLE The ,.~. ; (S, TA ;) i. e. (TA) theplace
of, (g, TA,) or [membrane that enclose, orforms
the] coring of, (Msb,) the foetus (M9 b, IS, TA)
of a human beiuJ: (Msb: [see ;,,:]) originally

*.*.: (8, Mqb:) pl.- (;, K) and [coll.
gen. n.] e (IB, .) [See also L.]

* :*: see bl.

A
cJ

1. ~l, aor. ., (i, Mob, ], &c.,) in£ n.

;e, (8,* lMb, TA,) lfIe, or it, disgraced him,
or di/lwnoured him; renderd him ugly or un-
seemly, disfijured him, or blemisded him; (MA,

P ;) i. q. ~t1; (Myb, TA;) contr. of Z1j; (S, *

;) [and V ', in£ n. '.j, signifies the same,
(the verb alone rendered by Freytag, on the
authority of Meyd, " dehonestavit,") like as the

contr. j signifies the same as aIj.] - The say-
ing of Lebeed,

a wh tis· · o

[17cy defac wrhat is unmarred of the deserts,
every evening, it the crooked things (i.e. the
bows) of the wood of the tree called o.l, .at a
veild door, (referring to a company of men, and
therefore the verb is sing.,)] means that they vie,
one with another, in glorying, or boating, and
make marks, or lines, with their bows, upon the
ground, as though they disfigured it (1t4C) with
those marks, or lines. (S.)

S: see L -L;,. I~ ; (T, TA) or 2L

(V) He made, (Th, TA,) or twrot, (V,) a beau-
tif di.. (Th, I[, TA.)

; is the contr. of ;3j: (., Mb ;) and
vt *;1 [in the cg1 V;5 is an anomalous pl.

thereof: (TA:) the latter signifies Disgraces or
dishonours, i. e. things, or q~tis, that caus to
be disraced or dishonoured; things that render
ugly or unemly, that disfigure, or that blemish;

syn. . , (S , TA.,) and .iL; (S, TA;)

on the authority of Fr.: (TA:) [V t.S., also,

signifies the same; and its pl. is ,1, ;] one says

51A,LI i,. Z M. [Thi is one of the thing
tlat disgrace or dilonour, &c.]. (TA.)- [It is

also used as epithet, like as is its contr. Ci :]

one says, : aetj., i. e. is face is ugly, or un-

seemly; for .; j3; mentioned by Az. (TA.)

. One of the lett of te allhabe, (, ,)
[i. e. the name of that letter; (see art. l,,)] of

the lIctter termed C [expl. in art. .,], with

somewhat of.'i."Jland .ie1l [app. meaningthat
kind of utterance which is undertoned, and
mujied, exactly like our "sh"], its place of

utterance being the , i. e. the place of the
opening of the moath, (V, TA,) near the place of

utterance of t: masc. [as meaning a .j,, or

letter], and fern. [as meaning a 3,., or word]:

pl. OA{ L and .t.A4 [a mistranscrip)tion for t.e:].
(TA.) Also, thus with kesr, A man haring
many £ [i. e.patches in hi garment, pl of aiJ].
(Kh, TA.) - And A long , [app. meaning
ship or boat]. (TA.)

;1 LjW [An action that dijramc or dis-
onourn, &c.]. (TA.)

t.£ [a subst. from '1]: see .

· Disgraced, or dishonoured; rendered
ugly or unseemly, dijfiujred, or blemithed; pass.
part. n. of 1. (Msb.)

& an anomalous pl. of #e, q. v. (TA.)

1. ,,aor. 'ao ., (1~,) inf. n. ':, (TA,) i. q.

Z,(Ibn-Buzuj, C,TA, [in the CV, erroneously
4lt,]) i.e. Hie smote him with the [evil] eye.

(TA.) [See also 1 in art. se.]

'S and :*,: see 1: (of which they are quasi-
pl. ns.) in art. #*t.

le.: see 1: (of which it is a pl.) in art. .p.

;,t That smites v nluy with the [evJl eyte.
(Ibn-Buzurj, ], TA. [In the C], *. is erro-
neously put for ~ .])

'.: see 6 (of which it is a quasi-pl. n.) in
art. 6-1.

~l [Afore, and most, wont to smnite with the

evil eye]. One says, .JI d. . p [H e is of
the msot ewont, of men, to smite with the evil er:
this mneaning being indicated by the context].
(Ibn-Buzurj, I,TA.)
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[BOOK I.]

The fourteenth letter of the alphabet; called LtD
It is one of the letters termed La , [or non-
vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,
without the voice]; and of the letters termed
4I', as also j and ,, because proceeding from
the tip of the tongue; (TA;) and is one of dithe
letters termed ' , which are obstacles to

'I: (M in art. ;._ :) it is not conjoined with
, nor with J, [nor, as some say, with t, (see
4,tfl)] in any Arabic word. (TA. [See also

art. y..]) It is a radical, and a substitute; not
an augmentative. (M in art. .. ) It is some-
times substituted for .; and, as MF olbserves,
what Ibn-Umm-]asim says appears to mean that
this substitution is allowable unrestrictedly; but
Ibn-Milik, in the Tee-heel, makes it subject to
conditions, saying that it is allowable accord. to a
certain dial. when the ,. is followed by t or 
or 3 or X, even when separated therefrom by a
letter or by two letters: MF says that the dial.
above mentioned is that of Benu-l-'Ambar,
accord. to Sb and others; who give as exs.

for ', and' for' , and o for

· d, and , for ~4. (TA.)- [As a nu-
meral, _e denotes lVinety.]

1. so His head abounded ivith i'
[or nits]; (, M, g ;) as lso ,.iL.l. (;, g.)

_~I'J' ~. ,", (M, V,) aor. , (V,) in£ n.
, (M,) lie was, or became, satijfed, and

filled, with drink: (M, X(:) or ;: [alone] he
drank much water. (?.)

4: seethe preceding paragraph.

dA grana,7y, or granariaes, (j,) oftoil,) of
wreat (,A1L). (g.) - And A place ,"re
date are dried: so in the dial of the people of
El-Felj. (TA in art.. )

.,,;: see the next pa, agraph, in three places.

£;iA, (1, 1,) vulgarly pronounced- X ,
without,, (MF, TA,) A nit; i.e. an eg of a
lou; (Q,g;) and an egg ofa Jlea; (ig;) but
accord. to some, not r pplied to the latter unless
tropically: (MP, TA:) accord. to IDrst, a young
/o~: (TA:) or the egs oqf the Jlea and of the
ue; as abo t al , : (M :) [or,] accord.to the

and j, t? and 1,4L, (TA,) the latter of
which is vulgarly pronounced iLao, without .,
(MF, TA,) aro pls. of il5j; but the former of
them is a coll. gen. n., of which jtlj. is the
n. un.: (TA:) Ya.koob has erroneously asserted
that one should not say 5L . (M, TA.) -
V .tI is also sometimes applied to t The small
pieces of gold that are taken forth from the dust,
or earth, of the mine. (IDrst, TA.) In the fol-
lowing verse, cited by IAgr,
* c;, t 0 iI -, * _' d -

'- -r- ',-U ' t. "' Y- :
c. .C J\ ---

ie CL S' 

the poet means, [0 my lord,] cause me to find
gold like ,.r [or nits], wiole, or sound, not
broken into minute parts; [for I see not the
it,. to xtand in any stead; te being for t; ;] by
the jQi meaning the minutest pieces of gold tlat
the wind blows away. (M, L, TA.) - And [the
pl.] IL.. signifies [also] t Hoar-frost formed
into grains like small pearls. (A'Obeyd, L, TA.)
[And drops of fine rain are said to be likened to

;0(. : see 3am p. 796. See also i (in art.
_~), last sentence.]

¥j1, A man who drinks muchk ater: (S:)
or wtho satisfi andfill himself with drink. (O.)

JA.

1. ;.', aor. :, (AZ, g, O, 1g,) inf. n. .L,
(AZ, S, O,) He (a man, AZ, S, 0) sw;eated so
that there arose from him a fetid odour, (AZ, S,
O, g,) fro~m j app. as meaning stench of tie
arm-pit], or othmenis. (AZ, S, O.) - And,
said of blood, It conealed. (0, ].) - And

is It (a thing, TA) stuck, or clave, to him.
(l~, TA.) Hence, accord. to the 'Eyn, 1lI,
used in this sense in a verse of El-Aash,: (TA :)
or this belongs to art, rJio, (S and O in that
art.,) agreeably with the opinion of ISd. (TA in
that art.)

&M,;I; Be has continued
vying wth me, or contending with me for supe.
riority, or striving to rpass m, in strength, or
poer, or~frce, (, 1j? ,) all thi day. (0, g,.
TA.) [And so w. i, mentioned in the TA in
art. iJ; i but app. belonging to art. alo.]

r1 A strong man. (0, 1.)

.t1o The odour, (g, TA,) i. e. altered odour,
(TA,) of a piece of mood when it ha bec~ne
moist. (1P, TA.) [And probably The altered
colour and odour of rain-water trickling from
trees: see what follows.]

l.kiLt, applied to rain trickling from trees, [app.

a possessive epithet, meaning AI.; ji,] Altered
in colour and odour. (TA in ast. , )

L ,St, (M , .,) aor. *', (M,) like
aor. o- , (1, [in one of my copies of the

S uo which is wrong, or, accord. to the TA,
both are correct, and in the ] the prot. is aid to
be like t.,Z which implies that the aor. is like

,.,]) in£ n. .. o (S, M, ]) and Lo (Ks,

M, ], TA) and . 9 , (Ks, , TA,) said of a
young bird and the like, (S, IS,) of a bird and of
a young bird (M) and of a rat or mouse (S, M)
and of a jerboa (f) and ofa cat and of a dog (M)
and of a pig and of an elephant, (?, M,) It ut-
tered a cry, or sound; (S, M, ;) as also
t Isti: (M, ] :) and accord. to Fr, one says
also of the scorpion, £i, and it+2" (S.) It
is said in a prov., 0u3J .,.jI ,& or si4;,
(AV, ., Meyd,) this latter verb being formed by
transposition, (Meyd,) i. e. The scorpion stings
w.hib uttering a cr; (S, Meyd;) the j being a
denotative of state: (As, :) applied to him who
does wrong in the guise of him who complains of
wrongdoing. (Meyd.) And one says also, ,j.
;,, Et; : Q, (S, ,) and La;6 L;e 1;,
(IAr, 8, TA,) L; being formed by tranposition
from SIt,, (i,) He brought what wa vocal and
what au mute; (S, 1 ;) Uch as dlav and beasts,
and clothes and dilter; (A., TA;) or p or
goats, and camels, and old and silver; (IApr,
TA;) meaning he brought much property: and
this is likewise a prov. (g.)

4. :t I, made it (i. e. a young bird &c.) to
utter a cry, or sound. (M, V. [See 1.])

6: see the first paragraph above.

, of the meure Jm,(TA, ornlly an
inf. n., written in a copy of the M t., but the

1

1

1

1

j

9 'alt.o 

A strong man. (0, 1�)

a!bLo 

The odour, (1�, TAJ i. e. a~ odour,

(TA,) 

of a piem of mood when it has. bec~

moid. 

(1�, TA.) [And probably Tite alt~

colour 

and odour of rain-waUr trickling from

trees: 

see what follows.]

A!G, 

applied to rain trickling from trees, [app.

a 

poomive epithet, meaning JIL .91J Altemd

in 

colour and odour. (TA in ak

Lmw"
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former is evidently the right,]) The bitch: so

called because of her cry. (TA.)

1. ,o, ($, M, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. 1, inf n.

e..., (M, Myb,) lle poured out, or forth ($, M,
MNb, 1g) water (S, M, Msb) and the like. (M.)

One says, C. ,sl Li '. 1 j, ; [I

penred out for such a one wnater into tie drinking-

cup tluat he might drink it]. (TA. [See also 8.])
lienee [t lie paid donn a price, or sum of

money:] it is said in a trad., O't j va. :!
Is~lj t L1 jL1, ) meaning It If thy

ftmily like that I xlsould Imp dlonn to them thy

in.ice] at once, or at one time. (L, TA.) - And

).ai Ut, 1jZ.' 4° [t lle lowered, or let donm,

.hke rope into the wed] on the occasion of drawing

water. (M in art. J3.) - And &1 %_, , -i

t lie did not bend down his head: occurring in a

trad. relating to prayer. (T, TA.) - And ,o

~,aiJ J Xu s Tlhe leJs ofsucJ a one were

[put into tle shackles, or] shackled. (Z, L, TA.)

AndAj t. e put on, or clad himsdlf

writh, his coat of mail: (A, TA:) and 4l5 4'_.

t [I pwt it on him]. (A.) - And e ;! d 
i [lie threw hincelf upon him]. (A.) - And

,Jl *q _ 4 [He pours forth to me

wecalth]. (A, TA.) -And y, Al ' ',.

¥13j S [God poured upon them a portion, or a

,inre, or reemencwe, or wsverity, of punishment;

or] God pImnished tihem. (A,* TA. [See also

jI,.]) And L j&L.; 4c :1 t [Gaod poured

upon him a thuulerbolt, or a deetructive punish-

lent, &c.]. (A, TA.) See also another ex. voce

. _ Andl , (] , TA,) in the plnm. form,
ulitl of, a - nit, 1llt,d ofll L tllti,g, (TA,) -t lie, o.r it,

was annlilabtetl, caused to pass away, or done

an,,! with. (.K, TA. [See also R. Q. 2.]) 
Sce also 7, witlh whicl it is syn. in the first of the

senses assigned to the latter below. -[Hence,

Rpp.,] plsl ,, 1 t ie descended into ti/

valley. (M, ].) And ;t * . ~, t '

5..1,J, occurring in a trad., means t His faet
descended [into the interior, or bottom, of tih

ralley]: (TA:) or 65Gjl c .L

means t his feet rested in tlw valkUe; from in

said of water. (Mgh.) - And 1& aJ.JI ";

t,.3j,, (,* TA,) or * ; , (A,) [The 'e

pent darted down upon the person bitten by it]

said of thie serpent when it has raised itscl

desiring to bite. (Ez-Zuhree, S, TA.*) Anm

*;l j I 't %'~- sI S [The hawk, orfalcon

tooped upon tle prcy, or quarry]. (A, TA.

And j wfii " 1 3ll . (A,. TA) T17,
wolf [pushCd upon or} made havock anong tlt

sheep, or goats, of such a oe. (TA.) - '

(I Ar, A, TA,) sec. pers. : (s, M,.' g,) aoi

t, (IApr, TA,) inf. n. ;4.o, (IAqr, S,' M
A, I,· TA,) He (a man) was, or became, aj

fected with ezceuive love, or with attachment, c

[BooK I.

admiring love, (lAar, S, TA,) and desir: (S :)

or with desire: (M, A, 1C:) or 7rith tenderness of

desire, (S , M, A, X(,) and ardour thereof: ( :)

or wrth tenderness of lovre. (M, K.) One says,

4L ;f'e [I was, or became, affected .i6th

eess~iw loe, ., for him]. (M, A,' TA.')

And 29 , and, e IHe wvas, or became, af-

fected with desire, or vehement desire, [&c.,] of,

orfor, her. (MA.) - Lh mentions, among what

is said by the women of the Arabs of the desert

on the occasion of fascinating by means of charms,

/I ,no~tl t· i- c. e. j i jU l [as though

meaning May he be dsleeples by reason of love,

and I will be .eepless for him: but I inclinp to

think that the explanation has been corrupted by

a copyist from 31 ~ JI j3;, or W, meaning may

he be tender-hearted to me, and I will be tnder-

hearted to him]. (M, L, TA.)

4. 1,l Thmy (a company of men, TA) took
their way down a declivity, or declivous place.
(M, , TA.)

5: see 7, in four places. - And see also what
here follows.

6. stI l' ; I drank what remained of the

water (A, A,) in a vessel: (, A :) [or] you

say, iC.LiEI Wa3 andt V ..ol and t~ [he

drank what remained of the water, or of the milk,
in a vesse]; (M, L;) all signifying the same.

(L, TA.)_ And [hence,] alpaJI O0 ,,a

yJ iJ'. [lit. Such a one drank the remains of

life after such a one], meaning t such a one

outlived such a one: (A,* TA:) and ~ -. W

/I...li i) , i [I outlived tlm all ecept

one]. (TA.) Esh-Shemmakh says, (M,) or El-

Akhtal, (TA,)
4,…, ,,, , -

-" k $L-- il a-- 5-s

i [Verily tile loss of a people wlomn I have out-

lived is more severe to me than abundant and lonr

hair that has become altered in colour]: he means,

the loss of those with whom I was in a state of

case and plenty is more severe to me than my

hair's becoming white: (M:) Az says, he likens
what remained of his life to the remains of bever-
age that he was sipping up. (TA.)

7. ,a1 It (water, S, M, and the like, M)

poured out or forth, or became youred out or

forth; (S, M, A, A ;) as also o, (M, Msb,

a1,) aor. ,, (Mab, TA,) inf. n. ; (Mb ;)

and t .,, (M, 1],) which is of a'form rarely

occurring as that of a quasi-pass. of an unaug-
mented triliteral verb, being generally that of the

quasi-pass. of a verb of the form Ja6; (MF,

TA;) [but this app. denotes its doing sorepeatedly;

and abundantly, like .l3, q. v. ;] and t V a.

(1].) One says, jl e i;,JI (TA,)

and JqJI! ~ t .;., (S, TA,) Tlhe water

decends, little by little, from the mountain. (8,

TA.) And bu11 t . 3 [The seat fl oed],

and SJI [the blood]. (A.) And V z t ;

[t

bt

a

tt

tl

a

(0

ir&

0:

a

0

1

which may be rendered I fiowed with sweat] is

phrase of the Arabs, meaning j.s . 3 [my

Peat.flowed]: thus the act is literally ascribed to
he speaker, and what is essentially the agent
ecomes a specificative: it is not allowable to say

;.~ Ii&; for, as it is not allowable to put the

gent before the verb, so it is not allowable to put

he specificative, when it is virtually the agent,
afore the verb. (IJ, M.) One says also,

PI 1- I [The mug lad its contents poured out

r forth]. (TA in art. i.) - See also 1, in

irce places. - .t.il ,.L; .WI i l [generally
nplies descent, but] means t The people collected

ogetker, or assembled, at the water. (Msb.) -

And ,.a! is often said of a place, or the ground,
c., meaning It sloped downwards. - gar

p. 125) uses the phrase >t .ll 0J, mean-

ig (as there expl.) t Thou inclinest to diverion,
r sport.]

8. stwl 1i.1 is expl. by Sb as signifying He

ookfor himelflthe water i agreeably with general
nalogy: (M:) [but it is more properly rendered
e poured out for himself the water:] one says,

~ pt *-~ 't; -~7L~ a~j~l [I poured

ntt for myself water jfnm the skin tihat I might

drinh it]: and Ia3 i s; 1 I. [I poured

ut for myself a cup]. (TA.) - See also 6..-
And see 7.

R. Q. 1. tHe annihilated it, caued

t to JUts away, or did awtay nith it; (M, C ;')
samely, a thing. (M.) - And t lie disJr~ed it,

or scattered it: (.K:) he (a man) dispersed, or

cattered, it, namely, an army, or property or
realth. (AA, 1C.)

R. Q. 2. -4 , t It was, or became, anni-

Milated, caused to pass awray, or tlome awuay with;

(S, M, K;) it passed, or went, away; said ofa

tlling. (., M. [See also .]) - t It (ieo

niglht, M, A,.K, amid the day, AZ, TA, and the

heat, A) passed, or went, arway, (AZ, M, A, K,)
except a small portion, (AZ, M, TA,) orfor the

mosi part. (A. K.) - t It (what was in a water-

skin, or milk-skin,) became little in quantity.
(Fr, TA.) - t It (a company of men) became

di.'lersed, or scattered. (M, TA.)n lie (a man)
was, or became, very bold, or daring, and very

adverse, or repnant, .(M,* K', TA,) ltio
[against us]. (TA.) - And, said of a day, It

was, or became, intensey hot. (M, K,' TA.)

"~ is an inf. n. [and is] used [as an epithet]

in the sense of the measure J&tG, or of the

measure jj,: (TA:) [thus it is used as an

epithet] applied to water, [meaning Pouritg out

or forth, or poured out or forth,] like as are

JA: and ,: (S,TA: [see also a and

, ~.e:]) and hence, in 'Alee's description of

Aboo-Bekr, when he died, IAPtbe 'i. *

e Ilj~. t[Thou ast, against, or upon, the

unbelievers, a punishment pouring forth, or

poured forth]. (TA.) - And [hence, app.,] one

says, 1 hyb d, -, meaning t He smote him

with tJh edge of the sword [as though with a
smiting pouring don, or poured down]; as also

1

0

0
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the sense of the measure J&G, or of the

measure 

JO": (TA:) [thus it is imed as an

epithet] 

applied to water, [mcaiiixig PourbV out

or 

forth, or poured out or forth,] like as are

and 

"' : (g, TA: [see also a and

JJA 

-11L.0

:1) 

and hence, in 'Alee's description.of

Aboo-Bekr 

when he died, !..Otbt 05

t[7hou 

mast, agaiwt, or upon, the

unbelievers, 

a punidtmmt pouring forth, or

poured 

forth]. (TA.) - And (hence, app.,] one

1, 

#a, j- '

EMYBP 

4.,0 4Pa &��, meaning t He smote him

with 

tite edge of tho avord [as though ~ a

smiting 

pouring down, or pourd dom] ; as alw

4

4
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;j.. (IAr, L, TA.).-One says also, sr..

:; SLt., (TA,) or 1 ;l 55 M.I, (A,) meaning,
[He smnote him with a hundredblows, or he took

a hudred,] and less than that, i. e. Ji.J C.7,
(TA,) contr. of I.l.w; (A;) or and n;ore [than

that], or above [that], i. e. like I.l;Lj, (A, TA,)

i. e. J j i ;. (TA.)- And ;Q1 @ ~ ,o,

vS * a, meaning t[rial, or a.fliction, was
poured upon him] from abooe. (A, TA.) Also,
applied to a man, Afficted with ecessive love, or
mith attachment, or admiring love, (IAr,S , A,*
TA,) and desire: (8:) or with desire: (M, A,*

:) or with tendernes of desire, (,* M, A,4' I,)

and ardour thereof: ( :* [see , :]) or with

tmndurne of loe. (M, I.) One says, ~ o '

(and Ii! (see r.)] lie is affected with excesive
lo of her; rc.: (A:) fem. A4: (M, 1 :) dual

masc. , pl. mas. .; dual. fern.

pl. fem. ,t1.: thus accord. to those who hold

a .j to be similar to. j~.' and ;-,
originally .,4: (TA:) [hence it appears that

some hold .. to be originally an inf. n., and
therefore use it as an epithet in its original form,
without regard to gender or number: but] accord.

to Sb, o is [originally] of the measure Ja!,

betause you say 3 . ;..o "., like as you say

,a .LU.3 (M.) See also 1, last sentence.

,o: see a ,.. Accord. to AO, it may also

be pl. of t V, or of . G: but Asr says that,
accord. to others, it is not pl. of either of thllese
two words; their pl. being .: (L, TA:) it is
said in a trad., (S, L, TA,) respecting conflicts and

factions, or seditions, (L, TA,) .jiL. t I s -;J

v, ) ju6,i j;,, a I: (,, L,TA:) here

by j~l are meant "[great and noxious] ser-

pents:" (L, TA:) and 1-, accord. to Ez-Zuhree,

is from &,1! ["the act of pouring out or forth"];
for the serpent, he says, when it desires to bite,
raises itself, and then darts down (lit. pours down)
upon him that is bitten: (S, L, TA :) [as tllough
the meaning were, Ye will be, therein, like great
and noxious seents, one portion of you smiting
the necbs of another portion:] Ez-Zuhree says

that 1.- is pl. of Vt , and originally .;

like as o J,' is originally _,; and so says
IAmb: but IAnr is related to have said that

,slu means companies, pl. of a;"; and L-,
pouring, one upon another, with slaugllter: and

some say that it is ~, in measure lil "em;

and it is said to be from A, [for j.Ui uJl 1-,]

aor. , meaning "lihe inclined to the things of

the present world;" and tlhus to be like L.g.i, pl.
of jt1: [see V, in art. o:] IAar used also

to say thnt it is originally %, witll ., [pl. of

from ,c I~ "he came, or came forth,
upon him unexpectedly." (L, TA.)

a~ A quantity of wheat or food, &c., that is

poured out or forth (M, K) togetier, or col-
lectedly; (M;) also (M, K) sometimes (M)

l,
termed V o. (M, g.) See also 1, near the be-
ginning. And A ; L [or piece of xsin in
whicha the traveller puts his food; or the thing
upon which one eats]; (M, K;) so called because
the food is poured into it, or upon it: (M:) or a

thing like tite h ,: (M, I:) and ;L, with ,
signifies the same. (M.) -See also dU..o, with
which it is syn. -Also A comrnpany of men:
(M, Msb, V.:) [app. tropical; but it is said that]
this is the primary meaning, and it is used in
relation to camels, and sheep or goats, and the
like, tropically. (TA.)_ - A detached number
of horses, (., M, A, Msb, K~,) and of camels, (A,
I[,) and of sheep or goats, (A, Msb, ]f,) and of
dirhems, or pieces of money: (A:) orfrom ten to
forty: (A, I:) or from twenty to thirty and
forty of camels and of sheep or goats: or less
than a hundred (M, A, K) of camels: (M, I :)
or of camels i q. a*, : (S:) and fom ten to
forty of goats: (AZ, S:) or a fiock of sheep or
a herd of goats, as being likened to a company of
men: (TA :) orfrom twoenty tofirty of sheep and
of goats; or peculiarly of goats: or about fifty:
or from ixty to seventy: and of camels about
five or six: (IAth, TA:) and a collection of
dirhems, or pieces of money, and of wheat, or
food, &c.: and a piece of a thing: (Msb'.) [or] a
small quantity or portion of wealth or property.
(M, .)_And -tA part, or portion, of the

night: so in the saying, JI a. a t [A
part, or portion, of tle night pas . (S.)

4. The descent, (,~, M, L, TA, in the If

erroneously written , TA,) of a river, or
rivulet, or channel of water, or of a road, dowrn a
declivity. (M, L, ]}, TA.) - And A declivity,
declirous place, or ground sloing_ down; (M, A,
f, TA;) and (TA) so ,, of which the pl.

is .;; (tS, TA;) so too V oand .,

with fet-h and with damm; (TA;) [i. e.] ) P .
signifies that donn which you descend, or hare
descended, (S :Ji ,) and its pl. is o

[like X pl. of ;g]; (M, TA;) [and so

..; ] or, as some say, t .,: with fet-h,
is a name for twe wrater, 4c., that is poured out upon

a man, like ,; and 3J. ; and V ,.~, with
damm, is pl. of .: but AZ mentions his
having heard the Arabs apply t s, to a
declivity, or declivous place; and says that its pl.

is .: (TA:) and .. 1 Il s "I1 signifies
ivlat has poured out or forth or domn, of sand:

(M, f :') and the pl. of is ,..1. (M, I .)

. : see.ae;.

.,,~ [app. syn. with 1 ,4 as part. n. of the

intrans. verb ,ro, signifying Pouring out or
forth or doiwn; or like the latter but having an

intensive meaning]: see ,e, in two places.-
See also o, in four places.

.o : see , in three places.

l.~ [Poured out or forth: (see also .,

first sentence:) or, as an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. predominates,] water pourel

out orfort; syn. #* ~;. ;;. (M, .) -And
(M,0 ) some say (M) Blood: (.,M,J :) and
sweat; (]i ;) as in the saying,

[Vehement midday-hlats thtat draw Morth tie
sncat] : (TA:) [or viwhat is pouredforth of sweat
and of blood; for] one says, j.Asl L' .$J

and .,Ii [VWhat was poured forth, of the tweat

and o. the blood, ran, orfllon~d]. (A.) -And

(M, 1f) some say (M) The Apresed juice of.~
[or dragon's blood]. (M, X.) And (M, )
some say (M) A certain red dye. (M, I.)-
And (If) The juice of the leavcs of mases: (,
M,4 K :*) A'Obeyd (so in a copy of the 8, or
Aboo-'Obeydeh accord. to the TA,) says, it is the

juice of the leaes of sesame, or of some other
plant, which was described to me in Egypt, the
colour of which juice is red tinged with blackRnt:
and some say, it is the expressedjuice of the leave

of the ;,.. [q. v.]. (S, TA.) -And ' [i. e.

Saiorwer]: (~ C:) or purijfid . (S.). And
A kind of tree [or plant] resembling ., .. [or
rue], (M, ][g,) writh which the hair is dyed. (M.)
-And &Sma, (M, g,) with which beards are

dyed, as mith ;1.;. (M.) _And A certais thing
[or plant] resembling the a.; [or 4.;j, q. v.],

(M, If, TA,) with which beards are dyed. (TA.)
Also Hloar-frost. (AA, If.) AA cites, as de-

scriptive of the sky,

~-, L.* 191t L- *0
0

[And tlwre is not in it aught savr east wmind and
its hoar-frost]. (TA.) - And Good, or excdlent,
honey. (f.)_- Also, (i,) or Jl6, . o,;, (TA,)
The extremity of a word: (if, TA:) or the
extremity next thie 0 [q. v.] thereof: or, as
some say, its X absolutely. (TA.) - See also

4L. [is an inf. n., mentioned as such in the
latter part of the first paragraph, and, when used
as a simple subst.,] signifies [Excesive lore, or
attachment, or admiring love: (see its verb:) or]
desire: (M, A, g:) or tenderness of desire, (.,
M, A, ]g,) and ardour tltereof: (S:) or tendernem
of loe. (M,] )

4;. and t a-2 A portion, (S,M,Mqb,li,)
or a small quantity, (Fr, A, and A'Obeyd in ex-
planation of the former,) of water, (Fr, S, M, Msl,,
Ig,)and of milk, (M, ]f,) or of wine, or beverage,
(A'Obeyd,) remnaining (A'Obeyd, ., M, M9 b, ki)
in a vessel. (A'Obeyd, S, M, M.b.)

Aly remaining portion of water in the vessel &;c.
satisJies thirst, thonuh it i.· tot water rttnuinig
[copiouly] ,qpon tlbe osuface of thl earth, is a
prov., applied to him who makes use of that
which is bestowed thoulgh it be not much. (Meydl,
TA. · ) In the following verse, cited by IAar,

· .~.~ s .*...,~ ... ,

* ,2 bs, dS, tS; , .~
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t [During many a nigit have Iguidpd in the right! forth: ( :) and accord. to the K5, it appears that
way young men infiused ntith the remains of V t.1I signifies the same; but this is not the case.
dromwsiness that made them to bend their nechsfrom (TA.) And ;,. said of the [i. e. a central
side to side], , may be put for m b ' .; or it incisor] of a boi, It gre~ forth. (s.) _ Also,
may be pl. of the latter, [or rathler a coil. gen. n. said of a star, (M,,) and of the moon, (M,) It
of whlich a. is the n. un.,] like as . is of i, a.}:..- ros; and so V~.I: (M,15:) or.. ' ," .I L.3 the
,,e:: the poet uses this word metaphorically, in tars come fort from ther p,ace. of riing

relation to drowsiness, like as lie has used the . ,s Af. f
word , 1 ,1 (AO,8:) or.a jl ....1 the stars appeared:

word tIl,,. (M,L,TA.) One saysalso ,J;l!,.O a
. .. .(MLT. Oe ' (TA:) and _;nt. tL.t the Pleiade., [antono-

~1 'Y usdl ' and ;aC.e '~ls : [Idid not mastically callcd na1i] rose. (S.)_[Hence,]
attain;, or obtain, of iffe, save a small remainder ,i .j.. ,L.-, (.S, M, .K,) or &j~l C~ L.~ ' eoanld small remains]. (A, TA.) 11 

and all eains]. (A, TA . (AO, S, Msb,*) aor. :, (M, Msb, 15,) inf. n.
.,it,: Bseeo ,, : and see also .,. : (S,M, .K) and .. ; and 3 M, (M,K,)

,, (MV, 15,) applied to a camel, (.,) naor. , (TA,) inf. n. 6o~ ; (Cg; [but not in the
to a am , (M) TA nor in my MS. copy of the .] ;) tileThick, or big, and strongf; AS also _ . . . ..T(icM, ,or biT , and stron; as 'also . departed from his religionm to another religion;

(M, ]g, TA, in the C .K .. ,) so applied; (S, M, M.b, K ;) like as the stars come forthl from
(M;) and * , (.K,) likewise so applied. tliheir place of rising. (AO, S.) And I', (S,)
(TA.) o,r , ,)l

-- )L,.&, aor * in. n.o r r , inf. n. S.>o, (T, TA,) Ile
,,oa.t_: see what next precedes. _- Also, was, or became, a Cl; [or Sabian]. (T, S, TA.

applied to a [journey such as is termcd] '., [See e. , below.])_ And '... a, (S, M,)
Hard, or severe: (M, TA:) and, applied to a , , ,

* * a -~ - aor. in. . an I.[journey such as is temed] .(, in. q*.. a , ie canef'rth.
- u]rne q a Iupon them; (S, M;) as also t t.l: (M:) and

(A,, , 1) and t i. e., in whsich is no 
del,s,, or intermisiaon, nor any .flaging. (As, accord. to IAr, 4l ". he came forth, or went
TA.) _ And A.1;1 also signifies Wllhat re- forth, uln himin, or against him: and he inclincdl
maains of the thing: or wvhat is poured out from against him nwith enmity: (TA:) or he canme, or
it; (15, TA;) i. c., from the thing; by which is came forth, upon him unexpectedly: whence, he
here said to be meant the water-skin or milk-skin. says, the word L. in the saying of the Prophet,
(TA.) L .jt,I t~ 1;:S; [which see in art. .,'.,]

· ,_ se -a the said word being of the measure ,;, [origin-
· . : see .,~,..

ally ~,] and the . being suppressed: (L in art.
,' [app. a dial. var. of ,,'1], an epithet :) and t?,1, signifies he came upon tihn

applied to tho month .j: (TA in art. :)suddednly, not luaring hnouvlefde of their place.
41 , . ; ., . 0- It. 

see.~,/.. (1.) . One says also, j j .-,,.,c :, (M,* ].,)

[~ A place where nwater, or the like, ru nor., inf. n. .; (M ;) as also ; (TA ;) lie
out or forth, from a river into another river or guided to them (M, K) the enemny: (] :) men-
into the sea &c., or from a tank or a gutter &c., tioned by IAar, from AZ. (TA.) -_ And .. Ai 

. ·. a a . .5. 4, ° 
and from high ground into a valley (see a.Lb); tv I yj t ;. tla dJI. Food as presented to.
and a sink, or aink-hole: pl. OLW. (occurring in hlim, and he did not put (M, J') his hand (M)
the ; and ]g in art. j;ij, &c.).] or hli finger (, 1 . 1K) into it, or upon it: (M,

[. ., accord. to Reiske, signi fiesAi K: ' [se also s.i -]) mentioned by IAr. (M.)
so says Freytag: but for this I find no au- And Xl ) y, nor. , IIe [app. a camel]
thority.] put his head into the food: as also &/. (0 in 

see , Srst sentence. artL &.) And tB ; ti..oe [or &, Slhe putac:;: e f' irst sentence.
Ier head into it]; like *.. (TA in that art.)

yeW~~~~~ 4: see thie preceding paragraph, in six places.

1. y, ($ M, V,) aor. ', (M, 1.,) inf. n. o..?, t [part. n. of Ly: and as such signifying]
(, M, 1g, [in the last of which it is implied that One who d(leparts from his religion to anotlher
Lthiis verb in all its senses except the Inst has : religion. (Msb.) The Arabs used to call the
also for an inf. n., and likewise as asyn. Propet 1 [for JI], because he departed Looas a syn. Prpit&,,9.ibcue edpre
rorm, but this I do not find authorized by any from the religion of lureysh to El-Islfim; and 
other lexicon,]) said of the tush (8, M, 15) of a ,
camel (8, M) and of a cloven-hoofed animal and him who entered the religion of El-Islim, ~ ' ', 
of a solid-hoofed animal, (M,) and said of a changing the, to ; and dithe Muslims [collec- 
eloven hoof, (1g, [but this, I doubt not, is a tively], .te., as though pl. of i.t.l, without ,
mistake, for in the place of 11it JI t , the like and I1i pls. of ?'i and jlf. (TA.)

rcad(ing in the 15, I find in the M J1 It ,.A Y And [the pl.] ,6 1,JI in the ]5ur [v. 73, &c.,] is 
1.11 JIj l, and the like in the L,]) It grew said by Zj to mean 7Those who depart from one (

forth; (M, 1 ;) or it point, or extremity, grew religion to another. (TA.) _- Then this appella- 

[Boox I.

tion, &l., was applied to [Any individual of] a
certain sect of the unbeliev~rs, [the Sabians,] said
to worship the stars secretly, and openly to pro-
feS thmelvesl to belong to the Christians: they
are called Z:liLI and j,,eLWl: and they asrt
that they are of the religion of Jdbi the son of
Sheyth [or Seth] the son of Adam: their appella-

tion may also be pronounced )~ LaWl, and thus
Nifi' read it [in the .Kur]: (Msb:) or the

are a certain class of the people who
pose revealed scripture: ( :) or a people who
religion resnblea that of the Chlristians, cept
that their k ible is torards the place wvhence blos
the [soutlt, or southerly, nind called] wj.:

(Lthl, T, TA:) [or] nhosve tibleh is from (f.! [or
this may mean some point of]) the place wrhence
blo'sX the [north, or northerly, rind callted] J ,
at midday: (M, 15 :) or, accord. to some, their

iblech i.s the kaabeh: (MF:) and they assert that
they are of tlc religion !f Noah, (Lth, T, M, ]g,)
lyinyly: (Lth, T, M:) in the R it is said that
they are thlus called in relation to S;ibi the son of
Lamak [or Lamech], dithe ,rother of Noah: Bd
says, it is sail that they are wvJrshitppers of the
ayebls: and it is said that they are wtorsiplpers of
ti stdars: and that their appellation is Arabic;
from L "hlie departed from a religion ;" or from
.t " Ie inclined," because of their inclining from
truth to ilschooed. (MF, TA.)

*r

1. , (S, Mgh, TA,) nor. , (Mgh, TA,)
inf. n. ; (S, TA;) and t n , (1S, TA,)

inf. n. 5...; (TA;) lie gare himn to drink a

mnorning-draught, or what is termed a 5i; (8,

Mggh, , TA;) [and] so 1 . .: (MA:)
and the first [and second also] he handed to himn
a nmrning-drauht of milk or aof wine. (TA.)
And J ~., nor. and inf. n. ns above, He

rsatered the catels in tht morning, between day-
break and sunrise. (TA.) - And both are said
respecting a ;it [meaning t lie made a lwstile,
or predlatory, incursion ripon him in the morning;
as thoughl he made the ;.t to be to him a
morning-draught: see .]. (Hiam p. 6G.)_.
[And accord. to Reiske, ns stated by Freytag,
C.~ signtifies lie drank in the early morning:
but I think that Reiske may have assigned to it
this mcaning from his having found the pass.
form of the verb, not distinguished as such, used
in a case in which it might be supposed to signify
thus.]. - Sec also 2, in five places. - as

in inf. n. [of which the verb is ' accord. to a
gencral rule] signifies The being satiated, or
having tihe thirst quenclhd, by a morpning-draught,
or wthat is termed a . (L.)- And ~,

aor.', inf. n. C~. [in the C]g (erroneously)

L:] and ;, [He, or it, wras of the colour
ermed ; meaning as expl. below: or] it
lhair) had whiteness naturally intermixed in it
vith redness; as also t etl, (1, TA,) inf. n.

1

1

1
1
4

0

0

0

1

1

g



pbreak, they say, .. (T, L.) - [Hence,]
,, He awoke from deep in the j. [i. e. last

third, or last sixth,] of the nig/ht. (A, TA.)
[And simply lie atwoke: for] one says to the
sleeper, .i, meaning ? Awake thou from sleep.

(A, TA.) And one says also, j.; C Uol,
meaning I Become rousel, 0 man, (A, K,* TA,)
from thy heedleassre or inadvertence, (A, TA,)
and see thy right course, (1., TA,) and rvhat nwill
rectify thy state. (TA.) And 9J : ' [Be-

come morning, 0 nightl a prov.: (Mevd, A,
TA:) said in a distrcssing night, that is long by
reason of evil. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab.
Prov., i. 727.])_ [Also lie, or it, became in
the morning in any Irrticular state or conzditioni:
in this sense, and in that next following, an in-
complete, i. e. a non-attributive, verb.]- And
[hence, simply,] Le, or it, becamc; syn. ;L.
(S, 1.) One says, t.tj ~ 1 Ire became knon,

ing, orlearned. (S, TA.) Thus, '.,1 I,, li
in the Kur lxi. last verse, means And the!y becrame

victorious. (Bd.) And ~, in

the Kur xviii. 40, [Anil he became in a .state, or
comlition, in which ie turned otver hi hands;
i. e.] and he became repentant, or grieved for
mlwat he had done. (A in art. ,j, and Bd.)And '.. ; -c:. -I ~ ') '""
And GILZe 5 : UI.l., in the I.ur
xlvi. 24, i. e. [And tltey became] in a condition
such tluat, if thou wert present in their country,
thou woud.st not see awuht save thilir dwelling-

places; or, as Hamzoh and Ks read, ?1 L.' '
.,.;SI [thlere was not to be xcen anght save their

dnciling-plac]. (Bd.) [l.i. c~ i is of
frequent occurrence, meaning .le became occu-
pied, or engaged, in doing sucwh a thing; he betook,
set, or a)plied, himself to doing such a thing; set
about, or commenced, doing such a thing; or
began to do such a thi:g.] - [Also lie per-
fornmed the prayer of daybreak.] It is said in a

trad., -- l ,�.o1, meaning Perform ye the
Irrayer of daybreak in the tinne of da!/brcah. (L.)
- See also 8. - Also lie acted gently. (TA in

art. o3j!: see an ex. in a verse cited voco e b.)
== L.A.a c .sl Ile trimmed a lamp, or wnick;
or prepared it properly for use. (TA.) - See,
again, 8. . l as a subst., see , in two
places.

5. - lle slept in tlh morning; or first
part of day, before sunrise. (S, M.b, 1.)-
And lie ate such food as is termed a ;.
(1I, TA.) It is said in a trad., . S ' 5.~

t.o - j. [lIe wvho eats as a & seven dates

of the sort called .]. (TA.) = See also 8, in
two places.

6. .,L ' t" and "A.. [Such a one
affects to be beautfiul, comely, pretty, or elegant:
the latter verb is here added as an explicative of
the former: see 5..]. (A, TA.)

8. ,..1l He drank a morning-draughkt, or

what .i te~med a .sa ; (S, K, TA;) [and] so

IIt.I. (TA.) - , aor. ', inf. n. h;,

[q. v.,] lie asw, or became, beautiful, comely,
pretty, or elegant; (S, A, K, TA;) as some say,
peculiarly in the face: (TA:) or he wras, or be.
came, bright (Msb, TA) in thile face. (Msb.)

g1. ,., (8,) or ', (s,) inf n. 53,
(TA,) He came to him, or to them, in the morn
ing, in thetie t rmed the Ct ; (S, K ;) as also

[t '~-.- , or] .,a, o, aor. : (15 :) the teshdeed
in the former does not imply muchness, or fre.
quency: (S:) and ,l;i1 andv . " ..
The horsemen came to them at daybreak, at tle
time termed the 5: (TA:) but Aboo-'Adnmin

says that there is a differenco between a and
' t? ; which is this: you say, lS , ";t
[We came in the mtorning to such a town, or
country], and 6t'j i-~a. [ We came in tihe
morning to such a one], with teshdeed; and
.. ,- , s , , - S

5 I.S t 1U * L.-,e or ,l [We came in ithe morn-
ing to its p ,eope, or inhtabitants, with good or nith
evil, withlout teshdeed; as though we made the
good or the evil to be a morning-drallghlt, or
putting the second of the nouns following the
verb in the accus. case because of . suppressed]:
you say also, IA . .; and you may also say,

I,;.S ' -, as well as .iS £',-;; lle came to
him in the morning with such a thing. (L.)_

And ~ i ;.: ($,* A, My') or '1
(TA) t [May God visit thee in the mrtnning wtith
good, or Iood fortune, or happines; or make
thee to be in, or during, the morning attended
witlh good, &c.; i. e. make thy morning good, or
happy; or grant thee a good, or happy, morn-
ing]: a prayer for the person thus addressed,
(Myb.) - And - I said to him 1. s
[expl. below, see ?.t]; (S;) and ,o~ he mid

to them la.t ° .: (K :) or ;, o means Isaid

to him 4. i :..t [expl. above]. (M:b.)
See also 1, first sentence. - [Ilence,] "_.o

;Wl .. jlt, inf. n. as above, I journeyed with the
peope, or party, by night until I brought them
in the morning to tlhe water. (v5.) - ;,O

j,t lj' I Such a one declared, or told clearly,
to me the truth; syn. h-*..O. (A, TA. [See
t-o.,])l _I~ 54 as a subst., see below.

4. col lle entered upon the time of morning

termed '. [which means both dawn and fore-

noon]: (S,* Msb: [in the former this meaning is
indicated, hut not exp)ressed:]) or he entered upon
the time of dayibreak, or dawn, the tine termed
.a. (L, j..) By the following words of Esh-

Shemmikh,

is meant, [And the saying of the crier is,] The
people, or party, have nearly entered upon the
time of dawn: proecute the night-journey: for
the Arabs, when they have nearly arrived at a
place which they desire to reach, say, L"'; ,1 ;
and when travellers are near the time of day-

Bk. I.

~.tl. (Msb. [Thus in my copy of tilh Mb,
but probably a mistranscription, for the former is
the verb well known in this sense, and is not in

that copy.]) It is said in a traUd., 1 ~ W I'
[IWe hate not a child that drinks a morning-
draughlt]; meaning we have not as much milk as
a child may drink in thile early morning, in conse-
quence of the drought. (TA.) - And i. q. .:j.l
[as meaning lie lighlted a lamp or wick, or him-
self or another with a lamp &c.]; (1K, TA ;) and
so ~..1 (A, TA) [in the former sense], as in

the plrase L.L. r~ol [he lighted a lamp or
wvick] ; (A;) and .ol alone has this meclling,

i. e. 4. .,1 (TA, from a trad.) [But it is

used often in the latter sense:] one says, .11

'C -h~ L Candles are of the things with

wnhich one lights [him.seff, or others]; syn. :

(S:) [and in like manner t 3; for] one says,

tj1 l C & [Ire ligrts himsecf, or others,

7rith candles]: (A:) [and in like manner also
· C,.iI; for] one says, .;~LI A i - 1 (S,
MA, Mgh, Mbb, *) I1e lightled [himsef, or
another,] with the lamp, or wrich; (MA;) syn.

yl; (S;) or !: (g:) [henec it appears
that a 4 1 I and 4 t c. l' and ,at '
may be aptly rendered he emn#oyjedijt as a mean.
of light; and thus the second of theoi hree verbs,
is expl. in treatises on practical law :] one says

also, ,sJA t 1pal. [lie emnployed oil as a
means of liglht; or] he mnade the lamp. or wnick, to
give lighlt by means tf oil: (Mghl, Msb:) and it
is said in a trad. respecting the several sorts of

fat (...) of carrion, ,LI l; t v c: The
people [enploy them as means qf light; or] make
their lamnps, or 7icks, to give light by means of
them. (TA.)

10: see the next preceding paragraph, in four
places.

11: see 1, last sentence but one.

($, A, Mob, .5, &c.) and t e.l. (Mlb,

1.) and V ta (Msb,* 1) and t ol and

.. (1 [or perhaps the last should be ,

q. v.]) Daybreak, or dawn; syn. .; (S, A,
Msb), K;) i. e. (so in the Myb, but in the 1K
"or") the beginning, orfirst part, of day: (M.b,

:) ; J is an inf. n. [inf. n. of ] used
in the sense of ~., in the .Kur vi. 96, (Jcel,) and

is similar to;lCe; (TA ;) [and ' is then, of
place and time from :] the pl. of P is

.l..l; (1K;) and thls some read in the Kur vi. 06.

(Bd.) See also tol. One says, J *
-.1 . and L. t .. , ($, ,) meaning [I

came to him] in the morning (C ) [of the last]
of fiec days; (15;) i c, of a fiJh day; (T.K;)
[or rather, of a .fifth night, as the last word is
fem,;] like as one says, ..i .u.. (S.)_-
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A1 is also used as meaning t The truth; and

clear, or plain, thing or case. (Ham p. 449.) 

- And w.. , is one of the names of Mekkch.

(C,. TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

5 : see ,,.. - Also The glistening

iron (g, TA) and of other things. (TA.)

of

a : see the next paragraph, in three places.
_- Also A watering of camels in the morning, or

first part of day, before sunrise: which is not
esteemed by the Arabs wholesome: the time ap-
proved by them for watering is when the sun is
near the meridian. (TA.)

The early part of the forenoon, after

sunrie; syn. u..; asabo * '-. .(M;b:) or

the period of one's entering upon the C: [which

means both dawn andforenoon]: so in the saying,
.- _ ziJ [I net him when he was entering

umon the damn or forenoon]. (TA.) - And A
dleep in the morm , or first part of day, before

sunrise; as also T ; ( , ;) or both signify

a s~p in the -_ [expl. above]; (A;) but the
latter is by some disapproved: such sleep is for-
bidden in a trad., because it is in a time for the
commemoration of the praises of God and then
for seeking gaia. (TA.) One says, AZ; ",,

A-A1 and * i.. 1t [Such a one sle in the
firt part of day, before unris]. (g.) - And
Food with which one contents, or diverts, himn-

lf [so as to allay the craving of his stomach], in
the morni or first part of day, beore munris.

(g.) _ See also ,. - Also (Suh, $, TA,)

and * . , (Lth, g, TA,) [each said in one place

in the V to be an inf n. of which the verb is
,] ilace~ss incning to redness: (1:) or

int re~ in the hair: (Lth, TA ) or a colour
incining to that which is tmed .: (, TA:)
or nearly the same as 4: (Lth,* g,* TA:) or
a coour inclining to that termed aV: (,
TA:) or white~n that is not clear, or pure; so
the former is expl. by Suh. (TA. [See also

~.,I])
* ,4~ A man who has drunk a morniv-

draught, or what is termed a C ' ; (TA;) or

rvAwho ha done so, and satisfied his thAirst thereby:
(Aboo-'Adnin, TA:) [in the ~ and 1] it is im-
plied that it is syn. with fi , q v. :] fern.

:~.~,; (8, TA.) Hence the prov., > .,.,l
L1?Q4i J.&dl (Aboo-'Adnhn, 1, TA) More

lying than the captivew who had satis.fied his thirst
wMith a morningdraught: (Aboo-'Adnan, TA:)
the person thus alluded to was a man who was
among a people that gave him a morning-draught,
after which he arose and quitted them, and was
taken by another people, who said to him,
"Guide us to the place where thou wast;" to
which he replied, "I have passed the night in
the bare desert :" but presently he sat down to
make water, so they knew that he had passed the

[Boot I.

night with a people near by; and by his means 
they found their way to them, and exterminated

them: (IAqr, TA:) or the prov. is i 4.I.l
.1i.tl-.L. More lying than the young un-

weaned camel that has satisfied its thirst with
drinking [its mother's milk in the morning];
which [seems to be thirsty but] will not drink of 
its mother's milk when one desires it to do so:
(IAqr, Sh, TA:) or, acord. to Fr, than theyoung
unxveaned camel that is affected with indigestion,
or heaviness of the stomach, from drinking much
milk, and therefore craves for milk again. (Meyd.
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov.: he seems to
have followed a faulty text.]) -_ Also the fern.,

u.~. A she-camel that has been milked [app.
in the morning]. (Meyd, in his Proverbs, under

the letter We; and TA.) ~ See also . ,.

X as A man wvho hasten to tahe the morn-
ing-draught, or what is termed the o. (I..)

*l.: see &._ AIso (M,b) Contr. of

fC., (S, A, Mqb,) and so [ (S,) [and

t a."; (as in a phrase followring in this para-

graph), and * , (see this last word,)] i. e.

Morning, or forenoon, counted fromn sunrise to
noon: (Mb and TA in art. _~ :) or, accord. to
some,from midnight to noon: (TA in art. ~. :)
or, accord. to the Arabs, from the beginning of
the latter half of the night to the time when the
sun dec~ from the meridian; then commences
the .t1_, extending to the end of the former half
of the night; thus expl. by Th; so says El-Jawi-
leeee. (Myb.) The Arabs say, when they
regard a man, &c., as ominous of evil, tl;;

-i - [ mods orning: not thty morning]

and if you will, you may say, ;iv.to s) C l o.

(Lb, TA.) And t.t. _c (s,) or i. '*A
(g,) lit. imperative, but meaning a prayer, i. e.
May thy lif, or your lif, be pleaant during the
morning, (1lar p. 32, and TA in arts. ., and
,,.j,) is a salutation of the people of the Time of
Ignorance. (TA.) One says also, -( i,
and E l;1, (S,) or t7 1. "1, (1g,) which

[i. e. t I] is only used adverbially, (Sb, S,

],) except in the dial. of Khath'am, (Sb, ;,)
meaning [I met him, or I came to him,] in a
morning, [or] betwmen daybreak and snrise:
(V:) the following verse (S, TA) by Anas Ibn-
Nuheyk, of Khath'am, (TA,) or, as some say,
by Iyas Ibn-Mudrikeh El.ganafee, (so in a marg.
note in a copy of the $,) presents an exception to
the adverbial usage:

I * v_d i;FX v_d I_a_ **a , - * J J .1 fl . 5

(S, TA:) the poet means, I determined to stay
until the time of the tLm [i. e. either danwn or

forenoon]: for it is on account of some particular
thing, i. e. some good quality, or some praise-
worthy thing, that he is made a chief weho become
a chief: thus Ibn-Es-Seerlfee explains this verse.

(TA.) And one says, V ? IS ' 1 , not used

otherwise than adverbially, meaning the same as

p c 1i, expl. above; (1:;) and t ': i,6 in
the morning, or first part of day, before s-

rise: (IAa:r, TA:) or * 7 I [properly means]
in a time of drinking the [morning-draught caged]

p.j~.. (TA.) And 43 1y . 4 tI

came to his in the dawn, or in the morning, or'A5

fornoon, of such a day]: (A:) and i,.,

,d j' [in te ~moring oY every day]; and in
.6 , -k .

like manner,. , d5 .-*l.- (S.) And a 1I

,i ., (Sb, A, TA,) for :t.. l_, [Icame

to him morning and erening,] meaning every
morning and evening: (Sharl.i esh-Shludhoor, p.
31:) the two nouns are thus constructed by some

of the Arabs, after the manncr of j.P. - : but

some prefix the former noun to the other, putting
the lattcr in the gen. case, except when the ex-
pression is used as a denotativo of state, or ad.

verbially: (TA:) [or, accord. to IHsh,] L.*
i._ is allowable as [an adverbial expression]

meaning ; 1t l; t. [lit. in a morning haring
an evening, or in a forenoon having an aflern~ ];
and a similar instance occurs in the Vur, ch.
lxxix. last verse. (Sharh. esh-Shudhoor, ubi- a a.-6
supr'.) - l .o means : The day of t

hostile, or predatory, incursion. (S, A, ].) The
Arabs, when suddenly attacked in the morning
by a troop of horsemen, cry aloud, : Q.4 1
t [ 0 ! a hostile, or predatory, incurion!]; warn-
ing the whole tribe: (TA:) this is said by him
who calls for aid: (JM :) for they generally made
a hostile, or predatory, incursion in the morning:
(TA, JM:) or, as some say, the two conflicting
partics used, when nighlt came, to abstain; and
when day returned, they recommenced; so that
the case is as though he who said thus meant,

The time of the ctL [or morning] has coipe,
therefore prepare yourselves for fighting. (JM.)

9l The L- [or lighted wick] of a

[or lamp]. (J.)[See also t W.] lAnd . q.

q. v. (Ks, ,)

t A morning draughtt; i. e. a draught,

drink, or potation, that is drunk in the mornug,
or first part of day, before sunris, (g, A, Mgb,
TA,) and aftervards, befire noon; (TA;)
contr. of 3js.: (%, A :) and whatever isu eaten,
or drunk, in the morning, or frst part of day,
before sunrise; contr. of jgd;: (TA:) [and
particularly] milk that is drunk at that time:
(AHeyth, L:) milk, or wvine, that it drunk at
that timne: or what is drunk at that time hot:
(L:) milk that is milked at that time : (] :) and
,.71 [i. e. beverage, or wine,l that p~ople Aae,
(g, TA,) and drink, (TA,) in the morning: (,
TA:) pl. (TA.) if C

thou make a delicate allusion to a monig-
draught?] is a prov., [the origin of which is expl.
in art. 0j, q. v.,] applied to him who speaks
obscurely, not plainly; and to him who alludes
ambiguously to some great thing or affair; and to
Lhim who by blandishing expressions makes a

1

)therwise 
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thing incumbent on thee which is not really so.
(TA.) - See also tc:, in three places.-
Acceord. to Lth, it signifies [absolutely] Wine.
(T, TA.)- And The quantity of milk of a
camel that is drawn at damn, or in the first part
of day; and so t ; . (TA.) Also A she-
camel that is milked at damwn, or in the forenoon,
(L4, Al{eyth, ]1,) or in the morning, or first
part of day, before sunrise; and so with 3. (1i.)

54' (8, A, Mgl,, Msb, ) and t D ; (as,

s, J0) and t and Vt -s. (O1) Bea,tiful,
comely, (,9, A, M,gh, ],) rwetty, or elegant; (S,
A, g;) as pome say, peculiarly in the face;
(TA;) or applied to the face: (A:) or bright
(Mqb, TA) in the face: (Mb :) the first is expl.
h)y Lth as signifying fair of face: fcm. "~
and avLi: ll the pl. of C and El;, and

of their fems. here mentioned, is 5%. (L.
TA.)

aaA...e leanty, comelinem, prettine.s, or le-
ganre; (¥, A, 1g ;) as some say, peeuliarly in the
face: (TA :) or Irrightn.ss in the fliec: (Msb :) it
is said fllit a..L is in thle fice; ;'uj, in the
skin; Jlt., in the nose; ', in the eye;
~'a,, in the nmoumtlh; o., in the tongue;
aiL.;, in the staturtre; ;ii, in the qlulities of the
mind; un,l that the comnlletion ,f' b,,anty is in the
hair. (L, TA.) [See 1, last sentence.]

!, a.: see : and .Lo, in two places.

; 5... J,,t,,,hely red ,l,eood: (1., TA:) from

5o silgifying one " whose hair is overspread
with redness."' (TA.) _-. '' W 1'ide

s; pr-hrewds. (K, TA. [In thle CK the latter word
is willhoult tehdeee'd.]) lSd says, I know not the
person or tliing in relation whereto they are thus
called. (TA.) [See also ]

Lt. o: see c

5lt. [O;erin.q to drink a morning-draught, or

;ha!t is termne'd a ~ .: act. lart. n. of 1, q. v.:
see also Il.imn p. (6. And] One nwho waters his
camneLs in the snorning, between day-break and
menrise. (TA. [See .]) _ And t One who
malhs a ,ostile, or prctledatory, incursion upon a
people in the uorning; as thoughl lie made it to

be to them a "1.. (.am p. O) el_ .O j1 I'
I The ilain, Mnanif t, clear, truth. (J,* TA.)

5.1 , Of a black colour inclnining to redness:

(]-:) or having redness intermixed in his blach
hair: (Sh, TA:) or wl~se hair, or beard, has a
red hue orersqreading it: (Aboo-Nasr, Sh, TA:)
or having hair intensely red: (TA:) it is nearly
the same as $e1: (Lth, :) and is an epithet
applied to a man and to a lion: (S :) and to hair
as meaning having whiteness naturally intermixed
in it witht redne.; (.K, TA;) of whatever kind
it be: (TA:) fern. t4;: (]K:) and pl. .:

(TA:) and hence [accord. to some] t V _I mean-
ing "the dawn ;" for, as Az says, the colour of the

true dawn inclines a little to redness. (TA.)
[Hence, because of his colour,] a1 signifies

The lion. (s.) In the phrase ~ ~1, the
epithet is added as a corroborative. (Z, TA.)_
And the fern., . signifies A female conspi-
cuous, or clear, orfair, in thte [or side of tli
forehead]. (TA.)

ol~. A whip: (S, K:) and at Lye
certain whips: (AO, S, TA:) so called in relation
to ~..1 3S, one of the Kings of El-Yemen, (AO,

$, , TA,) of Ilimyer. (TA.)

l.: asee ~.e, in two places... It is said to
signify also Darkness; contr. of 5.o, which is
its primary signification: and accord. to Esh-
Shereeshee, rednas of the hair. (Har p. 284.)

m~.ol": see tCl, in two places.

* The norning meal, thuat is eaten between

daybreak and sunric; syn. r: (A, ]:) a
subst. of the measure J0 i;, (], TA,) similar to

.cj &c.: pl. L.P (A, TA.) One says,
o·f · · ~ -'. a- ..,...>$a3 J>w3l J! wj ) [IIe broniht near to

the guNests, or put before them, their early morn-
ing-meas]. (A, TA.)

", ($, Mob, and some copies of the ,)
formed from the unaugmented verb, (I, Msb,)
and 1 5, ($, Msb, .K,) formed from the aug-

mented verb ~.ol, ($, Msb,) The place of enter

ing upon the time of morning caled Ct: and
the time of entering upon the same: (S, Msb, ](:)
or the former signifies i. q. , alnd the time

thereof, and the place titereof. (Marg. note in a
copy of the S.) See also :o.

. se the next preceding paragraph: and

sec also ~, in two places.

~. : see the paragraph here following, in
four places.

( :% A lamp: or its lighted ivick: syn.

lj..: (.S, :) the latter is the proper meaning
(L) [thoughl not the more usual], and is the mean-
ing intended in the .Knr xxiv. 35, (Bd, L, Jel,)
or a large, bright, or briUiant, C,: (Bd :) and

'. significs a lamp: (L:) [the pl. of this is
and] the pl. of . is (Mb.)

_,ja:Jl G;a.. means 5AS 1 . k1 [i. c.

t The stars, or asterism, that are signs of the n,ay
to travellers]. (L, TA.) - Also A large [drinh-
ig-es:l of the hind caUed] r ; (AHn,g;)
and sot : (1(:) or [the pl. of the

former] signifies the [eels called] CloJ [pl. of

t j] with which one drinks the morning-draught

caled . (S.) - And A she-camel that re-
mains in the morning in the place where she has
lain down, (S, 1,, TA,) not goingforth topasture,

(?, TA,) until the ns uas ri~n h/gh, (, g, TA,)
by eason of her strength (l, TA) and her fat-
nm: (TA:) the quality thus described is ap-
proved: (A, S,TA:) and such a she-camel is

also termed 't °.Z: pl. of the former as above.
(TA.) - And A wide spear-head; (1, TA;)
[app. of such ao are termed 3l, Ltt ;] as also
* °.. (TA.)

·L:. Drinking a morning-draught, or what

is termed a . (S, J [Se also ,i; fist
sentence.])

L o~., aor. , ($, M, A, 1,) inf. n. '. , (M,
g,) He confined him; held him in custody;
detained, retained, restrained, or withheld, him,
or it; (, M, A, g;) fi, it. (M, A, g.)
[Accord. to a copy of the A, Vt . signifies the
same; but this may be a mistranscription.
Hence,]l ; , I restrained, or withheld,
myse/f, or nmy soul; (S, Mgh;) 1J. [to
endure such a thing]. (Mgh.) 'Antarah says,
mentioning a battle in which he was engaged,

* 5'" "'. i" '' '°'! ' 

meaning t,L LA _ [i. e. And I restrained
thereat a soul patient and ingenuous, that is firm
wven the soul of the coward yearns: the last

word (for · ) I have here rendered on the
supposition that the poet describes the soul of the
coward as one that is yearning for home]. (S.)
[And hlence,] [ is also used intransitively:
(Msb :) [or as a trans. verb of which the objective
complement, namely, ...L, is understood:] you
say, , nor. and inf. n. as above, (S, M, Mgb,
.K,) lie was, or became patient, or enduring;
contr. of t.$: (M, ]C:) or he restrained, or
withheld, himself, or his soul, from itlmatience:
(S, Msb :) or he restrained, or withheld, himself,
or his soul, from impatience, and his tongue from
complaint, and his mrember from broil: or,
accord. to Dhu-n-Noon, he mhunned acts of oppo-
sition, and was calm in suffiring the pangs of
ajflictions, and made a sUhw of competence in a
state of protracted poverty in placas where the
ncwata of subsistence were found: or, as some say,
he endured trial, or afdli'tion, nwith good manners:
or he was contented in trial, or qfafiction, witlout
how of conplaint: or he constrained hinmelf to
attempt things that he didiked: or, accord. to
'Amr Ibn-'Othmin, he maintained constancy with
God, and received his trials with an unstraitened
mind: or, accord. to El-Khowwfq, he steadily
adhered to the statutes of the AKur-dn and the
Sunneh: or, as some say, he was content to
etrish for gaining the approval of himn iwhom he

lored: or, accord. to El-.gareerce, he made no
di.#~rencs between a state of eas, comfort, and
afftuence, and a state of affliction; preserring
calmness of mind in both states: (B:) and you
also say t:L I, (., M, Msb, K],) and t', (S,

M, ], TA, [in the CKP, erroneously, .t,])
207'
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clianging the h into we, but not;) l!, for e is not
to be incorporated into b; (.;) and likewise
tj,s; (M,15;) both syn. with.j.:,; (M;) or
tj.i signifies h constrained himulf to be patient;
(8, TA;) [or he took patience: and t1Jl, he
acquired pati~nce; and he was tried with patience:

0 - -1 J -! ?~ -
mee ..] One says, z;.1 .' Such
a one was patient on the occasion of affliction.

(.0) And Of' L;,. [I as patient of,
or I endured with patience, or bore with, whtat

Al I m- ,e.-
I diie]. (A.) And t~ L j . [I endured
with patiece the withholding of myjdf, or the
being debarred, from what I love, or like; or I
was patient of the los, or want, of what I love,

or lie]: (A:) and V j*.a3 [I conmtrained
myself to endure with patience the nwithholding
myself, or the being debarred, from it, or him;
or I constrained myelf to be patient of the loe,

or want, of it, or him]. (L, voce .i4.) And

".JI .I J..; [The mot ezceent kind of
patience i the contraint of o lnesef to be patient]:

, ." J ---
aaying of 'Omar. (IAXr.) And - 'Y :.i
?AI LS t [ My body will not be patent of cold,
or wiU not endure patiently cold]. (A.) And
~o signifies also The being bold or daring [in

enduring, or attempting, a thing]. (TA.) - Also
ile made him, or it, firm, or fast; or bound, or
tied, him, or it, firmly, or fast. (TA.) [Hence,]
;;1 ,is p" , inf. n. as above, He confind

him, namely, a man, and other than man, [mwith
bonds or other~,] (15, TA,) alive, (TA,) and
shot, or cast, at him until he died: (V, TA:) or
he st him up for ldaughter: (M:) and you say

also, j, J; (, M, Mqb, ;) and 9';
meaning he conf~ied him (i. e. a man) to die,
until he died; and in like manner you say V O';~1
(.8;) which latter signifies also he sew him in
retaliation. (T in art. 1>.) And He
(i. e. any living thing) was confined alive, and
then swt at, or cast at, until he rwas put to death:
(. :) or hie (any living thing) was bound until he
was put to death: (Mb :) or he (a man) was
bound hand and foot, or held by anotler man,
until he asu beheaded: (Mgh:) or he wvas dain
[deliberately,] not on the field of battle, nor in
war or fight, nor by mistake: (A'Obeyd:) and

. he was confined, (A,) or held and confined,

(B,) to be put to death. (A, B.) C'" .. [sig-
nifies TIh confining the living, and shooting, or
casting, at him until he dis; as is shown in the
TA: but it] occurs in a trad., in which it is for-
bidden, as meaning the act of gelding, or castrat-
ing. (A, TA.) - Also, (e, M9b,) aor. and inf. n.
as above. (Mqb,) lHe confined him to make him
smear, uttil hl owore, or took an oath; as also

tp.i1s: (fi:) or he made him to wear a most
nerm.getic oath; (Myb;) as also & .. , (A,

Mgh,) which is a tropical phrase: (A:) and
t o, , (TA in art. CJ.,) or V , D
(TA in the present art.,) he (the judge, or
governor,) constrained him to svear, or takhe an
oath. (TA.) AndjoI He was confined, or held
in cutody, in order that he might be made to
swear, or take an oath. (A.) And , - He

[Boox I.

swore, or took an oath, being confined, or held in
custody, (., M,) by the judge, or governor, (M,)
in order that he might be made to do so. (., M.)

And '. H.e rswore, or took an oath: (TA
in art. :) and he compelled one to take an
oath. (Mgh.) - See also 2. - Also He clave
to him; namely, a man; syn. Afi. (M, .) 

&Z*: see 8.- _e , , (S, [thus in my copies,
without any complement,]) or 4 ;,J° ,' (M,

Mqb, ;,) aor. ', inf. n. j,~ (M , M,b, 9)
and M;., (S, Mb, ,) I became reponsible, or
surety, for him, or it. (S, M, M,b, ]L)- - And
~;'> Give thou to me a suety. ($, 1s.)-
e.la l/e, (so in the C:, [agreeably with

an explanation of the pass. part. n. j., q. v.,])

or't -oq , (so in the M, and in my MS. copy of
the 1[, [both probably correct,]) They collected
their wheat togetler wvithout measuring or weiJh-
ing it; made it a -; [q. v.]. (M, ].)

2. ;;, (M, Msb, g,) inf. n. e, (TA,)
He urged him, or made him, to be patient, by a
promise of reward: or he said to him, Be thou
patient: and t he made him to be patient:
(MUb:) or the former, he commanded him, or
enjoined him, to be patient; as also * *11: (M,
]:) and the first, he required of him that he
should be patient: ($gh, TA:) and t ,ol he
attributed to him (' j-) paticncs; (M, ;) as
also V ;& 1. (TA.)- See also 1, second sen-

tence. - iA 1o: see 1, last sentence. 

*;JI Je., inf. n. as above, He heaped up the
thing. (0.) -[y also signifies He embalmed

a dead body with .o, meaning accord. to Frey-
tag myrrh; but for this I know not any authority:
he mentions the verb as occurring in this sense in
"Hamak. Waked." p. 94, last line. ~ Also He
ballsd a ship: used in this sense in the present
day. See ;j,l.]

3. kILO, (A, MA,) inf. n. oLl (A, 1) and

j;Y, (1;,) [se vied with him in patienmc, or
endurance; as shown in what follows: or] he
acted patiently rvit him: (MA:) bJJl. in the
l5ur iii. last verse means Vie ye in patience, or
endurance: (Ksh, Bd, Jel :*) or in this instance,
in the saying l14;; %l Ilojl ', the three
verbs are progressive in meaning; the first mean-
ing less than the second; and the second, less than
the third: or the meaning is, [be ye patient] with
yourselves, and [vie ye in patience] woith your
hearts in enduring trial with respect to God, and
[remain ye steadfast] vith your minds in desire
for God: or [be ye patient] rith respect to God,
and [vie ye in patience] wvith Qod, and [remain
ye steadfast] rwith God. (B, TA.) [See also S in
art. sJa.]

4. .p~l: see 1, latter half, in four places: 

and see 2, in two places.~ [,~!. L, How

patient, or enduring, is he!] .I -. l L e. l t.
[in the l5ur ii. 170] means How bold are they [to
encounter thefire of Hell] I (g :) or how bold are
they to do the deeds of the people of the fire [of
Hell] I (TA:) or hIon much do they occupy

themselvs in doing the deeds of th people of tie

fire [of Hell] I (1:) this last explanation is in
the Tekmileh. (TA.) 9,,1 also signifies Re
(the judge, A, TA, or the Sultn, El-A~mnr,
TA) retaliated for him. (El-Almar, A, TA.
[See 8.]) _'..! [intrans.] It (a thing) was, or

became, hard; syn. i:1. (A. [See. .])

He fell into what is termnd p . , (.K, TA,)
i. e. a calamity: and he became in rwhat is termd

tv ; _t, i.e. a ;.. (TA.) _ lie sat upon the

e~, (15, TA,) i. e. the mountain. (TA.) - It
(milk) was, or became, vry sour, inclining to
[the Jlavour of .', i. e.] bitterness. (1.)-

lie ate the ;'~', (IAer, K,) i. e. the thin, round
cake of bread so called. (TA.) _ And Be
stopped the head oa jflas, or bottkl, with a~.,
(1g, TA,) i. e. a stopper. (TA.)

5: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph, in
four places.

6.. Lt; [relating to a number of persons] sig
nifies The being patient, or enduring, one with
another. (KL.) [You say, llt They wem
patient, or enduring, one with another.]_ And

;J 5 L o3 I>W They leagued together, and
aided one another, agat ~ch a one. (Ibn-
Buzurj, TA in art. jL.)

8. ;bo!, and its var. .t: see 1, former half

in three places. - . .l He retaliated by
dlaying him, or woundingJ him, or the like; (A,
];) and so * ?.,. (TA.)- [And acord. to
Reiske, It was colected: (mentioned by Frey-
tag:) app. as quasi-pass. of 1 in the last of the
senses assigned to it above.] ~ . 1: see 2.

10. :;l It (a vapour, TA) became dene.

(g, TA. [Sce.0~'.])

R. Q. 1, accord. to the S, : see art.,

S [inf. n. of 1, q. v. -Used uas a simple
subst.;] Patience, or endurunce; contr. of . :

(M,1]:) or restraint ofoneelf, or of one's soul,.[nn
impatience. (S. [Several other explanations of
this word arc shown by explanations of the verb.])

--.1v h 7i month offasting: (K :) fsting
being called ' because it is self-restraint from
food and beverage and sexual intercourse. (TA,

from a trad.)_ [:.o · Jw, and , J.0': see 1.]
_...... l 77 oath for which tihe judge, or

governor, [in the C15 j,Jl is erroneously put
for.,.JI,] holds one in custody until he wears
it: (M, 1:) or the oath that is obligatory (1,
TA) upon the searer, (TA,) and which the
srearer it compelled to take, (Mgh, 1,) he being
confined by the Sultdn until he do so: (Mgb,

TA :) such an oath is also termed * ; ̀
(Mgh:) [i.e.] the term is applied to an
oath, (S, 1I, TA,) meaning one on account o
wvhicl a man it confined, in order to make him
smear it; (TA; [and this seems to be indicated
by the context in the . and 1 ;]) but the man

being &, and not the oath, the latter is thus
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termed tropically. (TA.)- [J,i .: see L]
~See also* o.

' (~, M, M9b, 0) and t. (M, Msb, 1)
The sideofa thing: (, M, .:) or a ide rising
above the rest of a thing: (Mb :) or its upper
part, or top: (TA:) and the edge of a thing: ($,
M, ]K:) and its thicknmss: formed by transposi-

tion fiom *: (S:) pl. ;1, (, M, M9 b, ],)

and pl. pi. ;t4. (M9 b.) ;t~ signifies The
dides of a vessel, ($,) and of a grave. (TA.)
And you say, Ho filled the drinking-cup, ($, M,

A, g,) and the measure, (A, TA,) lti J!'
(g, M, A, I,) to its top, (s, M, g,) u also j1
*tl.; ($;) or to iu uppermost parts; (TA;) or

to its eds. (A.) And :u ; le took it

altogther. (8, M, A, M9 b,* 1.) And #'JI i.

' t He met with complete distress, or ad-
vertly. (As, S.) And in a trad., the tree called

v;1J % is said to be Lj in the hyhest
part of Paradise. (A, TA.) -Also the former,

(., M,}g,) and (tM,, (M,l,) Land in ,which
are pebbles, (., M, V,) not rugged. ($, M.)

Hence, q. v. ($, M.) - See also,
in two places.

v e: see -.- : _and J .in two places: _
and see also .

J. Ice; syn. . : (A, gh, ]:) and [its
n. un.] with ;, a piece tlerewf: (A,P gh:) from

.1 meaning a!. (A.)

o ($, M, M 9 b, b, ) and w°,, which latter is
allowable only in cases of necessity in poetry, (.,
Msb, ],) or it is allowable in other cases, as also

',., agreeably with analogy, (Ibn-E-Seed,
M;b,) [Aloes;] a certain bitter medicine; (.,
Mgh, Myb;) the exread juice of a certain
bitter tree; (M, ] ;) the epres~d juice of a
certain tree of vhich the leaves are like the
dweatls of knires, long and thick, rith a dusty
and dull hue in their greenner, of rough appear-
ance,from the midst of which there comes forth a
stalk whereon is a yello Jflower, .3 [but what
this means I know not] in odour; (Lth, TA;)
it grons like the green . ., [or lily], sart that
the leaves of the %m are longer and broader and
much thicker, and it contains mery much juice;
(Alln, M, 0, TA;) it is crused and thrownn into
the prses, then bruiseld ith pieces of wood, and
trodden with the feet until its exzpread juice
flows, when it is left until it thickens, then it is
put into Ieathern bags, and e~posed to the sun
until it dries: (A.Hn,0:) the best Mrt is the
*;Ah. [i. e. of the Iiland of Hs.u!rd]: and it
is also known by the name of t ijL [a name now
applied to the plant]: (TA:) the n. un. is .,.`
[and e. and ;S.]: and the pl. is . (M,
TA.)-[Accord. to Freytag, it signifies also
AMyrrh: but for this I know not any authority.]

i e: scee .

p e: see .; :~and see inl, in two
places Also Urine, and dung of camelsb and

other beasts, compacted together in a watering-

trougLh (sC.) -m ~ _ , (so in a copy of the

M,) or *it e , (so in the ] and TA,) A
certain bird; (M, ]p;) red in the belly, black in
the head and rings and tail, the rest of it being
red; (M;) thus in the L; (TA;) or red in the
belly, black in the back and head and tail; (v;)
thus in the Tekmilch: (TA:) [but] AHit says, in

"the Book of Birds," e,to 1I, which is [the

same as] ?,.r;, ,, is [a bird] red in the belly,
black in the head and rwings and tail, the rest of
it being red, of the colour of j~: and the pl. is

;le and ; o (0.)

e~. A quantity collected together, of wheat
[&c.], without being measured or weighed, (S,'
M, Mqb,l 1,) heaped up: ITA:) pl. ,. (S,

M9b.) You say, ;..i o,tl ,t I bought
the thing without its being measured or weighed.
(e, Myb.) - And Reaped grain collected togetler;
or rheat collected together in the place wlhtre it
is trodden out: (M, TA:) or when trodden out
and thrashed. (Msb in art. ,ab.) And
Wheat ifted (M, ) with a thing resembling a

,9. [or ,.t, which is a Pers. word, here app.
meaning a ind of net]. (M.) -And Rough, or
ru,ged, tones, collected toyether: pl. Jl.:. (M,

[.) [See also ;L.]

i; j l: see ;r:.

;1~: see ;jse, in two places.

;. (M, 0]) and ';? ; (1p) Thefruit ofa kind
of tree, in ly acid, havring a broad, red tone,
broghtfrom India, said to be (M) the tamarind,
(M, $,) ued as a medicine. (M.)

;jG A stopper [of a bottle]; syn. ;1~. (O.
[See 4, last sentence.])lAnd Thefruit of a
certain acid ttre. (L. [But in this sense it is
probably a mistake for;;l, q. v.])

j: seewe , in four places.

'~vo: see ., in two places. _ Also A
mnrety. (S, M, Msb, g.) You say, o s 

He is a surety for him, or it. (TA.) -And
)i j ,,: The chief, head, director, conductor, or

manager, of the affairs of a people, or party:
(M, :) he who is patientfor, and with, a people,
or party, in [the managing of] their afairs:
(A:) pl. il(4. (M.)- [And accord. to Golius,
A solitary man, hating neither offspring nor
brother: but app. a mistake for .~,:: which is
thus expl. in the g. in this art.] Also, (S, M,
1,) and Sj,, (M,) A white cloud; (M, g;)

and so tp'. and ',s, of which the pl. is. ; l:

(.:) or white clod;' (M, 1;) as also;,J.l,pl.
of t.e and Vt)e: (Fr, Yas9oob, S:) or 7vwhite
clouds that scarcely ever, or nerer, give rain:
(S:) or clouds, (M, ],) or whaite clouds, (As, S,)
that become disposed one abore another (As, S,
M, g) in the manner of steps: (Ag, S, M :) or a
dense cloud that is above another cloud: (M, 1 :)
or a stationary portion of cloud: (]5:) or a

portion of cloud nwhich one sees as though it were
6; n, i. e. detained; but this explanation is of
weak authority: or, accord. to Ain, clouds
remaining stationary a day and a night; as
though detained: (M:) or clouds in rthich are
blackness and whiteness: or, as some say, clouds
so,v in motion, by reason of their heavines and
the abundance of their water: (Iam p. 786:) the
pl. ofjeo: is the same as the sing., (M,) or it is

~. (S, M, .) -. And ~, A mountain:
(0,1 :) or :.Jtl is the name of a particular
mountain. (TA.) -[And accord. to Freytag, as
from'the 1], in which I do not find this meaning,
A kill consisting of tones.] Also Je (15,)
i. e. (TA) the o of a J;&1 [or table, or thing
upon which one eats], (M, A, TA,) A thin,
rord cake of bread, which is pread beneath the
food thlat one eats: (M, A, ] :) or (15, TA, but
in the C]5 "and") upon which the food to be
eaten at a mddingfeast i ladled (J1, TA) by
the maker of the lbread: (TA:) also called V j~.

(.)

;IA.: see the next paragraph: ~ and see

0gl. (S, M, ) and and Vq, (4)

Stone: (, M, 1 :) or mooth stones: (TA :) or
3 . signifies, (M,) or IJlq signifies also, (]5,)
a piece of stone, or portion of stone: or of iron.
(M, 1.) A poet says, (S,) namely, EI-Ashk,
(M,) or 'Amr Ibn-Mil~al E-Ti-ee, addressing
'Amr Ibn-Hind, who had a brother slain, (IB,)

s s 0

(so in the .; but in the M and TA this verse is

given differently, with * and t in the places

of Io and 5,; and it is said in the M that
accord. to one relation the last word is *a ,
[with J,] whieh, it is added, is like *;4t in
meaning;) [i. e. Who will tell 'Amr, or S~bn,
that man was not ereated stone?] but IB says
that the last word is correctly ;;1, with kesr to
the e,.; and the poet means, man is not stone,
that he should patiently endure the like of this:
(TA:) [J says,] accord. to one relation, the last
word is .1;, with fet.-l, which is pl. of 't.',
the , being affixed to denote its being a pl. pl.,

for t is pl. of t ', signifying strong, or hard,
stones: [and he adds,] El-Aqsh says,

(s:) but IB says that*;l and 2G are not pls.
of ~ o; for JW is not a pl. form, but Jl.i, with
kesr, like l and JLt: (TA:) [and it is said
that] the verse from which this is cited is not by
El-Apsha, and is correctly and completely as
follows:

* * . i ,*.S .,.,
,' ,. , .'

by being meant the ., (TS,,TA,)3

bythe strl being meant the alled: (TS, ,TA,)
the stringed instrument thus called: (T, TA:)
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accord. to the reading given in the ., the verue
means, As though the croaking of the frogs in it,
a littl, before daybreak, were the sounds of
falling stones: and this is correct. (TA.) See

d1so<.n~

&jt.!: see the next preceding paragraph.

j,,qj: sM lee ~
9. . . -

se: ee :, last sentence.

,j....: .se...

5-, [respectini the form of which see
(9, M, ],) and t sj,., without teshdeed, (Lb,
M, g,) and * S,.e, (i,) The intenene of the
cold (,M, V) of winter: ($,M:) and [in an
absolute sense] intentsn of cold: (TA:) and
? s[.. signifies also the midde of winter; (1 ;)

and so ;.. (TA.)

Jlq.0: see t, in two places. t,, (,

M, A, V) and * J.l (,) or the former only
is meant in the 1 as having the first of the signiP
fications here following, (TA,) A stony tract, of
which the stone are black and worn and crumb-

ling, as though burned with fire; syn. ;d.; (T,
$, M, A, &c.;) for which ^. is erroneously put in
copies of the i: (TA:) from t e, q. v.; (,
M;) or from ;Jjl: or, accord. to some, such as
is leel, abounding with stones, and d.ifficult to
roalh upon: (M :) or the former is [the tract

raUed] ,,Ai *a ., and [that called] ;'I ,..6 : (El.-
Fezaree:) or it has the first of the above-men-
tioned significations, and signifies also a [moun-
tain, or hill, smch as is termedt] 4La: (ISk :) or
smooth rock upon which nothing maAes an im-
presion: but the latter, accord. to Aboo-'Amr
Esh-Sheybince, signifies a a'. without a pass.

(ISh.)- Also io.l (M, 1) and t (,.
M, IS) A calamity, or misfortune: and a evere
war: (M, 1 :) or the latter, a distressin case.

(s.) One says,tLsol J I_ij (M) and i
(8, M) Tliey fell into a calamity, &c.: (M:) or
the latter, thj feUll into a distressinig cas: (S :)
or into a perplexing and distressing case, from
which they could not escape, like tih 4:, above
mentioned, without a pams: (Aboo-'Amr Esh-
8heybinee:) but in some of the copies of the

"Alfiu*lh" [of ISk],.~, .l, as though derived
from ;lj., signifying "stones." (TA.)

jL~: seoe.

j] ,*$: see jLe, in three places.

;jL,o Rugged ground, riing above the adjacent
part or parts, and hard, (I, TA,) in which is no

lwrbage, and which produces none: or i. q. .l

.L.. (TA.) See also '.

~G and ;j (M, (M ,) the latter of which is
also applied to a fem..le, without ;, (M,) and

·. ~e (M, ]) and tiy., (M,) are epithets from
? "he was patient, or endurimb:" (M, :)

the five following epithets are said to denote dif-
ferent degrees of patience: .tG is the most general
of them [in signification, meaning simply Patient,
or enduring]: V;.L signifies acquiringpatience;
and tried with patience: ' - a constraining

himelf to be patient: , haring great
patience; [or wery patient;] whose patience is
greater than that of others; [as also ~ ~'; or

this signifies re~ patient, from ;] de-
noting quality, or manner: and ;ljL, haring an
intense degree of patience; [or having ve1y great
patience ; denoting measure, and quantity: the
pl. of Ve is j~.. (TA.) As an epithet ap-
plied to God, (Aboo-Is-.h?4 [i.e. Zj],) tj lJI
signifies The Clement, or Forbearin, rho does
not hasily avenge Himself upon the disobedicnt,
but for~ive., or defers: (Aboo-Is-hik, I:) [it
may be well rendered The Long-suffeing :] it is
an intensive epithet. (TA.) One says also,;A -#
,31t J, : [He is a patient endurer of cold].
(A.)

; &c.: see art.,o.
.··,,, ,,

,dl. DBallast of a ship; the weigil that is put
in the bottom of a ship. (TA.)

j~. [AIore, and most, patient or ceuluring].

t I~. . ,o [More yatient than an ar] is a
prov. (Meyd.) And one says, lj j;;:

,fl i.. ,.i /..I~ : [IIe is mure patient of beating
than the [round]. (A.) [The fem.] ,.. is
applied to a sle-camel by goneyf El-I.Hanatim [as
meaning Surpass~gly patient or enduriny].
(IAgr, TA in art. .. ')

ov..l Sheep or goats, and camels, that return
in the evening and morning to their owners, not
remaining away fromn themn: (M, [:*) [a pl.]
having no sing.: (.K:) [ISd says,] I have not
heard any sing. of it. (M.)

;., [pas. part. n.ofl, q. v. Confined, &c.-]
Confined [with bonds or otherrisc], (]K,) or
set up, (M,) to be put to death: (M, g :) and

,: J,. a ,man confined, (1,) or set.u,
(M,) to be put to dteath; (M, ];) i. q...
)>it.: (Th, M, ] :) and ;, applied to a beast

(~, A), confined [or bountl] to be lnt to death
[and in that state killed by arrows or the like];
i. q. JI # it. ....: such is forbidden to be
eaten. (S, A.) -_ applied to an oath: see
~.- Also Made into a '~,, like a ;~. of
wlhat; so gatlered or collected together. (TA.)

;-(-':: see [tGr. [s... is expl. by Reiske
as signifying Collecta caro (hy7coy as oap6s9):

mentioned by Frcytag: if so, it is app. .. ~ :
see its verb.]

a: secZe hf.

1. ~ 0", aor. :, (Az,s, g,) inf. n ,

(AZ, S,) He pointed at him, or to~ards him,
with hisfinger, (oi,) disparagingly: (AZ, S;
K :) or, as some say, ihe mant m evil thing 0
him when he (the latter) was inadvertent, not

noin.. (TA.)_And 95/G ~gl ~ .
He directed such a one to such a one by pointig,
or indication: (S, Jg :) because, when one directs
a man to a way, or road, or to a thing that is
latent, or obscure, he points towards it with the
finger. (TA.) One 'says, 'i. a;, L; Wlat

directed thee to u? (TA.) And .. iit .. ' 
He directed others to tihe people, or party. (TA;)
Of one who magnifies himself, or acts proudly,
in his government, or administration, one says,

Cl . t [app. meaning Te Devil ha/
ti3~ , .5 #,* 05

directed him]: and lJt tb.l A jl [The
fPners of the Devil have reached himn]. (TA.
[See the pass. part. n. below.]) - And one says,

- **..6;, O %l ".3 i.e. e tFood ,opr-
sented, or offered, to himn, or was placed, or put,
before him, and] he did not put hit finger into it.
(TA.) [See also t, near the end.] - And
i.4"1, (0, i,)inf .n. a above, (TA,) He
inserted his finger into the hen in order that he
nmighlt knon f sihe nwere [near] laying an egg or not:
(0, K:) mentioned by Z. (TA.) -.And 'o

iUll He put his 'infer upon the wesl so that
what nas in another s~l flowed upon it [into
the former veel]t]: (A'Obeyd, ., O, ] :) or, u
some say, he put tjetlher his two fingers, [or two
of his fingers,] then discutryedl, or let Jflow, rhat
was in the ve*sel, of wine, or lbeverage, into a
thing nwith a narron, head [or mnouth]: or, accord.
to Az, he discharged, or let flowe, wtht was in the
vessel, of wine, or beverage, between thie ex-
tremnities of [either of] his two thumbs and fore
fin qcrs, in order that it might not become scat-
tered, and pour forth copiou.ly. (TA.) - And

., inf. n. as above, lie hit, or hurt, his finger.
(TA.)m..;I f ., inf. n. as above, mean-
ing lie came forth upon the people, or party, is
said to be originally w, itl .. (TA.)

[4. .. ol, followed by g., is said by Freytag,
as on thc authority of Meyd, to signify lie (a
pastor) fed and managed well his cattle: but this
is perhlaps taken from a mistranscription of the
saying, mentioned by Meyd, 4.' s . .1.

q. v. infra.]

I Sif-magnipfcation, or pride; (0, g,
TA ;) such as is consummate; (TA;) and haughti-

e.s,* or insolence, or vain glory; (O, TA;) aid
t' ;4 signifies the same. (O, K, TA.)

i.q. ,. [q. v.]: the C being substituted

for the :. (MF on the letter.)

0*e *.. 5i *,. . 9*5
and am l and 1 and and 1

(S, 0, Mb, 1) and 1. and &, (0, Mb, 1])

and .os and ~1, the . being thus trebly

vowelled, and the r likewise (M.b, K) with
every one of the vowellings of the ., (V,) and

1 o (Mb, ,) of which fo. v t"l also, (Mqb, 1~,) of all which forms the
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first is the [only] one commonly known and the
one approved by persons of chaste speech, (Msb,)
all mentioned by Kr, (Jg,) and by LI also on the
authority of Yoo, (TA,) A j&icer: and a toe:
(MA, KL, &c.:) of the fernm. gender, (Msb,) or
fem. and masc., (%, O, Msb, K,*) but generally

fem.: (0, M 9b, :') pl. (of ~.1, MA) t.l

and (of t ,l, MA) S.a'. (MA, J.) _ One

says, ' : [W ith the mention of them

the fingers are bent]; meaning that they are
reckoned as the best, [or among the best,] for the
beet are not many. (M, on a verse cited in the
first paragraph of art. U;.) [See also two similar
exs. in the first paragrapl of art. j_ and S.]

-And 1 s, - i clUS [7The pastor

has a finger pointing at /his cattle, or camels or
sheep or goat] ]; meaning, [has upon his cattle]
an impress of a good state or conditiom; (., V,*
TA;) i. e. they are pointed at with the fingers
because of their goodliness and fatness and good
tending. (TA.) [See also a verse cited voce

$,.] And similar to this saying is the prov.,

i).-. ~"'1 JW aIl > , meaning t [Upon

himn is,froin God, (acknowlMdged be his absolute
supremacy,)] an imrlness of a good state or con-

dition. (Mevd.) And one says also, ~ 
dl ,j '"1, meaning t Verily he is good in

reslet of thi impren ulpon his cattle [indicative
of their state or conlition]. (IA!r, TA.) - And

E_1l A.. c' :Such a one is unfaitlful,
treachierous, or perfidious. (0, ~,' TA.") - And

1 s 13 1 [lIe has afinger in this

afftir]. (TA.)- The Prophet said ,/ 4! i

[The heart of tie believer is between tro of the
.pingei s of God: He turneth it alxmt as He
plearetl]. (O.) - And a man says, in respect of
a difficult affair, when he has been made to have
recourse to a strong man, able to bear his burden,

-_lt -eg, -. *' ^7 1 t [Verily he wiUl mahe

an end if it ,rit/ one finger]: and %Ae d1

".cL, ' t [ Verily the smallest of his fingers
will suffice hin for its accomplishment; the .pi

thlus prefixed to the agent being redundant, as in

1 41 ls and many other instances]. (0.)

_-.~.~1 I is one of the surnamanes of The

Devil. (TA. [See UJ -Z.o, above.]) -

[5.l signifies also t A prong, as resemlbling a

finger: so in the ? and 1Y in art. jpa., and in

other instances.] -- ;.a1 ` U, (O, TS, K,) in
the "Minhij " of Ibn-Jezleh Cl./01 tt_Lol, [app.

a mistranscription,] and in the L ;i,tl !1LI,

(TA,) t[Common clinopodium, or wild basil,]

the sweet-smellingplant calleUd in Pers. ,t. S' l,
(A.In, O, X,) which grows abundantly in dithe
southern parts of Arabia, and is not delpstured

by any animaL (AiHn, O.) - U;1,;I 11

t A species of grapes, (AI.n, O, ]i,) black, (AI{n,
0,) long, like the acorn, likened to tlte dyed
fingers of virgins; (Al[n, O, r;*) the bunch
thereof is about a cubit [in ~ngth], compact [so I

render ulI. supposing it to be similar to

L,).t. applied to herbage &c.,] in tie grapes; its
raisins are good; and it grows in the Sarch

(iJl;). (A ,O.). C t.Theowers.

(ti.) of thc .. I;;;, [or Hermodactylus (the

Iris of Linn. ?) now applied to meado~safron,
a .pecies of colchicum]; (0, ];) the potency of
which is like that of tAhe ,1 [itsef ]. (TA.)

--. t [Certain things] resmbling the

%,.;I~ [or , v with , )whirh B is applied],
of tit bgth of the finger, (., TA,) red; (TA;)
bronght from the Sea of El-lfjdz; of proved
efficacy for tithe speedy consolidation of wounds.

(V,.) . G1 U l t Thie root (J..1) of a certain
plant of which the form is like the hand, (0, 1,)
variegated with yellowness and vhiteness, hard,
and hating a little sacetness; and there is a
species thereof yellon, with a dust-colour, but
7without rNhiteness: (0, TA:) so says Ibn-Jezleh:
(TA:) it is beneficial as a remedyfor madness, or
diabolical potsc.ion, and for poisons, (o, TA,)
and tie sting, or bite, of venomous, or nozious,
re)tiles, or tie like, and it acts as a dissolrent
of thlich ex(rccence.. (TA.) - As a measure,

o sigrifies [A digit; i. e. a Jinger's breadth;]
the width of six moderate-sized barley-corns;

(Msb voce . ... ;) the fourth part of tishe a.'.
(Mgh and Mfb ibid.)

._.l: see &.., first sentence.

",,~: sce '.
i &,f-manijfying, or proud. (IA9r,

O, J, TA.)

1. 'iL. aor. 1 and' (S, O, Msb, , the former
not in the copy of the J used by SM) and,,

(Fr, O, M.b, g,) inf. n. . - (S, O, Mqb, g)

and '. (As, O, O) and i.s , (AHn, TA,) [of

which last, .. (q. v.), also said to be an ilf. n.,

is peflhaps a contraction, or, as is said in the Ksh

ii. 132, it means a mode, or manner, of g,]
lIe dyed it, or coloured it; (K, TA;) namely,
a garment, or piece of cloth; (S, O, Msb, TA;)
and white, or hoary, hair, and the like. (TA.)

[It is said tlhat] the primary meaning of .. 1

in the language of the Arabs is The alteringj

[a thing]: and hence ,.JI · , meaning The

garment, or piece of clotha, nas altered in colour
to blackness or redness or yellowness [&c.].

(TA.) - [Hence,] ilUI o, nor. ., inf. n.

·. , t He nwistened the mouthful with oil or
grease [or any kind of & i. e. sauce &c.]; and

hie dipped it, or immersed it; and in like manner

any other thing. (TA.) [Thus] one says,

;Ll ; (A, 0, g) and ,W1I . (TA) lie

diplnd, or immersd, his hand, or arm, in the

water. (AV, O, ]J, TA.) And ajWl i
W;JI u, tl (As, O) or ,*W (TA) t The she-

camel dipped ler lips in the water. (At, O, TA.)

- [Hence also,] the term &o is used by the

Christians as meaning t The dipping, or im.-

mersing, of their childrcn, [i. e. baptizing them,]

in water. (Az, ;,0 TA.) One says, ^03 t.

le;l=l ,, in£ n. [&. (as. shown in the next

preceding sentence) and] 1_., t He introduced
his child into the Chritian communion, it is said,
by dipping, or immersing, him in the water of

baptism. (TA.) And : 2;l A -- t He

introduced his child into the Jewvih communion
[probably by baptirnm combined with circumcision:

but see 'i4 , an explanation of which seems to

indicate that circumcision alone is meant in this

case]. (TA.)_-And .,JI O They

colour and alter information, or discourse. (O.)

- And .n 5 eaS. t Thecy altered him in his

estimation; and informed him that he had become
altered from tile state in which he was. (TA.)
And it is said that ' " . and 

i,A mean Thejy pointed me out to thee as one

nwho wouldd accomplisd& chat thou deIsiredst of me;

from the saying of the Arabs, Cresw Jqjll ;..a.

and ,5i I pointed at the man with tny eye and
with my hand: (0, K :*) but Az says that this is
a mistake; that the Arabs when they mean thus

say ,a, with the unpointed E. (O.).One

says also, . ' , (Msb,) or

.A1L1, and al (TA,) Ie laboured in science,
[or in a species of science or knowkebje, and in
'orh,] andl becamie notable thue7in [or titereby].

(M,b.)-t4J..b5 &, inf. n. b~i l1er udder

became full, and goodly in colour: (0, 1i, TA:)
*···· * -· -

said of a camel. (O, TA.) - And ,
(0, K,) aor. ;, (0, TA,) iif n. n j"' (TA,)
said of a man) (0,) His L2. [or mnusle] became

lo,,,: (0, .K:) like . (0, TA.) And

4,, , inf. n. tjo, Thle garment, or piece
of cloth, was long and ample: a dial. var. of

-'
. (TA.) And.tW ll . , aor. ', lIe

[app. a camel] put his head into theJfod: as also

e. (O) And e.j ; [The

canewls put their helads into tlw pature, or herbage].

(0, TA.) And i.Z "- ;.: [or , Sh put

her lhad into it]; like .O.to. (TA.)

2. wq1) '.o Sthe (a woman) dyed her gar-

ments mu.h. (o.)5 .I91 '. (, A, TA,)
or ;;.1, (O, L, TA,) inf. n. -, (L, TA,) i. q.

ii' I [i. c. Tlhe ripening date, or the full-gron,n
unripe date, began to rilen, or showed ripening,
or became spechkled by rcason of ripening, or
ripened, at tithe part nert the base and stalk]:
(S, O, L, TA:) or became coloured. (A, TA.)

And ;£ l t ,.: i.i The palmn-tree siowed

ripening in its dates; (0, g, TA;) as also ;

inf. n. as above: (1 :) or, accord. to Az, -a

in relation to the palm-tree [itself] is not known.

(TA.)-And 1ti1 Cj.C , (As, O, Il,) inf. n.
as above, t The ste-camel cast her young one

wrhn its hair had grown; as also t C.~ !: (O,
1[:) but c -.,, with ,, which means the same,
is more commonly used. (As, O, TA.)

4: see 2, in two places. 4 I 3 e
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is a dial. var. of .I, (0, 1],*) meaning Goa
rdred benefits, or boons, complete, fill, oi
ample, to him. (0.)

- 1 is from 1, (L4 , 
and means t le became settled, or established, in
religion: (TI :) and so e.x. ; expl
by Z as meaning t He was, or became, in a goot
state [in rwpect of religion]. (TA.)

8. 1 ~4J"."l It was, or became, dyed, oi
coloured, with such a thing. (TA. [There said
to be tropical; but this I doubt.]) - And 

8* o, (i 0, V,) or JA , (El.Fa-rbee, Mgh,

M1b,) and the like, and, as some say, J1iJ1 e ,
(Mhb,) or jsiJI s, (Mgh, [so in my copy, bul
app. a mistranseription,]) He made ue of tokai
is termed [or sauce, &cO.], (0, ]( , TA,) or

megar, (TA,) to render his bread savoury; (0,
I, TA;) & l including olive-oil, as well as
vinegar, and similar seasonings. (TA.) One
may not say, J % JI -.1. (Mgh, Myb.)
- Lso!l also signifies t Be made, or prepared,

what is termed [i. e. sauce, &c.]. (TA.)

5 (AZ, As, %, Mgh, O, Myb, O) and ' '.

(0, O, M,b, O) and V 5, (O, V,) or this is an

inf. n., differing from 5, (AZ, Aq, L,) and

t i4t.., (Mgh, O, M9b, ,) as some say, (O,) or
thls last is a pl. of the first, (O, Msb,) [or] the

pl. of 5 is i4.., (a,) A dye; (AZ, As, S,
Mgh, O, Meb, ;) usd for colouring elothes

[&c.]: (TA:) the pl. of t"t~ is l ;; and

; is a pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of . (TA.) 
[Hence, app.,] one says of a girl, or young
woman, when one first takes her as a concubine,
or when he first has her conducted to him as a
bride, (AZ, O,) or when one first marries her,
(v,) t.11 '; t [Verily she is one newly
taken as a concubine, or a bride: app. alluding
to the recent application of the dye of the binnk].

(AZ, O, J.) And one says also, . 4Js >.
'i 1, (AZ, 0,) or .4J ;: s l L.%, (L,) i. e.
[I did not, or he did not, take it, or acquire it,]
for its lproper price, [app. meaning its cost-price,
or pimo-eat,] but for a high [or raised] price.
(AZ, O, I~.0)-°~ also signifies, (S, Mgh, O,

M9b, TA,) and so does it"., (Mgh, TA,) or

the latter is pi. of the former, (~, O, TA,) IA
seasoning, or condiment, for bread, to render it
avnoury; (5, Mgh, O, Msb, TA;) particularly

(M.b) swh as is fluid, (Mghl in art. .>l, and
MR,,) as vine!ar, (Mgh, Mhb, TA,) and olive-oil,
(Mgh, TA,) and the like, (Msb, TA,) [i. e. any
sauce,] in which the bread is dilp.d: (Mb :) so
called because the bread is dipped in it, (Mgh,
TA,) and coloured thereby: (Mgh:) the pl. of

.c 0. as 'L,*
.._ is '-~1: one says, ~j ak_._-'j1 'l

,;l.ll X [The msauc, or fluid seaonings, wer'
b'undant upon the table]. (TA.) °,. is used in

this sense, but not explained, in the 1g. (TA.)
llence, in the lur [xxiii. 20], J-.L ~.

i t [And a sauce for taose that eat]; (S, 0, Mqb,
rTA;) where it means, accord. to Fr, olive-oil;

but accord. to Zj, the olive [itself ]; 6nd Az pre-
fers the latter explanation: (TA:) some read

A (Bd.)

d fo, [ in a horse, The haring the ethole of the
fetlock whrite, witelout its rhitenesr conjoining
witr thet of what is ternmed JeA l [q. v.].
(TA.)

: see , first sentence.

.. , in a sheep or goat, or in a ewe, 1V White-
nes of the extremity of the tail; the qunlity de-
noted by the epithet its. (TA.) Also tA

date that has become partly ripe, i. e. ripe in a
rpart thereof (O, g.)

,; ~ k: see ., first sentence. - It also Means

' Religion, syn. a se, (AA, 0, K,) ad ait;
t(C;) and the religious law, syn. aA.) ; (TA )
and anything vlt eby one advancesr himself in the
favour of God: (AA, TA:) [thus,] in the .0ur
[ii. 132], (0, TA,) k 4. means the religion

of God, syn. .1 5.w, (0, Msb, K,) or il X

(S, M9b,) which is the meaning of Xii.i;
(Mqb;) the religion of God, with an adaltation
to whfich mankinul are crcated; because its effect
appears in him who has it like the dye in the gar-
ment; (Bd, Jel;) or because it intermingles in
,the heart like the dye in the garment; (Bd ;) and
it is said to be from the Christians' [or M~.
i. e. baptism] of their children in a sort of water
that they have; (S; [and the like is said in the
0, and KBsh, &c. ;]) ao.- being in this instance in
the accus. case as an objective complement;
(Myb;) bfor the meaning is "follow ye the religion
of God ;" (O, Msb;) or "we will follow the
religion of God:" (O :) or it means that wrhich
God has prescribed to Mohammad; i. c. circum-
cision: (0, g:) or a~. is in this instance an
inf. n., (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) signifying a mode, or
manner of, ~ [i.e. of baptism], (Ksh,) relating
to the baptism of the Christians, (Ksh, Bdl,) a
corroborative of the saying v.' [in verse 130], as
such put in the accusative case, (Ksh, .Bd, Jel,)
by reason of a verb understood, (Jel,) the mcnan-
ing being '; Z!'i; [God hat/h baptized u
with his baptism]; (Ksb, Bd., Jel ;) [so that
/i 'Z. signifies the baptsns of God, and may

here be rendered We have received the baptixrm
of God;] the Muslims being hereby commanded
to say to the Christians, "Say ye, God hath bap-
tized us (t:.) with the faith, with a baptism

( ) not like ours [i. e. not like our Christian
baptism], and purified us with a purifying not like
ours ;" or the Muslims being hereby commanded
to say [of themselves], "God hath baptized us
(('4Z) with the faith, as a baptism ( ), and
we have not been baptized with your baptism

a rel. n. from . (MIb.) - [A seller

of dyes. (Golius, on the authority of Meyd.)]

. Lt : see 5., in five places.

i. q. t V [i. e. Dyed]; applied to a
garment, or piece of cloth: and also used as a pl.,
applied to garments, or pieces of cloth. (L, TA.)
[See also

r L.* The craft, or art, of the dyer. (O.)

t A dyer (0, L, O of garment. (O, )
- And [henec,] t A liar: (. :) one rwho colors
and alters information, or discours. (0, ].')
The Prophet is related to have said, -u'al 11

, MA;.ah1 or a.Jl bl,6l J..4 &.

[Which may mean The most lying of man, or of
the most lying of men, are the dyen and the gold-
smiths; or tthose wio colour, and tho~e who
trasform, information, or discourse]: El-Kha-
tabee says, the meaning is, that the persons who
practise the two crafts to which these words relate
make many promises as to returning the goods,
and often break their promises; wherefore they
are said to be of the most lying of men; not that
every one of them is one who lies: but he adds
that it has been said to mean the moulding and
colouring of speech with falsehood. (0.)

Ut il., (0, l.,) without i, (0,) A sh-camel

haring her uwldcr full, and goodly in colour.

(0, I.) _And ")' ~ j t [meaning
Camels putting thei;r heads into the pasture], with
;. (O. [See 1, last sentence but one.])

t+ A horse rwhite in the forelock, (AO, ~,
Mgh, O, ],) all of it: (AO, Mghl: [see also

,a.,l :]) or white in the extremities of his tail:
(S, 0:) or white in the extremities if the ear:
(1 :) when the whiteness is in his tail, he is termed
j1,: or, accord. to AO, it signifies also white
in the whole of the tail, indudg its extremities.
(TA.) And t A bird white in the tail: (§, Q, 1C,
TA:) or, accord. to the book entitled "Ghareeb
el-Hamtm" by El-~asan Ibn-'Abd-Allah El-
Iqbahinee EI-K4tib, white in the whole of the
head; but used in the former eense by the keepers
of pigeons. (TA.) And [the fem.] ziu~ t A
sheepl or goat (itL, ?, 0, ]1) or a ewe (AZ, TA)
white in the extremity of its tail, (AZ, S, O, 1I,
TA,) thle rest of it (i. e. of the animal) being
black. (TA.) _Also t A species of weakt birds.
(TA.) -Also, (applied to a man, O,) One nwho
voids his excrement (0, I, TA) in hix clothes (1K,
TA) when he is beaten (0, K, TA) and nwhen le is
frightened: mcntioned by Z. (TA.) - And
t..a, t A certain tree, or plant, (; · ,'.,) like the

t.j [which is applied to several species of panic
grass], havring a white fruit, growing in sands:
(K:) [but titis seems to have been taken from
thlree different exl)lanations, here following,:]
accord. to Al)oo-Ziyftd, a certain tree, or plant,
that gron.s in the sands, re.icemnblint the e
[which is applied to a species of the .Atl], which
i.s one of the abodes of the yazelles in the hot season,
lurking-.places being excavated bfy them at its
roots: accord. to another, of the Armbs of the
desert, it is like theA,, but the a is larger in
the leaves, and of a brighter gren : accord. to

I
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Aboo-Nar, a certain trw, or plant, having a
white fruit. (0.) And, (0,~,) u some say,

(0,) tA bwuch of erbage, of. whic, when it
comes up, the pper portion are green on the side
net the sun, and white on the id net the shade.

(0, V.) Also (i. . 5¶) The greatt of

torrt (Ibn-'Abhbd, O, I.) [In this sense,
though used a a subst., it seems to be, as in other
sense, imperfectly decl., being originally an
epithet: if not originally an epithet, it might,
aocord. to some authorities, be perfectly decl.]

t~ [without ;] : A palm-tree (!W) showing

ripening in its dates. (O, TA.)

[(L: A dyelwouse: so in the language of the
present day.]

.lDyed much. (O.) In the phrase 

ak1., [it is said that] the epithet is with teshdeed

9.$L [which means to denote muchness, and also

to denote application to many objects, so that it
may be rendered either Garment much dyed, or
simply dyed garments]. (S.)

, like w., which is the more commonly

used, [each without ;,] applied to a she-camel,

t Casting Alr young one twhen its hair has grown.
(Az, TA.)

see

inf. n. , (.,) lIe tunaedu awroay a gift, (A, S,
]~, TA,) or an act of kindness or beneficence,
(A4, , TA,) from his neighbours, and his ac-

quaintances, to others; and in like manner, :>h'

and '; (As, TA;) or he withheld it; 

from usw]: (AV,, ,>:) and ,..1 :. (M,
M9b,) aor. as above, (Mqb,) he (the cupbearer)

turned away the cup of wine, (M, Mb,) &

% i I [from him who was more, or most,

entitled to it], (M,) or ZA [from him]. (Myb.)
'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says,

[TAou hast turned away the cup of wine from us,
0 Umm-'Amr; when the proper cours of the
cup of wine wa towards the right]. (S. [See
EM p. 184.])-. And 1ie (a man) hid a thing in
his hand, (M, TA,) suchl as a dirhem &c., without

it being known. (TA.) - And C'1 'a,

(8, ],) or 1, aor. and inf. n. as above,
(M,) He placed evenly, or suitably, in I,s hand,
(S, M, ;,) th pair of play-bones, or dice, (., 15,)
or the pair of gaming-arrows, (M,) and thcn cast
them: (S, M, :) said of a player at a game of
hasard. (S, .) To him who does so one says,

.r 'j q4 [Sh.uf& thou, and do not pack].
(S.)

[2. i~, from MjjL, He soaped a thing; or
washed it with oap: so in the language of the
present day.]

Bk. I.

7: see what next follows.

a. ,Lt and Vt e;1 (V, TA) and )s&.0 ·

(so in my MS. copy of the O) or t C ~: (so in
the CV, but neither of these is in the TA,) He,
or it, turned away or back, or became turned
away or bach. (s.)

Q. Q. 1. or ~.: see what next pre-
cedes.

Urn; The hand of a player at a game of hazard
indind for acting treacherously to a companion.
(IAy, ~.)

.l~o a word of well-known meaning, ($, M,
]g,) [Soap;] a compound writh which clothes [}c.]
are washed: the bert of which is made of pure
olive-oil and clear potash and good Jew [meaning
lime], mel cooked [i. e. boiled], and dried, and

cut into particular shapes: the sort is not

cut, nor well cooked [or boiled], but is like cooked
starch: (TA:) it is hot and dry; and produces
a pleasurable snration in the body; (V ;) but the
washing the head with it hastens hoariness: (TA:
[in which many other supposed properties of it
are mentioned:]) IDrd says the word is not of tlle
language of the Arabs: (TA:) [Fei, in the M.b,

fiuicifully derives it from ,;.Wi1 , because it
removes filths and impurities:] MF says that it is
one of the words common to all languages, Arabic
and Persian and Turkish and others [as Greek

&c.]. (TA.) - [Hence,] .. JI O.Lm is a term

for t 'Vine.? (TA voce jVP, q, v.)

[5&,, Of, or relating to, soap; saponaceous.
- And A maker, or seller, of soap: mentioned
in the KC and TA only as a surname.]

1, 0e, (8, M, -],) aor. , inf. n. ; ., (9,)

or o, (M, g,) and 3e (, , M, K) and lI [also

written o., in the Cg (erroneously) s"J and

f', (M, ,) [app., in its primary aeceptation,
IIe was a youth, or boy, or child; agreeably with
an explanation of a phrase in what follows, and

with explanations of (. and :Ui which will be

found below: - and hence,] ie nwa, or became,
youtlfully ignorant, orfoolish, or silly: (M, :)
[and, as seems to be indicated in the TA, he in-
dulged in amorous daUlliance; a sense in which

the verb, more especially with 4o (q. v. infrl)

for its inf, n., is very frequently used :] or he in-
clined to ignorant, orfoolish, or silly, and youttful,
conduct; and in like manner tV &l.3; from

C1JI, which is from 1jJI [i. e. "desire"]: (i:

[see an ex. of the inf. n. of the latter verb in a

verse cited voce 4,L, in art. , :]) or and

as, as inf. ns., signify the inclining tahe Iart to
apy one; and have other significations expl. in

what follows: and ' ,q.r3 signifies the manifest-

ing pa&sionate loe, and desire: (KL:) [but e..

and /l; are often used in different senses: thus
Et-Tebreesee says that] in the following hemistich
Qf a poem by Dureyd Ibn-Es-Simmeh,

h ,L - 5 *- - ---.
4,Wb "%J1 ko m. 4. L* 4.o

1649
0

the first l ' may be from '. 1l [or .;1], and

the second I.. from 14J11 signifying A'dl; so
that the meaning may be, Hi engaged in play, or

sport, and c1 [or amorous dalliance, &c.],

as long as he wau a youth, [until hoar/ine came
upon his head;] or the meaning may be, he
engaged in * JII as long as he engaged therein,

&c. (Iam p. 380.) And 5~., (8, M, Q,) [aor.

~fi,1 inf. n. fty, (S,) or A, (M,) [or both, as
will appear from what follows,] signifies IDe

played, or sported, writh the Ci; . [i. e. youthe,

or boys, or children]: (S:) or he acted in the

manner of the O.I: (M, I:*) or both 4 and

as, a inf. ns., signify the acting as a youth, or
boy, or child; and the playing, or sorting, with

youths, or boys, or children: (KL:) and * 
and V .La-,, said of an old man, signify he acted
in a youthful, boyish, or childidh, manner. (TA.)

-. I~, inf n. w , and '.t, also signifies He

inclined. (Meb.) You say, IQI .;1 Ie inclined

to her, namely, a woman; as also : and in

like manner, s1 j and - [Ate inclined

to him]. (M. [Sco also, in art. ..])

And 1i 1., (M,) or l 4 , (] (,) in£ n. I'j (M,

1p and _ , ( M an ; (, g ;) and;-
( ;) lie yearned towards, longedfor, or desired,
(M, Il,) him, (M,) or her. (11.) - [Hence,

app.,] '~ , ; , (M, ~,) aor. (M,)
The [female] palm-tre inclined, or leaned, to-
wards the male palm-tree that was distant from

it. (M.) - And ael,I ', (M, K,) aor.

;, (M,) inf. n. ~, 7The pasturing beast in-
dlined its head aund put it upot the pasturage.

(M, A.) [See also 2.] .=., (M, M, V,) nor.

, (S, M,) inf. n. (,M, ) and ,

(M, V,) in [some of] the copies of the V o.o,

(TA,) said of the wind called L..i, (., M, },) It

ble). (g.) ..- And.9Il ~', (M, ],) like ~.;,
(1,) The people, or party, were blown uwpon by

the wtind called l.:i. (M, K.)

2. ..; 5j , lnf. n. L', Ie inclined hid

elad towards the ground. (TA.) [See also 1,
near the cnd.]

3. sLto, (T, 9,- M, 1, TA,) int. n.
,tLd, (TA,) lie inclined his ,ipear, (M, g,)

or he lowered the head of his spear towards the
ground, (Ti TA,) [or, as the context in the S
seems to indicate, hae inverted his spear,] to pierce,
or thrut, (T, M, K1,) with it. (M, TA.) -

iJIa . tl o IHe put the snord into its .i
[which generally means its scabbard] (S, M, 1,)

or into its ,lj [which generally means its case

for enclosing it together with its scabbard,]
(TA,) rersed, or inverted: (S, M, 1g, TA:) or,

accord, to the A, & ,k .L., and '4, means

he pit his swvord, and his knife. into its .1) not

in the right manner: and one says to one who

hands a knife, Lt.I . lA . i.e. lReerer thy
208
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($, TA;) and so too, [sometimes,] : (TA:)

and the pl. is 1|. (8, TA.)_ q.. .eJIi is a

term applied to The Jlatus, or .tatulence, (' I1,)
that is incident to children. (TA in art. .a.)
[Golius, in that art., explains it as meaning Larw,
terriculamentum puerorutm; on the authority of
Meyd.: and also as meaning Ep,.ilelxy; on the

authority of Ibn-fBeytir.] - s. also signifies
t The pupil of the CeJe: (M, Ij:) but Kr ascribes
this meaning to the vulgar. (M.) - And ! The
extremnity of each of the jrn-boncs: (K5, TA:)
i. e. (TA) I1a. signifies Ile two extremities of
the tno jan-bones (S, M, TA) of the camel and of
other animals: or, er some say, the t7wo edges
;wurring ourrtard. /;'oin tIle mrtile of thle two
ijao-bones: (MI, TA:) or, accord. to the A, the
thin portions of ite tn'o cxtremities thereof: and
it is [said to 1e] tropical. (TA.) And t A bone
below the lobe, or lobule, of each of the treo ears:
(1K:) or, as some say, the Aead of the bone that
ix below the lobe, or lobule, of each of the two ears
by thl space of about three.fi:nger- put ttogether.
(M.) - And I The edge (;.) of the sword: (M,
K, TA:) or the ridye thereof, (M, TA, in the
copies of the K *!,C .I is erroneously put for

; .t, TA,) rwhich ri.es in [i.e. along] its middle;
(M, IK, TA;) and likewise of a speasr-lihead:
(M, TA:) or, accord. to the A, that part of a
swordl below, or exch,ic.e of, ( ,) its '4 [q. v.].
(TA.)-And tThe head of the human tbot;
(M, A, TA; in the copies of the c .K ,! ,. is

erroneously put for-*.J%l .t.; TA;) i.e. the

part [thereof] betnween its i;sl [q.v.] and the
toes. (A, TA.) And t,i,ol signifies also t The
two si(de of tla [camcl'es suldle callet] i;..
(M.) - It is also said that .elJ1I t;A. signifies
$ Tite grains of hoar-fist tihat resemble pearlsb:
and aJl 5e,p :' the small drops of rain: blut
accord. to the anthor of the " Khasfil," it is

O [p. of i.., .v.], with . and then ~.
(TA.)

An/ife, putting the handle toivards me. (TA.)_
*s* jtld He made his buildint to incline, or
lean;. (IC.) - l;. tlo He (a camel) in-
mrtetI his lips on the occasion of drinking. (I.)

.- ;11 i He, or it, overturned tha old
nan; and made him to incline. (TA.) _ ,el
C ,:, (M, g,) i. e.., J p JI, (TA,) He
recited the vers. not rightly, or not regularly.
(M, g, TA. [In tho Cg, LJI t; ld.]) And
.*J&l .t liHe 7made thc speech, or launguage, to
deenate fromn its proper course, or tenour. (M,
]g.) - _.eJI b. 't:L is a phrase mcntioned
hy AZ as meaning lVe turned away firom the
[plants called] ,-. (TA.) - And one siays,. , .. A ..
).J I j +1^se 1St.J1, meaning l [i. c.

, but I think that ,i is a mistranscriptiou
for C', and that the meaning is, Tle gi.rls, or
yoUng w men, look fron within thc curtain].
(TA:)

4. ,~ She (a woman) had a chibl suach as is
termed j [i. e. a bhoy, or a youns male child];
(~, M;) and a child, malk or female. (S.)-
".1 g S/e (a woman, M, ., or a girl, or young
woman, ;) excited hi*l desire, and inrited /,im,
(M, 4,) or matde him to incline, (8,) to ignorant,
or foolish, or silly, and youtiftl, conduct, (S, M,

e,) o that he yearned towarde her; as also
* /-3. (M, J.) And Q i. ire inv.ited her
to the like thereof. (M.) And t t&t- also sig-
nifies lie deceied, or beguild, her, aund capti-
tated her heart; (M, ]; [soee also another ren-
dering in an explanation of a verso cited voce
;l;]) as also ' t&4W. (g.) And . 1

·Oj IIe ndeawvoured to cause the wife of such a
one to incline [to him]. (TA.) I4 They
entered upon [a time in which blew] the wind
caled lWI. (M, J4)

5: see 1, latter half: and ace also 4, in thlree
place

6: ace 1, in three places:_and see also 4.

[10. ~:, as stated by Freytag, is expl. by
Reiske as signifying Pueriliter e et proterwve
gesuit:~and by Jac. Schultens as signifying
P:o puero habuit. But the usage of this verb in
any sense is app. post-classical.]

1. [is of the fem. gender, and] is a subet. and
0* 0

an epitihet, [so that one says l; , , as well as

G, alone and l11 .,1 (M, TA,) [and signi-
fies The east wind: or an easterly wind:] the
wind that blows from the place of suris:
(Mb :) or the wind of which the mean place
n'hence it blonv is the place mwhere the sun ries
when the night and day are eual; the opposite
wind of which is the Jj: ( :) or the wind that
.Sfres the House [of God, i. e. the Kaoabek; app.
meaning that blows from the point oppoite to the
corner, of the Kaabeh, that is bet~n the Black
Stmte and the door]; as though yearning towards
the Ilouse: (M, TA:) or, accord. to IAsr, (M,)
the wind of which the place whence it blow

extends from the plqse of rinsing of i [or the

Pleiada] to [the place of] . :A4 [n-eaning
the tail of Ursa Major]: (M, K :) [it is often
commended by poets as a gentle and pleasant
gale, like the Zephyr with us:] the dual is
;v1'~ and k~ : (I4, M, f :) and pl. 1'
and Y.*i. (M, .)

L;. [also,written .o.] and ?1 ra., the former
with kesr and the short alif, and the latter with
fet-h and the long alif, (S, Meb,) [both mentioned
before as inf. ns.,] Youth, or boylhood; the state
of the &4 [q. v.]: ( :) or childhood. (Msb.)
One says, * . 1. SL6S and ,StL [That nwas

in his .youth or boyhood: or in his childhlol].
(Mob.) [See also an ex. in a verse cited in the
first paragraph of art. &,.] -And the fornmer
[or each, as is shown in the first sentence of this
art.,] has also a signification derived from ;.l
[or " desire ;" i. c., eaceh signifies also An inclining
to ignorint, or foolish, or xilly, apnd youthful,
conduct; and amorous dalliante]: (S :) and t ?j
signifies [the same, as is also shown in the first
sentence of this art., or, like :. and i4',] the
ig.norance, or foolishnec, or silliness, of youth;
(Lth, M, I ;) and a;norous dalliance. (Lth, TA.)
[See an ex. of the first in a verse cited in the first
paragraph of art. .01; and another in a verse
cited voce ,c.e.]

;i.: see the next preceding pargrnaph.

,.: see Ye.

A youth, boy, or male chikl; syn. . :
( :) or a young male child; (Mggh, Myb ;) be-
fore he is calUed ._l: (Mgh:) or one that has
not yet been meaned, (M, I,) so called froom thae
time of his birth: (M:) and 't _ signifies the

same as ~.r; these two words being like .Ji
and;1 1 4: (TA:) the pl. of the former is °o [a
pl. of pauc., in which the j is changed into IS
because of the kesreh before it, like as is said in
the M respecting another of the pls.,] (S, M, Meb,
I, but not in the CI,) and ;. (M, K, TA, in

the CC i;,) and !Z (M, 1p) and (z, (g,
TA, but not in the CAi,) [or rather the last two
are quasi-pl. ns.,] and ol [another pl. of pauc.]
(10) and 1a~.I [also a pl. of pauc.], (M, K,) but
this last is said by J to have been unused, because
the usage of '~' rendered it needless, (TA,) and
0' , (S, M, Meb, ], but not in the CAl,) in
which the j is changed into L. because of the
kesreh before it, (M,) and !I, (M, g,) as
some say, preserving the g. notwithstanding the
dammeh, (M,) and C1.o. (M, K, but not in the
C1g,) and 1f".": (M, g:) and [ISd says,]
accord. to 8b, the dim. of 4. is Va'1, and

that of ·l~ is V Aew, each irreg.; but in my

opinion, 'a. is the dim. of a.., and ° 1 is

that of le.l: (M:) [J says,] ..e.l occurs in

poetry as being the dim. of il. (..) of
signifies A youn noman, girl, or fenalC child;

5 e. femrn. of u, q. v.

°..a: see L. , former half.

. ~: saee ',.e, first sentence. - Also i.q.

; r '_L [i. e. One nwho indules in youthfid
fol//, anul amnorouc dlalliance]. (TA.) .- -u-
reyshl, (M,) or the Jews, (TA,) used to call the
Commanions of the Prophet #4.. (M, TA. [See

.t.~, in art. eo.]) And Nffi' read [in the ]ur
ii. W0 and xxii. 17] 'e.oLI instead of I;

(TA ;) and [in v. 73] .. I1 instead of C41t .

(TA voce yt.) - , a pl. of "G, is expl.
as meaning Those who incline to conflicts and
factions, seditions, or the like, and love to be
foremost therein. (TA. [See e, in art. o.])

4a. l 7I e obliquae mind (s1tt , dim. of

iJtI,) that blons in a direction betneen that of
the east or easterly wind ( JI) andl that of theI

[BooK r
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north or northerly raind (J8;?Jl)* (B, :) it is

,ery cold, (B and TA roce il1,) and very
boisterous, and unattended by rain or by any good.
(TA ibid.)

1ic : sce e o.

r, (IKs, As, M,) or a.., (S, A,) or both,
(i,) applied to a woman, (l]s, Az, S, M, A,

g,) and the former also applied to a man, (Er-
Raghib, TA,) Having ..o [i. e. children, or

young chillrn, or young unecaned childrcn], (m,
Er-R&gliib,A,*) or having a child such as is

termed u,e.. (M, .) Hence the latter is

metaphorically applied by El-Hareerce to i Wine
of which the scaled cover has been broken. (gar
p. 450.)_ [See also the verb, 4.]

: see to, in art. 143.

41ra A calamity, or misfortune. (i.)

1. , (S, A, MA,Mqb,,) aor. ,(MXA, Myb,

I) and ', (MA,) inf. n. m.. (,* A,. MA,

MYb,' MP, TA) and C, (S, ],* MF, TA,)

two forms of the inf. n. of which there are some

othdier exs., as i; and ^,l and a0 and J, (MF,

TA,) and t also, (I,* TA,* TI,) [like

;.; &C.,] Ilie ma, or becamru, healthy, or
ound; (MA ;) or restored to halth, or soundnem,

4. ,; [from hui disease]; (, A;) as also

t 1.: (6:) or his disea departed. (, TI.)

And t It ras, or became, [or proed,] sound,
valid, (MA,) [suhbstantial, real, sure, certain,]
true, right, (MA, Myb,) correct, just or proper,

whol or entire, (MA,) or [unarreamd, or unin-
paired,] frew frotn evry ipceifection or cefcct
orfault or blemiLsh, (L, i], TA,) and from every-
thing that would occsion doubt or supiion or
eil opinion: (L, TA:) and t it was, or became,
snitabl to the case, or event. (Myb.) You say,

.3i,% Zh ? [I;J tsti,nony as sound, valid,

&c.]. (A, TA.) And c.i o S [hIis saying
war, or proved, true]. (A, TA.) And a 

L- bWil I [His ruijht, or due, or just claim,

mas, or became, establisheCd, subtantiated, made
gooad, or verJifed, in the etimation of the jude;

like 4]. (A,TA.) And CL" &X

I [Stuh a thing becaine established, or verjisd,
as due to him from him; like 4]. (A, TA.)

And shll &I 2The contract becamne establihed

by il enecution. (Mb,) And vie 11ry aa

used by the lawyers, S he prayer [nan suitabl
to the ordinance terof, so that it] annulled ti
obligation of performing it after the appointed
time. (Mgb, and Dict. of Techn. Terms of the
Mussalmans pp. 815-816. [Tis meaning i;

expressed in the former by the phrase ,

rUll; wh.ich is fully expl. in the latter work,

with other conventional meanings of ie., all

seduciblc t explanations givon aboven .]C
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sgsj-1 [if not a mitranscription for .u1 or

C.o] signifies t He made the thing

[i. e. sound, valid, &c.]. (L, TA. [In the latter
app. taken from the former.])

2. 'm.., [inf. n. H ;,] re rendered him

healthy, sound, or fre from disase; (S, A, MA,
TA;) said of God; (~, TA;) and (A, TA) so

t Y .~. (A, ], TA.) One says, AU., t 'I 1,

and G p., May God render thy body

healthy, sound, or free from disease. (A.)
And t He rendered it sound, valid, (MA,) [sub-
stantial, real, sure, certain,] true, right, (MA,
Myb,) just or proper, whole or entire, (MA,)
[or fre from every imperfection or dcfect or
fault or blemish, andfrom everything that would
occasion doubt or upidcion or evil opinion: see L]

You say, I.t ; , and I, t I

corrected the book, or writing, and the reckoning;
rectified what was wrong theroof. (L, TA.) And

s! m..~ [He ver/fied hit being fre from a

thing; clear, quit, or guiltles, of it; or irreon-

sible for it]. (Mgh in art. ;!.)

4. 4,~o1: see 8, in two plaees.._Also He

found himn to be e [or healthy, sound, or

free fro dimase]; namely, a man. (L, TA.) _

And ,1 He had hisfamihy and his cattle in a

heat/hy, or sound, state; (L, ];) whether he
himself were in health or sick: (L:) or, said of
a people, or party, thly had their cattle in a
healthy, or sound, state, after they had been
affected by a plagu~e, or mnurrain, or distemper.
(B, L)

5. 4 53 [He was rendered healthy, or

sound, by it]. (0 and TA voce 2., q. v.)

10: see 1, first sentence. One says also,

. 3 ~",1 tU : [I hold to be true, righlt, or

just, w*hat thou sayet]. (TA.)

R. Q. L c ._ It (a thing, or an affair,)

wma, or became, ditinct, apparent, or manifest;

(1i ;) like . . (TA.)

C.a: see the next paragraph, in two places.

s.~ (B, A, MA, 0, 1) and t 0- (p,* 0,1

and t l (0, 1) [all app. in£. ns., of 
q. v.; and used as simple substs. meaning]

,Health, or wunde~ of body; (B, A, MA, O ;)

) contr. of.L. or,: (B, A, 0 :) or deparure of
'a

diuea: ( :) am. is said to be in the body and

in religion; like as are [its oontrs.] uj*, and. :
(Aboo-Is-h. i, TA in art. ~.j r:) in the body, it
is a natural state or condition, eturewith the
actions [and fictions] of the body hame the
natural course: and it is metaphorically used in

3 relation to [other things, including] attributes, or
ideal things: (Msb:) and signifies [a saound,
valid, substantial, real, ure, certain, true, right,
correct, just or proper, whole or entire, state or
condition; as is indicated in the first paragraph

.of this art.; or] freedom from every imPerfection

or defect or fault or bbmish, (L, j, TA,) and
from everythlin that would occasion doubt or
usicion or evil opiion (L,TA.) One says,

; '~ LS" '1. (1 in art. , q. v.)

And s,i; t . Jj I Al [Thlat was in

his state of healtl;, or soundness, and his ilbns, or

sine s]. (AO, .) And " t ,mt t 0*i l

,*JI [Hlow little removed is hteakh, or sound-

nes,from illnss, or icknes.']. (O.)

1im...: see a., in two places: -and see

in four plac. e s. , -l- means

t TIe hard part of the road, that has not been
rendered soft, or plain, (l(, TA,) nor smooth, or
eay to 1alk or ride upon. (TA.)

1t : see the next paragraph.

;m.. (S, A, MA, M Ib, t, KL) and ttl;

(S, A, Mgb, O) Healthy, ound, or fee fro

disease; (S,A,MA,V, KL;)and soo. JIl ; ,

applied to a man: (Mgb:) and t sound, valid,

(MA, KL,) [mibstantial, real, sure, certain,]

true, right, (MA, KL, and Myb in explanation
of the former word,) correct, just or proper,

whole or entire, (MA, KL,) or [unmarred, or

unimpaired,] free from every imperfection or

defect orfault or blnmish, (L, V, TA,) and from

everyi~g tlat would occasion doubt or snulicion

or eil opinion: (L,TA:) [and tsuitable to tle

case, or event: (see 1:)] fem. aLm- . , applied to

a woman [and to other things]: (TA:) pl.e-, s(A, M9b, g,) a pl. of _, (MI b,)

and applied to men [and other things], (A, ],

TA,) and of Lm-., and applied to women,

(TA,) and iAl, (A, MY b, j,) a pl. of

(Msb,) and applied to men, (A, ],) and a.oi,

likewise applied to men, (A,) and ~,

(1,) a pl. of iL'_, and applied to women.

(TA.) 'j 5 means [lit Sound of shin;

or] not [having the akin] cut; as also t ;t.

.j.§: ($:) [but eacb hua a tropical significa-

tion; for] one ay, .r (yam

p. 628) meaning S [Such a one is sound] in rspect
of origin, and of honour, or reputation. ( ,ar

p. 135.) And ~..o ~ means A dirhem free

from defet4; as also and

[which I find as syn. with in my copy of

the ],] with damm, is allowable, like jl.; as

syn. with J1;. (L, TA.) And it is said in a
tad., r 1_ >. .I *jl ....", i. .,
7Ti wn of Adam, meaning libeel [or Cain],
who slew his brother IlWbeel [qr Abel], wio
make a right division mwith the peole of Hall, so
that half of it shall be for him, and MlIf for them.
(L, TA.)

, ¢ (9, L, Meb, 1) and t m.e and

,t . . ($, L, ) A p;lae, ($, Mb,) or
ground, or land, (L, K,) that is plain, or een,

208*
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(1, L, Msb, IC,) destitute of herbage: pl. of the
first 1 ,;d: (L :) and the first signifies a traci

of land (estitute of herbage, plain, or even, and
containing smallpebbles: (L:) or a smooth tract
of land: (R, MF:) and L.l; and

* t ' a land destitute of everything, con.
tnining no trees, nor any depressed resting-plact
.for water, said by AM to be seldom found
excelpt in the rising ground of a valley, or in a
imoulntain near to such riJing ground, and not sO
plain as what is termed ..!~. (L.) - [Hence,
app., (se art. 'A,)] 5ra % a and !'4

.. A~~, [the latter preferred by J, as he says in

the i,] It What is vain, or fals; ($, 1, TA ;) like
Lt; ;lA43: ($:) or [rather] rain,fale, untrue

thing, that hame nofoundation. (TA.)

'p and V t One wrto pursue, or
investigatej, minute things, and retains them in
his mnenory (1r . ), and knows them. (1g.)

tc: sc-cee

m1_: see _ , in two places.

C~r A man having hi family and his cattle
in a healthy, or sund, state; whether he himself
be in health or sick: (L:) or having his cattle in
a healtlh/, or sound, state, after their having been
offected by a ilSague, or murrain, or disteumper:

pi. o~'.. (S, L.) It is said in a trad., .

i I X (S, L) i. e. One whose

camels are affected by a murrain, or distemper,
slaU by no m,ans bring them to water immediately
after one trlhoe cauels ar, in a healthy, or sound,
state, so as to water the former beasts with the
latter: a prohibition apparently given for fear
that the latter beasts should become diseased like
the former, and it should be supposed that the
disease had i1ssed by contagion, which ought not
to be imagined. (L. [See also ,.])

A& u A cause of one's being rendered healthy,
or sound in body. (L, 15.) So in the saying,
ia_.... .al [Fasting is a cause of one's being
re,udered healthy]. (L, 1C) One says also,
ia_c... AiI [Tavecl is a cause of one's becoming
healtIhy]. (S, A.) And m~ .. lj A land fre
from plagues, or any common, or epidemic,
diease; in irhich maladies are not common or
frwluent. (TA.)

True, sincere, or honest, in love, or

a.flction. (]g.) And it is also said to signify
C'ounsellin;, or admonishing, or one awho counsels
or adpmonidhes, faithfully, or sinrcrely: so in a
verse of Mclee/ El-Hudhalee; as though used by
poetic license for .. ~..a (L.)~And : One
who does, or says, vain, orfalb, things. (A, ].)

1. ~., nor. ', in£ n. L (S, A, M.sb, ,

&c.) and d, (, A, 1A ) and , (1,) He

asociated, kept company, or conorted, with him; t ,J, as is implied by an explanation of its
(A, K;) [he accompanied him;] he as, or became, 'part. n. 4.m ; and V a--1. , for] hence,
his companion, associate, comrade, fcllon, friend, (A,) one sas also, r ; 
or fellom-traveller: (MA:) and V ... L signifies I
the same. (TA. [See this latter verb below.])_ u was refractoryj, or incompliant: thn he became
[Hence] one says, 2 i _o,.. and V .. t, (A, tratabl, subanisive, or obsequious]: (A, T :)

and accord. to A'Obeyd, one says, V
TA,) [inf. n. ofthe former (in the TA inadver- accor t A'ey , o s
tently said to be of the latter) ..0, (said in the j..jl, from .."I, and " [app. t. !

TA to be with kesr,) or i4 . , and, as will be d], meaning t I becae tractable, bmissive, or
shown by what follows, . also,] ay od obsequious, to the man. (TA.)_ And, said of

guard, keep, protect, or defetnd, thee; may God water, It becam oersrad ith [the g n
be thy guardian, keepjer, &c.: (TA in explanation substance termd] -rZ . (, A.*)
of the former:) and 'Ij. s (A, and "'. . lIe is aitamed, or bas/fui
.Yamp.44:3)or 4a.. (TA) : [JIay Godmahe ith repct to us; or shy of u,; (, TA;) i.e.
the guarding, &c., of thee to be good]. And (TA) lhe is ashamed to sit with us, or shy of sitting anith
[in like manner,] UJJ t _1..~! signifies t He us. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA.) And. - L, b
guarded, kept, or protected, such a one; as also o Cj. ? Such a one doe not guard himself

.1.~ml: and he defended such a one; syn. against anything, and is not asha,ned to do it,

: (K~, TA:) one says, L.-4 ' .l l or shy of doing it, does not shun it, or avoid
; .. ['.- t 0 Gf ud, guarus with thy guarding it. (A.)
in our journey, and make us to return with thy 6: see the next paragnraph, in two places.
safeguard to our country, or land, &c.; occurring 8. l, (,A, ,) orginally Iol,

in a trad.: (TA:) and 1 C,z--:ds '9Ij, (A, (S,) 2hey a.~ociated, kept company, or consorted,
TA,) in the ]Cur [xxi. 44], (TA,) means I Nor oe wiithI awnother; (S, A, KC;) as also t lV1 .L:
shall they (i. e. the unbelievers, TA) be defended (A:) and in like manner o ... l and V Le.t.
from us, (A, TA,) as expl. by Zj; (TA;) and said of two men. (TA.) .. : see 
preserved it safety: (A:) or, accord. to ntatdeh, .1
nor hall they be attended by goodfrom us: or, 10. ,., 1 lie desired him, or demanded
as some say, it is from the phrae 3 -.ii i him, as a companion, an asociate, a comrade,
meaning as expl. above. (TA.) See also 4, or a f.iend: (MA:) or he invited him to

ls snec bto associate, keep comipanql, or conort, with him:last sentence but one.~, aor. ' (K.) and he clae to him: (A,]~:) [hecluheim,or
inf n. _.;., (TJ,) He shinned a slaughitered took him, as a cmnlanion, &c.: and] Ae had
animal. (IIL) t,... .. ,. - .;.. rx~' A r ..

3. s.tl, (MA,) inf. n. ·. t, (KL,) i. q.
e.,.; (TA;) He associated, kept company/, or
consorted, witlh him. (MA, KL.) See 1, first and
second sentences. And see the next paragrul)h,
last sentence but one.

4.l i; . . [I made such a one to be a
companion, or an associate, to him]. (A.) And

sJI , ..o1 t I made tle thing to be [as it were]
a companion to him; (S, 5, TA;) and so
*:'- 1'.a a.P; as in the saying, ,. ,1 t i- ' l

;,.j t I made the book, or writing, .c., to be
[as it were] his companion. (S,*TA.) -And
1.al He did to him titat wvhich caused him to
be a companion, or an associate, to him. (A,
TA.) -And ! He left upon it, namely, a skin,
its hair, (S, A,) or its wool; not subjecting it to
the process termetd j . ($.) -See also 1, in
three places. 1-~ ,~ intrans., lie (a man)
became onte havuing a companion, or an associate:
(IS, TA: [in the latter said to be tropical; but, I
think, without reason :]) and he was, or became,
one having companions, or associates. (TA.) -
And [hence,] t He (a man) had a son who had
attained to manhood (S, A, TA) and so become
like him; (TA;) i. e. he ma alone, and became
one Ihaving a companion; (A;) or as though his
son became his companion. (TA.) - And : He
(a camel, and a horse or similar beast, S, TA, or
an animal, and a man to a man, A, TA') became
tractable, submissive, or obsquiou, after being
refractory, or incompliant; (S, A, TA;) [and so

.:~ln rc:~; ~ WAW/ I L UV'"" ,J U "I P5,

. -tt i '.. I t [I made a book a companion
to me; or I m ade a book belonging to mne ny
com/panion]. (A, L, TA.) And .;n,l !
oj,h; t I rairied the book .c. nith mc. (M,b.)
And one saysofanythming, -- -... as meaning tIt
clarc, adlecrl, or held-fa;td, to it; namely, another
thing; (IF, S, Msb, TA;) or coalesced, or united,
withl it. (S, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited
voce . S.eI.] See also 4, second sentence: 
and see the last sentence but one of the same
paragraplh.

-le- an iinf. n. of O [q. v.]. (S, A, Mqb,
]5, &c.) _ [As a simple subst., Conlmpaniondhip.
Hene, ~. dJ, often occurring in biographie as 
meaning lie lad companionship with the Pro-
phet; i. e. he was one of the Companions of the
Prophet. And ) -- ̀  . -, frequently
occurring in trads., meaning I wventforth in the
comnpanionship of the Apostle, or in company with
the Aposltl. Hence also] one says, li ;

±o [I carried the book wvith me]. (Myb.)

k.i ';~ ' [The companionship of the ship] is
a post-classical phrase, denoting, by way of com-
parison, that which has no permanence. (.Har p.
258.) _- See also _~, of whichi it is a quasi.-
pl. n.

an inf. n. of [q. v.]. (,, A, 15.)

1
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8ee also .~, of which it is a quasi-pl. n.
[tjlJ1 is commonly applied to The Companions

of the Prophet :] t .-- [is the n. un., meaning
a Companion of the Proplhet; and] is conven-
tionally applied to one who sam Mohammad, and
whose companionship with him was long, even if
he hame not related anything from him; or, as
some say, en if his companionship with him mws
not long. (KT.)

5~. ;: ~see the next preceding paragraph.

_.- A companion, an associate, a comrade,
a felow, or a Jiiend; (A, MA, KL, TA;) a
fellotravrller: (MA:) [an accomplice: tan
accompanier, or attendant, as applied to a thing:]
and t a lord, or master; a possessor, an ormer,
an occupant, a haver, or a proprietor; of any-
thing: (A, TA:) it is not trans. like the verb,
therefore you may not say, I' J.k. ._j;

(TA;) [i. e.] it is not used as an act. part. n., but
as a subst., like J4l; (I.am p. 32:) the pl., (S,
Mgb,) or term applied to a pl. number, (A, I,
TA,) is * _. , (S, A, Msb, K,) a pl. like ,.
of - -;, (S,) or [rather] a quasi-pl. n., (TA,)

and i.o;, [the most common of all,] (A,
Mqb,) a pl. like ;.1 of U, (TA,) or pl. of

_;:., like of n, ( d,)and c.8o, (S,

p,) pl. of A;, (S,) and OLt , (S, ~,) a pl.

like OC of a w, (f,) and (;, (, A, g,) a

pl. like 1_. of 51., (S,) and aj., (A, ],)
in which the i may be regardnled, agreeably with
analogy, as an affix to the pl. ., characteristic

of the fem. gender, (TA,) and t 1P 1, · (S, A,
Msb, ],) which is more common than 1...,
(TA,) but the only instance of Zi,J as the Il.
measure of a word of the measure Jlr, (L, TA,)
or originally an inf. n., (S,) or not so, but a
quasi-pl. n., though written like the inf. n. [that
is said to be its original], (from a marginal note
in a copy of the S,) and t a,... (S, A,) a pl.
like ;; of ,iS, (S, TA,) or [rather] a quasi-pl.
n.: (TA:) the fem. is J,.4;, and its pl. is
,.1.*m and 2,:./!, (Mgh, Msb,) the latter
mentioned by AAF on the authority of Ahu-l-

Iasan: (TA:) hence, in a trad. of 'Atslheh,

J-s _1jsO X J1 [Ye are the female com-
panion., or the mistresses, of Joseph; meaning,
enticers to lewdness]; or, as some relate it,

.i ;~.S : (Mgh:) the dim. of _.L is

·t i.; (A) [and that of 'e-, is * ; ].

~ i for s ; [O my companion, Lw,]
is the only allowable instance of such curtailing
of a prefixed noun, related as heard from the
Arabs (, TA.) One says, - ; s.. t . i
[Such a one is a good companion, &c.]. (A,*
TA.) [And ;. La Thl e commander of an

army. And ejI - ; and I : -

&c.: see arts. . and bJ. &c. And _1l ,
alone, in post-classical times applied to The
Wezeer, when an oficer of the penm: see De

Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., ii. 59.] And ,..Lo
,; 1 [2Th companion of the right hand] and

1JI..JI _.. [The companion of the l.ft hand];
appellations of each man's recording angels, who
write down his good and evil actions. (A trad.
thus commencing in the J6mi' es-.agheer.) And

jd1 Gr . t The angel who is the possessor of
the horn. (Idem.) [And , t The

onner, or master, of a house or tent.] And . ..
.~JI t [The inmates, or occupants, of Paradise]:

(/ur ii. 76, &c.:) and UlI t,~i t [The inmates,
&c., of the fire of Hell]. (gur ii. 37, &c) And

- ~%...Lo t An inmate of a prison. (Bd and
Jel in xii. 39.) And la,.Jtl ,.JI t He
,who keeps to praying in the first rank and to the
prayer of Friday. (El-Munhwee on a trad. thus
commencingintheJami' csa. gheer.) And ltl.

lhI 1 The foll,ol ers of the persuasion of Eslh-
Shfi'ee: and in like manner one says of the
followers of other persuasions. (Msb.) [And

S _.a5 tThe author of a book.] And

j C; L 4.4 a posseso of science and of
realth. (A, TA.) And 3j _..L t [One wrho
has a claim for blood-renge: see an ex. in a
verse cited voce .I;];. (]e1 ys Ibn-Riff'ah, TA
in art. 1.j.) [And I S1 %. t One who
posesses authority to command and to forbid.

And _1- also signifies t The autlwr of an
affair or event or action; the doer of a thing;
the manager, or disposer, tlhereof: and one who

eeps, or adheres, to a thing. And %...1.-

t A debtor.] And one says, .JI aL .Le t

CA,.. : [He tent forth, the sword and the spear
being his cmpanion]. (A, TA.)

° and ,.a dims. of _aCL and

a~.Gl: see the next preceding paragraph.

_.ol i. q. ol, (.S, ,) Of a colour inclining
to rednesw: applied to an ass [app. to a wild ass].
(S, TA.)

~~., [properly MIade to have a companion.
- And hence,] t A man poss~ed by a jinnee or
demon; a demoniac; or insane. (C,*TA.)_-
See also -. - And t A skin, or hide, (A,
g,) or a [skin such as is termed] %j, (S,) having
its hair remaining upon it, (S, A, K,) or its
wool, or its fur; (K;) and . - signifies

the same. (A.) Hence, a.3 (1,, TA)
A water-skin that las somcevhat of its wool [or

hltair] remaining upon it, and that has not been
subjected to the prores termed . (TA.)-
And t A branch, or stick, that has not been
strip~d of its bark, or peel. (TA.)

',e [properly Ilaring a companion.-
And hence,] A man having a son that has at-
tained to manhood, and become like him. (1[,0
TA.) - And t One who talks to himse(f; and so,
sometimes, t · . (1, TA.) _- And t Tract-
able, sriwive, or obwsious, after being re-

fractory, or incompliant; (V;) as also V .. t,
(A, V,) and t * - `. (TA. [See also the
next paragraph.]) -And t Going straigkt on,
or right on, wfithout delay. (l(.)

_ W t~ 1 ; ^~ t hI1 it [tery]sub
missive, or compliant, to us in that vwhich we like.

(g.) [See also a..r .]

.. L~ [Associated ,with, or accompaniedl].
-[Hence,] one says [to a person departing],

t.~ i.l I Go thou, kept in safety, plw-
servedfron; harm; and [so] t1V..L.: (A, TA:)
and [in like manner,] in bidding farewell, lth"

1 %.L t. [Be thou kept in safehj or health,
preservedfrom harm]: and a poet says,

0 0

.4 -h 9-JI Ut;; c-.. ;
t [And my companion is treservod, or difenleld,
from the causes of evil]. (TA.) - Sce also

_1,: see ;u, in two places.

sa ee -

:u sce w.

j: gsee .

1. ,_ 8, aor. ', (r. , ,) inf. n. · , (, TA,)
namely, milk, Hie made it to becomte wvhat is
termed ;a.: (S, TA:) or he cooked it, (I,
TA,) and then gare it to a sick pleron to drink.
(TA.) _-JI ~. The 7 un ,ained his

brain: (] :) it is like *,'j; (A ;) or, as some
say, melted him. (TA.) m*m, aor. :, inf. n.
,j. and;, Her (an ass) uttered a sound
[or braying] more rvelment than the neighing of
horses. (TA.)^ [Golius explains ~- as mean-
ing It spreaI out ride, said of a place, on the
authority of J: but the verb is 1.~l, q. v.; and
the authority is not J.]

3. [;l, is an inf. n. of.il., a verb not
mentioned: hence,)] . .: >. t j. L
Iljh t [He shoted to him vlwhat wns in kix
mind, of the thing, or affair, openly]: a saying
like ;1. 4n :A . (1b,* TA. [See also 4.])

4. .l, (S, A, Mgh, 1g,) or !..-I ,.. 1

(Myb, [but I think that this is a mistake for
,,m.a1 jli j.1,]) inf. n. ;- , (Myb,) IIe
went forth to the J_.~ [or desert, &c.], (S, A,
Mgh,) or into thce ;o.~: (Msb, ]:) '. [in
this sense] has not been heard. (Mgh.) -
HIence, in a trad., the saying of Umm-Selemeh to
'Aishelh, I a3 9. ,tsi 3f j [npp
meaning, accord. to explanations of it in the TA
in art. j1s, God hath made thy dlleUing' anl
estate, or, as Z explains it, thy pson (j), to
be quietly settled, thelrefore do not thou remove it

forth to the deert]; i.e. 0I.. j. l 51 3 '9;
the verb, accord. to IAth, being made trans by

1
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the suppression of the prep.; [i. e. &~ being
for W Lm..l~ ;] for it is [properly] intrans.
(TA. [See also the next sentence but one, in
which the verb is tropically made trans.])_-

i.aJ .j.l means t Be thou in a state of clear-
nes [or certainty] with respect to the case of thy
enemy: (JM, TA:) occurring in a trad. of 'Alee.

(TA.) - One says also, s')L v_ and ~.el
t Ile revealedl, or made manfest, the affair, or
case: and RI; 1 Y I Real not thy affair,

or rase]: an(l d , ; l I) [~l to
him what is in thy mind]. (A, TA.) -j-~
said of a place, It was, or became, wide, or
spacious; (0, If, TA;) i.e. it became like the

_.jin. (TA.)i Said of a man, He was, or
became, blind of one eye. (li.)

11. ;1~sl It (a plant) dried up; or became
yellow; or dried up and became yellow: ($:) or
became (f a dingy red colour, and then dried up
and became yellow: (TA:) and (TA) it (a plant,
(, or an ear of corn, TA) becamne red: or its first

parts becanme wite. (if, TA.)

an imitative sequent tojL [q. v.]. (Kh,
Yam p. 354.)

: see .

,i' i'_ 5JJi, in which the two nouns are
imperfectly decl., (S, L,) being regarded as one,
(L,) and ;_ t_, (I in art. -. ,) and

t j~ , with lamm, (O,) and ,
(MF in art.~),) and _ .. , (O,l,)

and ;_ ;_ _., (if, [but this last is im-
plicitly disallowed in the 0, and expressly by
MF in art. ~./,]) and with damm also in all
these words, [i. e. j__ &cc,] (i,) I met him
opnly, or in open ie, nothing inervning to
conceal him. (, L, V. [See also s t; and see
j-.]) And one says likewise, w§ .e
S~ ~.i [He acquainted him with the afair,
or cam, openly]. (TA.)

S~'. (;, ], in the CIg, S~ [which is a
mistake,]) and t _ - (i [in some copies of the
!6_, which, u observed in the TA, is wrong,])
A colour in which is [the hind of red termed]
Si,: (s$:) or a colour nearly the same as [the
kind of red termed] ';;,.: (i:) or the latter,
(TA, [and app. the former also,]) a dustcolour
with a slight redness, (in the 9, in PA_. 5,
the latter of these two words is a mistake for
A.'A, TA,) inclining to a littkl whitaneu: (s ,
TA:) or the former, rdn inclining to dust-
colour: (TA:) or dust-coour with rednes: (A:)
and [rednum of the hind termed] [jA in the
head: (A, TA:) and both words, a colour in
which is hitens and redn : (TA:) and
whiteness oersreading blackts; like t_ and
;.: (TA in art. j :) and the latter, accord.
to Igh, whiteness. TA.).Alsoo, both words,
The quality of a i'.. [q. v.].' (ISh.) -And
the former, A clear space in a [ttony tract such

a# is ca,led] i;., (S, 9,) consisting of soft and

clean soil with stones in it: (TA :) pL d; (S,

I ;) the only pi. (TA.) - See also ;$a..

i5j , imperfectly decl., (S, I,) though not
an epithet; (S;) or it is an epitlict in which the
quality of a subst. predominates; (TA;) and is
imperfectly decl. because it is of the fem. gender,
(S,) and because the letter characteristic of the
fern. gender [namely the long 1] is inseparable
from it, (S, ,) A desert; a waste; syn. kA. :
(S, Msb :) or a tract (f land like the back of a
beast, bare, or destitite of hrbage, wnitlout trees
and wvithout hills and witiholt tmountains; smooth
[thr hog ut]: (ISh :) or a plain, or level tract of
land, ivith s,noothn& and ruJgedInes, (A, ],)
le [r7lgge,d] tihan what is termned ;: (iJ:) or a
spacious tract of grloud in which is no Iherbage:
(M, A, K :) or the mnat plain and even of land,
witetier it have produced Ierba)lge or not, not
having any mountain or hill near it; as also
;..: (ISh, TA in art. .q.:) you say ilso
aIaj. [a wide deser,t &c.]; (S;) but you do not

say 60!' , adding one fem. sign after another:
(S, Mb :) the pls. are k5_..- (S, Mfb, gC) and

I.. (S, M, MRb) [in tie ., gto.. , which,
without the art. JI, and except when it is' pre-
fixed to another noun, and in a case of pausing,
is a manifest mistake, as is shown in every com-
plete treatise on inflection,] and LSt.. (S, Ms.b,
K) and 1;G5' : (S, K:) the first of which
four pin. occurs in poetry, and is the original
form of the second: for when you form the pl. of
i~.., [which is originally 1 !.,] you introduce
an I between the C and the j, and give kesr to the
, as in all similar cases: then the first I which is
after the j [in 1l~. ] is changed into ., because
of the kesreh preceding it; and the second I,
which is the characteristic of the fernm. gender, is
also changed into L, and incorporated into the
former: then they reject the first kS, and change
the second into 1, [though still writing it iS,] and
say i.j,, with fet-h to the j, that the I may
not be elided in the case of tenween, [which the
word would have if thej were with kesr]; and
this they do to distinguish between the lS that is
changed from the I which is a characteristic of the
fem. gender and the iS that is changed from the
I which is not a characteristic of the fem. gender
as the I of _j when they say.*,..: some of the
Arabs, however, do not reject the first LS [in

"$~;], but reject the second q, and say

JLt..aiI, with kesr to the , and A;. ."J, like

as you say jl.. (S. [In the HIam, p. 54 ,p_o
is mentioned as a pl. of i"; but I think it
doubtful.])

;1. The sneat of hors: (0, .K:) or the
fever of horscs. (1f.) [_ See also L]

s_: see _l.
0* 
.j- A certain uttering oJ the oice of the

ass, (A, V,) of a ehemnt ind, (A,) more
vehement than thle neighing of horses: an inf. n.
(TA. [See 1.])

! #!~ Milk into fwhich heated stones are

thrown, so that it boils, aJter waich some clarifad
butter is poured upon it, and it is drunk; ansi
sometimes some flour is sprinkled upon it, and
then it is spped: or, accord. to Abu-l-Gheytb, it
is called ',, from .J.I1; like P, from
jil : (S:) or fresh milk into which heated stonei
are thrown, or which is put in the cooking-pot
and made to boil in it once, until it burns; and
sometimes flour is put into it, and sometimes
clarified butter: (TA:) or fresh milk which is
made to boil, after wrhich soI,e clarMid butter is
poured upon it, (I.,) and it is drunk: (TA:) or
fresh milk which is heated until it burns: (A:)
or pure milk of camels, or of sheep, or of goats,
which, n!hen they Nant soup, and have not flour,
it not being found in their land, tleyj cook, and
then give to drink to a sick person, ot. (TA.)

L5,j1 t~ A hind of garments, o caeod in
relation to JI, a town of El- Ymen: or, as
some say, of the colour termed i~.., like tv~1.
(TA, fiom a trad.)

jW A certain sort of milk: (]f :) so say
Kr, without particularizing it. (TA.)

.1. Of the colour termed -_: (s, g:) or
similar to . : (AR :) a man of a red colour
inclining to dust-colour: (TA:) or having a
colour such as is termed ;5,. upon hi head:
(As :) and an ass in which is a red colour: ( :)
or of a dust-colour with rednes: (A:) or in
nwhich is ,vlitenes and redness; (TA;) and sQ',
tj_a~ applied to a she-ass; or this signifies
vont to hick with her hind leg: (l , TA :) fern.
T, .g: (S,?TA:) and pl. ~ . (TA.) See also

, ... _..-A..'1 and V ..o1 The lion. (Sgh,

.. 1t: see what next precedes.

;.1, One who fights with hit adverary in

the desert (,1_Jl), and does not act deceitfldly
with him. (s.)

2. a signifies (primarily, Msb) The
making a mistale ($, O, Msb, g, TA) in a
ak..., (S, 0, -, TA,) by reason of the am-
biguity, or dubi/oune, of the letters: a post-
classical term: (TA:) or the reading a thing in a
manner at variance wvith wnhat tile writer in-
tended, or at variance with the conventional
usae thereof: (Mgh:) a secondary signification
is the altering a word, or an expression, in such
a manner that the meaning intended by the ap-
plication [thereof] becowmes altered: (Msb:) or
it consists in the altering of a diacritical point
[or points]; as in oJI for LilJI, orvicver :

(KT, after J"# :) one says, Ii1 ~ /He
altered tihe word, or z'pre.ion, [in such a manner
that the meaning intended by tuhe applicatios
thereof became altered, or] so that it became
dubious [to the reader]. (Msb.) [See also j ,
in the first paragraph of art. ~J.>.]

4. J....i1 It had h _ [i. e. wttn piec of
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paper or of skin] ($, O, g, TA) collected in it,

(e, O,) or put in it (1p, TA) between two boards.
(TA.)

5. sa.,-, said of a word, or an expression, It
became altered [so as to hare a meaning different

from that intended by the application thereof,

(seee ,) or] so as to be dubious. (Mob.) One

says, Uib li 4 ,.&.. [Such a word, or

such an e~prcssion, became altered so as to be

dubious to.him]. (0, J.*)

·.. ~ [A Ort of bol ;] a sel like the i,
(g, I8d, O, M 9b, g,* TA,) exzpanded, wide, (ISd,

TA,) or a larc, expanded L'.i, (Mgh,) or,

ccoord. to Z, an oblong Iai, (Mob,) that

atiisfi the hunger of five [men] (Ks, g, ISd,
Mgh, O, TA) and the like of them: (ISd, TA:)

Ks says, ($, 0,) the largest sort of i.i is the

Mc.; next to which is the I j [properly so

called], (8, 0, V,) which satisfies the hunger of

ten [men]; (1, 0 ;) then, the '_ (, 0, 1,)
which satisfies the hunger of five; (., 0 ;) then,

the 'I ., (9, 0, 1,) which satisfies two men,

and three; (S, O ;) and then, the i ', (V,
O, ],) which satisfies one man: (], 0 :) the pl.

of · ~ ' is Js~. . (, O, Mgh, Myb.) It is

said in a prov., &. ---- --5 such

a one cho~e for himsdf, as his share, [or eo-
Aasted, aU of] what was ini hI~A,. (TA.)

One who maksa mistakes in reading the

a4.;. [or writing, or vritten piece of paper or

of skin]; incorrectly termed by the vulgar JA..,

with two dammehs; (O, ] ;) [for the formation
of a rel. n. from a pl. of this kind (i. e. from

J..) is not allowable,] though the pL is not
reetored to the sing. in forming the rel. n. in the

case of proper names, such as t.wl;l &c., nor in

the case of words that are used in a manner like

that of proper names, such as bjsl &c.: (O :)

or a learner, or one mAho acquires knowrledge,

(Mgh, M9b,) from the r, (Mgh,) inferior

[in rank] to the .t [pl. of Pi]: (Meb:) a

reL n. from Ua~..; (Mgh, Mb ;) like a.o and

from Ae;, and *q..: (Msb:) and

$,./..% signifies the same as ZA_~ [in the

former of these senses]. (TA.)

Jt. Small places that are made for water

to coUect and remain therein ( .. ; t. l.l;

p'1J): pl. n..,. (Esh-SheybAnee, 0, .)

J-- [ta pears from what here follows, to be
syn. with t , or rather it is a coll. gen. n.

of which the latter is the n. un.:] : The surface oj

the ground or earth; (0, 1, TA;) as being
likened to the thing [i. e. paper or skin] thlat ie
written upon. (TA.) - See also the next para.
graph.

U ~ A written piece of paper (MA, Mgb,

'M 9b) or of skin; (Mob;) a rwriting, or thinS
aristu; a book, or volumne; a letter, i.e. ax

epistle; syn. t,-t ; (S, O, Y ;) [syn. with '.

in all of these senses; in the last of them in an

anecdote related in Freytag's Arab. Prov. i.

721-2, and in liar p. 119, q. v.;] and a [portion

of a book, such as is termed] L.,!; and a

register; [for] in the Wl [a title of several

books, it is said that] the aL4. and t

and z... and ,. and .~ are one: (MA:)

pl. . (., Mgh, O, Msb, 1) and .. o, a

contraction of the former, (TA,) and J..,

(8,0, Mqb, l,) like O?i, pl. of';;'e-; (Lth, O;)

the first of these pls. anomalous, (Lth, Sb, O,

1,) the sing. being likened to ; (Sb, 0, TA)

and ; J (8b, TA) and ,*), (O,) of which the

pls. are (Sb 0, TA) and %$i~ (Sb, TA)

and j.B: (0 :) [or =' may be its original,

as well as regular, sing.:] see the next preceding

paragraph. . ,..-j , in the ]gur

[Ixxxvii. last verse], means [In the boolk of

Abraham and Moses; i. e.] the books revealed to

Abraham and Moses. (O.) [ai o, also means

The record of the actions of anyone, that is kept

in heaven: (see !J:) one says, iIp :s ,

meaning t he record of his actions is black; a

phrase often used in the present day, in speaking
of a bad man.] Mohammad [the lsanafee Imrm]

speaks of .. not written upon; saying, 
.- Q ir5 JUl %:L [And if the
tolen property be papers, or books, not having

any writing upon them]. (Mgh. [See, again,

.])._ e. signifies also A plank, board, or

leaf, of a door; like "i.t [from which it is

perhaps formed by transposition, or it may be

tropical in this sense]: pl. 1 .. (MA.) -

Also : The external skin, or scarf-skin, of the
face: (O, TA:) or as some say, the part thereof
that fronts one: pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

$~ i -._; or this may be used, in a verse in

which it occurs, for bi.e-. (TA.) - One says

also .~ X . [meaning t Layers offat].

(A in art.Lj.)

g..: see liA-.

Jt1 [A booksler;] a seler of h :
[a bookbinder;] a maker [meaning binder]
· A;. (TA.)

01

o7f

,A~: see what next follows.

.. (Th, S, Mgh, O, Msb, g) and t : ..* -

(Th, ;, O, Mob, K) and t ·; (Th, O, ;j
the first of which is the original, (Fr, S, O, Msb,)

being from .. ]t meaning as expl. above, and

one of certain words that are pronounced by
[some of] the Arabs with kesr to the.. instead of

damm because the latter is deemed by them

difficult of utterance, of which words are also

and JjJ and Jw and - (Fr, S,
0,) or, accord. to AZ, Temeem pronounce the ..

with kesr, and Keys pronounce it with damm,

[as do most persons in the instance of J .. in

the present day,] and Th says that .. ,, with

fet-h., is correct and chaste; (0;) [A book, or

volume, consisting of] a collection of A., ( ,
Mgh, O, .K, TA,) nnritten upon, and put betwect
two boards: (TA:) [generally applied in the
present day to a copy of the Kur-dn :] and'also
signifying a [portion of a book, such as is ternmed]

.L~:. b but the former is the primary [and more

common] signification: (Mgh:) pl. j_ .

(KL.) See also ! _'.

Am....: see the next preceding paragraph.

h. ~: sce 4

L j' , aor. ;, inf. n. J H., He was, or

became, hoarse, rough, harsh, or grff, in oice;

said of a man: (S, O :) [and] , a. oj., aor. as

above, (V,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) Hfif voice

nas, or became, Ioarse, rough, harsh, or gruff:

or sharp, together with hoarsene, roughness,

&c.: or a;. signifies a ~rou , ( , ,)
or a rattling, (-.ya-, Lb, TA,) in tle clest:
and a cracking in the voice, wvithout a right

tenour therof: (Lbh, ], TA:) one says, 4. .
·. 4In his voice is a hoars~. [&C.]: ( 0, 0:)

and L . His fauces became hoars [&c.]:

(IB, TA:) but accord. to IXth and others, it is

not Arabic [in origin]. (TA.) See also J;..

:~ [app. a mistake for J'~']: see ;;
,1_, (1,) or *lit J3_~, (., 0,) Hoarse,

rough, harsh, or gnff, [&c.,] in voice; as also

*~.~o. (.8O, O1.) And '; ;[,[A voice
that is hoarse, &c.]. (TA, from a trad.)

'see the next pmeding pagragmph.

8. ~,,1 i. q...,l, q. v.

11. .~.., (Og,) inf. n.j'-J, (TA,) said of

a plant, or herbage, It becanme intensely green:
and it became yeUlow, (V, TA,) and altered in
colour; or, as J says, [in the $,] ii[I! *Z,ta._
the herb, or leguminou, plant, became ye/ow:
(TA:) thus it has two contr. meanings: or it (i.e.
a plant, or herbage,) became inter~mized wvith
ye,neas~ in itu dark geam (Aln, V.)
And Th -:_I The land became altered
[for the worse] in its herbage, and its rain de-

parted: (I :) or, as some say, the land became
altered in the colour of its seed-produce, for the

reaping: and in like manner, _ .I-;I~ tle

grain became thus altered. (TA.) And .. ta..
J, The eed-produce was smitten by cold: or

began to dry up. (J.)

4.. Blackness inclining to yellownes: or a
dust-colour inclining a little to blackne: or

redness in w)hitenes: (1]:) or, as some say,
yello~ness in wrhiteness. (TA.)

.,,,,! of the colour termed ". ,: (:) i.e.
black inclining to yellonwness: (S, :) &c.: (I:)
or, accord. to AA, intensely black: (TA:) fem.

1
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so t ~. 1: (Msb, ]., TA, but not in the C ,:)
[it is said that] j~. signifies the departing of th
clouds: ($, Mgh, g:) [but] Es-Sijisthnee says
that the vulgar think it to have this meaning,
whereas it only means the dispersing of the clouds
with the departing of the cold. (Mqb, TA.) And

ItJI ,Z~, 1 The sky became cloudls. (Kq,
S,Mgh, M 9b, ], TA, but not in the CK.) - And
~ t g.~;, (s, , b,) aor. _.J, (MNb,)

inf. n. . (., Msb, .K) and .. , (Msb,) [He
recovered, or became free, from his intoxication;
or] his intoxication ceased; as also t* 1. 1:
(Msb:) and ' (, TA,) inf. n. I.m;
(TA ;) as also t;U...l; (I.tt, K, TA ;) is [like-
wise] said of one intoxicated; (K, TA;) both
meaning he recovered from his state of i -
bility; (TA;) and in like manner both are said
of one affected with desire, or yearning or longing
in the soul; (I., TA;) [and also of one sleeping,
meaning he awoke: sec an ex. of the former of
these two verbs in this last sense in the latter part
of the second paragraph of art. .J1.]. -

signifies also t The relinquishing of youttfsul folly,
and amoroes dalliance, and of what is vain, or
futile. (]g, TA.) Hence the saying of a poet,

~ ,. (i.) - The latter, applied to a 't, [o
smooth, or waterless, desert], (Sh, 1],) or to
$; [or district, &ce.], (g,) signifies Dusty. (Sh
., ].) - And ["t; JI is the name of A certai
herb, or bgwmimnou plant, (, , TA,) not in
temuely ~. (TA.)

.. lM.., applied to a plant, or herbage, [&c.,
part. n. of 11 [q. v.]. (TA.)

1. ";A~, (;, 1;,) [aor. · ,] inf. n. X _, (TA,
ile gatve him something in a s ._, (S, I,) i. e
the bonwl o called: (S:) from Fr. (TA. [See 5.]
And I4 r B...He gavew him a deendr. (TA.

Also, (AA, ., ]~,) aor. as above, (,) H
struck him. (AA, , ) You say, jt 
i. e. I struck him [strokh : the latter word being
pl. of t ~, the inf. n. of un.]. (?.) Amn
;~ Q ':.- lie st uc~h him tmnty stroke
of the wnhip. (TA.)- _ ,..J.$ '. S1t
(a camel) kicked the milker with her hind leg
(TA.) 'in t X , (?, ]9,) inf. n. as above
(TA,) ]Ie made peac, or he effected a rectifica.
tion of affairs, an agreement, a harmony, or a
reconciliation, between them. (., ].)

6. *3 He asd, or begged: (, TA:) one
says, e1' , i 2 X Such a one w-
forth begging of the pop (AZ, TA;) or, [as
is a custom of many Arab and other Eastern
mendicants,] begging of them in a bowl, [see 1, first
sentence,] or aownme other thing. (TA.)

A great [i. e. bowl, or drJiing-
cup]; (7,s ;) nearly as large as the ih [q. v.]:
(]/, . in art. .t3:) or a ahalow ,.: (so accord.
to a copy of the :) or a bowl, or drinhing-cup,
(C~ ) that is neither large nor small: (TA:)
[now applied to a plate, and a dis :] pl. [of pauc.]
_C~; (Mgb,* TA) and [of mulLt.] tj.b. (TA)

[and app., agreeably with modern usage, ].
- And [hence,] A [kind of] cymbal; (P?;) a
small brazen basin, ( [dim. of 1,])
one of what are termed .", (f,) this mean-
ing tno little brazen basin, (;,jA l ,;
K,) which are struck together. (S. k.) _ And
I The interior of the solid hoof; (1(, TA;) also
called aq.S [i. e. tqd or 4a; ]. (TA.)_
And t The interior of the ear: or the ; 8; [i. e.

concha] thereof. (TA.) And ' JI 1. [thus
accord. to the TA and my MS. copy of the ]K, in
the CgC 'tl.,] t The resting~ ace ( -) of
the interior of each of the ears; (i ;) meaning
the place of hearing [or eatus atulitorius] of
the rasting-place of the interior of eachA of the two
ears of the horse: pl. I..l. (TA.) - Also The
midlle of a house; (S, ] ;) meaning the X.X
[i. e. court] of the ntmiddle of a house [and of a
miosque &c.]: (TA:) [and also a hail: for] it is
thus called whether without, or with, a roof
(Kull, voce .) And The a.L. [or spacious
racant part] of the middle of a desert; and of an
elevated and plain, or hard and elevated, tract;

r and of a wide space of low, or depressed,iground
a pl. Co~., the only pl. form. (TA.) A wid
L, part of a desert: so in the saying, X~ _ .. 1
in 5l [tWe journeyed in the wide part of th

desert]. (Myb.) And A eve, or plain, tract o
ground. (TA.) And An acclivity (..) of E

valley, in rhich is ome levation above [other
elevated ground, as though supported [by th;
latter]; and in like manner, of a mountain, and
of a hill such as is termed 4.1; the O,_ o
the ground being the .ioz [i. e. banks, or accli

) rities,] thereof: it is bare, and uch as flow.
[. w[rith rain]; and is not thus called unless bare oj

) everything, and c~n: and it means also an Bvem
) tract of ground like the area of the place in owhic)

dates are put to dry. (TA.) - [Hence,] ono
;says, .; U1 q X [The tear

ran upon the middle of each of his cheek-balls]
g (TA.) - Also A gift. (TA. [See 1, first soen

tence.])

X a_~ ; pL ; :...: see L~ Also A beat
.(;j,) wvith which women fascinate men, and

, retrain them, or witidwiold themfrom other women.
. (Lb, TA.)

':.. A clear space of a [stony tract much ai
is called] . (.)

~, (., and so accord. to some copies ol
the ,) and f., (thus also accord. to some
copies of the ],)and with the short alif, [app.

t and .... ,] (S, and so accord. to some
copies of the 1,) or ;~. and ;i~', (Mgh,
Msb,) or thus also, (accord. to some copies of
the V,) or thus, and also * _... and ,
(accord. to other copies of the ,)or when
with; having a more special signification, [being
a n. of un., and, if so, accord. to a general
rule, with tenween when without ;, as is said to
be the case in the TA, on the authority of Az,
accord. to whom, as is also there stated, the word
is pluralized by the elision of the ;,] (S,) A
crtain condiment, or seaning, made offi/h, (S,
,) of small fish, which has the propertie of

exciting appetence, and rectifying the state of tihe
stomach: (A :) or i. q. ,., (Mgh, Msb,) i. e.

what is called in Pers. '#3' uW&L. [jelly of salted
fih]: (Mgh:) AZ is related to have said that
;;..~ is Pcrs., meaning what the Arabs call

e: IAth says thatj~. and at;~. are both of
them Pers. words. (TA.)

~ A she-camel that has a habit of kick-
ing: (AA, S, ] :) and a kicking mare or horse:
and a she-ass that kick the h~as with lwr hind
leg whene~er he coma near to her: or, as some
say, a she-ass in nhich are nwhitenens and redness
[app. meaning a wild she-ass]. (TA.)

'L" 2 . A venel like the [bowls calld] ai~.
(1g, TA) and i-. (TA.)

,1. L.;, said of a day, [aor. ,] inf. n.
a.e, It vas, or became, cloudless t (TA:) and

d.Lj..aJtj ,L &

t [The heart relinui.shed, or ha. relinquised,
yf outhful foUly and amorousness by becoming rid
of Selmd, and its tain, or futile, occupation
ceased, or has ceased]. (TA.)- And one says,

d! ''I t The censuring female relinquished
ceanurng. (TA.)

4. t~ l e: see 1, in four places. -'t,
We becanm in a case of cloudlessness [of the shy
or day]; (Msb, TA;) the sky became cloudles to

us. (S.) ·- C , l [I recovered him,
or roused him, from his intoxication], and G

..j [from his sl/ep]. (TA.) - And sometimes
ft. t is used as meaning The act of rousing, and

recaling to mindfulness, from a state of heedless-
ness, or inadvertence. (TA.)

*a [an inf. n. used as an epithet, and therefore
applicable to a fem. as well as a masc. noun, and
to a dual and a pl. as well as a sing.], applied to
a day, Cloudless; (K, TA;) as also t .G; (8,
TA;) and t .: (Mgh, Mb :) and (O) in the
same sense applied to a sky; (Ks, S, Mgh, Myb,

;) as also t ia-, or, accord. to Ks, this is
not allowable, but only a..~, (S, Mgh, Msb,)
though one says of the sky .. (Msb.)

~..~ A state [of freedom from intoxication,
or] of sensibility, or mental prception. (TA voce

.,-. .,;. ..e.. t . ,

desirem to take it being in a ~tate between that of
sensibility and that of insensibility, or mental
perception and inability thereof,] is a prov,
applied to him who seeks a thing feigning
ignorance while possessing knowledge. (TA.)
[See also another ex. voce .]

s: a ft .I It is also said of one intoxi-
cated [as meaning Recovering, or becoming fre,
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from Ais into-ication; or ceasing to be intowi-
cated: see 1]. (S, TA.)

and its fem. I m.. ,: see .

al ; is like :"; in meaning as well as in
measure, [signifying A cause offrsdo,] except
that the former is from the intoxication of grief
and the latter is from distress of mind arnd
anxiety. (TA.)

$iL2 A tort of ssl, (9, 1g,) ~el hnoron,

(V,) umedfor drinking; (TA;) a ,.u, [q.v.], or
a 1q- [q. v.]: (. :) Ay says, "I know not of
what it is:" ((, TA:) it is said to be of silver.
(TA.) El-Apslhl speaks of wine being poured
into it. (S, TA.) And one says ;a..- -- c..~.

· eJ!I [A face like thels ;t. of silver.]
(TA.)

1. O i .l , aor. , (9, A, TA,) inf. n. ;
(, TA;) in a copy of the T, t Cl, inf. n.

l; l; (TA;) It (a sound) desafned the ear by

it veahmence. (~, A, TA.) - And e~, aor. as
above, .ie struck him on the ear and rendered it

def. (A.) - And ' '& 'i -JL Such
a one accused me of a great crime, and calun-
niated me. (A, TA.)_. And ol a , inf. n.
as above, Ife shot, or cast, at him, and causad
Aim extreme pain: or, as some say, kiUed him.

(J K.)_ And vl i rThe crow pi ith
his beak into the gall on the bach of a camel:

(:. TA:) or rl ;9; -., -M
the crow p iercs with hi beak into the gal on the

back of the cameL (JK.).- ablso signifies

The striking with something hard, (L, 1,) as a
staff, (L,) upon something solid, (L, K,) and with
iron upon iron. (L) [Accord. to the TK, one

=a.1. - - I, ,p,..'.
says, !Jl h).. NmJl ;., meaning W sp:

but I think that the right reading is J.Jt;
and the meaning, lie struck with the iron upon
the mass of rock.] ~ 1 5, (A,) and 
1;Jbll and the like, (L,) inf. n. (A, L,

V) and t, (L, V,) Te stone, (A,) and the

man of rockt, (L, ,) caused a sound to be heard
(A, L, 1) ot its being struck (A, L) with a stone.
(L.)_ And *.J c He listened to his nar-

ration, or dscours. (A, TA.)

4: see above, first sentence.

, j sound produd by tha striking of a
mass of rock with a stone, (?, A,* , .)

Lt. A cry that deafens by i hemc (,
).)... And hence, (?,) The resurrection: (AO,
,g'.) so in the .Xur lxxx. 33; accord. to AO:

being either an act. part. n. from 5, aor. ', or

an inf. n.: (L;) or it there signifies the cry on
the occasion of which the reurrection shall take
place, which will deafen the ears so that they shall
hear nothing but the ca to life: (Zj, L ) or it
there means the second blast of the ha~rn. (Jel.)

BRk. I.

-Also A calamity, or mifortune: (V:) or a
eere calamity or m,iforhwn~ : and hence the
resurrection is called ia.Ial. (A, TA.)

1. , A, (,A, Mgb, ,) aor. t, (A, MNb,
g,) in. n. - ,, (, A, M9 b, ,' TA,) of
which '- is a syvn., of the dial. of Rabee'ah,
but [said to be] a bad word, (TA,) He clamoured;
or raised a loud, or vehement, cry, (9, ], TA,) or a
confusion, or mittre, of crie or shouts or noies;
(9, A, TA;) accord. to some, in altercation, or
contention: (TA:) or he raised much clamour,
and con~fuiU of cries or ahouts or noies.
(M,b.)

3. °,L,, (A, MA,) inf. n. ;, (A,) [He
raied a clamour, or confu~sd noir, with him;]
he spoke with him mith a loud vo or noi or
clamour: he clamoured ith, or at, or against,
him, ith anger. (MA.)

6: see the next paragraph.

8. L .L, t (?9* A, TA) and * .,.3W (A, ;,
TA) They clamoured; or raised lud, or veho
ment, cries, or clamours, [or confuisd noies,] and
beat one another, or contended together in beating
or infight. (I, TA.) A poet says,

6 .51
~jl>AO; J ~ U ; cI t

0

[Verily the frogs make a loud and confutd
croaking in the pools of vater left by the torrents].

($.) And one says, 'l Re'w I (A,
*) i. e. [I heard] the confused cries, or woices,

of the birds. (. See also .]) And
[hence,] Upljl ll ._i C [The waves of

the valley, or torrent-bed, loring with water,
dashed together, making a loud and confused
sJound]. (A.)

.. a. inf. n. of 1: (Mqb, TA:) [used as a
simple sabst., its pl. is , ' :] one says, n:o.

J!i st;i~I I heard the [confused] cries, or
voices, of the birds. (Msb. [See also 8.])

4.... (A, M,b, g) and A ..;4 ($, A, M:b,
g) and t i (S, MMb, !) and t ., (1)
and V 4,L. (A, Msb) are epithets from ;
(S,A, M9 b, K;) all except the last signifying
One who clamours, or raises confused cries or
shouts or noises, vehemnently, or much; (TA;)
[the last having a similar, but not intensive,
signification, i. e. clamouring, &c.:] and the first,
though masc., is applied by the poet Usemeh E1-
Hudhalee to a female singer considered as a
person (.: [and meaning in this instance nud
of voice]); for an epithet of the measure ijs

applied to a woman (;lt) is not known in the
language: (L, TA:) the [proper] fem. epithet is
'i#, and t h'. (K) and t V (Msb) and

' ~.. (], TA, in tho CgC [erroneously]
, ..~e) and ai: (] :) the pl. of 5 't is

t4 i ; (Kr, !;) [and the pl. of y_' is
? 4..,, like.' pl. ofj :] the hypocrites arc
described in a trad. as Jt ; it -

[expl. vooe ;.], meaning damorous and con-
tentious. (TA.) -[Hence,] SyIJ) lj A _;
An as that makes Ahi braying to reciprocate
[loudly] in th duct of his throt; (Vi;) that
brays vehemently. ($ in art. ,,S, q. v.) . And
46j; %r, ,^ S [A ue of hich ths chords
send forth lod sounds]. (A, TA.). And t;;

.S 4 ` (?, A, *) and L^ 1l 5 ,
(g) S Wat4r of awhich the cas send forth a
[loudl sound, (9, TA,) or are agitated, (V,) or
dash together. (TA.) See also what next follows.

.,i..o Oe, (], TA,) with the t quiescent,
(TA,) or V ii , (so in a copy of the A,) S A
spring, orfountain, that is agitated [app. so as to
make a confued ound in atuating. (A, ,
TA.)_And L',. signifies also The [kind of
bead (3;i.), umedfor captivating, orfacinating,
called] &i: (TA:) or a bead (i;j) sed [as a
charm] in [cass of ] lo and hatred. (g, TA.)

5/'k;; and its fem. Ly; and pl. 1; :
see ,vs. e

· .. :.; and its p]. ,: see :. in
three places.

a, nd its fern., with ;: see *.

L !J '., - aor.:, (, L, ],) inf. n.

(~, L) and 'l!=- (L,) The day was, or be-

came, intendely hot. ($, L, .) And,,a.J §~,
inf. n. !; , T77 heat was, or became, intense;
as also ,.!, inf. n. ;1I.t (L) _ '.
~; ;'q, aor. ', (9, L,I9,) inf. n. ', (S,L,)
The sun smote him, ($, L,) and burned him: (,
L, :) or ams, or became, /ot ulpon him. (L.)

And J.J!t T /7e heat pained his brain. (A.)
_- ~ said of the [bird alled] j, ($, L, 1,)
aor. :, inf. n. ~ and .ig,, (L,) It cried:

(S, L, Jr:) and so ; said of the L.tl [or
owl]. (A, L.) l .o, (L, V,) aor.:, (L,)
inf. n. ' , IHe listened to hiMn, (L, ],) and
inclined to hnim. (L.)

4. ,a..l Ie (a man, TA) entered upon [a
time of] heat. (],.)- Also, (S, L, ],) and
t ,..., (A,) It (a chameleon) warmed itWsf
with the heat of the sun; bashed in the sun. (,
A, L, V.) - Soe also 1.

8: see 4. [And see also C , below.]

·'~ a dial. var. of : meaning Blood and
water in the :L [or merabrane enclosing the
fwetus in the nromb]:.. and i. q. >J: [sec ~:]
... and Yelowness in theface. (L.)

ti..~: see what next follows.
200
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1im..;u (6, L, B) and t A. 1 L. (Th,L,
O) and V s., (L, L, [written by Freytag,
a from the ., ..;]) and ) J.L and 

(L) A day intensy hot. (L, L,.) And ~'
i1 A nght itUienly hot. (L.) And i^Jt

t? A ;midday intenely ot. (A.)

[~t1 ° '.sis originally an inf. n. Hence] one says,

pj Ip U i;f I carme to him during the
intsnsenu of the heat (L :) and one says also,

.j, t .L; ~ 41.:. I came to him in the

mi&day-intenuities of t;u heat; (TA;) for;.

is 1p1. of' ~i.; sigi,ifying the midday-ten -
sity of heat; (g, TA;) as also V M.C . : (L,
TA:) and jl,t ) .t ) dYl [meaning the
same; or I came to him during tie intensities of

tie h eat]: (TA:) and ;;j s . lj ItL

*.~tl [The heat smnote me ith its intensitiss,
and the cold with its ve/ementcies]. (A.)

J.G lIntense heat. (L.) - See also it
[Also 'y~n, as a j,d and as an owl.] One

says e .a [in which the latter word is pL

of the fern. .. L] Oms& hooting. (A.) And
Litening, and inclninig, to one. (L.)i .1;
1.L ..oU [the second word here written in the

TA and in my MS. copy of the 1] ,.i, but it is
said in the TA in art. O&J, on the authority of
the K, to be correctly with j3,] means ', (1] ,
TA,) i. e. Single, or solitary, and weakh: or i. q.
4ai [i. .e. try cunning, or very ineWignt or
sagyacious, and crafty: but this meaning I think
improbable]. (TA. [See also art. .aJ.])

s: -.. .. _Also .. 4 , (L, :,)
or ..e .. & (A,) The rays ( ) of the

: (A, L, :) so called because of the heat
thcreof. (L.) One says, .. ' .; .;l 4.
[The raysbe the nn becameirely hot], (A,)
and '1 .,.d,z [which means the same].
(L.)

L&L: see it

;1... : sce the next paragraph, in two places.

;'j ; and its pl. l: see ' , in

four places_;.; ir /_ A hard rock which
becomes intenely hot when the un tshines fiercely
upon it: (L :) or [simply] a hard rock; (8, 1 ;)
as also '4: ( :) or a solid, firm, and
strong, rock; and so * ;a;: (TA:) or a mooth
and hard rock, tuat cannot be movedfrom its
lace, and upon wrhich iron has not effct: and

a great rock, nwhich nothing can raise, and upon
which neither a pickaxe nAor any other thing has
effect: (L:) or a rock upon which the pichawe
has no effect: (A:) pl. as above. (L.)

iOq'~ Hardness (1., TA) and strength.
(TA.)

... ; andits ld.: seeot~.

.'. . A chameleon standing ect, towards

the sun; [app. on a branch;] as also .
(L [See also 4.])

2. '. [inf. n. ofv.:,j i,. '- ,; (q.)

.L, (,S, A, Msb, g, &c.) and .. , (S, Msb,
1,) the latter on the authority of Yag]oob, (s,)
thus sometimes pronounced, (M.b;) Rocks; or
great masses of stone: (S:) or great masses of
hard stone: (A, I :) and ;'_ (S, A, M9b, g,
&c.) and M;ob ( M , sb, [are the ns. un., signi-
fying] one thereof, (S, A, 1,) or these have a
more special signification [as meaning a rock and
a mass of rock]: (Msb:) pl. ;g_ (S, A, Mob,
1g) and ;. (A, sgh, L) and [of !j. and
*i'j.] .. j] . (Myb, ]. [In the latter, · _

and v as wel as a and ;! are
improperly termed pl. of ;j.]) By I;''
in the 15ur xxxi. 15 is meant a a.. that is
beneath the ground. (Zj, TA.) And by the
j;-~ mentioned in a trad. as being of, or from,
Paradise is meant the ;~a. [or rock] of Jerusa-
lem [in the centre of the building now called " the
Dome of the Rock"]. (TA.)

~,; n. un. ;~.: see~.

A place abounding in rocks, or great
ma,se of hard stone; as also ;.it . ()

~,.. A certain plant.. (1.) [Golius explains
this as meaning Great, applied to a rock, or mass
of stone; and so ;~ ; on the authority of J:
but neither of these do I find in the S.]

w: m5 se j5.

,d;& The sound of iron [striking] upon iron.

(1.).
G A kind of earthen A(S , , g,)

out of hhuA one drinkb . (A.)

l.$ji.., ! A hard-faced man; one having
littl shame. (A.)

'~,; see'O.

L .l! 7~ w sun smote, or hurt, or
burned, Aim, or hisface. (V.)

8. .iL.s , (S, 1,) and....., (g,) He stood
erect, (S, [, TA,) and El-'Abbda adds, silent, as
though he rnsr angry. (TA.) [See also the
part. n., below.]

"to. A [st6ny tract such as is termed] ;,.
in which the plain is intermixed moit the ruged.
(g)

·;t ~, part. n. of 8. (S.) Applied to a cha-
meleon, Standing erect, towards the sun; [app.
on a branch ;] as also '.. (L in art..)- Lnr.M..

1. ;. o., (8, M, 1g, &c.,) aor. r (., M, A)

and ,, (M,) the latter only 'agreeable with
analogy, (MF,) [but the former, which is the
more common, explainable on the ground that
v.j or the like is understood,] inf. n. ;,~ (S,

M, A, O) and s., (M,) He turned awayfrom,
aoided, dunned, and /L, him, or it; he wa
aversc from him, or it; (S, M, A, Msb, 1 ;) he
turned away his face from him [or it]: (JHam

1.
p. 89:) and e; also, aor. ', inf n. ~,, he
forsook him, and turned away his face from him.

(L.) One says, 1;jj.. .h J;1 [I see in the

aversion]. (A.) And bl ' ., I [lit. 21r.
is no evading that], meaning truly thoun didst

that. (Lh, M.) ,Jjt , [T7ch road, or nwy,
turned aside] is said when a difficult road up a
mountain, (A, L,) or some other obstacle, (A,)
presents itself before thee, and thou leavest it,
and takest another way. (A, L.) - And *.

d;, (., M, K, &c.,) aor. t, (Msb,) inf. n. ;
(sMb, K, .;) and V L, (S, M, ,) inf. n.
;C,1,; (TA;) and V ;A; (M;) He averted
him; turned him, or ent hin, away, or bach; or
caused him to return, or go back, or revert; from
it: (S, M, Msb, 1 :) prrvented, or hindere, Aim
from doing it: ($, A, Myb, 1 :) or did so by
gentle means: and so .. (L in art. ..b.)
5.
o,, aor.,, (T, ., M, A, 1,) agreeably with
analogy, (MF,) and this is the more approved
form, (T,) and , (T, 8, 1,) inf n. (S, A,

]) and ~,., (M,) He cried ot, wociferated, or
raised a clamour, (T, g, M, A, ]5,) I.S i. [at,
or by reason of, such a thing]. (A.) - And

, aor. ,, (Lth, M, Msb,) inf. n. , (M,) He
laughed, UL. ,> [at such a thing]: (Lth, Mb :)
or he laughed violently, or immoderately. (M.)

2. . * : see 1. And o , (T, TA,)
inf. n. h_-; for which one says L5.~, inf. n.

J,,;;, (T, M,* ],* TA,) changing one of the
,s into ., (T, ]1, TA,) like as one says

~; l, w hich is originally ;* -; (T, TA;)
and .. L..; (TA in art. ~ e;) He
clapped with his hands; (T, M, 1] ;) because, in
the action of clapping the hands together, the

, i. e. "face," of one hand fronts that of the
other; or, accord. to Aboo-Jafar Er-Rustamee,
ayl1 is from $~ meaning "a sound" [or
"an eoho"]; but the former derivation is the
more probable: (TA:) [see art. , ~:] also he
raised his voice, or called out, or cried out. (M,
TA.) It is said in the lur [viii. 35], ~L4 Cj

~~~~ ~.,. . And t'heir
prayer at twhe iouse [of God] is nmtgli but
whistling, and clapping with the hlands: (M,*
TA :) meaning, they do thus instead of praying as
they have been commanded to do. (Jcl.) - See
also 4.

3. *)L. L t, [He tr;ated him with aversion
and olq)osition]. (A.)

4. ;' ,u.1: see 1. - lo said of a wound,
(S, M, M:b, 1,) inf. n. ;l1; (TA;) as also

[Boox I.
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t ;sk; (M, TA ;) It contained, or generated,
matter, (S, M, M,b, g,) uch as is termed a..:
(M, Msb :) or ran with uch matter. (A.)

5. j.3, for which one says 43 L*S",
[changing the last into IS, as in the case of

)_, q. v.,] from .ll, meaning " the place, or
part, that is before, in front, facing, or opposite;"
(Az, L;) ]ie addressed, or applied, or directed,
himsef, or his regard, or attention, or mind, to
him, or it; [as though he set himself over against
the object to which the verb relates:] and he
asked him, or petitioned him, for a thing that he

wanted: syn. J ba3; (L and 8o in the present
art., and ; and M and g in art. ~m ;) and

ij;ul; (L;)and : (M in art. L5:)
he inclined to kim, or it: (L:) he raised his head
towards it: (M in art. ~So, in explanation of

La 3:) he raised his head and breast towards
it, looking towards it, or rejarding it: (TA in
art. kS~O, in explanation of s, 3:) the object
is one at which you raise your eyes, looking at
it: (9 in art. S.o in explanation of LS.d :)
he applied, or gave, his whole attention to it,
(meaning an affair,) having his mind unoccupied

by other things; syn. 3 .j 3 (Msb.)

One says also, ,.jIt oA U j.3 [Ire
addresmed, or applied, himselfto reply against the
author]. (TA in art. .j, &c.) And US' 3

XL, o X IIe addresed himsdf, or applied

himself, to obtain favour, or bounty; and sought

it; syni. d3 o.a3 [and 43 Ci3 ]. (Mob in art.

e,,.) And kJ a 4 d.` , [in the gur, lxxx., 6,]

origidnally a, (L,) and accord. to one reading

.S.a5, (Jel,) means To him tlu addrsse~
thyself, or directest thdin attention, and inclinest;

syn. 4 ubaS;, (L,)and stAi ~J, (Zj,) and

31 J4;% (L ; ) .. : (Bd:)
or addresset tAyseef, &c., and umblest thyself:
(M in art. C~ : [in which, however, this ex-
planation is not given with express reference to
the above-cited phrase in the gur:]) or it may
signify thou eehest to bring thyself near to him,

or to advance thyself in his favour; from .,. ll
as signifying <wlJI. (T.) [See also art. Sq~.]

8. .;sl.t Sthe (a woman) covered herelf with

a 1So [q. v.], i. e. &. (Naw4dir el-Agr-b,
o, !.)

R. Q. 1. !ab, The beating oftle sieve with
one's hand. (TA.)

, a Pers. word [app. used by the Arabs]
signifying A hundred. (TA.)

e in four plac. -Also Thece
,^: se ,., in four places. Also Theface,

orfront, of the hand. (TA.)

,.. (M, A, L, Myb, g) and , () The side
of a valley, (M, A, Mob, .K,) or of a Z [i. e.
the kind of water-course so called, or a ravine],
and of a mountain where it forms a ravine, (M,

L,) and X of a road: (A:) pl. [of pauc.] ;l~.

and [of mult.] >.~_. (TA.) And ? . (L)
and ,s~ (M, L) signify [in like manner] A
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side; a lateral, or an adjacent, part, quarter,
tract, or the like; syn. of the former Jq., (L,)

and of the latter ae_U. (M, L.) C1% ., ,.!
[lit. The two of the rod con d them]
means they occupied the middle of the road.

a 
(A.) And Ql.t signifies also I Tlw two edges,
or extremities, or cusps, of t!w notch of an arrow,
between which is the place of the bow-string; syn.

js.i 1.Z. (0. [In the K, erroneously, 14
-, aI a 1.

3J I.]) - Also ~ and .~ A mountain:

(AA, S, M, L, Msb, K :) and so o, and .:
(AA, S, M :) pl. ;,1 and j.. (M, L.) -

And t . [or ,] A cloud, or collection of clouds,
rising high, and appearing like a mountain: and

so L [or ,~ (q. v.)], which is the more approved
word. (M, L.)

: see .. _ Also i. q. 3 [used as a n.
of place, meaning Vicinity, or a near place or
spot; as. in phrases here following]: (ISk, ;, M,
A, Msb, 1 :) and the place, or part, that is before,
in front, facing, or opposite. (ISk," T, S,* M, A,*
L, g..) One says, .-'.t ,j: ;jl'; [His house
is in tlw vicinity of, i. e. near to, the mosqlue; or
his ous is oppsie to the mosque]. (Mob. [The
former meaning is there indicated; but no meaning
is expressed.]) And . 0 . &l i. e. ;' O_
[I took itfrom a near place or spot]. (A.) And

,ji/ i. kjj5;, (ISk, 8, A, 1,) in which ~o is
in the accus. case as an adv. n. of place, (S, K,)
and ,j~., (ISk, A,) and a,b ki. , (Lth, ISk,)
My house is opposite to, i. e. in the place, or part,
that is in front of, his lwuse: (ISk, S, A, 1 :)
and in the vicinit.y of, or near to, his house. (]5.)
And 1 Uj 1J, and ?s, Th is in front of,
or qppol it to, this. (M.) - [Hence, app.,]

;j3 . , i ; .) ;j' There is no impediment
to me in the may of it, nor any obstacle. (A.) 
And J;., , i. q. S..j [i. e. lIe, or it, is
tending, or looking, in the direction of thee; or is
before thee, or before thy face: see art. .d]. (Sb,

M.) - And 1 U X& ea )~ Cl [lam dirct-
ing myself, or my attention, lo this affair]. (A.)

[t'jo -_' b jy, meaning We wi rturn
to that subject to which our attention is directed,
is a phrase of frequent occurrence after a digres-
sion.]

1,~ lA woman's ! [app. meaning veil, or
coverijg]. (Naw/dir el-Aarab, O, .. )_ See also
what next follows.

~. i. q. jy 4 [app. meaning A kind of
garment for women or for young girls, which is
thus called]; (0,1g; in the Cg J -;) as also
t~ ;t.; so says Th. (O.)

~..o an inf. n. of [q. v.] in one of its
senses. (.S, A, 1.) - Also The ichor,i. e. thin
water, [or watery humour,] of a wound, (S, A,
Mgh, g,) mixed [or tinged] with blood, (?, A,
Mgh,) before tlw matter becomes thick: ($, A:)
or matter, or pus, like water, in mwhich is a mix-
ture of red and wrhite: (M :) or matter, or pus,
like water in thinnes and lihc blood in its having

a mixture of red and vwhite: (AZ, Mb:) and

some add that when it has thickened, it is ;.~:
(Myb:) or matter, or ps, mi:d with blood,
(Lth, Mgh, M9b,) in a wound. (Lth.) In the
gur xiv. 19, it means Wlhat .ows from the skins
of the inmates of lieU: (M:) or what flo fromn
their insides, and is mixed roith matter and blood:
(Jel :) or hot water (' ) boiled until it thickens.

(M, 1.) _ And hence, as being likened thereto,
L1i . i. e. I,tl [app. meaning Wlhtat is
m;eted of silver]. (M.)

.~. A species of fig, white without, blark
within, and very swet. (AIgIn, M, TA.)

1,~ A road to wvater. ($, K.) ~And Llt
The serpent: (s:) and (g, TA, in the Cg

"or") a certain small animal (aI , , ) of the

hind of tluw [fidld-rats called] J1 .j.;l : ( r:) or

[a species of lizard;] what is caled ,ef1 tLi
[q. v.]; (AZ, 8, M, K ;) used in this sense by
.Ceys: (AZ,S:) or, accord. to Yapk.oob, the
[lizard called] tjj: or, as some say, a species of

the [field rats callod] J1;&: (M:) pl. ,s..,
(~, M, .K,) which is anomalous. (., M.)

i-
I.$ Turning away, avoiding, shunning, and

a 0
leaving; or averse: fem. Z>L: pl. of both 1.o~;

A.,,
and of the fem. .>oI also. (M.)

;., [pass. part. n. of ,J, q. v.]. One says,
B. .0. -B, *. ..,
W1a.? ~ b;i.. * 'f [Such a one is turned

away from, or pre~ented from attainingu, wvhat is
good, or propm~ ty]. (A.)

1. X ., ($, M, L, K,) aor.:, (L,) inf.n. n ~.1,
($, M,) said of a horse, (.I, TA,) and of a kid.
(, TA,) [or a goat,] He a of the colour termed

;.,, [i. e. sorrd inclining to blackne~; or black-
nes intermi'ed, or tinged over, with redne; or
a colour lile that of the rust of iron; probably
from the same verb in the sense next following];
(i,M,L,]9,TA;) as also j , (R,) aor. A;
(TA; [and it is implied in the . that the latter
verb is syn. with the former in all its senses;])
but the former verb is that which is commonly
known, and that alone which is required by
analogy as a verb denotinga colour, and the latter
is not known to have been heard; (Ml, TA;)
and in the L it is said that the verb in this sense
is & and t ,t, this latter [formed from

1;., originally L1,] of the measure J.A1l.
(TA.) - Also, (M, K,) , (. , M, Myb, R,)
aor. as above, (S, Msb, TA,) and so the in£ n.,
(~, TA,) said of iron, It wa, or became, fruty,
or rusted; (8, M, Msb, 1. ;) in whlichl sense it is
said also of the like of iron. (M.) And
5J.a said of a man, IIe stood erect, and looked.

(1..)_ j1 L.o, aoer. ', (1.,) inf. n. ,.,
(T?,) lie polished the mirror, (g, TA,) i. c.,
removed from it the rust, (TA,) in order to usc

it as a collyrium; (g, TA;) as also tit,.~,
(1g,) inf.£ n. . (TA.) [Whether the mirrors

,)f" '

w-
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of the Arabs were made of bronze, or of what
other metal they were made, is not said. See also
1 in art. ...] - And, aor. as above, said of an
owl, lie uttered a cry or cries. (Sh, TA. [See
also art. j.])

I: see the preceding paragraph.

6. d 1Qja, (],) as also 1 ., (TA,) i. q.

0 L*.S, (I(, TA,) which is the original, mean-
ing 4 hp [i. e. He addressed, or applied, or
directed, himsef, or his r*jard, or attention, or
mind, to him, or it; &c.]. (TA.)

8. Lsl: see 1, first sentence.

1~ inf. n. of 5 [q. V.]. (S, M.)_ Also [a
subht.] signifying The rust of iron, (S, M,* TA,)
and of copper and the like. (gar p. 481. [But
there erroneously written ~.1.]) ~Also A man
slender in body; (], TA;) light, or active,
therein: its is said to be substituted for ,.

(TA. [See ; and see also S..])

. [part. n. of q. v.]. One ays,

in [ from the rUst My hand is disagreeabe
in seU [from the rut of iron]. (S.) - And

t e is o to whom digrace, or
shame, and basns, or meamn~, attach. (., .)

- Sce also I~1.

l.~, (s, M, g,) in a horse, (8, K,) and in a
goat, or kid, (S,) A sor eolour ( ';) inclining
to blacknh, (M, 1, TA,) the latter predomi-
natin: (TA:) or blackm intermized, or tinged
omer, with redness [app. lie the rust of iron].

(S.)
1.1., ($, M, 1g,) applied to a horse, (V, TA,)

or to a kid, (TA,) Of a rl colour (i. e. of the
color termed ;at) inclining to blackn, (M, ,
TA,) the latter predominating: (TA:) or, applied
to a horse, and to a goat, or kid, ($,) or applied
to a kid, (i,) of a black colo~r intermied, or
tisged over, with redneMss [app. like the rust of
iron]: (~, :) fem. 14 . (Q, M, g,) and ? P

(M, L, TA.) And 1,; "44 [A bay, or dark
bay, or brown, horse,] tinged over with dini~es.
(S.) = Also Rusty, or rusted; applied to iron
and the like. (M.) - And [hence] 3L,~*' A,b,
(M, and so in copies of the 1,) or $., (9
accord. to the TA,) and the former also, (TA,)
[A body of troops having thir arm or armour]
overpread with the rust of iron. (M, K) - And

L.; A land (,;bj) of which the stones are of a
red colour inclining to blackne, and ruged, not
ve with the ground, these son having beneath

them [other] rough stones, or, sometimes, soil and
stones. (Sh, L.)

1. A, (.,A,, &c.,) aor. t, (~,) inf. n.

5., (;, 15, &c.) and &~,, (V,) in a verse of
Wejeehah Bint-Ows E4-l?abbeeyeh C., (U
p. 617,) He cried, or raid a ldcry; (, A ;)
or raied Ais ice h~ y; (Lth, T;) said of

a cock [i. e. he crowed, or croued loudly or veh-
mently]; (Lth, T, 8, A;) and of a crow [i. e. he
croaked, or croakd loudly or vehemently]: (Lth,
T, $ :) said of an ass, he brayed loudly: (L:)
said of a bird, and t of a man, he raised his voice
in singing (L, F) or otherwrise; cried out vehe
mently and sharply; or uttered a vehment and
sharp voice. (L)

. (.,L,1) and ta;. and tj
(L, g) A kind of bead (i., L, L , L, ) used
for the purpose of captivating, or fascinating:
(]C:) or with whiceh men are captivated, or
fascinated: ( :) or with nhich women captivate,
orfascinate, men: (L. :) or with which men are
conciliated. (L.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

Cj~ Havins a loud cry or voice; as also

~t l; both applied to a cock [meaning loud-

croming]; (A;) [and to a crow as meaning oud-
croaking]; and so the former applied to an ass
[meaning loud-braying]; and so t t~' applied

to a home [meaning loud-neighing]; (S, g ;) [and
app. also applied to a camel as meaning loud-
braying, for] ~ was the name of the she-

camel of Dhu-r-Rummch: (, ) or ~. (L,

F and V.t (L) and V t and tl.

and t ... (L, g) signify that raise his voce

mwuch in sin9ging or othrwi~e; (L;) [app. thus
applied to a bird, and t to a man; (see 1 ;)] or that
cri out vehem~ntly, or much; or has a loud, or

strong,voice; (L,g;)andsol..j~ . (Ham

p. 558.) [Hence,] t a" [ IA loud-
Jimale singer]. (A,TA.) And V

[A loud-voiced man urging camels by hissnging].
(A, TA.) And t t i a : [A lou-ou-~ding

1~: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.
a. . a j.

a-'-L: so ,.,.

C4.: See t~in three places.

CsJ.
u,, , I,The lion: (.:) so called because

his roaring. (TA.)

tC: se t.

of

1. M., (S, M, A, M.sb, g,) aor. ' (., M, Msb,

1) and :, (,) in£ n. ; (S, M, A, Myb, )
and &, (A, TA) and .. (M, V) and -
because of the similarity [of the letters -. e and j],
(M,) He returned, went back; (., M, A, Myb,
1;) and ment, or turnd, away; (Mqb;) from

(,) water, (, M, A,) and a country, (.,-M,) of

a lae, (! b,) and t any fiir. (Lth.)_H~ene,
jM%J1 j~, aor. t, inf. n. aj~, t [The sJayig
isued, procedd, or emanated, r; from him.]
(Mob.) [And JI ; j~.;;, with the same sor.
and inf. n., t The action proce~ dfr him.]-
And l;1 .L He senst to it; namely, a place:

(TA:) he came to it. (Kull. p. 228.) .:
see 4. - Also, (M, K,) aor. ', inf. n. ;, (M,)

He hit, struck, or hurt, his j~ [i. e. breast].

(M, .) You say, ' .i, I struck Aim
and hit his breast. (A.) And; Hie had a

complaint of thte j [or chct]. (.M, g.) [See
its part. n., below.]

2. Z.e: see 4. - e ., (i,) inf. n.
,F.~, (TA,) He tied a cord from th girth of
his camel to the part belind ror beyond] the
callou lump on his breast: (, TA:) or, accord.
to Lth, (L,) one says, o. j ,s.o, (M, L,) and
the meaning is, he tied a cord from the ,!.
[or breast.irth] to the part behind [or byond]
the callous lump on the breast of his camel, to heep
the Xj in its place, Ahen it had become oose
in cosequnce~ of the animars haiing become lank
in the bellUy: the cord above mentioned is called
iJ; [q. v.]. (Lth, L.) - And p&1i Ul .j0
[app. He put the breast-girth upon the camel]:

from e..oJ1, i. e. "the girth" [tlus called].

(MA.) - j.s His (a horse's) breat became

wetted with sneat. (s.) See 5. - ,.o, (TA,)
or ua4 jl 5a , (S,)t IHe placed him, or
seated him, in the upper, or higrest, part in the
sitting-room, or sitting-place. (TA.) And '

He wnx advanced, or promoted. (A.) j,1.o

;A.s, (S, g,) inf. n. as above, (s,): l le put to
his book, or writing, a J,xa, (S, g, TA,) i. e. a
title, or a commencement. (TA.) And £ SA- .j.
1,.1 t [lie commenced his book, or writing, with
such a thitg]. (A.) See also 5, where it is
expl. as intrans., in two places.

3. j;L~ signifies The returning, or going
back, [app. with another, from water, &c.] (KL.)
[The verb is probably trans., agreeably with
general analogy, in all its senses; J,31. app.
signifying primarily He returned, or went back,
nith him from water &c. - Ibr D thinks that it
signifies also t He vied, or contended, with him
for precedence, or priority.] ~ Also t The esact-
ing a fine or the like [app. from another: or the
suing, or proecuting, another, for a debt !c.].
(KL.) You say, JO Jl' Q Io ;> ol . (S,*
1,* TA) t lIe desired, or ought, to obtain from
him; or he demanded of him; or he sued, or
prosecuted, him for; such a nsum, or such an

amount, of propert. (,' TA.) - And j;.G
cas;j 1; L5 tI rceased him from my
reckoning nith him on such and sch terms a~gre
upon by both. (TA in art. 3j.) And -

'i"l JC t He (an agent) was rebaedfrom
beingy rekoned with ( J3 ) on the condition of his
paying ertain prop~rty for which he beca,u re-
pon~bb: a phrase ot the registrars of aeoounts.

(TA in-the present art.)
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4. 1, (~, M, A, M,b, ],) and V , (M
],) and H ;., ( ],) He caued him to return
sent him, or brght him, bach, (?, M, A, Myb
],)or away; (Mqb;) from (.) water, and E
country [or place], (a,) and t any affiair. (Lth.:
You ay, r4 6j; We jent, or brougAt, bac
our ridicam~ atisfwied with drink so that ii
was not necsamry for us to main wit th tem fo
the sake of the m*ater. (TA.) And `-.-.ej #j~I
IIe brought it and he took it amay. (Iar p.
361.-. [Hence,] .. lj j 1 IIes began ane
completed. (TA.) You say, ,j. - ; j 1l '!
1 VhAtn he beginu a thing, or an affair, he com-

p it. (A.) And . i '~ $ tSuch
a one begins and dloes not complete. (A.) _ And
j;JIl i~.l t [Ile issued forth the saying; made
it to isue, proceed, or emnanate, Z from him].
(MNb. [See 1.]) [And j UI ... !ol t He, or
it, made the action to proceed from him.]

5. .13 Ilie (a man, TA) erected his chet in
sitting. (M, .)._I I e (a horse) outreached
the other horse with his chest; (M, ],* TA;) as
also f.p, (?, M, MA, ],) inf. n. ,si.3: the
latter verb is afterwards expl. in the C as meaning

'.i1j~,; but this is a mistake. (TA.) Tufeyl
says, describing a horse,
* SS 0 a; ' . ,

As though he nere, after the had owtreached
with their chests, from a row of [other] horses,
[a wolf that had expotd himself to rain during
a portion of the night, and had become vetted:]
but accord. to one relation, it iF meaning
their breasts nwere wetted [ C,a .] by reason of
sweat: the former reading,*however is the better.
(~.) - Also t lle sat, or became placed or
sated, in the upper, or highest, part in the
sittinpgroom, or sitting-.ldace. (S, 1,* TA.) And
He becarme adiranced, or promoted. (A.) ,3.
sA. II '. t [IIe became advanced to the foremost
place for the conducting of the affairs of the
people]. (.ar p. 194.)

6. 1.WL3 [app. Thy returned together from
water, &c.]. (A. [This meaning seems to be
there indicated by the context.]) - And one
says, Ijt tC ui 1j>L3 1 [app. meaning They
rekleased one another from being recwoned wsith,
by mutual agremnent, on such terms as tltey would:
see 3]. (A.)

j,~ Anything that fronts, or faces, one. (M,
-) - And hence, (M,) The [i.e. breast, or

chet, or bosom,] of a man, [often meaning his
mindi] (M, M 9b, 9,) and of other than man:
(Mb :) of the masc. gender: (Lb, h , M, I:) pl.
j~, (, M, Mb,) the only pl. form. (M.)
[Seo also 5jo.] As eto the saying of the poet,
(, M,) El-A iha, ($,)'""" d,i,Uj , "" 6--

5: 1 J. * * -* ^;X S 0U 9t >7
· · *

[And thou b~et, or wilt become, red by reason

jJ~

of the saying that I have published, like as the
fore part of the qsear becomes red from blood],

, (S,* M,) he has made j.~ fem. because the j~
B of the i; is a part of the ;W; for they [some-
) times] make a noun fem. when it is prefixed to a

fem. noun: (S:) or if you will, you may say that
he has made j~ fem. because he meant [thereby]
the ;W;; and if you will, you may say that the
.ss of a ;W is a ;ti. (M.) [Hence,] it£
sIl i The spaces betrween the bones of the breast.

(M, TA.) [And also] t Anxieties. (T in art.
~tJ.) And £jj..ol ;1 t WVat is in the minds.
(Ksh and Bd and Jel in iii. 115, &c.) And
i j S t His bosom, or mind, became strait,
or contracted. (Msb in art. ~.. [See the .Kur
xv. 97 and xxvi. 12.]) And l;. . 1; A
tlie opened and dilated his bosom, meaning,
was pleased, nith infidelity. (Jel in xvi. 108.
[See also the similar phrases.4 J a; t t ~iJ

and.l J expl. in art. r.]) And C:it!
ot t t His bosom became dilated or enlaryed
[with joy]. (5 in art. C.) And ,JI IjS

and ,JI 4. tAmple, or dilated, in the
breast, or bosom; [meaning free-minded; free
from distress of mind; without care: and free
from narrowness of mind; liberal, mun,ficent,
or generous.] ( and TA in art. ,,...) [And

J ~t~ ;. t cHaving the bosom, or mind, strait,
or contracted.] And j.D.I , j.j ; A man
lwho is not to be turned, or bent, or inined.
(M.) In thesaying ' ** *t ' j
1L O;l [meaning Is he who has the diseos of
the chst (Jl si) able to do without rpitting?],
if it be correct, the prefixed noun [(.J] is sup-
prsed. (Mgh.) [ .Jt ;l ~, as said by Frey-
tag, is the name of t star Y of C,ygnus.]._
Also t The upper, or uppermost, part of tite
front of anything. (M, 1.) [Hence,] ~,.

iLS1 l t Te higher, or upper, parts, and fronts,
or fore parts, of the valley; (M, ;) as also

l~, which is pL of 5t ,, (V,) or t ; ,
(as in a copy of the M,) or t j, (as in the L,)
or of i'. (M, L, 5) And lJj 
t The uper, or highest, part [or end] of the
sitting-room, or itti~lace: (TA:) the elbated
part tereof. (M 9b.) - [t Thefore part of any-
thing. t The prow, or fore part, of a ship.]
t The fore part of the foot, between tte toes and
the [protuberant part called the] ;jlt. (M.)
t The fore part of the sandal, before tit [owle
tl&rouugh which is put the thong called tite O.,
i. e. the hole caled the] Z". (M.) : The part
of the arrow that is above the middle, asfar as
the .1r: (so in a copy of the A: [an evident

mistranscription for 'tj, i. e. head :]) or the part
of the arrow that is beyond the middle, as far as
the slender part, (?, M, M 9b, 1K,) vwhich is next
the head; (M;) so called because it is the fore
part when it is shot: (S, Msb, ] :) and likewise
of the spear [as in the verse cited above in this

paragraph]. (M.) ,Il ?, .~ [lit. t A
day lMe tlhefore part of the spear] means t a day

of straitncss and distress: accord. to Th, it is a
day by which war, or battle, is peculiarly dis-
tinguished. (M, L.) - t The first, first part, or
commencement, of anything; ($, M, ](;) even
t of the day, (M, M9b,) and t of the night, and
t of the winter, and t of the summer, and + the
like, IM,) and : of an affair. (A. [See an ex.
voce .] ) : The title of a book or writing:
and the first part, or commencement, thereof.
(TA.) [t Thc firat foot of tht firt hemistich of a
verse.] And The first hemistich (altogether) of a
verse. (O voce;i.) [And t The first wrs of
Ba ;Wj] _ Li t The wide, or idening,
part of th road. (M,b.) I j.s t The
Iead, or clhitf, of the peopb, or party; as also

tjal. (TA.) And hence, j.J~ t [The
chief of the chiefi; a title applied to the prime
minister of the hiny; and also to the chief jude;
app., in the earlier times, to the former;] he ivho
performs the onerous duties of the king, or of the
state. (TA.) _And t A part, or portion, of a
thing. (,S1)

j~ a subet. signifying Return, (8, M, Mhb,
! ,) from (.) water, (S, M,) and a country,
(s,) or a place, (Mqb,) and t any affair: (Ltll:) as
some say, from anything. (M.) Hence, J4lj

,.~Jl, (l, TA, in the C¢ fl4,) i. e. Tae com-
passing of the Kaabeh on the occasion of the return
of the pilgrin from 'Arafat. (TA.) [Hence
also,] j l The fourth day of the days of the
sarjce [peformed by the pUrim]: (M, :)
so called becauue the people then return from
Mekkeh to their abodes. (M.) [And hence the

eayingll]t W; aJ;iQS.-i; I t Aim as
in th night preceding te foth day of the dysr
of the sacrific: (A:) or [as in the night pre-
ceding the day] when the people ret from their
pi~~imagu ; (?;) meaning, tpossesing nothing.
(M.) - Also quasi-pl. n. ofjl), q. v. (M, .K.)

;,j The ~M, [or breast] (M, V) of a man
[or beast]: (TA:) or the prominent part of the
upper portion thereof. (T, $, M, IC.) - Hence,
(8,) A certain garment [which covers the breant],
(S, M,) wel known: ( :) a short sAirt: a slort
;: and the dim., * C,, is applied to a short
shirt wrhich is worn next the body. (TA.) [In
the present day, k, which is a corruption
of the dim., is applied to A hind of waistcoat; a
hort vest without lee: and its pl. is ;:1-.]
See also the next paragraph.

j;1&. A e,rtain garment, of which the head, or
upper part, is like the '"; , [ooerieng the had,]
and the lo.rer part of which covers the breast
(M, 1) and the rshoulde~ : (M:) a ,womann in
mourning for tite death of her Ahuband or re-
lation used to wear a jl~. of rool: (Az:) or
i. q. t i [q. v.] and J' and 1: *(IA9r:)
or a certain garment ih which the head and
breast are cowred, worn by a woman in mourning
for her husband: (A:) or a small skirt worn
next the body: (,:) or a wrn nor t the

breast: (A4:) or i q. .1 [q. v.]. (Tin art.
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%l.) It is said in a prov., ii. 1 .13i J.b
[Evcry female having a j,~ is as a maternal
aunt]: i. e., it is incumbent on a man to bejealous
for every woman like as he is jealous for his
women under covert, or the females of his family
whom he is under an obligation to respect and
protect. (S. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prev.
ii. 310.])-Also A certain mark made wviths a
hot iron upon the breast of a camel. (S.)

it. tj Precedence, or priority. (TA.) -

See also , near the middle of the paragraph.

- ~,eo, near the middle of the

; ) paragralph.

&,~, dim. of ;j, q. v. (TA.)

jL; Returning [from water, &c.]; going, or
turnint, back, or away: (TA:) quasi-pl. n.

*j. (M, !g.) - [Henoe the saying,] dJ 1;

,~ %j j ;L. i He has not anything: (M, i :) or

he iad~ mt a thing nor a people. (Lh., M.) -

And jls ,. ? SA road, or rway, by which

)Ieople return from ,vater: (S, M, A, 1 :) op-
posed to ;l; 6.A (M, A.)

;;s?: see ~, near the middle of the para-
graph.

,~1 A man (M) having a largo breast, or
rhest; (M, If, TA;) i. e. having the breast, or
rhest, or the ullper part thereof, prominent; as

nl-so J'.' (TA.) l_ ..1)1l Two vein (M,

K1a) that beat, or ipube, (M,) beneath the temples:
(M,1 :) or the two sidel of a man: or the two
xlt/oilder-joint: (TA:) the word has no singular.

(M.) [Ilence the saying,] t;ij ~ -i';

(M, Meyd, 1C, TA ;) and some say v;o- [q. v.],
(.N.y:l, TA,) and this is the original; (Meyd;)
anll some, sj;jl; (Meyd, TA;) a prov.; (M,

MIeyd, TA;) meaning 1He came beating [with
Iris hanld] his two sides, (TA,) or his twVo shtoulder
joints: (Meyd, TA:) i. e. he came empty [-handed];
(M, Meyd, I,' TA;) not having aceomplished
the ol:ject of his desire: (Meyd:) or he came
exulting, or behaving insolently, (Meyd, and Hlar

(p. (03,) not knoing whvAer mere his tll..o: so

naccord. to Yoo: and some say, ., ,a '.
(Har.)

.d [a subst. like and c;] The
[fore-girth, i.e. breast-yirth, or] girth that is
upon the breast of tie camel: (S, A :*) [the hind
girth, or belly-girtll,] that which is next the Jk3,

is called the _.-: (v:) or the girth of the
camer?s saddle (J.jl), and of the [camel-vehicle

callel] L;;. (M.)

_. A place of returning or going back,
(S, TA,) or of going, or turntlng, away [from
water, and from a country or place, and t from an
affair or thing]. (TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

_ [Hence, r' j f*; t The way of returnfrom,
or of complcting, a thing or an affair: opposed

to , ] One says, -j,?.., . l 3

t [Hie knows the ways of betaking himself to
things or affairs, and the ways of withdrawing
himsef from them; or of commencing them and
of completing them]. (A.) [See also another cx.
in art. c, conj. 6.] - And hence [also], the

jLa. [pl. of ] of verbs: (S, TA:) ;
signifies t The root of a word, from which proceed
the derivatits of verbs: (Lthli, TA:) [in this sense
it is a conventional term of grammar and lexi-
cology, not belonging to the classical language;
but on account of the importance of understanding
its true application in lexicology, it is necessary
to give here a filil explanation of it: it is, agree-
ably with its etymology, the source (lit. place) of
derivation, accord. to the grammarians of El-
Basrah; and is what I term an infinitive noun:
it is defined as] a twnoun signifying, by its original
application, an accident as subsisting in, or pro.-
ceeding from, an agcnt (as iJI [" the being

joyful"], ,J [" the act of beating"], and

>,£1 [" the act of sitting"]), or affecting an
object of action, (as Oj_JI [" the being pos-
sessed by a jinnee "]), coqformable to its verb, so
as to comprise all the lettcrs in that verb, either
literaUy (as in the instances above) or virtualy

(as in tl'JI [" the act of fighting"], which wants
the I that is before the z. in the verb, yet wants
it as to the letter only, and not virtually, wherefore
it is sometimes pronounced as if with the said
letter, as in ';~J )il, but the I is lchanged into
k on account of the kesr of the letter before it),
or substituting another letter for any of those

letters that it nwants (as in OUdI ["the act of

promising"], which wants the j that is in its
verb as to the letter and virtually, but has ; sub-
stituted for it [by way of compensation]): (from
a comparison of definitions &c. in the Expos. of
the "Kitab ljodood en-Nahw " by the author of
the work thus entitled, arts. jv , and ~ 1.w;
the Expos. of the "Shudhoor edh-Dhaliab" by
the author of the work thus entitled, section on
the nouns that govern as verbs; I'A4; &c.:)
but the grammarians of El-Koofelh hold that the
verb is the root, and that the ~ is derived
from it: (I'A1 p. 148:) some jL..w, moreover,
are derived from real (as opposed to ideal) sub-

stantives, as u1I [" the becoming stone"]
from °, i$ ["stone"]. (Kull p. 327.) The
j.a~ has the same government as its own verb:
it is often, and may be at pleasure, used as an
ideal subst. or abstract noun: and it is often
employed in the place of an act. or a pass. part. n.:
(Kull, &c.:) [when thus used as an epithet, it is
employed alike as sing. and pl. and mase. and
fem.:] accord. to Zj, every j -' used as an
epithet is for .3 [or ,~lj &c.] followed by the
j~, and therefore it has no dual nor pl. [nor

fem.] form. (TA voce ,,.) [It has also otlier
uss, which are expl. in the grammars. Used as
a j, it is sometimes made fenm.; as it is also
when used in the sense of a noun that is properly
fem.: see oJy, third sentence.] _- , .-*t,

called by some j . 1, is a term applied to

[t A quasi-inJltitive noun; i. e.] a noun which is
not a ,~.a, but which is occasionally used in the
place of a j~ ; like as a j~ is used inthe

place of an act. part. n., and in that of a pau

part. n.: such as &; ' !1 for .JI [" the per-
forming of the ablution preparatory to prayer "],

and 1JJI for j. ,'? ["the washing of one.
self"]; each of which wants somewhat that is in
its verb without substituting anything for that
which is wanting. (Expos. of the "Kitab el-
.Hodood," cited above.) This kind of noun the
g'rammarians of El-Koofeh and Baghdad allow
to govern as a ; but the grammarians of El-
BaIsmrh hlold that the noun governed in the accus.
case in each of the exs. adduced by the former as
confirmatory of their opinion is so governed by a
verb understood. (Expos. of the "Shudhoor,"
ubi supriL) It isalso applied to A proper name
sigyniJin? an accident [or attribute]; as j4
and .lt, proper names, by original application,

for '.M and '...41 [" vice" and "praise"];
and the like: and this kind does not govern as a
y..a. (Expos. of the "KitAb I;odood en-
Nahw," ubi supra; and Expos. of the "Shu-
dhoor," ubi suprk) It is also applied to [what is
more properly termed ' t.al ''.1,

by some termed simply , J.?-, i. e. An
ideal substantive, or abstract noun;] a noun
applied to signlfy an accident [or attribute] con-

sidered abstractedly [such as j~ signifying
"return ;" and this kind is commonly termed in

the lexicons simply an .,,l as distinguished from

a j,.~ ]. (Kull p. 327.) Some apply it also to

what is [properly] termed e ; [i.e. A

j-.a_ comnencintg wnith an afmentatice..], if
not of die measure it/li: but such is really a

j~. (Expos. of the "Shudhoor," ubi supr.)
And some of the grammarians [and of the lexi-
cographers likewise] apply it to A noun that
signifies tihe instnrumenat [or means] wvith [or by]
whltich tite action signified b a j. is per-

formed: as Jt.'l [t food," as being "that by

means of wlieh the act of eating (j..'~) is ler-
formed"]. (Kull, ubi supr.L) See also j~,
last sentence but two.

;'.L [act. part. n. of 4, q.v._] A man
who completes things or affairs. (A.) And

One of the names of the month j31 ksil-:
(M, If:) [ISd says,] I think it to be of the dial.
of [the tribe of] 'Ad. (M.)

j.l *ja.. : Tlhose who are made to havre tthe
n.ecedcnce, or priority, ,f the lspeople, or party.

(A, TA.)

[ ̂ , as a grammatical term, Of, or re-

lating to, the j~ . See the particles iI and

~. &c.]

A man (M) strong in the chest; (8, M,
1 ;) and in like manner a lion, (M, A,) and a
wolf: (M :) and the lion; (S, K;) and the wolf;
(1 ;) because tley are strong in the chest.

(TA.) - See also j.L - A horse to whos
breast the sweat has reached. (M, L) - A
horse, and a sheep or goat, wite in the uPtper

part (a) of the breat: (M, V :) or (with ;, A)
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n ewe having a black breast, (M, A, X,) the rest
*!f lcr being white. (M.)_- A horse that out-
'eancle others (IAyr, M, A, 1) wvith his breast:
(TA:) IAyr does not mention the breast. (M,

TA.) [Accord. to rule, this should be .L~, as

is sllown by a verse cited above: see 5.] -- An

arrow thick in the part called the ;j.. (M, A,

K.)-And jJ:ll is a name applied to t The

first of the arrows termed JOd, (M, g,) which
have no notches, and to which is assigned no por-

tion [and no Jine, in the game called *. I];

these being added only to give ad(litional weight
to the collection of arrows from a dislike of

suspicion [of foul play]. (Lh, M. [See 1l

and ~l.])

;~ A man (A &c.) having a complaint of
the chest. (S, A, Mgh, Msb.) 'Obeyd-Allahl Ibn-
'Abd-Allah Ibn-'Otbeh, on its being said to him,
1Iow long wilt thou utter this poetry ? replied,

To him rrho has a complaint of the chefst, there is

no avoiding coyghing. (TA. [See also 5i..])
- It is also often used as meaning t Grieved,
aj]licted, or vexed. (TA in art. %i.)

1. M,, (S, Mb, ],) aor. , (Mb, Y;,) inf. n.
t.~, (S,' M9b, IX,) Ie clarve, split, slit, or

cracked, it [i. e. a hard thing, such as a glass
vesscl, and a wall, and the like of these; (see

m..o below;) or so generally]; syn. i; (S,

Msb, 1 ;) as also ) .o, [but app. in an inten-
sivo sense, or relating to a nuinmber of objects,]

inf n. n . .,: (TA:) or so as to divide it in

halves: or so tiat it did nmt weparate. (]C.)-

[Hence,] one says, ,itl , [le slit it,

or rent it, as with the slitting, or rending, if the

garment called .lJ]. (TA.) - And i 'l ',~

i lie trarersed, or crossled, the desmrt; [as thougi
he clare it;] ($, Mel,, l, TA;) and in like manner,

,J the river. (TA.) And ) 5h. ' l u.

rl~&j I,~ i ,-'jJl t [This road extendls througlh ucw

and such a land]. (TA.) And -Jl ., i,lf. n.

as above, : lIe journeyed during [or thlrogh] tlu

night. (IJtt, TA.) - .&. also signifies Tlh

act of sepalratingg, or diopersing, or sratterig;

(Msb;) hnl so * ; (S, O ;) syn. kplA [with

wlhic each is probably syn. in otllher, blit sielilar,

senses]. (S, O, M,b.) One says, ,Il a 1 lic,

or it, separated, or displersed, or scatterel, tlu

thing. (TA.) And l ..u , , inc. n. ,

t I separated, or dispersed, or scattered, thl

people, or party. (M9b.) And S l J;

means [in like manner] ,'ij [ii.. : The placE

that as the olbject of tie .journ dy J l.,ra ted tlem

from their homes &c.]; and so t ,o ; w hence

1._"1 [as an inf n., like L a3&l. (TA.) And

t ;h4 -. d. ' .,t I separated, or divided,
the s,ee, or the goats, into two jlocks or herds.

16G3j~.. - -E~

(S, TA.) - [And hence,] x,Jl :.t t I made
the thing distinct [as though separate from
others], apparent, manifest, evident, clear, or
plain: whence the saying of Al)oo-Dhu-cyb in a
verse cited in art. ,t, conj. 4. (S.)_ And

J k, $ lie spoklte twhe truth openly, or aloud,

(S, Msb, K, TA,) distingishing, or diserimi-
niiating, between it and fajt.ehood: and thus Kh
has cxpl. the vcrb as used in the verse of Aboo-

Dhu-cyb above referred to. (TA.) And 5.
*S

j,.l,, (1, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)
t lIe made hnown the affair, or cas, by speaking

Of it. (K1, TA.) - j.4 to. ~.ai, in the 1)ur

[xv. 94], means t Therefore cleave tlou, or divide
thou, their congregation, [app. by separating the
believers from the unbelievers, with that where-
with tlhou art charged, ( i being understood after

,43,) i. e.,] with the declaration of the unity [of
God]: (IAr, O, Msob, 1 :) or t distinguish thou
therewith between the truth and falsehood: (AO,
O, Mab, 1:) or t di~pense thou among them in
their collective state [that wherewith thou art
charged, i. e.] the announcement [of the unity
&c.]: (TA :) or t reveal tiou, or male ,nanifest,
(Fr, Zj, S, Msb, K, TA,) that w7ith which thou art
charged, (Zj, Msb, TA,) and fear not any one,
(Zj, TA,) or the ordinance, i. e., (Fr, TA,) thy
religion; (Fr, 8, TA;) l. [with what follows it]
being held by Fr, who thus explains the phrase,

to occupy the place of an inf. n., namely,,:
r (TA:) or tutter thou openly, or aloud, (0, 1.K,

TA,) that with which thou art charged, meaning,
* accord. to Ibn-Mujihid, (TA,) the lIur-in: (O,

, I, TA:) in the R it is said to be from bo1
meaning "the daybreak ;" ignorance being

] likened to the darkness of night, and the ]Jur-6n
to light that clea'es that darkness: (TA:) or
t order thou, or ordain, or docree, [that with which

. thou art charged, i. e.,] the truth: and t decide
tlou according to the ordinance [lrescribed to

e thee]: (0, ], TA:) or I direct thty cours by that
[revelation] with [the preaching of] which thou
art charged: (0, X, TA:) so says Th, on the
authority of an Arab of the desert; accord. to

whom, (O, TA,) _ ~a signifies : lie
directed his course to such a one because of his

generosity. (Th, 0, K, TA.) F &L.e (s,

. TA,) aor. and in£ n. as above, (TA,) also signi-
fics t IIc hit, or attained, with tit affair, its
proper place [or object]. (1, TA.) - And

; ,~ 01 sJ', (AZ, s, .C,) aor. as above,
(AZ, S,) inf. n. b tI inclined to the tlting.

(AZ, ;, ~.0) - And a; - t ]ie, or it,
turned him away from him, or it. (1K.) One

* says, j..l l, . ~. £ 1 . t Wlhat turned thee

awray from thlis affair? (S, O, TA:) and some

say, , o , with the pointed t, which is better.

(O, TA.) ~ See also the next paragraph. = And

see i,), last sentence.

2: see 1, in three places. = [Freytag adds two

other explanations of t..: namely, "Immisit,"
followed by an accus. and ~r; taken by inference
from the I;am p. 196, 1. 12 from the bottom: and
" Rupit, perdidit;" from Reiske's additions to
Golius :, but bothl of these require consideration.]

-_[s;;. also signifies t It a.fected him with
headaclhe; as towugh it made his head to split.]

One says, U.-uJI jo1 b; . t [The sounding of
the mi,-stone affected me, nith headaclhe. lA

and TA in art. jlt.) And 5o, inf. n. l,

t lIe (a man, S) uas, or became, affected withl

ClA. [or headache]; ( , O,; [seo the Yur
vi. 19 ;]) and t , [without telhdecd], pass.

part. n. t , is allowable in poetry. (0, l.)

5. 5.a, of which ~,1 is a var.: (O, ] :)

see 7, in four places. - Also It became separated,
or dispersed, or scattered. (1.) One says,

e.ll S. The people, or party, became
separated, or dispersed, or scattered. (S, M.sb,

TA.) And sc 1, .3 t They became eparated,

&c., from me. (TA.) . J,i , in the

IKur [xxx. 42], means On that day they slulU
become separated into tnwo parties, a party in
Paradise and a party in 1Iell. (Zj, O, TA.) And

one says, .I. Il,.o t Tle clouel became

[scattered, or] dissunderd. (TA.) And ,..3

,Si' uJh I t Such a one, fleing, became con-

cealed in the earth or land [as though it becatne
cloven with him]. (0, K, and Y5am pp. 136 and

418.)==i m ..; : see li , in art. l~.

7. .O;l [generally said of a hard thing, such

as a glass vessel, and a wall, and the like of these,
(see 1, first sentence,)] It becanme clovn, split,
slit, or crached; or, in an intrns. sense, it clrve,

split, slit, or craclked; syn. !: (~, MNb, g:)
[or so as to become divided in halves: or so that it
did not separate: (see again 1, first sentence:)]
as also t.3 [but app. in an intensive sense,

meaning it became cloven &c., or it clave &c.,

mucd, or in severalplaces]. (O,1g.) One says,
,;n .Z ii t %...3 [The egg cracked, or
rather cracked in sevral places, but did not split

apart]. (AZ, S in art. ja.) And V 3

.pJI T7he garment, or piece of cloth, becante slit

or rent, or much slit or ret; i. q. c'. (Msb

in art. C..) And The

earth claoe with, or became cloven by, the plants,
or herbage; as also t 4. (TA.) And

JI1 1o t The dawn brole; likojqw/l, and

ljWI, andJ-J;l. (TA.)

~. [originally an inf. n.] A dcft, split, slit,

or crack, (Lth, S, O, K, TA,) [generally] in a
hard thing, (Lth, O, ], TA,) such as a glass
vessel, and a wall, and the like of these: pl.

J~. (TA.) .Hassan says, satirizing El-Harith

lbn-'Owf EI-Murrec,

0
.' j a ' 0 . . j. 'S

2 .dCLL 4 - jJ jtt

[Andul the filelity of tihe Afurree, nlwhre (meaning
whercver) thou meetest him, is like tlhe glas
vessel, of trhich the cracl is not repaired]. (0,
TA.) - And A part, or portion, separated, of
a thing, (0, 15, TA,) of sheep or goats, and the
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like: (TA:) an inf. n. used as a subst. [properl,
thus termed]: (O, ], TA:) like jL; in th,
sense of , &c. (O, TA.) - And Th,
plants of tloe earth; ( ;) because they cleave it
(TA:) [i. c.] the plants from over which tih
earth cleavet: so in the phrasme.i. lj ull tbj91
in the lKur lxxxvi. 12: (Bd!:) or this phrase
means And the earth which is cloven by the
plants (Th, B1., TA) and by the springs. (Bl.
_And i. q. : (TA:) you say, ,J. W

~.l ~,, (1, TA,) and .lj $JI [or 5,
,1J], (TA,) The people are one company com-
bined in holtility against them: (I, TA:) and in
like manner .l. 3;j anld .1. .n : so says
AZ. (TA.) -And A man lilght of Jfla ; and so
ft e., (s, ,) sometimes: (S:) or of middlin9
stature, liglht of fjlesl: (Ks, TA :) like the mou.n-
lain-goat thus termed. (TA.) - See also 

, The half of a thing that is cloven, or
split, or slit, in halves. (K,* TA. [See also
aa,a..]) You saly, ;S. sHel , lie

clave, or qplit, or dsit, thle thing in halew. (TA.)
.Andl t A company of men. (Ibn-'Abbad, 0,

-.)_ And t A woman nwho makes a dirision in
the statite of a people and does not repair it. (Ibn-
'AblAd, O, TA.)

i and ' , (l1,) or the former only,
applied to a mountain-goat, and a gazelle,

mend an ass, [app. a wild ass,] (., 15,) and a camel,
(1K,) Of a middling ize, neitler great nor small,
but betnwen the two . (.:) or youtlful and strong:
[see also :] or [in the CI "and"] the
tformer word signifies a thing of any sort betwren
tno things; beteen tall and short, and youtIful

ttand atdvinced in age, andfat and lean, and great
and small. (].) - For the former word as ap-
plied to a man: see . - Also, thus applied
lPenetrating, sharp, or effective, in his affair.
(TA.)I [It is said that] d.n signifies also The
i.,! [i. e. rust] of iron. (v.) [But this seems to
be a mistake, which has arisen from what here
follows.] It is said that [a certain person called]
El-Usluff[which generally means" the bishop"],
being asked by 'Omar respecting the Kha-
leefchs, designated [him who was afterwards]
the fourta of them ['Ale] as J>_ . -,
meaning [lit.] thereby A mouwtain-goat of iron;
using it as a hyperbolical appellation to denote
his mighlt and courage and cndurance and hard.

neYs: or the phrase, as some relate it, is ~.. 1.~
[which may be rendered, "light or active in

lKdly" (a meaning assigned to 1~ and and
the latter 6f4' which is said to be in this sense the

original), and "sharp"]; or .~o. Lo. [i. e.
" rutst of iron," app. alluding to his frequent and
long-continued wearing of mnail and bearing of
weapons]; which last is thought by As to be
most probably correct. (O,' TA.)

A4. The half of a thing that is cloven,
split, or slit, in halves; as also t o. (og.

rsee also t. .])- And A [herd such as is

r termed] .. of camels; ($, O, g;) and so
e I ' o: (, 0, g :) or, accord. to AZ, a herd
e of camels amounting to sixty. (0, TA.) And
: A separate flock, or herd, of sheep or goats; as

' also t : ($, O, J]:) or, as some say, of

I thesc also, amounting to sixty: and it is said to
signify also a herd of gazelles: (TA:) and V 
signifies also a herd of oxcn [probably meaning
wild oxen]. (0, TA.) -One says also, *CIs

L :Ji ; eis.. i. e. [On him lies a debt of] a
small am;nount if property. (TA.)

l;. t [Divisions in opinioni &c.]. One

says, L'' 1 LSJ3',; t kcltween
temj is divirion [in opinion and affection; or
rather between l/wm are divisions &c.]. (O, ,
TA.) And L*sIA [Re-
pwir ye the division. that are among you;] i. e.
become ye in a state of unity. (0, TA.) And

theyJ, notwithstanding the di isions that are among
them, are intelligent and generous]. (TA.) [It
is stated in the TA, among the additions to the
1, in this art., that one says also, Ui bILc .

.. : vWi e a app. as mcaning t Verily
they, notwithstandig what thou teet of their
di.munion, are generous: but I think it most
probable that 1 is a mistranscription for

J le _ [Ileiske, as stated hy Freytag,
explains it as signifying also Camels going

1 t Ileatlache: (S, O, Msb, K:) Er-Raghlib
says that it is like a rqsplitting in the head by reason
ofpain; and is a metaphorical term. (TA.)

&tti ithel r half of a garment, or piece of
cloth, (O, K,) that is slit in halves: (O :) and a
thing p[±, accord. to the copies of the 1], but I
think that the right reading is , i. e. "of a 
thinFj,"] that is cloven, or split, or slit, in halves: 
pl. t. (1.) See also " , first sentence.
It is also said to signify A [garnent of the kind
called] l), that is slit in halves. (TA.) And A
new patch in an old and morn-out garment. (O,
]p) And A garment mucl rent. (TA.) And
A black garment whicl a mailing woman nears 
with a whlite garment beneath it, and lwhich se 
rends at her bosom so tlhat the white one alplears: 
so says i5Asim Ibn-Thabit. (TA.) And A gar-
ment that is morn beneath the coat of mail. (0, 
1.) And A shlirt [of a middling size] beteenn
twno dsirts, neither large nor small. (TA.) 
See also Is., second and third sentences, in 
three places. _ Accord. to Ibn-'Abbad, (O,) 
applied to a mountain-goat, it signifies Youthfuil: 
and (some say, 0) of middling size; syn. E~

GJli ;! (O,, TA;) i. e. beteen tmo [in sie]; 
like . [q. v.]. (TA.)~Also t) Daybreak:a
(S, O, 1:) because it cleaves the night. (0.) J
And Fresk milk which is put in a place, and J
becomes cool, and overspread by a thin shin: (O, t

:)so called because you skim off (jE~, lit. b
"cleave,") that thin skin from the clear nilk. i
(0.)

iAl..~: see a saying mentioned above, voce
'oa.

jo [act. part. n. of ; Claving, plitg,

&c.] -[Hence,] applied to a valley, (0, ]g,)
and a road, or way, (J O, 0, TA, in the ]

erroneously written ,J" [a torrent], TA, [or both
may be correct,]) and a mountain, (18, TA, [in
the 0, J. is put for . ,]) tEtending far
along the earth. (0, , TA.) -And, applied
to the daybreak, t Shining, or bright; syn. j- .
(IDrd, O, 1k.) - Also t One wvho decides, or
judges, betceen, or among, a people, or party.
(TA.)_ A poet (.j3S ;w v,de) says,

* t " t91 G1 ' 
[i. e. And when separation from her appeared,
lihe as appear the clearing cracks in the murface
of the hard and smooth rock]: it may be that

t ~.~. is syn. with E_.- in some dial. [and that

~Iy,~ is pl. of its part. n.]: or this may be an
instance of a possessive epithet, meaning having a
cleaving. (TA.)

wyr~ .' .n vI# .t .cl M +[app.
lfe is te most effective of them in deciding
rightly in a maost quick annswer]. (TA.)

_ A smooth, or plain, road, in a rugged
tract of ground: pi. .. (IDrd, 0, ], TA.)

A [sort of arron-head, or arrow, such

as is termed] . [q. v.]: pL 1.;. (IDrd,

0,1 .) Hence the quiver is called t,? l 41d.
[The conealer, or guarder, of the 4..1]. (TA.)

-- -. a.. OJ)i t A guide going his way [app.

writh energy]. (TA.)__ And a. tAn
orator, or a pneacher, perspieuous, (0, 1, TA,)
loquent, (g1, TA,) and bobl in speech. (TA.)

.~': see 2, last sentence.

1. ., (A'Obeyd, 8, O, lI,0) nor.:, (,)
inf. n. t~, (TI.,) [may be rendered I raled,
or went alhng, clweck byjole with him; lit.] I had
my 5. [Or temple] over against his (another

man's) in walking, or going along. (A'Obeyd,
S, O, K.') [See also 3. Accord. to Golius, it
mneans also I overtooh him, and joined myslf to
tins by his side: but for this explanation he names
no authlority.]- And /- ~, aor. as above [and
?robably L also, like that of.], and inf. n. as
Lbove, lie struch his t., [or temple]. (TA.)

_ And ., like c, in£ n. as above, He had

a complaint of his 5. [or temple]. (TA.)~

p,.s.a~ Hlie turned him away, or back,
fraonm ithe affa ir. (15. [And so, accord. to Frey-
ag, as from the S, on the authority of As, a~ l:
,ut he has app. taken this from a mistranscrption
n a copy of the S.]) One says, * ' i t.

9I ii" What turned thel arcay, or bach, from
1 7i

0, . '

Ut~: 
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Boox I.]

this affair ? (A, 8, 0:) and .i4. also: ($ and
O in art. t,o :) but the former is the better. (O

in that art.) And A Q ot Os t! i e.
[Such a one followed his camel, and] he did not
turn him aside: this is said when he has taken
fright, or become refractory, and run away. (As,

O, O.) And Selemch is related to have said,
.0 a, 0, *--- s . --

-..~.G! U ~;,ti d! [I bovght a cat, and
he did not drice th/m away]; meaning the ratse,
or mice. (O.)- One says also, t La OkiJ
' S 'uchi a one does not kill an ant; (S, ;*)
by reason of his weakness. (.) _- Andl -s..o,
inf. n. as above, lie straightened his, or its, .,

i. e. crookedne, and bending, or inclininj. (TA.)

m 5s-t. 3jL i ,; inf.n. tj~, lle inclined

to the thing. (TA.) And £A 5 ; c

decliwnd from his wnay, or road. (TA.) 5 J,

aor. ', 0, o , ) inf. n. i1j, ( 1, 0,) lie (a
man, 0, O) was, or became, weah. (S, O, }.)

[See its part. n. ..]

3. Ai3t,, i. q. 1;J [IIe treated hion nith
~entmcac", or blandiduscnt; soot Iwd, coared,

wleeUdled, or cajoled, him; &c.]: or ) ct[
, II [he went along over against him]: (1 :)
Ibn-'Abb6d says that ,.jll ., means 'd.:
and he adds, L*JI a J.,;ltl 1i J: (0: [but

the right reading seems to be U. :]) accord. to

the A, one says, .J o. .1 .t;
[I walled, or trent alony, with hbim, niy temple
towarids his tenmile]. (TA.) [See also 1, first
sentence.]

i~" [The temple; i. e.] the part bltween tle

eye and lthe ear; (S, 0, ] ;) the part betrewen the
outer an,gle of the eye and the root (.)1) of the
ear; (A, Mh ;) the part of the heml that lop~
dowa to the place of attachment of tihe jaws; as
expl. by AZ, it is [from] tle place of juncture
between thwe 3a,J [app. a mistranscription for
n _J i. e. jaw, agreeably with the explanation
next preceding,] and [the main portion of ] the
lhead, to the part beneath tie 0j. [which is the
temtporal ridge]; (TA;) each of what are termned
tlhe ;1: (AZ, A, TA:) ISd mentions also

*t ~, as occurring in poetry, and expresses a
doubt whether it be, or be not, peculiar to poetry:
(TA:) and sometimes they said , with M,:

]:tr says that certain persons of the Benoo-Temeem,
called Bel'ambar [a contraction of Benu-l-'Ambar],
change , into e [or use these two letters in-
discriminately] when followed by any of the
letters JI and 3 and t and t, whether the latter

be second or third or fourth; saying l.. and

J.l , and W: and iW , and Ji4 and j .,
&e.: (0, O:) the pl. is t~ l (?, O, Mb, TA,
[in all except the Myb mentioned after the signi-
fication expl. in the next sentence, and properly

a pl. of pauc.,]) and also t~1 [which. is pro-

bably used only as a pl. of pauc.]. (TA.)-
And I The hair that hangs dovwn upon tAh place
aboe/ne'ioned. (S, 0, Mlb, ]5.) One says &

Bk. I.

r,z;u~ I [A curled lock of hair hanging down
upon the temple]. (S, O, TA.)

eo Crooedness, and bending, or inclining.

(TA. [Sce 1, near the end.])

e: see t .

j1.j A mark made with a hot iron upon tice

M, [or temple, of a camel], (S, O, K, TA,) or,
as in the A, upon the ecen part rf the ~,
lengthwise. (TA.)

b~s an epithet appli,d to a child (S, .K) In
the stage extending to his comlletion of sevten
days: (Q:) or that is seven days old: (Mgh, O,

K :) because his temple becomes firm (.a.o .:)
only to this period, (so in the 0, [and the like is
said in the Mgh,]) or because his temples are not

bound (o; ~.*j ,j) save for seven days: (so in
the TA:) or it may be an instance of Je in the

sense of J,a;. from SbJ hi.:, meaning
"he turned him away, or back, from the thing."
(O.)_- And [henec, perhaps,] Weak. (S, O, 1C.)

Q,t.l~o [71w two temporal arteries;] two
vreins beneath th/e Oti [or two tem,pls], (O,

iK,) which, as is said by As, are ahlays pulsing,
in everjyone in the world: a word having no sing.,
like as they say of i;#,1. (O.)

~.~.t : see what next follows.

,i t j A pillow, or cushion; (S, O, ;)
cause placed beneath the t. [or teniple];
pronounced i ;.. and sometimes they

&'k (s,O;) and [?TAt^ and] ,t

t signify the same. (TA in art. .)

bc-
also

said

and

e~,~?, and its fem.: see what follows.

£.Aj;, A camel marked writh the mark termed

U.0; as also L .: (]g,* TA:) or the former

is applied in this sense to a camel, and t
in like manner to camels. (ISb, O, TA.)

L. L J~,, (s, o,) or i, (M.b, ,) aor.,,
(0, ]g,) He turned away from, avoided, drunned,
and left, (S, O, Mob, g,) me, (., O,) or him, or
it; (Msb, I[;) so the verb signifies in the Iur
vi. 158 [and a similar instance occurs in verse 46
of the same chap.]; (0;) and so A' *J;a3:
(0,*] :) and (so in the Ji [but more properly
"or"]) J, (A'Obeyd, M, o, O,,) aor.: (M,
0) and / , (5,) inf. n. J~ and J3,~ (M, O,

1, TA, [t. in the C-V is a mistake,]) he turned
away, (A'Obeyd, M, O, ],TA,) or became turned
away, or back, (0, 5:, TA,) and declined, (51,
TA,) afron it, (M, 0,) namely, a thing; (0;)
said of a man. Q() And -, said of a
woman, She turned away hr face. (M,b.) -
See also 4. ~ ,; is an inf. n. (S, M, O, M9 b)
of which the verb is J ', (M, Mqb,) and from
which is derived the epithet V J~,,1 s applied to a

horse, or to a camel: (S, M, 0:) it signifies, in
relation to a horse, The having the thighs nar
toetlher, and the hoofi fir apart, with a twisting
of the pasterns. (S, 0, 1 :) or a crookedness in
the fore legs: (M:) or an rclining in tlu hoof
towards the off side: (ISk, S, M, Mgh, O, g :)
or an inclining of the foot (As, S, M, Mgh, O,
Msb, 1B) of the fore leg or of the hind lg (AS, S,
M, O, Mbh) of the camel, towards tlse off side;
(Am, s, ', Mg1, O, M.b, ] ;) if towards the near

side, the epithllet applied to hlim is ,.l, (An, S,

0, ],) aind the verb is , inf. .n. ": (TA:)

or an inclininp in the .a,, [or human foot]; Ai
says, I know not wllether from the right or from
the lcft: or an approaching of one of the knees
towards the other; thus, peculiarly, in the horse:
or a nearness togetlwr of [the two tendons called]
tIwe cil0 , and a wideness apart of the hoofi,
writh a twisting of the pasterns; one of the natural
faults of horaes: (M:) (Mtr says,] as meaning
a twisting in tle neck, I have not found it.
(Mgh.)

3. (l , (0S , O, K, TA,) inf. n. ah.l.~, (M,
TA,) Hie found him; or lighted on h;im; syn.
o.,. j; (0, O, ,TA;) namely, another man;
(S, 0 ;) and 'ei [which may also be rendered he
met writh him; or encountered himn]; (0, k,
TA;) and iil [which signifies the same]. (M,
TA, and and K in art. ji..) One says, j

Ij.i.~ U I found, or met with, such a

one in such a place; syn. · l. (TA in art.

ji.) And jl' Wij .LI * [Thu
foundest thine affair, or thy cae, suitable to thy
wish; i.e., foundest it to be so: thus, in this
instance, and in many others, like its syns. ;. .
and ,iJ, the verb lhas two objective comple-
ments]. (' and K* and TA in art. ;j,.)-
And a1tbl signifies also The being opposite, one
to another; or the facing one another; or the
matching one another; syn. lSIr... (TA.)

4. hJ~l 1c, or it, turned him away, (S, M,
O, ](,) or back; or caused him to return, go back,
or revert; (], TA;) from it; (M;) and
1 ~., (0, 1g,) inf. n. ~., (0,) signifies the
same; (O, 5 ;) the latter verb being trans. as well
as intrans., but when trans. having only one
inf. n., that mentioned above. (O.) One says,

IS;3 I.S ,s ~ Such atund uch thinys
turned me awayfrom it. (S, 0.)

5. J.a3: seeo 1, first sentenee. _ Also I.q.

l,ebP: (TA:) in the saying of Muleyh El-
Hudhalee,

[app. describing a she-camel, or a number of
camels, meaning And when her, or their, burdets
were, or became, adjusted, or firm or steady, and
she, or they, went alternateldy to the right and

left, (see the phrase t J0It J s , in art.

~e;,) in the high places of acent, cold in the
210
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entrances thereof, because of their height], Skr
says, ._J means ;45. (M, TA.)

6. 5ihj , said of two sides of a mountain,
2*ay met together, and faced each other. (TA.)

,. inf. n. of J.A., [q. v.]. (M, M9b.) 
Also Anything high, or lofty, (Aq, S, M, O, ,)
such as a wall and a mountain, (M,) or such as a
wall and the liAe; (K;) like what is termed
J,.i: (Al, q, 0:) and the side of a mountain:
(M :) or J.,. and J.., both signify any building
or structure, that is high, or l!fty, and great;
(A'Obeyd, TA;) accord. to Az, likened to the
J,. of a mountain, which is the side that faces
one, thereof: (TA:) and Jj.;. and V J.n (S,
M, O, () and V .~ and V J.~, (O, g,)
accord. to different readings of a passage in the
gur, (S, M, O, I,) [xviii. 95,] in which the
dual occurs, (1, M, O,) signify the place of
ending, or breaking off, (S, 0, I,) of a mountain,
( o,) or f a lofty mountain: (;, O :) or the side
of a mountain: (1.K:) or the part between two
nmountains: (M:) or, as used in this instance,

(IS, TA,) in the verse of the ]ur, (TA,) S. ,

(M, V.,) as also 1 1, (M,) means two
mountains (M, L, ) meeting together, (M, L,
TA,) in the copies of the g, Q5Jd4~ [i.e.
cleaving together], but the correct reading is

ug., as in the L [and M], (TA,) beteen
iYa-jooj and Ma-jooj: (M, L, K, TA:) and

i.wt hl, t(M, J,) with damm to the s, (M,)
ic.e. with two (!ammeh!, especially, (],) or this as
well as Q6 ,01, (TA,) means the two side of tAthe
-. '! [app. here meaning ravine, or gap, beteen
tweo mountains], or of the valley: (M, ], TA:)
so says IDrd: (M, TA:) both signify the two
sides of the mountain when they [meet togethr,
and] face each other, so called L~;l. , i. e.
becausc of their meeting together, and facing each
other, haring between themn a [road such at is
termed] ., or a [expl. above], or a valley.
(TA.) - Also [The mother-of-pearl shell; or
oyster-shell; and any shell of a molluskh: and, by
an extension of its primary application, the oyster
itself; and any shell-Ufish, or te*taceous mollusk of
the water, and likewise of the land:] the cover of
the pearl; (g ;) or this is called ;jl & .. , (S,

0,) or j.JI ./; (Myb;) a kind of covr
created in the sea, composed of [hat are termed]
Citi.U [i. e. a pair of l~alves], which are
opened from [i.e. so as to disclose] a hind of fh
in which is life, called the ;Sj1 [i. e. oyaer],
and in the like thereof are found pearls; (Lth,
TA;) i. q. )~ [which means oyster-shel, and
also oysters themselves, and both of these may be
lere meant, as both are correct meanings of
*J]: (M :) n. un. with ;: (S, M, O, Msb, I~ :)
[in the Myb it is also said that .J11 signifies
the ; , whichll is the J~ of the pilgrims;
but I think that this is a mistake, caused by
nuiilerstanding ;jtI here in a wrong sense; for
I find no other authority for assigning this mean-
il,g to pi. ] pl. J~1. (0, 1.) [See an

ex. of the pl. voce a.]- [Hence,] '1.,j

signifies also, (M, TA,) or i4. l i..", (0,) The
;Lj; [or concha, i. e. the eternal, deep, and
wide, cavity, around the hole,] of the ear. (M,
O, TA.) - [And hence, also,] Qt;iJI signifies
The two emall hollons, or sockets, in each of
which is Mt the head of one of the two thigh-bones,
and in each of which is a ligament ('. [lapp.
that called ligamentum teres, forming a tie]) to
that head. (M, TA.) [And in like manner, The
two sockets in thle scapula, in each of wrhich turns
the head of one of the two upper anm-bones: (see
Ujto.:) or these, it seems, are called by some

~52d01; for it is said that] ,.I signifies the
part of the scapula which is the place of the
It i). (0, J.) - And %.~ also signifies
t Flesh, (0,) or a piece of lesh, (g, TA,) groo-
ing in a wound of the head, net the skull, re-
smbling the cartilages. (0, ].) And in the
Tekmileh it is said that [the pl.] 'Lj1 signifies
Waves of the sea. (TA.)~ See also J,~

:see J, second sentence.

3W: see J ,, second sentence. Also, i. e.
like 1., (0, 9,) or t J,.U, (so in a copy of the
M,) A species of animal of prey: (M, 0,:)
or, as some say, a bird. (M, O, K.)

,~ o: see J~, in three places.

U.i.~ A camel of a certain sort, (M, ,*) of
e~celent quality, (1,) [ISd says,] o called, (M,
}g,) I think, in relation to a tribe of Arabs of
El-Yemen, (M,) or in relation to a snb-tribe
(X:.;) of Kindeh, (Is,) called J,JI. (M, 1.)

[See also ,rp.] - [Also a rel. n. from J. ;
Testaceous.]

J~ A woman who turns away her face
(Lb, M, Mqb) from her Ausband: (Lb, M :) or a
woman who turns her face townards one and then
turns away: (S, O, k :) or a woman who desires
not kisses: (M :) or haying a stinking routA,
(Lb;, Ibn-'Abbad, M, O, ],) as an epithet applied
to a female, (Lb, M,) or to a male: (Ibn-'Abbad,
O, :) applied in this last sense to a man because
he turns away his face whenever any one speaks
to him. (TA.).- And A she-camel that oill not
come to the watern troough until it is left to her
unoccupied: like ~o. (TA in art.,&... [See
also what next follows.])

Jtl._~ [pl. of ab.G] Camels that come to
others at the drinking-trough, and wait at their
rumps until the drinkers have gone away, that
they may go in. (S, O. [See also what next pre-
cedes.])

J,1~ : see ~J, in the first paragraph.

e- meaning One often attacked by disease
is a word used by the vulgar. (TA.)

.J~.a Veiled, or concealed; covered; or
protected; syn. ' (TA.)

1. ,J, (s, M, 0, O,Mb,g,) aor. , (M, TA,)

inf. n. j~ (S,*M,O,*M,b,],TA) and d.,
(M, P,) the former of which is the more chaste,
(TA,) or the latter is an inf. n. and the former is
a simple subst., (.,) and 1 *s (M) and u.L,
(0, g, TA,) which is one of the [few] inf. ns. of
the measure l_a/L, (0, TA,) [or a fem. pass.
part. n. used as an in£. n. like as is said of its contr.

3&X2;,] He spoke, said, uttered, or told, truth,
or truly, or veracioutly; contr. of ;..: (Myb:
[and in like manner it is said in the S and M and

O and g that J. is the contr. of , :]) Er-
Raghib says that L.L and d;i are primarily
in what is said, whether relating to the past or to
the future, and [in the latter case] whether it be a
promise or other than a promise; and only in
what is said in the way of information: but some-
times they are in other modes of speech, such as
asking a q,;cstion, and commanding, and suppli-
cating; as when one says, "Is Zeyd in the
house ?" for this implies information of his being
ignorant of the state of Zeyd; and whllen one says,
"Make me to share with thee, or to be equal with
thee," -for this implies his requiring to be made to
share with the other, or to be made equal with
him; and when one says, "Do not thou hurt
me," for this implies that the other is hurting
him: ., he says, is [by implication] the
agreeing of what is said with what is conceived in
the mind and with the thing told of, together;
otherwise it is not complete 3.;., but may be
described either as J.. or sometimes as j.~ and
sometimes as i according to two difierent
points of view; as when one says without be-
lieving it, "Mohammad is the Apostle of God,"
for this may be termed 3. because what is told
is such, and it may be termed j.1. because it
is at variance with what the speaker conceives in
his mind. (TA.) One says, 4 1J ) 
[lie poke truth in the information, or narration].

(0, O, .) And di i. e. He told him, or in.
formed him, twith truth, or veracity, (AHeyth,*
M, M9b,° ) Jjil ) [in the saying]; for it is
trans. as well as intrans. (M,sb.) And .
, JI. ($, O, lI, in the Cl [erroneously] '.

q.,J 6j) lA.ie told him oith truth, or veracity,
the iformation, or narration; for it is sometimes
doubly trans. (TA.) And r Xm [He
hath told me truly the age, or as to the age, of his

youthful camel; or ,2J& ' kJ" the age of
his youthul camel has .sowken truly to me]: (S,
O, g :) a prov., ($, 0,) cxpl. in art. A [q. v.].
(I.) And 2 ,~ : 0j- and ,;,, meaning
Such a one, when asked, will not tell truly whence
he comes. (M.) And His oath was,
or proved, true. (Msb in art. i.) Wi ,

I6 Jah .i41 tl.> is an oath of the Arabs,

meaning iJI 4 .. ' [JMfay I not utter truly to
God a saying, i. e. may I not "peal truth to God,
if I do not such a thing]. (AHeyth, O, g.) One
says also, a. , and s1 , He rendered
to him truly, or sincerely, good advice, and
brotherly affection. (M.) And jlt;1 ., j
(f, M, V,* TA) [They gave them battle earnestly,
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BOOK I.]

not wvith a false show of bravery; as is implied
in the 1, and M, and .; i. e.] they advanced
against tihm boldly in jight: (M, TA:) and in
like manner, Jt1Al L l, they advanced
boldly in fight: or, accord. to Er-Righib, the
former means they gave them battle so as to fdflj
their duty: and hence, in the B]ur [xxxiii. 23],

Xfi 1' t1; C 1 G ;- 4cmen who ful,llcd

the covenant that they had made with God. (TA.)
And iil ,J, inf. n. v, He was firm, or
stedy, in encounter, or conflict. (M, TA.) And

U; 03~ My opinion rwas, or proved, true, or
correct, like as one says [in the contrary case],
j.) : (Er-R_ighib, TA:) whence, in the ]ur
[xxxiv. 19], L ., .. ,i, meaning

) s! [i.e. And assuredly Ibls ras, or
proved to be, correct in his opinion that he had
formed against them]: but some read * ,
meaning, as Fr says, v. [i. e. Iblees proved, or
fou nd, to be true, his opinion &e.]. (TA.) And

" 1= is s [told him truth; meaning,]
diverted him, or hindered him, or Aheld hirm back)
from an undertaking, causing him to imagine
himelf unable to prosecute it. (TA in art. .., .)

And dI! j~ [The dawn shon clearly]. ($ in
art. i.) [And one says of a word or the like,
%! iL @,~ meaning It applia correctly to

such a thing.] - Uj ,~1 j.U,: see 2, near the
end.

of e46. (0,0 .) [This explanation implies
several meanings here following.] lIe attributed,
or ascribed, to him truth, veracity, or the eaking
truth. (Meb.) And He said to him, "Thou hast
spoken truth." (Mqb.) Ife accepted, or admitted,
[or asd to, or belimed,] what he said: (M:)
you say, 4. - J,t.~ [H e accpted, k.,
what he said in his infornmtion, or narration]:
(g:) and you say , j,. [He aenOted to the
truth of what wams said with his tongue]; as well
as 4 [with his heart, or mind]. (T in art.
;i.) Ie hed him to be a peaker of truth.
(MA.) [He found /him to be a speaker of truth.
lie, or it, proved him to be a speaher of truth;
verified him; or confirmed the truth of what Ae
said: see an ex. in a verse cited voee em.] Ie
fouad it (an opinion) to be true, or veritable.
(Ksh and Bd and Jel, in xxxiv. 19.) lle ~eriied
it; confirmed its truth; or proved it to be true,
or veritable; i. e. an opinion [&c.]; syn. :
(Ksh and B4, ibid.:) one says, JI l j.
[7The trial, proof, or tet, terifed the information].
($ in art. jb..) 8ee 1, near the end. In the
sayin, in the gur (xxxix. 34], jA.i4 AWg

.t j., [which seems to be best; rendered But
Ahe who hath broughAt the truth and he who hath
accepted it as the truth, (see p'Ljt ~J,)] 'Alee
the son of Aboo-T&lib is related to have said that
by jjhh; t 4. t.UlJ is meant Mohammad; and

by a4 ;~ qbUt, Aboo-Bekr: or, as some say,
Gabriel and Mobammad [are meant by the former
and the latter respectively]: or by the former,
Mobammad; and by the latter, [every one of]

the believers: (M:) accord. to Er-Raghib, by
dj 3ti. is meant and hath found, or proved, to

be true ( ta) that which he hath brought by

word, by that which he hath aimed at (!,-3 tQ.)
by deed. (TA.) - 3 is also said to signify
He said, "Ttis thtin is the truth;" like ~L.
(TA in art. o..) - And this verb also denotes

[0~l,1 ±hJ jl;jI: thus in the saying,

[My opinions rcepecting them mere, or proved to
be, try true or correct]. (Ksh, in xxxiv. 19.) -

gr~.i rjl 3.., (0, 8], TA,) or t .s, (so in a
copy of the M,) The ild animal ran without
looking aside, when charged upon, or attackhed:
(M, O, ], TA:) mentioned by IDrd. (0, TA.)
_m J,J. He exacted from tem the poor-rate.

(TA. [See i.,.]) - See also 5.

3. 4j3, (M,) inf n. J3;L1 (S, M, OJ;)
and l._, (M,O, ],) the latter like ,J ,
(TA, [in the C]~ erroneously written 31,s,]) I
acted, or asoiated, with him as a friend, or as
a tre, or sincre,fri~ (,' M, O,- g.°) [See
also 6.]

4. ;W1 j~ He named for the woman a
jtl3, [or dowry]: (8, M,' O, ] :) or h gave
her her ji : (M, Mb :) or he appointd her,
or agned her, a j~, on taing her as his
wife: (TA:) and he married hr, or took her as
his wife, on the ondition of his giving her a
jl.. (M,b.) And sometimes this verb is
doubly trans.; whence, in a trad., l.' l I.
5Ujg1 jW [It was said, " What is it that thou
meanetfor her, or giet her, as her dowry?" and
he said, "My waist-rapper"]. (Mgh.)

5. &X j,3 He gaem him (i. e. the poor,
Mgh, Mqb) what is termed 3, (M, Mgh,
Meb,) meaning [an aim, or] what is gi~v for
the sake of God, (M,) or what is ~ with the
desre of obtaining a re~omps from God:
(M, Mgh:) and &* t~ signifies the same;
(M, TA;) and in this sense j. is [said by
some to be] used in the ]ur lxxv. 31. (TA.)
Hence, in the ]ur [xii. 88], C: 1 ; : (TA:)
or this means t And do thou confer a favor
upon um by giving that which is [not like the
mean merchandise that we have brought, but of
middling quality,] between good and bad. (M.)
One says, t1. .. , meaning I gae asch a

thing as a i3.. (Msb.) See an ex. voce J~.

The saying, in a trad., tg ;C'. __

.71 ', meaning [Yeriy God] hath conferred
afaor' [upo you by giving you a third of your
poseions to bequeath to whom ye will], if
correct, is tropical. (Mgh.) - It is said by lbn-
Es-Seed, on the authority of AZ and IJ, and
mentioned by IAmb, that ja3 signifies als
He asked, or bjegged, for what is termed JJ.
[or alms]: but Fr and Ay and others disallow the
beggar's Seing called j : (Az, TA:) Ixt
says that the vcrb is improperly used in this sense

by the vulgar: (Msb :) [and accord. to J and

Sgh,] one says, JL4 v. ;, and one should

not say ,sin. (S, O.)

6. W.Lr. signifies The acting, or associating,
asfriends, or as true, or sinace,friend, one with
another. (X. [See also 3.]) And I q. &:

(TA :) [or rther mutualj; contr. of; f:]

one says, t..jl s and ,;;; 3 (9,
O, TA) Thiey vwer true, or sincere, each to the
other, in infirmation, or narration, and in lore,
or affc~tion; contr. of I1d. (O, TA.)

.0 is an inf. n. of Js [q. v.]: (M, :)-
and is used as an epithet, applied to a man &c.

(t, M, 0, 1, TA :) [and] V . [also, if not a
mistranscription for &..,] is an inf. n. used as an
epithet, applied to a man and to a woman: (so in
a copy of the M and in the TA:) [it is said that]
the former signifies Hard, (f, M, O, Myb,)
applied to a spear, ($, M, 0,) and to other things:
(M:) or even, or straight; (9, 0 ;) or it signifies
thus also, applied to a spear, and to a sword:
(M :) or hard and eren or straight, applied to a
spear, (.K, TA,) and to a man, (K,) or to the
latter an meaning hard: or, as IB says, on the
authority of IDrat, it is not from hardness, but
meaos combini.g tho~ qalities that are com-

es~ed; and it is applied to a spear as meaning
long and pliant and hard, and the lit; and to a
man, and to a woman likewise [without ;, but see
what follows], as meaning true in hardune and
trength and goodnes ; for, IDrat says, if it meant

hard, one would say 0~ s. and O~s ~,.
which one does not: (TA:) and, applied to any-
thing, (0, ], TA,) it means complete, or perfect,
(]K, 0, g, TA,) thus applied to a man, (TA,)
nuch as is commended; (0 ;) fem. with ;, (O, K,
TA,) applied to a woman: (0:) the pl. is O~,
applied to a company of men, (~, O, g,) and
~ (10) and X,t, so applied, and ;U

applied to women: (0, ]:) and Ru-beh says,
describing asses,

* .;1t ;[Lk. ... d1 .. ._k... ·

meaning [Round, a~ tAough pared, in th ear,]
penetrating in the ey; (, TA;) which is [said
to be] tropical (TA.) ~ signifies also Firn,
or steady, in encounter, or conflict: (M:) or one
says ;itl VJu, applying this epithet to a man,
(0, O, g, TA,) meaning thus: (TA:) and U~

t[jl [firm, or steady, in look]. (., 0, K, TA.
(Said in the TA to be tropicaL])

j.~ is an inf. n. ofJ [q. v.]: (M, &, &c.:)
or a simple subst., (K,) signifying [Iruth;
veracity; or] agreement of what is said rith what
is concid the mind and ith the thig told
of, t~ogher; other~ise it is not complete .j.,
as expl. above in the first paragrph of this art.
(Er-1.1~ib, TA) - It is also yn with .j,
[meaning .a"ld,se, f.imne~s, compactnes, or
Woundss; stegt powert or fore; vigour,
robustne, ahudine, or ha .rdi~ ; and coYrae,
bravery, or firm~net of hart]: (], TA: [in the
latter of which it is said to be tropical; but this is
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evidently not the case accord. to the 0, in which
it is aid that it radically denotes *9S (i. e.
strength, force, &c.,) in a saying &c.: in the 1I
it is implied by the context that it is syn. with
I.f: when used as the complement of a prefixed
n. in instances mentioned in what here follows:
but Qgh says, more correctly,]) a noun signifying
anything to which goodness is attributed is pre-
fixed to js., g6verning it in the gen. case; so
that one says (0) ,~ j. (Sb, M, O, Of) [A
man of good nature or disposition or clharacter
&c.], contr. of L J.j; (Sb, M;) and ots.

. [a fiend of good nature &c.]; (O,I;)
and likewise -! [a wvoman of good nature
&c.]; (1 ;) and in like manner also 3.~ ..
[an as of a good kind]; (Sb, M, ]I;) and ,j.

3,s. [a garment, or piece of cloth, of good
quality]. (Sb,M.) The saying in the Ifur [x.

WX], (0,) qyJ ¶ l jJS! UtI yf Jj means
And trily roe atigned to the Clildren of Israel
a good place of abode. (0, If.)_ See also

-: .-

., s ee I.s.; each in two places.

LoB. [An almr; i. e.] a gft (e, M, Mgh,
O, Myb, 1g) to the poor (S, O, Msb) for the sahe
of God, (M, I,) or to obtain a recompenme from
God; (M,* Mgh, 1 ;') a portion wltich a man
gives forth ~rom his property by way of pro-
.itiation, [to obtain the favour of God,] like

1Ibj, except that the former is primarily applied
to such as asu pererogatory, and the latter to such
as is obligatory: but it is said to be applied to
nueh as i obligatory [i. e. to the ;lj, 'q. v.,
meaning the poorrate, whicll is the portion, or
amount, of property, ttaat is given therefrom, as
the due of God, by its posssor, to the poor,
according to a jfi.d rate,] when the person who
does so aims at conformity with the truth in his
deed: (Er-Riglhib, TA:) [in this latter sense,
wlhich is indicated in the g and O &c., and more
plainly in the M, it is very frequently used:] and
thus it is used in the X(ur ix. 104, and in like
manner its pl. in ix. 60: (Er-Righib, TA:) the
pl. is ,ljs. (g, M, O, Msb.) It is said in a

trad., k1J1 J7 j if . [Ter is no poor.-
rate in the case of weorking eames], because they
are the riding-camels of the people; for the poor-
rate is in the case of pasturing camels, exclusively
tf the working. (l1 in art. q..) 8ee also

e: ee 31,, in two places.

e: ee the next paragraph.

l~ and ' ,1, (a, M, Mgh, O, Myb, ]g,)
the former of which is the most common of the
dial. van. here mentioned, (Mqb,) [but] the latter
is [said to bel more chaste than the former,
(Mgh,) and *t Oj,, (., M, O, Msb, I,) of the
dial. of El-VIijaz, (Mqb,) and t V., (S, M, O,
Mlb;i ,) of the dial. of Temeem, (Mqb,) and
t iJ.. (M, O, Mb, O) and * iJ~ (M, O, 1)

[Boox I.
and t , (M, f ,) Thej. (S, M, Mgh, 0, 1I)
of a woman; (S, Mgh, 0, Myb, 1 ;) [i.e. a
dowry; nuptial gifl; or gift that is giren to, or
for, a bride:] the pl. of jI.a. is ,j ,, (M,
Mgh, Myb,) a pl. of mult., (M,) or ,, (0,)
or both, (i,) and ij.,l, a pl. of pauc., (M,) or
this is accordant to analogy, bult has not been
heard; (Mgh;) the pl. of s.>~ is ,~,,; (S,
Myb, g;) the pl. of t S~ is ;U, and .,,
and , (0,' Msb, K,) which last is the
worst; (if;) and the pl. ofV ~J. is J~, (Myb,)
or ;U5LI [by rule ;.d..;]. (O.)

jl: see the next preceding paragraph.

j~ Having the qualUty of speaking, saying,
uttering, or telling, truth, or truily, or veraciousldy,
in a high, or an eminent, deree; very, or emni-

9I 1nently, true or veracious: (Msb :) pl. .~ and
j~. (1.) Sce also j~ol.

I -
~ Afriend: (O,1 :) oratrue,or ~nere,

frind: (S, M, Msh, TA:) applied likewise to a
female, (8, M, O, Msb, I,) as also i,,., (8,
M, Mb, ],) the former anomalous, the latter
regular; (MF;) and to a pl. number, (8, M, 0,

,) as in the ]ur xxvi. 101 (M) [and in several
other instances, of which see one in a verse cited

a - .-- as
voce 5;?]: its proper pl. is I~..l (S, M, 0, 1)

and sj~'J. and X , (M, K,) the last on the
authority of Fr, (TA,) and s. , (M, O, I,)
whichl is a pl. pl., (K,) said by IDrd to be ano-
malous, unless it be a pi. pi.: (O :) and the dim.
is t o,.*; one says, .y, s, meaning ie is
the most slernal, or most distinguished, of my
friends, or of my true, or sitcere, friends. (S,
0o, I.)

9- 
itj..o Lore, or affection: (I :) or truth, or

sincerity, of love or affection: (TA:) or friend-
ship, or frieullines~; (S, M;) or true, or sincre,
fJiendship or friendliness: (S, M,Mgb:) or true
firmness of heart in love or affewtion; n attri-
bute of a human being only. (Er-R4ghib, TA.)

~ , dim. of , q. v. (S, 0,1I.)

gia.. One vwho speaks, says, utters, or tells,
truth, or truly, or veraciusxly, much, or oJen:
(Mgh, O, K :) [or alther htaving the quality of
speaking, saying, uttering, or telling, truth, or
truldy, or veracioudy, in a very high, or very
eminent, degree; for] it has a more intensive
signification than Js..~ [q. v.]: (TA:) or i.q.
3ji~ [which may have the latter of the two
meanings expl. above, or may mean one who
accepts, or admits, tlh truth of what is said, or
who v,~/ies, &c.: or j3i in a high, or an
eminent, degree; for it is added that] the fem. as
used in the Igur v. 79) means superlative in

".'jJI and _ ; as a possessive epithet, i. e.
0 - 0.3 *I

Lk. aj o:;: (M:) or it signifies jLP;jt aSli

[i. e. always j a. in one or another or all of the
senses assigned to this word above: it may be
correctly rendered eninently, or always, vera-

cious: and eminently, or alvays, ace~pti, or
confirming, the truth]: and it may mean one
wiho vcr/fis his saying by deed, or act: (. :) it is
said in the "Mufradat" [of Er-Righib] that it
has the first of the meanings expl. in this par~
graph: or rather means, one who snowr Si: or
rather, one by whom lying cannot be practied
because of his habitual weracity: or rather, one
who is true in his saying and his bdiWe, and vcho
confirms his truth by his deed, or acting. (TA.)

,j,l Speahing, saying, uttering, or tell,
truath, or truly, or vracioudy; true in respect of

s1 cech &c., or veracious. (Myb, TA.) _
jO.o is a phrase like., , meaning Emminent,
and exalted, tveracity. (M, TA.') - And i;
&i)s [A charge, or an assault, made with ear-
netn nes, not with a fale show o brawery,] is like
the saying [in the contr. eae] il 'i (M,
TA:' said in the latter to be tropical.) See also
j.~, in two places. _ One says also jsj,. 

,J1t, mcaninf Very sneet date. (IDrd, 0.)
- And JLo. si Vehement, or intense, oold.
(TA voce ~ &c.)

3l hIe ,small star claving to the middl&
one, of [those called] iS*l -a ; 4 [-hich
compose ti tail of Ursa Major]; (Kr, M, TA;)
[i. e. the star called t.J1, q. v.; for] it is Paid
that the first of .1 ;; ,oW, that is at the
extremity thereof, is named "5WI; and the second
is ~Ll~d, and by the side of it is a small star
named 1 1I and J.s,.aJl; and the third is j. 1j1:
(0:) or, accord. to AA, (0, TA,) the po-star
(41,, ). (0, 1f, TA. [But this is strange; and
the more so as it is added in the I that it is expl.
in art. .g$; for the explanation in that art. (though
not free from obvious mistakes) identifies Z.ln
with t'JI.]) - And, (],) accord. to Sh, (0,
TA,) it signifies iwl [The trusted, trued in,
or eonfiled in, &c.]. (0, g. [But it is added in
the 0 that Sh cites a verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-
s-Salt in which .)1 is applied as an epithet to
the star called -l.]).And, (i,) aecord. to
some, as AA says, (0,) it signifies The king.
(0, 1.)

¢;4,1 > - [in the C19 31i .
means lIe did it after the a.ffair, or tu, had
become~ manifest to him. (IDrd, O, If, TA.)

0 isi

.a.~., mentioned in this art. in the . and
Myb: see art. ..

j.~l [More, and mo, true or ciou] .
One says ;li J ~d, [More macio than
a katdh]; because the bird thus called crie
Il Ii; [thus telling where it is to be found;]
its name being imitative of its cry: (Meyd, and
TA in art. 3J :) hence it is called by the Arabs
1j ,.a1: the saying is a prov. (Meyd.)

j.~ - , (J1i, ., M, O,) with fet-], (.,) or
93.~ ,3 like , (,)applied to a man,
(jk, M,) [i. e.] applied to a courageous man,
(s, 0, ,) means a4.JI V CL [Earst, no
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making afale showv of bravery, in tie charge, or
anault]; (JK, a, M, O, ] ;) or couraeous [in
the charge, or asault]: (JK:) ot., occurring
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, may be for ;Sj

Gl;; or it may be an anomalous pl. of 3..
[used as an epithet], like i.~. and .tl [pls.

of' _J and ^:]. (M.) Also, (., M, 0, K,)
applied to a horse, (M,) [i. e.] applied to a fleet
and excellent horse, (9, O,) in like manner, (M,)
meaning j,;;J t J,1L [Eancst in running];
(, , O, ;) a though fulfilling his promise of
running: (9., 0: [said in thie TA to be tropical:])
Khuflf Ibn-Nudbeh says,

· " '"b;. ; -
1. ,,, ,-,, ,, Je * -

meaning n'hen his hIofs are wetted with the
sweat of his ulpwr tparts, he runs, being left to
hinuey; not beaten nor chidden, and a fuifiller of
his promie to do lis utmost. (S, O.) And some-
times it is applied to an opinion, in like manner
[as meanilng True, or sincere]. (M.) _ '0
also signifies llardtews. (Tih, M.) -Also i. q.

~ [as meatning The edgl of a sword]: (TA :) [in
a.oopy of the M writtexn which I think an
evident mistalke; for it is atled,] and it is said to
have this mcaliling in a verse of )ureyd Ibn-Eq-
aimmeh [relating to a sword]. (M, TA.)

.-ij : see dithe next procedilig paraogrph.

j_~- A man frona ,il,n the poor-rate (a-e )
of his cattle is exacted. (TA.)

j33a One wito arrept.x, atllit.¢, a.,ents to, or
beliers, anoither in his inf;,'nmation, or mtarltion.
(T, TA.) Also Thle exactPur, or collector, (S,
M, O, Mll,, 1K, TA,) f the OtAi, (., O, Mgb,
K, TA,) i.e. (TA) of the i [or dues, mcnnillgr
poorD-rates], (M, TA,) qof the eattle, (Msb,) or of
the sherp or goats, (?, M, O, TA,) and !f the
enebt, (M, O, TA,) f,r the lerons to whom~n
pertain the :harer [thereof]. (TA.)

*-,~: seO., at.

j1_-: A thlin that con.f.ir,, or prores, the
truth of a thing: (i, ] :) [and] a rrbal evidence
of tihe truth, or vracity, of a man. (HIar p. 10L.)
One says, . 3 U1 .- & 17 i is what confir?ns,
or yroves, the truth of this. (S.) And 's :,'

I,~. i [A thing taering nothing to verfjt it].
(IAr, TA in art. 3w.)

D3,_a. [see 1, near the beginning]. One says
.t : . . [nme,aling Trhere is no ear-

encBl attributable to h;i charye, or assault];
like a one says [in the cont . case], 't; ,.j-l.
(M.)

"oj, One wh,o giue. rwhat is termed 3.~
[meaning alms]: (0, O, Myb, i :) aceord, to Kh,
it means thus, and also one who asks [als]; (0,
TA;) and IAmb says the like; but Az says that
the skilful of the grammarians disallow this; and
thms sy Fr and A4 and others: (TA :) [J, also,

and Sgli and Fei, say that] it has only the former
meanincg: (, 0, Msb :) it is also pronounced

O~3 , by substitution [of .o for j.] and in-
corporation [of one ,. into the other]; (S,* O,*
Meb, 9 ;*) and this p,ronunciation of the p11. both
masc. and fern. occ:urs in tlhe Kur lvii. 17, (S, O,
~,) where lln-Kctllheer and Aboo-Bekr, differing
tirom others, read without teasdeed to the wo. (O.)

J~

,J'. Stones [i. . pieces of ore] of silver:
mcntioned by IB on the authority of IDrst: and
he says that jJlAl3! ;1__ [meaning drugs re-
sembling pieces of stone, suchI as pieces of gum
&c.,] are likelned thereto. (TA.)

AJ,e~ [The tratle of t/he g .~jo ;] the sal of
;;tf. [i. e. dr,ty. anduperfum,e]. (,' TA.)

,j;- (S., M, Mgh, M.b, .1) a word of well-
known meaning: (M:) A seller of medicine
(M6g, M9b, TA) and of drugs (TA) and of
perfumine: (K, TA:) a rel. n. from 0;.o, the
name of a town or place, (1,) or from j4 
meaning as expl. above; (IB, TA;) or a Pers.

word arabicized: (M:) and J~ signifies the
same, (8, Mqb, 5, [in the CIS, erroneously,

U~.Ui.J,]) and so 1j. : (1 in this art., and
O and ] in art. JM.:) the pl. of the first is
a1i,. (M, Mgb, Mqb, .) _- Also A king:

and so .)U... (M in art. O .)

1. '~, (., M, ]V,) aor. 7, (M, ,) inf. n.
;.., (S, M, Mgh, 5:,) He dasted himl,ef, i. e.
hiws body, (., Mgh, TA,) against him, (., TA,) or
against it, (., Mgh, TA,) i. e., a thing: (Mgh:)
or he struck it, or knocked it, [or struck or
knocked against it,] namely, a hard thing with
the like thereof. (M, ].) Hence the saying,

3:JS 1 .,;: I J;35 i I 4.4.o1 [i. e. When
the dog hilk the game by dashing himself against
it, it hall not be eaten]. (Mgh.) [See also 3.]

And #.~,. aor. as above, (Mqb,) and so the
inf. n., (Mgh, Msb, 1,) He tpuded, thrust, or
repelled, him, or it. (Mgh, M9b, ], TA.) One
says, %1 :% ~ - [I repelld evil rith evil].

(TA.)_ And A' 1 i. e. t [The
intoxicating inf~ene of the cup of wine] smote
him [or attacked him] in his head. (TA.)
And A s,|. , (M, TA,) inf. n. as above, (],)
I An event befell them. (M, V, TA.) -And
VJkI . t He silnced him by ~peech. (Msb.)

3. ,., (9, ] , TA,) inf. n. L.)l,, (TA,)
He, or it, dashed against him, or it, bein dashed
against by him, or it: (.,' PS:) or stnrck, or
knocked, him, or it, being struck, or knocked, by
him, or it: (]4, P :) or pusled, thrst, or re-
ped, him, or it, being pushed, &c., by him, or
it; (]5,'TA;) syn. .Ij,: (TA, and YIam p.
313:) and i. q. ~L. [i. e. he struck him, or it;
or Struwc him, or it, vehemently, with a broad

thing, or writh anything; or slappd him with his
hand; being struck, &c., by him]: (.1am ibid.:)
[but, like as jil; often signifies the same as
d.;J, so accord. to Fei,] l1JI *L. means
Z,, [i. e. The ass dashed againd him; &c.].
(Mob in art..,.)

6. I6 5j;, (., Mgl,) said of two men running,

(Mgh,) and V CAL;I!, (., Mgh, ],) mid of two
horsemeca, (Mgh,) and of two stallion [cmels],
(TA,) Thley dadsed them~elvh toeter, each
against the other: (.,' TA, Pa :) or they struk,
or knockld, [ayainst] each other; ty collided;
(K,* TA;) each of them struck with ~ the
other: (Mgh:) or both verbs, said of two horse-
men, they smote each other, each of the wit
his rrig t and his sharpness or voroue or
valiantness: (M9 b:) [or they puhed, thrust, or
repelled, each other: (see 1:)] and I tLa3 they
pushed, rreld, crorwded, or thronged, togtdher;
or dadshl, one against another; (M, }, TA;
but in the M, only the inf. n. is mentioned;) like
tn,o ships in the sea. (TA.)

8: se the next preceding paragraph.

.~, The rugged portio of a [stony tmet such
as is termed] ; ; as also t .. (ISh, TA.)

I A ingle dock, or coUiion: (KL:) a
ingle impulion, push, or thrust: (TA:) and t a
vehement befalling of an event. (KL.) It is said

in a trad., i8l .J,1 " ;' j (9, M4b, TA)
i. e. t [Patienc is to be exercised] at the .first
[dwock, or] assault, or attack, of the calamity:
(TA:) meaning that patience is the lust thing in
the case of every misfortune, (9, Mqb,) but it is
[most] commended, (8,) or is most rewarded,
(Mqb,) on the occasion of the sharpnes, or vehe-
mence, thereof. (8, M9b.) And one says, o1

L.tj L . I'91 j [I made an ed of the
two affairs at one dash, or at on stroke]. (TA.)

And A baldn~ in the side of the for~had;
syn. aj. (.)_ see also ,.l11, in two

Z,-_: see~.

o :1 * JI(AZ, M8, M, J) and ~ : ; 01)

The m;s". [or two parts wherof each uis tered
0e', above the temple, on eitr side of the
fordead]: (.;.) or th. e (AZ, , M, I)
of the q .( . , ( :) ot of the 4; : (M :)
or, accord. to ., as.is p,ted,.in a marginal note
in a copy of the ., tbhe ' co' rect meaning is th two
sides of the !fhaS (TA.5_ And OL".jt

[i. .,I;,.. or.' .. . qi; signifies also s,w
two sdes of the valley: u though, by reaon of
their confronting, Ihey struck each other. (TA.)

.;.1~,: see what next follows.

;1., (.8, ,) or V;l (M,) auerted by Az
to be with damm, (TA,) or the latter is vulgar,
(.,) not lfowable, (I,) though agreeble with
analogy, (.8, ],) being like it,~, and ;j and
jIj. and other terms for diseases, (TA,) A

1
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certain diseas in the heads of horses or similar
beasts: (S, M, l :) or, accord. to ISh, a certain
diseas that attaclh camels, in consequence of
rehich their bellies become affected with acidity,
and they relinquish the water, though thirsty, for
some days, until they reovr or die. (TA.)

,~ l IBald in the sides of theforehad. (s.)

-a~or A man vehement in rar, and courageous;
or a warrior; or knoron, eaperienced warrior;
syn. ,_... (M.)

isa L4: see what follows.

.,j, 5q- A camel affected ith [the disease
termnd]A,.: and V . J [camel affected
thereiath]. (TA.)

O~L; A firm, strong, or compact, building.
(M.). And A firm, strong, or compact, gar-
ment, or piec of cloth: (M:) or a [garment of
the kind called] 9t" that is stout, or strong, or
that is thick, or compact, in texure. (]) - And
A king; ($, M, JC;) because of the firmness of
his rule, or his state, or condition; as also

. a and lf (M.)_And A fox;

(, M, g;) as also t is ( :)or,$ Jl
is one of the names thereof (TA.) - And The

hyena. (I4.) - See also U-. Also A
.speies offly, that makes a buzzing sound over the
herbage. (IKh, TA.) - And, as also ;~ ,
Stopt~ [i. e. piecew of ore] of sver: to which are
likened what are termed a L 'g i j.;1 . (IDrst,

TA. [See J3 ; and see also X ~ , below.])

i l.·O~ Piecet of ilver, (M, TA,) hen struck
from the stone [or ore] thereof: (TA:) n. un.
with L. (M, TA.) [See also ;, above, last
signification. And see Xt.%o in art. h.o.] 
Anid Stone cooking-pots: (M, TA:) in this sense
[likewise)] a coll. gen. n.: n. un. with L. (IB and L
in art. ~..o, in which it is mentioned in the . and
L and J.) [See, again, U,t lo., and also ;'.a~, in
art. ~.]-_] And Small pebbles: (IAar, M, TA:)
or so t .$.l s,to. (L in art. ~.m.)

Mil~o [as a n. un.: see i,!s.l , above.
Also] lugged, hard ground, in which isfine
stoie. (M,TA.) 8See also two other significa-
tions (mentioned here in the TA) in art. o~..

d.~ A certain crpin thing, (a, M,)
or a small creeping thing, (°V;, ., P,) that
makes for itself a habitation in the ground, (.,
M, 1,) within the ground, (M,) and conceals it;
(9, M,] ;) i. e. cover it over; (M;) so says
A'Obeyd; ($;) also called t: (:,I:)
accord. to IKh, a certain small creeping thing

(43,) that collects piece of stick, or ,wood,from
the plants: acoord. to IApr, a certain creeping

thing (X1;) having many legs, so many that they
cannot be counted, which are short and long.
(TA.). See also , in two places. - Also

i.q. s (e, qMgh, V, TA) as meaning A

seller of medicines, (Mgh,) or of perfumes: so
called as being likened to the small creeping thing
mentioned above: or from :;. in a sense expL
above as syn. with 5j,. (TA.)

j19

L ;~,. as an inf. n. of which the verb is 1..:
see 2 in art. LSq., in two places.

as~ a subst. A certain liquid poison rwhich
is applied upon a~row.heads, or spear-heads, or
the like, resembling the blood of the [spcnt calld]

.. t. (M, TA.)

1. S, (s, M, Mgh, Msb, g,) aor. US':,
(S, Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. Sa,, He thirsted: (Q,
M, Mgh, Mqb, V:) or he thirsted vhme ntly.
(M.) L,., inf. n. ,: see 2, in two places.

S. Xt -d signifies The clapping ith the
hands; syn. jea-3; (f, ;) accord. tb Er-

Righib, as being like the echo (S;a 1), inasmuch
as there is no profit in it; (TA;) or it is from
Aa
a1J, because they [who practised it in their

worship] used to turn away (gj.A I,yL) from
El-lslan; (];) [see more in the second paragraph
of art. .~ ;] andj.;,. [an in£ n. of which the verb
is v 1~-] signifies the same; (1] ;) and so V ' ,3,
of which AlHeyth cites as an ex. the saying of
Hass6n

[Their prayer is the clapping with the hands, and
whistling: like the saying in the ]ur viii. 35]:
(TA:) one says of a man, q~,- (M,) or ..
q,., (TA,) meaning He clapped with his

hands; (M, TA;) [said to be] originally ;~,;
(M;) and Z, tV 1 , inf. n. .s. [mentioned
above], meaning the same. (T].)- See also

3. t p., (],) inf. n. IlH., (~,) He imitated
him, orit; syn. "j$: (S,*I :) and he, or it,
corr~ ed and was equal, to him, or it. (TA.)
In the ]5ur xxxviii. 1, some read >L, with kesr,
as an imperative from Il-"i (Bd, TA) as

meaninfg LjtJl; and hence L.a__11 [i. e. the

echo], because it imitates (.e.) the first sound:
so that the meaning is, Imitate thou ( thje) the

gur-6n by thy works. (Bd.) - [And] i. q. 
[i. e. He considered, or forecast, its issues, or
reuts; did, performed, or executed, it with
thought, or consideration; or managed, conducted,
ordered, or regulated, it]; relating to an affair:
(M:) [or] lilI signifies the turning about, or
revolving, the opinion, or idea, [that one formn]
respecting the management ( ) of a thing,
and the doing of it: (I~am p. 35:) [or,] accord.
to AV, the minding a thing attentivedy, carefuly,
or olicitoudy: a man who had asisted his she-

camel in her bringing forth said, A ' l 
[I passed all my night minding her attre-
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tively, carefully, or solicitously]; because he di.
liked binding her fore shank to her arm, as it
would distress her; or leaving her, as she might
go away at random and the wolf might devour
her young nme: and in like manner one says of
the pastor, a4 LSeI [HAe minds attentively,
&c., his camels]; when they thirst before the
completion of their usual period of being kept
from drinking, he restricts them to journeying by
night so as to arrive at water on the morrow.
(TA.)_.And lie Joothed, coaxed, w~hdled, or
cajoled, him; or decived, deluded, be~gid, cir-
cumrvented, or outwitted, him; or strove, enaC-
voured, or desired, to do so: syn. l (S, M, ],
TA,) and oll, and "-C, (, 1g, TA,) all of
which have one meaning, (TA,) [though the last
implies concealing enmity,] and ;. (M.)
,ivI,. bL .i;C . [He who soothes thee, or
coaxes thee, surely ensnareJ thee] is a saying
mentioned in the A. (TA.)

4. .~ l It (a mountain) returned an echo.
(S,* .. ).-And He (a man, TA) died; (K,
TA;) as though [meaning] his echo ceased; the
I having a privative effect. (TA.)

5. J.&GJI, accord. to Er-R~gib, signifies
Th corresponding to a thing like as dos the ecAo
returning fom the mountain. (TA.) [But

accord. to others,] li ~-3, is originally .3;

(Az and L in art. ~ ;) and signifies ,I, {.,Ss
M, ],) and e .. (M.) [See 5 in art.....;

where the usages of this verb, except in the senses
mentioned and indicated here below, are fully
explained.] -It signifies also Thefeigning o
self unmindfuid, negligent, inattentive, inadvertent,
inconsiderate, or luecd~, not being really so.
(TA.).- And The divrtinuj oneelf (TA.)=_
See also 2.

?~ [sometimes written 1.~] An echo; i. e.

L5 1 I signifies wohat the mountqin returns to
him svwho utters a sound, or voice, or cr*y, therein;
( ;) or the sound of the mountain and the lie
that responms to one; (M;) or what reponds to
one with thi lihe of his voice, or cry, in the

mountains c. (S.) One says, ,t ,.. [His
eclw became dumb, or may his echo become dumb];
(S, TA;) meaning heperished, or may heperish:

(S and K and TA in art..eo :) and D.l. ,)'

S [May God make his echo to return no sound];
(., K[, TA;) meaning may God destroy him: (S,
K, and TA in art..,_ :) for when a man dies, the
5.~ hears not from him anything, that it should

respond to him. (S. [See also another explana-
tion of this saying in what follows.]) -And A
wound, voice, or cryj, (M, TA,) in an absolute
sense. (TA.) - Also The part of the head,
(M,) or the part of the brain, (TA,) rhiich is the
place [or seat] of hearing. (M, TA.) And there-

fore one says, e,, ;i ,1 [May God redmr
deaf the part of his brain which is the seat of
hearing]. (TA.) - And The brain, (M, , TA,)
itself. (TA.) And The [entire] contents (lit. the
stuffn g, f ,) of the head; (M,g, TA;) alo
called the att. (TA.) One says, ;1,~ iW ,
[May God crack his brain, or the cont~ of his
head]. ('M.)_.And A bird that cries in the
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al4 [or head] of the slain wh Ais blood has not
been aenged by retaliation: (M :) or a bird that

comasforth (M, )fromn his head, (4-5 ;, M,)
orfrom the head of the slain, (V,) rhen he, or it,
has become consumed, or decayed, (M,J,) aelso

called the &it; (M;) accord. to the assertion of
the people of the Time of Ignorance; (M, V;)
mentioned by A'Obeyd; and some of them used

to say that the bones of the dead became a 341k,

which flew: pl. j19t: (TA:) and [this may be
meant by the saying that it signifies] the male of

the~ (8, M, ], TA) andall: pl. ri: (M:)
they used to say that when a man was slain and
his blood was not avenged by retaliation, there

came fbrth from his head a bird like the LA ,
i. e. the 3lM, the male being called theS ~s ;

and it cried upon his grave, i ,i [Give
ye me to drink, give ye me to drink, meaning, of
the blood of the slayer]; and if the slayer was
slain, it abstained from its crying: (TA:) and [it
is aid that] it signifies also the body [itself] of a
Auman being after his death; (M,1V;) or the

remainm of the dead in Ais grave, i. e. his 4` [or
corpse]. (Jm, TA.) - And, (g,) accord. to El-
'Adebbes, (s,) [A cricket;] a certain Jfying
thing, that creaks by might, and hops, (, V,)
and JUies, thought by the [common] pople to be

the ,, but it is onhy the g,, the ,
being smaUelr than the LS . (?. [See also

al,.1.]) - And A certain fish, black, long, (,
TA,) and bulky: n.un. il.. (TA.) -And

[A man] smallt or rndr, in person; (AA, M,

1, TA;) and so ls. with , as mentioned by

As. (TA. [See also and .]) _ And

Knoring in respect of what is conduciv to the

good of cattle: (V:) or JL2 5 means thus:

(M:) or gentle in the manamnt of catte; like

)4 jl: so in the Jm: (TA:) or, as some par.

ticularly say, of camels: (M, TA:) [i. e.] you say,
L03 *S' ai ,1 meaning Verily he is knowing in

repect of camels, and of what is conducive to
their good. ($.) _ Also Thirst: (?, Mi, ]V:) or
vehemnt thirst: (M:) [see the first paragraph,
in which it is mentioned as an inf. n.:] it is said
that thirst does not become vehement but the
brain dries, and therefore the skin of the forehead
of him who dies of thirst cracks. (TA.) See
also the next paragraph. _And The act of timhe

jS,j., (M, ]i, TA,) i. e., [as is indicated in the

M,] of him who raies his head and breast,
looking towards, or regarding, a thing; and so

t 1o (TA.)

. and GL and t Xj' (e, M, M9b, 1)

and t S [(rhich last is an inf. n. used as an
epithet] (M) Thirsting: (?, M, Mab, :) or
thiirg vehmently: (M:) fem. [of the first]
3i (Myb) and [of the second] iL, (Msb, )

and [of the third] M 1: (I, M, Mqb, :) and
the pl. of 4XL is lj. (anm p. 329.)

c 1.o: eme U~), last sentence.

mi by and its fem, l.: see .e.
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,ta (fer. with ;, and pL of the latter r1):

see -.-As pi. of s , (M,) l, , signifies

[also] TaU palm-trees: (S, v1:) and sometimes,
chk as drink not water: ( :) or palm-trees that

drink water: [thus in a copy of the M:] and
some say, such as are taU thereof, and of other
trees. (M.)

;l1 p,ab [A cup of ivine] having much

water: contr. of ijU, this meaning "having
little water." (M.)

:TA' A man who thirst mnucr. (M.)

..~ The woman who faces, or decorates,

(f1t, [which I thus render conjecturally,

finding nothing to indicate its meaning except

what here follows,]) tha ;i,l [i. e. pillov,-or

cushion,] with ;j#1, meaning black lines, upon

the leather [that forms its covering]. (TA.)

1. l., (S, A, TA,) aor. ,, (9, TA,) inf. n.

!sm, said of the .,. [which is app. a species
of locust], and of a writing-reed, and of a door,
(9, A, TA,) or of a dog-tooth, ( so;, so in a copy
of the I in the place of .,o in other copies as in
the A and TA,) It made a sound, or noise; (S,
A, TA ;) or a prolonged sound or noie; [meaning
it creaked; or made a creaking, or grating,
sound;] and so anything that makes a similar

prolonged sound: and [in like manner] t 'I !
said of a mast (AF), it creaked, or made a

creaking sound: (TA:) but when there is a

lightness, or slightness, and reiteration, of the
sound, they use the reduplicative form, *tj.4,

in£U. n. jr, (9,0 TA,) signifying he (the bird

called s a&-, 9, A, TA, and the hawk, or falcon,

S, M,TA, or other bird, or flying thing, M)
uttered his [reiterated quavering] cry; (9, M, A,
TA ;) as though they imitated prolongation in the

cry of the , [and the like], and reiteration
in the cry of the sr.I [and the like thereof].

(S, TA.) *'JI is a prov., expl. in art.
~. [q. v.]. (TA in that art.) - Also He (a
sparrow) [chirped, or] uttred a cry, or cries.

(TA.) --. , aor. , inf. n. . and .; and
, ?j.e.; He cried, calUd out, or raised a cry or

clamour, (M, I,) Iwith vehemence, (g,) or with
the utmost vehemence: (M :) and [in like manner]

one says, Lm p4 He came [making a

clamour, or] in clamour. (TA.) - And j.
~) , inf. n. - His ear-hole sounded, (M,

g,) or tingled, or rang, (A,) by reason of thirst.

r (M, A, 1.) And .TSl 4e,.I Te ear tingled, or

rang. (ISk,A.)-And ,, aor. as above, He
thirsted [app. so as to Ihar a rin~ g in his ears].

(IAr.)_i, [as inf£ n. of. ] also signifies The
act of binding [a captive, &c.: see the pass. part. n.,

;]. (M,gh.) You say, T,, [aor. ',] (S,

M, A,) inf n.a, (I, TA,) He tied up a purse,
(, M,' TA,) and money in a purse. (A.) 

And iAIl ( M, ) and J331 , (M, V,) or

;,. iW l , (Mb,) aor., (M, Mb, ,)

inf. ; (M, ;) [and app. ? l .; (ee the
pass. part. n., voce J3.~;)] He bound the J!.o
[q. v.] upon the she-camel; ( ;) [i. e.] h bound

the sh-camds udder with th jlo: (M, Msb,

I, TA:) and l1l Ls*l y [He bound the

teats with twhe )e]. (A.) [See a verse of El-

Kumeyt cited voce Jq,: and see also what

there follows it.]- [Hence,] L4; means also

t He left off milking her [i.e. the camel].

(Msb.) -And jy3, [aor. of %,: ] said of a

leathern bucket (j;) that has become flaccid, It
is tied, and has a loop-haped handle afied
within it, having another such opposite to it.

( TA.)_ And one says, i t j,l j .
L... t I [.lie cloed, or ha cloaed, agaimt me

the road, or way, so that I find not any 1 aae].

(A.) And Lit ., .; l ' #" .I

t [This town has become closed against mes so that
I fnd not any way of escape f,om it]. (A.) -

And . 1 vI y,, [aor. , inf. n. ye,] He (a horse)

contracted his ears to his head: (IS1k, :) or
pointed and raised his ears; which a horse does
only when he exerts himself and hastens in his
pace: (TA:) or he (an ass) traightemed and

erected his ears to listen; as also t L.a.l: (A:)

and *t l used intransitively, (ISk, 9,) without
the mention of the ears, (A,) siinifies the same as

C... a - l a a.
,I?l 3j: (ISk, S, A:) and &is. and .) ol,,

aor. and inf. n. as above; and h; t e4; h (a
horse, and an ass,) straightened and erected his

ear to liten; (M, I;) as also V ---,. (TA.)._

[The inf. n.] eo signifies also The act of con-
fining, withholding, hindering, or preventing.

(TA.) -And 'I : He had an iron collar put
upon his neck, or round his neck and hands

together. (A.) - And ', aor. 4, He collected
together a thing, or thing%, (IAqr,) or anything.

(TA.) And W4 
tao t He collct~d some-

thing to be said in his bosom, or mind. (L and
TA, from a trad.) And jW)l *J. , inf. n.

.Laye, He collected together the property, or the
camels or the lik, and put back what had become
scattered of the extreme portions thereof. (T,

TA.) ~ Andv It (a plant, or herbage,) became
smitten by cold, or by intense cold (M, g.)

2: see 1, in three places. I A said of a
she-camel, She preceded. (Aboo-Leyl, M, .)

3. ,;, 1 si ;Lo He compelld him against
his oill to do the thing. , .)

4: see 1, latter part, in three placeas. ml

,iL, (9, TA,) in£ n. ,; i, (TA,) t He prse-
vered, or persisted, in it; or kept to it persc.

rmingly. (9, TA.) You say, ; I;J.l1 t ile

.pe-rsred~, or persited, in doing it. (Myb.) And

§ l& ye;1l t HIe persevered, or persited, in

thA crime, sin, or act of disobedienc. (M, TA.)
The verb is used in this sense when its object is
evil, or crime, or the like. (TA.) _ And t Ho
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determined, resoied, or decided, upon it. (M,
Mgh, 1.) You say, ,is ;.a1 t He deter-
mined, reolred, or decided, upon going on in
doing it, and not turning back. (TA.) .-.. 1

t lie hastened (M, ]g) somcnhat (M) in
running.: (M, 1.: [in the CK, for j... ! j.aI,
is put _1 , 1j., l:]) accord. to A'Obeyd, the
verb in this sense is .,¶; but Et-Toosee asserts
that this is a mistranscription. (M.) ;J... 
The ears of corn became such as are termed j.
[q. v.]: (M, ] :) [or] accord. to ISh, one says,

1.tpl.l, in£ n. J;'1, meaning Th7e seed-lroduce
[i. c. corn] put fSnrth the ertremities of its anm,
before its ear had beconme dereloled. (TA.)

8: see 1, former half, in two places. ;L..l
maid of a solid hoof, It was, or became, narrow,
or contracted, (8, TA,) in an unseemly manner,
or immodertely. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. * .p, inf. n. 3yay: see 1, fonner
half, in two places: and the same paragraph,
lat sentence but one.

a1-
y. A lathenm bucket (,;) that, in consequence

of its hatin become flaccid, is tied, and has a
loop-shaped handle oaj.ed within it, having
another such opposite to it. (,0' TA.) See

also ~,~.

(S. , M, A, Mb, O) and (M, A, O)
Cold: (Th, M, A, Msb, X]:) or intense cold; (Zj,
M, A, ] ;) as also Vt~ : (.Ham p. 719 :) or
cold that smites the herbage and the seed-prodluce
of tlheJell: (.:) in the l(ur iii. 113, the first of
these words bas the first of the meanings expl.
above: (IAmb:) or the second meaning: (Zj:)
or signifies noise and comootion: or, accord. to

I'Ab,fire. (IAmb.)-And b, (M,A, n)
and 1 y e. (., M, A, 1) A wind intensely cold:
(8, M, A, ]C:) or ve7y intensely cold: (T in ex-
planation of the latter:) or veltemently loud: (M,
A, I~:) of 'ty, some say that it is originally
vj;, fromv meaning "cold;" the incipient
letter being repeated, and put in the place of the
medial : others, that it is from ,jI J;t' [" the
creaking of the door"], and from ion . meaning

"vociferation, or clamour." (ISk.) - And ..
is the name of A certain bird, like the sparrow
(g, TA) in size, (TA,) of a yelosv colour: (]g,
TA:) so called because of its cry: or, as some
say, the sparrow (mj) itself. (TA.)

v3 Vociferation, or clamour: (., M, A, TA :)
so in the ]lur li. 29: (TA:) or the most vehement
vociferation or clamour or crying (Zj, M, ]*) of
a man and of a bird &ec. (Zj, M.) [In the ],
this meaning is erroneously assigned to .o.]_
And Vehemence of grief or anxiety ($, M, I9) and
of war (M, O) and of heat, (4,) or of the hot
season, (M,) &c.: (., M :) and vehemence of the
heat of summer. (;, A.) -And A contraction,
or much contraction, and sternness, or moroseness,
of the face, (Q, TA,) by reason of didike, or
hatred. (TA.)~ Also A company, a collection,

or an assemblage. (S, M, i.) So in the followin
words of I mra-el-Jleys:

!P. , -

r | t tl. (,' M, 6I) and * S1.- (S, M, M9 b, 1)
and t),J L, (M) or t ll-Jl, (fgh, 1g,) the last
like .jIj,lt, mentioned on the authority of Ks,
(TA,) A man ewho has not performed the pi-
grimage to lekkehe: (X, M, A, Msb, I :) so called
from yo, signifying the "act of confining, with-
holding, hindering, or preventing;" (TA;) or
because the person so called refrains from expend-
ing of his property in pilgrimage: (Msb:) you
say also, ;.3.o il0 a rooman n,ho has not per-
formed the l,ilgrimage to lehhkeh: ($, Mqb:)
pl. ?;1,s and j,!J : (s :) [or, rather, the
former is a coll. gen. n., of which ;f. is the n.
of un.; and the latter is a qiuasi-pl. n., like iX I ,
as well as n. un. of jplo:] Fr cites, from certain
of the Arabs, t;I.1 as used collectively; and one
of the number is termed V };1~: (S :) each of the
forms ending with the relative . receives the
dual and pl. and fern. inflections: and accord. to
IAar, the forms preceding those receive also the
dual and pl. inflections: (M,* TA:) and some say
that 41y is ipl. of* ; ijjLo: (TA :) or t ;3 jLo
and ]L~, (M,) or o! j , (Lh, $, M, A, Myb,)
as occurring in the poetry of En-Nibighah,
(Ya91oob, S,) not used without ;, (Lh, M,) or all
the sing. forms above mentioned, (.,) signify one
who has not mnarrieil: (M, A, ]g.:) or rwho ha not
had intercoure with women: as though he had
determined (.1) upon relinquishing them:
(Ya?.oob, 8, Msb :) applied in like manner to a
woman, and to a plurality of persons: (M, :)
the; in ;oj~. applied to a man and to a woman
is not to denote the fim. gender, but to give the
utmost intensiveness to the signification. (IJ,
M.) -It is said in a trad., A. ,1 gJ. ,
(;, M,) meaning, accord. to A'Obeyd, T'here is
no abstinence from intercourse with wvomen in
Eil-Islam: (M, TA:) i. e., no one should say, I
will not marry: (TA:) thus he makes ;jy., a
noun signifying an accident: but it is better known
as an epithet: (M :) and IAth says that the mean-
ing is, he who slays another in the._. [or sacred
territory of Mekkeh] shalll be slain: his saying,
"I am a ;j_.o; I have not performed the pil-
grimage, and I know not the sacredness of the
.~._ ;" shall not be accepted of him: for in the
Time of Ignorance, the Ka*beh was a place of
refuge. (TA.)

59.y .. i. i. q. o'2 [i. e. Dirhems, or
pieces of money, tied up in a purse]: (g :) termed
in the present. day t?o. (TA.)- See also

5j . ZA sailor: (., M, ]g:) like iLG: ( :)
pl. ,I"A: (, M, 1:) it hlas no broken pL:
(M :) or t1Sp. should be [without tenween, im-
perfectly decl., and] mentioned in art. L ; for
it is pl. of *...o, which is pl. ofLt;, which J has
mentioned in art. .qy: A.aHt used to say that
i.a is a sing., like .; but without sufficient
authority: and J has regarded .l as a sing.
in consequence of his finding it to have the same
construction as a sing, in verses of Arabs;

g

0

(S, M) i. e. Those of them that remained behind,
in a herd, not dispersed: (EM p. 48: [see the
entire verse voce X :]) or ;o k) here means
in [the midst of] clamour: (S:) or in vehemence
of grirf or anx iety. (S, M.) Also i. q. ;
(M, .K) [i. e.] A certain bead (ij".) by nhich
nwmencnfascinate men so a.s to withhold themfrom
other women. (Lh, M, K, TA. [This is evidently
what is meant by a;~l, but is given in the M
and KI as a signification distinct therefrom.])
See also #1~.

, A purse (, M, K, in the C.K t ,)

for money; (S, M, A, Msb, . ;) as also *.~,

with fet-)h, (TA,) or tm~.: (so in a copy of the
A:) pl. of the first, jo. (Msb.) Ilence the

, , * ..
prov., 5w) . ,; e' meaning t Return
to thyself, [or kly open thte recesses of thy mind,]
and thou ilt hnow [thy vices, or faults, or] thy
good from thy edo (Meyd. [See also . ye, last
explanation.])

0e: seeyo.

E, Ears of corn (J,) a fter the cdm is
produced, (M, JI, [in the CK,. - . is put in the
place of $-' ,]) before' they become apparent:
(M :) or ears of corn while the farina has not
come forth into them: n. Un. with ;: (AI.n, M,
K:) or, accord. to ISh, corn when the leaves
become twisted, and the extremity of the ears
becomes dry, or tough, though the farina harve
not come forth into them. (TA.) [See 4, last
sentence.]

1>wo : see .,e, in ttwo places.

;1. The thing with which a she-came's udder
is bound: (M, I:) the string which is tied over
the sh-came's udder and over the [piece of wood
called] ;.3, in order that her young one may
not such her; (s;) and in order that it may not
make any impression upon her, they smear her
teats with fresh [dung of the kind called] .a;:
(TA:) or a piece of rag which is bound upon the
sao-camels teats, in order that her youny one may
not suck her: (Mb :) pl. ;..ft. (M, A, ].) It
is a eustom of the Arabs to bind the ),.. upon
the udders of their mileb camels when they send
them to pasture by themselves; and when they
return in the evening, they loose the ;. 1, and
milk. (IAth.)_[Hcnce,] 1;1 Ca ;0 j - p
t I put an obstruction, or obstacle, in the way of
sch a one. (A.)~Also Elevated places over
niwhich the trater does not come. (S.)

J.oj~: see ;jij.

~;f~o: see the next paragraph, in three places.

ei ($8, A, MA, Mb, 1) and * e.to (S, M,
Msb, K) and t?,V and t?j!L (M, O) and

0

1

1

1

j

i
i
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whence he imagined the kS in it to be the relative
as, a is shown by his mentioning the word in this

place. (IB.)

LSp,.j: see ;jyo.

U.: see e : - and see also art. Lko.

L. .: see the next paragralhl.

IS,.. ,L U said of an oath, ($,) or 

,f, (M, ( ,) and t,,f;, and Vsg, and
Y, t si, (Yaq4oob, S, M, g,) and t ,5, and

't LS , (g, TA,) ort t' and t *S5, (as in a
copy of the M,) It is a ldetermination, or resolution,
from me; ($, M, K ;) a serious assertion; not a
jest. (8, ]g.) Aboo-Semmnil El-Asadce, his
she-camel having strayed, said, "I swear to
Thee, [0 God,] that, if Thou restore her not
to me, I will not serve Thee:" (S :) or, "O
God, if Thou restore her not to me, I will not
say a prayer to Thee:" (TA:) anid he found
her, her nose-rein having caughlt to a thorn-
tree (e -4); and hlie took her, and said, .±

LSJ' U. %.d ;s IMy Lord lkuew that it wtas a
determination, or raolution, or serious acssertion,
from n: ( :) or a conJirmed determination:

(ISk:) it is derived from ,tl 1 J .sjj.ol "1 I
persevered, or persisted, in the thing:" (S :) [or
"I determined, or resolved, upon the thing:"]
AHeyth says, lt j., i. e., Determine thou, or
resolve thou; as though he addressed himself;

from . ,k j .,. "he determined, or resolved,
upon going on in doing it, and not turning back:"
it is also said that t ... is changed intot L.o·,

like as they say an 5.j and ; e ,: and in

like manner, ' is changed into ; the

I in .. being elided: not that they are two

dial. vas., I o L ; and Ljj1l&: and Fr.

says that ue" and t.ol are originally im-
peratives; and that, when they desired to change
them [i. e. the imperatives] into nouns, they
changed the ks into I [written ks after fet-4]: and
in like manner, [changing verbs into nouns,] they

say, 4 1 a ~ 5 ; &c. (TA.) Acord.to
AZ, one says, t .U 1. meaning Verily,
it is a truth, or reality, from me; and Aboo-

Malik says the same oft ,. (TA.)

9 : see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places.

;and t L A dirhem, (8, M, A, 1,)
and a deenar, (A,) that souwnds, (, M, 1~,) or
rings, (A,) when jtrck: ( , M, A, 1; in some
copies of the last of which, in the place of ill
;A, is putj 1 l: TA :) accord. to some, used
only in negative phrases: (IAar, M:) thus used

in the phrase, L , [expl. as] meaning
Such a one has not a dirhem nor a deendr:
(IAr, A :*) and so used, as meaning a dirhem,
by Khilid Ibn-Jembeh; who does not assign to
it a dual nor a pl, (TA.)

Bk. I.

a .., a
L5Y4: sce e

.O:an s ee : und sealso .

;,J1,, (M2b,) or .;JI 1j , (, S,) or both,

(Mgh in art. , ) and t..o l, (M and L in

art. .j-,) Thie ... ; [a cricket, which is called

the jl'd in the prisent day]; (, M, Mgh, L;)

a certain thing that creaks (,p); (Msb;) a
mi,dl flying thing; (.K;) it is larger than the

_j_, and is called by .some of Ilw Arabs LkJS al :
(S, Mgh :) A'Oheyd says that this last term

A 1
signifies a certain flying thing that creaks (.e)
by night, and hops, and flies, thought by the
[common] people to be the ,j "', and found in
the deserts. (MRb.)

UIyo Such as grom in hard ground (j4 [in
the C.K, erroneously, ,.]) of the trees termed
,_all ', (K, TA,) and of other trees. (TA.)

.pJO: see ky, in three places. ~ and see

,~l-. _ Also A certain insect (L.;), (M, I,
TA,) beneath the ground, that creah (y) in
the days of the [season called] ;; (TA;) and

so and t (M, K, TA.) [Accord.
to Forskhl, (Deser. Animal., p. xxii.,) .Mo",
pronounced "sursur," is anlplied to an insect
which he terms Baitta Aegyptiaca.] - And The
cock: (V, TA: [written I,y Golius and Freytag

.:]j ) so called because of his cry. (TA.) -

See also j o. o.

yo: see yj: - and see alsoj,:~ 

JIj.,oj: see the next paragraph, in two
places.

.. aijal, sing. of .ste ,ro, (8, M9b,) which

signifies Camels between the ;i1. [or Bactrian

(in the C.K, erroneously, J'l])] and the
Arabian: ($, M, M.b, 1 :) or such as a ar called

.CJi: (S, M,( :) and 1 [if not a mis-
transcription] signifies the same. (TA.) [See

also jjey.] - And ,ij'1 .- , ($, M, ) and

t?;J > (M,;) A specie. of fish, (p,) a
certain smootJ ish, (M, ,) of the sea. ($, M.)

O rO Large camels; (S, M, V ;) as also

?tye and tV;4.; (TA.) _ And A camel of

thes spei called 'j.~ [i. e. Bactrian]: (M,

::) [see also ,. ; :] or its offspring; as also
.j,.j: (M:) or an ec~dent stallion-camel.
(IAr.) See also y,. - Also A ship, or
boat: [or a long, or treal, shAip or boat :] and so
S (TAQ

I tIv,J The Nabatheans of Syria. (S, g.)

· m / t o Jcj A man contracted in the
part between the eyes, like him wrho is grieving, or

mourning. (TA.) _ And jLo signifies Trees
(,.") tangled, or luztriant, or abundant and
dense, not without shade (V, TA) in their loner
parts, by reason of tleir perplezednes. (TA.)

1J; A want; a thing wanted; an objet of
want; or a needf, or requisite, thing: (, M,

.~ :) pl.-,.,. (TA.) One says, JL .J j9 .
[I have a vant to be upplied to me on the part
of such a one]. (A'Obeyd, -.) Also Thirst:
(8, ] :) pl. .,l, (19,) which is extr., (TA,) and

1,l : (]p:) or the latter ispi. of it; in theens
first expl. above; as A'Obeyd says; and this is
meant in the I5: (TA:) AA says that its pl. in
the latter sense is ; and he cites the following
words of Dhu-r-Rummeh:

[And the ,ild asses turned back, tr aing
quickly, not haing quenched their thirst]: but
fault has been found with AA for this; and it is
said that )..' is pl. of tn [which is not

expl.,] and that the pl. of ;Jj is j . (8.) One
says, ~t. ;.t 1! j, meaning Te ass drank

water until he quenched his thirst. (v.)

j :lo: see il/., in two places.

3;J;: see V .;, in three places.

;,be. Narrow in disposition and in mind or
judgment or opiiion. (Sgh, 1.)

y.l A hard stone: (Tekmileh, TA:) and

l..o ;i..o a hard rock: (M, 1g :) or a smooth
rock. (L.)

,1I: see L", in four places.

5sj..l: see Ose, in three places.

, or/,~: see ;/,d.

j.5W,i JQhl Up [The two sphincters that
wre as repressers of the urine and dung]. (g in

art. l.)

Sw' A she-camel that does not yidd her milh

c~Y. (M, g.)

. That has been left unmilked for some
days, in order that the milk may colbct in her
udder, or until it ha collected in her udder; (M,

;) as also t o,; applied to a ewe, or she-goat:

or the former is from 'S', aor. . , (1,)
inf. n. , and therefore should be mentioned
in art. Syj [q. v.]. (TA.)

: see the next paragraph.

J1> Bound, as a captive. (Mgh.) - And

jjy.e. and ? ;;. A she-camel having her
udder bound with tit jl,. (lAth, TA.) - And
X~w. applied to a solid hoof, Contracted: or
narrow: (M, :) or narro and contracted:

( :) and t lja,~ signifies the same; (M, ] ;) or
narrow in an unseemly manner, or immoderately.
(TA.) - Also t A man having an iron collar
put upon his neck, or round his neck and hands
together. (A.)

211
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;L~ [app. an irregular pl. of,~ , and therefori
without tenween,] The a. [or guts, bowels, oi
intestines, into which the food passes from th4

stomach]. (M, g.) One says, v . ., .
J, meaning [lIe drank until he filled] hi,

· ta4: mentioned by Ahin on the authority o
IAfr, with no more explanation than this. (M.)

a . ... .5.
s: ,co j,. - One says also ;Il.

X Ij.1 .aJ [meaning : A toman narrow in
te.flank,]. (A.) _ See also ;, in art. ,.

1. ~.,, lHe made th sour milk termed 
(1,*TA:) [or] *.1l ,., (M, TA,) aor. ;,

(M,) or ', (TA,) inf. n. & . , he made the
minlk to become~ what is termed d,jo: and /he
milled wome of the milk ulIon other milk, and left
it to become tour: (M, TA:) or j "oJI 4;.

he collcted the milk in the sklin, portion
after portion, and left it to become sour; as also
, ,,~;!: ( :) or you say, s;J ; .I j.;
and LI, 1 U :2lJ [he colected, portin after
portioh, and left, the milk in the skin called .l
and the clarified butter in the skin called . i].
(M, TA.) - [Hence,] 11 , . ' ,
tI caued the milk to collect in the udder, not
draming itforth. (1t, TA.) -_ And ... t He
hpt in, or retained, and collected, [his] urine:
(I, TA:) or mwhheld it long: and accord. to
some, partieularly said of a stallion-eamel: (TA:)
[or] ) ", (, N,) M aor. ' and,, in£ n. , ,,
(M,) t he kept in, or retained, and collected, his
urine: (;, M:) accord. to some, particularly said
of a stallion-camel. (M.) - And ,1 .r,
[4 t, i being app. understood] t .7he boy re-
mailed some days without disclarging his ewre.
menat,or ordu rc: (M,TA:) and, " J# ,,
inf n. tv'., t the boy's belly became contipated
(jw), that he might becone fat: (M:) [or]
-. ~' ..O1 4, t the boy's e,re~mnt, or or-

durc, (be, j,) became confied, so that he
remainod a day without discharging it, when he
maj about to become fat. (S.) [In the copies of
thoe , 4p is expl. as signifying J" .ic

t. J-l, to which, written without the syll.
signs, the TA assigns the last of the meanings
above; therefbre, I doubt not, the right reading is
j;, agreeably with the explanation of 4,1

i '1 in the M, given above: otherwise, the
meaning must be t He, or it, caused the boyWs
belly to becm~ bound, or constipated, that he
might become fat.] a oy, aor. , (1, TA,)
inf. n. ',", (T9,) said of milk, (TA,) It be-
came collected (1, TA) in the udder. (TA.) 
.esl eo The land produced herbs, or trees,

~sh are a termed ., [a coil. gen. n. of which
the n. un. is &ij., q. v.]. (M, 5.0 [The meaning
is indicated in both by the context.]) ~j -

e also signifies He cut, or cut off; (K, TA;) i. q.
r .p,; like as one says ¥?j t,e and.yAJ. (TA.)
e ~ And i. q. [He gained, acquired, or

earned; &c.]. (l.)

2. ' The drinking of sour milk, (O, 1,
f TA,) such as is called .*~. (TA.) - And The

eating of gum, (O, 1, TA,) i. e., what is caled
.~. (TA.)

4. ! He (a man, TA) gave. (0, ].) One
says, 3'L .r.! & .. He (a man) 9ave to him pro-
perty. (T?5.)

8: see 1, first sentence.._ - kl 'He
provided, or took, for himself sone milk, either
fresh or sour, in a skin, for a journey. (M,
TA.)

11. ,vd1~ [said by MF to be written by ISd

l 1 ,.l" !] It was, or became, smooth, (M, O, K,
TA,) and clear; (TA;) said of a thling, (M, K,
TA,) or of milk. (O.)

I I-·
Q. Q. 4.L p!: see what next precedes.

e and t ,. (?, M, &c.) Sour milk (M,
Mgh, O) that has been collected in a skin: (M,
9:) or very sour milk: (S, Msb :) or milk that
has ben colDectd in a skin for some days so that
it has become vtry sour: (AV, M:) n. un. V 4~ o
and V b. : (M, TA:) ,.., occurring in some
of the Expositions of the' Jimi' -SagSheer, is a
mistranscription; or it may be a pl. of 5 a
accord. to the analogy of 'I' and aj., and j;

and J3. (Mgh.) One says, #s V W
'".jIl [He brought u some sour milU, or ery sour
milk, that had ben colleted in a sldkin, making
the face to contract in wrinkles]. (.) [SM here
adds,] Az says that .&. ll is like .'JI, and is
better known. (TA. [But this evidently relates
to the signification of " the act of cutting," or
"cutting off; " not to J~I as applied to milk.l)
- Also, (1,) or the former word, (M,) Milk
that is provided in a skin for a journey, (M, ]K,)
whether fresh or sour. (M.) - And both words,
(M, 1], TA,) or V ,.. [only], ($, Myb,) Gum:
(Mb :) or red gum: (T, S, , L, TA: in the 1F,

].[1 1 is erroneously put for L.!
j,~,91: TA:) some say (M) it is the gum of thet.U. (, M) and of the i;., peculiarly; the
pieces of which are red, as though teyJ were ingots
[ofgold], and they are broken nith, stones: (M :)
the n. un. is tV X.: (?, M: [Rayn s a n. un. in
this sense I do not find mentioned :]) and some-
times it [i. e. '. or ,9, ] has .,Ja for pl.:

(M:) sometimes, (S,) what is called t 5 .o is a
thing like the head of the cat [in size], within
which is a thing [or substance] like .. [or honey
of dates], (s, K,) and lite glue, (S,) which is
suckld and eaten. (S, 5.)

v'.r A fews tents ( [in the O, erroneously,

;i.]) of the weak ort of the Arabs of the desert:
(IAfr, O,* 1g, TA :) and so-`.. (0.)

.- ": see 3,W in two places. -_ Also Red
lhoney. (TA in art. ..i.) - See also .

a,,,,: see .g.,, in two places. Hence,
I The water [by which is meant the seminal/fuid]
that collects in the bach [of a man]; as being
likened to the [sour] milk that is collected in a
skin. (M, TA.)

4"0: see y., in three places. _- Also A
herb, (M, 1],) and tree, (M,) that becomes green,
and puts forth leaves, when dry, or that has
grown, or become somenwhat restored to a good
state, after having been eaten [or depasturel],

.(,.e, so in the M, [in the 1 ., which, as
is remarked in the T15, is a mistake,]) after me
[havefed their cattle therefrom]: pL [or rather
colL gen. n.] ,V. (M.)

t., (S, 1K,) accord. to Sa'ced Ibn-EI-Mu-
seiyib, (TA,) The [she-camel called] ;B ', ($,
g,) whose mill was forbidlden [by the pagan
Arabs] for the sake of the idols (I.l.JI), no
man milking her [for himself]: (TA:) thus
called, (., 1g, TA,) it is said, (TA,) because they
used not to milk her save for the guest, so that
her milk became collected [and rctained] ($, 1,
TA) in her udder: (S, TA:) gt says, it is from

~..1 ~ j.'.UII qj.,i [expl. above]; or, as some
say, from [.,J. as signifying] " the act of cut-
ting," or " cutting off;" and this seems to be the
more correct of the two explanations: accord. to
IAqr, it signifies a she-camel having the ear dlit,
like the ;~ , or cut off: and its pl., he says, is
13. (TA:.)

... Se&d-producc, or corn, which lhas been
smon after that which ha been carried off to thelw
place where it is troddn in the autumn. (0, K.)

%.t Milk that has ben made wh/tat is termed

j.o,; as also tVmja: (M, TA:) or sour milk:
(A, ], TA:) pl. .. (K.) So in the saying

,.aiI- '1 y 11, i.e. [Give me] the thick [milk],
from a number of milch came.b, that has been
mixed together; not the sour. (A, TA.)

a~., Clearn~s, and smoothnec: thlus in the
phrase ·/ Z1. in a verse of Imra-el-.eys;
as some relate it: (MI, TA :) as others relate it,
3.,, (M,) or Z,~. (TA.)

.,,e A resel in which milk is collected,
portion aftecr portion, and Ift to becomnc sour:
(S, 1 :.) and so a.nd and : pl. . --.
(TA.)

r,,~j : see

a,,~_ t A she-camel that is kept fron being
milked, in order that she may bccowme fat. (L in
art. &,, from the T.)

2. 5.., inf. n. , , e pla~ktered wtkI

[Boox I.
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j;. a rwatering-trough or tank (, TA) &c.:

and ometimes they said 3A. (TA.)

3j1 Quick lime ( ), and the mixtures

thereof; (T, S, M, Mgh, M9b, V;) wivith rwhich
are putered wateringtroughs, or tanks, and
bath, &cc.: (M,TA:) a Pers. word, (S,TA,)

originally j(., (TA,) arabicized, (S, M, Msb,
,) s is every word in which occur both .e and

, (@, Msb,) or ~ is an exception to this rule:

(TA in art. C :) sometimes it is called 3jl:.

(TA.)

tYD

1. ',O,Msb, ) aor. , (,) inf. n.

L;.; and , (8, O, Msb,) [both strangely
said in the V to be substa,] It was, or becmrnc,
pure, sheer, free from admixture, unmingled,
unmiied, yenuine, or lclar; (S, 0, Msb, M ;) said

of a thing (6, 0, Meb) of any kind of which the

meaning is predicable, ((, 0,) [and particularly]

said of one's race, or genealogy. (1.) - ::
see 2, in two places.

2. ;4..o S/e (a camel) yielded pure, or clear,

milk. (TA in artL .4.)- [Hence, probably,j

i signifies Tho speaking clearly, plainly,

earieitly, d;rectly, or writ hout amnliguity or

equivocation; contr. ofi . (, A, J.) You

Bay, (. 8 , O , .1 9, (S,A, L,'Mob, (I,) and

s Q, (A,) ie tieaac apsarent, manifest, or

plain, r he nranifested, exposed, or re,rnled, (S,

A, L, 1,) what wah in hi mingd, (S, L, K,) and

what he had; (A;) s also ,t ta ; (L,a ];)

and f t o;': (TA:) or he elaclared, or m adi

clear, wihat wm in his mind, so as to epares tdi

intendetl mening accorling to the first [or mosi

obvious] intrlpretation; or he madle it free fom
esy,weiun ~uetible ef tropical t,wanings and a
econla,r [or remoante] ineipretation. (Mrb.,

And s ; o,I t., (TA,) iln£f. n. trn; (8, TA;

and t ,) (TA,) in f. ti n; (8, TA;) and

ht a d.l, (TA,) inf. n. ; 1; (1 , TA;) ,1

made the thing aparent, manifest, clear, or

pllain. (r, TA.)t This verb is also intrans

(Ii.) One says, )Jl ;c, (, A, Msb,
inf. n. 3, (1, g,) 17 rvine becamuefrefrom

froth; (?,A, Myb, V;) [it becanme clear] afte

fermenting and frothing. (.) And [ ; mt

Tio day became free from clods, and sn~ny

(A:) or .elb 5fa the day becanme fee from

midt and clords. (M tb.) And .. b .
The year of drought, or sterility, became one o

unmixed severity; (, Meyd, L, Vi;) and in lik

manner, .ii1 tai.-: (L:) or the formnner mean
the shy became cear of louds. ( in art. J_.5

and Meyd.) And c., (?, Mb, TA,) in£ n. a

above, (dl, TA,) aid of an a&fir, (15, TA,) Ol

as in a copy of the p, [and in the g and Msb,

said of the truth, (TA,) It became appare]·
manifest, eposed, or rerealed; (S, Myb, a, TA;

and so V ~l, (, V, TA,) said of the truti
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(S, TA.) Hence the prov. tti ,pt l .a:, 

meaning On thte appearing of the truth thou C

findest rest; (Meyd, TA;) no doubt remaining in b

thy mind. (Meyd.) And 4&a F ' S t 0

(S, Meyd, A, Msb,) another prov., meaning t The o

trth, or affair, became revaled, or manifest, 
(S, Meyd, Msb,) afker its being concealed: (Meyd, S

Msb:) or, as AA says,faixity became detected, or fo

exposed, and the truth became apparent and

known. (Meyd. [See also &J.]) And ; 

J1 ., another prov., (Mcyd, L,) meaning It 

(the affair, or case,) became alpparent, or mauli-

fest, to thee, in Jillhdn; whiici last word is

variously written, [see Frcytag's Arab. Prov. i.

730, and Iar p. 106,] a place in Et-T.if, soft and

even, like the palm of the hand, containing no

covert in whlichl one may conceal himself; the ;

in; . denoting the e. or ;L: (Mcyd:) 

i. e. the man made apparent, or revealed, the

utmost of what he desired, or meant. (L.) - See

also a trad. cited in art. je-, conj. 2.-t 6

said of an archer or the like means [Hie made Ais

a,row, or missile, to go clar of the butt or mark;

or] he slot, or cast, and missed (K, TA) tie butt

[or nark]. (TA.)

3. s at.: see 2. [jLe, inf n.

and eja., Ire confronted him, or faced hin.]

One says, 1a-j-L ,e and l.l., (S, 1,) and

't ml.y, (j,) which last is a subst. [used as an
inf. n., i. c. a quasi-inf. n.], (S, ],) ]Ie reviled

him confronting him, or Jace to face, or to his

f.re. (S, 1.) And 1l 4, (A, TA,) and

) i>, and t V (TA,) I met himn face to

cface. (A, TA.)

4: sce 2.

5. 5- piJI c I t h. 1e froth became

clcared awayfrom the wine. (TA.)

7: se 2.

d C:. A y i [i. e. palace, or pavilion, &c.]:
(Zj, S, A, A :) and (as some say, TA) any lofy
building: (g,A, ,TA:) or a single house or

r chamber, built apart, or detached, larye, and

lofty: (Myb, TA:) pl. tJ (S, A.)
... .

r

rJ ; The court, or open area, of a house; i. e.
a paciou racant mpart or portion thereof, in

:w ahich is no building; its Lea, ($, TA,) or its

3" 1.Gl [which means the same]: (A, Msb, TA:)

o pL ;Ao. (Mqb.)-And A tract of ground

f that is hard and elvated (S, L) and even: or a
e tract that i even, and open to view, of ground,

and of a place where camels or other animals are

c onfined, or where dates are dried, and of a house

or dwelling: or a tract that is eren, andofgoodly
appearance, thou h not open to view: Aboo-

r, Aslam aMerts it to mean a [d!tert tract such a is

, called] I.e. (L.).[Hence, app.,] one says,

I) xoe. a , t he , t(so accord. to the TA as

h. from the ,) or a .la.. , (0, andt so in my

/ vrioslywrtte,[e Frya-'"r.Pryi.

MS. copy of the ],) or 0b 0a. , (so in the

CV,) He etforth openly, or into the field [of

attle], to them: (0, g:) and an ,. el

'% i4, (so accord. to the TA as from the I,)

r -t a ./,- (O, and so in the CV,) or aye
i ., (so in my MS. copy of the g,) [accord. to

SM,] with fet-h in the end of each [app. in the
frmer phrase], and with tenween in each [api).

n the latter phrase], (TA,) [i. e. Verily the going

forth olely, or into the field of battle, is fe.

quent. See also ;'m~, and ; .]

tl
S: see .oe, in six places. -Also Thin

milk, containing much water, so that in so,e

parts of it otne sees a tanmines and ti. [here

app. meaning a blackish hue]. (L.)- See also 3,

in two places.

:t1.: sec the next paragraph, in two places.

b j .Anything pure, sdim, fret fiom ad-

mixture, unmingled, unmixed, genuine, or clear;

(8, A, Ms.b, g, TA;) as also V C:, (S, L,)

which is by some restricted by the [additional]

epithet white, (TA,) and * t,, (L, g,) and

' ;f>e, which is [said to be] more chlaste [though

much less usual] than (l, (L,) andt 'P ,p

(,) and l " (~ 'g ' ) in which last the... is

augmentative, or, as is related on the authority of

AA, it is ?t~l, with , but [J says] I do not

think this to have been retained in the memory

[as transmitted from the Arabs of classical times].

(S.) You say 5. , Milk of which thefroth

has gone, (., A, L,) or fre from froth, (T, L,)

and cear: (T, A, L:) or just draron. (TA in

art.j^j.) And 5,' w Urinefreefromfroth.

(T, L.) And t Ct , (L,) and ' · l,o1, (L,

]g,) without teshdeed, (],) Pure wine, (L, 4,)

without admixture. (TA.) And ' l ,,il

A cup of wine withou admixture. ($, A, Myb,

V.) And Te3 ;#Tdw of

Temeen came unmmied ith any otlrs. ($.)

And ~. 3,- (T, ( , L, .,) and C i. ,

(A, M.b,) A man, (T, ., L,) and an Arab, (A,

M9b,) of pure, or unmixed, race or ~enalogy;

pl./'l-: (T, ., A, L, M,b, ] :) and "

a horse of pure rac; (T,TA;) pl. , (T,

V, TA,) in this case as distinguished from the
former. (T, TA.) And , o - Pure, or

un,mid, rac or gen~aloy. (A.) And ";;

' t and V r_1y [A word, an expreuion, or

a ntence,] that is pure, genuinec, or clea.. (V.)

And V .. and V t ', the latter with

kesr, and V 'a! and V _l (TA) and

V . with damm, (Lb, TA,) t A Intre, sheer,
or unmixed, lie, (Lli, TA,) nanafest, and know'n

211 '

of 

the (so in the

copy 

or a-w a*"

'V,) 

He mMforth openJ�, or into tlw fwld [of

attle], 

to thm: (0, V..) and cil

a��, 

(so accord. to the TA as from the L)

r 

(0, and eo in the CV,) or

(so 

in rny MS. copy of the V,) [accord. to

;M,] 

with fet-h in die end of each [app. in the

Srnier 

phrase], and with teiiween in each [api).

n 

the latter phmsel, (TA,) [i. e. Verily theqoiptg

fw.th 

olxdy, or into the field of batik, is fpe.

rtient. 

See also llim~, and

in 

six placm. -Also Thija

nilk, 

containisig mucls water, so that in sone

.

0 

j

garts 

of it otw seex a taiminen and ij." [here

Lpp. 

mcanijig a blackWa hue]. (L.) ~ See also 3,
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0 

1 
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:we the next pamgmph, in two places.
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V in wliich lut theA is

augmentative, 

or, as is related on the authority of

AA, 

it is �3t��,,with %, but [J says] I do not

think 

this to have been retained in the memory

[as 
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say ic,.J-0 CA il'ilk of which tkefroth
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gone, (�, A, L,) or frm fmm froth, (T, L,)

and 

clear: (T, A, L:) or jud dralvn. (TA in

0 
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And Cg," U frlwf.-omfrot

w 
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(Ty 

L.) And L and (L,
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widiout teshdeed, a,) Pure wins, (L, V4

6 

-. OL

without 

admixture. (TA.) And V C:1J.0 bm

A 

" of wins with~ admixture. (?, A, Mqb,
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V.) 

And ~JS p;4 obe. Tiae wn Of

Tomeetn 
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And 
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to men. (TA.) And j J t A sayii
[that is elxplicit, plain, or clear,] not requiril
an#yting to be conceived in the mind, nor az

iletcriretation. (Msb.) And V l j., I [Pu;
ni,nixed, evil, or fmihiSCif]. (A, TA.) Ar

1.al rtl. t Pure, or sincere, in admnonitioa
or counsel. (L, TA.)

0. ' 

:~ 
1 inf. ns. of 'e [q. v.]. (, (f Meb.)

n9

ny

re

Id

A,

'el.: sce s ,, in three plaees. _ [Hence

the saying,] Iae!9 r' ,jU [app. lla stated to
him the njfliir, or case,] clearly, or uithout ad-
mixture. (L, TA.)

u?l,": see t

g s ~ nan epithet applied to a horse, in relation
to a certain stallion named b ., ($ , TA,) or

1 l, (TA,) that begat a generous breed. (S,
TA.)

a.l.t. r A ,re.el for vinU: (g:) [in Pcrs.

1.glar- :] but IDrd doubts its correctness. (TA.)

tl~ 4A ceriain flyig thing, resemblitn the

[./e'ies of locust called] .e"O , 7which is eaten.
(4.)

t , ~ (;, ],) like . [in measure],
(s,) [in one of my two copies of the $ *j.
also, and in the other copy the latter only,] A
dly five f nom cloud: ($, ] :) occurring in the
loctry of EJt-TirimmAb. (f.)

tlj.a A she-camel that does not yield frothy

milk; (T, I; [in the CI., L; ' 1' is put for
U-J ) ;]) that yields lure milk, rwith little froth.
(M, TA.)

1. Wiy., (L, ],) an inf. n. of t, (S,) sig-
nifies The calling or calling out, or crying or
cry.ni out, rchemently; [or scraming;] (L, I~;)
on an occasion of fright, or alarm, or of some
afjiction, or evil accident: (L:) one says, c, I '

i,f. n. i.3S,; and * t,kl; [Ile called or called [
out, &c.;] botlh meaning the same. (S.) And a
t, ,is also an inf. n. of f ,, (A, Mgh, Msb,) a

and sinifices Theo raising thie voice, calling or n
calling out, crying9 or c,ryiny out: (S, A, L, I :) .
or ldoing sou vehwrel tly: (L, 1 :) and the calling, 
or crying, for aid, or succour; (A;) which last P

meaning is said to be tropical, but conventionally tl
regarded as proper; (MF ;) as also M(, (, 

TA,) whiclh is likewiso an inf. n. of ,: (A,

Mghl:) one says, t , n or. (A, MA, Mgh, L, h
Myb) and ', (MA,) inf. n. tjlj (A, MA, Mgh, S

L, Msb) and a, (A, Mgh,) Ila raised his
voice, called or called out, cried or cried out: (A, ('

t'' - 'Y,
MA, L, Msb:) or did so vehemntly: (1Mgh,
Msb:O) and he called, or cried,for aidl, or su

cour, (A, Mgh, L, Msb,) saying, $ I, [Ala
a cryingfor aid!] and t Ij [Alas, a cryir
of alarm!]; (L;) and t t:j.l signifies ti
same: (Agit, L:) and 1 1L&Mot is syn. wit

1 3I&jL ; (S,TA;) meaning ty 4 w; as als
) I .aL.; (TA;) or [rather] meaning Tia
called or calleUd out, &c., (1 -,) one to anothe,
(TK.) &j &J ' S [It nwas like ti
vehement crying-out, or t/e screaming, of tA
pregnant wvoman] is a prov., said of a tlling thi
comes upon one suddenly, when hc is not awan
(T.)

4. tol Is aided, or succoured, another; i
answer to a call, or cry; (S, A, Mgh, Mqb;) a
also t tjoyLl: (AIat, L:) the I in the forme
verb is said to have a privative effect, so tha
r;yosl significs I made his c7ying, or velhm7en
crying, &c., to ceas: (TA:) and V vnl: ha
the signification of the inf. n. of this verb, as at
inf n. [or rather qnasi-inf. n.] of the measurd
al; (k;) and t /. . also may liayo thi

signification in the igur xxxvi. 43, as is said it
thc lsl [and by Bld]. (TA.)

5. t.J lle made an cffort to call or call out,
to cry or cry out, or to do so tement~ly; [or, te
scream;] (, A, ]g;) or whe made an efinot in
calling or caUing out, &c., (PS,) it calling or
eaUing out, &c., vemntly, and in cryingfot

aid or succour. (KL.) One says, i

(S,) meaning wtLkJt.4 JLI [i. e. The making

an er#ort to call or caU out, &c., or in caUing or
ailinV out, &c., in sneezing, is stupidity]. (S,
rA.)

6. yLnjW They caled or called out, cried or
ried out, or did o vehemently, one to another;
A;) [and so, aceord. to a copy of the A,
/ lj.wl; and app. u 1tdsjd, as seems to be
indicated in the L and J ;] see 1.

8: aee 1, in two places: and see also 6.

10. ii lIe called, or crie, to hims for
aid, or succour. (?, A, Mgl, L, Mb.) - And
Ie inci~t him, urqed him, or induced him, to
aU or caU out, to cry or c ay out, [app. for aid,
r succour,] or to do so vlwmefitly. (L, TA.)
renec,] ( .A .a;u Tlere came to the mnan

voice, or cj, informinutg him of an eavent on
ccount of whiceh his aid wna invoked, or an-
ouncing to hii a death. (IAth, TA.) t,
mi_ mcans Tlhe tribe's being invoked for aid to

rrforma twhat is requisitefor the dead: and hence
ko trad. of Ibn-'Omar, 141 . c i U, nxot
(,.8 , meaning, And he was call to aid in
tirnisking for the grave, and blurying, the corpe
f his wfie: or it may mean, mas informed that

wi fe was at tho point of death. (Mgli.) o
ee also 1, in two places; and 6:-and see 4.

6." an in£ n. of 1 [q. v.]. lle nce,
rA,) Tho caU to prayer. (1, TA.)

[Boox I.

L, fl^ an inf. n. of E [q. v.]. (A, &c.)

u, ; .,, an inf n. of 4 [q. v.]: (A, Mgh:)

h see also 4. = See also 5L, in four places.

th tll [lIe zwho cals or caUs out, or cris or
so cries out, or does so rehoemently, or screamnu, &c.,
y much, or often. - And hence,] 27e peacock.
r. (IAqr, 8.)

ie tL CaUing or calling out, or crying or crying

it out, or doing so velemently; [or screaming;] as
e alsor 5. (A, Msb.) And Calling, or crying,

fopr aid, or succour; ,S,Msb, ;) and so

in t&r; (i, ;) and(S) lso,
s and V , (AHeyth, S,A, $,) or the latter
r [only] of these, (T, Mb,) and ( A,

Msob, ,) and t Ld. , (Lth, TA,) Aiding, or
t st icacouring; or an aider, or a succourer: (Lth, T,
s S,A, Mob,K:) Az says that he had not heard
n fLo in this sense on the authority of any exoept

As; but that all men agree that it has the second
of the senses given above, and that V & has

the last of those senses. (TA.) 3ii t , ^,
nmenning [A male slave] whowe aider [is a fimal.
slave], is a proa. applied in the amu af wa
man who is aided by one meaner than he.

* (Meyd.) And it is said in the Kur [xiv. 27],
r t 6e bj; ' L L lam naot your

aidrrs, nor arc ye my aiders. (TA.) - &,lll is

an a ppellation of The cock; (C, TA;) bea.use heo
cries much in the niglht: and it is said by some
to be tropical. (TA.)_ And 5LC signifies also

A voice, or cry, i!fori a man i n of an evt
on account of ehic hiasi aidl is invoked, or anw
u)unciny to him a dcath. (IAth, TA.)

' C rThe voice, or cry of the callingfor aid,
or succour. (g.) lence the saying, o e
..4*JI iL. [l heard the cry of the peopl, or
party, caUing for ail, or succour]. (TA.) -

See also 4. - And see'

an: .see J ,, in thrce places.

1.s, ~, aor., inf n. He, ,or it, im, or
became, cold: or intensely cold. (M, L. [Seeo
i .]) One says, tha h 9e hid oJt [ I
was, or becahie, to lay, vety cold; or very ipn-
lensely cold]. (A.) And ag th (Our day
nas, or became, rery cold; or very intensely cold].
(A.) And se , aor. as above, (S, ,) and so
the inf. n., (S,) lhoe (a man) was qicekly ~ble
of cold. (S, .) - And jpe said of mila, It
becamne in a state of decomposition, by roean of
cold. (TA.) -And, said of a skin, (0, 1,)
inf. n. as above, (0, TA,) It emitted it butter in
clots: (0, ]n:) of the doing of which it is cured
with hot water. (0, TA.) - ks: ll Qis

1

' ' --- , -- --- ' W ---
pregnant 

ivoman] is a prov., said of a tliing that "ut, or doing so veltemently; [or screaming;] u

comes 

upon one suddetily, wlien lie is not aware. also* CL."' . (A, Mob.) And Calling, or crying,

(T.) 

fpr aid or succour; 8, Mgb, K; and ao

y 

�. 0,6.0 . )

4. 

t"l He aideed, or guccoured, anotlier; in * 't' '.P.' Q;, kC;) and V t ^_ (?.)-Abo,

1

1
4
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j
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inf. n. as above, means t He abstained, refrained, - And The act of scattering, or dispersing. (El- leaving, relinquishing, or forsaking, it. (M.)
or ~sited,from the thing; [as though he became I1ilee, TA.) WAnd A.:. said of barley and of See 1. ~ See also -4nd see ~jol.l- 4
cold with respect to it;] he lkft, relinquished, or wheat, It put forth its awn, but not its ears, applied to a horse, 1 Galled in this place of the
for,sook, it: (M :) and , t : A , - ; j t.y tho~h almot doing the latter. (El-Hejeree, M.) .i,d& (15, TA:) or, (L,) as also * ;;.a, (A,
eart refrainedfrom the thing; k.fi, relinquished, TA,) having a white place, or white places, on hisL.'..JI (?. , M, L, .K,) and .ajor forsook, it: (.,A,O,1g:) like as one says, I;(; L,ck, p roluced by galls, (L, TA,) or iaving u,

,: (TA:) the [lizard called] 2 and ; (M, L, .;) tIe made the a,row, h,is back wiiteilaccs termded 1., [p1. of---
and the spear, or a part thereof, to pass throuh -

is spoken ofea saying, (~,M) the animal at which it was shot [or lwoduced by hair growing in the place of galb.
LA.1 * thrown]: (~:) or to so that its [or, (A.) [Auid app. applied in a similar sense to a*" I,~ Jl ~ ~ *' bj.s,!5 ' thrown]: (.8 :) or to penetrate - - ca l: ace. se.O.]

tremity passed throynqh. (M, L, K..) [See cam[t My heart has become cold, 'or indjferent, and
tMn and . .] ~ See also 1, latter part. >P- A certain bird, (q, M, 1,,) above the si:e

(meaning dislosed to abstinence,) not desirous of of the sparrow, (M) having a large head, (15,)
coming to drink]. (O.) ~,.s , (M, L, ]5,) or 7. *" is said to mean The expcriecwing of whiich pr'eys upon sparronis: (T,] :) a certain

!0A1 L;a ~, () or h 1.~ (A,) said of an cowd. (Meyd. [Mentioned by him, with the ex- bird, black and white, or parycloured,;r;, ~ ~ C prnon of aA a doub astahnremenn,adaarrow, (., M, A, 1K,) and of a spear, (M, L,) aor. pression ofa doubt as to the true meaning, and as with a while belly: (A:) a certain bird of the
as above, (L,) and so the inf. n., (M, A, L,) It only occurring, to his knowledge, in a prov., which -
passed through, or tranpiereed, or a part of it se in Freytag's "Arab. Prov." i. 3a7: but,,,abl 

used to regard its cry, (L, M.Sh, and thie birdl
passed throuhi,. (., M,) the animal at which it there, should beAbi.]) i t sed to regar it cry, (L, M~b,) and thedbir
was sho t [or t~trown], by reawn of 0 J. itself, (L,) as of evil omen, (L, Mqb,) and used to

was cshot [or thrown], by reason of its sharpness; ** - .. .-kill it; and they are forbidden to kill it, in order
expl. by 3..~,. J,: (.:) or it penetrated so that A.. (~, M,L, 1.) and I/;j.., (M, L,) the to dispel the idea ofa thing's being of evil omen:

is tr t p former a simvle subst. and the latter an inf. n., (M.b:) there are too species thereof; one slpeies
it ia .through; expl. by?u.i.. j ; (Lth,) and t . , (TA,) Cobl, or coldness: (Sp is called by the people of E!-'Irdk1 4:?-. [a liame

(L, 1 ;) or .1 . j,.; and o ,aor.'. M, L,:) or i cold: (M,L:),coru pica]; the
(A. [See ;L,: and see an ex. in a verse cited Pers. word, [originally , arabicized: (S, K:) othlr species, called .A"I.4H ./all, [so in the L,
voce tX.1)_.-And , (.,) inf. n. and,, or, a'cord- to a number of authors, it is an Arabic but in my copy of the M.lb .W%J1,] is the w.il,l
(M, L,) [the latter ink n. suggesting that one says word a, dopted by the Persians. (MF.) One says sort, w/tich isfound in Nejd, upon tith trees called
also .;,, said of an arrow, (M, ]5,) and of a ? "'& and * [A day of col: or of. intese *. ; it is never seen butt upon the ground, [sn
spear and the like, (M,) It aissed the object of co,d]. (A.). For the former, : also , in in the L, but in my copy of the M.b, it is wrve,'
aim: thus hIaving two contr. significations: (M, two plaes. - Also, the former, A high place in seen upml the grmnd,] prin~gng from tree to
L, 1] :) and V.,.jl also has the latter of these tw mountains; (AA, L, 15;) being the coldest part. tree: (Sukeyn En-Numeyrec, L, M.sb:) whe,,
significatioiis. (L.) j,. said of a hiors, aor. 9, (AA, L.)in,. * signifies also Pure, unmi'ed, chased, and hard pr~me, it is overtaken, andi

I- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~31

[inf. n. iy.i,] t lie became galled in the place of unadulterated, or genuine; (., M,L, K;) applied utters a crj lile that of the hawk: it preys upon
the sad,ile: (.K, TA:) [or he had a white llare, to beverage, (L,) such as is termed ,.", (. , L,) sparrows: (Msb:) it is described by AlUtt as a
or white !la'e., on his back, prodced, by gaUl, and to wine, (L,) and to anything. (M, 15.) bird black and white, or party-coloured, ( tl,)
or by hai,r yrowing in the places of galls: (see One says >.c.. ,.s'.k% tAn unmied lie. (., L.) with a white belly, and a back of a dark, or an
; and and :)] and, said of a camel, he had ., - - ·l

Andre, i..aith, dust-colour , [or, is said in the L,white fuir gron'i,g in the plface of a gall #moduced eni half hite and half black, found in tree,] large
Igemuin, or m/~.re, 1^ (AZ, S, L.) - [Hence,]by the sadtile, after its healing. (AO.) ~See .to, in the head and betrl, htaing a talon with which

also 4. ) Q t An army composd only of the w it preys upon sparrows and other small birds, a
of one father or ancestor: (L:) or an army lair

2. oe.~a, (., M, 15,) in the giving to drink, l altogether consisting of sons qf one's paterl uncle large as the point of a spear: (Mgh, Mlb:) some
(.8, .5,) is The giring to dri~nk less than satixfies I [meaning of one's relations]: (AO:) or, (M, A, add to this that it is called tJyh.J, because of th,e
thirst. (.8? M, }$.·) One says, 6.e. lie gave L, 15,) and V . ~ (M, A, L) and . ., whiteness of its belly; and ,,.a.',J because of
him to drink less than sat;~Jied his thirst. (M.) (11,) t A gret army; (15;) ! an army that the dark, or ashy, dust-colour of its back; amd

it ,.a- 1 appears, fromn the lownes of its motion, by reason Jse.'19 [a nanie now applied to the rceen 'roud-
Arid #"tJ ~ ~.t~ZJt '~.0 I stopped sthort the of its great nmber, to be inanimate. (M, A, L.) lpecher, picus viridila], because of its diversity of
drinker from drinking the water. (A.) And ~ See also ., near colour; that it is neer sen d.t upon a brauck-%0 J " ~L "'[ .regare, to drink a uat*.,nrthed. "'0J'.3jg J04 J9..l[egaetria ..anit *, . ** (Lac. and so in the L,) or a tree, (Mghi,
,sot lme than satisfied thiist]. (A.) And .l.i j.o: see .y., in three places: and see >j. ' ~, and can rel e,) or aee, btkh,

10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Myth,) anui can .~"l'~ly erer, or t/&*l'r, be ta~elet,
~ Jl .lie stol,ppd short the giving to drink before near the end. (Mib,) or can nerer be taken: (Mgh, L:) it ;x
siatisfying . . . l- . *, - c, ,egarded as of evil omen: (Mgh:) .gh says that

short, or put a sto.p to, his drinking. (TA.) AndA nd it is called 1 , [perhaps a mistranseriptio,n for
4tl~ 4;.& lie ,aide his beverage to be little in an intensely-cold night: (M, L:) [or] * . L.,, because black and white,] in the dim. form:
quantity. (A.). And accord. to the T, . a cold day: (.:) and j ' .[pl. oft' (Mb:) [it is said that] it was the first bird that
signifies The drinking les than satif.ies thirst. V b13 ] cold winds.. (.Ham p. WO9G.) And w.j! 1listed for the sake of God: (15:) the pi. is
(TA.) -Also, (., 15,) in giving, (.,) 1The V.. A coil anI: pl. : (:) thg latter Cj.Ly.: (. , M, Myb, 15:) and the female is caUlled
making to be little, or small, in quantity or ,. ( '--p

number. (.8,1,TA.) One says, ;L[allI .1 I,le (i. C. the pI.) contr. '. .) 3 d )-.o. (M.b.)_-Also :.A white place, (', M,
nL, g,) pro,dced ly ga.lls, (.,.,L5,) or by thcmade tie grl to be little, or small, (M, A, TA,) A cold, or an intensely-cold, mnan: and .atlie; (M;) or b. signifies a white id, cC

A to him. (A, TA.) And it is said in a trad., *l.D a cold, or an intensel.-cold, cotm,pany 'f l,nsluced. by hairowing in tellar of a !all;
[app. relating to a particular class of persons,] men. (M, L.) 8o also apple. d lprik ed by thi gr oi the place of a called:
t.If- ~*5 'il4,1 t LR.M l.#' '*, meaning [i. e. to milk, in a state ofddecomposition, (0, ]K, TA,) (A:) Ibl. IJt;.0. (M, A.) And t A ,white place

T They will tot eater Paradise sate in small by reason of cold. (TA.) - ,. on the hump of a camel: (M:) or white fit,
number]. (TA.) [Also, app., An arrow's t Abstaining, refrainin
hitting the object of aim: see its part. n.. . A .thaing,[s thoghcg, or desisting, froto a i; ro]idd in the itas e of a pall prlo ldced asb ehehit~~~~~~~~~~~tingf th beto i:BOiBpr.n lIjt' [as thouagh cold with respect to it;] readale s after its /twaling: (AO :) pi. us abov'e.
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(AO, M.) - And t A certain rein (Ag, M) be-
e ath tho tongue, (AQ,) or in the lower part of

the tongue, (M,) of the horse. (AR, M.) And

c , -t lwo win, (Lth, Ks, $, M, L, l,) of a
dark, or as ahy, dust-colour, ( i, Lth, Ks,

M, L,) in the lower part of the tongue, by means
of which tits tongue moves about, (Lth, Ks, L,)

or penetrating within (Q :.) the tongue: (S.,

M, g :) or two veins, on the right and left of the
tongue: (L:) or, as some say, two bones, which

erect ( 1 A.. ) the tongue. (M.) Yczeed Ibn-E4-

a,'i1 in his saying

meanc 1A [i. e. l+, for QL 

though he said ,L J lie has a long, or an

unbridled, tongue; the phrase that he uses being

pleonastic], ($.). Also, (M, L,) or t' , (so
in the 1],) and t ;, which is the more known,
(TA,) A nail in a spear-head, (M, L, ]1,) by
means of hich tie shaft is fastened to it. (L,

].*)-- Accord. to 8h, Oj* e means He

wpened his mind, so as to reeal his screts. (TA.
[But this is perhaps a mistranscription, for

,Jte: see .])

iS ' [pl. of sp; and, agreeably with ana-

logy, of ' e · , and ;l·

se : se .. - Also lHoar-frost, or rime;

syn. e... (TA.) - See also >,.

3.' [app. a subst.; for if it were an epithet,

having the meaning of a pass. part. n. of the fern.
gender, it should by rule be without J;] Afemale
animal, (M,) or a ew, (g,) injured, (M, g,)

and enmaciated, (M,) by cold: pl. j3ty: (M,

:) on the authority of IAr. (15.)

Z1. Cold and humid clouds in which is no
rater: (AV:) or cold and humid clouds which

the nind carries away; as also 't ^ and ' .:

(M:) or thin clou in which is no water; (8,

;) as also * i () and * -. (L, TA.)

.N"s : see what next precedes, in two places.

G: see its fern., with 3, voce ~Also,

(., A, L, VJ,) and t l, (. , L, 1,) and 'P ,

(A,) An arrow that has passed, or of which apart
lus passed, through the animal at which it has

ben shot; syn. .1 : (S, L, :) or of wohich the

extremity only ha; passed through: when part of

the arrow has passed through, it is termed 1i;

and when the whole has passed through, jjL.
(A.) And ` 1 . j34 Arrows of which the ex-

tremities have passed through the animals at
which they have been shot. (A.)

,jl Afore [and most] cold; or more [and
most] affected by cold: and Alore [and most]
tranpiercing. (Meyd, in explanations of provs.
commencing with this word. [See Freytag's
"Arab. Provey." pp. 743-4.])

~j.~~: see what next follows.

. ,, (8tr, L,) or ;'P, (so accord. to the
1], [the former agreeable with its verb, the latter
app. a mistake,]) An arrow missing tho object of

aim. (1.tr, L, 1.) [See also .a.]

.a. Beverage, (S,) or drink, (A,) made
little in quantity. (S, A.) -And Given little
to drink: or tgiven a small giSt. (S.) - See

also ;Y.

.;¥, ,An arrow hitting the object of aim.

(gtr, L.) [See also ;.r.]

;~. A wind (h) cold; or intensdy cold:

or accompanied by cold andl humid clouds. (IAsr,

M.) - Also, and t T, T, (T , , M, ,) A man

quickly snsible of cold; (S;) weah in enduring
cold; (1;) impatient of cold. (T, M.) -
And the fonner, Strong in enduring cokl. (g.)
- And A land writlout trees, and without any-
thing (1, TA) of herbage. (TA.) See also

;J.. A man vehemently angered or enraged:

( :) and sojia, without . (TA.)

A A loag snord: a dial. var. of ;- [q. v.].
(.)

1!, :A road, or way; as also ;., , (. , g,)

which is the original; (TA;) and W1,j: (S:)
[see the second of these three words:] Akh says
that the people of El-jlijaz make it fern., and

Temeem make it masc. (S and Mgb voce 1Bj,

q. v.)_ LI.I, also written with ,o, is likewise

[The ntame of] a bridge extended over the midst
of 1Iell, (., TA,) sharlper than a sword, and
thiner than a hair, otver which the creatures
will pass, the people of Paradie pas~sing over it
with their orks, some like the blinding lightning,
and some like the wind sent forth, and some like
coursers, and some running, and some walking,
and some dragging themselves along; and a crier
,vill cryJ, fom the loner parts of the empyrean,
" Lower your eyes until Fdtimeh, the daujhter
of [ouhammad, (may God blass alnd samve him, and
mnay God be nwell pleased with her and her two
tons,) passm over;" and the fire will say to the
believer, "Pass thou over, 0 believer, for thy
light hath extinguished my flame;" and there-
upon, the feet of the people of the fire will slip.
(TA.)

;;; and : see .

1. L -0, aor. , inf. n. ( .( , O,' Msb, ]V)

and 5 ., (S, 0,' 1,) the former inf. n. of the

dial. of Temeem and the latter of I~cys, ($, 0,)

and .~, which is also a n. of place, [and,
accord. to rule, of time also,] ($, 0, g1,) said of a
man, (S, Mqb,) He threw him down, or pros-
trated him, on the ground; (0, L, ], TA;)
namely, a man. (T, TA.) And °y. is also

said of a beast, [the pronoun referring to the
rider,] meaning It threr him don. (TA in art.

a.3.) Hence the saying, C's)%- , A3 3 ;j

t [Death prostrate the animal]. (TA.) And

-. -,.-., ef

S^l lJ e Q ,>i . i. e. [7ie simiitude of the

believer is as the fresh, or juicyJ, plant of sd-
produce,] which the wind bends at one time,
throwing it from side to side, [and straigten at

another.] (TA, from a trad.) And jq..l,1 i

The trees wre cut and thrown down. (TA.)-

See also 3. - [Hence also,]. . He was affected
I-t-

with the disease termed j.o [expl. below].

(Msb.) And lie (a man) was affected wit
Oe .

diabolical possession, or madness; inf. u s.
(TA.) See also 2, ix two places.

2. ' , [inf. n. 'j3,] HIe threr hikn down

or prostrated hnim, on the ground, vwhemently;

namely, a man. (K.) _ 4u .e, (K,) inf. n.

as above, (TA,) He made the door-way to ham

whiat are termed el~ [i. e. a pair of fod~ig

doors]; as also t 4. ,. (K,TA.)...And [hence,]
~.J? , U iHe made the poetry to have at
are termed jt&l~; as also , : (4, TA:)

oror HJI ^ , (. o
:-JI, (TA,) is the making the first 'e
[meaning hemistich] to rhyme [like the send] 
( ;) [i. e.] the making the last foot of the Jirt
kemistich like the last of the sconul [in rhyme]:

(TA:) derived fiom the . of the door-way.

(S, TA.)

3. ' V i L. · ;, (S, Msb, TA,) inf. n. of
4;AJ -3 I -&

the former "[4a. and bl, (Msb, TA,) I
re~led with him, each of us endmavourig to

throw down tthe other, [and I overcate him in
doing so, or and I threm him down.] (TA.)

5. d ,je Hte became lowly, humble, or

abased, and abasd, to him; as also CZ:

(Az, TS, TA:) or t he lowered, humbled, or abased,

himself to him: one says, 3 l .Jj and 

t [I ceaed not to lower, humble, or abas, myelf

to him] tli L . [until he answered wme, or

gave me his assnt]. (Z, TA.)

6. 1j1s J r7 th wrestled, o0w with another,
endeavouring to throw down one atother; and
[t 192 J1 .t signifies the same; or] t Ij.l they
twro wrestled, each endeavouring to throro dow
the otwher. (TA.)

7. 7 la [He, or it, became thrown down, or

prostrated, on the ground]. (Occurring in the

g in art. t.4.)

8: see 6, in two places.

.. an in£ n. of L ($, Msh, 1..) - Also, [as

a subst., Epilepnsy, orfaUing sichne.: and some-
times, app., ecstatic catalelmy; a sort of trance
into which a person fals:] a certain disease, (?,
0, Msb, g,) well known, (S, 0,) re
madness, or diabolical possesion, (Msb,) accord.I

1

1
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to the Raees [Ibn-Seen, whom we call " Avi-

cenna"], (TA,) preventing, but not completely,

the ,ital organs from performing their actions

[orfrnction]; the caum of wrhich is an obstru,-
tion that occurs in one or more of the venters

(' ) of the brain and in the ducts of the

,.,La. [here meaning nerves] by which the

metbers are moved, [arising] from an abundant

thick or vicow JL [or humour], whereby the

• [by which is here meant, as in many other

instances, the vital spirit, or nervous fluid,] is

prevented from pervading them in the natural
manner, and consequently the members become

[smodically] contracted. (15, TA.) m Also A
sort, or speciaes: and a state, condition, or manner

of being: syn. &. . and C : (g, V,:) of a thing:

(1 :) and so and likewise "h and ,~:

(TA:) [see also i :] pl. [of mulLti.] , 

1) and [of pauc.] 1. (15.) One says, j3

t,p,', meaning .1 . [i. e.. Ie, or it, has

two sorts, or species: or two distinctive qualities

or ropertaes]. (Ibn-'Abbad, Z, O, K.) And

*gy x b;w3 I lcft them changing from state
0 *8' elm

to state. (Ibn-'Abbid, O, 1.) And ;.~..,..l,

meaning 1lji [i. e. There are two ways of per-

forming the affair, either of hvAich may be

chow~]. (TA.)- See also pt, in three places.

._ - ;, Two camels of which one comes to the
water when the other returns f.om it, by reason

of their [the camels'] multitude. (S, O, g(.) -

And [hence, perhaps,] i ttJ1 signifies TIe

niglt and the day; (J ;) [and] so t t) l $,

with kesr, like LU* Jl: (TA in art. J~ :) oi

the forenoon a;d the afternoon; from the firsi
part of day to midday and from midday to sun

set; each of these being termed i : (S, O,V :,

or the morning, between daybreak and snrise,

and the vemning, between sunset and nightfall; m

also J1;=li-; (~ and 15 in explanation of ~lj8l;
and some assert that it is formed by transpositio

from Qlj_-ld: (TA:) or the two extremities o

the day. (A, TA.) And one says, .y0.o _-

4l;JI came to him in the morning and evening

or between ,daybreak and sunris and beotwee

sunset and nightfaL. (S, O, V.) And ;c i

j1l I met him at the two extremities of the daj

(A, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

* ct>c4; 8 6--

meaning As though I were one, i. e. a came

yearning towards his place of abode, tvhich a

eening and a morning, in evening a binding t

the fore shank to the arm and in the mornir
a shackling of the legs, turn [or kheep] anw

from a sttled abiding-place: or, as Aboo-'Ali

relates it, [1;, [as a partial substitute f,

s; .,] meaning, an ~ ng, when there is

binding of the fore shank to the arm, and

morning, when there is a ~/ackding of the leg

for they bind the camerl's fore shank to his ar

in the evening when he is lying down, and thi

shackle his legs in the morning so that he may

pasture [but not stray]: another reading is 4.
[hi morning and evening]. (TA.) - One says

also, Ci . . i. e. 0sU [app. meaning It

is over against, or corresponding to, such a

thing]. (0,1 .)

an inf. n. of 1. (, K.) And i. q.

, . .(1].) See the latter in two places. 

See also i, former half.£ - [Also Either of

two opposite conditions in which one is or stands

&c. in respect of an affair or case.] One says,

, 8i[I soug o , nor an, Odf tn .

such a one, an object of want, and t/en turned

away, and I know not in rwhich of the two oppo-

site conditions he was in respect of his affair, or

case]; i. e., his affair, or case, did not become

apparent, or clear, or known, to me. (S, O, ].')
And a poet says,

ci; s -! 8 5 - u

[And I went, and bade not farewell to LcylA, r

and she hnew not in which of the two opposite (
conditions in respect of her affair, or case, I was

going]; i.e., whether I went from her presence

retaining attachment, or forsaking; ($, TA;) or, e

as Z says, in a condition of success or of disap- I

pointment. (TA.) - See also * ., in the middle

of the paragraph. - Also A like; a similar

person or thing; and so V - . (O, g1.) One

says, , ., (S,O) and :t ..e (O) lwey 

tw,o are likce: (S,O:) and so ' 8c. ($.)
And .oo I.kl and , Th2us is the like of him, i

or it: and so ,.h and .,, &c. (IA,r, TA.)
_And A strand of a rope: (0,1g:) and so

· : (0:) pl. (0, 15) and ·yb. (0.)

a U.0 A single act of throwing down, or pros-

trating, on the ground; or a single .su~erin of
prostration. (1, TA.) See also a,. - And

A state, or condition: (0, ] :) so in the saying,

i;s'y e 3 4) . [He does it in evy

state, or condition]: (0:) [see also ey :] or,

accord. to the " Mufradat " [of Er-R6ghib], the

state, or condition, of him who is thrown down,

or prostrated. (TA.)

J .,o One who is often thrown down, or pros-

trated, by men. (1:)

ac,. A mode, or manner, of throring donn,

or prostrating; or of being thrown down, or

prostrated: (S,· K, TA:) a word similar to 4L,b

and LJ.q. (8.) Hence, (g,) one says, ye"
Ya ye --1 . F JI; ) . 1LThe bad manner
e of holding fast upon one's bcast is better than the

r good manner of being thrown down, or pro~

a tratedn : (S, 1 :) i. e., when one holds fast, though

a he ride not well, it is better than one's being

; thrown down, or prostrated, in a manner that

a does not hurt him; because he who holds fast

r sometimes overtakes, but he who is thrown down
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ill not attain: (TA:) a prov.: or, as some relate

,J t Ca ~-, which means the good manner

the single sugering of prostration (K,*TA.

See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 023.])

B.ys One who throws down, or prostrate,

hers; (, o, O, ;) as also t and,i t, :

.o:) or one who throws down, or prostrates,

i antagonists much, or ofen; (TA;) and so

rp, (S,O,) and tY1P, with 4amm and

shdecd, mentioned by Ks: (0:) or t

gnifies one who throws down, or prostrat.,

xhenently, though he be not wel hknorn for doinj

p; as also t ?t,r and t &, the latter liko e:

in measure, but this I think doubtful, probably

dded from finding `. mistranscribed]: or

accord. to the T, one whoe occupation,

ohereby he is knovn, is the throwing down, or

prostrating, otltrs [as a wrestr]. (TA.) It is

aid in a trad. that the Prophet asked, Whom do

'e reckon the ;L among you? they said,

lim whon men wiiU not throw down: and he

aid, He is not such, but is the who goerns

iimself on the occasion of anger: or, as some

elate it, t theforbearing on the occasion of anger,

O, TA.*)

,j One who wrestles much with others,

endeavouring to throw them down: (T, 1K, TA :)

pl. , . (1)

d,FCi. q.t ',, [meaning Thrown down,

or prostrated, on thl ground]: pl. i o. (0,

-g.) _ [And i. q. t .J~ meaning (as the latter

is expl. in the Mb) Affectod with the diseae

terned o, q. v.] - And [i. q. t mean-

ing] A .fceted with diabolical yosion, or mad-

ness. (TA.) - One says also, .,wAlI t. e1

: [He passed the night prostrated by the influence

of the wrine-cup]. (TA.) -And ,'.4 ;

-.~ and ' 4..i , I saw their trees cut down

[and laid prostrate]. (TA.) And ; N ~
A plant, or plants, or herbage, grow'iny u,pon

the surface of the earth, not erect. (TA.) And

*t. - . A branch falling dowrn to the

ground: (TA:) or a branch broken clown and

falen to the ground: (Mab:) and [in like man-

ner] one says t ; ~; and ,k is said

to occur in a verse of Lebeed as pl. of the latter

word, the reg. pl. of which is j : but in that

verse some read t . [which has a similar

meaning. (TA. [See EM p. 157.]) -_

also signifies t Slain: from the same word as

applied to a branch and expl. above: pl. y.e.

(Mob.) - And S A twig, or rod, droopijg, or

hanging down, to the ground, falling upon it,

but with its base upon the tree, so that it remains

falling in the shade, the sun not reaching it, and

therefore becomes more soft, or supple, than the

branch [from which it depends], and more sweet

in odour; and it is usedfor rubbing and cleanin.

the teeth [i. e. JjL, are made of it]: pl. j,.:

(1., TA: [the pl. is thus in the L; but in some
copies of the 15 , :]) or, accord. to the T, the

I
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sing. signifies a tmig, or rod, that falls from t
tree ealld al [q. v.]; and the pl. is *.s1.: tl
formner pl. occurs in a trad., in which it is sa
that the Prophet was pleased to rub and clean h

teeth with t<. (TA.) - Also 1 A bon, fro
wrhich noting has been pared off: or of wLhi,
the nwood has dried upon the tree; (, O, 1
TA:) or this [latter] is only called twt. (TA

And ? A wzhip, in lihe manner, (S, 0, ], TA
from thich ntlthing has been pared off. (TA

See also ` .

Ul"o The quality of thlroniny donn, or prc
tratinw, vhecmenily. (TA.)

1><,: sec L>S.

sem: e , in four places.

As:.: see aa , in two places.

[re;L. act. part. n. of 1: pl. ao nd LS

1 enc,] is9.3 A people, or party, whAo thro
chowki, or prostrate, thwse with wvhon ttlty ,eastl
(TA.)

t,a A place [and accord. to rule a tim
niso] if thrimvig dtown, or prostrating, on tl
ground: (, 0,e :) [lal. i ,[And ti

rlaer qf slaugl ter: for] a. S. i signhifies th
jlacex of slaughterof the people, or party. (TA.
- Also an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (, 0, ].)

.~o~ hi,h :t.?ha [I passed by ain on
thrown down, or prostrated, on the nround]:
with teshdeed because relating to many objects.
(.) - See also , in two places.

'> I Either hatf [i. e. lf ] of a door [mcan-
ing of a folding door]: (MA,* Mmb, KIL :) cither
owne of wvhat are termed ithe of a door or

tloor-way: (?, Msb:) .Q Ill means two
doors that are set up, mceting togethoer, thte place

entrance tlreof being it the middle of titn
,i. c. between them]: (T, O, K, TA :) [and in like

lanner, o te (occurring in the p in art.
nmeans the t,vo separate halves, that hang

hle y Aile, so as to meet togethe., of a c.urtain; 
lile the tno learvs of a folding-door:] and the
1,.j- of a door [or curtain] is also called its

t , ..: (TA:) the pl. of tl isao ;

(MA.) - ence, the to in poetry; (c;)
tin henalisntic ho: (MA, KL:) [this is the general
inciening: in a more restricted sense,] in
Jnetry inmens a single vetrse [i. e. a pair of he-

o-tieh:] harin,g t'os rhymes: (T, 0, K,*n TA:)
[using it in the latter sense, i. e. as meaning a
rf ere which tle formenr hemisttich rhymes withl
the lItter, which is app. the primary signification,]
)Al oel6 says,ti the 1se are the two doors
ttf , the ode, like the Js of thc hoise, or
c hamber, or tent: and he says that the derivation

he of the word is from C l meaning "the two
he extremities of the day." (TA.)
id · ·
[is ,rP e: see btj, in four places; wiere it is

m stated that jL;; is said to occur as a pl. thereof;
chl the reg. pl. being bL;

ijL; One who rrestle with another, endea-
vrouqing to throwv him down; as also t C.` : you
say, t@-O i.e. Tlhey are two persons
wrestling toetlher, each endeavouring to throw
down the other. (1,· TA.)

95-

,iJ.1 signifies The turning, or sending, or
putting, a thing away, or back,from its way, or
course; the causing it to turn awvay, or bach;
therefrom; the averting it, or Tepeling it tAhre-
J;fom: (M:) or the shifting a thing from one
state, or condition, to another; (Bd in vi. 105;)
and so .a4z1. (TA.) You say, ir., (M,

v ,) or by. > ie., (Mb, TA,) i. e. ,
l. (TA in art. .,) aor. , (M, Msb, j, inf. n.

.5-,9 (M, Mgh,) lie turned, sent, or put, him, or
it, asay, or back, &c., (M, ],) fiom his, or its,

e nway, or couPse. (M.) And i v j
ue ,,j, meaning 4 Vij.i [He turned himself

anway, or back, from the thing]. (M.) And

e j;= Jq.jl %4. [I turned the man away, or
) back, or I averted him, or reqelld him,from me].

(S.) And .'I RJ7 He dis,mied the hoys,
or sent them an,ay, syn. , (S, - ,) from the
school: (1 :) or ,41 'p I let the boy go
his may; and in like manner, t~.1i the hired

man. (M,b.) And AI.Y .b , [May 
God avertfrom thee harna]. (8.) And .. ao. tl

4. (g in art. L. and "uA) [meaning ~o '
i. e.] lie turned away hitface. (TLI in that art.)
,l diil t."j , in the ]jur [ix. 128], means God c
hath made them to err in requital of that which 't

they have done: (M, TA:) or God hath turned o
t/urn aray, or may God turn them arway,fromn 1
belief (Bd.) And jQ3 ' r J,.L, in the .lur tl
[vii. 14.3], meUns [in like manner] I will requite rI
by causing to err from the direction of my signv. Yi
(O, TA.) [And one says also, ILS jI J5 1Ic o
turned him (i. e. another man, or the like, as in ir
the .tur xlvi. 28), or it (for ex. his mind or intenr- 0
tion), to uch a th/ivgj.] _ [Hence,] Wi. t ., (1
(TA,) inf. n. iyo, (0,) He declined, or ioflected, to
the word [i. e. tlw noun] with tenween. (0, TA.) t
See also 2. - [Hence, also,] J,.l means The
exchanging, or giviny in xrchawne, gold for silver or
[and the reverse]: because it is turned (_j.ci.) n(
thereby from one metal to another. (M.) You of
say .I'JI ;-; lire exchanged, or yave in ,.
exhatujc, the dirheas for lother] dirhlms or for or
deeui-,w. (Mgh.) And .ol , _,.aJ.l , I fa,
ezchanged, or gare in exchange, the gold for dir- M

hwen: (Myb:) and .djesl .&tlJtl [the dirhems 0
for deendrxl. (8.) _ It is said in a trad. respect- sai
ing a;i.J [or the right of pre-emption], ; ,j ll aor

i;aaA.j iji Jl i. e. lhen the roads thereof are (L

[BooK I.

made distinct [app. by their being turned in dif-
ferent directions, from the house, or piece of land,
in question, to the possessions of different pro-
prietors, there is no right of pre-emption]: (TA:)
the inf. n. of the verb in this case is jy.. (TA.)

You say also, jLIl ;y, I erpcnded the pro-

perty; (Msb;) [and so V &'; for] , fo,
(X,) or 6.1 C, , (O,) .y , ~, (M, O,
1C,0) means the eIxpending of omoney [in the pur-
ehase of articles o f merchandise]. (M, O, ')
_ And z'jl Nn I embellilshed tie tpeeeh

[app. by distorting it, or otherwise alteriny it];
and t 'i. has a similar, but intensive, meaning:
(M.sb:) or j.. .JI means tlhe cmbellishing
of discourse, or speech, (A'Obeyd, S, M, 0, 1C,)
by adding in it, (A'Obeyd, S,) or and adding in
it; (M, O, 1~;) and in like manner.M l jy :
(g: [of which see another explanation voce
J.o :]) and is [said to be] from ...sI in pices
of money, meaning "the superiority of one over
another in value." (O,.) _ asL) j,. [as

thoughl meaning e&Uj J.o]: see 8. [See

also beoj, below .] , J ... , (M, O, ]K,)
inf. n. RJ.2, (M, TA,) lIe did not mi. the
beverage, or wine; (M, O, ., TA;) as also
V .i, and t ol; the last mentioned by Tiah.
(M, TA.) And , 1 R, (g, TA,) nor. :,
if. n. R, (TA,) [or perhaps this should be

Ro, as in the next precedinfg sentence,] lie
rlranh thite wine unmnixed; (K, TA ;) [and so

r; for] (S ., O (, O,) or r A,
.i.1j u, (ig,) signifies the drinking of wine
wnrnixed. (., O, . [Freytag has erroneously
expl. ~. as meaning simply lIe drank wine,])
m jl JRj., (S, O, g,) aor. :, (S, O,) inf, n.

.. ,, (,(M, 0, o g,) The ,heave of the pulley
aaused a sound to be hleard on the occasion of the
trawing of water: (, M,' O, K :) and the
of the door, and of the tush of the camel, is like
hat of the sheave of the pulley; ($, O ;) [i. e.]
he .. of the door, (M, K,) and of the writing-
eed (M, Msb) and the like, (M,) is a creaking, or
rating; (M, Mb,* ].;) and so that of the tush
f the camel: (1: [eJI ,IUJ in the C] is a
iistake fore:J l, J.,J:]) one says of a man, and

fa camel, "4 "', (M, TA,) and Z2 ,;,
TA,) nor. -, inf. n. U.t,, le grated his canine
onth [agains.t its opposite] so as to caus a sound
be heard: (M, TA:) the A-. of the stpllion-

Lmel is [indicative of] his tilreatening: (M:)
r that of the canine tooth of the she-camel de-
otes her weariness; and that of the canine tooth
f the lhe-camel, his lust: (IKh, TA:) or the

of the stallion is from briskness, liveliness,
r sprightliness; and that of the female, from
tigue. (As, TA.) [But] - .' , (IAr,S,
[, O, 3;,) aor; : , (S, M, (,) inf. n. M .o (S, M,

a, ) and oJ1;, (Lth, Lh, IAgr, S, M, O, I,)
id of a bitch, (S, 0, J,) or of any female hiaving
cloven hoof and of any having a claw, (Lb, M,)
of a ewe or she-goat and of bitch and of a cQw,
th, TA,) or of any female animal of prey, but
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mostly of a biteh, (IAnr, TA,) signifies She lu.sted 4. ~1/'.}1 ,.j ol: ace 1, lattcr half.
fortetne male: (Lth, L., IAqr,S, M,O, K:)and the 5. .,a [quasi-pass. of 2: thus,] said of a
epithet applied to such un animal is t iJe,. (Lh, man's hfaee, It turned about; or tras, or becanme,
IAvr, ., M,(),l.) I t,rned about; syn. i,. . (Jel in ii. 139.)_

And It (a thing) nas, or became, cmployed in
2. ~.;q.-JIl [in its primary acceptation is like other [i. c. more] thtan one way; as though it

JaJI in the primary neacceptation of the latter, were turned from one way to another way. (M.)
but generalily relates to several ol;iects, or is used _- [lenee,] p', 5 J , (.,) or L.P 1.,
in an intensive sense]: see 1, first sentence: it ,so0 , ,
signifies The turnipng of the winds (Lth, ,0K, ( ) quasi- s. of , (,* O, K,) thus
TA)from one statc or condition, to af,thaer; (0, syn. with %.- [ncalting lie acteOdl in vhatsover
TA ;) orfrom one di,'ertioh, or course,, or r,ty, to vway he pleanfl, accord(liny to his own judgmenet or
another; (Lthi, O, , TA;) and so of tihe toirents, di.sv'tion or fiee 7will, or as a free agent, in the
and t,l the hiorse, and of eaffiirs, and offthe verses dissl, or ma'uule,n.t, qf the a.fair, or my
of thio ]ur-il ; (l.th, TA ;) the nw/ldiy of the affair; or he ka.x, or beamLe, employed to do so]:
winds to txry, or d;f/f]r; and s( of thile elou(lds; (K :) or it is from ~.iJl assignifying .J;
(M ;) the cehaniy;ny of the windis to south andnl (R., M, TA;) i. e. it means t [he practised Cersa-
north [&c.] and hot and cold [&c.]; (Jel in ii. tility, or] he used art or art;Jicc or cunningl, in
150, and xlv. 4;) or the mnaking otf tIle winds to be thie afair, or in my affair; syn. Jl.. (TA
south and north, and east and Pret, anil to lie 'I [and in like manner B1d in xxv. 20: but the
variotus sorts in their kiiulb: (TA:) or e .i former meaning is ilthe more common: acsee also
;.,~)1 signifies [the var!.li,q, or licersfy;ig, tf 8].) [It is also used as meaning simply lIe em-
the ter. ' of tiw Kr-dn, b!l repeating them in ibied hkied,e ; or as employefd, in the managing
dfi,r'entf,r'ms; or] the mnakid;!J ! thte wr.s q *f !Jt/Uw a. flu i, or may af.lar ; because the manage-
the Knr.-dn distinwt [in their be,'isin Y rby t- micit of afliirs generally requires the practice of
ing and vary;ing the,m, as explI. by nimallny of tilhe versatility, or Llie isc of art or artifice or cunniaing.]
exlsitors in the instances oceurrilng in vi. 40 and [lienee also, said of a horse, Ie wvas exer-
65 andml 10.5, and xlvi. 2']. (0, K.)_ It signifies .. ]
also Thle derii;lg one word firom another [bY 7. J,..a, (S, M, O, K,) inf n. h.2!, (0,)
1nodi4icatioN ff the form foJr the lp--tose of and ·Jy ·. is also sometimcs an inf. n. tiereof as
tnoet t)ln!l the Ineamtng; nmludm~zllb what we term I. . . . . ..'s-oying te meanz1ing; inclding whalt WC term |well as a n. of place, (B,) quIasi-pass. of j.o, (,
the declining of nouns (like .4.aWl) and te on- M,) said of a thing, (M,) or of a man; ( ;) as

jugating of verbs]. (O, K.) [Tlihe science of such signifying It [or he] turned, or nent, away,
.~;1 in language is commonly termed,c or back, from its [or hii] way, or course; or was,

* J,kl.] _ In relation to property, or money, or becanme, turned, or sent, or put, away, or bacl.,
see l, near the mile of e ari.-And in tlerefrom; or averted, or repelled, therefrom:

reation to see, see 1, near the middle of the aranph. And in (M :) [or sidfted from one state, or condition, torelation to specceh, see 1, near the middle of the
paragraph. Ono says also, (M,) another: (see 1, first sentence:)] or i. q. ~l;paragraph._ -One says also, #,r:JI J..~ (,

i(f. n. as above, (TA,) meaning IIe employed the so in the copies of the ]g; but [this is an inade-
thing in otier [i. e. *nore] tihan one way; as quate explanation;] the right [or better] explana-
thoughli he turned it from one way to another way. tion is 1t/l. [i. e. he, or it, reverted, or returned;
(M, TA.)_ Anad [henee,] 14, t , (],) or aw, or became, turned away or back]; agree-

or j,FI ' p speaking of a man, (S, 0,) i. q. ably with what is said in the O. (TA.) 1, ,
.n,. in the ]ur [ix. 128] means Then they return, or

.4 [meaning I employed. im to act in whatso- go back, from the place in which they have lis-
ever way he pleased, according to his on jud- tened: or then they turn arway from doing augiht

mat or disceretion or free willi or I made kin, a of that which they have heard. (M.) - [Accord.
fiw agent, in the disposal, or manage~ nt, of the to Golius, it signifies also It ran in a smnall
affair, or oy affair: or t I made him, or em- stream; or the like; for he explains it as meaning
ployed him, to practis veratility, or to use art " manavit:" but for this he names no authority.
or artitice or cunning, in the affair, or in my _- Said of a noun, it means It was iljected, or
affair; for the quasi-pasi., J.3", is said to be declined, mth tenmween.]
from J.1l as signifying '4. JI, and is expl. as 8. J,J.~l He sought, sought after, or sought
syn. with j,.ll: but the former meaning is the to gain, sustenance or the lie, (M, TA,) and used
more common and it is also used as meaning art or artifice or cunning [in so doing]; (M ;)
simply I enployed him in the managing of the for his family, or household; (M, TA;) as also

simply 1 enployed ~ ~ him . tn t . . j~ managin yofuh s a, ls' ,..j [ahogaffair,or tny affair). (g.)...[Henceawo, v j .'o, aor.;; you say, "ii J- [as though
u.oA1 He exercised the hors.] - .Aj u4,.: meaning 4 J ] and J) 1: (M:) or
and j.JI J..u . see 1, latter half, he used art or artifice or cunning (.4J) in the

seemking of gain: (0, Y, TA:) or [meaning thus]
3: see 1, third sentence._. The inf .p. ;t. you say, ".'.l1 ,.b .Ja.l. ($.).mItis

signifies abo t The dealing, or buying and seUing, also trans.: you say, .j JJm.l: see 1, first
/th an one ?. [ [app. meaning rcith art or quarter._ And .~lf;l 1 .a procured thettnth any ores ~~ ~~qure. - nu*1.41 m..l He procured the
artifice or cunintg, or it may perhaps mean in die i change for other] dir or fortAe c s of mdirher in exchangefor (oer dirk~ oMgh.
t/e .uehnmging of mon e: s.j,~], (KL.) denars. (Mgh.)

Bk. I.

10. ;/c,;1,,1 Zi J &j (s, 0, ) I bged
God to avert from me tthe things, or events, that
are objects of dislike or hatred. (0, .)

. [as an inf. n.: see 1]. _ Used as a subst.,
The evil accidents, mishaps, or calamities, of
time, or fortune; [thus expl. as having a pl. sig-
nification ;] j meaning (8, M,
0, K,) and l (S, 0, 0 ,) or ,ls.; (Meh ;)
beause it [i.c. time, or tortune,] turns thlings
from their way, or course: (MI :) [but it seems
to be more properly rendered the shjfling of
fortuine, or its.dhfitbin about; and to be nit inf. n.
sometimes used as a simple suilbst., and therefore
having a pl., for] its pl. is jj.~. (M, M.b.)

Ill tie phrae a. a C-c-, -aIn the l)ilt.se lhly Jy - A, in a verso
of Saklhr-el-Glici, [ISd says,] lie has made it
fern. because of its dependance upon U5i.l [which
is fern.; as thoughl the meaning werm The af-
.flictionrs that are the conseqience of tlt course
takwen by her in her journey hare exceeded the
bounds of moderation] : (M:) [or it is hero made
fern. beeause having the signification of a broken
pl., which is fem.:] or the meaning is, ,.D, ,

' 0 J hsj, . i..$i j.103 [i. e. the sJfliing-
about of Aer courts tAtat dthe las taken has beconme
far-extendling; J*j. being thuis used as an
inif. n.; for the Arabs sometimes make the inf. n.
fen., saying a s U well ij
aiy; (see EM p. 157;) and this I thiink the
most preferable explanation]. (Skr in his Expos.
of the P'oems of the Hudhalees, p. 14 of the vol.
edited by Kosegarten.) - Also Relentance. ($,
M, 0, Msh, .K.) [See a phrase below, in which
this and other meanings are assigned to it.] -
And t Art, artifice, or cunning. (Yoo, S, M, O,
],TA.) Hence, in the lsur [xxv. 20], L;
~4 r th~.. - OagiaLj t [Adl they are not able

to ?mut in practice art or artiice or cunning, nor
aid]: (S, TA:) or this means aul they are not
able to atcrt, or repel, fromin thiemselves punish-
merit, (O, I(, TA,) nor to aid themselves. (O,
TA.) - And Exclence, or nsuperiority, of a
dirhem, ($., M, Mgh, 0, Myb, ]K,) and of a deenir,
(M,) over another, (S, M, &c.,) in goodlne., (?,
Mgh, Mqb,) or in value; (M, Mghi, 0, 1 ;) as
in the saying, J ..' ,s l ' [Between the
two dirhetn iJ a differenc of excsellence], because
of the [superior] goodness of the silver of one of
them: ( :) and in like manner, of speech ; (0,
1 ;) as in the saying !: j.~j. J";. 0 .&
Salh a one knows not the excelence of sip~ch over
other speech: (0:) and [in like rimmner] one says,
.e l l a 1I, lJJ There is, or p.'tains, to thix,

an exces, and an excellence, over this; for when
one is judged to excel, it, or he, is turned nside
from its, or his, likes, or fellows. (0, K.*) -
And The night; and the day: (1K:) [because of
their interchanging:] .j.titI signifies the nigJht
and the day; (, 0, a;) as also * ;l; (g;)
the latter accord, to Ibn-'Abbhd; (0;) like
QIl;aul, with kesr also [ns well as with fet-h].
(TA.) - In the saying (;, M, 0, Msb) of the
Armbs, (M,) or of the Prophet, (0, Mb,) in a

a.0. -- 9a. je iacertain trad., (g,) J~ ; -5 t - 212
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1I8 J.,
[Ndeither ,;.. nor J sitall be acceptedfrom
Aim], (, M,* O, M.b,") by J;.o is meant
repentance; ($, M, O, Myb, ] ;) and by Jjs,
ransom: (M, Mob, ] :) or by the former, art, or
artifice, or cunning; (Yoo, s, M, O, ];) and by
the latter, ransom: (M:) or by the former,
acquisition of gain; and by tie latter, ransom:
(]:) or by the former, a sul)ereroatory act;
(A'Obeyd, M, O, l] ;) and by the latter, an obli-
gatory act: (A'Obeyd, M, ]g:) or vice versa:
( :) or by the former, neoight; and by the latter,
measur,: (M, 0, 1 :) or by the former, deviation;
and by the latter, a right, or direct, course:

(IA;r, M :) or by the former, AJ . C [app.
meaning an evasive art'gice]; and by the latter,
a like: (Th, M:) or by the former, value, or
price; and by the latter, a like; the saying
originally relating to the bloodwit (4J9I): one

says, iJ %) i ,.^ 1 ,i, i. e. They did
not accept ftwm them a bloodwit, nor did they
lay one man for him, of their people, who had
been lain; but they required from them more
than that; for the Arabs used [often] to slay two
men, and tbree, for one man; when they slew a
man for a man, that was J, "l with them; and
when they took a bloodwit, having turned from
the blood to another thing, that was Jy., i. e.
the value, or price, was J.: then the saying
was applied in relation to anything, so as to be
proverbially used in the case of him who was to
render more than was incumbent on him: it has
also been said that by b.4 is meant [in the
sayinlg cited above] something additional, or in
excess; but this is nought. (M.)

_j;O: see its dual in the next preceding para-
graph, near the middle. _ Also Pure, unmixed,
or fre pfio, admixture; (, M, Mgh, O, Mqb,

;) applied to wine, ($, M, O, Mob, !r,) or
bevcrge, as meaning unmnixed, (P, M, 0, M1,h,)
and jo t (0, (,,) and to other things,
(I,) to blood, and to phlegm, (TA,) and to any-
thing (M, Mob) as meaning free .fom turbid
foulncsnu: (Mgh,* Mb :) and I* Jt, likewise
signifies anytlling having in it no admixture.
(TA.)- And A certain dye, (Mgb,) a red dye,
(0, O, (,) with which the thongs, or straps, of
sandal are dyed, ($, 0,) or with which th hide
is dyed: (MNb:) or a certain rwd thing ith
which the hide iJ tanned (C [perhap a mis-

transeription for aiD]). (So in a copy of the M.)

fiJI One of the Mansion of the Moon; [the
7~Teflh Mansion;] a tinglb ery bright star,

[p of Leo,] ($, 0, ], and l]zw in his Descr.
of the Mansions of the Moon,) by which are some
small eoantecent stars; (]zw ;) omr against,
(.iif, so in my copies of the C,) or folloVing,

(0, V and 1szw ubi supri,) ptjI; (Q, O, ] ,
]zw;) [i. o.] it is a singb star behind the 
of the Lion; (M;) it is on th hinder part of thes
tail ( ,1) of the Lion; [wherefore it is called
by our astronomers D~eb;] and is ablso called the

1J, which means the eat of the penis, of the
Lion: ( tzw in his Descr. of Leo: [in the g and
0, erroneously, "the ,he of the Lion:"]) [it

rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, about the
commencement of the era of tue F'light, on the
8th of Sept., 0. S.; and set aurorally on the
9th of March:] Ibn-Kunaseh says, (M,) it is

called ijl 11 because of the turning away of the
cold (C, M, O, 15) from the heat, (M,) and the
coming of theheat, (S, 0,) accord. to the [O and]
IC at its rising, but [as] 13 says, correctly be-
cause of the turning' away of the heat [at its
rising], and the coming of the cold: (TA :) [i. c.,
correctly,] it is thus called because of the turning
away of the cold at its setting in the early morn-
ings, and the turning away of the heat at its
rising from beneath the rays of the sun in the
early mornings: (lzw in his Deser. of Leo:)
when it rises before the dawn, that is the be-
ginning of autumn; and when it sets with the
rising of the dawn, that is the beginning of spring.

(M.) [Hence,] i'jI is [called] L1.$1 pJ .l

;4, (Ibn-'Abbad, O,,) 1 or A LSi I j i

e [Tlhe dog-tooth of time, orfortune, rehich it
shows smiling]: for when Ujl rises, [a mistake
for "sets, aurorally,"] the blossoms come forth
and the herbage attains its full height: (M1 and

} in art. J:) in the T it is said that Uj..JI is

called by the Arabs 1 .,A [tibe dog-tooth of

time, orfortune,] 1 j ,! JI " , 'J. X '0i
#.tJl [i.e. because it smiles revealing (tihe

advent of) the cold and (that of) the heat, in its
two states (of auroral rising and setting)]. (TA.)

-. *o also signifies A certain kindl of bead

(j,); (Lh, $, M, O, ]5;) mentioned among
those by means of wvhich men are captivated, or
fascinated, or restrained by nwomen from oter
women; (S, 0, V ;') or by means of which men
are conciliated, so as to be turnd thereby fromn
their ways of acting or co0uuct or the lile. (Lh,
M.) And A bow having upon it a black mark or
spot (i,.- L*,), the arro7v of nwhirh, when atei!

are shot, wil not hit the object of aim. (0, 1g.)

-And one says, :j I.JI 4 , meaning I
milked tte shecamel in the early morning, be-
teen dawn and sunri, and then lkft her until
the like time of the morrow. (0, I*)

;sbjwJ Death; (M, V;) a name of death.
(IAyr, O.) _And Co. signifies Lead; syn.

.,-;: (e;, Mob, g :) or j? .eL,; [q. v.]:
(M:) and () accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, (0,)
co~pper; syn. .al. (O, ])- And A sortof
dataes; (S, M, O, Mb ;) a heavy sort of dates:
( :) n. un. with ;: (M:) AHn says, (M, 0,) on
the authority of certain of the Arabs, (O,) that

the £t,J is a red date, like the s J, (M, O,
M9b,) but (M, O) hard to be chewed, (M, O, K,)
tough, (M, 0,) and the heaviest of aU dates: (M,
O, Mb :) prsonsu having households and slaves
and hired men provide it, because of its satisfyitg
quality, (0, ], [but for 'j. in the 0, referring

to the n. un., and lj,in copies of thc Ig, and

tk*ljq? in the Cj, I read t;jSJ, which is evi-

dently the right reading, and agrees with what
here follows,]) and it standing in great stead:

(0, :) or it is the [ort of dates caled] il

[BooK I.

[q. v.]: (s1:) AHIi says, En-Nowshajanee told

me that the ZU;6 is [called] t1 .l1 in El-
.Hij4z, and in like manner its palm-tree. (0.)

t~Jiei rs; ;- l- ' ~Ip i.y. >is one
of their provcrlbs [expl. in art. Cp]. (Al;n,
O, .. )

uil.o A camel of a certain excellent sort; (M,

O, . ;) a rel. n.: (O, K :) or it is correctly with

; (O,* ;) i. c. r. [q. v.]: (O :) some say
that it is with }; and tiis is tihe right. (M.)

Jj.s A she-camel thtat makes a grating, or
creahkig, sound with hler tushcs, or canine teeth.

(S, o,.)

*.~I. inf. n. of 1 in the senses expl. in the
last sentence but one of the first paragraph [q. v.].

(S, M, &c.) - See also oy - Applied to
milk, (S, M, O, IK,) Just mnilked; (.1 ;) brought
aiwfjireom the ulider lchile hot, (S, M, 0,) ,c,hen
,nilkel. (f1,O.).-Also Dr,y i, [or pal,n-
branach,s]: n. un. with ;: (AIIn, M:) [i. e.]
t i.,. signifies a dry ai.. ((i.) And AHIL

says, (M, O,) in one place, (M,) I.Al signifies,
(M, O, IC,) as some assert, (0,) ] V/ut has be-
come dry, of trees; (M, O,;) like 1 1;

(M;) called in Pcrs. ' , . (so in copies of
the ], in the C.K .Ji-, and in the O

,.A 1, [all app. mistranscriptions, for I find
nothing like them in Pers. except partially, i. e.

b,,)s mcaning "dry," like " ,] ) and also
called [in Arabic] £i·11 [the tree that has beconme
dry]. (O.) [See also ` t , with the unpiointed

oe.]~ Also Silcer: so in a verse cited voco
is! (page 107, third col.): (ISk, S, 0 :) or pure
silver. (K.) ~ See also the next paragraph.

a4,- see the next preceding pnmgrnlh.-

Also A thin, round eake of rnead; syn. ;jUl: pl.

J and and tcoll. gen. n.] (1,.)

a ... WTine of .S, 0, O,) a
place, (S, O,) i. e. a town, (O,) in El-'Iralk, (C,
O,) in the SawAd of El-'Irai near 'Okbar&; (O,
TA;) not, as it is implied in the I, from another
of the same name in W6sit: (TA:) or, as some
say, wine jwttaen o the ; [orjar]; like

[as one says] J ;j. (0, I.)

see ,hg.: - and ee also J 1 L.

: see the next paragraph.

Jt.o [act. part. n. of 1: as such having, among
other meanings, the meaning of Grating, or
creakinq; or mnaking a grating, or creaking,

sound: and so t Jl , but properly in an inten-

sive sense; for] the dual of Jllt is used by the
poet Aboo-Khiraish as meaning two thong.s of a
sandal that mahe a creaking sound: (M:) [and
' a..~ likewise means makhing a creakig wound

with the teeth: so accord. to Freytag, from Joe.

reer.] One says, aLe . ) L, meaning
He has not in his mouth a canine tooth [lit. a
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grater or creaker; for Ls; . e a tooth that free will in the disposal, or management, of an

makes a grating, or creaking, sound]. (M.) - affir.]- hi

atiL@>: pl. _)1 :see hJG&, below.

-Jj. One who practices art or artifice or
cunning, in the disposal, or management, (ef

affairs; (C, M, O, ];) as also 9
1 j, o; (S, O,

1I ;) wihich latter is applied by the poet Suweyd
Ibn-Al,ee-Khllil El-Yeshkurec [in the like sense]
as an epitllet to a tonglu, in his saying,

*: ' oi 

[And a cunning, sdlarp tongue, like the edge oLf the
sw'ord, Awhat it touchtes it cuts]. (S, O.)- See
also what next follows.

i. q. M (;, M( 0, M, b,) or ,l..

.1;;, (1K,) and so (Mf., (M, Mb, V,) i. c.

Ax money-chan#er; (M, Msh, TA;) except that

Jir Ieas an intensive signification [app. as
meaning a shilful ,onnJy-hanecr, and hence it is
often used in the lresent day as meaning a banker]:
(My,lb:) all are applied to him wnio knons and
distinyuisles the rclatire excellence, or superiority,
lf pieces if money: (Mgh:) these appellations

are from i;jLl, (t, 0,) or from J ;JI, (M,)

or from .Jy meaning " excellence," or "supe-
riority," of one dirhem [or deenar] over another,
(Mgll, and Msb on the authority of IF in relation
to the first,) because such as excels, or is superior,
is turned aside from the deficient: (Mgh:) the

pi. is i, (., M, O, 1) and o i (M) and

J,Al. (, this last occurring in poetry, (g, M, O,

K,) by poetic license, for the sake of the measure.

(S, O.)_ See abo ,-i,,.

;ga'1 IAdj jL.[and Q l pl. of a] 77ws
varieties, or vicissitudes, of affairs or mevnts.
(M, TA.)

j4 A place of turnfng away or back: [see

also J..:] hence, in the lur [xviii. 51], j.

Ub~ tv; I~, (TA,) meaning [And they shall
not find] a place to which to turn arvay, or back,
from it: (Bl, Jel:) or, a turning away, or back,

from it: (Bd:) pl. JjL. (TA.)

J. ,II1 [paw. part. n. of 1: see its verb:.
and] see Jj : see also w

.fJ.aZ i. q. ".U [as meaning Place, or
scope, or room, for fee action]. (A, voce ,
[q. v.]; and so in the Ftik.)

Ji ~ '- is an epithet applied to a verb [as
meaning That is perfect(y inflectd~, opposed to

[q.v.]. (TA,voce;i.);

and ?_ - L signify the same, respec-

tively, as . J;i and j J : see

art. C>C.. _ . J,b; means A factor, an

agent, or a deputy, ho acts according to his own

i.~ is a n. of place, [meaning A place of

turning away or bach, like J4 .,] as well as an

inf. n. [of 7]. (S.)

4 and jy' " ' denote the two different

sorts of nouns, (0, .,) meaning, respectively,
[like 1 - and jsu ,] InJfected, or

declined, with ten[weca, and not so inflcted or
declined. (0, TA.)

A.ew

1. .1, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, V,) aor. , (,M,
Msb, 1B,) inf. n. 'ye (S, M, M 9b, K) and 'ey,

(M, K,) or the latter is a simple subst., (M,

Msb,) nle cut it, syn. Mi, (8, M, Mgh, M9b,)

in any manner: [i. e. it signifies also he cut it
through; or he cut it of, or severed it; for thus

the meaning of "Ji is generally explained:]
(M:) or it signifies [only] he cut it (·j) so as

to separate it: (M, R1 :) namely, a thing, ($,) such
as a rope, and a raceme of dates. (TA.) One

says, S1j1 J." i. q. [i. e. His ear was

cut off, entirely]. (TA.) And J I , (

M, Msb, R,) and 1 , (M, V,) and I j, aor.
as above, inf. n. > ' , (M,) He cut off the fruit,
or inoduce, of the palm-trees, (S, M, Mqb, ,)
and the tre, (M, ]g,) and tae corn, or the ie;
(M ;) as also 9 .J.1. (S, M, g.) - [Hence,]

j., (8, M, MA, K-,) [aor. as above,] inf. n.

A.-.. (8, MA,) or !..s., (M, MA,) or the latter
is a simple subst., (S,) t He cut him (i. e. another
man); meaning he ceased to spah to him, or to
associate with him; he cut him off Jfromfriendly,
or loving, communion or intercoure; forsok him,

or abandoned him; syn. M ~J; (iM, R ;)

and .: (A and Mgh and V in art. ~,:) or
Ahe cut himtnself off, or separated himeMlf, from
him, nainely, his friend; he cut off [or rwithdrew]
his friendship from him. (MA.) [See an ex. in

a verse cited voce 1.] And 4j.., -A. , aor. as

above, inf. n..,o. andA*.., t [He cut, or sevred,
his bond of union,] as indicative of resemblance
[to the act of cutting, or severing, properly thus
termed]. (M.) - And j1. .. t[He decided his

affair]. (0 voce 1, q. v. [See also;, and

4)w.); -is also intrans., as s ith
,JI, q. v. (M, ].) And [hence] one says,

4, ~ . 4O ?. i.e. t [Worldly good departed]

by becoming cut off, or by ceaing, and coming to

an end (TA.) - One says also, &
meaning t He stopped, stayed, or tarried, with
us a month: (R, TA:) mentioned by EI.Mufad-
4dal, on the authority of his father. (TA.)-

A*-, (Mqb,) [aor. ,] inf. n. n. and L,
(M,) It (a sword) was, or became, sharp, (M,
Msb,) and did not bend. (M.).-And [hence,]

l. . in£ n. LIy, zsaid of a man, ($,M, Msb,
JR, TA,) as being likened to a sword, (TA,) X He
was, or became, courageous; (Msb;) or hardy,
strong, or sturdy, (S, TA,) or sharp, penetrating,

or vigorous and qffective, (M, V, TA,) and
courageous. (S, M, , TA.)

2. a.0. [lIe cut it; cut it through; or cut it
off, or severed it; namely, a number of things
considered collectively; or a single thing much,

or in several places]: (M:) J I.' ?M signifies
vi;'*' [i. e. tt wcrering of the ropes]: the verb

being with teshdeed to denote muchness [of the
action], or multiplicity [of the objects]. (.,

TA.) [Hence, ~'-I Tte cutting off of
the teats of camels: a phrase mentioned in the
TA.]

3. .,jto, (MA,) inf. n. tL , (KL, TA,)
t He effected a disunion with him: (MA:) or
he cut him off from himslf, being in like manner
cut off by him: (KL:) or he cut him of friom
frndy, or loving, communion or intercours,
being so cut off by him: forsook him, or aban-
doned him, beingforsaken, or abandoned, by him:
cut him, i. e. ceased to ~peak to him, being in like
manner cut by him: for .;;La,ll signifies ^---WJI

and,il ~.i. (TA.)

4. LJ*21.,J l The palm-trees attained, or mere
near, to th time, or season, for the cutting off
of their fruit. (., M, Mqb, ]C, TA.) - And
[hence perhaps,]..#yl said of a man, ($, ], TA,)

inf. n. ,,, (TA,) t He was, or became, ~poor,
(.8, ,) having a numnrous family, or househAold:
(1 :) or in a ewvil condition, though having in

him intei~ (A1): [it is said that] the
original meaning is he had a ;.., i. e. portion,

of property remaining to him. (TA.)

5. .. quasi-pas. of , . ; (M ;) i. q. ;

[i. e. It became cut; cut through; or cut o.#; or
sevred; said of number of things considelred
collectively; or of a single thing as meaning it be
came cut, &c., much, or in many places, or into

many piecel]. (S, ].) -See also 7, in three
places. _ Also t He affected hardines, strength,
sturdines, and endurance, or patience; or con-
strained himsef to behave with hardiness, &c.
(8, V.)

6. I .*jI.m t Ti7y cut, forsook, or abandoned,
one another; (MA;) they separated thenmselves,
onefrom another; (KL, in whichl only the inf. n.
is mentioned;) they severed the bond of union, or
communion, that was between tAem; disunited, or
dissociated, themselva, one from another; syn.
I4ti; . (S,* MA, in the former of which only
the inf. n. is mentioned.)

.7.o.1 It became cut; cut through; or cut
off, or severed; (, M, , TA;) quasi-pass. of

¢ .; (M, TA;) said of a rope [&c.]; and so

?. o. (M, 1j, TA.) - [Hence,] ,J I X yeI
[or t.t/ *] t He parated himselffrom man-

kind; said of the wolf and of the crow [&c.].
(S1k, , M.*) And JtUI .' tThenight went

away, or departed; as also f.o3: (Mb:) and
=ll;l:JIy tThe l winter ended; and t ,..

L'J! t The year ended: (TA:) and jiJ.l 4.3.

t The fighting ended, or cas~d. (Mghl.)
212 
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8. ,sm 1: see 1, third sentence.

;.,o Skin: [or leather:] (S, Mgh, Mqb, IC:)
Pers. word (8, Mqb) arabicized, (S, Mgh, Msl
,) o.riginally.0 # [correctly ... ]. (Mgh, Mgt

TA.)
·Oi J

... is an inf. n. like .. ~', (M, l,) or a simpl
sulst.: (M, Myb:) [see the first paragraph, i:
three places: in one of its senses, there expl.,] i
is syn. with i) and 'Ae: (TA:) an,

'a* o [likewiseJ signifies t &pa ration from i
firiend: pl.. . (MA. [This pl. is app. ther
mentioned as of .; but it is more probabl;

ofa;.]) _ j1,&, : see 4 .I-

;t Tens (tI), (S, M,) of men, (S,) col
lectedl together, (., M,) separate from [those oj
other] men: (M:) or i. q. , (0 in art. ,,
which means a fce tents ( [in the 0, erro
neously, Zse]) of ttre weak sort of the Arabs of
the desert: (IAar, O, 1g, TA; all in art. ,. :)
and hence, (M,) a company (M, M.b, T~, TA) oJ
men, (Mgb, TA,) not many; or simply a compan3
(TA) alighting and abiding with their camels b3
thc side of the water: (Myb, TA:) pl. ;1 [a
p1. of pauc.] (., M, M9b, I) and ;i , (8,) or
-.- Ll1, (M,) or both, (1J,) but accord. to IB the
latter of these two is the right, [being a pl. pL,
i. e. pl. of.;ll,] (TA,) and Ct;, (8b, M, 1,)
with liamm. (g.)._And i. q. ~.. . (]. [80,
app., in all the copies; accord. to the T1] as mean-
ing A sort, or species: but I think it most pro-
bable tihat this is a mistranscription for ., ., with
which, as has been stated above, *j.e. is syn.
accord. to the 0.]) Also i. q. . (M)

*a-, h,
or Jal' J. (I) [i. e. A soled boot: that j.
here means a boot, not a camel's foot, is indicated
by its being immediately added by SM that]
;. si,,nificc A lcUcr thereof. (TA.)

I".. [an epithet applied to a man, but used as
a suest., and therefore having for its pl. W1~].
One says, A! MII C .I4 1 ^, [the last word
snid to be thus (3aw..) in the TA, but in the
C]5 (in which as well as in my MS. copy of the
g. C. is omitted) written tJ,,] meaning
t lie is [a etrson] slom to revert from his anger.
(]~, TA.) Also, [if not a mistranscription for
ft L,] A portion of silver, melted, and cleared
of its dross, and pouted forth into a mould.
(TA.)

3 p~ A herd, or ldetached number, of camels,
(., M, Mgli, Myb, g,) consisting of about thirty:
($:) orfrom tw,enty to thirt!/: (M, ]g:) orfrom
thirty to five and for,ty: (M:) or to fifty, and
forty; (T;) if amounting to sixty, termed a,.:
(TA: [but see this latter word :j) or from ten to
forty: (M, M.b, g:) or from ten to some num-
ber between thlat and twenty: (M,]J:) or more
than a i [which is at least two or three] up 'to
thirty: (T voco *.1 ) or about forty: (lIam p.

753:) or less than a ,a, which is a hundred or

nearly a hundred: (Id. p. 637:) pl.;. (S,
aM,' Msb.) - A portion of° proerty. (TA.) 

And A detached portion of clous: (S, M, Msb
:)pl. as above. (S, M.) - Scc also 4 -_

And seeL 4o.

eI ;+ and f;1; The cutting off (f the fruit o
n palm-trees: (S,*Msb, and L voce ;1a:) anm
it (L voce ;Ix,) the time, or sea.on, tilwreof: (
ad L:) or the time, or season, *f tle ripeniug of tit,
aI fruit of palm-trees. (M, I.)= .ly: see thi
e next paragraph, in two places.

Y ;.a: see; Gl. Also The last milk [remain.
ing in the uddi.] after wnhat is termned JI
[which is variously explained (see 2 in art. jj), in
the CG and in one of my copies of the S erro-
neously written i vll,I] vhich a man dranws vwn
in need of it. (S, .*) Bishr says,

[Now deliver thou to Bcnoo-Saad a message, and
to their chief, that the last miUl in the ud(ler
has been dran]: (S:) the last two words [the
latter of which is written in the C( 1>< are a
prov., meaning t the exwuse has reaclhd its utter-
most: ($, ]:) thus says AO: (S:) IB says that

) j1 - in the saying of Bishr means the she-camel
that is termed IL. JI that has no milk; [i. e.
that the phrase means the ise-camel that has now
no milk has been milked;] and that he makes it a
proper name; and that he [also] means thereby
the latter of the two senses here following. (TA.)

A..pAtJl is also one of the names for War, or
battle; (AV, S, ;) and so V-o, [indecl.,] like
,AIs: (g:) and one of the names for calamity,
or mi!fortune. (As, S, S . [See also],e.])

.r e..
see: sce-.,.-Sometimes it is applied to

signify Palm-trees themselves; because the fruit
is cut off: so in a trad. (TA.)

-4 : see .;,, in two places. - Also a she-
camel that trill not come to tie nrate1riiqptroulgh
to drink until it is left to lher unoccupied; (1,
TA;) cutting crsclf off friom tle other camels.
(TA.)

ir.l. q. th,; (M, Msb,) Cut; cut
through; or cut off, or sevre7d: (S, Msb,:)
and having tlefruit cut off; syn. ;j (Q,
,;) applied to palm-trees (J.i). (M.) And
the former, A heap poto of corn or the like
that has been cut, or of nhichl the pyodure has
been cut off; syn. . (M, TA.) And
Whos sar has been cut off entirely (~ 
I .1): pl.apn,. (TA. [See also the fern., with ,

voce , where the pl. is said to e ;u.]) _
[Applied to the lungs, it means properly Burst
asunder. Hence the saying,] t ! J *, [so
in copies of the t, accord. the TA , but
correctly either e or q. v., in the Cl. si

* and , which last word is obviously wrong,]
- meaning :tHe came disalpointed of attaining
, twhat he desired, or sought, and in a state of
- depair. (IS, TA.) And L" i ,.L4

iSl [i. e. . or ] He is wearied
fand eager for this thling, or affair. (TA.)_

Also t An affair deidled, determined, or resolved,
upon. (M, TA.)_ Used as a subst., see i Qo,

' in two places. _ Also t The daybreak, or dawn;
e ( ', M, ];) because cut off from the night; (M;)

as also t.f: (8:) and the night; (ISk, M,
;) because cut off from the day; (M;) or the

dark night: (S:) thus having two contr. mean-
ings: (S, K :) and a por'tion tireof; (Tl, M,
g;) i. e., of tle night; (TA;) as also t4.:

(M, :) and thers and last parts
or beginning and end, of tli night. (TA.) Tho
phrase in the lIur [Ixviii. 20] .f.j -1S..i
means [And it becane in the morning] burnt up
and black like the night: (S, M, Bd, TA:) or
lile tlwe dark night, being burnt up: (Er-Righib,
TA:) or like the black nilght: (gatidehl, TA:) or
lilh tlw day, by its whiteness from excessive
dryness: (Bd.:) or like that garden of which the
fruits have been cut off: (B( , TA :*) or like the
sands [that are termed_, (see w q )]: (B(! :)
or the meaning of.4.j., in this instaneo is that
which here next follows. (TA.)_ - Black land,
thiat does not gie growth to anything. (..)_-
And A piece of wood, or stick, which is placed
across upon tih mouth of a kid, (M, K,) or of a
young weanwd canimel, and then tied to his head,
(M,) in order thitat he nmay tot such. (M, ]g.)

See also..L.

A man (TA) who followrs his own
opinion, cutting hitnmself off from consdtation
with others: (M, TA:) or nwho acts with lpene-
tratire enerjy, or vigorousnes andl efctitenes,
in the pefor'miig of his affairs: an inf. n. used
as an eplithet. (TA.)

1 . 117itat is cut off [of tthe fiutit] of Imlm-
trees. (Lh, M.)

4 .I.o Land (,.;l) of nwhich thite ed-,ro,tuce
hAs been reapled: (8, K:) of the mcasure ai in
the sense of the measure aJ . (TA.) . And
A portion, (S, M, .,) or large portion, (TA,)
detachlwdl fiom the nmain ag.regate, of sanul; (S,
M, ]K;) as also ,: (M, C:) [or the latter
is a coil. g6cn. n., being used in a pl. sense:] ono
says Lo I (S) or t_. . (K) [A viper of
a detached sanl-heap or of detaced sand-hleas];
like as one says .:.-.. (S in art. J.)
And A group, or an assemblugye, (8,) or a do.
tached number, (M,) of the trees called L!, and
- ,, (S, M,) and .°, and of palm-trees; and
likewise T L.y, of .;, and of ,. (M.) -

See also ..4. , in two places. ~ Also t Decision,
or determination, ($, M, 9, TA,) Lr, ., [to
do a thing]: ($, TA:) and the deciding of an
affair, (M, 1., TA,) and the firm, or ~ound,
execution thereof: (TA:) or an object of want
upom accomplishment of wich one A dcid~1
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or determined; as also ij c: (AHeyth, TA:)

pl-. -. (TA.) One says, 11 uel e p
and ..SlJl [He is effective of decision &c. and
of decisions &ec.]. (TA.)_ - See also.p.y.

iy. A detached number [or a small detacled
number, for it is app. dim. of s.j,] of camels.
(TA.)

;..: see;. - Also A pre~arer, or seler,
of..~, (MA,) whence it is derived, (Mgh,) i. o.
skin, or leather: (MA:) or it signifies as expl.
vooee..ry, last sentence. (TA.)

;.LG Cutting; cutting througlh; or cutting of,

or severing; and Sb says that V e is used in

the same sense, like as S, in the phrase

,1 ~ ` is used in the sense of 3g1.. (M.)

j~ L.-- ' OI, in the 1ur [lxviii. 22], means
Ifye be deciding, or determining, upon the cutting
off of the fruit of the paln-trees. (TA.) - And
t A man cutting, or severing, Ais bond of union;
or one who cuts, or scvert, that bond; and so [but

in an intensive sense] ;lr- and .~ .; (M ;)
or this last signifies, (M, 1,) as also t;l., (15,)
having strn,gtA to cut, or sewer, (M, 1,) the
bond of his union. (M.)-Also, applied to a
sword, (S, M, M 9h, 1],) and [in an intensive
sense] 9..j ., (M, 1,) Siarp,, (S, M, Msb, 1,)
and not bendling: (M:) pl. of the former,*l; .
(TA.) - And the former, (S, M, 15, TA,) applied
to a man, (P, M, TA,) as being likened to a
swordl, (TA,) t lIirtl/, strong, or sturdy, (l ,
TA,) or slhar,, penetrating, or rigorous anl
effectire, (M, 1, TA,) a,wl cou.ageous. (, M,
1, TA.) - And 'Jit : The lion. (K, TA.)

.e A caliitnit;ty (1, TA) that extirpates
ererythling. (TA. [See nlso.tbo, last sentence.])

Also Firm,, or so,n,l, ,fjit 5 n,,,nt. (1.)
And i. q. a°', (S, M, K,) like,., (TA,) i. e.
An eating onre in thle d,y: (M, 15,* TA :*) or,
accord. to Yno1oob, an eating at the tine [c f

morning] ctlled L$ 1 (M, TA) [and tnot again]
to the like time of the morrow : (TA:) one says,

.. l ~> v') (S, M,° 15*) i.e. [Such a one
eats] onee (1, TA) in the day: but AlFit says,
I asked EI-Asma'ee respecting the l and the
A.to, and hlie said, I know it not: this is the
language of the devil. (TA.)

.~.i l A man having the extremity of his ear
cut qf. (Mgh.)_. See also ,. Aso ethe

feem.] its A she-camel Aaving little milk; (M,
15;) because her abundance of milk has become
cut off: (M:) pl.5U. (.) See also;Su . [In
the Y~am, p. 230, it is implied that it signifies A
she-camel msuch as is termed V L.* a~ as meaning

Ao~e .Jm.l (or teats) have been cut off: for it
is there said that the poet 'Orweh has applied the
term X.L. to t a cooking.pot, likening it to the
she-camel termed &!pt* meaning as expl. above.]

Also, (., ]g,) or W.~ ;k-, (M,) A dert in

rwhich it no water. (S, M, g. [See also one-of
the explanations of the dual, here following.])-

tL.ye3l1 signifies The tvof and the crow; (ISk,
8, M, g ;) because of their separating themselves
(ISk, S, M) from mankind: (ISk, :) and the
[bird called] ' . and the crowr: and the night and
the day; (15, TA;) because each is cut off from
the other. (TA.) El-Marrr says,

.- a t, * -
L " 1 1 I ' C U

0

[Upon a waterless desert, in rwhich are its wolf
and crorw, and in which tihe skifil guide of the
desert is burned by the sun]. (18k, S, M.) And

.A-s.. X' ,3 is a saying mentioned by
Lb, but not expl. by him: (M, TA:) ISd says,
(TA,) in my opinion it means, [I left him in] the
desert, or raterlesr dcert: (M, TA:) or, accord.
to Z, in a desert, or wyater.les desert, in which
tvas nothing but the wolf anl thk cromt. (TA.)

.y; t A tnarron, place, tiat qnic,ly flows ,aitl
nrter: (15, TA:) so aliled because the flow of
water is quickly cut off fiom it. (TA.)

;. ,1A possessor of a of camel. (TA.)

-And [hence], as also t. ,l, (M, 1f,) laring
little property: (M:) or poor, [and] having a
numnerous loustold, or family. (1K.) One says,

of which the liver of him wlo hlas little property
is pained]; i. e., abundant, so that when he who
las little property sees it, he grieves that he has
not many camels which he may lmsture upon it.
(M.)

a. The curved knife of the parer of spidulcs.
(8, MA, g.)

a-ra, A she-camel whose [fore or lind] pair
of teats have been cut off, (., M, 1,) in order
that tihe -~ [or orflce th rough ,vlich the
,milk passes forth fiom the ulder of each teat]
may dry up and the milk not issue, for the
urpoe of giving greater strength to Ier: and

(AA used to say, O) this is snetinmes in cons-
quewne of the stollppage of the mrilk, something
having happened to the udder, for which it is
cauterized, and her millk stops, (, KI,) no milk
ever iswin, from the ul.er: (.:) see also ;6ys,
voce .,,: or .jsl a... means a she-camel
treated (-.J,a) so that her nilk has stopped.
(Mgh.)

,Wj~: see ~ , first and second sentences.

1. f;, (8 , M, b,) aor. -, (Msb,) inf. n.
S, J (M, Msob,) said of water, It remained, or

stagnated, long: or it remained long, and became
altered [for the worse]: (?, MCb:) or, said of
water and of milk, it remained so thlut its flavour
became altered [for the norse]: (M:) or, said of
milk, it remained undrawn from the udder, so
that its flavour became bad, or corrupt. (TA.)

And :.l & The tears collected [in the eye]

and did not run. (TA.) - [Hence,] OJUl, J ,
(Fr, M, M9 b, TA,) aor. as above, (Mqb,) and so
the inf. n.; (M, M9 b, TA;) but Ibn-Buzurj says
Z;y-, aor. ,; (TA;) The shcamets milk became
collected in her udder; (M, Mb, TA;) as also
,;& . (M, TA.)__And .,. %. i S, (,
M, IItt, TA,) with kesr; ($, TA;) or o
!.* ;) (thus accord. to the k;) He (a man) ro
rnained in his hand, a a pledge, ($, M, If, TA,)
held in custody. ($, I, TA.) - And U,o [thus
written without any syll. sign, app. L q,'] i. q.

Il! [It, or he, became cut off, cut short, or

stopped; &c.: quui-pass. of in one of the
senses of the latter]: from IApr. (TA.)- ,'.r,
(Ilgtt, M?b, TA,) aor. =, (Mgb,) in. n. J$.,
(I~tt, MNb, TA,) HIe confiNed it, namely, water,
in a reating-place or a tesel; and in like manner,
milk, and tears: (Itt,, TA:) or he collated it,
namely, water, and it remained long anl became
altered [for the worse], or remained or stagnatal
long; and in like manner, but in an intensive
sense, t 510o. (M9b.) One says also of cows

[and the like], -. j 1.:J]l * SE Theu
coljneo and collect the milk in their uddem
(TA.) And [of a man] one says, s 11 5

.j *,J ) Heo retained tle .t [i. e. srmea]
in his back a long time, (., M, f,'0) by abstainyiw
fiomn sCual intercours. (M, ]..)- [IHence,]

t, -, (M, MI)b,) aor. , inf. n. LSj.; (M{b;)
and Mt , (S, M, M9b,) inf. n. ,.m 3, (8,
M9b,) but the latter verb has an intensive mcan-
ing; (Mgb;) and t,1;; (M;) namely, a
ewe or she-goat, (v,) or a she-camel, (M, Msb,)
and any other milch animal, (M,) I cauled the
milk to collect in her u/der, ($, M, M.b,) by
abstaining from milking hedfor some dRys. (d ,
M.)I Also, i. e. ;, (M, V,) aor. ,, (I,)-
inf. n. *j, (M,) i. q. ,j [IHe cut it off, cut
it short, or stopped it; &c.]; (M, 15 ;) namely, a
thing. (M.) You say, j* j., inf. n. as above,
meaning !j [He, or it, cut short, or stoplytl,
Iis urine]. (S.) And Owil j.e [app. I cut
dho,t, or stopped, the drawing of the water; for it
is expl. as said] Li. i 1li. (S.) And

L e Sl e L Ji* , occurring in a trad.,

means IWhat cuts short (j)'thine asking *f

Me [0 my servant]? (TA.) And i. q. - ;
[He repeled it]. (M, If.) One says, s iii 
*. .;s i. e. eS [God repelledl, or may God

repel, from hin his, or its, evil, or milscief].
($.)- And i. q. <a;Z [H[e prevented it, &c.].
(M, MI, :.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

j-* · ' a '; ' " 
* jg 0* 8* 8 * - ol-

[And they bade farewll to one aff~etl ,rith
desire, whae heart tiey had smitten; the lore of
tuem, if God had not prevnted it, had been Iris
slayer]. (S. [But this verse may be well ren-
dered as an ex. of ;l in the sense next following,
which is also a meaning of : in the M, it is1
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cited as an ex. of I,;. in the sense of ~j]) _ the worse]: and long retained by him in hist back.
Said of God, (M,) He protected, defended, (M. [This is also mentioned in the S, app. in the
guarded, or preserved, him: (M, J :) or (M) ie latter of these senses; the meaning being there
sared him (M, ll) from destruction, or perdition: only indicated by the context.]) - For the fem.,
(g:) or (M) lle sufficed him: (M, :) or lIe i ' seealso l
aided him. (TA. I, (4r,) or L., . 0

L, ($ , M,) .Ie decided [between them, or S,-: see tS.f, first sentence: - and see
the case between them]; ($, I ;) namely, persons also ;1~.
who had applied to him as a judge: ( :) or he .
rectified, or adjusted, the case between tlhem. .qo: see o, first sentence. - In relation
(M.A) -LI,) also signifies %... [life ibent, or to a she-camel it is Her being pregnant twvelve(IM.)I -- t.. also signifies montsl, and bringing forth, and then yielding her
inclined]: (], TA:) [app. intrans., or trans. by montls, and brtng forth, and then yielding her
means of ,p, for] a poet uses the phrase -. biestings, or having her biestings milked: men-

mens of for] a poet uses the phrase tioned by Az. (TA. [But what is meant by this
ltUly [TIhy bent, or inclined, rwith the necks]. is, to me, doubtful; for sometimes an inf. n., and
(TA.) [But it is said in the Tg that *1.o means sometimes an epithet, and sometimes a subst., is
'U lie bent, or inclined, it.] Accord. to Ibn- expl. in this manner.])

Buzuj, 1;," UWI zo" means The she-camel~Buzurj, ' eo of' t he eaines othe se [part. n. of L$),]: see g,. _ Also A
rai.ed her neck by reoen of the heavine of the she-camel vlwhose milk has collected in her udder.
burden. (TA.)_ Also lie preceded, or went als ,
before; syn. ... . (IAIr, l.) [Accord. to the
TJ$, one says j;MI t meaning i HA lUHe a Milk collected [in the udder]: a poet says,
precedd, or went before, the people, or party.] * · A A -j

And [the contr., i. e.] le receded, or re- 
treated; or became, or remained, or lagged, [And whatever udder has milk must be milted].
behind; syn. .t.;. (IApr, ].) [Accord. to the (TA.)
TI, one say. . .L$., meaning lIe receded, -
or retreated, from them; &c.].J Also lie, or e. se
it, ta, or became, high; syn. '.. (IA§r, g.)__ Xb ., applied to a man and to a beast, Whoe
And the contr., i. e. He, or it, was, or became, ol. [i. e. sperma] has collected in his back. (TA.)
low; syn. JL ,. (IAr, ].) - Also The [bird called] Ltd [n. un. of. ,

2: see 1, former half, in two placeL

4: see 1, former half, in two places.. g l
also signifies He sold a ew or slhegoat, (IS, TA,)
or a she-camel, (TA,) whos milk had been caused
to collect in her dder in consequence of her not
having boen milked for some days; such as is

terned 3l,,~. (~, TA.)

8. I;oj~ i. q. :1j31 [the j in each being sub-
stituted for ;.]: see the latter, in art. tJJ.

LS ,, (8, M, Mob, ]g,) an inf. n. used as an
epithet, (Myb,) and t 5. ., (S, M, ],) [and
Freytag adds ? $, as from the Ii, in which I
do not find it,] Water remaining, or stagnating,
long, accord. to Fr; ( ;) or t/hat has remained, or
stagnated, long: (Myb :) or water remaining long,
(Is,) or that has remained long, and become
altered [for the worse], (S, M, Msb,) accord. to
AA. (S.) And the first, (M, K,) an inf. n. used
as an epithet, (TA,) Milk that uuas remained (M,
]O) long (18) so that its flavour has become
altered [for the worse]; (M, Js;) as also T,
which is in like manner applied to water: (M:)
or milk left [long] in the udder of the camel, not
drawn, so that it becomes salt anu windy: (IApr,
TA:) or milk drawn in the night from a camel
abounding therewith, having a bad and burning
flavour. (Az, TA.) And, (M, K,) some say,
(M,) [used as a subst.,] A porntion remaininy
(M, 1) of milk (M) in the udder, (H.am p. 661U,)
and of tater. (TA.) And Tears (;) that

have become coltcted: and the sing. [or epithet
applied to a single tear (~i)] is 3!,.. (M.)
And l.. AL' [Sperma of a man] altered [for

q. v.]: and the [bird called] IAl;t [n. un. of
. -,, q. v.]. (TA.)

fi, Colocynths (., M, K, in the C.K [erro-
neously] :1-. [expresdly said in the TA to be with
fet-h and medd,]) when they become yelow; (S,
M ;) as also .AL,: (so in one of my copies of
the $ [in which it is shown to be correct by an
ex. in a verse of Suleyk there cited: in the M and
TA Ql;S;, which I think a mistranscription]: in
the other of my copies of the $ omitted:) one
thercof is termed *t!~. (S,M,g.*) [In the
M and IC, * is termed pl. of L.l; but it is
properly speaking a coll. gen. n., originally 5lj..]
_ l t ,d also signifies The water in which
colocynths haIt been steeped. (M, K.)

L-5d One who acts with boldness towvards the
wife of his father: (K, TA:) such was Ibn-
Mul5bil. (TA.)

: see i,, in two places.

s: see ;S!,, below.

jl [act. part. n. of k.o: as such signifying]
Guarding or preserving [&c.], or a guarder or
pi.&ert.er [&c.]. (TA.) - [Hence,] A sailor:
(S, M, . :) because he guards, or preserves, the
ship: (TA:) pl. fi. (, M, g) and (M, K) pl.

pl. (M) 5t. and 5.b" (M, K. [But see

pj.o in art. j..]). Also [said to signify] The
tran.vvcrse piece of wood in the middle of the ship:
(M, g :) [but] IAth says that it is the J. [i. e.
ma.t] of the skip, which is set up in the middle
thereof, and upon which is the [l, [or sail: it

is now commonly called t 0L; and .L.,: both
of which are also sometimes applied to a column]:

pL. It. (TA.)

)t.L A well ((;i ) of which the vwater is old,
altered for the norsc, and overspread with [the
green substance termed] ,,t: (K,* TA:) men-
tioned by Az. (TA.) See also GiL, last sen-
tence.

;1~a. A ewe, or she-goat, vhose milkl ha been
caused to collect in her u&ler by her not having
been milked for some days; (S, 11;) as also
t, like j;; (so in copies of the £C; [but

this, if correct, should be mentioned in art. %.,
in which the former is also mentioned; accord. to
thdie TA, however, it seems to be t k,, without
teshldeed, for it is there said to be like j;;]) both
likewise applied to a she-camel, and to a cow;
(TA ;) and Vt l.; signifies the same, (K,) applied
to a she-camel and to a ewe or she-goat; (TA;)
and so, applied to a she-camel, t [l.;, of which
the pl. is 1;, (M, K,) an irreg. pl. (M.) [See
also ?o.]._ Aboo-'Alee, in the Bhri', makes it
syn. with ;ji~e; and so says theo ImAm Esh-

ShMfi'ce; as though originally jj.~: but Subh,
in tile R, disallows this. (TA.)

~l,~l' is the pl., and ;1; is is the dim., of

*Ji-l', q. v. (TA in art. J 1l.)

.ael- 1 [i q. iea.I, q. v. ;] Ton; i. e. what
fall from flax in the plrocess of combing.
(M, g.)

a 0 [app. a mistranscription for tVt;
or L~-:J;, like *LE , q. v.,] A blacksmith's
anvil: so in the T, on the authority of IAar.
(TA.)

;:,lf. (so in copies of the K) [and :i;l;, like

.; ;l], or LJ-a, (so accord. to the TA, with
teshdeed to the , [but the word is of frequent
occurrence and commonly written without tesh-
deed,]) A place where people assemble, (AHeyth,

TA,) like a X tLb, [i. e. a kind of wide bench, of
stone or brick 4.c., generally built against a waU,]
for the purpose of sitting upon it: (AHeyth,
K, TA:) Az heard an Arab of the desert, of the
tribe of Fezarah, apply this word to a square,
flat-topped pile of earth, raised for the purpose
of passing the night upon it: (TA:) also, [some-
times, app. in late ages,] a Iwroice for strangers;
or a place in which the poor and the beggars
assemble: (MA, and Har p. 375:) not [origin-
ally, or properly,] an Arabic word: ([ar' ubi
supr :) [see more in art. a, for it is a dial.
var. of i~,] of the dial. of Baghd&d: (MA:)

[the pl. is -S.e.] - See also the next preced-

ing paragraph.

1. ', (S, A, MA, Msb, V,) aor. (, (A, ,)
inf. n. 4a ; (8, MA, Msb,l;) and 1
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(.8, A, MA, Mbl, 1. ;) and ~ 1.;, (IAir, ],) w
inc n. ,1A ; (IA yr, TA;) It (a thing, Myb, or ,
an affair, or event, S, MA, Myb, ] O) w, or be- ti

came, S,.a (, S,A, &c.,) i. e. di.Jfficult, hard,
hard to be done or aceeomplished, hard to be
borne or endured, or distressing. (A, MA, 1].) s

One says, r. 4v. -,, -,1, ($, MA, Myb,)
like . Cl, (, Myb,) The affair, or event, was, /d

or became, difficult, &c., to him. (MA.)

a. ., (1K,) inf. n. ; (TA;) [and]

? l, (A,) inf. n. h; (KL;) and t Va.; c
(1:;) lie .made, or rendered,it ~ ,, .,(A, ,)
i. e. difficult, hard, &c. (A, 1, KL.)

4. .a.l: see 1. - Said of a camel, He mwa, ,
or became, . [meaning refractory, or un- 
tractable]: (1K,TA:) [and in like manner one 
says ? ,--a^ :. (see its contr. ,. a -- 1:) and

, whichl is also said of a man:] and ~a1!
said of a camel, hae was unridden, (A, TA,) and
untouched by a rope. (A.) - Also, said of a
man, His camel was, or became, refractory, or

untractable. (L, TA.) - ~_?1: see 2. - Also
Ie left him (i. e. a camel) unridden, (S, K, TA,)

and untoucled by a rope, so that he became

rfratory, or tntractal,e. ($, 15.) [See -~ ].
- And He found it (i. e. an affair, or event, .8,

Msb, or a thing, ]C) to be .. [i. e. di.flcult,

hard, &c.]; (§, Msb, ] ;) as also V *.a- ̂ l1:
(Mqb, X :) or both signify hle san it, or lhekl it,
to be so. (TA.) 1Scc an cx. of the former in a

verse cited voce ']

5. ,., a,intrans.: see 4. - - w-: sec 2.

10. w,1a , iltrans.: see 1, in two places: -
and see also 4. - 4a..: see 4.

f Dfficult, hard, hard to be done or arconm-
plisled, hard to be borne or endured, or distress-

ig; (A, MA, ] ;) contr. of ,)'; (Mglh, TA;)

as also ' a.: (T,O,I.,TA:) pl. of the

former 1..; (M.h;) and of 9 the latter,

(T, TA.) One says ,4 x A diffi-
cult, hard, or distresing, affair or event. (A.)

And . ic (thlus in the A, but in the Myb
and TA without any syll. signs,) [A mountain-
road] difficult, hard, or distressing: (TA:) pl.

,.A.~,.t. 4(A, Mb') and '.AZ with sukoon

[to the because the word is an epithet; for if it

were a subst., it would be ,-; ]. (Mab.) [Or

4.~ M; may perhaps be meant in the TA,
i. e. A difficult, hard, or distressing, stage of a
jotrney.] - Also Refractory, untractable, in-
compliant, obstinate, or stubborn; (1 ,*TA;)

contr. of J.l; (a, A, TA;) applied to a camel,
(., A,)or to a beast; (TA;) [and to a man ;]

fem. ~, (., TA,) which is applied to a woman:

(. ) and the pl. of this is ; [as of the mase.,]
(TA,) and . 'tZ~, applied to women, with sukoon
[to the : because the word is an epithet]. (~,

TA.) J,JJI- ll; a .I ~ 1; b ,., occurring in a

trad. of I'Ab, [lit. The people rode the refractoryj
and the tractable she-eamel,] means t the people
entered upon difficut and asy affairs; i. e. they
cared not for things, nor were cautious respecting

rhat they said and did. (L, TA.) - [Hence,] ['

Th1 T/e lion; (O,K;) because of his un- bi
ractableness. (TA.) a

see the next preceding paragraph, first t,
entence, in two places. a

.l. Land containing stones such as Jil the v

hand, and other stones, which is tiled, or culti-

vated. (], TA.)c

-. - - -A stallion [of camels]: (S, K:) and a

a

amel, (S, A,) or a stallion [of camels], (ISk, a
[A,) left unridden, and untouched by a rope,
'I8k, S, A, TA,) so as to become refractory, or
intractable: (S:) or an unbroken camel, upon
v/wme back nothing is allowed to be put: (L,
rA:) pl. 4 ; and ' . (ISk, TA.) _

It is also applied as an epithet to a man, (A, Msb, C

*1*J S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rA,) meaning 4_ [i. e. t Made a chief or lord X

kc.]: (TA:) pl. L1. (A, M sb.) One says,

-..~aL.it al> ,.;a-. - -;S[Such a man is one

If those who have been made chiefs or lords &c.];

like as one says, .. ll i o ;j. (A.)

* Ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.--. A man rnwee camel is refractory, or

untractable: occurring in a trad. (L, TA.)

Faa I. q. a ; [q. v.]: (1g, and g and Msb in
art. ja. :) it grows in the country of the Arabs,

A .,
and is of two hinds, [i. e. of the plain] and

L, [i. e. of the mountain]: (AH.ln, TA:) w/hen
streNn in a place, it drives away venomous or
noxious reptiles and the like, (g,) sch as srpents
and scorpions. (TA.)

1. XJ ,4 J ($ A, Msbi, 1g,) aor. , 
(Msb, 1,) inf. n. 13.e (S, Ms b, K5) and and

in (Hlam p. 407;) and , , (A,) or 1&a 1
(L,) inf. n. el; (15;) and 'V La3, (A,) or

ocSl (L,) inf. n. 1; (15;) and r 1;
(1]g;) He ascended, or went up, the ladder, or
stair: (L, Msb, V:) and so the verb is used of
ascending a thing similar to a ladder, or stair:
but in a case of this kind one should not say

.ial. (L.) And i. and C" j il

(A,Mqb) He ascended, or as~ceded to, thefiat

house-top. (M 9b.) And i t4JI um., and-)

XA 1, and? r , and t A, He ascended the

place, or upon the place. (L.) And t

J.gagI, (S, A, M sb, K5C,) and LJl La, inf n.

.w; (S,K];) and 4wi o, a formrarely used,

(M9b,) disallowed by AZ, (, TA,) and said by
him to have been unknown, (S,) or unheard,
(1V,) but he afterwards authorized it, and it is also

authorized by IAgr and 1Sk, (TA,) and

jJ5 qJ; (S in art. J&i; [for *4;11 2 e

see 1 j &L m;]) and 4 ; ,J, (MF, from

a trad.,) and a8 o. (A,i) inf. n. ;!; (TA;
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app. a mistranscription for .I; or ,w-l may

e a mistranscription for t .f.,l, a var. of s I,
nd its inf. n. is ;11 ;]) He ascended the moun-

ain. (Msb, g.) And Y)l ? j.O. He
scended the land. (AZ,TA.) One says, j0
L5tJi5 esa3 s"ej 1 U [Long have con-

ilued my descending, or going domn, and ,ny
scending, or going up, in the land]. (A. [There

mmediately following pJlI) ., expl.

,bove: see also : .. ]) - See also 4, last
entence.

2. ., inf. n. ;, as intrans.: see above,

n four places. - And see also 4, in four places.
.;. He mauule him, or cauwed hlim, to ascend,

or mount; syn. ` ; (1V and TA in art. jl ;)

and j;'; (TA in art. .j ;) [and so 1_'_; and
t ,.A.~lt ; like as one says in the contr. sense

,; and *;1 and 1.] You say, sq
and a;lj [lie made himn to ascend, or mount, a
mountain and a beast]. (TA in art..Ls.) And

· J. J V ) .f ' is said with reference to
wild bulls or cows [as meaning 2h make them
to ascend upon the mountain]. (g and TA in art.

)_[Hence,] one says also, ;i' $
.g,, meaning t He looked at me fonm head to

foot, contemrnplating me. (L, from a trad. [And
a similar phrase oceurs in RIar p. 640.]) -

[e,j,o, inf. n. lew. , (the latter as used in the

15 voe ,i.~,) also signifies t lIe sublima ted it:
often occurring in medical books, and used in this

sense in the present day.] - And ~ signifies
also The act of liquijying, melting, or dissolring.
(s.) ~ See also 4, last sentence.

4. QL4 I .al~1: see L - [Hence,] J..l

s.f He went through the land towards a
land higler than the other [from wrhich he cainme]:
(A, TA:) taken from the saying of Lth, that

e.l,, inf. n. AlI, signifies lie wrent towards a
declivity, or a river, or a valley, hilher titan tihe
other [fromn which he came]. (TA.) And ..aa
.~*1 if IHe went up, or upwards, through tihe

countries, or lands. (AA, Msb.) And l~1

,f~ ~ oil , ~ . ~ i He journeyed [up.
wards] fro,m nsh a region, or town, to such
another region, or town; from one that was lower
to one that rwas higher. (M9 b.) [And hence,]
,o-.l, inf. n. j;L.1, He journeyed, or tent,

towards Nejd, and El-,Iijdz, and El-Yemnen:

[or towards a higher rejion :] and jSaJ! signifies
"he journeyed, or went, towards El-'Irfi, and
Syria, and 'Oman :" (ISk, on the authority of
'Omarah :) or the former, he journeyed, or a ent,
towards the .Kibleh: and the latter, "lie jour-
neyed, or went, towards El-'Ir64:" (Aboo-
,akhr, T:) or the former, he came to Mehkeh;

(1~;) but this is a defective explanation: (TA:)

and ~a, also, is used as an inf. n. of this verb;

and j;._L, as an inf. n. ofj_1t: (T,TA:)

or ,..1, inf .n. , he commenced a journey,
or went forth; as from Mekkeh, and from El-
Koofeh to Khur6asn, and the like: (Fr:) or he

I

Lpp. 

a mistranseription for or may

D 

a mistranscripfion for V j~---1 1, a var. of S:A"t,

nd 

its in£ n. is lie �s~ d the mout�

ain. 

(Msb, ]�.) And V j.,� He

scended 

the land. (AZ, TA.) One says, jtl

1 

69 [Long Itave con.

inued 

my durending, or going down, and lhY

scending, 

or goip&j ul), in tlid land]. (A. [Tliere

mmefflately 

following expl.

.bove: 

sm also j~ See also 4, last

entence.

2. 

inf. n. & 4 as intmns. : see above,

n 

Sour 

places. - And we also 4, in four places.

0
m 

#.&;.v 

He mwle him, or caumd ltim, to awend,

mount 

syn. ` ; (V and TA in art. jlo

Lnd 

Ij Aj'; (TA in art. jj;) [and so 1; and

P 

ouba:wt 

; like as one says in the contr. senso

*Jj� 

and 

W,;5$ and W You say, 9. 6

ind 

[Ife made hitn to ascend, or motint, a

rnountain 

and a beast]. (TA in art..,,U.) And

1, 

; j V l�.9 * ̀  is said with referenco to

wild 

bulls or cows [as meaning Thq make them,

to 

ascend 

upon the mo~ain]. (g and 7A in art.

[Hence,] 

one says abo, WI s i's'

J-1
mmning 

t He looked at me floni head to

foot, 

contemplating me. (L, from a tmd. [And

a 

similar phrase occurs in Rar p. 640.1) -

in£ 

n. lew.:j, (the latter as used in tlio

K 

voce L&') also sigernifies t 1Ie subli?p&a ted it:

often 

occurring in medical books, and iteed in this

senoe 

in the present day.] - And signifies

alw 

The act of Uquifying, melting, or dissolving.

(V.) 

~ Sm also 4, lut sentenoe.

4. 

?IQ% ~ 1: see L - [HenceJ

He 

went throuqh the land towards a

land 

higiter than the other [from which he cains]

(A, 

TA:) taken from the eaying of Ltli, that

0
.~IP 

in£ n. AZI, signifies .71e went towards a

declivity, 

or a or a valky, iiiqlwr titan tits

othr 

[ft" witich he came]. (TA.) And j~1

He 

ment up, or ttpmards, tisrorujl& rim

cou;tries, 

or lands. (AA, Mqb.) And ~1

it 

cp. He journeyed

wardsi 

fro�' nwh region, or tomn, to such

anothff 

r&jion, or town; from one tisat was lower

to 

one that was higher. (Mqb.) [And liencc,]

j~ 

1 in£ n. 0 ' H, ' umqed, or went,

p 

)bL.0� 0 jo

tomards 

Nejd, and El-ZI9dx, and El-Yeipien

j~1 

signifies

[or 

tomards a kiqher r&jion :] and S ' 1

,,he 

joameyed, or went, towards El-'I ri�, and

Syria, 

and 'Omin:" (ISk, on the authority of

'Omdrah:) 

or the former, he journmjed, or itynt,

tomardi 

the Kibleh: and the latter, "lie jotir-

neyed, 

or went, towards El-1r64:" (Aboo-

gakhr, 

T:) or the former, he came to Mokkeli;

but 

this is a defective explanation: (TA:)

0, 

03

and 

J~ also, is used as an inf. n. of this verb;

* 

' 

' 

*0

and 

as an in£ n. of jmoit : (T, TA:)

or 

in£ im. he commenced a journey,

or 

ment forth; as from Mekkeb, and from El-

Kooteh 

to Kbur6zin, and tho like: (Fr:) or lie

rhat 

they said and did. (L, TA.) - [Hence,] [app. a mistranseription for or may

MA-031 

11e lion; (O,K;) becauBe of his un- be a mistmnscription for V ~1, a var. of �� 1,

ractableness. 

(TA.) and its in£ n. is �bLal J) Re ascended the moun-

ja 

J 11

see 

the next preceding paragmph, first gain. (Msb, ]�.) And V J1.o He

entence, 

in two places. ascended the land. (AZ, TA.) One says, id.

v 

U 6 .1 [Long have con-

Land 

containing stones such as jW tite

�and, 

and otlw stones, which is tilkd, or culti- linued my durending, or going domn, and iiay

uted. 

(]g, TA.) ascending, or goip&j ul), in tlid land]. (A. [Tliere

immefflately 

following 1 expl.

0.9 

4-1p,

%M~ 

A stallion [of camels]: (�, K:) and a ve: m also j'~"' See also 4, last

amel, 

(g, Ay) or a staUion [of camels], (ISk, abo

VA,) 

left unridden, and untouched by a mpe, sentence.

'I 

Sk, 

g, A, TA,) so as to beconw re

fiactory, 

or 2. ;~, inf. n. j,x as intmns. : see above,

intractable:, 

(g:) or an unbroken camel. upon 1

vlwm 

back nothing ir allowed to be put: (L, in Sour places. - And we also 4, in four places.

rA:) 

and ' . (ISk, TA.) He mwle him, or caumd ltim, to awend,

[t 

is also applied as an epiihet to a man, (A, M§b, or mount syn. A� ; (XC and TA in art. ilo 0

and 

(TA in art. jj;) [and so V �'.$a - 1; and

rA,) 

meaning [i. e. t Made a chief or lord j

t6.mLa:wt; 

like as one says in the contr. senso

ke.] 

: (TA:) pl. (A, Mgb.) One says, p- *0 P-#,# 1

dil' 

and W,;St and W You say,

ttt.�'JI 

[Such a man is one W oz

and 

aA) [Ile made hitn to ascend, or motint, a

if 

thm who have been made chiefs or lordi mountain and a beast]. (TA in art. And

like 

as one says, (A.) 1 '
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V --- ` * ̀  is said with reforenco to

4-1-11 

J, V.3"

wild 

bulls or cows [as meaning Thq make them,

A 

man tvlww camel is re

.b.actory, 

or to ascend tepon the mo~ain]. (g and 7A in art.

untractable 

: occurring in a trad. (L, TA.) [Hence,] one sayl; also, ;Q1 s i's'

J-1
4,1�", 

_ mmning t He looked at me floni head to

foot, 

contemplating me. (L, from a tmd. [And

q. 

J.ZR- [q. v.]: (1�,, and g and M0 in a similar phrase occurs in Rar p. &W.])

0 

0,

art. 

it grows in the country of the Arabs, in£ n. (the latter as used in the

A oi
apad 

is of t;vo kinds, [i. e. of the plain] and

a 

--- I� voce also sigernifies t 1Ie itubli?p&a ted it:

L11,_. 

li. e. of the mountain]: (Agn, TA:) m/ten often occurring in medical books, and used in dlis

strewn 

in a place, it di-ims away venomous or senoe in the present day.] - And signifies

noxious 

reptiles and the ldw, (19,) mch as wrpents alw The act of Uquifying, melting, or dissolving.

and 

scorpions. (TA.) See also 4, last sentenoe.

4. 

QLCJI j~1: no L - [Hence,]

A, 

Mgb, ]�,) aor. He went throuqh the land towards a

land 

higiter than the other [from which he cains] :

(Mqb, 

int. n. MCb, ]�) and J ~- and (A, TA:) taken from the eaying of Ltli, that

0 ' &J 

.9 ~IP in£ n. %bL.01, signifies lle went tomar& a

jR, 

; (yam p. 407 and * j�, (A,) or ' ~" 111 a

*J 

'I 1declivity, or a river, or a valky, liiqlwr than the

(L,) 

in£ n. ~ 1; (V;) and Vt&LaJ, (A,) or

1 

.1 othr [j%m witich he camel. (TA.) And

(L,) 

inf n. (1�;) and * A-t- 1; He ment up, or wpmards, throrujl& tits

He 

ascended, or went up, the ladder, or countries, or lands. (AA, Mqb.) And ~1

stair 

(L, Meb, V:) and so the verb is uBed of He journeyed [up.

asmnding 

a thing similar to a ladder, or Eitair. jion, or tomn, to such

'mards] 

from nwh a r&

but 

in a case of this kind one should not say that ivas lonw

a 

1 6 a. 1another r&jion, or town; from one

(L.) 

And �� 1 and C"$ ji to one that was higher. (Mqb.) [And lience,]

1 

ib 0 '

(A, 

Mqb) He ascended, or as~ to, the pt ~ % in£ n. bbLo� He jour"ed, or nym,

1 

11 

1 1

hoim-top. 

(Meb.) And ejW.*31 ~, and ji tomards Nejd, and El-ZI9dx, and El-Yenien

j~1 

signifies

ejtQl, 

andr ~ % and * j", He'awmd.-d t7j [or tomards a higher r&jion :] and S ' ' 1

�lace, 

or upon the place. (L.) And j,., ,he joameyed, or wenit, towards El-'I r4, and

Syria, 

and 'Omin:" (ISk, on the authority of

A, 

Mqb, and L.Al ,L&, in£ n. 'Omimb:) or the former, he journmjed, or itynt,

V,;) 

and S^.;, a form mrely used, tomardi the gibleh : and the latter, "lie jour-

(Idqb,) 

disaUowed by'.iZ, '(�, TA,) and said by neyed, or went, towards El-1r64:" (Aboo-

him 

to have been unknown, (g,) or unheard, gakhr, T:) or the former, he came to Mok.heli;

but 

he afterwarb authorized it, and it is also (V0 but thiB is a defective explanation: (TA:)

1 

1 

0, 03

authorized 

by 1Agr and 1Sk, (TAJ and and also, is used as an inf. n. of this verb;

and 

as an in£ n. of jmoit : (T, TA:)

in 

an. J&i ; [for ---

J, 

or ~ % in£ n. he commenced a journey,

see 

1 tUL 1 fl) and (MF, from

C-Ci 

or ment forth; as fr*om Mekkeb, and from El-

a 

trad.,) and (,6:i,) inf. n. (TA; Kooteh to KburAsin, and tho like: (Fr:) or he

br a 0 - ~
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commenced a journey, or the like, in any directior
and ,,Jl signifies "he returned, from ai
town or country." (Ibn-'Arafeh.) And .

·l
J.), 5i, (Akl, 8, 1,) or 1 s , (Al

accord. to the T,) .lie wvent away, and journeye
tlhroulk the land, (Akh, 8, g,) or through tl
countries, (Akh, T,) in any direction. (L.) Ar

1 .; 1, inf. n. L11; (L;) or
(A;) Tlhe ship spread her sail, and nwas bor;
along by the wvind, (A, L,) upwards [app. meanir
vl) a river or the lihe]. (L.) - .L sJt a.l

(Akh, S,L;/;) and h to.., inf.n. 

(Akh,., MOb, ;) and ~1 (Lth,) but th
last is disapproved by Az; (TA;) l.Ie descende
or went donmn, into the valley, (Akh, S, L, Mbi
];,) fronm ti a part wrlwnce the torrent comes; nc
going to t/w bottomn of the valley: and in lik
manner, 9l u ,,),~l .le descended, or wen
,ohn,, into the land: (L:) and .; . ',
.li descended the mountain; as well as he as
eended it. (IB, L.) Akh cites the followin I
words of 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Hemmam Es-Saloolee

A · J 0 , J,*

(., L,) as meaning I descendinwj, or going down
at one time., througlh the countices, and [anothei
tinme] ascending, or going u/): tlthis, says IB, ih
what indutced Akh to explain . -ans he has done;
hItt it presents no proof, because ~ l has two
contr. significations, that of b"t and that ol
,1 !: and accord. to AZ, by I the poet
menis I ascending, or going u/p, to ligh places;
and by ,1, the contrary. (L.)- ,. 1 also
signtifies lie advanced towards another. (L.) -
And Hra went far; syn. ^.1. (yam p. 2.) _
And )al ~ o.~l . He exerted himsef velhe-
iently in running. (L.) ~.1l as trans.: see

2, in two lplaces. - .~1 She (a camel) became
s*ch as is ter;'wd i_a- [q. v.]. (S, L, g.) 
And ._ , ($, L, 1,) tnd t ,
[probably imperfectly transcribed for t .,]
(L,) I made the sloe-camel to be, or become, such
as is termed S.. (IA9r, ., L, J.)

5. ,_.a, and its var. 1a.l: see 1, in two
I,laces: -and see also 4. ,.A 1 -a - The
breath pamed forth with di.fficulty. (L.) -
;_c3 (., A, g) and "~t,s (A, g) It (a
thing, ., g, or an affair, A) vas, or became,
difficult, or distresing, to himn; it distresued, or
qnlhicted, h,n: (A'Obeyd, $, A, 1] :) from 's.,
as signifying "'a mountain-road difficult of ascent:"
(A'Obeyd :) or from 11., as the name of "a
certain mountain in llell." (TA.)

6. .~W, and its var. , at l: see 1: and
see also 5.

8. aI.,a and its var. .. : see 1, in two
places.

10. ;;.1al: see 2.. . 1joil _ -a.-l lie
plcbked or gathered, the fruit of thle .01; to eat.
(TA in art.,.)

'; .. s ....,~: ace Jo.

a: ,.~ : see ._o., in two places._ -,. .1.s
ny A vehemnent, severe, ,igorous, or grievous, punish-
*l ment; (S,A,g;) i. c. . j: (TA:) or a
kh distressing, or an afflicting, punial,ent, (B(! and
d, Jel in lxxii. 17,) that shall overcome the stf-
hFe ferer thereof, thile latter word being an inf. n. used
id as an epithet. (TA.)

n' ~ an inf. n· of . [q. v.]. (Ham p. 407.)inf n··
ig [Hence,] 1t ,. .JI ,4A [Tle arronw went

.;upNards]. (A.) And l ..:jwl L.,;d

This plant increases in light. (S.) And ,
i l~ : see i.a.o. And V .- ; [used by

poetic license for o O ], said of a tlhing
falling, i. e. From above; from a higler place.

bt (Ham p. 34o.) - Also a pl. of ao: and of
e ,t'Y?. (8, L, 8.) o -,., thus, with two dam-
a meils, is also the name of A certain tree firom

which pitch is meltedforth. (L.)

a .. A high, or an elevatel, piece of land or
g round; contr. of L4. (Mgh in art. ·. )
And -..~ is said to be a proper name for The
eaQth. (Ham p. 22.) -_ And A she-a.m: (L,

:) or a long-backed she-aU: (L:) or long [in
the back], applied to a she-ass as an epithet, and

r therefore the pl. is j,o.~, with the t quiescent.

; (Ham p. 385.) And . , $ 4 Wilt asss: (S, 1

] :) said to be so called from ;'.~ meaning as 
expl. above; and if this be correct, it is like the 
appcllationyll .1s,: (.Ham p. 22:) or as being 

t likened to tilhe women [or rather woman (as will 
be shown in what follows)] termed Lam.o; and in l
like manner, SOm ... )l: (.Har p. 471:) the i
rel. n. [applied to a single wild am] is V 1bvl,, ,
(S, L, K,) irregularly formed: tlms in tlhe saying a
of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

[And ie shot, and made a far-Jfying arrow to 
reach a wild as in tle fJlnh, and the ribs encl l 9g
it]. (.s, L.) _- And A pear, or spear-shaf; t)
syn. ;WJ: (L :) a spear-shaft (;W) straight by its P
growth, (S, L, ],) not requiring to be st'aight- (E
ened: (?, L:) and a kind of It [or boad-hwaded a
dart], which is smaller than a (..: (L:) or
[simply] an al: (1, TA:) [in the C aiJi: and] A
in some copies of the I 4: l, which is a mis-
transcription: (TA:) pl. ;a. and .!$.'~I; (L;) tnA
the latter with fet-t to the because it is a ai
subst. (yam p. 385.) One says, 1.a.l,. 1;jU p?
i. e. [Thcy thrust, or pierced, one another] wvith vo
the sipars. (A.) - [Hence,] + .A oP
girl, or young aomnan, straight in figure, (A, L,) b
like a spear, or stear./aft : (L :) pl. ;.l'.. M '(', b,
the latter word with the , quiescent, (A, L,) yo
because it is an epithet. (L.) 

$,~ : Wsee .7, last sentence but one. bj

Jl_~: see .jad;, in two places.

0t7 A sigh, or sighing; a breathing with an is

expresAion of pain, grief, or so'r'o;v: or with
djiffculty: (L:) a long brecathing: (g:) or a
prolonged breathing: ($:) or a lond breathing:
(A:) accord. to some, a breathing emitted
upsardls. (L.) You say, J....Al I3, (L,)

or .1~ .. ,, (A,) and t 1 .o ,.j, (L,) 11e
.siyhed; uttered a sig/ or sighing; or breathed with
an expression of pain, grief, or sorrowv: (L:)[or uttered a prolonged brealthing:] or breathed
loudly. (A.)_ [Hence,] od'. ' .,
(A,) or o:' , (L, [in which the noun is
evidently mistranscribed,]) t Such a one raies his
lewad, and does not stoop it, by ,reaon of lpride :
(A:) or does not ,ai.se hii head nor stool ) it. (L.
[The former explanation seems to be the right.])
- See also j.a, in four places.

;e.sac: see the next paragraph.

;y.o An acclivity; contr. of J, (S, L, I,)
or of VS; (Masb;) and t . is [sy,n. there-
with, being] contr. of ,.: (L:) pl. ~t" and
ia... (., J.) An ascending road: of the fem.
gender: pl. [of pauc.] .~j and [of mult.] .
(L.) A mountain-road dfficult of ascent; ($, A,
L,g;) as also t.Lj, (L, K,) and tI.a.:
(L in art. tb :) a difficult place of ascent. (L in
that art.) [Hcne,] 1 A ertain mountain
in ellU, (L, g, MF,) consitting of fire, Mwhich
te/ unbelierer ti;ll ascnd dturing a er,.iod of
secenty year., after nmi ich w w;ll f.all down it,
and thus he t-ill do) fojr erere: (MF :) it is *f one
'ire coal; the unbelierr' mill be corn,elled to ascend
it, and will be beaten weith SA . [pl. of a ,
q. v.]; and whlenerer he pntits his le upon it, it
nilU dissolve as higlh as the lower mpart of his hip,
andl will then become replacedl whole and sound.
L.) _- [Ience also,] t D.fficnlty, grievousnes,
!istress, afliction, or trouble; (A, L, Mb ;) .as
Iso t.. (L) and t*l& , (;,) or t/ ,
L,) and * Z;. (K.) You say, Isa.~ &; 1l
I made hin, or costrained hin, to dlo a d.ifficult,
rievous, distresing, qfflicting, or troublesome,
hting: (A :) or I imlposed upon hin sch a
unih~,ment. (L.) And t l.. ~-_ ;;b10-J [or t 11?
sec above)] t T77were is a dffi!ult, or distressing,
wcent to lordstip, or mnastery. (A.) And z:-
,tl.~ J13 t A hill diffic,lt to ascend (L.) -
ilso A lshe-camel that brings forth a young one
npelfrfctly foned~, (An, S, .g) afjer six or sren
wontlhs, (As,) anl is muade to take an affcwtion to
/W young one of the preceding year, (A., 8,) or
ul takes an afection to the young one of the
receding year: (s :) or a she-camel rthose young
ne dlies,and which returns to her former young
te, alnd yilds it mill: when she does this, her
ilk is the sweeter: (Lth:) or a she-camel that
iangs forth her young one after its hair has
.own, and then takes an affection to her former
wung one, or to the young one of another: pl.
Stb and ; but this latter pl. is disapproved

Sb. (L.)

,.o. IIigh, or elerated, land or ground: or
/ah, or elevated, laind or ground, above sue as
low, or depresed: or even land or ground:

oA,oo
[Boox I.
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(L:) or ven land or ground, tvithout any trees:
(Lth, L :) or a [desert such as is termed] *o.1).~:
(A:) or the surface of the earth; (Th, Zj, ., A,
Mpb, g ;) wiether it be dust or earth, or other-
wise: Zj says, I know not any difference of
opinion among the lexicologists on this point:
(Mb :) [such is said to be its meaning in the ]ur
iv. 46 and v. 9; and therefore in performing the

act termed *.,;Jl,] a man should strike his hands
upon the surface of thdie earth, and not care whether
there be in that place dust or not: (Zj:) [hence]
one says, U*;; , l )Jl . U .

Ja. l [Thy fame has flown through the near and
the distant regions, and reached the extremity of
the surface of tht earth]: (A:) or ,-!- signifies
the earth, or ground, itself; (IAar, A, L;) as in

the saying ;1. 1;U;, meaning Sit thou upon
the earth, or ground: (A:) or good earth or land:
or earth, or land, not mixed with sand nor with salt
oil: (L:) or dust, or carth, (Fr, 8, L, MQb, K,)

such as is pure, tpon the surface of the ground or
that has come forth from nithin it; thus accord.
to Az in thle Jlur iv. 46 and v. 9, in the opinion
of most of the learned: (Mb :) or only earth con-
taining dust; not applied to a coarse, nor to a
fine, ;;; nor to a coarse ,:&; althoulgh it
be mixed with dust: (Esh-ShAlfi'cc, L:) pl. ,~
and 1.,!0~", (;, L, 1],) the hltter a pl. pl. (Msb,
TA.). And A wide, or an ample, place. (L.)
-And A road, (L, Mob, Ii,) whether wide or
narrow: (L:) pis. as above (L, MHb) and itsf%a

(L.) It issaid in a trad-. :-lele -;j 

i L.. ; S* i. c. Bevare ye of sittivJ in, or
by, the roads, sahe who perfo,mus ti dty roe-
lating thereto: [respecting which duty see er. :]
.1 1 is here the pl. of wihich is pl. of

J,...: or, as some say, it is pl. of t oL~ , which
signifies A court, or an open space, blfore the
door of a house, and the place througlh which men
pass infront of it. (L.) - Also A gr,ave. (AA,
Mlr, L, IL)

Wt' .'g ~ toi $ Verily she (a camel) is
near to cutting her two teeth called the 0j.
(L, TA.)

1O : see SLs .

kztZ, applied to a she-camel, Tall, or long;

syn. ;.R (1.)

0JI JI o;; ; One who climbs the mountain
much or ofen. (TA in art. Li.)

.oL [As,endig, Ic.]._ [tHence,] / -G ,

t A talnc. (A, L.)_And &eL; ,-. [HghA
nobilit. (A.) - [Hence also,] one says, l
1;t,d I i IIt reached such an amount and

upward#: (V, TA:) and ljc . ; .,J
$ Igot itfor a dirAem and upwards; an elliptical
phrase, for 1iM 0 ii ;pg ;i Igot
it for a dirlhe and the price increased upnrrds,
or I. 4.ij ent upwards: you may not say

I,jk, because you do not mean to tell that the
Bk. I.

dirhem with something more made the price, as
when you say ;~tj ' °; but you mention the
lowest price that you offered, and mean that you
then offered more and more. (Sb, L.) And

I,t.i ~ &1 5 - t lIIe read the opening
chapter of the Book [i. e. of the s]ur-.n] and
more is a phrase of the same kind. (L.)

kS,.G rel. n. of I.' , q. v.

'. [A place of ascent: pl. .d;].. One

says .Jla1 #i. 34; and .cjl t [meaning
A station, or post of hionour, to which tlhe ascent
and ascents (lit. the place and places of ascent) is,
and are, distant]. (A.)

.,-~ A high, mountain. (L.) And

*'' -, or j .. ~, A high, or prominent, pubes.
(L.)~Also Beverage, or wine, (],) and vinegar,
(TA,) prqarea ed nith pains by mneans of fire, or

rell boiled, (l' J, , p1, TA,) until it becomes

alteaed inflarour and colour. (TA.)

j,~: see the next preceding paragraph.

;1 " The [role called] J ;, [made in the
fo.rm of a hoolp,] by means of which a man
ascemls palm-trem. (I,* TA.) _ [And A scal-
ing-ladder. -And, accord. to Freytag, A chain
irith which the feet of captices are shackled, to
irevent thchi taking wide stelp: - and ,A clain
upon th .fiwet of rcomen, serving as an ornament:
in relation to which he rtfcrs to Schrader de
vestitu mulicrum lIcbr. p. 123.]

1. J., aor. , (Myb, X~,) inf. n. o; ($, A,
Mgh, Msb, ] ;) and tj;-3; (A, K ;) lie had a
wtr,yess, or distortion, in the cl,eeh, (?,) or in tiw
face, (A, X1,) or in either side [thereof], (6,)
or in the neckc, (Lth, A, Mgll, Mob,) by reason of
inide, (A,) witl a turning of the face on one sile :
(Lth, Mgh, Msb :) [see also 5:] or he (a camel)
had a disorider by reason of rwhich Ath tnisted his
neck, (',) and distorted it. (TA.) You say,

is *-'' .aLs; In Ahis neck, and in his ce/eA,
is a wryness, or distortion, arising friom pride.

(A.) And 3.' ^.. 1 [I will assuredly
straighten thy mnyJness, or distortion, of the neck,

or cheeh]. (A.) And ~.. lJI ;'.; A disease
rwhic made him to twist his neck befell the camel.
(Mgh, TA.) - [See also '.. below.] _ Also
;d, (TX,) in. n. ';, ((, Ti,) lie (a man,
TO) ate ,;I.a, [pl. of'j ' , q. v.], ([,* T.K,)
i. e., gum. (TA.)

2. .. lHe caused him to hare a rytjness, or
distortion, in the neck, and a turning of the face
on one side, by sotnething smiting or befalling him.
(Msb.) .- ..o , (inf. n. J, g,) and

t ,t, (B, A, Myb, ].,) and t a~l, (1,) lce
turned away his cheek (S, A, Mqb) from the
people, (Myb,) by reason of pride (, A, MBb)
and dislike; ($, Msb;) he turned away his chleek
from looking toward. the people, by reason of
contemplt a,iting from pride. (_.) It is said in
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the Bur [xsxi. 17], I & -U i 'S, (Mgh,

TA,) and accord. to one reading, ,t L , (TA,)
meaning, And turn thou not aray from peop
through pride. (Fr, Aboo-Is-b]k, Mgh.) [See
also 5.]

3 and 4: see 2; the former in two places.

5. -;3 and R,3 He distorted Ais chek by
reason of~prid. (Sgh, TA.) See also 1.

6: see what next precedes.

9. 0j .1 ;,.1l The canwels wnt a vehement
pace: or became disrsd. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. o..,a (. , ( ,) inf. n. oaja, (TA,)
He madeit round: ($, :) hA rolled it. (TA.)

[See in.]

R. Q. 2 . j It became round: ($, g:) it
rolled. (TA.)

R. Q. 3. ~a·!, and Ol!' (1g,) in which
latter the Ci is incorporated into the j, (TA,) HIe
(being beaten or struck) writhed, (TA,) and
turned round by reason of pain, in his place, and
became contracted. :(I, TA.)

Ja inf. n. of lq. v.]. - Tho saying .st )l 
J11 is expl. as meaning In [the case of] tha

distorting of the face [the whole bloodwit shall be
exacted: as though the verb of which e is the
inf. n. were trans.; but this is obviously a loose
rendering]. (Mgh.) -,e also signifies Pride:
(Mgh :) or the being proud. (TA.)- And
Smallness of the head: (s :) or the being small,
said of a man's head: (g,* TA:) one say, s,

&J., inf. n. ,e, meaning his lhad wat small.
(Tg.)

0;p~ (s, ], &c.) and t*s (?gh, O) Long,
slender, twisted gum: (IC:) or a piece of gum
haring a long and tmisted form: (AZ, $:) and
[gum of the hind called] 1)i that has become con-
crete: (s:) or this is the signification of 4ta,

(;, ]~,) which is the pl. [ofjas~ ], (TA,) accord.
to AA: (S:) or the pl. signifies concrete gum
resembling fingeos: and .j,j is aid to signify
a piece of gum: accord. to Aboo-Nayr, it is lile
a reed-en, and t~ising like a horn: and A.n
says that O. , with J, signifies a small round
piece of gum: (TA:) and the fruit, (I,) or any
fr.uit, (TA,) of a tree that is like (that of, TA)

the Jwl, and iike pepper, and what resembrbes
tlsis, of such as are hard: (8, TA:) or such they
term ,tz.: (TA:) or gum in general: pi.

, ;.r (I.)_- Also, (s,) or j; [only],
(TA,) t A certain substance, yellow, [in the Ck
..j.ol is put forA.al,] thick, tough with [somewhat

of] softness and moisture, that comes forth from
the teat: (J§:) so called by way of comparison:
(TA:) or what is first milked, of biestings: ( :)
or milk that is gummy (t~..), in biestings, before

it becomes clear. (TA.) _ ;3a The little ball
whichl is rolled along by the [kind of beetle

called] J4.. (g, TA.)_b. C t Long .inger..
(TA.)

213
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jae: see the next preceding paragraph.

i, Proud, or haughty: because he declines
with his check, and turns away his face from
people: occurring in a trad.: or the word as there

·e~/ e~~.1 .used is ;j , or ;iLa, accord. to different relaters.
(TA.)

applied to a camel's hump, Great, or
ln,pe, (l, TA,) and round. (TA.) - And .''"
a .

Intensely red. (C.)

~ Obliquity in going or march or course:
(S, 1C:) from.'~ [inf. n. of ']. (S.) ~Also
A mnark made with a hot iron uplon the neck of a
camel: (?:) or of a slw-camel (O) only: (TA:)
a mark of the people of EI-Yemen, only made
uplon a/-camels: (Tedhkirehl of Aboo-'Alee:)
not ulon a camel whet/ier male or femnale, (1,) as
it is said to be by A'Obeyd [and J]. (TA.) J
was lcd into error by a verse of EI-Museiyab (1)
Ibn Alas; wherein he uses the phrase ; ~

£Iip4 ., [lf'ith a swjft he-camel marked with the

Jj..]; (TA;) on hearing which, Tarafeh (O)
Ibn-EI-'Abd (TA) said, ;J.31 j [The
male camel has assumed the characteristic of the
female camel]. (g, TA.) EI-Bedr El-]arifee
nrges that the term s, used by J, includes the
female; and that the mase. epithet [E.] is used
[by the poet] because the male is the more hon-
ourahle, being more hardy, and stronger than the
female: but this demands consideration. (TA.)

~ a llaving a ~n, or distortion, in the
c//ek, (S,) or in theface, (A, V,) or in either aide
[thei.eof], (1,) or in the neck, (A, Myb,) by
re~aon of pride, (A,) with a turning of the face
on one ide: (Mb :) or a eamel having a disorder
b/ reasn of which he twits his neck, (I,) and
distorts it: (TA:) sometimes tlheo being so is
natural (., A, Myb, O) in a man (S, Myb) and in
an ostrich; (., A, Mgh;) and sometimes it is
accidental: (Myb :) pl.ja~. (TA.) -It occurs
in a trmd. as signifying Such as withdraws him-
se.. [from others, through prie]; syn. 1t
· 7;: (, TA: [thought by Ibr D to be a
mistake for &.J lj: but this seems to me
improbable :]) or sach as turns away his face, by
reason of pride: (IAth:) and in another trad. as
signifying such as turm awayfrom tle truth, and
isfaulty. (TA.)

j' , (.,) in the 1 , said to be like s*j,
but the former is the right, as is shown by the
ex. below, (TA,) applied to a night-journey to
water, HIard, or svere. (., (.) A poet says,

0

[And they had peiformed a hard night-journey
to nater]. (., TA.)

pja- [Made round: and simply, round]. A
rAjiz savs,

[Black, like the round grains of pepper]. (S.)

0

[Boox I.

1. o, aor. - and ,, (K,) inf. n. L and
L,A, (TA,) a dial. var. of 'La,d ; and so is

* 1kaaI of ~.l!. (IC, TA.) See art. a~.

4: see what here precedes.

,; i; i. q. v. (Lh, .)

1. i:l,.i ;-~ , ($, O, ,) aor. ', (1.,) inf. n.
aiU , (0, 1,) Thte sky snote thelm with what is
temed 1L [i.e. a thuliderbolt]. (, 0, g.)

[And signifies the same.] - .a is
quasi-pass. of the verb in the phrase above; (Z,
TA in art. j.. ;) signifying He nwas smitten by
a ;'SL; (TA in art. & ;) as also i '; (K

and TA in that art.;) and so o and ". (0

in that art.) - And ;., (S, O, Myb, g,)

aor. ', (Mob, 1],) inf. n. ~, (M#b,) or ;;,
(., O,) or both, and :an, (v1,) and LS, (. ,
O, ]I,) lie (a man, S, 0) s,vooned, or became
insenble, ($, O, Myb, K, TA,) and lost his reason,
(TA,) in consequence of a sound that he heard,
(Mqb, TA,) such as tih vehlement sound of the
fall of a wall or the like or of a part of a nmoun-
tain; (TA;) as also : . (Mqb, TA.-)_ And

v, aor. , inf. n. j. and jb;km, lie (a
man) died. (TA.) :] ~ tJt -5 v 
%o;l )t, in the ]ur [xxxix. 08], means Alnd
thos in the heavens and those upon the earth shall
die: (S, TA:) or shaUl fall don dead, or in a
swoon: (Bd:) or shall lose their reason. (TA.)
-And £bj1 4 ;, inf n. v The wellfell
in ruins, or to pieces; or collapsed. (TA.)
jUa.. [as an inf. n.] signifies The soundling of
thunder: and v-, aor. , inf. n. !t, is said
of a bull, meaning He bellowed, or lowed: (TA:)
and likewise of a man [app. as meaning he bel-
lowed, or roared]. (ISk, TA in art...l.)

4. 3iLI ;:1 Tw ersti, [or thunderbolt]
smote iim. (TA.) - And 'a.~ lIe, or it,
caused him to swoon, or become insensible. (S.)

And He, or it, killed, or slen, him. (TA.)

: see the next paragraph.

a. is an inf. n. of v [q. v.]: (Msb, :)
and primarily signifies A swooning, or becomning
insensible, in consequence of a vwhemeent sound
that one hears; and sometimes, such that one
diet in consequence thereof: - afterwards often
used as meaning Deat.:. (TA.) - [Also] Ve-
/umence of sound or voice: (O, 1 :) and vehemence

of braying of an ass; used in this sense by Ru-
beh; (O,0 TA;) and said by Az to be originally

v ~ Ex,pcting, or looking for, a '~l, [or
thunderbolt]. (Ibn-'AbbAd, O, K.)-Also Snoon-
ing, or becoming insensible; (I, TA;) and so
f d3 .; or the latter signifies dying uddny:
and the former, swooning, or becoming insensibl,
and losing hit reason, in consequence of a sound

that he has heard, such as the rehement sound of
the fall of a wall or thi like or of a part of a
mountain. (TA.) And Dying, or dead. (TA.)

_Also, (K, TA,) or J- a.1 (S, O,) Ve
hertent in voice, (S, 0, 1, TA,) and in braying;
(TA;) applied to an ass. (8, 0, TA.)

'.: see ai' . Also The sound pro-

ceaeingfp.om a aiaL&o [or thu,duerbolt]. (TA.)_

J,s\)l ai".,3I means The first blast [of the lhorn
on the day of resurrection]. (Msb.) _- And
i&;- also signifies AI death. (TA.)

rt. A camel meonre in his mnarrow. (Ibn-
'AbbLd, O.)

irl. [A thunderbolt; i. c.] a th ing deccending
from tlw thunder, that smites tnot anythi,ig but it
alters it and burtn it: (Mb :) orfire that falls
from the ./y, (AZ, S, O, .K,) in rehltnent
thundler : (AZ, S, O :) or.fire that God sends nith
vehement thunder: (TA:) or the ecourge (;'9)
that is in the hand of [the angel n'ho is] the dr/ir
of tie clotutl, and that comes not tipon anything
but it burns it: (0, g:) or a rehenent souul
fr om a thundering iyith nAhich fillx a piece of
fire: or the sound of thunder: (TA:) Wahb
Ibn-Munebbihl, being asked respecting it, whether
it were a tangible thing or fire or wlhat else,
answered that he thought no one knew it except
God: (O, TA:) accord. to some, (TA,) it signi-
fies also the cry, or relwcwett eJy, or shout, [tltat
is an eficient] of punisl,ncnt: (S, O, :) and
death; (0, g ;) so accord. to Kattdell (O, TA)
and Mu.kttil: (TA:) or a cause of deatl: (Zjl
TA:) and any destructice punis/lme nt: (0, ]4:)
and t ii and a,;s., are dial. vars. tllerof:

(TA:) the pl. is ost,. (O, Msl), TA.)

~3'_se: seeCC .

1. Ja, aor. , (K,) inc n. n,, (TA,) .Ic,
or it, 7as, or became, surl as is termed jn and
J I meaning as expl. below; as also Vt tal.
(K, TA.) One says, i·'l t t;Jol meaning
The palnm-tree was, or became, deuler in the head.
(IDrd, O, TA.)

11: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.

JL Small in the head; applied to a man,
(As, S, O,) and to an ostrich; (S, ;) as also
t j.~; (0 ;) and t ' applied to a woman:
(S:) or snmall in the head and long and slender in
the neck; applied to a man: (Sli, TA:) or ;

and its fem. l.o, and 1tja~l and its fem.
t rL~, such as is slender in the head and neck,
of mankind, and of ostriehces, and [in like manner]
of palm-trees: (N,'* TA:) or, accord. to Aq, only
the first is applied to a man, and its fern. (with ;)
to a woman: but IB says that others mention
f s'.. as applied to a woman; and accord. to
this, one applies V jt ! to a man. (TA.) And
" !ii. A palm-tree that is crooked, and
bare in the loer parts of its branches: ($, 0,

1
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S:) or a taUl palm-trye; which is disapproved, as to make it astame that rounded jorm
because often when it is tall it becomes crooked. (Sli, O.)

(IB, TA.) And j t ;. An as that has lost

his wft hair, (S, S,) or his abundant and long yo

hair, (0,) or both. (TA.) And j;. significs 1. , aor. ', He, or it, was slender; and

also Tall, or lmig: (1 :) applied by EI-'Ajjij to a mus small: (IA ar, 1 :) from J~., here following.
mast of a ship as meaning tall, and hamngJ its (TA.)
upper part even, or uniform, with its middle;
not as meaning slender in the lihead. (TA.) A sma U [or bird of the sparrow-

Also, [used as a subst.,] A male ostrich; because hind], (1, TA,) red in the head; (TA;) fern.

small in the head: aid witlh ;, afemale ostrichA. with;: (1 :) or small 'tL [or birds of the
(TA.) et bid~~~~~~~(TA.) ^B~sparrow-kind], thie heads of which are red; n. un.

J x Slenderness. (S, 0.) with l;: (Mb :) or `' signifies a certain bird;
and its pl. is 'ad and .".: (S :) or the pl. (of

*~ , (O, TA,) or ;a , which is preferred .

by Sh, (0,) Smallnesm of the head: (0, TA :) or ;:, M.b) is f. (M b, 0) and ;0., (1, in
~lndernem, and lightnss of the boly. (TA.) the C _,) and the pl. of is -:

some say that i - '1 (TA.
: see what next precedes. som say tat is originally (TA.) 

.Ience, (TA ,) .. a3t A gumcamel smaU in the
,hi, and its fem. l~ : see J~ , in six hen ( , . A he-. ( , . A s intehead. (15.) - And the pl. :1 signifies Jy.i

~~~~~~~~places. [pl. of J-l., q. v.]. (TA.)

Q. 1. 'dg, (0,1,) inf. n. "J.., (TA,) lie 

rendered him poor, or needy. (0, K§.) 1~a. , aor. ; (S, Msb, 1 ;) anda-, aor.:;

ic jJ. lie made the 31,~ [or me~ s cruof d (1;) inf. n. °o, (S, Mb, ,) ofthe former, (S,

bread moistened with broth] to have a head: or M sb, TA,) and ;j;, (1,) also of the former,
he raised it head. (1.) And l (TA,) andi., and CALo, (IAar, S,) which are

lie stretched up the lnrer part of the cameIa both of the latter; (TA; [but Ibr D thlinks that

hum seo at to ma$e eits upr part of ta amer there is no reason for this assertion with respect to

form. (Sh, O.) And i .ts J;.!l tfa The d J A IA;]) [Hle or] it (S, Msb) nw, or becanme,smaU, or little; being the ontr. of., (S,
herb!, or leguminous plants, fattened th camels. .
(Shb, o, ) or of.&&, as also ;lh. [&c.]: (M, 1 :) or ~,

is in body, or corporeal subtance, (JI 6,
Q. 9. .Wa;m lIec as, or bceame, poor, or ... 

Qdy. ( O ie as, orK.) And lIe ad a snr, of [and in years, or age; and a ', with this in. n.,

porerty. (,OKL.S) A[leaffeted to be uch aw i said of a human being, signifies he was a child
t~re (KL.] [.. e aflre tob cwamel s .or in the state of childlood, not having attainea

termed ZJ _ o Tl ca mal-termed .*).to puberty ;] and ;et is in estimnation or ran)
cast, or shed, their Jitr, (9, K, TA,) and, some t. .p.
add, became bare. (TA.) Accord. to Sh, The or dignity (? 1 ~.). (M, S.) -Also p

,cams became dender in their legs in ronsequence inf. n. ju.. and ;'l and s;La. and Cj. and

qf fatness [of the body; app. meaning that their (O ) and fh, (TA,) He was content ,itl

legs became slender in comparison with their ~il baeness, abaement, or ignoniny, (,
bodies]. (TA.) And accord. to As, n. said a .

of a horse, He beam snder, and i and tyranny, or injury: (TA:) or 'a.o is inf. n

oabundant and long hair. (TA.) h of , aor. -, signifying he wa, or became
abundant and n !mair. (TA.)

vile, base, or ignommioum; (?,*Mqb;) and s,
D3" Poor, or needy; (S, O,0, TA;) [a ' d : (Mgh:) or ; signifies th

poor man;] and ISd adds, having no property; being mall, or little, in estimation or rank o

and Az adds, and having no reliance [upon any dignity: (TA:) and you say, ,rtijt ~ L.c 

peron or thing]: (TA:) and a thief, or robber: with m, meaning, became small, or lt
(KL : pl.iWl. 6, O) <>J e1 eanswith .damm, meaning, [he became small, or littk(KL:) pl O.) ait Jhl". means 

~(KL=)pl.J w. (V,O 0.) - & *. in the eyes of men; i.e.,] he lost his reverence, o
014~ [i. e., as expl. voce T.5, Te tAiev, or reverend dignity. (Msb.) [See also 6.] On

sharpers, and paupers, of the Arabs; or the says also, Ihk ' -.;a 4 He, or it, is smaleA.
paupers of the Arabs who practise thieving: than, or too small for, such a thing; syn. i,A
because they act like wolves]. (8, O.) 'Orweh (TA in art. .) And [Sh 
Ibn-El-Ward was called 4J1s)-q ~ because he (TA in art. J.) And oJil p O [She ":~I EWrw cl - bcueh too young to bear offspring]. ( in art. J., &c.
used to collect the poor in a s;c&. [i.e. an . .. . / .t, aor. , means I
enclosure for cattle] and sustain them by means . S

of the plunder that he took. (9,O, [i.e. Ie wa not younger than I, save by
t ~ . ~~ A.~~ .year]. (IAgr, 1.)-And 1.1 ..; e Th

U Z.I A man round in the A ead: (0, sn inclned to setting. (Th, S.)

S, TA:) or, as some say, small in the head. - .
(TA.) And ,i; : applied to a camel's hump, 2. ; , (inf. n. e-- , TA,) He made hin

Such as is as though one rounded its upper part, or it, small, or little; as as t j.1. (8, S
and sretched up its lower part aith the hand so You say, $ifl ?jkol He sewed tihe water-skin [
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J to make it] smalL (9 )- U '

'1A1 He, or it, rendered him [sman, or ltte,
e.,] contemptible, vile, base, or ignomino, [in

the eyes of men:] (A:) and [in like manner] he,
or it, rndered him vile, bae, or igno~ ious,

TA,) or content vith vils~, bamn, aba-

ment, or inominy. (S'.) _- i, .. (TA in

art j*) and 1Z ji *. (? and TA in the same

rt.) [I essened his rank, or dignity]. -p.-
,-I, inf. n. ;& ;'., He changed the noun into tle

diminutireform. (M.b.) This is done for several
purposes: to denote the smallnes of the thling

ignified, in itself; as in the instance of ~ [" a
mall, or little, hose"]: to denote its smallnec
n the eye of the speaker, when it is not small in

tself; as in the saying L*3 1 -1 'o *;
t" the dirhems went, except a small dirhem "]:

o denote nearness; as in the instance of 

~1..I [" a littleo before daybreak "]: to denote
affTection and benevolence; as in the expression

l [" O my littlo (meaning dear) son "]: to
denote the greatness of the thing signified; as in

--- '' y e a r"]
lithe phrase i50m. 4w [" a very severe year ]:
to denote praise; as when a man is described as

'l ic [" a little pastor's-bag filled
with knowledge"]: to denote blame; as in the
xpression ' i,! ["0 thou little transgressor"].

(L, TA.) [The inf. n., 2 ;:-, is also applied to

A diminutive noun itself; as also ' ., l.] -

See also 10.

4: see 2, in two places. _ i,.';1 ;AI The
landprodwcl smallplaints or herbage, (15,) not tall.

(TA.)--.I3' ~i' !j-" [Theiy remaied in the
spring-pasture] in order that they might rear
the younger ones: (O, S: expl. in the former by

~l.~l ,AJ [correctly MjJ,J]: in the C1( and

my MS. copy of the S, by ,M.'l I [whicl

is a manifest mistake].)-- ;.n-j ii't e.. !
S The se-camel uttered her yearning cry to, or

for, her young one, in a low tone, and loudly.
(A.)

6. jA . lHe became small; he shrank, or
became contracted; (0' and TA in art. Jl. ;)
by reason of abasement, (TA ibid.,) or from fear.
(y~am p. 58.) - He became vile, bas, igno-
minious, abject, or contemptible; (1, ° TA;) cane
to nought. (TA.) And ' 91 .ojkW t lic
(lit. his soul or his own self) became of little
importance, by being vile, bas, or ignominious,
to himself, or in his own estimation; (A, Mb ;)
Ahe becamn vilk, base, ignominiousm, abject, or con-
temptible, to himsdf, or in his onn estimnation.
(S,* S,' TA.) - And [He affected, or fei~g ,
abjectness; contr. of .wi~: or] At chdibitedl
abjectnes. (KL.)

10. . .'e counted, atwounted, reckoned,
or steemed, him, or it, small, or little: or vike,

base, or ignominious: syn. - .s: (S., :)

or young~ : as also * "'. (TA.)

'.,; ($, sMb) and w i.&, witl: fet-b, ($, [and
21:3 ·

,r st, ren~ nam mwp 0~, ulr UJ^~9~,
TA,) 

or content mkh v~, km~, ab~

JJ, 

3 6.1 .

um, 

or "Miny. 0P - #ju :J-Jkw (TA in

A. 

j*k) and .j1Z Cj" (? and TA in the same
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so in the l5ur vi. 124,]) or t;lu, with daml
(Mob, [but perhaps there is an omission in r
copy of the Msb aier this word,]) and j.d
(,) Vilss, baseness, abasement, or ignon
niomrneu: (Q, Mob:) so the second word signifi
in the ]5ur vi. 124: (TA:) and tyranny,
oppression, or injury. (f.) One says, L,

0, and V .i0 ,, [Rise thou, notmithstandi
thy vileness, or ignominioutsnes]. (?.) [See al
1, of which it is an inf. n.]

A: see a.a, in two places. [And see 1,
whichl it is an inf. n.]

.,3A.. ,jij Such a one is the last, or younga
of tlrn: (K,1 TA:) and o I i W, an
att 1 J ;.~/a, Such a one is the least, o

youngest, of th, children of his parents: oppoe
to 1... (TA.) And i l lU; I am of t
little-one, or of the young: ( :) said by an Ara
child when he is forbidden to play. (TA.)

B: see*;.
· a. ..

ami: seej .:_ and'i..

*o Small, or little; (1,1;) [in body, or cor
poreal substance: and in estimation or rank o
dignity; as is implied in the K: and in yea,'s, o
age; a youngling; a young one of any female
and of a tree and the like: applied to a humai
being, a child ; i. e., one whko hasu not attained t&
,uober'ty: opposed to .i:] as also 1;1" (S, g;

and t .,~ (V) and t.i.: (Mob in art...b :
fem. with ;: (Mob :) pl. maso. ;ji and ',
(a form used in poetry, ?,) and V ri , ($, ,)
or tlhe last is [correctly speaking] a quasi-pi. n.:
(TA:) and pl. fem.;l i, but not5'ii. when used
as an epithet: (Meb :) the dim. of;ok is t.
and .tW., (Sb, ],) the latter anomalous. (1;A.)

You aly, ;JI t the° j; andldJl I; [le
is small, or little, in rank, or dignity; as also
.Jtl S.; and in knowledge.] (A.) And 4.r

_~j~~ ;>, °.MWI T7e peolel came: [the
small in rank or dignity, of thlem, and the great
therein, of them : or] thos of no rank or dignity,
and those of rank or dignity. (Mob.) [See also
0 -]

Ijpe, [a subst. from teA.o, made such by the
affix 5,] applied to a sin, [signifying A small or
little, sin,] has for its pl. J4,.'~ and [more com-
monly] 5ti.; being, when thus applied, a subst.
(MNb.) [Soe ob:.]

j.A and ,j . dims. of 1 .', q. v.

.~Lt In a state of vilenes, abasment, igno-
minioluness, aljectntee, or contemnpt: (Mb :) or
content wvith vileawns, abasement, or ignominy,
(I,) and tyrtnny, or injury. ($, A, TA.) [See

also [ al o 

$&.Z [Smaller, or less; and smallest, or least;

m, in body, or corporeal substance; and in estimat
my or rank or dignity; and in years, or age]:
. , Myb, g :) fern. t.q -*'-: (S, Mgb :) pl. masc.j.te. ,S
fi- (Sb, S, ]0) and ;"l'l., (M, K,) though the sir
or is not of the nouns which regularly add; to 
or pl., and it is added in this case because the sit

resembles in form 'i of whicllh c. is a
s (I8d,)and W j L (Sb, S:)and p. fem.(
so S, Mob) and .l" : (Mob :) but Sb says, y,

do not say* $, , nor ,ol .;., except wi
of the article Jl: and he adds, we have heard t

Arabs says, /l'Jl [perhaps miswritten 
st, ikLol]*;and ifyou please,you maysay .s'j- 

ad (S~.)._ .l1' [lit. The tvo less, or least, things
or means t the Ieart and the tongue. (K.) It
ed said in a prov., &i.lp. l.pJI, meaning, t 7T

h man obtains power over thiings, and manag
ab them thoroughly, by means of his heart and h

tongue. (ISk, TA. [See Har p. 446.])- S
also ~.'.
aho.. ...
;,a t.a jI Land having small plants or heri

age, not grown tall. (ISk, S, K.)

'"",. , o. see e, in art.,.
r- ;jjyd.:)
Dr , ..-

ar £l,a.a: seeo0

m and .o
1. L, aor. ; (s, Mb, 1 M ;) and [

) aor.] ,., (S, TA, and so in some copies of tli,
) ,)or u~..; (Msb, and so in some copies o

the ], and in the M, but it is said in the TA tha
it is correctly is', with kesr, as in the ~;
inf. n..u.; ($, Myb, K;) and ., aor. UIl'
inf n. lI and O.'; ($, Mb,K;) lie, or it
inclined, (, Msb, g, TA,) .,L. Jl [to th
thing], (TA,) or 1.4 jl [to such a thing]
(Mb :) or they signify [sometimes, for the meaning
expl. above is unquestionably correct, and is that
which is predominant,] hw (a man, TA) lihad an
inclining of his tl [here app. meaning tlhe
mouth or the part below' tle mouth]; (g,TA;)
or of onte oqf his lils; thus correctly, as in the M
and A; 4. in [some of] the copies of the 1
[and & in others] being a mistake for :A.

(TA.) You say, &.1 ,1 -. ,.o His ear in-
clined to hitn, or it. (TA.) And hence, in the
]5ur [lxvi. 4], ""3MiJ LU [For the heartJ
of you two have incline to that which is not
right]. (M§b.) And 1 ; ,, (M, Mb,)
and .11, (],) The stars, and the sun, inclined
to setting. ($, Mb, g.) And .jl . The
man inclined, or leaned, on one side: or bent, or
bowed, himself upon his bow. (TA.) And 

9, UC 9, .M$ ,. inf. n. Li.o, [as though meaning He
inclined to set hinself against the people or party,]
is said of one whlcn his love, or affection, is with
such as are not of the said people, or party.
(TA.) - And , aor. jLN, (15, TA,) inf. n.
t agreeably with the i and M, accord. to the

[Boox I.
tion copies of the K, erroneously, &., (TA,) and
G( :K.(, ( T, TA,) He inclned and gare ear, or

kl hearke,ed, or listened. (K. [See also the next
ng. paragraph.])
the

4. "lil ,i..l Ile inclined the tcssl: (,i Myb,
1 :) or e turned tles ecssel ulpon its side, in order

, thntt wlutt was in it might collect togetherl. (M,
TA.) - [IIence,] e j~i i Ubl t Sttrh a one

rol perished, or died. (Er-Raiglib, TA.) And Ji.I
ic ;f t[lsq. q. o. .i l expl. in what follows:

(see also o :) or] h e dtraeted lf,mh; rllutn-
for tion; .slnlte evi of him; or slanrtered hItm. (Z,
1. TA.) ~L osi.., (A, TA,) or *`J, (K,) means

st,] t lIe diminitxlshed to him, im,,i.ed to Aim, or
is dtefr,,,dedl hi,,, of a port;ion of, (Z, K, TA,) his
,c rig'ht or due, (Z, TA,) or the thing. (.K.) _ You
e say also, .l ;D1Ol, and LSm~ , I inclined mj
ids head, and my ear. (ylb.) And .j .iU.ol, (,

cc .,) or . , i.1 L*.ol, (M, TA,) lHe inclined
his ear to him. (.S, M, K.) And S..Il, alone,
IIe gave ear, hearhened, or listenedl. (K. [See
also 1, last explanation.]) And iJiI 1 Tlcw

sme-camel inclinted he halad ton,aryx tlh J. [or
sa(lle], (S, 1, TA,) in some copies of the S

t i11 J! [toward, J thle an], (TA,) as though
.she Leree listening to a thing: (S, K:) this shle
does when the saddle is bound upon her. (S.)

li' an inf. n. of t [q. v.]: and also [utsed as]
, a sinmple subst. [meaning Inclination]. (TA.)
ec One says, oi.,il [lIe vectijied.] his inclination.

of (TA.) And ii t ' o and t , and Oi.L,
at i. c. Iris inclination [it witlh t&ee, meaning, is
) agreeable ,vith tline]. (AZ, S, 1K.) In [some of]the copies of the K ;. and ;i. are written
it~ ; red ~," which vould lead the inad-

vertent to imagine these two words to be syn.
e with thle word there next preceding, namely,

': sr as an epithet applied to the sun. (TA.)

t .,vi.o: see the next precedilng paragraph. [I,i
.)-4 '.. , or tI ., is a phrase similar to
c;J. iH, I j, meaning Tlis is thy clwsen, or
special, frjiend or coml)anion: but perhaps post-
clUssical.]

,ii: see t" and . . Also The interior
of a ladle: - and the side of a well: _ and the
part that is folded, or turned orer, of the sides of
a a; [or leathern bucket]: ((, TA:) so in the
M: and its pl. in these senses is fYSi. (TA.)

3..: see I1a , voce ul

[ part. n. of .: fem. l' .: and pl.

t1t-.]_t; means Thoe nio incline to
th/e, (g, TA,) and come to thee, (TA,) in their
cases of need: (15, TA:) or wialOer, of thy
family, come to thee as guests: (TA:) or thos
wlIo incline to thee, of thy companions and rda-
tions: (.Har p. 207:) ISd thinks it to be made
fern. because meaning a ~t . (TA.) 1I"f
a LG )! UG means [Hionour ye sucha a one in
respect of] thowe who incline to htimn, and who
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come to him maeking to obtain wlrat he has. ( p-)-- Pronoun referring to a she-camel]. (M. [One or aor. A, (M, Mgh,) inf n. L and saab butAnd tlljl means The stars that have inclined the other of these two meanings appears to be [ISd says] this latter inf. n. I have notlbeard ex-to stting. (TA.) indicated by what there preoedes this.]) -ept in a phrase mentioned in what follows (M.). -s i a d 'a wa o(..a.. applied to a man, (TA,) i£aring an ( - j ,.I k .(9, ) is said of flesh-meat Hence the saying, '.j Jtq.)l h.. .. '°°

ofg.0 ; (~, x;)or of one (9) [app. meaning It was laid, cut into a strip, '. .indining of the jLi.; (1, TA;) or of one of t/e or into strips, upon the lie coals to broil] and 'va ~ [M womn shall stand in a rank be.( /hind the men in the mosque, and shall not standlips: (~, TA: [see 1:]) fern. ;t,a... (TA.)_.- m .*,)J [in like manner, in the am to 'in a rank with them]. (Mgh.) And hence the
And the fern., applied to a iLLi [or bird of the - '-specie. tefrnmed L], Haviet g an in[liobiri of its, dry] . (.:) for one says of him who has prepared saying of a woman of the desert to her sons,speei tered ~, 1lvingan iclinng o itsflesh-mneat cut into stripe, or oblong pieces, and V ~.0 - L..q ;d' i i.e. -- a
bk,, and oafone flesh-meatcutinto s or oln pie ander] of its mandiblth: and one says dried inethAsun,;.'; and [in like manmy, r- m rithent COye-13dd Ilg. to give intensivenes to the mcan- - nemg k e j (TA.) one says also, ' LJI 0 : (Mob:) or deration, and] do not set youreva jin a rank.ing; like se one says J.' '(A_ Also , ..~,: ,, aor. , inf. n. ~.., meana s he cut (M. [See also 1, in art.i. e. the fern., applied to the sun, Inclining to t " , faorhme into bodie meand hord
aetting. (.) theleak-t eat intobroad lices: (M:) and accord. R. Q. 1. '." ] He journeyed, (;G, 0, and

#.. [A I,ace of inclining, or to !dek to t ISh, ' Lk. " is like .JI, i.e. the cutting so in copies of the ]g,) or became, (Lt, so in the~c/in]e. It is said in a prov ., a a piece of flesh-meat thin, so that it is tran,. CI,) alone in a .Aat.;, or lee tract of land.incline]. It is said in a prov., 1 ~*59*~ll luceznt: (TA in the present art:) or Q A..' .I is a (0, ].) - And He pastared upon the tree*..[The c/itid best knows the place of ininn 1 
.6 -of hi[cheek]: cie.he best know to wh.om hcinin kind of Ci ; i.e. the cutting a piece of flesh- caled J.L;. (0, t=.) - And UL.. [as anA i, clsoc] : i. e. he beet knows to whifn,or sasmpeubt, sinfesTerynshould betake himself, or whither it will profit ,neat thin, so that it is translueent by reason of on. n., or as a simple eubst.,] signifies Th e dryinghim [to go]. (TA. [Sec also Freytag's Arab. it, thinnew, andI then throwing it poni tew live or eql. . of the sparrow, which is calledProv i. 715.]) coals. (TA in art. tA.) [Sec J .]- See Jad (0, I~) in some one or more of the~.-': Inetln.t (Ibm p. 26O·) i One =,rs, " ' b[~, ~dialects. (.0.)· rnZ. Inclin d., · LIam p. 200.) - One says also 8, in threce places. - A, said of a bird, Aor ne [of things]; (KL,

;J~, meaning 1+S,ch a onc is (M, 0, M5b, ](,) aor. ', (M, Meb,) inf. n. ., Ps;) or a even abr,dged, or defrauded, of, aportion of hi, right, (M.b, .K,) It eXtended its ,vi,t.ls in a line, (M,) of any the.rngso: (M:) d a corm frey of pnar
or due: (9, and .Iam pp. 294-600:) because wihenu or it expanded its wings, (0, Mab, i,) in the sky, anthe vessel is inclined, what it will hold becomes and did not mow timn, (M,) or and stru,k [an in a rankM, Ow, or lne (0n g.
deficient. (.Ham.) evident mistake for and did not strike] with t pJ ; (A, M, 0, Mob, .;) and t,e sing.

may also be used in the sense of the pl.; it mayits ide lk he ptieon: (M. b:) such as do so be used either thus in the sense of the pl. or as aAsig. 
ieare 

not to be eaten; (Mb, 
in;) 

as the vulture1. ,1, (9, M, lfgh, 0, Mqb, ],) aor. i, and the hawk: (Msb:) it is said in a trad., sing. in the lur xviii. 40. (0.) Hence, in (Myb, TA,) inf n. .jo, (0, Msb, K, TA,) IIe JL t~ . ,~ J L~ Ji . (0,]C,TA. Sec trad.,.~..A I,p [Make eev your ranks] inst, or placed, or stationed, (§, M, Mgh, O,T.),) ar. ,-.)A., (s,) or of :A.p. (,. _
a company of men, (~, M, Mgh, 0, Myb, ],) in 'a· .. · and s i o [or rank of me]. (M. [See also .h.A.]) Andwar (9, 0, ]) &c., (0, I~,) and a military force, ,,,, (0,) or a hence, (M,) u used in the ]Cur xx. 67,/. q.(TA,) and also [in a similar sense] a thing, (Mqb,) Place in the 0,) and 1 a .; , (0, 1 5,) but t [i.e. A place ofprayer, or a place of prayer onin a rank, or row, or line: (~AZU01, 0, I) btMthsM ioe,A:) latter,or aplerbofisayrofins a rank, or vwm, or line: (9, M, Mgh, O, IS:) latter verb is of weak authority, (0,) ! I put to the occasion of the ~.a, orfatival]; (As, M, 0;)and likewise 1t .A , (TA,) inf. n. u; (1Drd, the hore's saddle a AL. [q. v.]: (9, 0, ], TA:) because the people stand there in ranks: (M:)0, V, TA;) but this has an intensive signification. rand] t H' .a'e, a3.0.1 bA, an kidbo, H ~d o l .ec. a place tvwl people assvmbkt or their.h:(IDrd, O, TA.)--One says aho ofra she-cmel, boast a Aj if,'(1DM, 0, TA.) ,..... One say. also of a she-camel, ,wg a aa.. (M.) (Az, 0 :) or, in that instance, U.. may mean[She Wts her frM legs : see above, first sentence: _i ain.and also in the as s [ie. s d in ranks], (As, M, O)aenld, /id# by aide, not putting. one of them in latter half of the paragraph. as a denotative of state. (M.) - And A pair ofadvance of the other, U if about to go onward, *A I M [app., as sems to be indicated,
on tah occasion of being milked]. (9, M, ,0,0,n.~ e dabe so ,iTemj fought them in rank; theyj de i that are milking of a came] ; be.arSe alo.] And [in like manner] one says., out in a rank a~inst tihm [in jjlit]. (MA.) - -- ' cause they are put together. (M.) ~ Also A

[Andapp. onesaysalso ,hG meaning He hAdthe c ta in ~ aMt ditA whch the teth am
,...1. 1 C [The camne#a set their legs in ', rhitened. (0.)an aven aL ~~~~~~~Of /tis kiouw om against, or facingj, Aii 0.~,an even row]. (9, O.) - And of a she-camel (anotheis) hous oer aga o a ,s An appertenane of a htous, (_, Mgh, 0,

one says abe, ~ bJ~ ~ t--.I,dl [U 
1,; ~~~& 1~.as , - (otes)n..Se Ja ,,&, below.]one say. also, ... [M.. [ Mb, I~, [in none of which is it explained,]) or of4: see 1, last sentence. a building [here used in a po*t-thoug m/ e/anin s/~/ snfd&~ ea usaf om of thlie aabun -her milk when she is milled],ubeause of the abun- 6: see 8. - One says also .4 I~t.a3 n'y/ clnical sense, as meaning a kind of estibule, or

dance of her milk. ffl, 0, V*.) And 'C' h.Aa~ colcted thmselves together in a rank, or row, or poIrtco, for shade and shelter, oenr infront], with
t~,, or lane, again him. (M, TA.) And ;l I a long roof or celng; (Lth, TA;) the 4 of a

eomine two miil&in-m~, or thre, at one They coll themsele togethr at the rater; building [app. meaning what is above des~ibed];g; J.maniger ng o . J: like asone says _ 4, (M0;) i ( and Mab and in art.m///d ; (C,eM, 0 ;'1) h,JI meaning her bein mj mailed into two milking-vessels, or three, (~, 0, e.~ and 4.0 ., and ,i, Jo.4, and ., .,:) [see 'a&zand nd se also :] and i. q.
J ,Pso as to combine then. (9, 0. [In the Cl, (L4, TA.) 'JJ~ [i. e. a roof, or coveing, for shade andCie.l) is a misake for I.&l J/4D And a ~o sheltr, omr the door of a house; or exteulingrijiz, cited by AZ, mys, referring to a she-camel, JM-) The stood in, (Mgh, 0, / d,) or from a h~ to anothr h~ oppodte; like4.0, ,beame, (MJ[or set, placed, or stationed, them- *.a,. .'~ · selv n,]a rak,orr'ow,orline; (, M, Mgh, I.i~and 'm-]:(M:) [for the meaning assigned

Myb ;') or ranks, or rows, or lines; (0, ~ ;) U to it by Golfus as from the Q, and by Freytag an[Sh thee n-Wk -a lso ?.n#(M, O, V; being expl. from the ] and Q, (" wcammrn dicubitorinm,· illng]. (9, o.) One say. also l, ,, i.e. t". %.,i.. ben fereex lapidius structum,") I find no authborityfapp. meaning He ilked her into two ows/m, or in the 0 and ] by Ltii; in the CId, in any Arabic work: in Egypt, it is applied to athree, at one m,ilking or into two bowl; the neously,.;]-l;])andso?l 5 ,(MsMgh, M9b,) sh o yf marabl or of commo toe, about fiour
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feet high, supported by two or more arclcs, or by
a ingle arch, figured and described in the Intro-
duction to my work on the Modern Egyptians;
this being app. so called because resembling in
form, though not in size, a porch:] the pl. is

j_U (s, 0, Myb, K) and Ji and ;Al.

(Mg6.) aIl J5;l [The people of the ] was

an appellation applied to certain persons who were
the guests of El-Isldm, [i. e. supported by the
charity of the Muslims,] (0, 1, TA,) consisting
of poor refugees, and houseless men, (TA,) 1Vw

passed the nilght in the aL' of the mosque of the

Prophet [in El-Mcdeeneh], vhich was a covered
place, an appertenance of the mosque, (0, P,
TA,) roefed over with palmticks; (Hlar p. 3 79 ;
[where sec more;]) thither thej resorted for
lodging; and sometimes they were fem, and some-

times they nwere many: [SM says,] I hae drawn
up a list of their names, in a tract, to the number
of ninety-tao, (TA in the present art.,) or nincty-

three. (TA vooe u l.) [ISd says,]. ,AJ

a JI [Tlh punishment of the day of the U,] is

the same as a1.3 . 1.4 [mentioned in the

15ur xxvi. 189]: (M, TA:) Lth says that the
former was a day on nhich a certain people di.-
obeyed their apostle, wherefore God sent upon
them heat and clouds which opread them, so

that they perished: and Az says that it is not the
same as that mentioned in the 15ur, and that he

knew not what is meant by "1 ,j .u.: (0,
(TA:) it seems, however, that both mean the

same, as ia; and iCll are one in meaning.0,
(TA.) - Also t An appertenance of the 

[or horsm's saddle]; (S, M, IAth, Mgh, 0, 1,
TA;) like the [q. v. in art. j.aj] of the Jsi

[or camners saddle]; (IAth, L, TA;*) the thing

with which it is covered, between ttes

wvhich are its fore part and it hinde r pLart:
(Mgh :) or, (M, TA,) as also of the 1 ), (M,)

the thing that compries within it (r3o) the [two

pieces of wood caUed the] (jO, and gthe [tow pads,

or stsffed things, cald the] ell, above them and

beneath tihem: (M, TA:) pl. JL; ($, M, 0,10)

and JPo, the latter mentioned by Sb. (M.)-

Also S A long period (ten j) of time. (0, K,

TA.) So in the saying, [i a, ; S.Ha [We.

lired, or have lived, a long period of timej. (0,
TA.) - And t The quantity of grain that is put
upon the palm of the hand: occurring in as to nmrad.

three Aa [I became so that I possased not tia
quantity of grain that might be put on the palm

of the land, nor a morsel offood]; !uI meaning

IitI. (TA.)

Ju A thing that a man twears beneath the
oat of mail (Ibn-'AbbAd, 0, 1) in Ithe day oj

battle. (Ibn-'Abbad, O.)

ti A she-camel that yield a row of bowl

of shera milkh (in th .1J NL r $, 0, 10 t wher

she ia milked, ($, 0,) because of the abundance oj
her milk: (s , 0, 15]:) orfor wThich two emlj ars

set side by side (i), and which fiUl them:
(y[am p. 535:) or that sets her fore legs irenly,

aide by side, (Q4> i [see 1,]) on the occasion
of being milked. (, M, 0, 1].) [See an ex. in a

verse cited voce J14. And see also J,L.]

~ Flesh-mat (S, M) such as has been laid,

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ro

cut into a st7ip, or into strips, ( o, S,1, and

the like in the M and 0, or ...L, ' Mgh,)

upon the lity coals (S, Mgh, 0, 1) to broil (S,
Mgh, 1O) or to becom, thoroughly cooked, (0,) or
upon the pebblese, and then roase, or broiled,
(M,) or in the sun, to dry: (0, 15:) or flesh-
meat cut into strips, or oblong pices, and dried
in the sn, (M,* Mgh, Msb,) or, as Lth says, nnd
in like manner Ks, spread in the sun s[to dryi,]:

(Mgh :) orfle/-meat cut into broad slices: (M :)
or, accord. to Khiilid Ibn-Jembeh, flesh-meat cut

into slices, not in the manner of ,., but made

broad, like cakes of bread [wvhichli are generlly
about a span, or somewhat less, in width, round
and fiat]: j(TA:) [oy -'tt thin so as to be translu-
cent (see 1, latter half:)] or flesh-meat made
to boil once, and then taken up [from the fire].
(M.)

i;,Aw .1 1,
ae&l The Z,oh: so called in relation to those

called "I j,l. (TA. (See art. j.,,.])

3t [originally ,il, act. part. n. of J.A,

q. v.]. JL. and [its pl.] it., are epithets
applied to camels [as meaning &etting thteir legs

in an ewn row], from ,:; (S, 0 :) [or]
JI 5 . (in the lur xxii. 37, 0, 1K) mcans aid
[i. e. set in a row], (M, 0, 1, TA,) to be

slaughtered; (M, TA;) of the measure J1. in

the sense of the measure J1 [thus in the 0, and

also (probably copied therefrom) in the copies of

the ]C; but correctly 0).li]: or it means iZ

[i. e. standing in a row]: (0, K:) or, as related

by I'Ab, it is jl. (TA.) In the phrase
5 1 a '10, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1 

., i tl,.i'. in the ]Kur [xxxvii. 1], by :sUtl.Ji

are meant The ange standing in ranks in
Heaven, glorifying God. (M,0, 0, .) - Applied
to a bird, it means Epanding its wings and not
moving [or flapping] twhem [in its flight]: opposed

,to Jl. (M and TA in art. J-.)

A level, or an een, tract of land or
, gronnd: (S, 0, Msb, . :) thus expl. by AA, and
t by MujaIhid, as used in the Kur xx. 106: by

othera as meaning smooth: accord. to Fr, havling
in it no herbage: and accord. to IAar, bald: pl.

c .¶i.: (TA:) or !#;l'I,., signifies a

mnwoth, and level, or even, land; and so, accord.
to IJ, [the fem.] i .. (M.) Also, (M,) or

;ak._* [app. as an epithet in which the quality
of a subst. is predominant], (TA,) A desert, or
w raterless desert; syn. SW; 5M, TA;) from

f IDrd. (TA.) - And The J. [i. e. ridge, or
brow, or ledge,] of a mountain. (Ibn-'Abbid,

O,g .)
?A.la; The sparronw, (IDrd, 0, .K,) in some

one or more of the dialects. (IDrd, 0.)

e Lo- [fem. of J ,, q. v. ~ Also] i. q.

i. .L [n. un. of l. '., q. v., i. e., A nsA of the

hind of food thus caled]; (AA, 0, ;) as ao

t i., (O,B ,) which is of the dial. of

Tha4eef. (O.) And A certain insect (.j,
Ltl,, M, 0), by the Persians (.I ) called th

a.L. [i. c. wteevil]: (Lth, O :) a word adven-

titious to the Arabic language. (Ltll, M, O.)

ijLaO. The tree called : ( M, 0, , g :)

[accord. to modern usage, the latter is the salix
Aegyptia of Linn.: (Forskll's Flora Aegypt.
Arab., p. lxxvi., and Dclile's Florim Aegpyt.
Illustr., no 934:) and the J.A;rL accord. to
ForskNl, ibid., is the salix Babylonica; or this

is called '.. j LA-O: (Delile, no. 932:) and

another species of salix is called in Egypt J.iL.

.ki: (Forskl, ibid; and Delilc, no. 033:)] or

so in the dial. of Syria: (1M, Msb :) or a hind of

tree If ,!i,. thle i j. is a species: (. in art.

:) n. un. with ;. (M, O, 1.)

Uii.RA: see k;a;. s Also n. un. of J..

[q. v.]. (M, O, g.)
.a.

An.. A station, (S, Msh,) or place where
ranks are draon uj, (0, K,) in war, or battle:

(8, O, Msb :) pl. ,AW*. (S, O, Msb, )

~r ; & Ile is the person who,e a,i [of his

Ahoue] is orer against, or facing, my il.

(IDrd, O, 1.)

1. M h, (Mgh, Mb, l,*) aor. :, (1,)

inf. n. Cl, (TA,) properly signifying IIe t,rned

towardc [or from] him, or it, the '~. [i. c.
side] of his face, (Mgh,) means he turned away
from, (Mgh, Msb, 1K,*) and left, (Msb, 1,) him,
or it, (Mgh, M]b,) i.e. [a man, or] an affair.

(Msb.) And ;c. ,L ,4 I tuined away
from him and lkft hiin; (S, TA;)i. e. a man: (TA:)

.i.; being here an inf. n., and tlherefore in the

accus. case, as in the phrase L,4 .; or it
is in the accus. case as an adv. n., and the meaning
is I turned away fiom him aside. (Har p. 434.
[See also, in art. ,.r,b, a similar phrase in the
.Kur xliii. 4, cited here in the TA, and in lar

ubi supr.]) - And 2 , (S, A, 15, TA,)

nor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) means [also] He
turned awayfrom his crime, sin, fault, or offence:
(, A, TA:) or he ,forgave him. (1, TA.) And
lj' ,.' s c 0 .o I turned away from the

crizme, sin, &c., of such a one, and did not punish

him for it: (TA:) or .JJ XJ .. O, aor. and

inf. n. as above, I forgavo the crime, sin, &c.
r (M.sb.) - And & a. L, (1, TA,) aor. as above,

(TA,) inf. n. i., said of a she-camel, (1g, TA,)
and of a ewe, or she-goat, (TA,) [She ceased to

yield her milk;] her milk nwnt awoay. (1K, TA.)

- as a trans. verb: see 5, in five places. -

And see 2. - Also, aor. , inf. n. l, e (a

dog) spread forth, or stretclud out, his fore legs:
a r4jiz says,
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[AsI the spradingforth of hiJfore legs, to, orfor,

a bone; I mean a dog]; W.t being put in the

accus. cae as an explicative: or he here uses an

inverion; meaning !4l (L.) -

And _ or -izl A-L; (V,;) and

? .LIsl, (s;,) or 1AJt, 1 ; (TA;) lle

struck him with the side, or flat, of the sword,

(d..ja¢, TA, or a $,1I,) [i. e. with its

or 5', or n, not with its edge. (TA.) _

And , (,IAth, ]g, TA,)aor. Z, inf.n. o

(TA;) and V s_ A 1, (S, I, TA,) in£ n. cl

(TA;) He turned him back, or sent him away;

namely, a person asking, or begging; ($, IC, TA;)

he ref~ued his request: (IAth, TA:) and e....L.

4l. *tC0 and " V !_." He refused him thte

thing that he wanted (TA.) - And 6A.L also

signifies He gawe to him. (IAth, TA.) [Thus it

has two contr. meanings.] - Also He gave him
to drink any kind of beverage (Ii, TA) and at

any time. (TA.) - And JIJI J,0i 1 &

He made the camels to pas by the watering-

trough; [app. watering them;] syn. W.Ls 1.

(8,J6-) 

a. EL, (IC,) inf. n. H, (v,) He made a

thing wide, or broad; (S,I ;) as also

(V.;) [and* C L;]W One says of a

sword, , inf. n. as above, It was made broad,

or wide, and lengthened out, in the forging.

(I Aqr, S, TA.) _ CeL3 is also syn. with j5 A.3,

($, Mb, K,) meaning The clalpping with thc

hands. ($, IAth, TA.) One says, 'd*"

and ,L [He clapped with his hands]; (A, TA ;'
he struck one of his hands upon the other.

(Mgh:) or he struck with the otier side of the

rigat hand upon the inner side of the left hand.

(0 in art. jL..) [Golius gives e in this

sense, erroneously, as from the $; and Freytag,

this form as well as &AL.] And it is said in s

trad., ;I; 1ljl;l J, or, We

some relate it, 0L;..JI instead of c JI, [Tlu

saying K; is for men, and the clapping

with the hands is for women;] (?,Mgh, TA;

i. e., when the Imam is inadvertent, the persor
whom he leads should, if a man, rouse him by

saying 4f l e"; and if a woman, should clal

with her hands, instead of speaking. (IAth, TA.'

3. I*.iL; signifies The taking by the hand,
(?, A, ];;) as also V 41 ; (A ;) or the latter hE

a like meaning: ($ :4) or the former signifie

[the joining hands; i. e.] the putting the hand [o,

one] in the hand [of another] in meeting anc
saluting: (ylam p. 802:) or the making the paln

of the hand. to cleave to [tlat of] the hand [o

another], and turning face to face. (L.) Yoi

say, oe.4 He took him by his hand. (A.

And : i, inf n. as above [and l ]

applied my hand to his hand; (Msb;) or I pu
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the palm of my hand upon the palm of his hand. 1

(TA.) - And ILli. ' i He met himN turnling 

tovards him thue .L [or side] of his face: [

(TA:) or he met him faca to face; i. q. Il;: (

(TA in art. ",Lo:) [and] he met him suddenly, [i

or unexpectedly. (yqam p. 802.) tI

4. AL.A.l: sec 1, latter part, in three places: [
and see also 2. Also HIe inverted it, or

revcrsed it, (Ibn-Buzurj, K,) namely, a sword;

like QCL [q. v.]. (Ibn-Buzurj.) 

6. ;A.0.; lIc examined its zjt%.& [or sides]; t

i. e. a thing's: (S:) or /h considered it carefidly, (
or attentively, and xczamined its ;1L. (A, [

Mgh.) And '1I .. _- I turned over, orD

examined, th ;e , meaning pages, of tle r

boohk; as also t ? , inf. n. : (Msb:) and a

a.;-- .l j ?J.- V I zexamined the leavers of

the _ a f [i. e. volume, or book, or copy of te It

Kur-dn,] one by one. (0, KC.) And t 

(Lth, A,) and VA , (Lth, O, Mqb, V,) He

looked at the people, seeking for a particular

man: (Lth:) or he examined the states, or con-

ditions, of the people, and looked among them, to
ascertain whethur suck a one was to be saeen: (A;

in explanation of the former:) or he made .the
people to pass before him, and examined them, one
by one: (0, X ; in explanation of the latter:) or

he belteld [or looked at] the ;itA. [or sides] of

thelufaces of the peopl. (Msb.) And e 4 ;

. JHe examined carefUlly, or attentiely, the

faces of the pcople, looking at their (the people's)

ex ternal appearances and forms, and seching to
make lhimeyf acquainted pi th tleir cases: and he

looked at thefaces of.the people, seeking to know

them; as also 1a.L. (Lth, TA.) And 5
c ",31, (A, TA,) ands1 u. 1 (,C TA,) and

s > ?1 t , (TA,) and p 1 ) a-, (g,

TA,) He looked into the affair, or case. (,
TA.)

8. t.jL;5 They took each the other's hand.

s(Tl.) See also 3. - Hence, icjU_ll . WJ*b* J
e tTlu closing tojetlUer of tlw eyclids. ({ar p.

9 364.)

10. ; l lIe asked him, or begged

him, to forgire his crime, sin, fault, or ojfince.
(L, TA.)

) ro, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, g,) of a thing, (S,

A, Mgh,) or of anything; (Msb;) and a .L,
(S, A, Mgh, Msb,) of a thing, (Mglh,) or of any-
thing; (S, A, Mb ;) The side; or lateral, or out-

wvard, part or portion; syn. of the former ae_;

d (S, A;) or of the same, (1X,) or of the latter, (S,

A,) or of each, (Mgh, Msb,) 1t;.: (S, A, Mgh,

f M§b,lg:) and both signify also the'face, or
U surface, or front, of a thing: (Mgh:) pl. [of the

) former tl a, as below, and] of the latter iIaL.

I (Msb.) s:3l l_.o signifies The two sides of

t the thing; syn. ;.y (TA.) And 3 l 

e ~ ~ ~ ~5

'hc silde of lthe human being; (S, 0, O ;) as also

·£... (O.) And hence, !o ' :, n Js'
lie prayed towards the side oj his caamel.

Mgh.) And 5 andt signify The j

i. e. side] (S, 0, and X( accord. to the TA, but in

he CXC and in my MS. copy of the X ,
which in this instance I think a mistake,]) of the

ice -(., O, g:) and so of a sword; (K, TA; [in

he former of which, in art. ,~, the yo~ of a

word is said to be its 5 ;]) or the o,b [i.e.

breadth, or width,] (S, O, Mib, and so accord. to

he Cg and my MS. copy of the .K,) of a sword;

(, O, Msb, ];) i. e. contr. of J,; (Msb;)
,but it may be well rendered its side, or its flat,

bnd so $. · , for SM says that] %.a-J. 1 C uig-

nifies the twofaces, or surfaces, oftiw swordt: (TA:)

me says, .A) and

~j () [lHe looked towards him with the side

of his face turned towards him] and * ...
[which means the same]: (A:) but accord. to AO,

one says, ~irjt v A 4. [IIe struch him with

the side, orfiat, of the swrd], and the vulgar say

JeJ1 , with fet-4: (S.:) the pi. [of C,]

is * (X, TA) and [that of t & is] c11

(TA.) 1jctl ? L., signifies Thide i (. e )

of the breast of the man. (L.) And one says,

-a~ js ;f [ie struck hinm on the

surface, or fiat part, of his side; and so 

&a o ; but the former is the more common].

(A.) And bi.JI · s _ 4 [Ile polished

the two sides, or surfaces, of the msord]. (A.)

And a l, j..i.; . 4. [He wrote upon

the two id; or faces, of the piece of paper].

(A.) .r,ltl $t , .Abi. signifies Thw pages, or

faces of tie leavm,s of tie book. (Msb.) And

11 T 7e face [i. c. palm] of the hand.

(L.) And , . ! 1 The two parts of the

scapula that slolc down from the j' [or spine

thereof]: pl tli. (L.) And ,,Jl * The

part of the mountain nhere the side thereof rests

upon the ground; (S,g;) its 5 [q. v.]: (JM:)

pl. Cu. (S.)

~o: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

Excessive width in the forehead. (IAir,
Ki.

°_A: soee : ,, in ten places. - [Ience,]

- .#J St~ t i. q. .4IS [which is used alone

as meaning ;lJmi LS lie showed open

enmity, or hostility, with him]: (A, TA:) or he

showed, or revealed, to him his decd [or crine]

vwhich le was concealing. (TA in art. .o, from

a trad. [which shows it to be used in an evil sense].)

* li, which is disapproved in horses, is [A

quality] like wvhat i. termed [app. meaning

a fatnes, or an evenness,] in the side ( ) of
1

t 
'We 

sitle of ilte human being; (S, 0, g;*) as also

A:0A.V. 

(O.) And hence, !�,n

lle 

piayed towards the side oj ltis camel].

Mgh.) 

And ' & ' V signify The

i. 

e. side] ffl, 0, and g accord. to the TA, but in

he 

Cg and in my MS. copy of the g

which 

in this instance 1 think a mistake,]) of

ic 

and so of a sword; (K, TA;

he 

former of which, in art. 6.apop the Wbj& of a

word 

is mdd to be its ffl or tho e.

,readth, 

or ividth,l ffl, 0, Mqb, and so accord. to

he 

Cg and my MS. copy of the !(,) of a sword;

�, 

0, Meb, 19;) i. e. contr. of JA; (M�b;)

,but 

it may be well rendered ita side, or its flat,

Lnd 

so V for SM says tliat] tt ".1 sig.

iifies 

tU twofaces, or su7faces, oftlw noorti: (TA.)

me 

says, A) and CJ~

1!CJ 

C 1~. ' & ;£

[He 

looked tonwrds him with the sitio

f 

his face tumed towards him] and

which 

means the same]: (A:) but accord.,;0 AO,

me 

says, irit V CA.,.'t 4�� [IIC struck him lvith

the 

side, orflat, of the sword], and the vulgar say

"k_J1 

& ' , with fet-b: ffl:) the pi. [of

is 

TA) and. [that of Ir is] c U.011

(TA.) 

signifies Tide iitk

of 

the breast of tlw man. (L.) And one Bays,

[11e 

struck Abn on the

surface, 

or jUt part, of his side; and so Lo�&

&c;&. 

& but the former is the more common].

(A.) 

Aiid big.JI * L9;n.A.� '5k" 1.116 poligud

the 

troo sidei, or surj'aces, of ilw nwrd]. (A.)

And 

!jG�% [Hd wrote upon

the 

tivo sidW, or faces, of the piece of paper].

(A.) 

IM-4.0 signifies 77w pagei, or

faces 

of tito leavm, of tite book. (Meb.) And

1 

& 77to face [i. c. palm] of the hand.

1:�b 

', &

(L.) 

And tzi,� 77te tloo Parts of ths

scapula 

that'.xioj)e down from the [or spa'ne

thereof] 

: pl. (L.) And ' & '

part 

of the mountain nhere the skle thereof rests

upon 

the ground; its [q. v.]: (JM:)

PI. 

(S.)

see 

the next preceding paragraph, in

four 

places.

Excessivewidthintheforehead. 

(IAIr,

3Ab£10 

: bee in ten places. - [Hence,l

.11 

1 J- '

oi 

i. q. dAZLb [wiiieli is used alone

as 

meaning .11e showed open

enmity, 

or hostility, ivith kiin] : (A, TA:) or lw

showed, 

or remakd, to him his deed [or crime]

ivhich 

lw was concealing. (TA in art. from

a 

trad. [which shows it to he used in an evil sense].)

which 

is disapproved in horsep, is [A

quality] 

like ivhat i3 termed am-.* [upp. meaning

a 

Ptnen, or an evennenj in tlte side ( " Of
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the cheek, by reason of which its width is excessitc.
(0, 1.) _ [It is also an inf. n. of 3, q. v.]

.L One who has the quality of turning
away.from tle crimes, sins,faulks, or offences, of
others, and offorgiring; [or rather wont to turn
away &c.;] as also U C : (TA:) tl, (t,
TA,) as an epithet applied to God, (TA,) means
thl Ve'ry Forgiving; or Ile iwho fmoyicr much.
(I, TA.) - And Generous; (]g;) because the
generous man forgives those who act injuriously
towards him. (TA.) - And A womlan soho
turns aroayfrom one; who forsakes one's society:
as though not giving aught but her side. (I(.)

Cc": see uamL , in four places. [It is
properly a coll. gen. n.: as such signifying Any
kind of thing made flat and broad or wide: as,
for instance, plate, or expanded metal: n. un.
with ;, meaning a piece tereof.] _ [Hence, as
it is supposed to be an expanded solid substance,]
^.La1l, (K,) or ui.;l ll, (TA,) is one of
the names of JIearen. (], TA.)

A wide, or broad, stone; (T, ;) as also
Te (T) and Y .: (s:) or [t a and]

t l and -- [which last is p]. of Ia..gA a]
signify ride, or broad, stona, whtich are put over
graves: (A:) or and tl signify wide,
or broad, anid thin, Stones; (IC, TA;) one of
which is called i2_ ' and t i.tL: (TA:) and
anything wide, or broad, (Mgh, MNb, TA,) Jsch 
as a stone, (TA,) and a plank, or board, (Mglh,
TA,) and tks like, (TA,) is termed L . (Mgh, 
MNb, TA) and VI J~A : (TA :) whence one says,

.· p t e' l 1 [le

purchased a houe in whichA oere p)lates of gold
and ofstltc.]. (Mgh.) The pl. ,la signifies
also [particularly] The ldanhs, boards, or leavus,

( ,) of a door. (;, I.) And 1Vile, or broad,
swordl; (A, [ ;) one such sword being termed
JZ.a.e': (~ :) or this latter signifies [simply] a
swo,rd; and t ', words.. (i[am p. 32.)
And The J30l [or lprincipal bones, nmnely, the D

frontal, occipital, and two paridal, bone,] of
the head; (v ;) a single one of these being termed d
Lr..L.. (TA.) And L.L (A ,) or t 5 a
(I,) or each of these, (TA,) signifies The face, a
or nu,faee, of anything wide, or broad. (, I, a
TA.) And 4;ii AiA The exterior hin, n
cuticle, or ca fkin, of fac. (.)

4 4, s ., 
,-

eL.; and its n. un., with t: see a.., in li
five places._ Also t Camchl whoseo humps have 
becom lary,, (QK, TA,) o that the hwump of the is
shwe-calmd occupies the whole of her back: n. un. §
with t: (TA:) pl. ,_.. and '.t;: (IC:) (t
likened to wide, or broad, stones or similar things,
lIccause of their hardnes. (TA.)

A she-camel, (I,) and a ewe, or she- tA

goat, (TA,) [ceasilng to yildl her milk ;] wrho:
milk is going away: (K, TA:) or a she-camn
that las lost her young one, and nJose nmilk /i(
gone. (IAar, TA.)- o . L. .;

occurring, in a trad., means [Not lifiinf up, c
elevating, his head,] nor putting forth his chee)
nor inclining on one side. (L.)

". ~ 1A man exc&vively !wide in the forelwad
from C.. (..)

, '·. 1V/ide, or broad; (S, K;) as als

.A~ , (.K,) which latter is the more conmmon
both applied in this sense to a sword, and to any
thing; and t &' significs the same. (TA.

One says, ~ta . l l5JIL t 1i. qj The face of thi
nrord is side, or broad; from ta &;l.l. (S.
And &i . .i , (S, A,K,) and :
(IAar, TA,) and t , (A, [this last rclatin1
to the agent,]) Ire struck him with the breadthl, oi
width, [or Jat,] of the swonld; (S, A, I;) no
with its edge: (A:) and J ,. 4.
lIe struck him withi the swrord not with, it
breadth, but ,rith its edge. (TA.) And J.

A!J.l a..A man wide, or broad, in respect

of the head; (S, TA;) and so u,., l '4j
(TA.) Also Iaving the two sides of hkis lmd
depressed, and the side (ftlhe forchead prominepnt,
(1., TA,) and the owcilput al.o prominent and
consrlicuo?s: (TA:) or luravin the fore and hiul
pa,ts of the lead projecting. (AZ, Mgh1.) -
And A head e~mpressed in the parts ne.zt the
tempisx, so as to be long betwen the forehead and
tle back of the neek. (.1.).A nose st,aight in
the bone; (1C,TA;) haring the bone erve nwith
the forelead. (TA.) And A nmooth, or sof,
or smnootl and soft, aul beautijfl, face. (Lh, /V.)
- Applied to a sword, (TA,) Inclined, or bent:
(S, (, TA:) and inverted, or rerserd: (Ibn-
Buzurj, V, TA:) that is turned upon its edge
wrhen one strikes with it: and that is inclined, or
bent, shaen one desires to sheath it. (TA.)- It is
said in a trad., 1 J i 1.f4 ;J
neaning t The heart of the believor is inclined to
he truth; (f, L;) as though its side (a.L i. e.
;l4) were placed upon it. (L.) And ~

ppplied to a heart signifies also t TlSrned away
fron the truth: (TA:) [or] so applied, in whicrA
:re combinedfaith and hypocrisy: (V, TA:) or,
cecord. to Kh&lid, thatfalls short of its duty; in
rhich is latent rancour, maleolence, malice, or
uidte; and wrhich is not sincere in i rdeliion:

Sh, TA:) or it means doubbe-faced; one who
wet tLhe un~lleve with onU face, and the be-
ieverr with anotier face; CLo signifying the
'face," ofanything. (IAth, TA.) And .iJl
s a name of The siath of the arrow umd in the
am called ( ;) also jXl.

Jg..JI &- Striking with the side of th
rord, not writh the edge; (TA;) triking witA
eface of the nord. (O.) See also i,.

[BOOK r.

.o : ssee CA~ , in two places._ [Hence,]
';.-~ signifies A swnord; as also t ;a.i:
(K: Ihut see wllat follows:]) accord. to IAar,
,_,r;. [its pl. (.K)] signifies .,!ords; because
the.y are made broad, or wide, and lengthened
out, in the forging: (S:) or, as some say, it sig-
nifies broad, or ivile, snords. (TA. [See also
;a., ..]) Lcbeccd says, describing clouds,

dc's a, j~l 4 ai t,L f

0

[Ai tJhough there were swvords, or broad swords,
upon thleir .mnnitsr, and wailing women having

),upon them the pieces of rmag nWAicdh .uch women
h old in wcailing andl rith nwhich they make signs]:
(S, TA:) Az says that lhe likens the lightning,

) in the darkness of the clouds, to broad nwords:
, (TA:) and IAar says that aLa.. here means

swords: but as some relate the verse, the word
is t z 't~ [meaning women clap)ing their

t hanl]; as though he likened the clou(ls' disoover,
ing themselves when the lightning shone from
them, and they opened, and then met together after
the lightning's becoming extinct, to the clapping
of women's handls: (S: in some copies of which,
%t ,dl is put for .,'l :) or, accord. to this read-
ing, he likens the sound of the tllunder to women's
clatpping of their hands. (TA.) -Also A she-
camel (T, L) that is kept from being milked, in
order that shec may become fat. (T, L, g.)

and its pl.: sec L .

t~.~~: see A~ , in two places.

~. t.M One who comaniu adulterty, or fornica-
tion, with any woman, whether she befirce or a
slare. (g.)

, 

1. ;'.i, (,, M A,Mgh, ]g,) aor. t, (S, IM,
Mgh, 1],) inf. n. '. (t, M, Mgh) and ;L4;
(M;) lie bound him, bound him fast or made
liin fast, (8, M, A, Mgh, 1,) shackl drl im, or
fettered him, in iron &S., (M,) or with iron,
(A,) or writh a [collar of iron put wpIon the neck
or around the neck and hands tothker, sneh as
is cald] J3; (L;) and t ]o, (M, ,) inf. n.

.3, (8,) signifies the same; (S, M, IC;) and
so t *.l, (],) or this last has a different sig-
nification from the two other verbs mentioned
above, as expl. below. (L)

2: see above. -[Hene,] one says, gxh.,
9iS, in£ n. j,el I overcamen hAi by my

speecl. (A, TA.)

4. Al, (8, M, A, L,) inf. n. i ) ,t , (v,) .e
gave him; (,M, A, L;) gave him fre , or
gratuitoudly; (L;) property, or a slave: ( :) it is
doubly trans. (M.) One says, i_. -;; S"
TIA 1L, l %i [If thou teach me a word,
erily thob gi~at me what is worth a thousand

dirhems]. (A, TA. - See also 1.

.o: see the next paragraph, in three place.
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'M.2 A bond; ($,g, TA;) as also *t ..
(TA:) or, (M, A,) as also tJL', (M,) i. q
t ;., (M, A,) which signifies a rope, (M,) or g
thong, (S, .K,) or a shacle, orfetter, (S, A, ],) o
a [collar of iron which is iut upon the neck o
around the nech and hands together, such as i
ca/ld] j, (S, M, A,) with which one is made
fast, (M,) or With whiich a captim is made fast 
(S, A, :) pl. l.b; , [expl. in the S and A and g
as signifying stackles, orfetters,] the only knowr
pl., though of the form of a pl. of pauc. (M.)-
Also A gifl; (S, M, A, I ;) [said to bc] so callcd
because he upon whom it is conferred is hound
thereby; (Ksh and BcIl in xxxviii. 37;) and sc
t .o: (M:) pl. as above. (L.) One says,

-'' "'ll Tle gift is a sbackle, or fetter. (A.)
- And i. q. .13 [which generally means Praic.e,
edogy, or commenldation; but is said by some to
mean also the contr.]. (M.)

;.t..: see the next preceding paragraph.

At,l 6L 5 he praying of him who
pltts hi. feet together as though they were fett,erl
is forbididen. (L, from a trad.)

o,dl is used by a poet for L'a I [q. v.]. (M.)

1., i aor. ;, inf n. An., (8, M, 9g,) with
which t]i. is syn. in a phrase mentioned below;
(v;) and *1, (M, ],) inf. n. -L'; (TA;)
IHe, or it, (a bird, a vulture, 8, and a serpent, or
the )J.,, or Cl or ;. Oe# or i.Lb, M,)

rwhiAed; syn. t;; ( n;) made, or uttered, a
certain swnd, (M, Mgb,* ]C,) 'itltot the utter-
ance of letters. (Mqb.) [It is mostly said of a
bird: see an ex. voce j,..] One says [also], '
i;JI UI [He wistled in the whistle]. (M, :.)

And I.'o ;"i , and ti-o, Ie called tite ass to
water [1y whistling; for to do thus is the common
custom of the Arabs]. (M, 1S.) And Fr mentions
the phrase, t;iA. . .oj 6t, meaning
jo (i[i. e. Tlre roa' in his speech a hlistling].

(B:.)---'., nor. ', inf. n.pL (S, M, A, K, &c.)
and ;, ,; (M, ;) and accord. to the T, 'i,
aor. *, inf. n. ajoL; (TA;) It, or he, wras, or
became, empty, void, or vacant; (~, M, A, Mqb,
];) namely, a house or tent; (a;) or a vessel,
(8, M, c,) & .;lj L i > [of food and
beerge]; and a skin, 'jI p.- [of milk];
(TA;) and a hand; (A;) and a thing; M(, M ;)
and accord. to ISk, * , aor , inf. n. e., is
said of a man. (TA.) [See also 4, last sentence
but one.] One sapys,i ; ~ , I ; U o 
;b,1 (?, 1, A) [We seek preser~ation by God
fromr the yard's becomig void of cattl, and the
vestsrs beomring enmpty;] meaning, from the
perishing of the cattle. (.) And ,, $&,
(M, A, ], [in the Cl, erroneously, ~,j,]) and

;·61.., (A,) [lit. Hi,s milk-ins, and his veul,
became empty;] meaning { he died; (M, g] ;) he
peihed. (A. [See also other explanations in

Bk. I.

art. ,bj.])--i', (M, V,) inf. n. 't, (l,)
P. He had what is termed ji , i. e. yellow water in
a his belly. (M, g.)
r 2: see above, in two places. - and see 4.o
r Also (, M, M,],) inf. n. r.'j , (K.,) He

made it yllon~: (S :) he dyed it yelUow; (M, ] ;)
: namely, a garment, or piece of cloth. (M.)

4. Hel .He emptied it; or made it aoid, or
vacant; namely, a house or tent [&c.]; (M, ;)
as also v ;j, (s,) in. n. L. (TA.) The
Arabs say, fW ;M i 
[I hare not overturned a vesl belonging to thec,
nor have I emptied a yard belonging to thee];
meaning I have not taken thy camels nor thy

) property, so that thy vessel should be overturned
and thou shouldst find no milk to milk into it,
and so that thy yard should be empty, plundered,
no camel or sheep or goat lying in it: it is said in
excusing oneself. (M.) [Accord. to Freytag,
j.o; signifies also It (a house) was, or became,
empty, or void, of (' .) household-goods: so that
it is syn. with ;L: and this is probably correct:
for-.] - °l.i, (8, g,) also, (K.,) signifies He was,
or became, poor; (], 1;) said of a man. (?.)

)5. jli J i The cattle became in good con-
dition, thle vehement eat of summer having de-
parted from them: [or,] accord. to ;gh, pL.
jqil signifies The camels became fat in the
[season called the] fi. (TA.)

9. a.l It become fJ [i. e. yclowo: and also
blach]: (S, M, I:) andso ;U l: (?,]:) or the
former signifies it was so constantly: and the
latter, it was so transiently. (Az, TA. [See 9 in
art. j...])

11: see the next preceding paragraph.

ejl: see·.
o: see jL. . Also, (S, M, A, Msb, g,)

and tL aceord. to AO, (S, M, Mgb,0) who
allowed no other form, but the former is the
better, (M,) [Brass;] the metal of which vessels
are made; (?;) iq. q. .i [which means both
copper and brass]; (A, M 9bi) or a sort of, 4,-a ;
or ,1 i mad ydlow; (M ;) or the best sort of
,1;. ; (Myb;) or an ~aelnt sort ~therof:
(TA:) n.un. l . (M.) -And Gold: (M,
A, : [see also £l1La, vocejolI :]) or deasn;
either because they are yellow (°L. [pl. of- , ),
or thus called because resembling the a ` of
which vesels are made. (M.) - And Iomenn's
ornaments. (A.) - L u i L, (S, 0, TA,
[thus in an old and very excellent copy of the S,
in another copy of which I find, as in Freytag's
Lex., t ;.L,]) and ., (TA,) [app. means
He is in that state in which he requires to be
rubbed with Jsajfrfn; for it] is said of'him who is
affected by madness, when he is in the days in
which his reason fails; because they used to rub
him with somewhat of saffron. (t, O, L.)

L0. ($,M, A, Mb, ) and IVZL and Vt;L
and t, (MO,) and ,t (M) and i.lI.qkw (M,1~~~~~) and jko~~
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(Msb) Empty, void, or vacant; (8, M, A, MNb,
i ;) applied to a house or tent, ($, M.hb,) and to
a vessel, (M, A,) and to a hand: (A:) each of
the first three is used alike as mase. and fem. and
sing. [and dual] and pl.: (M:) [and so, app., is
the last but one:] and each has also for its pl.
;j,. (M, .:) One says ,; j;. '-
A houss, or tent, or chamnber, empty, or void, of
furniture and utSenils. (~.) And [applying the
pl. form of the epithet to a sing. subst.,] j i.; oiu
An enpty ~tc ; (M, ]C;) like as one says
. Wt1 aJ.; on the authority of IApr: (M :) and

[applying the sing. form of the epitllet to a pl.

subet.,] L. a;il empty tveel. (M, X.) And
; 7, L.o. j.;'; A man empty-handek. (t ,

MNb.) And JIl . t Voidofgood. (TA.)
And it is said, in a trad., of Umm-Zarp, that shel

was 4tl, *.. meaning t Lank in her belly; as
though her oJts, which is a garment tihat falls
upon the belly and there ends, were empty.
(TA.) And '.. ' ,. It is [utet,ly] em~pty;
_Uo being an imitative sequent. (Kh, knm p.
354.)-j.o in arithmetical notation, in the
Indian method, is A circle [or the character ,
denoting noug*ht, or zero; whence our term
"cipher:" when nought is thus denoted, five is
denoted by a character resembling our B: but
more commonly, in the present day, nought is
denoted by a round dot; and five, by a]. (L,
TA.)m .See also ', in two places.

_A. [an inf. n. of Ao, q. v. : -and hence,]

Hunger: and * iLo [the inf. n. un.] a hungering
once. (M,]K.)-Also A certain disease in the
belly, which renders the face yellowr: (M, ] :) or
a collecting of water in the belly. (It.) [See
also '".] - Also A kind of srcpnt, (@, M, i,)
in the belly, (S, [,) rohich sticks to the ribs, and
bites them, (M, ]g,) or, as the Arabs assert, which
bites a man when he is hungry, it bite occasioning
the stinging which a man feel when he is hungry:
( :) used alike as sing. and pl.; or one is termed
;o' : (M:) and it is said to bo what is meant by
the word in a trad., in which it is disacknow-
ledged: .(S, TA :) or a certain reptile (a;tl) mrich
bites the ribs and their cartilages: (M, 4 :) or a
certain erpent in the belly, which attacks beasu
and m and which, accord. to the Arabs [of the
time of Ignorance], pam from one to another
more than the mange or scab (Ru-behl:) the
Prophet, however, denied its doing so: it is said
also that it oppremes and hurtO a man when he is
hungry: (A'Obeyd:) this is the explanation ap-
proved by Az: (TA:) or, as also v;lo, vorms
in the bely, (M, g, TA,) and in the cartilaget of
the ribs, rohich cause a man to become very
ydloo, and ometimes kill him. (TA.) You say,

. !; 1 #&&b, meaning, lile was
hungry. (A.) Accord. to some, (M,) in the
Lrad. above referred to, i.p signifies The post-
poning of [the month] El-MoAarramn, tra,nfer.
ring it to $afar: (A'Obeyd, M, gI :) [see ,*." :]
or it there means the disease called by this name,
because they asserted it to be transitive. (K.) _
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once. 

(M, n.) -Also A certain dimam in the

begy, 

whirls rend&.# the face yellow: (M, ]�:) or

a 

colkctinq of water in the b#Uy. (1�t.) [See

also 

- Also A kind of ~ t, (�, M, nj

ips 

tito beUy, (?, n,) miaich sticks to the ribs, and

bites 

tUm, (M, n,) or, as the Arabs amort, which

bite# 

a man mion he is A~ iu bite occaqionipig

tlte 

stinqing which a man fee& when he is hungnj

SM 

used alike as ising. and pl. ; or one is termed

(M:) 

and it is said to bo what is meant by

the 

word in a tmd., in which it is disacknow-

]edged: 

.($, TA:) or a ~ain reptik (a:l;) Mhkh

bites 

the rffis and their cartilagm : (M, n :) or a

~in 

w"nt in do UUy, which attacks bmM

and 

" and mhich, accord. to the Arabs [of eh#

time 

of T~ance], pa&m from one to another

more 

titan the mange or scab j (Ru-beli:) the

Prophet, 

however, denied its doing so: it in said

also 

that it opprwm and .4urto a man mhm he is

Awn": 

(A'Obeyd:) this is the explanation ap.

proved 

by Az: (TA:) or, u also lrjU.�, tvorym

in 

the beRy, (M, ]�, TAJ and in the rartilaget of

tlis 

ribs, which caum a man to beconw very

yeRom, 

and wmtinw hill him. (TA.) You say,

Al 

6.0 1 .1 '

t!"jZ 

qu #&&, meaning, 1.11� mair

hun". 

(A.)~Acoord. to some, (.ML,) in the

Lrad. 

above referred to, signifies Tho post-

poning 

of [the month] El-MoAarram, trapufer-

rin.q 

it to $afar: (A'Obeyd, M, ]�:) [ace

Dr 

it there means the diseue called by dais name,

because 

they userted it to be tmnsitive. (K.) ~

AL or rem, or chamber, empty, or voifl, of
furniture 

and utmdls. (�.) And [applying tlio

pl. 

form of the epitliet to a sing. subet.,]j U6.01 but

An 

mnpty ~; (M, g;) like as ono say:

jti;� 

4.60

114W; 

on the audioriky of Up: (M:) and

[applying 

the Bing.form of the epidbet to a pi.

00 

4, ' .

sulmt.9] 

a,�t empty ~ . (M, ]�.) And

& 

J

jL 

A man emp�y-haniktl.

Mqb.) 

And 1 (TA.;

j" 

t Void of~.

And 

it is said, in a tmd., of Umm-Zar.0, tisat alto

'A_ 

C.



[Boox I.

Also The intellect, or understanding; or the

heart, or mind; syn. 1j: (M, 18: [in the C]~

&;;:]) the inmnot part (J.r) of th hetart. (M,

H.) Hence the saying, (TA,) LS I, ,. ',j

This will not adhere to me, [or to my mind,] nor
will ny oul accept it: (, TA;:) said of that
whicl one does not love. (A.)~Also A con-
tract, compact, or covenant: or suretiship, or
repon.sibility: syn. ,.a&. (M, L, l. [In some
copies of the 18, a;;.]) Also (?, M, Mgb, 0l)
and sometimes [ ji,] imperfectly decL, (1i,) but
all make it perfectly decl. except AO, who makes
it imperfectly decl. because it is determinate or a
proper name] and similar in meaning to AJL,
which is fernm., meaning that all nouns signifying
times are ,tAt L, (Th, M,) and, accord. to some,

j.tl, (Mqb,) [The second month of the Arabian
calendar;] the month that is [the next] after El-

MoAarram (j/ I): (8, M, ]g:) so called
because in it they used to procure their provision
of corn from the places [in which it was collected,
their granaries having then become empty (j);
agreeably with the opinion of my learned friend
Mons. Fulgence Fresnel, that it was so called
from the scarcity of provisions in the season in
which it fell when it was first named; for it then
fell in winter: see the latter of the two tables in
p. 1254; and see also 'i.]: or because Mekkeh
was then empty, its people having gone forth to
travel: or, accord. to Ru-beh, because the Arabs
in it made predatory expeditions, and left those
whom they met empty: (M:) or because they
then made predatory expeditions, and left the
homes of the people empty: (Msb in art. . :)

pl. )Lloi, (?, , M, Mqb, 15,) and, as some say,

·$f,;. (Myb.) -j 1 The two months of
El-1MoAarram and $afar; (M;) two months of
the year, whereof one ras called by te Muslinms
El-MoAarram. (IDrd, M, Msb, I.)

: stee.", first sentence.

3[1~: see e, [of which it is the n. un.,] first
sentence.

si" [Ydelonmu;] a certain colour, (f, M,
Myb,) well known, (M, 1,) les intense than red,
(Mqb,)found in animals and in some other things,
and, aocord. to IAr, in wvater. (M.) - Also
Bilachnss. (M, ].) - See also ,4, in two
places. -'' , imperfectly decL, is a proper
name for The she-goat. (tgh, ~.)

ah. (?M,O and A'e (1) The in

crea, or offpring, ( o,) of sp or goats

($, M, 1i [in the CZ, jI is erroneously put for j

before this explanation]) after that called :
($, TA:) or at the period of the [auroral] rtin
of Suheyl [or Canopus, which, in Central Arabia,
at the commencement of the era of the Flight,
was about the 4th of August, 0. S.; here erro-
neously said in the M to be in the beginning ol
winter]: (M, :) or I the latter word signifies
[as above, and also the period itjel abore men.

tioned: or] the period from the rising of Suheyl

to the setting of ItJJI [the Seventh Mansion of

the nMoon, which, in the part and age above
mentioned, was about the 3rd of January, O. S.],
vl~n the cold is intense; and then breeding is
approved: (M :) or the periodfrmn the rising of

iSuheyl to the riing of s.1Iol [the Fourteenth
'MJansion of the Aloon, which, in the part and
age above mentioned, was about the 4th of
October, O. S.], commencing with forty nights of
varying, or alternating, heat and cold, called

s1jJ : (AZ :) the first increase [of sheep and
goats] is the ta, which is when the sun smites

(~Loj) the heads of the young ones; and some of

the Arabs call it the an, and the & i: then

is the .qAh, after the ua; and that is when
the fruit of the palm-tree is cut off: then, the

,>, which is in the [season called] .j: then,

the 5";, which is when the sun becomes warm:

then, the "A. : then, the ;& : then, the
,.S, in the end of the [season called] Ji:

(Aboo-Nar :) or Zt.al. signifies, (M, X,) and so

A , (g,) the [period of the] departure of the
heat and the coming of the cold: (Agn, M, ] :)
or the period betwen the departure of the summer

and the coming of the winter: (Aboo-Sa'eed:)
or the first of the seasons; [app. meaning the

autumnal season, called A. IJI, rwhich woas the
first of the four, and of the six, seasons; or per-
haps the first of the seasons of rain, commonly

called ij .. ;] and it may be a month: (AJ.n,
M, ]g:) or the latter, (M,) or both, (TA,) the

beginning of the year. (M, TA.) [Hence,] .. t;

vI ' ~ I1 Twenty days of, or from, (>:.,) the

latter part of the summer, or hot eason. (TA

voce -..) _ Also the former, ($,) or t both,
(TA,) The rain that comes in tle beginning of
autumn: (8:) orfrom the period of the rising of

Suh~yl to that of the etting of tlJIl [expl.

above]. (TA.) Also the latter, (, M,) or
t both, (g,) A plant that grows in the beginning
of the autumn: (g, M, g:) so called, accord. to
AlIn, because the beasts become yellow when
they pasture upon that which is green; their
arm-pits and similar parts, and their lips and fur,
becoming yellow; but [ISd says,] I have not
found this to be known. (M.)

k4h. A sort of dataes of El-Yemen, which are
dried in the state in which they are termed y.,
(A ln, M, g,) being then yellow; and rrhen they
become dry, and are rubbed with the hand, they
crumble, and 'r is sweetened with them, and
they s~pas sugar; (AlIn, M ;) [or] themy supply

the place of ngar in; .j . (V.)~I" l, (& ,
M, ,) and, (V,) ar as some say, (S, M,)
t iJlI, (M, ],) A sect of the ~ , (s,) a

party of the l,d.; (M, i;) so called in relation

to Sufrah (& [which is the name of a place in
f El-Yemameh]): (M :) or in relation to Ziyad
i Ibn-El-Asfar, (S, 18,) their head, or chief; (S;)

or to 'Abd-Alah (8, M, 1) Ibn-E4-gafflr, (J,)

or Ibn-Saffir, (1s,) or Ibn-$aflir, (so in a copy of
the M,) in which case it is extr. in form; (M ;)
or on account of the yellowness of their com-
plexions; or because of their being void of re-
ligion; (] ;) accord. to which last derivation, it

is · i.I..alI, withl kear; and As holds this to be

the right opinion. (TA.) .,And the former

(fA/l~) The aiJ., (M, K,) who were celebrated
for bounty and generosity; (TA;) so called in
relation to Aboo-?ufrah, (M, ll~,) who was [sur-
named] Abu-l-Mohelleb. (M.)

'i.ll: see the next preceding paragraph in
two places.

*a o : sec a , in five places.

'~b is the sing. of .to, (S,) which

signifies Poor men: (S, . :) the ; is augmenta-
tive. (s.)

;t , (S, M,) with fet-h, (S,) or *;t , like
, 4L, (K,) what is dry, of [the si,cies ,f barley-
gras called] M: (, , M, :) app. because of
its yellowness: (M:) it has prichlk that cling to
thle lips of the horses. (TA in art. a/:.) - And
the former, accord. to lSk, A certain plant.
(TA.)

J;1.: see 1, in two places. -Also A certain
diseas, in consequence of which one becomne
yellow: (A:) the yellowv nytcr thiat collects in

the belly; (M, g;) i. q. L, : (M:) or a collct-
ing of yellow water in the belly, which is cured

by cuttiit t/he JPS, a rein in the L [i. e.

baclkbone, or back]. (S.) - See also .. - And
see lU.._Also A yello,cness that takes place
in wheat before the grain has become full. (A,
TA.)-And Remains of straw and of otier
fodder, at the roots of the teeth of beasts; as also
t;%. (M, g.) -And The tick, or ticlks: (M,

.:) and, (g,) or as some say, (M,) an insect, or
animalcule, (*.,) that isfound in the solid hoofi,
and in the toes, or soles, of camels, (M, j,) in thl
hinder parts thieeof. (M.)

;ti" : see the next preceding paragraph.

'e,. inf. . of;i., [q. v.]. (s, MI, F.) - [In
the present day it signifies also The sapplh,ire.]

*J1k What lus withered, (M, .1,) and be~o
altered to yellow, (M,) of plants, or herbage. (M,

8.)
>L A dam "(L) betnwen tro tracts of land.

(Sgh, -.)

!5JLb. A species of bird, that wrhistl (s).

(M. [See also what next follows.])

a,tL.. A certain bird; (IAqr, ;) as also

a,!:-, without teshdeed; (S;) the bird called

X (Sin art. ,) or (. o in that art.:)

[Golius (who writes the word 4id.) adds, "ut

puto, quae in Syria Ije dicitur, fiava, duplo
majo pasere, nam et paer luteus, ut reddit
Meid.":] i.q. ;~ . (IApr.) [See ao aso 1.]
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with fet-h, (.5,) or like

What 

isdrrj, of [the sixries tf barley-
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calkd] 

(?, M, ]�:) app. because of

its 

yellowness: (M:) it has prichk4 that cling to

tlte 

lips of the hoims. (TA in art. diLl.) - And

the 

former, accord. to 1Sk, A certain plant.

(TA.)

JU.o 

: see 1, in two placu. ~Also A rmain

diseam, 

in conseq~ce of which one becomm

yellow: 

(A:) the yeliopv nytick. that collects in

the 

beRy; (M, g;) i. q. ' 2 : (M:) or a colkct-

in.q 

of yeUom water in the Wiy, which is cured

by 

cuttiiig tito WC, a rein in the rJL� [i. e.

1 

lwof -

baclibone, 

or back]. (?.) - See a j~. - And

see 

ju..P. -Also A yelloyenez# that takei place

in 

wheat bCfore the grain has becojpaefull. (A,

TA.)-And 

Remains of straw and of otiter

fodder) 

at the roots of the teeth of beasts; m also
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BooK I.]

£3l ed, acoord. to the 1, A hind of, t[i. 
plant]: but in the Tekmileh, a kind of 3 [i. e.
garmnts, or dtot]; pl. of ,p; and it bears the
mark of corretness. (TA.)

;1;^ : se jG. Alo o A fabricator of L

[or bras]. (M, ].)

;%, with ~amm, The entire quill of a feather.
(AA, 0.)

&L;t [A wistlet: so in thc present day' and
also a fft:] a hollow tling (M, ) of coper,
(i,) i which a boy whistle (M, V) to~gn,
(I,) or to an an, that he may dri. (Tn, L,

-) [Hence,) Ij;; TheM ama; syn. c_s);

(M, ];) in the dial. of the Sawid.- (TA.)

, Whitling; or a whistlr. (TA.) -And

hence, (TA) A thiefa; (;) u aot;e.: [or
this signifies a fr~que, or habitual, hitletr :]
the thief being so aUlled becamuse he whistles in
fear of his being suspected: whence, as some

explain it, the maying I O .; [More
cowardl than a thif]: (TA:) a prov.: accord.
to AO, it means in this instance one who whistelC
to a woman for the pwpose of fornication or
adultery; because he fears lest he should be
seen: or_ accord. to A'Obeyd, Any bird that
whistle; for birds of prey do not whistle, but
only ignoble birds, that are preyed upon:
(Meyd:) [or] any bird that doe mot prey: (M,
9:) and any bird havsgy a cry: and a c~rtain
cowardly bird: (]:) [acoord. to Dmr, as stated
by Freytag, it is a bird of the p~aerine kind;

also called t iL:] acoord. to Mohammad Ibn-
lgabeeb, (Meyd,) a certain bird that umend
itseffron tress, hanging down its head, whistling
all the night in fear bt it dlould leep and be
talke; and so in the prov. above mentioned:
(Meyd, A:*) or, accord. to IAar, it means

.t tI; [thisdtbd to]: i e., when he is whistled

to, he flees: and by A t i l is meant the

bird maed ;;l [i. e. l,;,l or t'S1 &c.), the
cowardice of which inducesju to weave for itsdf a
nat lik a pUrJe, arpndfom a tre, narrow in
the mouth and wide in the lower part, in which it
protectJ ite, fearing kst a bird of prey should
light upon it: (Meyd: [see also art. Ji :]) or

any coward. (TA.)- .j:, t l; There is not in

it (i. e. the house, JIJI, TA) any one: ($, :)
[lit.] any one who whistlas: (M:) or any one to

be caled by whistling; ,l being here an instance
of the measure JlaU in the sense of the measure
,jui. followed bfy. (T, TA.)

sh: aee the next preceding paragraph.

jiI; [a oomparative and superlative epithet

from ,L], One says A , j [tA greater
whistbr, or warbler, than the J ]. (.) See
also .- [Also Mor, and most, empty, void,

or ocant.] It is aid in a trad., ,r a.i1 i.l 
Am l ; tb .mit 1 JoJI [That one of

howus whic is uthe mot Woid of good is the house

1609

that is detidue of the Booh of God]. (,.)_
Also Y~ellow,]. o the colour termed OI: (.,

MK,1 ]) fem. sitjL (Mqb, &c.:) pL (TA.)
And Black (A'Obeyd, S, ) is sometimes thus
termed: (.:) applied to a camel, as in the ]ur
lxxvii. 33, because a black camel always has an
intermixture of yellow: (TA:) or, applied to a
camel, of a colour whereof the ground is black,
with some ye~ow hairs coming through. (M.)
Applied to a horse, Of the colour termed in Pen.

*'j [a kind of Soe], (8,) but not unless having
a ydlow [or sorrel] tail. and mane. (Ay, $.)-

~1i The Greeks (.jJI): (, A:) or tlir
hings: because the sons of El-A.far the son of
Room the son of 'Eeyoo (or 'Ey.oon, TA, [i. e.
Esau,]) the son of Is-h14 [or Isaac] (g) the son
of Ibraheem [or Abraham]: (TA:) or El-A;far
was a surname of Room: (TA:) or they were so
called because their first ancestor, (A, IAth,)
Room the son of 'Eyoon, (lAth,) was of a
yellow complexion: (A, IAth :) or because they
were conquered by an army of Abyssinians by
whom their women had ycllow children: (]:)
[or] they are the modern MuscoviteL. (TA.)-

QjIAoljo Gold and saffron; (S, M, I ;) which are
said to destroy women: (TA:) or the plant called
,,. and saffron: (. , j:) or the plant caUld
,4 and gold: (M:) or saffron and raisins.
(IS8k, Qgh, .) - And i--:1!l Gold. (M, 1.
[See also ... ]) Hence the saying of 'Alee, t

., . . ,. , , ,, o .o :d,
ie tSs Usl aet£ l! ~iI es 0 gold,
[be yelow,] and O silver, [be white, and beguile
other than me:] and one says also, zA`L. C9 tM .
l" '; 1[7There is not belong to such a one gold
nor siler]. (TA.)_Also A hind of bie, (M,
15,) well-known; (15;) [the yellow bile; oneof
the four hAumours of tie body; of which the
others are the black bile (js*J1), the blood

(.11), and the phlegm (/i0 I):] socalled because
of its colour. (M.) - And The bow that is made
of [the tree called] . (,* ,* TA.) - And
Te female locust that uis deod of eggs. (M, 1.)
- And A certain plant, (g, M, 1,) of the plain
or oft tracts, and of the sands, (M, ],) and
ometims gromin~g in hard level ground: (M:) or

a certain herb, that preads upon the ground,
(AlIn, M,) thA leavo of vwhich are like tho of
the u [or lettuce], (AlIn, M, ],) and which
the camelds eat iwemently: (Alln, M:) it is of
the kind caled .i 4 . (Aboo-Nagr, M.)

jA-.: see its fem., with 8, voce ;" .

;A poor man. (.)

; and its fem., with : see ; ..

Z j is from '11, [see sko,] not

from 3Ll, (4,) and means He is a l4b; (.,
K ;) as though denoting cowardice: (TA:) or it

is from ' "he dyed yellow;" (M;) and was
applied to Aboo-Jahl; (M, TA;) meaning that he
dyed his ,! with saffron, and was addicted to

1 A
[the enormity termed] Lai: this, accord. to ~gh,
is the correct explanation; and he adds that it is
said of a luxurious man, whom experience and
afflictions have not rendered firm, or sound, in

judgment. (TA)__., I1 is an appellation
applied to Th whose sign [meaning the colour

of their e ] is ; (M, ;) [i. e. Aho~
ensign is ldlow;] and is similar to jjl1 and
'3 i . (M-)

;~~.: wsee L;., in two places. - Also

Hunr,y; and so ,.. (1.) - Of the
5;3 , (TA,) and 1 5l: , (Mgh, TA,) or

vt 1., (Mgh,) which one is forbidden to offer
in sacrifice, (Mgh, TA,) it is said that the first is
Such as ha the ear entirely cut off; because its
car-hole is destitute of the ear: and the second,
tAe lan, or emaciated; because devoid of fatnec;
or, accord. to S5t, the first and second have the
latter meaning, as though destitute of fat and
flesh: (TA:) or the second and third have
the latter meaning; or the former meaning:
(Mgh:) but accord. to the relation of 8h, what
is thus forbidden is termed $; J1 , with t,

having the former of the meanings expl. above;
which IAth disapproves: (TA in art. p k:) or

~ .i1. (Mgh in that art.)1 Also Having the
disease termed ji: (A, TA:) or one from
whose belly comes forth yello water. (TA.)

;o. A certain bird, (S, M, ],) of a conardly
nature, (B1,) larger than the sparrow, (M,) that
frequent houses, and is the most cowardly of
birds; (Lth ;) it is afiaid of the [little bird called]

i.;; (IA9r;) and is by the vulgar ($) caUed

.JI _Wi. (S, 1 [Acord. to Golius, the

nightinale: but this I think a mistake.]) Xt

pjA. , [More cowardly than a fifrid] is a

prov., (S,Meyd,) asserted by AO to be post-
classical. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i.
372.])

',1 a dial. var. of i ;l, q. v. (A, )

1..l;, aor. , (O, M.b, ,) inf n. ', (M,*
O, Mqb, TA,) accord. to Lth, (O, TA,) He
struck him with his fit, not vehemently, on the
back of his neck: (0, 1], TA:) or, (0, 15,)
accord. to Az (0, Msb, TA) and others, (Mgb,)
he struck him [i. e. lapped him] with his
eawpanded hand (O, Msb, 11, TA) on the back of
his neck, or on his body; not with the fist: (0,
Msb, TA:) or it is post-classical: (S, 15:) [but
Fei says,] the assertion that it is post-classical is not
to be regarded: (Mqb:) Az adds, IDrd says that
it is from $ h y-, (0, TA,) which signifies the

top, or uppermost part, of the [cap calkld] :.,
and of the turban: (O, J, TA:) or this is a mis-
transeription, and is correctly with j: (g, TA :)
[Sgh says,] this which As mentions, [as] on the
authority of IDrd, I have not found in the Jm;
and it is correctly with 3. (O.)

e oA sigeb act of striking [or dalaping]
rwith the Cepanded hand upon 'the back of the neck,
or upon the body. (Mqb.)
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ta, a or C ';a~ (accord. to different copies of
the ? and 1) A man who is struck [or slapped]
in the manner expL above in t jfirst paragraph;

(., Mgb, g ;) as also t t' '". (0, g.)

Wita : see the first paragraph of this art.

.tau.:: see 0'.

ato

1. !t. [inf. n. of jia] signifies The striking
[a thing] so as to cause a sound to be heard in
corsequence thereof; (, 0, 1;) as also " 
[inf. n. of t Lgo, but this has an intensive signi-
fication]: (8: .and j,i. is [also] an inf. n. of
Jim1, like j'.. in the phrase WiLl L;.

ijp.ijl [the striking of the hand upon the other
hand], but denoting muchness of the act;on.
(8b, M, TA.) [Hence several meanings of both

of these verbs, here following.] - .l; i .a, and

c, (M,) and , LJ; IJ ;hO, (MSb,) aor. ,,
inf. n. JU, (M, Msb,) He struck his head, and
his ede, (M,) and he struck him on his head with

the Aand. (M.b.) And ' -";t,o, (0, ,)
inf. n. Ji";, (0,) lie drucr him with the sword.

(0, 1.) And ei;)l " s J [lit. Iie smote the
ground with him; meaning hejflung him upon the

ground]. (L, TA.)., .a.' 4I JiA, (M, K,)

aor. as above, (M,) [inf. n. t;,] said of a bird,
He beat [bis sides, or the air,] with his wings;
(M, L, 1 ;*) as also t JL., (M, ,) in£ n.

I. (TA.)_'11 a and t L., The

winl smote it so as to cause a sound to be heard:
(.:) or the latter signifies [simply] the wind
smote it, or beat it: (.Ham p. 719:) [or the wvind
Ibeat upon it; namely, a sail &c.: (see :)]

[and] bothl signify the mind shifted it to the ritght
and l.ft, and turned it back: (TA: [in the Cl},
! is erroneously put for ll as an

explanation ofj; 7Jl :]) and aJI t ',i .
Thte windl beat the water so that it mnade it clear:

(M:) and t.Z jl-l tJZ#A, (1l,) aor. as

above, inf. n. Jim., (0,) The wind lput thite trees in
motion, or into a state of commotion, (0, .,)
and ashooh them: (0, TA:) and 'iI t

4j..JI The wind smote the clouds, [for "" in
my original, an obvious mistranscription, I read
'! b,] and blew in differeut directions upon

themn. (TA.) - Jl LI, (inf. n. 1L, TA,)
lHe put in motion [by striking them] tets chords

of the lute. (., 0, g.) - t a a ,B "j'oo and

o. Js "j., inf. n. t, (M, 1) and aiii.,
(i,) [or the latter, which see below, is a simple
subst.,] lie struch his hand upon his [another's]
hand by way of ratifying the sale, or tlhe covenant;
(M, 1g ;) and so 5I .i j.o, aor. , (Ii,) inf. n.
Jim;: (TA:) or to) 1J3 L and Iaeel, inf. n.

i, I struch my hand upon his hand [by wray of
ratifying tit sale and tie covenant]. ($, 0, Msb.)
[See also jL. And see an ex. in a verse cited
voce ;t;1.] -_ *jL (., 0, 0) as inf. n. of -

(., O,) also signifies The shutting,,or closing [a
thing]; and the turning, or sending, or putting,
[a thing] back, or awaay; ($, 0,J ;) as also

V '1. (1.) You say, "'a JiL He shut, or

closed, his eye. (S, 0, 8.) And , .4I ', (S,

M, O, Myb, 1,) aor. -, (M,) inf. n. 'do, (M,
Mgb,) He shut or closed, the door; (S, O, Msb,
];) as also V Aiil: (S, O:) or both signify he
locked the door: (M, :) and in like manner
,ik. [and l-.l]. (TA.) And He opened the

door: (ADl:, 0, Msb, ] :) thus having two contr.
si,nifications. (MSb.) And 4e.fl :, inf. n.
^,L, He turned, or sent, his cattle back, or away.
(M, TA.) And Il ;i ̀  i , He tunred them
[i. e. men] back, or away, from such a thing.
(TA.) And one says, 0."i,". ljlj 77 Tley
ceased not to turn me about in an affair:
[meaning that] they endeavoured to induce him
to do it. (Ibn-'Abbad, O.) -_ j 4 .
. Tlhy expelled them from town to town, or
from, country to country, forcibly and igno-

miniously. (TA.)_ - JI joi: see 2. _

C.1M iJo, (0, ],) inf. n. (s0o, (O,TA,) IIc
filled tlts drinking-vessel; as also Vti;.l; (0,

I;) and ?-": (0:) or 1.lWl JL., and
V eikl, he filled the drinhing-cup, or wiae-cup:
(Lb, M:) and ,i,,Jl t lt..l Wfre collected tihe
water in tiw watering-trough. (TA.) . And
t; , inf. n. "oo, He compressed her; syn.

L,4.. (TA.) -And .; sibnifies also The
collecting together [a thing or things]. (TA.)

,.jll ,j, (M, ].,) inf. n. Jo.,, (M,) The man
ent away. (M, g.)_. , ,iM &i;

,'l .t4 company of inen alighted at our abole.
(IDrd, M,* 0, .. *) - ;'. O, (IDrd, 0, l,)
inf. n. jL, (TA,) said of a she-camel, 11er
womb closed againwt thei passage of her fwetux,

- ~ v.. ,, [or p . '; i.e. became
closed, the syll. signs of this word in the 0 being
doubtful, in the CK erroneously written ;I,])
so that the fatus died. (lDrd, 0, K, TA.) -

J o aor. 4, (M, 0, Msb, g,) inf. n. aJ3.L,, said
of a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, M, 0, Msb,
K,) It was strong, stout, or firm; (M;) thich,
mlbstantial, close, or compact, in texture: (0,
Msb, ] :) and so . (T, ., &c., in art. ji..)

And, said of a face, (S, 0, ., TA,) I It was
imnpudent; or had little shame. (0, g, TA.)

2: sOe 1, former half, in five places. -

,lJ A;";l means Themaking a sound with
he and [by clapping]: (S :) one says, :.. ,L.

[Ie clal)pped with hii haIads; or clapped his
hans]: (0, Msb:) and C- l mit;l
[Titw women clap tiheir hands in lamenting over
the dead: thius they often do in the present day,
over the corpse and over the grave]: (TA:)

;~1J is syn. with Jl: (AY, 0:) or (0)

the former signifies the striking writh the palm of
one hand upon that of the other; (0, ] ;) but the
latter is better expl. as the striking with the outer
side of the right hand upon the inner side of the
left hand. (0.) [See also 2 in art. & .] -

£;Al j.o, (M, TA,) inf. n. "4S, (TA,) He
poured water into the skin, (M, TA,) and shook
it about, (TA,) the shin being neo, to that the
water came forth yellow. (M.). -See also 1,
latter half, in two places._,-j.lJI 'Jo He
mixed ttse wine, or beverage. (M.) _ And, (M,)
inf. n. as above; (S,0, ;) and t ',L, (M,)
inf. n. jL.; (g;) and t ;2t.ol, (M,) inf. n.

CL!; (V;) lie transferred the 'wine, or beve
rage, from one vessel to another, (S, M, O, g,) or
fiom one jar to another, (As, TA,) it being
mixed, (],) in order that it miyht become clear.
(M, B.) -- J~ _1 .l~ means The removin
of catnel from a place whAich tltey haw depas
tured to a place in twhich is pasture: (S , O, :*)
thus in the saying of the ri'jiz (Aboo-Moxammad
El-Fak'asee, 0) cited in the first paragraph of

art. Jj: (S, 0:) or Jel in that instance,

accord. to IAgr, is from ,)jil 4i i_il11 i The
people, or party, wentfar in the country in enarch
of pastur.e: (M:) [or] )jL, said of a man, (Ibn-
'Abbid, 0,) inf. n. as above, (n,) means lie
went away; and lh nent rountul about. (Ibn-

'Abbad, 0, ].) - And 4a l significs also
Thel forming a determined intention or pmrpose,
and then reversing it. (TA.)

. ... o
3. pl a&* Jc iLo [lIc struOk his hand

upon that (f anotheri in token of the ratification
of the sale]. (T in art. j.. [Sce also 6.]) -
;..,,L. said of a she-camel, Slte lay, or slept,
upon one side one time and upon the other side
another tint: from tj*. meaning. . (M.
[And the same is indicated in the O.]) And

~ ;~ sLa sJ Suck a one tUn71 oOer

upon this ;. [or side] one time and uttpon the

other another. (0.) And ;jlM 'jJ -, [Such
a one pa.sed the night turniug over froin side to
side]. (Z, TA.) - [Accord. to the ]n, said of a
she-camel, Slte iea.s taken with the pains of
parturition; i.q. : but this is app. a
mistake; for it seems to have beent taken from
the saying in the 0, (one of the lirincipal sources

of the .,) *JU MU1 ' ,l ; Wal, which evi-
dently means hlien the she-camel is taken with
the pains of lmrturition, sihe turns orer from side
to side; as is there indicated by the context
both before and after.] - 'e . iLO,

(M,) or s, ( K,) li ore twot'o shiirts,
(M,) or tiro qarmtents, (n,) one of them over the
other. (M, .. )

4: see 1, lattcr half, in five places:-and see

also 2. - s i. g. .q. Lsc [i.e. ThIy
mnade a covenant, or conmp)act, respecting it, or to
do it, as though by striking their lhands together],
namely, the thing, or affair: (TA in art. :

[sec a2;: .a .. ; and see also 3, and 8, and

;;"L :]) they combined consentaneously, or agreed
together, esplecting it, or to dlo it, namely, the

thing, or affair; syn. 4c . (S, 0, ]g,) or

te l& .qt (M.) And Le-t l_*Uel [7Ty
combined, or collected thcmseles together, against

us]. (M, from a verse of Zuheyr.) i ' l
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it; l occurs in a trad. as meaning Th
women of Mekkeh cocted themseles together
to him: or, u some relate it, 1 .i (TA.)

And one says, J I1,dI meaning Ija. [i. e.
They collacted themslvs together to him; or they
combined to treat &him with courtesy and honour].
(M.)_,- J.l He brought them as much
,food as would satisfy their hunger : (0, J,:)
said in relation to the entertainment of guests.
(O ) - ;Ai ' '''i , (" , O,) or (,)
His hand, or my hand, lighted on, met with, or
encountered, such a thing; syn. .I;So, and
1lj. (, 0, 1.) En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab says,

(., O, TA,) describing a j [or slaughterer of
camels], (TA,)

* ·

[Until, or until when, the share was divided, and
his hand lighted on the skin of her udder and her
young one]. (f, O, TA: but in the F, jL is put

in the place of.J.) lil L.ol The people,
or party, were, or became, in a state of com-
motion, or tumult; syn. ' = .! (M, TA. [Sce

also 8.])~J 1j It nas appointed, or or-
dained, for me; or prcpared for me. (TA.) 

.1I1 JL Ile mrilked the sheep, or goats, but
once in the day; (S, M, O, TA ;) and so with ,.:
(TA in art. jL:) or J.l l signifies the
milking once in tha day and night. (TA.)-
,J! jelI lIe wove the garment (M, TA)
strongly, stoutly,firmly, (M,) thickly, substan-
tially, closely, or compactly. (TA.)

· 5. jL3 lie (a man) turned over and over;
(M;) he moned repeatedly to and fro, syn. .3,
(M, O, ],)from side to side. (M.) And zjLa,
She (a camel) turned berself over, upside down
(lit. bac for belly), (0, g, TA,) w/hen takln with
the pains of Ipaturition. (TA.) -?.AJ jL.3
He addressed, or applied, or directed, himseif, or
his regard, or attention, or mind, to tad anfhir;
syn. eJ u ,;. (Sh, O, .)

6. 19ji.3 (e, M, O) 2 ey struck their hands
upon the hands of others (0) Ia,l ~,c [on the
occasion of the ratilying of a sale, or covenant]:
(f, O:) or they [struck a bargain;] bought and
sold; or made a co~wnnt, or compact; one with
another. (M, TA.)

7. ~L! 1 It (a garment, or piece of cloth,)
mwa beaten by the wind, so that it moved to and
firo. (M. TA.) [See also 8.]- It (a door)
became skut, or closed: and so with v.: (TA in
art. .:) [or it shut again of itslf:] said of a
door which, when opened, will not remain open.
(TA in art. sj.) - He (a man, TA) turned, or
beame turned or sent or put, back, or away:
(g, 0, b, TA:) he [or it] returned. (TA.)
And 1;~l They collected themelves together:
the contr. of the next preceding se nification.
(TA.) See also 4. _ And one says, lA; 1~h1l
~ 4 t~ ThAy came pon u on the riglt and
lQf. (M, TA.)

9. i;j,l I'.. l The trees became shaken,
or agitated, by the wind. (., 0, ], TA.) And
s1 ji ..ol The lute had its chords put in motion,
(q,, , , TA,) so that they responded, one to
another. (TA.) - 1; jUtI jil~l Thle
tracts of tae horizon flickered with whitenss,
and the light thereof spread. (TA.) - And

sJ i ;i,J! 1 ji.l The sitting-place became a
scene of commotion, or tumult, nith the people, or
party. (TA. [See also 4, latter part.])

see i: .. ~ Also A side; a lateral
part or portion; (8, M , O, ;) and so t ji;,
(0, O, ,) and * ; (M, O, ] ;) syn. 5 .U,
(S, M, O, K,) and .J. (M, TA.) Of a moun-
tain, (!, O, ](,) it signifies in like manner, (0,)
its , (6, , V -,) and its a-_t;: (.:) [both of
whichi signify as above: or by the former may be
meant what here follows:] or its face, (M, I,)
in the upper part thereof, above the bog' [or
lvwv ground at, or by, the base, orfoot]: (M :) pl.
J..o. (S, O.) [In like manner also,] ;i LiU
signifies T7'A theo sides of the neck. (, I,1.)
And 1i, l tl,i The two cheels of the horse.
(M, 1.) - Also A place. (1.) - See also

i.. _ And see J", in two places.

IL.: see the next preceding paragraph.

jL., with kesr, The etpaa [i. e. either half,
or leaf,] of a door [meamnng of a folding door]:
(1 :) [or, accord. to the 0, it is * jko, for it is
there said that .Tl7 "Lt means ;1W ; but
SM follows the reading in the ]~ without re-
marking upon the difference in the 0; and adds,]
and one says, _lj L. [meaning The
door of his louse is one ledf; i. e.] when it does
not consist of what are termed QI5~I . (TA.)

IL: see L.. m~ Also r'ater tlhat is poured
into a new skin, and shaken in it, and in conse-
quence becomes yellow; (8, O, ];) or yelloto
water that comes forth from a neo skin upon
wrhich water has been lpoured; (M;) and so
1t ;L. (M, .) Hence, (TA,) one says, I;jj
Si. .i. Lr [IVe came for the purpose of

drinking to wrater as though it were the yellow
water that comesforth froi a new skin]. (., 0.)
-And A, nev skin upon [or into] which water
is poured, in cone~quece whereof yellow water
comes forth from it. (M.) - Also, accord. to

AIjn, (Mi,) or so 1 4 k, (g],) The odour, and
sarour, of tor' tan]. (M, ].) _And The
former, accord. to Ibn-'Abbad, The last of t
[or tan]: (0, TA:) in the 15, t.slil is erro-

neously put for 5.Jyl . (TA.)

&U. A striking of the hand [of one person]
upon thi hand [of another] in [ratif jing] a sale
or purchase and a covenant: (Mgh:) and t ,;
is [used in the same sense, being an inf. n. and
also] a subt. from the verb in the phrase Ju
&s e.~. [expl. in the first paragraph of this

art.]; (M, 1] ;) as a Vho ~ , like i~-s., (I;)
or Lt.u , (so in a copy of the M,) which is
mentioned by Sb, (M, TA,) and of which Seer

says that it may be from eL5 quA ,ji X;i ;
(TA. [See 1, first sentence.]) - Hence it is used
to signify The contract itelfy that it made in the
casn of a sale, (Mgh, Mqb,) and the coenant
tlhat one makes: (Mgh:) or an agreement re
specting a thing: (M,TA:) As says that it
relates to the seller and the buyer. (Myb.) [And
it is sometimes with i. in the place of s..] One
says, J L. ; i. e. [May] thy purchase
[brig profit]. (S, O.) And ; 'L i j~ i jl

i. c. [May God bless thee in] the contract
[(lit. the striking) of thy right hand]. (Myb.)
And a.j i-. , and( O, ,) 
sale or bargain [bringing gain, and a samb or
bargain occasioning s]. (X.) And J;J4 'A
~a l [Verily he is blessed in respect of bargain-
ing]; meaning that he buys not anything without
naining in it. (TA.) And °iL, .g;1 Ji
al.JC [I have purchased to-day a good purchase].
(TA.) And ; l; t #ji JA t & lling is decisive
or with the option of returning. (Mgh.) And it
is said in a trad. (of Ibn-Mes'ood, TA), ---*1i

l iI_. u i. e. Two bargains in a [single]
bargain [are an unlanful gain]: this is of two
kinds: one is the seller's saying to the buyer, " I
sell to thee such a thing for a hundred dirhems on
the condition of thy buying of me this garment,
or piece of cloth, for such a sum :" the other kind
is his saying, " I sell to thee this garment, or
piece of cloth, for twenty dirhems on the con-
dition of thy selling to me thy commodity for ten
dirhems." (0.) And it is said in another trad.,

,.. 41 037.3 X0 1 Z1...l% al i. e. [Verily
the greatest of great sins is] thy figlting thoss
with whom thou hast made a covenant: because
each of the two persons making a covenant puts
his hand in the hand of the other, like as is done
by each of two persons selling and buying. (TA.)

usLe or iA : see the next preceding para-
graph.

3jl. The inferior or orinner] skin, that is
beneath the skin upon which is the hair: (?, O,

:) a thin skin beneath the upper skin and aboe
the f~h: (IAth, TA:) or the 3jt" of the belly
is the shin, (M,) the inner skin, (TA,) that is
next to the 1_, (M, TA,) the b' of the belly,
(TA,) [i.e. the liver,] and which i 'th part
where the fa~rir perforates the beast (; ;> 4

4lJJl) [at the navel, in order that a yellow fluid
may issue forth]: (M, TA:) or the jtI is the
part around the navel, where thefarrier performs
the operation abows mentioned: (AA, TA:) or
the skin which, when the i4A.. [or hide] is stripped
off, remain clearing to the belly, and the rending
of which occasions a [rupture termed] ,3i; so
says Ag, in the "Book of the Horse:" (TA :)
or what is betn the [or outer skin] and
the 01 [or intetinu into whAich the food
passes from the stomach]; (ISh, O, ];) conn-

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii
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prnng al of what are termed the *Ai of the
bey, b ath ta 4 thereof, to the 1 of the
bey [i. . the liver]; the JI- of the belly being
all that hae not a bone curving over it: (ISh,
O :) or the shin of the whole of the be/y: (O, 1:)
the pl. is J", only. (M, TA.)

, An abominable acclivity or ascmnding
road or mountain-road difficult of ascent: pl.
&51 and ,L;. (M, r) And A mountain,
(I,) or an obUstacle, or elevated portion, of

nountaisu, (0,) such as i iinacce~sble. (O, I.)
And A smooth, high roch: pl. ].. (Ibn-'Ab.
bid, 0, .)~- Also, applied to a bow, Pliant.
(Fr, O, V.) . [In tho TA, in a verse of Aboo-
Dhu-eyb describing a bow, to which it seems to
be there applied a an epithet, it is expl. as signify-
ing ai._; but I think that this is a mistrascrip.
tion for le.l, meaning Quivering. - Freytag
has asigned to it three explanations which belong
to j .]

4i,L applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
($, M, Mgh, O, Mpb, V,) strong, stout, or firm;
.(M;) thick, substantial, close, or compact, in
testureo~: (Mgh, O, Mb, 9:) and GA is a dial.
var. thereof. (TA.) - Also t Hardy, strong,
sturdy, enduring, or patient. (M.) - And ap-
plied to a fac&e (, 0, , TA) au meaning t Im-
pde~t; or having ittle shame. (O, [, TA.)
And #1q J. 'i t A man having no shame.
(fvar p. 38.)

O, - ee c.

>l. T.ravalling-camels (.14) coming and
going. (Ibn-'Abbid, O.) - See also aUi .

OL. A cock tat beats with his vings whun
crowing. (TA.) - It occurs in a trad., followed

by 3 dl in apposition, and is said by Ay to mean
,*jl+ f.i c* U J [app. One who goes
away on om great affair]: but in the opinion
of Az, it means one who maket many journeys,
and who employs himslf, or ue ant or artifice or
cunning, in affairs of trajffic; thus nearly agreeing
in meaning with 31O. (0: the latter meaning
only is asigned to it in the g.)

IhMI A company (IDrd,M, 0, ) of men
[aliAgting at one's abode]. (IDrd, M, O.) See
1, near the end.... Also A calamity, or misfor-
tume: (M, TA:) pl. 1.l : (M:) this pl and
,t ,;, (0, V, TA,) which latter may be pl. of

9 'AL, (TA,) signify accidents, or evil accidents,
(0, , TA,) and var~ , or ~itudes, of
eves. (0, TA.)

J1 A garment, or piece of cloth, more
[strong, stout, firm,] thick, substantial, cloe, or
compact, in tewtu, than another. (Mgh.)

re i [written in one place with fet-b, and in
another with kesr, to the J,] i. q. J_.L [A
man's dav, or servants, and other dpnden~t;
or dares, and cattle, or camb lc. ;] in the dial.
of El-Yemen. (TA.)

':h; A jlace of passage; a way, road, or
path; syn. aJ. (O, TA.)

. . t[pass. part. n. of 2, q. v.]. One says,

6i,o c * ' Lj3 ~ >3 .i i [ I have, for
thee, an affection defecated like wine that has been
tranrferred from one ssr.l to another and left to
settle, and a benevolece purifCd like clarified wins].
(TA.)_.-Also A ful [or filled] drinking-vessel.
(Fr, TA.)

jL~k A camel lying, or sleeping, upon one
ide one time and upon the other side another

time. (O, ) - And jo* : tI WTear-
ing two garments, one of them over the other.
(Ibn-'Abbad, O.)

1. A., aor. ,, inf. n. j_to, said of a horse,
He stood upon three legs and the ex~ ity of the
hoof of the fourth leg; (AZ,* S, , TA;) [thus
expl.] without restriction to a fore leg or a hind
leg: (TA:) or 'he stood upo, thre leg., and
turned back the extremity of the fore part of the
fourth hoof, that of his fore leg: (M, TA:) [or
he stood upon three lgs, and otherwise: (see

1t :)] accord. to Fr, the poems of the Arabs
indicate that * '' signifies peculiarly, or specially,
[or simply,] the act of standing, or standing still.
(TA.) - Also, (M, Msb, C,) aor. and inf. n. as
above, (M, Mqb,) said of a man, (1,) or U
,~J, (TA, from a trad.,) meaning ,.4 c
[He set his feet evenly, iide by side], (M, Mb,
!5, TA,) standing, (Mqb,) and praying. (TA.)
[Or, said of a man standing in prayer, it signifies,
or in this case it signifies also, He put his feet
clot together: or he turned one of tis feet back-
ward, like as the horse turns one hoof tawen
standing upon three legs: see, again, . ]_

'.':, :L, (M, TA) S; , aor ;, (M,)
inf. n. ,;A, aid of a bird, or flying thing, It
compacted the dry herbage (M, TA) and the
leave, [to make a habitation,] for its young ones,
(M,) or around its place of ntrance [into its
habitation]; (TA;) and 1e 4 signifies the
same: (M :) t 9 t as the act of the hornet and
the like is the compacting for itslf, or for its
young ones, a habitation (Jg, TA) of dry Aerbage
and of leaws so says Lth. (TA.) - And ' ' 

Q(J He collected together his clothes (JM, TA)

: o ) [cupon his saddle], (TA,) or l 
.- ; [upon t saddle and the like tlihereof].

(JM.) - - 4 , (:, TA,) aor.,,
inf. n. P.so, (TA,) Heu~ng him, or it, upon the
ground. (],, TA.) _ And , aor. z, in£ n.

·s,, He rent, or slit, hirs 'i.l, i. e. scrotum.
(M.)

2. .o, and its in£ n.: see 1, in two places.

3. liLa. The standing confronting a people,
or party. (TA.) [Also The dividing of water
among a-people, or party, in the manner d ibed
in the nezt paragraph :] one says, C sL*JI 1,hl

, '~, ~ {;~ i cI. e. [~':tfor. i*,

the meaning being He divied the water in that
manner among the peple, or party, and game m
a gulp as much as vould cowr a pebble in th
bottom ofa el]. (TA.)

6. ;Wjl liLa, (AA, S, M, j,) said of people
in a journey and having little water, (M,) They
divided the water among themselvs (AA, f, M,
Vg) by shares, (.,,) by means of the pebbl,
(AA, S, M,) which they threw into t/he v to
pour the water, into it, (AA,) giving to each of
them as much as would cover the pebble. (AA,
S.) Sce also 6 in art. LSJ.

· pl [if not a mistake for 'A-, q. v.,] signi-
fies The [round piec of shin, or leather, in which
food is put, and upon which people eat; commonly
called] o .; as also t l;:: (K:) the latter is
expl. by AA and IApr as a i that is gatJerd~
together by a trunning] string [near the edg, by
means of which it is converted into a bag, agree
ably withma modern custom]. (TA.) - And The
[bursa faucium, or faucial bag, of the camed;
commonly caUed] :.' ; as also Vt : (,:)
so expl. by AA. (TA.) - See also .

* A thing like the [.. [described in the
next preceding paragraph], and bet~en the a
and thue J, in which are [put] good~ or ute
or the like: or it is of skin, or leathur, (M,) [i. e.]
a rceptacle of skin, or leathr, (., in which it is
expressly said to be with damm,) lik/e the 1L ,
(S, M,) pertaining to the eoplep of the desert, in
which they put t/heir travelling-provisions, and
(M) with which (S, M) nometim (M) wrater is
drawn, (S, M,9 like [as is done with] the jJ:
(M :) occurring;in a verse of $akhr El-Hudhalee
[cited in art. :dj.]: (S:) or a thing lihe the
[small bucket, o small drinking-wvsl, of shin or
leather, caUlld 4;, (Fr, Mgh, V,) in which the

ablution termed .iJ performd: (Fr, ]:) or
it signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies also, (1,) acord.
to AA, (§,) a [pouch sch as is caUld] i.,
pertaining to the pastor, in rwhich are [put] his
food, and his aj [for producing fir], (g, Mgh,
],) and his other uten~il or apparatus, (s,) or
what other things he reuire; (., Mgh;) and
oetimes water is dran with it, lie [as is done
with] the vJ; (TA;) as also 1i:: (]:) or,
acoord . to A'Obeyd, V I.. signifies a thing like
the 4.o, in which are [put] a man's good~ or
utenils, and his [other] apparatus; and when the
a is elided, it is pronounced with damm [i.e.
O"]: (TA:) or * L,, (TA,) or * ' ., (so
in a copy of the M,) signifies a small j [or
leathern bucket], havin a singyle Us. [or ring];
and when it is large, it is ealled : and the
pi. is .lI. (M, TA.) - And t Water [app.
considered as contained in the vessel thus called]:
so expl. as used in the saying of Aboo-Du-4d,

[I poured into his drinit~ trouh rwater that Ae
might drink it]. (TA.) - See also what next
follows.

·j The wcrotum (8 M,Mb, ) of a ma;
(, Myb ;) as also V 9, , (M,) or t 1 .L, (I,)1

I
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and ?iiL and t'A: (M:) pl. vlt1(:, M,
Mob) and ,sLf. (Myb.) - And: The envelo)e
of the ear of corn: (Y,TA:) so called by way

of comparison [to the scrotum]. (TA.)_And
The habitation that is compacted (M,* ], TA)

by a bird, orjlying thing, (M,) or by the hornet

and the like, ($, TA,) of dry herbage and of

leavew, (M, TA,)for it young ones, (M, ], TA,)

orfor itelf. (I, TA.)

Lu,: see *_, in two places: -and ,

i n three places: and iA.: - and see also 3.

i.: ee ^ latter part: - and >Le.

sJL. A horse standing upon three legs and the

extremity of the hoofof thefourth leg: (A'Obeyd,*

g, TA:) or standing upon three legs, and turning
back the exzremity of the fore part of thefourth

hoof, that ofhisfore leg : (M, TA:) or standing

tpon three ls, and otherwise: thus, say. Fr, I

have found the Arab use the word: (TA: [see

1, first sentence:]) pl. 0 ,J (M, TA) and 1S

and [the pL of 1L is] ;. (TA.) 1GAG

occus in the Vur xxxviii. 30. (M, TA.) And
in the same, xxii. 37, I'Ab and Ibn-Mes-'ood

used to read ' [instead of j 1]: the

former explaining it as meaning Having the shank
of onefre leg tied up to the arm; for thus is done
with the camel when he is slaughtered: the latter,

as meaning standing, or standing still (TA.) -

And applied to a man, it means 4 Ai JL
[Setting hi. feet evenly, side by side], (A'Obeyd,
M' TA, and the like is said in the 8 and Myb,)
tanding. (A'Obeyd, Mb, TA.) It is said in a

trad., ($, M, Myb, TA,) referring to the Prophet

mentioned as praying, (I,M,) ` iL U w

[app. meaning We stood behind him stting our

feet evenl, side by side; for so the context seems

to indicate]. (f, M, Mb, ].) [But] in another

trad., 3: 1 ; is said to be forbidden; mean-

ing [The praying] of him Aho puts his feet close

together: or, as some say, of him who turns back
his foot [i. e. one of hifet] like as the horse turnm
hi hoof [i. e. one of hi Aoofi, whe standing upon

throe bgs]. (TA.) II all ignifies [T2 swa
phna, or crural win; so in the present day;

i. e.] the vein f the j : (: [e ee , and see

also C1h:]) or a win lying deep in th arm

(p l;l) [and] amid the ins of the [fore] shan

Qoa beast: or the L?GL; are two ein pnetra.

ting into the intior of th two hanks: or twa
ein in the blg: or two branche [of wins] is

the two thighs: and the ;M.. is [strangely said
to be] a inin the interior of the back bone, m

tending bngthwise, uniting with the loJ [q. v.:

of the hart, ablo oalled the J;l. (M.)

1. i.,, (f, M, Mqb,) aor. , (, Mb,'

in£ n. .1 . (Q, M, Myb, ]p) and 3A (M, Myb
0e0,

M,) and (]g,* T) and J:S.b .and T e lo
(MA ) said of wine, or beverage, (],) or of water
(TI,) or of a thing, (M,) It was, or became

clear, iMpidT, or pure; contr. qf M; (, M

g;*) orfreefrom SJ [i. o. turbidnais, thziclke,

or muddiness]; (Meb;) or free fiom admixture.
(Er-Riighib, TA.) And, said of the air, or

atmosphere, It rtas, or became, cloudless; frw
from any particle of cloud. (M, K1.) [And it is

also said, tropically, of life; and of the mind, or

heart; and of love, or affection; &c.] - * ',

(AA, S, M, K~,)aor.ji&; (AA, S ;) and & ;

(M, :;) said of a shecamel, (AA, S, M, n,) and
of a ewe, or she-goat, (AA, ,) She abounded with

milk. (AA, @, M, ]-.) - ,I I II took thte

clear, or pure, part, or portion, of the tiling;

(M,TA;) as also Lo 't .1 ; (M;) and

$ .lw [alone] signifies the same; (Pi, TA;) as

also fre; (Er-Ro ghib, TA;) or he took tihe

best, or choice, part, or portion, of it. (TA.) You

say, ;E1 ;io I took the clear, or pure, part,

or portion, [of the contents] of the cooing-pot.

(S.)
h. .at, inf n. l , He ceared, or ctarified,

it, namely, wine, or beverage, (, TA,) by means

of the J,;l; [or ;-g.a (TA.) And He remoed

from it te loating partices, or mota, or the

like, that had fallen intoit; (TA;) or so tl~

bLI, ,. (Myb.) -Ando o. / t in£ n. U
above, He tinnoed hi heap of trodden-out cornt,
or grain. (TA.)

3. la, (wn, M, ]g, TA,) in£ n. (TA,)

oHe rearded him, or acted toeards him, ith

reciprocal purity of mind, or sincerity; or vitk
reciprocal purity, or aicerity, o love, or affec-

tion; syn. a fal in art. A. ;) he rndored
himb true, or incre, brothferly affection; (M, o,

TA;) as also V #U hI; (Q;) or;jl ?ML.t, (8,

Msb,) or bi 1, (TA,) he .ndered him pure, or

s iincere, love or affection; (, Mb, TA;) and [in

like manner] one says also *Q 1 #Uto. (TA.)
r 1 .J1 1tl.1 He made the thing to be hu, or

he assigned, or appropiated, to him the thing,
purely, absolutely, or excusively. (TA.) - See

ialso 3 in two places. - And * 'U.1 (o, Mob, f,

TA) .'&J, (g) or d.e (, TA) .e chose him
in prefrence to others (g, MJb, T, TA) for, or

to give him, the thing or suck a thing; (.8, ,
TA ;) and he distinguihed him particularly,
peculiarly, or specially, i. e. above, or from, or

excuitvy of, others, by the thing or by such a

kcthing. (TA.)_- And >JSUe

t lie cotented, or satiofred, hi. family, or hou
hold, with something litte, or scantey. (TA.) -

t ds ; in tw p la c means t The prince, or

L governor, took wrhat was in the houe of such a
one: (F,A TA:) and I. * V T Lau.A : He tooh al

. hi property. (o , ],, TA.) o, intras,

t He was, or became, destitute, or devoid, 

OJQIl [of prprty], and ?;)t jP. [of good

education, good breeding, or polite accomplis

) mengs, Jc.]: (f, V, TA:) as though clear thereof
(TA.) - And t He (a man, TA) became e'

hauetd of his ~perma by wom : (Az, TA::
or he coasedfrom seaual intercourset. (IT TA.-:

,And ot whaid of a hen, tSheceased to laj

W, egg: ( f M, ], TA:) as though she becam

clear. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,) "I aid if f

poet, t He ceased to utter poetry, or to poetize.

(?, M, A, 1K,' TA.) _- I1 . .Ll Tlh people
had abundance of milk in their camels, and in
thlir sheep or goats. (TA.) _ -o l said of a
digger, Ice reacadd stone ( .o, M, TA, i. e. Ij,
TA), so that Ae mas r~pdld [ther~by], (M, TA,)
or prevented from digging [further]. (TA.)

5. oL, 3 [It beame cleared, or clariied].
($ in art. .W.)

6. 'i We regarded one anther, or acted
reciprocally, with purity, or sincerity, [of mind,

or] oflov, or afection; syn. tGtJ. (f. [See

also 3.])

8. w/dal: see 1, last sentence but one. 
Also He took it clar, limpid, or pure; (M,
TA;) and so [accord. to SM, which, however, I

think doubtful,] 1 a1'- 4, which is expl. in the
k as signifying he reckoned it clear, limpid, or
pure; though the former meaning is assigned in

the M to ;Ui.dl only. (TA.) - And He chose,

made choice of, selected, eted, or pr~~erred, it,
(8, M, ],) namely, a thing; (M;) us albo

V ;.,,1. (M, V.) And t, J1 1 1 -. !L 1
I chose such a thing in prefere to suck a thing.

(TA.) But jt dl bt X I [sometimes mean

God's creating his vantJ pure; for it] is some-
times by his bringing them into exitence clear
from the admixture that is found in others: and
sometimes it is by his choice and judgment.
(TA.)

10: see 1, last sentence but one, in two pla~es:
- see also 8, in two places: - and see 4.

tL Stones: or mooth dto~: and one thereof

is termed stU: [i.e. the former word is a coil.

gen. n., and the latter is its n. un. :] the two

words being like g._ and 1..: (Mb :) or

si, signifies a smooth rock: ( :) or a hard and
smooth stone, large, aind ch as does not give

groth to anything: (M, V:) and the pl. of this

is [improperly thus termed a pl.] ($, M, )

and 1f ., (M, V,) and (Q, M, ) that of U,,

(rM, ],*) not of st", (M,) i.* and uL (.,

M, O) and oa.: (M, g:) or C;, signifies stones

that are broad and smooth: (ISk, TA:) and
r [accord. to F,] tlU signifies the same a s"V,

us also J;"l_ [in the C. erroneously written

J ;l ], of which the pl. is '* JOt and * to~,
(:,) which last is said bl El-li;Sh to be a mis-
taken pronunciation of jlL.; (TA;) [but cor-

r rectly,] Vd' [which is a quui-pl. n.] and

z 1, [a coil. gen. n] (A4, T, ,M,TA) of
which the sing. or n. un. is ,l. (f, M, TA)

signify the same as t1U, (AV, T, M, TA,) or ston,
(s,) or soft, smooth ones; (TA;) or *,

d is used as a pLand asu a sing.; as pL meaning

mooth stones, one of which is termed .1tA.e;
and as a sing., stone, or a ~tone (Myb:) the

dual of U.. is O l~. (ISk, TA.) d5 .G; t,

) a prov., (,) applied to the niggardly, like

)-..'- ' .- t., (?, in art. w,,) meaning t Xo
e good is obtained frm him. (TA in that t.)

i And one says albo, O., , me~aing t He h-
1
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pM~d his character; blamed, or censured, him
or spoke against him. (Mghi in art. j.)-
til1 A certain place in .leklteh (9, M9b) me
be masc. or fem., as meaning cither the C.;
the 4. (M,b.)_ [l i , accord. to Reisk
as stated by Freytag, signifies The echo.]

Oe -
3... Clearmm, limpidnms, or purity; cont

ofi;o. ; (M, ] ;) like [the inf. ns.] tQ and M.
[&c. when used as simple substs.: see 1, first sei
tenco]. (1.) See also f, below. - Also
and V ML.o and 1 9. and V e9.o, (9, M, M9!
g,) but only with fet-b. when without 5, (AC
~,) The clear, or pure, part, or portion, of
thing; (9, M, Msb, lt ;) the best, or choice,pari

or portion; (TA ;) and so ? u , (]', TA,) of
thing. (.C, TA.) One says ,{~JI p ~'., (T, TA,
and 0JI, (AO, T, $, TA,) and i.91, (T, TA,
and * V L, (AO, T, 9, TA,) and J !I, (AC
,) [i.e. The clear, or pure, part, or portion, o

the best, or choice, of water, and of lpropertb
and of brotherj,] but only a7Il 3 IL- [tew clcar
or puere, part, or portion, or the beAt, or choice, o
the grease, or melted fat, &c.]. (T, TA.) Am
Molammad is said to be & . # 1t e,'
and ; ; [i. e. God's choice one, or elect, o
favourite, of his creatures]: (9:) and [in liki
manner] Adam is said to be XI 9 g.4 i. e. tkl
choen one, or elect, of God. (TA.)

;e" as meaning V'GL: see JL..in Alsc
n. un. of I. [q. v.].

5.9.: see jo, in three places.
*... 0..

e A.: see A.~, in two places.

5,..: see _.., in two places. - One says

also, g; ,>. 1g4. . ;*l o!, orA ,i. e. [In the
essl is] a smai quantity [of,water, or of wine]. (M.)

i19.o: see t. s in two places.

' (,1 , ; M, (, , ,) and V .JL, (M, 1,) A
day in whitci the sun is clear, and which is very
cold: (s :) or a cold day, (C,) or a rery cold
day, (1,) without cloutds and without thichness
[of the air]. (M, C.) - 1L is also a name.
of The second of the days of cold: (., TA:)
so called becaus the sky. therein is clear of
clouds: [as a proper name,] it is deierminate,
and imerfectly decl. (TA. [See also &a..])
_ *,1;Z [as a coil. gen. n., of which the n. un.

is with 1; and said to be used as a sing. and as a
pl.]: see L", in three places.

0...,.

o 1tjh.: see L".

. an inf. n. of tiU. (S, M, &c. [See 1, first
sentence.]) - [It is often used by moderns as
meaning tSerenity of l!fe, and of the mind;
froedotn from trouble; comfort; content; corm.
placeniy; happiness, joy, or pleasure: and so,
sometimes, tL.] _- Also [Reciprocal purity
or sincerity of mind, or Qf lore or affection, or
of brotherly aoection; or pure, or sincere, reci-
procal love &c. ;] a subst, from ;SGI. (TA,)

I; | : see Ol. _ Also ; Afiriend nwho r
- yards one, or behaves towards one, swith ree
ry procal purity or sincerity of love or affection,
or of brotherly affection: (S,* M,y *, TA:) p
;e, Alt1. (TA.) One says, ;jk UL" ej). t[Suc

a man is the friend &c. of such a man]: an

3r. U i" Xi and 44L. t [Such a woman
the friend, c. of uch a man]. ( .am p. 430
-o _ See also '", in two places. - Also S Th

portion, of the spoil, which the chief, or con
o, mander, chooses for hims~lf before the divison
b, ($, M:b, s, TA;) and so JedL, of which th

pl. is 0: (S, Msb:) or, accord. to As, bfiL
t, is pl. of UA.", which signifies the portion rrhic
a the chief ckooses for himmsf, exclusively of hi
) comlanions, such as the horse, and that n,kiu

cannot be divided among the army: or, as AC
) says, the portion n,hich the chief chose for hi,n
), sef, after [taking] the Jburth iart, such as th
r she-canwl, and tAe iwrse, and the swnord, and th
?, girl or young nroman; and thus it continlued ta

be in the case of El-Islim, but the fourth becam,
f reduced to the fifth. (M.b.) - Also, applied te
d a she-camel, (S, M, ](,) and to a ewe, or she

goat, (S,) Abounding with milk; (S, Mi, . ,) o:

rso v atA.: (Z, TA:) or the former, a she-came
whose milk lasts thkroughkout thle year: (IAtr, TA
in art., :) phl. of the former, (Sb, M, M, ,) oi
of the latter, (Z, TA,) as above: (Sb, S, M,Z, ]g:
Sb says that it is not pluralized with I and .

because the sing. is without 5. (M.) - And A
palm-tree (a.i) abounding with fruit; (M, ;,
or so t a' : (Z, TA :) pl. of the former, (TA,)
or of the latter, as above. (Z, TA.)

Lo: see the next preceding paragiapli, in
tllhre places.

? a,. a name of The first of tlw days of obld:
(], TA:) so called because the sky therein is
clear of clouds. (TA. [See also Oi..])

.JL Clear, limnidl, or pure; fir from ,
[or turbidnleu, &c.]; (M.b;) and so ~ 5, ap-
plied to anythiig. (M.) Applied toplasturage,
the former word may mean Cl,r,' of dried-ulp
leaves or sitmilar rubbish: or it may be formed
by trauspositioxi from J.L0, nicaning "of the
[season called] %./t," and so belollging to art.
A.. (M. [Sme also .iL. in another sense us

formed by translposition from _J;1, voce hi,

in art. .jy..]) In the phrase SAIl t 9 , ap-
plied by the poet Kutheiyir-'Azzeli to honey
(Q;JI ;. ), and expl. as meaning Clear in re-
spect of colour, [ISd says,] I think that ;iL is
originally aL., as a possessive epithet. (M.)
[j1.L is also applied to a sword, and the like, as
meaning B,ig/tt, or fiee from .ust.] And in the
gCur xxii. 37, [instead of the common reading

JI,l, pl. of ., and t.G,] some read l&,
[pl. of ik;L, as well as of JL applied to irrational
animals,] as meaning that the animals there men-
tioned are [to be regarded as] things purely [or
exclusively] belonging to God. (TA.) - See

c- also J Zi l . - Also A certain fsuh, which [it is
i- said] chews the cud; pl. Ij. (TA.)

1. Mil [fem. of iL., q. v. - And also, as a
c subst.,] One of what are termced, Jl ;L,;
id which means the tonas, or villages, of those who
ih ave rebelled against hitn, wvhich the Imdm [or

Khalefehc] chooses for himself [as his peculiar

he property]: (A, TA:) or, as in the T, uj,lJ
signifies what tie Suldn aplpropriates ecluiely
to thos persons whom he .tledally favours: or,
as some say, it means the cxsseions and lands

ie which their owners have abandoned, or of rwhich
the owners have died leaving no heirs thesef.

h (TA.)
i5 alA. i q. jjt;; (?, MA, g, TA;) i.e. A
14 strainer; (MA; [thus accord. to modern usage;])
) a clarifier; i. e. a thiu from which clear , or

clarifying, is ecjm.ted; called by the vulgar 4L~a
[i c. , and also k] : pl. . (TA.)

c )& [Claryfied honey; or] honey clearedl
of the Joating particles, or motes, or the like, that
adJfaclln into it. (TA.)

r Ui : seel4a , lastsentence.

i,_

1. _, (f, i,) aor. , (1g,) inf. n. _,
(M, A, 6,) [like .. ,] lie, or it, nws, or be-
cante, near. (8, M,*A,""K.) You say, *l; ' ..,A.
(S, A,) with kesr [to the j], (S,) in. n. as above,
(S* A,) l1Ii; hoAS was near; (8, A;) and'(
so *jI I sl, (M, A, JQ, TA,) and .l.
(TA.) And it is said in a trad., (, A,) tlJI
&J~ iIv , (S, A, K,) i. e. [T7we neighlbour has a
better, or the best, claim to pre-ecmption by reason
onf isJ being near: sec, with reslect to this expla-
nation, and other explanations also, what is said
of another reading, .. , voce _.: or has a
better, or the best, claim] to close connection, and
nearness; meaning pre-emption: (IAnb, O, TA:)
or, to trhat is next to him, Ilnd tear to him:
(A, K, TA:) accord. to some, tile meaning is
the partner: (O,TA:) orthe partner who has
not dicidel nwith his copartner; tilis, says Az,
being shown to be tilhe meaiing by another trad.:
(Myb in art. j :) or thle neiyhbotr whose dwell-
ing iv ad.joining. (O, TA.) - Also He, or it,
nas, or becamne, distant, or remote: thus it has
two contr. significations. (1.) - , (,)
inf. n. 0, (M,) He collUectel it, or gathered it
together. (M,i.) And . lIe raised it;
namely, a building, &c. (M, 0, ;.) And
&c!, (K,) or MAW _J-, (M, TA,) He struck
(M, Ig, TA) htim, or it, (g,) or tIle back of his
neckl, rvith his 4, (M, TA,) i. c. (TA) wtith
hixs fit. (, TA.) [The in. n.] _ signifies
The striking anything solid and dry or tough.
(8, TA.) :_m. , (I, TA,) or ? _, (so in a
copy of the M,) said of a bird, It uttered acry
or cries: (M, I :) from Kr. (M, TA.)

2: see what immediately precedes.

3. l'o lle drewr near to him: and Lfaced
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Aim, or met him face to face: (A:) or. 5LG,
in£ n. li5t. and ,Lt, he faced them, or met

them face to face: (i:) or. 4 1 , , in£ ns. as

above, me drew near to them: and iiLt~ .i-.4
and 1t;i I met himnface toface. (M.)

4C .l; .lt'i1: see 1, second sentence. ~

ii..l ife made him, or it, to be near. (9, p.)
And *;1; Xi .l May God make his house to
be near. (A.) [And so with o..] -And one
says, .,I ';LI The gaame, or object of the
chase, has becomt near to thee, so 'that thou art
able to shoot, or cast, at it. (..)

~ s. The young one of a camel: (M, L, V,:)

and so " [q. v.]: (M:) but the latter is the
more chaste, and some have rejected the former
word: (MF:) pl. ,~Lei and l~# (M, O) [and

app. ,.~ also, like .,i,] and [pl. of pauc.]
;. (TA.)- And Anything [i. e. any ani-

mal] tail, tjgether with plumpners, or with fat-
new, softme, thinner of the skin, and plumpness;

(1, M, 1g ;) and so with 0; (M ;) as also ' , .
(TA.) Applied to a branch, Juicy, thick, and
long. (TA.) - And A tent-pole: (M, K :) or the
middle tent-ole, hl/i,h is the lonet: (, M, :)
a,d so with ,: (M:) pl. <, . (9,M,..)
[Sed also this pl. below.] - And Thefit: so in
the phrase -e- '0 [expl. above]. (TA.)

%., [is an in£ n., of ,', as mentioned
above: and, used as a simple subst.,] signifies
Vicinity, or nearne. (M, A, &c.) Thus in the
phras'e K~4' [lit. He is in thy vicinity;
meaning he is near thee]; mentioned by Sb among
instances of adv. nouns which he classes apart
becaue of their strangeness. (M.) And one
says also, 'I ,!,; 5. 1'; [lit. My house is

in a situation of nearnes with respect to his
house :] meaning, near [hid house]. (TA.) - It
[is also used as an epithet, and as such] signifies
Near: (M, :) you say o C;1 .%, and L,

[q. v. voce .L], A near place; (M ;) and

JtL:.,b.L and .L: (A in art. :) and

j _a 1 .;j [His house is near me]. (A in
the present art.) - See also .

.. 1~, a pl. of 4. [q. v.]. (S, M,.K.)-_
Also The hitdl legs of camels; a dial. var. of
.ijp: (IAar, M:) the ,, is changed into ,L
app. because the latter is more agreeable with
3. (M.)

A seller of perfurms [,c.: for the
Arab dealer in perfumes sells a great variety of
things, such as drugs, many articles of grocery,
and the like]: (O, K:) so called because he col-
lects [somewhat] of everything. (TA.)

4L [More, and most, near]. One says,
I,F _1. ~ ii 7Tis is nearer than this:

(M: [and the like is said in the A and TA :]) and

so ,i. (M, TA..)
Bk. I.

LUJ , " He is my neiy hbour: (TA in the
present art.:) he is one whose house, or tent,
adjoins mine. (TA in art. j,-.)

1. ;o, (S, M, ,) aor. , (M,) inf. n. '.&,
(M, M,) He broke, (S, K,) or struck, (M,) stones,
(~,) or a stone, (M, K,) with a ,j4L [q. v.].
(M, M, K.)_ -;0 i, 1 , (M, g,) inf n. as
above, (M,) Ie struck him, or beat hinm, (M, .,)
on his head, (M,) with the staff, or stick. (M,

- .) i-;-b' l i j~ le was thrown, or cast,
upon the round; lit. the ground was struck mith
him. (0, K. [In some copies of the 1S,i in
this instance and the verb explaining it (.w)
are in the act. form, and u,jJl is therefore in the

accus. case.]) _;I A, (M, .K,) inf. n. as

above; (M ;) and M,L, , (M, ,) inf. n. ;3
(TA;) IIe lighted, or kindled, the fire; or made
it to burn, burn upl, burn brightly or fiercely,
bla:e, orJflam. (1M, g.)- .l -,, , (- ,
M, A,) nor. and in£. n. as above, (M,) t Tie sun
hurt himn by iti heat: (A:) or pained his brain:
(S :) or fell vehemently, with. Jierce heat, upon
him, or upon his head: or was hot upon him.
(M, TA.) [Sec also 1 in art. -.]_ 

. [app. le cursed me, and calumniated
me]. (A. [These meanings seem to be there

indicated by the context.]) '.A.1 [L. The
milk was, or became, intensely sour; as also
"jA1, inf. n. jI LI; (K;) and tV , (] in

art. .L.o,) and l. (K in that art and in
the present art. also.) - [See also L., below,
last explanation but one.]

2. ju; )ao.: see 1. i-- Jl )Le, (M,) or

Jw.it, inf. n. n. , (AV, TA,) lie poured Jh

[q. v.], (M,) or ., [which is the same,] (As,)
upou tlhe dates, (M,) or upon the freh ripe dates.
(A:.)

4. W. !j Z, ,ol t The sun was, or became,

burning, or Jfiercely burning; syn. ji.l; (M,

K ;) as also t ,V l, (L and n in art. l.-%,)
in which the., is angmentative: (L in that art.:)
the former is from .i,,l said of fire. (M.)

5. Wl ZijL3: see 8.o .3 [Ie hawked;]
he htmted rwith the L.o. (A, L.) And He
tarried, stayed, or waited, (n, TA,) in a place.
(TA.)

8. ;JtI ;tA.Ij and ,;:e.! Thfire became
lighted or kindled; burned, burned up, burned
brightly or .fiercely, blazed, or flJamed; (M, ];)
as also fi . (VC.)

9 jL.- } see 1, last explanation.
Q. Q. 1. l.. : 1

Q. Q. L -3- Hle (a bird) uttered the cry

termed,, . [q. v.]: (g:) reiterated his cry.
(TA.)

Q. Q. 4. j.,1: see 1, last explanation: 
and sec abso 4.

,~ [The hawk;] the bird ith which on
hunts, or catches, game; (v ;) whater preys, or
hunts or catche game, of the birds called Sij

[pl. "of )] and i,sal5 [pl. of O tzs]; (M,A,
I ;) a hkind of bird including the t1t and the

Co,,U and tlhe J and the j; and the c':.
(Ai.a t, TA in art. j :) [like our term " saker,"
and the French "sacre," &c.:] pL (of pauc.]

;..I (M, I) and [of mult.] j;i and j} (M,
A, ]) and jl, and jU, and ; ; (M, .;)
the last of which is said by Th to be pl. of oa,
which is pl. of., but [ISd says] I hold it to be
pl. of .,.: the fern. is ; i~. (M.) - [And
accord. to Reiske, as mentioned by Freytag, A
liberal man: perhaps a noble man, as likened to a

hawk.] ~ Also, (s, ]J,) and V jL;, (, , M, ,)
Vehemenc of the stroke of the sun, (, M, ,)
and fierceness of its heat: (M:) or the velunence
of its stroke uplon the head: (M :) pl. [of theo

latter] ,lU. (S, A.)~ Also the former, Sour
milk; (1 ;) [and] so t ;l.: (A:) or milk ren-
dered sour by a stroke of the sun: (Sh :) or milk
sour in the utmost degree: (As:) or very sour

milk; as also t~'~: (S:) or this latter is milh
that has curdled, and of whiclh the thick part has
become separate, and tihe whey become clear, and
that ha become sour, so as to be a good hkind of

saue. (L.) One says, qjil LSqj ;jLa U'l
[He brought us some sour milk, or very sou milk,

cc., such as contracts the face, or nakes it to

wrinkle: like as one says /.a.]. (S, A, L.)-

Also, (T, S, M, M ab, 1,) and ?;AL, (M,) [Tho
exsled, or expressed, juice called] -.t ; (S, g;)
in the dial. of the people of El-Medeench: (S:)

or the ,r. of dates; (M ;) or ,,ffi"sa r.ip de,te,
(Mgh, M.b,) before it is cooked; i,. e. rwhat flows
fronm them, like honey, and what, awhen it is
coohed, is called 4' : (Msb:) or the honey of
fresh ri'pe dates and of raiins; as also ?tL~:
(]g :) or the honey of fresh rile dates wchen it has
become dry, or tough: or what e.rcules f.osm
grapes, andfrom raisins, andfroom dates, without

their being pesnc d; (M;) as alsot *.L: (TA:)
or, in the dial. of the Barilnces, [or people of
El-Banhrcyn,] the crudae b recmnblin9g honey,
which flons S'om baskets of dlates when they [i. e.
the dates] are deposited and corngested, in an

uncovered chamber, [so I render .,a~ %-t, but

the meaning of the epithet is not clear,] nith
yreen earthen pots beneath the/i. (AM, TA.)
- And the former, '(~,) t lVater that has
become altered for the nworse in taste and colour.

(g, O, TA. [See also ·.. and ji..]) -'.
also signifies A ."1; [or feather, i. e. portion of
the hair naturally curled or frizzled in a spiral
manner or otherwic,] behind the place (f the
liver (AO, gK, TA) of a lwrse or similar benot,
(g, TA,) on the right and on the left, (TA,) or
in the back of a horse: (AO, TA :) there are two
such feathers, (AO, ]V, TA,) which are the limit
of the back. (AO, TA.)I Also, [probably as
an inf. n., of which the verb is j;,] The acting
the part, or performing the office, of a pimp to
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[Boox I.
[(me'] wioe, or m en under cotrt (IAr, t an unbdieer. (M, O, 1g.) The Prophet, being
M, 0, ]. [In the Cl],. l is erroneously put asked the meaning ofl;L, (M, TA,) or of ;ji.,
for .JI.]) Hence the epithet jU, [as some (T, TA,) or of CA"Uo, (0,) occurring in a trad.,
explain it,] occurring in a trad. [which see below]. said t Young people who shall be in the end of
(TA.)-And A cursin of ch as is not desrving time, rho~ mutualgreetinq will be mutual cursing.
[thereof]: pl. J and UL.. (1;.) (T, M, O, TA.) See also ,.

., a name of Iell; a dial. var. of'.i [q. v.].

(]~.)l, Fallen leaves of the [kind of trees
eaUed] aLJ/, and [particularly] if the JJ4, (M,

]g,) and of the.A, and of the C , and of the
: not so called until they fall. (M.) ~ See

also;,, in two places.

' ' L;, (g,) or L.L,, (M, 15,) in which
the latter word is an imitative sequent, (1,)
Freh ripe data containing£;: (M, :) [mdli-
feros:] or prope for .r. [or jL]. (. )

*Lj; $!1 A woman sharp, or acute, of mind,

(iab, [in the C,, erroneously, ij,]) trong-
ngAted. (fgh, ]l)

kit; Cji<Ji dL., (A, , TA,) and Ui5L1

ijl1, (]~, TA,) : He came with lies, and
ezcitements of dissenion: (A, TA:) or with
s/er lying: (15:) or ith shaer, and x~essive,
or abominab, lying: (TA:) each being a name
for that whic is unknown: (J4, TA :) and in like

manner one says 1; J 4, and LgU.¢ J
Litlfl; mentioned by IDrd, in the Jm; and
by Meyd, in the Collection of Proverbs. (TA in
art.i J.) [800ee also Ir p. 399.]

a": eewe;i, in dx places

.o t Water remaining in a wateritrou.h
in which dogs and foxes void their urine, (0, K,
TA,) altered for the worse in taste and colour.
(TA. [See also;', and;L.])

3'U t A coour, of a bird, in which the $
[or dark, or ashy, dust-colour] thereof, or the
blackness thereof, it mied with redness or yel-
lowness; as bein~ likened to [the colour of] S,
[or,L], i. e. wq?: a bird of that colour is termed

s; : o in the book entitled "Ghareeb el-
;amim," by loseyn Ibn-'Abd-Allah el-Kitib

El-Iqbahlnee. (TA.)

;L", (so in a copy of the M in two instances,
and so in the O in one instance,) or t, (s
in the O in another instance, and so accord. to the

I(, in which latter it is expressly likened toj,)

A wittol, or tame cuckhold; syn. , : (M, 1 :)
or one who act# the part of a pimp. to his own
wites, or women under corert; as also *;U'0:
(0:) the former epithet occurring in a trad.
(M, O.)

L .: see,p s tjoiu A4, above.

; [A falconer, or rear~r of hawk,. (Go-
lius, from Meyd: and so in the present day.) -
And] i. q. .4 [A seller of ,,, or Ljo. (O,
1.) Also t One who is in the habit of curing
(M, O,g) tho~ who are not dm n~g [of being
cursed]: (M,O, 1I:) and tacal m~niator: and

j1~o: see j~.

.l,, applied to ajL [or hawk] Sharp.jighted.

(g.)

jy: see PjC.

;jt; A calamity, (M, V,) or a veurment
calamity, (0,) befalling. (M, ]:.)

;,tL< [A picuxe;] a large .j (AA, $, M,
0 aith on slender head, with which stones are

broken; (AA, , M;) i q. p a; (AA, , A;)
and t)3.. signifies the same; (M,K;) [but]
this latter is expl. by IDrd as meaning a thick

,,U with which stones are broken. (TA.)-
And t The tongue. (M, 15.) - See also what
next follows.

5j93L The inner side of the cranium, over the
brain, (M, 1], TA,) as though it were the bottom
of a bowl: in the T said to be termed *;Lo.
(TA.)-And S.t, (M,) and ;jLJI,, (M,
15,) a name of t The Third Heaven. (M, 1].)

A cry of a bird, (M, ,) with a re-
iteration, (M,) resembli,ng the sound of this word.
(M, 5.)

A;u in the foliowing saying, (M,) A t1 IU

, , lf TheJs dates have more A than
tlhese, (AHn, M, 15,) has no verb. (M.)

Li.~ Milk that is sour and disagreeable: (Ibn-

Buzurj, TA:) and t signifies milk intensely
sour. (TA in art. p/~.)

~L- ,jc Fresh ripe dates, (A,) or fresh ripe
dates that have become dry, (S,) upon r,hich is
poured v_t (S, A) of ripe dates, (A,) in order
that they may become soft: and sometimes it
occurs with ~,; for they often change W. into
y, when there is in the word j or 1 or p or ;

as in jL' and e14. and and t.: (a:)
or excelen~t freh ripe dates, picked from tlhe
raceme, which are put into [earthen veusse of the
kind called] P,3G4 [pl. of ;ii. (in the TA
erroneously written ft;lj)], and upon Awhich
,p. is poured: they remain moist and good all
the year. (AUIn, L.) - And ta f't t Water
altered for the worse [in colour, as tlhough ,,
i. e. .,, had been mized with it]. (M. [See also

'ig and 'Jo.]) - And, ; jLf t A bird of
th colour termed, ·ijo, q. v. (TA.)

ea. One wvho hunts with hawks. (A,* TA.)

-&.. _ A day intensely hot: the two-.s in this

word are augmentative. (TA.) - See also jL~.

1. '~, (15 Mgh , O, -,) aor. -, (0, Mgh,

1,) inf. n. ! , (0,) 2He struck him, or beat
him: (s:) or he struck [or dlapped] him with his
expanded hand: (TA:) [like ,ug:] or, (',
Mgh, O, 15,) as also V aj.., (0, 1g,) he truc
him (., Mgh, 0, g) upon his head, (0, ],) or
upon his a1., ($, 0,) [i. e.] upon the top of
his head: (Mgh:) this last is the primary signi-
fication: and her.ce, metaphorically, he struck him,
or beat him, in an unrestricted sense: (Mgh,* O,
TA:) and he struck it, namely, a dry, or tough,
and solid thing, with a similar thing; as, for
instance, a stone with a stone, and the like: or, us
some say, he struck it, namely, anything dry, or
tough. (TA.) It is said in a trad., respecting
MunJLidh, .Il tLs i. e. He was struck on the
top of his head: (0:) or he had his heod broken
so that the mound reacled the membrane over Ai

brain. (TA.) - One says also, 4ft' v
(0, O) ie threr him down, or prostrated him,
on the ground; (g;) [lit.] he smoto the gro~ d
with him. (Ibn-'Abbid, O.) - And 

jm l i. q. .aLt 1 ;;,' (.S, O, g,) The
thunderbolt mote him. (TA.) And -. He

was smnitten by a thunderbolt; i. q. ; of the

dial. of Temeem: (0:) and so - ; (1, TA;)

like .a. (TA.)- And "'. . He branded
him, or marked him by cauterizing, upon his
head, [or his Lj,] or his face. (0, g.).
And i,Jdl to, aor. and inf. n. as above, He
ate thi i5.,j [or mcm of crumbled bread with
broth] from its WyJ. [or top, or tppler part, or
honlow made therein]. (TA. [See also Q. Q. 1.])
.-- also signifies The raising of the voice:
(O, TA:) and the uttering it by conective
emisiou. (TA.) You say, ep. L. He
raised his voice. (TA.) And hence, (TA,) js
said of a cock, ($, O, ],) aor. ', O,) inf. n.
°L and Uo (IDrd, 0, ]) and ', (1,)

He [crowed, or] uttered a cry: (IDrd, S, O, ] :)
and so ~ . (v.) _ And, accord. to IAr, The
being eloquent in rpeech, and lighting upon tAe
[proper] meanings. (TA.)- a.y,p 'p, said
of an anss, lIe emitted a sounding wind fr the
anus, in a moist and dipersed state. (Ibn-'Ab.
bid, O, J.)-- '. $ He attached to the

tent the rope caled t % [q. v.]. (Az, O, TA.)
And 0. , (, ,1,) said of a man, (V,)

He went away, ($, 0,1:, TA,) j& ' *,

[in all directions]: (TA:) one says, C;! IS_ ; t; 
L.,, (S, O, TA, [but in the second, ' is put in

the place of L,]) and , (TA,) meaning I know
not whither he went antay: (O, TA:) and the
verb is seldom used in this sense without the
particle of negation. (TA.) Or it signifies, (V,)
or signifies also, (0,) or so ·L, (S, TA,) like

' not CL, (TA,) He deviated from the wsay,
(S, O, g, TA,) and alighted, or descnd~ and
abode, alone, by himsldf: (TA:) or he deiated
from the wvay of goodnes and generosity. (IF,

O, 1]g, TA.) And i signifies The going astray;
losing one's way; or becoming lot; and per~hing;I

I
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or dying. (TA. [But I think that this is pro-

bably a mistranseription for h, inf. n. of 'L.])

You may also, lu. i Such a one

repaired towards nck a thing. (TA.) - And

' i al nor. a', (A'Obeyd, S,) inf. n. ,

The well collapsedl; or broke down. (A'Obeyd,

8,15.)*)-- ;,, (TA,) inf. n. yo, (O,K.,
TA,) said of horses, and of birds, &dc., They

became wnhite (O, K, TA) in the [4.", or]
uppermost part of the head, (TA,) or in the
middlle of thc head. (0, 1.) - And [the inf. n.]
· ", in relation to the lead, signifies The being

bald: or, as some say, the going airay of tic hair.

(TA.) -. .;,l '.i The earth, or ground,
became orerspread n'ith the ~. [i.e. hoar-

frost, or rime]; (Q, O, Myb, ];) as also

9 ,.aLol; each with !lamm. (IDrd, 1.)

2. d , inf. n. i., lie sore to him
res.cpeting a thaig l (lbn-'Abbitd, O, Jr.:) and so
J , illf. 11. ceW. (Ibn-'Abbfd, O.)

4. &el I[e (a maln, O, TA) entered ?p)on [

time, or a tract, of] e [i. c. hoar-frost, or

rime]. (IDrd, O, n, TA.)~Andt '"l $ l

,,bj;l, (1I, TA,) a,d ,;4l, (0, TA,) T he
[or hoar-frot] fell, or lighted, upon t/i earth, or
ground, ([,0 TA,) and thic trees. (O, TA.) And

w;j, l '.,a: see 1, last sentence. And &l

,..Wi Thte mten, or lpeople, became ove;p.tlread
with the l (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. : sec l, first sentence.-- ,
S.N,tJ1 lie spjread erenly the ;..ij3 [or mess of
crumblekd bread moi.stenetd nith b,roth]. (TA.)

'L A district, quarter, or tract, syn. ' ,t,

(, 0, M.O , 1K,) of a country: (Msb :) and a
place, region, quarter, tract, or point, toward(
nwhich a person, or thing, goes, tends, or is directed;
syn. 4l.: and a dplare nf alighting, or of descend-
ing and stolipingy or sujourning or abiding or
lodging or st.tling; or a place of abode or settle-

ment; syn. !,,~ : (Msb:) pl. [ofpauc.] l ,

(0, TA,) and pl. pl. rl- 1: (TA:) and :, is a

dial. var. thereof. (IJ, TA; and Kin art. o.)

One says, .l l J i.e. o. ,

A ,I [Such a one is of the peopb of this
ditrict, &c.]. (S, 0.) And M L.e ~9,

He is in t/i am~C [or district, &c.], and the aL~
[or place of alighting, c.]of the of such a
one. (Msb.) See also ~. _ Also A part, or
portion, of the surrounding and inferior sides of

a well: pl. U t.l: but the more approved word is
with ,,. (TA. )

-inf n. of (S, &c.) - Also An

affection like b, [i. e.] that takes away the breath,

(h'J4 A dt, S, O, 15, [in the CI], -jI,]) by
reaon of the vehemnence of the hat. (, 0,1 .)

' [Smitten by a thunderbolt: (see its verb,

'L,:) or] snitten as by a thunderbolt from the

enemy: so accord. to some: (0, TA:) 'Ows
Ibn-yajar says,

S* LS' ' 3 isa1 )' z 

(S,' O, TA, but in the TA Slil) [which may be
rendered O Aboo-Duley.leh, whIo isfor a solitary
tribe, smitten as though by a thunderbolt from
the nemies, iln hon 'ordl (whllich was, in the time
of the poet, a col(l month) ?]: or, accord. to IAor,
the meaning here is, in a state of reti'ement,
remote fromn the enelmies; (S,* 0 ;) for when the
winter pressed severely upon the man, he used to
retire to a distance, lest a guest should alight at
his abode; the enemies being the strange guests;
and by saying Jl_ )1J, he means that the cold
was in Showwal: (0, TA:) or °o means

absent and remote, so that one knon.s not nhere he
is: or that has gone away, and alighted alone, or

,by hi?nmsf: (TA:) [pl. :] see an cx. voce

asi. ,,ojl, (TA,) and * i a.., Earth,

or ground, overspread with the '0 [i. c. hoar-

frost, or rime]: (S, M.b, TA:) and in like

manner, * " and , trees overspread

with the ,. (TA.)

'L Intensenas of cold; from )LAll [mean-

ing "hoar-frost," or "rime"]. (TA.)

A A n.hitenes in the middle of the head of
a horse and of a bird &c.; (S, O, 1K ;) or in the
middle of the head of a black sheep or goat,
accord. to Abu-l-Wazi'. (TA.)

O1laL Stupid, dull, or wanting in intelligence:
but this is a vulgar word. (TA.)

The first increase, or offspring, (Ct;,)

[of sheep, or goats,] when the sun mites (ml )

the heads of the lambs or kids: (Aboo-Nasr, O,
K: [in the Cg,,l is erroneously put for :])

and some of the Arabs call it the .~ , and the

then is the , after the (Aboo-
Na.r, TA:) it is also expl. as signifying such as

is brought forth in the [period calld] k_.a :
(TA: [but see LO :]) and, (O, g,) accord. to
AZ, (O,) the young camel that is broughtforth
in [the time of] thec ' [i. e. hoar-frost, or

rime]; which is of the best of the increase [of
camels]. (O, .)

itU. A piece of rag with nhich a woman pro-
tects her j [or mu.fier] from the oil [in her
hair], (S, 0, K, TA,) putting it on her head;
(TA;) as also t a_.~: (g :) or this latter sig-
nifies a thing by which the head is protected, such
as a turban and a j. and a (. (TA.) - And

The [anman's face-veil termed] ; (9, 0, K0) is

sometimes thus called. (8, 0.)_ And A thing
rwith which a she-camel's nose is bound, (, 0, ,
TA,) as expl. in art. t) [voce ], (S,) nhen

they desire her to affect her young one or the
young one of another: or, accord. to A'Obeyd, a

piece of rag with rkich her eyes are bound; that
with which her nose is bound, [or stopped, (see 1
in art. fil,)] when she is made to affect a young
one not her own, being termed Al'Q. (TA. [But

see .;..])- And A mark made with a hot
ir,on upon the JIJ. [or back of the head] of a
camel. (Ibn-'Abbuid, O , ]g.) - And An iron
tlting that is in the place of [the kind of curb
called] the 4k. of the bit. (0, X.) - And A
thing that is next to the head of tithe horse, beneath

(';j) the larger o. (TA.) -The at of a
tent (dL) is ,1 rolM that is eztendledfromt its top,
and lndlh.d tight, the tro ends of nlhich are ticel to
two peys, or stales, stuck into the ground, when
the widul is riolent and it is feared that the tent
nay be thrown donwn. (0, TA.)

;a. The .~ [i. e. hoar-frost, or rime,] that

nips, or blasts, (lit. burn.s, [see jbl,]) the
plants, or herbage; (Mtb;) what fiaUlsfrom the
shy in the night, resemblingj snon. (S, O, .K.)
Also A species of j [or hornet]: (O,lJ:) so
says AI.Ilt, as having been heard by him from a
man of Et-'!iif. (O.)

ii.. [Deiatingfrom thle truth; as is indicated

in the TA: and hence,] a liar: (TA:) one says,
"d Lb i. c. Be silent, O liar. (Yoo, O, g.)

L/ i. q. aL&C [i. e. A thunderbolt]: (Fr, 9,

0, v.:) of the dial. of Temeem: pl. .Ij.~. (TA.)

[See also aL'I.]

L -~ The place of the whiteness termed aaL.
in thie leadof a horse and of a bird &c.: (S :) or the
middle of tie head [in an absolute sense]: (O, (:)
or the top, or uppermost part, [of the had, or] of

the [cap calltd] 4;a, and of the turban. (0, C,
TA: all in art. &a. [See 1 in that art., where

this last meaning is assigned to aiy.]) And
A turban [itself]: (O, .K:) and any other thing
that protects the head: (TA:) accord. to IDrd,
a piece of rag vhkich a womann puts upon her /ead
as a protection. (0. See `U, first sentence.)

_ piece of rag ,which is tied upon the toL of

the [kind of women's camel-vehicle called] j

and nrhich the wind blows about. (TA.) The
head [or top] of the [woman's face-veil called]

|. ~. (IA*r, TA in this art. and voce ;I.
[q. v.].)- The hollow (j;) [that is made in the
u/pper part of a dish] of ,,M [or crumbled bread
moistened with broth]: (S, O, K, TA:) or the
top, or upper part; of i. (TA.) -Also The
place of a battle in which is much smiting. (IDrd,
o, g.)

'f, applied to a horse, and a bird, &c.,

Having a whiteness in the middle of the head: (f,
0, g:) or a horse white in the top of his head:
(Mgh:) fem. iiAR;, (S, 0, 1,) applied to an
eagle (, (, O, TA,) and to a female ostrich

[&c.]. (TA.) - o1l A certain bird, resem-

bling the l [or sparrac], in the feathers and
head of which is a whiteness, found near water;
mentioned [in the g] in art. &. [as with h, in
the place of .p]: (TA:) accord. to Ktr, (O, TA,)

215 -
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tA bird c~nei lll [q. v.]: (O, K, TA :) you
may form its pl. after the manner of substs. [i. e.
saying Lt], because it is an epithet in which
the quality of a sublt. predominates; or after the
manner of the epithet [i. e. saying CE]. (TA.)
.Acoord. to A.Hat, t"a1.1 signifies A [bird
such as is termed] a.IZ> [q. v.], of a dingy colour,
onsmall, writh a yellow head, short in the J- [or
tail] and the leg and tle neck: (TA:) or, accord. to
him, the ,"*l with a yellowness is a alSl. of a
dingy yelo colour, sma, Jhort in gthe L and
the legs and the neck: and all J .are with the
Arabs of the [birds termed] jg;L; andj..~: but
the .l1 with a blaclnes is a A.i of a dingy
reddish colour, blach in th head, and short in tlue
PLj and the neck(O.) - '' also signifies

The foreloc of a horse: or the white forelock
thereof. (TA.)-And hlel, The su (n ,
o, .)

-L.' A place towards which one tends, repairs,

or betaks himsef. (TA.)

: e , last sntence.

&L.. ; An eloqunt speaker or orator or
preacler: ($, O ] :) or one loud in voice: ( :)
or one who is not imlpeded in his sp~ech, and wlho
does not reiterate in speech by reason of in-
ability to say ehat he would, or is not unable to
find words to expres what he would say: (lra-
tideh, O, f :) or one who is skilfil, and penetrat-
ing, or ffective, in his sl~ech: (0:) or one who goes
into every t i., i. e. aU, [meaning province,]
of alpech: (TA in this art. and in art. CJ :) [said
to be] from 'JI meaning " the raising of the

voice;" (0, TA ;*) or from 11 [expl. above];
or, as some say, from °mLo meaning " h e struck
him upon hlis ax; ;" but this last derivation is
far-fetched: (TA:) pl. i l. (0, TA.)

a . we,bjI: see · , last sentence.

1. '~, (.8, M, O, M,b, 1f,) aor. t, (M, Msb,)
inf. n. J~L (S, M, O, Myb) and Jtl., ($, O,
Mfb,) or the latter is a simple subst., (M, ;,) He
poliided it; (Q, M, O, Mb, ,;) i. e. a thing,
(M,) or a sword, (S, O, M9b,) and the like:
(Myb:) and so W;~i. (H.)..3tl JL. tie
(a man, AA, 0) made the she-camel lean, or light
ofJlht: (AA, O, f:) and in like manner it is
said of journeying: (AA, 0 :) and in like manner
also, .;li the horse: (Sh, TA:) or this means
he tended the horse well, wilh tie coverings for
protection from cold, and wvith fodder, and took
good care of lin. (TA. [Sce Jti.Y, below.])

Jh;t ;. t Hlie struch him, or beat him, witl
the taff, or stick, (Z, 0, i, TA,) and disciplined
him. (Z, TA.) - And )j'l -t o JL t leflung
him ulpon the ground (lit. smote tIue gound with
Aim). (Aboo-Turib, O, 1g.)sJi , aor. c , inf. n.
J;, It (a thing, such as iron, and copper,) nwa

smooth, solid, and impenetrable to water. (MSb.)
~ And ., inf n. J,o, lHe (a man) dlffered,

or varied, in his gait, or manner of walUitg.
(Ibn-'Abbiid, 0.)

J) , (so in a copy of the M,) or t Ji.
(I,) [the former, if correct, perhaps a contraction,
by poetic license, of j).o, for whlichl it is not a
mistranseription, as is shown by a vcrse cited as
an ex. of it in the M,] Light, or active; applied

to a beast (4(i). (M, If.)

j o The t, [or fian/t]; as also ? :
(S, M, O, K~: [in the CK, erroneously, ' :])
the former, in this sense, said by AA to be from
£'I jii: (TA :) seldom is the e of a horse
long except his sides be short, which is a fault:
(S, 0:) and the y~L are the O [by whlich
may be meant either the two flanks or the two
portions betn~een the groin and the armpit on each
side] of a aii1 [i. e. horse or similar beast] &c.
(M.) And The [or side]. (M, .. ) "'

J >lt ~ meaus Asses haring smooth and fat
belles. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA in art. bA.j.) - And
i. q. a.lU [meaning A district, quarter, tract,
&c.]: (0, TA:) so in the saying, JL. ) i,
Jl. [T/ou art in a vacant district &e.]; like

f 5. (TA.) Sce also JL;.
J. Lmength of the.flanks; in a horse: (S,

0 :) or depressn (.*l.1l) of thefJlanl. (M.)

A horse long in thefianks: (S, 0:) or
long in tie flanks and shlrt in tie sides: (AO,
TA: [see J :]) and (O) having little flesh,
(O, 1}, TA,) whether long or short, (O, .K,) or
vlwtlhe. long in the flank or short. (TA.)_
Also, applied to a man, (Ibn-'Abbad, 0,) Dff;r-
ing, or varying, in hi.s gait; or manner of walk-
ing. (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, 1.)

i~,: see 'J . - Also Leannem, or lankness
in the belly, and slende.ness. (TA.)

an inf. n. of 0a , (., O, Myb,) or a
simple subst. (M, ].) [See 1, first sentence.]
.'zil jU. t The tending of the horse well, taking

good care of himn, sulpplying himn with fodd and
fattening him. (.,* M, 0,* g.) One says, ,,3
ai,L. ,, [The lwrse is in his state of~good tending
anl feelinguj]. (S, O.) [See also 1, second sen-
tence]. - Also Thc belly. (i].)

A thling, (M,) or a sword, (Msb,) [and
the like,] Polislhed; as also * J1 .. (M, M0l,,
]:L) -And A thing, such as iron, and copper,
smooth, solid, antl impenetrable to watcr. (Msb.)
- [Also, as a subst., implying the meaning of an
epithet,] A vsword. (S, TA.)

JtiA.: see J4.

J1.t Polishing: pl. ao. (S, M, M.b, K.)

34. One who practise the art of polishling
(S, M, O, Msb, 1.) anl harpening (M, K) swords
(.8 M, 0, Msb, .0) and the li/c: (Msb :) [com-
monly called in the present day t J1' :] pl.

,ail. ($, M, O, Msb, g) and .Jl#: (so in a
copy of the M:) the ; in the former pl. is afixed
irregularly, as in i; and 'tJ. (M.)

j;i~: see the next paragraph. Also, ap-
plied to a speaker, an orator, or a preacher, i. q.
J,.a., (M, K,) used by a poet in the sense of the
latter word, i. e. as meaning Eloquent. (Th, M.)

I-a'. (S, M, O, 1, KL) and t JL.. (KL)
An instrument, (S, M, O, KL,) or a ;ji. [which
mav here mean either a bead-shaped stone or a
shell], (g,) with .which one polishes (, M, O, I,
KL) a snword (S, O, KL, TA) and the like, (.,
TA,) a knifb, (KL,) a mirror, a garmtnt, or
piece of cloth, and paper. (TA.)

Ji,:: seoe :'.:_ , means
t Ailkl otrspread with a pdclUle: (O,* TA:) a
r(ijiz says,

· , ---2 ~, , .i W ,* C.V; 31 butI ; L* 151 ,,i

* c, Ji jUl j

[And he, wlesn he t!irsts, or experiences the hot
south.-west wind (~iJ), leave only the pclicle
when he sucks in with his lips from every quantity
of mill ovrm-pread with a pllicle, that has become
clear]: accord. to AV, it means thefrothi ofmaik:
(TA:) IApr explained it accord. to its apparent
signification, as used in a verse of 'Amr Ibn-El-
Ahtam El-Minkarce, (O, TA,) i. e. as meaning a
[glossy] red .; [a sense not indicated by that
verse, and clearly inconsistent with the cx. cited
above;] and wllhen told how As. had explained it,
replied that, when lie had said it, he was ashamed
to retract it. (TA.)

JL.

1. ', (S, O, Ms.b, 1,) aor. ', (TA,) inf£ n.
'k, (Mgh,* Myb, TA,) Ite struck hi,m, or it:
(S, Mgll, O:) or ew struck himn, or it, vehemently,
with a broad thing; or in a general sense, (K,
TA,) with anything whatever: (TA:) or he
salapped him witl. his hand, i. e. struck him nith
his expandled lta,ul, (Msb,) like 1;-1, (TA in art.

.1l, &c.,) ulpon the back of his neck, and upon
his face. (Msb.) Hence, in the Iur [li. 29],
y..., . - (S, TA) And he slalped her face
with her hand; syn. 2;j.' (Jel.) And J.&
oj'~ jt.it The hahk, orfalcon, struck his pey
with hisfoot, and so cast it down. (Ham p. 799.)
And [hlence, app.,] one says, L1 j' 1J j,1

meaning sy . l L j,j [Take thou this on my
firt striling with it]: and so j;'. (0,
TA.) Also lIe pushed him, or thrust him;
(As, TA;) like . and 4J. (TA in art. .. )
-And d . .11 lIe shut, or closed tie door:
(S, O, Mssb, :) or he locked tia door. (Lth, O,
K.) i And A,~, aor. and inf. n. as above, He
wrote what is tercned a AL. [expl. below].
(Meb.)~.:,. (' , 0, O, ,) like tL;, (i,)

third pers. ;A, (MA, in which it is mentioned1
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u said of an ass,) [and it is also implied in the
TA that the third pers. is .Ai, , like &;
mid of the eye, and some other instances, which

re extr.,] a verb of the class of ,., (Msb,)
inf. n. ,;, (S, Mgh,* O, Msb, 1], TA,) [in the
CV W*C is erroneously put for lta , and it

seems from what follows that tl is also an inf. n.
like 4,] 7Thou nwast knock-knead: (S, O,
Meb :) or thou hadst a eolliding (/ ) of the
knes, and [when used in relation to an ostrilch or
a horse or the like] of tte Qj.l O [which evi-
dently means here, as in many othler instances,
the hocaks]: ( :) [for] the verb is used in relation
to a man, (9, O, ]1, TA,) and to other than man:
(TA: [and the same is implied in tihe and O,

as is lshown voce J.ol:]) . [sometimnes
partieularly] signifies the colliding of the Iknees

[or of te Iwlocks] in rpnni1Ig, so tiht it mahes a
mark, or scar, upon each of them: (TA:) [and it

is said that] this word, (Mgh,) or ,, (TA,
(perhaps a mistranscription for l,])signifies
the colUidiig of t1e QJA . (Mgh, TA.)

8. l..t [lHe struck him, or it; or struck him,
or it, telrhemently, ith a broad thing, or with
anything; or dappll ihinm with his hand; being
stmclk, &e., by hiN]. (Ham p. 313.)

8. tl1 T7tey (two men, O, TA, and two
bodies, TA) struck each other. (O, TA.) One

says, , JA [11Es tato hknees collitdle, or

henock togetlher]. (.8, O, Mshb.) And ,L.1
J . They st,iuck one another with the swords.
(TA.)

± inf. n. of .;. (Mgh,* Mbl, TA.)c
Also a Pers. word (S, O) arabicized, (S, Mgh, O,
TA,) A ccrtain writing, (8, 0, 1g,) called in
Pers. 41., (O,) or ; (TA;) a debenture, or
vritten acknowledement o(f a debt (Mglh, MRb)

of onouyj or proo.erty, or of soen other thiag:
(Mghl :) and a c written statement of a comnercial
tramaction, prcthase or sale, tran.ier, bariyain,

a
contract, or the lite: (Myb, TA:) i. q. J.~ [in
this last sense or in the senses next following]: (
and TA in art. J. :) a J" of a o .t [i. e.
a sealed, or signed and scaled, statement of a
judicial decision; ajudicial reemrd; or the record
of a judge, in whtich hlis sentence is written]:
(KL :) and a written order fr. tthe payltenat of

ubsitence-mnoney, or of a stilend, salary, pension,
or allowanec; which some persons used to sell,
but the selling of which is forbidden: (Mob,

TA:) pl. [of pauc.] JL and [of mult.] io

and b,L. (8, O, Msb, ].) [Hence,] tii, A,l
The night of ite middle [of tie mwnthl] of Shaa-
bdn; because in it are written the klt of the
allowances of subsistence [of individuals]: also

A -called !-,1 1Q1 (0, TA.) [Hence also] L.
jM. il T7e trareler's pan, gicen Ahim toprevent
anYt o's offering opposition to him. (A and Mgh
in art. Jj^-.)

L The vehemence of the midday-heat in
ammer: (1g:) or the most veherment iteat of

midday in sumnwer: ( a:) and it is prefixed to
(IC:) one says, g ;:. 4 j, (S, o,) a

provey., meaning I met iimn in the most vehement
Ieat of middl(lay in summer nhen the heat almost
blinuled by its rvehemence: (Llb, O, TA:) for 
is said to be an abbreviated dim. of t..: (S, O,
TA:) and by it is said to be meant the gazelle,
because he is dazzled and confounded in the
nmiddtlay-lheats of sumnmer, and knocks against the
thing that is before him: some say, a. 1;,,

from n ' ; Z : and some assert that
mena,s the heat, it,c?f: (O,TA:) or it is the
name of a ccrtaii mnian [as will bo found expl. in
art. L.", with variations of this saying]. (S, O,
K, TA.)

t~ TiThe air [or atmo.pherle, betnven henaren
and eartl]; like tC; (I1n-'Abl,&l, 0, K ;) a
dial. var. of the latter word. (Ibn-'Al),'uid, O.)

A.AC' JIeah: (IAmnib, lIr, ], TA:) of the
measure Jai in the sense of the measure J ;
[lit.] meaning one wtho is struech much, or often,
because deemed weak. (TA.)

[A writer oft/u statenents termed Otto,
a-1 

pl. of .JLo: or, accord. to Golius, as on the
audtority of Meyd, an aetuary, wrho conmmits to
nwriting the sentences of the ju(lge].

a .$
Ao.l Knoech-hneed: (S, O, M.sb:) or havaing a

collidling. ) of the knewes, and [when used
in rclation to an ostrich or a hlorse or the like] of
thte Qgtsp& [whichl evidently means lhere, as in

ninmany other instances, the hocks]; as also V L;
(K;) whlich latter [in this sense is rare, and is

written in the CSK A, but] is with kesr to the
.A: (TA:) thius appliedtoa man,; (,O,Kg,TA;)
and to othler than man; (TA;) [i. e.] applied
also to a horse; (O ;) and to an ostrich, beeause
lhe is long in step, long-legged, and sometimes,
or often, his C)U;cS [here improperly used as
ilncaning "hoicks "] being near togetlher, his legs
strike each other: (8, 0 :) and a man is also said

to be 1 J.i- 1: (TA:) the fem. is ;t.:

(Mgh, Meb:) and the pl. is ,L. (TA.)-Also
One who.v teeth, both the ej l andl the ,p.l,
cleare close together: like ,sll. (Az, TA.)
See also the next paragraph.

a-1
.. SRtrong; (, 0, .K;) applied to a man;

and to other than mnian; (1 ;) [i. e.] applied to n
camnel, and to an ass, (S, 0,) as in, a verse cited in

tlie last pangraphl of art. .~; (0 i) annd * l
signifies the samnc: (K :) ithe fern. of the fiormer is
with; ; (S, 0, TA ;) whichl is held by Sb to be
rare; for epithets of the measures -"e and JL-
seldom have affixed to denote the fem. (TA.)

One says also , ..iA.aa .'"b [app. meaning
A head strong to butt, or knock, against other

/eads]. (g in art. ~ .)_ See also &l. _
Also A loch/; syn. J3t. (g.)

: sec whllat follows.

0 * a .
O.YC~ and t are epithets applied to a

camel, [app. as meaning Fleshy;] as though
flesh were thrust (., i. e. .,,) into him. (O.)

A-..

1. 'a.(,S, ](,) [aor. ' ,J inf. n.. ;, (TA,)
lie (a man, Fr, S) struck him, or it. (Fr, 9, ~.)
See also . ,.. - And Cle (a man, Fr, As, .)
pused, thrust, or rpelled, hima, or it. (Fr, As,
S, Ig.) _And one says of a horse, () or

1_1 jc ; Qcs,) orA%;l y h' ,, (TA,)
l' hoe kose champ.s, (.,) or chanped, (g,) his

bit, (S, ],) or tile :Ui of the bit, (TA,) an,l
stretcihs forth his head, (.,) or then stretchexd
frth ki.i heatl, as thgtmh desi.itig to contend for
SUmpriority [wcith his rider]. (]g.)

A vehwment shock, colli.ion, imnpetus, ptsh,
or thntst, (Lth, ., .K, TA,) with a stone or some
other thing. (Lthl, TA.)

i. q. Ji/mI [which means Camels' feet,
and boots; probably, here, the former: in the Tl
it is expl. as meaning the hoo0 of camels: and it
is there said that the sing. is. L]. (.)

1.,;. Calamities, misfortunes, or evil acci-
dents. (Is.) The Arnbs say,s t 

[T77te calamities of fortune smnote him; or nuity
ite calamities ofjbrtune smite him]. (S.)

Jo0

L j,, aor. J.', inf.n. Je., It sounded;
or made, produced, onitted, or sent forth, a
sound; (,M, O, I ;) as also t j..L, inf. n.

and O.L , (M, ]g, [in the C] 
is erroneously put for aLJ,]) or 3 may
be a n. of place; (M;) and ".kL&J [sometimes,
or always, implies repetition, as will be shown by
what follows, or], accord. to Lthl, is more inten.
sive, or more vehement, than Jl: (TA:) the
lformer verb is said of iron [when struck with iron
or the like, (see lIam p. 353, and what here
follows,) meaning it made a cladaing, or a ringing,
sound], as also t j;. ; (TA;) of a nail &e.,
(S, O,) of a nail when struek so that it is forced
to enter into a thing, (M, ]g,) as in a verse of
Lebeed cited in art. .f., conj. 4; (., M, O ;) of
hlelmets of iron (.i) when struck with swords,
meaning they *tnade a rinying sound; (M, ];)
[see an ex. of the inf. n. voce ~j ;] also of an
empty jar when it is struck; (TA;) and of any
dry clay, or baked pottery: (M:) also of a.J
[i. e. bit], meaning it ma(lde a prolonged sound;
(1M1, . ;) and V j. , (M, ],) inf. n. ,
(S,) said of the same, (., M," ,') it made r.e-

peated sounds, (S, M, .K,) and so t V .; (M,
, ;) wllichl last is also said of a woman's, or
otiher, ornament, meaning it made a [tinkling, or
,qnging,] sound; (S, . ;) and of clay mixed with
sand when it has become dry [app. as meaning it
made a erackling sound whlen trodden upon]; ( ;)
mention is also made, in a trad., of the t ",
[i. e. ringing, or tinkling,] of a bell; (J;) and

.
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[its verb] j.;.U is said of anything dry [as
meaning it made a sound, or noise, when struck,
or put in motion]; (Lth, TA ;) and also of thunder,
meaning it made a clear sound. (M, K.)_

&. .[Hence,] necJ l :?, (M, ,) aor. ', (M,)

inf. n. ;j-, The camels made a [ruonbling] sound
to be heard on the occasion of drinking in conse-
que.nce of their intestines' having become dry:
(M1, 1 :) [and in like manner ,Ji tihe horses:]
one says, i J,i J il j . The horses
crme nmaaing a [rundbling] sotund to be heard
frmn their bellies in consequenec of thirst: (9,
O:) andnl ;L l Se 6 ! 'H MO' [I lhard
a rumbling sound of his belly in consequene of
thirst]. (T, TA.) And ;AiJl j. , inCf .nJ,
I The rater-skin became dry, (M, TA,) not having
anl nwater in it, so that it was such as nwould
,,take a hind of clattering or crackliing noise

("uyi;) [when struck or shlaken or lc.it]. (TA.)
And kJ,L also signifies The sounding of the
entering of wtater into the earth, or yround. (M

in art. ,.o.) lj, (, M,V 0, ,.) aor. J,
(s, M, O,) inif n. j,L;; (s4, M, O, K ;) and also,
sec. pers. P,L., nor. .Jl.; (0, TA;) and
t jl.i; (., M, O, K;) or only the latter; (Zj,

TA;) or it may be jL$i is said, as it occurs in
a verse of El-lIotei-alh, and not J L; like sL'it
from and l,LkI from L, and , rotJ1i ;

(IB, TA;) It ivas, or became, stinking; said of
fleshl-mcat, (;, M, O, J,) whether cooked or
raw; (S, O ;) said by some to be used only in
relation to that which is raw; but V t¶1 occurs,
in a verse of Zuheyr, said of a a"i [or bit of
flesh-meat that is chewed], which indicates that it
is used in relation to that which is cooked and
roasted; or, accord. to some, the verb here means

[t.; [[which has ren~red heavy the eater]:
(bM:) and one says also -.,lt1 t..j ; [the
flesh-nteats were, or became stinkino (in both of
my copies of the f..l4j"l is erroneously put for
_oll, the reading in other copies of the S and in
the 0)]; the verb in this instance being with
teshdeed L;9 [i.e. because of its relation to
many subjects, or to a pl.]. (?, O.) In the .Kur
[xxxii. 9], some read os~j ) ! ;Lo. 1j1, (M,
0, TA,) [instead of the common reading, which
is UL,, with pi,] and some read CL', (0,
TA,) which has two meanings: i.e. IVen me
shall have become stinking, in the earth, and altered
in ourselves and in our forms? and vwhen we shall
have become dried up ? from ai. meaning " dry
ground." (TA.) - And J.., (M, ],) inf. n.
,3,1,, (TA,) is also said of water, meaning It
became altered for the rworse in taste and colour.
(M, [.) tt ;; ,L, (8, M, o, A,) aor.
'.*;l. (Q, 0,) : Calamity, or the calamity,
befll them. (~, M, 0, 0, TA.) jlI ,Jm,
(M, 6],) aor. a t, (TA,) inf n. D :, He cleared
the wine, or beverage. (M, .)_ And C
.Ji, (0,) orm ,1 .La.1 l c.t, (,)

[We cleared the grain that was mixed tith dust,
or earth, from the dust, or earth, by pouring
water upon it; or] we poured nwater upon the
grain that was mixed with earth, or dust, so that
each became separated from tie other: (O, IK:)
one says, Vt ,.J. M, [app. meaning Thlis is its
water with which it hlas been washed; like as one
says referring to anything that has been washed,
*;JL".. $, and l-,l, meaning as above].

(1.) - Ja-- ,iL. : see the next paragraph.

2.j_. l -. ig: see 1, latter half.

..J~I; (so in my copies of thie S;) or V 'A,

l;.JI1, (so accord. to the 0 and TA,) inf. n. ),.;
(TA;) [meaning, as is indicated by what imme-
diately precedes in the S and 0, lIe put a piece
of skin such as is termed aLt to the boot, app., to
its sole (see °i..): or, as is indicated by what
immediately precedes in the TA, he put a lining
(termed iJi) to the boot: the verb without
teshideed (written in the O "..L) I think to be
a mistranscription, notwithstanding the inf. n.
assigned to it in the TA: general analogy is in
favour of its being with teshdeed; and it is sa;d
that] J signifies The putting slin upon a
thing. (KL.)

4: see 1, latter half, in two places. = JI JJ..l
It (oldness) altered tthe water Jbor the worso in
taste and colour. (M, ]~.)

R. Q. 1. J : see'l, former half, in four
places. Also He threatened, or nenaced; andl
frightened, or terriJied. (IDrd, O, K.)_ And
lie slew the chief man of thw army. (IDrd, O,

.) And i.l J.Lo lie uttered the
Z.L. [or ~entence] with a feigning, or making a
sho, of k/fifdnes. (Z, O, TA.)

R. Q. 2. j' : see 1, former hlalf. - It is
also said of a pool of water left by a torrent, as
meaning Its black mnud became dry [app. because
such dry mud makes a crackling sound wlhen
trodden upon]. (IDrd, O, F5.)

J. : see i.., latter part.

J., Flesh-meat, &e., altered [for the worse].

J.. A serpent: (1g:) or a serpent against
lwhich charming is of no avail: (S, 0 :) or a ser-

lpnt that hills at once when it bites: (M:) or a
yellow serpent ( K) in the case of whicl charmning
is of no avail: (TA :) or a yellow serlent that is
found in the sand; when a man sees it, he ceases
not to tremble until he dies: (Har p. 102:) pl.
J'3.l (S, M, O, g.0) One says, lui 3ai j!
[lit. Verily it is a deadly pent of smooth siones;
i. e., such as is found among smooth stones;]
meaning, an abominable serpent like the viper.

(S, O.) And 3.i oJ dvi [lit.] t Verily he is
a serpent of serpents; thus one says of a man,
likening him to a serpent; (8, 0;) meaning
cunning, or crafty, and abominable, (S, M, O, .K,)
in contention, (M,) or in contention and in otlwer

cases: (M, ] :) like u one says . J.,o and

[BooK I.

,I. | .l . (TA in art. .b.). And S A cala-
mity, or mi*fortune; as also t l. (M,I, TA.)
So the former in the saying, 3 ' Li,
t [Such a one was tried with a calamity]. (TA.)
- And 1 A sharl) sword: pl. as above. (A, 0,
iK, TA.) - And S An equal, or a match. (Z, ]~,

TA.) One says, Il. j, IL" Thi.s is the ePual,
or match, of this. (Z, TA.) And ~ G t They

two are lilkes. (Kr, M.)=Sec also !,o, latter
part. fAlso A certain plant: (S, O:) or a
species of tres. (M, K.)

a.i [as an inf. n. of un.] Thce sound of a nail
and the like, wvhen it is struck with force; as also
t ;L.. (K.) And The sound of the.Al. [or bit].
(.g.) Also Dry ground: (S, M,O, :) or
ground, or land, not rained upon, between trwo
tracts of ground, or land, that are rained upon;
(M, I;) because, being dl'y, it makes a sound
[when trodden upon]: (M:) or accord. to IDrd,
ground, or land, rained upon, between two tracts
not rained upon: (0:) or simply ground, or land,
(MI, K,) nhatever it be; like Gh: (M:) pl. j:.
(M, 0, g.) - And A sole: (1 :) [ISd says,]

l. JI . . means [A boot good] in re&pect
of the sole; which is thus called by the name of
the ground, not otherwise; in my opinion because
of its dryness, and its making a sound on the
occasion of treading. (M. [See also another ex-
plan:Ltion of this phrase in what follows.]) - Also

Slin: one says '3.1 "iZ . [A boot good in
respect of the skin; somewhat diffcrently expl.
above]: (S, 0:) or dry shin, before the tanning.
(M, g.) And Stinking skin in the tan. (].)

Also An extensive rain: (K :) and a scattered,

scanty rain: (M, C :) and so t , and t .:
thus having two contr. meanings: (.:) pl. as
above: (M:) or j , its pl., signifies portions
of scattered rains, falling by little and little.
(S, O.) -And t A portion, (K,) or a scattered
portion, (M,) of werbage: (M, 1] :) pl. as above:
(M:) or [the pl.] J2.. signifies t hlwrbage; which
is thus called by the name of the rain. (S, O.)
- And AIoist earth. (O, K.) - See also il,.

Also The -~! [i. e. podex, or anus]. (TA.)

w., with (lamm, (K,) or t "I., (so in the 0,)
Renains of water (0, K) in a n,atering-trough;
thus expl. by Fr; (0;) and of other things, (s,)
such as [the oils called] >L. and j. (TA.)
[See also i.A.A.] And A fetid odour. (..)
- And The flabbiness of moist fie~meat. (.)

aI..: see L., first sentence._- j. , or
with ,., [i.e. L',] accord. to different relaters,
means lie is a tery cunning man ("a;1), one in
whom is no good. (TA.)

J~./ pi. of JU.' [q. v.]. (., M, o, V.)_
Also The leg of a boot; (Ibn-'Abbad, O, I;)
and so t ai~: (g :) or * the latter signifies the
lining of a boot: (M, 1J:) the pl. of the former
is ;l1. (Ibn-'Abbad, O.)

iJ)",: see 1, last sentence but one.
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1J5.: see J~L, in two places.

J4. Clay that mtahes a sound like as does
new wttm ; as also J' . (S, O.)_ And
U- ' j * '. [A man making a rumbling
sound to be heard fiom his belly in consequence
of being thirsty: see 1]. (TA.) Also, (1.,)

i.e c. like ¢.:,, (TA,) or t J , (so in a copy of
the M,) Water altered for the wors in taste and
colour. (M, K(.)

ac: se whlat next precedes.

,5AeL, of tlke measure 3;_t;, (S, O,) or,

accord. to some, of the measure O'., (TA in art.

A5 ) certain plant; (K ;) a certain herb, or
I&umino,,s plant; (!i ;) (~, 0 ;) a sort of
plants ( [which nieanis thlus as well as "trees"
&c.]), said /Il h. In to be of the [kind called]
A .L, that g.ron's upa'd., the thichest portion

tvhereof are the stems (j .1 ) andl the lower par ts,

of the size *f the a,$, auI the places of its
growth are the hlain, or sof, tracts, and the

meadows ( '): AA, lie adds, says that it is

of the [kind calhled] , becatmse of its thichness
and lastinyne.s: (M:) Az says that it is of tle
best kind of herbage, or pasture, and has a [root

such as is termned] L.;q, and thin leaves: (TA:)

it is ealled ,k'l : [the bread of the camels]:

(TA in art. j :) the n. n. . is with S. (S, M,
O, ].) It is said in a prov., (Q, M, O,) of a man
who hastens to swear an oath, (q, O,) or of ono
who boldly ventures to swear a false oathl, (TA,)
and has no impediment in his spechcl (S, O, TA)

indoing so, (TA,) L'all ( M,
O, TA) lIe hastened to it as the ass hastens to

the Lfl 1o: (L in art. J :) because the ass often
plucks out the .teLo by the root when he takes
it fior pasture. (S, O.)

: see Jl, in two places. - Also,
[app. a part. i. lsed as a subst.,] llrater that
falls uponn the ground, which then cracks, (0, K,)

.A --- ' --
or, as in the L, which telwn dries (A"i °

[correctly A .. e. , as referring to l,

or rather .A- --- : ]), causing a sound to be
heard. (TA.)

;JG: sco ie-1

'0..: see the next paragraph. c It is [also]

said to signify Stinhing; from JL said of flesh-
meat. (O.)

jI. s: see J ;. m Also A certain bird:
(V.:) a certain small bird: (M:) or (g) the
[collared turtle-dore called] a.; (IAr, S, O,

;) the bird /which the Persians ( Wq.1) cal by
this latter name: (Lth, TA:) or a bird resembling
the 3&.6: Az says, it is vwhat is called iz..$

[evidently a mistranscription for '.,, 2 v.]:
(TA:) pl. L: (IAlr,TA:) and tV4i..
signifies a pigeon, (IACr, 0, ], TA,) or a female
pigon. (IAr, TA.) _ Also The forelock of a

horse; (f, M, 0, ;) and so t V : ( :) or a

nhitene.ss in a horse's mane. (M, I.) -And
Hlair of the bach of a horse, and of [the part

(if tlhe breast called] the , tltat has become white
in consequence of the fallin-off of the hair. (J.)

Anld A [drinkintj-cup, or bonwl, such as is

called] ?-,: (K :) or a smoaU ll i; (As, 0, gi;)

[i. c.] a C2J suc,h as is caUllel ,i. (AHn, M.)
And A .shifill, astor. (IAXr, O, g.) See

also iLaR.o-

~K~,;: see the next paragraph.

!'l.t: see a ~.. Also A portion re-
maining of water (S, M, 0, K) in a pool left by a
torrent, (M, 1,) and in a vtssel, or in the [kind

of nanll shin called] jl1l, and in the lon,er )part
of a pool leftl by a torrent, (S, 0,) and likewise
oif [the hinds of oil caUlled] Mj (S,* 0, O, )

and A;'; (M, K ;) as also t t ; , (Ibn-'Ab-

ibu, M, o, ,) and t : (M, 1:) pl.
>j- . (S, M, 0.) [See also U.L.] - And

i. q. pj (IA~r, 0, K) and a. (AA, TA) [i. e.
HIair collected togetlher upon the head, or hanging
down upon the ears, or ectending beyond the lobe
of the ear, &c.].

JlU A noisy ass; as also t and
and V, : (M, 1 :) an ass strong

in voice [or bray], vehement therein. (Aboo-
Ahmad El-'Askeree, TA.) And A horse sharp
and slender [or shrill] in voice [or neigh]. (M,
TA.) And A wild ass sharp in voice; as also

tJl: so says Aboo-Ahmad EI-Askeree: and

thus is expl. the saying in a trad., j .E,isJ
9 IJai & J: 3 app. meaning [Would
ye love to be lilte the asses] sound in bodies, vehe.
ment in tvices, by reason of their strength and their
briskness? (TA.)-Also Clay not made into
pottejry; (M, ;) so called because of its making
a sound (dt^t: (M:) or clay mi.ed with
sand; (., 0, .;) which, when it becomes dry,

makes a sound; and nhich, wten baked, is jta :
(S, 0 :) or dry clay, that mahes a sound by reason
of its dryness: (Z, 0, TA:) thius in the gur lv.
13 [and xv. 20 and 28 and 33]: or, accord. to

Mujahid, i. q. ' L... [which meansblack mud
altered for the worse in odour]. (TA.) And

'iLL A land in which is no one. (O, TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

I 2 A vessel in which wine, or beverage, is

cleared: (M, 9 :) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (M.)

,jiL Copious, or abundant, rain. (IAar, O,
I :.) Also A generous, or noble, andhonourable,
chief, pure in respect of parentage; as also

, .L~; , with fet-h: (1I:) or one who is pure
in respect of gene7osity, or nobility, and of

parentage: (IApr, O :) and * J;.. [thus 
in the O] a man who is a generous, or noble,
chief, pure in restpect of parentage, and honour-

able. (Ibn-'Abbaid, O.)_-And The ,.I [or
maker of boots]; who is also called by the vulgar
[or the people of the towns and villages] JlI%.
(IAIr, O, J.) 

.,~~~~~ ~~~~ .. .;

;)5i '. may be either an inf.n. of 0J.J. or a
n. of place. (M. [See 1, first sectence.])-D
[Also an epithet, if not a mistake for :]

see
'sc4 e =9

sce J.;.: - and see also J.

1. 4;, [nor. ,] inf. n. r; (i, M, A,

M9 b, 1g, &c. ;) and , aor.'; (Iltt, A, 1 ;)

and t ,L, inf. n. `L'; (1 ; [but this last,

accor(l. to the TA, is trans. only;]) said of a
thing, (S, M.s,) [and of a man,] It [and hc] was,
or becamnte, hard, firm, rigid, stiff, tough, strong,

robust, sturdly, or hardly; syn.. SI; (" ,A,'
Msb, I] ;*) cont,- oSf . (M, TA.). [Henee,]

.i , %bjl , .; , [The land has been hard
by lying waste for years]; said of land titat has
not been sown for a long time. (A, TA.) - And

JIt c; -.U, inf. n. as above, t lie was, or
became, tenacious, or avaricious, of property, or

the property. (M, L.) - [And ;,l11 4t,
inf.£ n. as above, t TThe wie becane strong. (...

,laJ1 is exl)l. in the $ and L, in art. ., as
meaning M..)] .,,U&.I .., (M, 1,)

aor. ,, inf. . ; (M ;) and t,L .. ; (M,
g;) lle cooktedt, (M,) or collected atund cooked,
(TA,) the bones, (M, TA,) and extracted their
grease, or oily matter, (M, Kl, TA,) to make tue
of it as a scasoning: (TA:) or , .1k [alone]
he extracted the grease, or oily matter, of bones,
(S,) or he collected bones, and extracted their
grease, or oily matter, (Msb,) to make use of it as
a seasoning. (S, Msb.) - And in like manner
one says of one who roasts, or broils, or fries,
flesh-meat and makes its grease to flow: (M :)

i. e. one says, 'Jt J, (M, g, TA,) antl
.,.JJ..ol [ulone], (M,) 1Ie roasted, or broilcd,

or fiied, tlwe fJesht-meat, (M, 1, TA,) anul made
itU giease toflov. (M, TA.) -. And, (gC,) as Sb
says, (TA,), ao, or., and ', (K, TA,) inf. n.
; , (TA,) lIe, or it, burned himn: (K, TA:)

and _ :.1 o T h c snn burned himn [app.

causing his sneat to flow]. (TA.) - And sLk,
(S, M, A, Msb, I,) aor.,, (M, Msb, ,) inf. n.
,...; (s, M, M1b ;) and V ', (M, g,) inC. n.
,~- (Ii[,) or the verb with teshdled is said of
a pl. number; (S, A;) [lie crucified him;] he
put him to death in a certain wiell-known manner;
(M, L;) he madle himn to be , ; (s ;)
namely, one who had slain another; (Msb ;) or a
thief: (A:) from .ti.al %;.U; because the oily
matter, and the ichor mixed with blood, of the
person so put to death flows. (M.) - [Hence]

;= 1 in prayer means The placing the hand.
upon theflanks, in standing, and separating the
armns from thw body: a posture forbidden by the
Prophet because resembling that of a man when

he is crucified (. lw), the arms of the man in
this case being extended upon the timber. (TA.)

- [Hence also,] '#JI .4., (M, g,) and

t t4., (M,) He put upon the j). [or leathern
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) he exerted his strenth,force, or energy; ptrainel
to or strained himself, or tasked himself severely
hre syn. ;.P:J; (A, TA;) which means : ; 
I, (L in art. L!;) J.UJ [for that]: (A:) said of
n- man. (TA.)

8: see 1, former half in three places.

4L lard, firm, igid, stiff; oug, stromn
itrobuJt, sturdy, or hardy; syn. s ; (vA

Msb, l;) contr. of 1 J; (M,TA;) as als
*) r jand t (S, M, A, a) and V

(M:) pl. of the first or second, [accord. to analog0
of the latter, and also of the last,] ys. (M, A.
-[IIcnc,] L and V.Jt., (c;,) or ·* 4.L= and ? 4o, (M,) A rugeed, stony place

- (M, 1:*) or lsao signifies a rugged, extendi,
e pylacc, of the earth or ground; and t e., a haun
e part of thle carth or ground: ( :) or this lasi
e a tract of rugged depressed land stretching alon,g betwveen tno hilly: (Sij, TA:) or the acclivities oj

d hills; and its pl. is ,';: (TA:) or
] signifies hard, cxcxnding, [tracts of] ground

le (A9, TA:) or hard and eleated [tracts of
V, ground: (IAtr,TA:) and ` 1 a rug

is &4.. (8, M, 1g.) One says of land tha
has not been sown for a long time, V &4. ,

e AI 1 [Verily it ha,s been hard by lyinj
I waste for years]. (A, TA.) - [Hence also,'
- ~q. la l ..,..J.. ^a I [lit. le is hard, &c., it

re.Pcct (jf the places ofl biting; meaning he iJ
strong, or risi*ting, or indomnitable, of spirit;

) (,$ JIjt ,;) thus .).l $I., is expl. in tho 6
and 16 in art. _]: and ,g1u $L. [whidl
means the samc]. (A, TA.) And "l 4lJ and
.. aJl tP , aapplied to a tender of camels; [lit.

e rard, &c., in rpect of the staff;] meaning
t hard, seerye, or rigorous, in his treatment of the
1 ca ls: GEr- ltC'ce says,

[hard, &c., having the veins of his limbs appear-
ing: thou tvilt mee him to have a finger pointing
at them, i. c. his camels, because of their good
condition, whAen the peojplc are *jflhicted with
drought]. (AI, TA. But in the ?, in art. ,
we find mla.. in this verse instead of .)_
And [in like ;anner] # ; and
I [He is haerd, firm, or strtop, in his religion].
(A, TA.) - And L e (Lth, TA) or

t (M, L, TA) $ A hard, or vehement,
running. (Lth, M, L, TA.)_And ;._ 
t A vehement eteighing. (Lth, TA.) And ;4y

1 A vehemnent sound or c or voice. (M,
L, TA.) ~Also, (S, M,A, Msb, k,) and 1
(Meb, TA) and 4l (S, M, A, 1) andV ALJL,
(lAth, L, 6,) which last is rarely used, (LAth,
TA,) and is said to ocecur only in one instance, in
poetry, but another instance of it in poetry is
cited, (TA,) The back-bone; i. e. the bone extend-
inq from the jeIS [or base of the neck] to the

bucket] what are called tV , (M, L, 1
which are tro pieces of ood placed cross-wise [
keep it from coUapsing], like ,vhat are called ti

A, Meb,l ],) aor. ,, ($,) II; fryer wras co:
tinual, (S, A, M9 b, ,) and vehement: (S, A, 1
or was of the kind termed vJLS [ v.]. (
TA.)

8. L.', (inf. n. ;>, TA,) lIe, or 
rendered it, or him, hardJirm, rigid, stif, toug
strong, robust, sturdy, or hardy. (S, M, ], TA
El-Apllh says,

* ,JI ,;J y:'v1 A1

(, TA) i. c. [Than the back of the exclcclent he
camel] ,vhich tle provender of cities, such as [th
trefoil called] .J, and date-stones, and thepastu
of E -IIim, meaning gimb ])arecyeh, the plac
of pasture of the camels of the kings, and the bein
long wvithout conceiving, (TA,) haw rendere
hard, orfirm, or strong. (%S,TA.) [Iencc
one says, Ij;li J ,_ .1 t [lIe mao
thea beverage termedl 4Ji to become strong b
means of the grain called CSjJI ..]. (Mgh i;
art. .jj.) _ > 1 4, (AA, $, n,) in£n

4L ip, (AA, TA,) The ripxe dates became diry
(AA, , :) and E"' 1 L3l the diate becam
dy,. (M,L.) -[Hence, perhaps, ;. is saii
in the n to be syn. with 4:] see 1, first sen
tence. 8ee also 1, latter half, in two places. 
,L. said of a monk, (M,) or 1i, (o , TA) sai
of monks, (TA,) lie, (M,) or they, (1, TA,
tnade, or took, (M, 8, TA,) foi kinmscf, (M,) oi
for themsls, (8, TA,) a 4 [or cross], (M
1, TA,) in his church, (M,) or in their churches,'a **.(TA.). -_ L t also signifies [The making tL,

sign of te crou. And] Thle. guring of a croM
[or crose ] upon a garment; (T, M gli, TA;) alld
hence, Ilt figure thereof; the in£ n. being thus
used as a subet. properly so termed; (Mgh ;) as
in a trad. where it is said of the Propllet, o

;;SI; meaning A [
cut off the place of the Jiguring of the acoss, or
croes, from , it]. (T, Mgh, TA.) And ,..±.

(~, occurs in a trad., meaning lIe made a ma,k
like the cowss betveen his eyes by a blow. (TA.)
-Also A particular modle of wearing, or dis.[

posion, the [WJ, cafer caled] -o, (M, t,) for a
wromnan. (].) One says of a woman, =;IL
Aud [S d.l)osed her msler cross-rvise]. (TA.)
Aod a man's praying l;tlW ]. e [7tiy e thaea
turban diposed cros nwie] is disapproved: he
should wintld it so that one part [or fold] tllereof
is above [not across] another. (TA.)

4. o, (AA, or,) inf. n. (q, (AA, TA,)
She (a camel) stood stretclhing forth her neck to-
Nwards the sky, i order to yield her utmnost lo of
milk to her young one. (AA, 0, TA.)

6. i,3 : :le acted, or behaved, nithforced
hardness, firmess, strength, vigour, hardines,
courage, vehemence, erit, st,rictness, or rigour;

1d,

P;
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7g,
i,
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,.q .&[or rump bone]; (M, A, IK ;) the bone upon
which tilhe neck is set, extending to the root of the
tail [in a beast], and in a man to tihe ~ [or
os coccygis]: (Zj in his "Khall k el-Insn :") or
a portion of the back: (S:) and any portion of
the back containing vertebrwe: (S, Myb, TA:)
[and particularly the lumbar portion; the loins:]
and the back [absolutely]; as is said in an explana-
tion of a verse of 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd cited in what
follows: (M, TA:) pi. [of mult.] LA and [of
pauc.] 4. and '., (M, K,) each of which
two is used in poetry in a sing. sense, as though
every part of the 4J were regarded as a $
in itself, and LAo, (M, TA,) of which last ISd
says, [but this I do not find in the M,] I do not
think it to be of established authority, unless it be
a contraction of ZLo. (TA.) Ll mentions, as a
phrase of the Arabs, 4s.o i ;i;E [Thas are
thl sAns of their loins: because the sperma of the
man is held to proceed from the ~ of the man,
as is said in the Ksh &c. in lxxxvi. 7]. (M. [See
also a similar phrase in the ]fur iv. 27.])_.
[Hience , is used as signifying The middk of
a page, as distinguishled from the ~j (or
margin): and in like manner, of other things.]_
[Hence, likewise,] .L. signifies also 
[meaning t Ran/t or quality, &e.]: (AA, $, M,
],:) and power, or strength. (M, If.) A poet
says, (M,) namely, 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, (S, TA,)

t [Because God hath made you to hav excellence
abow what I can relate, in rank or quality, or in
power, and abstine~e from unlavwfil things]: (C,

i M, TA:) AA says that .L here signifies _;
( ;) and jljl here signifies Oitli: (;, M, TA:)
but some expl. r. here by both r. and 4:

s and some relate the latter hemistich otherwise, i. e.

meaning above such as binds the back with an
, zdr. (M, TA.) And it is said in a trad., ,4
L; eil %T .Jl.jl, meaning t [Verity he

whlo strais to overco,ne] the power of God [is
otercome]. (TA.) -Also Coitus (t): be-
cause the sperma [of the man] issues from the
part so called. (TA.)

I,,~, and its pl. Zs.f: see 4,o , former
half, in six places: = and see also ., in two
places.

' .o A certain bird, (0, I,) resembling the
plo [or hawik], but which does not prey, and
which is veAement, or loud, in its cry. (0.)

e4.: see ;, near the middle.

;': see ~s , former half, in five places.
_ [Hence,] 1V :; W'ater upon which cattle
grow fat and strong and hard. (A, TA.) - And

l. u S An Arabian of pure race: (A,
Mgh, TA :) and '~L tJ,' A woman of nobk,
or generous, origin. (A, TA.) Also Greaae,
or oily matter, (., M, A, Mgb, 1.,) of bones; (.,

:

Id

"^L. [Boox I.
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BOOK I.]

3l,0 Myb;) and so t $Z; (M, ]g;) which latter
signifies also ihor, or watery hutnour, mixed
ryith blood, that jlos from the dead: (M:) pl.
[of the former accord. to analogy, and perhaps
of the latter also,] 4.. (Q.) Hcnce, in a

trad., the phrase '1 ' 1 [in the C1(
,,J.1] Those mito collect bones, (I4, TA,) wrcen

thels has been strilpped off fom them, and
cook them with water, (TA,) and extract teirp
grease, or oily matter, and use it as a seasoning.
(j, TA.) Also [A cros;] a certain thinig
pertaining to the Christians, (Lth, 3, M, Msb,
l,) which they take as an ol.ject to nhich to
dirwet tleface inprayer: (Lth, TA:) pl. [ofmult.]
d~1$ (1, M, A, Mqb2 and .J (Lth, S, M)
and [of paucne.] 4ol. (M3b.) - [And The

ure of a cross upon a 6arment &c.: see .]
-And A certain brrand, or mark nmadle with a

hot iron, upon camels; (M, 1];) nwhich, as Aboo-
'Alee says in the "Tedlidhkireh," is soumetitne
large and netimes small, and may be plon the
cheeks, and the neck, and the thighs: (M, TA:)
or, as some say, it is upon the tempkl; and as
some say, umon the neck; being two lies, one
uw,oa [or across] the Qoter. (TA.) - And i. q.

.; [as meaning A banner, or standard; pro-
perly, in the forn of a cross]: (0, }:) Eu-
Nabigllah Eldh-Dhuby(nce is said to lhave thus
called the,lU because there was upon it a "c
[i. e. a cross]; for he was a Christian. (O.)
[And hence, as Freytag says, (referring to the
"Historia lIalebi" and "Loeman. Fabul." p.
rr . 5. 8,) tAn army of ten thousandl soliiers.]
_And 11 is the name of Tle four stars

behind X,LJI y.Jl [wbich is the astarisn con-
#iting of the three princijpal stars of Aquila;
whence it seems to be the four principal stars
f Delphinus]: inconsiderately said by J to be

belhind [3w151t [which is ;& LyraJ. (L, J,

and so in the margin of some copies of the S.)
[And Freytag says, (referring to Ideler Unters.
p. 33,) that eil_l .JIl is the name oft Stars

in the head of Draco.] - jtvL of a leathern
bucket: see 1, last sentence but one. See also

a inf. n. of ;. (S, M, A, &c.)_
[Using it as a subst. properly so called,] one says,

uJj)1 i' hd.u; ) . I [He valhed, or went
along, upon hard ground]. (A, TA.)

jIq.J; A" He who Las, or those whO mere,

in the loinsi (1) of the father [or ancestor] oJ
the mnan: hence the family of the Propyet, whe
are forbidden to receive of tbe poor-rate, are
termed ,.A l1 A4 -- - i- ,-

(Mgh.)

.*; : see ;., former half, in two places
- Also 1 hard stone, the hardet of stones
(TA.). ;And Whetstones; (S, M, , TA;) as

ablo t ;t (TA) and o (M, o , TA) and
[ ou: (f, M, 1, TA:) [or a whetstone:] or [a

thin] lie a whetstone. (A.) - See also
Bk. I.

s: ce the next preceding pragraph.

: see . Also A spear-head sharp-

ened, (S, TA ;) and so t o, (8,) or r $:
(TA: [but this last is perhaps a mistranscription

for $ :]) or a thing polished and sharpened
with wletstones: (1:) andt %;L signifies a

spear sharpened with tLhe , (M, TA,) or a

spcar-head sharpened upon the ., which is
like the whetstone. (A.)

~A..: see .

< The jt [or musical reed, or pipe]:
(O, 1:) or, as some say, the a3 [or tube] that
is in tie head of the jLte [app. meaning its
mout k-piece]. (0.)

vJLC A hot fever; contr. of 4A6 [which
meazas "attended with shivering, or trembling"]:
(S:) or a fever not suck as is termed piU: (M:)
or a fever attended with lvehemnent heat, and not
attwded with cold: (TA:) or a fever attetnded
nirith tremour (A, 1, TA) and quivering of the
skin: (TA:) or a continual fever: (Mgb:) or a
fever attended woith tL [or leadache]: (Ham

p' 34.5:) it is snid by Ibn-Buzurj to be from tihe5i: (L, TA:) it is masc. and fem.: one says,

- 1,mJ, I 4M ..l [whiich may he rendered
Fever milth burnitng heat, &c., seized him] and

'.L. ,1,.m 4MJz [virtually meaning the same];
the former of which is the more chaste: and one
seldom or never makes one of the two nouns to
govern the other in the gen. case: (M, TA:) or,

accord. to Fr, they said 4JL G* na nd 

SLo and ,_ @ . (MF, TA.) C;I A 1

£LM i t;.F [dMy burning ferer, or continual

fever, &c., is more severe than thy feer at-
tended nith sliveering] is a prov., (Meyd, TA,)
applied to two thiings, or events, of which one Is
more severe than the other. (Meyd.) See also

in the middle of the paragraph.

>, -and ed, (Lth, 0, ., TA,) in some

of the lexicons V l (TA,) Seed that is scat-
tered (Ltli, O, g, Ti) upon the earth, (Lth, O,
TA,) and tpon ahtich the earth is then turned
with the ploughn : (Lth, 0, ], TA:) Az thinks it
to be not Arabic. (TA.)

, * , , see the next preceding paragraph.

D- = A garment, or piece of cloth, figured
with the reseThblance of the c. ,l. [or cross]:

M, TA :) or fured yith a (A, M[b:) ox
figured witoh the resemblances of eji [or
croseo]. (TA.) [See .] - And A camel
marked it the brand called the ri ng ; (M, A,

TA;) as also t fe: ifm. of the latter with e,
d applied to a she-camel; (M, TA;) as of the formei

also, applied to camels. (TA.) - And As

Abyhssirian ( i t ) marhed with the igure oJ

I~ ~~L sedmo ee mksoeo hetonust

the q . [or cros] upon his face. (A, TA.) ~

See also JLdo, in two places.

--.l6.. ·- (6,1g,) and t" 5., (M,)
[Ripe dates, and a date,] becoming, or haling
become, dry. ($, M, .. ) When date-honey

(w'%) has been poured on such dates, that they
may become soft, they are termed;L.. (8~.)

..;;L Vehement, injuriotu rain. (L, TA.)

. (M, A, Mqb, 1) and t -4 (M, A,
I~) [Crucifed;] put to death in a certain odl-
knowvn mtanner: (M:) applied to a slayer of
another, (Msb,) or to a thief. (A.) [See 1, latter

half]. See also , .4 _; Af-

fected by a continual and vehement fever; (,
TA;) or by a fcver such as is termed ,l.
(TA.)

1. *, , aor. L, inf. n. oj3 , said of the
;.g [or side of the forehead], It wa such as is

termed ; [i. e. conspicuous, or clear, or fair;
&c.]: ($, :) or he (a man) was such as is termed

; in re~pect of tih ;, (C,' ,* TA,) or of
the face, or of tihe cheek. (TA. [Accord. to the

and .K, the verb is app. said of the a-: ac-
cord. to the TA, of a man.])~ ai,, ($,j aor. ',
(TK,) inf n. ." , (I,) IIe urged him to run,
by strilting him with his foot, or leg; or struck
him with his feet or legs, to urge hima ;. namely, a
horse; syn. ~AA4. (.S, .*) - And He poured
itforth; namely, what was in the cup, or bowl.

(s-- : :;*. A.4, and H e,, He
brought milk, and broth, having much mater,
(T, S, M,) with little oily, or greasy matter.
(T, $.)

3. aJLI signifies The taking to oneeIf a
verse of another poet without altering anything in
it. (gar p. 267. [But this I believe to be post-
classical.])

4.'._- ".1... Hie drew his sword from the
scabbardl. (., M, A.)

7. 7..L 1 Re advanced with a pentrative
energy, and outtripped; syn. j., and 
(g ;) or so *L..5 ~ : 1a [i. e., in his pace]

(s:) he outstripped; syn. .3: and he was
quich, or he hastened, in his pace, or going.
(TA.) One says of the eagle (,Ai1=), ; t

'= [It was swif in mahing a stoop]. (A.
[This meaning is there indicated by the context.])
- ' " ~ ;... A1 He hastened in some measure,

running: and so js~ . (A'Obeyd, TA.)
, - -4;J1 :al tThe cloud wasgoingto rain.
r (TA, from a trad.)

r ",., applied to the ~ [or side of the
forehead], Con~spicuos, or clear, or fair; syn.

Ij: (S, A, g :) open, or uncovered, and eoen:

(M, Jg:) or smooth: (TA:) anything bare; and
open, or uncovered: (IAlr, TA:) wide, emen, and
beautfu, or comely. (ISh, TA.) One says

f' .JI ; 3 A man conspiu, or cear,
216
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or fair, in repect of the ~ : (M,TA:) or
mooth and shining: (A:) or wide, nhite, con-
sp~os, or clear, or fair: (Khalid Ibn-Jembeh,
TA:) or m: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or hard. (IA9r,
TA.) And .,;J 4n tJ A man con-
p~cuou, or clear, or fair, in respect of the face

and of th chek. (TA.) And ; j s
L [Such a one makes the black to be white, or

fair]. (TA.) _Also, and V , (M, g,)
and ,.l, applied to a sword, (S, M, A, K(,)
Sharp: (f:) or polished, and sharp, or penc-
trating: (I:) or unsheathed, and sharp, or
pnetrating: (M:) or such as penetrates into that
which is mitten with it: (A:) but some say that
a sword is not termed ; unless long: (TA:)
or 1 t Lo' may have the same meaning as

,J i.e. unsheathed: ( :) accord. to AA,
a; pplied to a sword and to a knife and to a

needle means havring no heath. (TA.) And one

say s . i , °p (1, M, A) and V't (.S,
M) He mote hims with sord unsheathed. (S,
M, A.).-. !.t applied to- a man, as also

t .g..l and tV (. , M, ]1) and t :~

and * £d.4 , (, g,) pl. [of the last] - t.,
(H,) ard, firm, strong, or hardy, (M,) sharp,

or penetrating, (., M, ],) in afairs, (S,) or in
weedfid affairs, (M, g,) light in clothing: (M:)

and [in like manner] t 01. signifies asarp, or
penetra~ting, and quich ), in his affair.
(yam p. 6.) - See alo below. -
And aee .._- l, l ,; is a surname of
The 1 .~ [or kite]. (TA in art. '%'~.)

(~, M, ]) and V .L (M, ) A large
knife: (g, M, ]K:) or an usheathed knife: (M:)
pl. 'i;. (., M.) - For the former, see also

A thief, or robber: (K:) formed by
transposition from _. (TA.)

Jle., applied to a man, and to an ass, Strong,
and hard, firm, or hardy: pl. I,..: (M:) or,
applied to a man, as expl. above voce J ,L
q. v.: (lIam p. 536:) and, applied to an ass,
strong: (S: [in some copies of which, for '.
p. nJt, meaning ,mJl ', we find ~l;.l c#,

whence an error in the Lexicon of Golins :]) and,
applied to a horse, brisk, litely, or sprightly, and
sharp of spirit; (S, ],;) and so applied to a man;
like 't'j': (T and TA in srt. %:.U:) and, accord.
to AV, applied to an ass, smooth, having ashort
hair: (TA:) or sometimes it means having no
hair upon him; and so t IL.L (]yam p. 536.)

_ [And accord. to ISd, it seems to be an inf. n.,
of which the verb is not mentioned; for he says
that] it signifies also The act of keap~ug, springing,
or bounding. (M.)

acesee.4..

ee: se ., in two places.

*.i rsee U.. 4
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;J.,: see ,.a._. , app. ap-
plied to an ass] -Iaving tile neck stretching out,
and smooth, or wvith short, or little, hail upon it.
(A9, TA.)

: see ', in two places. Also,
applied to anything, Quick, or svifl. (M, TA.)

Applied to a river, or rivulet, VeXhement int
its manner of running. (A, TA.)

1. c,~ (S, Mghl, Msb, &c.,) aor. , (S, MA,
Mgh, Msb,) the well-known form, thotugh omitted
in the 1., (TA,.) and -, (MA, l, Mhsb,) [said by
some to bc] the more chaste, because agrceablc
with analogy, (TA,) [but the former is the morc

common,] in£ f. tjL (, MA, Mgh, M~b, I*

[in the CK r l is erroneously put for C:3 l])

and t, (.,* MA, Mgh, Msb, K*) and ',;
(MA ;) and , aor. ', (Q, MA, Mgh, M9 h,
.,) mentioncs by Fr, on the authority of his
companions, (S, TA,) but said by IDrd to be not
well established, (TA,) inf. n. C, and i;.~.
(MA,) or _..i; (TA;) said of a thing, (S,
Mgh, M9b,) and of a man, (TA,) It, and he,
nwas, or became, good, incorrupt, right, jst,
righteous, virtuous, or honest; it was, or became,
in a good, incorrupt, sound, right, or proper, state,
or in a state of order; he, or it, throe; contr.
of t. [i.e. .e and 'JJ]; (MA; [and S and A
and Mgh and V by implication; see k.0
below;]) in Pere. J, aki ; (MA;) [and
t 1aJ.I1 signifies the same, for] . and

': !- 'both signify in Pers. X, ^ . (KL.)

One says, 9 ~Ut. Aj [Tlhe state, or con-
dition, of such a one became good, right, or proper].

.1 ,,. e. · $ ·(A, TA.) - [Hence,] J. - ,i L
S [This is leatter that is suitable for the sandal].

(A.) And .U e:.L 11 ." ,.t This thing is
suitable to thee; orfit, or meet, for thee. (S, ],"

- I 6 *.*% J- S. -,6TA.) And l;;. C.a l ) e i t [Such a one
is notJitfor being thy companion]. (A.)

3. ,aJto, (A, Mb, :,) inf. n. , (S, Mqb,
IO) and _, (, 1,) the former of which is
made fem. in a verse of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Iazim,
(TA,) [He made peace, or became at peace or
reconciled, with him; or he reconciled himself
with him: for] A.i.Z is the contr. of .... L..
(Mgh.) And l ~ I&.JLa He made peace,
or reconciliation, [or a compromise,] with him on
the condition of such a thing. (MA.) And

t; L 4 ~s 5,.Jt [He compounded with
him for part of what was oroed to him; hw
made a compromise with him on thlw con-
dition of receiving part of what was due to
him]; said of a creditor and debtor. (Mgh in
art. b..) And M.iI j l., inf. n.
Aa.. , 1 made peace, or a reonciliation, be-
troeen the people, or party; syn. ... (Msb in
art.,,'. [See also 4.])

4. A,) 1, (A, Mgh,Mb, g,) inf. n. t,
(A, A,) and quasi-in£ n. L, (L in art. ,)

said of a man, (A, Meb,) and of God, (TA,) [and
of a thing,] He, and it, made, or rendered, it, or
him, good, incorrupt, right, just, righteous, vir-
tuous, or honest; constituted it, dipo~d it,
arranged it, or qualifed it, rell, rightly, or
properly; reetified, corrected, redressed, or re-
formed, it; lrut it into a good, incorrupt, ~ound,
right, or prolper, state; or restored it to such a
state; put it to rights, or in a state of order;
set it rig/lt, set it in order, ordered it, managed it
well, cultured it; adjusted, drea,ed, or trimmed,
it; prepared it properly for use; repaired,
mended, amended, or im)prored, it; made it, or

him, to thlrice; contr. of ... J (S,' J. [And so
by implication in the Mgh &c.]) One says,

4 ;lto ,:J, . I [I made good, ~:aiie
properly, or seasoned, (the contents of) the cook-
ing-pot with thie seds thtat are tused in cooking].

(Msb in art. J.3) And st.JI c- 1 :. [I
seasonetl the skin with rob, or inspissated juice].

(S in art. .d.) And..iil ;_~1 [in which
j.1)l is inderstood, so that the meaning is I
rectified, or reformed, or amended, the circnm-
stances subsisting between the people, or party; or]
I mnade peae, or I effected a rectJafication oJ
affairs, an agreement, a harmony, a reconciliation,
an accomodation, or an adjustment; [or I
adjusted tlw affair;] between the people, or party.

(Msb.) And C 1 :1u
laboured in rctifying, or i7nlroving, the bad, or
the good, state of circumstances, or the dimnion
or union, subsisting between people]. (A.) One

says also, ai .Lt, (TA,) and ;.1jJ isii C.L.l,
(T, A, Mghl, TA,) the latter because C!.01 implies

the meaning of O...1 , (Mgh,) ! le acted werl
to the beast, (T, A, TA,) and put it into a good,
or right, or proper, state, or took care of it, or
paid frequent attention to it. (A, TA.) And

1J .L.l li]e acted w7vell to him, did good to Aim,

or bencfited him. (K, TA.) And Let [alone]

t lie did that wrhich was good, right, or just.
(Msb.)

6. I&.JLa and t ,l &c.: see 8, in four places.

7. J 1a.t [quasi-pass. of thus signify-

ing It became rectified, &c.: see ]. ( in
art. ,.)

8. I.U.oi (s, A, 15) and :t.,,s, (g,) and
t t..JL.a3 (S, A, O() and 9 t,L,tl, (S, 9,) [the last

a var. of .JLo3,] all signify the same, (TA,) and
.3iJI 9 , and 1..U , (Mgh,) [7hey two,

(i. c. two persons or two parties,) and] the people,
or party, made peace, or became at peace or
reconciled, [each with tlte other, and] one with

anotler: (Myb:) [Ci'.Io is the contr. of

;to," and] V .0;JI is the contr. of.41ui.

(Mgh.) -_ And ;.! 7rc I la.o! Tecy (a par-
ticular class ofpersons) agreed together, or among
themslvs, repecting a particular thing. (El.
Khafajee, MF.) - [Hence,] t signifies

also The agreement of a people to name a thing
by any name turned from the primary applicati.
(KT.).,-And [as an inf. n. used in the sense of1

0 ' 6 0 a ' 10 J j ' aC05~ 

see - j.WI [app. ali. said of a man, (A, Mqb,) and of God, (TA,) [and

plied 

to in ass] JIaring Ae neck stpc;cliing out, of a thingJ He, and it, made, or rendered, it, or

and 

smooth, or ivitli short, or filtle, hait. upon it. him, good, iparorrupt, right, jwt, iiqhteous, vir-

(A9, 

TA.) iiioris, or honest ; coutituted it, di~ it,

arranged 

it, or qualifwd. it, irell, rightly, or

see 

in two places. - Also, proixrly; rectified, corrected, redressed, or re.

appCd 

to antthing, Qiiick, or s�vy?. (M, TA.) forpned, it; lmt it into a good, incornipt, sound,

-

Applied to a river, or rivulet, t Vehement ipt right, or prolwr, state; or iaqtored it to such a

U3 

manner of running. (A, TA.) ,ctate; put it to rights, or in a state of order;

xt 

it i.igltt, set it in order, ordricil it, managed it

ivell 

cultuped it ; adjtmtcd, die.-.vccl, or trimnwd,

1. 

CJ..o Q5, Mgli, Mqb, &c.,) aor. 1, MA, it; 'Iprcjmred it prolxrly foi. use; re i ,

y 

pa red

Mgh, 

Msh,) the well-known form, tliotagit omitted memied, amended, or improved, it ; made it, or

in 

the ]�, (TAi) and o�, (MA, K, Meh,) [said by him j ' ' '11 (�,' I�. [An

to 

thrive; contr. of,,i-i d eo

some 

to be] the more chaste, becatise a6,.rceabic by implication in the Mgli &c.]) One eays,

with 

analogy, (TA,) [but the former is the more , .1 , & J 6.69

4 

JoWto ji�t C~"$ [1 ma(k good, qualified

commonJ 

in£ n. (?,MA, Mgh, M�b K* 1 1

prolkrly, 

or seaqoned, (the content3 of) the cook-

[in 

the Cg C:.pU4 1 is erroneously put for C:yU I]) ing-pot ivit4 tite sceds titat are used in cooking).

.

A 
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(S MA, Mgh, Msb, �C0) and lo�� ; (Msh in art. JU.) And gU_JI c- 1 1 [I

aor. 

j, (8p, MA, Mgh, MVI), sea3on&i flic shin ivith rob, or inxpinaladjuice].

mentions 

by Fr, on the autliority of Iiis (% in art. ) And.��l C-M-k.01 [in which

' 0
companions, 

(�, TA,) but said Drd to bc not p4Y is tinderstood, so that time meaning is 1--- rectigmi, or reformed, or amerukd, the eirt-um-

well 

establisited, (TA,) inf. n. and i-5-0,

stancec 

stib3istinq betn-oen the peopk, or party; or]

(MAJ 

or (TA;) said of a thing, (�, 1 inade lx-are, or 1 effected a rectification oj

Mgh, 

M9b,) and of a man, (TAJ It, and he, affairs, an agreement, a harm^il, a reconciliation,

nw, 

or bwame, good, bwormpt, right, jrtjt, an accomodagion, or an adjustment; [or 1

righteous, 

ciituouq, or lioneit; it wm, or bemme, adjuirted tito a

.flhir;] 

betwem the peopk, or pa

in 

a good, incorrupt, 3ound, itht, or proper, state, 6, 6

(Msb.) 

And cftJI toll C 'i

or 

in a state of order; he, or it, iltrove; contr. ui Le~ [He

of 

i.J [i. e. Z5 and (MA; [and S and A laboured in rm.t�fyinq, or *7nl"ring, ifie bad, or

.

0 ' ' theqood, state of circumstances., or the dimnion

and 

Mgh and V by implication; see C:5.0 or union, stibiristinq betn~ people). (A.) One

below;]) 

in Pore. %Z aki ; (MA;) and a a a 1

sayo 

also, kljJ 1

1 

signifies the oame, for] 151" and CI� 1

(T, 

A, blgli, TAJ the latter bemuse CA.01 implies

C:5.^:A 

both oignify in Pers. C;.�Z &V. (KL,)

1 

1 -. .0 ' 6 . ' ' the menning of >-1, (Mgli,) 1 Ile acted wea

One 

says, ejW Ute. %- A [Tlte stage, or con- to ilte bmtt, (T, A, TA,) and put it into a good,

dition, 

oftuch a one became good, Hght, or proper]. or i-i�ht, or pr(per, state, or took care of it, or

(A, 

TA.) - [HenceJ 1 l paiti frequent attention to it. (A, TA.) And

1 

[This 

is katlter that is suitabk for tito san6M. �,j,1 CIal 1 lle actod well to him, did~ to Aim,

(A.) 

And du eld Auzi I." : Tui titing is or bewfited him. (1�., TA.) And C-Lol [alone]

suitabk 

to thee orfit, or meet, for thee. (g, ]g,* t lle did that irltich was gwd, i-ight, or just.

J 

.0 

0 . ' 6 ---*

TA.) 

And -j CPW : [Such a one (MBb.)

is 

notfitfor nion]. (A.) 6. I&JLcj and t�iL,'lol &c.: ace 8, in four plaow.

3. 

&&Jto, (A, Myb, ]g,) inf. n. -1pa

' 

(?, Mqbp 7. c,-L,:hit [quasi 80. of titus signify.

]g) 

and VJ the former of ing D became recti ' a ---

which 

is &c.: ace Q� in

made 

fem. in a verse of Bishr Ibn-Abee-gizim, art.

(TA,) 

[He made peace, or became at lx~ or 8. 6-Uaot ($, A, ]�) and t.� s, (g,) and

reconciled, 

with, him; or he reconciled himm!f a

' 

JI V tm.JLa3 (�, A, k() and 1 t�iLot, (�, I9J [the last

wUA 

him: for] An.A.Z is the contr. of 1~--- ".

1 

1 --- 0 a var. of bi.JLoj,] all signify tli; same, (TA.) and

(Mgh.) 

And W% Ul& 4&Jto He made peace, and (Mgh,) [7%ey tico,

or 

rcc~ation, [or a compromise,] with him on

tlw 

conifition of such a thing. (MA.) And (i. c. two pcmons or two parties,) and] ilic pe&ple,

J. 

c . 6- u

43 

j .0 party, made peare, or became at peace or

~Jto 

[He compounded with or

reconciled, 

[carh icith tlte other, and] one with

him 

for part of what m" orood to kim; he

made 

a com~ iw with Aim on tlw con- anotlier: (Mqb:) is the contr. of

ditim 

of receiving part of witat was due to and] V C40; is the contr. of

him]; 

said of a creditor and debtor. (Mglj in

.9 

& ' ' (Mgh.) . And _"I Ult l_p-U--1 7%ej? (a par-

art. 

1Ab.) And 1 inf n.

ticular 

class ofpcrsons) agreed together, or among

W 

C&I, 1 mads peace, or a rwonciliation, be- th~ ves ~ rting a particular thinq. (El.

tm~ 

the pwpk, or party; syn. (Mab in

Khaf'ajee, 

ME) - [Hence,] signifies

art,,�. 

[See also 4j) . 1

also 

The agrem~ of a people to name a thing

4. 

" 1, (A, Mgh, Mqb, XCJ inf. n. by any name turnedfrom the primary appscatim

(�, 

A,) and quasi-in£ n. (L in art. (KT.) -And [as an inf n. used in the scum of

said 

of a man, (A, Meb,) and of God, (TA,) [and

of 

a thingJ He, and it, made, or rendered, it, or

him, 

good, iparorrupt, right, jwt, iiqhteous, ivir-

Iiiotjx, 

or honest; constituted it, di~ it,

arranged 

it, or qualifwd. it, irell, rightly, or

proix,rl.y; 

rectified, corrected, redressed, or re-

forpned, 

it; lmt it into a good, incornipt, ~,

right, 

or prolwr, state; or iaqtored it to such a

.,ctate; 

put it to rights, or in a state of order;

xt 

it i.igltt, xi it in order, ordered it, managed it

ivell, 

cultuped it; adjtmtcd, die.-.vccl, or trimpaed,

it; 

lprcjmred it prolxrly for use; repaired,

memied, 

amended, or improved, it; made it, or

him, 

to thrive; contr. I�. [And eo

by 

implication in the Mgli &c.]) One eays,

4;'lto 

'��1 %"%$ [1 ma(k good, ~ified

13 ' J
prolkrly, 

or seasoned, (the content3 of) the cook-

ing-pot 

withi tite sceds titat are used in cooking].

(Msb 

in art. JU.) And ;C l LZZ! [I

seawnetl 

flic slein with rob, or inirpimatedjuice].

art. 

..,j �� C-M-k.01 [in which

j.) 

And 1 ' It

j;:1)l 

is tinderstood, so that the meaning is 1

,rectif,mi, 

or reformed, or amerukd, the eircum-

stance.c 

subsisting betn-cen the peopk, or party; or]

1 

inade lx-are, or 1 effected a rectification oj

affairs, 

an agreement, a harm^il, a reconciliation,

an 

accomodagion, or an adjustment; [or 1

adjuirted 

tito a.flhir;] betwem the peopk, or pa

(Msb.) 

And eftil :oil U! Un- [Re

laboured 

in rmt�!1j.nq,'or *7nl"ring, ifie bad, or

thegood, 

state of eircumstancer, or the dimnion

or 

union, stibsistinq betnwn people). (A.) One

.a 

.1 a 1

sayo 

also, ajiji 1

(T, 

A, blgli, TAJ the latter bemuse CA.01 implies

' ' 6 a
the 

meinin- of C~I, (Mgli,) 1 Ile acted weR

to 

ilte bmtt, (T, A, TA,) and put it into a good,

or 

iight, or pr(per, state, or took care of it, or

paiti 

frequent attention to it. (A, TA.) And

�j,l 

&.1 1.11e actod 7vell to him, did~ to Aim,

or 

bew.fleed him. (1�, TA.) And C-Lol [alone]

t 

lle did that irltich was gwd, i-ight, or just.

(Msb.)

6. 

I&JLa; and h' jL,'lol &c.: ace 8, in four plaow.

7. 

C-Lcil [quasi-pass. of titus signify.

ing 

It became recti ace Q� in

art.

8. 

6-Uaot ($, A, ]�) and t.� s, (]g,) and

V 

tm.JLa3 (�, A, k() and 1 t�iLot, ffl, I9J [the lut

a 

var. of bh.JLoj,] all signify tli; same, (TAJ and

j 

0, 1 t CRaj, and 1

A.391� 

(Mgh,) [7hey tyro,

(i. 

c. two pemons or two parties,) and] ilic pe&ple,

or 

party, made peare, or became at peace or

.reconciled, 

[carh icith tlte other, and] one with

anotlier: 

(Mqb:) [C:5Jaol is the contr. of

fi 

--- . . #.g

;to,a��"t 

and] V CAa; is the contr. of

(Mgh.) 

-. :. And ty-1k.1 7%cj, (a par-

ticular 

class ofpersons) agreed toqether, or among

th~ves, 

myrting a particular thing. (El.

Khaf'ajee, 

ME) - [Hence,] signifies

also 

The agrem~ of a peop�e-to'nam'o a thinlq

by 

any name turnedfrom theprimary applicatim

(KT.) 

-And [as an inf n. used in the seum of



BOOK I.]

a pus, part. n., for &:'Covntoa

(or technial langug: and a conenioa [or
technical] krms: oppoe to ([M and] ~'W .
(Mi lett

10. &l-d., is the cot.oJ..A;uI: ($1 L0
]g:) [i. e. it signifies He regardd or eteed~, a
thing goo, incormpt, right, just, or the like; as
expl. in the Tlg; and in like manner, a man. -
He wished, or desired, a thing to be god incor-
rupt, right, jut, &,c.; as in the Tj; and in like
manner, a man. - And He ~ougt to render
god incrrpt,. &c. - And hence, He treated
in such a manne as to rede well affected, or
obein.] ~Also He soght to do good or to act
wel [y10 ji to such a on]. (KL.) -WAnd H4e
sought peace, or concord. (KL) - And it hap-
pened well. (KL.) - See also 1.

a subet. from Lit;, (C, M1b, KT,)
syJ wt the latter; (Mgh;) mase and fem.;
(g, ]K;) Peace, reownciliation, or agreement,
(Mgh, Myb, V, KT, TA,) after contention: and
in the law it means a compact to give over, or
relinquish, contenion. (KT.) One says e'

51 ~~(A, TA) Peac, or recociitin tooh
place betwee them two. (TA.) [And %:.1: 3
It (a fortues or the like) was taken peacfll,
or by surede.] - Also That in rpec of
which thr hAm been made a peaff compact:
or which has been take n v the way of peace
(Mgh.)... And A art at peac wit othems

(TA.) You say, 'LITheyare [aparty)
at peac writh um. (A, TA.) And you may also

t ~j~U;A peep1, or party, who are at peace:
the latter word in this case being app. air inf. n.

used as an epithet. (TA. (See also i*]

an in£ n. of ~ (MA, Mgb, Myb)

and of o:(MA:) [useduasasimple subst., it
signifies Goodnes, incorruptes, rightes or
rectitude, justes, righteousness, vitu, hoe~ y
ic.:swee:] contr. Of 'at; ($, A, gh, V;)au

also ~A,:(~,TA (CjI in the CV.being
a mistake for ])acowrd. to some, it is not
used as an attribute of a prophet nor of an apostle,
but only of a person inferior to thes: aocord. to
others, however, this restriction is wrong. (MF.)

- Also quasi-inf. n. of 4. (L in art. to.~) -
And [hence,] A thing that' is god ana right.
(Mqb.) See also W0lik41mi is

a name of Meheh (?,A, V;) either from 51±$
or from ` ' ..aI; (TA;) and sometimes it is per-

fectly decL [pronounced ~ (,5.

seem~ and ~: and see also

Ci. : see what next follows.

,.JLay (MA, L, M#b, 9,) from i.U; (MA;)

and.* &L' (IAgr, L, 9,) frm eLsie; (MA;)

and V X:.,)applied to a thing, (M9b,) and

to a ma,(MA,) Good, incorut, right, just,
rightou, vitous or hon kest .; [see 1; contr.
Of ~.14:] (MA, L, V:) pl. ;Q..l. (accrd. to
general naogy of and app. applied only

to rational beings, like ~jaJe]and 
this being maid by some to be a pi. of
and by others, to be briginally an inf. n.;

like as insmaid of (L.) One saYs Mmi

&.U ~ i [A man good, inco~ t, ice., in

hi %j] [.L.3 of a people goo, in-
c~r~p, icc.]. (L.) And A;JL1: ai., [He

9 ' 

is in a goo, right, or prope, state or condstwn].
(TA.) - (Hence,] iL~ signifies also t Suitable,

it, or meet: so in the saying,Ii &L4i

t [He is fitfor the ojlc of prqfect, or thele]
(M#b;) -And : Much, copiu, or freqent
one saysLmL. A c ~ o rain5. (Yaq4o0b,

L, TA.) And hence the saying of I3, iti .al .
tnmJL. 'j$1A4 C^lI~ meaning [.is substi-

tuted.frr,]frequen (TA.).. -The I in CJLi

[often] omitted in writing [though not in pro-
nunciation] when it is used as a proper name [so
tha the name is written &.L, or more properly

(Durrt el-Ghoww6q in Do Sacy's
AnthoL Gram. Ar. p. W of the Arabic text.)

LJt! (a subet. from 'JL,, made so by the

affix 1; A good deed or action; an act of bene-
a, -

jtec;a bem4ft]. One says, a31.Jl~ .Aa3 j [His
g oodded, or benfien acton, are not to be

.3h *~ -. .

ninbered]. (A, TA.) And ycjW ep. 3InJ LWU-

[A beefit cam to mefroms such a one]. (TA.)

[for A ~ se6 atsn

Conentina (or technical] lan-

guag: oppse to [lpM and] UhijDj. (Ms

C1~ [act. part. a. of 4, q..v.]. One .says,

A ~ ' ~ ; A man who does

well rightl, juty-or propery, in his affairs
and his acton]. (L.)

3~L= A cause, a mean, or an occasion, of
good; a thn, an affair, or a busies, conducive
to good, or that is for good; (and hence it may
often be rendered simply ans affair, when the
context shows it to mean what is conducive to
good or done for a good purps;] contr. of

.a..;(and M#band V,in art. i.S;) a good,
right, or eirtuous, 4ffair; (KL;) a thn that is
good and right; syn .?*.. q. v.]: pL L.

(,A, M9b, Y..) One says, .W W'$ p t
(He con~iee the thng that wer for thego

Of the peole. (A, TA.) And as>.a

CeLI.J '9 %.Q..I [2ey are of the pepl who
ocup teseesin the things coduiv to evil,
not the t~~g condcive to god.(A, TA.*)
And LL asiu In the afir sthtshh

1i1s

is good:. (M#b:) (or a cause of god] And

'~' - -.AmJ.qijThe Ibdsn #am
what was good and right [or what muwascoduiv
togoodinssuclsa thn. (TA.) .It in also an
iaf: n. of ~.L. (MA.)

A plac, of a garment (icc.], that is to

be repaired, or mene; syn. . u.(T in

I~.e (and app. t..alone,] aor.'

(L,) inf:n. ~.. ~A, L;) as also

(IAVr, L;) [& eformer of the dial. of El-Koofeb,
and he attr of that of El-Baqrah; (see

He was, or becase, deaf, so as not to hear at all.
(~ ,L.) *uQ~I C" IQJ [Mayest thou,

or may he, suffer a deajis Mie the deafies of
the ostA] is a form of imprcton uttered
against a man; for all ostriches are [said to be]
totally deaf: SL, TA.) mi3l. 4aPL~is maid
of a serpent [a.. meaning It cast off its sloug:
fliku .. J] (TA.). ... And," , namely, a

caml, s ad of the mange, or scab, meaning [It
erecriated.him; like "J; or] it exte~e over
the whol o.f Ahi body. (TA.)

6. W4. J He feine himself totally deaf
tone u~~I; aslo eW.,with C. (TA.)

9.~ ,in!. n. t 1L, He (a man, TA)

lay upo hitsaids. (,TA.)

0s &&I A destucive calamity. (]g.)

'!L. q. - [ q. v.], A cerain

qei.Of w7 ets that casts q its slough.
(A~At,LI) -.And t* 4a s. q. t J L [i.eC.

Excoriating mange or swab]: (1~, TA:) i t is such
as occurs in the hide part of the camel, and
one doubts not its euening over the whol of his
body. (TA.)

j . . ($ , icc.,) so acowrd. to all tho people
of ~l-00ofeh, but the people of El-Baqrah and

the Arabs of that region may &I (lA#r, TA,)
Deaf (Fr, A'Obeyd, TA:) or deaf so as not to
hear at all: (Q,V, TA:) or vey deaf: (Mgh:)
or ,,rthas this last meaning. (IAqir, TA.)

Pr said, (v)tW.. El, meaning
El-Kuney nwa deaf so as not to hamr at all.
(?, A.*) - Also A camel-affecte with mange, or
scab: [or having mange, or scab, by which he is

eacrite: Meb &1 :] f.m. ;QZ.: and p).

(]p) - And Affecte wit [the maig
nant eei.of epos termed] .w,e. (TA.)

1 J.and Lj,L, (m£ ns. of whic the verb
is ;,U,] used in relation to a stone [&cc.], spifyi
The being hard and smooth. (M.) (And 2L.

has a simla meaning.] You say,#b' ~4e
an 1~,.L,The land mms, or becme, hard:
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(I :) or t so that it produced no plants, or herb- and so the first applied to land or ground (.b;jt);
age: (TA :) and OJil X. , and *o, (M, (S ;) and to a solid hoof, as also ; , and
TA,) the place mas, or became, hard: (TA:) t.,.',whichluta i ofthemeuure; aeeord.
or t produced no pilans, or heba M)And , ,or produced no pat, or herba. (M.) And to Kh, but 3Jll accord. to others; (M;) and to%)I~l '., nor. ;, inf. n. .. ; and U, a side of the forehead, (S, M,) or thus applied

[aor.'j i-,£n .lg ;n i; ,and* ,; , sd '-"' '[aor. lj in£ n. 53J. v and i; 3 ,. and 3,g.;; The meaning smooth and tough; (L;) and to a head,
miountain, or roce, baffled him, namely, a well- ns also t , (M,) or thus applied meaning

diggecr, [by its hardnes,] and rested his efforts. . ..(M,~~~.[,and so in 1 upon wl,ich no hair grons: (A:) and ,(M.) - [Hence,] ojei, . f (M, and so (M;) (M, ],) which is of an extr. form, (M,) has the
some copies of the S,) aor. ;, inf n. i.l o; (M,) first of the significations above, K) or signifies
or '.L., with kesr to the J, nor. , inf. n. 3{.; [simply] hard: (M:) the pl. of (M, L) and
(AZ, 8;) The j;j [or piece of stick, or ood,for of M
producing fire] gave a sound without emitting °f ' ( ¢ (M)az (M, L)_Alsoapplied
fire; ( _, M, I ;) and ? ,.j.l signifies [the same, to a place, (09, M,) and ;. applied to land,
or] it emitted no fire. (Ham p. 407.) - And (wdel, A,) Thtat produes no plants, or herbage.

ience,] %6 ,,,/ [lit. "His pieces of stick, (M, A.) And QJI 3;~ I The part of tlhe
or wood, for producing fire, gave a sound with- side of the forehead utpon which is no hair:
out emitting fire"] means : Hie was, or became, likened to smooth stone. (AHeyth.) - [Hence,]
nidigardly, tenaciotu, penur'ious, or avaricious: ,U j~- and t I. A stone that will not
(AA, L, TA:) and 4', alone, aor. ',(M,A, emitfire: (L, TA:) and t, .j (M, A) and
K,) inf. n. i;,)~; (M, A;) and ..L, (M, A,) * JJl and t ;' and t ; (M) [and * i.]
nor. -, (M,) or ., (A,) inf. n. ,., (M,) or [A piece of stick, or wood,feor producing fiiw]
,;.L; (A;) and .. , inf. n. .; (};) that gives a sound, (M,) not emitting fire: (M,

signify the same: (M, ]:) or he was,; or became, A:) and ' ; 1 Wood, or a stick, from
re,y niggardly &. (A.) -_ And ';;I.' , Inwhichfire cannot be produced. (T, L, .)- And
or "i; , (accord. to different copies of the X, ! .-- (g) and t ;j, (S, M, A, O) t A horse
in the TA the former,) 17c bald place on the that does not meat: (S, A, K:) such a horse is
fJiont of his head shone, or glistened. (]J, TA.) diseommended: (I :) or slow to rveat: or having
.L is also used in the same sense, in a trad., in little sminal fuid: and slow in imnpregnating.

relation to milk flowing forth. (TA.) - And one (M.) - And l .4 (M) and V ;.L. (M, A)
says, '. .i s'I., and '.i C , meaning and ? ., (S, M, A, ]) I A niggardly, tena-
He brought broth, and milk, containing little ciotm, penurio~, or araricious, mnan: (S, M, I:)
oily, or greasy, matter, and much water: for or a man ery niggardly &e. (A.) - And

' · L(T in art. k.h.) R ii is I L O A hard/, strong, enduring she-camcl.
canine teeth catsed a grating sound to be heard. (s') And ; . Hard, hardy, or strong,
(Ig,0 TA.) -.. .'a IIe clapped nith his horse. (A.) [And l a~, also, signifies Robust,
hkands. (M.) -- 3$JI ;.,.,. aor. r, (s,) inf. n. or strong. (Freytag, from Jereer.)]

,., (TA,) 77T beast beat the ground with its ,..: see l,, first sentence.
fo.re feet in itu runnitn. (s.) _ , (M,) or

'.JI . ·eL;, (g,) nor.,, inf. n. .L,, said of :..L and I.L, Rugged and hard ground,
a mountain-goat, (M,) lie ascended thite moun- (ISk, .,) that produces no plants, or herbage.
tai,n. (M, K.) - , [or probably %,] (ISk.)
said of a wild cow or wild ox ( ;.j 3$), in a . AL: see .o, first sentence.
verse ascribed to a Hudhalee, [but not found by
SM in the Deewan of the Hudhalees,] is expl. as wljJ,: see ;.,, last sentence.
meaning She, or he, stands erect. (TA.) .. 
· )JdJl wo tle gaw nothing to tae asker, or 1{.: see , in six places. _ Also, applied

to a well, Such that its mountain, or rock, baffles
beggatr. (L.) the diaa,. rh its ],ardnwl. annl 4.,4At i,* ,ffn*.#

9: see the preceding paragraph.

4. U,ol: see 1, in three places. - Also I lHe
(a man) failed to produce fi,e with his S3 [or
piece of stick, or wood, used for that pmrpose].
($, A.) - And ;s.a J.l t He made his ,.j to
give a sound writhout emitting fire. (M, TA.)
And lIe (God) caused his joJ to emit no fire.
(A.) And ~iiU C ILW t He asked, or begged, of
him, and found him niggardly: thus related on
the authority of IA9r; but by rule it should be

',,i. (M.)

.; Hard and smooth; (?, M, A, ;) as also
* (0 ; app) a ie (M) and t .; (A) and
V=1 ;; (M;) applied to a stone; (,M,A;)

(M.)_ A she-eamcl having little, or no, milh;
as also ' : (S,A,1]:) and the latter, [which
in the former case is written in some copies ofthe
I~ with ;,] that has brought forth and has no
milk. (I. [But this is said in the TA to be a
repetition.])- + A woman in whom is little, or
no, good: or hard, having no cornpa.tion in her
heart. (M.)- A cooking-pot (;.) slon; to

boil. (?, M, A, 1.) - A beast (,i1) that beats
the ground with its fore feet in its running.
(TA.) - One who ascends a mountain by reason
offear; (,TA;) asalso; : (TA:) [or]
a mountain-goat that ascends the mountain. (M.)
-And Alone, apart from others, or separate;
(AV L, 6 ;) as also * .F;. (g.)

[Boox L.

s fel:se ,.,., first sentence:_ad ;,d ,
last sentence. ~ Also A sining, gleaming, or
glistening. (1g.)

L.o: see t, in two places; and 1L=.

.: sec iL, first sentence, in two places.

,: see ,., first sentence.

.l~ see ;.L;.- LO ,AWI Caninw teeth
causing a grating sound to be heard; (.,' TA;)
as also . , (1~, TA,) which is the pl. (TA.)

I .=1: see .A., first sentence: -_ and see the
same also near the end of the paragraph.

see A:.__ [Hence,] one say.s, 
:.il ... [lit. lie is not one whose wood gi/t

only a sound when one endearours to produce
fire from it; meaning t lIs is not one who un-
generously refuses when asked]; an expression of
praise; (TA in art.,.. -;) and [in like manner]

1 tiI tv j1' L . (TA in art. .)~Also
Milk milked into a grea."y vesscl, and tlherefore
withoutfroth. (g.)

;~.: see .L :__ and ;si, in two places.

.2. 4e 3ii , inf. n. L, a dial. var. of

) ,q. v. (Ibn-'Abblid, K.)

, F&
. 1. '~.;, aor.:, (Msb, ];)inf. n. . (*

O, Mosb, K,* TA,) fto (a man, 8, O, K*) was,
or becanme, bald in th fore part of the head: (.,
O,' Msb, K :' but in the Mob it is said in this
sense of the hecad:) or in tie fore part of thi head
to the inlder part thereof: and likewise in the
middle of the head. (TA.) [See also and

.] Accord. to Ibn-Seenk, the baldness termed

' does not happen to women, beeause of the
abundance of their moisture; nor to eunuchs,
because their constitutions are nearly like those of
women. (Msb.) _- [Hence,] Wij> Lo,
inf. n. as above, 1 The ~JJ; ta species of mimosa]
dropped the lheads of its branches: and had thAem
eaten by the canmel. (TA.) - See also 7.

. t ' 'U [perhaps a mistranseription for t i.,
and primarily signifying He made his head bald
in tiw fore part:] t It shaoed his head. (Z, TA.)
_ i'. said of such as is termed ibj, [but

the verb in this sense is probably t V ;, (see this

latter,)] ice voided his ordure on th
occasion of f . (TA.)

2. 5.: see above, last sentence but one._-
j.; o I Thte serpent came forth from con-

cealment (zjj) without any earth, or d&t, tpo
it. (Ibn-'Abbat, O, g, TA. [But in the 0, the
verb in this and the following senses is carelesnly
written without the sheddeh.])u~. , inl n.

(d of a A, TA,) j~..,(said of a man, IAer, TA,) i. q, i
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[meaning He vof.led his ordure: see * as a
subst., below; and what here follows]. (IAir,

, TA.) And ' 4, (inf n. as above, TA,)
Such a oae put his hand eveody erpanded (Q,
TA) on the ground (TA) and wioded his ordure
or his ordure in a thin state (& ): (]g, TA:)
thus expl. by Lth. (TA.) See also 1, last sen-
tence.

5. tw.1 .ai t The sky became bared by
the disruption of its clouds. (TA.) - See also
what next follows.

7. J .4 1 1 tA',.I T77w sun roe, or began to
rise: syn. /j: or tdculminated: or came forth
from tlhe clouds, (O, 14, TA,) alpearing in the
time of intene heat, with nothing intervening
and concealing it; (TA;) and so * ' , (O,
]g, TA,) and t '...; [or more probably ] .
(TA.)

[8. Z ,1e, accord. to Reiske, as stated by
Freytag, signifies lIe, or it, was defiled, or pol-
luted; "conspurcatus fuit:" but he names no
authority.]

B, 3aldneus in the fore part of tht head:
(, , Mob, ]:) or in the fore part of the head
to the hinder part thereof: and likewise in the
middl of the head. (TA. [Scc . of which it

is the inf. n.: and see also .. ])_ Also a
dial. var. of , q. v. (TA.)_ One says also,

JAl. l, ^ .1 meaning [I will asuredly
straighten] tAy [natural] crookednee; like ;.
(TA in art. &., from the T and M.)

lag , t sce what next follows.
,e:

A ldace of baldne such as is termed
°,; (0, O, Msb, 1;) as also tL.;;; (., O,

a;) nd V °iio is said to be a contraction of the
first, (O, M9b,) by Lth, (O,) but it is disallowed
by the thoroughly learned. (Mob.)

i,., (O, ],) accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, with
kesr, (O,) like Alzb, (],) in the L [written]
with 0amm, (TA,) The heat of the sun. (O,10)

: see ._ - [Hence,] : A mountain
having upon it no plant., or herbage. (O, 1,
TA.)

iAs : see &I, in six places.

nosee .. - Accord. to AV, (S, 0, TA,)
A place that produces no plants, or herbage;

(., O, 1, TA j) whether it be a mountain or land;
(TA;) from in relation to the head; (., O,

TA;) andt ? is also syn. with , in the
sense expl. above. (TA.) And [the n. un.] ·a
signifies A mooth rock. (TA.)

~.; (, 0,] ,) or f ,, (1,) or the latter
also, which is app. a contraction of the former, (.,
0,) t Broad, (., O, g, TA,) hard, (]., TA,)
smooth, (TA,) roch: (., 0, ]O , TA:) n. un. (of
the former, Q, O, [and of the latter also,J) with 5.
(~, 0,1 )

•.~: see the next paragraph.

'CiI, applied to a man, (., O, Myb,) Bald in
the fore part of the head; (8, Mgh, O, Msb, 1;)
denoting more than C~.: (Mgh:) or bald in
the fore part of the h-ead to the hinder part
thereorwf: (TA:) and likewise, (TA,) or accord. to
AX, (0,) bald in the middle of the head: (0, TA :)
and applied also to a head, (Mob, TA,) meaning
bald in thesfor part: (Mb :) and t l signi-
fies the same, applied to a head, (Msb, TA,) and
to a man: (Mob:) fem. Q_L~; (1;) but some
disapprove this, and say that the Ifm. epithet is

'J~j, and AL&D: (TA:) the pl. is & (O, Mob,

O) and t: (O, ] :)t v ' 1l is the dim. of
the masc., [and *t tA"L is that of the fem.,]
meaning as expl. above. (TA.) - [Hence,] the
fem., applied to a tree such as is termed aLj.,
[a species of mimosa,] t That has drol)ped tue
Ieads of its bnanches: (8, TA :) and that has had
its branches eaten by the camelx. (TA.) - And,
applied to a tract of sand, (1;, , 0, I,) and to
a land, (,.oit, ],) $ In which are no trees: (S
O, TA:) and (TA) in which is no herbage. (0,
g, TA.) It also occurs, alone, as meaning t A
desert (A, ' ) that produces nothing; like the
head termed ,i1. (TA.) And V ['1 , applied
to a land, t That produces no plants, or lerbage.
(TA.)- And the masc., applied to a mountain,
t Open to view, smooth, and glistening. (TA.) -
And, applied to a spear-head, ! Glistenimg and
smnooth: (O, TA:) or polidred; (K;) and so

· · .~ (O, K.) _[Hence also,] Vt g' sig-

nifies I T/he penis. (0, ], TA.) And '.1 is
said to signify I The head of the penis. (TA.)_

And ? , *91 t, (, O, g, TA,) or &i,Il, (TA,)

t A certain serpent, slender in the neck, (S, O, 1,
TA,) or, accord. to Az, wvide in the neck, round
in tic head, (TA,) its head beirn like a haze-
nut: (8, 0, ], TA:) thought by Az to be so
called as being likened to the penis. (TA.)-
~lI applied to an affair, or event, (j..I,) means
tLHard, distresting, or calamitous; (TA;) and
so applied to a day; as also 5.¶: (A and TA

in art. . :) or, applied to a day, $ intenely i/ot.

(Ibn-'Abb6d, Z, O, TA.) - Also, the fem., [used
as a subst.,] t Any notorious affair or event; or
any such affair that is dubiow, of great magni-
tude or moment, to acconmplish which, or to per-
form wrohich, one finds not the tray: (0, g, TA:)
and : a calamity, or misfortune, (., 0, 1, TA,)
[or] such as is hard to be borne; [as thouglh it
were smooth and slippery;] because there is no
escape from it: (TA:) and [in like manner]
tV XU (O, , TA) and A", and ;Ui a
and It "VI~ , (TA,) an evil, abominable, or un-
seemly, action or saying, such a is apparent,
manifet, or unoncealed: (0, ]I, TA:) or a
calamity, or mi,fortune, hard to be borne: (15,
TA:) and hence the saying of 'Aisheh to
Mo'dwiyeh, (O, ], TA,) when she reproached
him for his having asserted the relationship to
him of Ziydi, and he replied that the witnesses
gave testimony, (0, 1, TA; [see Abulfedm

Annales, i. M60,) & j)jJI ;.L 

t dgL.I [The ritnesses did not bear witness (in
the Cg, erroneously, >j1t.I SZ t,) but thoe
committedst that which wat an eoil, abominable,
or unreemly, action, &c.]. (0, 1], TA.)_
f i"t; is also said to sinifyr tTho act of
glorying, or boasting; syn. iJ. (TA.)

tew, dim. of &1: (TA:) see the latter, in
three places.

'~p inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. (g, TA.) And a
subst., like ' annd 3,l signifyinf Ordure,
or dung; or such as is thin; syn. Ct: (TA:)
thus expl. by Lth. (O.)

1. ,il iL and (SI, (o, , g,) aor. ,

(O,) inf. n. j.Lo, (, O,) i.q. ;. , (S, O, [,)
i. e. The bovine animnal, and the sheep or goat,
shed the tooth [next] behind t/hat called the
u,.t- : (S and lg in art. .L;) or bred its
[tooth caled tle] .,: (k in that art. [in whicll
see more]:) or ' said of any cloven-hoofed
animal, aor. and inf. n. as above, signifies he
entered the sixth year: or, as some say, the Jfifh:
this is the utmost of the ages thereof [that have
verbs and epithets to denote them]: (Mob:)
tJi (Mgh, Mqb) in these animals (Mob) or in
sheep or goats and animals of the bovine kind
(Mgh) is like 3,i in camels. (Mgh, M?b.)

: see ;. _ Also A red [hiU or mou.
tain, such as is termed] 4al. [q. v.]. (0, J.)

i A large ship or boat. (Lth, O, ](.)

*L.a [a n. un. of which t is the coil.
gen. n., as is indicated in the O and TA,] applied
to a she-camel i. q. 4Iio [i. e. In /er eventh
year], andfat: or i. q. ... [i. e. in the eighth
yea,r]. (AA, O, g.)

!La part. n. of 1 [q. v.], (S, O, MOh, 1,) an
epithet applied to the male and the female of nall
cloven-hoofed animals, (Mqb,) or to an animal of
the bovine kind and to the sheep or goat, (S, O,
15,) I. q. &t,, (IDrd, O, TA,) whiclh latter is
said by Sb to be the original, the _. being sub-
stituted for the ,a because of the : (TA:) or,
applied to a sheep or goat (Ibn-Abbad, O, 1)
and to a bovine animal, (1,) it is like t4 [q. v.]
applied to a horse: (Ibn-'Abbad, 0, ]:) or in the
.fiJh year, (Ay, IF, O, 1,) as applied to a sheep:
(AV, IF, O :) or in tlhs ixth year, (AZ, O, K,) as
applied to a sheep or goat: (AZ, O :) or a sheep
or goat advanced in age: (IDrd, O :) [see more

in art. t :] the pl. is 1. (IAar, ., O, g) and
j. , (IA~r, O, 1,) both of which are applied

to ,. , (15,) [or rather] the former pl. is thus
applied by Ru-beh, who by fi.;. in this instance
means "heroes," or "brave men." ($, O.)
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cds Ahad in the no water: (M:) or '.1

i..jI the clud had little wrater. (A, TA. [It
is implied in the TA that this is tropical; but I
doubt its being so.]) See also its part. n., j i.
- -J maid of a man's %; [or seed-produce],

It did not increase, or multply, or become pbnt-
ful or abundant. (TA.) _.-j as a quality of
.4G [or wheat] signifies Its having little inCorea

(Xj, ., or J;, L, or.Li and A , V) and little
goodesu. (L, TA: said in the latter to be tropical.)

[Hence, app., or from the verb as used in the
sense expl. in the next sentence below,] ,

Xj 4 J1 o, (8, M, Meyd, &c.,) a prov., (.,
Meyd, O, t,) relating to the holding fast to re-
ligion, ($,) or used in urging to the mixing in
social intercourse with the holding fut to religion,
(O, 5],) or, accord. to IAth, a trad., (TA,) i. e.,
accord. to AV, He who eceads the right bounds
in religion (Meyd) will not be in favor with
men, or beoed by them; (g, Meyd;) or will ha
little increa tAherin: (M:) or he who find
fault oith men in respet of rigion, (0, T,) and
regards it as an excellence [that Ashe pose~]
above them, will have little goodnesa in their ti-
mation, and (0) will not be in favor with tAem,
or belowd by ~: (O, :) or the meaning is,
he who ses worldly good by mdas of reigion,
Ai share of the former wiUbe ittlb: (Meyd:) or
Ae rwho sehs, in ~repect of religion, more than he
has had read to him, Ahis share wl be littl
(IAth.)_- -;, (Q, M, O,) aor. ', (0, O,)

inf. n. _Ld. , said of a woman, means SAe was not
in faour with, or wa not be d by, (Q, M, O,
L,') her husband, (?, 0, V,) or him by whom sAe

s pported; (M ;) and m hatd by him. (Q,
O.) _J.L, (0, ],) in a man and in a woman,
(0,) signifies also The saying that vihich one's
companion dislik~, or hates. (0, ].)- And,
(0, ],) likewise in a man and in a woman, (O,)
t The commending, or praising, onslffor, or the
boasting of, or glorying in, that which one does
not p;oes: (0, V:) or, (V,) as h asserts, (,

0,) the overpai~ ths de limi ins J;l [here
meaning elegance of mind, manners, addrm,
speech, pon, attire, and tAd liAe], (?, M, 0, 5:,)
and in exclncea in knomege or courage or otAer
qualitie, (TA,) and arrogating to one~ more
than i due, throgAh pride: (?, 0, 5:) but some
say that this is post-classical: (M, TA:) [see an
ex. voce U", in art. Jjl; mentioned here in the
TA u occurring in a trad. :] one says, of a man,

A;L, (M, MA,) inf. n. d.", (M,) meaning

t ie commended, or frai/d, himsf [&c.];
(MA;) and * j.3, (Q, MA, O,) meaning the

same; (MA;) or this latter means b.Il ~JI,
(]V, TA,) i. e. [h affectd the oerpaing of the

due limits in J;l.l (meaning as expl. above);
or hA took upon himsdf as a task] the arrogating
to himrdf .n than was due, througA pride:
(TA:) [y.). .ay, * ; t;.t Jd1.- t He con-
mended, or lrai/sd, hilmwffor, or hAs boated of,
or glorid in, hAat which Ah did not poss:] the
epithet from the fermer verb is Yt . , (AZ, $,
M, O, V,) appiied to a man, (AZ, Q, 1M, 0,) and
LiL applied to a woman; (M ;) and the pL of

J .is jt" (AZ, M,I )and siL, and ;,L:
(AZ, O, :) it is said to be from 4J applied
to a vessel, accord. to IApr as meaning "that
takes little water ;" but rather, as others say, as
meaning "thick and heavy:" the vulgar mis-
apply it [app. by using it in the sense assigned
to it by IA;r]. (TA.) See also the next
paragraph.,

4 AL. i q. J [His good thinga be-
came feo; or hi wemalth, or hui goodm~ or be.
fe~ , became little]: (IAar, O, 5:) and (TA)
so t J. . (M, TA.). - And Hit soul, or spirit,

(s..j ,) becau heavy; (IAmr, 0, ;) and he
became op~ d as though by the nightmare.
(TI.) - And He bwcame one whoe wife ma not
in favour with hin, or not belovd by him. (M.)

--Al- He hated hr, namely, his wife; (M;)
as also V % , (so in a copy of the M,) or
aor.;; (so in the L and TA;) the latter men-
tioned by IAmb: (L, TA:) or A"I! he hated
him, namely, another man. (Ibn-'Abbad, 0, ].)
- And #LJ i L..I He divorcedhits wives: and
he made their share of his favours to be small.
(A, TA.) - And one says to a woman, ./!

W l, meaning May God mali thee [or thy

or the liAke] to be hated by thy husband. (Esh-
irA~~~~~~.

Sheybanee, S, 0, V.) ".j1 ,.A 1, (thus in the
O, on the authority of Ibn-'Abbid, [like ·1" ,;

and its contr. j;.t, &c.,]) ort i. 3, (thus in
the 5:, [but the former is preferable on the ground
of analogy, and the latter I think a mistake,])
ThA people, or party, became in the [hind of tract

ter~ U. . (0, V.)
5. i3: see 4, first sentence. - And see 1,

latter part. - Also He behaved in a lo~ , or an
affectionate, and a blandihing, or coaing,
manerm. (O, .) - And, said of a camel, He
loathed, or tumd away ith di~ t from, the

pasturage termed,] al, and inlined to tAhe,,.
(O, .) - S ee also 4, last sentenoe.

j .~ ThA branch of the heart of the palm-
tre that are next below the !A : [in the CIg,

11 43 j tji is erroneoul; put for J1;

aL. 'l J4U; and the same mistake was originally
made in my MS. copy of the V:] n. un. with 5.
(IAr, O, V,0 TA. [See ;1., last sentenoe.]

;'l, applied to clouds ( .s, M, 0, O ),
Contan~ng no water: (M:) or having little
water and much thunder. (~, 0, V. [Said in the
TA to be tropical; but I doubt its being so.]) It

is aid in a prov., ~-j! a ~ ¥Ai, (S, and

so in some oopies of the ,) or V ., (M,
O, and so in some copies of the ], [with an
in£ n. in the place of an epithet,]) i. e. Many a
clo~d its thmre, [or many ~ are there, lacing
rai, or] Aaging mwucAh thud with litt rain,
[bemath that which thunde:] (A'Obeyd, O :)
applied to the wealthy niggard: (A'Obeyd, O, ] :)
or to him who treatens, and does not perform
what he threatens: (f, O, ] :) or to him who
commends himself much, (M, 0, ],) and is lo-
quacious, (M, O,) but is destitute of good. (M,

0, 1.) - And A vesel that tah ittle water:
(IAgr, $, M, O, 1 :) a mall veel: one that
eakb; that will not Aold water. (IA4r, TA.
[This, also, is said in the TA to be tropical.])
And A heAsa (V, TA) and tAhick (TA) vesseL
(1, TA.) - Also High ground (J), or a hard
plain, that produces no plants or ~herbae: (TA':)

and so the fem., with 3, applied to land (wb;).
(M, TA.) - Wheat (.*l"j.) hav little incr ttle

(Op1I j0 i and tjl): (M:) or tasls: (M,

0,1g:) and Vt jeL; signifies the same, in the
former sense or in the latter. (M.)-And [A

man heavy in soul, or spirit; syn. jl J.
(TA. [See 4, second sentence, which shows that
J..~ has this meaning: but the epithet thus

expl. in the TA is there said to be like h.;..])
.And iL signifies A woman not in faour
with, or not bloved by, (S, M, O, V,) her husband,
($, 0, I,) or him by whom she is su~ported;
(M;) and hated by him: (S, 0 :) pl. 'j3J,, (8,
M, O, 1],) which is extr. [in respect of analogy],
(M,) and ; .. (0, 1.) - See abo 1, near the
end.

[t~ and i., and each with; : see .A;,
in five places.

-4 a The s (,.,A [in one of my copies of
the S ,b and in the other copy j,]) of the
neck; the two being called 0t,*; (S, O, ;)

[i. e.] Q,j I signifies the otwo sid of the neck

(j'OII q;-): or this signifies what are beteAn
the ,4 [or part beneath the earring] and the

';.3 [or ba of th neck, on tae two ida]e: (M:)
or the two heads of th ertebra that is ~t to the
head, in the two sjide of the neck. (AZ, O,- V,*
TA.) In this last explanation, in the copies of
the , b.p, is put for l.w.. (TA. [And in some

copies of the 5, ;WL is there erroneously put for

', which, as is said in the TA, refers to the

neck.]) .L' ,l and t 4Li; mean, accord.
to AB, fe took hold of the bach of his nwkec :

(O,TA:) and one says also, * 's4L.o #J6.1
meaning He took him, or it, altogether. (TA.
[But I think it not improbable that * ';W in
these two instanoes may be a mistranscription for
sghL-:,]) --_l signifies also wo staes,

or pieces of wood, which are placed acro [hori-
zontally] upon the [canmets saddle cald] )4, by

means of which the )J. [pl. of J,~ , q. v.,]

are bound. (S, 0, g.) And (TA) JliSo 1Al
signifies The two [similar] piec~ of mwood that are
bound upon the upper part of the [~adle ca~ed]
J I,. (M, TA.) See also ,i., latter half.

bA0.;; : see c, in three plaoes.

Uki-1 and :i;W A loqu man. (M,
TA.)

JLf H;ard, applied to a place; and so [the
fem.] t [iU. applied to land (w,b;(): (fg, 0:) or
both signi~ hard ground (M, ) con~
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torns; (M;) or hard and rugged ground; (Aq,

0;) and the pl. is J.a, (M, 0, 1, [in the last,

erroneousy, , and in the 0, correctly,

2A.I:, beingmade determinate,])tbuc pluralied
in the ame manner as ,~I._ because the quality
of a subt. is predominant therein, (M,) and [for

the mame reason] Jit. also; (O, ;) [the former
pi. of UIl, and the latter of b l:o or t 

(Ibn-'Abbad,O,V) and t [iL, (each, app.,
with tenween, the latter because of the measure
,3i&, and each because receiving the affix , for

it i added,] and likewise t .idL? (1) and

v 3uL, (Ibn-'Abbid, O, W,) rugged, hard

groud: ((:) or a smooth rock, or a hard, smooth,
bare rock, een with the rod (Ibn-'Abbid,

0,156)

jlf. A man whos wife is not in faour with

his, or not belooed by him. (IABr, M, O, V.)

1. ,;;, (Kg1 , ) O, Mb, ar aor. , (Mb,

infn. (LA, (Ay,* ,* M,* TA,) He caled out,
crid out, or h~outed, hently; or made a

eee~nt oued; (Ay, e,r, MO, Mb, O ,;) as also
i nji: (t, M, O,:) he raisd his voice on the
occsion of a calamity, and ofa death: (TA:)
and he waied ; (M, TA ;) and o t the latter verb:
(M:) A'Obeyd mentions it as with ] [in the
place of ,. (TA.) - Also, (e, O, TA,) inf n.
ua above, (TA,) mid of the tush of a camel; (?,
O, TA;) and so tL jLel; (i,* M, O;*) It made
a sound by i being grated against another. (d,0
M, o,b TA.)-And , O , (M,* O, TA,)
aor. , or, acord. to Lth, , in n above,
(0,) T horsemen dased amid others (a) in
making a sudden attack or incursion. (M, 0,

TA..) ~ 6 bi, in£ n. j 1A , He (a camel)
grated hi. tush againt another so as to make
tkem produce a sound: and V GjLl, maid of a
tallion [camel], he made his tus to produce a

grcting ound: (M, TA:) and a/ ojU.I,
likewse id of a stallion [camel], he made a
grating ound with hi tush. (?, Mb, TA.) -
1,MAm~ a d; (AZ, 8, M, O,b,ao r;) a in£ no

an;, (M,) e struck im with the ataf or ic:k,
(AZ,e , M, 0, A,) namely, another man, (i,)
upon any part of his body. (M.) And JL is
also mid to signidf The ing with stone-cutter's
picks, or pickaxes. (0.) See also ii. -

1.'~'l l Te sun smote him. rith its heat.

(0, T A ) _d 1so V ,; (aor., TA) Ie at-

tacked the of uc a one wit an abooninab
onr,aght. (IDrd, O, V.) _ ;i o , aor. T ,

ino n. ;, t He reoded him; syn. . (M.)

P sayr that .b4hL1 is allowable in the sense of
(O,) in the ur axxiiid. 19: (o and TA in

this t.:) bt it is not allwable in the reading
the *' ur]. (TA in arL jL., q. v .) _

Ha e prsad his girl, or young woman, (o ,
TA,)p t Apo er back, (TA,) and compres~ d her.

(, TA.) -_ Zit AI I rod~ d the or
pat, .on is ~a (TA.) _, - eHe
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was rendered fo ate by his arrow [in the

game called .llJ]. (Ibn-'Abbad, O.)

4: ee 1, former half, in four places.

6. 151. -- : * The woman, beiny tak with
the pains of partiti, reamed, or cried out

vehmntly: (, 0, O :) or threw herlf upon her
sida, one time thu and anoter time thwu. (Lth,

O.) And ii W' *.; 1, (Lth, O,) or Zt0Jl, (j,)
The sh-camel, (Lth, O,) or the beat, (li,) roled
oner, backfor belly, by reason of distres: and in
like manner the verb is used of any one suffering
pain. (Lth, 0, :) And At j ', o0o

eurring in a trad, means He writhed about upon
his ide on his bed, (O, TA,) and rolled over.

(TA.) And ;1.11 l J. -Lo Thefsh went
and came in the ater. (O.)

8: se 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

j; , (Ay, 8, M,) an in£ n., (TA, [see 1, first
sentence,]) and J; and · UiL., (M, TA,) A
eeent crying or o~tin (Ay, Q, M, TA) or
onding: (A,, g:) and a wailing. (M, TA.)_-

And the firnt, [thus written in a copy of the JK
and in a copy of the M, but perhaps correctly
V j, q. .,] A romund plain: (JK:) or a de.

pra ,es, round plain: (M:) pi. J,l (JK,
M) and ,X U. (M.)

i;: see j , first sentence. - Also An enm
plain; ( O, o, ;) like ~j [q. v.]: (, O:) pl.

o ;, and pL pL. J1, (0, !, TA,) in one
copy of the ]V jStHl. (TA.) See also rJ.,
latter sentence.

*Iai: ee jI;. _ Also An ondaught, or a
hoc in battle. (M, TA.) - So1 ZW. The
tues of cameld, that make a sound by their being
grated, one against another. (8,* O,* TA.)

j) Sm~ooth. (O, V.)

j$ . Water that ha lg presrved a tiL, or

motiss, state, (Lt,. jLt, gK, Ibn-'Abbad,
O, 1,* in which last tl. is omitted,) in the
place, (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, O,) or in a place, (,)
i. e. in one place, (TA,) and hich the beam hame

beaten [with their fiSt], (.1; , 4.l , [which,

accord. to MP, should be wIj5I , referring

to the word bi, but accord. to the TA it may
refer to wj·w,]) wherefore it is [said to be]

. Agi ;. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, O, ?, TA.) In such
water the ablution termed ;4jl should not be
performed. (TV.)

Z . Fl~h-meat (Jm, O, V) thoro~ugly

cooked, (Jm, TA,) or spread to dry, (4.,, O,)

-or roasted, a( A ,) and thor~ughly cooked:
(0, O:) or a piece of roasted -hneat: (M :)

pL ',: (Jm, M, O, 1:) acord. to AA, ~. ,
with ,,, signifies "roasted lambs," from

i 11 I roasted the sheep or goat." (TA. See
also ai,6.) And A thin cake of bread: (M,
TA:) accord. to some, (O,) [the plJ.] t
signifies thin bread: (JK, ,a 0:) but some say

that it is 14,` with J, that has this meaning.
(TA.)

[said in the copies of the V to be lik}

°..S, but correctly LS.I ,] and ,r' Lo-
quacious: (0, 1V:) the : is augmentative. (O.)

;UL A ~peci of bird. (M, TA.)

0-,0, applied to a epeaker, an orator, or a

preacher, (JK, IDrd, O, ],) is like .4,, (JK,)

[i.e.] Eloquent; au also V [like

(IDrd, 0, K) and V j. [like J'[l]. (O,

-And &. and V , A ohement
arking or beating. (M, TA.)

06*

il.: see the next preceding paramgraph.

a : s ee n , in two places.

tm2L [a pl. of which the sing., if it have one,
is not specified,] Large, or buly, stone. (Ibn-
'Abbid, O, 15.) - And Light, or activ, camels.
(Ibn-'Abbid, O, V.)

~Ui:. asee its fem., with I, voce I

1. ;i;, aor.,, [in one of my copiesof the ',]

inf. n.U., (8, M, M,b, 1,) He cut o, (1,) or
he cut offso a to meate~ , (8, M, Mqb,) a thing,
(M, 1,*) or an ear, (8, M, M,b, 1j,) and a nose;
(M,j;) as abo t,i*, (M,,,)in n.. ?a;

(s;) [but] the latter verb is with tesideed to
denote muchnes [of the action], or multiplicity

[of the objects]: (TA:) andl 9 .iL I [likewise]
, ifiesh cut of,f o as to ~toe (,' Mb, V)

a nose. (Meb.) _ And ;L, aor. , inf. n..~,
He had his ear e7tipaed [by amputation].
(M,b.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

8: see 1.. - [Hence,].t,;d1 1h e peopl,
or party, were de~troyed [or cut off] (M, TA)
~rly. (TA.)

'l, i. q. . [See the latter word,
which is variously explained.])

3, , [written by Golius and Freytag 0"]
Song men: (V, TA:) as though pL of ~..1.

(TA.) _ See also ;1.

i; .o (, g) and L;.j and Ki, (,) the
last on the authority of IAgr, (TA,) [all three
written in a copy of the M with teshdeed to the
J,] A party, or distinct body, of men: (8, M,
!i:) pl. siAJ, ignifying companies, and
parties, or distinct bodie: ( :) or, as some say,

j.., with damm, means a party, or company,
equal in age and courage and liberality or bounty.
(TA.)

> ;; and;A The kernel of th sone of the

;) [orfr~ of th lote-trw]; (M, ];) which is

also caedW !; and is eatm: mentioned by A.
(TA.)

A

1
dat 
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'.Z. A didt, mere, or distreing, event
(M, A;) such as extirpats: you say # .; 2'
and such is termed V I,;. (M.) And yc

say also '; ;. ; i. e. [An onlaught] thc
cipatsa. (1.) _ And A calamity; (., A
I ;) because it [often] extirpates; and so t 'a '
(TA.) - And An abominable sering fro
friendly, or loving, communion or intercours
(TA.) ... And A sword. (S, ].) Also i. 

q.jW: like ,l.do [q. V.]: (M, 8]:) both mer
tioned by Ya4oob. (M.)

s: ee the next preceding paragraph.

.1i A man (.) having hi4 ears (S, Mgh) o
ear (Mgb) extirpated [by amputation]: (.8, Mgh
Mpb.:) or a slave whose ear ham been cut off; a
also .,:L: (M :) or a man who is by nature a
thougwjh hi ears had been cut off; and so 'V
'O4l;: (i :) or this last is applied to a man a,
meaning whose ears have been extirpated by am
putation; and to an ostrich as meaning that i
naturally as thomgh his ears had been extirpated;
( ;) or [small and short in the ears; i. e.] because
of the' smallness and shortness of his cars; (M ;:
and it is said that when it is applied to a man, [o0
tather when a man is likened to an ostrich thuw
termed,] it means his being contemptible, oi
despised. (TA.) 4; X; means An ear thiat
cleaes to its lobe, or lobule. (M.) And Xi X
is an appellation applied to TheJlea. (k(.)

.,~;: se the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

4. A4. si;81 1 i.q. ·4 Si
[The things exteded in their proper direction].
(]. [In the 0, ;..! is put in the place ol

,.~1. Compare o!. ])

A tall man; (A, IJ, , J;) and so
; [q. v.]; (IJ, TA;) as also t or

tV 4i . (1 accord. to different copies.)_
And A strong camel; (15 ;) and so V _ , (El-
Umawee, ., ],) in which tho final letter is [not a
sign of the fern. gender but] to render the word
quasi-coordinate to the quadriliteral-radical class;
(; ;) fem. ;;, (TA) and t V : (~, ~ :) pl.

(AA, 0, TA.) - And A large, or great,
house or tent. (Lth, 0, ].) - And A hard stone;
as also ` ' ' . (AA, TA.)

LS" ."and its fem.:

a o
-c or LU

see the next preceding
paragraph.

1. .i, (g,) or j;ll ; (M,) I ck,
or beat, that part, [of hinm, or] of the back, which
is called t: (M:) or I hit that part (M, O)
with a tlring, or with an arrow or some other
thiing: on the authority of Lp, who says th;t it is

t; of the dial. of Hudheyl: and one says also ;
,: which is extr. [with respect to derivation], unles
iu it be an instance of interchangeableness [ofj ane

.]. (M.) -m "4 and ', said ofa mare
at or she-camel: see 4.

2. .. _, (S, M, ],) quasi-inf n. i's. or ;,3
m for which one should not say Zl;., (S, 1,) o
e. the latter is allowable as agreeable with rule and
. as occurring in old poetry, (MF, TA,) He prayed
.- supplicated, or petitioned: (S, M, J :) and [par.

ticularly] he performed the divindly-appointed aci
[of prayer commonly] termed i. or ;Lo. (S.
Hence, in the ]gur [ix. 104], (TA,) ,S1. -o;

r And pray thou for them. (Msb, TA.) sl' 1 °
i, rqJJ means lie prayed for such a one, and
s praised him. (TA.) And hence the verse of El-
s Aasha cited in art. -Jw, conj. 8. (S, Mgh,* TA.)
: It is said in a trad., ° i Ji -;)

Js i [i. c. Vhoso is invited to a banquet, or
- a marriage-feast, let him comply, or, if not, let
s him pray for the inviter]. (M.) And the saying,
; in a verse of El-Aasha, "Lq .gjJI L J41U
e means Keep thou to the like of thy prayer; i. e.

he enjoined her to repeat the prayer for him: or,

as some relate it, , L,ii: j! JL4 , meaning
upon thee be tAhe like of that for r.hich, thou hast
prayed: (M:) these words he addressed to his
daughter, on the occasion of her saying, " 0 my
Lord, ward off from my father diseases and pain."
(Mgh.) The saying O.. Q 4 ', [7w slaves
of such a one perform the divinely-apvpointed act
of prayer] means that they have attained to the
age of virility. (Mgh.) -_ l uL, said of an
angel, means He prayed for, or begged, forgive-
nes, or pardon, for him: and thus the verb
sometimes means when said of other than an
angel; as in the trad. of Sowdeh, in which it is
said, jiJ&.e - ,.. - A) [When

we die, 'Othmdn Ibn-Madlh'oon mill pray for
forgivenes for us]; he having then died. (TA.)

[And, said of a man, He blessed him, meaning
he invoked God's blessing upon him; namely, the

Prophet; or he said, *,i . UI (expl. by
what here follows) accord. to the rendering of

, 0 I.;, i. e. 1 JU, by ]Bd and others in
the gur xxxiii. 50.] One says, f ' u c c
[I blea~ the Prolphet; &c.]. (S.) And, said
of God, lie blessed him, meaning He conferred
blessing upon him: and lie had mercy on him:
and He iuanified him, or conferred honour up)on

" I , - . . U. ---. ehim: hence the saying, .sjl t.1 JL * u8 l,
meaning 0 God, bless tle family of Aboo-On,fn:
or have mercy on &c.: but in the saying [in the
l.ur xxxiii. 5(], L$'1 I, J OJ. a"j J4~l Ol,
the verb does not import two meanings; for it has
there only one meaning, which is " magnification"
[i.e. these words mean Verily God and his
angels manify the Prophet; or rather I would
render them, bless the Prophet, as this rendering
implies magnification and also a meaning of the
quasi-inf. n. given in the M and ], which is
"eulogy," or "commendation," bestowed by
God upon his apostle, while it imports God's

[Boox T.

; "conferring of blessing" and the angels' "in-
sY voking thereof"]: (Mqb, TA:) [it is said that]

d .. _ Ji;.,t means 0 God, magnjf
, £toAammad in the present world by exalting his

renown and manifesting his invitation [to El.
Iddm] and rendering permanent his law, and in

r the world to come by accepting his intercession for
his pcople and multiplying his rwward: and it is
disputed whether or not this form of prayer may

. be used for any but the Prophet [Mohammad]:
t El-KhattAbee says that it may not, though he

himself used it for others. (TA.) [vt; a LS
i ._ , is a phrase commonly used by the Muslims
after the mention of their prophet: see art. A.,
See also * below.] l SLe said of a horse,

i (S, ](,) inf. n. "La, (TA,) lIe fllowedl next
after the foremost [in a race, at the goal]. ($,
I.) Hence the saying [in a trad. of 'Alec], ;

-J ,G A vjtl assL w J,Z [cxpl. in art.
J.-]. (Mgih.) - And Li! .jJt 5.2 (Sgh,
X(,) inf. n. i;ta, (.gh, TA,) The [,iMl] ass
drove together his she-asses, and made them to
take the way [that he would follow]. ($.gh, ,
TA.)

4. (-,i;, (T, S, ., TA,) and ? -. , (Fr, Ii,
TA,) and Vt "SU, (Zj, TA,) said of a mare, Tlthe
pa,ts on the rigfht and left of her tail, ( $1'l$, $,)
or the part on either side of her tail, (1.t, 8,
[see ~, below, ]) became relaxed, she ieinty near
to bringing fortlr: (S, K :) or, said of a shc-
camel, her young one fell into the part of her
called so, and sde was near to brbigig 5forth.
(T, TA.)

Sjo The middle of the barl of a huiman being
and of any quadrlped: (M, K :) and, (K,) or as
some say, (M,) [app. in a beast,] the part that
slopes doirn fi'om the htips, or hauncahes: or fho
space intervenifng between the ;at [app. meaning
the hinder projection of the haunch or rnmpl; of a
beast] and the tail: (M, g :) or the part on tce
r.ight and rfi of the tail; (S, M, C ;) the two
together being called [the] iIl, (S, ,K,) wlhic
is similarly expl. by Zj in relation to a she-camel;
alpp. properly meaning the two parts bo,rdering
ulpon the tail-bone: (TA:) or the plare ian which
is set the tail of the horse; dual as above: (Msb :)
or the bone upon nlhich are the two buttocks:
(Mgh: [there thlls expl. in relationl to a man:])
or the bone in which is the place of settinq of the
tail-bone; thus expll. by IDrd: or the Xl'.o are
the two bones pirqjecti? gf.omi the two siles of the
rump: or, accord. to some of the lexicologists,
two rteis (Ct .) in the place of thre .j [i. e. in
tlw rump]: (I.am p. 46 :) the pl. is ;t, , (M,
1,) an instance of a pl. formed by the addition of
I and ;, from a masc. sing., (M,) and ,rQ., (M,

-)-- [Hencc,] one says, 'i l ) ~,
meaning I came at their rears. (TA.)

o"k, or ;St.L, [accord. to El-ylareeree, to be
written with I when prefixed to a pronoun, and
also in the dual number, (see De Sacy's Anthol.
Gram. Arabe, p. 67 of the Arabic text,) but this
rule I have not found to be. generally observed,



i_ a1 [tfrom ] also means Lj 5 j

t. (TA in art...".)

aL- .;part. n. of t4 I [q. v.] lid of a she-
camel [or of a mare]. (T, TA.)

f~ A place of 'iJI [as meaning th per-
formanee of the diindy-appointed act of prayer];
(Mgh, Msb, l;) or of any prayer or srppla-
tion: (Mgh:) [and particularly] a place of the
performance of the divinely-appointed prayer on
the occaion of the [.fetival termed] J .: (MA:)

[and also such a place at a burial-r~ound: the
place for this purpose is particularly termed

;e1 t ULU: asee De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe,

se. ed., i. 192.] - And A carpet upon which one
performs tLe divinly-appointed act of prayer.

(MA.)- ee also w , former half, in two

places.

,9 Any one praying [in any manner: and

particularly performing the doin~ appointed act

of prayer]. (TA.) a And Li.t signifies, as

applied to a horse, The one that follows net after
the foremost [at the goal] (.8, M, Mgh, Myb) in a
race: (Mgh, Mgb:) because his head is next to

the part called 'J.., (Lh, 8, M, Msb,) or next to

the ,iLo, (Mgh,) of the foremost. (Lh, ., M,
Mgh, Mqb.)

1. M;, (f , M, Mb, M,) aor. rs, (e,
Myb, g,) inf. n. l;, (., M, ,) Be s'roasted,
broiled, or fried, it, namely, flesh-meat, (., M,

Myb, ],) &c.; ( ;) and W%'! * ~. and A.&
l'I signify the same; and also he burned it. (TA.)

And (so in the M, but in the 1 "or") s (M, g)

Jsi j (M) He thD it into tefire tobe b rned;
as also t ..l; and ? *L, (M, ],) inf. n. i;

(TA ;) namely, flesh-meat. (M, 1. [But see the

next sentence.]) And ;I'1 # and JI U. and

; (M, ,) in£ n. n ;i and l and

LL; (M;) andSi VI a1, an4 ;6I tI e 9;
He made him to enter into thefire, and to remain,
stay, dwell, or abide, therein: (M, ]:) and

jt 1 [Sucha a one t as made to enter

into the fire, &c.]: (M:) [or] you say, :

I;U j; 11, meaning I made the man to enter fire

and to be burned: and t 4"1, with I, when you
mean I threwo him, or cast him, into the fire, as

though intending burning [him]; as also t ?,

inf. n. iL-. (8.) - And 1 : -i, (T, TA,)

or 0.j0, (., TA,) 1 I laboured in a case, or an

affair, desiring to calumniate, or slander, such a
one therein, and to cause him to fall into destruc-

tion: (T,8,TA:) or "$. and 1j 'i. both
signify I calumniated, or slandered, him, and
caused him tofall into destruction, (M, TA,) in con-

sequence thereof: (M:) or, accord. to the 1, st

Uj, of which the in£ n. is >, signifies he
Soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or cajoled, cAh a one:
or deceived, delded, besgid, circumvented, or
outwitted, him: which meanings are not in any
of the three lexicons above mentioned: accord. to

even in the best MSS., nor have I in the similar

cmuse of , (to which it is also applied,) in the best
copies of the lur-in,] is said to be [originally
3;l;,] of the measure i W, (Mgh, MF, TA,) or,

accord. to some, [$t.;,] of the measure 'Ia:
(MF, TA:) it is a quai-inf. n. of J [tq. v.]:
(., :) and [used as a simple subst.] it signifies
Prayer, supplication, or petition: (8, M, Mqb,

V:) this is said to be its primary signification:
and * s is said to have the same meaning.
(Mqb, TA.) - Then applied to signify A certain
well-nown mode, or manner, [of religious s-vice,]
because comprising prayer; (Mqb ;) [the divinely-
appointed act of prayer;] one of the divinly-

alpointed 1;i; (8 ;) a certain religious service

in which are A:;' [or lowering of the Aead so

that the palnu of the hand reach the knee] and

~.. [or prostration of onself in a particular

manner expl. voce ,u~ ]: (M,* :) and t
is said to have the same meaning. (TA.) [The
performance of this act is fully described in my
work on the Modem Egyptians.] It is said to be,
in this sense, a proper term of the law, not indi-
cated by the language of the Arabs [before
El-IslAn] except as importing prayer, which is its
primary signification: what Esh-Shih6b says re-
epecting it necessarily implies its being a proper
term of the law known to the Arabs [before El-
Islam]: in the Mz it is said to be one of the words
of El-Islin: but all of these sayings require con-
sideration. (MF, TA, [Much more, which I
omit as being unprofitable, is added on this point
in the TA, partly from the Msb; as well as
several different opinions respecting the derivation
of the word as used in this sense, which are fanciful

or absurd.]) The saying of the Prophet, ;. 9
. s! . 4: ..0 ! sY,.J means TAhere is no

Ips [or divinly-appointed act of prayer] that
is excellnt or complt [to the neighbour of the
moque unles in the mosque]. (M.) And his

saying, to Usameh, ,;t.h{ J,l l means The time
of tht iL.. [or din~ely-appointed prayer], or th
place thereof, [its before the,] alluding to that of

sunset. (Mgh.) And he used the term Ji.l as
meaning uI , C e. The ai [or Openg
Chapter of the Kur-dn, because it is a form of
prayer, or] because the recital thereof is excellent,
or satisfactory. (Mgh.) In the ~ur xxii. 41,
(I'Ab, 8, M, Ksh, Bd,) [the pl.] Ali means
Plac of woorship of the Jem: (I'Ab, 8, M,
Ksh, BO, 1:) said to be (Ksh, Bd) originally

63, a Hebrew word, (Ksh, Bd, j,) arabicized:
(Ksh, Bd :) this is the common reading of the
word, and the most valid: other readings are

1QL. and d1.j and li,.; and beside these,
some others which are perverted forms. (TA.)
.- Also Prayer for forgiveness or pardon. (M,
Mgh, g.) - [And A blng, as meaning an in-
~ocation of God's bling upon any one. See 2.]
.. And i. q. a%M [as meaning .4 bsing, swch
u is bstowd by God]: (Msb;) and mercy (,

M, Mgh, Myb, ]) of God (S, M) on his apostle:
(M:) and magnifimation; and this is [said to be]
specially denoted by its verb when the Prophet is
the object: (Msb:) and God's e~oy, or com-
~edation, bestowed upon his apostle. (M, V.)

Bk. I.

the A, 9 ;s" ; [probably a mistrmsription

for 9*jhU) means t Iframed a tratagm, or plot,

to cause uch a one to fall; there maid to be tropi-

cal. (TA.)_.jI' 1 [said in the TA

to be a mistake]: ee] 2. .m jWr ', (.,M, MYb,

],) andA2', (M, M9 b, ],) aor. M.~, (8, Mb,*

],') inf. n. L., (MNb,) or L=., (., K, [tPL
in the CV being a mistranscription for ,])

or both, (M,) and I and f , (M, ,) and

accord. to the V fo., but this is a mistake for

OL, (TA,) HIe oas, or became, burned [by the
fire]: (8:) or he andured, or uffered, the heat of

theAfire; as alsoWI tul;j : (M, ]:) or heflt

tahehat oftheAfire: (Mb :) and one says V tji

WI . and t JL~ 1 [in this last sense or in the
sense next preceding]: (ylam p. 792:) and i

tlJI he entered into th fire: (TA in art. &.1: seo
an ex. voce ;ii:) or, accord. to Er-lRghib, &L
jlr1 means he was tried (;) by fire, or by the

fire; and so l.& t [by such a thing, as though
by fire]. (TA.) [In the Bur, in which are many
ers. of it, (iv.11,xiv. 34, xvii. 19, &c.,) itis always

trans. by itself, without ¥.] And 5 1 , (U" ,

M,*) and .W't.Jt; (8;) and pA'I t UJ, and

,.t1; (M;) He endured, or suffered, the hat,
and teverity, or vehemence, of the affair, or case,

and of the war, or fight: ($, M :) Aboo-Zubeyd
says,

a . * s t J 5 .

[And I have suffred the heat and vehem of
their rar, like as hAe ho is affcted with cold
suffers in conequnce of coldest and molt abun-

dant hoar-frost]. (M.) - [It is said that] ;~

J411 signifies also j [i. e. The man kept to, or

clave to, a thing]; and so t ..lbl: whence Zj

holds o-j4 [expl. in art. j3.L] to be derived;
because it is a keeping, or cleaving, to that which
God has appointed: and hence also, [it is said,]

~l. Lilt ~s; X, i. e...j [app.xjI, meaning

;WI 6.;. l He who is made to hcp, or cleave,

to tae fire; nearly agreeing with ;S1i l .., as

expl. above from the M and (]]. (TA.) - And

';;i ~'k. means I struck, or beat, that part

of the back wrhich is called So*: or I hit that
part: but this is extr.; for by rule it should be

; "-, like as Hudheyl say. (M. [See 1 in art.

2: see 1, second sentence; and third sentence
in three places; and last sentence but one. -

One says also, I 1'L, 6.~ J,, (M, TA,) accord.

to the 19 * s, [without teshdeed,] but this is
wrong, as is shown by a verse cited in the M,

(TA,) He rarmed hit hand wnith tht fire. (M,
V, TA.) [And it is said in the TA that La

hjt' *li means ,tI1: but I think that the right

reading is ;t5' o*. LO, ii. c. He warmed his
217
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backA wth t/" wooin garment calld 4**.].

And ti io l 4L. I made the af upple,
and straightened it, by means offire: (:) or

QI5 di l it° (M,,) inf. 4n. i;
(i ;) and * J.,; he parcld and darkened the
staff upon tesfire; syn. t;1 .: (M, V:) or jo.
L;Ji he straightened the staff by turning it round
oer the/fire: (T in art...j.: see an ex. in a verse
cited in that art., conj. 10:) and tll . I
straightened the qpear-shaft by means of fire:
(A, TA:) and t j I rendered supple
the stick, or branch, by means offire. (Myb.)

4: se 1, second sentence; and third sentence
in two places.

6: see the next paragraph, in two places:
ee also 1, latter half, in five places: - and see 2,
last sentence.

8. .IJ l ic `reanrmed himself (M, K) g.6'

[by means of the fire]: (M :) one says, ,iL:l
WJW and t! [app. meaning I warmed

ny,lf by meam of thJefire]: ($ :) or ;,.l UM..l
and AWt mean he became rarm by means of tle
fire: and WL ) ; he became burnt by the
fire. (MA.) Hence, in the ]5ur [xxvii. 7 and
xxviii. 20], i L [May-be ye will warm
yourselves]: (TA:) in relation to which it is said
that the time was winter, and therefore .~'1?
was needed. (M, TA.)._It is also said of tie
chameleon, as meaning ]He repaired to the sun.
(M and L in art. J&:: see an ex. in a verse cited
voce ,lt..)-And one says of a courageous
;an, with whom one cannot cope, . L 9
[lit. One cannot rarm himself by means of tis
fire; meaning tone cannot approach him wmlrn
he is inflamed rith rage, especially in fight, or
battle]. (f.) The phrase may be also used
satirically, as meaning t One will not seek his
hoI)ntality. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov.
ii. 588.]) - See also 1, latter half, in two places.

.: see S~.

.'~ Roasted, broiled, or fi.ed, ~s-meat.
($, M; .)-- And, also u , ( M, 1,)
the former with kesr and the latter with fet-b,

($,) Fuel; (,' M, ];) syn. ;.; (Mg, TA;
[in the C5, erroneously, ij ;]) i. e. j.3 L
;WI t; (TA ;) you say jdl o and !f l ui.:
( :) or both signifyfre: (M, M'gh, ]g:) or .
signifies the heat of fire. (MQb.) One says, 

;1 J, ; 1 . 1 [It, or he, is better
thanfire in winter]. (TA.)

t'e;: see what next follows.

Lj5L. and V Vi6 , (M, M, Mgh, g,) the latter
with . because Vt J is used as the pl., [or rather
coll. gen. n.,] but not by those who say ~,

(Sb, M,) [for] the pl. [of this] is ,L.. and L

(V:) and tj.w, (MA,) i. q. ;5 [i. e. stone
such as fill the hand; or of the size of that with
which one bruies and breaks ralnutu and the
like]: (~:) or a thing with which perfume is
bruised, brayed, or pounded: (M, ]:) or a stone
upon which one bruier, or powdem, (MA, Mgh,)
perfume or nome other thing; (Mgh;) that with
which [not upon which] one does so being called
~.L . (MA.) Imra-el-]eys [in a verse of his
Mo'allalmah, (sec EM p. 45,) as some relate it,]
uses the phrase J ja k, because colocynths,
when they have become dry, are split therewith.
(S. [But there are two other readings, i- and
Xl.])_.-Also, (.K,) as being likened thereto,
(TA,) t The forehead. (1i.) -And the former
word, A rougfh, r~ged, Iij [or long srip] of
[hAigh ground such as is termed] J0. (ISh, Az,
TA.)

i tl.: see art. .oa.

[J1LS is expl. by Freytag as meaning Heated
or warmed ("calefactus"), and burnt: and the

pl. is said by him to be 5L: but he names no
authority: if this be correct, it must be a posses-
sive epithet from '.'.]

clo A support for the cooking-pot, such as is

termed iA. (MA.)

.; Reoasted, broiled, or fried; as also

1 o>. (.Ham pp. 13-14. [Both of these words
are there without any srll. signs.]) It is said in
a trad., i A; i4 ;i i. e. A roastsd heep, or

goat, was brought. (, TA.) - And it"

3l.. means [A date of the ort caed l ]
dried in the sun. (A, TA.)

o;Z ,..,Il A land abounding with the plant
called oLb. (~.)

S,m.~ A mare that is set up for birds dc.:
(M, M :;) pl. ML,. ($, M.) It is said in a trad.,

uLa..j 16.jaL.I ;JUs;iJ X () or I. ;
i. e. [Verily to the Devil belong snarer and traps]
with which he catches men. (M.)

L; The limbs of a man, or his arms and
legs and face and evry prominent part, which
become cold at the time of death, and which are
warmed at the fire: (AHeyth, L in art. ) :) or
the face and extremitiets. (Z, TA.) One says,
;1'k g.~ ;. JI t:. (AHeyth, L in art. ,.:
see 1 in that art.)

1..,0, (?, M, Msb, :,) and ', which is
extr., (M, ,) [first pers. of each CLe-?w,] aor.

.~, (M, Msb, ], ) inf. n. . (S,* M olsb, g )

and.; (M, g ;) and .l; (, M, Msb, ] ;)
He "as, or became, deaf; (M,* Msb, ] ;*) [or]
he had a ~oppage of the ear, and a heavinss of

hearing. (M, .) And X'l ,:m, aor. as

[Boox I.

above, inf. n.,_o, The ear was, or became, deaf.
(Msb.)- [And He was, or became, as though
he heard not.] One says, .; . t [lie was as
though he heard not him, or it; he was deaf to
him, or it]; (M;) and V t,. [meaning the
same]. (?, M.) - [Hence signifies also t He
or it, uttered, or made, no sound or noise; like
him who, not hearing, returns no reply to a call
or question; t wa dumb, or mute.] One says,
*.,; I*'-.: -- :[A pebble made no wound in

falling upon the ground by reason of blood]; i. e.
the blood was so copious that if one threw a pebble
into it no sound would be heard in consequence
thereof, (As, $, M, Meyd, ], TA,) because it
would not fall upon the ground: (As, $, Mcyd:)
the saying is a prov. (Meyd.) And hence the
saying of Imra-el-Keys, .,JI LV , (S, K,)
in the following verse:

Sc * i '9 -e 
~ 6"-*~3 P3 h >-, ZJ-,ho

t [I haw been given in exch'ange, for lU'dil and
KIlnde,'Adwrdn and FaAm: make no sounml, Oleb-
ble: app. meaning that he would shed much blood]:
(;, TA: but this verse is omitted in one of my
two copies of the S:) or the meaning is, O echo;
(S, M, Meyd, I ;) so they assert: (AHelyth,
TA:) or O calami7ty; the saying being a prov.;
(Meyd, TA;) applied to the case of a severe
calamity; as though meaning be dumb, 0 ca-
lamity; said by As to be applied in relation to an
event deemed excessively foul or evil: (TA:) or
O ~cent; (Meyd, TA;) which is said to be tho
primary meaning: (Meyd:) or O rock. (AIleyth,
]g, TA. [See also the second of the sentences
here following.]) One says also, o. ['His
echo became dumb, or may his echo become
dumnb;] meaning i/h perised, or may he perish.
(S, K, TA.) And t.,l . [in the Clg erro-

neously written ...] meaning ! Increase, 0
calamity: (P, , TA :) or it is applied to a man
who brings to pass a calamity, and means be
dumb, 0 calamity: (TA:) or l* means ca-
lamity, and war; but primarily, the ser7ent; and
this saying, like ~ .JI *" ,.vr", is a prov. said
when two parties refuse to make peace, and per-
sist in opposition; meaning answoer not tte charmer,
O serpent, but continue as thou art woen to be.
(Meyd.)_. '. in relation to stones, (Lth, TA,)
or stone, (M,) [app. as an inf. n.,] signifies The
being hard [and solid (soe ,)]; or [as a simple
subst.] hardness [and solidity]: (Lth, M, TA:)
and in relation to a spear-shaft, the bein cornm-
pact; or compactnes. (M.) One says, .A

..aJI, inf. n. ,, lTe stone was hard [and
olid]. (MA.) And iI ? J, mesaing [Tie

trial, or citil war, kc.,jras, or became, hard,
vehement, or erem . (Msb.)" 'iJl , , '',

5,) or 3uWl v,.l .ns, (M,) aor. !, (P?, [in a
copy of the M , contr. to a general rule in the
case of a trans. verb of this class, and app. a

mistranscription,]) inf. n._e, (M,) He stoppd
the flask or bottle [app. wvith a ./]: (, :)
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or he stped the head of the sh or bottlk, and

bound it; u also t A.1: (Qg:) or jJWl.a ,.el

signifies he put a,*l_ to the a or bottle. (S,

.) And ;j'qJ le, aor. , inf. n. ,.e, He

bound the wound, and put upon it a bandage aith

ii -~~~~

medicament. (M.) - And , (S, M, 1,)

in£ f.n.., (M,) He struck him, (@, [,) or it,
i. e. his head, (M,) with a staff, or stick, (d, M,)
and with a stone, ( O, M, -,) and with the like

thereo£ (M.) And ' . , with 4amm, Hie nas
struck ehe mently. (IAr, TA.)

S. _. , said of a sword, (S, M, , TA,) ac-
cord. to the (, signifies It struck the joint, and

ct, or severed, it: or i. q. L: but this is at
variance with what is said by J and other leading
authorities; which is as follows: (TA:) it pe-
trated to th bone, and cut, or ered, it; but
wrhen it strikes the joint, and cuts, or severs, it,

one says id; a poet says, describing a sword,

* ~~ 4..W ; U%emmIA.- 0

tIt penetrates into the bone, &c., so~mtimes, and
at one time it strikes the joint, &c.]: (9, TA:) or

it passed isnto the bones: (M:) and ,4,_, said
of a sword, signifies the same: (M, TA:) or

, signifies a sword's penetrating into that

whiA is struck with it without its causing any

sound to be heard; from,. ! in the ear. (.Ham

p. 92.)_ And hence & signifies also S A

man's keeping constantly, or perseveringly, to the
thing that he purpones, until he attains [it].

(IIam ubi supra.) One says, Il. .L t SHe
kept costantly, or perseveringly, to his opinion
in respect of such a thing, aofter his desiring to do

it. (IDrd, TA.) - AndS, (9, Msb, M , TA,)

inf. n.. &, (M, ],) t He acted, or went on,

with pnwtrative energy, or with sharpness, vo-
roun, and effectiven, (S, M, M9b, V, TA,)
in an affair, (M, Msb, [, TA,) and in journeying,
(g, !I, TA,) in this case said of a horse, (Z, TA,)

and in other things; ( ;) as also tC.a. (I.)
- And t He bit, and infixd his canine teeth,
(9, C,TA,) nnd did not ilt go what he bit: (~,

TA:) or 0. o, he i~fed his teeth [or

canine teet] in his bite. (A, TA.) .-. And 

,il d ,; l S He (a man) enabled th hoe to
take of the fodder to sch a degree that fat and

r~pletion dfed him. (~, TA.) - And .

4;1t 44~ S He made his companion to
retain the narrative, or story, in his memory.
(,o TA.) - See also the next paragraph.

4. .i1, intrans.: see 1, first and fourth sen-

tences.-- _ l He, (God, 1, Myb, V,) or it, (a
disease, M,) rendered him deaf; (?,* M,* Msb,
1V ;*) [or] caused him to have a stoppage of thu
ear, and a heavine of haring. (M, l.)-

[Hence,] ; i tl o t He, or it, diverd nme

from hearing th peech as though he, or it,

rendered me deaf. (TA.).[Hence, 1~ 1 sig-
nifies also t He, or it, caumed him to be as though
As Amrd not. .- And hence, t He, or it, caused
Aim, or it, to utter, or make, no soundl or noise;
like him who, not hearing, returns no reply to a
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call, or question; to be dumb, or mute.] One says,
-, , a .11 

;1 l. , II l [May God make his echo to return
no sound;] meaning may God destroy him:
(TA:) a prov., said in imprecating death upon a
man; the Sq~ being that which returns the like
of his 'voice, or cry, from the mountains &c.; and
when a man dies, the a..~ hears not from him
anything that it should answer him, so that it is
as though it were deaf. (Meyd.) [In the vulgar

language, Vt? likewise signifies t He silenced
him, reduced him to silence, or clo.ed his mouth:
so says De Sacy, in his Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,

iii. 379.] .And '~li [in the C] 2i] also

signifies He found him to be . "; [i. e. deaf]. (9,

M, K.) One says, ~ Ui I.; [He called him,
or called to him, and found him to be deaf].

(TA.) And *j .. ,1 His call found persons
deaf to it, (Th, M, [,) who would not hear his
censure (10)_ See also 1, near the end.

6. ;.3 He feigned himself to be .,,, [i. e.

deaf]. (S.) [It is intrans. and trans.] You say,

;L .3 ahd "*3 He figned to him that he

wa deaf. (M.) And .J±1I . .;.L (M, g)

and ZL; (M) He feined (M, ) to his com-
panion (M) that he was deaf to the narrative, or

story. (M, .*) ,t1 3 means "' , ;_-

[or i], i. e. I made a show of being deaf [to it],

and feigned myself inattentive [to it]. (gam p.
lo@.)

R. Q. 1. : see 2, in two places.-

a, ,b- @' *, (TK,) inf. n. '2, (K, TK,)
Tue femalc hedge-hog uttered its cry. (K,* TK.)

A _ l a name for t Calamity, or misfortune;

(9, TA;) as also t a.j, (TA,) and so 'G;,
like.lga, in a phrase mentioned in the first para-

graph, q. v. (S, V. [See also this last word
below.]) And t The lion; (S, M,];) as also

t i;11, (M, Msb, 1],) thus called because of his

courage, [i. e. from the latter word as signifying
"courageous," but accord. to the M9b the reverse

is the case,] (M,) and so ot I1 and ?te.od.ll:

(V:) the pl. of? V;t i s... (TA.)

i~ Courageous; (9, M, Mgb, ] ;) applied to

a man; (.B,M;) one who renders deaf him
mhoan he smites. (Er-Raghib, TA.) - See also
the next preceding paragraph, in three places._

Also A male serpnt: (A, :) pl. o. (S.)_
And A female hedge-ho. (I.)_ See also;..

,_ inf. n. of the intrans. verb, , [q. v.]. (S,'

M, Msb, .) - See also.*.., in four places.

,..t [an imperative verbal noun, like J5lJ

&c.]. One says,. o.. ., meaning Feign ye
deafnss, in silence. (S, l~.) Also meaning Charge
ye upon the enemy. (AHeyth, TA.) ~ Also
t Hard, or seere, calamity or misfortune; and

so t 1 Q.s1; (g, TA;) [as though] closed up [or
obdurate, or deaf to deprecation]: (TA:) or

i I,fI signifies [simply] calamity, or mi.fortune:

, (S:) and t A'L~ asl; signifies a calamity, or

misfortune, [as thbugh] closed up, and hard. (M.)
ad

See also.,AJI, above.

,;l% The 1,lwj [or stopper], (9, M, ],) [i. e.]

the ting that is put into the mouth, (M9b,) of a

flask, or bottle: (9, M, Mqb, ]:) and its it.z

[app. meaning the piece of skin that is tied over
the head]: (M:) or accord. to some it signifies

the .teli. [whichl has the latter meaning]: (Mb :)

or it signifies the thing that is put into the head

of the flask, or bottle; and go.m signifies the

"thing [or piece of skin] that is tied upon it:"

(M :) and ' i% signifies the same as.; ,

(IAar,],) as also '). ( -.)_Also The

tji; perhaps for A. 8P: (Mgh, TA:) so

in a trad., in which it is said that iLjl should be

in one a.": but, as some relate it, the word is

there with ,. [i. e...l~]. (TA.)

.e. The bone that is the [main] stay, or sup-

port, of the limb or member or the like; (M, V,
and Ham p. 302;) as the.~, [or principal bone]
of the shank (M and Ham) of a beast, (M,) and
that of the head; (M and .Ham;) opposed to

i,$;, because the latter is smaller than the

former: (M:) and the thing that is the [main]
stay, or support, of another thing. (Yam p. 35D.)

[Hence,] The heart: so in a saying of a poet

cited voce ji. (Ham p. 678.) - And hence,
also, (TA,) t The prime, princi)pal, or most
esential, part; (M, I, TA;) the choice, best, or
most eecelnt, part; of a thing (., M, Myb, K,

TA) of any kind. (M.) One says,.?e , ..

j. t [He is of the choice, best, or most excellent,
of his people or party; of the nmain stock thereof;
or of those that consti(ute the members, excluive
of such as are followers, or incorporated con-

federates, therof]: (s, TA:) contr. of LU

(i in art. ") [and of j, q. v.]._-And t The

greatest intenseness or vehemence or violence, or
the most intens or vehement or violent degree, of
lieat, and of cold: (., I, TA:) or simply the
intensen~ss or vehemence or violence thereof.
(M.) - And t The middle [or core] of the heart.
(Myb.)_ And The shell (lit. the dry, or hard,
ezterior covering) of the egg. (I[.) ~Also an
epithet, applied to a man, (M, I,) and to a
woman, and to two persons, (M,) and to a pl.

number, (M, ],) t Pure, unmixed, or genuine, in

rraspect of race, lincage, or parentage. (M, ],

TA.)

IL.: see;".

1,t IIard ground, (M,) [i. e.] any such
ground, (g,) containing stones, by the side of
sands; as also t&lfi: (M, ] :) or the latter is

a n. un.; and the former signifies hard ground:
(]Ham p. 285 :) or rugged ground, (9, M,) falling

short of what is calld Je-: (M:) it is so called
because of its hardness. (TA.)

r i.;: see the next preceding paragraph.

a.a: Very niggardly or tenacious: (]K:) or

.nigardly, or tenacious, in the utmost degre.
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misfortune, 

Etu thbugh] closed up, and hard. (M.)

a 0
See 

also,&.�N, above.

.;t�o 

The >1,lw [or it&~], (�, M, Vp) [i. c.]

the 

t"g that is ;W iAto the mouth, (M9bJ of a

flask, 

or botde: (�, M, Mqb, ]p:) and its it.�z

(app. 

meaning the pisce of #kin that is tied over

the 

ltead]: (M:) or accord. to some it signifies

the._wti& 

[whicli has the latter meaning]: (Mqb:)

or 

it sig�ffies the thing that is put into the lwad

of 

the flask, or bottle; and gotio signifies the

thing 

[or of skin] that is tied upon it:"

(M 

:) and* 4 signifies the same as

(IAI,r, 

]�,) as a�o Qg.) -Also Th'e

perhape 

for,,1" M TA:) so

in 

a trad., in which it is said that it�l should be

in 

onea": but, as,eome relate it, the word is

there 

with,.,o [i. e.-*1~]. (TA.)

.*e!.o 

The bone that it tU [mainj stay, or sup-

port, 

of the limb or member or the like; (M, V,

and 

Ham p. 302;) an the,~ [or principal bone]

of 

the shank (M and Ram) of a beast, (MJ and

that 

of the head; (M and Yarn;) op~ to

J;*!;, 

because the latter is smaller than tho

1
former: 

(M:) and the thing that is the [main]

stay, 

or support, of another tliing. (Yam p. 35O.)

[Heiiee,] 

The heart: so in a aaying of a poet

cited 

voce (Yam p. 678.) - And hence,

also, 

(TA,) 1 The prime, princij)a4 or most

e~tia4 

Part; (M, ]�, TA;) the choice, bed, or

most 

excelknt, part; of a thing (�, M, Mqb, X(,

TA) 

of any kind. (M.) One says,,?e� i, 3,1

0, 

: [He is of the clioice, best, or mmi excellent,

C.0
of 

his peopk or party; of the ntain stock thereof,

or 

of th~ that couti(uto the members, exclimim

of 

such a,# are foUomeriv, or incorporated con-

0 .
federates, 

tU~f]: (8, TA:) contr. of LqU

(� 

in art. ") [and of j�, q. v.]. -And : The

greatest 

intenseness or veh~nce or violence, or,

the 

most intew or vehement or vialent degree, of

lieat, 

and of cold: (�, ]�, TA:) or simply the

inien~ 

or rehemence or violence thereof,

(M.) 

- And t The middle [or core] of die heart.

(Mrib.) 

-And The shell (lit. the dry, or hard,

;wteri�- 

cowdng) of the egg. (1�.) ~ Also an

epithet, 

applied to a man, (M, n,) and to a

woman, 

and to two persons, (MJ and to a pl.

number, 

(M, ]�,) : Pure, unmixed, or genuine, in

raspect 

of race, Uncals, or parentaqe. (M,

TA.)

IL": 

see;".

lt:,� 

lIard gmund, (MJ [i. c.] any such

groupad, 

(n,) containing stones, by the side of

sarah; 

as also (M, ]�:) or the latter is

a 

n. un.; and the former signifies hard ground:

(]jam 

p. 285:) or rugqe� yround, (�, M,) faliinq

short 

of witat is caikd (M:) it is so called

because 

of its harclnem. (TA.)

see 

the next preceding pamgmph.

Very 

niggardly or tenaciow: (]K:) or

niijgap.dl 

the utmost dt" .

y, 

or tenacious, in
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(IApr, TA.) - Sce also the next paragraph. 
[And see,.]

__.,, (8, M, ],) applied to a man, (S, M,
Thick.: (A'Obeyd, l:) or short and thick: (M
]:) or it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (I,,
bold, or daring; that acts, or proceds, with pene
trative energy, or with sharpness, vigorousness,
and ffectiviens: (?, 15:) and applied to a man
and to a horse, (M, a,) nd to a mare, (M,) [in
like manner,] i q. t, [and .(in the

Cg,*~ is erroneously put for,m) i. e. thai
acts, or proceeds, with penetrative enegy, or nitA
sharpness, vigourounCss, and effectiveess], (M,

) as also o, (K, TA,) or tV ,, (so in a
copy of the M,) and t'Ai ;, and t LtL..., and
v Ar_ , and (M, 1g, the last omitted in

to all of these epithets:) or , applied to a
man, has tho former ofthese two meanings: or
the latter of them; as also p.roe, and ,O~:
and, accord. to AO, t , applied to a horse, and

an 4..to a mare, signify strong, firm, compact
in nake. (TA.) _ See also 'o...

_h : seea the next preceding paragraph, in

two plaed : - and asee also M .l

inf. n. of R. Q. 1 [q. v.] See also the
paragraph here following.

a*..~ A compaany, or colection, (M, g,) of
men; like j; neither of which words is formed
by substitution from the other: (M, TA: [in the

,TA in art. j,thisissaid of sit and ,) pl.

[orrathercoll. gen.n.] &. (M, Ae also
The midde ofa people or party; and so t ..
(1].)_ And A rugged [hill such as is termed]

.1bl, of which the stonu are almost erect. (En-
Naglr, TA.)

;l . (om 1,,) or c.U.io , (M,) and
y suulio m, (, M, 1, [in tho C1g, erroneously,

A sword, (Jt,) or a sharp sword, (S,
M,) that will not bend. (, M,M 1g.) L:l, (s,

or t ILA 11, (M,) was the name of Thte
sword of 'Amr lbn-Maadee-Kerib. (8, M, ]5.)
And some of the Arabse make V1 , thus
without tenween, imperfectly decl., to be the name
of A particular svord. (IB, TA.) -See also

c: se the next preceding paragraph, in
three places: _-and see also .. .

- e and see also".,)l.

..~l applied to any animal, (Mgh,) Deaf; (,*
M,' Mgh, Msb, ;*) [or] having a stoipage of the
ear, and a heavi~ of hearing; (M,]:) fem.

~ : (Mgh, Mb :) pl. , .(M, Mb, ]) and
1 _;.. (M, 1.) A poet says,

, ,.,-, .a, A.
_ o L.&,Wol 

(TA,) a prov., (Meyd,) meaning Feigning him-
self deaf to that which displease~ him, (Meyd,
TA,) i. e. to what is foul, (Meyd,) as though he
heard it not, (TA,) but hearing (Meyd, TA) that
which plepses him, i. e. what is good; as does the
generous man. (Meyd.) And similar is the
saying,

[e And I have an ear deaf to that which is foul].
(TA.) [See also IYam p. 636, for another similar

iex.] Ono says likewise, Sl *;s; *l.i Ile
called him [with the call of the deaf, meaning,]
with extraordinary force. (TA.) And 4.y
l <11 y. .? He beat him [with the beating of
the deaf, meaning,] uninterruptedly and exces-
sively; because the deaf, when he does thus, [not
hearing any cry,] imagines that he is failling short
of what he should do, and therefore will not leave

off. (TA.) And _.olg1 J " ~. t lie (one
warning a people from afar) made a sign by
waving his garment continually, as does the deaf;
as though he heard not the reply. (TA.) And

w.01 ae. (M, 1], TA) and it~. (TA) I A serpent
that till not accept charming; (M, ]g, TA;) as
thouglh it heard it not; (M ;) that wiU not obey
the charmer: (TA:) and [in like manner] the

epithet , is applied to scorpions. (M.) And

x..t J. .J A man whom one (does not hope to
win over, and who wilU not be turned back from
the object of his deosire; (M, ], TA;) as though1
he were called and would not hear. (M, TA.)

And l,po t [Inexorable fortune;] as though
one complained to it and it would not hear. (M.)
And s;L I and i~. d;4 as expl. voce _�.~,
q. v. And tt_o ::t A sedition, or the like,
that is severe, or hard to be borne; (S, Msb;) to
the allaying of wbhich tlwre is no n'ay; because of
its having gone to the utmost extent. (TA. [See

also,jAl.]) And,o.ol t An affair, or event,
that is severe, or hard to be borne. (TA.) And
· is tropically attributed to,.Jl: (M:) a

poet, cited by Th, says,

0

O

- 1 1 .* 

e r A sa0lt a x
#L~ ic 3 LJJ1 ;JI &-, I LV* t~

t [the last word I find written thus, app. for the
sake of the rhyme: i. e. Say what occurs to thee,
offalsehood and of lying: my forbearance is deaf,
i. e. insensible, to it, though my ear is not deaf].
(M, TA.) i~ is applied to a iUri [or bird of
the species termed LLX, and may in this case be
rendered t Smalleared, or dull-eared, being ap-
plied thereto] because of the azi~ [i. e. smallness
&c.] of its ear or because it is deaf when thirsting.

(M.) And,~J'l [as though meaning i The deaf-
mute] is an epithet applied to ,, (S, M, Myb,
],) the month thus named, (Mfb,) which the
people of the Time of Ignorance called s1 s

... l, (Kh, ?,) because the cry of the caller for
aid was not heard in it, (Kh, , M, Msb, g,)
shouting 1 ji L. ana ;1 . %I, (M, 1g,) nor the

B

[Boox 1.
commotion of fight, (Kh, ;, Misb,) nor the clash
of arms, it being one of the sacred months: (Kb,
S:) thus applied it is tropical, like.Sli in the
phraseu " h6j; as though, in it, the man were
deaf to the sound of arms: (TA:) and in like

manner it is also called .J19l jL"#. (M. [See

also ,s'l, and ;., and -.])-- And [as
that which is without a cavity is generally non-
sonorous,] one says .l ~ meaning t Hard
(M, Mt, Msb, 1) and solid (S, Msb, 4) stone:
(S, &c.:) and iL ,.-~ .o a hard and solid rock:
(1I, TA:) or this latter signifies t a rock in which

is no crack nor hole: pl.,o. (TA.) And W;

t~ t A comnpact .splar-shaft. (M .)-_f l
also siblifies t 2lew carth, or ground. (M:) And
^ e.g I'

lit u~ t t Rugged ground: pl. .. (V.)-
Also [app. t lte verrniform aplendage of the
ccecum;] the thin, or slender, extremity of the
ac.h: (]g: [thc last word in this explanation is
thus, witllout any syll. signs, in my MS. copy of
the K1 and in the TA: in the CK, . : but the
rigllt reading is evidently ai', whlich is said in

the TA, in art. ., to be, like 1.i;, a pi. of
and its dial. vars.: see this last word:] thus

called [in my opinion because resembling a
mentus auditorius that is closed, and therefore
deaf; though said to be so called] because of its

hardness. (TA.) - And ' iE t A A fat~h
camel: (K, TA:) and, (]K,) or as some say,
(TA,) one that has jaut conceited, or become

pnegnant. (K,TA.)j - jG=II , (S, M4b,
]K, TA,) which is forbidden in a trad., (TA,) is
t The covering oneself with his garnent, like [as
is done in the case of] the a4: of the Arabs of
the d-sert nith tieir [garmnents called] aie.l [pl.
of ,t5.]; (A'Obeyd, S ;) i. e. the ttrning the
.L-,, ,fiom the direction of one's right, u,rpo his
!eft arm and the part between his left shoulder-
joint and neck, and then turning it a second time,
from behind him, upon his right arm andl the
part betwnecn his riyht shouMllrcrjoint and neck, so
as to cover them both: (A'Obeyd, S, K C:) or the
nrapping oneelf with the garment without making
to it a placefrom which to put forth the hand:
(Msb:) or, (]K,) as the lawyers explain it,
(A'Obeyd, S,) it is the nrappinq one's body and
zrmns vith one garment, not having upon him
zanother, and then raising it [in the ], as is said
in the TA, ;~ is erroneously put for ft ] on
one of its sides, and putting it upon Ais shoulder,
o tiat his pudendum appears from it: (A'Obeyd,

S, :) [but] with the Arabs, J.l O iA l means
the covering one's whole body with Ais garment,
and not raising a side from rwhich to put forth
his hand: (Mgh:) when you say, of a man,
I113l -,, , it s as though you said, J'f l

;cWl l*q.JI; for A.WI is a sort of Jel. (g.

[See also J.,!, and st*1 . '1JI, in art. J.Z.])
---.wl ;z~.t A surd, or an irrational, root, in
arithmetic; which is known only to God, accord.
o a saying of 'ATsheh: oppoeed to J'jU

(Mgh in art. jJ.q.)-- [.l A surd verb1
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is a term sometimes used in grammar, as meaning
a triliteral-radical verb of the clas commonly

called %J ' of which thl second and third
radicals are the same letter.]

I . ...
,. ;J," A sound, or noise, or voice, that

deafens the ear-hole. (TA.)

_ .... l t A thousand completed; like

and "' . (TA in art. .. m.)

_,.. A sword that passes into the bones: (M :)

or that penetrates into that which is struelk with

it. (TA.)- See also, . . -- And t A strong

camel: so says Aboo-'Amr Eshl-Sheybnce: and
he cites the saying,

[as meaning I loaded their strong camels with

my burdens]: (TA:) or the .- ,a here men-
tioned, are the camels that do not utter a grumb-
ling cry; patient of travel. (Ham p. 791.)

1. CA, (., I:, A, Mgl, Msb,) aor. M, (S, M,
Nb,) inf.n. C.... (S, l, A, Mglh, Mbh, 1) and

7cr (M, L, TA) and j ~o iand ,t~-, (S, M,
Mgh, Msb, ],) or the first of these is the inf. a.
and the rest are simple substs.; (M;) and
*9V . (,,Mm , ( Mb,) in£ n. A (1 ;) and
* ,c,e, inf.n. .; (8, ; but only the
inf£ n. is mentioned ,;) He was, or became, silent,

mute, or speecldess; syn. .;: (S, A, Mqb, K :)
or he was, or became, long silent or mute or speech-
ess: (M, Mgh :) but there is a difference between

.C; and ..; ; for the former is said of him
who has the power, or faculty, of speech, but
abstains from making use of it; whereas the latter
In sometimes said of that wlhicll hns not the power,
or faculty, of speech. (Er-RgMhib, MF and TA
in art. .) The Arabs say, (Ks, TA,) and it is

said in a trad., (TA,) J Jl l LX :_ Y, or

.M, or 4., i. e. There shall be no heping silence
a whole day [until night]. (Ks, 15, TA. [In the
" Jimi' cy-sagheer," we find ,a ') instead of
;_o 3': and EI-MuniAwee, in his Commentary
on that work, says that the keeping silence for a
whole day is forbidden by the words of this trad.
because it is an imitation of a Christian custom.])
And J1, toi;l [in another trad., relating to the
asking a virgin if she consent to be married, lit.
Her permission is her silene,] means her silence
is like her permission, i. e. it suffices. (Myb.)

One sys also, :.. 4 *L1 4 ,.4 t [He brought
what was wocal and what was mYute]; t, L'

meaning sheep, or goats, and camels; and Q; t,
gold and silver: (IAar, TA :) i't in this saying is

formed by transposition from i. [q. v.]. ($ in

S. ", (M, A, K,) inf. n. z.i- '; (S ;) and
f ,,~I; (M, A, M4b, IS;) Hle made him, or
rendered him,: ilent, mute, or spechless: (S, A,
MXb, ; :) or he made him, or rcndered him, long
ilent or mute or spc~hles. (M.)- [Hence,]

4JA cj.... Feed thy child with that which

will ileuce it [or quiet it]. (A, TA.) - And

J.5i .. He inclined to the man who com-
plained to him by reason of his complaint [and so
quieted him; or he cared for the complaint of the

man and so quieted him: see ;]. (M, TA.)

- Sec also 1, first sentence,

4. ":~I: see 2.-- [Hence,] .US -~ ,1

That didl not .ff.ce him [so as to quiet him]: said
only of what is eaten and drunk. (TA.) - And

.~1 He made it to be solid, not hollow; without
a cavity. (A'Obeyd, S, 1i.) [For that which is
without a cavity is generally non-sonorous.]_

9· l i -/-- ag
And u;1l -. , or *..a.h, (accord. to dif-

ferent copies of the ]I, the latter accord. to the 0,)

The land became altered ( rt_l.) [so as to be
rugged, or hard, app. in consequence of its having
been left untilled and unsown,] at the end of two
years, (0, 1,) and had rugged patches of urine
and dung. (O.)~ Sec also 1, first sentence.-

C.0 also signifies He was, or became, tongue-
tied, (0, TA,) tnd spohe not; (TA;) said of a
sick man. (O, TA.)

ai; a subst. from .. [as such signifying

Silence, muteness, or sleechlessnea s; like ;_

used as a subst., and ;_ &c.; and like "
and *-,]. (M, TA.)-And (M, TA) A thing,
(M, A, K, TA,) i.e. food, (A, K, TA,) or the
like, (15K, TA,) such as a date, or something pretty,
(TA,) with which one silences [or quiets] (M, A,
K, TA) a ehlild; (A,K, TA;) as also V "a;;
(Lh, M, TA;) like ! [in this sense as well as
in the former sense]. (S.) A date is called ai;~

j;si11 [The quieter of twe child], (M, TA,) and

"i $ Ua~; [The quieter of the little one], so in
a trad., because when the little one cries, or weeps,

ce is silenced with it. (TA.) One says, L, ;~
ati °~, She has not as much as would silne

(or q/iet] her child during one night. (A.) And

-iG " LS C. and t " He has not what
nwuld jed and silence [or quiet] his household, or
family. (Ll, M.)

ag~: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

1Jt J, Lt [I did not taste, or have not
tasted,] anything. (]K.)

,37l. ;.i , (AZ, S, A, g, [in a copy of the

M c3.~, but this I think a mistranscription,])

or ? a 1., (K accord. to the TA, and so in the

M in art. ,,) [both probably correct, for] one

says also 31t4 (AZ, S) and aZl4, (S,M,A,g,

in art. ' e.,) He (a man, AZ, S, or God, A)
smotr him, or afflicted him, nith a thing that

silencedhim. (AZ, S M,A,.) [See ?,:
in art. -.]_ signifies also Thirst:
(A 9, TA :) or quickness of thirsting, (M, 1], TA,)
in men and in beasts. (M, TA.)

, I A kpi cs(C; XS Such a one is, or was,
at the point of accomplishing the affair. (S.)
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And .,1.. % ,sw lam at the point of

accomplishing my want. (M.) And .iL 0g

.pai1 ;z,o He passed the night rerolved upon his

affair. (TA.) And sjt~ o & He is at the point

of [attaining] his purpose: (M, TA:) Aboo-
Milik says that ;a* signifies j [i. e. purpone,
intention, &c.]. (TA.) And one says, ',. ;i6
sL ,,C i JI lie passed tlw nigwht in a place

where he was seen and heard by the peoplle, near
to them. (S, TA.)

Z.~:~ f.] : A coat of mnail fron, which no
sound is hlard to proceed when it is put on, (S,
A, L, TA,) it being soft to the feel, not rough nor
rusty: (L, TA:) or a heary coat of mail. (.)
And i; LJ.lj ; o 94 A girl, or young

twoman, having thick legs, from wrhose pair of
anklets no sound is heard to proceed, (1, TA,)
by reason of their being d~epred in her legs.
(TA. [t· in the CI5 is crroneously put for L-J.])

And , - i.. t A sword that penetrates deeply
into the thing struck with it [so as not to mnake a
sound by; i being repelled by a bone]. (1, TA.)

And ;..e a.i t A blow [wvith a sword or the
like] passing among the bones, not recoiling from
a bone (M, , TA) so as to make a sound. (TA.)
-And , .,a ;, I A. honey-comb that isfull;

not having a cell empty. (A, g.)

Z31.: see J".a .;L, above.

k,, applied to a man, (,) i. q. ',i', (5,
K, TA,) [i. c. Aluch, or oflen, silent or mute or
seclIdes; or] long silent &c. (TA.)

J" Silent, mute, or speechless: (Mb :) pl.

iAJ t, (fur vii. 192) [and %..~, occurring in
the 1i in art. .j]. [H,nce,] ono says, d.L o i

j 9; Yj t [He has not mute nor vocal property ;
or he has not dead nor live stock]: (5, M, A:) by
the former are meant gold and silver; ( M, M,
Msb, 1] ;) and by the latter, camels, (S, g,) and
sheep or goats, (S,) or animals: (M :) i. e. he has
not aught. (S.) _Also, of camels, t Twty,
(0, 1I,) and the like. (O.) - And of milk,
t Such as is thick. (, 0, 1.)

;ol: Psee -.~.

;- *- ^ and -1I I AZ ex-

plains as meaning [I met him, or met with him,
orfound him,] in a dasert place, in which was no
one to cheer by his company: ($: [and in like
manner the latter phrase is expl. in the M :])

accord. to Kr, . ,4; but the phrase

commonly known is C~ I 5
; ' : (M:) or

*;_l 5jf 4 > [Ilft him] in the desert, or

waterless desert: or in such a place that it rras

not known where he nwa: (Q :) and ';.I , ' "
(M, 1) meaning as above, (1,) or having the
latter of these two meanings: (M:) and ,
l' '1 and t ' b, (M, 15,) mentioned, but not
expl., by Lb, (M,) meaning as above, (],) or
app. meaning in the desert, or materless desert:

(M:) and some say, : ,, :v: (TA:)
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~t.l is as above, with the disjunctive alif; and
alo with the conjunctive [i. e. :.s']: (0,1:)
it is imperfectly decl., (., MF, TA,) because com-
bining the quality of a proper name with the fern.
gender or with the measure of a verb: (MF,
TA :) it is said that the desert, or waterless desert,
is thus called because in it one fears much; as
though everyone [therein] said to his companion,

a ,. . .5
0..,,1 [ie. C. c~1. or ,..,,I, "Be thou silent"];

like as Lucy say of a s that it is so called
because a man [therein] says to his companion,
,., ,: (MA:) [for] accord. to some the word

, is an imperative changed into a subet., and
hence the · is disjunctive, and it may be with kesr
accord. to a dial. var. [of the imperative] that has
not reached us: accord. to Y4oot, it is the name
of a particular desert; but others say that the
proper name [of that desert] is ' 1 
(TA in art. j.j.)

Z~1: see the next preceding paragraph.

:,~,~~ [primarily signifies Made, or rendered,
silent, mute, or peechlmss. - And hence,] Solid;
naot hollow; having no cavity. (A'Obeyd, , M,
Mgh, Mob, g.) [For that which is without a
cavity is generally non-sonorous.] - And A
door, (., M, Mgh, Mob, V,) and a lock, (M, 5,)
closed, or locked, (., M, Mgh, Mob, [,) so that
one cannot fnd the way to ope it. (., M,' .*)
A poet says,

[And in the way to Leyld are what are closed,
&e., of chambers to which tihe oner alone has
access: .~IU. being used by poetic license for

jc..*L, pl. of io]. (TA.) - Also A gar-
ment, or piece of cloth, of one, unmixed, colour.
(M, Mgh, I.) The garment thus termed that is
disliked is That of which the warp and mwoof are
both of silk: or such as is woven of undressed silk,
and then dressed, and dyed of one colour:
(Mgh:) [or] such as is termed d. c 4.-,
i. e. consisting entirely of dilk, not mixed with
cotton nor mith other material, was forbidden by
the Prophet. (TA.) [Hence,] L# .,,
A horse of one, unmixd, colour; in which is no
color derinq fromth rest: (, A, TA:) pl.

~. J:: .. (TA.) And .~a . [applied
to a horse] t Black unmixed rwith any othe
colour. (TA.) - [Hence also,] !L'. ftA t A
ressel not silvered, or not ornamented ith silver.
(Mgh.) And ';~'. &%L.: tA lelmet made of
one piece. (AO, TA in art. w.) And ~.L

t A wroman's ornament that is not inter-
m',ed with anotier: or, accord. to Abmad Ibn-
'Obeyd, that has tuc fadt upon its wearer, so
that it doen not move about; such as the armlet,
and the anklet, and the like. (TA.). The '
[or lynx, an animal proverbial for much sleeping,]

is said to be .ffl ''" ! [app. meaning A
heavy deep~]. (A, TA.)- I.J: l J1,JI are
All the letters [of the Arabic alphabet] except

thoet called 'Jij JW. [or ;J.UI Ja,]
(M, TA;) i. e. (TA) all the letters except thos

comprised in tIhe phrase ... (, TA.)
[What is here rendered "except " (i. e. IJ Gs) is
said by MF to be omitted in moat of the copies of

the ] - See also -C ·

a Tongue-tied; (0, TA;) not peaking:
(TA:) applied to a sick man [when he is unable
to speak]: (0, TA:) and %~.l [signifies the

same,] i. q. ,~ and., 4 ... (So in copies of the V in
art.~.. [In one of the explanations which I have
given of.Am., in consequence of an omission (to
be supplied in Book II.), L is made syn.~..~l is made syn.
with -. ,,,.])

t t A ~o. nd completed; (M, [ ;)

like .a.; (M;) as also t 'Q.C. (I.)

Qa,. I [A silencer, or quieter: and hence, _]
One wiw cares for another's complaint. (M,
Meyd, TA.) One says, (M, Meyd, TA,) i.e. a
rijiz says, addressing k camel belonging to him,
(sar p. 642,)

-, *~ -, - -

1 1 L lo 3 - -7 Ull

6 -- 6 e6 - 0

[Verily thou complainest not to one who cares for
thy complaint; therefore endure with patience
the bearing of tihe eavy burden, or die]. (M,
Meyd, TA.) '.- , ~ o ,~ i.e. [Thou
complainest] to one who cares not for thy case, is
a proverb. (Meyd.)

5.. [Lamps of the ind called] jlEg [pl. of
o]: ne of which is called a..~: (, ]:

[in the ], the former word is called pl. of the
latter; but it is a coll. gen. n:]) an Arabic word,
an exception to the rule that la and : cannot

both occur in a genuine Arabic word: (TA:) or

of Greek origin (La'J), arabicized: (s:) Esh-
Shemmikh says,

a 'a N ,k .01 jt a· '

[And the asterism, meaning the Pleiades, like the
Greek lamps]: (., MF:) but this does not show
the word to be Greek, as the epithet may be added
for the purpose of restriction. (MF.)

1. 'a" , (, A, L, g,) aor. , inf. n. .,
(L,) He hit, or hurt, his te [i. e. his ear-hol,
or his ear]: (., A, L, 1[:) and, accord. to Sh,

.JlI a The sunx smote, or hurt, Ais t

(TA.) - `'&-- l ...' Te sun mmote, or
hurt, his face: or [in the Cl. "and"] fel whe-
mntly upon it. (A'Obeyd, .)_ - ,

(ISk, ,) aor. and inf. . as above, (ISk, ~re
struck his eye th hits fist: (ISk, ]:) in some of
the lexicons, with his haand. (TA.) - Arid

,AAt 1 He crushed, or bruied, his nose. (Lb,

TA.) [See also what next follows.]

5 inf. . of 1 [q.v.]. (L.) - Also Any

blobm that leaves a mark; accord. to AZ, upon
theface. (TA.)

Co The ear-hole: (., A, Mgh, :) the hol
(Mob,) or inner hole, (L,) of the ear, that pn
trates to [the interior of] the head: (L, Mqb:)

and vt _~,. signifies the same: (L, V:) of the
dial. of Temeem: (L:) and ~ is a dial var.,

(8, L,) as also C-.*~1: (L:) and, (., L, Mob, ,)
s some say, (,,L ,.b,) the ear itself: (., L,
Mob, I~ :) pl. a-?,l, (L, Msb,) a pl. of pauc.,

(L,) and 5 ,f, (A,) [also a pl. of pauc.,] and

and U~, (L.) One says, Jr ,

aS-h, and . i.*l tJ., meaning God mnade
ilm, and thel, to d~eep: phrases similar to

…
.Jj0 l k LA't, in the lIur [xviii. 10: see art.

3iy.]. (L.) And l.~. b) " I, [This
is speech tlat pains my ears]. (A.)

fA [Ilaving merely an ear-hole; as di-
tinguislied from OI331, meaning "having an ear,"
i. e. "having an external ear"]. (Mob in art.

6,*5.
see

1.; ~ (.q8, M, A, Mgh,) aor. ,(., Mgh,)
inf. n. , ; (.,M, Mgh, ]~;) and .'If . ;
(M, A;o) lie tended, repaired, betook `imsdf,
or directed himself or his cours or aim, to, or
towards, him, or it; or endeaavored to reach, or
attain, or obtain, him, or it; or had reous to
him, or it; syn. .~ai: (.,M, A, Mgh, :)
and so . (M in art ...~.) One says,

eI,aJI ,i ci~,~.He repaired, betoak himn-
sef, or had recourse, to him in exi~ ; syn.
:'.l. (M.) And ,.tp ~', (A,) or '.;~ '..,
je'jl, (M,) He betook himslf to the thing, or
affair; aimed at it; s~oAt it, or endeavoured
after it; or intended, or purpotsd, it; syn.
;'.a~!; (A;) or (M.) And t*_-. 3

t Z lie betook himself to him or towards
him, or aimed at him, with ts staf, or stick;

syn. LI,. (M.) And 'i-*4 &.'"bj *'a He
aimed (1 ) at the main part of his head with
the staff, or stick. (M.) - Hence, sj ',g He
faced it directly; directed his face exactly to-
wards it. (Mgh.) -And He pointed towards
it. (Mgh.) - And ~ . 4 . j J 

I sprang and betook mysf towards him,
watching until heedle~ on his part made me
to have him wvithin my power. (L, from a trod.
respecting the slaying of Aboo-Jahl.) - And

L~iI LA..,(A,) inf. n. ~ 1C)He struck
him, or beat him, wihthe staff, or stick. (A, ].')

i L*.I also signifies 4 .I1 [The setting up,
or erectinyj, a thing]: (1i:) one says ,.i., He
set it up, or erected, it. (Tg.),-And '

°~..~ ~:t!q, (T]g,) inf. n. ~, ,, (]g,) ie mun
scorched his face. (V,. TV.)-- ~JI '.,M,,
(M, ]g,) aor. ,, (M,) or :, (i,,) but this is
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strange, for there is no faucial letter, nor any other
reason for it, (MF,) lle put a jts [q. v.] over,

or into, the mouth of tlflask, or boitle. (M, J.)

2. [.a,,, said of a number of persons, signifies
the same as , zo as first expl. above; or, said of
a single person, lie tended, repaired, &c., re-
peatedly, or firequently, to him, or it; see its

pass. part. n., below.] a- *, j o, inf. n. j ,
Hle vaund a piece of cloth, or a kerchief, caUlled
S>, round his theadl. (TA.)

3. ;,.to, (TA,) inf. n. j;1, (C, TA,) lIc
contended with him in fight ; syn. of the inf. n.

;%. (,' TA. [ror, , Golius appears to
lave found in his copy of thc K .;.])

4. . ,i ..1 Ilie rested, or stayed, upon
him the affair; syn. (ol. (M.)

5: see 1, in two places.
se ·
.. inf. n. of 1. (S, M, &c) [Hecnce o'

;o.d=, like ;o " ..A;, q. v.] - Also, (S, L,
l,) or t ~, (as in a copy of the . and in one
of the M,) letnated ground: (L:) or elevated
anl rugged ground, ($, M, L, ]r,) not so high as
to be a mountain: (MI,L:) or hard, firm, or

to,ugh, ground: (AA:) pl. ;,l and t;l:
(M:) or a narrow, rugged, and low part of a
mountain, producing trees; as also 1 ;l. (Aboo-
Kheyreh.)

w (with the article JI an epithet applied to
God, M) A lord; because one repairs, betakes
himself, or has recourse, to him in exigencice;
(S, A, V ;') or, when applied to God, because

affairs are stayed, or rested, upon Him, (. "ol

eil,) and none but He accomplishlles tdiem: (M,
A, L:) or a person to whom one repairs, betakes
himself, or Ias recourse, in exigencies: (M, A :*)
you say, , A., meaning a lord, or chief, to
rwhom recourse is had: (A:) or s.. ignifics a
lord to 7whotn obedience is rendered, without whomunn
no affair is accomplished: or one to whmom lord-
ship ultimately pertaim: (M, L:) or a lord whose
lordship has attained its utmnost point or degree;
in which sense it is not applicable to God: (T, L :)
or the Beisng that continues, or continues for ever
or is everlasting: (M, K :) or the Being that con-
tinues, or cotinues for ever, after his creatures
have perished: (M:) or the Creator of every-
thing, of whom nothing is indpc)endent, and whose
unity everything indicates: or one who takes no
nourisament, or food: (M, L:) also high, or
elevated; (L,K ;) applied to anything: (L:) a
man above whomn is no one: (L:) a man vlAo
neitlr thirsts nor hungers in war. (AA, K.)_
Also Solid; not hollo w; (M, V;) in which sense
it may not be applied to God: (M:) and so

V j,~ , a dial. var. of ".,. (.) _ And A-
people having no trade, or occupation, nor any-
thing by means of which they may live. (1K.) 
See also ,.,.

i3 A rock f.,nly imbedlcd in th earth,
even with the surface thlereof, or, in some in-
atances, omenvhat elevated; (M, .K;*) as also
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t]',. (M.) ~ And A she-camel ttat has
been covered and has not conceived; (M, B ;*) as

also v ;.. (Kr, M.)

see the next preceding paragraph.
G:

;1l The .l.. [or stopper, like;"tC], (IA,r,

,) or the .ewtl [or piece of skin that is put as
a cover over the mouth], (Lth, ;, M,) of a flask
or bottle. (Lth, IA*r, S, M, 1.) - And A piece
of cloth, or a herchicf, which a man winds round
hit head, 4a.11 i .; [which may mean either
exclusively of the turban or beneath the turban].
(jC.) See also jo,,, in two places.

s~.o A certain idol, which belonged to the
tribe of'Ad, who worshipped it. (TA.)

e,.. : see .vo, near the end of the para-
graph.

~~ nlapplied to a house, or tent, S( ) re-
paired to [reieatedly, or freqlently, or by many
persons, as is indicated by the teshdeed, though
only expl. as] syn. with ]... (S, ].) _ Also
A hard thing; in which is no softness, or fra-
gility. (., TA.)

~;.. A she-camel that endures cold, and
drought, or barrenness of the earth, continuing to
yield Aer mill: pl. aL and . (.)

>a Thick, or rough, (], TA,) and high,
overtopping, or promient. (TA.)

1. 'j, (M, ],) aor. ', (M,) inf. n. ,e and
;:_, lHe was niggardly, or tenacious, and re-

fued; (M, g ;) as also t*1, and l.,: (g :)
[or] ', inf. n. .,, signifies he collected, and

refused; and so bt-1, and tj.w: one says,
d;s.t j.. [he collected, and refusel, his goods]:

(O:) [but ISd says that] the phrase ... tli

sl,, used by a poet, mean, ;JI
[i. c., accord. to the context, those who are nig-
gardly wvith their goods. (M.) e ' 21 , (M,
0, K,) aor. , inf.. n o, (M, O,) The water
ran from a declivity into a level place, and then
became calm, or tranquil, whvile [continuing]
running. (M, O, K.) And Vt. signifies The
resting-place of such water: (M, K:) and "t"

S..)l' the resting-place of such water of the
valley. (TA.) =;, (0, 1,) aor. ; (K ;) and

4o, (0, ,K,) aor. '; (K ;) said of milk, (0, ,)
It was, or became, sour; (0;) or ver~y sour;
as also t jl. (O,1..)

2: see above, first sentence, in two places: =
and see the paragraph here following.

4: see 1, first sentence, in two places: and
see also the last sentence. ~ Also lj~.ol, (0,"

K,) in. n. ;'!; (t ;) and *tD1 , (K,) inf. n.
Jeo.; (O;) They entered upon the time of

sunset, which is called JwIl. (O,p.)

5. H, lle cotjined, restricted, or ,tsraind,
himself. (0.) [See also its part. n., below.]

j., (M, O, TS, K,) or * ·j, (S, A, L,) [the
latter probably the correct, or the original, word,
and, if so, app. an inf. n. of an unmentioned,
and perhaps unused, verb, namely, ~,, whence
the part. n., .. , q. v.,] Stink, foul odour, or

offensive smell: (S,M, J:) and, (IS,) accord. to
IABr, (O, TA,) the odour of fresh musk, (0,
and so in copies of the K,) or off.edqfi,h: (TA,
as from the ] :) and, accord. to IAMr, (O, TA,)
but in this sense more commonly t , (O,) the
sultry hteat, (0,) or foul snell, andl ultry heat,
and dew, or iwisture, accompanying sucrh heat,
(TA,) of the sea when it is agitated. (0, TA.)

. i. q. J~. [i. e. The side of a thing: or a
side rising above the rest of a thing: or its upper
part, or tope: or its edge]: (S, M, I :) the., is said

to be substituted for ,: (M:) pl. t.~l. ($, M,

K.) You say, l l t s W 11 1181, meaning

tLa.l 3ll [i. e. I filled tel cup to its uppermost

parts; or to its edges]. (ISk, S, M,* I: in the

M and TA is added, i. ° JI j. ) And ,1

~gt j 1r , meaning jl% [i. e. lie took the
thing altogether: see art. ~]. (M , TA.)

J.,, and 5t.1j 1 ,j.: see the first paragraph.

.: see 'oe, in two places.

· .. : [Stinking; having a foul, or an offensive,

odour, or smell]. One says, b_ ' 2.J1 - - i.
[My hand is stinkingfrom the fisd], (, 0, [in the
former of which the meaning is indicated by the

context,]) and .. 1 ~y [from the leshmeat].
(TA.)

, ilk devoid of swtness. (0, g.)

te, A man whose flesh is dry, or tough, upon
his bones, (S, M, A, 0, g,) from /whom the odour
of sweat diJsesw itself. (IDrd, S, A, O, ~.)

, The time of sunset. (V, TA.)

t,SJI, (M, O, I1,) and LS;, (O, ],) and
1 ~). (, , (0, O, ,) and LSJ,l., with kesr, [but
whether otherwise like the first and second or the
last, is not shown,] (TA, from Az,) The podew,
or the anus; syn. W;, (S,) or W1~, (M, A,) or
1Ui.: (0 :) because of its foul smell. (O,' TA.)

gt.~t: see the next preceding paragraph.

,..Lo A day in which the wind is still. (0,
TA.) - See also 1, first sentence.

. yo, a word of the dial. of El-Yemen, (IDrd,
O,) The r js"'; (M;) [i. c.] the trees, or plants,
(4.I,) cald by tle latter narme; (V;) or a

species of OJt [or herb] called in Pers. by the
latter name [which, commonly pronounced with
., is one of the names now applied to basill:
(IDrd, O :) accord. to A.In, a sort of tree, or
plant, that does not grow by itsef, but twines

upon the ill, consisting of twigs with leava like
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those of the i)I;, (M, 0,) its twigs being more
slender than thorns, (0,) and having a fruit
resembling the acorn, (M, 0,) inform, but thicker
at the base and more slender at the extremity,
(0,) tvhich is eaten, and is sojft, and very sweet:
(M, 0:) the stem of the ;t.. [whlich is the
n. un.] is thicker than the upper half of the arm;
and it increases in height with the Zit while the
latter does so: (0:) 'Alee Ibn-'AbbAs, author of
the book entitled the "Kdimil," says that the

t:il has in it nothing beneficial when a man
takes it internally; but whlen applied externally,
it matures, or causes suppuration, [for .l in
the TA, an evident mistranscription, I read

,] and acts as a dissolvent. (TA.)

aia. Very sour milkh. (0, 1.)

i. q. ; [app. as meaning Nig-
gardly, tenacious, or avaricious; agreeably with
the first explanation of 1]: (0, K :) and, (.,) or
as some say, (TA,) confining, restricting, or
restraining, himsclf. (15, TA.)

)1. , ' , aor. ,, inf. n. C , (Msb,
TA,) The ear a [small: (see o~*.. l:) or]
cleaving [to the head], and small: (Msb :) or wvas
small, and not pointed, or tapering, or slender at
the extremity, and had a contraction in the middle,
and a cleaving to the head: or clave to the side
of the face, from its ba.e, and was short, not
pointed, or talering, or slender at the extremnity:
or wat narrow, or contracted, in its hole, and
point (TA.)

2: see the next paragraph.

Q. Q. 1. Z.0 4 m He made the ;Ji [or
mes of erumbied bread with broth] sender in the
head, (Ibn-'Abbad, 0, 1,) and pointed therein;
(Ibn-'Abbtd, 0o;) as also tla. (TA.)_
And 5i4 C,, He made his building high.

(Seer, TA.) - And ().l j y.I Ie collected
together the thting. (Ibn-'Abbad, 0, ].)

inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (M9 b, TA.) _- Also
Courage: because the courageous is described as
compact in heart. (TA.)

~t Couraleous. (TA.) - And
intellect. (TA. [See also ':-.)

Sharp in

o...: see what next followL

y 4A Christian's cell, or chamber, (g,
KL,) for retirement, or seclusion, harvig a high
and slender head; (KL;) [the cell of a recluse;]
a monk's jtL [which, as here used, means likewise
a cell, or chanmber, of the hind described above]:
(TA :) the 1a~" of the Christians is thus called
because it is slender in the head; (9, O, 9 ;) or
lbecause contracted; (Mb ;) or, as Aq says, from
the el,ithet ~;1, meaning [that it is] pointed at
the extremity, [or top,] and contracted: (TA:)
and it is also called ? ty._~: (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, 1:)
the pl. is ?tlj. (Msb.) And i. q. Li.
['. v.]. (Lh, iM and K and TA in art. Cm)l.) 

And : The upper, or uppermost, part of [a mess
of ] &O [or crumbled bread moistened with
broth]: (1, TA:) and the body thereof: a i.j.
[or mess of crumbled bread with broth] is said to
be thus called, when it is made pointed in its head,
and made even. (TA.)- And IA 6,- [or
garment nrith a pointed hood]: (1K, TA:) Aboo-
'Aleo says, (TA,) r signifies l (0,
TA;) without mentioning a sing. thereof. (TA.)

And t The eagle is thus trmeld, because
always upon the highlest place to which it can
ascend. (0,* .K,* TA.)

~.I The smanll in the car; (S, Mgh, O, .,
TA;) of men and of others: (TA :) [see also 1:]
fem. [it.~; (S, Mgh, 0, 15, TA;) applied in this
sense to a woman, and to other than woman;
(TA;) thus to a she-goat; and such I'Ab held to
be allowable as a victim for sacrifice; (0, TA;)
or, applied to a she-goat, nwhose car is lihe thzat of
the gacllUc, between such as is termled AL, and
such as is termed .ti1l; or, accord. to Az, applied
to a ewe or she-goat, whose ear is little, and
cleating to the head: (TA:) [pl. .o.]-
Hence, The ostrich; because of the smallness of
his ear, and its cleaving to his head. (TA.) -
And the fem., applied to an car, Small, or little,
and contracted towards the head. (0, ].)
Also, the mase., applied to a .46 [as meaning
a joint of the bones, and particularly an ankle-
joint, and an ankle-bone, and also a joint, or knot,
of a cane or reed], Small, or slender, and even.
(0, 1.) A woman is said to be C -i' t;~a
Small, or slender, in the ;AG:. [i. e. ankle-joints
or ankle-bones]. (TA.) And dogs are said to be
.4,t 5. i. e. Small in the ,,5 [app.
menning joints of the legs, i. c. tarsal and other

joints]: (8, 1 :) so too the legs of a wild bull,
meaning slender, not swollen, in the ev.; even
and smooth therein; thus in the saying of En-
Nabighah Edh-Dhubyine, describing dogs and
a [wild] bull:

d- - - .6 j, ; .1
,Ss > W ·# 

0

[And he (the owner of the dogs) has dispersed
tlrm (the dogs) against kim; and legs (,l1
being understood) sldender and even and smooth in
t/h joints,free from the disease that vould rend.r
them unsteady, (such being here meant by .AJI,
which is properly in camels,) have been strong to
bear him.] (L, TA. [See also Do Sacy's Chrest.
Arabe, sec. ed., ii. 438-9.]) You say also oWi
,.jal is.~ i. c. [A spear-shaft] even and smooth
[in the knots, or joints]: or, as some say, compact
in the interior, hard, and slender in the knots.
(TA.) And .a ! ol . . i. e. A spear
pointed in the .' [app. meaning the knot that
forms its lower extremnity]. (TA.) _

applied to a feather means Slender in the c
[or shaft]: (0, TA:) . Il d-jl t in the g is

a mistake for ,..l jelaIl: (TA :) or the best
of feathers; (1., TA ;) such as is usedforfeathering

an arrow, of the kind called j;Jr [q. v.]: (TA:)

pl. av.., (0, K,) whicl is said to mean the
best of the feathers of a bird. (O.) - Alpplied to
a plant, it means Ilaving fruit come forth that
has not yet brohen open: (O, K:) or, as some
say, saturated with moisture, and compact: and
ltr.. is said to have this latter meaning applied
to a plant such as is termed a': (TA:) and the
same, (i. e. the fern.,) applied to the plant called

U ,~ that has' risen high, (Az, S, 0, ],) and
attained its complete growth, (Az, O, TA,) before
the bursting open of its ypericarps: (, 0, O:)
[and so as apllied to any plant: (see .:)1 or,
applied to a plant, smooth and rmnnd and slenlder:
(0, K :) or any calyx ( Ls ) that has not yet
opened : (AHn, 0, K :) and, applied to the plant
called '~, of which the calyxes have not opened,
and the awvn has not yet appeared: (O :) or, thus
applied, f,iet, or juictl, and not yet burst open:
or having itsfruit, or produce, coming forth uplon
its ul)er part: accord. to IAkir, thus applied, it
is an intensive epithet, [app. mecaning ftil-growrn
and.louri.shing,] like n. lppllicd to tile Ci k1,
and,,l applied to the u: (TA :) the pl. is

a.o.. (O, g.) _ wJI ~1l means Vigilant,
and shartp, or acute, in mind: (S, O, :) and
i ~ a g · ~.

~ %o,l .U an intelligent andl acute mind: (TA :)
and jt. l !t the sharp,, or acute, (8, 0, ],) and
vigilan,t (g) mind, (S, O, 1K,) and the resolute,
(..jtl, 8, and so in the L,) or prudent, or discwret,
or intelligent, or fi7n and so,nd, (.1, O, g,)

judgment, or opinion: (,S, 0, :) accord. to As,

~,l applied to the mind (.;i), and to judg-
ment, or opinion, means ;.jt [expl. above]: and
- .l .Il Jb.j means a man of acute intelli-

gence. (TA.) [See also '..] And one says
also tu.a~ Z.~'. i. e. An .ffcctirc resolution, or
deermnination. (TA.) _ [It is said thlat] _~t
signifies also A slhar, sword: (O, K :) thlis and
the next two significations are related as on the
authority of El-Mlu.irri ; but Az says thlat all that
has been related as from him is of tlhe things that
are not to be regarded unless the transmission
from him prove to be correct, (TA.)-.And One
that ascendtb, or ri.ses by ldegrees, to the most ele.
ratedl of p,larrs. (0, 1S.) - And i. q. j;? [which
means In a state f/. or.nfusion or er/lec.rity, and
unable to see his r. iit course: &c.: see this latter
word]. (0, 1.) And a4dl also signifies
The iJL [meaning the .side of the upper C lrt of
the neck], (o, 1C,) anid the nlae f the car: (O:)
this is saidl to be its mesuMing as used in a verse of
Abu-n-Nejm, (0, TA,) describing a male ostrich.
(TA.)

14 - i- dB see whlt llere follows.

L, LJJi (1) ) and ta. (S,O, i)
[A mess of crumbled bread wiit broth] made
slender in the head, (S, 0, ,) and pointed
therein. (S, O.)

2. IR inf,n, ; Inle put e [i, e.
1

I

4

I

#

1

an 

arrow, of Ilte Iiiitd calVed jt,'b" [q. v.]: (TA:)

pi. 

Jv ta~, (0, K,) wlaicl, is said to mean the

best 

of the featliers of a bird. (O.) - Aliplied to

a 

plant, it means Ilaving fruit come forth that

has 

not yet broheta open : (0, K:) or, u some

say, 

3aturated with inoisture, and compact.. nnd

itr.~ 

is said to have this latter meaning applied

to 

a plant stich as is termed a'A4' : (TA:) and the

same, 

(i. c. the fein.,) npplied to the plant called

tlivit 

has' rixen hiqlt, (Az, S, 0, ]�,) apid

attaipiett 

its complete growth, (Az, 6, TA,) before

the 

biirstipiq opepi of ity pericarps: 0, n:)

[atid 

so ns applied to any plant: (see 6r,

applied 

to a plant, smooth akiti rmind and slentler:

(0, 

X(:) or any calyx ( ' ' & J) that luu not yet

3 

0..H

olmned 

: (AHn, 0, K:) and, applied to the plant

called 

�~ of Irkich tlw caly~ have not opened,

and 

the awn lms not yet appearcd : (0 :) or, thu

applied, 

fiedt, or juicy, and not yet burit omn :

or 

haviptq iesfruit, or produce, roming forth iiix)n

its 

?il)lwr Imrt: accord. to LIkir, thus applied, it

is 

an interisive epithet, lapp. Incaniiig ftill-gi-opc?i

and_goziri..;hin.q,] 

like n Plblicd to tile C;kJ.2,

and,~ 

1 applied to the (TA :) the pl. is

(0, 

]g.) s�WI C~1 means Viqilant,

1
and 

sharlp, or acute, in ipaikid: (�, 0, n:) and

i 

' 

a 

g 0 .'

L~1 

%,.U an intelligent aiiil tertite mipid: (TA:)

L
and 

ejt���t tite sharp, or acitte, (48 Oj, ]�y) and

vigilapit 

(n) wind, Q5, 0, KJ and the resolute,

8, 

and so in the L,) or pruilepit, or dismwe,

or 

intelligent, or fi.7n atid swind, 0, ]g,)

jitd.qment, 

or opinion : (,5, 0, 1� accord. to As

j, 

at

L~ 

1 applied to the niind (>1' and to judg.

U
Mont, 

or opinion, means ;jt� [expl. above] : and

.01 

*8 si,

t~l 

Jbhj means a man of arute intelli-

gence. 

(TA.) [See also And one says

tLISO 

ita~ Zlit. i. c. Ait �.ffcctivc rorolution, or

J. 

at

determination. 

(Tjk.) - [It is said tliat] t~t

signifies 

also A sharlp sword : (0, ]K :) this and

the 

next two signifim, tions are related as on thn
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gum] into it; (0, ;) meaning, into ink. (O.)
-And t:l , inf. n. as above, He com-
pacted the air of his head [nith gum]. (M!b.)

4. -Jl .k .Il Tle tree produced L~
[i. e.g un]. (IbIi-'Abbid, O, M.sb, K.)-IiHence
one says, . ." His nmouth is discharging
like a tree producing gum, and in like manner

U his two ears, and 'o"t his tn.o eyes, and
&L his nose. (Ibn-'Ablhd, O, gK.) And ~ol
it# The side of his mouth lrroduced much
spittle. (0, K.) And JL'l ~* l The man had

foam coming forth upon the sides of hbi mouth.
(,lar p. 618.) And ; JI -..;1. is said of the
sheep or goat when her hiestings are fresh ('~Lt

4sL t~, Ibn-'Abbad, O, TA, in the g '1.', but
the former is the right, TA) [i. e. The sheep, or
goat, yielded jiesh biestings] on the first occasion
of her being milked. (lbn-'Abbd, O, TA.)

10. , l &aL, ll e scari,fed the s,ecies of
tree that Inoducre ,, [q. v.] (S, O, K) in order
that its ! [meaning mucibtge] m7ight i&ue, (g,
TA,) i. e. (TA) in order that a certain bitter
substance night imue from it, and concrete like
n . [i. e. ables]: (S, O, TA:) thus expl. by Abu-
l-Ghowtli. (.) And t. l He had a

..o, i.e. a mnall nclling, or pustule. (Ibn-
'Abbad, O, g.)

o (S, O, M:b, M ) and ? 'b, (K,) the
latter mentioned by ISd on the autiority of AIjn,
(TA,) [tum; i. c.] the jfluid that exudes front
the trees called eUL and the like of thee : (Mgb :)
it is of many sorts: (S, 0 :) that which is called

&1P , .WI is the ~ of the (.S, O,
bMib,) which is said to be the same [tree] that is

called O . . l: (Myb:) or the mucilage (.1)
of the [tree called] 1i [and more commonly
1i, i. e. the mimosa Nilotica, also called acacia
vilotica]; and this is wrlhat is eaUcad &p,JI 11;

not the f of the 5.; J [and others] having
erred [in asserting it to be this]: [but] every tree
also has e~ : ( t: [this last assertion, however,
is questionable; for ~ seems to signify properly
gumr, or Juice thatt exrudes fr.om certain trees
and concrctes:]) the n. un., (Msb, TA,) or ternm
applied to a lportion thtereof, (, 0,) is ;i4 (S,
O, MI9 b, TA) and !i,a: (TA:) and the pl. is
tfr, : (8, 0, Msb, I :) among t..~ [i. e. sorts

of L~"], the 3J [q. v.] is said to be included;
but this is not known. (AHn, TA.) It is said in
a prov., A1 .L U,- 4 i. ;3 [I ft himn
in a condlition like that of the place where the
piece of gum has been pared off]: this is when
one has left a person nothing; for the JA~ is
plucked offfrom its tree until there remains not
upon it what would retain one's life: ($, O :) or,
as some relate it, la all ; j . r [in a
condition like thtat of the place where the piece of
gum has been iplucked off]; (0, and so Meyd;)
meaning, without anything remaining to him;
because, when the gum is plucked off, there

Bk. I.

remains not any trace of it. (Meyd.) And in a
trad. of EI-Hajjaj occurs the saying, , Laal'
:;;sP1 [I nwl asuredy pluck thlee away with tle
plucking away of the piece of gum/]; mcaning, I
will assuredly extirpate thee. (TA.) [_ Also
Resin; see ,stt.]

O. ~ ~ -: see e.: -and see also ei.LoJl.

LkO: arsee

~.. (AZ, O, g) and t , (1,) or the
latter is the n. un. of the former, and in like
manner ~ and 'a..., the latter being the

n. un., (AZ, 0,) or t and .. , of whichl

t ~ and d ~.. are the ns. un., (Az, on the
authlority of A'Obeyd, TA,) A drjy .b.sta/we
nhich isfound ulpon t1e teats (AZ, Az, 0, K) of
a she-carncl (AZ, O, K) or of a ewe or shegoat,
(Az, TA,) when ste is mnilked on tle occasion of
her brining forth: (AZ,Az,O:) when that is
rent asunder (.J; J (iJl [in the CK ~"]), the
milk is clear and sweet. (AZ, O, I.)

a2~ A small smelling, or pustule; syn. _.
(Ibn-'Abbad, O, I.)

;;, : see : _and see also 0tip~ .

~ ,t.. *,., (Ibn-'Abbid, O, Xg,) and l,l
t "., (Xg,) I met him wrlwe mouth and ears
and eyes and nose rere discharging like the tree
prodtuwing gum. (Ibn-'Abbid, O, g.)

e0ttW1;1 : see what next follows, in two places.

A.ilLA.I, (IDrd, S, O, l],) like ot.tiL,
[q. v.,] (IDrd, O,) but the former is said by Mtr
to be better known, (Harp. 618,) and * tit~l,
(AO, 0, I,) and V . I1, (Lth, O, i,) The
two ides of the mouth, (S,O, O,) ,vhere the lipn
meet [and conjoin], next the OtLl: (O, XC:) or
tite tnio places wvlhere the spittle collects in the
tn'o sides of the lip; (IAgr, O, ]g;) called by the
vulgar . jl.l, (O in thlis art.,) or l,
for ,jlI.3:O (O and TA in art. j.o:) or, s
some say, [strangely,] the hinder part of tle
mnouth. (TA.) It is said in a trad. that the
t O t are the two places where sit the two
angels [that note and record the actions of a
man]: a saying enjoining the use of the ~!j..
(TA.)

t~ C>e [app. Milk that is gummy; de-
scribing biestings not yet clear]. (TA voce
ja.e, q. v.)_ - And 4 ie ;l, (0, TA,)
in the copies of the V, erroneously, t , (TA,)
A ewe, or sleoat, yield ing f resh bietinqgs on the
first occasion of her being milked. (0, K,* TA.)

~a4 . . I&t *nade with [tthe addition of]

5~ [or gum]: but [J says] I know not from
whom I heard this. (S.)

For words mentioned under this head in the
g, see art. ,L.

t"k- The interior of the ear-hole. (K.)
And The dir,t ($, A, g) of tlhe ear (s) [i. e.] of
the ear-hole; (A, K;) and the scales that coine
forth tlurefrom; (TA;) as also V ; (S,

.1;) and so t anld Lc : (K and TA in

art. l. ,:) pl. . (TA.)

: see abovre. Also sing. of el
(TA) which signifies The thin, or dlender, shoots

of the Jj~l [i. e. stemns, or lo,er' part.,] of the

LU (K, TA) and of the .jCi.: (TA:) or the

sing. siglnifies the t.a~l of the L?; whiicil is
a hkind !f thing that is lplucled ther:f'ron, rese,n-
bling a rod. (Ali.n, TA.)

L; Thich milk, (S, K,) of a consistency

resenabling liver, so that it quivers. (S.)

and oJ? si,gnify the same; (ISh,
K ;) i. e. Milk collected in a skin, and buried in
a hole tug in the earth, and lftr tuntil it becomes
thick, or coagtlates: (ISh, TA:) or food, and
milk, haring no taste. (IAar, TA.)

1. QC, (K,) aor. , (TC,) inf. n. , 'k.;,
He (a man, TXC) hastened, made haste, sped, or
went quickly; (1, TA;) and was light, active,
or agile; this is said by Aboo-Is-hal§ [i. e. Zj] to be
the primary signification; (TA;) as also 1.
(g-.) - And ' ( (S , M, K,) likewise an
inf. n. of which the verb is s., aor. as above,
said of a man, (TXg,) signifies [also] The act of

escaping, or getting loose or at liberty, syn. ;.J,
(M, and so in some copies of the Q, in other copies

of the S and in the K .i, [hut the latter I
regard as a mistake, and so it is said to be in the

TIC,]) and leapin,g. (S, M,l~/)-_;, aor. as
above, (S, MNb, K,) inf. n. 5, (Msb,) said of
an animal that is an object of the chase, means
lie died (S, MbI,, .K) in one's sight, (S, Msb,) or
on the spot. (I(.) -,j ;t , (Lth, K.,) aor. as
above, (TA,) Tiw thing, or event, betided him, or
befill him. (Lth, A.)_ And cl& .. l. What
incited, urge(ld, induced, or made, thlw to do it?
(1g, TA.)

3. A4-k .tL o HLe tasted, or experienced, his
destiny, or death; as also t Vl. l. (M.)

4: see 1, first sentence.- _ ..I.J L J ~. o,
said of a horse, lie champed hist bit, (S, M, ]g,)
and ivent away, or along. (S ,M.)l~ntl

'JI lie shot the chase, or game, in such a man-
ner that it lied (S, Mgh, Msh, ]) in his .ight,
(S, Mlo,) before him, (Mgh, M.l),) quickly,
(Mgh,) or on the spot: (. :) accord. to Az, he
killed it by mneanst of his dotj, in his sight; but it
applies also to the case of killing witlh an arrow:
(Msb, TA:) y.st is said when the chlise, or game,
goes out of one's sight (Mgh, M.h) afler lhaving
been [seized by the dog or] hit [by the arrow],
(Mgh,) and then dies, (Mgh, Msb,) so that one
knows not whlether it died by his dog or his arrow
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or by some accident. (Mqb.) It is said in a trad.,

I L. , c..,l 1 c.S [Eat thou .hat thou

hast pursued, or shot, so that it has died in thy
sight, and leave what thou hast pursued, or shot,
in the cae of its dying out of tlty sight]. (S,

Mgh, Mgb.) - And a4lJI l~l He transpierced
the animal that hI ulot at, or skbt. (M.) And

a.1 ,iJI ~I The boe sent its arrom
through the animal slot. (TA.) - See also 3.

7. ji5 Ur*.l He darted dowvn, or rushed,

(,1s] , IS, or /iil, M, [both mear.ing the
same,]) upon him, (.S, M, 1,) and advanced
towards him, (M,) to which Az adds, like as the

hawk, orfalcon, darts down ( , i. e. 
(TA.)

jp;; [an inf. n. used as] an epithet applied to
a man, (S, M, A, &c.,) Quick, or r/Jft: (Ilar p.
03: [see 1, first sentence:]) courageous; (S, M,
r ;) earnest, not making afalse show of braver.y,

in tihe charge, or asault: (M, I:) and strong,
and mature in age: (M, TA :) or the same word,
(accord. to the TA,) or Vt a., (so in this sense
accord. to a copy of the M,) one who rudhew
( T) upon men injuriously: (M, TA:) ac-
cord. to the T, one who sizes upon men unjustly:
accord. to IApr, daring in acts of disobedience:
accord. to Z, applied to a man, it signifies .43

j1" J I t~ [i. e. one who eaecutes, performn, or
accomplisha, affairs with energy; or who keeps,
or appli himslf, thereto with much constancy or
perMvrancem: - being an intensive epithet,

likeA;: and;j &]: (TA:) the pl. of ; ;
is (#. (Kr,, TA.)

O1 _~~: ee the next preceding paragraph.

1. O,, [aor., accord. to rule, ,,] said of flesh-
meat, i. q. J. [i. e. It nwas, or became, stinking]:
either a dial. var. or formed by substitution. (M,
TA. [See also the next paragraph.])

4. 'pl I/e, or it, (a man, .8, or a thing, Mab,)
had a foul, or fetid, odour, such as is termed

tl,: (., Msb, l:) so too said of a he-goat,
when excited by lust. (TA.) And said of ftlcsh-
meat, [like _,] It stank. (TA.) And .1.o
£jlI The her'b, or leguminous plant, when held
in the hand, stank. (TA.) And '~L said of
water, It becanme altered [for the vorse]. (s.) _.
Also IIe elevated his nose, (S, .K,) or his head,
(ISk, TA,) from tnride. (ISk, ?, .K.) And hence,
(S,) ,.:,l said of a she-camel, Sihe, having con-
ceived, behaved disdainfully to tie stallion. (S, g.)
-And IIe was, or became, angry. (]~.)

I.~ said of a she-camel, (ISh, M,) or of a mare,
(A'Obeyd, J],) when near to bringing forth,
(A'Obeyd,) lier young one struggfled, or was in
a state of commotion, (A'Obeyd, M,) in the part
bordering upon her tail [so I render I ti],
(A'Obeyd,) or its lind leg fell [or happyened to
come] into that part; (M;) or her young one
stuck fast in her belly, and it pushed with its head,

(ISh, .,) or with its shank and its nose, (ISh,)
in the refgion of her anus. (ISh, g.) The epithet

applied to her in this case is V : (ISh:) and

the pl. is ia.~ and &t. (Az, TA.)= .
said of a woman, Skt becane old, but having in
her some remnains [of vigour]: and such is termed

* , and La . (M.) - £*.1 also signifies
I£e spoke in a lowv, faint, gentle, or soft, manner.

(TA.) - And ... 9 c ; He' persvered, or
persisted, in tlte affair. (g.)

B-
Oo, (S, M, TA,) with fet-h, (S, TA,) accord.

to the g 0. , which is wrong, (TA,) [A hind of
basset;] a thing likte a covered i&., in which bread
is lmt, (S, g, TA,) and [other'] food: (TA:) a

larye lk, like the a.L. (M.)

O,.o The urine of tith j [or hyrax Syriactus],
(S, M, TA,) in the copies of the IC enoneously
said to be of camels: (TA:) it is inspissated for
medicines; (M, TA;) and is very fetid. (TA.)

p&11 i s is also a term applied to Small, round,

.flattened cakes, (e$1,i,) which are brought fronom
El-Yemen to El-I..jdz, fouul there in cares;
having the property of dissoleing tuntours, applied
as a plaster with honey: mentioned by the hakeem
D,wood. (TA.) - Also, (M, TA,) thus, with-
out the art., but written by Az and J with it, i. e.
A .0

h.eiJl, as in the ., (TA,) One of the days called

jY J .Z Ii; (S, M,]g;) said to be the fJi,t of
tlwe days. (M. [See art. j..~.])

i'. i. q. [q. v.] as signifying A ;8A., or a
thing like the i;jL. (M in art. ,6~.)

,11
i.: see the next paragraph.

:,A stink, or stench; (M, Mb ;) whliethler
of the armpit or otherwise: (Mb :) or, (S, 1,)

as also t , (g,) the stinlk, or stenh, of the
armpit, (S, 1,) and of tle creases of the body
when they are in a corrupt state: and the former
is likewise applied to the odour of the lie-goat
when excited by lust: (TA:) and it signifies also,
(TA,) or as some say, (M,) a mweet odour. (M,
TA.)

2. A courageous man. (g.)
A -s
>.le A man feigni himn slf unmindful, inad-

tertent, or heedless. (g.)

A. A man haviny a foul, or fetid, odour,
such as is termed O; ; fem. with 5: and like-
wise applied to a he-goat when excited by lust.
(TA.) - And Elevating tthe nose, (S, M, TA,) or
the head, (AA, TA,) from pride, (AA, $, M,
TA,) or fromn anger. (M.) So in a verse cited in

art. .. (S.) - And L~ F IU ofange.
(Al, S.) Sec also 4, latter part, in two lplaces.

Also Silent. (TA.) - And 'I'l signifies
The ser)ent that, when it bites, kill. on the sot:
one says, 1 JI J1 e [Mlay God
smite him with the silencing serpent that kills on
the spot vlwomsoever it bites]. (IKh, TA.)

-et~ A sauce made of mustard (., M, A, O)
and raisins. (S, A, 1$.) - And Long in 't back
and belly; as also V ~1: (IApr, O, :) and so
each with u,.. (IAgr, 6.)

aitL.: see what immediately precedes.

&U,?, applied to a horse (M, A, TA) or
similar beast, (M, TA,) or to a hackney, (TA,)
and to a camel, (M, TA,) Of a colour between
cdn'ess and yellowneu, (M, A, K, TA,) mrth

abundance of hair, and of fur: (TA:) or of a
bay, or dark bay, or bro7vn, colour; syn. '.b:

(.i,O,J :) or of a sorrel colour; syn. .Pl:
(g:) or of this last colour having some white
hairs inter7mixed therewith: (S, 0, TA:) so
called because his colour resembles the sauoc

termed .. : (TA:) & . being a rel. noun

from ,L. (S, O, TA.)

0~ 1 Addhlicted to, or fonul of, eating the
sauce t;m,,,ed l %. (IAar, O, ]C)

Q. 1. ;l ., T7e palm-tree became
solitary, or apart from others: (M:) or became
denuler in its loner part, and bared of the stumps
of its branches, and seanty in its fruit. (1t, ].)
And ; , lJA1 ~. T7he lower part of the
paln-tree becamne sender, anl stripped oJ th
efxter'nal parts [or of the stumps of the branches].
(AO, and S in art. ,, and TA.)

· , (1, TA,) or t;i o, (O,) [both probably
correct,] Anything dcnder and neak, (0, !, TA,)
of aniiLa:ls anid of trees [&c.]: (O, TA:) [the reg.
pl. of the fo,mer is .kt': and hence, app.,]-
· ~ ; sig-iifics S',licder arrows; (T, M;) accord.

to iAar: [ISd sys,] I hlave not found it save on
his authority; and he has not mentioned a sing.
thereof: (M:) [but] accord. to the T, they are so
called as being likened to the l [a pl. ofg~ ]
of the p;lihn-trec: (TA:) occurring in this sense in
a verse cited voce aj. (IAai., T, M.)

.e, axid .. , a, , .la: s,ee.

.p.~ Groudl thtat ht.s bcomnc ironygh by reason
of ur,;in and ,f dtiang, or compacted dung, of ox
ou ... ',j ,. (., TA,) and thle like. (TA.)-

^34 [s2Jt ~j dI a 4d and ,-;
[which l:hist is evi(ldciatly, I think, a mistranscription

for t o ~] is a saying mcntioned by Ibn-
'Abb.d as rimeaning I tooh e thig tMgaltotjether.
(0.)

j., (S5, in art. ,, M, 0, K,) originally

tVj , (0,) Cold, as a subst.; (M, 0;) as also

:o (0 :) or cold clouds: (IDrd(l, O :) or a cold
wind (M,K) n with mist or clouds: (M:) occur-
ring in a verse of Tarafehl withl kesr to the r:
(M1:) [see also*; :] or*j , occurring in that
verse, signifies the intense cold of winter; (.Sin
art. ;) as also tV , (t , ], ) of which the
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sang. ist (TA.) On the expression of

~raeb, ;''I rt C~., [h the cold wind,
mwith d, rim,] ending a verse, IJ says that the

poet mem ° 1l; but requiring to make the no
movent, he transfers to it the final vowel, as in the

ph es ak tj2; nd l ie he should there-

fore have said ;l1; but regarding the expres-

sion au meaning ! M. ' -., he makes the

,. to be with kesr, as though he transferred to it
the kesrcle of the j: this, ho adds, is more pro-
bable than the opinion that the change is merely
one of poetic necessity. (M.) For this last reason,
another poet uses the word with teshdeed to the O
and j, and withl kesr to the ,,; saying,

* ;,?,,,-_*;.,, J'.
* ^ ._1t .tI. -g . h1

[We give to eat fat and the htump of the camel,
and me give to drink pImre milk, in tihe time of

cold wind and chill mit]. (V.).-Also .a1I,

(M, J,) or tp° 1, (as in two copies of the S in

art. ,) and j~., [without the article Jl, occur-
ring in a verse of which the metre requires it to be
thus written, with teshlideed to the Op,] (TA,) One,
(,) name'ly, the second, (M, K,) of the tlays called

);.a.l.l-: (~,M,l': [seejs..-:]) .. 1 [or

f;...B] and JI may hnve the same meaning,
[or meanings, or may both be appliedl to the day

above mentionedl, for the aplbliCUtion of ~ to
that day is certain ;] poetic ncessity requiring

the ,p to be movent. (S.)_-T has also two
eontr. significations, namely, oilt: and cold:
accord. to Th, on the authority of IApr. (M.)

You yq , (M,) or.e, (I,) and ' ,

(as in a copy of the M,) or .,, (1],) A cold
morning: (M, n:) and a /hot ,u)rtitg. (].)

0 p# p

~ A solitary pabln-tree, apart fromn others,
(AO, ~ in art. , and M, A in art. ~., and
],) the lower pMrt of ,which becomes dtle,'er, (.
and A in art. j.,) and stripped of the external
parts [or the stumps of the branches]: (S ubi
supr :) and a palmm-tre ~ler in its lomer part,
and bared of tle tn umps of it branches, and
scty in its fruit; (M, ;) as also * o':
(M:) and a palm-tree that conMs forthfromtn the
root, or lower part, of another palm-tree, without
being' planted: (M:) or a little palm-tree that
dom notgrow from its mother-tree: (Ibn-Sim'n :)
and the OWDt part of a palm-tree, (Alan, Ibn-
8irm'In,M, g,)fro~ which the roots branch off:
(AIn, M :) and braches that cotm forth from
th ~t part of a palm-tree: (M, ]:) ora
branch that coma forthfrom the trunk of a palm-
tree, not from the ground: this is [said to be] the
original sinification: (T, TA:) or brancha that
Come forth from the trun of a pamtree, not
havig their roots in the ground: such branches
weaken the mother-tree, which is cured by pulling
them off: the pl. is , . (IAgr) and '-:

(T, TA:) and the jsJ are also called 4.b
and ,L. (Ibn-Sim'an.) - Hence, (A,) applied
t a man, &itary; londy: (IAr:) or solitary,
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or lonely, mwthot offqnsping and witho~t brother:
(, A:) or solitary, w ak, vile, or iominiou,
having no family nor offspring nor a~istant:
(M, F :) or having no ofps , nor hnf or

near relationsu, nor asidtant, whether of strangers
or rel,tions: and weak: (IA. r:) and mean, or

i,no,le. (M, I.) See also S.e. And A young,
or little, (j,) or weak, (TA,) boy, or child. (I~,
TA.) It was applied as an epithet to Mohammad,

by the unbelievers, as also [its dim.] ,
(M, TA,) or they called him j~., (O,) meaning

that ho had no offspring nor brother, so that, when
he should die, his name would be lost; (M, TA;)
likening him to a [solitary] palm-tree, of which
the lower part had become slender, and the
branches few, and which had become dry;
(AO;) or to a branch growing from the trunk
of a palm-tree. (TA.) The tube, or jpipe, that
is in the [kind of sleatrn vessd, or bag, for water,

called]J l, of iron, (, M, A,V,) or of cad,
(.5, M, ],) or brass, (A,) or of other material,
(]K,) from which one drinks. (5, M, A, 1.) -
The [aperture called] ; of a watering-trough
or tank [fromn which the water runs ost]: (., M,
K:) or the hol, or peforation, thereof, from

which the water ismes wlwn it is washed. (M, g.)
- The pipc of copper or brass by which the water
runs from one tank to another in a bath. (Mgh.)
_-And The mouth of a tI [or water-pipe].
(M, g.). Also A cold wind: and a hot wind.

(O, K.) See also -o. . And A calamity, or
ai.~fortune. (O, V.)

;~: see ;., first sentence.
sl. ,, eeJ ~.. *. 

t,i: see ;? : - and ' b: _- and ,.

j'.. [The pine tree;] a certain hind of tree,
(B in art. j., M, Mgh, Msb, ],) well known,
from which, (Mqb,) or from the roots of which,

(Mgh,) j) [i. . pitch] is obtained, (Mgh, Msb,)
green in winter and summer, (M,) the fruit of

which is like small ;j [i. e. almonds, but this is
app. a mistranmscription], and the leaves whereof
are [of the hind calld] .l [q. v.]: (Mgh:) or
the frit [i.e. the cone] (, M, ) of that tre,

(B,) [i. e.] of th jji; (M, ;) the trees being
called jjl: (M:) A'Obeyd says that it signifies
the fit of the ;j,I, and that the tree is called

;t- [which is the n. un.] on account of its
fruit. (TA.)-- See also ".

3bt.. [n. un. of ty&, q.v. And] The
middle of anything. (0.)

[jiwy;iJI >,f1t The cone-shaped shade of the
earth, on ~tering which the moon becomes

dim. of -,o, q. v. (M, TA.)

5>. ;.i.J A palm-tree that produces branches

from its trunk: such branches spoil it; for they
take the nourishment from the mother-tree, and
weaken it. (Aboo-Sa'eed, TA.)

A e
>. [ A cymbal;] a thing mnade of brass

[having its fe~ o of the sam kind,] oM f f
was struck with tb other; (g,Mggh,Meb,A;)
of a rod form: (Mgh, Mb:) such was the
instrument of this name known to the Arabs:
(,, Mgh:) its use w disapproved: (Mgh:) pL

`0: which was also applied by the Arabs to
the small round t~ gs inerted in the hoop of the
tambou~e (Mgh, L,* Mfb) and the like, (L,) of
brass, or copper: (Mb :) an arabieised word (~,

Mgh, MCb) [app. from the Pers. or ].

- Also A crtain strilnged instrummt [of mudic];
(~, Mgh, Mb, *; [app. the kind of harp caUed

by the Persians 4, and by the modern Ara
t4 , figured in Note 20 to Ch. iii. of my Tmns-
lation of the Thousand and One Nights;] an
indrument peculiar to the 'Ajam; (f, Mgh,

Mb ;) but the Arabs sometimes applied the name
of to this latter instrument: (L:) also an

arabicized word when thus applied. (?, Mgh,
Mqb, ) - .JI &P signifies V" [app.

meaning Th damor of the Jinn, or Genzii; or
their raising of their voice in singi,g]: a phrase
used [in this sense] in a verso of El-lguuimee.

(TA.)

Q*je.JI ;oZ: see at: its pl. is 1;_

(Mgh) [and app. also likoe

t. A player with [or upon] the 5 , mean-
ing [the cymbal, and also] the dtrigyed intr~

mment so calld: and in like manner t:
(L:) but this latter has an intensive signification
[meaning ans excellent player with, or upon, the

.]: (Iar p. 6 17 :) and signifies also a woman
haring [or playj~ with] a ., as in a verse

cited voce t. in art J. [where it evidently
means afemnale player with cmpbalb]. (L.)

0. -

2 a : see the next preceding paragraph.-

LA JI mean t The singer of the army:
- and also t The wel-hnown kJ.L [or man of
courage or valomr] (HIar p. 617.) - Ashk-
Bcnee-Keys, (L, I~,) also called Aqpha-Bekr,

(L,) used to be called ,;;j £L because of
the excellence of his poetry, (L, $,) or because
his poetry was much sung. (;ar ubi supri.)

~ : see what follows, in three places.

.. A courageo~ lord or chief; (f, L, ;)

as also -tb : (i:) or a great, or big, and

courageow, lord or chief: (A:) or a great, or big,
and /comwaeo~, king: (M:) or the former, (A,
IAr, L,) or t the latter, (]1,) a noble lord or chief:
(A4, L, g:) or a liberal, bountiul, mun~ct,
or generous, lord or chief: or a clmt, or for
bearing, lord or chief: (IA§r, L, ~:) a defender

of an army: (IAgr, L:) Rll ;k, by which

the pl. bd>QIl is expl. in the g, is a mistake

,forf .. l 'k., the words used by IAr: (TA:)
a nobleman: a great man: (L:) or a great chief:
(Kf:) one who prdes over a p~oe and thdir
affairs of importance and thing is gen~ral: or
a lord, or cAief, mi t among his peopl~, pos-
sesng the qwalitie of couagt and berality or
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1

- -- ---- L -W arib-icized word when thu applied.,,.(�, Mgh,
called] 

of imn, (�,M,A,V.,) or of kad, Mqbp jjl ' ' ' ' 'fi V" [app.

(15, 

M, ]�,) or brass, (A,) or of other maUrial, C410 signi 05

Q(j 

froin which ou drinia. (9, M, A, IP - meaning TM clam~ of the Jinn, or Genii; or

The 

[aperlure called] .,� of a waterinetroucrh thdr raising of their wica in tingipig): a phrus

or 

tank [from which the water rum oistl : (9, M, used [in this sense] in a verw of E1-1pu14mee.

]�:) 

or the kok, or ~ hration, tliereof, from (TA.)

irloitia 

tlw water ismes miten it is wasW. (M,

Y!.;**11 

an-;.a: sm aq..�w: its PI. in 21b;�

The 

lpipt of copper or brass by which the water

rumfrom 

one tank to another in a bath. (Mgh.) (Mgh) [and app. abo lik

i o

-And 

The moug of a SIS [or water-Fijol. Uo A player with [or upon] the '110, mean.

(M, 

~Also A cold wind: and a hot wind. in

(0, 

Bee also -And A calamity, or g [the eymbcd, and also] the drbsqed indrw

ment 

so calkd: and in like manner *

ini!fortww. 

(0, V.) (L:) but this latter bu an intenive signification

seeij"* 

first sentence. [meaning an excellent player with, or upon, tho

1: 

(kiar p. GM) and signifies also a ivoman

tU: 

see and and "I C~

14 

J`?' ltaviiag [or pla~ with] a U in a vern

.W.9�- 

[Tho, pins tree;] a ~ain kind of troe, cited voce U�. in art. [where it evidently

(Q 

in art. j~., M, Mgh, Mqb. V,) mU knmn, mcansafe?pialeplayerwithmjn&bals]. (L.)

fmm 

whick, (Mqb,) or from the roots of tvhirlt, 0. 9,

2~L;.o 

the next preceding pamgraph.

(M9bl) 

zj) [i. c. pitch] is obtaimd, (Mgh Mqb 6-1 j

(M,) 

the ' 1 ute*jl a meens t The singer of the army:

grom 

in mWer and summer fruit Of 1 and also t The me&known JJL; [or man of

m/Aich 

is like snaU jj [i. e. almondi, but this is couiaqe or loalour] (gar p. 617.) - Agshk-

app. 

a mistranwdption], and the leaves wl&~f Benee-Keys, (L, ]�,) also called Aqabl-Bekr,

are 

[of the kind c~ [q. v.]: (Mgh:) or (L,) used to he called because of

the 

~ [i. e. the c~] M M, ]�) of that trm,

as 

the exceUence of his poetry, (L, ]�,) or because

[i. 

c.] of tAS jjl ; (M, V;) the trees being his poetry was much sung. (gar ubi supra.)

09
called 

jjt: (M:) A'Obeyd says that it signifies

the 

trw 

is mUed

on 

aewunt o s~ : see what follows, in three placm.

Jj~ 

A courag~ lord or chif; ffl, L, V

3bwj;-" 

[n. un. of q. v. ~ And] The (1�:) or a ywt, or big, and

middle 

of anything. (O.) courageous, lord or chief: (A:) or a gmat, or bi.q,

the 

and c~a~t , king: (M:) or the former, (Aq,

J0;`WI 

>, 1 The cone-Maped shade of IAv, L,) or * the latter, (Y,,,) a noble lord or cW ..

earth, 

on ~ ng whicls the moon becomm (AC, L, AZ:) or a liberal, bountiful, mun~ t,

ed~ 

l or generous, lord or ckid': or a c~ , or jbr-

dim. 

of q. v. (M, TA.) bearing, lord or chief: (IA§r, L, ]�:) a defender

of 

an army: (IAgr, L:) 3 by which

A 

OC-W

li.,-~ 

palm-tree that Produca bran`he" the pl. is expl. in the g, is a niistake

from 

its trmk: such bmnehes spoil it; for they 0 1

for 

' ' 1 the words used by IAV: (TA:)

take 

the nourishment from the mother-tree, and 1JP"

weaken 

it. (Aboo-Sa!ecd, TA.) a nobkman: a gmt man: (L:) or a gmt ckitf:

(Kf:) 

one who p~ omr a ~ and thdr

affairs 

of importanct and thinp in ~al: or

a 

krd, 

or thief, #m~ among his ~, pos---

[A 

gmbal;] a thing mad# of brass, sming th qua~ o c~ md Ukrafity or
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unigcsce or generosity, who ocercoms tAoa
that act with hwotility and opposition torard
kin: (MP:) pL `, . (IAgr, A, L) Accord
to mome, the s is augmentative; and the word ii
derived from ,*;1, "the act of turning away;'
and seemso to have been formed to denote an in.
tenivesignification. (MF.) Alo O rming,

(], TA,) and grea TA.) Jtjldl tJi is TA
dimsa caded ,,;JI . (Tin. (T in at. ..) 
Ablo A calamity; a mifortue; or a great, oi
formidabl, e~nt: (TA:) pi. u above. (8,M,
A, 1.) Hence the raying of El-Iamn, 5*
fsiIJI vt . js; We xseek prtection by God
from the calamities, &c., of detiny: ($, M :)
or from its gnat and overpowering aictions
(L)_ Also, (accord. to the TA,) or tV;o,
(accord. to the 1,) An iolated edge of a mona-
tain. (g, TA.) _... , f Videt ind

(A, ..) - ;> Vehement, or intense,
codl. (A, .) One saysm, UN> tZ; arj
w >. i 2 7t'1 of intn cold befell s. (A.)
[See abo another ex. voce -*1.]- And

,~ ,, SYeme V nt, or intense, eat. (A.) One
says .r41 yji , (Th, M, L,) or i 11l,
(A, ,) A day of m~ , or intense, eat.
(Th, N, A, L, .)_..s _. I Rain con-
siting of lar,e drops: (d , :) or that fals in
large quamtity: pl. , .1.. (A.) And one
says, j> N LL- i 1 ^; tThe sky cast

dohrehai-toes. (A.)_,AtX , 4 LItJ
t Great dud: (M :) or clouds that pour forth
much rain, in large drops. (L.)

~ , ($ and MNb in art. j~, and V in a
separate art.,) thus, with w,o, ccord. to ISk, (f,)
and jJ.i~ , (],) or the latter is vulgar, (Meb,)
[A chest, cffter, or trnk: arngely expl. in the
TA as meaning a aL n J:] and and ;
are dial. var. thereof: (V:) pl. V ; (,
M 9b, li.)

| L.o A Nmaker of& zt [or chess, coers,
or trmnks]. (TA.)

Q. 1. 3j,], said of a camel, (IAyr,M,O,I,)
and of an as, (]g,) Hea was big in the had,
(IA;r, M, O, g,) and hard, or trong, or hardy,

an,d larte. (j.)

Q. S. '0 ; He e~rted himuelf in amatory
conrerration or dalliance with women. (Ibn-
'Abbid, O, .)m-And He more what is termed
the Jj~,, a thing resembling the boot, with nails
in the sole. (MPb.)

|"J, applied to an as, (T, TA,) or to a
camel, (4, O,) or to both, as also I OJtC , (M,
g,) Big in the head: (4, 0:) or strong in maks,
big in the head: (T, TA :) or large, strong, big
in the head: (M :) or big in the head, and hard,
or strong, or hardy, and large: (]>:) or accord.
to IDrd, tV L, , applied to a camel, signifies

hard, or strong, or hardy: (O:) the pl! of the
formei [or of each] is j . (, O.) Alo,
i. e 3.;J , Api of trea, (4, O, Mqb,) or a
kind of wood, (M,,) weJ known, (Meb,) of
eet odour, (4, M, O,) and of mceral o~rt;

(TA;) [i e. msandaood;] the best of waicA is
th red, or ,te wit~, (] TA,) or the yllow;
(TA;) a dimutit of tumou, ben~ficial as a
rme for p4piation and for the headache and
for wseam of the ot tomac and for fe:
(8, TA:) the i~ of its sawd~ut and te con-
ti l smelling of it weak the Mnereal fandlty.
(TA.) It is also a Pers. word (;k- *n .1
[or rather an arabicised word from the Pers.
J;_]) signifying A thing rsmbling the boot
( j;t), in th sle of whica are nail: pl. j0l.
(Myb.)

lajs;, iq. (0, ].) See
latter, in art J~o.

, ;see , above, in two places.

the

t o,as some my, or o;t; (M,) or both, but
the former is the more common, (0,) The kind
of tree caed ,J, [i. e. the plane-tee]: (A %n,
M, 1:) n. un. with ;: (A_In, M:) a Pen.
word, introduced into the Arabic language; (Lth,
AHn, M ;) or arabicized, from [the Pers.] JL.
(.)

,;i;, (],) or It ;Jl., ( 0, O, M,) or the latter
is not allowable, (TA,) The' head of a spindle;
(4, O, ] ;) i. e. (4) the crooked, (s,) or slnder,
(M,) or slender and crooked, (TA,) piece of ion
(Q, M, TA) that is in the head of the spindle:
(M, TA:) or, accord. to Lth, the latter signifies a
woman's nd~; and is a foreign word intro-
duced into the Arabic language. (TA).. See

.A niggardl man, of evil dipoition:
(T, 0, :) mentioned by IAy. (T, O.) [See
also 'k'..]

l',: see the next paragraph.

;w> : see ;Lz.-Also The handle of the
[kind of shield called] a : (S, K:) pl. 'G.
(I.) - And The ear: (S, M, :) of the dial. of
El-Ycmen. ($, M.) ~ Also A man eil in di-
position; (M,] ;) on the authority of IAr;
(M ;) as also It };V; (M, ] ;) on the authority
of Kr: Aboo-'Alee says that the former has this
meaning; but it is not of the form of words men-
tioned in the Book [of Sb], because [it is said
that] this form does not occur as an epithet. (M.)
And the former, (], TA,) accord. to IAar, (TA,)
Bad in rpect of [or discipline of the mind
and mannen, &c.], even though eminent, or cele-
brated, or well known: (K, TA:) pl. as above.
(TA.)

;'', thus pronounced by the people of Egypt,
(TA,) a dial. var. of fI, q. v. (V.)

[Boox L

, o.e
, 1. YZl Ce' aor. , int n. & and O,

He made, wrought, , manufactred, fabriated, or
consrt hed, e thing syn. '4.: ( :) [or h

made it, c., ilfidly, or well; for] '1dt signi-
fies ~ st~i; and every is a jabut

every )i is not a 5; and it is not predicated
of [irrational] animals [unless tropically, (see

lA,)] nor of inanimate things, like as j;i1 is.
(Er-R6ghib, TA.) - [Hence,] U.. signifies aim
t [He fabricated speech or a saying or senten~r
or the like:] hefored a word; and poetry, i.

s in the namen of sck a one. (Mz, 8th.

- And ., inf n. ~ [and ee] and _~,
[with the objective complement understood,] He
worked, or wrmouht; he practisd, or menrcid,
an art, a crat, or a manufacture. (MA.)_
And Ujp a: 'ca; , (4, o, 1,) aor. as bove,

· ·e
(1,) inf. n. d, with damm, He did to Ai a
beit, faor, or hid act: and IA ' .

1_ he did to him an evil, or afoum, ded: syn.

:W: (?, O, ] :) and one ays ·also [in the former
of these two senses], °& ;.. t 'ii; (g,

Mgh,l ;) syn. · ;J! ; (i;) or .I- IJ.
(Mgb.) The saying 10 :,1 ~ Lo means t

,i5j [i. e. What didat tou together with thy
father?]. 6)~ The apung of the Prophet,
:.z .L Le -3 J 1S1 [If thou be not
ashamed, do what thou wilt,] is said to be an
instance of an imperative phrase of which the
meaning is predicative; i.e. it is as though he
said, he who is not ashamed does what he will:
(0, L, TA :) and other explanations of it are
mentioned in the 0 and L: (TA:) [but] this is
held by A'Obeyd to be the right meaning. (L.)
In the phrase Jdbl '*, in the ]ur [xxvii. 90,
which may be rendered By the doing of GodJ,
&o is in the aecus. case as an inf. n.: but one
may read it in the nom. case, meaning JU;j to be
understood before it. (Zj, O, TA.) One says alo,
3s {;s _ · Pb and &W I [tHow 91
is the doing of God with thee, or at thins abode..
(].) - And :S I;, inf. n. & and Ia.-,
I tended we my hore; or took good care of
hims; (,, o, . TA;) supplied hi ith foddr,
and fattened him: and ,Qt. &.o Ahe reared,
or nouied, his girl, or young wroman: (TA:)
and ialgtJI -. the girl, or young woman,
was treatedl [or nuri/ed] well, o that se bwsam
fat; as also t ;, inf.n. mn. : (F ,TA:)
or you say ,JI .!, (so accord. to my MS.

copy of the K.,) or ~i,lt ol, (mo accord. to
other copies of the K, and in the 0, [in the C]~
h,.J 

t o, ]) without teshdeed; [which seems to
indicate that the right reading is , agreeably
with the reading in my MS. copy of the V which
gives the imperative form; tholgh it is stated in

the TA that .il e..I is maid by IB,~ to be a
diaL var. of ;] (o, ;) and -v- ' ; ,

0

0

r

i
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with tehdeed, meuaing A treted [or nowis~d]
ws the girl, or young woman and fattened her;
(0,.° ; [in my MS8. copy of the ; 41- ;])
because the &Z. 3 of the girl, or young woman,
is by means of many things, and by careful
tending: (O, :) o says Lth: (0 :) but As says
that by otler, or others, than Lth, it is allowed to
sy aj.. '., without teshdeed: and hence the
phrae in the J1ur [xx. 40.], ;;; L ;1j,
(TA,) meaning t [And this I did] that thou
wigAtest be rared and nouried in my ight;
(O, TA;) for which some read 1), as an
imperative; and some, , meaning and tAat
thou mightet work in my sight, (Ksh, Bd,) lest
thou shouldst do so contrary to my command.
(B4.) You say likewise, of a woman, l -,.;L:
se 5. And you say also Vt '"u l, meaning t I
rmard Ain; and edu ted, disiplid, or trained,
himn mwe (,' 0, ], TA.) I Accord. to IDnt,
' I, inf. n. .,, signifies He uas, or beame,
skilled, or skilful: but IB says that ~' has not
been heard. (TA.)

2: see 1, latter half, in two places.

. ta4. primarily signifies The doing to one
a t~g in oer~ that he may do another thing to
th doer of the former thing. (TA.) _- Hence,
(TA,) t The treating with genteM~, or bland~sh-
Ment; oothing, c~eg, wheedling, or cajoling;
and emdeaworing to cociliat&. (0, Ig, TA.) Or
this is from the lut of the following aignbifications.
(TA.) You say ta; t ie treated him with
gentlen, or blandlishment; &c. (O, TA.) And
t He ated hyocritirally with him. (TA.) And
ai101 L? ma4. t He strove, or endeavoured, to
tumn in from the thing by deceit, or guie.
(TA.) _- And hence, (A, TA,) or from the last
signification in this paragraph, (TA,) I The act of
brbg. (f, O, Mqb,' ],* TA.) One says, ti.

t He bribed [th prefet, ruler, judge, or the
lie]. (TA.) And JlL ;Le HIe bribed him

property, wealth, or money. (Mgh, TA.*)
And it is said in a prov., 01 rL o ' .

4W1i .,.L >. i ': [He who bribes with
property s not ashamed of demanding the thing

anted]. (8,O,TA.) _ Also A horse's not
Pun forth, or giving, the whole of his strength
in gog; r somewhat thereof: one says,

e>* - [He kp bach from thee
Somewhat by the manner iwhich he exerts his

of going]. (0, V, TA.)

L C 1 He (a man, O) aided, or aisted,
nother. (O,].) And accord. to Ibn-'Abbad,

followed in the O and T. and ], one says also,

,*;eS &, meaning Te n~ild learned, and
did sod, thoroughl, sJilU/y, or weU: but
this is a mistake, ocasioned by his deeming
dubious, or obecure, a parge in the NawUdir of
IAr, where the latter says that 'j.I ;1
meanm ,.!9 &1J [i. e. Thu .ma aided, or
ai, the. uekif].. (TA.)m M- ;.1 & :
ee 1, te' half. [Frytag states, as on the
authority o the $, ihat .1 said of a horse,

signifies " Non omnibas viribus usus euucarrit, sed
ita tamen ut eques eo contentus eset" (which is
nearly the same as a dgnification of rt. likewise
mentioned by him): but this is a mistake.]

6. ~; signifies The a.ffecting a goodly way,
mode, or manner, of acting, or coduct, or the
like; (§, O, ], TA; [t_---I in the CI is a mis-

transcrption for ,:_J! ;]) and the making a show
thereof; (TA;) and the adorning onulf (1, TA)
thereby, hilb iternally unnd in the gro
of pretenion to rspect. (TA.) And .,
said of a woman, means ·t~ t ;,, [SA cal
tioated and improred her perfson, o as to renmder
hersef com , by art, and good nurture]: (S,
O:) or she adorne, or embdlishd, herself.
(PS.)

8: ee 1, former half. - Accord. to Er-Rhghib,
J signifies The eceding the uasul, or

ordinarjy, bounds, or degree, in putting a thing
into a good, nmd, right, or proper, state.
(TA.) - And hence, he says, the phrase in the
Kur [xx. 43], 5 , · i ,i; which means
t And I hae choa~ thee [fr mryslf] to estab-
lish my evidence and to serve as my spokesman
between me and my creatures so that thy doing
thus shall be as though I did it: (TA:) or it
means I hae reared thee, (Az, TA,) or I have
cho thee, (O, 1, TA,) [for myalf,] for a
special affair which I require thee to accomplish
in a sufficient manner, (Az, O, 1, TA,) con-
cerning Pharaoh and his forces. (Az, TA.) See
also 1, last sentence but one. - One says also,
L1t. tja! IIe ordered that a signet-ring
should be madefor him. (O, .) [See also 10.]
-- And :L...l [in which the pronoun seems to
refer to , i. e. sustenance, &cc.,] also signifies

'0 [£app. meaning He offered it]. (TA.) 
And tLm!l [alone, for aa. l',aoI,] t He
made, or prepared, a repast, feast, or banquet,
to which to invite friend. (0, ], TA.) And
He prepared food to be dispensed in the way, or

caus., of God. (0 and TA, from a trad.; men-
tioned also in the C1, but not in other copies of
the 15.)

10. l' Ll, accord. to the 0, signifies He
asdedfor it to be made for himn : accord. to the L,
91 c - t signifies he inited, or he induced,
or carued (Isj,) [another] to make the thing.
(TA.) In the saying of Es-Sarakhsee, !

;J? J Jq.;>J ;v [app. meaning H:e asked, or
desired, the man to make for him a ;,;J. (q. v.)],

is redundant. (Mgh.) [See also 8.]

.o: see W ,o, in two places. ~ Also, and

to~?^, A certain marll cr~ping thi;g, or insect,

(O Q,) or a fying thing (Qt): (V, TA:) men-
tioned by fgh: (TA:) also written in the Vj (in
art. &) .b and ;y: in one case or the
other mistranscribed. (TA in art. &;.)

an inf. n. of p. [q.v.] (S, , .)_
And .q. 3% [Sudance, cc.]. (TA.) - See
also b.,o in two places.

. A tailor: (O, V :) or one who in 9t,
dicate, or skild, (0;j, 0,) or thin, ,e, or
dLcate, (js;, so in the copies of the W,) or

nder, or smaD, (, , o in the TA,) [of which
readings that in the 0 is app. the right,] in
re~ t of the hand& (0, ) See o ., in
five plaes - Also A t aa of water; (O,

, TA;) i. c. a pi~e of wood [app. a p k or
board] by mcas of wi water u conined, and
rtainedfor a w/hilc: (TA:) pl. .o1 : (O, I :)
[but this explanation in the TA aseems to have
been founded upon a statement there made, that

.mit .O1
Ax heard the Arabs call ,, 1 ;.1 of water e,;
(see ~, of which ,,te_. is the pl.;) for I do
not find t thus expl. in any lexicon except
the TA :] and t , with teshdeed, and t i,
(0, ],) like o , (g,) accord. to Lth, (0,)
signify p of wood [or planks or boards] put
togethr in water, to comfiee the water, and retain
it for a while; (O,.;) like the Z [,.. (q.v.].
(O.) - See abo II~ , in two sene. _- Also
A manufactured thingj (C, TA) of any inij,
(TA,) such a a , j [q. v.], (g, TA,) r.
(TA.) _- And S Agarment. (Ibn-'Abbid, O,J],
TA.) You say, l'. s: (I; 't aw
upon Ahi a goodly garmen~t]. (Ibn-'Abb4d, O,
TA.) - And S A turban. (IAr, O, ], TA.) -
And The [iun ntrm t with which Jmk-meat

is roam~ed, calld] .. (O, T?, I.) El-Marrir
EI.Fa'asee says, describing camels,

* w..AL l,4f Waqj 0

* .,J f , &,
[Anl tihey came, their riders being lie drink,er,

3.
or drunkard, and their drier like the l., of
roastedJs-m,eat]. (O.) In the L, ).J' is put
in the place of. -l.JI; and after citing the verne
above, [and app. reading j., regarding it as
relating to the camcls,] the author says that the

poet means, .llS ;,. (TA.) - And Roased

feah-meat [itself]; syn. *.:TZ. (So in copies of
the V. [SM says that the right reading, as the

explanation of 'll in this instance, is I.JIJ; and

cites IA;r as saying .' ljJl a It: but I
think that the right reading is indicated by the
addition -i to be 0l_.; and that IAnr gives
this signification after mentioning that whichl here
next precedes it.])

J, ;;(Mgb, L, Mqb,)and Ci >ej ;

(., Mgh, 0, Myb, ]E,) and 41i 5, (Thl, TA,)

and 0oj, V ,) and .1 t,

(TA,) and Ql te, (IB,TA,) and Sh is

related to have said, t ..o J.~, (TA,) anl

>.1 Vt , (.8, 0, s,) and Xll? Pe , (TA,)

and ;p i V Io, (g,) and Q1 t , but

not PL.. alone when applied to a male, (TA,) A
man iljW in the worik oQf the han or hand:
(, Mghb, O, M9b, ], TA:) and a company of
men you term LS.4l V ; , and t



[Boo I.L

L.5AI, and Lq"8i t a nd .5 1 * !
(],) [all of which are instances of quasi-pl. ns.,
except, perhaps, the last, which is said in the TA

to be a pl. of* t,] and i.~ t; ~l, (i;, [in

the Cl[, erroneously, ui1,]) which is pl. of

.1' ' or of .4 , or, accord. to 8b,

na IB says, the only pl. of 'V is O, and

in like manner in the case of ti you say

41, (TA,) and 'c ;. J is mentioned as on the
authority of 8b, (],) and 8h is related to have
said ;~ .4, [using the latter word as pl. of

0,] with the Oj quiescent. (TA.) And you

Pay 1 ~t: ;j.I, (ISk, Mgh, Mgb, TA,) and

^>^11 t >, (., O, ,) and -Q1t 4,(IJ,
TA,) an instance of an epithet applied to a
woman like an; and ;; and -, (TA,)
the I of prolongation before the final letter re-
sembling, and rendering needless, the A in aza,
(IJ, TA,) which is not allowable, (IJ,* Mgh,
Myb, TA,') though an instance of it occurs used
on the ground of analogy: (Mgh:) A woman
wkilfl in the work of the hands or hand; (ISk,

;, O, ]J, TA;) who maes things in a suitable
m1anner; who Sews, and cuts out or makes, /atern
.,achets; (ISk, TA;) contr. of iUi.; (Mgb,

M.sb;) and V Ja''a ;!1.. signifies the same:

(TA:) and and (S,

0, K.) Th plreferred h1 as applied to a

nman; and Q.11 ?t as applied to a woman.

(113I, TA.) Accord. to IDrst, .7 is an inf. n.

tsled as an epithet. (TA. [But see 1, last sen-

tence.]) It is said in a prov., ;, t , t I. '

[cxpl. in art. Jk]. (TA.) - [Hence,] one says
of an poet, anid of any one who is eloquent, J.j
;Pt;3JI 5: (A man skilful in the ue of tilw
ton,pie]: and in like manner, . UJ X [a

shiffd tongue]. (IS, TA.) And C.tI t -' -!
t A woman sharp-tongued: or long-tongued: syn.
l;. (TA.)

see , last sentence.

Z.e WVork or handiwork, an art, a craft or
hadicraft,ora trade; (KL;) asalso *tim:
(KL, P :) anthabitual work or occupation of a
man; as also JUj; (I in art. J. ;) [and so
t3~ti, as is indicated in the v voce 'a,-;

whence] one says, Jf) t" °;d C [His habitual
work or occupation, or his business, is the tending,
or pasturyg, of camel]: (M, and ] in art. ,.0 :)
or a. [more particularly] signifies the work of
the L; (., O, V;) [a manufacture, or wohrk of

art; and workamanhip, or the #hill of a worker,
which last meaning is plainly indicated in the 0,
and by common usage:] and * h't, the _
[i.e. craft, or habitual work or occupation,] of
the t;.t, (1, Mgh, O, Mqb," ],) meaning of

him who works with hi hand: (Mgh:) the pl. of
t is and] [ . (KL) . It ia,?a [.L , (.h :

also an in£ n. of 1 s used in the phrase, "

riK [q. v.]. (., 0, 1, TA.)

·It_ef, with damm, Arrows that are qcual,
equable, midfrm, or even, the worh of one man.
(TA.) [Perhaps i.; is a quai-pl. n. of e

applied to an arrow.]

anAd a a and U;; and : see

t.. ,
0: see : _. and see also Co, in eight

places.

3; in a sense in which it is used in a verse

of Aboo-Dhu-eyb is a pl. of which ISd says, " I
know not any sing. thereof:" accord. to Skr, it
means The jiZ [app. either the seams or the
stitch-holes] of a ;;. or of an ;l5;1: or, as some
say, the thongs ueed in thae ering thereof: and
some say the making thereof, so that in this case
it is an in£f. n. (TA.)

an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (MA.) - And

i. q. t ' [meaning .MA'ade, wrought, manfac-
tured, fabricated, or constructed: or made, &c.,
shi/fuy, or nwl: see 1, first sentence]. (TA.)
- [Hence,] t Food (O, ], TA) that is made, or
prepared, and to which people are invited; (TA ;)
and t signifies [the same, i. e.] S a repast,
feast, or banquet, to vwhich frien are invited:
(0,1, TA:) one says, i .t
was at the repast of suck a ote, made, or pre-
pared, by him, to which people were invited:
and * l-" l : the repast to which friend wer
invited. (TA.) And (i. e. the former word) 1 Food
prepared to be dispensed in the way, or caw, of
God. (TA.) _- Also, applied to a sword, Polihed,
(S, O, g[, TA,) and proved by experiec; and so
applied to an arrow: (K, TA:) or, applied to a
sword, freuently renovated by polihing: (A,
TA:) pl. s. (TA.) -And, applied to a
horse, Well tended; (8, 0,I ,TA;) supplied
with fodder, andfattened. (TA.) And [in like
manner it is applied to a human being:] one says,

! lie is tl person whom Ihave reared;
and whom I have educated, disciplined, or trained,
well; (0, g, TA;) and so ?; (.,. o, K,
TA;) and . ' iv i ;f- ..0 SA is the person
whomn such a one hus reared; &c. (Z, TA.) -
And S A goodly and clean garment. (A, L, TA.)

And A deed, or ana action; (S, 0, 15, KL;)
and so t L ' : (yam p. 198:) one says, e

h.i tae s IZe did to him an evil, or afoul,
deed: (S, 0, l :) and t a;4.; sj. means The evil
[conmequence] of a deed. (i:am ubi supr.) And
[particularly] A good deed, a beneit, favour, or
hind act; (0,, TA;) and so * ;-'.-: (S,0,

Msb, 1 :) [see a verse cited voce & :] pl. [of

either, of the latter agreeably with rule,] tlL.
(0, K.) - Also Skilful in work of the hands or
hand: (S, 0, ], TA:) fem. [in this sens] with ;.
(TA.) See ', in four places. Accord. to IDrat,
· 'o [likewise] signifies Skilld, or shif/ll, as

part .nof but IB says that. has not
been heard. (TA.)

Al&;.: seem a*a., in four places The saying of

'Alee, J;d L J > e .LF; S if correctly

related, means . i i
[From etry one poss skill in manufactr~
should be taken, or procured, that hhAiA ha u
manufiactured: or perhaps X is a mistake for

&, and the meaning is, from mevry crafman is
to be acquired his craft]. (Mgh.)

a.: see ;', latter half, in four places

'dL'. Persons who tend their camels ~ee, and
fatten the yoeng ones thereof, and gie not their
camels' milk to guests: occurring in a verse of
'Amir Ibn-E.-Tufeyl. (TA, in this art. and in
art.

i(T. [An expet i. c. manufacturer &c.]
(TA. [There mentioned only as a proper name,
or surname.])

see 'L. , former half.

Lo3 A handlicraftsman; manufacturer; or

weorher, or nmahcr, wvith his hand; (M,o Mgh, 0,'
Mqb,' ];) or onehaviga3 -[i.e. craft &c.]
which 1c exercise; (TA ;) tan ar tif er, or arti-

an;] and * uw5.? is [used in the samesense, and
particularly as meaning one who works for hire
under a master; being] a rel. n. from 'to5 [pl.

of 1, like ,Jbttl and j.jCL1: (TA:) the

pL of 1 . is 1 (M9b, TA.)

v a: m I o.

,I [More, or mot, skild A woirkAig with
the hands, manufacturing, faicating, or con
structing]. See an ex. voce _~, and another

voce Ji .

~.: [may be used, agreeably with analogy,

as an inf. n.: and as a n. of place, and of time].
A poet says,e* - a ,- -

2 ~ ~ .. ~2Ja~.3.I6-U----1 

[which may be rendered Verily that wAich is a
good deed considered abstractedly, or without re-
lation to the manner or object c., wiU not be a
good deed in effect except, or dnlm, the way of
the doing, or the way that lead to the place (here
meaning the object) of the doing, be rigtly it
upon therewith]. (0, TA.) - In the following
verse of Nifi' Ibn-La4eet, (TA in'this art. and
in art. w,,) wrongly ascribed by J [in arts.
J;, and by,] to Lebeed, (TA in art. j;S,) and
ascribed by others to other poets, (TA in art.
Ibj,) it is expl. by IAr as signifying A plae
that is deemed oodly [in workmanship]; syn.
·~ .. [a n. of place, accord. to a general rule,

as well as pass. part. n.: or &~ may be here

more literally rendered a place of hikfid work-
manship]: the poet says,

* %g5~JI'-j·dALItMI J.: ·
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(TA in the present art.) meaning laving no
feathers wion it, [and having in it no place e.-
hibitiHg skiFil workmanship, neither the feathers
beig of ue to it] nor the binding around with
inews. (TA in art. , j')- See also what here

follow.

". (, Mgh, O , Meb, 1) and :;r- (., O,
1) and 1 ' . (O , Myb, 1C) [A kind of tank,
or reseroir, for rain-water; i. e.] a thing like

a jbm.,r(, Mgh, 0, ]C, TA,) or like a -..

(M9 b, TA) and a I , (Myb,) that is made, or

onrm~t (Mgb, Myb,) fo: collecting the water
of th rain: (8, Mgh, O, M.b, ]g, TA:) pl.

9L,~ (0, (O, b, , TA,) a pl. of all the thlree

words above, expl. by Ay as meaning excarations
which people make for the rain-water, whnich
they fiU therewith, and from which they drink;

and Lt.. is another p1. of U:"=, the iS being

inserted by poetic license; or it may be pl. of

, t or i;o : and* [tin like manner]

signifies a whys or a thing like a .: and

is said to be a pl. tllercof: (TA:) or &
signifies a watering-troulh, or tank, mnade for
the rain-water, and not cared with baked bricks;

and its pi. is 1. (TA voco i S.) See also

.;, in two places. - [The pL] -t; signifies

abo Constructions uc~ as tA [or parilonsa
&cj,~ (o, V,) and fortran; (,0, og;) and
9g also signifies a fortres: and the former,

abo. (TA.) And Tons, or villages, are
thus called, (0, ],) by the Arabs, accord. to As:

ing. 3 : (O,TA:) one says, Qi > 
.t.J t, meaning He is of th people of the townr,

or ulap~, and of tAh cultivated land. (A, TA.)
Alo Phla set apart for )woras, anay frio the

nts or Ahoues: sing. ;". (AI:n, TA.) [In
AbuL Ann. ii. 42, where it seems to mean "re-
aervoire for rain-water," Reiske renders it" Ilos-
pitia publica."] _ 8ee also , in two places.

ee and Za; . - Also t [Fa-
~rated, as applied to speech or a saying or sen-
tenee: a phrase, or word,] innovated, [or coined,]
and g by its author as chate (Cea) Arabic;

diffrWing from .. , which is applied to what is
not so given: (Mz, 21st fr :) forged, as applied

to a word, and poetry. (Id. 8th p.)

9. a4s, (M, g,) inf. n. itino, (o, hi, O, g,)
He a&torted it; i. e. made it tnto, or dispoed it
i, sort, or p ; (., O, ;) and separated, or
distinguished, its soral parts or portionas or

ntiu~ , oe froms another: (8, M, O, g :)
uA'ialJ is the separating, or distinguishing, of

things, one fo another. (Myb.)_-And hence,
(Z, MUb,* TA,) -. l J (Z, TA) or 3t.. I:

(MNb:) you msy, ,1l %.A, infi n. as above,

He composed the book. (MA.) ~- l : an
The [trs caled] L became green: (M:) and
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j, ~.a the trees put forth their leaves: (0,

!5: [and the like is said in the Mb :]) AIn says
that this signifies the trees began to laf, so thtat
they were of two sorts, one sort that had leated
and one ort that had not leaved; but this is not
a valid saying; and in like manner .:
(M:) accord. to the A, both signify the trees
became of difercnt sorts; and. in like manner

I0.l [the plants, or herbage]: (TA:) and A
,1, inf. n. as above, signifies the fruits became
to that some of them re,er ipe pe xclivdy of
others, and some of themn coloured e~clsielyaf

others: (Mqb:) and A,~'Jl t ;..3, and ,
the [trees called] ub~j, and the ldants, or he.bage,
broheforth to leaf. (Ibn-'Abbad, O, 1].) 'Obeyd-
Allah Ibn-]leys-er-Ruc4eiyit says,

0 -- J1 , J 0,;

L5. " " 'W

*0- 0e - 0 *
[May there be a sending down of rain to liul-
wdn, the posseaor of vines, and of such as have
put forth their lIaves, of the fig-trees and the
grape-vines thereof]: (0, 1 :) it is said in the ]~

that the verb in this verse is thus, from .;.
'411, not from sa; and that J has erred in
the reading that he has given; for the reading
given by J, who ascribes this verse to Ibn-

Ahmar, is Xmi; but this is the reading of
Fr, [as is said in the 0,] and both readings are
correct; and of the latter, [accord. to which the
meaning is, and of such as lare been made to
consist of various sorts or species, of the fig-trees
and the gral-~ins thereof,] MF says, it is that
which the case requires, the commendation being
for the abundance and variety of the fruits of the
trees, rather than for the trees putting forth their
leaves. (TA.)

5: see above, in two places.- One says also,

:iU 4.3 His lip became chapped. (Ibn-

'Abbtd, O, l.) And ;l~'l eJ ':d; T%he

shank of the ostrich became chapped. (TA.)

A.;: see what next follows.

J;. and t ~J A sort, or spcies, (Lth, S,
M, 0, Mb, ~,) of a thing, (M, TA,) or of
things, (Lth, TA,) as, for instance, of household-
goods, or furniture and utensils: (TA:) [a term

subordinate to :]j and a part, or portion, or
constituent, of anything: (Lth, Msb, TA:) pl.

(of the former, M.sb) JoUl and (of the latter,
Msb) 3j. (M, O, Msb, ].)-Also the for-

mer, i. q. Uia. [meaning A quality, an attribute,
a prolierty; or a de~cription, as meaning the
aggfregate of the qualities or attributes or pro-
pertisc, of a thing, or the state, condition, or case,

of a thing]. (M, S.)-- See also ir,.

, see the next paragraph.

:iA , ( M.8 , M0, ) and a , and jZ,,
(Sh, 0, V,) the first of which is the most chaste,

(0, TA,) of a waist-wrapper (jl), (S, M,) or of

a garment, (0, ],) The ;;L thereof, i. e. (., 0)

the side thereof that has no fring of unwoven

threads: (., 0, ] :) or (M, ]) its 3; [or border]
(M) upon which is the fringe consistang of un-
voown threads: (M, K:) or any border, or side,
!tAreof: (., M, O, ]4:) accord. to IDrd, it is,

with the lexicologists, the side (4;l.) of a gar-

ment; and with others, the part in wrhich is the
fine~ of unmooen threads: (O :) and the corner

of a garment: the pL of j.L is C.Ao. and [coll.

gen. n.] J. (M.).as;AL, as used by a
poet describing the .l. [or mirage], means,
accord. to Th, t The sides, or bord~s, of the
.1j. i; the .1o_ being likened by him to a [gar-
ment such as is called] ;.. (M.) -And
'i. signifies also tA portion of a 4i [or
tribe]. (Sh, TA.)

Uo ;cB A spis, or sort, of J1 J
(i e. aloeood] not of good uality: ( M:) or
one of the worst kinds of a., (0, J4,) little dif

fering from . * [i. e. wood used in carpentry

and the like]: (0 :) or inferior to the ,l.j. and
superior to the 'XiU: (j :) used for ft,asigating
therewith: (TA:) so called in relation to a place
[the situation of which I am unable to determine
with certainty: see, respecting it, note 12 to
ch. xx. of my Translation of the Thousand and One
Niglits]. (S, O.)

Jal,~ (0, V,) or CkI 1, (M,) A male
ostrich havinq his ha;hnks exoriated: (M, 0, ] :)

pl. b.. (v.)

jg.=; inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. - [As a subst., A

literary composition; as also t j : pl. of the

former %J,3.; nnd of the latter ;A. ]

ai. J oil [Sorts, or species, separated, or
distinguisled, onefrom another; distributed, or

clafss iMd;] is a phrase similar to £I4 ,t. (.1
in art. ,,.) -See also .

.iw~~ [A literary composer; an author of a

book or books]._ ·- . ,, (z, O, g, TA,)
[in the CVg , which is wrong, for it is] like

2.a5, (TA,) Trees among which are two sorts,

dr; and fresh: (O,] :) or, accord. to Z, trees
varying in colours andfruits. (TA.)

2. .o, inf. n.. - 3, i. q. q . [Ie fomncl,

fashioned, fiured, shaped, sculpturedl, or pic-
tured: app. from the noun here following]. (1K.)

. [An idol: or an idol of a particular kind :]

a e;: ( :) or a ;Aj that is worshipped: ( :)

or a ,j, that is made of stones, and qf wood; as
is said on the autllority of I'Ab: (Mb :) or a
thing eUll known, that is carved of wood, and
that is made of molten and cast silver and cper
or bras: (M; and the like is aid in the MUb on
the authority of IF:) or the .io is made of
metab that melt; and the *Ji. is made of stone or
of wood: (MUb:) or, accord. to Hishim El-
Kelbee, the former is made of wood or of gold or

1

1

1
1

1
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[xiii. 4], Xtj. p'~ p 1"~, (TA,) i. e. Palm-
trees having one root and [others] having distinct
roots: -afa read ;Z,, like J 'i pl. of 3; of
the dial. of Temeem. (Bd.) - And hence, (TA,)
t A brother; but not so called unless coupled
with another: (Sh, TA:) or a brothler by the same
father: (Az, TA:) [or. a brotAe. by the same
mother; as is indicated by an explanation of one
of the plot in what follows:] or a brother such as

is termed J, (M, Ii,) which means by the
fatlJer and mothler: (TA in art. Jt:) and a
son; (M, X;) because he has branched forth
from one stock [with his father]: (TA:) and a
paternal uncle; (M, ]4;) but this last meaning is
taken from a trad. cited in what follows: (TA:)
the fern. is with ;: and the pl. is 6o1 [a pi. of
pauc.] and ol %.. [as above]. (M, ]i.) It is said

in a trad., '1 y . jl . t [The paternal

uncle of the man is the . of hisfather]; (T, S ;)
meaning that the stock of both is one. (T, TA.)
[And it is said that] 91.';L ' *l. -, relating
to a man's children, means t Sons of one mother
by differnt fathers, and children of diff'eren~
mothers by one father. (Har p. 608.)_- [Hence
the pl.] i1U signifies also t Lias, orfellotm.
(IAir, TA.)_ And jlF' & bB t Trwo rwe ls
near togetl er, (AZ, S, M, K, TA,) or (so in the
TA and in some copies of the O) that yield water
from one spring. (AZ, S, C, TA.) __ . also
signifies A nvidened /ell ( fi..) from wnhich water
is not drann and of the water of which no us is
made: (Ibn-Buzurj, J:) pl. Oi .. (Ibn-Bu-
zurj, TA.) - See also what follows.

A sma l [q. v.] to which no one
comes for water, (8,) and for wnhich no one
cares: dim. of t : (S:) or, as some say, (,)
a clef in a munwtain: (S, TA:) or a ravine, or
gap, ($.,) in which mater floes, between tnwo
nountains. (TA.)

Li-

and i and gao: see e., in art. y.

g.s : dim. of : see art. .

lk,t. L"I. He took it (a thing, f) mlholly:
(Fr, , :, M, >) and so 1 (M.)

1. 4.il . He chid the people or party [app.
saying to them .: see what next follows].
(TA.)

R. Q. 1. _ A' He silenced threm, saying

to them as ,. : (], TA:) and they said also
Ac:-: [for ° 'j', like as they said 'o. |

for ;A.~. (TA.)

, as also .,, (8, IAth, K,) and &.~, and 1~,
(TA,) a word used in chiding the person [or
persons] to whom it is said, (Ij, TA,) thus in the
M, or rather (TA) it is a verbal noun, (S, IAth,
TA,) used in commanding silence, (S, TA,)
meaning De silent, (8, IAth, 3], TA,) addressed

of silver or of other metal; and the latter, of
stones: or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh and El-Fihree,
the former is an image; and the latter is a shape-
less thing: or, as some say, the former is a thing
having corporealform, carved of raood or of stone
or of silver, and orshipped; and [tlle latter (in
the TA the,..n, but this I suppose to be a mistake
for the iJj,)] is a incorporeal form: or the for-
mer is a thing having theform of a human being;
and the latter, a thing having some other form:
or the former is a thing having material substance
or shaes; and the latter, a thing not having
material substance or shape: or the former is of
stones or other material; and the latter, an
embodied form: (TA:) or, accord. to IAth, the
latter [?] is anything having corporeal form, made
of metal or of wood and stones, like the form of a
human being, made, and set up, and worshipped;
and the former [?] an incorporeal form: (TA in
art. iJj: [from explanations given above, it
seems that the reverse of this is the case:]) and
Abu-l-'Abbhs states, on the authority of IAgr,
that '* -- and ';4a signify an imape (o )
that is worshipped; (TA in the present art.;)
each of these two words iq thus (t ), thlough
it would seem that accord. to the K the latter is
4. ': (TA in art.. :) , (, ) it is said
($) is an arabicized word, from c, (8, )
[which is Pers., though SM says,] I know not in
what language, for in Pers. it is z. [i. e. ']:
(TA:) the pl. is; tl; (?, M, Mb, M ;) which, as
used in the ]~ur xiv. 38, is said by Er-Righib to
mean things that dioert one from God. (TA.)

&.s.: seo the next preceding paragraph. -
Also A calamity; a dial. var. of i;; (g, TA;)
which is mentioned by Az, but omitted in the 1B
in art... (TA.)~ And The aja [or quil]
of any feather. (i.)

4. J 1 J ,.l The palm-t,ves had paris, or
triplets, or more, groming together from single
,,ots. (J4t, TA.)

e·,,

,o. }see the next paragraph.

_ One of a pair, (A~n, ?,M, ,) or ofthree,
(M, M,) or of more than two, (i,) or of more than
three, (M,) or of Jiw, or of six, (TA,) of palm-
trees, (?, M,],,) or ofany trees, (Ai'n, M, ],) or of
trees resembling one another, (M,) gronningfrom
one root; (Agn, $, M, ;) each [or every one] of
such being called the p of the other [or others
growing with it]; (An;, M ;) as also .a., (M,
1],) mentioned by Zj: (M:) two of such are
termed Ljt (8, 1) and 0 and cr",'
[which last implies that t' as well as ' is a
dial. var. of ·j,] and also V'o and &j·;' and

ej;t,, [which imply that U; and Ox and

are also dial. var. of and y and *.a.o;]

(i;) and the pl. is a l. (AZ, ?, M) and [of
pauc.] :tLa,, (M,) the former pl. differing from
the first of the duals mentioned above by being
perfectly decl. (AZ, ?,* TA,) Hepce, in the ]ur

to a single person, and to two persons, and to a
pl. number, and to a male, and to a female:
(IAth,TA:) and one says also o: Mbr
says, if you say, J_; t ;. [Be silent,' O man],
it is to distinguish between that which is determi-
nate and that which is indeterminate; being
indeterminate: (S, TA:) [i. e.,] ns IJ says, the
saying ., with tenween, is as thoughl you said
I$l; and when you pronounce it without ten-

ween, it is as though you said ,5Jl: or, as
IAth says, when with tenween, it is as though
you said, U4 - i; and when without tenween,
as though you said, 4k; J3 J! , ti.
(TA.)

L , (Mgh, L, Mqb, TA,) aor. :, (Mqb,)

|inf n. o (Mglh, L, Msb, TA) [and app.
A~ also, and perlhaps A·.., q. v.], said of hair,
[and of a camel's ifur or hair,] It mas, or became,
such as is termed ,n,l, i. c., of the colmur trned

*. ,
|; (Mgh, L, Mqb, TA;) as also t .land
| 4,t,..i(L, TA.) - See also L.

4. 7 1m ! lie (a stallion [meaning a stallion
camel]) had young ones such as are termed

, [pl. of 1.]f born to him: (g:) or,
accord. to the M and L, he (a man) had children
such as are so termed born to himn. (TA.)- See
also rtc.

9and 11: see the first pargraph.

: see what next follows.

(.. A, Mgh, Msb, ) and , a. (.,
Mgh, Msb, .K) and ' .o, (A, Mgh, Ig,) [the
last said in the L and Msb and TA to be an
inf n., (see 1,) and so may be each of the others,
used as simple substs.,] Rednes, (T, Mgh, Myb,

o) r [a red~s such as is termdj] Sil, (S,.J,)
in the hair (T, 8, Mgh, Msb, 1.) of the head (T,
., Mgh) and of the beard, we/n tie exterior is
red, with blacknes in the inerior: (T, Mgh:)
or a tin of rednel~ over the hair, the roots being
black, so that the hair when anointed appears as
thouth it were black: (As, TA:) or rednem in
blackness: (A:) or redness, of the hair, tinged
over with blackness: or, as some say, rednus of
|the whvol of the hair. (TA.)

| : a see the next preceding paragraph.

| 4., applied to a camel, i q. , [q. v.];
(S, ] ;) and its fem., with ;, is syn. with 1,.
[fem. of 1...l]: or a camel of which the origin is
referrel to a certain stallion, or a pace, named
|t : (S, I :) or, if not used as a prefixed noun,
it means sprung from a stallion named , ... :
Tarafelt uses the fem. as a prefixed noun in the
|phrase XaRh aej. 1 [A she-camel of th lor

termed .o in the long hairs beneath the loer
jaw]: (T, TA:) but Himyin [without using it as
a prefixed noun] says,

*Makin to ifyfrom her, ort makeA *tofy
[AFakng to fly ffrom her, or it makes to fly fro

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j
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her, thefr.of the colour tered ]; meaning

¢t1$ ; contraeting it, and ch anng the LS into
*: and El-'Aiij applies vf,2 in a similar

manner, u an epithet, to a camel's lip. (TA.)
- Abso FIl, or complde, without lack or defect.
( -) And applied to camels (.) as meaning

nrom whick tle poor-ate has not been taken;
(],,TA;) thy being keft complete, without lack
or dqfeis"ny. (TA.) - And, applied to a man,
(, TA,) Low, ignoble, or mean; (TA;) for

whom, or to whom, there is no OJ~~ [or rgister
of the nam of p~ e or th like]. (g, TA.)
_And Hard, strong, vehement, or violent.

(A, ].) ienee, A;. ,.. S A hard, or vi-

lent, deatA; like l ;i . (A, TA.)

4 t 44% (0,) or co o (so in
copy o the ]g, in the C lg i,) all

to ewes to be milked: (O, !:) it [i. c. ] is
a n~me for Es: (O :) in one copy of tie L, a
call to the stallion (meaning the stallion camel] on
the occasion of covering. (TA.)

,4 ;A hard tlace: (Sli, J:) pl. ,;, ;.
(Sh,TA.) Lel ground: (. :) so some say:
(Sb, TA:) pl. as above: (TA:) or ;,; has
this meaning. (O.) Any place, (s,) or any kigk ,
or rgged, or high and rgge, ground, or place
of a mountain, (0,) upon which the sun it e
mently hot so that fles-mat is broiled tpon it:

(O, 1]:) Ltb asigns this meaning to .; but
AM *ays that the right word is .vo. (TA in
art. rv,. ) And A hard rock: and toam:
(.:) [or] by stones are here meant hard roceL:
(0 :) [but] this is a meaning of the pl. ,.
(JK.). A hard, or strong, camel; femrn. with S:
likened to the stones so called. (T, O, TA.)_.
.And A tal man. (I.) And A hot day:

(:) or a day intea~ hot: (O, TA:) and so
~.A. (TA.)- And Intmenen of heat: (.:)
so on the authority of IAr alone; others ex-
plaining it a an epithet. (TA.)

4.1, applied to hair, (A, TA,) [and to camel's
far or hair,] and to a man, (g,) and to a camel,
(A,) or to a male [of mankind and of camels],

(Mg,G Mb,) fem. t;;:.: (A,Mgh, Mb :) pl.
,~d: (f, A, M9b, V:) Of the colour temned 4
[expL above]: (f, A, Mgh, Mb :) au some say,
(TA,) applied to hair, it means aing redhne
intermid with it/s witnes: (], TA:) accord.

to A, It isn rrly the same aJs ~I: (TA:)

applied to a camel, having red intrmnnied
with Air iteness, the upper part of the fur
bing rd, and t iwner parts rwhite: (f:) or not
1hauu t ier parts [of the fur] int ly white,
thLank and sides having soehat of nwhiteness;
the ~,l being ls white than what is termed
.i, hain a duLy hue in the upper parts and a
Sditess in te lkoer parts: (T, TA:) or not
intnsely hit : (QI:) or, accord. to IA*r, white :

and he says that the .d and.;.l were called by
the Araba "the lunreysh of camels," i. e. the
most noble, and the best, as ]ureysh were con-
sidered by then, the best of them; also, that 4

Bk T.

was said to be the most famous and the best of
colours, and that a she-camel of that colour was

said to be the most swift of all: [see also j. as
applied to a camel:] but accord. to AV, .j! ap-
plied to a camel signifies white; and o;,
white intermixed with redness: (TA:) [see also

&tea:] the dim. is n 1. (Myb.)_- .

JLJI [lit. Persons red, or reddish, &c., in rnpect
of tihe mustacCes, &.,] is a.designation of ene-
mies; and is applied to them even if not really
J4tIt ll .o : (A9 , S, A,; L, K:) originally ap-

plied to the Greeks (.*j1), because redness of
the hair was [common] among them, and-they
were enemies of the Arabs: (S, L, TA:) applied
to others, it designates them as being as great

enemies as the Greeks. (TA.) -~, 1o l is an
appellation of The lion: (IC:) because of his
colour. (TA.)-And [for the same reason]

is a designation of The mal ostrich. (L,

TA.) -Hence also (S, TA) ; signifies
W'ine: (.s, :) or wine expresd ~from white
grapes: (1 :) used in this sense as a proper name:
(AHIIn, ] :) but also used without the article Jl;

being originally an epithet. (TA.) - .~...
.A cold day: (]:) or a day intensely cold.

(A, TA.)

,Ig~., dim. of, q. v. (Mfb.)

Flesh-meat mixed with fat. (A, TA.)

-- t What is termed h. [here app. meaning
cut into strps or dices, and laid uponrlive coas,
or rocn rocky und ehmently heated by tle

nam (see ' ) ], (O, ], and so in a copy of the
, in some copies of the 1] M.ii, and in one copy

,.e,) of roast flesh-meat. (Q, 0, !.) - And
Wild animals (,..,j) [of various kinds or spe-
cies] mixed together. (0, X, and in one of my
copies of the S.)

1. ,, (S, A, 1g,) aor. ', inf. n. ,, (1,) He
melted, or liquefied, a thing, (, A, 1],) such as
fat, (A, TA,) and the like; (TA;) as also tjola.t.
(5) The saying ;pr &Uj v, app. means

t I w assuredly melt the [in the fire of Hell by
making thee to swear a bitter oath]: (S :) or t I
will assuredly make thee to swear a hard oath.
(A.) One says also, 4;4;

;W & 4 t [I caued such a one to melt, by
making him to swear a false oath that would
procre for him, as a cons ce thereof, the fire
of H11]. (AO.) - Also, inf. n. as above, He, or
it, burned: he thorog~ly cooked with fire. (TA.)
-: It (heat) affected him sm'ly. (A.) And
; - t 2 Thsun affected him seerey by
its heat, (,* A, !,' TA,) so thtat it paind his
brain. (TA.) Ibn-Ahmar says, describing the
young one of a 5lJ, (J, O,) which was bearing
water to it, (O,)

* ' a ' as 0 6 

i. e. ['he bearing water to a castaway, cast upon

a plai/n,] which te sun wa melting, [or mrely
affecting,] and [which did not melt, meaning]
whkic endured the sun's melting it. (?,* 0. [In
both of my copies of the I, and in the O and TA,
the first word is S) as above; not tS.;])

And you say, *Jljl l ' The heat made
the hameleon's back to glisten. (TA.) - And
*'i-, _p. IIe seasoned his bread with s;5 ,
(AZ, A, TA,) i. e. melted fat. (A, TA.) And

J . IIe anointed his had wnith ;;;. (A,

1.) And e,; 'j He anointed his body with
er, C[which is like ]. (L, TA.)

also signifies t lIe brought, or drew, it (i. e. a
thing, 0) nemar, [to him or it]; and so t ;1l.

(O, TA.)

3. j, , (I,) inC. n. 3l;.; (TA;) and
..w aL; andw,, 1~, and.~,,; He became
that kind of relation to taen termed ~ ; (5 ~;)

and so, 5,*,d: (Mgh in art. : &:) or,l,At.
he took to himef a wiferom a ng them; (Q,
A,Myb;) and so,' l *,.: (A:) and V~*$

cnnected hianelf with thm, and became,
or made him.lf, an object of inviolable rot~pect,
by a coernant of mutual protection, or by relation-
ship, or consanguinity, or by marriage: (IAr,
$:) or. _ he soAt to bring himl nar
to them by the rdeatioAip term.cd,.. (T, TA.)

4: see 3, in three places._ -One says also,
L,S .JII~ 1_ The army drew near to the

[other] army. (A, 0,1.)mSee also 1, last
sentence.

7. ?..a. It (a thing, ,, 1], such as fat, and the
like, TA) became meted, or iquefud. (8, 1.)-
See also 1.

8. j,JboI: see 1. ~ Also 1 His (a chameleon's)
back glistened by reason of the hat of the sun;
(A, 1g;) and so t;1tot. (?, ]L)- And He

ate . (0, V.)
11: see the next preceding paragraph.

Roasted, broiled, or fried; syn. Jd

(TA.)-_ And Hot; syn. j.. (Kr, 1.)

_,. Rdlationsdip; nearnes with repect to
kindred; syn. :j4i (A, 15:) and [ajfinity; or]
the sacred, or inviolable, .tie (.*.) of relation-
sdip consisting in being a father or brother or
otAer kinsman of a man's wife : (Mgh, 1 :) and
t ;~.0 the sacred, or inviolable, tie (I..) of
relationhip by marriage: (A:) Fr makes the
former word of the fem. gender. ($gh, TA.) .
And A ration, or kinsma n, or kinswoan, of a
man's wife: (Kh, $, A, Mb :) and of a woman's
husband: (A:) or the fatler or brother or other
kinsman of a woman's husband; syn. .*. [and
.. &c. (see art. _..)]: (Kh, Aq, 1Sk, Mb :)

and the father or brother or other kinsman of a
man's wife: (Kh, A, ISk, , M9b, 1 :) so accord.
to some of the Arabs: (Kh, Aq, $, Msb :) or none
says otherwise, accord. to AV, and 1A,r says the
like: (Mgh :) or any relation of a man's wifj or
of a woman's husband whom it is uilawful to
marry; as thefather, and brother, and son, and

219)
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paternal mc , and maternal uncle: (Az, Mb :)
or a man's relation by marriage: and a kinsman
of a man's relation by marriage : (A :) or a man
wAo has married among a p~ope: (Lth, Mgh :)
and the Aluband of a man's daughter: and the
husband of a man's idter: (IApr, ]:) Fr says
that, in the ]Cur. xxv. 56, it signifies, a relation
whom it is lawful to marry; as the daughter of a
paternal uncle, and of a maternal uncle, and the
like: and i in the same, a relation whom it is
unlawful to marry: Zj, that the former signifies a
relation whom it is unlaful to marry: and the
latter, such as is not aj., of those mentioned in
the lur [iv. 27], from the words "your mothers
are forbidden unto you" to the words "and your
combining [as your wives] two sisters:" I'Ab
explains _ and jv in the former passage of
the ][ur differently from Fr [altogether], and
differently in part from Zj; saying that the former
applies to the seven relations first mentioned in
iv. 27 in the ](ur, and ,. to the remaining six
there mentioned and that mentioned in the next
preceding verse; [so that it includes a man's
foster-mothier, who has auckld him; his foster-
sister, who has been sucked with him; his wife'st
mother.; his steWp-dawgAter under his guardian-

sailp, born of his ie unto whom he huas gone in;
liis son's wife; his wife's sister combined whith that
srife; and his father's tvwife;] and this, says Az,
is correct: (Mgh :) in the ~ur xxv. 56, it means
r-4 j, whether male or female: (Jel:) or Z.13

, .. : (130:) pl. ; ($, A, M 9b, j, &c.) and

!,r.; (s ;) whichl latter is extr. (TA.) [I.'.,
applied to a female, pL %L1, is app. post-
elassical.] -_ And : A grae, or epAchre: (ISd,
] :) for they used to bury their daughters alive,
and say, "We have married them to the grave :"
then, in the time of El-Islam, this expreuion was
used, and it was said, ° , I 'aI. [An cel

lent wn-in-law is the grave]: or it means, cor-
rectly, that which supplies the place of the ,v.
(I8d.)

i. q. [q. v.]; ( ;) a dial. var. of
the latter word; signifying A thipig lik a A
[or water~-trough, or tank]: ($ :) accord. to Az,
a construction of clay and stones, built between

[and acros] tn.o narrow branchs (9,.f) of a
sall waterourse (I. aZ) of a ~ally, so that the
water id keqt back thereby, and tihey drink from
it a long time. (TA.)

; A melter. offat: and a roaster, broiler, or
frer: pl.~. (C.)

si. [i. q. *; as meaning] MAelted, or
lIqwel (9, K.) [And used also as a subst., in
the sense of gjt..] - Also Bread easoned with

G ; and o . (A, o, TA.)

{,P What is mlted (AV, :, TA) offat, (A 9,
TA,) and the Uke: (TA:) or (TA, in the V
"and ") any piece offat, (., TA,) whether small

or larye: (TA:) and tmarrow; syn. U, and

d; (], TA;) which meaa the same. (TA.)

One ays, .J i 1. nuere is not in tu

camel anyfatne~ (3); (ISk, $;) or ang mar-
row. (TA.)

o;b: seees.m , first sentence.

Jot! The shath ofthA moon. (]. [See what
is meant thereby voce *t_; of which it is a dial.
var. in this sense, and app. in other senses also.])

jg;~ nA thing (A, O, ], TA) like a [or
pulpit], of clay, (9, TA,) or of wood, (TA,)for
the wush~old utensil of brass (A, O, IC, TA) and
the like, (0, .K,) which are put thercon: (A, O:)
but ISd says that it is not of establislled authority.
(TA.)

'.)rO:: scesee, in two places.

with 1. or p ter They plastered a

with C.;G [or pylaetr of quick lime]. (L.)

Q. 2. Z; 1 j-. [They madefor themdnwe
a 5, i. e. a .L*.]. (T and TA in art.

t (9, A, Msb, ]O) and , but this
latter is of weak puthority, (Myb,) and V ?. ,

(S, g,) ua also , by a change of the last
letter, (ISd, TA,) A wu, [i. e. watring-trough,

or tank], (],) or a thing like a .w.,4 (9, A,) in
wAich water collects; (?,A,g;) a tank, or cia-
tern, for rain-water: (ISd,TA:) arabicized:
(Mb:) originally Pers.: pl. [t .(9.) [See

also , in artLj.,.]

~1;;: see the next preceding paragraph: -

and also that here following.

t Mfade riith JG, (],) i.e. ;g [or

plaster of quick limne]. (TA.) One says WW.

a9.:i [A tank, or the like,] made with tL

(S.) And in like manner, t ?L* La [A

watering-trougth, or ta,nk,] plaster~d oith .jL.
(L.)

L ; l A vehement voice. (, O, 0,.) A rhjiz
says,

1 * * 0 *H o , 1 ....a * ; : ,

[Sle has rended my head hoa,y by a vteuemnt
voice]. (TA.) - And A clamorous old woman;
(9, 0,, TA;) ~ehen.ent of voice; (TA;) and
so jL.-.; (TA;) so too 'P =. (Ad,,

0, g.) ~;4I L is applied to a man, as
meaning VeYm~ t of voie: and in like manner
to a hawk. (TA.)

p .;;: see the next preceding paragraph.

Q.L for te: see R. Q. 1 in art.
a.

[BooK I.

1. j,, said of a horse, aor. (9, O, Msb, O.)
and :,(M,b, ],) inf. n. ,, M(, O , 
[and Jl3 is an intensive inf. n., (see 3 o
below,)] 1e neighod; lit. uttered his voice; or
vaoce. (, O, .)

[B· . JI ; The horses neighed, one to
another. See an ex. in a verse cited voce .J,
where ML 3 occurs for ,jALa .]

v: see the next paragraph, in two places.

A voice ith hloarsene, roghness, harsh-
tscu, or gru.iJ.ae ; [this is app. correct, or nearly
so; but what follows I think evidently wrong;
and probably taken from a copy of the 0, in this
instance incorrect;] like t '0 : and °. is *yn.
ivith l : (]~ accord. to the CK and TA: [to
which is added in the TA, i. e. hoarteau, rougk-
iws, /ha7sit?t,. or gr,'ff ems, in toe vroice:]) or ayn.
witAh ~: (so in my MS. copy of the 1J:)
[the explanation given hy gglh al)pears to be cor-
rectly as follows:] one says, .o dy, L and
J_, i. c. [In his ri;ce is] starlmces and hard-
nes: it is said in a trad. of Umm-Magbad, i

,o 4.. or j_, accord. to different relations:
and A'Obeyd says that vIa1 is like 1 [i. e.

hoareness, &c.], not intensC, but pleasing. (Thus
I find in the O.) [It is said in Ijar p. O46
that J_.1 and t v1J sihmifyv eUII '' 1J: but
I think that tlhis lzas lbeen takeni fiom some com.
mentator who had foualll ).It and JAl rro-
neously written for ja.Lll and J.Il, with ,s.]

0j~,: sec the next mpragraph.

'.. [an inf. n., see 1,] and jt (S, o, 0 )
and ? 4L.t, of wlhich the p1. is Jl 3 , (0, ],)

and t ..s, [which last is an intensive inf. n.,]
(O,) The neighing or ncihyl, lit. the roicing dr
voice, of tie hAo,w7: (9, 0, .I:) similar to
and t;~ (e, TA) in relation to the ass. (TA.)
Jeb0 .j J LI mcans Poeors of horses and
of camnel: (TA in art. bl:) it is said in a tradl.
of Umm-Zarg, Jat,i *I i I
[And Ie set me amnong powsaor of Aorsea and of
camels]: (0, TA :) she meant that she was among
people of little property, and he transferrcd her to
people of much wealth; for the lK~ssessors of
horses and of camels are more [rich] than the
possesors of sheep or goats. (TA in the present
art.)

j NVeighing, lit. uttering his voice; [or
rather that neigjl mucA or often;] an epithet
applied to a horse; (J],* 9, Msb,'1 ] ;) and so
t J3 ; and *V ,u .ij (Jg. [But these two
I find not elsewhere in this sense.]) - [Hence,]

;14 H;J Horase. (TA in art. i.';. [It should
e observed that .A applied to irrational beings

is pl. oft! as well as of ii !.])

JC and * 8.0 j3: see jIl.- JL ap
plied to a he-oamel signifies Tat strike, or beats,
(0, 8,) with hifore leg and hit hind lg, (',) and
bites, and does not er utter a g bing cry, in
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onseQWuen of hi disdainfiess, (0, V,) but vosh~
insidemaks a conf~sed and continued, or rumbling,
sound, (, TA,) by reason of his disdait^,1s :

(TA:) so expl. by Lth: one says J&tO ~ and

S?re1-: (O, TA:) and ZR> ;lS ii (O,K)

and JlG : (O, TA:) or AL ,3 signifies a

stallion camel escited by hust, amaulting [the
shcamelx], and causing a sound to be heurdlfrom

his inidei; as also &Lt l . (TA in art. .)

And 1,) j appliedi to a man, t Vehnemnt in

sprinying or rushing, or in assaulting or attack-
ing, and in excitement or provocation: (M, J,
TA:) or a man whose anger is vehemcnt; as also

4 j. (TA in art. jvZ.)

tj. is cxpl. by Reiske as signifying Fi7ma
ac tenaw durities: so says Freytag: but I find
not any authority for this.]

iL&G : see : and see also Arl, in art.

-J. _ Its pl., jm4., is also applied (by the poet

Aboo-Zubeyd Et-T4-ee, O, TA) to The sounds of
>1 [i. e. iron dotels or spades]. (0, 1.) Also

(by the poet Tcmeem Ibn-Abec-Mu1bil, O, TA)
to The sound offJies among lherbage; (0, ;)
app. meaning the humming or buzzing, [snds]
of theirflying. (0, TA.)

3);a3: see JCV.r

. and an

1. ;; [or ' ], aor. u' inf. n. ,
accord. to A'Obeyd; or accord. to Kh; It
(a wound) was, or became, moist: (g:) or 1 or
>° [as written in different copies of the 1],
aor. '; and ' ; he had a.rwund and it becalMs

moist. (V.) - And the former, He had much

poty. (Az, V.) - And i q. t [He became
advanced in age, orJidlgroun; &c.]. (TA.)

3. ;%AL, (Q,) inf. n. lULZ, (TA,) as expl. by

IAy, (TA,) lIe mounted upon its, or his, 3v,e
[q. v.]; (8, TA;) said with reference to a moun-
tain and to an animal. (TA.)

4. U H He had a complaint of the j9
[q. v.]; (1, TA;) said of a hors (TA.) 

aII elt~ He anointed the boy, or young male

child, ith dcaric d butter, and put him in the
sun, in cosuence of a disease (M,]) that had
befallen him: (iJ:) or he o anointed him, and
put him to sleep in the sun, in consequence of a
disease. (JK.)

;: see , in art. .

&;.: see the next following pragraph, last
sentence but one.

i* The part of the bacA, of a horse, which is
th place of the saddle-cloth: (?:) or the mnooth,

or sof, part ( j* L1 [so in copies of the V, but

the right reading is app. j L, lit. the part that

is fo~d to be smooth, or oft, to sit upon, see an
ex. of this verb in the gam p. 675,]) of the two

sides of the 9ij; [or bach] of the horse: (.:) or
the part, of t/,e bach, of the horse, hereon the
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rider sits: (p, and EM p. 43: [sec an ex. of one

of its ph. voce w &i.1) aud (]) the hinder part

of the hump of the camel; (JK, ];) also called

the av1;; (JK;) or, as some say, the [part
called] j 1;, which one sees above the rump:

(TA:) pl. 1;4lI and [iHe. (.) [Hence, app.,]
one says, and E . meaning [ A fat hc-goat.

(TA.) And 1;! signifies also The middle
portions of the :esh ertending along the two sides
of the bachbone of a bird of the species termed

i. (TA.) -Also The uppemost part of any
mountain, ($,) and of anything. (Iar p. 374.)
- And The esterior uppermost part of a house,

or chamber; the interior uppermost part thereof

being called d1 . (Ilam p. 725.)_ And A
tower (JK, S, O) made (JK, ;) upon a hill, (JK,
S, g:,) on the hilghst art thereof: (JK, ] :) pl.

. e,, (Jl~,) or , (,) , which is extr. [in
respect of rule], like _ pl. of ;.,: mentioned
by A.Iei. (TA.) _ And The like of a cave, or
cavern, in a mountain, in nwhich is water (.K,

TA) of the rain: (TA :) pl. te, (l, TA,) with

kesr and the long I: (TA:) or ;tLo signifies

places in which water falls, upon the heads of

mountains, like the 3iB .[a mistranscription for

qj., q. v.]: (JK :) [or,] accord. to AA, places

in which water wells forth; pl. of ' o',: but in

the handwriting of Az, ,I" is expl. as meaning
the flaces in which water wells forth; and as pl.

of &,.: in the Mj, tc. is said to be pl. of

t and of ;'e also. (TA.) And A de-
pressed tract of land to which stray camels betahe
themselv: (V:) or a d prssed place surrounded
by mountains; (JK;) [or] so * aQtv., accord. to

Az. (TA.)

;l~: asee what next precedes.

2. HS' $5es. He made LY [i. e. signs et
up for th guidance of travellrn] in the way.

(TA. [The verb is originallmyg ; : and US" is

pl. of ;y.]) ~ [See also art. SJy.]

4. -- 1 Lq" The pople, or party, alighted

in what are termed -, meaning ted [or
rugged and ~leated] tracts of land. (Int, TA.)
m [See also art. tS.q.]

.i q. LU, (V,) so in the Tekmileh, (TA,)

applied to a thing, meaning Empty, void, or
acant. (TI.)

lye: see what follows, near the end.

~ A ig for the guidance of travellers, con-
sisting of stones, (AA, S, IAth, Msb,) set up
(IAth, Mpb) in the way (M#b) in an untkno
desert: (IAth:) or a sone that is asign [for
guidane] in the way: (M, :) or an eleCates
sign of the way, et up in ruged ground: (M::

pl. ty (AA, , M, IAth, Mob) and pl. pil
fi,l , (M, M9b, g,) the latter like ,U,I pl. o:

,.1, (Mob, TA,) or, as some say, this is a pl.

not a 1L pL (TA.) It is said in a trad., 01i

p

I
1

r

j1Jt t )[Verily El-
Isddm has signs and marks of guidance like those

of the way]. (S.) -Hence [the pl.] irf[ is
applied to signify Graves: (S:) occurring in a
trad. in this sense. (TA.) -And the sing., ($,
.K,) accord. to As, (s,) signifies Rugged and
elevated ground, (S, u,) but ife.'ior to a moun-
tain: (S:) or an elevated and a rugged Spolt, upon
whiAch, sometimes, stones are et up in order that
one may be directed thereby to the righlt way;

like . (M in art. .) And A place of

varying, or of coming and going, (g i ) of
the wind: (S, ] :) a poet says, (namcly, Imra-cl-
Kcys, TA,)

[meaning, if the explanation be correct, and the
citation appropriate, And a wind blen them

(referring to the word ., i. e. live coals, in a
verse immediately preceding) in the place of
varying of the places of varying of the wind]:
(S:) but Aboo-Zekereeyh, in the margin of his
book [or his copy of the S], throws doubt upon
the word meaning " wind" [in this explanation].
(TA. [See Do Slane's " Diwan d' Amro'lkais,"
p. 20 of the Arabic text and p. 34 of his. transla-
tion.]) ~ Also An asnemblage of beasts, or birds,
ofprey: (M, K :) on the authority of Kr. (M.)

And The sound of the eclho: (1 :) mentioned
by Az; but written by him with fet-h [i. e.

1 ;s ]. (TA.) o l, expl. in the 1 as
meaning He took it in its fresh state (3, j. [in
the CK erroneously dIlir]), is a mistranscrip-

tion; correctly, o5, with fet-l to the 6,, and

with , as written by Az. (TA. [L and .*j,
both omitted in the IX, are expl. in their proper

place in the TA as syn. with 3~o and .1L.])

1. 4.C, ($, M, A,) [aor. ~s, inf. n.

(S, M, A, V) and ,.,L (I-ar p. 240,) said of
rain, (S, M, A,*) It poured forth; (M, A, K ;)
as also t r,le;: (M, ]:) or it dsnded; and
? , ; signifies the like. (S.) A poet says,

8

which may mean, [And may] the descendin of
the rain called the & [and continuos rain, or

conotio and still rain, pouring for, mater
thy districts, not i~uriy them]: or it may mean,
[may] th rain of the season called th CO [&c.]:

so says IHsh. (MF, TA.) And one says of a

calamity (;o ), on the occasion of its befalling,

, k., meaning It became [or fell] in its jt
tor ettled or fjed plae, or in the place mhre it
should remain]. (8, TA. [See also art. ) 
And , aor. as above, (M, TA,) inf. iI. .,
(K, TA,) It, or he, came from a high place; (,
TA;) desnded from above; (M, TA;) u also

t ,* 3: (], TA:) and (TA) it, or he, d ed;
went dowm, domnmards, down a dcliity, or
from a hig r to a lowerplace or postio; or it
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oPed dowtn; syti. ; and so V '.4 (M
TA. [See also 4, first sentence; and see 2, las
sentence.]) _- [tIence, app.,] .q 1tj$ They fel
upon them, or assaulted them: and agrecably
with this meaning is expl. the saying of the Hu
dhaleo,

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* ' ' ^ d 3 ~,,;

meaning [They fell upon, or asaulted, si.c tents,
or dwiellingJs, aend f our; so that it was as thougy/
there n,ere upon them] numnerou. locusts. (TA.)

_-- .,' [app. meaning , .~1 signifies also
The sky's bringing rain. (A, ].) -And. Thi
pouringforth (A, ., TA) of water [&c.]. (TA.)
One says, 42'; ,..t 1ie poured forth the water;
as also v . (M, TA.)-.,.o as syn. with
,,e:1 see the latter in eigit places.

9: see nbove, last sentence but one.- [Hence,
J*a'

app.,p] b!J zt. o t I sent forth, or started, or
let go, the horse in running. (?, TA.) - And

is the contr. of j.-. 3 [generally in a
trans. sense (though also in an intrans. sense as
will be seen below); i. e. it signifies The making

to decend]. (Mf, TA.) One says, ::~;.,;. l.Ie
lowered, or depremed, his head. (S, A, Mgh,
Mb, I(.) And I1j . S [ay God d'~.,. 1 [J/lay God de-

grade him; lit.] may God lower, or depwes, his
head. (TA.) It is said in a trad., si ~ >.

j'l ~. i., ; --- I whiich, accord. to Aboo-
Diwood Es-Sijistanee, is abridged, and means,
lf'hoso cuts down, or lops, a ij~ [which is a

species of lotc-tree], in a desert, by the shade
whereof the traveller shelters himself, withoutjust
cause, God wil, or may God, lower his head
[in the fire of Hell]. (L, TA.) And one says,
**N *v9* lie lowred, or d~red, his hand, or
armw. (L, TA.) And &U1I ).4 He inclined the
esel (Mgh, Myb) downwards, in order that

what was in it might run [out]: (Mgh :) or he
lowered, or depreed, the v~ l; and in like

manner, d1 l .1. [the head qf the pi,ce of
twod]. (T,TA.)_-And a .1 ,.p.. [ie
dirwcted his sight towards him]. (Myb in art. .J.

[From '.wy11.]) And asy .l.:

see art. .. And 4 . y t% I said that
his sayimng wa ,,l. [i. e. right; or I pronounced

his saying to be right]. (Myb.) And &1; '."
j [He pronounced his opinion to be right]. (A.)

And . 1 t' aid to him ~1 [Thou hast hit
the right thing; or said, or done, right]. (S, g.)
You say, , h,43, .rI. ' ,U.' I 
l [If Ido, or say, wrong, ted me that Ihave done

so; and if I do, or say, right, tell me that I have
doe so]. (A, TA.)~_ .t3 is also the contr.
of .a. in an intrans. sense as well as in the
tram. sense mentioned above:] one says, ojtl

# - 0[ hat
LS" 3 ~ ehl [Long have continued
my d~sceding, or goiy down, and my ascending,
or going up, in the/ land]. (A in art. ,a..)

4. ~t., (M, TA,) inf. n. a1,I, (M, 1, TA,)

[Boox I.
,1 ie dcecended, or mvent down, into a lover land, or in my opinion, [he says,] here is from the

t country; contr. of..l. (M, K,STA. [See also phrase w,jI t *-JI t[expl. above; the
V 1 as syn. with 5; and se 2, last sentence.]) ~- meaning of the verse being, But how should the
Y l $1 .tt, [inf n. as above,] said of an cenuring women hope for my cot'raning

- arrow, [It hit, or struck, the butt, or target; or myself to behave with hardines, and for my
rcent righft thereto;] (, TA ;) and -~t, ($, being patient, when the beloved of the ow ha

TA,) or -. JI ',.p, (M,) aor. ', (S, M,) been smitten by death, or by the decree of death;
inf. n. .,.., (. , TA,) likewise said of an arrow, for ISd adds,] ; I ... JI L a,.1 i.
(fi, M, TA,) signifies the samc; (S, TA;) or ,l,to lt . (M, TA.*)- [..,t l is also used in
said of an arrow is intrans. (M.) And ,ot1 many phrases in which its agent is likened to an
alone, [as though used elliptically,] (MCb, TA,) archer.] One says, IJI ,,1 I [He hit the
inf. n. as above; (M.si, .K;) and -,L,, aor. riiht thitg or lpoint, or the object, or aim, of his
-r'--, (S, Msb,) inf. n. aeo, (S,) or -'.); wor.ts or of his actions]: (A:) and ;l,il .,.1

e(Mb, ;) and ' yl, aor. , inf. n. ; [whlichl means the same]. (.R in art. j...) And(Mqb, ]g;) and a .'o or. ~ j,inf. n. ;
)(Msb;) likewise said of an arrow,(8, Msb,)It .. tol alone [means thus likewise; or] t he said,
went rihyht; did not deciate frnm the right or did, that * vhich was right. (M,]~.e) And
course: (., g,' TA:) or it reachedtl [or hit] th ' . .. t le hit theri ft thingttn
oblject of ai,,. (Ml:.) And a,a1 V ,,jLo, his syingy and htis deed; (Msb ;) and so 4 u!

-in ,his opinion; contr. of .1 LA (A.)' And(M,A,TA,) aor. .,., (A, TA,) inf. n. i,. o,; t. of . (. Adand *- * - ~ A,TA, in.'n.jLot t liec attainedl, or obtainted, the thingand o, (M, TA,) said of an arrow, (M, A, t attain or otai, th tin
TA,) It went right 'towards the thin.q, or tanimal,;TA,) It wn t the thc oranialthat lie suhtt, or wanted: whience the saying,
,hot at; (M, TA;) as also . T A. (TA.)_ Also :. j h .,Ltol [and so app. WiLt (see jk)]
s,,, - eto1,1 (,S TA,) and ,C o .,,tol, t ̀ le obtained hi (desired enjoymet of hi wife:

(TA,) [said of n man, as is indicated by the (Meb:) U .,..ol occurs in a trad., [as a
context in the S and TA, He hit the butt, or euphemism,] said by the wife of HIandhaleh,
target;] he did wnot missx the butt, or target. meaning t He compressed me: (Mgh:) and it
(TA.) And r,alo alone is said of an archer or is said i , . .
the like [as meaning lie hit thc object of hit Is sal m a trad., L..J 1 ,>. 5 jt.
aim]: (Mb :) one says, [le shot, or j,A , meaning t used to kt, [the ad of

ca,t, and /lit the o;jct of his aim]. (A.) _ somle one or more f his wvives w hen he was fastd-
[Hence, likening an event, &c., to an arrow,] one ig]. (TA: and the like is said in the Mgh.)
says also, p. l ~Lo, inf. n. as above, t [An ecent Amd t. 41JI o. toA f t fie took, or took
smotehi o f i ao him, or befellh ;] and 4, of t.he nolprty and other things
inf. n. j".,, signifies the same. (Msb.) And (TA.) And siI .'L.I ! [Ie hit upon, or
;'. ZlGI t [An .filletlon, o r a calamity, h., li"hted on, the thing;] he found the thin. (g ,

stnorcon oraM, K,' TA.) And aLt [t Ie found it, metsmote him, or befell him]. (..) And JJ.ic ittsl with it, or ex.periee'(ed it; namely, a good or an
t The thing raclwd him [so as to tahe ejfct JPm ecvil event. And t lIe fnndl it 01ot, or diwcored
him]: (Mgh,' Msb:) whence the saying, s.$Lol it; naniely, an enigma (sec 8 in art. q..)or the

'L ,l , ? .UI 0 . > t [There rcachedl 1im &c., like. And] t ile found it to be yiglat: and t he
of tlw sayings of the people, what rached hitn *; it, conseiered it, or held it, to be right. (TA.
&c.]. (Msb.) [Thus tropically used, tL.t may [See also 10.]) And t lre aimed at it; (An, TA;)
generally be rendered It hit, sztrucl, smote, t he desired, n 'ihved, ,illed, intended, or meant,

vounded, hurt, a§fecte,l, a.taile(l, or befell, 'ti,m. it. (A,, M, A, M.I, TA.) One says, Jg 4 t
O,e~~ sas ,.. ~, ad, an ' , -D-. '~.Z{; ' ' One says, e..* .Lot1 and , iand CAJ U L..·, .,r'l..WJ II t Stuch a one ainwed at, and

&c., t A ditease, and plain, and wrindl, &e., smote desired, [to say] that which nas right, (A9 , M9b,*
TA,) and failed of ffiving ri.q4tl te,t . (.,affected, or amsale,d, hi,,i.] Anil TA,) andfaild of givin ritly t reply. (A,

(S, Msb,) aor. . G, inf. n. ,,., (M,b,) t[The TA.) And L QI t [rhVither do ye two
rainfell, or lighted, upon hi,n, or it; iretted him, des.ire to go?]; a saying of Ru-beh. (TA.)
or it;] he, or it, was rained ulon. (S.) And .1 g.1&.j in the ]ur [xxxviii.

-"M --- a
,,j,;,l v'I1 .t i. c. t [T/e shy, or clou&ds, 35, referring to the wind], has been expl. as
or rain,] watered tih earth, or land, colously: meaning t [Running by his command sofy, or

[it gently,] lehithe,soever le deireth. (M,* TA.)(Lth, M,TA :) or it means yya. Ity;to [it 15 ZI.
Jmote it ith rain; or i nt main upon it]. (M, L, And .. I qJI al Ltoll, said in a trad., in reply

TA.) In the following verse, cited by IAar, to a question respecting the interpretation of a
& , .£. , text, means t God desireth, or meaneth, [thereby,]

· .u. , -3 *wvhat lIe desireth, or meaneth. (TA.) And
* ;;; t.*s.° ..i;JI .ISI P * e&. at 41 .tol means f1:1 [i. e. Ifay God

·- intend thee good]. (A.) And.,.tol alone t He
he explains o as being like _, and says that desired, or intended, or meant, that which waJ~ ~esrd o r1 i n md o r (eMn, Onehays I vihys
it may be of the dial. of him who says l ,,; right. (M, K.) One says also, t.l
but [ISd remarks,] I know not how this is, for t [meaning He did good to him]. (EI-Murrij,
'..~.J 'JIa is not tranis.; [though, as shown TA in art. -1.) [But] I. .tal, (M,) in£ n.

above, he has mentioned it as being trans.;] and (C,) with which are syn. V " [in1
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accordance with a usage genetally allowable]
(., TA) and t Zl., (, TA,) t [generally]
mean He afflicted him with, or by, mch a thing;
or gae pain to him ther~y. (M, 1:* in the
latter, only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense;
and so in other senses.) [Thus one says,i.t I. l
t lIe afflicted him with evil; or did evil to him:
and I# ot t lie a.licted hinm ,ith, or did
to Aim, an abominable, or an eril, thing or action:
and t 1 Ie a ehlitcd in with, or

said to him, a foul saying: and J_o 4Lol
g ---

t He punil,hed him by blbo-rercnge: and ^l1l
v,f t lie, (i. c. God,) or it, (a thing,) affected

Aim writh diseaSe; or rendered himn di.seasel: and
in many similar cases, thc phrase may be well
rendered with a verb derived from the noun; like
phrases in whichl " afecit " (a Latin equivalent of
.,Oel) occurs; as in "honore affecit," mnicaing
"honoravit."] El-1IAritl Ibn-Khuld EI-Makh-
zoomee says,

* '1 t4'J 'A XL. leUi4I 
· ,.~ vU yt,,o0:.*l · '3

t [0 .phoiptneh, rerily your qfilicting a ,ana
trho has .iren the salutation (f peace, yrecting, is
tyranny]: 111 says that this verse is not of El.
'Arjee, as El-I.areeree imagined it to be: the
correct rea(ling is .l, as above: , is an
apocopated fbrm of '); whichi is the dim. of

: some read ',''Il: and some, ,,ul: [the
verse is cited accord. to this last reading in the . :]

*j is governed in the aecus. case by . [as
an inf. n.]: annel,,j is the en,inciative of 'LI. (L,
TA.) Jl tj* ta&Jl ,A$1 t means
Time, orfatte, afflicted themn by destruction, or
exti,pamtion, among tlhnmeltws and their cattle, or
pose~ion. (M.) [In the I, G'oll is expl. as
signifying Cg.?lL: but the righit reading is

evidently ai4.', as Ibr D has remarked in the

margin of my copy of the TA; so that ,t,l.
signifies t lIc destroyed, or extirpated; agreeably
with an explanation in the sentence next preceding
above, from the M.] `* * P #i -4

toccurring in a trad.,' means 1Iim whom God
intendeth good lie trieth with Aiffictions, that He
may recomense him for them. (TA.) And one

says, %.- .;lj t,az b L t [app. meaning
I was not offected ivth weakuess of intellect, or
madn~, and I hae become affected therewith:
see .1,, below]. (IAr, TA.)

5. 4.3~ [quasi-pass. of g]: see 1, in three
place.-Also It mua, or becarme, lowered, or
depr~ed; syn. ' . (A.)

[(6. .td3, accord. to Freytag, signifies lie,
or it, wa ell directed: but for this he names no
authority.]

7: ee 1, first sentence.

10. 1"- and tla signify the same, ($,
M, A, Mqb, j,) t He saw it, considered it, or
hd its to be right; (M, Msb, TA;) namelys his

deed, (., Msb,) or his opinion, (M, TA,) or his
saying: (A:) Th says, -:.-. l is the regular

form; but the Arabe say, £t4li lj. (M,
TA. [See also 4, latter half.])

$t A certain species of tree,from which, when
it is presed, there issues what resembles milk, a
drop of w)hch sometimes spirts into the eye,
producing an effect like tlat nf alatae of .isa,
and in some instances wneakening the i.ght : (M,
TA:) or a certain kind of bitte,r tree; (As, T, M,
K, TA ;) one of which is termed Vt .LG: (M, K :
[in the latter it is said that .j; is the pl. of il.;
but properly speaking, the former is a coll. gen. n.,
and the latter is its n. un.:]) or the e.epreeied
juice of a hind of bitter tree: (S :) but accord. to
the K, this is a ntistuke, though it is the saying of
leading Iexicologists: (TA:) or, as some say, the
e;xrnssed juice (f tlhe~ [or aloes]. (M.)

,~.~o an iinif n. used as a subst. (M.ib) mcnn-
in,g tain; (l.th, M.1s ;) and so f o, whichl is

oliginally [ , i. e.] of the measure ,jm from

. 1.il: (B1!1 in ii. 18:) or ~ is an epithet

aplplied to clouds (, i, Sh, O, or ~ . , S , Mb)

meaning ho ring rain, (0,) i. q. .. ): (.S,

Myb:) or and ' ' and V *. [thc
last of which is written in the CI , ] all
signify the same, (M, K,) as epitlihets aplplied to

rain, meaning pouring forth: (M :) or . 'ea,
which is ori6inally of the measure J i, [being
altered from 4 j, )] means rain omurinlg frth
much, or abundantly: (IDrd, O:) [1 .o, also,

is apl)lied as an epithet to rain, like .~ and
; and] in the phraseJil ;C O , accord. to

Abu-l-'XAl, 0%e1 is pl. of ,L,; or it may be

an inf. n., like Oif.: and if one say t 0 ',
with fet-h, the meaning is, wrhat has pouredforth
of rain, notwithstanding the fj in it, for similar to
this are L from Ctj.Jl and 01~ (meaning

"tall" palm-trees) from .ali. (Ham p. 790.)
-Also Course, or tendency; syn. ,%J: so in
the saying, to one who is traversing a desert in
uncertainty and has declined from the right way,

itr'.Al [Rectify thy course]: and in the phrase

.y1j.~mit [Such a one is pursing the
right course], said of a person when he is not
declining from his way to the right or left. (TA.
[See also another ex. voce .1Z.]) - And A
place, or point, of tendency or direction or bear-
ing, syn. , (M.b, TA,) of a thing; (Msb;)
and af;.~ [which means the same; and also a
side; or a lateral, or an adjacent, part or tract of
a thing; and in this sense , is used in the
present day]; and ,4. [which geherally has
the latter of these meanings]. (TA.). -See also
.. ,4., in thrce places.

t,: see i m . -- Also Wecahnss, or feebb-
neu, in the intellect; (M, A, ,;) or a touch of
insanityltherein; (A ;) or somewhat of insanity,

or of madneess produced by diabolical posession.
(8~.) See also ,,.

a ~, A colection, ( M;, M, or &,-4, 8,)
or a collection, or heap, not measured nor weigl,ed,
(]'m, A) of wheat: (M, A, ] :) a heap of wheat,
and of dates, and ofother things: (M :) a quarntity
collected togetker of dust or earth: (TA :) or any-
thing collected toyetlher: (Kr, M, J] :) a place in

ewrhich dlates arc collected and dried is thus called
by tile peolle of EIl-Fe!i. (ISk, S.) One says,
*A a-,*,;,s l,jljI ;i~ esL '; 1v; i. c.

[I went in to such a one, and lo, the dleenrs.
n.cre] a heap poured out without measure before
him: (8, M," A :) or, as some relate the saying,
iiJl, wlicil is thus used as a gen. n. (M.)

: see , .

,l~o1 t' A thling that is riylht, of what is said
and of wlhat is done; [like ;l,.;] (nIb ;) cont,..

of ui; (,8M,M b, ;) as also t P,;. (e,
Mhb, SC) One says, t j
i. e. I, [meaninig t Leave thou me, andl on me
be tihe consequence of my wrong saying or deed,
and my right]. (S.) [And hence thIe phrase,
frequent in some of the lexicons &e., l. ,i '.I
meaning t The right, or correct, word or nord,ling
or reading is thus: and l. tlie t The right,
or correct, writiny or nwording or reading of it is
ttus.]-And one says also J .. OJ3 and
r.. g [meaning tA right, or conrrect, saying:

thus using each as an epithet]. (M.)

~~ .: see .t., in two places.

,~.qo: see 5.m3Lo; and see also art. .

'tC: see w . -Also, (M, A, A,,) and

' (A) and P 'ew and ' ,, (M, K,)
An arrow going riyht, or hitting the ma'rk: (S,
M, A,y ], TA:) f the last of these is the only
epithet, known to IJ, of the measure ai havinig
the J and J sonnd and hlaving j for its , except

JPsh and .. J; for ,s is [held by hIim to be

only] used as a subst.: .o. is pl. of SJl, like

;Q% and ;Q3 pls. of.>; and, 5t; eithier from

,1.JI . 1 or from Jl l 

having.,a for its aor. (M.) [Sec also 4 j.

in art. .] One says, Z 1_ LJ erily
it is an arrow that goes right. (TA.) 
,Sl ._ *1ib 1 is a prov. [expl. in art. U,..].

(S.) _8 - [Hence,] one says also , .S! and
: [A right opinion]: (A, TA:) [Mtr

says,] o k1; meaning l.1 I have not
found. (Mgh.)

: see ,-. , in two places: and 1 .

' o: see klt., in two places; and see art.

see: se,ey, in two places.

t The choice, or bt, clau of a people;

r

1
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(Fr,, M, ,;) as also t (Fr, S, 1) and

V o. (K.) And ? ,; i A choice, or an
excellent, people. (..) And tVl t, signifies The
choice, or best, of anything. (S.) [See also art.

.]_ Also, ik., The collective body of a
people; (M;) and so 'A. (Kr, M in art.
,~.)

L..e: see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places; and see art. N., c.

,,3.1o [M1ore, and most, affected with weakness
in the intellect, or insanity, or madness: see

Ji4,]. When a man says to another ;ti; '"
[meaning Twou art affected with weakness in the
intellect, &c.], thdie latter replies ,.p ,~l ;I1,
[Thou art more affected with weakness in the
intellect, &c., than I]. (IAsr, M, TA. [Thus
these phrases are used in the present day.])

.. ,a [A place of pouringforth: pl. ]
One says, y,);l ', G [It is the place of the
po'ring of rain in the clouds]: and ,s,it 
,J&I [I watched, or wratcwd for, the places of
the pouring of rain in the clouds]: and .LL.,
t.J 1; [Tie places of the pouring of the

rain niaterd them; or may the places &c. water
them]. (A.)

;,t1 Dpass. part. n. of 4 [meaning Hit, struck,
, ,,ittea, wounded, hurt, affected, assailed, afflicted,

&.c.]. (., Myb, TA.)_ Affected mitA weakness,
orfeebleness, in the intellect; (TA;) or with some-
, mht o(f insanity, or madnes produced by diabolical
plose&ion: (;, TA :) or mad, or possessed (TA.)
[Seeeo l; and see also 4, last sentence; and
.q.dl.] Also Syn. with £A .: (S., TA:) see
4, latter lhalf, in two places. And Syn. with
Z.1, q. v. (A, M 9b.) Also The smgar-cane.
(L, TA, and so in a copy of the .. )

a pass. part. n. of 4 [q. v.]. (Myb.)

aw A ladle. (IAfr,[)

_p: see .Le , in two place.

iL.. Syn. with 3il: C(, TA:) see 4, latter

hal£ s 8ee als.o ;' '._. - - ,.l .- j
~t*#t1 is a saying mentioned by Ibn-Buzurj, as
meaning [I left the people disposed, or placed,]
according to their classes, or ranks. (TA.)

4uu: see the next paragraph.

'g.., (1, M, A, MOb, 1,) said by Abmad Ibn-
Yabyi to be originally J., (TA,) and * a

(0, M, 1) and * 1; (M, 1) and * +1 (A,
Myb) and t tl;, (M, 1],) signify the same,
(., M, A, Myb, ],,) An afflictio, a calamity, a
miffortun, a disaster, or an eil accident: (M,
Mqb,TA:) it is said in the Towshee 4 that the
primary signification of X,'a is a dot with an

arrow: (TA :) the pl. is r;l, (I, M, A, Mqb,)
the form commonly obtaining, (Mob,) but irregu-
lar, (M,) the Aramb agreeing in pronouncing it
with o, u though they likened the radical letter to
the augmentative, (?,) or they imagined what is

of the measure i;.;' to be of the measure 'i.i
without a radical .S or j, (M,) a:.d it is thoughi
by As to be of the speech of the people of the
cities, (MOb,) and ,Lt;, (M,) which is the
original form, (S,) or is said to be so, (Mob,) and
is said by Zj to be the form preferred by the
grammarians, (TA,) and ;l'. (A9 , A, MOb.)

l . Li A nibbing in which te exterior of
the writing-rced is made to extend beyond the pith:

opposed to *IU. (TA in art. .J,-.)

~.., and o, (K,) the latter the only word
of its measure except X-, (Aje. i, TA) and

j 4, (TA,) A thing with, which bread is made;
(v.) a wooden implement with which the makers
of bread expand the cake of bread; (AHeci, TA ;)
the L.. of t/we maker of bread, with nwhich the
dough, or bread, is expanded: (TA in art. JJ:)
an arabicized word, (, TA,) from the Pcrs.

LA. [or Y']. (TA.) [See what is said in art.
y, respecting words in which both _o and C

occur.]

1. aL,, aor. $. (M, M, , g) and £',
(M, O, g,) inf. . i i , (S, M,) said of a thing
(S, O) [and of a man and of any animal]; and
)t ,, (.S, M, 0, V,) inf. n. ~.., said of a
man (S) [and of any animal &c.]; and t,,tl;
(M, g ;) It sounded; it, or he, made, produced,
emitted, sent forth, or uttered, a sound, noise,
voice, or cry; (PS and KL in explanation of the
first, and MA and KL in explanation of the
second;) he raised his voice, voiced, called or
called out, cried or cried out, shouted, clamoured,
exclaimed, or vociferated: (M, g:) ;y signi-
fies also the making lamentation: (KL:) and
f t ,s4, (M, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) he
called, haile4 or ummonerad, him; caled out,
cried out, or shouted, to him (M,*TA.) It is
said in a trsd., JI;;I i 0 ; ~ 1 ,;L ,
[Tiaey sed to dislie blustring on the occasion of
combat, or fight]: meaning one's calling to
another, or doing a deed to be mentioned in after
times, and shouting, and making oneself known
in a boasting and self-conceited manner. (TA.)
[See also ;y~ below.]

2: see above, in two plaees: and see also
4, likewise in two places.

4: see 1._ ..tl signifiee also He became
posssed of [or fame, &ce.; i. e. he became
famou]. (O.) -[It is also trans.; as in the
phrase] J)I lot He made the bow to sound
[or twang]: (M, TA :) [and so is t,;y; as in
the phrase] ii1 ;: [(He caused the kind of

resin called 4. to make a ound, or sond]. (1
voce ua l.) [And it is trans by means af ,o;
as in the phrase] i.j1l .L.1 [and in like manner

'. (am ,.`)] B He rnde~d the man no-
toriou by a thing that he did not deire. (Ibn-
Buzuj, TA.)

[BooX I.

7. 7 t l ~ (2 7. [T ae res d i 
t menation of im; meaning] he becme fanous, or

celebrated. (l.)._And H.L.Sle an ,
e and came, (S, 0, ],) being called: of the measur

I jt' from ,411i. (S, O.).- And He becae
straight in stature after having be bent; (J, 0,

) ];) as though his youthful vigour returned to
him; (S, 0; [in one of my copies of the former
of which, and in the TA, "l. 31- is put for
,ot" jJ31; or the right explanation is, as though

he conformed with a prayer that his youthful
vigour mirtght be restored to him; for] it is said, by
a poet, of Nasr Ibn-Duhman, after he had lived a
hundred and ninety years, (S, O,) when, in answer
to a prayer of his people, his youthful vigour
returned to him and his hair became again black.
(0.) Also He went away hiding him~. (QC)

I :.;.: see : -and see also , in two
places.

Z;" [an inf. n. (see 1): and also a simple
sutbst., signifying] A sound, (M, MA, TA, PS,)
a noise, a roice, a cry, a slout, an exclamation,
or a tvciferation; (MA, PS ;) of a human being
and of other things: (ISk, TA:) conventionally,
the sound of spcech: (Mb :) [also a tone, con-
sidered with regard to the degree of elevation or
depression of the voice:] and any sort of singing:
(M, TA:) [and an air, or a song:] and it is used
to signify a clamour, or confu~ed noise, or mizture
of sounds, (S,) and a cry for aid or succour.: (,
M:) the pl. is .~,,_: (M, MOb,TA:) it is
mase.: (S,M, MNb, TA:) in the following verse,
(S, M, MOb,) of Ruweyshid Ibn-Ketheer (., M)
E-T;-ce, (S,)

* l< &L! l>LL,

[0 thou, tlh rider urg~i on his beat, ash the
son of Asad what is this clamour?], (., M,
Msb,) the poet has made ;.jAl fernm. because
meaning thereby ~JlI and :JI and 1i;'jl,

o'.d'
($,) or he has made it fernm. as meaning ,J,edl,
(M, Mqb,) or .''l (M:) the like is often
done by the Arabs, when two words, masc. and
fem., are syn.: thus they say, it".l 41,
meaning 4i-'; and 4 n.;,1 U&, meaning [i,,1t:
(Mb :) but the making a mase. n. fernm. for this
reason is bad; though the reverse is held to be

` 0* * * a5#allowable. (M.) The Arab. say, U-~ C~I
U.y& t$3, meaning I hear a wound, or voice, but
I ee not a deed. (TA.) 43 in the lgur
xvii. 06 is said to mean WTith th sounds of [thy]
singing, and muical pipe. (M, TA.) -.- *
fj" is a term applied to A nou sgnificant of a

sund: nouns of this kind being of two classes;
namely, nouns applied to the purpoe of add ying
irrational beings, or what are virtl~ in the
~predicamnt of irrational being, as yog in-
fants; and onomatopua, or nouns imitative of
sound: the former clash consists of two descrip.
tions of words; namely, jaculation used for the
puIpoe of chiding, as (to horses) and ,
(to mules) and e e. (to a young infant);

.
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and ~ejacatio used for the purpQse of calling,

as .. (to camels) and W (to an as): of the

other clas are ill (imitative of the cry of the
crow) and $f (imitative of the sound produced by

the falling of stones) and ,I (imitative of the
sound produced by the fall of a sword) &c.:
nouns significant of sounds are generally indecl.,
because they resemble certain particles in neither
governing. nor being governed; but some of them
are occasionally decl. [like other nouns]. (El-
Ashmoonee's Expos. of the Alfeeych of Ibn-
M6lik, section ;1~1 01 JW'JI t..I.)-See
also the next paragraph, in four places.

;. (1, M, A, M,b, 1) and ($, M, A,
8) and t ctG (M, $) and V i 4 (g) Fame,
report, repute, or reputation, whether good or
evil: (TA:) or good fame, good report, good
rep or reputation, (., M, Myb, g,) that spreads
(f) among the peopb; (, M9b;) so some say;
(TA;) not evil: (S.:) [they may often be well
rendered remo :] J~ is originally ;*.; the
q being changed into ti on account of the kesreh
preceding it: it seems as though they made it to
be of the measure 0j to distinguish between the
Z.4. that is heard and the fame &c. that is
known: but sometimes they said, i ' i .;

,1' in the sense of [i. e. His ame &c., or
good fame &, spread among the pople]: (,

TA:) anid e'sL l ; ii and te
/A fanme &c., or good fame &c., among the

peol]: and; ' . --- [His fame &c., or
good fame &c., went among them]. (A.) It

is said in a trad., slY11 4W.e i 1 j,X ..,
meaning [Tere is no servant of God, i.e. no man,
but he has] a report by whichA he is known [in
Heamve]; and it may be in respect of good and
evil. (TA.) And in another trad., ~ t 1

i5;n; Qtwjl ; , j [17&e distinction
betme the lajful (i. e. marriage) and the
unlawmfW (i. e. fornication) is the report that is
made in the case of the former, and thA tam-
bour~e that is used in that case], meaning the
publication of the marriage, and the going of the
report thereof among the people. (TA.)m_ 
also signifies A blacksmith's hammer. (C, TA.)
.And An artificer, or a handicraftsman; syn.
iL;: (1 accord. to the TA:) or a goldsmith;

syn. &t. (So in the C] and in my MS. copy

of the :.)

&;.: see the next preceding paragraph.

[ondinog; making, producing, emtting,
m~ g fortA, or ut~erg, a sound, noise, voice,
or cry; (see its verb, ;L*;)] raising his vowice,
cling or ing out, crying or crig out,

o~u, ecliing, or vocferating; (.8, Mb,
TA ;) u ao ? ; the two words being like

J. and ; the latter originally &
tA.. [But ee the next paragraph: and see also

,n, applied to a man, (e, M, A, Mob, V,)

wnd W ' ,, o applied, (, M, ]X,) and the latter

likewise applied to an ass, (8,) both signify the
same, (,) Vekm4 strong, or ud, of wvoice:
(?,M, Mqb:) t.. jq.. is like L.Ji, "a
man having much property" and 3 j "a
man who gives much,' and .. tL [ "a ram
having much wool"], &c., all of these epithets
being originally of the measure J.i: (.:) or

-, may be of the measure * -from which
the medial radical has gone; or it may be [origin-
ally ;J.,] of the measure Ja. (M.) One says

also '4 . [A vehement, strong, or loud,

wice]. (A.) See also ,,.
· ; . ·...

,:..,t~o see ;.l,t~,-

: see the next paragraph, in two places.

. One nwho raises his voice, calls or calls

out, cries or cries out, shouts, clamours, exclaims,
· d ·j

or vociferates; i.q. t -: (1K, TA:) [or, as

also 9 ; , often occurring, rvoi does so much,
or is in the habit of doing so; each being of a
measure denoting intensiveness of the significa-

tion.]-_[Hence,] one says, ; j.l liJ .,
meaning There is not in tle house any one (C,
TA) that raises his voice, &c.: in some copies of
the 1] t .,' , which has the same meaning.
(TA.)

$,;; StraighAt in stature. (.)

r,-
U": see J!., in art.

1. (..:., ( ,) [tlird pers. &L, aor. 

inf. n. y, (TI5,) I clave, split, or alit, it; (,

1i ;) namely, a thing. (..)

2. jI %4., said of the wind, ( , ,

A,) and of the heat, (.Jl, A,) and of the sun,

(1 .. 1JI, TA,) inf. n. y , (1,) It dried up,

or caused to dry up, (S, A, 15,) the herbs, or legu.
minous plants, (8, A,) so that they became much
split; (A;) andso 80 1 [the wood]; and the

like of these: and o signifies the same.

(TA.) And J!jI ., said of dryness, It

caused the lair to split much, and to fall off, and
become scattered. (L.) _ See also 6, in four

places.-It is said in a trad., C C uv

5aN 1 j,i ') 011, meaning [Heforbade the

slling of paln-tres] before that the good thereof
become distinguishable from the bad: related by

some with j [i. e. tra']: (TA:) but El-Khat-

lbee says that the right word is , with..
(TA in art .)

i. A$I t'_3 The herbs, or leguminous plants,

became dried up; as also t 'ty: (IB, TA:) or

became competeldy dried up; or became blighted

and dried up; and t t:" signifies the same:

(L:) or became dred up in the hot sa~on, not by

reason ofa b/ight or the like: (T, TA :) or became
dried up in the upper part, (AA,, ,) et
retaining moisture: (AA, .:) or became drid up

and plit; (A4, TA;) and 1 C signifies [the
same, or] became dried up and much split: (A:)
or (and so the verb J3 said of wood, and the

like,) became mucA split, po~taouy, and part
thereof became scattered: and 5a3 signifies the

same. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of 'Alee,

4 tGi3 S;Ji;I ijt t [Therefon
hastn ye to obtain knowledge before the dJryin-
up of its plants for want of mental vigour].
(TA.)-- . also signifies It became much

split; (m, g ;) said of hair &c.; ($;) as also
Vt tL.I: (1: [but this latter is more correctly

expl. below:]) [or] said of hair, it fll off and

became scattered; as also .: (]g:) or it

becanme much spit, (A, L,) of ita/f, (L,) [or by
reason of dryness, (see 2,)] and fell off and
became scattered. (L.)

7. a1e It clave, split, or slit; or became

cloven, split, or slit. (S, ].) See also 5. - It
(a mountain) became mucA cleft, or eracked, and
dried, by reason of wrant of rain. (TA, from a
trad.)_ It (a garment) slit, or rent, of itself.
(AO, 8.) - S It (the moon, ., 5, and the dawn,
and lightning, TA) showed its light: (S, 5:, TA:)
originally, becanime cekft. (TA.) [See also 7 in
art. .]

,: see what next follows.

54 (S, A, I) and .. (IAlr,]) The

vwal (J1S.) of a valley: (.8, ] :) [npp. meaning
its perpendicular side; for] a valley has ;Qt.,
( w,) which means the two sides thereof, reembling
two rwals. (A.) -And The lower part of a
mountain: (1 :) or the face of a mountain that
stands up (S, 1J) appearing (S) as though it were

a wall. (§,- ) It is said in a trad-, C' M 1

pLiI eX X-am .j.I, meaning [They ca

him] betwmeen the two mountains [so that the beas,
or birds, of prey ate him]. (..)

ia.G A plain, (A,) or land, (],) that produc
nothing (A, 15) ever; (] ;) i. e., in which is no
good. (A.)

X.1.~ with iamm [to the w], Dry. (1.)

And ;I.y ;ii A palm-tre of which the
branche wirath their las upon them have become
dried tp, ~id, and contracted. (1, TA.)

t- ~ am. (.8, K.) _ And t The seat

of horses: (S, ] :) said to be likened to gypsum
because of its whiteness. (T, L.) -And t JMia
mixed witl water, the latter beng tha more i

quantity. (Aboo-Sa'eed, 1[.) - Also An ee-

vated piece, (;y.J, so in the L and C5I, and
in my MS. copy of the 1[,) or nch a is soft, or
yilding, (;s., so in the.TA as from the 1,) of

land. (L, -.)_ And The .sadix (C,) of the

palm-tree, (A.n, ]1,) henm it dries up, and falls
in pieces and bcomes scatterd. (AKn.)

'_'~. like LLj, [but accord. to analogy it

Z='" - t#'
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should be without teebdeed, like ILUt &c., and
so it is written in the L usrelating to wool,]
What 1A be much pl, of hair, and wkal
Aas faDe of and beme scattered, thereof, (5:,)
and so of wool. (L, TA.)

5; Flowing, or floing coy, mning
upon the sfce of the ground; (5, TA;) applied
to rain-water. (TA.) - And Herbage of which
the blossom have appearedL (TA.) [See a Terse
cited voce

t,t
4Cl Z tol (gte, A, , TA) and (A, TA,)

inf. n. L.L.A, (TA,) He li ed to him, or it.
(?, V, TA.) [See a vere of Aboo-Du-id 5cited
here a an ex. in the r and TA) voce (l.]

And tLl signifies also He wa nt, or
pak ot, or es~d from peaig: so in the

saying, p_'M j. * - ; - , meaning
t ucha one m as repecting the right, or
de, of such a one, that he migAt take it aeoay.
(A, TA.) [And it is id that] it inifies thus in
the prov., ]Z Tee,ll a , ie. He ma

nt the f th fr chider of
cae [or of hin hoAO dris and cehide ma~
caml] to o making k~ , or ging ingfor
tio of, a tAng aot: applied to him who strives,
or laboure, in seeking [a i d thing] and then lachs
ability, enddesistr. (Meyd. [Butthe versecited
voce suggests another rendering, which I
think preferble. In Freytag's " ab. Pro,."
i. 718, tAJ/U is omitted.])

)ye

r. jl:o ur., in Nin. [ e wrote te the.
[i. e. the letter .,). (]5)

Th name u of one of th etter of the al-
pAabet. (M, L [See art. ,,.]) - [It il also e
tstle of a .- ,the thirty-eighth chapter of the
Jurdn.] If you make it a sign of the ;zy, you
write it as a single letter, and make it indeclinable
with its lst letter quiesent [in pronunciation]:
if you make it a name for the j*., you write it
as [it is pronounced] in spelling; and say ,
with kesr, becaume of the concurrence of two
quiescent letters [in the former case]; and you
may smy i, because this is eaier of pronuncia-
tion: some make it imperfSetly del., considering
it as fem. [and a proper name]: and some make it
perfectly deel., considering it as mase.; and my,
1; .; [I rmad, or recitd, the chapter u.]:
and the like is done in the cases of 3 [the title of
the fiftieth chapter] and ej [the title of the sixty-
eighth chapter]. (M9b.) - Accord. to ISd, its
medial radical letter is originally : (L:) accord.
to IJ, it is I. (MF.)7 8ee also art. m.

1. jG, aor , (-, M, ,) in£ ... , (M,
1:,) He mad it (a thing, M, V, or, as some say,

specially the neck, M) to ii~, or lean; (f, M,
5:;) as abo jL.,aor. JA; (0;) and oj,tt:

M (h1 , Mb, b, :) or he demolished it thre it
down, or puld it down to the grouJ; as also
t ol. (l.) One says, ofa man, ;

el incline Ahis nec to the thing.
(Lth.) And s..J l ;. i., and Vt 3 It, I
inclined, or bent, the ting to, or towards, me.
(El-Ahmar.) And ;l5 '. *tl g.,st
[I idncin, or bent, the branch, that I might

I phhk, or gather, the fruit]. (A.) Andj j.I

;A;.j1 &j,0 t [Hearts which the tie of re-
lationAip do not incline]. (TA, from a trad.)
i 5 al 'aj.i, in the lur [ii. 262], means And

turn them towards thee; and so 'F,¥': (Akh, .
M :) but the former is the more common reading:
this is the meaning commonly known, of each
reading: though Lh says that the former means
as above, and the latter means cut them, and
divide them, in pie~s; (M ;) and some thus
explain the former, making a transposition in the
verse, as though the words were thus, ili 1l .L

[A5j. - %id O. ~1. ($.) One says also,

--e, and : , Jdi;.3 j, Irn thou thy face
towards me. (Akh, .) And ' ;, aor.
I, (M, 5:,) and ', (V,) He turned hitface
towards a person or thing. (M, =) And `

, u4±? 3 L i [iHe turn his benefcea
towardJ mn]. (TA.) - [Agreeably with a state-
ment cited above, it is said that] Z;L, aor. u
above, (., ],) and so the in£ n., (TA,) signifies
also He dissected it; or cut it, or divided it, in
piece. (, , TA.)...And hence, (TA,) S;
.,.JI t He (the judge, A, TA) decided the
judgment. (S, ° A, TA.) - [Freytag states, on the
authority of the Kitdb el-Addsd, that 1j, aor. as
above, has two contr. significations: ae separated,
or ditpenwd: - and He collected.] - See also 2.
ur;, also signifies He (a man, M) uttered a
cry, or sound. (M, 5:) .e , (M, A, ,) [aor.

',j ,] inf n. (l, M, A,) He, (Lth,) or it,
(a thing, M, M4b, 5, or a man's neck, M, A,*)
inclined, or leaned; (Lth, $,* M, A, 5;) as also
tjLA~: (, M, Mlb, :*) it bent; or was, or
became, crooked. (A.) One says, ' , ~
In his mnec is an nclinuin; and a bending, or
crooke~ . (A.) - And ' as an attribute of
a man signifies also i An inclining, or inclination;
(S;) a deiring, or desire. ($, Mab.)

8. Jy [in£f. n. , He fored, fashioned,
d, shaped, culptrd, or pictured, him, or

it; (;, M, 5;) and t j. signifies the same;
(M9b, and BSl in iii. 4;) and so does t jL., ac-
cord. to Aboo-'Alee, in the saying,

[Which (referring to a church) he has built, and
in which he hat made a cro%, or croses, and has
madersclptured, or painted, work]. (M.) One
says, "; i i .".;. [God fored him a
goody, or beaut/fid, fom]. ($.)_ See also 5,
in two places.

4: see 1, in three places.

5. .J He, or it, wa, or became, formed,

fashioned, fgured, shaped, culphtred, or pic
tured. (S, M; ], TA.) - And [hence,] J;·
[and t , like .and J ;,] It

appeared to my mind, or imagination, (f, M9b,)
as an image, or a picture. (M 9b.) _ See also .
-- [Hence,] CA j .3 He imagined a thing;
imaged it in the mind; as also tVj;; [like
t .3 > and ; he imagined, or conceived, the
form of the thing. ($.) [ ,a in logic signifies
The forming of an idea; conception, perception,
or apjrehension; sometimes qualified by the epi-
thet . i. e. simple.] -. Also He (being pierced
with a spear or the like) inclined, to fall: (s:)
or he (being struck) fell: (M, 5 :) or he, or it,
fed, or alighted. (TA.)

7. 1,1: see';. - Also It (a thing) became
demolished, and cut, or divided, in piece : (0:)
it (a mountain) becamne demolished, and fcll:
($gh, TA:) it cracked, and split. (TA.)

8. UjUa .1ie doubled it, or folded it; or he
bent it; syn. X'. (0.)

!;1: see °A, below, in two places.

j. SmaU palm-tre: (M, V :) or a collection
of small palm-treea: ($, M, I:) a word having
no proper sing.: (;, M:) [but see i;,:] pL
)l,e: (Sh,M,15:) and other tres: pL au
above. (Sh, TA.) - Also The root of a palm-
tree, (M, V,) or of a palm-trunk. (M.) - And
The bank, or side, of a river or rivulet. (M, 5.)
- And The side of the neck. (0,* :,' TA. [In
the CiV, 4' t1 is erroneously put for - l;.])
-And Theforloch : so in the saying ofa rajiz,

[As though a mane inclining fiom his forelock].
(.)

; A horn: (8, M:) and a horn in 7vwhich one
blo,: ($, M, V:) so in the 5ur [vi. 73, &c.],
;yW1 os. t .,* 4 [i.e. On the day ,v/ten the
horn shaUll be blown in]: El. Kelbee says, I know
not what is jj..l: and it is said to be pl. of ;_.,
like u,,s is of j--t; [or rather a coll. gen. n., of
which ;f~ is the n. un.; ] i. e., [the phrase means]
wten the souls shall be blown into the form. of the

dead: and El-Jlasan read pWJI kJ: (S, L, TA:)
this is related on the authority of AO; but
AHeyth asserts him to have said wrong. (L, TA.)

;~ inf. n. of.;. [q. v.]. (M, A.) -_ Also An

itching (JL4i) in the head. (IA!r, TA.) [See
also ;""-]

;L. The head, (0,) or the upper, or upper-
most, part, (,) of a mountain: (0, 5:) and

4..: [with .] has been heard from the Arabs as
its dim. (TA.) _ See alsol.

;j" 1 An inclination, or a deire. (TA.) You
Bay:, e L. JhJ 1 mse thee to hatn a ko
ing inclination to him. (A.) And Sj . ; L.
I haw not any inclinatios to, or desire for, her.
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Boox I.]

(TA, from a trad.) -And An itching, or itch,
(iL,) in te head: (A:) or an affection like

L: in a man's head, occasioning a desire to be
loewed (, M, .) [see also `.]_ And A
palm-tree. (IAgr.) [See also·.]

" FormP , fashion, fujure, shape, or sem-
blance; syn. jL, (M, ,) and jl,; (Msb;)
the ternal state of a thing; (lAth;) that rher-
by a thing is sensibly dijtinguished by men in
general, and even by many other animate beings,
from othAr things; as the ;j. of a man, and of
a horse, and bf an ass. (B.) .. And An efigy;
a4 image, or a statue; a picture; anything_that
is formel,fashioned, figured, or shaped, ajter the
likenss of a,hy of God's creatures, animate or in-
animate: it is said that the maker of an effigy,
or image, will be punished on the day of resur-
rection, and will be commanded to put life into it;
and that the angels will not enter a house in which
is a gj, . (Mgh.) [See also jl.][.. [Hence,
A mental inmage; or a resemblance, of any object,
formed or conceived, by the mind; an idea: a
meaning of frequent occurrence in philosophical
works &c.]-.And Spee~ ; syn. e. ( .)-
And The eaec of a thing; that by being wohich
a thing it what it is; or the property, or quality,
or the aggreg,ate of properties or qualitie, where-
by a thing is vhat it is; syn. 'A.: (lAth:)
[ecifc characterj] that wrhereby a tAhingj i

mntaly distinguisthed by particular ersown, not
by the vulgar, from other things; as the aj." by
which a man is specially distinguished, consisting
in reason and thought and other distinctive
attributes: (B:) a quality, an attribute, a pro-
perty; or a decription, as meaning the aggrejate
of the qualities or attributes or prolperties, of a
thing, or the state, condition, or cate, of a thing;
syn. a.: (IAth, Msb, . :) as when you say,

1" jXl 1,j"- [Th/e quality, &c., of tae thing is
of nsch a kind]: (lAth, Mob :) and Ail.3JI s,..
1.& [T'he deacription, st temeatt, or form, of tahe
q~etion it of uch a kind]: (Mqb:) and so in
the saying of the Prophet, t; --- J l U!1'

,-: , :I [My Lord came to me tonigt in a
most goodly state]; or ;j. may here refer to the
Prophet, and may mean external state, or manner
of bg, or condition. (IAth.)- And The
mode, or manner, of an action. (IAth.) The
pl. mis . (, M, Msb, 1) andj . and j; (~,
M, ;) the seeond of which is rare, and by some
disallowed. (M F.) _ The saying of the Prophet

:,r ll. may mean that God
created Adam in the ;I.p [orform &c.] that He,
namely, God, originated and ordained; or in the
j.~ proper to him, namely, Adam. (M.) -

aj" signifie also The face: so in a trad, cited
voco . .; in which it is said that the aj is
pronounced sacred, i.e. that it is not to be
slapped: and in another, in which it is said that
the Prophet disliked marking the ij." with a hot
iron. (TA.)

jl: see the next paragraph, in four places.

j A herd of [wild) bulls or cows; (~, M,
15kI. 

j," - et
M'b, 1.;) as also t;ld-and ;,.j [the latter in
the C] written jt.] and ' ;lt [in some copies
of the V erroneously written jl, which, as ob-
served in the TA, is a repetition]: (M, ]g, TA:)
p). ofthe first (8, M) and second and third (M)
OA1,.. (§,M.)mAlso A sreet odour; and so
;lyo. (M, I.) -And A vesiclk (.) of musk;

(., Msb;) as also t;., , (Msb,) and it'; , (m,)

and t ;L [also] signifies [the same, i. e.] a ;dj

or ;Sj of musk: (0, :) or ; al and st_.
signify a small quantity of musk: (M, :) or a
piece, or portion, thereof: (M:) and ;ly. signi-

fies also mush [itself]: (TA:) pl. oJ . I. (M,
g.) [Said in the M to be Pers.]. -ltjll
TA7 two corners of tlt mouth; (O,J;) called
by the vulgar ;(lj 0l, , TA,) or L slrll.
(O in art. ~..)

;t,.: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

8.o; [with o] a dim. of ojl [q. v.]. (TA.)

'j Goodly in ijy [i.e. form &c.]; (Fr, !~,
] ;)aus also jt;t. (TA in art. s.) One says
.ft/o ,J'.. (Fr, S) and jt tjL (TA ubi supra)
A man goodly in ;j. [or form &rc.] and in 3;
[i. e;appearance or apparel &c.]. (Fr, 9.) [See
also <' in art. ,L.]

;Iy A sparrow (;, ,) that answers when
called. (Q, M, K.*)

ly-o: see l,, first sentence.

j", Inclining: (M, :) pl.;,. (M.) One
says Jf 3J. A man having an incling, or a
bending, or crooked, neck. (A.) And j l .
I,: 01 . UHe i inclining his neck and face to-
wrards such a thing. (A.) - [And hence,]
t Haring an inclination, or a desire, (S, M, Mqb,)
to, or for, (jl,) a friend, or an object of love.
(M.y

jSj.a [pl. of ' 'i3 and o:j 3] E7giges,
images, or statues; pictures; and the like. (9,
Mgh.) [See also "j".]

;,~ [A sculptor; and a painter, or limner, or
tia like]. .1 as an epithet of God, The
Former, or Fashioner, of all existing things, who
hath establshed than, and given to every one of
them a special form and a particular manner of
being whereby it is distinguished, nith their variety
aznd multitude. (TA.)

1. vL,,, (O,1,) [from Zd,] aor. 40"1,
(19,) inf. . , (TA,, I measured it with the

C [ [q. v.]. (0, IL) One says, :,4 ;;L l.
i. e. [his is mheat] that is measured [rwith the
et)]. (O.) - And t [I collcted it togethr,
like as the measurer collects the corn kc. in the
measure: and the contr., i. e.] I dispersed it, or
&cattered it; (., O, I ;) in which sense it is [said

1745

to be] tropical; (TA;) and , r, aor. , (
in art. .,) in£n. ., (TA in that art.,)
signifies the same. () in that art.) One says,

S , ~and e t I came to th anta-
goiats, and othen, from tAheir side.: , TA:)
of a courageous man, or a courageous armed man,
one says, l.Ml , : IHe comes to Ais anta-

gonists from their i ; (9, O, TA;) and tho like
is cited in the T from Lth; or as meaning Ae
encompam their ~ ; (TA;) or he co~
toyether Ais antagonit (I1], Z, TA)from ey
aide, (I.tt, TA,) like as the measurer collects
together that which is measured: (Z, TA:) and of
a man, (S, O,) or a pastor, (Lth, I1~, Z,) d

-~~~~_1* -2m
Ji'l, (S, O,) or '.;t, (Lth,) or Sl, (Igtl, Z,)
He comea [to the ca,mel or] to hi. cattle [or to

hi camde] from their sda.; or hA encompasu
theiAr dda; (Lth,TA;) or hA co~ect thetm to-
gether (IItt, Z,TA) from e~ery de, (I"tf,
TA,) like as the measurer collects together that
which is measured: (Z, TA:) but Az says that the
foregoing explanations by Lth are wrong; that
£Ijt I ~, said of a courageous man, or a
courageous armed man, means he charge upon his
antagonist and diprse~ them; and °d ,
said of a pastor, Ahe disperst his cam in tha
place of pasture; and ?jl ` , said of a he-
goat, he dis,rsm the [w-] goatU; and ll Lt,
aor. as above, and so the inf. n., he diprre the
she or goats; (TA;) and ldl t ,etlt, inf. n.
aLL., signifies thus likewise: (Lb, TA in art.

:) Lh also says that..?.;kl , aor. t ,
inf. n. ., and a1., aor. ' I; inf. n. 
both signify I dispered the ~ or goat: (O in
art. O* :) or, accord. to Itt, *4 tt.,, aid of
a pastor, has two contr. meanings; ho collected
together hit camel from every aide; and also he
dipersed hi camel/. (TA.) - Also I rigtened
him. (Ibn-'Abbid,* 0,* J .)-A ndi>iJ ,
aor. .,m l, (Lh, 0 in art. ,) inf.n. ,
(TA in that art.,) I urged, or incited, the peopl,
or party; (Lh, O and TA in that art. ;) and so
.. ill ., (Lb, 0 and ~ in that art.,) aor.

ail, t (Lh, O ibid.,) inf. n. . (TA ibidJ_
-[And ijkl tlm He proplled the ball with the

MA,... (See iL below, last sentence.)) -

And j l ?Wg, ((,) [app. for Ja...l c,s,

1-U; 1; aor. aor , (O,) inf. n. (TA,
7%e bees foUoad as though drivina along] one
anotlwr. (0, .) - And sJl l, , inf. n. go,

He folded, or dbled, the tAing; twited it; or
bent it. (I , TA.)

e 0* -
l - o, (0,,) inf n. , ,)

She (a woman) prepared a plac~, sucw as is
termed a1, (O, , TA,) and mado it even,
(TA,) for the separating and loosening of cotton.

(o, V.)_.~,~l - l .. , w rM wid dr,ed
up, or caused to dry up, the plant, or herbage i
(0, ;) as also ,... (TA,) s.-J, e
He made tha tAing point~d in it had. (Ibn-'Ab-
bid, O, '.) - And He rounded the thing in ite
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that fls the two hands, that are neither large nor
small, of a man; for the tt of the Propbet is
not found in every place; and this (the author of
the 15 says, TA) I have tried, and found to be
correct: (V, TA:) the word is masc. and fem.:
(Zj, Msb, ]g, TA:) accord. to Fr, the people of
El-Vlijiz make it fem.; and Benoo-Asad, except
some of them, make it msec., as do the people of
Nejd; and Zj says that the more chaste way is to
make it masc.: (Mqb:) the pl. (of pauc., used
by those who make the sing. fem., 0, Myb) is

(;., Mgh, O, M9 b, V,) for which one may
say ~ 1, (S, O, ) changing the j into hem-
zeh, (0, O,) and accord. to AAF some say Cl,
like ,1, (Mgh, Mqb,) a pl. of ;1;, (Mgh,) but
AjIat says that this is a vulgar mistake, (Myb,)
and t 1l, (O, M.b, .5,) which is used by those
who make the sing. mase., (O, Myb,) and [of
mult] ;t, (15,) which is app. pl. of ,
with kesr, (TA,) and X a., (Mgh, O, Msb, 15,)
which is [likewise] a pl. of mult., (Mgb,) or this
last is pl. of t E.l: and this sing. signifies a

[vessl of the kind called] .l., [app. here used in
the sense which this word commonly has in Pers.,
i.e. as meaning a cup,] in tvhich, (g, TA,) or
from rohich, (TA,) one drinks: ( ?, TA:) Sa'eed
Ibn-Jubeyr says that the tl. of the king' [men-
tioned in the ]:ur xiU. 72] was the Persian i3;,
of wrhich the two extremities [are compressed so
that they] meet togetier [app. in such a manner
that the whole vessel resembles a small boat, the
word 1J.j.. being expl. in several dictionaries as
applied to a drinking-vessel of this form, probably
from the Pers. .Jj signifying "a shuttle" and
used in this sense in modern Arabic]: El-Hasan
says that the tli and the X;tL are one thing, as
Zj also says; and that the l.o ofthe king is said
to have been of j [meaning silver], and that
they used to measure with it and sometimes they
drank with it: Zj says that it is explained as an
oblong vesel, resembling the .E, with which
the king used to drink; and said by some to have
been of ,._ [which (as is said in the TA in art.
_) means copper, from the Pers. ~]. (TA.)

[See also ijy, with ~.]__ 1 t signifies also

t The place [or plot] in rhich a tLo [of seed] is
sown: so in a trad. (TA.) _A' A deprased
piece of ground; (., O, , TA ;) as also V ALO;
(0, 1g, TA;) like an excavation: or, as some say,
a d~preed place, s~g down from it surround-
ing borders: (TA:) or a narrow, de~ d place.
(TA in art. UC.) _- And t A place that i sr~ept
and in wiich one then plays: (Ibn-'Abb6d, 0,
1]:) [see the verse cited in what follows:] and

Ut k, is said to signify a piece of ground which
a boy roeeps, removing its pebbles, and in which
he plays with the ball: and a bare place, in which
is nothing. (TA.) - And The place of the breast
of the ostric/s when she put it upon the ground:
(V,:) or such a place is called .A tJ 4 ,.

(IF, 0.) And one says, 

and (. 1 L j meaning t He struch him in
the middle of his breast. (Z, TA.) - And it is
said that] , also signifies The [kind of go'-

des. (0, V.) - 6,, (1,) inf n. as above,
(0,) said of an ass, [meaning a wild ass,] He
droe his sh asses to the right and lft - (0, 15:)
so expl. by Ibn-'Abbad. (O.) And, said of a
horse, He went at random, and reisted his owner
[or rid~r]. (TA.) _- I t,d [said of a man, as
is indicated in the 0,] He turned about his head
towardt him: and he turned hisface towards him.

(O, TA.) -And .;j ., said of a bird, It
moved, or moved about, its head. (TA.)

4. ..,JI pLl: see 1, latter half.

6. e ) It became dispersed, or scattered; as

al!so 1e,l. (s.) You say, .iJl *,3 Tlhe
people, or party, became dispersed, or scattered,
and remote, all of them, one from anothler. (0,
k1.)-Also, said of hair, It became contracted,
and much split: [app. by reason of dryness: like
t ;3 :] (Ltb, 0, b :) or it became dispersed, or
scattered; (Lb, O, 1 ;) and it fell of by degrees.
(0, ].) -- And, said of herbage, It became dried

up; (0, O, ;) like t,.3; (0;) as also t-;.
($; and O and V in art. &o.)

7. pLl, : see 5. -Also i IHe turned avay,
or back, retreating, or returning, (?, O, 1], TA,)
and ment (g, TA) quickly, or hastening: ($, 0,

1, TA:) or you say,,; tit l lt! The people, or
party, went away quicAly: and l~ telAl t He

went awvay [turning back] quickly. (TA.) [See
an ex. voce ;jto.] _ And t It (a bird) ascended,
or mounted, into the air, between the earth and
sky, or into the middle of the sky. (TA in art.
&.o, from the book entitled "Ghareeb el-
IlamAm " by El-XIasan Ibn-'Abd-All6b El-Katib

El-Ibahbnee.)

($, Mgh, O, M9 b, 1) and 1' and

* ,: (0, °1) and t tl. (, O, 01) and *tl,
(O, 15,) thus accord. to five different readers of
the ]ur in xii. 72, (0, ]1, TA,) A certain mea-
sure used for meauring corn [4c.], ($, 0, M9b,
15,) and upon whAich turn [or depend] the de-
cisions of the Mulims [relating to measures of
capacity]: ( :) or the 1t. is diffrentfrom the

el; (, j ;) the latter being a certain vessel,

in [or from] which one drinks [as will be expl.
hereafter in this paragraph]: (?, TA:) the former
is four 01.; [pl. of .~]; ($, 0, Myb, 1 ;) i.e.
(M#b) five J£fI [or pints] and a third, (Mgh,
Mqb, TA,) by the measure of alaghddd; (Myb;)
the ~ being a pint and a third: (15, TA:) so
with the people of El-lIij&z, (Mgh, TA,) [i. e.]
so with the people of the 1Iarameyn, 'as was
proved by a number of specimens of the &LL
used in dealings with the Prophet, (Msb,) and
so aceord. to Esh-Shhfi'ee: (TA:) but with the
people of El-'Ira it was eight pints, (Mgh, Mgb,
TA,) with whom agreed Aboo-Hancefeh; the
~ with them being two pints; (Msb, TA;) but
the addition was made by El-.Iajj/j; and their

1 was the I;. . j1, and was unknown to
the people of El-Medeeneh, as is said by Az:
(Mlb:) accord. to Ed-Dawoodee, its invariable
measure is four times the quantity [of corn &c.]

stick callad] Oi . (i.) In the following
verse of El-Museiyab Ibn-'Alas, describing a she-
camel,

* tLtI 1t. tL -1 ' '

[the most obvious meaning of which is, Her
fore legs moved briskly for tlhe punpone of hasten-
ing, as though he were propelling a ball with the
hands of a player in a piec of ground clearedfor

that exercise,] or, as some relate it, J. &; ,
meaning with the hands of a player with the
ball, it is said by some that he means L-,
[though it is not easy to see why, if so, he did
not say Ll,Q,] and that by the EtL he means

the , because it is bent (L; [see 1, last
sentence,]) for the purpose of striking with it, that
the ball may be propelled (t1.j) with it. (O.)

and . : see EL, first sentence. - The
latter is also a pl., (1, TA,) app. of Ql., with
kesr. (TA.)

. Portions of herbage be~inning to dry up.
(Ibn-'Abbad, 0, -.) -And of the flesh of a
horse, Such as is scattered, or rparse; not co-
lected together in one place. (Ibn-'Abbld, O.)

a;L: see ,t, latter half, in two places._
Also t A place prep;red by a woman for the
separating and loosening of cotton: (Lth, 0, V,
TA :) and t a skin, like a , which a woman
sometimes makes, or prepares, for the separating
and losening of cotton and of wool upon it.
(ISh, 0, TA.) _- And t A place specially made,
or prepared, for guest. (Z, TA.)

Iy and tij: see i, former half, infive
places.

1 .! occurs as a dim. of X4ca [or rather of

Cly", pL of &tl regularly formed therefrom].

(IB, TA.)

i;, i [part. n. of 7] Turning away or back,
retreating, &c. (TA.)

1. '1t, (S, MA, 0, M 9b, P,) aor. , (8,
O, Msb,) inf. n. .(S, MA, 0, M,b) and ,l
(TA) and U1.., (MA,) [or the last is a simple
subst.,] He melted it, and poured it forth into a
mould; (TA ;) he cast it, molten, in a mould:
(PS:) lc made, formed, fashioned, or mouded,
it, by the goldsmith's art; namely, an ornament
[and the like]: (MA: [this last is the most usual
meaning:]) or he prepared it, (], TA,) and cast
it, (TA,) namely, a thing, after the pattern of a
right model. (15, TA.) One says of a man, 't 

i A cJI [He cast the gold s as to make of it
ornaments; or he made, formed, fashioned, or
moulded, the gold into ornaments]. (Myb.) -
[Hence,] X._re i. 41 "' X God created him
(S 0, O, 1, TA) in a goody mode, or manner, of
creation. (O, TA.) And e;4 B e
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to,- _ .J
was crd~ afer his [i.e. another's] mode, or
mar, of tio (TA.) - And 1, 1L.,
or WLb, t H composed, and adjutd, potry,
or peech, diour, or language. (TA.) - And
.jQIl t They alter speech, [enmbellish it
mith lies,] andfalsfiy it, or forge it. (TA.) And
. 1 ,t J, o, (S, 0, Mb,' TA,) inf. n. c,
(Mob,) Such a one forges, or fabricates, that
which isffal, or untrue: (O, Mqb:0) a meta-
phorical phrae. (.) And ; jj ji ,? and
"Mb : Such a one forged, or fabricated, a lie, a

fabseood,oran untruth. (TA.) And ,l1 Jt,.
means tThe lying of the tongue. (giar p. 65.)

m _tL, aor. (Yt, (0, K,) inf. n. *ey, (0,)
also signifies It san into the ground, said of
water; and into the food, said of sauce, or season-
ing: (O,X:) so says ISh. (TA.).-And teL
.,.JI i The beMerage, or wins, was easy and

agreeable to him to stadlow; i. .q , (Ibn-
'Abbid, O, g,) as a dial. var. (Ibn-'Abbdl, 0.)

5. 5t3: see what next follows.

7. laeil quasi-pass. of ;".i [in all its senses,
proper and tropical: meaning It was, or.became,
m~d, and pouredforth into a mould; &c.: and
in like manner Freytag explains t.3 as used
in the book entitled "Lea oiseaux et lea fleurs,"
p. 7, meaning "formatus, fictus fuit ;" but this is
app. post clasical]. (O, g.)

i. inf. n. of "'d' [q.v.]. ( &c.) - [In the
]ur xii. 72,] some read .~j o ' [meaning

Ve miu, or soe not, orAfid not, the Kinj's molten
, or v made of melted metal]: in this

inrtance, y is an in£ n. (O, ], TA) used as a
subt., (0, TA,) in the sense of * [,Zi, which
meuns . L* [i. eO thie ng tAat hAu been mtd,
and poued forth into a mod; &e.]; like

t .lJI [a p. part. n. of a verb which is not
mentioned]: (TA:) it is like ~, in the phrase

.1 t.M;1~, (O, ,. TA,) meaning
"j.b*: (O, TA:) and Er-R.ghib fays that it

[i. e. the vessel thus termed] is held to have been
made of molten gold: (TA:) some read [in the
]ur xii. 72] t9, as though this also were
[originlly] an inf. n. (0, 4, TA) from 1, (O,
TA,) like J(l and;.tp (0, F, TA) from jq and
.,) (0, TA.) [See also tL., with the unpointed

].] One says also, Il. J[ I This is of the
ma~re of this; or i th in mea~re of this:
[as though of the make,fo , fashio, mouid, or
cast, of tAis: (see also ,AMb:)] (., , Mb :)
and .ul Y A;l .: Thuis water s of th
meas,me of tb ,el; or is t ke e in meamm of
the ~ : and everything that is the like in
mou of ero e thingsis.Iid,to be° (O.)
_. ADd :hey;, 7 two ar le .: (, O,
] :) or tey two are otaean; syn. L [which

is properly ing., though here used a dual].
(IDrd, O, ) .-4nd , 4 ) (AA, O, 1)
H eis e w o wa bA uted y fr hi so h
brt and [in like maoer, beflre hm, for] he

may be above him and he may be below him,
(0,) like ; au also ,J ,b , (V,TA,
[in the CI, erroneously, .f(,]) like 1 J .:

(TA:) and , .; Ja;.i and :;a. [She
is thy ter who wa born immdiately after thee;
or before thee]: (0, TA:) the pl. is i [ (TA
voee -.)

0-0 .

; b.o: see the last sentence here preceding, in
two places.

;4- is originally aty, (S , O, Mqh,) the j
being changed into j because of the kesreh before
it: (S, 0 :) it is li I. (M!b.) [Its primary

o;r mnanner, of i. 0. esignification is A or manner, of ty i.e.
meting, and pouring forth into a moldd; &c.:
and hence it signifies a make, form, fadsion,
mould, or cast :] and it is wn. with 0id, q. v.:
(TA:) and signifies the making [a thing]; and
making according to a cer~tain meaUre or propr-
tion [and the lie]. (M.b.) One says 'i,~ ;.
(s, o, 1) Arrows [one in make;] un,form;
(TA;) of tAe m eo of one man. (S, 0, ]* TA.)
And w&b A, meaning t The creation of God.

(Myb.) And iZl t 1: He is goo dyin
re~pect of make and of stature: or this means
,J.JI c>. jo [which may in this case be cor-
rectly rendered he is goodly in rpect of make:
and also he is good in repect of work]. (TA.)
And 4s,. a o Cj. p& He is of a generow
origin (Ibn-'Abbad, Z, 0, II, TA.) And Ao
il. MJI I Tlhe mode, mamer,fashion, orform,
of tlhe sayin i thus. (Mqb.) And 4I , ..o
I ;i.1. ti. The shape of the affair, or case, m
thu and thw. (TA.)

JL,se see =M ..

see ,,, seeond sentence.

aiti, The craft, or art, (]4, TA,) or work, or
ope~ration, (g, O, Mqb,0 TA,) of the t [q. v.];
( 0, O, Msb, ], TA;) [generally meaning the
craft or art, or the work or operation, of tlae
goldsmith;] the act of metng [gold &c.], and
pouring [it] forth into a moulid; [&c.; (see 1,
first sentence;)]a u alo * 4. and t,
this last mentioned by LI. (TA.)

e: ee the next paragraph, in five places.

et and M A, (8 , 0, OMb, b , ,KL) and

t [tl , (t, O, 1I, KL,) the last of the dial. of El-
ijiz, (1, 0,) originallyitl , (IJ, O, TA,) thus

altered by some, from il~ to jip , because of
their dislilking the double5, (IJ, TA,) One who
practis, or pefo~ , th craft, art, work, or
operation, termed At. [or melting gold &c., and
powring it forth into a mould; &c. as expl. in
the first sentence of this art.]; (,'O, Mqb, g,
TA;) [generally meaning] a goldmith, or worher
in god: (MA, KL:) the pl, of tdl is .

[originally and tl ~ and LY.o (TA.)

One says, > Jt 1 * [and L. i.e. He

i the moulder of ornamets, or of womn's orna-
meats, of gold or of silwr &c.]. (TA.) [And
hence aiL.ll .t lit. Goldsmith' salt; meaning

chrysocola, i. e. bor'a: thus termed in the lan-
guage of the present day.] Aboo-Rifi' the e1.;
is related to have said, Jj uLj ; s& -

JAjk it J pAd ty lA .A ['Omar
used to jest with me, saying, The mot lying of
men is the goidsmith, eoim says, To-day, and To-
morrom]. (TA.) And r ,1 11 ,b1
[lit. A lie wraIich the golditd haae told] is a
saying (of Aboo-Hureyreh, O) occurring in a
trad. (8, O.) [Hence,] the pl. ittl means
i Peron who aler eech, [embdish it with li,]
and falsify it, or forge it: and w i'5,, one roho
mouldY speech, and fabif it, or emblishes it
mth lies: (TA :) and [in like manner] ~ ', (0,
C,TA,) originally ot', (TA,) o,n who lies

much, and embe~lishe his speec [it lia]: (g,
0, TA:) the pl. of this last is iLC, like il_ pl. of
:. (TA.) [See also , .

°:, originally m: see the next preceding
paragraph, last cxplanation.

'.; i. q. hiQ [A me of ~crumbkd bread
moisened with broth and piled up in the mid!le
of a bowl]. (Fr, O, .)

iC, originally 0l,.: see .

b51, [as though originally tI,- being men-
tioned in tfis art.,] Water such as is common
(.; [app. meaning to all nko desire to take of
it]), and much in quantity. (IAr, TA.)

, [as a coil. gen. n.,] with fet-h., Moulded
ornaments or women's ornaments, of gold or the

like; syn. "y-.. . (TA.)

amse } , second sentence.

J. and J .; and j,,, (~, o,,) inf. n.
·Jy; (. ;) He (a ram) had much -y. [or
wool], (., O, 1,) after having little thereof. (.,

-O.) -tJ 1 c,., Z.t J1.o, aor. J..A and

A, (., M, O, Mb, j,) inf. n.'Jg.. and s
and ii , (0 and I in art. ,) The arrto
turned aside from the butt: (f, M, O, M9b, K :)
like JLb. ($ and O in art. .&,.) And .JL.
4*. < Hisi fiace turned awayfrom me. (g.)
And J0, ,s AL., (,, M, 0,) aor. jZ, inf. n.
J.;, (M,5 His (a man's, Q, 0) evil, or mi,hif,
turned away from me. (6,0 M, O.0)

2. f;o ;. Th7e grapeot-mie howned its fruit.
stalk [anew] after the cutting off of it fruit.

(M.)

4. , b J i LU God t~ away, or
.PM,2by'
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may God turn aweay,from me his evil, or mis-
chief. (9, ].) [Mentioned also in art. .o.]

5. ;., He became a : (Myb:) he
devoted hAimsef to religiow werciras; or applied
himelf to devotion: or he assrted himself to do
so:' (TA:) but it is post-classical. (Myb.)

JL (9, M, 0,1) and t JCLI (9, M, O, Myb,
O() and t JC., (M, O, ][,) which last is formed by

transposition [from the second], (M,) and t' J~
(M, O, g) and ' J;F (VM, 0, Mb, )b, and

'P · (AlHeyth, TA) and t' &.iw (M, O,

][,) A ram having much Jj, [or woogJ: (S, M,
O, Myb, :) fem. with ;, (], [in which it seems
to refer only to the luast, i. e.]) the femrn. epithet is

· 3i:,,,, (O,) or V i;~,, (AHeyth, and so in
a copy of the M,) and J1U. also. (M.) - And

iLOG L [A lock of hair hanging don below the
lobe of the ear] of which the hair is like J
[i.e. roool. (M.)mSeealso Jy. And see
art. ,J.

cJ,: see the next preceding pargraph.

J~y [Wool;] an appertna ce of seep, (in the

. liU, in the M "j. , and in the O and Mqb

[more definitely] w hic,) Ahich i to them li

.at to goats and j. to camels: (M:) [in the
1~ only said to be well known:] n. un. I,
(M,) [i. e.] this latter has a more particular signi-
fication [meaning a portion, jloc, tuft, or Tp,
of wol]: (9, O, Myb, 1:) and sometimes Jm
is used in the sense of the n. un., as mentioned by

8b: (M:) the pl. of J., is JIli [meaning
sorts of wool]: (M :) and the dim. of the n. un. is

'P aA.. (TA.) One says Uy ;- UJ.
[An unkilful woman that has found wool]: (Ay,
0, :) a prov. (Ay, O) relating to property
possessed by such as does not deserve to have it:
(Ay, TA:) because the unskilful woman, when
she lights upon wool, mars it, (O, 1~,) not spin-
ning it well: (O :) applied to the stupid person
who finds property and wastes it; (O, I ;) or to
him who finds that of which he knows not the
value, and wastes it. (Z, TA.) And one says,

"13; ~jwl 4X 'iJ, meaning Such a one
nears what is made of wool and of cotton. (A,
TA.) In the saying of a poet,

* J ,-- c,>iJ A;; *
[Of one that is milked and ridden, that yields a
row of bowlJ of er milk, (but see J,kL, of which
other explanations have been given,) that mingle
camels' fur and wool], the latter hemistich means,
as Th says, accord. to IAyr, that is sold, and with
the price whereof are purchased camels and sheep:
or, accord. to Ay, that is quick in her pace; the
drawing back of her fore legs being likened to

[the motion of] the bow of the J1,u who mixes
camels' fur and wool. (M.) One says also,

j j.a ;.. ~. (S, M, , , but in the M J.&,)

and , (M, 0) andt t%l e, (M, K,) and

Jya -J

.. > .4 . and tlhw, and .i. . q and

lMiq , and 4 .J~)~ and qtit, (S, 0,) meaning
I [I laid hold upon] the pendent hair in the hoUolr
of the back of his neck: (IDrd, S, M, O, K:) or
the downy hairs upon tie back of his neck: (M,
0:) or the shin of his neck: (IAar, S, O, :) or
the back of his neck, altogether: (Fr, S, 0, .K:)
or I took him by force: (Abu-l-Ghowth, g, O,
I:) or I followed him, thinking that I should
not reach him, and overtook him; and this one
says whether he lay hold upon his neck or not.

(Abu-s-Semeyda', , 0, O, .) And jPd. ,tCi!

^'~ : [He gave it altoget~lr]; like ., IUI:
or (as expL by A'Obeyd.O) he gave it gra-
tuitouy; not taking a price. (S., O, K.)-
a 1 Jj,d [lit. The wool of the sea] is a thing

[or nbstance] in the form of the animal 3J
[i. e., of wool; evidently meaning sea-e~ed re-
~mbling wool; such as is found in abundance
thrown up on the beaches of the Red Sea: and
that this is generally, if not in every instance,
meant by the identical Hebrew word roD, as used
in the Bible, has been most satisfactorily shown
in art. "Red Sea" (by my deeply-lamented
nephew Edward Stanley Poole) in Dr. William
Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible "]: it is said in

one of the , [see art. .,] ; 4 i 'i

Jiir j [I witl not come to thee as long as a
sa ets a portion of ,.¥], or, as Lh relates it,

y 'j.J b' 1 L [a long as tile sea mets its
J..; meaning, ever]. (M, TA.)

: see Jt.
.iU n. un. of Jj. [q. v.]. (M &c.)_ [Also

applied by physicians to A pessary, or suppo-
sitory, of wool, containing a medicanent of some
kind, to be inserted into tie vagina or rectum.] -
Also Any of those who had the management of

aught of the wrork of thl e [meaning the
House of God, i. e. the Kaabeh], and who were

called ' X)UA.Il: (M:) [accord. to the TA, it is

said that i± dl and a£WlI are both alike appel-
lations applied to any of such persons:] J and
others say that Uy~ was the father of a tribe of
Mudar, who used to serve the Kaabeh, and to
return with the pilgrims from 'Arafat, in the Time
of Ignorance; and it is implied in the S [that they
were also called . j1, or] that ai was
also called jiOg ; and in a saying of Z, that

ti.iA J and 49 ~. Jl were appellations of one
and the same people: [hence, app., the applica-
tions of ib,, and b- to any servants of the
Kaabeh:] but accord. to Sgh and the I, 3i

j;,l. is a mistake for Xeld- jl. (TA.)

i63.e, and its fem., with a: see JL: and
for the former see also aiy. - Also [A
of agaric, i. e., of the kind offungus thus called;]
a certain thing [or substance] that comes forth
from the heart of tres,.flaccid and dry, in Dwhich
fire is struck, and mhich is thie best of things for
the purpose of those who strikefire. (TA.)

iy.~, applied to a ewe, is fem. of XjUg:

see J1. (A1Ileyth, TA.) - Also A certain

[Boox I.

herb, or leguminous plant, d(i',) downy, (M,
kC,) and short, (l],) mentioned by Aboo-Naqr as

of the kind termed ~1^.1 [pl. of .], but not
specifically described by him. (AIIn, M.)

J.s.~, a post-classical word, A man of the

peo,ple called the kai,: (Msb:) [formerly ap-
plied to any devotee: afterwards, particularly, to
a mystic; one who seeks to rai.e himttef to a high
degree of spiritual excelknce by contenplation of
divine things so as to elicit the mysteries thereof:]

the e. may be so called [from the Greek
wa,r: or] in relation to the lopl)lo called ji
014f, [see 34,] as resembling them in the
devotion of themselves to religious exercises: or in

relation to those called aUIl J1U, wlerefore they

are also called i;all: or in relation to ,.,dl
[i. e. wool], which is proper to devotees and
recluses: this last is the derivation commonly
received. (TA.)

&is,U ; and its fern., with; : se jl.

i46. dim. of hj.., n. un. of .y, q. v. (TA.)

'io 1 A manufacturer of [or mod, or of
woollen garments .c. ]. (TA.)

0G: see 0G.

.iCe, originally U m , A [garment of the kind

called] i4 having much J.. [or wool]. (TA.)

_jj~l: see tJ

1. , ,G, (o, ,) aor. J,, (o,) inf. .
S. 3, (i,) It stuckh, or clare, to him, or it: (O,
X ;) said of saffiron, (V],) and of blood, and of
other things: (TA:) and (O, 1) so o .JLt, aor.
.- '4 l, (,0, O , g in art. ,) inf. n. .;; ( i;)

said of perfume. (0, O, 1].) See also a".

5. at.; 1 3.;ad, (As, O, [,) or, accord. to

AZ, ,1'.3, with ,. (O,) or both, (Lh, TA in
art. .L,) [and j3,;,] lie (a man, 0) became
defiled, or befouled, writh [or in] his dung.
(O, K.)

)jl The seminalfluid of a man. (Th, Kr, g.)
Also The first. (.K.) One says, 3j. 2L1

.,o and t) Imet him the first thing. (S, O,

1g.) And in like manner, 1~) VS i,ll dal and
~ [Do thou it the first of ererything]. (TA.)

And W,*' jl 1J j. : sec 1 in art. J'.. (O
and Tk in that art.) - Also Alotion: so in the
phrase .J,. ! C and ; [There is not in him,
or it, any motion]. (IDrd, O, I(.)

J,;1 Sticking, or cleaving. (AA, TA.)-
And [app. as an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. is predominant] Stiching blood: or blood of

thse .4 [or bely, &]. (TA) -_ See also art

, [or. in n. 

1. 4&f jL>, [aor. 3y,] inf. n. J and

q
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Xii (, O, O) and J , (0O,) He leaped, or
prg, upon him: (M, 0, 4:) and (O) esL j.,

(M, ,) aor. , (TA,) in n. 3.. and J.;
and SS and Sty and JG and ICL, he
sprang, or rued, upon im; made an asault, or
attack, upon Aim; namely, his adversary, or
antagonist; syn. L;; (M, ], TA;) and j;d.:
(TA:) [or he sprang upon him and eized him
~oleny or laid violnt hands upon him; for so
L; misud to signify:] and X JkL t he over-

bo Ahim, owrpomered him, or subdued him; (S,*
O, ° Mb,* TA; [a meaning also assigned to
L;;]) namely, one man another nam. (TA.)

J.$ .. aj

[8ee abo 1 in art. je.] One says, 10 J -,j
3C" Many a saying is more vere than a

leapig or springing [&c.]. (., O.) And it is
mid in a trad. respecting prayer, .l ;.M, mean-
ing [By Thee may I] sqning, or rush, or asault,
and mbdue. (TA.) - Jt, aor. as above, inf. n.
3y., is also aid of a stallion [camel], meaning
He lbeae, or sprang: or, accord. to AZ, JLo,
inf. and SJg., said of a camel, means he
leapd, or rprang, wpor the [other] camels, and
.fought thAm: (Mb :) or one says of a stallion,

-I*l L JLo, inf n. J., meaning he fougAt
the [other] camels, (M, V,) and sent tlwm on
before: (M:) or, accorl. to AZ, one says of a
camel, (S,) or, accord. to Es-SaraSlustec, somc of
the Arabs ay of a camel, (M.b,) j), (8, Myb,
[in one of my copies of the S Ji., but the former
is the rifht,]) like 4,i, (Myb,) with., (S, Mab,)
in£ n. lLt.., meaning he betook himself to the
AilUng of men, and spiniging, or rtuding, upon
them: ( :) and withlout o in speaking of the act
of one adversary, or antagonist, against anotller:
(Mlb :) Bamzeh El-Iebah6.nee says, in his " Pro-
verbs," that ;;JI Jil means the caiel bit;
but he is alone in saying this. (TA.) One suys
also, °,!I dJr, meaning Tie he-as attached the
she-as: (, O :) or ;11 I.I o'll JtI the Ie-
as drove away the she-as, or tAhe herd f rWild
she-am, (M, l], TA,) and attacked her or tlem,
biting her or them with the fore teeth, and hicking
her or them ith the hind leg or hind leys. (TA.)

II) JLo, aor. as above, inf. n. ,.S, Sc Lesel,t
away, or cleared, the rheat from the pi,eces of
stick and of rubbish: and 'i. t l nc
swrept the wheat [well, and so cleared it from,,
rubbih]: the teshdeed denotes intensiveness of
meaning: (0:) ,J 4 1 [or , l ]

meansu the pi of the fj, [or coUllected
hamt or grain, or perhaps the place in which

mohat or grai i trodden out], (O,) or of the sides
thereof (l1f u j [to clear it of rabbish]).

(P) _ : see art. J.0.

L. J;.d, and its inf. n.: see 1, last sentence but
one.- Jt.3 also signifies The extracting a
thsng by eans of water: (], TA: [in the Cg,
~.lj is erroneously put for ''J :]) like the
extatng a pebble from rice [by washing].
(TA.) [And app. The soaai~ a thing to extract
tih ji~o or bitte s &c.: ee Jya~. See also

an ex. in De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, se. ed.,
vol. ii. p. 130 of the Ar. text; and see his remarks
thereon in p. 335 of the transl. and notes.] -
[Also The mixing, and stirrin about, and beating,
a thing.] One says, *j jp 3 .JI [in
the CI5 , which is a mistranscription,] 7The
locusts are mixed, and stirred about, and beaten,
in his ES (O, ]4) i. e.fr~yin-pan. (TI.)

3. G;:;. and jXia and 't i [of which the
first and second arc inf. ns., the third being a
quasi-inf. n.,] are Jyn. withA .31 ; (, O, ;)
ij3l. signifying ~ilj [i. e. HI leaped, or sprang,

upon him; or he assaulted, or assailed, him: or
he contended witvil him, each leaping, or springing,
upon thI other, or each assaulting, or assailing,
the otiler]. (1K.) [See also 6.]

6. .* j c) l i. q. l [i. e. The
two stallion-ca-mels leap, or spring, upon each
other; or assault, or assail, each other]. ($.)

X.o is an inf. n.: ($, O, : [see 1, first sen-
tence:]) or it signifies A leap, or spring: (TA:)
or a single act tf a camel's leaping, or rpringing,
upon [lther] camelf, andfighting them; as also
V # : (M9b:) [but more commonly, impetuosity,
of a man, andl of a camel or the like.] .-. [Hence,]

,j* - aiY gm One who springs upon the
food, and devours it immoderately. (M, TA.*).-

---1 a . 0 .Z. ,10
Jy. j!l ;?E. mcans 3hgj JjI [i. e. I met him

the first thing, or the first thing that I aw].
(A, TA.)

ila '*>~ Iyand 3 1_.~ a". [signify
ncstrly the same, the former meaning A heap of
nwheat, and the latter wheat in general, cleared
from rubbish by means qf the implement calUed
al or OJ ]: (O, g: [these significations are
clearly indicated in the ], and more so in the O,
by thc context:]) the pl. of Zy is J . (0.)

Le.a., mentioned here in the ]: see art. '..

J.L A camel that devours his pastor; that
xprtngs upon men, and devours them: (Lth, TA:)
a camel that hill men, and sqring.s, or rushes,
upon tlm : ( :) or a camel that kaps, or prings,
upon the [other] camel, and fightJ them: (Myb :)
or a stallion that fights tht [other] camels, (M,
.K,) and sends them on before. (M.) And tA
man who beats others, and overbears, overpowers,
or subdus, them. (TA.) Accord. to Az, it is
originally without ., and is app. pronounced with

because thej is with .damm. (TA.)

Jlo an inf.£ n. of 1 [q. v.]. (M, 0, Mqb, ].)
[And also an in£ n. of 3, q. v.]

aiOt: seeS 3: and see also 1i.

J,q l! 3J"I [More impetuous than a camel;
or more wont to spring t~pon others, or to assault,
or a ail, them, than a camel]. (TA.)

,1a JA thing in which coloeynt are soaked
in order that their bitternm may depart. (AZ,
., O, .) ... And, accord. to Ibn-'AbbAd, An
imp~ t with which the ears of corn are sept

away, or cleared, from the pieces of stick and qf
rubbish. (0. [See 'also what next follows.])

4I~aJ A broom (L:, 0, ) with which the
ids of the jZ [or colleted wheat or grain, or
perhaps the place in which rohat or grain i
trodden out,] are nwpt [to clear it of rubbish]:
(O, TA:) so says IApr. (TA. [See also what
next precedes.])

Jaea~O.: see 1C ; 0i.

aCiJ and aJm: see what here followL

1~.3 (T, 8, ]) and Li;.J (Sb, TA) and
t? Cjy (T, TA) and t ij , (TA,) us also

.14. , (L in art. ,) [A kind of gofstick,
or olf-stick, plhyed with by men on or~ c;]
a stick with a curved, or crooked, end; syn.
~ ·; _ (., g ;) [or rather] a tick of wich the
end is curved [artjfcially] with hich a ball i
struck by men on horseback: a stick of which the
end curves, or crook, naturally, on its tree, is
called 0 ,a-: (T, TA:) of Pers. origin, (.,)
[i. e; from the Pers. ,l.,] arabicised: (T, g:)
pl. .Jt,; (8, ! ;) the $ being added in the pl.
because of the foreign origin, (?, M, TA,) as is
mostly the case in broken pls. of words of foreign
origin. (M, TA.)

tIqJo: see the next pragraph here pre-
ceding.

L ,* , (~, M, &c.,) aor. ~, (Mqb,) in£ n.
.4.., and .. ; (.8, M, Mgh, MNb, V ;) and
V;1AI.; (M, };) He baind, (Mb, TA,) in
an absolute sense: (Mqb:) this is the primary
signification: (TA:) [or] this is said to be the
signification in the proper language of the Arab:
(Mb :) and in the language of the law, (MNb,
TA,) he obsered a particular kind of abstinen;
(Msb;) i. e. (TA) he abstained from food (S,
M, , TA) and drink (M, , TA) and Coitwu:
(M, ] :) and (8,* M, &c.) by a tropical applica.
tion, (TA,) ?from speecA: (g,* M, Mgh, Mqb,-
1g, TA:) or.,-" in the proper language of the
Arabs signifies a man's abstainingfrom eating:
and by a secondary application, a particular me
ing of God [by fasting]; (Mgh;) [i.e.] the
abstaining from eating and drising and coitmu
from daybreak to mwt: (KT:) accord. to Kh,
it signifies [properly] the tanding withot work.

(s.) jJI -. , means 11 i L ,. [Hefasted
during the month]: agreeably with what is said
in the g.ur ii. 181. (TA.) And it is said (S, M)
by I'Ab (S) that the saying, in the gur [xix. 27],

I have vowed utto the Com~aonate] an abstain-
ing from tpe~ch. (., M, Msb.) One says also,
,M-A. ,t., inf. n. .go (S, M) and ;1~, (M,)
t e horse stood w ithout eating of foddr; (;)
or abstaind from the eating of foddr. (M, A,
Mgh.) And S Jl t A. S aH ainedfrom
going along, or jou~r ig. (TA.) - [Henoe,]

1
I I
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UJ-t .t , t The sun became [apparently]
stationary [in the mid-haven]: (T, TA:) or
attained itsJ il height. (M, TA.). And a.t

j1I, (inf. n..;.3., t,) t The day reached its mid-
point. (?, M,Mgh, T, TA.)-And J ,:,
(M, TA,) inf. n..s, ( T, g,) t TAe wind became
stiU, or calm. (?, M, g, TA.) - And lt1 A.A,
[inf. n.X; (sce Ij ) and probablyj..3 also,]
t TAe water became stil, or motionlss; syn.
.jW and .l1. (TA.) - And ;. %,t,, (M, 1,)

inf. n. &y, (M,) t The os ric/ castforth its dung;
(M, ]C, TA;) and in the same sense the verb is
used in relation to the domestic fowl; because
each stands still in doing this, or because each
becomes tranquil by reason of the passing forth of
that which occasions annoyknce: and accord. to
[some ono or more of the copies of] the M,.A.

j%11l, inf. n..o3 ., Tl7 jl, by which is here meant

the young one of the (j4l, [or rather of the
hutard caled 5i4,l cast forth what was in its

bclly. (TA.) `---I.. . i.q. Ql [He tasted,
or arperienced, his dcath]. (1g.)I-And;G He
(a man) shaded hi,nsef by means of the tree caUed

.,. ()..)
8: see 1, first sentence.

.so an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (, , &cM, .) 
[Henc,] .. ,l [app. for l . ] means also
% [The month of ] lRamaddn: (V, TA:) whence
the saying of Aboo-Zeyd, ,.. 1 1,
meaning [I remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in
El-lBasrak] two Rama.dns. (TA.) - And [in
like manner] ;j. also means t A Christian
churh; syn. &aj: (, ], TA:) as though for

1.4 J;; i. e. l [the place of station: for,
as Hooker says, speaking of the ancient usage of
the Church, "their manner was to stand at
prayer, whereupon their meetings unto that pur-
pose had the names of stations given them"].
(TA.) _See ablo,L. Also t The dung of
the ostrich. (f, M, J].) And, in the dial.
of Hudheyl, (f,) Certain trees, (?, M,) or
a certain tree, (]g,) [but] the n. un. is with
5, of the for of the e of a human being,
(M,) ugly in appearance, (M, V,) ery much
po, tfhe fuit of which are caled ; i.,j

i. e. [t. e head] of the serpents, [(ee ,tL3. and

;j,] not having leave: AlJn says that they
hare [what are termed] [q. v.], their
branchA do not spread forth, they grow in the
manner of the [pecies of tamarish cald] 3 ,
but are not so tall, and mostly grorm in the dis.
tricts of Bnoo.bdbeh. (M.)

L;,, for W;4, inf. n. of un. of ,;: see a
verse cited voce ,1i, in art. r'3

,si ,; Dry land or ground, in which is no
water. (i.)

.;1; is likei S tbut having an intensive sig-
nification [i. e. meaning Abstamin, &c., muck or
often]. (M9 b.) One ways . A.4;. O , meanw

-aid _-o
ing A man who fasts () [tn] in the day,
and wcho rims [ofte] in the night1[to pray].
(TA.)

.5L. Abstaining, in an absolute sense: this is
said to be the signification in the proper language
of the Arabs: and in the language of the law,
observing a particular hind of abstinence ; (Mgb ;)
(i. e.] abltaining fro food (., M, O) and drink
and coitus: and, [by a tropical application, (see
1, first sentence,)] tfrom spe~ch: (M, :) it is
applied to a man: (S,M, M,b:) and ?* CI ;
signifies the same, (8, ,) so applied; (?;) as
also ., (M, 1],) applied to a man, (M,) and
to a woman, and to two men, (TA,) and to a pl.
number; (M, ] ;) being an inf. n. lsed as an opi-
thet; ,TA;) or it is apL, [or rather quasi-pl. n.,]
like 3j: (M voce . :) or, in the proper lan.
guage of the Arabs, k signifies abstaining
from eating: and by a secondary application,
serving God in a particular manner [by ffsting:
see again 1, first sentence]: (Mgh:) accord. to
AO, it signifies any creature albstaining from
food, or t. fro~ ec, or tfrom going along or

jouying: (, Mqb:) pl. ;.o and;,. (.,M,

Mgh, Mb, I) and,~ ($, M, Msb, ) and

and.:l, and :,. and S,, (M, 3;,) the last
of which [written in the C15 ;, ] is cxtr.
(M.) -Applied to a horse, t Standing stiU(.S,
(M, Myb) without eating of foder~ (S, M?b) or
without eating anything: (M:) or abstaining
from the eating of fodder: (Mgh:) or standling
upon hisfour ! els. (Az in art. e , and TA.)
_And 2G SA tA seavae of a pUlletJ titat
remains sti, (Mgh, TA,) that nwill not revolve.
($, Mgh, TA.) - And.. t *, t T Water that is
still, or motionles; syn. j3 and "I;. (Mgb,

TA.)

;G; 1 The station, or standing-place, of a
horse; as also ?tIL. (, ], TA.)- And

1 ; t The [imaginary] place of suresion
of the aterim [meaning the Pleiades]. (M.)
Imra-el-l]eys says,

* -. .w~ ,Ill.44 .

[As though the Pleiades were hung, in their place
of supension, by means of rpes offlax, to hard
and solid rocks: i. e. they seemed as though they
were stationary: he means that the night was
tedious to him]. (f. [See EM p. 36, where a read-
ing of the former hemistich different from that
above is given, with the same and another reading
of the latter hemistich.]) - One says also, 

t.L~ ~ .'Jl'j, meaning t [I came to him
when the sun was] in the middle of thae shty.
(TA.)

*1;*t s: ee the next preceding paragraph.

L ZG, (M, V,) first pers. MZ, (, M:b,)
aor. 4^. , (TA,) inf. n. 0.. and S, and
ti., (d, M, Mg b, 15,) He presvd it, kept it,

[Booz I.

laid it up, took cre of it, or remered it, (Mgb,
],) in its repository; (Mb;) and O4a..at
signifies the same: (M, 1 :) but one should not
say a1l, as the vulgar say. (TA.) -And
[hence] one says, (M, Mqb,) by way of com-

arison, (M ,) a , iro, (M, Mb,) inf. n.
Zi* . and C)., (M,) t [IHe presrred his honour,

or reputation], i.jl i [f,om pollution].

(Mtb. [See also 6.]) And Q, $ ,i;
i. e. 1 [Such a one yreservs Jfrom disgrace] his
cAeeks; (A in art. C;) or . his face.

(Har p. 15.) - mAnd o#j , JI 1 Cto (M, TA)

and "ji., (TA,) inf. n. ~., , t The horse resrved
soJnmelat of his running for the time of need.

(M, TA.) And a; a ; nd Ps

JlUji: sec 1 in art. J..A- nd ,,ail Js,

aor. 5 :, inf n. ., means .' & * aL

[app. the samo as s,. le set his hind
legs etwnly, side by side]: (M1:) or he stood upon
the extrnemity of his ho(f, (S, M, 1,) by reason
of [attenuation, or alnasion, such as is termed]
t.. or tA.. ( ,1.)_And Oi,, inf. n. O"
lie (a horse) liAlmped, or hltalted, much; (M ;) or,
as exlxl. by IB, sightly. (TA.) &'li cm
occurs in a verse (S, M, TA) of En-N/bighah,
(M, TA,) [referring to horscs,] and J says that
As knew it not, but that others expl. it as
meaning Reserving somesnhat of the rate of going,
(TA,) or as meaning s.ffering pain in the Ahoof
from attennation, or abrasion: (S :) accord. to
I B, it means limping, or halting, and suff.erin
pain i, the hoofo,foromjttigue. (TA.)

6: see the next paragraph.

6. ;,.l; is the contr. of 3jl!, (Mqb,) or of

J..,: ($ and MNb in art. J.J:) one says, of a

man, jti and t -,--3, the latter on the au-

thority of IJ, (M, TA,) and mentioned alio by
Z, (TA,) t He pr~ d himslf, or his honour,
or reputation, (M, TA,) .jl ~ [frm the
things, or actions, for whicis he aould be blamed],
(TA. [See also 1, second sentence.])

8: see 1, first sentence.

an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (M, cM, c) See

also ;, below. - And see .

L4 [A r tack for Ierfumes 4c., such as
is commonly called] an ;.si. (IAFr, 1.)

'a;0 [originally ] i. q. : one says,
. ,t1 ,Ji i.e. jJl [Tese are tahe gar-

ments of resation for wear on extrordinary
occasions]: (M, TA:) contr. of 13,; (TA.)

s;. and b1; (S,M, M,b, 1) and '
(1) and 5% (S, M:b, ) and 5 . and 5C,
(15,) but the third and the last two are extr.,
(TA,) A thing, (M, Myb, 5,) or re~ (?,)
[or chet or the lihe,] usd as a r ory (9, M,

M9b, 15) for a garment, (;, 1],) as also a tw 1
(8kr, cited by Reisde in Abul£ Ann. ii. 614,)
[or for clothes,] or for a thing: (M, Mb:) pL
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it: (MA:) or s; signifies any pace in
which one reota a garmnt. (TA in art. W,...)

,"Y pI. of u L- (L . ) 8e art. o.

ilpI [Fltstone; and fiit-stones: thus in
the present day:] a sort of stones, (e, Mqb,) in
wvhicA is hardnm; (Mqb;) hard aones, (M,j,)
of a certain sort, (s,) with which fir is struch:
or, as some say, ertain black tones ohich are
not hard: (M:) or a sort of hard stones, which,

ohen fire mite it, crachks (&') and cracks,

and sometimes fire is struchk ith it, but it is not
fit for [making] lime, nor for heating for the
purpose of roasting thereon: (Az, TA:) one

thereof is called &"lj". (S, M, Myb, V.)

Al;l1 The , [meaning anus]: (1, TA:) so
called because it keeps [from escape] much, or
often, what would issue from it. (TA.) - See

also ivI.

; [thus app., like . and ., written in

my copy of the Myb >,] One whNo prese)res
his honour, or reputation. (Myb.)

5Jt.;: see Xlly, in two places.

X .: sce ~eA.

i,a and t s, (M, M, M.b, :I,) like

3J.; and J;., (1 and Myb in art. ,J),
q.v.,) the latter of the dial. of Tcmecem, (M,)
Preervod, kept, laid up, taken care of, or re-
s~ved; (,* M,* Myb, V ; applied to a garment
[&c-]; ($, M ;) as also V X,, which is an inf. n.
used. as an epithet: (M:) one should not say

L;,L s, (, TA,) nor t.L , as the vulgar say.
(TA.)

s Ab , osAom.ase; (1, TA;) as also t , .
(TA.)

*CC ,: see X) .

1. l,1t , (Lth, As, f , M, g,) aor.

I.$' ($', V,) in£. n. . o; (Lth, Az, $, M, 1 ;)
and ..j,, (A, M, ,) which is the form
preferred by Az, [aor. Sj 3,] inf. n. S;
(TA;) The pabn-tre needed irrigation, and
became slender: (Az, TA:) or became dry, or

dried up; (8, M, ;) as also · ,; l, and

t s: ( :) and in like manner one says of
other trees: and sometimes, of animals. (M.)

And WIt j l.' The udder had no milk re-

maining in it. ($am p. 661.) - [Hence,] 4f
1idi The erw, or she.goat, became fat, (Q, TA,)

in on ce of her udders having been made to
dry tp. ( A.) And s.; He became strong. '(7p.)

. t~, (M,) in£., (5,) primarily,
(M,) is used in relation to females, meaning He
abstained from tiing er, in order that he
might become fat, (M, ,) and not be weak.
(M.) You say, ijItl i I abtainedfrom

miling the shcamel for some days in order that
th mikiU might coect in her udder so that she might
become fat: or I made her mil to dry up, that

he might becomefatter. (M.) And AWl c'~",
inf n. as above, I made the udder of the ew, or
goat, to become dry, that she might become
fatter: (S:) or .it a l I made the milk of
the ewes, or goats, to dry up, putposely, that they
might become fatter; like as one says in relation
to camels: the subst. from the verb thus used is

V L5'.; and this is said to mean The leaving an
animal and not milhing her. (M.) Some say

that 3 is like o ; and hence the trad.,

1... 1.S..lfl [i. e. The catuinag the milk to
collect in the udder of an animal by abstaining
from milling herfor some days, when one desires
to sell her, is an endeavouring to deceive: but I
think that the right reading in this instance is

probably tL~l, with j]. (TA.) - It is also

used in relation to a stallion (S, M, ]) of the
camels: ( :) tihus it is used by El-Fal$'asee.

(M.) One says, Js.0I ,. Z' , (M,) inf. n. as
above, ($, :,) I put no burden upon the stallion
[camel]r aad did not bind himn with a rope, in
order that he miylit become more brisk in cover-
ing, and mnore strong; (S, ° M, C ;*) thus expl.
by El-'Adebbes EI-KinAnee: ( :) or Ieenpted
himn from rwork, and fed him, until his prit
returned to him, and he beramefat. (M.) And

vaJ 51,Li , I chose for my camel a
stallion, ant fed and nourihed him for thte qffice
of the staUion. (.) - Seec also 1. - [And see
art. y.]

4: see 1. - One says also..);tl 5.(1l, mean-
ing The peoplze's cattle became lean, or emaciated;
like o.i1.l i1 .i. (Il.tt, TA.) 1 [See also art.
3...]

i a subst. from 2, q. v. (M.)

: see its femrn., , voce . [Also,
app., Empty ,1" (or ears of corn): accord. to
the TA (on the authority of Az): the word in this
sense, and thus applied, is there written with the
article, l5.yl, without any syll. sign.]

.Id.: see the following paragraph.

.;~ Dry, (?, ]g, TA,) by reason of thirst, or
want of irrigation, or by reason of leanness, or

emaciation. (TA.) You say iA,.9 i'., (M,
j,) and V a~4, (M, TA,) [agreeably with rule,

as part. n. of %r;,] or 14.; X, (so in copies of
the I, [app. a mistranscription,]) A dr*y, or dried-
up, palm-tree: (M, ]:) and in like manner one
termns other trees: and sometimes, animals: thus
the poet 8a'ideh applies the epithet AJdta to

wild cows or wild oxen (J. j ). (M.)-
And Strong. (TA.)

1. 4,L aor. , (M, M, Mb, h,) inf. n.
,~ (~, Mgb, ],) said of an arrow, (1, M, Mqb,)

iq. 4ta [expl. in art. ,.,; (~ M, Mqb, M ;)
like .,At. having for its aor. +X*t. ((, M, M 9b.)
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CL,.: see n.sd, in art. 

+9: see *W.4

r An arrow gouing right, or hitting the

mark: pl. ~ (M, 1) and .4., (MF, TA,)
or the latter is pl. of ,3L., which signifies the
same. (M, in art. .,s .)

. -1.4.l: we .4..

s: ee art. ~j.

9p~J
s1: ee J1., in four places.

: see art. .P.

; and V 4 (M, A, V) and J $iA and

, .,1A (A, ) The Xlf (M, A, O) [as meaning
the orignal stock] of a people, (M,) or [as
meaning the original, or the princijll, or inoest

ssential, part,] of a thing: (A, ]:) and the
purest, or choice, or best, part or pottion, (Bl,'
A, [,) of a thing (M, O) of any kind, (M,) or

of a people. (A.) One say, ;i ', I.

and .,1 e IIs of the J.l [otr or iinal stock]

of his peoplet: (Fr, TA:) and . ." a, >. and

&. a$iy (TA) and Vt4 X . (A) of thw
pureat in race of hiA pop/le. (A, TA.) And

t ,.)4 ;j A choice, or an excellent, people.
(TA.)- Also the first, The collectite lody of a

people; (Kr,M;) aid(l so at. (M in nrt.
.r',,.)_ Anid A lord, mtaster, or chief (M, ]g.)

Quasi ;,

nnd l.o: and : see art. ; ..

L 'L, (S, A, 0, Msb, &c.,) aor. , ($,

0, Msb,) in£ n. 't, and A, (, A,. O, M,b,

]0)and 4.and and Ot.ad, (M, O, -,*)
He ra;le his voice, voiced, called or called out,
cried or cried out: ($, A, O, Mb, t:) or did so
vehm tly, cried aloud, uttered a lottd cry or
crying, shouted, exclaimed, or vociferated: (T,
C* A,* O,0 Mb,* TA:) or did so with his ntilooqt
force orpower; (1K, TA;) as also V 5.: (A,'
TA:) it is said of a man, and of othier things:
(TA:) or of anything: (T, TA:) originally, of nni
animal, and often of a bird of the crow-kind, hbit
rarely of a bird unrcstrictedly, and sometimes of a
spear as being likened to an animal. (lam p.

187.) One says, 1',; ',,' [Hle calledl,

or cried, &c., with a rehement calling or eryiiig
&c., or with a vehement call or cry &c.]. (A.)
And 4 tL lHe called or cried, or called out or

cried out, to it [or to him]. (Myb.) And .
i;, a Call thou to me such a one. (A, TA.)

And t eiL and l'G, (A, TA,) and 5 .
d ad , (A,) lHe called, hailed, or sun.

moned, hAn; called out, cried out, or shouted, to

him. (ATA.).)-And ~ t 71he' swere
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frightened, or trrfid. (J1.) And ..

tThy perished (4.)- One says also, a;i
0* 0 ;ZIA I met him before every

caling, or crying, and ditperang; meaning t I
met him befor daybreak: (?, TA:) so in the
Proverbs of Meyd. (TA.) Or~j!j a J3. &1
t I came to him before erything. (A.) And

Hi % 0 0 * ,; Ht e was aangryfor
neither little nor much: (ISk, , ]:) orfor

nothing. (A.) - And i.ll ;.J , (A, M,b,)
or iJ.l, (I,) I The tree, (A, Myb,) or the
lalm-tre, (4,) became tall. (A, Myb, [-) And
;,lS c . 1 The racme came forth complety

from its envlope, and became long, and in afresh
and tinder tate. (].) And jIbt Ct, t1 [app.

meaning TAe spathe of the palm-tree put forth
its padiz, or its raceme, to its fuil length]. (A.)

2: ee 1, in two places. - j l WI , said
of the sun, ( a, /,) and of the wind, (S,) i. q.

[q. v.]. (A, .)_And o
I broke and split the thing much. (TA in art.

3. L,1 and Vt .- signify The calling

or crying, cing out or crying out, &c., of
people, onm to another. ($, I.) One says, .t

.;;11 (TV) and ' Pl~ W3 The people, or party,
caled or cried, kc., orn to another. (A, TI.) 
8S. ablso L

5. q.iZ e i q. # [q. v.]. (8, .) _
And jtl C.3 iq. ( [q. v.]. (I in art.

t).--- And The thing bham
much brohen and conm or split or dit. (TA in
this art. and art. C..) See also 7.

6: see 3, in two places. -. tW said of the
scabbard, or sheath, of a sword (A, I~, TA) i It
became much split or dslit: (], TA :) it is like the
phrase 4irt .lah [q. v.]. (A, TA.)

7. tl.dl said of a garment, or piece of cloth,

It became dit, or rent, or much slit or rent. (A,
Mob. [See also 7 in art. C".]) And *,_.i!
t-JI The staJ became much split or cracked; as
also t ;43. (A.) - [Hence,] t,&l is also
said of the dawn and of lightning I [meaning It
ihowed its light: originally, became clcft: as expl.

in art. C.]. (A.)

a__. an inf. n. [and also an inf. n. un.] of
-tl~. (1 ,Mb,&ec.) [Hence,] one says, t;

;i,ll j_ I a tm ,i [IThe apectnot,
or wait not for, aught but the like of the crying-
out, or cry, of the pregnant woman]; meaning,
evil, or mischief, that shall come upon them
suddenly. (TA.) - Hence also ($) Punishment,
castigation, or chastisement. (§, A, ].) _- And
A hostile, or predatory, incursion, by which the
tribe are surprised. (TA.)

X b_: see what next follows.

8lT. ,(T, 6, A Mgb,, )or* O,, (Mb,)

A ort of date of El-Medseneh, (T, .A, Mgh,
M9b, j,) black, and hard to chem: (T, Mgh,
TA:) said to be so called in relation to a certain
ram, named X , that was tied to a palm-tree,
(A, M9 b, ],) which was hence called 
k.1e;.,: (A, Mb :) or the name of the ram was

A 's-
Jt,, and & 1 5, is a rel. n. changed from its

proper form, like u..a Q* , (1, TA,) from m a,.
(TA.)

5. A clamororu man: and anything noisy,
or sounding much. (The Lexicons passim.)_-

.Al is another name for iall [i. e. ¢'e con-
stelation foote.]. (I,zw.) - And A certain
pe~ me, or fragrant substance: (V, TA:) or a
wash for the head, (A, ,.) consting of j~.
[q. v.], and the liake. (A, TA.)

Lls The crying, or clamour, of the place of
the wailing of women. (1K.)

1. ;it, (S, M, A, Mgh, Mob, ],) like Z'l,
(MF,.) fitpers. 1.1o,] aor. , 1 Myb, 1,
inf. n. .; (S,M, Mgh, Myb;) and ot, ($,
&c.,) like j', (MF,) [first pers. A, as
above, but originally w, whereas the first
pers. of. the former is originally a.i,] aor.
;L~ I (IAr, ?, Msb, Ii;) and 6,3U~.I, (?, M,
A, L, Msb, ],) also written and pronounced
.;oil ; (L;) and t6 _..e3; (M,A, L;) He took,
captured, or caught, it, (Mgh, L;) [made it his
prey;] rsnared, or ensnared, it; trapp~ d, or en-
trapped, it; (MF;) or ~ought to tak, capture,
catch, anare, or trap, it; hunted it, or chased it:
namely, [game, i.e.] any kind of wild animals,
or the like, (L,) fowl, Jc., (Mqb,) and fish. (L.)
[And jlC, and t .U.l, and t , , without the
mention of the object, this being understood, He
took, captured, caught, snared or ensnared,
trapped or entrapped, game, i. e. any kind of
wild animals, or the he, fowl, !c., orfish; or he
sought to tahe &e.; he hunted or chased, stalked,
or lrked for game; he fo,led; or he Jphed.]
You say , .L. [&c., meaning lie ent

forth to tahe &c., or seeking to tahe &c., game,
or wild animals or the like; to hunt or chase, to
stalk, or lurhk for game; tofoul; or to fuhj. (f,

V.) And ",,, jl : ,% : He went forth,
[to take &c., or] seeking to take &c., the wild
animah. (L.) And 6 1 6 i. q. qi. i j.
[I took &c., or ~ought to take &c., for such a one,
game, or a wild animal, or wild animals, or the
like]. (M,j.) And jQJI .lo, , and t ,?-,
i. q. M bL. [He took &c., or sought to take &c.,
game, or wild animals, or the like, in the place]:
Sb mentions, as a phrase of the Arabs, ;. j .31
meaning being the name
of a certain land [or of two mountains]. (M.)
And 1 j'i [T7h Aawk prys]. (Msb and

1 in art. ,,.) .. l ii1t is applied to beasts
and to birds JThat prey upon others; predatory].
($ and V in art. C, &c.) - [Hence,] one says,

,A8pa.3l,p *.WLIt e X [He captivates men by

[Boor I.

goodness, bneficence, or indAe~]. (A.) _- And
.&..3J X Aim ouat that which is right and
just: tho shalt obtain that which thou want~st.

(A.)__..'a , ua,p -; '4j.. I [We wet forth
to tahe, or hunt after, the egg of ostrches]. (T,

TA.) _ And a;,$ t;.., (M,A, TA,) a good
phrase of the Arabs, mentioned, but not expl.,
by IAar; app. meaning X We drew forth trules
[from the gr~ound] like as one draws forth nild
animals [tfrom their lurhingwplaces]. (M, TA.)
- And .j_ s. L. ;: TVe tooh [or caught in

or collected] the water of t/he sky. (Thi, M,
A.*) - _', (Lth, S, M, L,) of the dial. of El-

ijz, aor., (Lth, L,) inf. n. ; (Lth, ,
M, L;) and ;1, (Lth, M, L,) [aor. ;] He

(a camel) had the disase termed [expl.
below]: (Lth, , M,L:) the 5 in to is pre-
served unchanged because it is so preserved in the

original form, whichl is !.., (.,) thoughl thley
may not have said i!l; (Sb, M;) and the liko
is the case injt: (Sb, $,M :) the augmenta-
tive letters are rejected for the purpose of allevia-
tion: hence, one does not say, in the case of verbs
of this class, = I t;, [i. e. ~" tG, and #Jot L,
and the like,] forming thus verbs of wonder,
because the original form is augmented, and a
verb of four letters cannot be formed from a verb
of four letters, for a measure can only be formed
from a measure that is less. ($.) Also, both
verbs, (the former accord. to the Q and M, and
t the latter likewise accord. to the M,) t lie (a
man) mw unable to look aside, (, M,) by reason

of disease. ($.) And .., inf.n. ,s, tle
raised his head, by rea of pride: and the (a
king) looked not aside, to the right or ef. (k.)
And '._ (-(, TA, in the C £ [erroncously] .;,)
1 He (a man, TA) had an inclining, or a bending,
nck. (1., TA.) - And U W .i . 1 made
such a one to have an inclining, or a bending,
neck. (I, TA. [See also 4.])

3

4. #>Ldl He made him, incited him, or induced
him, to tahe &c., or to seek to take &c., rild
animals, or the like, [fowl,] orfish. (L.) - Also
l.e, or it, [app. meaning the vein called >LI, or
the disse termed an,] annoyed, or hurt, him;
(] ;) namely, a camel. (T].) - And He curedl
him (i. e. a camel, TO) of the disease termed _,,
(Jg,TA,) by burning with a hot iron. (TA.)
Thus it has two eontr. significations. (1.) -

And - ".s
And ~-'..3._ lie (God) cauwed his camel to
have the diseae termnd -,. (M.)

5: see 1, in four places.

8: sec 1, in three places.
9: sec 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

two places.

;, A certain wein (M, ) between the eyes of
a camel, (1K,) or between the eye and the nos;
(M;) whene the disease te~ed : pL GIl
and pl. pl. ,t [in the C1~ J.A]. (].)_

See also ., in two places. - And see ~" ,
likewise in two places. Also Bras; syn.jL.:

m
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and c~opper: (, M, :) or a sei trf:
(,:) or cooking-pots made of j ,, , (A'Obeyd,
TA,)o or coppr: (A'Obeyd, M, TA:) pl.
; tji, (M, TA,) like X1.s pl. of ~6: and

some say that t il:~ [q. v., thus written with
fet-b to the ,.,] signifies copper. (TA.)~ See
also art. .

an instance of P. in the sense of 3p ,
(Mqb,) or an inf. n. used as a subst. [properly so
called, and therefore used in a sing. and in a pl.
sense], (Myb, TA,) [i. e.] an inf. n. used in the
place of the objective complement of its verb;
(IJ, M;) [Game, chase, or prey; an object, or
objlects, of the chase or the like;] i. q. t j, (0 ,
Mgh, ], TA) used as a subst.; (TA;) meaning
what is taken, captured, or caught; or sought to
be taken or captured or caught; [by the chaxe, or
by meanm of a snare or trap, or by nrtdifce of any
kind;] of wild animals or the like; (L;) of fowl

#0c.; (Mb ;) and of fi, : (L:) or ,what is re-
pugnant, or didjcult of approach, (Mgh, L, k,)
wild or sy, by nature, not to be taken but by
means of artifJice, whatever it be, (Mgh,) but
lawfid to be taken, (L,) having no owner: (L,
]:) or any wild animal, or will animals,
wAthwr, or not, takn or so~Aght to be taken:
(IAr, M:) but this last application of the word
is a deviation from general usage: (M:) pl.
s~e. (Mgh, Myb.) [Also The qwarry of the
hawk; the prey of any beast or bird &c.] .,

* .m.j 3 (Meyd, A, but in the latter i , [for
·4. s.jl,]) is a prov. (Meyd, A) inciting one

to seize an opportunity, (A,) applied to a man
who seeks another to execute blood-revenge upon
him, and lights upon him when he is inadvertent;
meaning T7y prey has become within thy power,
therefore be not thou neglecfid of him [so as to
suffer him to es~ape, or rather be not thou ren-
dared hope of hiAm]. (Meyd. [See also Frey-
tag's Arab. Prov. i. 712; where &*_3 is put in
the place of p,J.])- See also ..

: see the next paragraph.

., ($,M, A, L, J() and t , with kesr,
(g,) or t.o, (L,) and t, (M,'L,g,) A
certain dieas in a camel's head, in consequence
of which he raises it: (8:) a certain diease
which causm a camed to raise his head: or a
certain disease in a camelr's head, wihich causes
his neck to twist: (M:) or a certain diseae
wAich attack camels in the head, in conae e
of wcA there flow from their noses what re-
smble froth, or foam, and they raise their heads:
(I1k, L, I:*) or a certain diseas in a cameds
nWk, in conwuence ofwhich he is munabke to turn hit
face aside: it is said that it cure is burning with
a ht iron (A,TA)betweea the ees: (TA:) [for]
it a .fm a ein b~ the eye, called G..
(]p.) [Hence,] also ~, (M,* A,) and r;c,
(M,) Fiin~ of the face of a king, so that it
doe not turn aside (M, A) to the right or keft, by
ea of prde. (A. [See also S, of which it
is the in£ n.]) [And t& fnrmer, t An inclination,
or beading, of the nek: (see :) hence,] one

says, . I til asredly traihte
B1L I.

- -jr

the bending of thy neck: or I wiU assuredly re-
tify thy proud tit ]- (A.)

~: seees.

l iL; [Of, or made of, bras or copper:] a
rel. n. from ;1 signifying "brass" and "copper."
(.)

.j~ Stones, (8, A, L, g,) or atone, (M,) of a
white colour, (M, L,) of which ecoo~ pots are

made; (S, M, A, L, g ;) as also t il,o. (A,
L.) See also ~I. _ And Ruped land or
ground, (,M, K,) containing stones: (M:) or
land of which the earth is red, having rog tone
evetn with the ground: (ISh:) or even, or level,
ground, in wrhichi are pebbles: (AA:) or pebblw
[themsclves]. (Aboo-Wejreh, L.)

01~. Copper: (L,P: see also L:) and
gold: (g :) [but this seems to be taken from the
following paage in the T :] in the stone-cooking-
pot (a.,11) there is sometimes [what is termed]
o'1 and't VA.i, in which is an appearance
like the glistening of gold and silver; and the
best is that which is like gold: so says AA. (T,
L.) See also art. ~. _- And Stone cooking-
po: (;,L, ]; and M in art. ~..:) a colL
gen. n.: n. un. with A. (IB, L.) - See also
~. _-- LifJI 0l.~ Small pebbles. (L [See
also art. ~])

Jjt.:. [as a n. un.: see X ., above._
Also] A [demon of the kind called] J_. (ISk,

K, K.) _ And A woman of evil diition, (ISk,
], g,) [and] so * i., (M,) and of much talk.

(18k, ~, ].) _ See also art. X ~.

;..: see ;1jt. _ [Hence,] t A woman who
takes, captures, or enmares, omething from her
husband. (L, from a trad.) See also a~l..

it:; ~; [A man accustomed to, or in the
habit of, taking, capturing, catching, snaring, or
trapping, game, i.e. any kind of wild animals, or
the like, fowl, ,c., or fAh; a sportsman; a hunter,
afowler, or afiuherman: see 1, second sentence]:
(Mb :) and ;t signifies the same as ;1,:
(9 :) You say ; ;A [A dog msed for hunt-
ing]: ($,A:) and ,j , [A hawk usedfor
catching garme]: and the same epithet is applied
to a female: (M:) its pL is ~ (S, M, A) and
.a.; (Yoo, Sb, S, M ;) the latter of the dial of
those, (e, M,) namely, the tribe of Temeem, (M,)
who say XJ; [for j>a]; ($, M;) the .* being
with kesr in order that the ,S mas be preserved
unchanged. (..) _ See also .I, last sentence.

.51, applied to a man, Practiing [i. e.
the taking, capturing, or catching, &c., of game,
or any kind of ~id animals, or the like, fowl, 4c.,
or fish; hating, fomling, or fshing: see 1,
second sentence]. (Mgh, Mqb.) -_ 3.iJI in the
dial. of El-Yemen signifies The shank; syn.

,Il. (M.)

>~, likej J [in measure], An arrow goingE
right, or hitting the mark. (J[.)

/., [More, or most, ,ont, or able, to take, or

captur, or catch, game, or prey]. p" ; :
O. ~, C ;C [More wont, or abk, to cap.
ture prey than the lion of 'ITfrr and than the
he-cat] is a proey. (Meyd.) - Also A camel
having the diease termed ; (g, M, A, L;)
and so t;L, for )G ji, (Lg,,) like j for

l;j ', (L,) or for t : (L:) pl. of the first
i.e. (L.) [Hence,] tA man unable to look
aide, (6,M,) by reason of diea. (S.) tA
man woho raie his head by reason of pride. ($.)
tA king who lookh not aside, (M, A,) to the
right or Iet, by reason of his pride. (A.) t A
king: ( .:) originally used in relation to a camel,
and a king is so called because he raises his head
by reason of pride, or because he does not look to
the right or left. (g.) And A man having an
inclining, or a bending, neck. (, TA.)-.'
t Thelion; (];) because he walks proudly, not
looking aside, as though he had the disease
termed .4; (TA;) as also *;Ljl [as act.
part. n. ofS]; and t ;l1; (], TA;) thus likened
to a camel having the disease above mentioned;

or, as in some copies of the ]Z, not ~lJ1l, but
t ,j,ll. (TA.)

;;; and V; LL and ,: '- [A place of
taking, capturing, or catching, &c., of game, or
any kind of ~ild animab, or the like, owl, Jc.,
orJ&h; a place of huntaing, fowling, or flhing].
(A. [The meaning'is there indicated by the con-
text, but not expressed.]) 1 ;;; also signifies
The upper, or highest, part of a mountain. (MF,
from Aboo-'Alee El-Yoosee. [But this, accord.
to the § &c., belongs to art. ... ])

,_-; and J1': see .

jt pass part. n. of 1: (Mgh, Mqb:) see ..

;f,.: ($, M, A, Msb, ]) and ., (M, and
so in the handwriting of Az accord. to the L)
and t',Pi. ($, L, Myb, 1) and t* .~ (so in
the handwriting of Az accord. to the L) and
· 1; ' (M, My b, 1) A th,ing ued for the pur.
pose of JI [or the taking, capturing, or
catching, &c., of game, or any hind of wild
animals, or the lihe, fow, c., orflh]; (T, 1, M,
A, Msb, ] ;) a nare, trap, gin, or net; (MA in
explanation of the first and lut;) [the first and
third said by Golius, on the authority of Meyd,
to be applied peculiarly to a net; but all signify
also any kind of trap: see , :] pL Jat,
without.. (L,Mqb.)

L.~a: see the next precedihg paragraph.

;l":.see g .m..: _ and ee also ; .
.IG... ...

1. l 't;, (T, S, Ms b,) aor. *, (0,) in£ n.
L.G, (,1 Meb) and ', ($,) Ie, or it, at-
tained to the tate, or condition, of uch a thing;
(T;) became such a thing; (T, Mb ;) in which
sense the verb is like t5 [in meaning, when the
latter is non-attributive, and in having its subject
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in the nom. case and its predicate in the acus.].
(T.) You say, . s ;1. Zeyd became a man;
or attained to the state, or condition, of a man.
(TA.) And ke& Nj L. Zeyd became rirh, not
having been so. (M,b.) And _.- je.^Wll jC.
The eressmdjice became ,vine. (M,b.) [And
*6 #U4 j H1 e became in a state, or con-
dition, in which there tw. not anything in his
po~eson. And I,l J~ . L. He became in the
state, or condition, of doing ach a thing; i. e. he
beca,e occupied, or eNgaged, in doing such a
thing; or he t about, began, comm~wd, took
to, or betook himsef to, doing such a thing; like

j4t. And !: A j t. ; He became in tlh
state, or condition, of not doing anything; or he
became unwoccupied in doing anything. And

.01j jL. He becamo in the state of not

peaking; he became ~pcle. And pL ~
1Ms HIe became in a state of r ction upon
such a thisng; he began to re~fect upon uc a

thing.] _ One says ablso, IJ. !b , (M,
A, Myb, ,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n. ,
(M, M, A, Mb, V,) which is anomalou, being
regularly jt;, like t, (,) and j and

;jg..,, (M, A, ],) i. e. e i ;.: (Myb:) [but

this is a loose explanation; the meaning being,
7.e thing, or affair, or cas, came ev~tually (see
.) to ruch a state, or condition:] the difference

between * and is, that the former word

neeesarily implies a difference [of the latter state
or condition] from the former state or condition;
but the latter word does not. (B4 in iii. 16.)
[In this case, the ulterior state or condition is
likened to a place: for] _;- also signifies He,
or it, attained in rspect of place : so in the

saying, 3 J t j ;tC [Zeyd came, or went,
or prnsed a course. that brought him, to Amr].
(TA.) ,~ o' I tI came, &c., to such a
oe] is similar to the phrase in the lur [iii. 27]

j~"i ~T ~J,1; [And to God, as the ultimate
objct, is the transition, or course, of every human

being]. (Q.) [Ihence, )4I1 .- aJI J 1 1, in
the lur xlii. last verse, which BI explains by

adding the words ,tA" W t.jl 1Wj1j; the
meaning being, Verily to God are tlains, or
ee~, eferrible, mediately and dependently: in
tho Expos. of the Jel expl. as meaning q.j] 

[And in like manner one says, I115 , l., Such a
thing camne to, betided, or befell, him, or it: and
hence, he, or it, canme to have, or becamne possessed

of, such a thing.] _- And i e;l . .; [Hle
became, or came to be, meaning he found himslf,
in a ,ee.t, or waterlme, land]; i.q. Q ij.

(Myb in art. j.) And e.ll .1. [He
entered, lit. became in, te season called ;

;.q. o [which is expl. in the 1 as signifying

,t~l .~ J.]. (IV in art. wj.) m,- signi-
fies also The returning of seekerr after herbage to
the watering-places. (0, V.) And one says,

J jl., aor. , [inf n. j,] T7e man
stayed, or abode, at the water. (TA.) And

4t.l j,di j1l) The people stayed, or abod,, at the
water. (M, 1, TA.) _- "L, (.,2 first pers. s,.0 ,
(M,) aor. as above, (S,) inf. n, .o,, (I,) a dial.
var. of ;L. havingfor its aor. ;.ie,[q- v.,] (S,)

7rr a. r ..in . " . --- - . ~-- r .'
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'te. (, 0, M9 b, TA) and t V (TA) and
oh.~~~~~~~~~~~~5

'j (' J, M, , ,) of the mensure Jj,. , ($,) and
; 9' ; .(Ii.)_ The verge, brink, or point, of

lan riffai-. or event. (M. KA You say. . J.A U!
£1e cur; o m p,4 ;) ana crave u, or sict ir. -f-- -- -- ~ . .. . -
(M.) - And in like manner, [i.e. as a dial. var. lJi. 1 > i . I am on the verge of mch an
of ts; having for its aor. ,] He made it to affair, or event. (M.) And ,?h X fs W1
incline, or e (1.S) You say, P. jLo, aor. I am at the point of [attaining] the object of my

, (M,) as also , (M and 1 in art. wan,) wa. (M.) And j&... ME ; e lt
He taned his face towards a person or thing. I am at the point of accomplihing my want.

DO * OS~ ~~~~~~~~~ --- 0 *j
(M.) And ,ic ;e I tt~ed his neck. (M.) (A.) Andrl,e.. $sU *i) Such a one is at thA
[Respecting the phlrase .il i'^w in the ]ur ii. point of accomplishing an affair. (8.) .. A water
20, accord. to one reading, see 1 in art. je.] - at which peopl stay, or abide; (M, O, ;) as
jlo, aor. c inf£ n. se', signifies also also 9t w (TA.) A crevime of a door. (8,
[He confined, restricted, &e., him, or it]. (Msb.) M, A, Msb, 1~.) It is said in atrad., Com ji

0W.·- j··,* · ·I ·

2. HI :,. He made him, or it, to be in st.ch : L u . '; -. Z [ oeer looks
into the crcice of a door and ha hit eje lmt out,

a state, or condition; or he made him, or it, to be ito th i for an t is t 
su, a thng [sao?it is a thing for which no mulct is to be w-

achi a thing; [as also ,Lolj;] syn. '.(S.) acted]: (., M:) A'Obeyd says that this is the
You say, &~4. 1 i and ' tj,ll [lHe made only instance in which the word [in this sense]

me to be to him a same]. (A.) - [And ,I *e" has been heard. (S.) ~ [The conditent, madle

and t ',J He, or it, umade, or caused, himn, of small fi,, caled] ;...: (M, M, :) or [a
or it, to come, or to p~ e a course that led, to condiment, or the like,] ~embling ;"..: (M,

ch a state, or condition; barought, or reduced, > :) or what is called in Per&. 1 . [jellUy of
him, or it, t~hereto.] 'Omeyleh EI-Fearee said salted.fih]; as also ;t.: (Mgh voce i;~ :)

to his paternal uncle Ibn-'Anla, 9 .lL. M .I41 t1 ind the maU altedfish of which A;_ is made:

. l t' J [ [What hath made thee to co.e, (Kr, M, :) or the young on of f : [a coll.
or brought tee, or ced thee, to the state, or gen. n. :] n. un. with 3: (Myb :) thought by IDrd
condition, that I ee, 0 my paternal uncle?]. to be Syriac; (TA ;) by IAth, to be Per., as also
(M.) [In this case, the ulterior state or condition ;Vt.o. (TA in art. i .) Also The bAs.1

is likened to a place: for] you say, b1 ' and [properly bi`wp] of the Jews. (0, P.) Seoo
t.. s9 ' also the next paragrapht.

t j;,1 [meaning He, or it, made him to com, or t.e next paragrap.
broughAt him, to him, or it; i.e., to a person, or j.cr, (S, M, Msb, 15,) accord. to A'Obeyd
place, or to a state, or condition :] (M, 1]:) and ;, with fet.-, but Az says that this is a mis-

- 8* rjo and as. re
VI;J 4.1~ ;3 an.d Vu31jbl [Want, or take, (TA,) An encloure (; )for sweep or

need, or neesity, made me to come, or brought goats (S, M, Msb, IO) and for co s or bull, (M,
me, to himn, or it]. (A.) And [hence,] s1 . I,)cotutructed of wood and stones (M, TA) and

.l.' lIe committed to him the thing, or affair; of branclhes of trees; (TA;) as also ;;1, (1k,
n . JIt,. ( M .s ,[And -.J ' 1,) whlich latter is said by IDrd to be of the dial.

syn. &.1 ..i. (N: i at o) tn of the people of Baglh(d: (TA:) pl. of the former
I.JL lIe made such a tAing to come to, betide, or , Myb, I) and [coil. gen. n.] 90,.
befall, him, or it: and consequently, he made & ( (M, a K) See also jr~.him, or it, to hame, or become poessed of, sur a (M,.)See .

thing.] . - is also by word, or covenant, as The ; ( and TA in this art., andA-Cl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; h .~ ; (0 and TA in this art., and
well as by deed. (Bd in ii. 20.) [You say, I.b TS and and TA in ar ;) i. e. the rined

e.~ T.S and I~ and TA in art.ji.e;) i. e. the stringed
meaning He asserted, or pronounced, him, or it, instruinent thul called: (T.S and TA in that art.,
to be in such a state, or condition; or to be stth a and 0 and TA in the present art.:) [this is the
thing: in whichl case, also, it is syn. with , ' riglit meaning, as is shown by the latter of the
whereby it is expl. in the S. And l o tWo verses cited voce = JIe: but,] accord. to
lIe ase,ted, or p,ronwunced, sch/ a thiij to be- AHeyth, (O,) the sound of tihe .o. (0 and 
long to him, or it; asseted, or pronounced, hiim, in the present art.) ~ See also art. j,o.
or it, to lamve such a thing; attributed to him, or .. .. 
it, xuch a thing: and appointed or assigned, to ;5Y: see ;,o.- Also i. q. tl1 [q. v.,
him, or it, such a thing.] signifying Stones, &c.]. (M in art.,~.)

4: see 2, in six places.

5. ol1 j. He became lie his father. (.,
M,.)

: see what next follows.

11 The ulterior or ultimate, latter or last,
state, or condition; the end, conclusion, event,
ise, or resl; of a thing, an afiir, or a case;

( M, M,O, Mb, V;) as also p(O, 1) and

°. A grave. (AA, O, L. [Perhap so caled
as being the ulterior abode.]) One says, I.
· M . This is the rame ofsuch a one. (0.)

And A company ( ). (0, ]P) See
also art. ...

jr A thing, pon the head of a j5 [or small
isated mountain or ths lik], rmbling the

[heap of stona, ped up as a sign of the way,
cald] s, cep that it is casd, and th ;.el is

]

I
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taller than it, and largW; or [in my originals

"a nd"] they are both cwd, but th j..1 is peaked

and tall, and the ;1. is rond and wide, and has
angles [app. at the ba]; and ometime i it s

m mc ated, and god and r arerund in it:

it i of tAe work oJ'Ad and Irm. (O, TA.)

;L; taying, or abiding, at a water. (TA.)

And t 51P A party, or pop, taying, or abid-
ing, at a water. (0, TA.)~ Albo A iter of

nane nuck (TA.)[ [And The pivot at the top,
and that at the hd, of a door; the former of
which turns in a socket i* the lintel, and the latter

in a socket in the threshold:] ace J&i.

- see the next preceding paragraph.-

Also Rain. (M, TA.)_ And Herbage, or pas-
ture. (M.) See thle next paragraph. - Also The
state of d,yncu to which herbage comes. (M.)

; : Ael -. _Also Judgment, or opinion,
(C,) and unlerstanding, or intellet, or idntelligene;

(, M, N:;) s in the aying, g G [He las
Not algpnent nor understanding]: ($, M:) or
a judgient, or an oplinion, to which one erentu-

ally conme; as in the saying, ;cw $ L J
[]Ie ha tnot a Jirt, nor a fnal, idea, thougit,

- judgment, or opinion]. (A.) Also, (O, ;
a Al.In says, on tlhe authority of Aboo-Ziyad,

(0)) and t Z;3L, (l,) Dry Ie.ebage or pasture,

that is eaten long nafte its being green: (0, :

and he adds that no herlbs have c except sucl

as arc of the kinrls called a ddl anrd m J ., (0,

TA.)~ 3 .s, signifies A confued and d(biou.

jair, (M, a ,) thro.uh which tlhere is no way oj

pasing; as in the pl e rase t e1 men

tioned by YRa9oob ([ISk] in the "Alfadh'
[accord. to some of the copies of that work]
originally meaning a [inountain, or hill, suclh a

isd teneLd] without a pars: but it is mor

probably , [q. v., in art. (M.)

j.. ~z : see j.-, first sentence.

an inf. n. of ;. [q. v.]. (9, M, &cc.) 
[Also A place, and hlence a state or condition, te
which a person, or thing, eventually comes: 

Iplace ofdstination.] 8ee;.._.-A place her

people caliht and abide: a good place wher

people alight and abide. (TA.)_A place t
which maters come, or take their course: (M, M :
[or a place of herbage, or pasture, and of water

pl. jtl;: so in the saying,] . ,J' I ,
They wat forth to their places of herbage, o

stured , and of water. (A.) See also art.y)

s Alln seea*y, first sentence.

1. &al t a, [aor. Dj$b,]s Tire palm-trs

bore datae which had become such as are trmeo

U' o , i. e., ,bp%; (,* TA;) as also ? .

(L,) inf. n. .e4; (TA;) and " ,all, (V,
inf. n. L ; (TA;) all three on the authority c

IAyr, and the first mentioned by ogh, in the 0
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and :;,L, from i_ [a dial. var. of Li,

i. q. h5]. (TA.)

} ee the prmeding paragraph.
4: 

, in the dial. of Bclh&rith Ibn-Kaib, The

[hbad] ind of dates called m; (a;) i; q. w :;
s also t rG ; (l ;) ,,g and L.si lbeing

dial. vrs of ;. and rLI- (-.)

, ~: see 'c, throughout.

s: ee [It is also said to signify]

Dates ;ithout stones. (L in art. i.) ,Also

The pi/* of a eoloclth thrat lave no hearts,
(AHIn, S, ,) being husks only; (AIjn;) to
which a poet likens ticks that have been long left
in a desolate place: (AIn, S :*) and so, accord.
to some, of anything, such as the melon and the
cucumber and the like. (AIIn.)

,, (5p, IB, O,) or Vt ai, (,) ths in all
the copies of the ]:, but it is a mistake, or a con-
tracted form, (TA,) The wearer's [implement

called] A4S, with which he makes the marl and
the wfoof an: ($, IB, ] :) but lB says that its
last radical letter is tS, not .. ; so that it should
be mentioned among the clas of infirm words:

(TA :) pl. , . (v.) Hence, (?,) The spur

) of the cock. (' , ].)- [Hence also,] The horn
of the bull or cow, and of the gazelle: (]g:) pl.
as above, (TA,) signifying the horns of bulls or
cows; which were sometimes fixed upon spears,

instead of the iron heads: (S :) and to such hornes,
| called by this name, conflict and faction, or sedi-

-tion, ti.,) is likened in a trad., because of its

grievousness: some say 'that the sing. is a~,

[as in the ]5,] contracted. (TA.) - And hence,
(TA,) A wooden pin, or peg, wih which date

are pluced out [when they are compacted in a
ma~, clodely adhering together, in the receptack
[of wo palm-eava, or the like, in which theq
are pached]: (]::) likened to the horn of a bul.

or cow: in this sense, the word is written a:.~

and a certain poet changes it to . .. (TA.;

o [Hence also,] Anything with wAich one de
a fenads himsef: pl. as above, (],) [in the CQ
e erroneously written .. ;as though it had th.

e article JI prefixed to it, or were itself prefixed tc
1 another noun, for otherwise it is written and pro
) nounced] with the [final] L elided. (TA.)-
:[Hence also,] Afortro: (5 :) pl. in this seas

, as above. (, TA.)_- [Hence also,] A pao~

r who manages [and protects], well is h erds oi

. focks: (AA, ] :) in this sense also written a.
(AA, as in the TA.)

1. ~P aor. tL"LC1 inf. n. t see 1 in art
t", in three places.

,, 4. .,JI ,1 :.see 1, in art. t, , latter half.

a) . zJ: see 6 in art. , last sentence..-

of Also, said of water, It was, or became, in a tat

; of commotion upon the surface of the ground

(IDrd, O, ],* TA:) but & is more approved
[in this sense, or a meaning " it ran upon the
surface of the ground," a expl. in art.

(TA.)

7. ,alI: see art. ,. It belongs to this art.

and to art ,. (l.)

m I [an epithet mentioned, but not expL, in

the O and TA: it seem to be from f " I

dispersed it, or scattered it;" and hence to be syn.

with , signifying In a stat of o tion, or

of ex~cding ecommotion]. Rubeh says,

[app. meaning And he pssed th day enwloping
her, or it, or them, in the dst in a state of com-
motion, or of ezcoding commotion]. (O, TA.)

I. ;,l ,,, (ISh , ,,) inf. n. k (!,)
He woaked his food in saume, or seasoning: (ISh,

0,5::) and tA '; J lie Ioaked it with
clarfied butter. (ISh, 0.) [&&t has a similar
meaning, and is better known.]

..ro and other words in which U is substituted

forj, ee in art.

1. JG, (g, M, O, Mqb, V,) aor. '4,0, int: n.
i b-, (TA,) He, or it, (a company of men, M,

Mqb,) remained, stayed, dwalt, or abode, ($, M,
0, Myb, 5,) during the [~aon called] J , (},
O,) or durin his, or their, I.,, (0, Mtb,) or

during a ,4o, (9,) ~t in it, (?, M, 0, S,) i. e.
in a place; (S, M, O;j as also t JLUl, (;, 0,'

,' TA,) and t 3; (M, O,' ],* TA;) and

[ dtjQ t Vf A! is like * [probably a mis-

transcrption for J.ia, of which h.Cl is a var.,
and of which, together with one of this var., an
ex. will be found in what follows]: (TA:) you

say, 'L4 oE;t, s [I remained during the

)4. in such a place], and in like manner

[. , and i, ,and t [probably a mi-

transcription for Vt ,l, u seems to be indicated

by what here follows]: (M:) a Hudlialce says,

[I remained dwing the Ao in Noomdn, and

she remained during the A]. (IM, TA.)_

And M,l ,,, ( , M, o,g,) a verb of the

class of 'C, (51,) originally ;. , (TA,) The
land wa rained upon by tA rain of the [son

caUled] .. <(s, M,0.-) And I)L, of the
measuro LJ.a, like l. and 1 , We wre

rained upon by the rain of the c..: (f:) and

in like manner t .. (M, TA.') i .-JlI J

Njil ;;C, (m, M, O, Meb,* V,*) eaor. ~, (,
0, ]:,) inf. n. 1. (1, M, 0, MO b, O,) and

.[ f4 (, M, 0) and . ', (M,) lwh arroro

turned aidefrom the butt: (, M, 0, Mb, :.:)
a dial. var. of JL. having for its aor. .j. and

IV
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inf. n. Ji. (O, Mb,· .) - And j..Ii 'i.
4 ;^ TAe tallion-caml turned away from

coering the fema that he had coored. (M.)

S. 'a It (a tbin. , o, g) , ,~cd m for
my [asomn termed] e.., (.8 , ,) or for my
..A.: (MNb :) by the "thing" here spoken of

is meant food, or a garment, or some other thing.
(TA.) - See also 1, in three places.

3. 3i;'L . 4X (e, M, 0, MOb, , ) and U(.

(L4, M) is from Jtl, (M, O, Myb,) like

tMs (8, O, Myb, ]) from.Jlt, (0, Myb,) and
K~ (., o) from;QlI, (0,) i. e. [He made an
engagement, or a contract, with him for work or
the ie]/for the days of the '.4. (8.) And in
like manner, ;L.t ;j.' ! and Wl. [He hired
him, or tooA him as a hired man or Aireling,for the
period of the .. ]. (M.)

4. Ihol TIey entered the [eaon caUed] ,.4O:

(., M, O, Myb, ]:) like lj,;I meaning " They
cnltercl the [season called] .tf." (TA.) -And

lJtl. She (a camel) brought forth in the &o.
(M.) - [Hence,] Jtl said of a man, I He had
offspring born to him [in the summer of his age,
i. e.] rhen h was old, or advanced in age: (.,
M, O, iS, TA:) or he lad no offspring born to
him until he was advanced in age, or old. (L,
TA.) And t Ire abstained from women while a
young man, and tlen married roen old, or ad-

carced in age. (M, TA.)_ ~ A j % ;.ii1
y;1 God turned away, or may God turn away,
from me the evil, or miscAief, of ch a one: ($,
0, 1 :*) belonging to this art. and to art. J ..
(0, TA.)

a. 4, and its var. : see 1, first sen-
tence, in four places.

8: ee 1, first sentence.

,J : see j3L;:. and see also art. Jy.

uas signifying A certain portion of the
ywar is aid by lSk to be fem.: (TA, voce :;
q. v.:) [but by others I find it treated as masc.:]
the ' u meaning one of th seamo is well
known: (M :) Lth aye, it is one of the quarters
of the year; and is applied by the vulgar to a
half of the year [i. e. to the half-year commecing
at the ternal epiox; the other half-year being
called by them the ,1,]: Az says, it is, with the
Arabs, the divuion which the vulgar in El-'Ird#
and Xhur4 alU the / [i. e. the qpring]; it
consists of three mo~th; and the division that
next follows it i with the Arabs the 4; and in
it is the 3',& [q. v.] of the J; then, after this,
i the division called the ; and then, after

this, the division called the .,: (TA:) [i. e.] it
is the quarter of te year ~arly caled the,
omm ing whm the an enters Arie: but is

applied by the vulgar to the 4, which is the
[mmer, i. e.] the quarter commencing hen the
rm mns Canoer: (Myb in art. X>j; q.v.:) [F
ays,] the .4 is the lJ [i. e. summer, or the

hot eawon]; or [the eason] after the .: ( :)
and [Sgh says,] the .A; is one of the divisions

qf the year whieh is after the t~ : (0:) [but
unless this explanation in the 0 denote only a
vulgar meaning, and the latter of the two ex-
planations in the 1~ be virtually a repetition, we
must suppose that, in each of them, by the t0 is
meant the season of rain thus termed, which ends
in March: (see the latter of the two tables which
I have inserted voce >j :) most probably, I
think, both have been faultily transcribed from
what here follows; for the 8 is largely copied in
the 0, and the 8 and 0 are among the prin-
cipal sourcee of the ]V, which generally follows
the 0 when it differs (rightly or wrongly) from
the 8 ] the ', is one of the divsion of the
year; which is after [that caUtd] 3,J)I me1i and
before [that calld] "itl: (:.8 ) [this admits of two
renderings, both of which are correct; namely,
the quarter after the season of two months called
Jj.I &.1 (which end in March) and before
the quarter called Xl1I (which is summer); and
also the season of two montls after that called

J;31 31ll and before the similar eason called
Jiel: (see the former of the two tables to which
I have referred above:) but probably the latter
only was meant by him who first gave.this
explanation:] thdie pl. is iJ3 (M, 0, J) and

~..: (M, Mob:) :t 34. is a more particular
term [app. meaning A single '4i; (see 2;)];
it is like ;ij. [q.v.]; (O,V ;) and its pl. is 0A,

like ; pl. of ;.. (Fr, 0, g.) e L..a,

>.UI is a saying expl. in art. &. [q. v.]. (0,

.)-. 't,aHll also signifies The rain that comes
in the [eason called] .; (S,O, Mb, ;)
[sce, again, the second of the tables to which I
have referred above, and see also · ;] and (0,

I) so t Jtl; (M, O, ] ;) also signifying the
herbage thereof: (M :) or, (I,) accord. to Lth,
(0,) the latter signifies the rain that falls after
the dvision [a mistake for the rain] called the
.; (0, a;) and so the former; (1C;) and it is

also called ' Uk. !; (0, I,;) which likewise
signifies the trbage tlereof. (TA.) Hence the
prov., relating to the completing of the perform-
ance of a needful affair, .Wl &e.,l *,Ij3 [The
completion of the rain called the is that called
the bAco]: for the rain called the &O is the first
rain, and the %os is that which is [next] after it.
(TA.)-. 1i 4Q' is [A verse] in the end (i·i)

of ;L, i ; [the 4th chapter of th Kur-dn,
but which verse I know not], mentioned in a
tradition. (TA.) Also The female of the .
[or Owm]. (Kr, M.)

: osee the next preceding paragraph, latter
half.

Ua. A thing of, or belonging to, the Lseason
caled] .4o. (8,O.)_ A young camel born in
the '.A.. (M.) [And in like manner a sheep

or goat: see t..]- And [hence,] tA son
born to a father [in the summer of his age, i. e.]
old, or advanced in age. (S, M, O.) [See an ex.
in a verse cited voce Wow -]See also o,

(Boox L

near the end of the pa~ ph. 12 (e u
a subst., or as an epithet in which the quality of
a subst. is predomint, for g,] ad
' ;tdsignify The ; [or pro~ of cm r c.]
in the first part of the t. (here meaniag
sping]; i.e. the second &.; for the first of the

is the . , then the , then the .J,

and then the a4m J : (M:) or the V ?L; of a

people is their . in the '.. ($, 0, .) ([See
;j,e.]..-[ai.e is also applied to The latter, or
last, season of the bringing forth of camels; so in
an explanation of in the § and TA.]

'h,. [fern. of t ..: and also used as a subst.,
or as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is
predominant: see the latter word].

~ibG is used as an imitative sequent in the
phrase J.SJ '., ($, O, l,) meaning A warm,
or hot, [spring or] sunmmer: (PS:) a phrase like
J', W ~&c. (S, O.) And one sa.ys .. ,
(S, M, O, Msb, ],) meaning A hot day; (0,

1;) and t N ,¢ (, 0, ) was sometimes
said, meaning J5L.; like ' l; -* tas meaning

a]: (S :) and LC a4 [a hot niht]. (S, O,
Msb.) ) And J LG . [app. Rain coming in
the bio, meaning spring; as also t j,
occurring in a verse cited voce 4i, q.v.]. (M.)
See also '.ti in art. jL.

a

LtG [fem. of SL, q. v.-Ablso, a a subt,]
A ;ar,ring, or warring and pluri, en
pedition in the 'i, [i. e. either srn or mum-
mer]: (M, Mgh, and ]am p. 239:) pl. JSI.
(Mgh, and ]lam ib.) And [particularly] (Mgh)
A warring, or warring and p der, ezpe-

dition against the Gree (.ejJ1): because they
[i. e. the Arabs] used to go on expeditions of this
kind in the 'm, (., Mgh, O, ],) and to return
in the winter, (Mgh,) on account of the cold and
snow. (?, O, .) And they said, i lj

tAlJlI, meaning Such a one ma commander of
the army going on a warring, or warring and
plunderig, e~pdition in the A.: (Ram ubi
supra:) [but MGr ays,] he who explains ;L. as
meaning the place [of], or the army [ngaged in,
such an expndition], errs: [adding that the
Hanafee Imam] Moiammad has used the phrase

-1 - 1 by;11 -e Wi_ij :1 deither by
surmise or by extension of the [proper] meaning.

I e
(Mgh.) See also .. , in two places.~ Also
The timtne, or season of thte .. (M, TA.)

I4.1: see '4., last quarter of the para-
grapi.

ak;, originally I s:e art. J .

A pdace of rmaining, daying, dwelling,
or abiding, during the [mason caled] . ; (Q,
O, TA;) as also t JitJ (8,], TA) and
t ?j '..: (TA:) and a time thereof: (8b, M,

TA:) pl. ,Nt. (Mb.)_-Apnd A place in
whvich dates are dried in the [ e ald] '.
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(/uIr p. 166.)n _[Alo part. n. of the verb in the

phrase u,j, Ad o.4:] you say ,.o; and
v 6i Land rained upon by the rain of the

[s,aso, called,] .. (,M, 0, o .~) Also,
applied to a channel in which water flows, Wind-

ing, or trut: (, M :) from j,, like *
from JSi. (a.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce
14A: and see also e..]

j : : see JL.._ Also, (M, O,1 ,) and

'5 , (0, ],) [in the CS, erroneously, Ja
and i ;J.,] and V Jui , (M, O, IC,) applied to
a she-camel, (M, 0, S,) That has brought forth
in th [seaon^ called] hi: (M, L, TA:) or
Aavin with her her young oae: (O, S, TA :) pl.
of the last j hL . (TA in art. '.) - And
[hence,] the first, t A man having a child born to
hAimn [ tih nm er of his age, i. e.] w/nm he is
old, or advanMcd in age. (TA.)

JIl.., applied to land ( H.a), Having in it
abwudance of th rain of the [s~eao caLd .4.
(O, V.) - And, so applied, Late in producing
herbage. (O, .) _ See also ..a-.-[Hence,]

A man who does not tahe a ,if until he AU
whitmes in the Aair of his hea d witA the
blacknes thereof. (0, X.)

1707

see .

1. !) G1 , aor. ia.;, inf n. j;: ee 1 in art.

3Sy.

a. i J.L. 1 Ji a dial. var. of 1jbtZ.
(TA in art. W ,. See 3 in art. ta,.)

1. 3L1., aor. j , i q. o having for its aor.
Sjy, (Ibn-'Abbld, 0, O, ,) i. e. He (a man)
keaped or sprang [&c.]. (Ibn-'Abbid, O.)_
Ij ,J J.e/, (9 and V in art. J,,) or J, (Ibn-
'Abb&d and O and 1] in the present art.,) Such a
thing ws appointed, or ordained, or prepared,
for then, or for him. (Ibn-'Abbid , 0, O, .)
This is its proper place. (TA.)

'4. The hnot of the 4Aj; [i. e. of the esd,
or of the mrspeory thmog, of a whip]. t, and
V in art. 3J*, and 0 in the present art.)

jX and ilt.: ee art. J.

Quuasi A

a,nd, anda.; and ;,4 pl. of _,
*xpl. in art..,.

L#* [originally a]: see art. .

~Of, or relatig to, eirI" [i. o. China].

(TA.) [Hence,] 3. O. ;, (S, TA,) and [the

pl.] j .S~ , (9,) VeJs of *.I, (9, S, TA,)
made in Lth country thus ca [i. e. China].
(TA.)

*;;_ A certain drug, [said to be] llU rnown.
(TA. [But what it is I have been unable to
learn.])

!Q,o and iSQ0 inf. . of ^JC expL in uart.
-~o. The former, of which ;1O and ;

are aid to be vars., is also syn. with 1.t.,
likewise expL in art. C~.

.d,
e*.': aem art.

END OP TRR FOURTH PART OP BooK I.*
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